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THE "UNIQUE"
The smallest and most compact camera

made in the world.

FILM PACK OR PLATE
Fitted with Automatic Shutter and Fast Lens.

Catalog: mailed on receipt of 5 cents to cover postage

Cttmeras bought, oold or eicbanged for new. We
tarry a large aasortment of all style*. Port Card
and IteQex Cameras, and are selUog at bargain
prices.

Get our prices before buying.

Developing and Finishing for Amateurs.

Cameras rented. Open Evenings.

The Canadian Camera Exchange
352^ Yonge St., - Toronto.

Photie

MAIN

3097

\^:\N^-
^; Evenings

: College

't 4025

TENTS
For Sale or Rent in all Sizes

Our Special 10 x 12—3 ft. wall, 8 oz.

Duck Special $9.50

Poles and Pegs Extra $1.50

This Special price good for May only,

cash must accompany order.

We are large manufacturers of Tents,

Flags, Etc., and everything in canvas

required by the sportsman. Our Speci-

al Mosquito Veil Price $1.00.

Send forCataUgue

AMERICAN TENT AND AWNING CO., LIMITED

430 Yonge St. Toronto.

ONTARIO JOCKEY CLUB

TORONTO

S|)ring Heetin^
Mai| Iftth to May 25th

THE KING'S PLATE
(The oldest fixture run contin-

uously on this continent) will

be run on Saturday, May 18th

General Admission $1.50

JOS. E. SEAGRAM,

President

W. p. ERASER

Secy-Treasr.

THE BEST
GOLF BALL

IN THE WORLD IS THE
19 12WHITE

COLONEL
THE GOLF BALL DE LUXE

Unequalled for Durability, Length of Flight

and ateadinecs on the Green.

Covered with indesiniciible white Gutta.

Can also be had in Ordinary marking.

ST MUNCO MANUFACTURING CO.

COVAN, SCOTLAND.
London -

37 Walbrook. EC.
Ni-w York—

72fi Broadwa,,
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A
Ad Fratres (Verse) Sev. C. T. Easton 782

Alberta, A Day with the Prairie CJhicken in; The Glorious First Percy Barton 404

Alberta, An Antelope Hunt in P- N. Graham 1189

Alberta, A Proposea Mink and Muskrat Eanch in August Wolf 167

Alberta Deer Hunt, An M. E. Scarborough 1136

Alberta, Fisheries of Saskatchewan and 293

Alberta, Hunting Sheep in Southern Murton S. Harland 543

Alberta with the Prairie Chickens, A Week in Br. Hall 1064

Algonquin Park, A Day's Outing at Miss Bessie F. Campbell 52

Algonquin Park, A Hike Through E. E. M. 168

Algonquin Park, A Vacation in W. 0. Johnson 326

Algonquin Park, Beaver in Marh Bobinson 1313

Algonquin Park, In: The Sport of the ••Seventy-Five Per Cent" Oliver Oldman 909

Algonquin Park, My first Deer Hunt on the Borders of E. J. McVeigh 450
Algonquin Park, Our Deer Hunt Near Chas. WiXkins 1136

Allen 's Old Timer, Mr. Charles James E. Orr 954
Alpine Club of Canada, The

Alpine Journal, The Canadian 1352

Camp Circular, The 62

Camp Experiences and a Qualifying Climb Blanche B. Hume 1059
Club Notes 1210 and 1382
Director in the East, The 1358
Fifth Annual Camp of the Mountaineers' Club, The E. L- J. 788
How We Spent Sunday in Camp Blanche B. Hume 533
Lake Louise, Improvements in the Vicinity of • 1354
Notes 226y 330
Sentinel Pass, A Trip to Bev. T. G. Wallace, M.A. 186
Sixth Annual Camp Blanche B. Hume 458
Survepng a New Alpine District: A Circuit of Mt. Robson A. 0. Wheeler 698
Wherewithal Shall We be Clothed Blanche B. Hume 1203
Yoho Trip, The J. J. White 921

Ammunition, Wasted W. Neilson 754
Angling, Midwinter W. Dustin White 780
Angling Queries and Replies, Interesting 675, 962, 1308
Angling, The Literature of . . .

; Dr. Henry Gove 811
Animal Sanctuaries in Labrador 797
Antelope Hunt in Alberta, An p. N. Graham 1189
Antidote for Strychnine, An p. Bawden 1042
Antigonish County, N. S., Fishing in: April Trout Fishing B. D. McDonald 332
April (Verse) Lalia Mitchell 130)
Arctic Explorer Visits the West, Famous 692
Autumn Leaf, To an C. C. Talcott 696

B
Back to Boyhood Stolcely S. Fisher. D.D., Sc. D. 722
Bag, A Mixed Hnoh Cannell 427
Bare Tracks Bill Riverside 936
Barnes Landing Net 834.
Bass (Black) Fishing 1329
Bass from Surprise Lake, Two 1200
Bass, The Vagaries of the: A Fish Warden's Stories 720
B. C, A Few bays with the Black Brent in J. B. Bell 1196
B. C-, A Fishing Expedition to Sugar Lake, V. H. 1306
B. C, A Holiday Trip in the Lillooet District Keith Wright 1039
B. C, Trout Fishing on the Chilliwack River, A. P. Cummins 1330
Bear, Adventure with a Grizzly: The Story of "Old Three Legs" J. L. Pearson 940
Bear Hunt, A : A Reminiscence of Former Days Sportsman 400
Bear Hunters, The A. A. Hotte 184

r Hunt on the Georgian Bay, A J. Bruce Hanly 158
Bea
Bear, Louis h 'an de (Verse) 938
Bear, My First Encounter with a: A Tenderfoot's Experience J Work 306
Bears of Thunder Bay, The Three Sara Stafford 1100
Bear, The Boy and the c. H. F. 1106
Beaver in Algonquin Park Mark Bobinson 1313
Big Game Hunt, An Adventurous A. L- Jamieson 162
Big Game Hunt, A Successful: Good Sport with a Large Partv. . . .ff. WycKfe Brett 526
Big Game Hunt, A Successful : How We Moved Our Camp Bruce Campbell 665
Big Game Hunt, A Western j. W. S. Duncan 33
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BriUsh Columbia, After tbe Mule Deer in . . . . nun Ma
British Columbia, A Holiday Trip in '::::::::I:::::::11:w: c] teen mBritish Co umb.a, Big Game Hunting ,n m. Dainard 202
British Columbia Fishing Trip, A P j Porter 279
British Columbia, Game and Bird Protection in

. 706
British Columbia, Game Protection in 200
British Columbia, Hunting on Horseback in E C B 165
British Columbia, Seal Hunting on the Coast of: A Day with ' the Fur Seai

n v^u^^n®?
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BoJinycastle Dale 769
British Columbia, The Oormo/ant m Bonnycastle Dale 385
Bug, The Land of the Dr. Harry Gove 1224

c
California Sport, A Canadian Sportsman on if j ^gnru 614
CaU, The ............. George E. Longard 27
Camping in ^ ora Scotia, Down by the StiUwaters Camper 412
Canada, A. Fisherman 's Summer in j^pT

Canada, Summer Playgrounds of
j^^j^

Canafla, The Xew Garden of '

_ ^—
Canadian National Park, An Explanation gOg
Cat Came to Grief, How the Avery Morehouse 1047
Chicken Shooting in Manitoba George Harper 930
Cloud Castles .Levant Fred Broun 170
Conservation (Game) Department Frank Hyde 1192,1322
Contest Between a Strong Swimmer and an Expert Angler 426
Cormorant in British Columbia, The Bonnycastle Dale 385
Coyote Hurting on the Prairies A. H. Visser 976
Cruise of the Papoose, The: A Tale of Temagami € B Craig 391

D
Dawson, By Trail and River to: A Five Hundred and Fifty Mile Trip Frank W. league 901
Deer Head, A Record Mule 29S
Deer Heads, A Fine Collection of 53]
Deer Hunt, An Alberta M- E. Scarborough 1104
Deer Hunters, Havelock 1163
Deer Hunting in Newfoundland Walter Wheelen 557
Deer Hunting in Saskatchewan D. E. Denmark 572
Deer Hunt in old Ontario, A Successful Moose and E. T. Chase 299
Deer Hunt in Pennsylvania, A H. T. Gilliland 588
Deer Hunt Near Algonquin Park, Our Charles Wilkins 1136
Deer Hunt On the Borders of Algonquin Park, My 7irst E. J. McVeigh 450
Deer Hunt on the Borders of Quebec P. J. Elliott, Jr. 554
Deer in the Riding Mountains, Huating ;...-.• Courier de Bois 107

J

Deer (Mule) in British Columbia, After the D. B. D. 519
Deer That Mooed, The Ashley D. Conger 836
Dog Lent to Strangers. The Old Seginald Gourlay 288
Dogs for Partridge Shooting, A Plea to Prohibit the Use of F. H. Gooch 1178
Dont 's for Sportsmen : Hints by an Old Hunter 558
Duck Conservation, Wild: Is Ontario Doing Its Dutyt Frank Hyde 1029
Duck Hunt, A September Sonald Nease 716
Duck Hunting Experiences in Prince Edward County, Ontario TFm. Carrell 430
Duck Shooting at Rondeau G. S. 746
Duck Shoot, Story of a Saskatchewan The Pilot 66S
Ducks on Saskatchewan Sloughs, A Day with the G. J. M. 421
Ducks, The Passing of our Forest H Conover 960
Duck, Wild 224

Dundas Hunt Club, The: Interesting Experiences on a Big Game Hunt
Sev. A. L. Webster 656

Dunlavy (Bill) Story Teller A. H. L. 20

E
Eagle, A Mammoth 1066

Egg Hunting Expedition in the Red River Region Fifty Years Ago, An Thorndyke 804

F
Fantasy, A Mabel Block 646

Fiction, Summer 624

"Fight to the Death, A Vincent E. Cross 1180
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Fixe High Jumping Under British North American 568

Fish' and Game Protective Association Annual Meeting, North American 136i

I'isherie'^ of Saskatcliewan and Alberta W. 0. Johnson 326

Fisheries Commission, Ontario Game and. Final Report of the A. Kelly Evans 1413

Fislierman 's Paradise, A ^^6
Fisherman 's Success, A Youthful ^^°
Fisherman 's Summer in Canada, A 1°4

Fisherman, The ^"""^f.
Raymond 283

Fishing (Verse) ; Laba Mitchell /v9

Fishing and Hunting in Nova Seotia: Experiences of a Novice i,ilver brey t>78

Fishing Trip near Port Arthur, A ^- ^- 570

Kshine Trip Through Tusket Lakes, Nova Scotia, A Short but Delightful

__ ^ J. E. mienwood 1299

Fishing (Troiit)
'

Luxurious Ernest J. Chambers 265

Fishing (Trout) on the ChiUiwack River, B. C ^- F- Cummins 1330

Following the Fur Trails J^- J- Fraser 129

Fox (Black) The ^- ^- '^'"'^y ^^^^

Foxes The Culture of Black and Silver: Articles of Practical Information
' E. B. and L. V. Croft, B.A., M.D. 1163

Foxes, The Culture of Black and Silver: Heredity E. B. and L. V. Croft, B.A., M.D. 1327

Fox Farming, Profitable 252

Fox Farms in Prince Edward Island T. G. Wallace 1043

Fox (Red) A New Use for the W. ilcMuUan 240

French River, Fishing in the: The Rest Easy Fishing Club's Canadian Outing
Frank G. Andrews 1285

I'ur, Hunting for Fred Brittain 334

Fishing, A Remarkable Two Hours ' E. D. McDonald 826

Fishing at Moosehead F- W. Lee 178

Fishing, Black Bass 1329

Fishing (Deep Sea) in the Bermudas As Told bv Jonathan Talcott

Charlotte Carson Talcott 1342

Fishing, Expedition to Sugar Lake, B. C V. H. 1306

Fishing for MuseuUonge C. TV. Young 41

Fishing, in Antigonish County, N.S. : April Trout Fishing E. D. McDonald 1332

Fiahing in Hastings Co., Ontario Manlcy Sim 411

Fishing in Nova Scotian Waters: Good Sport on the Medway River. .W. H. Fitzmaurice 1348

Fishing in the Far North 947

Fishing in the French River: The Rest Easy Fishing Club's Canadian Outing
Frank G. Andrews 1285

Fishing in the Laurentians J. A. Boon 663

Fishing (Maskinonge) in the Kawartha Lakes TT. Hiclson 28
Fishing on Sunday, You Can 't Go (Verse) Dr. Henry Gove 775
Fishing Trip, A British Columbia C. A. Porter 279
Fishing Trip, A Merry Widow Uncle Pile 966
Fishing Trip in Manitoba, A Courier de Bois 152
Pishing Trip in The Scottish Highlands, A C. F. L. 943

G
Game and Fisherios Commission, Final Report of the Ontario A. Kelly Evans 1413
Game Laws, The Wolves and the Jack Miner 1360
Game Law Violators J. B. Townsend, Jr. 44
Game Protective Association Aninual Meeting, North American Fdsh and 1362
Game, The Damage of Wounded: Some Suggestive Thoughts H. Riviere 324
Gaspe, A Hunt in L.B.L.B. 580
Georgian Bay, A Bear Hunt on the J. Bruce Hanley 158
Georgian Bay, The Island Studded M. A. Shaw 70
Good-Bye to the River (Verse) Dr. Henry Gove 915
Grouse (Sage) , The 1138
Guides, Nova Scotia 1346
Guides, The Nova Scotia 532
Guns, Comparing 12, 16 and 20 Bore F. H. Conover 37

H
Here 's A nother One S24
Holiday Making on the Water 196
Home, My Northern Arthur Ormandy 302
Hunt, A Coming of Age: Success of Members of Camp "What Next" MacJc 549
Hunt, An Adventurous Big Game A. L. Jamieson 162
Hunt (Antelope) in Alberta, An P. N. Graham 1189
Hunt, A Successful Big G^ame: Good Sport with a Large Party E. Wy cliffe Brett . 526
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Hunt, A Successful Game: How We Moved Our Camp Bruce Campbell (i65
Hunt at Night, A Deer Fred Carroll 931
Hunt (Still) Our: Still Hunting versus Dog Hunting W. Uiclson 1215
Hunters, Havelock Deer 2^65
Hunters, Havelock Deer Hg5
Hunters, Some Fine Types of 692
Hunting Accident in the Woods, A 69
Hunting and Trapping Experience Bertha E. Lean 525
Hunting at Napoleon Lake TT. 77. Allison 610
Hunting Deer in the Riding Mountains Courier de Bois 1075
Hunting in Nova Scotia, Fishing and: Experiences of a Novice Silver Grey 678
Hunting in The Riding Mountains e. TV. II. 2,S]

Hunting Season, Review of the Last : A Strenuous Time E. J. McVeigh 545
Hunting Sheep in Southern Alberta M. S. Earland 543
Hunting Trip in Addington County, Ontario, The Diary of a J. W. Morden US;'.
Hunting Season in Northern Ontario, A Satisfactory John S. Watson 927
Hunting (Turkey) in Central Saskatchewan 1188
Hunt Near the Capital, A Good F. W. Garland 522
Hunt of 1911, The E. J. McVeigh 1080
Hunt of the Maple Leaf Club, The 1911 A. L. Jamieson 1160

I
Incident, An Unusual 918
Indian Chivalry, A Story of Wm. Thompson. M.D. 32
"In Process of the Seasons" (Verse) Lilla Dunlop Nease 1298

J
Johnson, To Pauline (Verse) Mildred Louise Gould 1063

K
Ka/wartha Lakes, ilaskinonge Fishing in the W. Mickson 28
Kawartha Lakes, The 43
Keewaydin Campers Ride on Moose in the Temagami Country, The J. S. S. 916
Kootenay and Arrow Lake Country, Through the Great TV. Chesleigh Benson 1126
Kootenay Mixed Bag, A 1195

L
Labrador, Animal Sanctuaries in 797
Lady Evelyn Lake, Concerning 1000
Land of Enchantment, A Robert TVilson 1292
Laurentians, Fishing in the J. A. Boon 663
Literature of Angling, The Dr. Henry Gove 811
Log of a Nautical Tramp, From the Frederick Goodson Higbee 258
Lure of the Open, The 7*". TP. TVallace 518

M
Magnetawan, L'p the: A River of Dreams Katherine Hale 275
Manitoba, A Day 'b Shooting in 758
Manitoba, A Fishing Trip in Courier de Bois 152
Manitoba Blizzard, Lost in a J. Land 802
Manitoba, Chicki'in Shooting in George Harper 930
Manitoba, The Quail in 204

Mamitoba, Two Weeks' Hunting in the Riding Mountains of H. TV. H. 281

Manitoba, With Rod and Gun in TVingshooter 998

Manitoulin Island, The Yeor 's Round on A. E. Graham 1331

Maskinonge Fishing in the Kawartha Lakes TV. Hickson 28

Medicine Bag, Our 98, 212, 342, 470, 595, 724, 838, 984, 1110, 1232, 1364

Memoirs of an Old Ply Book Lionel E. Lordly 155

Mink and Muskrat Ranch in Alberta, A Proposed August TVolf 167

Mink in Captivity, Raising August TVolf 454
Mississaga, '

' Many Mouths " H. E. Dobson 1309

Mooin 's Trail, The End of Zack 794

Moose and Deer Hunt in Old Ontario, A Successful E. T. Chase 299

Moose Bird. In the Land of the TVilliam J. Malone 1

Moosehead, Fishing at F. TV. Lee 178

Moose Hunt, A Fortunate A Hunter 574

Moose Hunt, A Successful New Brunswick /. H. Demott 48

Moose Hunt at Wabigoon, Ont., A if. E. Schubart 289

Moose Hunting in North Western Ontario: A Bough Return TV. G. Bankin 651

Moose Hunt in Nova Scotia: The Big Bull of Great Lake John S. Gustine. Jr. 783

Moose Hunt in Northwestern Ontario, A Successful Jack Walker 198

Moose Hunt in Nova Scotia, A '. John S. Gustine, Jr. 147
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Moose Hunt on the Preserve of the Shawinigan Club, Quebec, A L.J. Boyer 1036

Moose in Captivity, A . .... ...'.....-... .... ...,.. •.
. • • F. A. Barirne 280

Moose in Nora Scotia, The Protection rif . . .

'
'
-"

Morntaineering Eeflections F. F. Longstaf, F. S. G. S. 792

Uuskellunge, FishiDg For C. W. Young 41

N
Napoleon Lake, Hunting at Jf"- -ff- Allison (310

Naturalist and His Pets, A Young ....,.:. .Bonnycastle Dale ol3

•Never Touched Me" ^- ^- ^ 1^30

New- Brunswick, A Successful Moose Hunt iu J- Harold McMurray 284

New Brunswick Moose llumt, A Successful J- H. Deinott 48

Newfoundland, An Experience off the Coast of: Hunting the Hair Seal

A'. Milton Broivjie 1157

Newfoundland, Deer Hunting in Walter Wheeler 557

Newfoundland, Fish and Game Protection in 562

.Vewfoundlaml, Shooting Game Birds in John Duff 424

North American Fish and Game Protective Association Annual Meeting 1362

"Not One Shark but Two" Oliver. Oldmaa 1312

Nova Scotia, A Moose Hunt in John S Gustine, Jr. 147

Nova, Scotia, A Short but Delightful Fishing Trip Through Tusket Lakes,
'

.._.'. J. IB. ElUnwood 1299

Nova Scotia Big Game 9^8

Nova Scotia, Camping in: Down by the Still Waters Camper 412

Nova Scotia, Fishing and Hunting in: Experiences of a Novice Silver Grey 678

Nova Scotia Guides :
1346

Nova Scotia Guides, The •
:

• ^^
Nova Scotia, Moose Hunting in: The Big Bull of Great Lake . John S. Gustine (.Jr.) 783

Nova Scotian Waters, Pishing in: Good Sport on the Medwav River
'.

. ..W H. Fitzmaurice 1348

Nova Scotia, Sport on Goose Island J- M. C. 590

Nova Scotia, The Protection of Moose in 720

Nova Scotia, Woodcock Shooting in: The Diary of an October Day. .W. B. Starratt 539

N. S., Fishing in Antigonish County: April Trout Fishing B. D. McDonald 1332

o
Ontario, A Moose Hunt at Wabigoon B. E. Schuhart 289

Ontario, A Satisfactory Hunting Trip in Northern John R Watson 927

Ontario, A Successful Moose and Deer Hunt in Old E. T. Chase 299

Ontario, Duck Hunting Experiences in Prince Edward County, Wm. Carrell l430
Ontario, Fishing in Hastings County, Manley Sim 411
Ontario Game and Fisheries Commission : Final Report of the A. Kelly Evans 1413
Ontario, Moose Hunting in North Western: A Rough Return W. G. Rankin 651
Ontario, Old Time Stories of old Told by James E. Orr 1094
Ontario, Partridge Shooting in E. L. Chamberlain 830
Ontario, The Diary of a Hunting Trip in Addington County, J. W. Morden 1183
Ottawa, An Outing on the P. E. Bucke 1086

P
'

' PaJs" (Verse) Walter L. Thurtell 1162
Panthers and Wolves, The Destructiveness of T. B. Porter 440
Partridge, My First ^1 Tluntress 752
Partridge Shooting, A Plea to Prohibit the Use of Dogs for F. U. Gooch 1178
Partridge Shooting at Lake Massassaga, Sailmon Pishing and W. Hickson 1067
Partridge Shooting in Ontario C. L. Chamberlain 830
Passing of our Ducks, The Forest. R. Conover 960
Pennsylvania, A Deer Hunt in S. T. Gilliland 588
Pet, A New . ...- 787
Petawawa, Some Trips To E. E. Lemieux 647
Picture No Artist Can Paint, A Jack Miner 1049
Pigeon, The Last Wild ; .• 429
Pigeon, The Wild Passenger 690
Pioneer 's Stories, A Jas. E. Orr 310
Port .\rthur, A Fishing Trip Near A 77. 570
P. Q., A Canoe Trip on the Restigouohe Claude MacBonald 1320
Prairie Chickens, A Week in Alberta with the ' Dr. Hall 1064
Prairie Chickens in Alberta, A Day with the : The Glorious First . . ; Percy Barton 404
Prairie Chickens in Winter, Feeding the: An Antidote for Lonelin'ess. .Violette Graham 776
Primitive Methods B D. McDonald 1092
Prince Edward Island, Fox Farms in : T. G. Wallace 1043
Protection (Game), A Great Victory for: New York State takes a Long Step Forward 318
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Protection in British Columbia, Game 200
Protection in British C!olumbia, Game and Bird \\ 70(3
Protection in Newfoundland, Fish and Game 550
Protection in Saskatchewan, Game 718
Protection of Moose in Nova Scotia yoQ

Q
Quail in Majiitoba, The 204
Quebec, A Deer Hunt on the Borders of P. j. Elliott, Jr. 554
Quebec, A Moose Hunt on the Preserve of the Shawinigan Club L. A. Boyer 1036

R
Babbit Skin, The Era of the 972
Keminiscence of Former Days, A : A Bear Hunt Sportsman 400
Eeminiscences, Old Time Jan. E. Orr 808
Eestigouche, P. Q., A Canoe Trip on the Claude McDonald 1320
Ke-Stocking, An Experiment in Dr W. H. Fiizmaurice 6S7
Eevolver (Colt) An Old a Lover of Colt's 1182
lUckaby Bapids, The Dr. J. M. Harper 146
Rockies, Winter Sport in The Canadian 192
Rondeau, Duck Shooting at (}_ 5_ 746
Rondeau Park, A Visit to : A Beautiful Ontario Preserve ir. D. Hobson 401
Run, Run, He's Coming With a Gun Milan Wiiislow Sussell 1220

s
Salmon Fishing and Partridge Shooting at Lake Massassaga W. Hickson 1067
Saskatchewan and Alberta, Fisheries of 293
Saskatchewan, Deer Hunting in D. E Denmark 572
Saskatchewan Duck Shoot, Story of a The Pilot 668
Saskatchewan, Game Protection in 718
Saskatchewan Sloughs, A Day With the Ducks on G. J. M. 421
Saskatchewan, Turkey Hunting in Central 1188
Seal Hunting on the Coast of British Columbia: A Day with the Fur Seal Dealers..

Bonnycastle Dale 769
Season, In Process of the (Verse) LiUa Dunlop Nease 1298
Sentimentality, Sickly E. J. McVeigh 303
Sentimentality, Sickly : A Reply Bonnycastle Dale 559
Series, Don 't Miss This .'

1071
Sheep in Southern Alberta, Hunting Martin S. Harland 543
Shooting Feathered Game: A Side Line to a Deer Hunting Trip S. E. Sparks 438
Shooting Game Birds in Newfoundland Johji Duff 424
Shooting in Manitoba, A Day 's 758
Shooting (Partridge), A Plea to Prohibit the Use of Dogs for F H. Gooch 117S
Shots, Singular Reginald Gourlay 948
Snowshoe Tramp, A Long Arthur Langridge 1072
Snow-Storm, Lost in a G. S. L. 1073
Spring Fever (Verse) A. K. Douglas 36
Squaw, An Old: The Life Story of "Cock-a-Wee" Bert Selbie 442
Squirrel Story, A True ." G. Gerald Blyth 576
Sturgeon, A Battle With a W. C. Loucks 586
Sturgeon Got Away. How Our Big: A Unique Fish Story Wm. Carrell 1336
Summer Holidays and Where to Spend Them W. A. Craik 21
Sunken Boat, The Charles Singler 210

T
Temagarai Country, The Keewaydin Campers Ride on Moose in the J. H. S. 916
Thanksgiving Day on Vancouver Island Bonnycastle Dale 642
"The Nerw (Jarden of Canada" 1177
Trade Notes 120, 244, 378, 504, 630, 742, 878, 1018, 1150, 1274. 1382
Tragedy, A ^L. W. Bingay 9S(i

Tragedy which Caused the Siege of Fort Ellice, A Martin Hunter 1050
Trail and River to Dawson, By : A Five Hundred and Fifty Mile Trip

Frank W. Teague 90i

Trapping Experiences, Hunting and Bertha E. Lean 525

Trap, The 98, 228, 356, 482, 616, 738, 870, 1002, 1141. 1254, 1382

Trip, A Merry Widow Fishing Uncle Pike 966

Trousers Lake, A Trip to S E. March 934

Trout Fishing, Luxurious E J. Chambers 265

Trout Fishing on the Chilliwack River, B. C A. P. Cummins 1331'

Turkey Hunting in Central Saskatchewan IISS

Tusket Lakes, Nova Scotia, A Short but Delightful Fishing Trip Through
J. S. Ellenwood 1299
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CMflLLENQE
COLLARS

SUMMEi?
COMFORT

is assured to every wearer of
"CHALLENGE"

Collars and Cuffs.

They have the same dull finish, teitaro and
(It as the best linen collar, and won't wlU
or crack.
"Challenge" Collars can be cleaned with a

rub from a wet cloth.
Always smart—Always dressy.
If your dealer doesn't sell "Challenge"

Brand send us 25c for collar or 50c for pair
of cuffs. You'll be delighted.
New st.Tle book sent free on request.

THE ARLINGTON CO. n-
OF CANADA, LIMITED.

54-56 Fraser Ave., Toronto.

Marbles
fiETTER TtDN

^^^^
Upper barrel

.22; lower

.44 shot or ball

Barrels 12, 15,

18 in.

Just the

gun for

every man
who loves

out-of-doors

play. For
fishermen
beyond n 11

—so
handy,
accur-

ate, compact I Not a toy but

a hard-hitting weapon that gets

game couldn't be gotten with-

out it. 8

See it at your dealer's, or

send his name and get Free

Catalog worth reading.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.

581 Delta Ave.. Gladstone, Mich.

Vaoation A. D. Conger 334

Vancouver Island, Thanksgiving Day on Bonnycastle Vale 642

Veteran 's Experience, A William Neilson 161

Walk with Memory, A Sev. Stoliey S. Fisher 151

Western Big Game Hunt, A J. TV. Sterling Duncan 33

When Fishjn' Season's Here Adelaide Allen Andreius 1318

WUd Duck 224

Windbreak, The Value of a J. G. Taylor 157

Winter 's Reign (Verse) .^
Carolyn B. Lyman 1065

Wolf Hunting on the Prairies C. P. Ellis 919

Wolf Hunting Story, A /. J- Spillett 795
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14 ft.HyM@E8i[airnm Equipped with
6.H.P. 2 cylinder Gray Motor Speed

16 to 17 Miles per Hour

6
Hv^ I':.d'-1 "I" >.: engine as instilled in abnv-' \>.>dX. Tii'^ nn,-

w^ strictly high class. 2 cylinder motor ever offered at this price.
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—
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quiet and furnishes big power—handles like a high priced automobile en^rine.

Price with complete fittings reidy to install in your boat.
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—
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$114
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Gray Motors are made in the largest and best equipped
plant in the world devoted exclusively to the manufacture of

2 cycle motors.

We have the organization— the facilities—the room and
the capital to build up Gray Motors in immense quantities

luring the dull season.

We started machining—inspecting— finishing and crating

1912 models early last fall -We are ready for the rush.

You won't be put off with any feeble excuses or unsatis-

factory answer as to why we cannot ship your engine immed-
iately we have the stock — we can and will make immediate
shipments- we guarantee it—you get what you want when
you want it.

Ask some friend who owns a Gray what he thinks of it—

if you do not happen to know a Gray owner find someone who
does know a Gray owner and get all the information possible.

We want you to find out all you can about the Gray in

actual service.

GET THIS BIG 48 PAGE ENGINE BOOK
It is brim full of valuable information—contains real tacts

about marine motors their construction— care and operation

—

facts it will pay you to know.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TO-DAY—in the meantime find out whit
other people think about Gray Motors—what find out whit kind of care

we take of our engines after they are sold—then study the catalog care-

fully—it will show you plainly and honestly just how to get the most

power and' best sitisfiction for the least expenditure.

MARIirt
MotOKS'

GRAY MOTOR COMPANY,
535 U. S. Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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On the Gravel Tiaia lor Cochrane.

or "\Miat's the news?" we inquired, to

whicli he made answer "Cow-in-ga-go",
or "Xot any". After photographing the

party we wished them good luck for the

winter and continued on our way.
While the Indian in a general way has

in mind tlie lo-cation of his winter camp
he rarely has any objective point in view
for each particular day. Time is the

cheapest thing in all the wcirld for the

northern red man and while travelling

with his family a leisurely pace is to

them the most acceptable one. The kil-

ling of a caribou or moose may mean a

camp for several days while the meat is

being cured, and such an event will usu-

ally result in an immediate meal.

The privations and sufiferings endured
by these hardy people is rarely under-

stood or appreciated. How little the

fair lady of the opera or fashionable res-

taurant, alighting irom her limousine,

knows of the pain and bitter cold endur-

ed in taking the mink or other skins

with which she adorns her person! Xor
is appreciated the number of human as

well as animal lives sacrificed in the for-

est yearly that wealth may be protected
from the rigors of much milder climates.

Often at portages we took from the at-

tractive pools with the aid of the Bristol

steel rod numbers of the square tailed

trout so plentiful in this region, and sev-

eral times landed, with the invincible

Kingfisher line, after a good fight, fine

.-[jccimens of the powerful muskalonge.

For three days we carried around the
most dangerous rapids and shot through
others, and all the time, with a little skill

.ind much good fortune avoided serious

accidents. On two occasions although
rocks struck in the shallow current by
rare luck we escaped more serious dam-
age than the breaking of some canoe ribs

;ind planking. Scarcely had the crack-

ling fire lulled us to sleep ere the night

tlitted over like a shadow and our tasks

lay before us anew. B\' day we travers-

ed a most attractive country, gliding

along the glinting rail of crystal "by the

sides of lonely rivers and deep streams,

wherever Nature led". .At times we
surprised waterfowl upon the river and
wood grouse along the portages. Sever-

al times we feasted upon the sometimes
disdajned saw bill ducks, which we
found not only palatable, but under Bill's

cooking, a delicious part of our bill-of-

fare. By night we camped beside the

river, with the roar of a rapid mayhap
three miles ahead borne up on the wind,

Messrs. La. France and Grasset and their huskies at Ft.

Albany.
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and slept in Nature's guest chamber,

whose ceiling- was studded with diamonds
and sapphires. Eventually, at the close

of a wet afternoon, we came upon the

survey line cache of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railroad, and as we rounded a

turn our shout from the distance brotight

Joe St. Marie, a French Canadian, and
Billy Angus, his Scotch partner, from
their log living quarters. After an intent

look we heard Angus yell, "They're white
men !" and he began an Indian war
daiiCe on the landing that continued un-

til our canoes touched shore. Such a

welcome as was ours, and what an im-

A great comfort to these splendid fel-

lows, who live in a trackless wilderness,

is their gramaphone and their team of

five husky dogs. Rarely indeed is

human form seen tipon the river and ours
were the first white faces Angus 'had

seen in two j'ears. It was here in one of

the manj- pools below the cache that we
took from the foaming river within half

an hour si.x superb trout, which weighed
upon the old meat scales in their store-

house between fifteen and sixteen

pounds. At night we learned of their

life and their labors through the year,

and of the sufiferings of .Angus during

T.;o Wooded Point—James' Bay

provising of dishes there was for the

pleasure of our visit !

St. Marie, during the summer, had
paid a visit to his people in Montreal,
after having courted the wilderness for

thirteen years, and saw for the first time

t'he horseless vehicle in the form of an
automobile. He assured us that his two
months in civilization were a sixty days'

round of pleasure, with not mvich time

for sleep. All in all, Joe felt that he had
enjoyed "one tam fine time,'' and "then",

said Billy, "he came back without a drop
in what should have been the horn of

plenty."

one winter when with no food but pork
and beans he had lost through scurvy,

most of 'his teeth and nearly his life, and
how in the succeeding summer he had
spent Fifteen Hundred Dollars in three

weeks in pleasurable pursuits at Chicago,,

with nothing to show for it but the new
teeth and gold in his mouth.
The nig'ht before our arrival the part-

ners had killed a large black bear, intent

on burglarizing the cache, and v,-e car-

ried with us some of bruin's form for

food when we departed.

Before bed time the last night Bill and
I walked down to the river bank for a
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breath of fresh air. The Kenogami in

the evening light stretched its sinuous

length through the forest like some sil-

very serpent. The firs threw their

weird forms against the sky and the

stillness was broken only by the hoot of

an owl calling from across the river and
the splash of the muskrats who took to

the water at our approach. We rested

for long, pondering upon the faithfulness

of these underpaid men, who derive

more pleasure from the changing glow

of the aurora than from the blaze of city

lights, and we thought of the mother and

sisters in Scotland and of the joy of his

coming when Billy sees next summer the

old home, after an absence of twelve

years. Certainly there are few men in

the world with such appealing qualities

Brigadier ! re'pondit Pandore
Brigadier ! vous avez raison."

The Way to English River.

Armed with information concerning
the lower river we took farewell of our
friends with sincere regret at sunrise the

next morning. During the days that

followed we sighted two moose, one of

which was within easy range, but upon
whom we burnt no powder, and observed
the evidences of many more along the

river bank. Fish eagles floated and cir-

cled in the blue from time to time and
the grating cry of the raven was often
heard at nightfall. A porcupine fell

prey to our pistol upon one portage and
although boiled thoroughly was a disap-

pointment as an edible. This is the one

Hudson Bay Company's Headquarters at New Post.

as those who have passed their lives in

the woods and know the true meaning
of the forest lure.

The dark clouds of this changeable
climate were gathering even while we
rested, and where the shadow was
thrown upon it in their gathering the

water blackened as though in sympathy
with the changing mood of Nature. The
night became "a stealthy, evil raven,

wrapped to the eyes in his dark wings."
Again we heard the lively tones of the

gramaphone and the voice of St. Marie
in a Canadian song.

—

"Brigadier ! re'pondit Pandore
Brigadier! vous avez raison

Hudson Bay Post at English River.

wild animal of the North that can be kill-

ed without a gun or trap, for its ungainly
gait permits an easy approach.

Two days of rapids and portages,

which kept crossing and recrossing the

river, sometimes while the mist obscured
its surface and made passage of

the rapids almost perilous, brought
us at last to the English River

Posts of the French and English

Companies on the English River, which
is really a continuation of the Kenogami.
The afternoon of our arrival had with

surprising suddenness become cold and
uncomfortable and as we approached the

landing there was snow upon the lug-

gage in our boats. Our advent was
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inevitable Indian dogsheralded by the

howling from the top of a clay bank up-

on which the post buildings are erected,

fully forty feet above the river. ^^'ilIiam

Ludditt, a Cree. who is the Hudson Bay
representative, watched us coldly from a

vantage point on the palisades as we ap-

proached, wet and wearied by the labors

of the day. He scanned us more closely

while we climbed the bank and gracious-

Iv permitted us to hold his hand in

greeting. We wasted no time on Mr.

Ludditt, who seemed to resent our in-

aint no buses running from the Benk
to Mandalay," and he was much interest-

ed in general news of the world. An.ath-
lete himself, he expressed much regret

upon learning of the defeat of Jeffries in

that memorable debate with Mr. Johnson
at Reno. Comfortable quarters, a care-

fullv selected little library, and his violin,

enable the Factor to while away the dull

hours of the long winter.

English River Post, one of the most
lonesome, is also among the three most
important fur centres in t'he world. Trad-

Reaches and Rapids of the Alhiny.

trusion into his domain, but sought out

Mr. B. Etchereny, the French Factor,

who gave us a reception as is typical of

the French Company representatives

throughout the entire north, and ex-

pressed in no uncertain manner his de-

light at seeing white faces. Mr. Etcher-

eny, a Parisian Frenchman, who is under
thirty, has been at the English River

Post for four years and had seen but two
other white men during that period. His
mail comes but once a vear, "fer there

ing with the French Factor are one hun-
dred and ten Indians, toward whom he
acts as clergyman, physician, arbitrator

and general advisor. One thousand marten
skins alone were taken by his Indian hunt-
ers last winter and the mink in surprising

numbers fall prey to their skill. The
bow and arrow are here still in use and
are frequently resorted to by the red men
in taking partridge and the wood grouse
of the region. Hanging in the storehouse

was the form of a red deer whose spine
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and hind leg bad been broken with one
bullet of a Cree Indian the previous day
while the deer, unconscious of danger,

was scratching its ear. The incident re-

called to the Factor's mind the killing on

one occasion of two caribou, while they

were lying down, by a single shot from an

Indian's rifle.

The red men here are Crees, with a

marked Mongolian cast, and as at most
northern Posts are all intermarried. One
man with married children is wedded to

his half sister. Like their Ojibway bro-

The night before our arrival a dance of

farewell before separating for the winter
hunt had been held at the Factor's house,

and the festivities had continued until day
was lighting up the river. Evidence of

their pleasantries were still observable,

and the instruments of the entire orches-

tral equipment in the nature of a tom-tom
and concertina were still lying upon the

Factor's steps.

Formerly the center for big game, the

moose and caribou are now rarelv taken

Oreo lepees on Parade Ground at Foit Albanj.

thers. they also are possessed of those

characteristics so peculiar to the Indian.

Indolent in summer, they lie about the

Post and while away that pleasant sea-

son with simple and unprofitable amuse-
ments. They have in their native custom
no regular meal times, but eat when the

spirit or their appetite moves them, and
all are addicted to the use of strong tea.

One man with his wife and a small child

consumed fifty pounds of tliat commodi-
ty during the past winter.

near this Post, and all due to tlie un-
reasonable slaughter b\- the Indians. One
famil}' two years ago killed sixty deer in

the deep snow, and another annihilated

twenty-eight of these valuable animals.

As a result of this e.xterminating process,

which has been going on for years despite

the protests of the Factor, the big game
is rapidly becoming extinct. The Indians,

too, are on the decline in numbers and are

gradually falling prey to tuberculosis,

while one case of measles in a tepee has
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been known to result in the death of all

living in the village-

During our stay we learned of an out-

lawed Indian, who was suspected of hav-

ing killed his wife, and Iiis skulking form
was pointed out to us as he made off into

the bush at our approach. \\'ith a sus-

picious story of Iier sickness and death

he had travelled one hundred miles dur-

ing the summer to woo and win a new
helpmate from the tribe at English River,

but the maiden Crees were not suscep-

of overcoming the influence of an evil

spirit which was keeping a young woman
sick in her tepee. A great degree of con-

fidence is necessary in order to make this

kind of medical treatment thoroughly ef-

ficacious.

We declined to allow the Factor to give
up his own bed, and after passing the

night comfortably on the floor of his

house we carried with us from the Post
the next day letters from Etchenery for

Fort .\lbanv and Montreal and his God-

Tho Fierco Abitibi.

tibJe to the charms of one with such a

blot on his escutcheon.

Our attention was attracted at sun-
down b3' the sound of a tom-tom beating
among t'he tepees and hastening withoitt

we observed Lemaguish, "the Trout," a

local conjurer, cavorting among the tents

attired in his underwear and a beaver hat
of the vintage of 1840, the crown of

which was adorned with several eagle

feathers. The medicine man was per-

forming his gymnastics for the purpose

speed from the river bank for I'he jour-
ney.

Where rolls the Albany.
From now on we felt that the day is

as long as you can go without sleeping.

Later we were to learn the foolishness
of accepting distances as given in the
mileage of the North. .Always the river

widened and deepened, and tliere came a
day when the windings of the English
River brought us to that place long antici-

pated, where the "Father of Waters
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rolls on to the sea." There before us lay

a long reach of the j\lbany, its surface

scintillating in the sunlight and its bosom
broken into many channels by innumer-
able islands wooded with the attractive

firs of the North. Ever and anon the

surface was disturbed by the muska-
longe and the sturgeon, and on several

occasions plover of many varieties, in-

cluding the choice j'ellow legs of south-

ern climes, fell victims to our fowling
piece. From time to time the tepee poles

s'hallows where the processes of cen-

turies had hardened the clay bottom
into a stonelike formation. The
mammoth of prehistoric times had trod

unchallenged these silent valleys, deep
and ancient. Before the age of

glaciers man of prehistoric form
and figure preyed upon prehistoric ani-

mals. The willows followed the ice age,

flowers added to the charm of woody
growth, birds of variegated plumage sang
the carnival of progress, and when

The Lonely Tepee and its Occupant on James' Bay.

and drying stages of deserted Indian en-
campments passed before our gaze and
at one point on a high blutt the lonely
grave of an Indian, heaped 'high with
boulders to protect it from wild living
things of the forest, bore mute testimony
to human mortality.

Farther, still farther, into the silences
of the Albany our journey carried us
each hour, through valleys which patient
but persistent time had cut in the
high clay banks, past eminences and over

wondrous changes wrought by time in its

fligiit had been accomplished, man, civil-

ized, first looked upon these solitudes. O,
mighty river! conceived in the flow of

glaciers, born of babbling brook and un-
seen stream, whose pathway to the sea
had already been won when there were
no Assyria or Chaldea, and antedating by
centuries the glories of Nineveh and
Tyre, thou art still "the mysterious
flood that tlirough the silent sands hast
wandered century on century." Yonder
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blufif of stone and clay listened to your
voice, peaceful or threatening, while still

the barbarians overran Italy and hunted
upon the site of Paris! What storied

lesson of the centuries is here for those

capable of its interpretation? Is it per-

haps the old truth that the simple savage,

communing with the spirits of the moun-
tain and the trail, comes as near the so-

lution of the great questions, whence and
whither, as the hoary headed seer, rich

in ripened knowledge and scientific re-

sult, to whom the problem still remains

by some anterior race is still wit-

nessed by these ancient banks where
now the Cree dries his fish and worships
according to his lights. The gaunt, ter-

rible, wolflike men, following the chang-
ing centuries, have gone their way, guilt-

less alike of commentator or historian,

and still live and continue, men fierce in

the struggle for life, loving, hating and
dying that they might exist. What won-
der that men living and laboring under
these conditions lean naturally toward a

worship of the great forces of Nature!

Some of the Future Generation: Crees at Albany Island.

the source of the profoundest speculation.

Rampart guarded and forest fringed,

unmapped and unexplored, the Albany,
absorbing its tributaries, flows on majes-
tically to tlie sea. Awaiting man's ac-

ceptance and development is its mineral
wealth, uncounted and unguessed. Miles
in breadth the forest followed us as we
proceeded and over all brooded the calm
and stillness of the primeval country.
"This is to be alone; this, this is soli-

tude." The drama of life as worked out

Changing, ever changing, the channels
of the Albany cross from side to side as

the vi'ashings of years undermine its

banks. Even now in late September the

leaves are beginning their voyage to the

sea, and soon the silent, all covering car-

pet of white will conceal the inequalities

of the soil. The coat of the ptarmigan
will whiten and the raiment of the

marten and the fox assume the winter
hue. Man and beast alike must at their

peril fortify against the months of chill
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and privation. The struggle for exis-

tence from the highest to the lowest form
of life will soon be on. The marten
seeks the field mouse, the lynx pursues

the hare, the mink watches the reaches

on rapine bent; each form of life, while

defending from a higher, pursues a lower,

and preying upon all is man, the cunning,

man, the pitiless, the implacable.

Using sail and paddle day by day and
floating by night, with our canoes lashed

together and fastened to a spruce top

that we might ncit leave the channel, we

we took our farewells of the agent in

charge. The few Indians standing about
followed us down the steep bank to the

shore to examine more closel}' the cat-

amaran rig of our canoes. Lashed paral-

lel and some three feet apart, with the

rushing water between acting as a cen-

terboard, we were enabled to spread a

blanket sail over our little vessels which
carried us down the river at surprising

speed.

Fort Albany And The Fur Trade.

\\'e floated thrnu 'ii tlie nicht and all

Our Little Friend and Half Breed Women at Moose Factory.

came eventually to Ghost River, a shal-

low stream emptying into the Albany
some one hundred and fifty miles from
the English River Post. Here, in their

desire to be first to reach the returning

trappers, the Hudson Bay Company has

established an inconspicuous Post, just

now in charge of Harry Wesley, a half

breed Cree. Hunger, hardship and pri-

vation have had their share in the short

record of Ghost River Post. Some oat-

meal and a few candles purchased and

the following day the wind held fair and
strong. At evening we estimated our

day's run at not less than seventy-five

miles. We had arrived within a few
miles of Albany Island when "Twilight

let her curtain down and pinned it with a

star." For the last one hundred miles

the land had gradually become more flat

and uninteresting with many miles of it

burned black and desolate. The forest

had rapidly run into scrub growth, and
l^ack from tlie ri\-cr the muskes;', that
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spongy, tenacious moss of the North, had
successfully choked off all large timber

growth. Late the following day we
sighted two Indian canoes, whose occu-

pants were out to lift their nets, and they

hurried before us to the Post to report

the approach of white men. Within fif-

teen minutes we sighted the white build-

ings of both agencies, and were soon

landing our dunnage upon the mud in

front of the French Company's property.

Mr. Joseph Grasset, the Factor, and Mr.

R. LaFrance. his clerk, gave us most cor-

place the saw mills of both companies
are established.

During the day we paid our respects

to Mr. Donald Gillies, the Hudson Bay
Company Factor, a commanding char-

acter, who is a living representative of

the older type of Scotch agent. Power-
ful of build and clear of eye, with posi^

tive ideas as to the respect due the

"Ancient and Honorable Company,",
he dominates all under him and rules

with a discipline that brooks no in-

terference. For thirtv vears Mr. Gillies

Among the Junipers and Wild Gooseberries.

dial greetings, and welcomed us to their

quarters. Hospitable indeed were the

representatives of the French Company,
and we soon found ourselves under a

debt of obligation impossible in this far

ofif country to even partially repay.

Not a stone of size worth the name is

to be seen at Albany and the sills of all

the buildings are laid upon wooden foun-
dations. All sawed timber is trans-

ported from Moose Factory, at the
southern end of James Bay, at which

has been in the employ of the Company-
and most of that time has been spent
among the Esquimaux at Fort George
upon the east shore of Hudson's Bay,
where he learned to speak their tongue
like a native. He has been at Albany
but a year since his return from a visit

to his native Scotland, the first trip out-

side in fourteen years.

Fort Albany is one of the original five

or six trading posts established by the
Hudson Bay Company after Charles the.
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Second in 1670 liad granted to the Com-
pany a charter covering the exclusive

right to trade in the territory about Hud-
son's Bay for the consideration of "Two
elks and two black beavers" to be paid

yearly to the crown whenever its repre-

sentatives "should happen to enter into

said countries" and upon the further con-

sideration that the Company would make
C(intinued efforts to locate the mythical
Northwest passage to the southern

seas." Previous to this time a French
Company chartered bv I.ouis NIII in

Honorable Company" derived from the

stockaded forts or factories with which
it doited the shores of Hudson's Bay,
but a fair view of the Company's early

policy through its agents is suggestive of

the gentlemen traders of Dutch blood,
who bought the skins of the beaver by
weight of their hands and then added
such pressure as seemed advisable. It

is said that certain "overplus trade," the
result of doctored measures and tinkered
scales, oftentimes went to the Factors in

the early years. Certain it is that early

The Entrance to the Moose.

1627 had operated throughoi ''-e North,
and indi\idual I-renchmen and breeds,

had, as became their adventurous stock,

penetrated the country for trading pur-

poses. The c'harter of Charles the Sec-

ond directed that the territory about
Hudson's Bay should be known as

Rupert's Land, after Prince Rupert, Duke
of Cumberland, who was named as first

governor.

It would be foolish to estimate the

early jirofits which the ''.\ncient and

French traders by more liberal treat-

ment of the Indians, got many of the

finer pelts.

During our stay at Albany we »vere in-

forrned by a Cree that an Indian the

previous winter had made the remark-
able catch of ten silver foxes, one of the

rarest pelts in the world. In the fur

markets suCh a skin in good condition

sells for One Thousand Dollars and up-
wards. For trade they are often worth
til an Indian Four Hundred Dollars.
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The outfit for an Indian family averages

not above Three Hundred Dollars in value

and yet Mr. Indian, who had visited the

fort for extra supplies but twice or thrice

during the winter was informed in

the Spring that he was still indebted

to the Company sunie hour Hun-
dred Dollars. Are the old policies

in some quarters still unchanged,
and is the chosen motto, "Pro
pelle cutem."

—
"a skin for a skin"—at

some Posts still a misnomer?

In 1783 some French capitalists and
enterprising Scotch merchants at Mont-
real formed a rival Company known as

the Northwest Company, and ignoring

do their trading and report their skins

to the Posts at Fort Albany. A Catho-
lic Alission of the LaSallette order, estab-

lished at the time of the original French
Company, does untold good among these

simple people. We were informed that

our party were the first white men, other

than those connected with the Posts, who
had ever attended divine service at their

chapel. In 1892 the mission was made
a permanent one, and two priests with
three lay brothers live there continuously.

Five Canadian Sisters of Alercy have al-

so dedicated their lives to the betterment
of the Indian children at this far off point,

and they, with the priests, are in charge

Preparing- a "Snack" on the Albany.

the act of Charles the Second as monopo-
listic, proceeded to do a flourishing busi-

ness among the red men. A coalition of

tlie two companies was formed in t>^2!

and until the Advent of Revillion Freres

of Paris, France, in 1905, the Hudson
Bay Company had held undisputed sway.
Independent trading was made possible

in 1865, when Canada paid One Million

Five Hundred Thousand Dollars to the

Hudson Bay Company for a surrender

of its questionable rights and gave title

to fifty thousand acres of land surround-

ing the Company's Posts.

Some seven hundred Indians, all Crees,

of the mission home, trade school, and
work buildings. Some thirty-five In-

dian children, clean and soldierly, are be-

ing taught at the boarding school the

things useful to their future manner ot

life.

The Church of England also for a time
conducted a mission at Albany, but just

now its chapel is closed.

Stormbound on Hudson's Bay.

Our stay of two days was made during
variable weather, and our disappointment
was great at learning that the Hudson
Bay steamer, by means of which we 'hop-^
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ed to make the voyage, had completed her

last trip for the season from Albany to

Moose Factory. It was impossible to

charter a sail boat and nothing remained

but to make the sea trip of one hundred
and thirty miles in our two canoes. To
those familiar with such obstacles no

comment is necessary. To others, suf-

fice it to say, that there are better sea

going vessels than a sixteen foot canoe

carrying two men and their dunnage over

the rollers of a Hudson Bay sea during

autumn. Carrying letters from the Post

to be delivered at Moose, and with fresh

supplies in the canoes, we left Albany in

a misting rain on the morning of the

third day. With fair conditions for trav-

el we hoped to reach Moose Factory in

four days. For the first fifty miles of

the distance it is impossible to get access

to fresh water, therefore before leaving

the main channel of the Albany we took

the precaution to see that our five gallon

water bucket was comfortably filled.

The day wore on dull and threatening

and a strong wind beat the spray from

time to time into the face of the bowman.
Far out on the water great clouds of teal,

mallard, black and saw bill ducks in my-
riad numbers rose and circled, and the

calls of the gray geese were almost con-

stant as they manoeuvered for new feed-

ing places. During the day by long

shots from the canoes we brought down
several mallards, and as we proceeded

our canoes flushed water-fowl in ever

increasing numbers. Hudson's Bay is

the breeding ground for geese and ducks

in every variety and even jet, salted in

barrels, they constitute a substantial part

of the winter's supplies for all the Posts

on the Bay.

It was four o'clock before time was
taken for lunch. Lashing our canoes to

a rock exposed by the receding tide, and
beating our bodies to induce quickening

circulation, we spent a few minutes in

discussing our canned tongue and crack-

ers, washed down by pulls from the tin

bucket. .\t seven o'clock, with darkness

rapidh' falling, we were still far from

any possible camping ground. The oozy

mud on everv hand made a landing al-

most impossible and the salt marshes in-

land would have rendered such an effort

unprofitable had we succeeded. Push-
ing our boats as far up on the mud as pos-

sible, we lashed them side by side and
lay down in the cramped quarters with

the tent as a covering. On several oc-

casions during the night with the rain

falling intermittently we pushed farther

inland as the tide lifted us from the bot-

tom. However, '"there never was a night

that had no morn," though the light of

morning found us in the midst of a sea

of mud. deserted once more by the salt

water of the bay. At noon we made
strenuous efforts, upon the return of the

tide, to make substantial progress along

the coast in spite of the heavy ground
swell. The force of the sea became so

violent eventually that after some three

hours of heavy work we ran our canoes
through a broken row of boulders upon
rhe point of a sand bar above which sea-

gulls in countless numbers were circling

and screaming. The ever increasing

wind threw the briny water in heavy
rollers upon the beach and our landing

was affected after an exciting struggle to

save our outfit harmless from the sea.

Having beached the little boats upon
the point we observed a short distance

off almost hidden in the sand dunes the

pointed top of an Indian tepee, and the

sight was indeed a welcome one. Seat-

ed upon a rude cot of furs within the wig-

wam was a Cree woman of fifty years

fashioning moccasins from mooseskin
and the sinew of the caribou, and al-

though somewhat frightened at our un-

wonted appearance she offered us the

hospitality of her fire. Already her hus-

band, then away on the hunt, had taken a

few pelts of muskrat and fox skins as an

earnest of tlie winter catch, and strewn

about their quarters were the feathers of

innumerable waterfowl. Suspended from

a cross pole within the tepee was one of

the old time pipe tomahawks so common
in the early days of the northern voyag-

eur, and its appearance gave indications

even yet of use in the dual capacity for

which it was fashioned. The Indian dogs
of the family followed us about as we
gathered poles for our tent from the drift

wood along the beach and contrary to

custom seemed willing to be friends.

Perhaps the loneliness of this barren
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James Bay country leavens the makeup of

even the Indian 'mongrel to the point

where friendship is acceptable and com-
panionship worth while.

All night "Canothin," the North Wind,
sent his legions against our little tent

among the bushes of the juniper and wild

goose berry, and the bleak morning-
found his anger still unappeased. No
need to survey for long the rolling white

caps of the sea to satisfy our little party

that no small canoe could live in such a

surge of waters. Fresh from the Arctic

the wind sent clouds and waterfowl in

scurrying parties as the day wore on.

Hunting geese with our Indian neighbor
through the day brought us no reward
because of the gale, but at sundown we
bagged a number of golden plover, so

delicious when cooked in the "buillion"

style of this northern land. During the

day our Indian friend disclosed to us the

location of a water hole, which relieved

us of worry over that necessity.

Another night, with the northern lights

displaying the "dance of the dead men,"
found the beach still trembling from re-

peated blows of the surf. It was here,

particularly, that we witnessed those

wondrous displays of the aurora. When
night's mantle has fallen the earth and
all its creatures may sleep, but not the

northern sky. Far across the Arctic

wastes the rolling columns are forming in

spectral light. With tremulous brillian-

cy the shifting glow weaves its fantastic

forms. Palpitating incessantly in waves
and bars of wondrous colors, making the

?kv luminous with pillars of smokeless
fire, the noiseless phenomenon goes on

;

billowings of color that fill the soul with
awe, wondrous working of nature, mys-
terious, unceasing, inexplicable.

"Canothin' and Philosophy.

Upon the following morning before day
break we were aroused by Father Bois-

seau, a Catholic missionary who had al-

ready travelled four hundred miles from
Churchill, on the west Coast of Hudson's
Bay, with four Indians, and had made
a landing upon our sand point after a

desperate battle with the sea. Although
their canoe was a Peterborough, nearly
thirty feet long, it proved unequal even

French Post on English River.

under their skillful management to wea-
ther the fury of the tossing waters. Like
us the}' were anxious to reach Moose
Factory, the dominie much desirous of ar-

riving in time to take passage in a "pack-
et" or large canoe due to leave Moose for

the railroad very shortly on the last trip

of the season. For another twenty-four
hours our common start was delayed by
the storm and it was eleven o'clock on
the morning of the fourth day when the

paddles were again gripping the sea

waves. Nor was our progress destined

to be a satisfactory one that day. The
waves were still running high and the

wind after a short lull returned with the

tide, making navigation again too dang-
erous to risk. A sandy beach flanked by
a thick growth of fir trees extending in-

land an indefinite distance, some eight

miles from our previous camp, found us
again landing to await the pleasure of

fairer skies. This was indeed the coun-
try where "the pines grow gray, a little,

in the biting wind." With the pounding
surf by night and the wind drowning out

all forest sounds by day, three sunrises

found us unwilling prisoners during the

jifrio'd which followed. Exploring the

country where travel was possible, and
drying out our outfit when the passing

rain showers permitted, we chafed under
the delay. What with the depleted grub
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sacks, unsupported by game taken from
the country, our situation gradually grew
more uncomfortable.

Philosophic and calm under all condi-

tions is l-alher Boisseau, w'hose twenty
years among the uncertain seasons of the

northern wilds has prepared him for

every exigency. Reminiscent at times,

his varied experiences in a book not to be

read, gave us much insight into life in

the North country and the customs of its

people. Truly none understand the In-

dian mind like the old missionaries and
none know the extent of suffering and
privation endured by the. hardy children

of this country like those men who suffer

with thtm and live for them. Travel-

ling along the border line of the barren

country, visiting outpost and winter

tepee, bearing words of cheer and com-
fort to isolated families, healing with

simple remedies where treatment comes
not too late, assuaging the grief of strick-

en households, living Indian life in Indian

ways, and starving with them in time of

paucity, the northern bearer of the Word
follows perhaps as closelj' in His steps as

anv in the religious calling. By con-

stant example as well as religious word
have these men endeared themselves to

their simple flocks, so that the Indians of

to-day regard them as their true friends

and benefactors. Not for long will our

party forget the meeting of Father Bois-

seau with the little orphan Indian boy
and girl upon an exposed point one wild

October day, nor the sacrifice of personal

comfort on his part that they might have
more covering to meet the fast approach-

ing winter.

Beyond question the advent of Revil-

lion Brothers as independent traders has

worked wonderful improvement in the

physical comfort of the northern Indian,

and there can be no doubt that the mis-

sionarv work of centuries has rescued a

great mass of the inliabitants from fool-

ish superstition.

With the ground swell still running
high but a cessation of the hostile wind
we broke camp by candle light one morn-
ing at three. Black and threatening

seemed the sea with the pall of night still

hovering above it, but the word of old

Santos, the head canoeman. held true.

"Canothin" came not again, either that or
the succeeding day, and with the sun
lighting the windows of the Post build-

ings with tracings of fire we made a tri-

umphant arrival at Moose Factorj' on
the evening of the second day.

It seems a far crj- from the galleon

days of Henry Hudson, who sailed the

seas of Hudson's Bay in the early years

of the seventeenth century, only to be
cruelly set adrift by his mutinous and ig-

norant crew, yet in many ways the meth-
od of life in and about ]\Ioose Factory at

either Post does not differ very material-

ly to-day from the early j'ears that follow-

ed Hudson's time. The lives of the men,
both red and white, are rotating within

the same narrow sphere as then, with
food and fur catch as chief topics of in-

terest. Here the hospitable Halley
makes the weary stranger welcome to his

comfortable Factor house and Doulet.

the district manager of the French Com-
pany speaks words of hospitality to all.

In charge of the Hudson Bay Company
Post Messrs. MacNabb and Mac.\lpine

continue the work of their predecessors

in office and hold the scales of justice

where all mav see. Here also the Rever-
end Doctor Renison, the resident pastor

of the mission maintained by the Church
of England, does untold good among the

Indians.

Tarrying but a day. because of the rap-

id advance of winter, evidenced for some
days by frosted paddles and frozen tea

pail, we berran. with replenished grub
sack, the three hundred mile fight for the

frontier town of Cochrane.

Fighting the Moose and Abitibi.

Five "sleeps" upon the banks of the

Moose and -\bitibi should find our party

at New Post, located upon the latter

stream. Following the wooded banks
of the Moose for thirty miles, past Indian

tepee and deserted camp, we came at

noon of the second day to the mouth of

the Abitibi, whose muddy flood had for

miles been discoloring the brown water
of the larger stream. l^p rapids, by
means of pole and trackline, over shal-

lows and around short falls, our river

roadway led us ever onward. For two
days the conquest of the river was stub-
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bornly fought out, and then one evening,

in the midst of a wonderful moose coun-

try, we made camp on a height above the

river commanding an unobstructed view
for three miles north and south. Below
•us wound the Abitibi through the silent

valleys, colored in the evening light like

the mystic background of the Masters of

the Renaissance.
Here for three days the elements ex-

hausted themselves in an effort to drown
the earth and all upon it, for "diseased

Nature sometimes breaks forth in strange

eruptions.'' For the time being further

progress was not to be attempted. Fore-

runner of winter, the cold rain beat in-

cessantly upon our tent, and cooking, ev-

en with a fire of monster proportions, was
a matter of difficulty. Finally came a

break in the bad weather and in the days
that followed we paddled up long reaches

and around innumerable turns, pulled our

boats with tracking line up swift running
rapids and portaged over trails punctured
with windfalls of dead trees.

What of the last days of short grub,

with only rice and tea, and then no rice

or tea, of the continued rainfall and head
wind in which we were forced to travel,

of the fat scraped from a moose hide

found beside the river with which to make
dumpling of our last bit of flour? Did
we not finally reach New Post and dine in

state beneath the leaky roof of the shed

which John McCloud, the Factor, so

kiridly put at our disposal for two dol-

lars? \\'as it not enough that we ate

again of suc'h good things of this world as

moose meat, bacon, flapjacks, and marma-
lade? How much better it was, after

all, to live and breathe the aromatic at-

mosphere of the Abitibi country than to

lie bleaching somewhere along the sandy
side of this peculiar stream, that knows
no other fish than an occasional sturgeon.

Such was the fate of the two Indians

drowned that week, and whose paddles,

picked up in the river, we had substituted

for our own. \\'hat mattered it that Mc-
Cloud, the Factor, demanded fabulous

prices for his commodities, so long as he

permitted us to buy at all. Was it not

enough that with fresh supplies and light

hearts we were permitted to follow once

more the sinuous windings of the Abitibi's

A sign of Indian Prospeiity; Padcthng a P,'tei*borough Canod

yellow flood that brought Cochrane near-

er each mile?
.At nearly every portage the mud pic-

tured plainly the passage of big game
and from New Post on we found in plen-

tiful numbers the wood grouse of the

neighborhood. From time to time we
traversed a country burned to the river

ban s. where tall tree trunks stood like

skeleton sentinels over miles of l-'i-'-en-

ed desolation. Again, we paddled
through stretches of attractive country
xVliere innumerable streams brought the

brown muskeg water to mingle with the

yellow tide.

At last there came a day when the ev-

ening stillness was broken by the faint

whistle of a locomotive, and we knew
the long trail was nearly over. The
luncheon hour of the succeeding day
found our camp fire burning beside the

steel rails of the Grand Trunk Pacific.

Momentarily it seemed a glimpse of the

promised land after the wilderness. Two
burly section hands near by, with bleed-

ing faces, were endeavoring to beat each

other into insensibility. It was "civiliza-

tion."



Bill Dunlavy: Story Teller

Or lago Up to Date.

BY A. H. L.

On the smoker Bill Dunlavy,
Bill Dunlavy, travelling salesman.

Journeyed through the scenic valley

Of the far famed Metapedia
;

\\'here the rushing, winding river

Is the home of countless salmon.
Bill Dunlav}-, travelling salesman,
He, a marvellous story teller.

From his seasoned pipe of briar

Pufi'ed out rings of fragrant "Cravera."
As the train sped Eastward bearing
Sportsmen keen in quest of fishing.

Bill Dunlavy gazed around him.
Gazed at river, gazed at valley.

Let his eyes roam o'er the mountains,
Breathed pure air from open window ;

And while others talked around him
Smoked his briar pipe in silence

;

Till he heard a sportsman telling

Wondrous tales of strange adventures.
Then it was that Bill Dunlavy,
He. the marvellous story teller,

Jealous of the smooth tongued stranger,

Jealous of the applause they gave him,
Resolved to tell a greater story.

Resolved to put to flight the stranger
^^'ith immeasurable falsehoods.

First he told of shooting rapids

On the upper Metapedia,
Told of gaffing forty pounders
After long and weary struggling.

Told them how he made his camp-fires.

Told of streams no white man knew of.

Then on rods and flies he discoursed
With a wondrous air of knowledge.
Spoke of reels and creels and "casters"

Till his hearers did him homage.
By exclaiming: "Here's Dunlavy,
Bill Dunlavy's come amongst us."

When the smooth tongued stranger vanished.
Mortified and full of envy.
Bill Dunlavy then looked round him.
Broadly smiled at eager listeners.

"Boys," he said, "the things I l:now not
Sure would fill a large size volume.
But— (with a suggestive gesture)
I'll bet I know as much as he does."



Summer Holidays And Where To Spend Them

The Claims of Lake of Bays

BY W. A. CRAIK.

THOSE ardent supporters of reci-

procity in natural products be-

tween the United States and Can-
ada, who spent considerable time

and much energy in an advocacy of the

Reciprocity Treaty, might have found a

fairly strong argument for their side of

the case in the success of another sort of

reciprocity, which has now been in force

for a good man)^ years. Reciprocity in

tourists has been a feature of the inter-

national life of the two countries for a

long time and it is yearly becoming a

more important factor in their relations

one to the other. It is a movement with
which practically no one has any quarrel

and it receives support from all quarters.

When the heat, waves strike the cities

of the south during the summer months
rendering life in crowded centres of popu-
lation unbearable, then is there relief to be

found in the beautiful, cool lake regions

of Canada. Northward flock the tourists,

leaving behind them the sticky enervating
•heat of southern climes, and plunging in-

to the refreshing and invigorating atmos-
phere which makes the lake region so

healthy. And in the winter time, when
the severe cold of the north confines

people to their homes or in early spring

when the breaking up of winter occasions

epidemics of colds and influenza, Canad-
ians reciprocate

and hurry south-

ward to milder

and more health-

ful regions. It

is a natural order

of things and,

with an increas-

ing knowledge of

the attractive fea-

tures of each
country, there
will be a greater

and greater reci-

procal movement
of tourists, both

winter and summer.
After all it is by contrasts that the hu-

man being enjoys life. Practically

everybody with any experience at all

knows that ; but how very few people

practice it. What makes life in summer
amid the delightful natural setting of a

northern lake, under clear and sunny
skies, so overwhelmingly joyous and in-

spiring is simply because of the distinct-

ness of the contrast impressed on the

mind between the discomforts of city or

town life and the pleasures of out-of-

door e-xistence. And yet, though this is so

well known, there are thotisands and
thousands of business men who will

stick at their desks all through the

dispiriting weather of summer with

weary slow-moving brain, heavy-headed,

hardly comprehending what is wrong.
They feel probably that if they were to

leave the office for a. fortnight or a

month, everything would go to smash.

If they only knew it, such an idea is the

natural vaporing of a sick brain. Root
them out and carry them north to the

magic influences of the refreshing lake

breezes, where they can draw in deep

breaths of pure ozone, bathe in clear, cool

waters, roam shady woods and fish in

limpid brooks, and a transformation will

be worked, complete and satisfying. The

ILo Wdwa Hotel.
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mind will suddcnl_v catch tlie ri,<:;lit per-

spective of life and see all things in their

proper coloring. It will realize that

man was not intended to live to work,

but to work to live. It will understand

that a month or more of such delightful

idleness is worth more to .one's business

than forced labor with impaired facul-

ties.

Xor must the family at home be for-

gotten. E\en n child, who^^e life is filled

Sieim-T Algonquin in Fairy River.

with the brightest, of contrasts from hour
to hour, needs a change in summer. The
growing body demands attention. To
make hearty, healthy men and women of

the rising generation, it is the father's

duty to see that the youngsters are

placed in the right environment. Let
them get back to Nature while there is

opportunity during the summer months.

And the older members of the household,

the wife and daughters, will they not

benefit also by a change of scene and a

trip to some district where summer
weather is more bearable? They, too,

need to have their mental perspective

straightened out. so that, with a store of

health, a refreshed mind and a cheerful

spirit, they may prepare for the coming
winter.

It is important to make up one's mind

that a summer holiday is essential to

one's health and happiness. It is per-

haps even more important to decide

where that .summer holiday is to be

spent. If it is true that we require a

contrast, it is even more desirable that

that contrast should be so marked in

every way that its impression will not

wear out after a day or two but will last

for the whole period of one's sojourn in a

place. Some resorts may have great na-

t u r a 1 beauties,

but these beau-
ties may be mar-
red by frequent
spells of bad
weather. Other
places ma}- be de-

ficient in those

l)odily comforts
which soon turn

<me's contrast the

other way up and
make one long
for home. Again,
one may find a

resort frequented
bv an undesirable

tvoe of tourist or

the hotels run by
discourteous peo-

ple. There are a

thousand and one
little points like

these on which
the pleasure of a summer holiday ulti-

mately depends.

Canada possesses hundreds of summer
resorts of all types, some with a world-

wide fame like the Thousand Islands, the

Muskoka Lakes and Georgian Bay and
others less well-known because they are

newer and liave not yet been visited by as

large a number of tourists. Of all Canadian
lake resorts, it is very doubtful whether
a more completely satisfactory district

can be named than the Lake of Bays. It

seems to conform almost entireh' to what
the average summer visitor asks for in a

place of temporary summer sojourn. Of
its various charms and allurements for

the tourist, much of a laudatory char-

acter has been written by those so for-

tunate as to have spent happy days with-

in the charmed circle of its wooded
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shores. That it will in years to come
welcome and delight thousands, nay
millions, of summer guests is certain. So
choice a spot well deserves a paen of

praise from any writer who attempts to

describe it.

Lake of Bays is situated in that part of

Canada which has come to be known as

the Highlands of Ontario. Back of the

fertile and populated farming lands

which stretch for a considerable distance

northward from
the shores of Lake
Ontario, the char-

acter of the coun-

try changes and
becomes rocky.

hilly and wooded.
It exchanges ru-

ral charms for

the more spectac-

ular and pictur-

esque effects of

rugged. natural

scenery. This loft-

ier region is cal-

led the Highlands
of Ontario and is

literally covered
with lakes and
rivers of the pur-

est water. There
are hundreds of

them of all sizes

and shapes, bles-

sed with all manner of appropriate
names. Of them all the Muskoka Lakes
are probably the most celebrated, not on-
ly because of their size and beauty but be-

cause through the good offices of the
Grand Trunk Railway System, tons of

advertising matter describing their

charms have been sent forth broadcast,

attracting to them an army of appreci-

ative tourists. Lake of Bays lies to the

north-eastward of the Muskoka Lakes,
not many miles distant and really belongs
to the same family of lakes, for it posses-

ses many characteristics which have
made the Muskokas so justly famed.

It must not be supposed that because
Lake of Bays spreads its blue reaches of

cool water to the sky far in the rougli,

uncultivated interior of Ontario, that it

requires any arduous labor or the experi-

ence of any discomforts to reach it. The
days when prospectors or trappers visit-

ed it, toiling along in their canoes, are
over. Nowadays the tourist can board a
Pullman or a comfortable chair car in

Buffalo or Toronto and in a few hours
find himself landed beside the wharf at

Huntsville, right in the lake region. He
travels de luxe on one of the Grand
Trunk's finest express trains, run espec-

ially for his accommodation, with a spa-

view From Point Ideal—Lako of Bays.

cious diner attached and all the comforts
associated with up-to-date railroading

and he rides swiftly northward up and
ever up through the undulating farm
lands of Old Ontario, round the beauti-

ful shores of Lake Simcoe and 'nto the

rough, rocky hills of IMuskoka, wnere the

train roars through deep rock cuttings,

rushes over high bridges and ci cles the

shores of gleaming inland lakes It just

takes nineteen hours to pass from the

stifling and grimy heat of Pitt'-burg to

the cool and refreshing breezes )f Lake
of Bays, or twenty-one hours to get awa)
from the sizzling asphalts of New York.

Chicago is only a da3-'s journey distant

and from Detroit it takes but littte more
than half a day. From Toronto the

traveller can reach Huntsville in less than

five hours.
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Such are the facilities with which the

modern railroad handles the traffic. It is

in fact so easy to reach the Lake of Bays
that one is inclined to feel that after all

the place won't suit for one's summer
holiday. All this talk of fast trains,

Pullman cars and dining cars gives one

the impression of too much civilization,

too much comfort, and after all the sum-
mer visitor wants to rough it a little, you
know. This is a verv natural feeling, on-

tion of the holiday-maker, who but yes-

terday was sweltering in a hot city office,

as he steps off the train at Huntsville
wharf. Were it not for the shackles of

propriety, he would be inclined to per-

form a clog dance on the platform. The
bracing air, the rippling water, the wood-
ed shores and above all the smiling
heaven, enthrall him. Not since he was
born did he experience such a glorious

sensation. What does anj-thing else

matter? He is

XLo Beach at Wawa—Lake of Bays.

ly the assumption is all wrong. Because
a place is easy to reach is no earthly rea-

son-why it should lose any of its primi-

tive beauties and attractions. Lake of

Bays is too far away from the big cities

to be overrun and it is big enough to ac-

commodate thousands without losing any
of its natural charm and freedom, \\hat
the railway company has done is simpl}'

to make it possible for the man or woman,
who doesn't want to spend much time on
the train, to get away from home quickly

and without becoming wearied by a long

journey to reach his or her destination as

rapidly as possible.

No one who has not been through the

experience, can realize the blissful sensa-

i n t o X ica t e d

with unadul-
terated Canad-
ian ozone and,

if he's a natur-

al man, he'll

feel the effects

of the spree un-
til Christmas.
Lake of Bays

is the largest of

a number of

lakes, clustered

together in

t h e neighbor
hood, some
linked b}' riv-

ers and others

separated b y
portages.
Huntsville it-

self, to be ex-

act, is not situ-

ated on Lake of

Bays, but on
Fairy River

To reach Lake of Baj's

steamer at Hunts-
near Fairy Lake,

one must board a

ville, proceed across Fairy Lake thence
through a winding channel into Penin-
sular Lake, and then across the latter

lake to a landing knowm as Portage. No
sooner is Huntsville left behind and the

train wharf disappears from sight be-

hind a bend in the river than the last

link with the old world of work and
worr}' is severed and the tourist

emerges into a new world of fun and
frolic. At Portage there is the excitement
of a real portage, only it is hardly nec-

essary to say that the travellers are

not required to carry their boat across

the mile of land which seperates Renin-
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sular Lake from Lake of Bays as the
old voyageurs were wont to do. A
quaint steam railway train, dubbed the
Hot Tamali Limited, transports their per-
sons and their baggage across the neck of
land to where a second steamboat is wait-
ing to carry them to their destination.

One thousand feet above sea level.
Lake of Bays has a clear, invigorating
atmosphere, spiced with the aroma of
the pine forests and particnlarlv bene-
ficial for people
suffering from
hay fever, asth-
ma or similar di-

seases. It de-
rives its name
from the number
of indentations
which break its

shore and, while
to the eye its

area is not ex-

traordinarily ex-
tensive, it actual-
ly has a shore
line of three hun-
dred and sixty-
five miles. This
lends a variety to
its contour of

wooded points
and rounded
bays, which is al-

together charming, added to which are
the numerous islands dotting its surface
and mirroring in its depth their rocks and
trees. Lake of Bays has also what is
lacking on many other lakes, stretches of
sand beach. These afTord opportunities
for bathing to those people who would
otherwise hesitate to trust themselves in
water over their heads, and who would
be debarred from bathing at all in cer-
tain other lakes, where the shores are
steep and rocky. Under summer skies
the water becomes of temperate heat and
everybody can enjov a dip without fear
of bemg chilled.

Naturally of late years quite a number
of summer hotels have been built on the
shores of Lake of Bays as well as several
private cottages. Such a paragon of a
lake could not long remain unexploited.
The hotels which are usually open fi-nm

Jul e until September, provide comfort-
able accommodation for guests, though
they do not overdo it in point of style,
rendering it possible for visitors to en-
joy themselves in a free and unrestricted
manner. The largest hotel on the Lake
is beautifully situated on Norway Point
and bears the Indian name Wawa, mean-
ing "Wild Goose," the lake being famous
among Indian hunters for the presence of
these birds on its waters. Viewed from

On the North Portage—Lake of Bays.

the approaching steamboat the hotel pre-
sents quite a picturesque appearance as
it stretches its long low front against the
dark background of the pines. It is built
in cottage style six hundred feet long
with ample verandah and is furnished in
keeping with its architecture. Electric
lights and hot and cold water are provid-
ed. The bedrooms are larger than those
usually found in summer hotels and, be-
cause of the arrangement of the house
every room has an attractive outlook,
either across the lake or towards the
woods. All the other appointments of
the hotel in the way of lounging rooms,
writing rooms and dining room are in
keeping with the general plan.

One naturally wonders at this point,
what amusements are to 'be had at the
Lake. It is all very fine to be surrounded
by charming scenery, to breathe fresh
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air and U> have a comfortable room in

which U) sleep, but the body craves

activity and the mind wants amusement

and variety. The item of bathing has al-

readv been mentioned and it has been

pointed out that, because of its sand

beaches, everybody from the merest tod-

dler to the most exoerienced swimmer

can enjov this pastime. A bathing suit

should therefore be included in every

one's wardrobe, who purposes sojourn-

ing at I.ake of T.ays.

Looking Up Tho Lake of Bays.

Then boating and canoeing are also a

form of amusement whi:h never palls. To
glide over the rii-pling waters of the lake

either by day or night, provides a sensa-

tion of satisfaction which nothing else

can equal. .Motor boats are plentiful and

trips to all parts of the lake in these

swift-moving vessels are most enjova'-'le.

Particularly at night, when, lighted with

cfilored electric bulb.-, and with search

lights playing on the hotel and cottages

tlu-v nam anicmg the islands, the experi-

ence is romantic in the extreme. Then

too the larger steamboats, the ".\lgon-

quin," the "Iroquois," the "Ramona" and

the "Mohawk Bell," capable of carrying

five hundred passengers each, offer water

trips up and down the lake at low rates,

alT<irding a plea.sant way of spending the

dav, when other amusements fail. They

also make weekly excursi.ms around the

lakes bv moonlight with bands on board.

.\n essential element in the eyes of the

voung men and women for a proper en-

jovment of life at summer resorts, is a

suitable provision for dancing. Such

provision is not wanting at Lake of Bays.

.At the Wawa for instance, a commodious

pavilion has been erected for danciiig

purposes in close proximity to the maiti

building. It is not a part of the hotel for

the reason that it might interfere with

the rest and quiet of the more staid sec-

tion of the
i^mests. but it is a

great boon to

those who d o

trip the light fan-

tastic under its

brightly lighted

roof. An orches-

tra is provided

hv the hotel man-

agement, which

not only plays for

the dancers but

^ives daily con-

erts as well in

he rotunda of the

hotel.

.\ golf links is

laid out at Nor-

way Point and
players of this

game are given an opportunity to keep

in practice during their stay at the Lake.

There are also tennis courts and bowhng

greens with plenty of space for croquet,

baseball or football. In fact all forms of

outdoor sport are available at Lake of

P.ays and a steady round of amusement

is assured the tourist.

And as for fishing the region is famous

for the sport. There is good fishnig m
almost any one of the lakes around the

Lake of Bavs and in this lake itself f^sh

are plentiful. But the best sport to be

had is in .some of the smaller and less fre-

quented bodies of water, which can be

reached from Lake of Bays, such for in-

stance as Hollow Lake, lying up in the

rugged hills, two hundred feet above

Dorset, the point from which to start on

the portage of three and one-half miles

to its shores. Guides, canoes and sup-
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plies can be obtained at Dorset by those

who desire to spend a few davs either in

fi'shino- or hunting in the neisrhborhood.

Then from Hollow Lake it is possible to

proceed into Algonquin Park, the great

preserve of the Province of Ontario, fil-

led with- all manner of game and afford-

ing scope for all sorts of sport.

One might proceed to dilate at great

length on the charms of Lake of Bays
and to describe the facilities provided for

enjovment in this special corner of the

summer playground of America, but

what would such an effort avail? If the

writer has not already succeeded in in-

teresting his readers in the district, noth-

ing more that he could write would
serve to awaken their minds to a realiza-

tion of its genuine claims on their atten-

tion. This article is at best but an in-

troduction and personal acquaintance is

absolutely necessary before any person

can come to a proper appreciation of the

charms of the place. Once visit Lake of

Bavs and vcu, too, reader, will become
an ardent admirer of its beauties and its

possibilities, and an exponent of its nu-

m.ercus merits.

To those weary workers wh.i seldom
or never take a summer vacation, the

message is therefore, go to Lake of Bays
this season. Xo better spot could be
chosen to trv out the efficiency of a mid-

summer holiday. If the experiences of

others 'may be taken as a criterion, there

will be no disappointment and onlv bene-

fit in the experience. To those other va-

cationists who have grown wearv of re-

sorts to which they have journeyed sea-

son after season or who have not hit up-

on a satisfactory place of sojourn, the

suggestion is. try Lake of Bays this sum-
mer. The chances are that you have
never come across a fairer or more alkir-

ing spot in all your wanderings and that,

once having tasted its charms, you too

will become an enthusiastic patron of its

various resorts for manv vears to cnme.

THE CALL.

BY GEORGE E. I.ONG.\RD.

The trees are redd'ning i" the bud.

The air is soft and balmy :

I'll take my creel and rod and reel.

And join the angling army.

I see the trout rise in the stream

;

I hear the waters falling:

And every lake amid the brake

To me is loudly calling.

The sun is shining on the hills.

The birds are singing cheery.

For spring-time coy is full o' joy,

And frisking like a fairv.

So give to me my creel and a'

While yet the morn is balmy ;

In its sweet flow I'll swiftly go

.\nd join the angling army.



Maskinonge Fishing In The Kawartha Lakes

nv \v. mcKSON.

TO the old angler the opening of the

fishing season brings back vivid

recollections of the scenes of the

past, and also arouses no less

bright anticipations of the future joys

connected with the sport of playing the

gamey dwellers of our beautiful lakes.

For thirty-five years that have come
and gone, each with 'its own pleasures

and experiences, the writer has welcom-

ed the season by polishing his baits and

testing his lines, making sure that every-

thing was in perfect order for the morn-

ing of June sixteenth. On the eve of the

last sixteenth I thought of the "early

worm," but at four the next morning the

idea of emulating its activit}- had lost

most of its charm and I remained in

dreamland till the sun, in all his splendor,

rose high in the eastern sky.

Three Fine Maskinonge. Caught in Stursejii Luk.- in Less
Than Half an Hour.

.\s 1 arose and dressed I knew full well

that hours before some of the "early

birds" had taken "early worms," but I

comforted myself w^ith the homely prov-

erb that " there are as good fish in the

sea as ever were caught."

After breakfast I strolled out to see i

what early birds were returning and to I

learn something of the nature of their

success. I soon saw one of the stalwarts,

a man of many years' experience, ad-

vance towards me. He had no trophies,

nothing but lines and dangling baits with
which he had sallied forth in the grey

dawn and was returning with measured
step. "Hello, Jim, where are your fish?"

I asked as he came near, and he answer-

ed: "I've no fish; they'll be yours wlien

you catch them." "Just so," I observed,

"but wasn't the fishing good this morn-
ing?" "Why, it was all fishing!" he ex-

claimed. I persisted in questioning and
continued, "How many bites did you

get?" "Any amount of bites," he remarked
in that casual wa}- which tells one noth-

ing. "Where?" I queried. He did not

reply "All roun' " as the Indians do when
asked a like question, but with one of

his characteristic gestures said: "Why, I

got hold of a dandy on Plum Point and
hooked a brute at Spruce Point and

"

"But what happened?" I broke in. "Well,

I plaved them and was about to land

them when they took a quick turn and

were oft—poorly hooked, you know. But
I want some breakfast, for if I did not

get 'lunge I acquired a full grown appe-

tite." I allowed him to go with "Good
morning, Jim, and better luck next time!"

The "Doc" was the next I noticed. He
was not empty handed, however, for as he

emerged from his boat house he was en-

deavoring to keep the tails of some big

ones from trailing in the dust. As he

came near he threw down a couple of

beauties on the grass and commenced:
"Do you not fish any more?" "Why ask

me that?" I replied, and he continued

with a further query: "Why weren't you
out this morning?" to which I thought
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it best to give a direct answer and stated

"Because I purpose going out this even-

ing." "Evening is not as good as the

morning," he asserted. "Why not?" I

asked in a spirit of contradiction, "Do
not fish feed in the evening as well as in

the morning?" "Perhaps they do," he
admitted, and taking up his fish was off

with a curt "Good morning."
As the morning advanced several

others came along with splendid catches

of 'lunge or bass.

By four in the afternoon I was in my
boathouse with all my fishing tackle in

good order. I pushed out my canoe and
headed for Sturgeon Lake. The evening
was superb, a gentle zephyr crinkled the

limpid waters, the fretted aspen leaves

glittered in the sun, the wary kingfisher

flitted by to alight on a dry limb, the

swallows skimmed the surface of the lake,

the goldfinch sat on a spray and sang his

low, sweet song, the mother black duck
and her brood rocked gently up and down
on the wavelets, the varied hues of the

conifers as they stood out majestically

like sentinels of the landscape made a

striking picture and all nature added
beauty and pleasure to an ideal evening.

As I paddled along I could feel my bait

throb as it spun rapidly around in the

water. At Plum Point I received all at

once one of those quick electric tugs, the

unmistakable signal that I had connected
with a beauty and I gave him line, keep-

ing it gently taut all the while. He made
several runs to and from the canoe, swam
a few inches below the surface past my
boat, took another run and came back
floating on the top of the water. This
time I knapped him and took him into

the canoe.

At once I started off to seek his mate
and on the first turn I hooked him. He
made a couple of beautiful somersaults
but the line was maintained at the proper
tension and he could not free himself.

Next he ran towards the centre of the

earth and sulked on the bottom, tugging
gently all the time on the line, rose and
made a few flurries round the canoe and
when moving quietly along the water I

knapped him and soon had him beside
his mate in the bottom of the canoe.

I decided to visit Spruce Point and see

Result of Two Evinirii^s .md One Morning's Angling on
Pigeon Lake.

if I could not lure Jim's "brute." With
such an object I was soon at the spot,

paddled slowly on and passed the Point
without result. On my return trip, how-
ever, zip ! went the line through the wat-
er and I felt it stretch in my hand so
fierce was his strike. The full line was
given to him and when he could take no
more, two acrobatic performances a coup-
le of feet above the water were made with
a view of trying to rid himself of the
bauble he had snapped at so viciously a

few moments before. As I wished to

take Jim's "brute" home I watched my
line carefully and soon checked his avi-

ation tactics. Next he made some fine

runs in good time away from my canoe
and soon rewarded me with a free shower
bath. Finally he tired, rose to the sur-
face, my knapping stick descended and
he was in the canoe alongside his finny

brothers.

I landed these three in less than half

an hour and as I have for a number of
years made it a practice to start for home
as soon as I capture three, I made this

trip no exception to the rule. In pad-
dling back I allowed the bait to remain
in water and was rewarded with a fourth
bite. After playing him for a short time
I effected a landing without knapping
and as he was small compared with those
previously captured I gently disengaged
the hook from him and slid him over the
gunwale of the canoe into his native ele-

ment. There he still gambols at leisure

unless taken by some other fisherman
who may be indifferent about the size so
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Dr. Scott. Buffalo, with his Thirty Pound Maskinonge,
Caught at Hurricano Point, Pigeon Lake.

long; as the fish measures the required

twenty-four inches.

In a little over two hours I was at the

boat house and on my way home with my
catch I met several of the "early birds"
proceedings in a homeward direction for

their eveningf meal. Each one concur-

red in the opinion that I had beaten them
on the openinn- day of "lunge fishing.

Through June and July I remained
faithTul to evening fishing and met with
success on each occasion.

In August my little niece of ten sum-
mers paid us a visit and became enthus-

iastic over catching and landing a ten

pound salmon. That was the limit of

her ambition and I assured her that I

wi-Uild tal<e her to a place where her abil-

ity would be tested and her desire grati-

fied. For one reason or another our out-
ing was deferred till the last day oi her
visit and as the morning was fine we
started up Sturgeon Lake. Of course
she managed the line and imagined that

the ten pounder should at once pay us a
visit. As there was "nothing doing'' for

a couple of miles she became impatient
and expressed the opinion that we would
never catch a 'lunge when she was pres-
ent, adding: "You'll see we'll not get a

bite to-day !" True enough we fished

"good spots" for a couple of hours and
with each failure she became more de-
cided, asserting that "no fish would be
foolish enough to trj' and take a piece of

glittering copper for a dinner !" I

tliought she might be thinking of her own
dinner and took her to a friend's house
where she enjoyed an excellent repast.

It was three o'clock when we returned
to the lake. The sun burned a golden
yellow in the western skv, scarce a leaf

moved and the heat was intense. After
a brief rest we pushed out to resume our
quest. This time I determined to try

heav}- sinkers and fish in deep water. As
the young lady seated herself in the bow
of the canoe she was the picture of disap-

pointment and indifTerence, remarking
in a deeply injured tone that it was not
worth wliile putting out the bait. I still

expressed my belief in the ten pounder
but she only languidly acquiesced with

a grudging "^^'e'll see
!''

I paddled slowly out to a deep place

near a rock and all at once I heard the

line crack against the side of the canoe.

Looking up I was just in time to see her

grab the line with might and main and
hear her exclaim "Oh goodness, what's
that? It's a fish!" There was no doubt
about it for he leaped clean out of the

water a couple of feet 'high. I directed

her to pull the line steadily and keep it

tight all the time. Her countenance
brightened up as if by magic and she

handled the line with the dexterity of an
expert. The fish took several runs to

and from the canoe, rose quite near the

boat and catching sight of 'her, turned

suddenly and with his large tail fin sent

a regular shower of water over her. The
bath dampened her ardor and cooled her
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enthusiasm. "If he is going to practice

such manoeuvres as that you will have
to take the line ! Oh here he is again,

take this line!" I thought it prudent to

comply with the request so strongly urged
and played him till he rose to the top

quite passive, when I knapped him. As
he lay in the centre of the canoe between
lis her eyes grew quite large as she asked
"Didn't I catc'h a big one, uncle?" "Yes,
this fellow will weigh more than ten

pounds," I told her. She wanted to re-

turn home immediately in order to test

the weight and remarked complacently
"Just to think that my first fish should
be such a whopper !" We were soon at

home and the fis'h weighed when to her

delight we found it tipped the scales at

eleven and a quarter pounds.

There are two ardent disciples of Izaak
\\alton residing in Toronto, whose
names I will not mention, but who spend
a few days every 3'ear fishing in the Ka-
wartha Lakes for small mouthed black
bass. The)' are true sportsmen and ad-

epts at angling. Every small mouth
Wack bass attempting to allay his

appetite by taking one of their

minnows never escapes to warn his breth-
ren of the certain death awaiting them
should thev ever succumb to the tempt-
ation of their shining baits. One illus-

tration shows the result of two evenings'
and one morning's angling in Pigeon
Lake.

Dr. Scott, of Buffalo, who is a big

whole-souled fisherman prefers to take

the big ones and trolls in the haunts of

the maskinonge with a light steel rod.

leaving the bass and trout, so abundant
throughout the Karwartha Lakes, to

those who like the lesser sized fish. The
illustration of himseM and the thirty-

pounder he caught at Hurricane Point.

Pigeon Lake, last July affords substantial

e\idence of his ability to land them
s'hould they seize his glittering bait.

\\ hile Bobcaygeon, the centre of the

Kawartha chain of lakes, is frequented

by large numbers of anglers and tourists

every season the fishing still remains ex-

cellent. The new Government dams er-

ected within the last few years have much
to do with this. These dams are water
tight and by their means the water can be
controlled and kept at the same level

during the months of May and June. In

those months the fry of the bass and
maskinonge (particularly th.e latter) are

in shallow water. About the middle of

July when they have become larger and
are better able to take care of themselves
they leave for deeper water.

\\'il'h old and leakv dams on any sys-

tem of waters it is impossible to preserve
the fry of the maskinonge as these fry

are ahvavs hatched in shallow water and
a fall of fifteen inches in June means de-

struction to the frv of that season.

LTncle Ned Buckshaw, like many other

people, has a pet fad and it is an interest-

ing one to anglers. He keeps and eats

his small fish which are better eating

and little good -for spawning and throws

back the large ones which are less tooth-

some but lay an enormous number of

eggs. The ancient question arises

whether trout, once hooked, and thrown
back into the water will live. The ans-
wer is yes. unless the gills are lacerated
or the trout is otherwise seriously hurt.

Most fish taken on the fly are hooked in

the cartilages of the mouth, which have

no ner\es ; and it the trout is handled
delicately while the fly is extracted it

will get off with nothing more than a

fright, which is a very slight thing, a

truth entirely proven by the well known
fact that trout often strike again soon
after having been 'hooked and netted. In

his opinion the trout of New England
streams are becoming educated and re-

quire European methods for their cap-

ture, while those of Canada are still fairly

uneducated and crazy for the fly, allow-
ing the tenderfoot to fill his creel with
ease and complacencv—that is. when
the-\' arc on the feed.



A Story Of Indian Chivalry

BY W. M. THOMPSON. M.D.

IT
occurred in a beautiful lake country

not far from the source of the Mont-
real River before this region had be-

come so popular with canoeists and
tourists.

We sat around a camp fire near the

Hudson Bay Company store. The
ranger and one or two of his men, a half

breed whose grandfather a Scotchman
had been a famous fur trader, a Pitts-

burger on his summer wanderlust, and
the writer. The half breed, a splendid
specimen of young man such as Reming-
ton drew so well, a past master of the

canoe and wood craft, sat silently smok-
ing as the Pittsburg man related this

story of their return from Shusawagam-
ing Lake

:

They had gone to the Lake by one
route and returned by another. On their

return journey on arriving below Kettle
Falls about forty-five miles from the post.

they came upon two rangers one of

whom had just been accidentally shot
through the upper part of the thigh and
was quite weak from the loss of blood
although his partner had already check-
ed the hemorrhage with a tourniquet.

These boys had been out three months
and had seen but one party, had eaten up
their grub stake, were returning to head-
quarters for supplies, and were looking
forward to meeting some of their kind
and hearing from the outside world. On
moving about in the canoe one of them
had accidently discharged his colt re-

volver causing a serious wound in the
thigh and puncturing a hole in the canoe.
His partner knew that he could not
carry a wounded man across the portages
between there and the post even if he
could paddle the canoe through the

thoroughfares. While they were pon-
dering this question along came the

Pittsburger and his guide, their rescuers.

The accident had occurred at twelve
o'clock noon ; it was then three o'clock in

the afternoon. The boat was mended
and the Indian and ranger cut two sap-

lings about eight feet long and lashed a

blanket across them making a stretcher.

On this the wounded man was laid and
carefully lifted and placed in the canoe
which was manned by the ranger, the

Pittsburg man and guide following in

their canoe.

At each portage the wounded man was
carried across on the stretcher by the

guide and ranger and left in the care of

the man from the States who had carried

a pack sack across while they returned for

their duffle and canoe.

All this necessitated numerous trips on
the portages, and at dark they had only

reached the Sturgeon Falls, thirty miles
from the post. Here a council was held,

and it was decided to cajhe the wounded
man's outfit, so as to proceed more rap-

idly. The little company travelled all

night. From Sturgeon Falls they ascend-

ed the Sturgeon River to the Obabika
River, and in those days the Obabika was
filled with flood wood jams which neces-

sitated numerous portages, one of a mile

and a half, if I remember correctly.

From the Obabika they portaged to

Round Lake and paddled north across

Round Lake, made a quarter of a mile

portage to the south arm of Obabika
Lake, paddling ten miles on Obabika,
made a half mile portage to a small lake

and then crossed a short portage to the

northwest arm of Temagami Lake, which
brought them within fifteen miles of the

end of their journey. They arrived at the

post at half past seven in the morning, in

time to catch the boat to Temagami sta-

tion, and the railroad took the wounded
man to the hospital at Xorth Bay. Thus
a man's life was saved by the untiring

perseverance and marvellous woodcraft of

the half breed, who never faltered, no
matter how tired they were, always en-

couraging the drooping spirits of the

others, and constantly forging ahead
with that indomitable persistance so

characteristic of the true red man.
The day following I made the trip in

company with one of the rangers to bring

in the duffle of the wounded man, and
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had a very good object lesson of the dif-

ficulties they surmounted. At that period

in the development of the country it must
be remembered that ,ihe portages were

not nearly so well marked as they are at

present. The night was clouded, so

much so that one of the men had to pre-

cede the party on the carrys with a birch

bark torch to light the way.
After the Pittsburger had finished the

story we naturally wanted to hear the

Indian's side and turned to him with in-

quiries. He arose, knocked the ashes out

of his pipe and faded into the darkness.

A Western Big Game Hunt

BY J. W. STERLING DUNCAN.

THERE were four of us choked right

up with enthusiasm, our craniums
stocked to insanity with air-castle

building, carrying an arsenal of

guns and ammunition enough to shoot all

the deer in Western Canada. John
even carried his redoubtable little "22",

on which he looked with just pride, for,

according to tradition with it he had shot

a bear's "peepers" out, enabling its sub-

sequent capture.

Our team snailed along the foothills

of the Porcupines. All day, tramping
and driving by turns, we hung, weary
yet gay to our plodding quadrupeds. Ev-
ening came; it grew dusk. We rounded
a curve in the trail and a small house,
half frame, half log, stole gradually upon
our vision. A rickety tumble-down
stable kept it company and the two, bare
and desolate, sat like wild things in the

wilderness, in the midst of the shadowy
poplars and the cold steel-blue gloom.
"Good Heavens"! exclaimed George,

"what a place for a man to live in
!"

"Better root out the inhabitants if there
are any," says John." 'Tis about time
we knew where we are."

A yell from four lusty throats tore its

way into the frost-laden atmosphere. The
door of the small house opened.

"There's a Doukhobor village one and a
half miles ahead—the last settlement be-
fore you reach the timber," replied a

sandy-whiskered homesteader to our in-

quiry. We decided to push on and re-

quest the "Douks" hospitality.

On we pushed till the moon shone
clear and bright behind us. Back and
forth, and round and round again that old

trail seemed to go. 'Twas like a Chinese

puzzle with apparently no solution. The
"Douk" village was not found—and we
never found it. A hay-stack hove in

sight ; we decided to camp.
"Oh, the cold, the cold, the bitter cold

!"

qouth George going into poetic ecstasies

as he surveyed the bleak and cheerless

scene.

"Well, out with the tents, boys," he

continued, "We 'have to make the best of

it. Don't tell me that I have an aching
void within, for I haven't. No, not I",

and the left corner of George's mouth al-

most got under his chin by reason of the

vehemence of his ironic utterance. But
his expression changed to one of longing
wistfulness as he proceeded.
"Oh for a sirloin of beef, steam-whip-

ped potatoes, tomato sauce, sweet green
peas, lemon pie, hot coffee—Whew !" he
ended shudderingly, "Pull down that

whole goldarn hay-stack."

"Listen!" I suddenly exclaimed,
"there's a cowbell—must be near a house.
I'm going to investigate." And investi-

gate I did, cutting the cold clear air for a

mile or so in Shrubb's time, finally run-

nin<j down a bunch of Indian ponies.

"By the long-horned spoon of my gees-

ly short-sighted ancestors!" I exclaimed,

and in muttering ill-spirits I made my
way back, travelling away from that hat-

ed sound and judging the exact direction

as 'best I could. Was it a mirage or a

ghost? I steadied mv eyes and looked.

Ah, no! A real shack loomed indistinct-

ly ahead and with a gladdened cry I lop-

ed toward it. 'Twas deserted, yet a boon
to us that night.

"Ho there!" I shouted, for I knew I

must be in close proximity to the hay-
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stack. '"Ho, there ! This way for barg-

ains! Here's where you get your money
back ! Hotel Metropole ! Accommoda-
tions for four men and team ! Free right-

of-way ! Only decent hotel in Godfor-

saken town! Come on!" and soon

stumbling in the wake of their answering
shouts the whole population of the town
comes winding its way toward the hotel

and its hospitable, usurping proprietor.

John and 1 blanketed and fed the hors-

es, making them as comfortable as pos-

sible in an improvised shelter made from
a near-by pile of lumber. \\'e then pro-

ceeded within.

"Guess he knew we were coming,"
says George, who as chief cook already

liad a big fire roaring in the shack-own-
er's big heater. "Why we have e\ery-

thing at hand. Poor begger ! Must
have had a devil of a life of it here

though. Some poor son-of-a-gun trying

to win his bet with the government. Ten
dollars against a homestead that a man
can live a dog's life of it for three years

—

and big odds in favor of the government."
The supper was cooked. Such gastro-

nomic feats ! The nine hours fast was
broken and literally gorged we rolled into

the homesteader's bunk. Xext day John
and Ernest had no appetite. They didn't

care a darn whether we had anything to

eat or not. Even the appetizing odor of

George's fried potatoes and ham or a

quarter-section of apple pie failed to

stimulate their sense of appreciation. As
for George and I we suffered not from
anorexy, but ate—by Jove ! how we
did eat! The next day however, indi-

gestion had fled the camp. John an-

nounced that he was back on full feed

again, and how the provisions disap-

peared ! Ye gods and seafish small

!

\\'e'd have eaten a whole moose if we'd
had one, but sad to relate we didn't

have one. and—^but I am forestalling my
reader's curiosity.

We camped in the heart of the big

>pruce timber. It looked an ideal spot

for big game, and though Ave had not seen

many tracks as yet, we felt quite sure we
could get our rifle sights on a grand old

antlered bull before we had been an hour
on his trail.

At the end of the first dav we all re-

lurned to camp, each from a dilterent dir-

ection, hungrj-, tired, and with a hang-
dog air, for, in reply to the round of

"What luck?" questions, each in turn

grunted in a waj- that augured ill for a

moose should he cross our path. "Have-
n't seen a goldarn thing, not even a fresh

track."

But the breath of the firs and pines

was in our nostrils, their soothing lullaby

had charmed us into sleep, and next
morning we responded with an eager-

ness even greater than before to the call

of the wild woods. Through the hazy
light of coming day our matins ascended
to the goddess Diana. This done, her

moccasined votaries in pairs slipped

ghostlike into the gloomy forest.

That night the previous day's perform-
ance had been repeated and the next

day it was the same.

"Grand moose country this," was
George's scathing remark. "There's
nothing but Indians here, goldarn them.
Woods is full of them. Saw a fresh deer-

track todaj-. Must have had warts on
his intellect or he wouldn't be here. I

move we move and get out of this squaw
country as fast as old Nigger and Shorty
will take us."

"I second the motion" broke in John,
and his big, husky frame sank collapsing-

ly as a hugh sigh expired.

"Alright, we get on the road to-mor-
row, fellows.'' I chimed in regretfully, for

was this to be the grand finale of our

long-expected magnificent moose hunt?
We might go another thirtj'- miles into

the bush and have the same luck. Be-

sides our time was now limited to a few
days.

"Let's go ta the river and luint jump-
ers." says Ernest.

"Yes. by Jove that's the idea !" I ex-

claimed, trightening up, "they're as thick

there as jack-rabbits."

The rest acquiesced.

That night as usual we slept in turns,

each taking his watch for a quarter of

the cold, dismal night, piling fresh wood
into our stove, keeping it a red heat, for

the cold was extreme and chilled us even
under a generous supply of blankets.

'Twas George's turn. He was hud-
dled up by the stove dozing between re-
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lays of tiring. Suddenly tiie northwest

fastenings of the tent gave way. Some-
thing was pushing against the canvas to-

ward the fire.

"What the deuce is that?" exclaims

Ernest, startled from a dream of killing

moose by scores, looking wildly at the

already wide-awake fireman.

"It's that Nigger. He's try-

ing to warm his skin-bound bones by
backing into the tent, "came in muffled

tones from a bundle of blankets on the

other side of the tent.

Then George exploded. Extremely
naughty language flowed gushingly from
his lips into the grimmy silence of the

night.

"Get out you brute."

"Look out, he kicks," came from the

blanket bundle. But the warning came
too late, for George with murder in his

lieart and vengeance on his brow hit the

intruding form a resounding blow with

a block of wood.

BifY! Bang! the flapping canvas was in

a decided commotion but George, from
his reclining position stuck to his guns
and rained answering blows to the invis-

ible slaps and violent convulsions from
without.

Quiet again reigned supreme. tJld

Nigger had his stand removed in conse-

quence of his "buttinnedness." Two
gaping holes in the canvas, filled by a

marrow-chilling .Arctic zephyr, witnessed

to the old horse's attempted mode of in-

gress, and made us wish for a more con-

genial clime.

Next morning we broke camp and hit

the trail. The harsh discordant death-

screech of the frosty snow-crystals, crush-

ed to powder under the runners of our

sleigh seemed to add greater emulation

to our exultant spirits.

Hurrah, we were leaving the moose-for-

saken spot—the spot that would soon

have been detestable, the spot we never
wanted to see again—and now it was,
"Ho, for the river !" Yes, the river

where the jumpers jumped and sported

in matchless grace, with their pretty fawn
muzzles scenting the keen atmosphere:
where we were going to shoot—shoot till

our savage blood-lust was satisfied, till

our senses became drunk and besotted

with the joys of the chase.

Ah ! What a dream ! With what a

mocking laugh must the Fates have
laughed as they hovered near and listen-

ed."

\\'e came to a fair-sized opening in the

forest. 'Twas a small lake. Along the

north shore like the teeth of a saw stood

a row of Indian lodges. The smoke
from their summits ascended straight to

hea\-en. The frosty demon of the air

had no chariot this dull gray morn.
Silent and still he sat upon the landscape

brooding. Insidiously he shot his sting-

ing shafts at old Dame Nature, whose
forms, both animate and inanimate cow-
ered stubborn and resistant. Across the

far end of the lake a gay shadow sped.

What was it? Nothing but a blanket-

shrouded Indian returning from his traps.

Something hung over his shoulder. He
was speeding straight as an arrow across

the grayish-white expanse toward the

row of tepees.

Ho! we are into a bunch of them.

They've been rounding up their ponies.

Look at that big rakey fellow over there,

his long lanky legs dangling against his

pony's sides. It is fifteen below zero,

yet his head and hands are bare. But
what is that to him? He wears a suit of

blanket-wool and a pair of moccasins,

that is all. The neck of his

blanket-jacket is open, his flat broad

chest is bared to the sting of the

frost , through gaping openings in

the sides of his loosely fastened trousers

the bare copper-colored skin looks out.

His head hangs gloomily between his

bowed shoulders. Gloomily? Yes.

What cause has he for mirth? The white

man's mirth and gladness are to him un-

known. At times a ray does break

through the gloom but alas! its soul has

fled, the semblance alone remains. But
let us on, for they are an ill-fed, ill kempt,
bony-looking lot. Though hardy and

tough, they be, they do not look happy.

We threw them a loaf of bread and a

package of tea and soon they are left be-

hind.

'Twas nine o'clock at night before we
struck our camping place in the Swan
River valley. Fourteen hours had we
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been on the trail with but one stop for

lunch. The last four hours we had stum-
bled along the almost imperceptible trail,

straining our e)-es to get a sight of our
stopping place. We were on an old Ind-

ian trail, which wound in and out, up
hill and down, ever following the valley

of the river. As I sat humped on the

apex of our baggage, taking a short rest,

my thoughts kept on that Indian trail.

Old as the seven hills it was. For ages
had the aborigines of the plains come and
gone, back and forth along; this same old

trail. What scenes it had witnessed,

what tales it could tell, what tragedies it

hid, my imagination could but imperfect-

ly'' reveal. M\' whole being depressed by
the cold, was a willing and pliable victim

to such gloomy imaginings. I was
awakened from my dreams by the voice

of George who, jumping on the sleigh,

announced that the shack, our long-look-

ed-for stopping-place was in sight. In

a short time we were sitting around our
roaring heater happy as school-boys.

For two days we tramped the hills and
vales of the valley. Tracks galore met
our gaze, but nothing more substantial
could we find. We were getting sick of
it. The old joke of George's deer-track
soup was getting hackneyed and objec-
tionable. Confound the deer, where
were they anyway?

The last day had come; an accident
happened. John got a deer. How did
^t happen? He could not tell. Just
saw it and shot it. He was so excited
that he emptied the whole magazine of
his "30-30" Winchester into it. And
then, what rejoicing! Hard luck was
forgotten, he was ready for home. How
we envied him and confounded the crack-

ling underbrush to the lowest dungeon in

Hades. We were sure it was the un-
avoidable noise that prevented us from
getting one too.

Home we returned, a new experience

added to the always accumulating host

of hard-earned, toil-wrought experiences.

SPRING FEVER.

BY A. R. DOUGLAS.

I'm jest as restless as can be,

Don't 'xactly know what's ailing me.

Seems like I can't do nuthin' right

At school,—don't wanta' read or w-rite.

My teacher says I'll drive her mad
If I don't soon quit actin' bad,

And stop a-wriggling my feet,

She's going to tie me to the seat.

Pa says "Spring Fever's" what I've got.

But Ma of course says that's "all rot."

I guess she's never had it yet.

She wouldn't sav that, vou can bet.

O Gee ! I wish 'twas summer time

So's I could use a fishin' line.

If this "Spring Fever" makes folks ill.

Then "Fishin' Fever's" worser still.



Comparing 1 2, 1 6 and 20 Bore Guns

BY FOREST H. CONOVER.

During the last three years the small

bore shot gun question has occupied the

minds of a number of sportsmen through-

out the country and several times during

the past season questions have been asked

the writer as to the relative differences

between the 12, 16 and 20 bore guns for

sporting purposes. These apply to heft,

bore or load, as well as the purpose for

which the guns may be designed.

Prior to my experiece with small bore

guns the impression prevailed that the 20

bore was equally as effective as the 12 at

40 yards provided the proportionate load

for the bore be applied.

I read with interest the article in Rod
and Gun regarding the 20 bore by Single

Trigger, and in general agree with the

views expressed as to the effectiveness of

the small bore gun. It is not reasonable

to entertain the idea that the small charge

of 3-4 or 7-8 of an oz. of shot will adhere

in transit to the object, and also possess

velocity and penetration from the 20 bore

to equal the i 1-8 load from the 12 bore

and this rule or law applied to the 10

gauge only with i 3-8 oz. to the 12 having

the I 1-4 load of shot.

About fifteen years ago in competing at

an open Shooting Tournament in one of

Ontario's principal cities a contestant us"

ing a ID bore gun throughout the day's

events withstood the excess recoil from
I 1-2 oz. shot, shooting at targets, and
won easily the day's average. The extra

1-4 oz. of shot used was of course up his

sleeve to the rank outsider, and made up
for the lack of skill with the man behind
the gun. Those were the shooting days
of the hand loaded shells.

As a consequence the larger bulk of the

load in shot charged with proportionate

powder load is conducive to a fuller shot

pattern and the smaller amount of shot

is given to open patterns and therefore

reduces the penetration. Although I

kill small game with my 20 bore quite as

satisfactorily at reasonable distances as

with the 12 bore, crediting the little 20

with its feather weight agency of getting

into line quicker than the average 12

gauge, it will generally impress the inex-

perienced as a rule to over rate its capac-

ity on par with the 12.

In proportion to the amount of load and
considering carefully the gauge and heft

of the gun, I may say up to about thirty-

two yards the 20 bore for small game is

equally as effective as the 12. This I

make clear to the reader by the accom-
panying illustrations both in powder
tests, and shot pattern.

I cannot agree with the remarks of the

"American Field" correspondent in sym-
pathy with the 20 bore and its identifica-

tion as becoming popular as a trap gun.

If I were considering a 20 bore as a trap

gun I would certainly advise 30 in. bar-

rels, full choke and weighing 6-)4 to 7
lbs. with the 2 1-2 Dra. load and i oz. of

shot, a gun of this construction will hand-

le the oz. load as well as the 12 bore with

the I 1-4, or the 10 bore ,9 1-2 lb. gun, the

I 1-2 oz. load for targets only.

The extra pound on the 20 bore over-

comes the excess in recoil over the lighter

weight and also the 78 oz. of shot with

the 2 1-4 Dr. load of smokeless. The 20

gauge will burn the 2 1-2 Drs. in a well

made arm having a heavy breech. The
gun of this type may fairly pose at the

traps as one of pastime, and not a score

builder for the future.

I have from experiments, targeting in

the 30 in. circle at 25 and 40 measured
yds. from the gun's muzzle, found the 20

bore considerably more open in propor-

tion to its bore than the 12.

The 20 bore is a dainty little game gun
for upland shooting but in my opinion

can never supplant the 12 gauge as a

duck gun, or par excellence at the traps as

a hard hitter.

I think it premature on the part of some
writers on small bores to install the 20

gauge as becoming popular at the traps

as record breakers to hold up the present

scores. From the fact that the killing

circle is greatly reduced for target work,

and the stringing of the charge greatly



1.—12 gauge at 25 yirds.
3.

—

16 gauge at 25 yards.

S.—20 bore at 25 yards.

2.—12 gauge at 40 yards.
4.—16 gauge at 40 yards.
6.—20 bore at 40 yards.
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shortened thereby greater variation is giv-

en to wind currents and loss on quarter-

ing: birds.

rhe average full choke 12 gauge will

give only about 26 inches of killing circle

at 40 yds. while a 30 inch circle may show
a good pattern, the outer pellets at the 30

inches having lost their greater velocity.

The same may apply to the 20 bore. The
correspondent of the "American Field'

on 20 bores bespeaks wonders for the

small gun as a target smasher.

Again we differ somewhat at this point

ch. shot, broke at 16 yards rise from three

unknown traps 49 out of 50 targets with

a run of 46 straig'ht. I'he velocity in

this 12 gauge load was increased over the

I 1-4 popular load while it fell off on the

20 bore on the standard load.

I am in sympathy with the small bore

sporting arm, and admire my dainty little

"Smith" 20 bore gun—it satisfies all my
cravings as an upland fowling piece, only !

For the benefit of the amateur readers

of Rod and Gun I beg leave to submit
from scientific tests the following tables

The Three Guns With Which the Tests were Made.

although admitting the full capacity of

this little wonder. I suggest that only

experts and professionals pose. He
speaks of little recoil from the 20 and says

ihey shoot stronger than the 12 gauge.

Here I must positively disagree, not judg-

ing from the small amount of s'hot charge
but the combined loss in velocity. The
12 gauge with full choke will give a much
higher record, as shown by actual experi-

ments made by the writer using a 3 dram
load of bulk smokeless and i oz. No. 7

of velocities, pressures, and recoil, show-
ing the variations comparing the 12, 16

and 20 bore shot gun, made with bulk

Smokeless Sporting Powder.
12 Gauge Gun, 3 1-4 Drs., i 1-4 oz. No. 7

Ch Shot.

Mean pressure—10,500 lbs.

Mean velocity—911 feet.

Mean recoil—3.30 in.
^

16 Gauge Gun, 2 1-2 Drs., i oz. No. 7 Ch
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Shot.

Mean pressure—6,922 lbs.

Mean velocity—896 feet.

Mean recoil—2.30 in.

20 Gauge Gun, 2 1-4 Drs. Powder, 7-8

No. 7 Ch Shot.

oz.

Mean pressure—10,506 lbs.

Mean velocity—875 feet.

Mean recoil— 1.95 inches.

The above record is from actual tests

and strictly accurate.

It is shown from above that the 20 gauge
develops greater pressures than 12. 16 or

10, because the lbs. per square inch pres-

sures increase as the size of the bore de-

crease. In the high power rifles pres-

sures are enormous, running in the neigh-
borhood of several tons per square inch.

The same principle applies to shot guns

—

the smaller the bore the more confining
the powder and of course results in an in-

crease in pressure.

Note the falling ofif in velocity of 36
feet between the 12 and 20 bore and the

addition of pressure : in other words the

20 gauee is registered as high as the 12 in

pressure and lacking in velocity—at long
range.

The illustrations in this article show
the shot patterns at 25 and 40 yards with
the 12, 16 and 20 bore full choke gun, the

former 7 lbs. 14 oz.. 16 gauge 6 1-2 lbs.. 20

gauge 6 1-4 lbs., the 12 gauge having 30

A reprint of a paper read at the Brit-

ish Association meetings entitled "David
Thompson, Explorer" has been issued in

pamphlet form. The author is Mr. J. B.

Tyrell, who has himself done some of

the finest exploration work in Canada
and who is in full sympathy with
Thompson's life work. David Thompson
was a poor boy from a London charity

school. ' He was sent out as a clerk in

the service of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany and served his employers well. On
their behalf he did some excellent survey
work but as fur returns one year were
short this was attributed by the Factor to

Thompson's supposed neglect of the

trading for the surveying portions of his

in. barrels and the i6 and 20 gauge 28 in.

barrels.

Two makes of American shells were
tested, one foreign and one Canadian.
The load for the 12 gauge was 3 1-4 Drs.

of bulk Smokeless i 1-8 oz. No. 7 Ch
Montreal Shot, 343 to the oz., correspond-
ing with Tathams No. 7 1-2 ch., 16 gauge
2 1-2 Drs. I oz. No. 7, 20 bore 2 1-4, 7-8

No. 7. Dominion shells were chosen for

their excellence in primer uniformity and
force.

Repeated tests prove the full choke 20

bore at 25 yds. as open, or nearly so

as the full choke 12 at 40 yds.

filling the outer portion of the

circle similar to an improved cylinder.

Proving the 20 gauge superior at closer

range only for upland work and conven-
ience than the 12, i. e. less mutilating to

game. The patterns are given only as

illustrating the comparison, although fac-

simile of patterns from photos made from
three L. C. Smith guns on my range.

Referring to the table of loads and pres-

sures, note the 20 bore less inches in re-

coil than the larger gauges, although ac-

tual shooting from the shoulder gives

more noticeable recoil.

There is little to be said resrarding the

16 gauge for the reason that the existing

problem appears between the 12 and 20

bore.

The accompanying illustration of the

three guns is given comparing- the 12, 16

and 20 bore for appearance in gauge.

duties. He was therefore ordered to dis-

continue the latter and as he declined he

resigned and joined the North West
Company. In the service of this Com-
pany he visited and surveyed many por-

tions of Western Canada and did his

work so well that his maps remained for

many years the best to be obtained of

many portions of that vast region. He
surveyed portions of Manitoba. Saskat-

chewan, Alberta, British Columbia and
the regions to the north as well as to the

south. Mr. TArell who has been over

much of the ground where Thompson
worked is engaged on a new edition of

Samuel Hearne's Diar^- and David
Thompson's Journal.

I



Fishing For Muskellonge

BT C. W. TOUNG.

T
' HE 'Lunge,

or jMuskel-

lunge, to

give him
his full name, as

the King of In-

land Waters de-

serves, may be

found in a good
many places in

Canada — in the

Great Lakes, in

the lake region

between FortW'il-

liam and Lake
Superior, in the

numerous waterways which go to make
up what may be called the Trent Valley
Basin, in the Ottawa and its tributaries,

and no doubt in many other localities,

but for convenience of access, for easeand
comfort in pursuing the sport, in the size

of the fish and the number that can be

caught, there is probably no place to com-
pare with the St. Lawrence, from the Bay
of Quinte to Lachine. Some years ago
these fish were especially plentiful among
the Thousand Islands, but continued
trolling by thousands of summer tour-

ists, and not a little unlawful fishing, has
depleted the supply, until the sight of

one there is becoming rather a rarity.

At present writing. Lake St. Francis, an
enlargement of the St. Lawrence, stretch-

ing from near Cornwall to Coteau du Lac,

Quebec, furnishes the best 'Lunge ground
in 'Canada. The conditions are favor-

able to its growth and increase. There
is an immense expanse of water, thirty

miles long by seven to ten miles in width,

with innumerable shoals and reed beds,

where minnows' breed in thousands, fur-

nishing food for the larger fishes in any
quantity, and deep holes where the

'Lunge can stay in safety in the hot days
of summer and the frozen winter months.
Flowing into the lake are plenty of smal-

ler streams, to which the members of the

pike family repair in the early spring to

spawn, and there is an indication that the

fish wardens are liaving some success in

bringing the public to a realization of the

fact that it pays to give the fish a chance
at this interesting period of their lives.

While fishing for 'Lunge is indulged

in by nearly all anglers along the river,

many come especially for the fishing, and
their number is annually increasing.

These men mostly make their headquart-
ers at the Algonquin, Stanley Island,

which is in the very center of the fishing

grounds, and where guides and boats and
bait, if necessary, can be had.

The season of 1910 was the best ever

known at Stanley Island, for the number
of visitors who were interested in fishing

and who got fish in plenty, which is more
to the purpose.

The open season for 'Lunge and Black
Bass begins on June 15, and on that date,

enthusiastic anglers, who had been there

before and knew what to expect, were on
deck ready to begin operations. Luck
was with them from the start. Mr. F.

A. Hall, of New York City, an annual
visitor for many seasons, brought in no
less than three large 'Lunge, with an ag-

gregate weight of over 70 pounds, besides

a number of big Wall-eyes, as his first

day's catch. Air. Hall was joined by his

fishing partner, Mr. W. P. Corbet, also

of Gotham, a few days later, and hardly a

day passed that they came in empty-
handed. And they were no exceptions.

It was nothing unusual for guests to go
out immediately after arrival, never hav-
ing caught a 'Lunge before, but with

lively anticipation from what the}- had
read and heard of the pugnacious charac-

ter of this giant of the inland waters.

They were seldom disappointed, and
while for the most part the catches were
carefully packed in ice and shipped to

incredulous friends in distant parts of the

United States, one could often see half a

dozen monsters hanging up in cold stor-

age, awaiting the deft manipulation of the

expert chef to occupy a place on the menu
of the Algonquin.
A well-known Cornwall clergvman, a
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A Neiv Yorker and His 35 lb. 'Lunge.

devoted follower of Izaak Walton, was
unusually successful last summer. In

two June days he boated no less than
seven 'Lunge, weighing from 12 to 23
pounds each and in July and September
had almost equally good catches up to 30
and 35 pounds.

Sheriff Mack of Cornwall, another en-

thusiastic angler, proved himself equally
able to take care of the fish in the river

as the prisoners in the Cornwall gaol, and
in one July afternoon captured a couple
of big 'Lunge within an hour, weighing
23 and 37 pounds.
The 'Lunge is quite a fighter. L'ntil

recent years the common practice was to

troll with a hand line that would lift 100

lbs., and when a big fellow was hooked
drag him out hand over hand with no
more chance to escape than a led shoat.

When he was hauled to the boat side the

struggle was ended with a gaff and a

blow on the back of the neck and the

lucky fisherman bragged about it all sum-
mer.

Nowadays it is usually a question of

sport, with steel rods and light tackle.

It takes a little longer than the old wav.

but a true sportsman doesn't begrudge
the time. The most killing bait is a

minnow five or six inches long, attached
to a spoon or spinner. The big fish

usually haunt the reed beds, and the oars-
man rows the boat slowly as near the

weeds as he can get without fouling the
troll. .Suddenly you feel a tug and im-
agine your hooks are snagged on a log,

as the boat comes to a sudden standstill.

i!ut that is only for a moment ; the log
comes to life in a hurry, jumps into the

air, shaking the spoon, which he repeats
several times, and there is all kinds of

fun for lialf an hour or so, till the man
at the butt of the rod is nearly as played
out as the fish at the end of the line.

\\'hen at last you bring your captive near
the boat you see him roll over and over,

-bowing his great white belly, and your
guide either shoots him back of the head
with a 2,2 rifle, causing instant paralysis,

ur reaching down, places a finger and
thum'b in his eye-sockets and lifts him
gently out of the drink. In any case you
wonder how on earth so huge a fish could
have been taken with such fine tackle.

Mr. 'Lunge cuts up all kinds of didoes
at times. One afternoon two of us were
fishing in Lake St. Francis when a good
one struck the spoon and hooked himself
securely. The second man neglected to

haul in his line, which is a cardinal prin-

ciple when either gets a strike, and in hi.'?

furious rushes from side to side the big
fish got entangled in the other line, and
wound himself round and round, till he
was almost deprived of the power of mo-
tion. When at last the victim was
brought alongside the boat, it was little

trouble to get him in, but two good lines

had to be cut to pieces to get him out.

It is hard to say just how large the
'Lunge grows in favorable conditions,

such as exist in Lake St. Francis. The
common size is about 20 pounds, but a

good many are caught between 30 and 40
pounds. Anything over 40 pounds is a

good deal talked about. There must be

some giants, but long acquaintance with
all kinds of lures, and a knowledge of the

unpleasant sensation that follows an at-

tack on a trolling spoon, has made them
wary. Still, once in a while they do
take a chance, as did one last summer.
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We were trolling near Ross' Island, when
came the well-known sensation of strik-

ing a big fish, and a hard fight afterwards.

He did not jump much, but the way he
kept down and held back, showed he

was a big 'un for sure. \\'hen we got

him near the boat, after half an hour's

struggle, so we could see what he was
like, there was a general exclamation

from the guide and fishermen alike, that

never in their experience had they seen

anything so large in the way of a 'Lunge.

Alex. Buckshot, who has caught more
'Lunge than any of the Stanley Island

guides, was sure he would go at least

70 pounds. But we never had a chance
of finding out ; from sheer weight he tore

the hooks out of his jaw, there was a

swirl of water and a swish of the big

tail, and we saw him no more.
The conditions for fishing will he much

better this summer than ever before.

Frequently, in the desire to find new-

shoals, one has been tempted to row-

away down the lake, and when time came
to return, there was a long pull of a

couple of hours or more back to the ho-

tel, and' in case of a storm, possibly a

bivouac on the first island that could be
reached. Now, however, several gaso-

line launches form part of the hotel out-

fit ; one or more boats are towed down
among the islands in a few minutes, and
are picked up in the evening when the

day's sport is over.

The guides are all Iroquois Indians,

from the neighboring reservation of St.

Regis, and are a clever lot of fellows,

some more expert and better posted than

others, but all possessing a knowledge of

the haunts of fish and fowl and a thor-

ough understanding of their ways and
wiles, only to be attained by years of ex-

perience. Among the best-known guides

are Peter Back (a little old but still in the

ring), Alex. Buckshot, Jake Gray, Tom
Benedict, Louis Angus, Dave Charon,

John Sterling, Frank Barnhart.

As yet few casting experts have tried

their skill on 'Lunge in this part of the

St. Lawrence, but many are caught in

this way elsewhere, and those who have
once done it. say no more trolling for

them.

The Kawartha Lakes

The Bobcaygeon branch of the On-
tario Forest Fish and Game Protective

Association elected the follow-ing offi-

cers at its annual meeting: President, A.

E. Bottum ; Vice, Rev. W. G. Smith

;

Secretary-Treasurer, William Hickson

;

Executive Committee : C. E. Stewart, J.

R. Moyle, Richard Nichols and W.
Moore. The Department was urged to

place the local warden on an equality

with his colleagues in the matter of sal-

ary, general testimony being borne as to

the efficiency with w-hich he discharged
his duties. While the action of the De-
partment in placing bass fry in the lakes

last season w-as commended a bass hatch-
ery for the Kawartha Lakes was strongly
urged. The Secretary expressed the

view that for black bass the Kawartha
Lakes are the best in the country, the

waters being peculiarly suitable for them.

The lakes are fairly stocked at present
and a hatchery could easily maintain the
supply. The proverb of a stitch in time
was most applicable in this case. The
opinion was strongly expressed that fire-

arms of all kinds and air guns should be
forbidden on the lakes during the closed

season. Bird and fish life would gain
much from such prohibitions as maskin-
onge were easily observable in shallow
water and frequently shot. The condi-

tion of the partridge was reported good
and the introduction of Hungarian
grouse was held over for a time. Grati-

fying evidence of changes of sentiment in

preservation was received, it being re-

ported that residents were becoming con-

viaced that such work was even more in

thejr interests than in the interests of

noH-residents.



Game Law Violators*

How to Deal with Inter- Provincial and inter-State Offenders

BY J. B. TOWNSHEND. JR.

Two years ago at Toronto and again

last year at Philadelphia, it was my privi-

lege to address the attending members of

the North American Fish and Game Pro-

tective Association on the subjects of

oflFences against the laws of the states

and provinces regulating forests, fisheries

and the preservation and protection of

game, where the offenders had fled- the

jurisdiction before it was fMSSsible to ef-

fect their arrest, and where, after the nec-

essary informations were laid and war-
rants of arrest issued, they had continued

to absent themselves from the province
or state within w'hose boundaries the of-

fence was committed, so that the writ

could not be served or the just penalties

meted out.

For the information of those who were
not in attendance at those meetings I

may say briefly that at that time I was
actuated by a case which occurred in

the Province of Quebec, where two resi-

dents of the State of New York, in con-

travention of the laws of the Province,

were guiltv of killing three cow moose,
one upon Crown land and two others up-
on territory over which the hunting and
fishing rights have been leased by the

Crown. The killing of these last two
moose was particularly flagrant, as the

two men were not in need of food, were
on their way out of the woods at thi

time, and did not even stop to skin the

carcasses, or to take any meat therefrom.

These offences were discovered by Gov-
ernment \\'ardens, who acted in the mat-
ter with the utmost possible expedition

and under my express orders, but. on ac-

count of the remoteness of the territory

where these vandals had been hunting, it

was impossible for the wardens to obtain

tlie evidence and lay the necessary in-

formation before the offenders had made
good their escape from the Province. Of
course, the v.-arrants are still outstanding,

and would be enforced should it be pos-

•—A paper read at the .Monlreal Confereoee of the North

sible at any time to apprehend either or

both of these men within the Province.

At the Toronto meeting a resolution

was offered and adopted by this Associa-

tion to the eft'ect, briefly, that in cases of

this kind the authorities of the different

states and provinces should be notified

and requested to refuse hunting or fish-

ing licenses to such offenders, until such
time as they had subjected themselves to

the jurisdiction erf the courts out of which
tlie outstanding process might have is-

sued, and incurred the penalty of their

wrong doing. Copies of this resolution

were forwarded to the Chief Commis-
sioners of the various provinces, and
many of the states and while some of

these officials expressed their hearty ap-

proval of the resolution and their willing-

ness to be governed by the same, others

pleaded that the provisions of the law in

their territory precluded their compliance
with the request. But, within the past

two years, the necessity for the enactment
of stringent governmental regulations

applicable to cases of this type has been
more strongly borne in upon the minds
of the members of this Association, and
of others with whom I have discussed

the topic.

-A^s conditions exist to-day- the offender

against the game laws of Quebec simply
crosses the line into New Brunswick or

Ontario, or from New Brunswick or Ont-
ario into Quebec, or into the United
States, and is forthwith immune from
punishment. Not onlv is this the case,

but he can obtain his hunting license or

fishing license from any one of the ad-

joining states or provinces and continue
iiis slaughter until its discovery again

drives him out of the jurisdiction of the

licensing power and still further restricts

the territory which he desires to visit.

.\s a case in point. I mav sav that one
of the parties concerned in the illegal kill-

ing of the cow moose in the Province of

.\merican Fish and Game Protective As.'<tx'iation.
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Quebec took out a hunting license from
the Province of New Brunswick in the

following year, and made an extended

'hunting trip within less than ten miles

of the spot where he had committed his

former murders.
Again the members of the Squatteck

Fish and Game Club, all of whom includ-

ing myself are members of this Associa-

tion, hold under lease from the Province

of Quebec a tract of land, the eastermost

boundary line of which is formed by the

province line between Quebec and New
Brunswick. They maintain, at their own
expense, for the protection of this terri-

tory and the Crown lands surrounding

it, five Government Wardens- whose duty

it is at all times to protect an area of ap-

proximately about an eigth as large as

that which one Government Warden was
supposed to patrol before. The north-

easternmost part of this tract and the

territory south of it, which is not

controlled by the Club is comparatively
difficult of access to any resident of the

Province of Quebec whom we might se-

lect as warden on account of its remote-

ness from the hamlets or villages, but, on
the other hand, it can be reached with
comparative ease from the New Bruns-
wick side. As a consequence we are in-

formed on credible authority that one
man, who was a resident of New Bruns-
wick, had killed over eighty deer during
the winter of 1909 and 1910, and that an-

other man killed over sixty during the

same period. Most, if not all, of these

deer were sold at the lumber camps, and
we are absolutely powerless to prevent
it under the existing laws, especially as

our wardens, even if they discovered the

offender in the act of violating the law,

could not arrest without warrant.

It must be understood that this is in-

tended in no sense as a general reflection

upon the people of New Brunswick.
The better element on either side of

the line, realizing as they do that the

game in its wanderings recognize no line

or jurisdiction, appreciate that if this

practice is allowed to continue, the cur-

tailment of the game will be visited on
them as well as on the Province of Que-
bec. ' They too are up in arms about it,

but appreciate the inability of either

province to cope with the wrongdoer.
Our members who visited this portion of

the territory last year were appealed to

to know if we could not do something to

help stop the slaughter of game. Nor
can the New Brunswick game wardens
do anything to remedy the situation.

Mr. John McGibbon, of St. Stephens,
the New Brunswick Game Warden, is

well aware of the existing conditions,

and would, we are sure, be only too glad

to co-operate, were it in his power to do
so. In fact, he has stated that if the

wardens of the two provinces could co-

operate in offences of this kind, the prac-

tice could be 'broken up in short order;
but, both his hands and ours are tied, as

we are informed by counsel learned in

the law, as that law reads at present.

But it may be said, these conditions

are purely local, and that my observa-
tions are confined to a relatively insig-

nificant area. Conceding that they are,

is not such a condition sufficiently grave
to require remedial action, and may not
the same conditions exist at other points

along the interprovincial lines or the

boundaries between provinces and states.

Our honored President and those
members of our Association who are

learned in the Canadian law, may tell us

that what I am about to propose for the

consideration of this meetinp; is at pres-

ent a legal impossibility, but, if such is

the case, cannot the law 'be so rectified

as to properly control the situation and
eliminate the possibilities of such wrong-
doing.

I would suggest, gentlemen, for your
consideration the procurement by con-

certed action of such legislation in the

states and provinces as will subject of-

fenders of this character to extradition,

so that they may be taken back to the

territory where the offence was commit-
ted and subjected to the pains and penal-

ties to which their illegal acts have ren-

dered them liable.

It is my opinion, after an exhaustive

study of the law of the LTnited States

governing extradition proceedings, that

it is to-day a possibility for any one
state, by proper proceedings, to bring

back for trial from another state, any of-
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lender therein located who had violated

tlie laws relative to forests, tish or j;an)c,

so that he might stand trial at the place

where iiis offence was committed. Even
l^etore the Declaration of Independence,
the theory of extradition was firmly im-

planted in the colonies. Winthrop's
Historj' of Massachusetts is authority

for the statement that as early as 1643,

by articles of Confederation between the

plantations under the Government of

Massachusetts, the plantations under
the Government of New Plymouth, and
the plantations under the Government of

Connecticut and the Government of New
Haven, with the plantations in combina-
tion therewith, these plantations pledged
themselves to each other that upon the

escape of any prisoner or fugitive for any
criminal cause, whether by breaking
prison or getting from the oflScer, or

otherwise escaping, upon the certificate

of two magistrates of the jurisdiction

out of which the escape was made the

prisoner should be remanded to the cus-

tody of the officer or other person who
pursueth him ;—and if there be any help

required for the safe returning of any
such offender, then it shall be granted
unto him that craves the same, he pay-

ing the charges thereof.

A similar provision was introduced
w'hen the thirteen colonies formed their

confederation, and when the present

constitution of the United States was
adopted, it provided by the second para-

graph of the second section of Article 4:

That a person charged in any state with
treason, felony, or other crime, who shall

flee from justice and be found in another
state, shall, on demand of the executive

authority of the state from which he fled,

"be delivered up to be removed to the

state having jurisdiction of the crime.

A question may arise in the minds of

some of you as to whether this language
is sufficiently broad of scope to cover in-

fractions of the laws relative to forests,

fish and game, but, it has been held that

these words of the Constitution include

every offence made punishable by the

law of the state in which it was commit-
ted, from the highest to the lowest in the

grade of offences, including misdemea-

nors and statutory crimes, provided,
however, that the offence be a definite

and specific one. (Encyclopedia of Law
and Pre cedure \'ol. 19, page 86.)

So too the words "treason, felony or
other crime" as used in the Constitution
of the United States embrace every act
forbidden and made punishable by the
demanding state, and this action applies
as well w'here the offence charged is a

mild misdemeanour under the laws of

the demanding state as where it is a

grave felony under the laws of all the
states. (Commonwealth vs Johnson,
I2th Penna. County Court Reports 263.)

Our leading case on the subject, how-
ever, is that of Kentucky vs. Governor of

Ohio, which is elaborately reported in 24
Howard (U.S.) pages 66 to no inclusive,

in whidh it was held that the words
which I have above quoted include every
offence forbidden and made punishable
by the laws of the state where the offence
is coinmitted, and that it was therefore

the duty of the executive authority of

O'hio upon the demand made by the
Governor of Kentucky, and the produc-
tion of the indictment duly certified, to

deliver up the offender to the agent of

the Governor of Kentucky who had been
appointed to receive him.

It may be interesting to note- that the

crime with which the defendant in this

case was charged by the Government of

Kentucky u"as that of enticing and as-

sisting to escape one Charlotte, a female
slave, which, while a crime in Kentucky,
was in no sense a crime, misdemeanour,
or in any way an offence against the

laws of Ohio, nevertheless the Supreme
Court of the United States said that it

was the duty of the Governor of Ohio to

surrender the defendant in the Kentucky
courts.

Indeed, my recollection is, although I

cannot point to my authority, that about
twenty-five years ago. at which time I

was an annual visitor to Northern Maine,
and particularly the territory around
Moose Head Lake, two residents of

Massachusetts who had violated the

Maine laws relative to the killing of cow
moose were extradited and were com-
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pelled to sutler fine and imprisonment in

the demandant state.

The laws of the Dominion of Canada,

and of the various Provinces with regard

to interprovincial relations, do not at

present, as I am informed, permit of

similar procedure in cases of this tj'pc.

But, can they not be so regulated and re-

formed as to control and punish such of-

fenders?

The history of legislation in the

various provinces of Canada, so far as

the same relates to the preservation of

its forests, fish and game, is one to

which the provinces may look with pride.

It shows conclusively that they thor-

oughly appreciate the good, gifts en-

trus'ted to their keeping b>" an all-wise

Providence, and that the same must be

safeguarded, protected and cared for as

well in the interests of those now living,

as for the benefit of those to come here-

after : but, of how restricted a benefit are

these laws, if they fail in their purpose
through a lack of hearty co-operation

and unanimous action on the part of the

provinces. I have heard it said that the

question of provincial pride, of jealousy

of the autonomy of each province is so

strong that a proposition such as I sug-

gest would not be considered. But sure-

ly, gentlemen, this must be a false pride,

if it affords a haven of refuge in one
province to the offender against the laws
of a sister province, where the offence

committed is equally punishable under
your own enactments. Surely, it is not
asking too much to call upon you to as-

sist in the punishment of a wrongdoer
for an offence which if committed on
your own soil would subject him to

heavy fine, if not to imprisonment.

We have thus far dealt only with the

question of interstate and interprovin-

cial conditions, and I realize fully that

the establishment of any such relations

between the Dominion and the United
States Governments would be a matter
of far greater difiiculty and undoubtedly
attended with a reformation of treaty

rights; but is it not worth the while of

this Association to bend every effort to

accomplish such a noble result? The
history of this Association shows organ-
ized effort toward the enactment of legis-

lation which will protect migratory
birds in all territory covered by their

flight, regardless of boundaries, and is

not such legislation as I have suggested
equally worth while? Our forests, our

fisheries, and our wild game represent

some of the most valuable assets that^a

government can own, and surely, if the

man who utters a forged cheque, no
matter how insignificant the amount, can
be brought back from Canada to stand

his trial in the States, a man who has

subjected himself to the possibilities of

imprisonment, or of fines for the viola-,

tion of the forestry, fish or game laws,

running into hundreds of thousands of

dollars, should likewise be compelled to

suft'er the proper punishment for his

wrongful acts. Call my idea Utopian,

if you will, say that it is beneath the dig^

nity of two adjoining governments to go
to such trouble to secure the punishment
of the man who has killed his deer out of

season, or who has dynamited fish, but,

recollect gentlemen, that if the present

conditions are allowed to continue, and
you carry the theory of immunit}' from
punishment for offences of this character

to its logical conclusion, the laws
relative to fisheries in the ( ireat Lakes
can be violated by the inhabitants of one
territory in the waters of the other with
absolute impunity, and the man who
wilfully and wantonly sets fire to

standing timber, resulting in the loss

perhaps of thousands oi dollars, and es-

capes from the scene of his crime, is

quite as immune from punishment as the

slayer of the cow moose, or the violator

of the laws relative to close season.

I can only say in conclusion that I had
the privilege in November of addressing
the- Camp P"ire Club of America, of

which I have the honor to be a member,
along lines somewhat similar to those
on which I have the pleasure of speaking
to ycu. The matter was enthusiastically

received and was referred to the Com-
mittee on Legislation, of wliich Dr. Wil-
liam T. Hornaday is Chairman. If,

therefore, it is your pleasure to take

some action which shall tend to remedv
the conditions which I have discussed,

we shall, I think, command valuable co-.

operation from our kindred association



A Successful New Brunswick Moose Hunt

nV J. H. DEMOTT,

HAVING arranged for a big game
hunt in the wilds of New Bruns-
wick, 1 left Sunbury, Pennsyl-

vania, on September twentieth

on m}' way to ^lontreal. Arriving in

Canada's commercial capital 1 was much
interested in an expedition to Mount
Royal. Other sights worth the atten-

tion of a traveller from the Republic

were seen and the train taken for Quebec.
This old world city in a new world set-

ting was alone worth the whole trip and
I had a guide to take me to, and tell me
about, all the places of interest.

In the evening I left for Bathurst,

Xew Brunswick, where I arrived the fol-

lowing morning, a day ahead of the ar-

ranged time. After breakfast at the

hotel I hired a rig to take me to the

guide's home, twelve miles out of town.

When five miles out we met the guide

who was driving to town with his team.

It was decided that I should accompany
him and accordingly I made the return

to town. Here I purchased my license,

the guide loaded up mj' duffle and once
more we set out for his house, arriving

this time without further adventure
shortly after midday.

The- Imhofif Brothers are six in num-
ber and all of them engaged in the guid-

ing business. They proved excellent

hosts and guides and I owe many pleas-

ant recollections of my trip to them.
After a good night's rest we journeyed

the following day to Camp Caribou, a

distance of twenty-six miles. It was
seven o'clock in the evening before we
reached our destination and I was thor-

oughly tired out. The camp was fixed

upon as our headquarters and proved
ideal for the purpose. While we noted

many signs of the presence of big game
on our way in we did not come across

any of these animals.

As may be imagined I retired early

and although the first night in camp
slept throughout the night in one long

sleep. When I did awake I was speed-

ily informed, by the tempting smells

wafted to my quarters of the camp, that

my guide Alfonse, was up and had prep-

arations for breakfast well advanced. I

did not wait to be called and was soon
ready to join him in discussing the good
things provided for the opening meal of

the day.

The morning was spent in Beaver
Meadow, a mile from camp, and though
the guide called several times we had no
response.

In the afternoon we visited Forty Mile

stream and I had some fine fishing. I

had no rod in my tackle but with an

alder pole and using the breast of a

partridge for bait, I made a fine catch. It

has not been my experience to come
across such an excellent fishing stream

as that one proved. The fish were not

large but gamey and the sport of the

best. Fried- trout for supper was an

agreeable change of menu and we did not

tire although we often had the same fare.

W^e were back at the Beaver Meadow
on the following day, the guide assuring

me that with favorable weather we
would be fairly certain of a moose and
have less trouble in carrying our game
to camp. The wind blew hard and the

guide did not call but we watched the

meadow till noon without seeing any-

thing. On our wa)- back to camp we
met a cow and calf on the trail but they

did not dispute the right of way and
speedily hid themselves in the thick

growth of fir and spruce.

Partridge shooting occupied the after-

noon and we obtained five, finding the

birds very wild and difficult to approach.

On Sunday there was no wind and the

day was warm. Hunting on Sunday is

prohibited in the Province and we re-

mained in camp taking things easy. The
guide assured me of a moose as soon as

conditions were favorable.

At the Beaver Meadow on Monday, we
had a fine view of a cow moose. She was
standing in the water eating lily pads

about three hundred yards from where
we were hidden. Wt watched her for

half an hour, hoping a bull might show
up. None however appeared and the
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cow wandered off into the woods. 1 ae

guide called several times but there was
no response.

In the afternoon the guide suggested
a trip to Camp Teteagouche, about nine

miles off, where anotlier party was hunt-

ing in order that we might learn what
luck they were having. I agreed, and
the guide, with only the assistance of his

compass, travelled across a pathless for-

est and came out within a few hundred
yards of the camp. Here we fotmd two
sportsmen from Ohio, who with two of

the Imhoff boys as guides and a cook
were enjoying themselves in camp. They
had only been there two days and had
not shot any big game.
Camp Teteagouche consists of a nice

big cabin built on the shores

of one of the Teteagouche lakes

of which there are three. In addition to

being a fine big game country there is

good canoeing and it is an excellent trout

country.

Next day we returned to our own
camp jumping several deer on the \va\-

but failing to get a shot. So far as

weather conditions were concerned the

day appeared perfect and we were in

high hopes that there would be some-
thing doing before it was over. In re-

sponse to one of the guide's calls in the

early afternoon the answer of a bull came
from a ridge about half a mile away.
Call and response followed and I pre-

pared for action, the guide cautioning

me not to shoot unless he had a good
head. Finally after a considerable

waiting we saw the alders through which
he was coming shaking more and more.
He stopped and made a great deal of

noise, breaking and threshing the alders.

The guide gave another call and tempted
him out into the open about seventy
yards away.

"He is good enough for me!" I re-

marked to the guide as soon as I cau 'ht

sight of him and at the same moment I

lined him up on the sights of my .?2

special Winchester and touched the.

trigger. This was repeated and th2

moose in his excitement and bewilder-

ment came directlv towards us as I ag:ain

fired twice. He then turned and started

back when I gave him a fifth shot. Re-

fore 1 could re-load the moose was down,
having run about fifty feet from where
he had been first shot. We hurried
across the meadow and found him dead.
He had been hit four times, twice in the
shoulder, once back of the shoulder
when the bullets passed through his

lungs and once in the breast.

The head, while not a large one, prov-
ed symmetrical, having a spread of forty-

eight inches, with nine points on each
horn, with the blades nine inches wide.
We carried the whole animal to camp
and for a few days were busy smoking
the meat.

.\t the conclusion of this work we took
a side trip to Camp Big Moose, eight
miles down the Forty Mfle Stream,
where tlie Imhoff boys were guiding an-
other hunting party. It was necessary
to cross the stream on our way and right

there at the crossing stood a big bull

moose and a cow. They did not take
long, however, to remove themselves
from our sight.

\\ hen we arrived at the camp no one
was in so we started a fire and made our-
selves a good dinner. While enjoying
our after dinner smoke we heard four
shots in quick succession followed by a

fifth at an interval of two minutes.
"Those shots surely meant something,"
remarked my guide, "and the last one
ended the animal's sufferings!" Three
hours later, the hunters, who were from
Rhode Island, came into camp with a

.

splendid moose head. They informed
me that they had onlv been in camp five

days. \\'e sat up till a late hour ex-

changing yarns and experiences.

After breakfast next morning we went
back to our own camp and singularlv

enough on our way saw another bull and
also a cow and a calf.

My remaining two davs in the woods
were spent hunting caribou. We found
plentv of signs but no caribou. On the

last day we saw yet another bull moose,
two cows and a large doe deer.

When wc returned to camp the team
was in waiting to take us out to Bathurst.

F.vervthing was arranged and packed
that night in order to make an earlv

start in the morning. \\ ith keen regret

I left Camp Cari)),)ii, feeling that 1 had
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there enjoyed one of the best periods of

my life.

I had the moose head mounted, the

feet made into inkwells and the hide tan-

ned for a rugf. All these now adorn my
den. Every time I look at them they re-

mind me of the pleasant days I spent in

those beautiful wilds of New Bi-unswick
and I long', with a o;reat lonojini^, that it

may be my good fortune to have my fine

experiences repeated at some future

time.

A Day's Outing At Algonquin Park

The Beauties of Lakeland

BY MISS BESSIE F. CAMPBELL.

ON a clear sunny morning we left

headquarters at Algonquin Park

and started in canoes across the

rippling, sparkling waters of

Cache Lake.

Behind us the residences of the Super-

intendent and Rangers stood out clear

against a background of forest. On the

hill above the summer hotel, with its city

of tents clustered near, was just begin-

ning to show signs of life, and the boys

from the military camp made a pleasant

stir as they scrambled up its steps to

breakfast.

Our canoes glided past the beautiful

islands of the lake, dotted with the white

tents of the campers and came to shore

at Head Lake portage. This was marked
by a huge Park notice, familiar to all who
traverse' these parts.

Our guides, carrying the canoes on

their heads led the wav along the trail,

through a magnificent hardwood bush.

On either side of the trail were ferns,

some small and dainty, clustering at our

feet, while the cinnamon lifted its splen-

did fronds four or five feet high.

Not far from the landing we came to a

fern-embowered spot where we found a

spring of clear water, and were glad to

stop and drink.

Soon we were launched in the waters

of Head Lake, exclaiming over the beau-

ty of its shores and the islands which

dotted it. The roar of a waterfall in the

distance came to us and a little later we
caught a glimpse of it.

From Head Lake our canoe threaded

its way up Boundary Creek, which was
so shallow that the stones sometimes
scraped the bottom of the canoe. Soon
we came to a merry little rapids, chat-

tering over the stones, so we landed and
walked around it. Embarking once more
we paddled on till we came to Boundary
Lake Portage.

This trail led us through another tine

hardwood forest, which seemed to enfold

us with its myster}' and its silence. After

a walk of a mile we reached the shores

of Boundary Lake and exclaimed anew
over the beauty we saw there, for each

lake in Algonquin Park has a charm of

its own.

\\ e passed several islands nestling in

the dark waters, where we caught
glimpses of tourists fishing, or guides

preparing dinner for their parties in

camp style. We landed on the far shore,

( where a fine ledge of rock ran out into

the water forming a natural landing

'place) and climbed a slope to one of the

Park Shelter Huts.

The Boundary Lake Shelter Hut is

built of logs and overlooks a beautiful ex-

panse of water bounded by a fine wooded
shore line. We entered it with consider-

able curiosity, for w-e knew that within

its narrow walls, the rangers live for

months at a time, cut ofT from all the

comforts and enjoyments of the outside

world. Two dish towels hung at the

door and their color betokened good
housekeeping. Inside, we found the

house to consist of one room with two
.-mall windows. " Two bunks stood
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against the opposite wall and were cov-

ered with Hudson Bay blankets. A
stove, a table, two chairs, a box, (on top

of which was a wash basin, tinpail and

dipper) comprised the rest of the furni-

ture. A box nailed on the wall contain-

ed a few granite dishes and on a shelf

above the window stood a miscellaneous

variety of canned goods.

The rangers greeted us cordially and

asked us to sit down outside until dinner

was ready. Soon we heard a delightfu.

sizzling inside and the delicious odor of

fried bacon floated out to us. Does any-

thing smell half so good as fried bacon

after a morning in the woods or on the

water?

When dinner was ready we settled

ourselves in various positions of com-

fort on a slope by the water's edge under

a large pine tree. Each was provided

with a granite plate, a small dish of the

;;ame material to drink from and a steel

knife and fork.

Our dinner consisted of a liberal lunch

our hostess had brought, supplemented

by the fried bacon and hot tea supplied

by the rangers; and we ate with appe-

tites well siiarpened by the clear bracing

air of these lakes and woods of the High-

lands of Ontario.

Dinner over, some of the party settled

themselves in positions of comfort to

smoke and chat a while and the younger

members of the party took the canoes

and went to trv their luck trolling on the

lake, ^^'e paddled slowly about on the

lake, admiring the beauty of the shores

where the trees in most places seemed to

"cast anchor in the rifted rock" and flour-

ish there in abundance and variety. Soon

a pull on the line which stretched behind

caused a hasty winding up of the troll,

and a fine speckled lake trout came up to

the edge of the canoe, splashing about in

the water. Quickly the landing net was

thrust under it and our prize was brought

safely into the canoe. Several other

beauties were soon captured, and then

being warned by other members of the

party that they were leaving the lake we
hastily wound in our troll and followed.

We went back as we had come, through

the forest primeval of the Boundary Lake

Portage, finding new beauty and magni-
ficence there. A graceful deer looked at

us with gentle, enquiring eyes and then

bounded away as we stood admiring it

in its beautiful summer coat.

Leaving the portage we paddled down
Boundary Creek once more and while

here we halted, baited our minnow hooks
with worms and dropped them in the

water. In a second there was a quick

swish of the line and out came a fine fat

minnow. In a few moments we had sev-

eral dozen swimming about in the min-
now pail, and we paddled out into Head
Lake to fish.

Selecting a spot we cast in a large

stone for an anchor, baited each line with

a minnow and settled ourselves in com-
fort to enjoy the scenery till the fish

should feel inclined to bite. In a little

bay near us we could see the Head
Lake waterfall, and the wooded
shores and islands delighted us

anew with their beauty and charm.
The sky 'became cloudy and a few
drops of rain fell. This seemed to

be a special inducement to the fish, for

they commenced to bite, and soon the

gentleman with the landing net was kept

busv as he brought one shining beauty •

after another into the canoe and added it

to the string.

When our stock of minnows was ex-

hausted the lines were wound in, amid
various exclamations of satisfaction, and

we started across the lake to the portage.

The slight shower which wa« falling did

not penetrate through the heavy woods
and the dampness only served to increase

the delightful "woodsy" smell of the por-

tage. .\gain we stopped for a drink of

cold water at the spring among the ferns,

and a few minutes later were in our ca-

noe'^ on Cache Lake again.

The rain was over and the beautifu!

tints of a srorgeous sunset above the

wooded shoreline were reflected in the

dark waters of Cache Lake. Exclaiming

over its heautv we paddled swiftlv among
the islands. Soon the lights of headquar-

ters gleamed over the waters and we
lawded, feeling that we had had one of the

most soul-satisfving davs of our lives.
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The Destructiveness Of Wolves

BY ALVIN PHIt.MPS.

AS an old subscriber and a regular

reader of Rod and Gun I have
often noticed the question raised

as to the decrease of deer in On-
tario. The answer is an easy one and it

is the wolves.

If those who are interested in this mat-

ter were at Dorset, Ontario, at the time

I am writing this and would take a ten

mile walk in the woods with me I could

give them ample evidence of the manner
in which the wolves slaughter the deer. I

could show several deer killed by the

wolves without one pound of flesh eaten

—killed just for the lust of killing, like

a dog will kill sheep. When enquirers

saw my evidence they would not need
ask the reason why deer are not more
plentiful in this Province.

All woodsmen and deer hunters will

agree that there must be some better

methods of destroying wolves than those

followed at present. If not then the

sport of deer hunting will soon come to

an end.

With the bounty at $15 per liead the

Government think they have done well

in the matter but $15 is not enough to

induce hunters and trappers to spend
their time in efforts to destroy the wary
wolf. I would suggest the raising of the

bounty to the figure of $20 for a male
wolf and $30 for a female, as the death

of the latter means the doing away with

five or six wolves sooner or later. I be-

lieve such an increase would encourage
hunters to tr)^ their luck in this work a

good deal more than is this case at pres-

ent.

In early January this year a big

pack of wolves came into Dorset.

About nine o'clock one of the wolves
got oflf his course and approached
within fifty yards of my house,

the whole pack coming within one
hundred and fifty j^ards of the

place—an event w'hich has not happened
around here for twenty years. On my
trips out guiding I find wolf signs every-

where and though there are deer signs

in some places, in others there are none.

Seven years ago on one of my annual
moose hunting trips north of the Canad-
ian Pacific Railroad at Biscotasing I saw
quite a lot of red deer along the east

branch of the Spanish River. Where are

they to-day? The wolves are there but

no signs of deer. We heard the wolves
howl ever}' night and on one occasion

away back from the line of travel in the

burntland we found the remains of a

small moose, leading one to believe that

the wolves kill small moose when they

cannot get deer.

I have read and largely agree with

Jack Miner's article in the March num-
ber. He writes not from hearsay but

from personal experience.

During the last thirty years I have had
a pretty fair experience with wolves my-
self but I do not profess to know all

about them. When out guiding on a

trip several years ago with Mr. C. W.
Pelton and his son of Conneaut, Ohio, we
had given up fishing and were taking a

walk across a piece of bog between a big

lake and a small pond. The time was
mid-July. While standing at the pond
Mr. Pelton pointed out what he thought
was a fox but which I at once saw was a

wolf. I fired but missed and as we
walked over to see where I had hit, three

m^re wolves ran back in the bush. The
old wolf crossed without our seeing her

but she was there in the bush growling
and snapping her teeth at us. The bush
was too thick for me to get a good shot

at her. Next morning I told Joe Mas-
sington. the other guide, to get two big

traps we had in the swamp and set them
where the wolves jumped across at the

creek. He took his rifle with him and set

oflf. On his wa}' into the swamp he came
upon a wolf lying asleep and as

he was only six feet away he shot

it dead. On investigating we
found they must have been in the

swamp for some time as there were a

number of beds and bones and feathers

were scattered all round. We set the
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A TESTIMONIAL IN
VERSE.

She laughed al my Suit

When I asked her to wed ;

She laughed al my Suit

—

' Go 10 Curzonl she said

As she knew thai ! knew

In smart Suitings they led

She knew thai I knew

What she meant when she said

•GO TO
CURZON

I f f t t

A REPLY TO A
TESTIMONIAL IN VERSE.

She beamed on my Siul

When I next her espied ;

She beamed on my Suit—

* Been to Curzon >
* she cried.

As I itnew that she knew

That her counsel I'd tried,

She knew that I knew

That she'd now be my btide

THANKS TO
CURZON

f » f f I
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traps for a couple of nights without suc-

cess and as we had to break camp we
could not continue the effort. If we had
had the time to spare it looked an easy
proposition to me to secure that old wolf

and her pups but mayhap had I tried it

I should have come to a different view.

It appears to me that the summer months
are the best for destroying wolves as they

cannot then so easily get deer and will

more readily take bait.

My suggestion is that the Government
appoint experienced trappers in different

localities, men who know the woods, and
set them to work to destroy the wolves.

They might be paid $2.50 per day for

June, July and August with a ro)'alty on
each wolf skin secured. They shoiilil

also act as game wardens but their prin-

cipal occupation should be the destruc-

tion of the wolves. Insist on each man
keeping a diary of his daily work and at

the end of the season let them take affi-

davits that the\' have employed their

time in the manner for which their em-
ployment calls. The work of these men
could also be judged by results.

From my own experience and what I

have seen done by others poisoning in

the winter time is not a very successful

method of destruction. At that time of

the year wolves can get deer easily and
naturally care not for a cold bite when a

warm one is to be procured. In the sum-
mer months they would often take

poisonous bait.

Xot long ago I saw a statement in Rod
and Gun to the effect that there were not

nearly so manj' wolves in .Algonquin
Park this winter as during previous
winters. Well, that may be so, but I can

testify that there were many more wolves
just outside the Park. In this district it

is many years since there have been so

many and this fact emphasizes the need
for carrying on destruction amongst the

wolves : a necessary work if we are to

have deer hunting in the future.

I trust that those who have had exper-

ience with wolves will join in this dis-

cussion and that the result may be some
united action, if possible initiated and
headed by the Government, for the gen-

eral destruction of these pests through-

out the Province. In such a work all

those v^'ho love the Wild and the Things
of the \\' ild will be glad to give their best

assistance.

A Hunting Accident In The Woods

How A Veteran Was Saved

THE splendid manner in which every

one assists in case of an accident in

the woods was well illustrated by
the experience of Mr. William

Neilson, a veteran of eighty years, who
was unfortunate enough to meet with

some unpleasant adventures last fall. Mr.
Neilson was one of a party of four hunt-

ing in the neighborhood of Aylen Lake,

Ontario, the other members being his son

James, his grandson, Neilson Brown, and
Jack Gooderow.
Up to November fourteenth they had

only killed two deer, and in order to make
up the count a full program was decided

upon for the closing day. A very early

start was made. James was directed to

guard the runway below the dam, Goode-
row 'Went out to one of the islands, Brown

put out the dogs and Mr. Neilson remain-
ed at the shack to guard the lake. In a

short time the hounds were hear.l givir.^

tongue and Mr. Neilson busied himself

with getting his boat in position in case

'his services should be called upon. There
was a foot of snow on the ground at the

time. When Mr. Neilson stepped on to

the rock for the purpose of getting into

the boat, his foot slipped and he fell,

alighting partly in the boat, causing it to

move, when his leg getting caught be-

tween the rock and the boat was liroken

above t'he knee. For some time he ap-

peared perfectly helpless and could onlv

shout, though none of the watchers were
within hailing distance. He endeavored
to go out in the 'boat and see if he could

attract attention, but lost one of the oars
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and had great difficult)' in paddling back

with the other. Succeeding in reaching

the shore he crawled from the boat, and

after struggling for nearly two hours he

succeeded by rolling and crawling

through the snow, in reaching the shack.

Once there he obtained a gun and by fir-

ing out of the shack door, attracted

notice.

Mr. E. J. McVeigh, whose name is

well known to our readers owing to his

contributions to our pages, was hunting

in the neighborhood. He was on his way
in to the Lake and stopped for a few
minutes to talk with James Neilson, when
both heard the firing. Imagining that

the veteran was experiencing some
trouble with a deer in the Lake, both

started for the shack and when they

reached the place were horrified to see

the deplorable condition of the old hunt-

er. No time was lost in affording relief

and everj'thing was done that was pos-

sible under such lamentable circum-

stances.

Mr. Mc\'eigh remembered that Dr.

Fraser, of Peterborough, was hunting

with a party at the head of the Lake, and
leaving the young man in charge of the

patient he started out in the boat to hunt

up the doctor. In less than two hours

he returned with the doctor, who at once

set to work to set the fractured limb and

reduce the inflammation. Splints were
prepared, a sheet torn up for bandages
and a blanket for pads, and the patient

was put in a position to be moved. In

the meantime the boys prepared a

stretcher and when the doctor gave the
word, young Neilson and Gooderow lift-

ed the patient on to the stretcher, elevat-

ed the stretcher to their shoulders and
in this way carried the old man to the

railway track, a distance of nearly two
miles. Brockville was reached a few min-
utes before midnight, and as the ambu-
lance was in waiting the patient was
conveyed to the general hospital. Here
he remained for ten weeks, at the end of

which time he was sufficiently recovered

to be removed to 'his own home, where
the progress of recovery has been going
on all the time.

^\"hen last heard from Mr. Neilson was
walking without a crutch, a remarkable
circumstance at his age and after such

experiences. He is thinking of taking a

fishing trip to the Lake in the summer
and probably, if spared, joining in the

hunting in the fall. If this program is

carried out our readers will hope that

Mr. Neilson's hunting mav prove far bet-

ter this year than last. No doubt he has

to thank his active, open air experiences

for bringing him througli such adven-

tures almost unscathed.

At a meeting of the Windsor branch of

the Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Pro-

tective -Association the members discus-

sed many subjects relating to the objects

for which the Association exists. In ad-

dition to asking for two fish hatcheries

on the north shore of Lake Erie, the

spawn for the same to be supplied from
Lake Erie, they passed resolutions deal-

ing with several other subjects. They ex-

pressed the view that all non-resident

anglers and hunters should be required

to take out licenses at the port of entry

and that customs officials at such points

be provided with the necessary forms.

Thev went on record as advocating the

increase in wolf bounties from $15 to $30
per head. They further advocated the

division of the Province into two
zones with regulations suitable to their

respective conditions. They asked that

the muskrat season be changed to open
February fifteenth and close April first

in the southern portion of Ontario. The
members were strongly in favor of limit-

ing the number of ducks to one hundred
and fifty per man for the season : the

number of quail to twenty-five per man ;

and of geese to five per man. They con-

demned the pump gun. believing it to be

just as destructive as the automatic. .\

resolution was passed unanimously re-

questing the prohibition of the sale of all

game birds. The members asked for the

appointment of more game and fishery

overseers to assist in enforcing the regu-

lations in North Essex.
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IF IT'S "JAEGER" IT'S GOOD— WHETHER

UNDERWEAR OR OVERWEAR.

The name JAEGER has been so closely identified with Pure Wool

Underwear that few people know that JAEGER Pure Wool Goods

embrace a large number of lines, each as good in its way as JAEGER
UNDERWEAR.

Call at a JAEGER Store or Agency, and see JAEGER Coats,

Sweaters and Jackets, JAEGER Caps, Shawls and Rugs—and other

JAEGER Goods. They are all good.

Dr. JAEGER S wooJen SYSTEM lS.

231 Yongc Street, Toronto

316 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal

Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg

MOTOR BOATS

",''1 r" !T*"F''';

Cur 60 X 10 Cabin Cruissr.

Any Size on Type Built to Order.
Hulls furnished : Knock-dow^n

Semi Finished
and

Complete.
With or Without Motor.

Boats in Stock from 12 to 30 feet.

ROBERTSON BROS.
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Foot of Bay Street
Hamilton - Canada
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The Camp Circular

ARRANGEMENTS are now prac-

tically complete for the Sixth An-
nual Camp, which will be held at

Sherbrooke Lake Meadows, in the

main range of the Rocky Mountains on

July 26th to August 4. For the con-

venience of members, and of many others

interested in mountaineering, we give the

camp circular in full :

—

OBJECTS.

The camp is for the purpose of enabling mem-
bers of the chib to meet in the mountain regions

of Canada and graduating members to receive

tlie assistance of the Club in qualifying for active

membership.
CAMr.

The Camp will be known as "The Great Divide

Camp." The work done from it will lie along

the extreme summit of the main range, both

North and South of the railway.

DATE.
The camp will open Wednesday, .luly 2fitli.

and close Friday. August -Ith.

RAILWAY STATION.
The nearest station on the Canadian Pacific

Railway is Hector, two miles west of the sum-
mit of the range. The camp is three miles north

and is reached by pony trail. Parties can ren-

dezvous, if so desired, at Lake Louise Chalet

(reached from Laggan station), eight miles east

of Hector: or at Mt. Stephen House, (Field

station) eight miles west of Hector. A pony
trail leads direct from Lake Louise Chalet to Hec-
tor, wliich point can also be reached by ponies

from Mt. Stephen House.

TRANSPORTATION.
Visitors to the camp are strongly advised to

arrive at Hetcor by an early day train so

that they can at once move on to the main camp
at Sherbrooke Lake meadows. Arrangements,
however, will be made so that those arriving by
late trains can sleep at a camp at Wapta Lake
beside which Hector station is situated. The
accommodation here, however, will be rough, and
parties so stopping will have to prepare their own
meals.

WHO MAY ATTEND.
Accommodation will be prepared for one hun-

dred persons and applications therefore will be

registered in the order in which the,v are received

by the Secretary-Treasurer, due allowance being

made for distance.

Except as hereinafter provided, the Camp is

open to Club members only. All members be-

longing to Honorary, Associate, .\ctive and Cradu
nting grades may make application for accommod-
ation.

Dul.v accredited representatives of literary and
scientific bodies, of leading daily and weekly

papers, of standard magazines and professional

p':oti)graphers will be given the same rate as

.Aftive members.
.-Vctive and Associate members are privileged to

bring their wives or husbands, but they will not

be entitled to Active and Associate membershi])

rates.

Graduating members before coming to camp to

make the qualifying climb should consult their

family physician as to their physical ability.

The Camp Committee will assume no responsi-

bility in this connection.

CHARGES.
.•\ctive and .\ssociatc members, and these plac-

ed in the same category with regard to rates will

be charged two dollars (.$2.00) per day, while at
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You did not get that row-boat you wanted last season. Now you will
get it this summer sure, and we have just the boat you want, built of the
best materials, good workmanship, easy to row, good sea boat; and the
comfort of our circular back rest at each end, there is nothing like it in

any other boat. Write for price list folder to

J. G. GIDLEY & SON, - - - Midland, Ont.

IT IS Ti rvi E
For you to consider the purcha.fe of that New Canoe you were speaking about buying last
summer, perhap.s you have been thinking how nice it vould be to have a good reliable
sea-worthy canoe. Then why not place your order now for a Bush Canoe. You will make
no mistake in doing so, as they are built to fully satisfy the most exacting, not only in

their general appearance are they one of the finest Canoes on the market, but also because
they are built to stand the hardest use a Canoe is ever subject to. The frame work of boats
and canoes is made of selected white oak. Canoes are built from 12 ft. up to 20 ft. ; also motor
canoes, row-boats, oars, paddle.*;, lazy backs, folding canoe seats, etc. Send for Catalogue.

W. T. BUSH Cold water, Ont., Can.

Chestnut

Motor

Canoe

The Jauntiest Little Pov^^er Boat
Ever Seen On Any Waters

—and the safest, too, for this comfortable little craft is equipped with
our patented Sponsons, and cannot upset, cannot sink. Even if filled

with water it will support more people than can be put into it.

The graceful lines of the Chestnut Motor Canoe, the way it sets in

the water, the pleasure that can be derived from it, have made it

first choice among people who want the best at a fair price. While
all the features which have made the different kinds of Chestnut
Canoes famous is incorporated in this boat there is, in addition, several
exclusive points of exc-elleiu-e found in canoes of no otner niaKe.

DON'T FAIL TO SECURE THIS FREE BOOKLET
Write us for booklet that will be your guide to the purchase of the
best canoe on the face of the globe. Write now—to-day. 9

Chestnut Canoe Co , Ltd. Box 445 Fredericton, N.B
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camp. This does not include transportation or

hotel expenses.

Graduating members who qualify for Active
membership w!ll be charged at the above rate.

All others will be charged three dollars ($3.00)

per day.

For transportation of baggage between Hector
and the camp one dollar ($1.00) per lot, each way
will be charged.

No person attending will be allowed more than
forty pounds (40 lbs.) of baggage. If in ex-

cess a double charge will be made. No trunks
or boxes can be taken to the camp. All such
had best be left at one of the hotels named.

Saddle ponies between Hector and the camp
will be at the rate of two dollars each way.

BAGGAGE.
All baggage for the camp should be packed in

dunnage bags or bundles.

No baggage will be received for delivery to the
Camp or Hector Station unless securely labelled

with a proper baggage tag inscribed clearly with
the owners' name and "Alpine Club, Hector."

CLOTHING.
Members climbing require heavy soled leather

boots, well set with nails. Knickerbockers, put-

tees, sweater and soft hat furnish the most serv-

iceable costume.

No lady climbing who wears skirts or bloomers
will be allowed to take a place on a rope, as these
have been found a distinct source of danger to the
party making the climb. Knickerbockers with
puttees or gaiters and sweaters have been found
serviceable and safe. Skirts are fashionable
round the camp fire.

OUTFIT.
Baggage should he as light as possible and con-

sist of two pairs of blankets, weighing about
15 lbs., an "eiderdown" or "comfortable," a small
feather pillow, a change of clothes and boots, toil-

et articles, towel, soap, etc.

A sleeping bag may be substituted for the

blankets and "eiderdown".

Members are recommended to come supplied
with snow glasses and drinking cups: only a

limited supply will be on hand at the Camp.
Climbers should come with the soles of their

boots well set with nails. Swiss edge liails can
be had at the Camp.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Members are requested to notify the under-

signed of their intention to attend the coming
camp, at the earliest possible date so that proper
provision may be made. Those allowing their

applications to remain until the last moment
must not feel aggrieved if they find no accommo-
dation provided for them.
Members to be eligible for the privileges of the

camp must be in good standing, that is, have
paid their dues for the current year.

Swiss and other competent guides will be in

attendance for all climbs and expeditions.

It is expected that the usual one fare return

rate will be obtained from the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. These rates apply only to
Canada. Applicants will be notified later.

ANNUAL MEETING.
In accordance with Clause 14 of the Consti-

tution, the Annual meeting of the Club will be
held during the camp.

CLIMBS AND EXPEDITIONS.
The Camp will be pitched at the head of the

alpine meadow forming the lianging valley direct-
ly above Sherbrooke Lake, from the upper end
of which it is distant one mile. The altitude is

6300 feet above sea level. Tlie meadow lies

immediately below a timbered spur of Mt. Niles
which rises at its head, dominating the Sher-
brooke Valley. On the east rise the slopes of the
nigged ridge between Mts. Bosworth and Daly,
which divides the waters of the Atlantic from
those of the Pacific. On the west the Mt. Og-
den ridge shuts off the famous Yoho Valley. The
meadow is open grass land, intersected in every
direction by a network of streams fed by the
glacial torrents from the snow and ice masses on
either side of Mt. Niles.

Rock precipices at the head of the meadow
show cave-like recesses often used by wild goats
and several times by pioneer explorers who have
made first ascents of neighboring peaks. Scat-
tered through the meadow are fine examples of
the roche moutonnee of alpine regions that have
been dropped from the ice filling the valley at an
earlier period.

To the east, northward, a narrow defile through
which rushes a glacial torrent leads to the snow
pass between Mts. Niles and Daly—the Daly Pass
—one hour distant. The ascents of both moun-
tains may be made by this route. To the west,
northward, a tramp up an alpine valley leads to
the Niles Pass, one and one-half hours distant.

Here are sunny, parklike uplands dotted with
wavini spruce trees and brilliant with flowers

that only grow at these altitudes. West of the
pass are the "nunataks" and rock bosses over-

looking the Daly icefield and the Yoho Glacier.

From the summit of Daly you gaze eastward
into the depth of Bath Creek Valley and across

the Waputek range to the snow-clad heights be-

yond the Bow River. Supreme amonjst these

rise the castellated towers and turrets of Mt.
Hector (11,125 ft.1

From Niles the eye ranges across the Daly ice-

fields and glaciers to Mt. Balfour, another peak
of the Creat Divide and its outlying attendant
Trolltinder. Beyond, to the north west Mt.
Cordon, the Yoho Glacier and Waputek icefield

are in full view, and west and southwest the

President range and Mt. Wapta.

Southward from the camp, on the east, easy
slopes lead to Mt. Bosworth and Paget Peak,
both afTording excellent rock work. with, in the

former case, a small snowfield to cross. On the

west .some difficult rock climbing will lead to the

summit of Mt. Ogden—still unclimhed—which
overlooks the junction of the Kicking Horse and
Yoho torrents.
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Motor - boating

in June is

delightful. It is the season when Nature is in her most

lovely mood ; when skies are bluest, clouds the fluffiest

and trees the greenest. And if you intend to purchase a

motor boat this season by all means do so NOW, so you

will enjoy the incomparable June days. We can ship you

one of our famous Ross-built motor boats promptly. Just

drop us a card for catalog showing our different designs.

J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Co.

Orillia, Ontario.

The Standard of Excellence
— IS —

Always Assured

to the owner of a " Peterborough."
Leave the cheaply made, poorly tiuished boats for those who do not pride
themselves on their boats. Examine a Peterborough, even if it's twenty

years old. They are indefinitely better.
^^^^^^"^^ Our catalogues fully illustrate our product.

^^^^^"^^^

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.
Peterborough, Canada.
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Slierbrooke Lake, passed on the road to the
camp, is wortli a special visit. It is a mile long
and half a mile wide, of a beautiful turquoise
blue. The precipices above its upper end are
easy of access and furnish a masrnilicent vantage
spot for photogrrti)liers.

ROoS LAKE CAMP.
An auxiliary camp will he placed at Ross Lake.

Ross Lake is situated almost on the Great Divide,

about a mile southwest of the railway summit
at Stephen. It is an exquisite little gem of a
mountain tarn, but slightly known, scooped out
in a little rock bound amphitheatre, from which
an ascent can be made to Popes Peak, also one of

the Great Divide. At the camp sleeping accom-
modation will be provided for parties of sixteen

at a time. Blankets will be found at the camp
and a competent guide and cook will be stationed
there to look after those who wish to ascend
Popes Peak, Mts. Xiblock, or ^^^lyte, and to

make expeditions along the Victoria ridge. The
Popes Peak section is pr.ictically untravclled.

OFFICIAL CLIMBS.
The official climbs for Graduating members will

be: Mt. Daly (10,.-i32 ft.) and Popes Peak (10,255

ft.) above sea level, but any other peaks in the
vicinity of sufficient altitude will be accepted.

PEAKS THAT MAY BE REACHED.
In addition to the above mentioned, the fol-

lowing can be reached from Sherbrooke Lake
Camp: Mt. Stephen (10,485 ft), Mt. Cathedral
(10,454 ft.) Mt. Balfour (10,731 ft.), but any of

the three would constitute a hard day's work,
and in the case of the two former a start would
have to be made from the Hector camp.

SPECIAL EXPEDITIONS.
Four special expeditions are feasible:

(1) Camp; Daly Pass; traverse of Daly snow-
field below Mt. Daly; to right around mountain
and via the snow fields at the head of Bath Creek
to the valley of the same stream; then home by
railway summit and Wapta Lake. This exped-
ition would cross the Great Divide twice.

(2) Gimp; Niles Pass; Daly Glacier to head
of Takakkaw Falls, keeping on south side of

same; then swinging to left traverse the rock
wall down which the falls leap and gradually
working to floor of valle}', cross the Kicking
Horse River via railway bridge and home by rail-

way and Wapta Lake.
(3) Camp; Niles Pass; cross Daly icefield and

keeping above timber line traverse around the
slopes of Trolltinder to a little sky blue lake in

the amphitheatre directly north of it and below
Mt. Balfour.

(4) Camp; Daly Pass; cross Daly snowfield to
southeast face of Mt. Balfour; then descend via

glacier to Turquoise Lake, a bright cerulean
blue (like Lake Mc.\rthur), and Lake Margaret
a thousand feet below Turquoise Lake. This is

a magnificent trip but will take two days. All

arrangements for the night camp will have to
be carried by tlie participators. Before descend-
ing to Turquoise Lake, Lilliput Mountain is pass-

ed. The rock is so broken and covered by pin-
nacles that from a distance it seems to be over
run by little people. The north face of the Bal-
four Glacier is of greatest interest as it furnishes
a fine example of the ice-cap glacier, and is tre-

mendously broken and crevassed, protruding pin-
nacles and rock precipices showing the very steep
descent of the ice.

.\11 the Daly-Balfour region is of surpassing in-

terest and is for the most part quite new. It was
along the line of special expedition No. 3 that
we took our English guests directly after the
OTIara camp of 1909.

NON-CLIMBERS.
For those who do not wisli the heavy exertion

of arduous climbs and long expeditions, there will

be found plenty to do. Sherbrooke Lake is a
delightful spot that will fully fill all possible
desires on the part of the artist and photograph-
er. Short tramps to either of the passes, Daly
or Jviles, will supply ample material in alpine
scenery, glacial and otherwise, without very
heavy exertion; while short climbs will give a
very wide scope in all the glories of alpine moun-
tain scenery. On the far side of the Xiles Pass
some excellent glissading may be had. Rest as-

sured that the short eight days of the camp will

more than fill all possible requirements of even
the most ambitious mountain climber or nature
lover.

ORDERS.
Each day's programme will be posted on the

Camp's Order board the previous afternoon, and
entries for expeditions will be received immed-
iately thereafter. Implicit obedience to Camp
regulations and guides' instructions is absolutely
imperative.

CAMP COMMITTEE.
J. D. Patterson. Vice-President: Mrs. .J. W.

Henshaw, Hon. Secretary; A. 0. Wheeler, Direct-

or; S. H. Mitchell, Secretary Treasurer; Mrs. P.

Burns, Miss Durham, Mrs. L. ]\. MacKechnie, D.

N. McTavish, Dr. F. C. Bell. J. P. Forde, Dr. T. G.

LongstafT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Address all correspondence with full particulars

for reply to

S. H. MITCHELL.
Secretary Treasurer

The Club House,
Banff, Alberta.

BANFF CLUB HOUSE.
The Club House at Banff will be open from

20th June to 15th September.
The camp on the Club House grounds will be

ready for occupation between the same dates, and
will be in operation while the Club House is open.

It will be availal>lc to all members of the Club.

Accommodation.

Accommodation will be provided for thirt.y.

The Secretary Treasurer will now receive appli-

cations therefor. As the accommodation is limit-

ed, application should be made at the earliest pos-

sible date.
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Gives a

Flood of Light
Hang up this little lamp in ycur tent

wear it ox. your cap or belt or use it 1

1

-^c

on the bow of your boat and you'll iLO- -'?"

find your nights in camp as pleasant
( '^ST ^--Cv'

as the days. No groping around with

a clumsy, greasy light wasting lan-

tern. This 14-candle power lamp pro

jects a bright white light 150 feet. You

can bait cast accurately, hunt or easily

find your path through the woods. The

BALDWIN CAMP LAMP
is simple and safe. Fulfills every lighting re

quirement for Campers. Hunter- and Anglers.
Only 31/2 inches high, WEIGHT 5 OUNCES.
25c worth of carbide gives fifty hours light.

Get one of these lamps. Take it to camp, 'have
it all over" the other fellows.

Sold by leading Hardware and Sporting Good^
dealers or sent prepaid upon receipt of REGU-
LAR PRICE $1.00.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
19 Franklin St., New York

WRITE FOR
THIS.

Interesting il-

lustrated book-

let sent FREE
if you mention
your dealer's

name and ad-

ilress.

DEAN
CLOSE -RIBBED BRASS JOINT BOATS

The lightest and best boat to handle in the vrorld.

NO HOLES UNDER THE RIBS.

The above illustration shows the Carvel, Close-Ribbed, Brass Joint Boat.

This is made at the prices shown, in Cedar, Mahogany or Spanish Cedar :

—

Cedar Mahogany

No. 1 2—Length, 1 6 ft. ; beam, 3 ft. 8 in.; depth, 1 5 in., $55.00 $75.00

Cushions for seats and backs, $7.00 to $10.00 extra. One pair oais and rudder with each.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

VS/ALTEIR DEIAN
1751 Queen W. Toronto
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Provided there is a vacancy, Active ami Asso-
ciate members will be accorded the privile>;e of

putting up one or two friends for a period not
exceeding one week. A letter from such mem-
ber to the Secretary Treasurer will be sufficient

introduction. Ample notice shoi'ld be given.

Quarters.

There will bo a 'Ijadies' Quarters" and a "Gent-
lemen's Quarters." as at the Annual General
Camps; also what may be called a ''Marriad

Quarters,'' whore husbands and wives can tent

tngether. Each tent-house will accommodate
two, and is provided with two cots, mattresses,
toilet arrangements and chairs. Occupants
should bring their own camp bedding and toilet

articles, suc'i as soap, towels, etc.

Those who cannot conveniently bring camp bed-

ding may obtain two pair of lilankets. one "com-
fortable" and a pillow at the Club House for a

charge of twenty-five cents per day. Guests
may bring linen sheets and pillow slips if desired.

This arrangement doe> not apply to the other

eamps.
Xo trunks will be allowed in the tent-houses.

Special quarters will be provided for them where
space can be allotted.

Meals.

Camp meals similar to those at the Annual
(ieneral Camp will be served at re;;ular hours in a
tent-house provided for that purpose.

Teji can be had in the tea-room at stated hours;

a charge of fifteen cents (15c) per service will be
made.

Transportation.

The Club House is two miles from the railway
station. A special livery will be operated in

connection therewith.
All parties arriving by day trains will be met,

provided they give .sufficient previous notice of

the train by which they will arrive at Banff to
the Secretary Treasurer, whose headquarters for

the summer months will he at the Club House:
otherwise apply at the station to The Sanitarium
Hotel Co. Parties arriving by night trains must
go to one of the hotels.

Baggage will be carried to and from the Club
House.

Charges.

The rate for Honorary. Aetivr a:u! .\ssociate
members will be two dollars ($2,001 per day.
The nite for members' guests and for Graduat-

ing and Subscribing members will be three dol-
lars ($3.00) per day.

(Jraduating members who intend to graduate in

Hint from one of the Club camps will be given
credit cliecUs for the dilTerence of $1.00 per day.
which, when graduation has been certified thci-eon

by the officer authorized to make such certificates,

may be used at full face value in payment of cjiniji

•dues.

Every person driven to or from the railway sta-

tion and the Club House will be charged 30 cents
each way.

A charge of 25 cents each way will be made for

every piece of baggage carried to or from the
Club House.

Rules and Regulations.

-All Club House regulations must lie strictly ob-

served. The Secretary Treasurer will be in con-

trol at the Banff Club House, and will have full

authority to enforce all rules.

All rules and regulations will be posted conspic-

uouslv.

S. H. MITCHELL.
Secretary Treasurer,

The Club House,
Banff. Alberta. Canada.

On .April t\vent>-fourth the members
of the Toronto branch had the pleasure of

listening to an account by Professor Cole-

man, the President, of his attempt upon
Mount Robson. The lecture was made
the more interesting by the fine views,

including water colors and photographs.
There were also many personal touches
throughout the lecture rendering it a

special treat to those who are deeply con-

cerned with the future of Canada's moun-
tain heritage. Advantage was taken of

the gathering to elect officers for the To-
ronto section for the ensuing year. These
were Mr. John B. Kaye, Chairman ; Mr.

C. B. Sissons, Secretary ; Committee, Pro-

fessor A. P. Coleman, Mr. Frank Yeigh
and Mr. John' Watt.

In Calgary tlie annixersary was ceie-

brated by an "at home'" given by Mr. and
Mrs. S. L. Jones. A program of camp
fire and mountaineering songs and reci-

tations was given. .\n interesting series

of drawings on the walls of the rooms,
each representing some mountain or per-

son well known to members of the Club,

\'ere e.xamined and guesses made as to

the identitv, prizes being awarded for the

l^est records of guesses. The whole even-
ing was tjreatlv enjoved bv those present.

Big Game Hunting in

British Columbia
Mountain Sheep, Goats, Black Faced Caribou.

Moose, Grizzly & Black Bear.

H. G. LOW
Sportsma n's Guide

Galena via Golden B. C.
Everything
Furnished.

Rates $15.00 per
d«y each.
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THE PALM BEACH GRAND PRIZE RACE

March 17th, 1911, for

$2500 in GOLD
WAS WON BY THE J & S EQUIPPED WITH A

Hyde "Turbine Type" Propeller
Turned by a 100 H.P, Sterling Engine. .

Send for HYDE Catalogue.

Manufactured By

Hyde Windlass Co.
Bath, Me., U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1850

Jas. Knapp & Sons, Proprietors

THE LEADING

Launch & Boat Establishment
IN THE DOMINION.

We make a specialty of Gasoline lyaunches of all sizes
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The Island Studded Georgian Bay

The Place of the Leaning Pine

BV M. A. SHAW.

ONE peculiarity of the islands is a

scraggy, stubby pine, tipped east.

You notice it at once. Dip the

paddle mile after mile, ever this

sign of the country meets you ; here

singly, the only one on a rock islet ; there,

in groups, surrounded b}' aspens and ced-

ars ; now two or three stems crowning
a bluff, a mark to steer by ; again a single

dead trunk with a few crooked limbs.

Lonely there, against the horizon sky,

they seem, a kind of shrieking wilderness
in tops and branches set distortedly to

the region of the morning. The sound
of them is gentle in summer, a croon to

the camper after the day : but rude and
boisterous later, when they rock and
swing to the heavy equinoxials. Then
many of them fall, the whole spread of

roots torn from a shallow grasp, now and
then a stump left to cry that it too in

life strained east before the storm; those

that remain are all battered and torn, all

bowed east under the blasts of years.

If you will take a map of the L'nited

States, and. starting at Chicago, go up
Lake Michigan and through the Straits

of Mackinaw, keeping east in Lake Hur-
on to the gap between the south-eastern

end of Manitoulin Island and a peninsula
running up from western Ontario—now
you are looking full into Georgian Bay,
the farther coast of which, sown with
thousands of islands, is the place of the

leaning pine. But such a map will give

none of the attractiveness of it. You
will know, indeed, how the west wind,

tearing through that gap. may, after its

200 mile stretch, fall on the coast with a

roar and leave the trees trailing east : that

you may know ; but all the wild, rugged
beaut}^ of it—the sheer, rock bluffs, the

boulders confusedly hurled ; all the

wheedling, wiling glamour of it—the

browns and grays of its green-touched
rocky islands, the mazes of its channels
and bays shadow lined, the exhilaration

of its air. the inspiration of its wide wat-

ers, these nothing can give but a summer
along its coast. A detailed map, though,
will give something. It will show just

how liberally with islands the shore is

strewn, how deep or winding its bays.
It will do more, it will quicken the blood
and fire the imagination with its names.
\\'hat sf)iritual legend broods over this

jut in the name Manitou Point? What
regular and long-continued movement of

Indian bands, sending them wigwam-
ward after intercourse with whites, is rep-

resented in Go Home Bay? The head
of that peninsula running miles out cries

wild nattire in Moose Deer Point. Joy
in the open it must be to push clear to

the end of that river-like indentation.

Twelve Mile Bay, or smell wood smoke
in the halflight at Loon Portage! And
there are others: Split Rock, and Indian
Harbor, and Tomahawk Island, and
Giant's Tomb, coaxing names these, all of

them at any time, but almost irresistible

when spring comes and man longs for the

open and the wild.

Yes, this is the Georgian Bay, with its

channels and inlets and islands by the

largesse of the Almighty. Yet one new
to the country will think any bodv of

water within the island fringe land lock-

ed. An unbroken shore of brown and
grey rock, touched liberally with foliage,

is all around him. Let him paddle a

few minutes in any direction, though, and
the shore changes. A point appears, and
behind the point a channel—to the be-

yond. Once well through the chahnel,

he finds it close behind him, and himself

in another rock-encircled lake. And so

it might go for miles. The big place has
hidden him completely. If he were lost,

skj' and water, rock and tree would stun
him with their indifference. Now they

are an absorbing delight. A sun path
shimmers straight to the rockv tree-stud-

ded bluff', shadowed deep in black water.

Birds call. Noises of hidden creatures

come to him—a rustle of fallen leaves.
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the breaking of a twig. Ever the low
sound of pines ; now and then the crackle

of aspens and birches. Filtered light is

on moss and grass and rock ; overhead an

empty sky to the hard, gray shore, dead

wooded and foliaged, at the end of the

just ruffled water. A mighty, noise-

fringed silence steeps him deep.

It is on still gray days, however, that

the Georgian is a most enchanting har-

mony of low tones. The greens are

deeper ; rock and sky and water graduat-

ed shades of gray. If rain falls, the

points reach out clear into the open.
Then there is need for care. There is

Something awful about these open places
in calm or storm, more awful because at

either end is perfect safet\-. Shelter at
its head and heel seems to intensify the
danger; and yet it tones and braces one
so that he is always in two minds which
tlirill gives more delight, a turn of the
canoe from adamantine cover to where
the sweep is the reach of Lake Huron or

the few strokes at the end of exposure to

safety again. .At times these open parts

1. A Kind of Laughinff Wonder. It has Ccrae up out of Such Great Tribulation. 2. A Point Appears and Behind the
Point a Channel. 3. All the Rugged Beauty of it. 4. Rock is by Far the More Prominent.

whole brightens a little. The greens
glisten— leaf and moss and grass; the tree

boles are glossy black ; the lichened, gray
rock becomes almost purple, the brown
shines. Drop displaced water makes the

surface a myriad of short inverted icicles

;

over all on lake and leaf the sound of

rain.

For the most part one can thread this

islanded coast with a canoe in perfect

safety. Now and again, though, wide

are still as mill ponds. Then the two or

three mile way will lie close in. It's a

jagged coast, black and washed clean:

here a back of rock with a long smooth
slope; there all seamed and gutted— mon-
strous granitic claws stretched forever;

now low sheer blufts ; now massive
blocks ; and all by water to the eye's lim-

it moveless as the fi.xed rock. .\t other

times, one may wait days wind-bound,
and then have to take n point at dawn.
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the canoe on long, smooth rolls—a liquid

roar afar off mingling with their near
noises—dipping and rising to the new-

day. Ill is it for a craft caught there

when the wind gives plunging seas, and
spray fifty feet high marks the shore a

crooked line of white.

The islands vary in size, shape and
height. Manitoulin, if it be counted in

the bay, is miles big; and from this they
range through all sizes down to the rock

just out of the water. Many of them lie

flat with the spread of acres, and a height

of not more than five feet. Others rise,

knob like, precipitous or sloping, all the

way to 200 feet. The footing is never
very easy even by day. Some of the

rock is bare and* comparatively level.

Over this one goes with ease. By mak-
ing long detours, the ridges afford one a

fairly free path round swamps, bushes,
and tangled debris. Because of this

circuitous way those having to go back
and forth overland for any distance blaze

a trail. It will pitch into a hollow where
the cool and dark of woods are. scale by
winding ways, where blueberries grow.
by the long back of a rock to glimpses of

water and islands and the feel of the

breeze from far off, skirt a lea wall where
the sun hits hot, curve round a marshy
place, and issue through a clump of pines

at the water's edge. It's never well to

attempt the islands on foot by night.

There are torn clothing, barked shins,

strained muscles, and distressed spirits

at the end. It is better to go by water
even ten times the distance. Here, too,

that eternal sameness of the shore, so

puzzling to the uninitiated by dav, is in-

creased a thousand fold bv night ; and
people long used to the place, returning

to a new island in the dark, will pass and
repass before aware that it is the one
thev had left. Even the familiar sur-

roundings of camp a'e taken at one's peril

in the dark.

X'egetation is sparse necessarily. Few
islands are densely wooded or covered
with anv kind of growth. There is no
soil. But in hollows a shallow deposit

has accumulated, and here pines, birches,

poplars and other soft woods grow. Even
that does not seem necessarv. A cedar,

green and bushv as if rooted in fat land,

grows out of a rock crevice, and pines
live with roots clinging to the solid rock.

One can easily see why there is much
light timber-debris, and why the pines arc
all bowed east ; the wonder is how these
stand at all.

It is the vegetation, both in itself and
in the sparseness of it, that gives the
scenery of the Georgian Bay a peculiar

attractiveness. There is none of the soft-

ness and quiet that marks the scenery of
islands foliaged to the water's edge.
Water there is in abundance, a delight in

calm or storm ; foliage there is, too, with
all the shades and tints of green. But
that gray, lichened, almost velvety look-
ing rock—itself a lasting and growing
pleasure, whether flat, sloping, or rug-
gedly precipitous—is here by far the
most prominent part of the view. It

shows always near the water's edge

;

farther up it looks out from broad spaces
between foliage ; often the whole face and
long top of an island are almost naked
rock. Sometimes a side is nothing but
a wild heap of massive pieces of granite.

.\nd then the evidence of blasting and
battering by w^inds are so many : scrubby
bushes, bent and torn pines, tangled dead
wood. Indeed the whole matter of vege-
table life here becomes more and more a
kind of laughing wonder. It has come
up out of such great tribulation—silent

struggles with an inhospitable soil, grim
battles with inclement weather; and yet

there it stands, giving in the winds of

summer a pleasant sound and touching
the gray rocks \vith a marvellous beauty.
Only a touch, however: the rock is by
far the more prominent, and with it the

feeling of lastingness comes to be' the at-

mosphere through which one sees these

green marked gray islands set in limpid

water. It tinges everv element of beau-
ty ; all the bareness and wildness. too, all

the bleakness—these seem diffused in the

rugged endurance of these ancient granite

rocks. The waves have lashed them for

ages^ trees have rooted and grown and
died—those that are shall not be ; Indians
have gone in and out among them and are

not: came Champlain and Breb(:)euf and
Xicolet. these are gone, but the rocks re-

main—the beauty of the Georgian Bav is

permeated with eternity. And wlien
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one is on an island that lifts itself two or

three hundred feet above water, the in-

tricacies of the channels, the lights and
and shadows, the contours and colors of

the islands, their bareness of foliage, their

silence, their endurance, all come to him
with increased force. He breathes deep.

Far off over it all is the low dark main-
land or the wide waters of the baj'.

From these high places, too, one can

see the mighty Giant's Tomb, an island

three or four miles beyond the main fringe

and in the lower part of the bay. Indeed

rounds the point from Penetanguishene
and never leaves him for thirty miles,

when Moose Deer Point cuts off

the view. In some unaccountable way
this Giant's Tomb attracts one from the

beginning, grows on him daily, and nev-
er palls. Fishermen and sailors feel the
mysterious influence of it. "There's the

ole Tomb" they will say, when round a

point or through a channel it breaks on
them : "man, but she's black today." And
at once an almost imperceptible lower-
ing of tone in conversation, the barest

'r

1. "All Battered and Torn, all Bowed East." 2. All the Rugged Beauty of it.

Tree Studded Cliff. Shadowed Deep in Black Water.
3. The Islanded Coast. 4. A Rocky,

he does not need an elevation. From
the heart of the islands he can get glimp-

ses of it through channels or over low
islands ; and when he is at the outer edge,

it is always in full view. It is a densely

wooded island, three miles long, and a

mile wide : but the part which takes the

eve is an oval mound, a mile through at

the base—a low heavy hump of darkness
on the horizon, and from every quarter

the same shape. It meets one when he

possible stilling of the spirits—a sober-

ing influence—are felt. They will search

the sky as if seeking to reassure them-
selves. .\nd yet as one to the look of a

friend, so men. long under its influence,

turn to the Tomb. Its heavy shade var-

ies with each hour of the dav. From the

islands at morn it is a kind of purple, in

the evening it is deep black. In cer-

tain atmospheres it is dim and far off

;

then a rain and wind will wash and sweep
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the world, and the Tomb will leap nearer

over night ; but always near or tar, it is

solemn, majestic, fascinating, this mys-
tery-girt, enigmatical Giant's Tomb.

Indeed the influence of the whole
Georgian Bay, in spite of its bleakness

and ruggedness, is of a quiet, subduing
kind. One is face to face with elemental

nature. The still-young, world-old

rocks—somehow they reveal a perspec-

tive where certain things of the ordinary

life do not seem to be so important after

all ; a perspective where life is of such a

kind that tumult and shouting do not ex-

press it adequately, where it is worthy
of being stood before at times with un-

covered head. These eternal rocks, and
the race so temporal ! This moves the

deeps of man and makes him still.

Thoughts not from the surface but from
the inmost of life come forth, ideas on
which experience has set an approving

seal. The Georgian Bay restores a man
to sanity, brings out the innate naked
dignity of him, gives him unfathomable
jo}'. "It's so big and free, I love it!"

said a woman after the first day, stretch-

ing wide her arms. Bubbling mirth is

always in keeping. New come from
complexities of a conventional societ}',

men may retain its gross and excitements

for a time. They are a discordant insult

to the dignity of men the Georgian has

called out, and meet a mute protest from

the spirit of the place. Its pleasures are

of a deeper, more enduring kind. They
are joj's. One to whom the bay was
well known returned after four years.

Like man}- another he believed the best

craft to see it from was a canoe. He was
not considered a religious man : indeed in

church circles he was regarded as indif-

ferent. Nor was he a quiet man : talk

flowed easy from him and mirth was his

element. But when he rounded the

point from Penetanguishene and headed
north east for the islands, gradually talk

ceased. It was an afternoon of after-

noons. A light air of wonderful fresh-

ness down the long reach now and then

whacked a wave against the canoe belly.

The paddles took the water with a me-
tallic catch, dripped music at the leave,

and whirred back in the weak wind. The

sun set his radiance on the wavelet sur-

face, made the imposing Giant's Tomb a

deep black, and the far islanded shore a
whitish gray. A stillness was all about
under the wide sky. Xo talk long since.

W e rested. The man rolled the water
from his paddle by turning the handle on
the gunwales. The drops flecked bright
in the sun. Then he tilled a tin with
water. "To God," he said exultantly,

the cup raised; and once more under the

wide sky that metallic catch of paddles
and irregular whacking of the canoe.

The Georgian Bay faces west ; and all

the glory of the day's end is full on every
part of the islands. It is planned for.

The evening meal is begun early so as to

give time to see the coming of night.

Far in the fringe, the lights and shadows
on rock and tree stand out in greater

contrast. The water is dark in the

shade. In the low sun. island and water
make a fantastic world. The surface

mirrors every tree—pine and birch bush;
every blade, every stump, every moss,
every rock. There they are—deep or

shallow—in the water's cool heart, on the

long receding slopes of these islands'

inverted sides. At the outer edge of the

fringe, by black rock shoals, a bright

path goes right into the lighted west

;

and when the sun goes over, there is a

long after-glow. Here and there on that

long coast, campers gather on farthest

out points : the rich light lingers, the

night waits—night with its dark and its

stars. Perhaps no hour of the da3''s opu-
lent many is enjoA^ed more than this

evening one. And longer after the light

is gone, the group linger in the stars and
all the islands are dim irregular heaps of

grav bevond the dark water.

Joe Brinkwater, a veteran trapper and
prospector of .-\lberni, \"ancouver Island,

estimates that one hundred deer were
killed by wolves and panthers in the

neighborhood of his trapping grounds.

He found it impossible to tempt either

wolf or panther with poisoned bait as the

carnivorous creatures were satiated with

venison.
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The followinjj notice rci^arding Mrs.

Talcott, whose name is well known to our

readers through her contributions to our

pages, appears in a recent issue of the

Canadian Home Journal

:

"Mrs. Talcott, one of the new mem-
bers of the Canadian \\ omen's Press

Club, is a contributor to Rod and Gun, to

various Ontario papers and to the Ameri-
can Century. ^\ e read in the March
number a poem from her pen and a story

will appear in the May number of the

same magazine bv the same writer.

Writing under date of January 20th,

1911, Mr. W. Hodson Stewart, fcook keep-

er at the Fort Good Hope station of the

Hudson Bay Company, in renewing his

subscription to the magazine, mentions
that he has received the copies for .April

and May 1910 and "passed some pleasant

evenings reading them." He trusts to

receive the balance of the year's numbers
next July, carried by the winter packets.

He wishes the staff (not omitting the P.

D., as he was one himself for eighteen

months) a happy and prosperous Xew
Year which is heartily welcomed not-

withstanding the fact that a third of the

year is well nigh gone upon its receipt

:

and as heartily reciprocated although the

year will have more than half waned be-

fore these reciprocal good wishes can
reach him. The mention of this incident

brings before readers the isolation of

those who are at the outposts of the Em-
pire.

While the circle of our contributors

continually increases death invades the

ranks and is not satisfied to take the old-

est, sometimes striking down those who
apparently have many years of useful ser-

\ice before them. The recent visitation

Ijy which young Herbert Stone, of Mont-
real, whose home was in Toronto, was
remo\'ed will be regretted b\- many read-

ers who knew him through his pleasant

and chatty contributions to the maga-
zine. The late Herbert Stone was a true

sportsman, loving hunting and fishing for

the sport, not aiming at a big bag, and
was never happier than when in the

wilds. His intense love for fishing is

shown by the care he took in making his

own rods, tfies, gut 'hooks, leaders, etcet-

era, and always having everything in

shipshape order. He had fished in many
waters in both Ontario and Quebec and
during his last illness was looking for-

ward to further experiences with the sal-

mon in Sand Lake at the opening of the

fishing season. As became a true sports-

n:an he was game to the last and his end
wa- peace.

Mr. F. H. Conover writes from Leam-
ington, Ontario, under date of .\pril 8th

:

"The quail of Essex County have winter-

ed fairly well though in limited numbers
only. They may afford a fair season's

sport next fall, provided no serious diffi-

culties are experienced in the shape of

heavy rainfalls or floods during the nest-

ing and hatching periods. The farmers

produce these birds and the sportsmen

have to look to them for the privilege of

shooting them. The peace offering at

present discussed among the farmers is a

license fee of $5 for outsiders, the money
to be used in the cost of feeding and rear-

ing the birds."

.\11 who are contemplating their sum-
mer outing should write to Mr. H. R.

Charlton, General .Vdvertising Agent,

Grand Trunk Railwav Svstem, Montreal,
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for copies of new publications just issued

regarding the exceptionally attractive dis-

tricts in the "Highlands of Ontario," in-

cluding Orillia and Couchiching, Mus-
koka Lakes, Lake of Bays, Algonquin

Park, Magnetewan River, Lake Xipis-

sing and French River, Temagami,
Georgian Bay, etc. These districts are

becoming more popular every year as

they become better known, and thousands

avail themselves of these playgrounds

each season.

W. R. J. writes from Bayfield, Ontario:

In your pages recently appeared an article

by J. Shane Xichols entitled "A Family

Cruise to Georgian Bay" which does Bay-

field an injustice. In the course of the

article the following sentence appears

:

"Boats not drawing over three feet of

water may find shelter here" (Bayfield).

This should read "thirteen" feet which
would be correct. ^Ir. Xicholls had his

boat tied up at a fish dock up the river

near the bridge where the water is shal-

low which may account for the item

which is misleading and apt to do us

harm. .\ correction in your pages will

do much to remove the misunderstanding

and allow us to assure boat owners that

thev will receive a warm welcome and
find a safe anchorag:e at Bayfield.

Trapping results in the Kootenay Lake
district of British Columbia are reported

as below normal for the past winter.

It is interesting to Canadian sports-

men to note the changes made in the

State game laws of \\''ashington. Hither-

to dogs have been allowed in deer hunt-

ing for sportsmen but their use is now
prohibited. The open season for grouse,

quail and pheasants is fixed for the

months of September and October and a

bag limit is to be enforced. Elk, ante-

lope, moose, mountain sheep and goats

are protected all tlie year round. The
bounties on w'olves and cougars have
been increased—on the former from Si 5

to $25 and on cougars from $20 to $25.

Hunting and fishing licenses are neces-

sary for both resident? and non-residents

—a countv license of $1 and a State li-

cense of $5 for residents and a county li-

cense of Sio and a State license of $25 for

non residents. Unprotected animals in

the State are bears (cinnamon, black and
brown), cougars, wildcats, lynx, foxes,,

timber wolves, coyotes, rabbits and
squirrels.

Game Guardian A. H. George, writes

from Lavoy, Alberta, under date of April

fifth : The geese and ducks are begin-

ning to arrive. Some of the geese nest

on a lake three miles from town and we
get some very good goose shooting.

There are all kinds of big game north of

this point and the best of duck and
chicken in the fall. Quite a few parties

come from Edmonton for the fall shoot-

ing. The chicken are more plentiful at

present than they have been for some
years and that means good shooting next

fall. Those who pay us a visit then are

pretty sure to be satisfied. The other

day a man named Alex. Gourley caught

a fine silver fox in this neighborhood' and
expects to receive $800 for the pelt. He
is a fortunate man as such foxes are not

caught every day. Mr. George will reply

to any correspondent asking him for

definite information.

The Ontario Government has pur-

chased thirteen hundred acres of waste
land in the countv of Xorfolk and will

plant them in white, red, Scotch and
jackpine, black locust and other varieties

of trees suitable to the district. Tests
are also being made with oak, walnut,

butternut and chestnut. Six of the stu-

dents from the Universitv of Toronto
under the supervision of D^. Fernow set

out 2500 trees, learning the use of the var-

ious modern tools for this work and how
it can be most rapidly and economically
performed. This work is done to occupy
the soils not suitable for agriculture and
to prevent the blowing of sand from sand
lands over o-ood land.

A note from the secretary of the

Aransas Pass Tarpon Club, Port

Aransas. Texas states that on April

twentv-second fifteen tarpon and two
thousand five hundred pounds of mack-
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erel were all caught on hook and line.

The tarpon were caught on light tackle

and in accord with the Club's rules. The
tarpon are in the Pa.ss in large quantities

and it is believed that fisliing will be ex-

cellent from now on to December first

ne.xt.

The last liulletin of the Xatutal His-

tory Society of British Columbia is the

reprint of a paper by Mr. William J. Sut-

ton, F. G. S. on "Our timber wealth and

its conservation." After describing the

trees of the Province, giving the first

place to the noted Douglas fir. Mr. Sut-

ton points out that a large area of the

country is only fit for the growth of

trees and re-forestration should not be

left to haphazard seeding as the best

timber is usually replaced by inferior

trees. Nurseries should be established

for the culture of the best forest trees

and active steps taken to supervise scien-

tificially all matters of the kind. This

work can only be done by a proper

bureau of forestry. Forest culture will

soon become almost as important to the

well being of British Columbia as agri-

culture and a school of forestry should

he at once established.

Mr. I^rice McDonald of Creston, B.C.,

lost a valuable mare, for which he had
refused $1500, to the cougars in mid-

winter. He resolved to try and get even

with these destructive animals and went
out in the bush for a couple of nights,

tracking and baiting traps. It was not

till the third night that he caught sight

of the cougar and he was prepared, send-

ing in two well-directed shots which prov-

ed fatal. The pelt and claws were ex-

hibited at Creston.

Good work is reported on the part of

the members of the Aransas Pass Tar-
pon Club. The anglers are demonstra-
ting wonderful skill with the tarpon and
what was considered a physical impos-
'^ibility a few years ago is to-day an ac-

complished fact. Mrs. \\'. H. Dilg, of

Chicago, recently broke the ladies' re-

cord on light tackle by landing a tarpon

six feet, two and a half inches in length,

entitling her to the Wilcox diamond
brooch as a prize. Many have com-
peted for this honor and failed and to

Mrs. Dilg belongs all the greater credit

for her successful accomplishment of a

difficult feat. Mr. Hooper, the Club's

President, has broken the record by
landing a tarpon six feet seven inches in

length on light tackle. While tarpon

fishing is the main attraction at Port Ar-

ansas other kinds of fishing can be ob-

tained and .there is a fine beach over

eighteen miles in length on which in-

dulgence in surf bathing can be had.

An amendment to the Game Protec-

tion Act passed at the last session of the

^Manitoba Legislature, prohibits the

"shcoting of wild ducks, geese or other

waterfowl from yachts or launches pro-

pelled by steam, gasoline or electrical mo-
tor power." This is the law in Ontario and
Quebec where it has answered well. It

is stated that the duck shooters of Mani-
toba are practically a unit in favor of the

prohibition which it is believed will do
much to perpetuate wild duck shooting

in the Pro\-ince.

The fishermen on Lake \\ innipeg are

stated to be in agreement with the report

of the Fisheries Commission regarding

fishing in the Lake and are prepared to

carry out the suggestions made therein.

It is anticipated that a successful season

will follow. The Canadian market for

whitefish is stated to be more than

double what it was three or four years

a20.

An exodus of forty Newfoundland
fishermen to \"ancou\er was reported in

March.

Mr. \\ . H. Griffith, fish and game
warden for the Province of Quebec,
visited the lumber camps in the Lauren-
tians during the winter and his presence

(lid much good in the way of prevention.

One man was caught shooting a deer and
fined $40 and costs; six others were
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charged with haxint;- deer in possession

and fined and one hundred men were
placed under surveillance. On account
of the protracted winter deer were weak
as food was scarce and it proved a very

easy matter for men in lumbering camps
to get one when they pleased.

Captain Henry Stratford of the King-
ston P'ire Department sent a moose head
which he had mounted to a customer in

Holland.

It is ]:>iiinted out that while robins do
take toll of the fruit they are also useful

in devouring insects. One specimen
has been found to have devoured one
hundred and seventy-five caterpillars in

a day while in the crop of another one
was found a collection of one hundred
potato bugs.

According tij L'nited States Consul-
General Jones of \\ innipeg, the fish-

ing industr}- in ^ilanitoba is now only

second to w-heat in the value of its pro-

ductiveness. The fresh fish of Mani-
toba are now found in the general

markets of the United States, finding

their w^ay as far south as j\Iaryland.

Two New Norway (Alberta) farmers

after a trip to Smoky Lake returned

W'ith seven timber wolves and the antlers

of a deer.

Dead fish were found in considerable

quantities in the Red River (Man.) dur-

ing the winter and P. B. Tristin of tlie

Provincial Health Department was de-

puted to endeavor to locate the trouble.

He is convinced that the deaths were not

due to poisoning but will make further

investigations.

One and a half millions of whitefish

fry were deposited in the Bay of Quinte
during .\]>ril, the fry coming from the

Sandwich hatchery. .\bout eight mil-

lions from the same hatchery were put in

I^akc Erie at Port .Stanley.

Grey and dying sfiuirrels and partridg-

es were reported more numerous at Gow-
ganda Junction near Sudbury than the
"oldest inhabitant" could remember.

From Vermillion on the Peace River
comes a report to the eflfect that the fur

catch for some distance north of that

station has been poor, largely owing to

the heavy snowfall. While wolves were
scarce moose were plentiful. The fish

catch \<>as reported good.

A wild goose disabled by a broken wing
was captured near Guelph at the end of

March. The captors tried to keep the

bird alive but failed in their well meant
effort.

The members of the Lake Savage Fish
and Game Club in the Province of Que-
bec elected Mr. Clififord Jack, President
for the current year, Mr. J. AL Jack,
\'ice-President and Mr. J. J. York, Secre-

tary-treasurer. Messrs. W. H. Griffith

and E. Grandberg w-ere appointed a com-
mittee to act with the officers. It was
reported that a mortgage of $1500 on the

new club house had been paid off and
the balance was now on the right side.

Reports come from the Eastern Town-
ships of Quebec to the effect that the

deer have been slaughtered in their

"yards" in several districts the past
winter. Correspondents stated that the

authorities seem to pay no attention to

the slaughter which if maintained at the

present rate must mean the extinction of

the deer before long.

For four 3'ears Creston, B.C. has been
clear of rabbits, probably owing to some
epidemic but the little animals are again
appearing in large numl)ers.

Beavers are increasing so rapidly in

certain parts of Saskatchewan that set-

lers are complaining. The way these

industrious little animals are cutting

down the poplar trees is said to call for

Government interference but so far the

Government remains firm in upholding
the protection of beaver.
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The Xatural History Society of \'ic-

toria, B. C, are purchasing twenty dozen

song birds in England for liberation on
Vancouver Island in the neighborhood of

Victoria. The consignment will include

six dozen goldfinches, six dozen brown
linnets, six dozen green linnets and two
dozen English robins. The mild cli-

mate will, it is believed, prove suitable

to the birds and their singing add greatly

"to the attractions of the island.

After cutting down a cedar intended

for mine props on Lizard Creek, near

Fernie, B.C., Pete Columbus and his

partner found a she bear and a yearling

cub fast asleep in the hollow. They
had no firearms and without disturbing

the animals covered up the place for the

night. Xext morning when they re-

turned with a rifle the animals were still

asleep and the men shot them.

So much attention was given to the

collection of game birds and animals of

British Columbia at the recent \'ienna

exhibition that it is the intention of the

Curator of the Provincial Museum, Vic-

toria, to secure duplicate specimens
wherever possible so as to 'be prepared
to make an adequate exhibit wherever it

may appear advantageous so to do with-

out depleting the attractions of" the

Museum.

Something wliich goes to show how-

plentiful moose are in the Province of

Xew Brunswick, is an advertisement by
a concern which manufactures wire fenc-

ing. There is a large cut sliowing a

moose vainly trying to butt his way
through a wire enclosure, and the type

underneath declares emphatically that

the fence is "moose proof." It is an
actual fact that in many sections the

farmers find that moose and deer are

considerable of a nuisance.

The anglers of Winnipeg are petition-

ing for fish ladders at St. Andrew's locks

in order to enable the fish to go up the

Red River as far as \\'innipeg. While
every spring since the arrival of the first

settlers men are said to have fished from

the banks of the Red River there are

none this spring as the fish are not there,

the few fish left on the W innipeg side of

the locks suffering severely owing to the

low state of the water during the winter.

The members of the Shawinigan Fish

and Game Club met at Mont.-cal recently

when it was reported that their affairs

are in a highly satisfactory condition.

The following officers were elected : Hon.-
President, George Boulter; President, L.

A. Boyer; \'ice-President, Hon. Judge
Choquet ; Secretary-treasurer. G. A. Dil-

lon ; House Committee, P. W. St.

George, G. McDougall, E. \\'. Mudge,
W. H. Parker. H. U. Mann.

-A dozen quail were forwarded from
Denver to Brandon, Manitoba, to be

liberated on the limits of the Oak Lake
Shooting Club. Ten arrived in good
condition and it is hoped the birds may be

acclimated and add a welcome addition

to the bird life of the Province.

The squirrels in the Brantford Parks
are increasing in numbers and add much
to the interest taken in these rural re-

treats bv visitors.

The Montreal Star is offering a series

of three prizes in three classes for the big-

gest trout caught from the opening of

the season till July fifth. Class One is

to be over three pounds : Class Two, one

pound or over and under tliree ; and
Class Three under one pound.

John Artsky, an .Armenian of Brant-

ford, anticipated the opening of the sea-

son by catching a pickerel in April and
being himself caught at his occupation

was fined S5 and costs and even lost his

fish.

.\ long trip is before Inspector of In-

dian .Agencies Conroy and partv who left

Ottawa on .April twenty-ninth to pay
treatv monev to the Indians of Treaty
Xumber Eight. In the first place Mr.
Conroy. who was accompanied by .As-

sistant Inspector Lamothe. and Dr. A. L.

McDonald, made for Edmonton from
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which place they will travel by canoe and
portage to Fort McMurray, down the

Athabasca River to Lake Athabasca,
down the Slave River to Great Slave
Lake and the Mackenzie River to the

Arctic Ocean. It is estimated that the

trip will occupy six months.

The Pasteur Institute of Paris are

working on experiments with a view of

producing a virus fatal to gophers and
by that means terminate a plague pecu-
liar to Western Canada.

Mrs. Ernest Sherlock and her son were
frightened by a couple of timber wolves
when taking a walk near Watrous,
Saskatchewan. Several parties tried to

locate the wolves but without success. It

is believed that the animals came in from
the timber further north owing to the

scarcity of food.

Fred Davis, a Massey-Harris em-
ployee, of Brantford, caught a sixteen

pound carp in the Grand River. The fish

was three feet long and is said to have
been the biggest fish caught locally for

several years.

A couple of extensive seizures of nets

and fish were made in Lake Erie in April,

the fishermen from the south infringing

bv fishing in Canadian waters.

Two valuable Egj'ptian sheep were
seized and carried out of sight by a

couple of eagles, states a report from
Pittsfield, Massachusetts. It is not often

these birds aim at such big game.

It is not often wild swans are shot in

Western Ontario but Deputy Sherifif .\1-

bert Simpson obtained one of a couple
shot by \\'illiam Hebert on the Canad-
ian shore.

A muskrat was found and killed in the

streets of Kingston, Ontario, in the

early hours of an April morning. Clear-

ly he was 'OUt of his haunts and suffered

for it.

?lenry Deuner of Chippewa Bay ob-

tained three little fo.xes, which he hopes
to raise, in a peculiar way. He first

found a fox which some one had killed

and skinned and near it a white rabbit.

Evidently the fox was carrying the rab-

bit to her young when she was killed and
the hunter never thought of looking
further for the voung.

.\n eagle in confinement at the River-

dale Zoo, Toronto, has laid an egg, an
unusual occurrence for this bird when
held in captivity. Superintendent Goode
is hoping that another will follow and
that the eaglets may be successfully

raised. The egg is of a creamy white
and is about the size of the egg of a wild

goose.

Early in April some of the rangers in

Algonquin Park came across snow shoe
tracks which, when carefully followed,

led to the camp of an Indian. As he was
not at home two gun,s and a canoe were
confiscated and another canoe and the
camp burned. The tracks were further

followed to the Bonnechere and various
clues led to the arrest of the oft'ender

who was taken before Superinten-
dent Bartlett at headquarters and fined

$75 for hunting and trapping in the Park.

At Calgary last winter there was the

usual demonstration of irresponsibility

on the part of authorities when called up-
on to act promptly. Some how or other

a large quantity of sawdust was dumped
on the ice of the Bow River. It was
feared that if this refuse were allowed in

the water wholesale destruction of the

trout would follow. First the Royal
North \\'est Mounted Police were ap-

pealed to but they pointed out that they
had no jurisdiction within the city lim-

its. The civic authorities were next ap-

proached and while approving the action

declared that they had no power in mat-
ters regarding streams. There was
nothing further to do but visit the Pro-

vincial authorities and this was done
with the result that action was at last

taken.
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Mrs. Veith, of Ottawa, declares that

the Government regulations for the pro-

tection of birds are wholly inadequate and

more determined efforts should be made
if the birds which add so much to the

charm of country life are to be retained.

She points out the value of insectivorous

birds to the whole country and strongly

urges a campaign in support of adequate

])rotectiiMi.

Peter Ekstrein produced to Magistrate

Dobie at Port .Arthur the skin of a tim-

ber wolf measuring si.x feet four inches in

length. The pelt was from a very old

wolf as the black stripe which appears on

the back of an aged wolf ran from the

head to the tip of the tail without a

break. Ekstrein declared that the

Wolves were hungry and fierce in the

neighborhood and two that he poisoned

were eaten by their comrades, not

leaving sufficient to identify them so

that he might claim the bounty.

Mr. James II. Metcalf. of Kingston,

has been appointed fish and game inspec-

tor for Eastern Ontario in the place of

Captain Hunter of Belleville.

As the result of. a gopher day in .Al-

berta, William George Keho won the

first prize with a total of 514 killed ; Peter

Cook took the second with 200 and \'era

Welsh the third with 155.

Mr. Walter Burnet shot a fox near

Gait at the end of April. The animal

was evidently aged being of a large size

with a fine brush. It had escaped all

enemies for a long time but met its fate

at the hands of Mr. Burnet.

.A seventeen pound pike was caught in

tlie neighborliDdd of Kingston early in

.A[>ril. .A little early for big catches!

A Winnipeg paper recently published

a report to the effect that a huge brown
bear had been shot within a mile and a

half of the city limits. The animal was
also stated to have been "terrifying the

Kildonan neighborhood all winter." In-

vestigatioiT showed that the animal was a

pet bear, the prij])erty nf Charles Her-

bert, of the Savoy Hotel, and bore a col-

lar with the name on when killed. The
bear was in the habit of wandering to

neighboring slop barrels and was well

known, but he went tn.j far afield when
he met his fate.

.\n eleven months .ild Rocky .Moun-

tain goat was recentlv shipped out alive

from A'ancouver to \\ ashington, D.C..

to be exhibited in the zoological gardens
in that, city and then forwarded to Eng-
land, where he will make a fine addition

to the Duke of Bedford's private collec-

tion. These goats are very difficult to

rear in captivity and it is stated that the

onlv others in a similar condition are at

tile Bronx Zoological Gardens, Xew
York. The authorities of the Zoological

(hardens of London, England, are stated

to have made several unsuccessful at-

tempts to replace a full grown specimen
which they recently lost by death. The
goat just shipped out was captured by
Charles Schoonover, fifty miles back .of

.Xewport at the head of Howe Sound.
\\ hen caught it was only a kid and was
carefully fed on milk and delicate greens

after being placed in an outdoor enclos-

ure. \\'hen sent nn the journey to

AX'ashington it \\eighed 133 pounds. The
goat belonging to the London Zoo was
"Billy", a familiar sight on the streets of

Golden a few years ago. The animal be-

longed to Joe LaMontague, a barber of

Golden, who received $500 for his pet.

Alany interesting stories are told of the

goat's antics and some account of Billy

appeared in the pages of Rod and Gun.

.At the meeting of the T^ondon Branch
of the Ontario Forest, I'ish and Game
Protective .Association it was stated

that the cottontail rabbit is migrating in-

to Ontario from Michigan and is rapidly

spreading throughout Western Ontario.

.An open season for cottontails from Octo-

ber fifteenth to Alarch first was strongly

advocated. .Attention was also drawn
to the fact that many trappers in their

hurry only obtain 25 cents for a skin

that would be worth $1.50 if allowed to

remain until it reached a better condi-

tion.
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishmg
Rod, Real, and Tackle Manufacturers
will mail you their large lUuitrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, aa you get

the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hard/s "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hardy's Alnwick Qreeaheart Rods^.^

Are superior to all others.

Hardy's "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with a double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

t

V

Perfect'' Reel with pat. egate lice

gaard, 3 1-8 ins £1-17-6

The ' FairchlM Rod.
raUkoua Split Bamboo.

9 ft. weighs 3K <>*»
aU ft •aoalt^B 2.\i a^M £S-S-0

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
Laadsn Depot : 61 PaU MaB-S.W.

K A L I K I ROD.
The very latest and Best Productiun In Fishing Rods. Manufactured only by us in our Toronto Factory.

This new wood Kaliki we use in the manufacture of Fishing Rods certainly does eclipse anything we have
ever produced in a high class Rod. Its strength and powers of endurance, its elasticity as well as developing

characteristics were never known to be found in any other wood used in the manufacture of Fishing Rode.
1 1 la a most beautiful wood to look upon, having a light, smooth, glossy surface with a handsome grain run-
ning through it. It Is the most expensive W'X>d ever used in making Fishing Rods.

Also patentees and sole manufacturers of the justly celebrated Westwood's T'nbreakable Silk Bound Split
Cane Hods.

Redditch, England and 78 Bay Street. Toronto.

THE A LLCOCK, LAIQHT & WESTWOOU CO.
Largest Fishing Tackle Manufacturers in the World.

LIMITED

TROUT COMPANY,

TROUT WHEEL
Two, Three or Four Blade,
For Speed Boats or General

Service.

Adopted by the Fore-

most Engine Makers
of the Country.

BUFFALO. N.Y.

"GET NEXT"
to our lines of Spinners
Rods, Reels and all

fishing accessories.

Send for Catalogue "C"

Drawer 8
The John J. Hildebrandt Co..

Logan*port, Ind , I'.S.^.
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In an address to the members of the

Ottawa Naturalists Club Mr. VV. E.

Saunders expressed the opinion that

Canadian birds are on the whole superior

to those of Britain both in plumage and

song. This is true despite the fact that

British birds are twice as numerous and
much more adequately protected by law.

In one respect however, the British peo-

ple have the advantage—Canadians never

have the opportunity in their own land

of hearing a choir of skylarks singing

in the early morning.

A bill to incorporate the Restigouche

Riparia .Association has passed the pri-

vate bills committee of the Dominion
House. The bill authorizes a number
of Canadian and American sportsmen to

safe guard their interests in the salmon
rivers of Ouebec and New Brunswick.

Wolves are credited with driving the

red deer down to Lake St. John in Que-
bec and the wolves themselves have been
reported at several points. The remains

of several deer killed bv wolves have al-

so been found.

It is estimated that seventy-six millions

of embryonic whitefish were placed in

the incubating jars at the Selkirk hatch-

er\- and an estimated hatch of fiftv-four

millions were turned into Lake Winni-
peg, a favorable showing when compared
with previous years, according to Super-

intendent William Overton, who is in

charge of the hatcherv.

One of the bears in captivity at River-

side Park. Guelph, recently succumbed
to lungf trouble.

Last spring a license to shoot wild

geese was required in .Alberta.

Land Company supplements this bounty
by paying $50 per head for the old wolves
and $25 per head for the young ones. It

is to be feared that Sun Child will not

want to do a day"s work for some time to

come. Above all—tell it not in Gath

—

this slaughter took place on a Sunday.

Sun Child, a Cree Indian living near

Medicine Hat, shot two mature wolves

and subsequentlv captured ten pups by
tracing them to their lair. This was one
dav's work and Sun Child is enriched by
$380. The Government contribution

amounts to $30 but the Southern Alberta

The United States Bureau of Fisheries

have agreed to the request of the Anglers'

Association to re-stock the St. Lawrence
at Clayton, N. V., with large mouth black

bass sent in the tingerling size about
three inches long. Small mouth black

bass and pike perch, which experts con-

sider peculiarly suitable for the waters of

the St. Lawrence, will also be provided.

Enough large mouth black bass will be

sent to form the nucleus of a brood stock

and it is expected that they will not be
molested for a season at least.

Mr. N. McCuaig. one of the Quebec
Provincial Wardens has issued a request

to the people of Pontiac County for their

assistance in protecting deer and other

game during the close season. If any vio-

lation is reported to him at Bryson he

promises to keep all correspondence
strictly confidential.

Mr. Peter Gunn. Fisheries Inspector for

the Edmonton district of Alberta is of the

opinion that there is a wanton waste of

fish in the lakes around Edmonton and he

urges the adoption of further measures of

restriction.

For thirty years a colony of purple

martens has summered in a bird house
erected for them on the Livingstone

grounds, Listowel, Ontario. The first to

arrive this year was noticed on Good
Fridav.

The "New York Press" says: The
richest farming in the world is fox farm-

ing—black fox farming. It is really

good mining. On Prince Edward Is-

land the business of breeding black

foxes has been carried on for a genera-

tion. Frank Deechmever. our counsul
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.^
.jK,

(OS 3QC3 steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS. 8 or 954 feet

BAIT RODS, sS, 6K or 8 feet

-

CASTING RODS, 4'^. 5 or 6 feet -

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings -

I. CO
1.25

1.50 1

2.50

.3-75

Trout Flics

I8c

30c

60c

65c

For

for an assorted sample dorcn.
Regular price. 24 cents,

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price. 60 cents,

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price. S4 cents,

for an assorted dozen.
Regular price. 96 cents.

Trial— Send Us

Quality A Fliej

Quality B Flies

Quality C Flies

Bass Flies

Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE M. H. KIFFE CO., ^N^wTc'r^
Illustrated Catalogue free 71 application.

SteeC^is/iing Jiods
andJiaits

Three Rods for the Price of One
No fisherman will carry old style Rods and Baits after ho

has seen the HOLLAND. They are distinctly different and

superior to anything on the market. Send five cents in

stamps for sample paper minnow and illustrated catalog.

Fully Guaranteed
HOLLAND ROD & BAIT CO.

HOLLAND. MICH.

Six Holland Paper Minnows for 25 cents, postpaid.

ATTEINTION, FISHERMEN 1

c as

C7^ ^
The Wulff Gaff Hook is by experts declared to be the marvel of the age—does away with

the cumbersome ordinary net. When closed is only 9 inches long and so can be carried in

the pocket or tackle box, and when extended is 42 inches. Is nickle plated all over, except
hook, which is tined and fitted with cork grip.
Hook folds up and point is protected by sliding inside of handle.
It i< neatly constructed, is highly finished, is unbreakable, is self contained, and will last

a life time; andaboveallis very light. Fishermen willbe proud to have one in theirpossession

as they are a very handsome article. Price $1.75. Send for folder. Agents wanted.

WULFF MFG. CO. 411 5th Avenue So., Minneapolis. Minn.

WEEDLESS "COAXERS9> CATCH FISH,
NOT WEEDS.

We claim that the weedless "Coaxer" will catch more bass than any other bait on earth, and we stand ready to prove
it at any time. To catch bass you must fish Jn the weeds where they feed, and the "Coaxer" is what you need to
doit with. Its glistening white body and brilliant blood-red wings and tail are irresistible to any bass, pickerel or muskie,

*^^^^ and it will go through any weeds that evergrew—getyour
IT FLOATS ^^^f^^swsspBSMEv money back if it don't. Get one and see for yourfielf,

Trythe Coaxer'slittlebrotherforflyflshlng

THE COAXER TROUT FLY
Trout size, 6 assorted, - - -$1.35
Bass size, 6 assorted, - - • L65

Postage, 2 cents.

Almost alive. Neverloses its shape or size.

Si-nd stami) for Catalogue showing in natural colors our
Coaxer Bass Baits, Coaxer Trout Flies, Trout Spoons,
Pickerel and Musky Baits, Non-Kinking Sinkers, Weed-
less Hooks, Frog Tandems, Wire Leaders, etc.

W.J.JAMISON. Casting Specialties, 2751 Polk St., CHICAGO. IT.t

Post-
age 2i. _

Weedless Style (like cut). 50c
Convertible (belly hooks). 75c
Luminous (weedless*, - 75c
Only practical night bait made. Getone.
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at Charlottetown .-;ays that S2300 ha? been

paid to a breeder for a single black fox

skin : the prices for ordinary pelts run

from $300 to $500 each. Some fox farm-

ers have been able to pay off a farm
mortgage by the sale of a pure black fox

skin.

A further consignment of fifteen buf-

faloes arrived at W'ainwright in the mid-

dle of April, making eight hundred and
twenty-four buffaloes ir^ the Park. The
animals in the Park came through the

winter with a loss of seven, but one hun-

dred and ten were added by natural in-

crease. The total number of buffaloes

in semi-captivity in .Alberta is now eight

hundred and eig'htv-one.

.\. J. Bell, who is establishing an Ind-

ian agency at Fort Smith, has taken a

couple of buffalo herders with him in

order to round up the four hundred wild

buffalo wandering round the Plains of

the Peace River Valle\'. the only herd of

wild Iniffalo on tlie .\merican continent

to-dav.

Dominion hatcheries for the propa-

gation of whitetish for the Great Lakes are

advocated at Sault Ste. Marie, .Soutli-

ampton and Guderich for I^ake Huron, at

Collingwood and Owen Sound for Georg-
ian Bay, and at Hamilton, Toronto, King-
ston and Belleville for Lake Ontario.

The value of the whitefish needs no ad-

vocacy and it is urged that to bring about
the old time plentv these hatcheries are

absolutely necessary. More has been
done on the south than on the north side

and Lake Erie has largelv benefited by
the work accomplished. The Dominion
Government are urged to pav increased

attention to this c|uestion and it is pre-

dicted that if they would carrv out a pro-

tective policy they might soon succeed in

bringing back the plentifulncss of former
periods. It is estimated that two billion

of whitefish fry yearly should be liberat-

ed in the Great Lakes.

The Manitoba Fishing and I hinting

Club has been incorporated and a charter

procured. The best reports of the fish-

ing and hunting on the Club limits have
been received.

The Boy Scouts of Stettler, Alberta,

were recently invited to spend a day on
Mr. G. B. Hoover's ranch and make war
on tlie gophers, receiving three cents per

head for each rodent destroyed.

What is described as the largest moose
head captured in Xew Brunswick during
the last season was taken in the Mirami-
chi district bv W. T. Faston of Boston.

The head which has been mounted in

Calais. Maine, is said to he a particularly

fine one with a spread of horns of sixty-

si.x inches.

In order to prevent all possibilities of

fraud in big game licenses the London
branch of the Ontario Forest. Fish and
Game Protective Association have re-

quested the Department at Toronto to

i?sue new forms of licenses and arrange

for the name and address of the licensee

to appear on the face of the license. They
ask that the number of the license be also

stamped upon the hunter's ticket.

A melancholy story comes from Mel-
forth, Saskatchewan. Three httnters

went into the wilds with a view of tra])-

ping all the winter. Finding fur scarce

two of them returned so far as to obtain

work for the winter, leaving the third to

attend to the trapping. This poor fel-

THE WONDERFUL "COAXER " TROUT FLY!
ALMOST ALIVE. NEVER LOSES ITS SHAPE. FLOATS ANYWHERE.

^*--,^^ ^ "My euide said, 'these truut dou't take flies." I got 24 oa the 'Coaler.'
^L

^^**"*Y''^'^ i
"i-'aught a lO-inch brook trout on the 'Coaxer'—that's the record here."

^\i Jf - y "i get 17 speckled beauties before breakfast that averaged 12 iuches."
'' " ''^'v,^ ^ "I have caugh",. over 4CK) trout on one little 'Ccaxei* il.v."

~ "I found my little boy catching croppies with it to beat the band."
Trout Size, 6 colors. $1.35: 12, $2.60. Bass Size. 6 colors. $1.65; 12. $3.25.

Send Stamp for Booklet ot Bass Bails, elc. in colors. W. J.JAMISON. 2751 POLK ST.. CHICAGO

NEW JAMISON TROUT SPOON
Cut shows size 6,

Set of Four Colors. $1.00.

Made on 2, 4 andO hooks.
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PORTABLE SUMMER COTTAGES

A cottage as above illustration comprises

Durability, Artistic appearance, Ease in

Erection, Economy, Comfort.

SUPPLIED ON SHORT NOTICE

Write for catalog giving floor plans and full

description of our Cabins, Garages, Cot-
tages, Fresh Air Cabins, Homestead Homes,
&c.

Each building is sent out built in sections,

packed in smallest possible compass, ready

to set up.

THE SCHULTZ BROS. CO.. LIMITED
CO.NTRACTORS AND PLANING MILLS,

BRANTFORD CANADA

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true sport«mtn. Send Tw»wtt-Fivb ye«rl}

•ublcriptioQi. «nd > KORONA PETIT Cunera. »ix«

3^X5)^, win be sent Tou. ThiscAmerft manufactured by

Gundlach^Manhattan Optical Co.

Rocliett«r, N. Y.

HERBERT B. BAKER

Taxidermist
and

Naturalist

Unionville - - Ont.

Successor to W. A. Brodie.

Taxidermy in all its branches.

A trial solicited. 1 guarantee

satisfaction. Mounted and un-

mounted game heads bought
and sold. Moose, deer, elk and
caribou horns for sale. Taxi-

dermists supplies for sale. Write
for price lists and any special

wants.

KHK IM AllVE
Why use dead minnows for bait when you
can keep them strong and lively, as long as
you wish, in a

i^fBj/^iy Minnow Bucket
Strongest, niusi convenifnt and most serviceabl
minnow buckets in the world. Made in several styl
with hinged, self-locking, perforated covers and sunken
tops for ice. Worth many times their cost. i

Cream City Ware Never Disappoints I

Accept no substitute. W '-::^^F~r\ vi-nr]'- ilercan'tsnpplr V
vou, write lis for prices anft J^- '

jg'^'S)^^ 1 K J l-. CATaLOi.'. 1

'.'f b.iit-b<j\es and luiiiiK.w _^? / fi^ bu-.k-is.

Geuder, Paeschke & /

Frey Co.
Jj

205 15th Street,

^^^y Milwaukee, Wis.

"FREE-SPOOL" HEELS
The reel that minitnizes the danger of bact lashing.
Spool is free from the handle—so that latter doesn't
revolve when casting No screws or rivets or in-
accessible parts to rust. Reel comes completely
apart with a few turns of the rim. Cleaned and
oiled in a minute

NO LEVERS TO BOTHER YOU. --:.'?^i

The "Free Spool" Reel works automatically—the
handle releases and en.gages itself. It's silent and
totally free from vibration. Repairing free of
charge if it should ever be needed.

" Free-Spool '* Takapart Reel *^
Capacity 80 to 100 Yds. - - $6.00

** Free-Spool " Tripart Reel l'>.'^^^ ^--*

Capacity 80 Yds. - -THT- $5.00
Write to us if your dealer can't supply you Cata-
logue upon request. wrip - *

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BRC,
26 Prospect St. Newark, N. J.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor SparU in Canada it the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shi>oting Attociation. All communications
•hould be addressed to W. A. S^th, Editor "The Trap" KinffSTiUe, Ont

TOURNAMENT DATES.
June 22.—Interclub meet at St. Lambert's,

Montreal.

June 29, 30 and July 1.—Canadian Indians at

Niagara on the Lake.
July 31.—Central Alberta Championship Meet,

Red Deer, Alberta. G. B. Parlier, Secretary-

Treasurer, Red Deer, Alberta.

July 31, August 1 and 2.—Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association Annual Tourna-
ment at Belleville, Ont. All communica-
tions to be addressed to Mark Sprague, Sec-

retary, Belleville, Ont.

DOMINION TOURNAMENT AT BELLEVILLE.
The last day of July and the first two of

August are the three days that every shooter

should keep clear of engagements in order to

be able to avail himself of th^; opportunity of

attending, at Belleville, Ontario, the eleventh an-
nual tournament of the Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooters' Association. Many shooters are

expected to be present for the purpose of compet-
ing for some of the best prizes given in the his-

tory of the Association and it is hoped that
every shooter who can will help to swell the

numbers present. Every possible care has been
taken in arranging the distribution of added
monies in order to give the average shooter an
opportunity of winning a reasonable proportion

of the prize money.
All Gun Clubs throughout the Dominion who have

members likely to attend should see that their

affiliations are in early and all dues paid. The
date fixed for affiliation is June ISth and the

Committee feel satisfied that if Secretary-

Treasurers realize how greatl.v they facilitate

matters by having their affiliations in early there

would be no delays at all in carrying on this por-

tion of their work.
Judging from the correspondence received

and the hearty and spontaneous approbation of

the program for including ten high averages of

$25 each, ten second high averages of $20 each,

ten high averages of $15 each: surplus on tar-

gets up to $100 fourth ten high averages, and
any surplus over $100 up to $50 divided among
the fifth high averages, it is to be everybody's

shoot. All are to have a chance to look in.

There will be one special event of 25 targets

each day (in addition to the ten events) a valu-

able gun being the prize in this competition.

Much attention will be given to the handicap-
ping which will be as far as possible satisfactory

to all.

Watch for the program and read it carefully

when received. If vour club secretary has not

sent in your name and you have not received one
by July loth drop a card with your name and ad-
dress to the Secretary of the Tournament and a
program will be promptly mailed to you. The
Committee do not wish to overlook anyone who
enjoys the sport and are appealing to all shoot-
ers to make themselves known when they will be
kept well advised.

AH enquiries, suggestions and recommenda-
tions should be addressed to Mark Sprague, local

secretary. Dominion of Canada 'Trapshooters'

Association, Belleville, Ontario.

NEW SECRETARY AT BELLEVILLE.

At a meeting of the members of the Belleville

Gun Club, Mr. Roy Stafford, head of the Stafford

Hardware Company, was elected Secretary-Treas-
urer in place of Mr. H. Howie resigned. Mr.
Stafford is an enthusiastic shooter and will with-

out doubt make a capable officer and a substan-

tial addition to the Club's executive.

INTERCLUB SHOOTS AT
MONTREAL AND OTTAWA.

Ottawa's Won Cups at Montreal.

The St. Hubert Gun Club, of Ottawa carried

off first honors at the annual Good Friday shoot

held at Raneleigh Club, St. Lambert, winning both

the five man and the ten man team events and as

a result took back with them to the Capita] both

the Montreal and Ottawa Cups. This is the first

time for years that the Ottawa delegation have

succeeded in pulling off such a victory over the

Montreal Club.

Owing to the disagreable weather, the shooting

was poor, but the men were in for the sport of

the game and enjoyed good sport.

In the five man team event for the Montreal

Cup, the visitors secured an early lead over the

Montreal team, but when the final scores were in

it was found that they had won the trophy by a

small majority of ten points. For Ottawa
Beattie did the best work, scoring twenty-two
points, while for the local Strachan topped the

list with twenty-one points to his credit.

For the Ottawa Cup the ten man team event,

it was nip and tuck all the wa.v, and the result

was not decided until the last man had made his

final shot. The Ottawa ten however, again prov-

ed successful in this event, winning the trophy by
the small majority of one point. During the early

stages of this match the local team held a nice

lead and at two stages had the better of their

opponents by six points. When the final stages

w>re reached, however, the visitors came back
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T^JNCHBJIIK
,22 CALIBMR AUTOMATIC RIFLB

THE PEER OF ALL "22s"
FOR PLEASURE OR PRACTICE

AIM and pull the trigger; aim and pull the trigger.

That is all the effort required to shoot this novel

and handy little rifle, as the recoil does the reload-

ing. Practice with one develops the ability to aim
right when shooting rapidly, an accomplishment hunters

strive for. In the country or in camp this rifle is the

peer of all "22s", either for pleasure or practice.

LOOK ONB OVER AT YOUR DEALER'S.

3-in-One keeps all (ishins lackle in per-
fect order. Reels oiled wiih 3-in-One won't stick or
hanj at critical moment. They always work easily
and surely. S-io-Ooe will not gum, turn black or
sticky.

3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden
rods, too, making them tough and pliable.

Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist-
eoed with 3-in-Ooe. Makes it stronger and last
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines,

°f ' s a "<1 traps in either fresh or salt water.

FRFF "^^^ 3-in-One Bt our expense. Wr.tr for
' ' ~T I'beral fr^e sample and booklet. S-IN-ONE
OIL COMPANY. 55 New St.. New York

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore
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strong and with one more pair to shoot they held
a lead of six over tlie Montreal ten. Throop, of

Ottawa and E. H. Ewinj;, of Montreal were the
final pair to tigure in the battle and although the
local man made a desperate effort to overtake
Ottawa's lead, he fell just one short of the mark
to tie the score, beating his opponent by a ma-
jority of five points. It was an excellent match
and although the shooting was not of the first-

class brand, there was that enthusiasm and inter-

est in the match, which causes unusual excite-

ment.
The day's programme consisted of ten events in

all. They are as follows:—
1—20 targets. Rose System; 2—20 targets,

Rose System: 3—Ottawa Clip, five man team.
Championship of Eeastern Canada; 4—20 targets,

Rose System: 5—20 targets. High Gun; 6

—

Montreal Cup, ten man team. Championship of

Eastern Canada: 7—20 targets. Rose System: 8

—

Miss and Out; 9—20 targets. Rose System: 10—
2(1 targets. Rose System.

Ill the eighth event, miss and out, AV. H. Ewing
was the winner, with Kearney second; Cook tliinl,

and Williams fourth.

The scores are as follows: Five-man team,
Montreal Cup. championship of Eastern Canada:

Ottawa. Montreal

Montreal Victorious at Ottawa.

Viau 20
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Shooters who use

Dominion Ammunition
have complete confidence of best results at

the trap or in the field.

You can depend on the regularity of

DOMINION loads, because everything

entering into the manufacture of

AMMUNITION is made in our own

factory, except the Smokeless Powder,
'"' which IS made specially for us.

Don't forget to a»k for DOMINION
8b6ll» and Cartridges.

Look for the box bearing

our trade mark which in-

sures your success.

E\ery box is absolutely

guaranteed.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, LIMITED

MONTREAL, CANADA
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Cook 19

Corby 22

Totals 104 93
Majority for Montreal Gun Club, 11.

LAXSDOWNE TROPHY.
Five-man Team.

Montreal. Ottawa
Ewing 23

Throop 21

Hutchison 19

Smith 20

Aubin 19

Sangster 17

Kearnev 18

Corby 20
Cook 18

Beattie 19

Totals 97 97

W. H. EWING DEFENDS THE CHAMPION-
SHIP.

For the third time since he won the trophy,
Walter H. Ewing. of the Montreal Gun Club,

champion trapshooter of the world, successfully

defended the Westmount challenge trophy, em-
blematic of the championship of Eastern Canada,
against Mr. Blyth Beattie of the St. Hubert Gun
Club of Ottawa, at St. Lambert. The final score

was: Ewing, 77; Beattie, 72.

The poor score was due to a great extent to the

unfavorable weather conditions which prevailed.

During the first part of the match the conditions

were almost perfect, but later on a high wind,
bringing with it showers of rain, made consistent-

ly accurate shooting impossible.

The Westmount challenge trophy must be de-

fended five times by the holder before permanent
possession is given. Mr. Ewing has already three
wins to his credit in addition to the one by which
he came into possession of the shield originally,

and must defend it only twice more to gain per-

manent possession.

W. H. Ewing still holds on to the Westmount
trap shooting shield. He defeated Tom Westlake,
and will now take up the challenge of Mr. William
Carruthers.

Fred Stone, the actor, was present, and took in

the individual shoots, killing 23 out of 25 birds

each time.

There were two spoon shoots, one a dead bird

handicap and the other a distance handicap. T.

C. Cook, with a handicap of 5 in the former, won
without needing the advantage, killing 24, while

W. H. Ewing in the distance event was first with
21 birds.

Summary:—
Westmount Shield (100 birds, shooting 10 al-

ternately)—Ewing, 90; Westlake. 86.

Spoon shoot (dead bird handicap)—Cook, (5)—
24; Hutchison (sc.)—23.
Lons Distance Handicap—Ewing (20)—^21:

Cook "^(19)—19; Westlake (19)—18; Hutchison

(20)—17; Ruford (16)—17; Lvall (17)—14; Stone
—23.
Dead Bird Handicap—Cook (5)—24 Hutchison

(ser.)—23; Ewing (scr.)—19; Lyall (4)—19;
Reford (7'/2)—17; Aubin (scr.)—15: Pierce (101—
9;Keanon (2)—12; Westlake (4)—20; Stone—23.

The Westmount Gun Club held a spoon shoot

(25 birds), with the following result: Galbraith,

24; Muir, 22: Reid, 21; Moore, 19; Jameson, 18;

Armstrong, 17.

The usual weekly shoot was held on May 6th,

Hutchison winning the dead bird handicap after

shooting off a tie with Ewing by one bird, and
the same shots divided the distance handicap.

There were three two-bird events. Lyall winning
two of these, and the other went to Cook, in each

case 18 birds falling to the guns. Summary:
Dead Bird Handicap—Ewing (scr.)—24, Hutchi-

son (scr.)—24: Lvall (4)—16:Brainard (10)—14;
Cook (1)—21.

Tie shot off resulted in a win for Hutchison by
one bird.

Ewing, 23; Hutchison, 24.

Distance Handicap—Ewing (20)—23; Hutchison
(20)—23; Cook (20)—12; Lyall (17)—21; Brain-

ard (16)—16.

Two-Bird Event (Firing with both barrels.)—
Cook, IS;! Lyall, 15; Ewing, 14; Brainard, 4;

Ewing, 18; (:ook, 13: Brainard, 7; Lyall, 19;

Ewing, 17; Cook, 11; Brainard, 4; Lyall," 18,

Special Shoot At Riverside Club.

A special shoot was brought off on April 24th

in connection with the Riverside Gun CHub
Jlessrs. T. Westlake and James H. Kenyon meet-

ing, as the result of a challenge, in a 100 bird

match for the championship of the club. Much
interest was taken in the contest and quite a
number of the members and other friends were
present. Result:

C. Reyman 85

Kenyon 82

Westlake 81

Westmount Gun Club.

The Westmount Gun Club held their weekly
shoot on ilay 6th. Mr. Bryce Clark winning the

spoon shoot. A .50-bird challenge match between
Messrs. Clark and Gailbraith was won by the ex-

mayor by 43 to 40. Mr. S. J. Elliott, the secre-

tary of the club and one of its founders, has re-

linquished his position for personal reasons, and
his resignation having been accepted with regret,

Mr. Bryce Clark was elected to succeed him, Mr.
Clark's address is 413 Roslyn avenue.

Spoon shoot—Brvce Oark, 22: Galbraith, 21;

Reid, 19; Nash, "iS: Tyre, 16: Halliday, 16;

James, 15: Van Wick. 14.

Challenge match—Clark. 40: Galbraith, 43.
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IN THE HANDS OF
Mrs. Troup Saxon

^sr

^-<5**-,»<*'>'''^''»"^"'»*^

t

r Mrs. Sax- I

flashed in-
'

to the lime-
light iramedi-

. : _ ^^^^^^^^^_. diately after she started to

tJ^^x^^^^^^^^^^^r shoot the improved Ithaca.

U She, and her husband Cap-
tain Saxon, are shooting promoters,
and make a business of organizing gun

' clubs, creating an interest among ladies, as
well as men, in shooting.

iT
Down in Oklahoma she startled the natives

by breaking 50 targets straight, without a miss.
^ She is modest in her claims but proud of her Ithaca and says that all
a shooter has to do is to point it right.

1

tT If you want to increase your score at the trap, throw away that old ;

fusee with a slow lock and creepy pull and get a lightning lock Ithaca.
^ The hammer travels less than half an inch and falls in 1/625 of a

[
second; pull quick and snappy; coil main springs guaranteed forever.

j

^ Uncle Bob, the veteran barrel borer, can bore a gun to outshoot any
other make—he ought to—he is the oldest borer in the business—the
man who perfected the taper choke.

t[ Catalog in colors FREE; 18 grades, $17,76 net to $400 list.

Our little 5^4 lb. 20 bora is a howling success.

ITH^OA GUN CO., Box 13, ITHACA, N. Y

A WONDERFUL VICTORY FOR

THE PARKER GUN.
At the Great Western Handicap, held at Kansas Oity, Mo., Friday, Feb. 17, Mr. Frod

Gilbert won the event by the magnificent score of 25 straight, and 5 straight in the shoot-off

of the tie, standing at the extreme handicap mark of 33 yds. Mx. Fred Cockerel at 30 yde.

and Mr. H. Bunnell, at 31 yds., made scores of 25 straight. These three gen-ttem^n were the

only ones to tie, and all were shooting the '
' OLD EELIABLE '

' PARKEE GUN. Mr. Gilbert

at this tournament shot at 475 targets, losing but 21,—thereby wiiming first average for the

tournament.

N.Y. Salesroom., 32 W.rT«H St PARKER BROS^ McricUsn, CoM.
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GOOD SCORES AT OTTAWA.

In view of the approaching visit of the teams
of the club to Montreal, in an effort to lift the
ten and five-man cups, and with favorable weath-
er conditions, the re^lar shoot on April 9th had
a good attendance and the scores put on were
better than since last season. There were 1350

targets broken.

Messrs. Viau, Sangster and Esdalc tied for class

"A" spoon, the first named two were high with
43 X 50, but their handicap of one bird, brought
Mr. Esdale into the tie with 42 x 50. In the

shoot-ofi, at 25 birds, Mr. Sangster won out with
24 X 25. Mr. Williams captured class "B" spoon
with 40 X 50.

The leading scores were:—
S. E. aingster 22 21 24
H. Viau 22 21 21

G. Esdale 20 22 18

J. Black 20 21 —
A. Throop 23 17 —
W. Williams 19 21 —
W. L. Cameron 20 18 —
W. J. Corby 20 18 19

R. A. Sibbitt 20 17 20
J. Bradley 18 19 21
V. V. Rogers 22 15 15

W. C. Little 20 16 21

A. Dechene . 21 14 19

Gilbert 15 18 —
I. G. Smith 19 14 —
W. Forbes 14 18 12

F. Birkett 19 12 12

The special practice of St. Hubert's Gun Chili

(in April 12th was well attended. A strong east

wind made the birds erratic and rather hard to

consistently break.

The leading scores were:

B. Beattie 21 24 22
A. Throop 22 21 20
C. Easdale 17 23 20
E. G. AAHiite 20 20 17

S. E. Sangster 19 20 20
.T. Bradley . 20 21 15

W. Corbv . 20 IS 17

W. C. Little 16 19 —
V. V. Rogers 1 :! 22 19

W. Williams 19 IG 21

W. Forbes 17 18 16

F. Birkett 16 14 15

On April 18th the shoot was attended with rain

and a strong gale blowing across the traps, which
made the targets very tricky and liard to hit. but
notwithstanding the conditions some good scores

were made. Dr. Smith in class A scored 39 out

of 50: Dr. Seager 37, but by reason of two birds

handicap Dr. Seager tied.

The shoot off resulted in a win for the former
breaking 24 out of a possible 25. The latter 21.

W. Williams won in class B with 40, being his

consecutive win and now steps into class A. High
scores as follows:

T'l.

W. Williams 21 19 40
Dr. Smith 19 20 39
Dr. Seager 18 19 37

V. Rogers 20 15 35

At the weekly shoot the spoon in class A was
won by Mr. H. O'Connor, who made a score of 35.

In class B Mr. F. A. Heney and .J. Dechene tied

with 33 each, but in the shoot off Mr. Heney won
it. The scores were low owing to a bad wind,
but tlie attendance was large and several new
members participated. The scores were as fol-

lows :

White 38, O'Connor 35. Black 34, Smith 33,

Dechene 33, Sangster 33, Heney 33, Lumsden 27,

Little 25 and Marshall 25.

Following were the results on April 29th:—
Dr. Black 23 22-
Willia ms 22 22-

Throop 22 21—43
Heney 19 24—43
Sibbitt 21 21—42
Little 22 18—40
Trudeau 19 19—38
Lumsden 22 15—37
Bunu 16 17—33
Forbes 16 16—32
Jones 14 14—28

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Gun Club.

Tlic Good Friday sealed handira|i slioot was a

decided success. Over twenty members turned
out. and quite a few visitors were present and
took part in some of the practice shoots. The
first twelve on the list were the lucky winners.

Fritz captured first place. The prizes consisted

of hand-painted ornaments, chinaware and
cutlery, and the committee deserve credit for the

selection made. Quite a few ties resulted owing
to the handicaps being so fairly divided. Hogarth
was high gun for the day, with 24 out of 25,

Wakefield and Fenton were tie. with 88 per cent,

for high average. The following are the complete
scores:

—

Hdc. Shot at Br'k. T'l

Fritz 5 .50 41 46

Houghton 2 .50 43 45

Van Duzer 6 50 39 45

Fenton 1 50 44 45

Wakefield ' 1 50 44 45
llalford 4 .50 41 45

Gray 12 .50 32 44

Tngiiam 9 .50 35 44

Pearsnll ,'7 50 37 44

Sawden 7 50 35 42

Scheibe 4 .50 38 42

Hogarth 3 50 38 41

Elv .50 41 41

Vivian 1 50 40 41

Hulme 2 .50 .39 41

Fleet 8 50 33 41

.Toselin 1 50 38 39

Stevens 2 .50 37 39
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REMINGTON

UMC ^^m.
breech, Hammerless, Bottom-Ejection

No Matter What Position

You Shoot From, You're Sure

For every empty you eject, a loaded shell must be fed from
magazine to firing chamber to the tune of six shots. The carrier

action is accurate, dependable always. No matter how you are
forced to hold the arm you cannot lose a shot.

Bottom-ejecting—the empties cannot cross your line of sight.

l^emlngton^UMC—the perfect shooting combination.

Send for descriptive booklet.

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 BROADWAY N2W YORK CITY

ThiMarlm Model

20

REPEATING RIFLE _. .^ , ,You can buy

no better gun for tar-

get work and all small game
up to 200 yards. Without change

of mechanism it handles .22 short,

long or long-nfle cartridges, perfectly. The
deep Ballard rifling develops maximum power
and accuracy and adds years to the life of rifles.

The solid top is protection from defective cartridges—prevents

powder and gases from being blown back. The side ejection

never lets ejected shells spoil your bead and allows quick, accurate

repeat shots. With simple take-down construction, removable
action parts—least parts of any .22— it is the quickest and easiest

to clean. A great vacation rifle. Ask any gun dealer.

/^^ Zffxzi/in^rearms Co.
67 WILLOW STREET, - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The 136 page
T/lar/en catalog will

bclp you decide what

rifle best suits your in-

dividual desires. Send

3 stamps for it today.

^i^sapiEr* - 'ferrsagM
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Douglas 11

Alexander i

Edkins 8

50
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SUCCESS
FOLLOWS

SUCCESS
In all competitions the Ross

Rifle scores a majority of wins.

The man who does not use the

Ross Rifle in matches is handi-

capped.

The Ross Rifle can be depended

upon in all weather conditions.

232 money prizes— 3 silver

cups— 9 King's Badges — 7

St. George's— 1 silveri^'medal

and 23 bronze medals, make

the record of wins at Bisley

in 1910.

Send for illustrated Catalogue.

ROSS RIFLE CO.
QUEBEC, P. Q.
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J. Haines 12

J. McGowan 12

J. Harper 3

G. Beattie 2
A. Wolfe 17

W. Tretliewey 19

F. Parktr 22

10
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RECREATION

JUNE 1911 PRICE 25 CENTS

^ RECREATION for JUNE is the BIG VACATION
NUMBER the annual issue which is considered a
reliable guide to vacation plans. Full of '*been
there" articles telling of vacations everyvk-here.

•I "OVER ENGINEER," by Edwin L. Sabin, is a
humorous story of a wagon trip over Engineer
mountain in Colorado.

^ "THE CALIFORNIA WAY," a story of the devel-
opment of the boy scout movement in California,
Full of practical suggestions as to vacations for boys.

^ "ONE WYASSUP BASS," a bass fishing story
^vhich ^vill make bass fishermen ache to get at
the sport.

^ "CANOEING AND CAMPING IN ALGONQUIN
PARK." In this article Borden H. Mills tells of the
best canoeing routes and ca"iping places in this
famous section.

^ "BLIND OF ONE EYE," a trout fishing story
in which the arts of angling and photography clash.

Q "SIMPLIFIED SWIMMING" is an instructive
article easily understood and copiously illustrated.

SJ A dozen other articles all full of snap, interest
and information complete this VACATION
NUMBER,

"JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED"
*|| We want you to know RECREATION, sc we make
you this special offer. Send us 50 cents (to Canada
60 cents), which is just ONE-HALF PRICE, and >u
will receive RECREATION for FOUR MONTHS,
Beginning June, 1911 number, if you have a *'den "
we will include, without extra charge, a fine print
of TROUT in FULL COLOR "rom -n aU painting by
DriscoII. On plated jupe.- .3x ,5 inches. Send
today, naming this .nagazine.

Recreation, 24 W. 39th St., N. Y.

The

Only Garter

Without

Objections
Clasp cannot unfasten or slip—No teeth to tear

the stocking—Catth adjusfs itself to every motion-
No cords to wear ovit— For either right or left leg by
the swing of the swivel—Lies flat on the leg—All
parts best material and workmanship—No metal
touches you.

" Never a dissatisfied wearer "

The best dealers have them, or sample pair by
mail 25 cts. and your dealer's name.

C. H. Weitwood Maf^. Co.. Ltd.

Manufacturers

S4 and "^6 Wellington St. W. Toronto.

ALL NEWSSTANDS 25 CENTS

YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

TOURIST MAGAZINE
YOU CAN'T BUY IT FROM THE NEWSSTANDS

Tht TOURIST MAOAZIKi: ffoei ftoUIy ud
ftbtolut«l7 to lubicriberi—peopl* who hart att&la-

•d ft deriM of colture and rsflnemeat rftadcrimc

tb«m dfttirous of btinf folly pcitvd upon eT^ry-

tking that li happeninc in th« world of trav*!.

Th« marazint ii crammed fall of maolflc«it

lllnitratiou. Tli« article! ar« briUiaatly writUa,

and is a ttyl* that joa, paraonally, will llk« to

raad. It ii, of itt kind, tho Xoit Maralftoaat

Marasint of tk« coantry.

Yoa coaldn't poislbly mak« a b«tt«x IsTast-

mont than one dollar for a yaar*! bicrlptioa to

tht Touriit Harazin*. Send in your inbicrlptioa

at once, and yon will tay at tke tad of tk«

twelT* monthi that yon nerer inrested one dollar

more profitably than in becoming a enbHrlbei to

the most dellchtfnl and entertaining maffulae

Ln America. Send in yonx nbtoriptloa to R. 4

O. Dept.

TOURIST MAGAZINE
47 Wm« MU Bt.,

WEW TOKX OITX.

Il.oe A YEAR. »1.00 A YEAR.
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Winchester Shoot.

The Winchester Gun Club held a shoot on Good
Friday. Some good shooting was done consider-

ing the high wind. Scores are as follows:

Shot at. Hit.

C. Freeman 40 31

F. Baxter 45 26

I. Smith ;... 42 31

R. Kirk 60 36

R. Wright 40 23

H. Hunt 20 9

P. Wright 15 4
R. Campbell 10 5

A. Appleton 19 5

The Winchester Gun Club held its regular week-
ly shoot on April 22nd, I. Smith being high gun
of the day. Scores are as follows:

Shot at. Hit.

I. Smith 503 50
W. Armstrong 50 44
R. Kirk 50 37

W. Hall 50 37

F. Baxter 50 36

J. Tindall 50 31

C. Freeman 25 23

H. Spratt 25 19

R. Wright 25 12

H. Hunt 20 10

R. Stephson 25 8

DUNDAS TOURNAMENT.
The annu:il tournament of the Dundas Gun

Club was held on Good Friday and was this year
conducted under Hamilton Gun Club rules, Squier
money back system, both proving satisfactory.

Beginning in the rain and ending with light winds
the day was anything but ideal as the following

scores show.
Shot at. Broke

B. Housden won silver medal 100 79

Chas. Sealey 100 76

A. E. Lyons 100 74

J. E. Cummings 100 68

Geo. Halliday 100 61

Matt Hanes 100 60

Dr. Lauchland 100 57

Will Shaw 100 54
A. R. Donaldson 100 53

Wm. Housedon 100 52

Wm. McGrath 100 41

H. A. Horning 80 52

M. Raspberry 80 51

Mr. F. Pottruff, see. Bartonville Gun Club, H.
Anderson, C. Syer, A. Parmenter, T. Cornell and H.
P. House attended in the afternoon and shot a
number of sweepstakes after the regular program
of 10 events 10 targets each.

HURON INDIANS AT EXETER.
The sixth annua! tournament of the Huron Ind-

ians was held at Exeter on Good Friday. The
weather was unpropitious all day, raining in the
morning and with a heavy northwest wind blow-
ing in the afternoon.

An excellent program divided into two parts

had been prepared. Part T consisted of five

events of fifteen targets each and one ot twenty,
a total of 95 birds. B. W. Glover of London and

F. Kerr of Exeter tied for high average with 83
birds each; R. Day of London following closely

with 82 and J. E. Jennings of Toronto with 81.

There were five high average and other valuable
prizes.

The second part of the program consisted of four
events of 20 targets each in which J. E. Jennings
of Toronto was high with 74. B. W. Glover and
R. Day of London tied for second place with 71

each.

Interest throughout the day centred in Xo. 3 of
the second part of the program—the contest for

the silver tankard for the amateur championship
of Western Ontario. This tankard was first put
up for competition in 1907, the condition being
that it must be won twice by the same person
before becoming his property. On the first con-

test it was won by R. Day of London with a score

of 20 straight; in 1908 by B. W. Glover of London
with 20 straight; in 1909 by S. F. Fitton of Exeter
with 18; in 1910 by AV. D. Brintnell, Exeter, and
this year by B. W. Glover, London, with 20
straight. As this is Mr. Glover's second win the

tankard thus becomes his own property.

The scores for the day were as follows:

Total shot at. Total score.

J. E. Hovey 175 142

W. G. Holmes 175 137

J. E. Cantelon 175 149

F. Kerr 175 149

J. Triebner 175 125

D. Hartleib 175 139

T. Baker 95 49
W. D. Brintnell 135 96
S. Fitton 98 61

J. Hunkin 95 59

J. Jennings 175 154

M. Broderick 95 77

Dr. Kennedy 95 58

S. Webb 175 128

T. Carling 135 98

W. Johns 95 56

R. Sheardown 95 57

B. W. Glover 175 154

R. Day 175 153

D. Hurdon 95 86

RIDGETOWN TOURNAMENT.
In spite of the disagreeable weather on May 1st

and 2nd the annual tournament of the Ridgetown
Gun Club was the usual big success, a large numb-
er of shooters enjoying themselves at their favor-

ite pastime.

Monday's program, which was a sort of curtain

raiser to the big day on Tuesday, consisted of

three events, a 50-bird long distance handicap, a

two-man team race at 50 birds, and a miss and
out.

The first was won by H. Taylor with a score of

41, followed bv H. D. IBates with 40 and H. Scane
with 37.

The team shoot was won by W. Thorold and E.

G. White, of Ottawa, with a score of 86 out of 100.

S. Coll and H. D. Bates followed closely with 85,

and third money was taken by D. Wigle, of Kings-

ville. and Charles Scane.

The missand-out went to Fred Oalbraith with

a score of 18; H. D. Bates. 2nd with 17; D. Wigle
3rd with 16. and W. Thorold 4th with 15.
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I—ii CLABROLOn
OLNS"
Established 1865.

' When the Duck are flighting—when the wings
' are whirring and the excitement of the Sport is

* thrilling every nerve—when the bag Is slowly but
* surely getting larger—when tbe GUN is firing

' smoothly and steadily—then is the time when
' the real enjoyment of shooting is experienced.
* But the GUN is the thing; if it fails, the day is

' spoilt, if it is untrue, the enjoyment is gone.

Clabrough Guns
' are British made and renowned the world over;

' we manufacture them with the object of giving
' the user the best obtainable—finish—durability

—

' density of pattern—penetration—perfection ! We
' have been manufacturing Fine Guns for fifty

' years, and we put into our Guns the result of

' that long experience.

' Remember—a good Gun is an economy. It will

' give you more pleasure and cost you less in the
' long run than a so-called 'cheap article.'

' Now Is the time to order your gun, made to your
' own requirements. Maybe your Dealer does not
' stock our Guns, or has not exactly what you ask
' for. DON'T let this trouble you and—DON'T
' be put off with another make—Simply write to

' us, and we will see that you have the Gun YOU
' want, and also oiir Art Catalogue, priced In

' Dollars—so write at once—it is to your advan-
' tage!"

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. Clabrouffh Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works,

Birmingham.

Marbles
fiAME PtETTER PtUN

and Outing Specialties

will ImproveYour Outing
The Game Getter Gun combines

in one weapon a .44 and .22 rifle and
.44 shotgun of full proportions, suited

to big or small game. Folds up
and fits in a holster over or under
your coat. Just the thing to

take on a fishing trip, a jaunt or

a ride.

Light, slender
and symmetrically
patterned. Effect-

[ga>[ ive as any gun of
same caliber made.
Won't kick or shoot
wild. Cannot be fired

accidentally— a weap-
on you can trust. You
can get large game—do

wing shooting—or
enjoy small game shoot-
ing and target practice

using expen-

2
Guns
in

1

without
sive ammunition.
Used by thousands of

sportsmen and outers.

Has two barrels, upper
one .22, lower one .44,

smooth bored, for shot or
round ball; lengths 12, 15
and 18 inches.

The SafetyPocketAxe
is a strong, high grade axe.

with a shielded blade,
adaptable to chop-
ping trees, blazing
trails and every need
of an outer. Hunt-
ing Knife, Water-
Proof Match Box and
Handy Coat Com-
pass, which attaches

to garment in con-
stant sight, are ab-
solute necessities to

the outer.
Ask your dealer.

Sample of Nitro Sol-
vent Oil for his

name. Send for 60 page catalog of Marble's
60 Outing Specialties.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

Successor to M.\RBL1- S.\rETV AXE CO. 9

Handy Coat
Compass

Water-Proof
Match Box
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Porhaps the most popular iH'i'Ioriiiancc ol the

day was when Fred Mih>s, the <;enial proprietor of

the Arlington Hotel, filled in the last squad of the

team shoot and broke 2") straii^nt.

On Tuesday a number of new shooters arrived

and the traps were kept jroing from morning until

evening. H. D. Bates' shooting was the surprise

of the day, he breaking 190 out of 200 in a sti-ong

wind and taking high average. Fred Galbraith

was second with 180, while F. Dolesen, of Chat-

ham, won low average with a score of 143. The
following is the full score, there being ten events

of 20 birds each;

Shot at. Hit.

Dunk , ,

21111 Kil

Fred. Galbraitli 2iMl ISO

Wigle 200 1(34

Stotts .
21)0 1.53

Laing 200 l.r2

Thorold 200 159

Bowden 1>!0 117

Holliiigshead 2i)0 144

Kofhler ISO 137

C. Soane 20O 162

Wright 160 122

Tavlor 200 160

H."Scane ... 180 142

Pav 200 175

Coll ,180 1.55

Nichols .180 143

ijolsons 200 147

-Frank Galbraith 200 179

Bates .200 190

E. G. White . .
200 166

F. Miles 240 107

Knliinson . 120 90

Co.\ ... 120 80

Burk . . 1 20 83

Hartford 100 71

E. W. Burnet 15

Breich 14

Cooper 12

C. Rook , . .4
At the third shoot -Mr. .1. W'ayper made the

highest score, getting 25 out of a possible.

SHOOTING AT HESPELER.
'I'lic ilespelpr Gun Club hclil what was tlie first

of a series of four shooting matches for a silver

cup donated by Marty Washburn, competed for by
members who have not yet won a prize, and
given to the one with the highest average at the

end of the series. Scores at 25 blue rock clay

birds:

J. Wavper. e.v-champion of Can-.ula 22

E. W. Burnet 19

.1. Ijiersph Ifl

,1. .McLelland 19

C. Stark . . 17

H. Sachs . 1(1

^.. Sachs . , 15

1!. .Tohn.sti>;i ... 14

K. Katon 12

C. Hook 7

A. (;rill , li

Scores at the second sIiohl :

J. Wavper }:',

R. .loiinston 21

,1. McLelland 20

.1. r.iersch . , 20
V. Washburn 20
E. Katon . 18

Geo. Flig!,' . 19

TROPHY SHOOT AT GALT.
The last of the series ended in a tie between

I. Liercsh and ilr. Roj' Johnston, who each broke
73 birds out of 100. Mr. .Jos. Wayper, ex-cham-
pion, who had the highest score in all the match-
es, was not shooting for the trophy, but merely
for a practice and pastime. The following are
the last scores out of a possible of 25 Irirds:

J. Wayper. 23; J. Liersch, 21: E. Eaton, 16; C.

Briech, 16; Roy Johnston, 15; H. Sachs, 14; C.

Rooke, 10; E. Burnet, 8. J. McLelland broke 32

out of 50.

On the ranges of the Gait Rifie and Gun Club a

shoot was held for the medal donated by the Club,
Previously it had been won by H. D. Sherwood
and G. Nickason, but it nuist be won by the
same contestant three times before it becomes
his property. On Sntnrday afternoon with 87

out of a possible 100, Dr, Burnett reached the top
score, and will now become the holder of the
medal. The scores were:

Dr. Burnett, 87: H, D. Sherwood, 83; W. Clark,
83: .1. Evans, 81; G. Xickason, 77; N. Hawlev, 75;

II, Teet, sr., 74: H. Teet, jr.. 73; J. Fulton, 71;

A. Smith, 63; J. Clark, 63; E. Clark, 60; A. B.

Dunn, 57; W. Smith. 57: .T. Clement, .55; A. Ful-

ton, 53; J, Graham. 32.

Scores on April 19th:

W. Clark, 88; E. Clark, 85; J. Fulton, 83; A.
Fulton, 79; Dr. Burnet. 78; W. Marshall, 77; H.
Teet, sr., 75; A. E. Dunn, 73; H. Teet, jr., 72;

X. Hawlcy, 71; A. Smith. 71; J, Dryden, 68; J.

Clemens, 08: G. Nickason, 67; J. Ciark, 63; T.
.Vrmstrong. 62; Dr, MacRae. 54; Dr, Campbell,
48; E, Wilcox, 35,

On April 29th E. G. White, representative of

the Dupont Powder Co., was present and took

l>ar( in the match. The scores were as follows,

the first three at 15 and the rest at 25.

E. G. White. 9; A, Oliver, 9; F, Palmer, 7; E,

Clark. 12: W. Watson, 23; W. Hancock, 12; H.
Shearwood. 13; H. Teet, 7; J. Clark. 19; W.
Smith. 4: W. Clark. IS; .\. Harvic, 17: F. Des-
pond, 14; W, Marshall. 20; W, Ferless, 14; P.

Sheldon, 17; A. Smith, 22.

On May 6th the shooting was for a prize doiuit-

ed b.v George Bernhardt of Preston. Scores, all

with 25 birds:

A. Smith, 23: F. Despond. 20; E. Clark, 20; .1.

Gibson, 20: J. Evans. 20: W. Ferless, 19; W.
Watson, 18; W. Marshall, 18: A. Ilarvie, 17: H.
.Shearwood. 16: A. J. Oliver. 15; W, Hancock. 15:

•T. Clark, 14; W, Smith, 14: W. Clark, 11: T.

Toles, 11; H. Teet, 9: Dr. Burnett, 10.
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LEARN TRAPSHOOTING.
AN ALL YEAR ROUND SPORT.

Closely parallels actual hunting conditions. The open air—the
sudden, swift flight of the bird, the opportunity for quick, ac-
curate shooting—all combine to make trapshooting

FASCINATING AND HEALTHFUL.
Quickly develops the novice into a skilled shot because of the op-
portunity for regular and continuous shooting under favorable
conditions and pleasant surroundings.
Keeps the old hunter from getting rusty between game seasons.
The clay pigeons are in Hight every day in the year.

Join your local club. If there's none nearby

START A GUN CLUB — WE WILL HELP
Write for free Gun Club Organization Booklet No. 59.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY
•• Pioneer Powder Makers of America "

Established 1802. >^ I I timii^V Wilmington, Del.

9

Mosquito Glove Mosquito Veil Mosquito Glove

with whole fingers
with horiehBtr window and self-clofting

valve for cigar, tobacco-pipe, etc. with half fingers.

The Mosquito Gloves, made of

greenish, impregnated cambric,
are a perfect protection against

stings. Quite indispensable for

anglers, hunters, holiday mak-
ers, etc

Price per pair .$1.50.

The Mosquito Veils, made of

greenish Brussels cambric, are
perfectly untearable. The horse-
hair window enables one to see

clearly, and the self-closing valve
with metal frame permits smok-
ing, and is an especially great
advantage. Price $1.00 each.

Sold by all Sporting goods dealers ; if you cannot buy
it direct, write to

Otto. T. E. Yeit
64 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont. ^i
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SHOOT AT BEAMSVILLE.
Rain on Good Friday seriously interfered with

what promised to be one ot the most interesting

shoots in the annals of the Gun Club, and kept

nearly all the competitors away. A fair after-

noon's sport was carried out, however, Dr. Beam,
of St. Catharines, winning the high average prize

and G. S. Karr, of Beamsville, the consolation.

Seven 'events were shot off, and the following are

the main scores.

Shot at. Totals.

C. H. Pnidhomme 110 76

J. Gulp 110 96

U Konkle 110 90
Dunk •-.. 110 97'

Dr. Beam 110 97

Dr. Killmer 110 90

C. Thompson 110 94

iiaj. Singer 110 87

H. Robinson 110 92

G. S. Karr 110 82

McGregor 10 8

Boose 10 10

Newhouse 10 3

E. Konkle 10 5

Reid 10 10

D. Fisher 10 8..

Sinclair 10 11

Tallman 20 15

Orth 10 6

Fleming 10 6

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE PASTIME
(STRATFORD) GUN CLUB.

The annual meeting of the Pastime Gun Club
was very largely attended. The election of offi-

cers for the ensuing year resulted as follows:

President, J. P. Aitcheson; vic£-president, F. Nash;
secretary-treasurer, W. Boles; directors, K. C.

Turnbull, F. Smith and Thos. Savage.

At present it does not appear as if the Western
Ontario Trapshooters' League will materialize this

year. A couple of the clubs have signified their

intention of "dropping out."

WOODSTOCK GUN CLUB.
At the annual meeting of the Woodstock Gun

Club the following officers were elected:

Hon. President, Mr. J. E. Thompson; President,

Mr. Jos. Maynard; Vice-President, ilr. Dan Mil-

ler; Secretary -Treasurer, Mr. R. M. Mueller; Field
Captain, Mr. E. Dougal; Management Committee,
Messrs. G. Walker, G. H. Geddings, E. Dutton,
Dr. A. B. Welford and Geo. Douglas.
The report for the past year showed the club

to be in fine financial condition and great interest

was shown in trap shooting, for more than 10,000
targets had been used. There were sixty mem-
bers enrolled last year, and it is hoped to have at
least one hundred this year.

It is the intention of the management to have
one, and possibly two, tournaments dxiring the
Bummer, open to all amateur shooters, with suit-

able prizes for the different events.

THE PETERBOROUGH CLUB.
At the annual meeting of the Peterborough Gun

Club the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:

Hon. President, J. D. Collins; President, R.
Tivey; Captain, C. Lech; Secretary -Terasurer, C.

Wood.
All arrangements were made for the coming

season. It is intended to arrange matches with
other clubs of the district during the season.
The opening shoot of the season was held with

a splendid turn-out of members. Following are
the scores, at fifteen birds:

C. Hill, 11; H. Routley. 10; C. Wood, 10; J. D.
Collins, 8; W. Dayman, 8; R. Tivey, 7; C. James,
7; C. Lech, 7;; H. W. Cook, 6; J. C. Castor, 6;

H. Sawers, 5; L. Hall, 4; K. G. Lech, 4; C. Mills,

3; G. Linton, 3.

GOOD SHOOTING AT WATERLOO.
The members of the Waterloo Gun Club had

fine sport on Good Friday. The high wind made
conditions rather unsuitable for trap shooting,
but nevertheless some good scores were made.
The prize for high gun was won by Geo. E. Avery
with a score of 42 of a possible 50. The first

sweep was won by L. Bowman, second by Albert
Hergott and third by E. F. Seagram. The win-
ners were presented with handsome engraved gold
lockets. Scores

:

10 15 25 Br.
Bowman 8 11 22 41

Bruce 7 12 16 35
Seagram 7 11 22 40
Avery 7 15 20 42
Hartmann 5 10 20 35
Dumart 4 6 15 25
Hergott 4 13 13 32
Scully 3 7 18 28
Witt 3 9 16 28
Kuntz 3 7 17 27
Marshall 2 10 21 33

NEW CLUB HOUSE.
The St. Thomas Gun Club has awarded the

tender to Charles Prue for a new clubhouse to
be built on the club's grounds. With their new
blue rock trap and their Fulford pigeon trap, to-

gether with their new clubhouse and other up-to-

date equipment, the St. Thomas Club will have
one of the best outfits in the country.

GOOD SCORES AT GUN CLUB SHOOT.
Some fifteen members of the St. Thomas Gun

Club held a live bird shoot Good Friday, when
some excellent scores were made. There were
only five shooters in the live bird contest owing
to the fact that only 15 birds were available for
each man. The birds were agile specimens and
good fliers, and this, together with the high wind
blowing and the distance limit of 31 yards, made
the shooting difficult.

Bob Emslie, the National Leagrue umpire, again
demonstrated his ability in this line by grabbing
the high score, 14 out of a possible 15. Mr.
Emslie has taken part in five live bird tourna-
ments this year and has never been defeated.
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Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented)

.

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the

Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar) , and at such elevation as suits best.

The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point
Blank.

Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds down flat on the

Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to

.22 Calibre Rifles.)

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game

A Paradise tor the Camper
and Angler :: Ideal

Canoe Trips

QThe country traversed by the Reid New-
foundland Oompany's system is exceed-

ingly rich in all kinds of fish and game.

q All along the route of the Railway are

streams famous for their SALMON and
TROUT fishing, some of which have a

world wide reputation.

fl Information cheerfully given upon ap-

plication to

J. W. N. JOHNSTONE, Gen. P««8. Agent

REID NEWFOUNDLAND CO.
ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAN

YOU know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you g'et them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes
to a mallard countr\' takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he
does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $Zi
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.
Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,
20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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The Ridgetowii Club was well represented by

Mr. George Laing, a first-class sportsman and a

real good fellow. Scores:

R. D. Emslie, 14; \V. J. McCance, 13; R. Coffey,

12; Geo. Laing, 12; W. Miles, 11.

Pere Marquette Rod and Gun Club Gets

Under Way.
The Pere Marquette Rod & (iun Club held their

Inital shoot, when C. Montgomery and Mr. W.
Gritfith opened the game with about 20 members
participating. The scores were fairly good, con-

sidering the shooters were new. A special fea-

ture was the shooting of little Willie Smitli, 11

years old, who broke three birds out of the first

five at which he ever shot.

ALBURY GUN CLUB.

The last shoot of the season was held by the

Albury Gun Chib at the farm of Mr. C. D-akin,

west of Rednerville. There was a large attendance

of good shots, including some noted marksmen
from Belleville, Roblin's Mills and Demorestville

clubs. The chief attraction was the competition

for a beautiful silver cup donated by the Geo.

White & Co., of Trenton, to the person making

the highest score breaking blue rocks. It was

arranged that each man shooting should fire ii

50 birds. The club made every provision for the

comfort of those in attendance by having a

shanty heated for those who desired to warm,
while plenty of ammuniton was supplied at cost.

A great deal of credit is due Mr. Earl Weese, presi-

dent, and Mr. Chas. Dakin, secretary, for the

satisfactory arrangements in all the details for

the shoot." There must have been close upon

one hundred present, and a finer lot of guns has

never been seen at Albui-y at a shoot before, in-

cluding such makes as Tobin, Parker, Stephens.

Winchester and Ithaca. Every .sportsman knows
an ordinary gun has not much show against one

of these celebrated makes in the hands of an

expert. The score was unusually low. which was

mainly due to the strong wind blowing head on

the trap.

Scores, out of 50 shots:

Bart Russell. 35: William Hicks. 33; Earl

Weese. 30: L. Williams. 29: Harry Adams, 28: G.

Bennett. 28: D. T. Stafford. 27: Raymond Rob-

lin. 27; Ch.arles Dakin. 27; W. Harris, 27: W. R.

Weese, 25: Hiram Adams, 26: W. E. Watt, 24;

John Bovav, 23; Dr. Cryan, 22; P. Bovay, 20.

AT BELLEVILLE.

A number of the members of the Belleville Gun
Club had a shoot at 25 clay pigeons each, and

some creditable scores were made. Scores:

G. Bennett, 22; .T. Woodley, 21; E. B. Harris,

20: J. Thompson, 19: M. Sprague. 18: W. J. An-

drews. IS: R. G. Stafford. 16: B. McGuire, 16:

A. C. Mott, 14; J. Miller. 10.

DOINGS AT CHATHAM.
Despite the fact that the traps of the Chatham

Gun Club were possessed with more than the or-

dinary throwing powers, excellent scores were

nevertheless regist'Cred by the majority of the

shniitiTs at the recent meet. The tarsets were

thrown from 55 to 60 yards at a rate much faster

than the shooters are familiar with, and that

many possibles were not made is perhaps due to

this fact.

The competition for the Dupont trophy was
to have been shot off, but was postponed at the

last minute and will be competed for in the near

future. George Dunk, representative of the Do-

minion Cartridge company, and R. Day, of Lon-

don, who was fourth high man at the annual
shoot of the Ridgetown Gun Club, were among
the visitors in attendance. They both made good
scores throughout the afternoon.

In the 20 bird event some excellent shooting

was done, the first relay of shooters breaking 25

straight biids before a miss was made.
The scores were as follows, all at ten birds

except Xo. 7, which was at 20 birds:

Event No. 1—W. B. Wells, 5; W. D. Elliott,

9; R. Day, 9.

Event Xo. 2—Geo. McGarvin, 7; B. Oldershaw,

5; .1. Moore, 8.

Event Xo. 3—W. D. Elliott, 8; W. B. Wells, 2;

R. Dav, 9; W. H. Xichol, 6; G. Dunk, 9.

Event Xo. 4—W. S. Richards, 9: B. Oldershaw,

2; J. J. Moore. S; G. McGarvin. 5: G. Dunk, 9.

Event Xo. .5—W. B. Wells. 4: W. D. Elliott, 9;

W. H. Xichol, 6; R. Dav, 5; G. Dunk, 8.

Event Xo. 6—W. S. Richards, 7; B. Older-

shaw. 6; R. Dav, 8: J. Moore. 7; G. McGarvin, 7.

Event Xo. 7—W. S. Richards. 17; R. Day, 17;

G. Dunk, 17; W. D. Elliott. 17; J. Moore, 18;

W. B. Wells. 6: W. H. Xichol, 15; B. Oldershaw,

8; G. Dunk, 18: G. McGarvin. 11.

A GOOD SCORE.

The first blue rock shoot was held at Tillson-

burg recently, and considering the weather was
not very bright the score was good. Scores at

ten birds:

Park Xeal, 10: M. S. Somers, 8; Dr. Atkinson,

7; Jim Vance. 7: S. G. Vance. 7.

BRANDON GUN CLUB SHOOT.

The following is the result of the shoot of the

Brandon Gun Club: Bert Sutherland 23, W. Swartz

22. D. E. Clement 21, T. M. Williamson 18, Mr.

Julvan 15, W. Crozier 14, W. Ainge 13, Dr. Cliureh

13. Dr. Doran 10, Mr. Donnelly 9. Allan Kelly S.

F. Laughton 8, C. F. Corness 6. J. Vashbinder 6,

O. Trumbell 6. S. Thompson 7, Mr. Gorman 4,

Candv Ravmond 2, S. E. Fawcett 1.

MANITOU GUN CLUB ORGANIZED.

.\t tlie inaugural meeting of the Manitou Gun
Club the following officers were elected for the

year 1911:—Hon. Robt. Rogers, Hon.-President

:

R. A. Garrett. President: Geo. T. Armstrong, Vice-

President; R. L. Gillerlain, Secy.-Treas.; H.

Dunsford, Field Captain.

W. J. McKay, the Union Metallic Company's ex-

]>ert has been busily engaged at the Winnipeg
country club stakins out the ground for the new
sliontint: traps and rifle ranges.
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iREENER SHOOT STRONG-LAST LONG
^^L ^^V W^ ^^T ^M "Extract from letter from Melbourne, Australia."

^^Hl^^^ ^h^ JJ^I I^^P "This gun is the property of a friend o( mine—one of the best "field"

•hots in Victoria, who is «lso a successful shot over the traps. The

gun has had over 40,000 shots fired out of it and the owner declares that it shoots closer and with greater

penetration now than when it was new ; although only chambered for 2^ in. cases it has been used for

years with great success for Pigeon shooting, and a match was won with it as recently as last Saturday."

Catalog R 1 FREE.

63 & 65 BEAVER HALL HILL
MONTREAL, P. Q.

W. W. GREENER
i* The Mauser

EACH THE BEST OF ITS KIND.

Haenel Mannlicher Sporting Rifles.

Mauser Sporting Rifles, Mannlicher Schoenauer Sporting Rifles

Ask your dealer or write us for description and prices. H. TAUSCHER CO., 320 Broadway, N.Y.

Toa ftre thssole^

Judge oTlbf en-
gine and Its
merlU. 25,000
f;itis.ficd users.
tireatOHt Kngine
Karpain ever ofTei

fd. N"thing com-
plicated or liabli

to get out of order
Waterproof lEnition
evstem Ilanej rerandedlfjoa ftrenot alUflod,

Demonstrator Attenti
'wanted In nirj

boatliiK cammunll;.
b|>e<:iat nbolcaate price

CDthotlrBluut8t sold

Single Ojl , 'J-Hh p.;

duubtecjl .
8-211 h. p ;

4 ojl , 2it-&U b. p.

Suitvble foraDjboftl.
caooe tooruieer AlBo
nllr«d trac< c«r. All

erifmci cuuiplct« wltb
lt>n^ Free«.^tatog.

>q IV/S£- DUCK
or the wildest goose is easy
lured within gun range by
the use of uur make of Auto-
matic Canvas Decoys. None
Better. Write for pi ices of
decoys and duck calls.

J.W. Reynold! Decoy Factory. 117 N. MaySt.,Chicago.U.S.A.

^trolt liluffUie Works. i3bi Jefferson Ave.* Detroit, Midi*

The Sure Death Trap
This trap catches animals by the neck instead

of the feet, killinu them instantly without injury
to the pelt. A humane feature that is certainly
commendable, besides it aaves every fur to the
trapper. It is made in three sizes and has the best
trigger action ever put on a trap. Thia trap has
made a great record for itself the past aeaion. One
Trapper cau|;ht i8 Mink and lo Muskrats with three
traps. Send a dime for our new 84 oage illuitrated
Trappers' Guide. It explains everything.

TRAPPERS SUPPLY CO., BOX C. DAVENPORT, tOWA

ow used /
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A BRITISH COLUMBIA TOURNAMENT.
The Quesnel (British Columbia) Gun Club ar-

ranged an ambitious shoot for Good Friday and

brought it off successfully. Following are the

scores:

Event Xo. 1—Practice, 10 birds—Jacobs, 9;

Patenaude, Dale and Carson, 7; W. B. Anderson,

D. H. Anderson, Hauiilton, 5; Brown, Carver and

Brady, 4; Booth, Freeman and Scobie, 3; C.

Johnston, 2.

Event Xo. 2—5 birds, Sweepstake. Entrance

25c, money divided 50, 30 and 20—*Carver, 5

•Booth, 5; 'Freeman, 5; *Price, 5 *Jacobs, 5

D. H. Anderson. 4; Brady, 4; Carson, 4; Dale, 4

W. B. Anderson. 4; Brown, 4; Patenaude, 2

Willis, 2; G. Johnston, 1; Hamilton, 1. •—Shot
"miss and out," resulting—Carver, 1st; Freeman,
2nd; Price, 3rd.

9: Cameron, 6: Carver (Capt.), 13. Total, 76.

Event Xo. 5.—"Ladies' Shoot." 25 targets;

handicap

—

(

1.—G. Johnston (8), 23; 2.—Brown, (4), 23; 3.—
Scobie (6), 22; 4.—Patenaude, (2), 22; 5.—Carver
(4). 22; 6.—Freeman, (3). 22: 7.—Brady, (7), 22;

8.—Jacobs (scratch), 20: 9.—Dale, (2), 20; D. H.
Anderson, (6). 20: Booth, (6). 19; Price, (4), 19;

Avison, (4), 19; Hamilton, (6), 19; Willis. (5), 18;

Foster, (8), 17; C. Johnston, (6), 16; Smith, (8),

15; W. B. Anderson, (4), 14; Cameron, (6), 11;

Windt, (8), 10.

Event Xo. 6.—Fifth competition for Cariboo

Observer Trophy (handicap*.—25 targets:

Score Total.

•Freeman (4), 21 25

•Dale (1) 24 25
Brodv. (7), 14 21

Members of the Quesnel (B.C.) Gun Club at their Good Friday Shoot.

Event No. 3—19th Century Shoot—2 prizes-

•Jacobs, 8; 'Dale, 8; Freeman, 7; Brown, 6

Patenaude, 5; Willis, 5; D. H. Anderson, 5

Price, 4; Carson, 4; W. B. Anderson, 4; Scobie, 3

Hamilton, 2; Smith, 2; Brady, 1; Windt, 1.
*—

Shot "miss and out" contest, resulting, Jacobs,

1st; Dale, 2nd.

Event No. 4—G men Team Shoot^25 birds.

Silver medals to winning team, presented by the

Secretary-Treasurer, R. R. Carver:

Patenaude, 23; Willis, 15; Brady, 15; Carson,
9; Foster, 8; Freeman (Capt.), 14." Total, 84.

Dale, 19; Price, 10; Booth. 12; Hamilton, 9;

G. Johnston, 12; W. B. Anderson (Capt.), 15.

Total, 77.

Jacobs, 23; D. Anderson, 15; Scobie, 10; Avison,

C. Johnston, (6), 17 23
Brown, (4) 16 20
Patenaude, (1) 22 23
Jacobs, (scratch 19 19

Willis, (5), 14 19

.Scobie, (6), 13 19

Price, (3), 15 18

W. B. Anderson, (5) 13 18

G. .Johnston, (8), 9 17

Hamilton, (6) 10 16
Carson, (5), 9 14

•Shot off tie. Won by Freeman.

This trophy is to be competed for every two
weeks until Labor Day. The person scoring the

greatest number of wins up to that time, keeps
the trophy for all time.
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Percentage for the day:—
Jacobs

." lOS

Patenaude 106

Dale • 125

Brown ; 80
Freeman 104

Carver 73

D. H. Anderson 95

J. Willis 90

Price 92

Brady 105

W. B. Anderson 100

Booth 67

G. Johnston 95

S. Scobie 100
Avison 50

C. Johnston 60
Carson 75

Hamilton 100

SHOOTING AT WINNIPEG.
99



Sportsmen have usually consiilered guns equip-

ped with automatic shell ejectors as being compli-

cated and liable to get out of order. As far as

most automatic ejectors are concerned this impres-

sion has been correct. Inventors have been striv-

ing for years to produce an ejector which would be

simple and strong, and practically impossible to

break or get out of order. The one point in auto-

matic ejectors that has given the manufacturers

and inventors the most difficulty has been the fine

adjustment that has been necessary to have it oper-

ate properly. A little wear or rust has been all

that was necessary to put most of these ejectors

out of commission. The Fox gun has always been

equipped with the strongest and best ejector made
up to the present time, but during the past years

their inventors have been working continuously on

an ejector with the idea of eliminating all fine ad-

justments, at the same time adhering strictly to

the Fo.x ilea of simplicity and strength of mechan-
ism which has characterized all Fox guns. After
j'ears of costly experimental work, and inventing

and patenting several ejectors, they finally dis-

covered the true principle on which an ejector

should work, and it is by far the simplest that has

ever been devised, its action is positive, and all

fine adjustment is eliminated. One of the best

evidences of the originality of this invention is

that the U.S. Patent Oflice, after careful search,

allowed every claim filed in the original application

without amendment. This is an unusual oecur-

rance in the United States Patent Office and
proves that something radically new has been in-

vented. One of the chief features of the Fox 1011

ejector is that the trip which releases the ejector

methanism and causes the fired shell to be ejected

fro:M the gun, is set in a definite operative position

when the hammer is fired, and it remains station-

ary in this operative position until the ejector

mechanism has been tripped and the shell ejected.

This feature is absolutely new. and being perform-
ed by positive action makes the ejection absolutely
ceitain and reliable. Spiral springs are used
throughout the entire construction, and the num-
ber of parts reduced to the minimum. Spiral
springs are unbreakable and guaranteed for all

time. The Fox ejecting mechanism is practically
a duplicate of the Fox lock, which has stood the
test of many years, and given service not obtain-
able in any other fire arm. All parts of the ejec-

tor are heavy in construction and are of the un-
breakable type. This ejector has been examined
by some of the best experts in the Country and
pronounced one of the most valuable improvements
that has ever been placed on a shot gun. This
new ejector is now supplied on all Fox Guns, and
any of the regular gmn &ni sporting goods dealers
will be glad to show it to those who are interested.

The Capital Boat and Canoe Works of Ottawa
advises the re<^'ipt by them of an order for a racing

war canoe for the Parkdale Canoe Club. They
intend to see to it that they are not to blame if

the Parkdale colors are not carried to victory du-

ring the contests of the coming season.

"The Dominion Cartridge Company Limited,

have issued a new and very attractive hanger en-

titled "His First Duck" which they will bo pleased

til mail tree of charge to any sportsnutn sending
his full name and address together with the make
of shells or cnrtriilges and the powder he uses."

For the api)roaching vacation season and its

kindred joys, there is nothing more serviceable

and necessary for an outdoor man or boy's equip
ment tlian a Stevens Small P>ore Rifle. Such well-

known and thoroughly reliable models as the
•^tevens Miiynard lunior. Crack Shot, Favorite
and Visible Loading Kepcating Kifles have for

years been acknowledged to be without an equal
in their class—always considered the pioneer
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GHALLEN6C
WATERPROOF

t^OLLARS

^NEWHOUSE
TRAP

Made
sizes to

anything irom

rat to Dear.

ONEIDA COI
NIAGARA FALLS,

This Trap
IS aDsolutely

reliaDle.

Never rails to

nola ^ame.

c/3tall
I

Dealers

\ L-m

This 21 foot Launch, 4 foot 9 beam, com-
plete with 3 H.P. Roberts Motor $300.00,
true worth in this model at low price.
Seaworthy, Steady, Staunch, Safe, Rigid,
will carry more with comfort than any
other boats of their size. They are high
class in finish and refinement, designed
by best Naval Architect in America.
Only a few at these special prices.

Our expenses are light, and profits small,
the whole story is too long to tell here.
Write us.

BRACEBRIDOE LAUNCH WORKS
BRACEBRIDGE, ONT.

Save you money
Stop all laundry troubles. "Chal-
lenge" Collars can be cleaned with
a rub from a wet doth—smart and
dressy always. The correct dull

finish and te.xture of the best linen.

If your dealer hasn't "Challenge" Brand
write us enclosing money, 25c. for collars.
50?. pel p".ii for cuffs We will supply
you. Send for new style book.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA
Limited

54-64 Fraser Ave., Toronto, Can.

S143

[GEn
On

GEI IHIS CATAIOGUE
liiXilUtliif ^ le Largest m ilic V«oiIa _

On SPEED PROPELLER WHEELS
Reverse Gears and Marine Hardware

Everything New and Up-te-Date
We want every man who bulds, own-
or sells boats to get onr 1911 frei

catalog. Prices right, satis-
faction guaranteed. Immense
stocli, prompt shipment, money
saved by getting catalog today
MICHIGAN WHFEL COMPANY

'in--' Cinsl .St . Hranii RupidB. -Mjr li

r.s.v

L
u^

ET ihe full
flavor out
o of €he V

tobacco
If you are one of those

chaps who "simply can't

smoke a pipe." then real-

ly you are to be pitied.

For it is true that tobac-

co's most blissful joys are reserved for

pipe smokers. Your friend lights up his

g-ood old briar and puffs contentedly on

some rare mixture whose fragrance is

like incense—many a time you've envied

him. But you need envy him no longer.

You may share with him the pipe's full-

est pleasures if you smoke a B.B.B. l^ot

only for pleasure and comfort's sake, but

for downright economy and healthfulness

a B.B.B. should be your choice. Made
from thoroughly seasoned Briar by Eng-

lish pipemakers of long experience and
constructed on strictly hygienic princi-

ples, it secures to tiie pipe smoker all the

richness of blend, all the nitural flavor

and all the pure fragrance of the tobacco.

AW dealers—all styles—all prices.
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small bore arms of efficiencv. Progressive hard-

ware and sporting goods mereliants earry Stevens

rifles in stock and are in position to supply them at

attractive prices. We would suggest that pros-

pective campers, canoeists, vacationists, yachts-

men, etc., be sure to include a Stevens rifle in their

equipment for the "Great Out-of-Doors". For
small game and target shooting, these time honored
rifles are positively unexcelled and their popular
price places them within the reach of all. The
Bull's Eye accuracy of Stevens Rifles is almost
proverbial. Send twenty cents in stamps to J.

Stevens Arms and Tool Company Cliicopee Falls,

Mass., for their latest complete Firearm catalog
and Dan Beard's intensely interesting and instruc-

tive one hundred page book entitled "Guns and
Gunning."

-Also, the stock folds up and the gun fits in a
hoUter over or under the coat out of the way.
To make its name sufficiently broad to embrace

this gun and everything in its output the Marble

One of the biggest outing and hunting goods
manufacturing concerns in the country has, after

thirteen years of remarkable success, changed its

name. Formerly called the Marble Safety Axe
Company of Gladstone, Michigan, this large con-

cern has now adopted the name of the Marble
Arms and Manufacturing Company. The rejec-

tion of the old honored name of thirteen years'

prestige and the adoption of the new, marks how
really great has been the progress of the concern.

The old name was found far inadequate to cover

the business of the company—it signified only a

very small part of its product. Wlien the Marble
[Safety Axe C-ompany was organized thirteen years

ag ) by W. L. Marble, general manager of the

company, it was to manufacture an ingenious

safety pocket axe invented and used for many
years by Mr. Marble. From this it took its name
But from time to time other unique outing art-

icles, invented by ilr. Marble, were added to the
output of the plant until today si.vty distinct

articles of widely varying character are made by
this concern. Chief among them is the Marble
Game Getter Gun. a weapon unique in that it com-
bines 'two guns in one "—having two barrels, the

upper .44, the lower .22: shooting either shot, or

round ball or any length .22 cartridges. It does
wing shooting or big game work equally well

I

MR. W. L. MARBLE.

Company therefore adopted the new name of the

Marble Arms Manufacturing Co. This name wUl

hereafter be used in all the extensive advertising

of the company and in everything issuing from

the company so that the new name will soon

achieve a prestige equal to or greater than th«

old. Included in the 60 outing specialties made

by the company are nearly every necessity and

convenience for the outer's use, forty-three of

which were invented by Mr. Marble in his long

career as a practical huntsman and outer. Among
these are Safety and Sheath Hunting Knives,

Safety fish Knives. Safety A.xes. Safety Saws,

Safetv Coat Compasses. Waterproof Match Safes,

Flexible and Simplex Rear Sights. Leaf Sights,

Improved and Reversible Front Sights, Shot gun

THE MARBLE rACTORY.
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SEND US A $2 BILL FOR THIS

LARGE, 4-FOOT MODE.L BLERIOT MONOPLANE.
This model is complete

with d'"awings. instructions,
propeller, canvas wood,
wires, rubber, busling ayles
and wheels all ready to be
put together and fly. The
planes have a spread of 4 feet
and the model in all covers
an area of 12 square feet.

This Model is a delight to

any boy, and instructive as
well, and is exceedingly
graceful in flight. H. G
Carter, the designer and
manufacturer, is a famous
aviator, having made 27
flights in his own machine
and established record of
62 miles in s7 min.

tUj *-fc EACH, POST
7^^ PAID

Send us a two-dollar bill and
we will send you this Large
Model ready to be put to-

gether.
Our price for full size Bleriot Monoplanes without engine or
down form. We supply everything. Write us your requirem

CARTER e^ SON, Aviators and
201 Bennett Bidg., 99 Nassau St.

^S each
Prepaid*

propeller is 5.150 in knock
ents.

Nlanufacturers
New York

wandk motor
2i H. P.—$65.00 Complete.

NO DUTY.

Reversible—No Cranking—A Cool Exhaust
—5 Yr. Guarantee.

Just what you want for that small Launch,

Rowboat or Canoe.
Our Catalog tells all about it. Send

today.

W AND K IVI 0,T OR CO.
WALKERVILLE. ONT.

Magnificent Steel Launch $C||^"^ Complete With CnRine, Ready to Run ' ^\^
lO'<0-4& and ^ « lu boats at proportionate prices. All lanuches tesleil arra ntted wiiq

1 Detroit two-cycie reversible engines with speeii ccintrolling lever— siiiipjest eiipineiiiaile—slarta

without crankine—hasonlySiiiovineparU—anyonecan ruo it The Safe LliUUCh—abso-
lutely non-Ginkable—needs no boaihouse AH boats fitted with air-tight compartnieDts- can-

not sink, leak or rust We are sole owners of the patents for the manufacture of rolled eteel,

lock-seamed eteel boats. Orders filled tb© day tbev are received. Boats shipped to every

partof the world Free Catalog. Steel Kowboats, $"^0- (83J

MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO., 1,61 Jallerson Avenue, Detroit, Mlcb^ U. S.iL

MR. MOTORBOATMAN !
Now^is fitting out time—how about that

new outfit ?

Box Coils $5 and up.

Dash " $e •• "

Storage Battery, 6 volt

—

60 Amp, $17.00.

Power Whistles complete

$12.00.

All other goods in proportion

and no duty.

Steering wheels, propeller wheels, chocks, cleats. Stern Bearings, etc. Send for catalog.

Try our guaranteed Spiu-k Plugs, 75c.

R. H. SORENSEN Walkerville, Ont.
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Sights, Unbreakable Jointed Rifle Rods, Cleaners.

Anti Rust Ropes, Nitro-Solvent Oil. Boot Grease.

Auxiliary Cartridges. Broken Shell Extractors,

Boot Repairers, et<;. The sales of the company
have spread to every section of the globe, and its

goods are used by experienced sportsmen every-

where.

Four enlargements of the Marble plant have
measured its substantial, steady growth. Mr.
Marble started the business in a shed. The
same year the little shop gave place to a factor}'

with 600 square feet of floor surface. A year

later the business had so grown that it was neces-

sary to increase the floor space to 9,000 square

feet. Again the next year 4,000 square feet more
of floor space were added. The progress has

gone on with such amazing rapidity that today
the plant of the Marble Arms and Manufacturing
Company has 30.000 square feet of floor space and
is one of the finest factories in the country in

point of modem equipment. And back of all the
marvelous growth of the Marble concern is the

great popularity of ilarlile's Specialties.

i)etri)it has become the recognized center of the
gas engine industry. Here are located many small
concerns, and notably the largest business of its

kind in the world. The Gray Motor Company,
known wherever the motor boat enthusiast dis-

cusses the merits of gas engines.

Tor years the Gray Motor Company has had the

largest factorv in the world devoted exclusively to

the inanufaLliiif ni luo cycle in;iriMe gasoline en-

gines, and it has recently moved into a still larger

factory building 150 feet wide x 1040 feet in

length.

F.very important pai't of Gray Motors is made
in our big factory, so that we are able from
our own knowledge of the selections of materials
and careful machining of every ))art, to guarantee
each engine in the broadest possible manner.

Xo marine gas engine business in the world has
grown like this—the heads of departments have
developed with the business, and they are in syni-

j)athy witli both the welfare of their concern and
the needs and demands of their customers. They
watch the details, and this attention to detail has
produced the largest marine gasoline engine out-

put in the world.

of the good authorities the best short treatise on
the art of fishing in the language. This book is

given free with every genuine "Bristol" Rod pur-

chased in 1911. It is not given with their lower

priced rods. There are 144 pages in the book re-

plete with the information most needed by the

average fisherman as well as chapters on the

handling of a boat in a storm and the cooking of

vegetables, fish and other things. The volume is

compiled from the experiences of many guides in

many waters and is a notable addition to the

literature covering the art of angling.

In a school in a Western Ontario town is a little

girl who has not taken quickly to the mysteries of

addition. "One'n one':" asked the teacher, while

putting Tlie class through the easiest of the ad-

dition tables. The little girl referred to was the

only person in the class who couldn't give the

answer. "Two'n one?" asked the teacher. The
little girl smiled confidently, put up her hand and
when noticed by the teacher, said, "Shoe Polish '.

—

From Toronto Canadian Courier.

A motor suitable for small launches, rowboats
or canoes is made by the W. and K. ilotor Com^
pany of Walkerville, Ontario, and has been placed

in the market. It will be found specially suit-

able for Canadian waters being 21/2 horsepower
and is sold for $65. It is manufactured in Can-
ada by skilled mechanics from the best materials

and being built from a set of jigs is complete in

every detail, with all parts interchangeable, in-

cluding the bearings. Everything is easily ac-

cessible with an ordinary small wrench. All

bearings are extra large and made from Parsons'
^^^lite Bronze known the world over and used on
all the best automobiles in the country. The
motor carries a five years" guarantee. The firm

also carries a full line of motor boat fittings, full

information concerning which will be found in

their catalogue. A copy will be sent to all read-

ers applying to the Company direct at Walkerville,

Ontario and mentioning Rod an 1 Gun in Canada.

The Ilorton Manufacturing Company, makers of

the famous "Bristol" Steel Fishing Rods, are pub-

lishing a book (see cut above) entitled "Tricks and
Knacks of Fishing" which is pronounced by one

Suitable shooting lenses are an iivali'able help

to the man who uses a gun either for hunting or

for trap shooting. Two essential features of

good shooting lenses are strength and lightness,

features combined to a remarkable degree in the

lenses now being manufactured by the F. W. King
Optical Co. of Cleveland, Oliio. Instead of boring

the lenses, as is usually done, they are held in

position by the gold-filled rims which completely

surround them. By adopting this principle, lenses

not more than half the usual thickness are used.

A surprising demonstration of the abuse that King
lenses will stand without injury was given to a re-

presentative of Rod and Gun at their f;ictnry a

short time ago. A pair of the lenses was thrown
with considerable force a distance of more than

twenty feet alishting on a hardwood floor without

the slightest damage. It seems absolutely im-

possible to break the gold-filled rims. They can
be twisted just as shown in the illustration in their

advertisement and show no indication of being

weakened or damaged.
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On this page we are sliowing a few interior

views of tlie Ferro Macliine & Foundry Co.'s new
office at Cleveland, Ohio. As will be seen the

office is modern through. The company is try-

ing to make it still pleasaiiter by its employees'
welfare plan. Tlie top picture shows a corner

of the dining room conducted by the Ferro Co.,

where between sixty and seventy are served. Rest
rooms are provided for both the men and ladies.

Space in the basement has been set apart for

hand ball courts and other indoor games when the

weather does not permit outside recreation durins;

the noon hour. A big lot next to the office ip

being turned into a baseball diamond, handball and
ten is courts. The lowest ])icture shows another

part of this w'elfare work, a brancli of the Cleve-

land Public Lil)rary which has been installed in

the building for the convenience of the emploj-ees.
This is kppt stocked with such literature as they
read and an,v other books that may be wanted
are quickly furuisheil. The other pictures show
llie administrative offices housing the heads of

tlie various departments: and the general offices,

showing a part of the advertising and sales de-

portments looking after the largest marine en-

gine business in the world. The welfare work is

not confined to the office, but is carried out in the
factory as well. Among other things sanitary

drinking fountains can be found in the buildings

instead of the dirty, unhealthful pipes so common
in factories of this sort. Nor do the men have
to sit on the ground or eat their meals on greasy
benches. Tables and chairs are provided as well

as clean plates. There are also lounging rooms
for the men and sanitary lockers for the men's
clothes. One noon hour every week is devoted to

a Y.M.C.A. meeting.

Michigan Mutual Life Insurance Company,

Detroit, Mich., April 18th, 1911.

\V J. Taylor, Esquire,

Publisher Rod and Gun,

Woodstock, Ontario.

Dear Sir,

—

I was deeply interested in the article ap-

pearing in your March number written by Mr. l".

L. Graham of Rome, Ga., recommending the John
.J. Hildebrandt spinner for small mouth black bass

fi.shing. N8w, I have no acquaintance with Mr.

Hildebrandt nor any interest directly or indirectly

with his establishment, but upon the principles of

giving "honor where honor is due", I am constrain-

ed to saj' that, after forty years of angling and
faithful tests of almost ever.v known bass lure, I

cordially endorse all that Mr. Graham says in

praise of the Hildebrandt spinner, and this, with-

out any disparagement of the many other excellent

lures in the market. I am a memlier of a fishing

club that has for a number of years spent the

month of August in the Georgian Bay district fish-

ing for small mouth black bass, and it was the

unanimous opinion of the club members as expres-

sed last summer that the spinners "Idaho",

"Slim Eli'' and "Standard" made by the Hilde-

brandt Company are the liest lures that our club

has ever used.

Yours respectfully,

T. E. McDonough.

The Ferro Machine & Foundry Co. announces
that there are still a few good locations open
where they have no representatives or dealers

handling their marine engines. Particulars can
be obtained by writing the Agency Department
of the Ferro Machine & Foundry Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.

On April 9th Geo. Xicolai of Kansas City in an
exceptionally good piece of shooting, won his

match with F. il. Cockrill for the Elliott Challenge

Live Bird Trophy, his score being 48 out of 50 at

33 yards rise. The last 29 pigeons were killed

straight. Mr. Nicolai in open competition won
this trophy in the February shoot with a score of

48, and it is evident that his load was a most
satisfactory one. For the information of those
who desire to know Mr. Nicolai shoots a 3V4
dram load of Dupont with 1% of No. TVs chilled

shot.
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For Sale, Want and

Exchange Dcpt

Advertisements will be
Inserted In this Depart-

ment at 2c. a word. Send
Stamps with order. Copy
should not be later than

the ISth ot the month.

\

AUTOMOBILES.
FOR SALE—Olds runabout. t>een used only a month.

Single cylinder. 12 h.p. A bargain. Bos T.. Motor Maga-
zine of Canada, Toronto.

POR SALE—Artz Folding Tonneau. to fit any size and
flbape of car. upholstered and painted to match. Send for
further particulars to Box L. Rod and Gun, Woodstock,
Ont. ,f

Antomoblles at Sacrificing Prices—Bnlck. 20 horse power,
2 cylinder. 5 passenger, fully equipped. $275; Cadillac 10
horse power. 5 passenger. $195: Eureka solid tire runabout.
2 cylinder. 12 horse power, fully equipped. $175; brind new
Eureka, fully equipped. $375: Orient. 5 passenger. 4 cylin-
der. 20 horse power, fully equipped. $375; Knoi light de-
livery, 12 h.p., $350: Cadillac light delirery. solid tires.
$200; Lambert. 2 cylinder. 20 h.p.. fully equipped. $450.
All cars are in good running condition. Bos 54. Beaverton,
Pa. It

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
POR SALE—Finest speckled trout eggs. fry. flngcrlings.

etc.. at the private hatchery of Dr. A. R. Robinson. Silver
Creek, Caledon. Address J. Walker, Supt., Caldwell P. O.,
Ontario. N-12t

DOGS.
BE.\GLBS—Some brood bitches in whelp and empty,

also pups, fully pedigreed. One of the best dogs at stud
until sold. J. H. Boynton, Smith's Falls, Ont. tt

FOR SALE—Splendid English. Irish. Llewellin. Gordon
setter pups ami trained dogs, also pointers, spaniels and
retrievers. Enclose stamps for lists. Thoroughbred Ken-
nels. Atlantic. Iowa. Jn-3t

BEAGLES FOR SALE—Fully pedigreed. Bred from
first class hunters and bench winners, also photos on in-
flnlry. River Dale Beagle Kennels. W. E. Best, 50 Bad-
grow Ave., Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Nicely marked Beagle puppies from best
hunting strains in America. $10.00 each. Two flne dogs at
etud that are hunters, bred from hunters for generations.
Frontier Beagles. 77 Victoria .\ve., Chatham. Ont. 2t

AIREDALE PUPPIES—8 weeks old. by Fontmel Chief
by Cll. Crompton Oarang ex Calder Lille—12 champions In
pedigree. Both Chief and Lille are big winners in Eng-
land, and many notable winners botL in England and
Canada claim them as parents. Older stock also for sale.
Fontmel Kennels. 56 Grenville St., Toronto. It

HOI'NDS—Deerhound .pupa, an unusually choice litter,
beautifully marked, will make strong, sure trailers for
either deer or fos; long ears, far-reaching voice. Many
Canadian hunters are familiar with this strain and

Rowboa.t«2022
MONEY IN BOAT LIVERY!

' Can ship in any quantity. Need No Boat I

^House. Never Leak. Rust. Check, Crack or I
'Kit. Absolutely •!«. K\er> Imat hii» mtti-r ti^htl
ciMiipnrtment-*. f^o cannot sink. 20 ilifferent <lesmns|
Demontlrator Aesnta Wanted In Every Community. I

n'nic Toil \\ f,.f VWi i. lllmtrtteJ Caulof kod ^pt^-l»t F\.-\.,ft i'rK-ti. I

[^Michigan Steel Boat Co., n. ' Beiievue ire., Detroit, Mich-

1

know tbe value of a good deerbound. Among this lot

are pups that will make grand stud dogs. All must be
cleared out quickly. Geo. F. Janes, Breeder of Hounds
of Quality. IngersoU. Ont.

BLOODHOUNDS—Annual dispersal sale. The following
must be sold at once: That well known imported
bitch. Dartmoor Veneer, winner .many firsts and specials.

One B.ed-and-tan bitch, nine months old. Breeding best Is

America. Quality unsurpassed. Will make a winner in

any company. Two dog pups, five months old. Splendid
quality, grand breeding, excellent show and stud dogs.

Four dog and two hitch puppies three months old. Well
developed, full of quality. Particulars, Pedigree and Price,

apply Dartmoor Kennels, King City, Ont. It

ENGINES.
A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw. Van Auken Motor, with the

following equipment: Spark plugs, primary and secondary
wires, muffler, and couplings twred to suit propeller shafta.
Send for further particulars to Box 13. Rod and Gun, To-
ronto, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Cheap for cash: one new double cylinder 4
h.p. marine motor: one double cylinder 6 h.p. marine mo-
tor; one 5 h.p. single cylinder vertical jump spark motor;
one 6 h.p. double cylinder horizontal opposed motor and
on: 12 h.p. double cylinder horizontal opposed motor. Will
sell at a bargain. W. H. Martin, Sporting Goods Dealer,
Woodstock. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Cheap for cash; 2 new single cylinder ver-
tical make and break marine engines, 5 and 5^ h.p.; 1

second hand single cylinder vertical make and break 3%
h.p.; 1 IVj h.p. single cylinder jump spark motor suitable
for skiff or canoe, weight 65 lbs.; one two cylinder 2 h.p.

canoe motor; one 2 h.p. vertical single cylinder jump spark
engine suitable for small launch. Will sell at a bargain.
W. H. Martin, Sporting Goods Dealer. Woodstock, Ont. tf

FISHLNG TACKXE BARGAINS.
The following fishing tackle bargains must be sold at

once. Great opportunity to purchase genuine bargains:

—

tJ. B. Spin Flies, each 25c.
U. B. Live Frog Harness Hooks, each 25c
Sullivan Safety Hook and Reel Guard, each 25c
Coller Rubber Winding Grips, each 25c
Forty yard Pillar click reel, nickel plated, each 25c
McCurdy Frog Harness Hooks, each .., 30c
Success Fish Head Luminous Spoon Baits, each 30c
Gut Casting Tin Cases, aluminum, each 30c
Anti Cussin Fish Hook Holder, each 35c
A. B. Patent Troll, near gold, each 35c
Landing Net. 26 inch, line-', each 40c
Kelso Pearl Spoon Bait, each 40c
Hartung Feathered Bass Rait, each 40c
Fly Book, imitation leath..r. GU inches, each 40c
Gem Carlton Reel, each 43c
Rubber and Nickel Click Reel, each 45c
Fly Rook, dark roan. 6^ inches, each 45c
Eighty Yard Pillar Click Reel, nickel plated, each 45c
Gaff Hook, without barb, each 50c
Elite Single Minnow Pail. S quart, each 50c
Friend Double Spinner Bass Bait, each 60c
Balance Handle Multiplying Reel, each 60c
Carlton Ideal Reel, each SOc
Frost Kelso Automatic Reel, each S4.00
Yawman & Erbe .\ntomatic Reel, each $4.00
Meek Blue Grass Reel. German Silver, each $3.00
Greenhart Trout Rod, made by Divine Co., 10 feet

in length, weight 9^. ounces, extra tip. Hand
made rod $8.50
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Dagama Bass Rod, S^v, feet in lengtb. three pieces,

extra tip. Mounted German Silver $9.00

Send all remittances to Sportsmen's Suppl.v Depot, To-

ronto. Orders filled same day as received. T.F.

GTTNS.

Lofever Hammerless Gun, D. S. Grade. Doro-Nltro eteel

barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber butt plate,

stock 14 inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 25 Front
St. B., Toronto.

"" Repeater Uarlln Model 20. Pitted with Maxim Silen-

cer. Used very little. Like new. $15.00. Also Bayard 22

Automatic, with Silencer, new. $10.00. Bos W., Rod and
Gun. Woodstock, Ont. It

Want good Duck Gun. 12 gauge hammerless preferred.

Box 56, Parry Sound. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Large quantity of ammunition—One Marlin
.22 rifle, one new Mauser pistol, one 30 x .30 Winchester
octagon barrel good as new. one flint-lock musket in good
firing order and some old guns suitable for bachelor's den.

I win sell or trade for canoes or motor boat. Box C. P.,

Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. It

FOR S'ALE^Large quantity of ammunition—one Marlin
22 rifle, one new Mauser Pistol, one 30 x 30 Winchester
octagon barrel, good as new, one flint-lock musket In good
firing order and some old guns suitable for bachelors' den.

I will send or trade for canoes or motor boat. L. O. Arm-
strong, C. P. Ry., Montreal, Que. A3t

LATTNCHES.
FOR SALE—12 ft. Duck Boat. A Bargain at $25.00.

Apply Box B., r.oil and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—IS ft. semi speed motor boat, furnished In

first class style, all ready for engine. Will sell cheap for

cash. Apply W. H. Blundell. St. George, N.B., Can. 2t

$135 for 16 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. $400 for 25 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 feet of canvas. Both
boats In excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Box 309,
Listowel, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—12 foot steel duck boat, large enough for
two men and a dog. Decked at both ends and at the
Bides. Fitted with air chambers and one pair of oars.

Never been used. Price $25.00. Box B. Rod & Gun. 25
Front Street East, Toronto Ont.

FOR SALE—25 ft. semi-speed family launch. In which
Is installed an eight h.p. twin screw Van Auken engine
with reversing propellers. Complete outfit ready for water,
$425.00 cash. For further particulars address A. Coward,
Kingston, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat,
cash. A bargain. Apply Box A.,

stock, Ont.

Will sell for $20.00
Rod and Gun, Wood-

tf

FOR SALE—30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor Boat,
fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull ready
to receive Motor and equipment. Eitlier or both will be
sold at a bargain. Write for particulars to The Schultz
Bros. Co.. Limited, Brantford, Ont, tf

FOR SALE—16 foot Peterboro' Canoe, paddles, sail,
tents, blankets and cooking utensils, all year old. In good
condition, dandy for Prospectors at Temiscamlng, New
Ontario, Can. $25.00 takes all—A bargain. Edwin E.
North, 210 Broadway, East Lynn, Mass. It

Snap in Gasoline Launch. 39 ft. 9 in. overall, 6 ft. beam.
Cost $3500.00, will take $1200.00, only used two seasons.
Whale back deck, all white oak timbers, planked with
cypress, finished in cherry. Equipped with a 4 cylinder
7 X 7, 4 cycle Hunter engine. Storage battery, electric
lights, electric whistle, search light, sanitary mattress
cushions covered with parlor plush; automobile top. Apply
to English's Limited, 4S-52 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont. It

Summer Term
Our Summer Term beginning July 3rd,

affords a profitable opportunity to secure

a good knowledge of the commercial
branches to those who cannot attend at

any other period of the year. Write for

a copy of our handsome catalogue.

Brit is H American
Business Colleg'e

Y. M. C. A. Building. Toronto.

MOTOR BOAT—25 ft. x 5 ft. 6 In. Standing top, glass

front, canvass side curtains, S H.P., 2 cylinder, 2 cycle,

coaibined 2 and 3 port, motor. Reverse gear. K-W
magneto, power whistle. All In first class conditlOD.

Speed, 8 miles—good sea boat. Delivered on "Kawar-
tha" Lakes or on G.T.R. or C.P.R. at Lindsay. Cheap
for quick sale. Apply Goodwin, Box 450, Lindsay,
Ont. It

PET STOCK.

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian KlttcM.
Prize-winning stock. "Rahman,"' line-bred black King at
service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.»

Toronto, Ont.

SUMMER RESOKT.
HIAWATHA RESORT. LAKE SCUGOG—Large new

three story building with first-class board and accommoda-
tion, fishing, boating and bathing. Write for folder of
terms and particulars. Thos. Pengelly, Caesarea, On-
tario. m-3t

FOR SALE—A limited number of very desirable building
lots for summer cottages, on the shores of Miner's Bay,
Gull Lake. Gull Lake Is eight miles long and Is one of tbs
most attractive of the Kawartha Lakes. Good bathing,
good fishing and beautiful scenery. Also 6 room cottage,
partly furnished: will rent for season or will sell. For
particulars, apply to Hopkins Bros. & Mark. Kinmount,
Ont. It

For real sport. Deer Quail. Turkey, Rabbit and all kinds
of Water Fowl. The b&st fishing along the Atlantic coast.
Oysters, crabs, clams, escallops at your door. For real
living, winter or summer, where the climate is continually
mild, a sportsman's place is offered at a sacrifice, includ-
ing several acres with bungalow fully equipped. Address
for particulars, S. W., No. 78 4th St., Bridgeport. Conn.

It

DESIRABLE SUMMER RESORT IN MUSKOKA FOB
SALE—The Executors of the Estate of the late C. D.
deBlaquiere will receive offers up to .Tu'ie loth for the
property known as "The Beach," about two miles south
of Rosseau, Muskoka. This property consists of 191 acree
of land, partly wooded, and upon which there is one ot
the finest beaches, if not the finest, on the Muskoka Lakes.
It is suitable for a large number of cottages or Summer
hotel: has a splendid bathing beach with sand bottom.
There is a log house on the property with frame addition,
capable of accommodating a number of Summer boarders;
barn and ice house also on the property. Offers to be
addressed to W. H. Van-Ingen or M. Douglas, Executors,
Woodstock, Ontario. It

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
$300 will buy small furnished cottage at Ollpbant on Lake

Hurton shore—10 miles from Wiartou, Ont. Excellent fish-

ing, boating, bathing. For further particulars write A. D,
Huethery, 33 Cecil St.. Toronto, Ont. It
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3 RELIABLE HIGH GRADE MARINE ENGINES ^. ^^^ ^ FOR ^^^
CRUISERS, SPEED AND WORK BOATS

18-25, 25-40. 30-45 H. P.

Sterling engines are designed and tonstiucled
exchisively for marine ufe. It stands to reason
that when the combined efforts of the Engineering
and Construction Departments of a factory are
directed to the development of a product to be
used exclusively for one purpose, that that pro-
duct is more likely to give better results in every
way than the product of a factory not so conduct-
ed. Each and every Sterling engine receives the
same general attention, inspection and test, and
it is a physical impossibility for an engine to get
away from our factory until it is in absolutely
perfect running order.

Write for catalog. It tells ail about thrm.

lOO H.P. A NEW HEAVY DUTY SIZE lOO H. P.
NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Touvnto, Ont , Marine Construction Co., Ltd. Vancouver, B C, Hoffar, Motor Boat Co.

ci. I- — r^^:^.» 0.«,.~..%^... 1252 Niagara Street,
Sterling Engine Company Buffalo, n y. u. s. a.

WANTEli—A male terrut at once,

band, Cedar Springs. Ont. IT.

FOR S.\LE—Wild Duck Decoy eggs, $2.00 for 11 egg-<.

Sam Holmes, ajOx 2, Chatham, Ont. A-2t

FOB SALE—Dory. 20 ft. by 5 ft. 6 In. beam, 3 h.p.

Regal 4-cycle power, nearly new. Write Robertson Bros..

Kingston. Ont. It

HONEY BEES—Wdld swarms enticed into a cominou ho\

with my bait. Write for particulars. H. IT. Humphrfy.
Cherubiisco, N.Y.

FOR S.\LE—.\ncona Egg.s—Pen No. 1. $2.00 per setting:

Pen No. 2 $1.50 per setting. Three $2.00 settings $5.00.

W, P. R. Holdcroft, Havelock, Ont. It

"Small Mouth Black Bass'* are caught in Long Point

Bay In the greatest numbers of any place in the world.

Season opens .lune 16th. "It's great sport." Come early.

For particulars apply to Lake View Bote!. St. Williams.

Ontario. m-3t

Parties wishing information as to where to purchase or

sell, black, silver or cross foxes, young or old. address

Box II.. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. J-3t

FOR SALE-
frce. F. .M.

Calif.

700 Indian Baskets.

Gllhan. Highland
Price and pictures

Springs. Lake Co..

It

An expert boater, angler and camper desires work from

a CInb for summer. Apply to Box 99, Bonchette. P. O..

P. Q. Jit

FOB S.\LE—"Craggle Trout Ponds," Both thoroughly

stocked—fifty acres of land. 5 roomed cotuge—Sutiable

for small club or private party—Nice location 3 miles from

Inglewood. one mile from Caledon Mountain trout ponds,

in line of goo<l roads, Geo. Robinson. Claude, Ont. n.-m.

FOR SALE—One large tame raccoon. Apply A. J. Dukes,
rnionville, Ont. It

Grizzly and Black Bear Hunting in May or June. Write
II. G. Low, Sportsman's Guild. Gelena P. 0.. via Golden.
B.C. Everything furnished. Rates $15.00 per day inclu-

sive. F32

FOR S.\LE—Popular summer hotel, thirty rooms, fur-

nished, for rent, with very good celery and farm land

—

with hay for twenty-five cows. Write A. K. Flsk. Accoun-
tant, Eastern Townships Bank Building. St, Janie.. -St.,

Montreal. A3t

FOR SALE—Black Bear. Timber Wolf. Coyote. Mountain
Lion. Fox and other well furred rugs, with mounted heads,

open mouth or half head finish, lined with best felt, fancy

borders. Highest class of work and very reasonable

prices. Will ship on approval anywhere. Edwin Dixon,

Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

A Large Mounted Elk Head for Sale. Write today for

description and prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Union-

ville, Ont.

FOR SALE—Four Large .Mounted Deer Heads, a 115

point woodland Caribou head, mounted and unmounted
horns, Buffalo horns. Elk tusks. Tanned and Raw Animal

Skins. Cut prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Unionville,

Ont.

FOR SALE—Three large Moose Heads, mounted this

season. Write for description and prices. Edwin Diion.

Taxidermist, Unionville. '^t.

FOR SALE—Wading Pants $5.00: King Folding Canvas

Boat $1.5.00: Cork Life Preserver $2.00: nicely mounted

Deer Head. 10 points. $10.00: Mounted Owls. Great Horn-

ed $3.50. Snowy $3.50: Prairie Chicken, $2.00: Ruffed

Grouse. $2.00, C, P, Forge, Portage la Prairie. Mani-

toba. -'
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tracks marked the new snow in every

direction. The mink was also looked

after and several little innocent-looking

"houses," concealing strong-springed
traps sprung up on the banks of the num-
erous creeks that emptied into the river

near our camp. Old '"Waposs." the rab-

bit was ever} where and one could hardly
venture on a rabbit run within two miles

after caribou. Three days was usually
sufficient time to secure enough venison
to last us a month. On such a trip we
would haul our toboggan up creeks and
through the v^-oods for a distance of forty
or fifty miles. Open brush camps were
our only shelter at night and bacon, ban-
nocks, and tea sufficed to keep the inner
man.

Starting on a Hunt for Ciribou.

of the shack without disturbing a snare.

The first marten taken was found hung
up in one of these nooses.

As our supply of fresh meat dwindled
we would take a toboggan, lash our guns
and eider-downs, and a week's provisions

on to it and harnessing ouri^elves to the

load, don our snow shoes and start off

I shall never forget our first caribou

—

shot not one hundred yards from the door

of our shack. It was really a case of "get-

ting money from home without asking for

it," for the poor animal had never one
chance in a hundred of escaping. It was
in the latter part of September and we
had eaten our last venison steak the day
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before. An expedition for the purpose
of replenishing the meat safe was being-

contemplated. I had gone outside the

shack and happening to take a glance
about the river I saw what appeared to be

a tree drifting upstream on the rising tide.

Looking more earnestly I noticed that it

was turning about and about. I knew
there were no eddies in the current there.

him off in that direction. Another mem-
ber of the party followed. When first

sighted, the caribou was fully two miles

off and apparently crossing the river,

nevertheless, inside of half an hour the

boat had intercepted him and he turned

towards us. All the time the tide was
gradually bringing him up stream, closer

and closer to the camp. As he approach-

A Cree Winter Camp on the Nelson River.

The idea that it might be a deer occurred
to me and I went into the camp after my
glasses. One look confirmed the suspic-
ion and I sang out to the boys: "Get
the boat launched and drive that deer
ashore." I picked up my Winchester and
cramming a handful! of shells into my
pockets hurried down the beach to cut

ed the shore we drew closer together.

At last he reached shallow water and be-
gan to plough through the mud. By
this time he had realized that he could not
turn our flanks and came straight for the
beach. It was the "Charge of the Light
Brigade'' over again. There was a Win-
chester 30-30 to the right of him, a Lee-
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Enfield .303 to the left of him and a 44.40
in front of him,—and they certainly did

volley and thunder. I opened fire and
the others joined me. The pursuing boat
quickly pulled out of range.

I have alwaj-s claimed since, that after

the first shot, the poor old caribou was
stone dead. He could not fall, for when-
ever he lurched to the right or left or

the land and venison steaks appeared
daily on our table. Xeedless to saj-.

they as quickly disappeared for with the
thermometer of 40° below one's appetite
is surprising.

During the months of November and
December the ptarmigan flocked to the
beaches in thousands,— I do not exagger-
ate. Xo one ever thought of firinar on

William Utchecat. Chief of the Swampy Crees and Cree hilfbreed. On the hanks of the Nelson River.

X^ot until the firing ceased did

stumbled forward, he ran into a shower
of lead,

he drop
Our quarry proved to be a big buck and

when dressed weighed two hundred and
fifty pounds, and we had only a distance
of seventy-five yards to drag him to the

camp. Once more there was plenty in

them until he was able to get five

or six birds in line. When am-
munition became scarce we snared

them in the willows that fringe the

beach. The Crees actually take them
in nets. In the earh- morning, just be-

fore sunrise, these birds leave their bur-

rows in the soft snow of the woods, and
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fly out on to the shore where they travel

up and down, in flocks of between twenty
and fifty. At this time of the day they

are most easily secured. One can walk
quietly up to within twenty-five yards of

such a flock, line up four or five birds at

his leisure, and take his time firins;. As
they rise, there are half a dozen different

wingf shots to choose from for the second
barrel, though we usuallv fired into a

"bunch". We were after food, not sport.

The survivors do not fly far.—perhaps to

as they are locally called, may be inter-

esting to readers.

He makes a square frame of stout

spruce poles, about twenty feet to the

side. On to this he stretches his fish

net—the usual fine-mesh gill-net. The
whole aff^air resembles a large sand or

gravel sifter. He lays the net flat on the

snow-covered beach, then raises one side

to a height of about three feet and sup-

ports it by an upright stake. To this

stake he attaches a long line which leads

Nelson River Whiteflsh.

a spot one hundred yards farther up or

down the shore. There you follow them
and repeat the slaughter and so on for

perhaps an hour or two. You may follow

the same flock for half a day, gradually
picking them oft', till finally the remaining
few become suspicious, then frightened

at the hunters' approach and at last fly

away back into the woods.
A description of how the native Crees

net these ptarmigan, or "white partridge"

back into the woods or some other shelter.

Now for bait. Under the net he digs up a

quantity of gravel so that it shows dark

against the snow and the trap is com-
plete. Sometimes some pieces of ice or

hard snow are stuck up in the trees near-

by, to act as decoys.

The hunter now has to find his birds.

He has not long to wait nor far to go.

In a short while a flock of ptarmigan fly-

ing quite low, within a few feet of the
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surface of the snow, but travelling like

the wind, go by. They settle a quarter of a

mile up the shore from the net. Our Cree

friend making a detour through the

woods brings the birds between himself

and the net. He then cautiously pro-

ceeds to drive them towards the latter.

This can be done if one proceeds quietly

so as not to excite the birds. Thev soon

would introduce a risk of tearing or cut-

ting the net.

.\11 this time the fur kept coming in.

Fo.xes, both white and colored, marten
and inink, beaver, muskrat and weasel.
Each morning we started on our separate
fur trails, fresh bait in our bags, and a
gun and a.xe on our shoulders. The first

trap visited was often robbed. It was

Polar Bear shot by the Aut/.or at Nelson River.

sight the upturned gravel and pass under
the net. Then the line is jerked, down
comes the net, and the birds, frantically

fluttering, are c|uickly entangled in its

meshes. The Indian then secures each
of his captives and puts an end to their

struggles bv biting them in the neck. Us-
ing a knife, or wringing their necks

set on the bank of a creek close by a

mink run and every scrap of fish had
been carefully dragged out of the

"house". Well, we'll tail two traps this

time for Mr. Mink—while he's so busy
cleaning out one he'll probably overlook

the other, until he happens to step on to

the 'pan. A half-mile farther on we came
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to a fox trap, sprung and uprooted,

while about it the snow was so trampled
and covered with footprints that one
would swear an army of foxes had held

council about the trap. Trap number
three had not been molested. Stopping
only to loosen the frozen snow about it

we passed on. The stake of the next
trap could be seen and it appeared to

have been more successful. .\bout it

could be seen a white object, circling and
leaping, and we hurried forward. Caught

This method is used to prevent marking
the fur.

The rest of the traps and deadfalls

were similarh- visited and reset and we
returned to camp, usually an hour or so

after dark, hungr\-, tired and ready for

cur bunks. Before we could turn in we
must skin and stretch the result of our
daj-'s trapping. The next day might
bring more.
Then came our Polar bears. It was

about the first of December and evening-.

A Cree Summer Camp on the Nelson River.

by a hind foot was a pretty little arctic

fox, leaping this way and that only to be
brought up short by the chain. His little

brownish black eyes sparkled with rage
and defiance. Eager for fight, he sprang

forward at us but again the chain check-

ed his leap. A sharp rap on the nose

with the axe handle stretched him stun-

ned at our feet. He was quickly

despatched by having his neck broken.

All hands were seated about the table

enjoying a quiet little game. About
eight o'clock the cook went out to take

a look at the weather. In a few minutes
he rushed in exclaiming: "There's a big,

white bear coming over the ice to the

camp !" His report was at first received
with jokes but we soon saw that he was
in earnest. All our rifles were outside
in a log leanto—they rusted when kept in

the warm shack. Three of us rushed
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out and tumbled over one another in oar
haste to get our guns while the other?
followed the cook to the edge of the bank
from which he had sighted the bear. He
was coming alright—on the gallop, and
close behind him were two more. Well,

that was enough for the spectators and
they rushed back to safety in the shack,

barring the door and incidentally lock-

ing us out.

I happened to be the first to get hold

of mv rifle and thrnwing the lever a> I

last used it but for a few seconds I was
very doubtful of my memorj-. I pumped
the gun again and fired from the hip.

Without looking to see the effect of my
shot, I turned and ran two or three steps
towards the shack. The place seemed to
be full of bears—all about us. I glanced
back and was relieved to see none in pur-
suit. What I did see was Mr. Bear, down
below the bank and slowly crawling to-

wards the river. He went but twenty
feet before he stopped, stone dead.

Another Cree Winter Camp.

ran I made for the edge of the bank to get

a clear shot at the leader. But he was
there before I was and I almost ran into

his outstretched forepaws as he rose on
his hind quarters and reached halfway
over the bank. He was only ten feet

from me when I raised my gun and
hastily pulled the trigger. The old Win-
chester failed to answer. For a moment
I was undecided whether to try again or

run for the shack. I recollected having
left a few shells in the magazine when I

"Get the others!" I shouted to the boys,

"I've got this one!" The other two had
been but a few yards behind the leader

and at my shot had stopped and turned.

As they did so the boys fired. Graham
hit one and there was a howl of pain and
fright as two white objects, with a rush

disappeared into the darkness, river-

wards. Allan, with cocked rifle, charged

after them. But in less than ten minutes,

he returned, unsuccessful.

"I was right alongside of them several
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times," he breathlessly explained, "but it

was so dark I never once got a sight of

them for a shot. One is hit, though. I

could liear him snarling and growling as

they both crashed over the ice and took

to the water. They got there but I'll

bet you'll see blood marks in the morn-
ing,"

"Look at your gun, man," said P—

,

"there's nothing in it." And not till

then did Allan discover that he had been
running along within a few feet of the

below and the sun four hours below the
horizon it was out of the question to

think of skinning our bear out of doors.
It was just as certain that the carcass
would be a solid frozen mass in a few
hours. Making fast a stout rope to his

forepaws, all hands took hold and we haul-
ed him up the bank and clear into the
shack. Laid out in the middle of the
floor of our best room, (we had but one),
we went to it, skinning and butchering
I'.nd in less than an hour, the pelt was

The Canadian Hydrograpluc Survey Party starting on the triil. Port Nelson to Winnipeg.

two Starving bears, one of them wounded,
and with an empty rifle, P—• had been
rushing about the scene with a box of 44's

for Allan, unheeded by the rest of us,

who, in the excitement of the moment,
had not noticed the latter's empty gun.
What might have happened had the bears
turned on him can only be imagined. He
told us that was the tightest hole he had
ever been in and we quite easily believed
it.

Whh the thermometer at forty degrees

off, the carcass cleaned and quartered,

and stored away in our meat shed. Just
out of venison, we enjoyed a polar bear
steak the next day and it was pronounced
fair eating. Neither strong nor heavy,
but much resembling beef—except for

being a little tough and sinewy. It cer-

tainly was quite welcome.
Had it not been for the darkness we

were certain to have bagged all three of

our Northern visitors. Early next morn-
ing, Allan and myself, without waiting to
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eat. took our rifles—this time carefully

examined and fully loaded—and started

out to track the two that had gotten

away. In their first fright they had
taken to the water, but we easily found
where they had returned to the ice. One
track, the largest, was blood marked, as

Allan had predicted. We tracked these

for si.x miles down the shore but there

they again ended at the water's edge and
we knew they had crossed the river.

\\'e turned homewards, disappointed at

not seeing our game, but satisfied that we
had done our best to get them. Inspect-

ing our traps en route we found every

one along the "line of march" sprung or

uprooted, while deadfalls were scattered

to the four winds. Every vestige of bait

was gone. Those bears were surely

hungry. The choice odors of our camp
and its surrounding tin can heaps must
have been appetizing to them. Their

tracks told us that they had passed the

camp before "winding" it. The same
tracks plainly showed that after winding
it they had lost no time in getting there.

Many and various have been the con-

jectures since as to what would have hap-

pened about that camp had not the cook
gone out when he did, and our unbidden
guests had safely reached the festive

board.

Our bear hunt proved a fitting closing

of the Fur Trails. Shortly after their

visit, the Nelson River froze over far be-

low our camp and the white foxes crossed

straight over without having first to pass

up our shore. About this time, also, the

shore ice shifted and most of our traps

went with it.

At Christmas time, happening to meet
the factor of York Factory, the Hudson
Bay Company post near us, we described
our winter's trapping to him. He was
greatly surprised, disagreeably so, for

the native trappers, the Crees, had
brought in very little fur to the post. For
amateurs, we had done exceptionally well

and we were all well proud of our bag.

Up to this time, two of us had taken,

both in quality and value, more fur than

any Cree among the whole tribe, trapping

in the York Factory district. On total-

ing up we found that three of us, in two
months, had secured twenty-three white

and nine colored foxes, sixteen mink,
twelve marten, four beaver, one polar

bear, nearh- two dozen ermine and as

many rats.

Truly the Fur Trails led to our door.

On the first day of February we aban-
doned our camp and with a Hudson Bay
dog team commenced our eight hundred
mile tramp back to civilization and home.
We were twent\--six days following the

dogs. All through the long trip the Fur
Trails crossed ours, and hardly a day
passed without tracks of the furry tribe

and of caribou and moose in plenty. The
morning of the twenty-seventh day we
left for good the snow trails to take one of

steel and in a few hours we had left far

behind us the great North countrj' with
its Fur Trails and the trapping grounds
of the Crees.

Readers of the above will certainly be
interested in learning that Mr. Fraser en-

joyed the fine experiences recorded above
as a member of the party headed by Mr.
Parezeau who had charge of the Hydro-
graphic .Survey at Port Nelson.

On the return trip the part)' were ac-

companied by four sailors who had gone
up there on a steamer from Newfound-
land last summer. This schooner re-

turned to Newfoundland in Septem-
ber. Some of the men attached

to it proved interesting characters.

For instance. First Mate Tom Gushue
was with Peary on the famous trip to

the North Pole. One of the sailors also

was with Peary and another with Dr.

Cook and Harry Whitney in Greenland.

On one occasion while out on a trip a

couple of members of the partv ran short

of food and had to eat fox bait taken from
a trap.

Mr. Fraser gives the following account
of the trip to civilization :

—

"We were unable to cross the Nelson
River before Dec. 22nd to make arrange-

ments at the Hudson Bay Co. post of

York Factory for do,g teams and guides.

In fact the river was so bad that on the

Sth of December nearlv three weeks be-

fore Mr. Parizeau failed to cross it thirty

miles above our camp. He took one man
and they harnessed themselves to a to-

boggan on which was lashed their blan-

kets and grub for five davs. The third
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night they arrived back in camp ex-

hausted after their failure to reach York.

"On Feb. ist, all hands. Mr. Parizeau,

myself and our four men left our shack

for good. We made York Factory that

afternoon. The following morning we
started on the longest spell of our jour-

ney—that to Oxford House. It was 48

below zero. We had three dog teams,

five dogs to a team and five Indians with

were hauling fire wood, and when they

started on their four hundred mile

"mush' were every one crippled. The
third team were in better condition.

"For nine days we travelled over froz-

en muskegs, with very little shelter and
slept in open camps, obtaining only suf-

ficient firewood for thawing out and par-

tially cooking our food at night. For
two hundred and tii't\- miles it was

The Trophies of

US. The dogs were in the worst possible

condition imaginable. One team had
just returned from a southern trip to

Fort Severn and had been starving for

seven days on the trail. The second team
had been to Oxford House and back with
the mail packet, had five days at York to

recuperate, during all of which time they

our Trapping.

necessary to break trail for the dogs with

their heavy loads and the third day out

from York, two of the men were unable

to walk. They were so badly crippled

by the snowshoes and tight moccasins
that their legs were swollen from the

toes to the knees, and the least move-
ment caused excruciating pain. Riding
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was almost as painful as tramping, as the

toboggan often upset four or five times

in a hundred yards. This form of tor-

ture is known in the north as the "snow-
shoe trouble', and in the case of one of

the men, his leg was so badly swollen

that the trouser leg had to be slit to re-

lieve him.

"After five days out, the dog feed was
exhausted and the guides and drivers

themselves were on half rations. We still

had one hundred and twenty-five miles

to go before reaching Oxford House.

The seventh night we fortunately came
to a Cree wigwam and the Indian hospit-

ably shared his quarters with us for the

night. Here we were able to obtain

some fish for the dogs and ourselves,

which was a welcome treat to both, to

the dogs after two days of starvation and

to ourselves after the invariable meal of

pork and bannocks. Here also we got

our first drink of water on the trail, up to

this time being reduced to using melted

snow. On the afternoon of the tenth

day we made Oxford House.
We had taken provisions for twelve

days and the factor at York had told us

we would be lucky if we made Oxford in

a fortnight, which was the time taken by
the Company's mail packet earlier in the

winter. True we were in prettv bad

shape, and, if the rest of the party felt as

I did, we made very fast time indeed.

Each night there w'ould be a man or two
come staggering into camp an hour after

dark, cursing snowshoes, frost, and Port

Nelson all in one breath—he couldn't

spare breath enough for each particular

trouble. The last two days for fifty

miles I tramped with one snowshoe on
and the other under mv arm. w-hile two
of the men had to lift their shoes with a

line made fast to the bow of them and
held in the hand. Their feet had lost

the power to raise the snowshoes above
the trail, though they could still push
them forward.

"In spite of the discomforts of the trail

I was able to make a fairly accurate

route survey from York to Oxford, a

piece of country that has previous to this

never been explored nor mapped.
"We enjoyed a two nights' rest at Ox-

ford House and started on our wav to

Norway House with two fresh teams on
the morning of the thirteenth. This

part of the journey was easier and ex-

cept for a cold bath, when the trail broke

away under my snowshoes on the Etchi-

mamish River, there were no hardships of

particular severity. We made Norway
in five days and remained at the R. N.

W. M. police barracks for three days,

resting and feeding up. This gave the

cripples a chance to recuperate and the

frost bites to heal before starting on down
Lake \\'innipeg. \\'e here said good-bye
to our Cree friends and their dogs who
had brought us all the way from Hudson
Bay, obtaining fresh teams and driv-

ers.

"Leaving Norwav on the 21st. we made
^^'arren's Landing that night. The next

day we covered forty-five miles to Black

River and spait the night in the fishing

company's shack. Two nights later we
w ere at Bcren's River and on the seventh
111- z had covered the three hundicd
r:;ie-- from Xorwav House to Icelandic

River, at the riiti^ of fort\-five miles a day.

Our drivers, men who had' been tripping

in Lake Winnipeg for the past twenty-

five winters claim we made the fastest

trip h}' dog teams from Norwav to Ice-

landic ever made bv a partv of white i;ien.

"From Icelandic River, horse teams

conveved us to railway tran^portatiou

and we shipped our men oft' to their dif-

ferent homes, two from Brigas, New-
foundland and two from Halifax.

"Northern trippers claim that the trail

from York Factory on Hudson Bay, to

Oxford House, two hundred and fifty

miles is the toughest in the Hudson Say
region. In spite of having to commence
our eight hundred mile tramp with 'his

as the first spell, in spite of the scrub dog
teams we had, insufficient food and inade-

quate equipment, the whole trip of be-

tween seven hundred and eight hundred
miles was made in twenty-si\ days on
five of which we did no travelling.

"Mr. Macoun. who came down from
Churchill, a month and a half before with

the wrecked schooner Jeanie's crew es-

tablished the record on Lake ^^"innipeg

from Beren's River to Gimli in five and
a half days. ^^'e manaeed to cut the

time down to four and a half davs."



Summer Playgrounds Of Canada

THE bursting of the Springtime sun

which warms to life the tender off-

spring of the kingdom of Flora,

and under whose powerful influ-

ence the ice-bound rivers and snow-clad
mountains of our northern countries

seem glad to return to their normal con-

dition, is also the time when the sports-

man, angler and tourist, and seeker after

health are on the alert to determine when
and where to spend their holiday season.

To a very large number in North
America and other countries, the summer
season, as well as the spring and fall, is

looked forward to as the bright spots in

the year, when for a brief space the cares

of business are cast aside and life is given
up to enjoyment; there are also those less

trammeled and free to seek out these

pleasures wherever they may be found.

To either class these pages will not ap-

peal in vain, for the daily improvements
and increased facilities of modern travel,

the easy accessibility of places which, un-

til recently were considered out of the

way, render it constantly more difficult

to determine which place will prove to be
the most enjoyable. Experience, the testi-

mony of thousands and the popularity of

the several districts located in the lines of

the Grand Trunk Railway System, is con-

clusive proof that they are the Elysium
of the sportsman and the Mecca par ex-

Lake Couchiching, Orilha.

cellence of the tourist. Many of the

regions reached by -the Grand Trunk
seem to have been specially prepared for

the delectation of mankind, pleasures as
varied as the scenes being realized.

Among these districts are the resorts

reached by the northern division of this

system. The very formation of this lake
country, known as "The Highlands of

Ontario", presents unrivalled facilities

for hunting, fishing and camping. The
.spirit of the most enthusiastic angler
rises with the elevating influence of the
scene, for his trained eye can take in at a
glance the increasing activity existing be-
neath the trembling, transparent bosom
of the matchless waters that are found
within the confines of this extensive tract
of pleasure grounds, where mvriads of the
finnv tribe, unmolested, disport them-
selves. During the summer season,
what time is not taken up with the plea-
sure of feasting the eye on the charms of
Nature, may be spent with much profit

in camping and fishing, and in the
autumn, when the "sere and yellow leaf"
reminds one that the sun is hastening to
gladden other climes, the disciples of the
gun, and the lovers of the chase, take al-

most entire possession of the field. Other
districts east of what is known as the
Muskoka Lakes District, but included in
the high altitude of "The Highlands,"

are the haunts of prob-
ably the largest brook
trout on the continent

many of the fish running
up to from six to eight

pounds. The lakes in

which these big fellows

are found are situated in

the Haliburton region, of

which we will say more
anon. The pathfinders

have travelled Northern
Ontario with the result

that the railway now
penetrates the forest fast-

ness of the North and op-
ens up illimitable fields

for the sportsman and
lover of rod and gun.
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Trout Fishing in Algonquin Park of Ontario.

"Temagami", the new region for the

angler and hunter, offers unexcelled at-

tractions. You who are tired of the old

worn trails may have your first peep into

this new sportsman's paradise. There-
fore, it behooves you, oh, mighty hunter,

to go forth and capture vour caribou or

moose while you may. The scenes are

sliifting. Civilization is shoving the

wild things farther and farther to the

North. But you who are lucky enough
to live to-day, may hurrv to these last

fastnesses and find here the rarest sport
to be had in all North America.

The small-mouth black bass is a mag-
nificent fish, and is considered bj- many
anglers to be the prince of American
game fishes. Its favorite abode is in fast

and cold streams, and in clear, cold lakes,

abounding in gravel and rocky bottom.
It is a fish that is not often found with its

cousin, the large-mouth black bass, with
this difference, that it usually takes to the

cooler waters, whereas the large-mouth
black bass will thrive in shallower or

warmer waters. There is no fiercer,

pluckier, or harder fighting fish known to

.\merican waters than the small-mouth
black bass, and many think that, weight
for weight it is the superior of the brook
trout. Dr. Hensall says, in his "Book of

the Black Bass:" "Inch for inch, and

pound fiir pound, the

gamiest fish that swims."

South of these districts,

in the Bay of Ouinte and
St. Lawrence River, as

well as in the chain of

lakes running throug'h

the counties of Victoria

and Peterboro', and
known as the Kawartha
Lakes is found the
maskinonge (Luscius-

Lucius maskinonge J.

This fish is the king of

the pike family in Ameri-
ca, and is often fittingly

termed "the wolf of the

waters." It is also found
in Lake Simcoe, Moon
River, Kawartha Lakes,

and Ste. Anne de Belle-

vue on the Ottawa
thev run in weight up toRiver, where

sixty pounds.

Highlands of Ontario.

Ontario! The word implies in the In-

dian language a pleasant prospect of

lakes and woodlands, and could not be
more appropriate for this beautiful prov-

ince. It is a land dotted with lakes and
rivers—rivers that have their source

in the northern forests, and flow until

they join the vast inland seas, Superior,

Huron, Erie, or Ontario, whose waters

are in turn borne by the broad St. Law-
rence to the Atlantic Ocean. In natural

beauty and variety, Ontario is replete

with attractions, and the magnificent play-

grounds of the "Highlands of Ontario"
are filled during the summer season with

tens of thousands of people from all over

the American continent.

The Grand Trunk Railway System
reaches all the principal summer resort

districts and fishing and hunting confines

in the "Highlands of Ontario." The city

of Toronto is the objective point of nearly

all of these attractive resorts, which are

reached bv the Northern Division of this

great railway.

Muskoka Lakes.

The brain-fagged and tired business
man, the enthusiastic gunner, the patient

follower of Izaak ^^'alton, or the man who
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likes a boat or canoe,

goes to the ^luskoka
region. It is an ideal

place for a vacation, and
it is in just the out-of-

the-way sort of spot

which the g"reat mass of

hurried summer excur-

sionists like.

Old forests, peopled
with great patriarchs of

the woods, abound in

Muskoka. These forests,

unlike some of the more
exploited ones, do con-

tain game, and the game
is something more than

an occasional chipmunk
cheekily sitting on a stone

and chattering defiance at a Ghmisi

the hunter.

The lakes abound with fish, and, here

and there, a swift-running brook babbles
of the trout which lie in quiet little pools
along its course.

Good boats, and that best of all meth-
ods of navigation—a good canoe—can be
easily obtained. Health stalks abroad on
every vale and knoll

;
quiet peace, sooth-

ing in its calm, reigns everywhere ; con-
tentment and happiness are the hand-
maidens of the visitor.

It is far enough north to be cool in the

hottest day in summer, and yet it is not
so far as to be difficult of access. The
Grand Trunk Railway runs special ex-

press trains during the summer season
from Buffalo, Niagara Falls, and Toronto
to this region with the quaint name of

Muskoka.

This vast region lies in the northern
part of Ontario, east of the Georgian Bay,
and north of Lake Ontario, and the point
of embarkation for the trip on the lake is

situated one hundred and twelve miles
from Toronto. The total area of the
district covers a large tract of that por-
tion of Ontario and some idea of its ex-
tent may be had when it is known that
some eight hundred lakes and rivers are
imbedded within its boundaries.

Lake of Bays.

One hundred and fortv-six miles north

! t:: M.iir;; :r. r, Kiver, "Highlands of OntaiMi,"

of Toronto, on the line of the Grand
Trunk Railway, nestles Huntsville, a

pretty town nearly in the centre of what
is known as the "Lake of Bays" district.

The region in this locality is replete with
natural beauty and loveliness, and com-
prises some of the most beautiful water
stretches and picturesque landscapes for

which that vast portion of Northern On-
tario is becoming so famous with the

ever-iincreasing and fastidious army of

tourists who each year are looking for

fresh fields to explore.

Here are lakes and winding rivers and
islands innumerable ; water absolutely soft

and without any admixture of minerals,
as it percolates through rocks and soil

;

for this portion of the country rests upon
the primitive granite rock, which geolo-
gists repeatedly tell us contains no or-

ganic remains: and since the cooling of

the earth's crust at that stage contained
no soluble minerals there can be none now
in the waters of these lakes and rivers.

The scenic grandeur of hill and moun-
tain, the placid beauty of the lakes, the
lovely rivers with their pellucid waters ^

flowing through banks of delightfully

variegated foliage, are not surpassed in

any country.

The "Wawa" hotel, one of the finest

summer hotels in America, is situated on
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of the city. While thous-

ands are familiar with the

better-known resorts in

Canada which have de-

veloped into such popu-
larity within the last few-

years it is known by com-
paratively few only that

there exists close at hand
a preserve as it were—set

aside by the Provincial

Government of Ontario
solely for the delectation

of mankind—where true

sportsmen are welcomed
and where the fishing is

not in name only, but
where the gamiest of

black bass, speckled
trout and salmon
trout are found i n

goodly numbers.
Where the lakes and rivers possess a

beauty of their own—a wilderness, a

surprise. Where the fauna and flora is

found in luxuriant profusion, where the

forests are heavily timbered and the

shores of the lakes beautifully clothed

with a raiment of pine and balsam, and
where every breath of the pure air gives

new life.

The Algonquin Park is a region that

has already won favor with a large num-
ber of travellers who are looking for new
fields to explore and for a place where
civilization has not yet encroached upon
Nature's domains and where man'';

handiwork is not in evidence. Irrespec-

tive of the scenic grandeur of the entire

park, the main attraction is the grand
fishing that is offered and which is open
to all true sportsmen who recognize the
carrying out of the regulations laid down
by the Crown for the protection and
preservation of the fish and game.

The situation' of the park and conti-

gous territory might be called the east-

ern section of the "Highlands of On-
tario," and covers an area of two million
acres of forest and water stretches, there
being no less than one thousand two
hundred lakes and rivers within its

boundaries. This vast extent of virgin

Jones' Lock on Rideau Lake and River Trip.

wilderness has aptly been named "Lake-
land", and the Ottawa Division of the
Grand Trunk Railway system penetrates
its confines for many miles, giving ex-
ceptional facilities for reaching the dif-

ferent points of ingress to the many
canoe routes and navigable lakes and
streams which radiate from the railway
line north and south, making the region
easy of access from any point of the
American continent. Unlike many of the
other lake districts in Ontario, the water-
ways throughout the whole area of the
Park are a continuity of lake and stream,
many of them being navigable for canoes
from one to another, while others are
connected with short and easy portages
with good trails blazed through the for-
est. The country is of a verv rugged na-
ture, the lakes are encircled with high
shores, beautifully clothed with verdure
from the water's edge to the summit of
the highest bluffs. The waters of the
lakes are deep and translucent, filled with
the gamiest of the game species of fish

—

black bass, three and four pounders, and
salmon trout tipping the scales at ten

and twelve pounds are plentiful in the

waters south of the railway line, while

north of the railway bass are not found.

The rivulets and streams are alive with
the gamiest of speckled trout, the cool
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wafers giving them fighting tendencies any of these waters. During the months
which delight the heart of the most ar- of May and June the trout fishing is at its

dent angler. Salmon trout are found in best; the speckled beauties rise to the fly.

the waters north of the railway in the July, .\ugust and September are also

lakes, and excellent fishing is assured in good months for the trout and black bass.

The Rickaby Rapids
15V 1>U. J. M. U.\RPER.

Hey, ho, for the rapids, the Rickab}- Rapids!

Behind and before, how they rush and they roar,

.And ceaselessly blore,

\\ ith a hiss and a kiss,

Past the current-curved shore!

Round about, here and there, do they rumble,

Round about, over, under, they tumble.

Underneath and enraged do they grumble

;

Dappled with foam.

On their way to some holm,

They cradle the trout in some pool,

.'\11 fringed with its water-spun wool:

Ha. ha, "tis the flow of Nature aglow.

From the frolic of satyr and gnome

!

Hey, ho, for the rapids, the Rickaby Rapids!

The woodland's life-plasm, how it throbs in its chasm,
Detouring, like phasm.
The shocks of the rocks.

From prattle to spasm

!

Involvent, evolvent, dividing.

Caressing its currents while gliding.

Its ecstacy only abiding:

Reckless of stay.

In its heedless aftray,

From darkness and dawn until noon,

It fills the near groves with its rune

:

Ha, ha, 'tis the chorus, so fitting canorous.

To the chatter of chipmunk and jay!

Hey, ho, for the rapids, the Rickaby Rapids!

Their sibilant tongue to the centuries belong:

Repeating their song,

-As they glide and deride,

\\'ith the strength of the strong.

The humming, self-willed, seems a mocking.
With shifting of pools from the rocking.

With sifting of spray from the flocking:

Thither and near.

The waters career.

With health in their cheer above and beneath.

To life that finds joy in their aerate breath :

Ha, ha, they're the mirth of old mother earth.

That still keeps her bloom from the sere!



A Moose Hunt In Nova Scotia

BY JOHN S. GUSTINE. JR.

I

LEFT Boston on the 29th of Septem-
ber, on board the S. S. Prince Arthur
ifor Xova Scotia; thence by train,

from Yarmouth to Barrington Head,
which is about fifty miles from Yarmouth
on the eastern shore. Here I disembark-
ed, and was met by a friend whom I shall

call "L", who welcomed me at the little

station. After driving a short distance

to the house, and hastily unpacking my
trunk, the contents of vvhich were placed
in canvas dunnage bags, and packing
this collection on an ox wagon, together
with a sixteen foot canoe, we started, at

two o'clock in the afternoon, for a long
walk up the usual wood road to get into

the back woods and lakes.

In moose hunting the services of a

trustworthy guide and caller are indis-

pensable, not only to insure success but
for the general comfort of all parties

concerned.
The complete knowledge and habits of

the game, and the many signs by which
the experienced back-woods-man knows
how to read and interpret them, is of the
greatest help to the pleasure seeking
sportsman.
For the benefit of green hunters, and

future sportsmen, I will give a short list

of my personal outfit for two men, which
is as follows—viz :

One Baker shelter tent, one complete
cooking outfit for two men, made of alu-

minum, two sleeping bags (which I con-
sider preferable to blankets), two small
hunting axes, food supply for three
weeks, sundrv fishing tackle and two

Off to the Hunting Grounds: A useful team in the Back
Country.

On the Portage to Wabei Lake.

rods, several changes of socks and heavy
clothing.

Our weapons were, a hunting knife

each ; one 38-55 Savage and the other

45-70 ]\Iarlin, finishing up with a sixteen

foot cedar, canvas covered canoe.

\\'e tramped up the tote road towards
Fern Lake, a distance about seven miles
and then, after unloading and placing
the canoe in the lake, and the out-fit

snugly packed in the canoe we bid good-
bye to the teamster, and the trip had
really begun.

The first night we camped on the upper
end of Fern Lake, which is reallv the
starting of the moose country, and spent
the time fishing for the speckled beauties,

and re-sorting our packs so as to have
them in good shape for the portages.

The next day was passed in looking for

moose-signs along the banks and near the
river, also doing some fishing in such
pools as looked inviting, the total result

being thirty-two trout. This was a small
catch but on account of the cool weather,
the fish w^ould not rise to a fly as often

as in the warmer weather.
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Well Loaded for the Carry.

When it was well towards the after-

noon we decided to go ashore and camp,
having paddled about twelve miles from
the head of Fern Lake.

We were making camp when we no-

ticed near the thicket a goodly number of

hoof prints, mostly small, which my friend

"L"' said were cow moose, and thinking

there might possibly be a bull among
them, we decided to get some supper and
then go back about a mile from the river

and try a call.

After supper, which consisted of fried

trout, toast and a liberal ration of tea,

we started for our tramp back into the

high land called Doane's Ridge, which
extends for about a mile into the open
countr}', so common to Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick. Reaching the ridge,

we took our station in a small thicket on
the edge of one of the ridges. Then '"L"

made the magic flute play, letting out the

most weird and plaintive calls one could
imagine, and which I am sure must have
brought a pang of jov to the heart of any
bull, had he been within hearing distance.

Three times the familiar "Who-ah",
"\Mio-ah"', "Who-ah" sounded, then we
were all attention, fairly straining our
ears to catch the slightest sound,—finally

we heard it : but oh ! so far off, it seemed

to come from the distant horizon, \^'e

waited until we had headaches, straining

our eyes to peer into the dusk and gloom
of the thick woods, and the cold frosty

evening air brought on cold chills which
seemed to run races up and down our
spines.

There did not seem to be any signs of

life anywhere near us except now and
then a tree cracking from the frost. How
long we waited, I could not guess; finally

"L"said,"W^ell! Let's try him again", and
cince more the long drawn out calls

sounded through the woods. Then again
there was a long wait until finally "L"
broke the stillness with, "Let's go back to

camp and turn in ; we might get a chance
at him in the morning." So back we
tramped, and after a quiet evening and a

good smoke, we each crept into our bag
and were soon in the land of dreams.

It seemed I had hardly made myself
comfortable on the soft side of the usual
root that always seems to appear in a

spruce bed, when I heard a voice say,

"Come on, 'get up' : day is dawning", and
with the usual grunt and vawn. I was out
but what a change from the warm interior

of a sleeping bag to the cold frosty air of

the north country ! It only required a

few minutes to put on moccasins and
jackets, and off we filed like spectres in

the morning mist.

Again the birch-bark horn was put to

use but not a sound save the early croak

of a raven, and here and there, in the

thick woods a great owl would give its

last call before the dawn of the new day.

After about an hour of this early morn-
ing vigil, we returned to our camp at the

river bank where we did justice to a fine

breakfast, and after washing up and pack-

ing the outfit in our canoe, we were once
more on our journev up the river. After

a two mile paddle we made our first

portage at "Old Squaw Rapids,"' which is

about a thousand feet long, then again

we launched our canoe and paddled until

nearly stinset. reaching the junction of

^^'abei Creek and Harrington River.

This was the start of otir over-land carry

toWabei Lake:and wishing to be in good
condition for the heavv work of the next

day we retired early. Now I want to say

something right here in regard to the
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sleepi-ng bag ; and that is for genuine
comfort it has the blankets beaten every
wa}', as you never wake up and find your-
self slowly freezing to death. I have us-

ed mine successfully for five years and
would not be without one.

We were awake at dawn and after a

good breakfast, packed up the outfit and
started on the trip across country from
Barrington River to Wabei Lake, on a

trail that runs parallel with the creek of

thit name. The "carry" is far better

than trying to navigate the creek as the

latter only results in having to make in-

numerable portages over sunken logs

and rocks. We made the overland jour-

ney in two trips apiece, taking over the

canoe together b}- turns and had our camp
up by afternoon, the distance being about
two miles each wav. This I consider
fairly good time, allowing of course for

the usual delays of slipping pack straps

and rests.

Our camp was at the foot of a long
slough through which the creek wound
its way to a large lake, the slough being
about a thousand j^ards wide, with here
and there an oasis of trees, to conceal the

hunter. A more ideal spot for calling

moose could not be found or imagined.
That afternoon we spent the time in fish-

ing in the creek and we certainly had
what you would call luck, and then some.
I used a "Parmachenee Belle" and a

'"Montreal" and had the most success
with these two.
As it was getting towards evening we

made ready for another call, and getting

into the canoe paddled up the creek to a

small ridge at the further end of the

slough. The sun was getting low on
the horizon when "L" let out his first

call. He had hardly thrown down the

horn when to our left, we heard a big bull

answer "Bwa, Bwa, Bwa" in clear,

deep tones. It would have done your
hearts good to have seen us shed our
jackets and mittens, and get down to

business, although the moose was still

about a quarter of a mile awav. In a few
minutes we again heard his familiar

"Bwa", "Bwa", "Bwa" and by his voice

we could tell he was evidently "Some
Moose". We could also hear the noise of

crashing trees and the swish of the bushes

The Author.

as he ploughed his way through the un-
der-brush, now and then letting out a
griinr.

\\'hen he got to the edge of the woods'
he evidently mistrusted the call as
he stopped and remained hidden. I

told "L" to give him a little call,

and placing the horn close to the
ground he let out a low gurgle. Im-
mediately out came the moose but about
three hundred yards to the north of us.

\\"e crouched down and fairly held our
breaths, and when at last I looked up he
was within two hundred yards of us and
had already turned. I whisperer! to "L",
"Give it to him !" and up we rose and
commenced to put the batteries in action.

Some naturalists claim that moose
never go faster than a trot, which is gen-
erally very ungainly and clumsy, but
this particular moose galloped with both
front feet in the air, similar to a horse
taking a hurdle. Well, you will ask,

did we get him? We both hit him and
he fell ; but he was on his feet again and
away into the green woods in a flash.

We followed immediately, but as it was
dark by that time, we were forced to

give up the search until the following
morning. Utterly disgusted we return-

ed to camp to enjoy a pipe and a good
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supper, and to relieve our sorrow with a

good, long sleep.

The next few days were windy and
consequently, we could do nothing except

scout around and run the risk of coming
on a moose, while ranging up the wind.

^^'e saw good, fresh signs all around the

nearby woods and the slough but did not

meet with moose.

The morning of October eighth was
clear and very cold when "L" called me
at dawn, and after making a small pot of

hot coffee, which we hurriedly drank, we
set off to our calling ground, this time to

the eastward of our former place, reach-

ing it bv a short paddle of about one half

mile.

\\'e took our station and commenced
to call, "L" putting his best into the call.

and it being a clear morning with no
wind whatever, we could hear our call

travelling, it seemed, for miles. At first

we did not get a sound except here and
there a few owls hooting to each other

:

but on our third call we received an
answer. It was not the deep grunt or

bark of our former friend, but a short

bark by which we knew it to be a moose
of smaller size and evidently in a hurry.

-At first we heard it way up to the north,

and in a very short time the answer came
directly to the eastward.

Finally we saw him sneaking down
along the edge of the brush with his head
well up in the air. When he came Avithin

about two hundred yards he stopped to

tr}- and get wind of us : but there was not

a leaf stirring, besides a heavy mist,

which would deaden all scent. There he

stood like a statue. We held our breaths
and I am sure I could hear my own heart

beat, as we waited to see what he would
do next. After a survey of the ridge and
a sniff or two which lasted about five

minutes, he came towards our ridge verj-

slowly until within one hundred yards

;

then he turned slightly towards the

south again as if to pass us by. "L" see-

ing this whispered, "Xow's jour chance!"
As his right side was toward me I sidled

around from my cramped position, drew
a bead on his fore-shoulder, put my 45-70
on him and fired.

.\t the first shot he reared up. as moose
always do. The shot caught him too far

back, and I let him have another when I

heard "L"' shoot once. The moose turned
back toward the east again and started to

run, but I took a flying shot. This as it

turned out, was not necessary as he was
then staggering and Avith a final plunge,

the game was ours.

^^'e rushed down from the ridge and
examined him. He was not as large as

our former moose but a bit;- fclliw. never-

The Mounted Held.
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theless, having a spread of forty inches and with the aid of the ox team, we fin-

and sixteen points. His appearance cer- ished tlie last stages of our journey and
tainly made me feel happy, .\fter cover- hunt.

ing him with boughs to keep the ravens As the head now hangs in my office

away, we immediately went back to camp along w-ith two others, I look with pride

for breakfast, celebrating the event by a and longing, to the pleasant three weeks
large glass of the amber fluid taken from spent with mv companion "L". With
our emergency flask. great regret did I bid him good-bye, un-

it took us three days to get our moose til next year shall bring back again a re-

after first quartering him, and outfit to newal of the visit to the scenes so deeply

the river. Then after two days' paddling impressed on my memory.

A Walk With Memory
BY THE REV. .STOKLEY S. FISHEH. M. A.

The milkweed for the butterfly,

The clover for the bee !

—

\\ hat warmth of tears glows in my eye-

These paths I knew in days gone by,

And they were meant for me.

'Twas here a maid with Eden eyes

Played with me in the grove

;

The little farm was paradise!

Along the broken years yet lies

The light c" that first love!

Oh, days when death was but a word.

And loA-e life's wordless whole

:

\\'hen comrades we of flower and bird,

All we beheld and all we heard

New joy for each young soul

!

Oh, hope with not a fear to mar,

Fair dreams that seemed to be

Realities in view afar.

And strength that recked not of the bar

Between ! How blest were we !

All I have searched the world to find

\\'as then my own, unguessed

:

Eyes beauty-filled, to evil blind;

True comradeship; content of mind;

Heart's ease ; freedom and rest

!



A Fishing Trip In Manitoba

"Back To Nature"

BY COURIER I>E BOIS.

BILL and 1 decided to do the thing

properly, and make the whole
round of the lakes up north. We
were to start from the town of

.Minnedosa, Man. and head for Hart's

Lake, a small body which boasts of about
a mile and a half in length and a mile in

width. From here after a week's so-

journ, we were to proceed to Sandy Lake,
which was some twelve miles to the north
and two miles to the west of Hart's.

Having put in a week at this spot we
were to again move on to Clear Lake, a

lake of some fifteen miles in length and
four and a half miles in width.

\\"e started for Hart's Lake about six

a.m. on a ver}' warm day in the middle
of July. The mosquitos were bad, ex-

ceedingly bad, and what with these pests

and the even more bothersome black flj-,

or gnat, our poor horses were almost
eaten.

Hart's Lake is some ei.ghteen miles to

the north and west of ^linnedosa, and is

situated in a wooded country in the foot-

hills of the Riding Mountains, the trees

consisting for the most part of white and
black poplar. .\s for game, the country
is, with the possible exception of a few
partridges, absolutely devoid of it in the

summer time. In winter, however, when
pressed by hunger, the Deer have been
known to frequently raid the hajstacks
of the vicinity and some of the bolder

ones even to mingle and feed with the

cattle. We arrived at the lake about 8

p.m. and immediately set to work to set

up our tent, then having seen to the

horses and prepared a meal we retired

for the night. Since there was no other

recreation than that of fishing we decided

to make the best of that and to fish for

all we were worth. As an extra induce-
ment we each placed five dollars in an
empty cigarette box and which ever one
had by the Friday night, which was the

time appointed for moving farther on,

caught the heaviest fish was to have the

box and contents.

Hart's Lake abounds with fish, al-

though there is little or no variety. They
are chietiv Jack (and undoubtedly that

.counts for the scarcity of other kinds)

a few perch and some suckers. We were
very successful in as far as quantity was
concerned, but the bi,g fellows, although

there were many in the lake, seemed to

keep away from our lines or else we
missed their haunts, probablj' a little of

both. At any rate, by the appointed
time Bill had won the cash with a six-

teen pounder. I have often read that a

Jack never fights, and from actual ex-

perience would as a rule corroborate that

theor)-, but that brute must certainly

have been the exception that proved the

rule. Fight? Well from the time Bill

hooked him until he was finally in the

bottom of the boat, entangled in the large

mesh of the landing net, must have been
fully twenty minutes. He would permit
himself to be pulled up almost within

reaching distance of the net, and then

—

pfT—and he was gone like a flash, right

to the end of his line.

Friday night at 5 p.m. we struck camp
"Doolittle", packed tent, utensils, canoe,

and grub into our waggon and embarked
for Sandy Lake, a much larger lake lying

some ten or twelve miles to the north

and slightly to the west. It was late

starting, but we thought that after the

heat of the day it would be much easier

for the horses and more interesting for

ourselves if we were to start in the even-

ing, and, as there was a full moon that

night we were well supplied in as far as

light was concerned. The way was cer-

tainly rough. There are, practically

speaking, no roads in that countr}', and
the waggon was continually bumping
over stumps and into trees. As we pro-

ceeded north the woods began to change,

there was less of the poplar and a great

deal more of both birch and spruce.
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Great giant spruce with its lofty head
towering 100 feet high, its foliage spread-

ing wider and wider toward the base so

that it looks for all the world like a great

dunces cap.

Sand}' Lake is situated in an undula-

ting country which abounds in small lakes

of every description, big lakes and small

ones, reedy lakes, and gravel beached,

and gravel bottomed ones. Sandy Lake
itself, as might be supposed, derives its

name from the kind of soil on which it

lies, in fact all the soil in that district is

of a light nature, much more adapted to

oat growing than wheat. The shore of

the lake is, almost all the way around
composed of coarse white sand, and the

bottom of the lake is one of the best I

have ever yet experienced ; I say is, but
perhaps I should have said was, as the

place seems to be getting more weedy of

late years.

Although totally surounded by trees,

this sjnall body of water is one of the

most enjoyable places imaginable upon
which to have a sailing dinghy. Of
course, as is always the case, on small

lakes, surrounded in this fashion, the

breeze is of an extremely gusty nature,

but that simply adds the enjoyment of a

little excitement, rather than detracting

therefrom. The boat owner up there

possessed a sixteen foot dinghy which
carried about 75 square feet of canvass
on a 234 inch keel. On the second day
after our arrival Bill and I decided to

have a voyage of exploration, and loading
up our "Mayflower" we set sail before a

fresh south wind about 8 a.m.

The lake, from the most southern point,

where our tent was situated, to the

northern end, is about 45^ miles long.

There is one large part, then the narrows,
another large part at the opposite end
of which is the island, and then a third

and smaller portion of about three-quar-

ters of a mile in length.We sailed the boat
right down to the end of this last part,

and there made our cache. After tying

up the boat, and fixing up our grub bags,

we shouldered our rifles and headed
northwest. On this trip we had a two
fold motive, first, simply the love of ex-

ploration in pastures new, and second, to

find the best and easiest passage through
to Clear Lake, which lay about nine miles
distant.

The woods in this country were cer-

tainly magnificent. Great heavy birch,

and tall white poplar, intermingled here
and there with a lofty spruce. The woods
abounded with partridges and rabbits, de-

spite the fact that we had been informed
to the contrary. On one occasion, when
we had proceeded about four miles in-

land, we came upon a small black bear,

eating berries from an overhanging black

currant bush, but it merely growled and
hurried ofT before we had half a chance 10

fire at it.

After walking about six miles in that

way, we turned about and began to re-

trace our steps, keeping a little to the

west. The sun was the only guide, as

when one is among trees of such a height

as those were, the sun and the clouds tire

the only visible objects. About two
miles west of the path that we had been
following we struck a fairly good road,

running aparently in the desired direc-

tion. W'e followed this back to the lake

and discovered that its entrance upon the

lake was fully a mile above where we had
left our boat, and went on around the

west shore of the lake and up to the vil-

Iaa:e (which consisted of a store and a

blacksmith shop.)

Satisfied as to the manner in which wc
were to reach the third and last point on
our trip, we tacked back and made camp
a little after sundown.

The rest of the week slipped quietly

away, and we had not done much except
boating. The fishing, once so good bad
been almost destroyed, because on the
preceding winter a sawmill had dumped
its refuse into the lake. The fish, espec-

ially Jacks go for this as though it were a

tremendous delicacy, and it kills them off

by hundreds.

Our trip from here through to Clear

was exceedingly rough. Indeed if we had
not been more than used to travel of that

sort we would never have gone through
at all. For the last two miles we had
frequently to cut down trees, and }-ank
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stumps in order to effect a passage. ^^ e

finally managed to get to our journey's

end, however, and once on the saore of

the lake the rest was easy. It look us

until 4.30 in the afternoon to reach what

we considered a fit place to pi^.ch our

home, and we immediately set to work to

make it an attractive one.

Clear Lake is one of the most beauti-

ful spots I ever yet had the pleasure to

witness. The Lake itself is some fifteen

miles in length, and would probably

average from four to five miles in width.

On the one end there is the rolling prairie,

although it is very heavily treed, and at

the other end the bank goes sheer up

some fifty or seventy-five feet, and this is

covered with great tall spruce. Get a

stiff breeze blowing down the lake, and it

is not long before there is a much larger

seaon than the average canoeist would care

to venture out in. Indeed upon one of

the windy days, while we were up there,

the great white caps were eight or ten

feet in height. Although this on a large

lake would be nothing, owing to the

length of the roller, here on a body as

small as Clear it makes a very choppy

sea.

The game here was much better in

every respect than that which we had

heretofore encountered. There were

wolves, mink, partridges, chicken, a few

bears, and fish in plenty. In fact in the

fall, during the deer season, there are not

a few of the oldest hunters who make

their rendezvous at different points on

the shore of this same lake, and I have

been informed by some of mv friends,

who take in this sport of kings, each fall.

that there is no better Elk and Moose

country to be found in the Riding Moun-

tains. But be that as it may. Bill and I

certainly had a most enjoyable time

there, miles from any apparent civiliz-

ation, we lived much akin to the manner

in which the men from whom we stole

this glorious land, had done before us,

albeit a little better as regards food and

the cooking thereof.

As I remarked a little earlier, there is

fishing to be had here in plenty, and some

of the finest specimens I have yet seen

were caught in this lake. Bill and I put

in four or five hours every da}-, at this

pleasant and patience teaching pastime.

But the best time we had was on our

second last day up there. I was con-

vinced that the largest fish were to be

caught just at the mouth of the creek

which flows into the lake at the South

East end. while Bill swore that they

hid themselves on the south of the

bay, where the water was deep. Hav-
ing discussed the matter for some

time, and in the end being no near-

er agreeing than in the start, we decided

that each should try his favorite pool.

This decision having been arrived at, I

packed my lunch pail, shouldered my rod,

and with a box of trolls, spinners and

other accessories, trudged off in one di-

rection while Bill, similarly equipped,

paddled down to his bay.

I fished with some luck, although not

what I was hoping for, until about 10

a.m. and was just thinking of giving it

up in disgust, when a sudden jerk aroused

me from despondencv. and I sure had a

-Tge one on the hook. After playing him

for some time I finally landed my catch,

and he was a beautv. I now decided

that I could face Bill and prove to

him that I knew more about the haunts of

big fish than he could teach me, and so

trudged oft' home with my burden. He
pulled the indicator down to sixteen

pounds; that was certainly good.

Bill arrived shortly, and after he had

beached his canoe, sauntered up to the

tent, bringing two or three nice speci-

mens, but they couldn't touch mine. He
seemed surprised when I showed him my
catch, and after I had been rubbing it in

for some time he requested me to go and

bring up two or three more fish that were

in the canoe, as he was tired. I did as he

asked me. but when I lifted the sacking

he had thrown over them I almost fell

backwards into the lake. There on the

bottom of the canoe lav the largest Tack

I have ever yet seen. A burst of laugh-

ter from the camp accompanied my dis-

covery, and when we placed this monster

on the scales, he pulled down to a little

better tl'ian twenty-four pounds.



Memoirs Of An Old Fly Book

LIONEL E. LORDLY.

"Bubble, Bubble flows the stream
Here a glint and there a gleam"
Like an old song thru" a dream"

AN old fly book it was, tattered and

faded and withal showing plain

upon its shabby surface the

ravages of time and the evidences

of wear and tear, but its pages are full of

happy memories of by-gone days and re-

collection stirs as I open the old book and
turn over the flannel pages, covered and

studded witli flies of all descriptions,

from the tiny midge to the big Red Ibis

and the great Silver Doctors.

And as I gaze upon them I notice one
in particular—a faded Jenny Lynn—its

bright blue and red colors now but the

shadow of its former brightness, and as I

look the dreary little Western Town
with its wide expanse of unending
monotonous prairie vanishes from sight

and in its stead comes a brighter vision

of a charming trout stream wa}' back in

far away Acadie—a moorland stream
winding its peaceful way through the tall

meadow grass bordering its edges,—at

other times running through park-like

groves of birches and poplars, where the

fhrush twitters to its mate and ever and
anon the rufifed grouse sends forth his

muffled roll call like the beat of a distant

drum. While

"In grovciS that smell like ambergris"
"Wood-songs, bird-songs never cease"

Here the lovely trailing arbutus with

its pink and white blossoms peeps out

from among the greenery, the delicate

pink of some clusters contrasting vividly

with the waxv whiteness of others. Here
and there trailing vines with curious lit-

tle red berries are seen, while checker

berries glow among the shadows, and the

graceful green tassels of the lionspaw

trail around.

Amid these surroundings, over mossy
stones the brook murmurs, sometimes al-

most losing itself and its music among the

stones and then again gurgling forth with

renewed energy, while

"Bubble, bubble flows the stream

Like low music thru' a dream".

Then again the stream widens to a

little pool, alder-hedged, where ever and
anon a trout jumps or merely ripples the

silvery surface for an instant. Farther

up, the stream broadens to a larger still-

water fringed with wild grasses, wherein
the little wild ducks play and the blue

heron pursues the shiners.

Here in the deeper places the large

trout abound and as twilight shadows
fall, the ripples that tell of their presence

can be seen everywhere. They favored

the Jenny Lynn here above all other flies

and many a gleaming brook-trout came
to net on the old fly, now moth eaten and
long ago relegated to the past. But the

vision fades away and I am at my desk

again.

A Montreal lies before me. its purple

wings sadly awry and twisted, and the

scene changes to a wilderness Lake far

removed from civilization, with marshy
borders and wild meadows extending
back a little, until the big woods come

At the Bend of the River.
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and hedge the little Lake around like the

setting of some rare jewel.

Lily pads cover the greater part of it,

and as the wayward wind playfully rip-

ples over, they rise up in grotesque

shapes and figures rising and falling as

the wind lists. Then all is calm and

tranquil again. The white water lily

raises its head with its encircling crown

of golden stamens above the water and

here and there its yellow counterpart is

seen.

Silence reigns supreme except for the

splashing of an occasional musk-rat or

the quacking of the wild ducks—the

deep base of the older birds answered by

the shrill treble of the young.

Out in the middle where the lily pads

no longer hold sway lie the big trout and

and as the calm of evening descends rip-

ple after ripple appears varied ever and

anon by the splashing of a large one.

Here we found right royal sport and fish-

ing from a tiny boat we took many a

splendid trout and always the Montreal

was the favored fly.

As I picture this little Lake at twi-

light it stands out in memory as one of

the most beautiful I have ever seen in a

country abounding in lakes—a lake where

the surroundings have never been mar-

red by man—given over to the wild

things that love the silent places. But

here the vision vanishes again.

The sight of a tiny midge brings back

vividly another picture to me—that of a

tiny pool hidden away in the deep spruce

woods as if Nature was loath to reveal

its presence—alder fringed on one side

and bounded by a tiny meadow on the

other.

Here the birds were always singing.

The sweet call of the white-throated

thrush calling, "Sweet Canada—Canada

Canada" but voiced the sentiments of his

listeners. Little yellow birds flitted

about the alders and the chatter of

the red squirrels comes clearly to us from

near by trees. 'Moreover the little pool

swarmed with trout and they would rise

right eagerly to the tiny midge or the

small brown hackle.

Wondrous strings of speckled beau-

ties we would bring back from this favor-

ed spot to the envy of less fortunate

anglers. But again the scene changes.

An old Silver Doctor much disarranged

and frayed lies on the flannel before me
and I see again in memory's eye a glor-

ious salmon stream far away in the wilds

of Newfoundland. I see the river rush-

ing onward to the sea with high wooded
hills towering in the background, scarred

in many places by deep trails which the

caribou have made in their migrations

across the island. In the foreground are

the guides pushing canoes up-stream

with long steel-shod poles.

Well do I remember the rush of that

noble salmon as he dashes after the fly,

and, as he feels the prick of the hook hurls

himself again and again into the air and

around and around the pool, while the

rod bends like a thing of life and the reel

shrieks as the pressure comes and the line

goes hissing out. Salmon against green-

hart—so the struggle goes on with not

much to choose between the two! Then
the final flurry—the last wild dash—and

he is safely landed upon the gaft', while

the Indian grins approval and all Nature

seems to smile. My first salmon.

This is but the forerunner of many oth-

ers as we pursue our way up stream, the

canoe forging ahead against the swift

current at every stroke of the paddle as

we penetrate the net-work of waters that

interlace this wilderness, into far away
parts where few travellers have been.

But—abruptly the picture is blotted out

and I turn to the old book for the last

time.

Here on the last page among confusion

of flies of many colors I see an old famil-

iar one—a red Ibis—its bright colors

gone, its gorgeous crimson wings and

hackles faded and withered, and once

more the scene changes and I am back

again in the land of Evangeline.

Once more I see the beautiful Ocean
Runs, an ever changing panorama of scenic

beauty from its source until it rushes into

the sea and the fresh wave mingles with

the briny.

Here in the upper reaches of the River

have we spent many a never-to-be-for-

gotten day in pursuit of the speckled

trout, exploring, watching its ever chanj^-

ing moods, glad to be alive. Now we see

the River in one place rushing like a
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brown torrent throus^h the thick spruce
woods—silently and swiftly as if anxious
to meet its destiny.

In other places calm and still, where the

placid waters seem to rest for awhile in

quiet content before entering on their

dash to the oceart.

One place in particular will always
linger in memory as a beauty spot indeed.

Here, with the alders and dark spruces
mirrored on its quiet surface, its waters
seldom disturbed save by the lazy dash
of a trout, the limpid waters glide slowly
onward ocean bound.

All Nature seems stt peace. The chat-
ter of the Kingfisher alone breaks the si-

lence and a magic spell seems to linger

over the spot—the spell of the beauty of

Nature and of the fitness of everything.
Further down, the stream flows for a

spell through barren land where rocky
hills rear themselves above the surround-
ing country and huge rocks lie scattered

around in strange positions as though
giants had been at play. Onward still it

hurries through meadows of wild laurel,

sweet fern, pink "Lamb Poison" and
thickets of white Labrp.dor tea. Then
through impenetrable alder thickets,

where in the deep moss the delicate pink
Ladies Slipper raises its head, and the
Star Flowers are seen. Tall green ferns

wave in the summer breeze. Here and
there on drier ground a delicate perfume

Here have we lingered, watching the River's ever changing

Moods.

fills the air and on looking for the cause

we see the dainty twin-flowers, tiny

pink bells glowing a deeper hue of pink

inside—creations of the wilderness

moulded with exquisite taste.

Yet farther the stream broadens to a

lake and rests awhile, but soon it is hur-

rying on again. Swift and swifter it

glides through the thick spruce and the

"Dark'ning Pines" until at length, like

a hound unleashed, its journey done

''Foam (lakes toss't on a torrent brown
It meets old Ocean's shore".

.And here the scene changes—the vision

dies away ; I close up the old book and
with a sigh of regret take up again the

thread of life where I have for the time

dropped it.

THE VALUE OF A WINDBREAK.
Respectfully dedicated to B- and his Wind Break.

BY J. G. TAYLOR

Blew wind as it never blew before,

On the Cascade camp, on the Codrov shore,
It rattled the tins in their rustic bins,

-And dashed near denuded the fish of their fins.

It blew such a blast and it blew it so fast,

That the rabbits were scared as they scudded past.

The poor campers declared, there was never such weather
;

True as Gospel, the birds were scarce left with a feather.

But in such a crises a genius arises.

In strength of his might he a break wind devises,
This wind break, it's true, sent the smoke in the stew.
Mosquitoes in millions its shelter sought too,

But trifles like these, were as mites in the cheese,
While yards of Doyle's cotton defied every breeze.

The above was written after a salmon fishiny trip to Newfoundland.



Johnnie Shopejis'-iic and His Gun.

Photo liy F. W. Bald. Midland. C^jurtesy of Midland EDgine Works.

A Bear Hunt On The Georgian Bay

3Y J. BRUCE HAXLY.

WE landed at our first portage at

six o'clock on a Saturday night

after a good trip up the lake.

Thanks to our new motor boat
our trip proved a speed}- one with none
of the troubles we had experienced in

previous years with the row boats. As
the cabin of the motor boat could com-
fortably accommodate eight without any
crowding in the berths we spent our
nights in comfort.

As we retired we remembered making
a bed the previous vear with a bale of

straw which we had brought along for

the permanent camp. Glad enough
were we then to make a temporary camp
in the old timber slide and use the straw
for a bed.

Next morning we made the portage,

using the sixteen foot motor skiff to tow
the boats loaded with the dunnage. This
task proved an easj- one as w'e could load

the boats deeper and to better advantage

with the fine tow. Monday was spent
in getting the camp in "apple pie order"

ready for a good start the day the season

opened.
Having decided to endeavor to make

our first run at our old standby, the pen-

insula, which was always good for two or

more deer. Tuesday saw us on our re-

spective runways with Sam read}' to put

out the dogs. There were two or three

new <iogs amongst those we had brought
to camp and when Sam left with the oth-

ers they made a strong protest because
they were not taken as well.

Stewart was stationed nearest to ihe

camp with Dalton next and then myself,

while the rest of the boys were on the op-

posite side of the peninsula. I had held

down this particular run for fifteen differ-

ent seasons and had had some good kills

with only one miss and that not a bad
one as we tracked red all across the point.

\\'hen Sam had the dogs going in fall
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cry both in the field and camp we certain-

ly had plenty of music. The dogs in the

field were heading away from me but on

the first run of the season there are apt to

be stragglers and stealaways and we v\-ere

keenly on the watch. I examined my
sights, made sure my rifle was loaded and
indulged in a little speculation as to where
I would shoot should the deer come my
way.
Suddenly a heavy running in 'he ;)ush

was heard but instead of the bi.g buck I

twinkling of an eye ran in the opposite

direction down the gully. Another shot

was sent after him and feeling certain I

had hit him when he turned. I ran along

to follow him up. At that moment Dal-

ton began his cannonading and as he was
only one hundred and twenty-five yards

away I thought it better to keep out of

range until- he had finished.

We were all now keyed up to a high

pitch of e.xcitement and were yelling out

such questions as "Did you get him?"

Photo b.v F. W. Bal.l, Mulland.
Flat Hock Gully:.. Taking out a good one.

C-JUrtesy of MiiUand Engine Works.

had anticipated out popped Mr. Bruin.
Although sudden, the visit was not alto-

gether unexpected as bears had been
chased out of the gully in first runs on
more than one previous occasion. The
bear came on grunting as though tne

whole pack of dogs were after him. Tak-
ing careful aim I fired a couple of shots

and when he was fifty feet away and still

coming on gave him a third. Up to this

time I did not think he had seen me but
at the last shot he turned and in the

"Where is he?" etcetera. I felt certain

I had vi'ounded him and thought Dalton
had finished him. When we searched the

trail we were doomed to disappointment
as we could find no blood. As the dogs
appeared to be bringing deer towards us

we thought it best to go back to our runs.

For a few minutes I followed the tracks

and then, taking example from the others,

went back to my stand.

The dogs brought a deer pretty close to

us but fcillowed it awav ofif north again
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Close to Camp with oar Bear.

Courtesy of Midland Engine Works.

when it went alono;.side the lake, leaving
the run at the old lumber camps and giv-

ing none of us the chance of a shot.

When the dogs came back I was eager
to put them back on the tracks of the
bear. Dalton thought there was not
much use in this as he had had only a
couple of shots and was not sure he had
hit him at all. However I was not con-
tent to leave without a more extended
search and Dalton consented to assist.

Accordingly with one of the dogs at our
heels we traced the track back to where
W'e had left it before. A step or two
further on we saw a drop of blood. Up
to that time Dalton thought the chances
pretty slim but this drop of blood put new
life into us and we carried on the search
with vigor. About two hundred feet

further on we found Mr. Bear as dead as

a door nail.

As this was the first bear we had had
the chance of getting a shot at and only
the second one we had seen in its native
wilds, the result certainly wakened things
up more than a bit. On the previous oc-

casion when the bear was seen we h.^.d

no cun and therefore no chance of making
a kill.

Congratulations were now in order for

the Captain and he certainly felt good and
wished the like success to all the boys.
In dressing the animal we found that a

shot had broken one rib and touched the

heart, splinters of bone being driven in nil

directions through the lungs. The bul-
let that did the damage was located and
cut out and lo! it was a 44 \\'inchester

bullet and could bv no manner of means
be made into a Savage bullet from the
Captain's gun. It was now congratu-
lations for Friend Dalton and these were
all the more hearty as those from Dalton
had been generous and full when he
thought the Captain had won the honors.
A second bullet was found when the pelt

was removed and that too was Dalton's.

proving conclusively to whom the honor
belonged.

A dav or two later it was the Captain's
luck when standing on the same runway
to see another bear but this time he was
too far up the gully for a shot. We ob-

served that the bears travelled the same
route as others had gone over in previous
years.

^\'hile we had hunted in this locality

for twenty different seasons it was tlij

first time we had seen a bear there. It

is curious also to note that while Dalton
had hunted for forty years or more and
had all kinds of game to his credit in

various parts of the country nortn and
south he had never shot a bear. I wjs
glad indeed it was his kill for there is no
better sportsman and companion that the

same good fellow, Dalton.

On another page of this magazine \ 'Ui

may see a cut showing a partv carrying

out deer and the last man on the pole is

the one who got the bear. At the time
the photograph was taken he was stand-

ing almost exactly on the spot where the

bear turned and ran in the direction the

men are seen to be carr3'ins: the deer.

The photograph was taken the year be-

fore the successful bear hunt.

Mr. W. A\'right. of Creston, B.C., shot

a fine golden eagle near the Kootenay
River. The bird measured over six and
a half feet from tip to tip and proved a

splendid specimen of his kind. It has

been stuffed and mounted and will doubt-
less prove of much interest to many
visitors.



A Veteran's Experience

BY WILLIAM NEILSON.

Although I am now over eighty years

of age and have hunted continuously for

the last thirty-five years, having missed
only one hunting season during that time,

I am still enthusiastic over the different

hunting stories and experiences told in the

pages of Rod and Gun. A little review
of my own might be interesting to some
readers.

My first experiences in fishing and
hunting were along the line of the King-
ston and Pembroke Railway in :;ie Jis-

tricts of Sharbot Lake, Mississippi, La-
vant and Folger stations. The lakes

then yielded beautiful fish and the deer

were quite plentiful. My companions
included old veterans like John K. Thom-
son. Big \\'ill Ferguson, Henry W'e'^icoit,

Jerome Thomson and Jack Ferguson, the

first three now hunting in another worM.

In those days the hunting seasons were
longer than they are now and we always
succeeded in getting all the deer we need-

ed in addition to a plentiful supply of fisli.

Several of our numbers were good trap-

pers and we often procured a nice lot of

furs.

In those early hunting days the men
did not go alone but took their wives with
them and found them hearty comrades in

the camp and field. We had comfort-
able tents and Mrs. Thomson, Mrs.
\\'estcott. and Mrs. Neilson were quite at

home in camp and enjoyed the change
equally with their husbands. They did

not go much in the woods but they prov-

ed themselves good guardians in the

camps when the men were all away hunt-
ing and on several occasions had a sur-

prise for the male hunters when they re-

turned wearied, footsore and unsuccess-
ful to find a deer waiting for them to hang
up. This always put new life into us
and the dressing and hanging up was per-

formed in double quick time. Our
camps were convenient to lakes with a

boat always in readiness. The women
could all handle a boat and Mrs. Westcott
was an expert with the gun. It vvas woe

to the deer that showed itself i;i '.lie .ake

when they got after it.

As civilization advanced the deer went
further back and I concluded to seek a

new hunting ground, selecting a position

on the Ottawa and Parry Sound Railway,

now a part of the Grand Trunk. In rh\s

manner I drifted away from my old cron-

ies and became associated with other

hunters, going out at dirferent points

along the line as far as Madawaska.
For several years my favorite resort

has been Aylen Lake where my son John
and Herb. Ellis have built a comfortable
shack aft"ording nice shelter for fishing

in summer and for hunting in the fall.

As I am particularly fond of fishing I

manage to spend several weeks at the lake

each season.

An experience I had last summer will

interest all angling readers. I was out

trolling and my friend Herb. Ellis was
handling the oars. W'hile manipulating^

one hundred and fifty feet of copper wire,.

an Archer spinner liaited with a li\'e min-

The Old Veteran at Aylen Lake. Engaged in his favorite

Occupation.
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now and in fifty feet of water I hooked
on to a salmon trout. When he came in

sisjht of the boat he wanted to fight and
accordingly I allowed him the line, run-

ning out nearly the whole length before

I snubbed him. Just then I felt a ter-

rible sensation and thought I had caught

on the bottom. Herb kept the boat mov-
ing and gradually I drew in the line.

Judge of mv amazement when I discover-

ed as I drew the line in that I had two
salmon trout instead of one. The con-

undrum was: How were we to land the

two with one gaft' hook? I warned
Herb., who was handling the gaff, to be

sure of one and if possible to try and land

them both. \\"nh care he managed to

secure the two fine fish and as they lay

side by side in the boat they presented a

grand spectacle. \\'hen we weighed
them they tipped the scales at fifteen

pounds.
The only manner in which I can ac-

count for such unusual luck is that when
the first fish got caught the minnow was
left dangling on the small hook on the

side and the second fish made a grab for

it and also got caught. It is an unusual

incident and as such interesting to fisher-

men.

An Adventurous Big Game Hunt

BY A. L. JAMIESON.

ABOUT the middle of October con-

siderable activit}" was displayed by
the members of the Meaford Hunt
Club and friends were certain

something serious was afoot. It was,

however, nothing more than the usual

restlessness which breaks out every year

as the big game hunting season approach-

es and is relieved by much discussion up-

on outfit, stories of past experiences and

hopes of future triumphs.

Most of the hunters have waited pat-

ientlv and all waited, patiently or impa-
tiently, for the long twelve months to go
round before breaking out again.

In the case above mentioned the rest-

lessness took various forms. With
Charles a feverish activity was shown in

boat repairing. His canoe received a

fresh coat of paint, a sixteen foot gasoline

launch and a row boat were both repaired

and the whole three put in apple pie

order.

The Doctor went his rounds wearing a

bland smile and assuming a satisfied air.

knowing that he had secured the services

of an able substitute who would look well

after the interests of his patients while

the Doctor himself was looking after

something else on the French.

On Saturday little knots of the boys
gathered at the corner near the drug
store and discussed everv detail of the

trip or related at great length and with

considerable gusto some of the events of

past trips. If one watched closely differ-

ent motions of the hands and arms show-
ed how enthusiastic story tellers were
emphasizing their points and fighting

their battles over again.

At length we believed everything to be
in readiness for our railroad journey. The
muzzling order had. however, not been
withdrawn and all attempts to obtain a

relaxation in favor of hunting dogs prov-

ed unsuccessful. These facts imparted

a melancholy aspect to the whole proposi-

tion. Our members had always hunted
with dogs and hunted successfully and we
felt that to go to the woods without our

canine friends would spoil the whole trip.

The Captain took the matter in hand
and with his accustomed energy found a

solution of the difficulty. The brilliant

idea was that we should make the journey

bv water and in our own boat. W hy
had we never thought of it? The Cap-

tain knew of a thirty-three foot boat for

sale, with a three cylinder gasoline engine

and if we could get her in time and house

her over all would be well. Depot Har-
bor was outside the Quarantine limits and
dogs could be obtained there—at least

the Captain said he would obtain them.

A committee was appointed, the boat

purchased and housed over, though she
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was fitted up none too soon and none too

well for such an expedition. All was
ready on October twenty-seventh when
a leak in the feed pipe was discovered

and repairs had to be effected. In order

to accomplish these repairs the whole
boat had to be unloaded. One delay

followed another and it was not till Oc-
tober thirty-first that we finall.y left port

with our crew of eight men and full sup-

plies.

Many of the wiseacres prophesied a

quick return and I believe that fully half

the population shared their view. Our
crew, however, were men of pluck and
determination and none of us meant to

allow such people to crow over us.

Our first landing was at the Christian

Islands at which we arrived in good ord-

er. The night was passed bv most of us

making our beds on boxes or in any avail-

able space we could find. By means of

the chart we took a course from the is-

lands to 3\Ioose- Point and it was here we
encoimtered the heaviest storm of the trip.

We had left the islands early in the morn-
ing and were making good time when
suddenly the wind blew a gale, whipped
up the sea into a iury and all in less time

than it takes to tell about it. \\'e had a

small gas boat in tow filled up with our
extra gasoline in five gallon cans. Two
seas smashing clear over us swamped the

boat which immediately sank and compel-
led us to cut the tow line. We were ner-

vous about going any further as our gaso-
line was low and our extra supply gone.
Accordingly we put back to the islands,

making only two miles per hour against
the gale and those who ever felt seasick

were sick on that occasion.

At seven o'clock in the evening we
'anaged to get under the lee of Hope

Island, tired out and hungrv and with our
hunting ardour considerablv cooled off.

Not a single member, however, proved a

quitter. We anchored, prepared for the

nieht and endeavored to obtain some rest.

Apparentlv there was no rest for the

wicked. The wind changed and our
anchor commenced to drag. There was
nothing for it but to put out and go back
amongst the islands where we laid up for

the night and took such rest as we could
obtain in our crowded quarters. One of

the boys remarked that he felt he had no
room in which to shiver. Some one kick-

ed over a pail of molasses, reposed in

the stuff all night and found himself stuck

up in the morning. How we all put in

the night we did not know but we did it

somehow and were present at the general

consultation after breakfast.

As we were out of gasoline and could

only procure a small portion on the

islands we decided to engage a navigator
and succeeded in obtaining the services of

an Indian well acquainted with the inside

Wabinam Channel. Under his guidance
we arrived at Penetanguishene on
Thanksgiving Day, all of us filled with
feelings of thankfulness that we had ar-

rived so far without serious accident. As
all the places of business were closed for

the holiday we found ourselves somewhat
delayed in making the necessary purchas-

es.

All our members agreed that never
before did we witness such catches of fish

as on that particular day at Penetang.
Dozens of small craft came in loaded to

their gunwhales with fish. I spoke to one
old fisherman, a French Canadian, and he
informed me that the catches were the

best made for several years.

Finally we succeeded in filling our re-

quirements and left Penetang at four
o'clock. That evening we enjoyed the

grandeur of the inside channel in a man-
ner we should have thought impossible
had we not seen it. The beauties are in-

describable and must be seen +0 be ap-

preciated at anything like their true

value. Apparently our Indian knew the

mazes of that channel like a book and
never seemed at a loss for a turning.

Our spirits ran high as we sailed into

San Souci, a summer resort of some note
and the home of the black bass. If ever
I can see my way clear to the holiday I

am going to San Souci with my favorite

rod and reel. We had a good rest here and
felt satisfied with the progress we were
making.
The next stopping place was Pointe

aux Baril and here we had to remain
over tw'o days, a very heavy sea running
outside and open water before us from
the Pointe to the French River. The
number of buildings erected on the
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islands during the summer was a matter
of surprise to us. Islands that a few
short years ago could have been purchas-
ed for a song are now valuable, with
beautiful modern summer homes upon
them. During our short stay we se-

cured the privilege of using a fish shantj'

and made our camp there until the sea

ran down.
When the storm had blown out we set

off and soon saw the mountains of Kil-

larney rising up from the horizon like a

blue cloud. Four hours later we picked
up the French River ranges. Very soon
after that eight men were seated in the

dining room of the Hotel Copenanning
getting outside of everything in sight

and asking for more. A walk around
the village seemed good to us and we
stretched our legs on the rocks of the

north shore. Soon we forgot the dis-

comforts of the trip and looked forward
to the delights of the old camp up the

river.

Speedily we unloaded the craft and
took .our supplies over the portage by
tram car. If readers ever indulged in

the exercise of pushing a well loaded
tram car up a steep grade I will guaran-
tee, from the experience gained on that

one occasion, that it will put an edge on
the appetite for the next meal. When
the water was reached our supplies were
loaded on a large pointer and our small

craft tied behind. This double tow was
taken in charge by a small steam yacht
and in this way we reached our camp,
situated on a small island at the mouth
of the Wahnapitae River. Bv camping
on the island we could allow our dogs to

run loose and thus keep them in better

shape for hunting purposes.

.\fter our ad\entures and the difficul-

ties we had overcome our camp looked
eood to us and we prepared to enjoy to

the full all its backwoods comforts. We
fell to our first meal with the greatest

gusto. Our cook, Jack, proved a good
one and did much to add to the enjoy-
ment of our trip.

If an old saving is to be believed it

never rains but it pours. ^^'e were al-

rcadv three days late and our experience
ne.xt dav went to show that the deer had
left that section for parts unknown. .Al-

though three dogs were sent out with the
Indian we did not manage a single run.

Upon investigation we were told that the
continued banging of a partv of partridge
hunters, who had been in the camp for

the past three weeks, had scared the deer
away. I made up my mind to visit this

camp and did so. There were eight men
there and the whole place was literally

strewn with partridges. Six or eight
shotguns stood in a corner and accounted
for the slaughter. I passed the time of

day with the men and left at once, think-

ing it better not to tell them the half of

what was in my mind. We were told

that the party had shipped out six thous-
and birds. They were engaged on a

business proposition, but their camp pre-

sented a most distasteful sight to sports-

men.
As we wanted deer our Indian advised

us to pack up and move down the Bad
River. We followed this advice and by
moving lost some more of our valuable
hunting time. The longest way round
is sometimes the shortest way home and
the proverb proved true in our case. As
we had lost our small gasboat we were
up against the task of moving that point-

er to our new hunting grounds. Those
readers who have pulled an oar in a

pointer will have some idea of the kind
of work we undertook and what it in-

volved. In due course we arrived at a

point on the Bad River we deemed suit-

able, made a wigwam, and succeeded in

capturing three deer. . On the fourth

day it snowed, our bedding was thor-

oughly wetted and grub being very short

we started back to the old camp. For
seven hours we rowed that old pointer.

If any reader is curious to know more
about a pointer and will consult Charlie

Fisher, of Meaford, he will be fullv in-

formed of all the advantages and disad-

vantages of that kind of a boat.

We found the partridge hunters had
taken their departure—to where they be-

longed we supposed—and the deer had
returned. Our fortunes took a turn and
before the season had finished we secur-

ed our legal number.
The run home was made" safely in

record time and with an entire absence of

adventure. The engine never missed a
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bang from start to finish and that means
something- for a gasoline engine.

If the readers find anything deficient

in this little narration wiH they please

remember that the writer is a common.

everv-dav farmer who annually catches

the hunting fever as November draws

near and who, with hundreds of others,

hies away north with the rest of the

boys in pursuit of the wily deer.

Hunting On Horseback In British Columbia

Success With the Mule Deer

BY R. C. P..

WE left Kamloops, B. C, just at

daybreak on November fifteenth,

1909, on our way to the head-

waters of !\Ionte Creek for a deer

hunt. Forty miles was the extent of our

day's journey—twenty-five by buckboard
and fifteen on horseback, the latter over
a very rough trail. This fifteen miles

was new to us as we had not hunted in

that section before.

Our party was small, consisting only of

my brother and myself and we had to

travel light as we could not take the rig

through. Our outfit therefore con-

sisted only of a pair of blankets
apiece, some grub and rifles and
ammunition. \\"e carried no cook-
ing utensils as we had arranged to

camp at a cabin near a wild hay meadow.
This cabin was used by the owner when
he put up his hay in the summer and the

stove, cooking utensils, etcetera, were al-

ways left on the premises.

At the point where the trail left the

waggon road there was two inches of

snow on the ground but this gradually in-

creased in depth as we ascended the

mountain. AVhen we reached the cabin

late in the afternoon we found a comfort-
able stable for the horses and an abund-
ance of wild hay. We were very .nuch

pleased with these conditions as our ani-

mals had had a long, hard trip and we in-

tended to hunt on horseback the follow-

ine dav.

\\'here the topography of the countrv
will allow it deer hunting on horseback
is much to be preferred to hunting on
foot. Amongst the advantages ire the

ereater tract of countrv covered, the ease

from wearisome walking and the possibili-

ties of approaching nearer to the quarry

than is often possible on foot. The lat-

ter appears to be due to the deer's curios-

itv. A man on horseback is evidently

counted in the deer's ideas as one animal

and he is consumed with curiosity to

make out what new creature has invaded
his domain—curiosity so self-forgetting

that it often costs him his life.

While enjoying our supper an Indian

came to ask who we were and what we
were doing in the neighborhood. Hav-
ing satisfied his quest for information ha

offered to guide us up the mountain on
the morrow and point out the most likely

places for deer. Gladly did we accept

his oft'er and as he told us we were in

good deer country we retired to rest with

high anticipations of the morrow'.^, hunt,

pluming ourselves upon the possession of

two well tamed hunting horses and two
.303 Savage rifles. The Indian, who told

us his name was Joe, had a good hunting
pony and was on hand early and the thiee

of us were off with the first streaks of the

dawn.
\\'hen we had travel'od lialf .1 .nile up

the mountain side I saw the Indian, who
was in the lead, turn in his saddle a'ld

motion that there was a deer .ilic-id. We
stopped and after looking rdreiuHy in the

direction indicated saw a buck gazing at

us from the friendly shelter of a 'arge fir

tree. ^^'e could see nothing but his iiead

and mv brother \^'ill, slipped off his horse

and fired making a clean miss. In a

couple of jumps the buck was out of sight.

Coming on a bench land with a gully

runnin? through we decided to -:eparate.

Toe crossing and taking the left bani:

while Will followed the right. The wrir-
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er made a detour to the left of the other

two. \\'e were to meet at the end of the

gulch. This program was carried througJi

without .seeing any deer though the.e

were many fresh tracks which looked
good to us.

Resuming our journey in Indian file we
had onlv gone about one hundred yards
when I spied another buck hardly se\xn-

ty-five yards to our left. I gave a Icav

warning whistle to the others wiio .vere

in front of me just to let them know there

was "something doing," slipped off my
horse, took careful aim and down dropped
Mr. Buck with a bullet in his shoulder.

As the first one dropped a second jumped
from a clump of bushes and was gone in

a flash down a steep gulch.

^^"e left our horses, ran to the edge of

the gulch and saw the buck half way up
the other side standing gazing at us. This
gave Will a chance for a second shot.

The deer was about two hundred yards
lower down, making accurate shooting
difficult. A\'ill fired but made a second
miss, the bullet causing the snow to tiy

just over the buck's back. The shot and
its accompanying results did not seem lO

trouble the animal much as he onlv mov-
ed a little higher up the gulch and ag<iin

stopped. \\'ill made careful aim and
pressed the trigger. This time the buck
was "down and out" with a bullet through
his spine. After performing the neces-

sary operations we returned to the place

where we had left the horses md found
them patiently awaiting us. A well train-

ed hunting horse hardlv ever strays from
the spot where his rider leaves him if the

bridle lines are dropped at his feet. In

this respect they are like the horses of the

cowboys of the plains about which many
people will have heard or read.

\\"\U and the Indian rode down thz

gulch and hauled the deer up by two pick-

et ropes attached to the horns of their

saddles. By the time they 'eturned I

had my deer dressed, a fire going an:! a

pot of coffee boiling to wash d^wn the

cold lunch we had brought.

In the afternoon we arranged to hunt
separately and return to the lunching
place within two hours. Xot one cf us
exceeded the time limit and each had the

same storv to tell
—

"nothing doing."

Lashing a deer apiece on two horses •%'€

struck out for camp. On our way down
the mountain we had to make some very
steep descents and often had to d'"i\ e the

horses ahead for fear they might slip r.nd

fall upon us. The horses were sl.od but

the snow being soft their shoes "bal'ed"

up and they were worse off than if un-
shod. Eventually we reached our camp
and were not at all the worse for our
slipping and sliding. After such e.xe,"-

tions our sleep was quiet and refreshing

and in the morning we felt fit for any-
thing.

.\s we had to return to Kamloops thai

night we had only half a daj' in which to

hunt and to make the most of it da>lighi

found us well up the mountain. We
rode together till we came to a nice open
piece of bench land surrounded by bunch-
es of spruce trees. As we crossed the

clearing we came upon a number of fresh

deer tracks. The Indian dismounted, ex-

amined the deer tracks carefully, pulled

the bridle lines over his horse's head and
made for the nearest bunch of spruce,

about one hundred \-ards below us. He
was hardly out of sight- when we neiird

him fire two shots in quick succession.

I followed the Indian's example with
respect to my horse and made for a gulch
straight ahead, keeping well above ihe

direction the Indian had taken as T knev/

the mule deer always run up hill after be-

ing startled. ^\'hen within fifty yards
of the gulch I saw a big doe h'ing under
a tree and on the far side. As soon as

I came within sight she jumped up and
started off on a trot. I fired in a hurry
and just before she got out of sight. I

followed and found bv the blood marks
in the snow that I had hit her above the

knee on the right foreleg. As I continu-

ed on the trail I noted that she was travel-

ling fast and retraced mj^ steps to the

place where I had left my Ijrother and the

horses. The Indian had returned from
his little trip and informed us that he kil-

led a fawn with his second shot. We de-

cided to leave the fawn for the time being

and follow the wounded doe. ^^'e fol-

lowed that deer for a long time without
catching up with her. At last the trail

led into some thick bush where we could
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not take our horses and as it was mid-day
we told Joe he could have the deer if he

would follow her and put her out of her

misery. He readily ag^reed to this pro-

position and said he would return to camp
with us and obtain the help of his squaw.
On the way down we helped the Indian

to load the fawn on his horse.

After lunch we started on the fifteen

mile trail to the wagon road. Slow time

was made as the bucks formed awkward
loads to pass the trees where the trail

was narrow and trees close. They were
almost as difficult in cases where the

trail wound its way along steep sidehills

and across equally steep gulches.

By the time we reached the buckboard
darkness was settling down and it was
eleven o'clock before we reached Kam-
loops, tired but thoroughly satisfied with

our outing. \\'e heard afterwards that

the Indian and his squaw tracked and

bagged the wounded deer the same after-

noon we left.

A Proposed Mink And Muskrat Ranch In Alberta

BY ADGUST WOLP.

DR. T. F. BURGEX, of Spokane,
Wash., and his associates, includ-

ing three experienced trappers,

have leased two thousand acres of

land in the lake district north of Atha-
baska Landing, .-\lberta, where they will

raise mink and muskrats on a commer-
cial scale. They will begin work in

June. Dr. Burgen says of the enter-

prise:

"I do pot know that there has been a

similar experiment tried, but I have de-

voted all of my spare time for seven
years to careful investigation and I am
convinced the project will be a big suc-

cess financially.

"I was over the ground recently and
chose the location. I will get about
five thousand additional muskrats to put

into the lake immediately, although it is

well stocked at present. That we may
get the best price we will choose one
lake and stock it with the dark rats,

which are of more commercial value.

"The rats require no food other than

what they can get themselves except in

unusual cases. A\'e will prepare for

emergencies by growing carrots, which
will be fed to the animals at times if

necessary. The muskrat fur will be

worth from fifty cents to one dollar

each.

"The mink are much more difficult to

handle and we will be obliged to prepare

pens and sink the netting deep into the

ground so that they cannot escape. We
-will secure five hundred when we begin

operations this summer and should have
several thousands for commercial pur-

poses a year from this coming winter.

"We will be obliged to feed fish to the

mink, and these are in abundance on our

lease. The mink furs sell as high as

nine dollars, and are better in the north

than in the L^nited States. We will

handle some cattle and horses in con-

nection with the fur farm, as our pro-

ject will require but little attention a

large portion of the year."

Dr. Burgen has spent much time in

the woods. He has devoted much of his

time to fishing, and came to Spokane
with the expectation of changing his line

of business, and getting into the open
air last fall.

Experienced trappers will assist in

the work, while protection will be given

by the mounted police. They will go by
rail to Edmonton, and then take the

stage to Athabaska. .Ml material will

be packed from that point to the mink
and muskrat ranch. A pack of dogs
will be taken along with the other

equipment.



A Hike Through Algonquin Park

A Fine Fishing and Camping Trip

BY E. E. M.

"Who hath seen the beaver busied?

Who hath watched the black-tail mating?
Who hath lain alone to hear the wild goose cry?
Wlio hath worked the chosen water where the

ouananiche is waiting,

Or the sea-trouts juraping-orazy for the fly?"

(1

WITH the approach of Summer the

disciple of Blackstone, rememb-
ering- former trips into northern
woods, proposed that we again

hike to the land of lakes and rivers, bal-

sam and pungent wood smoke, huge ap-

petites, health and recreation.

As the microbe had been working in

my S3-stem since long before Spring's

approach, it needed no further encourage-
ment to gain my hearty assent. The call

of the wilderness, (when once its charms
are experienced) is as irresistible as the

song of the siren and once the fever of it

gets into your veins, it will follow you at

work, in sleep and everywhere, and there

is no relief until you pack your duffel

and hie thee to the land of lakes, invigor-

ating air, the home of the beaver, deer,

moose and wolf.

So after a deal of planning, (and this

is no small part of the fun) where to go,

what not to take, etc., etc., one day in

early .\ugust found the lawyer, (hereafter

called Postie), my two bo}'s, ages seven-
teen and nineteen, (Arthur and Paul) and
myself, (hereafter known as "Pop")
aboard a fast train bound for Algonquin
National Park. After all the talking and
preparing for the trip, the weather being
propitious, we were all in the humor to

enjoy everj'thing that transpired on the

wa}".

But we will pass over our journey
without comment, except to mention an
acquaintanceship scraped up with an el-

derly man with a seamed and rugged but
kindly face, who got aboard at Buffalo.

His eye was keen, and while his graj'

hair and wrinkled face gave testimony
to his having battled manfully with life's

problems, yet there was a wholesome-

ness about him that invited confidence.

Noticing he. had duffel that ntight con-
tain fishing tackle. Pop scraped up an ac-

quaintance, with the result that we found
him an ardent fisherman of wide exper-
ience, and he related many interesting

things about the country and his fishing-

experiences. It developed later that

he was a minister, who in his youth had
been called to a little mission church in

the suburbs of Buft'alo, where he was still

laboring. While he was entirely uncon-
scious of it, there was a touch of pathos
in the thought, as we read between the
lines, of the faithful efforts in what was,

and remains to this day, one of the poorer
districts of the city, and as fast as he
helped raise (and he did help) boys and
girls to better living and opportunities,

they would move into better districts and
as they prospered, joining other and more
favored churches, this old hero began
again with other children, in obscurity,

with little else to encourage him but the

thought that he had done his best.

We parted company with the old

gentleman at Scotia Junction, as he was
going up on the Magnetewan to see one
of "his boys" who had consumption and
whom he had sent up there to live out
doors, and incidentally he expected to

land a few bass.

We arrived at Joe Lake Station at

10:40 a.m., where however there is no
station but a store and a very good hotel.

We had expected to have the prows of

our canoes pointed north by or soon after

noon, but the train stopped but a mo-
ment and then hustled on—with our duf-

fel, the baggage master having failed to

put it off.

As our camp duds and food bags were
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in our baggage, we could only order the

needed supplies and wait the return of the

baggage.
A good assortment of camp supplies is

kept at the store, which is owned by L.

E. Merril, the hotel proprietor, and w'hile

we were impatient to be off, we enjoyed

the excellent dinner at the hotel, which is

well kept and rates reasonable.

Our baggage returned at 5 45 and by
6:30 we had dumped supplies in the food

bags, changed our soft clothes for camp
duds and were paddling up Joe Lake.

About a mile from the Station we pas-

sed a party of four girls chaperoned by a

lady teacher from Case School they hav-

ing one guide, and will refer to them
later.

We paddled until dusk, and as we
entered the river saw three deer and
heard a number more jumping into the

woods. We kept on going until dark
and were obliged to camp where a lift

was to be made over a beaver dam. It

was not a propitious place, but needs
must ; the ground was uneven, we could

not see to gather balsam, so spread our
ponchos, put up the tent and after get-

ting supper the best way we could by
fire light and with food thrown into the

large food bags promiscously and with-

out order, we turned in and slept sound-
ly, but were up early and were on our
way by eight o'clock.

We soon arrived at the portage into

Baby Joe, meeting a party coming down
the river as we went up. It was but a

short paddle and quick portage into Is-

land Lake, which is a lovely sheet of

water dotted with wooded Islands, the

lake trout being plentiful.

A strong head wind kept us pushing on
the paddles, and perhaps two thirds of the

distance up the lake we found a camp
where the young men gave us directions

that we mieht locate the portage into Lit-

tle Otter Slide without difficulty.

Having no guide but a government
map, and having hardly become used to

"paddling our own canoe" we were grate-

ful for any hints that might save time.

About half a mile out from the portage
we passed an ideal camp on a prettv lit-

tle island and saw lake trout hanging
from some bushes, but no one answered

our hail. On the portage from Island
Lake to Little Otter Slide, (which is

rather long) Pop got tired of the canoe
and sat down to rest. It was but a few
moments before he discovered a con-
tinuous string of honey bees coming and
going from a cedar tree beside the trail

and he was considering cutting a bee tree

when at this juncture the bevy of females
overtook us, each with a load of duffel

and the guide almost on the run with one
of their two canoes.

It was long past noon and having made
our second trip (for we had three weeks
supplies for four hungry chaps, and duf-
fel we did not need ) we ate a cold lunch
while the bevy cooked on the Island Lake
side. As we did not relish being passed
by a "passel" of girls, even if they did
have a husky young college man, who
during vacation guides in the Park, we
hiked across Little Otter, Slide and hur-
ried across the portage into Otter Slide
and steered a quarter of a mile too far

west, getting into a small creek, (as we
discovered others had done before us)
thereby losing twenty minutes. On
rounding the next point east we found
the portage, with many more, the length
and condition of which you can guess at,

as the map is only useful in a general
way. The water here flows north, we
having crossed the water shed between
Island and Little Otter Slide Lakes, and
from this point the river often runs in a

tortuous channel through swamps, which
are great feeding places for deer. We
saw eight or ten, four of them waving
their white flags at us at the same time.
During one of the lifts on this stretch our
camera accidently dropped into the wat-
er which disabled it. much to our regret.

We expected the females every mo-
ment, as they were travelling light for a

short hike only, and we were "loaded for

bear." After numerous portages and
lifts over logs they finally overtook us at

the last portage, which ended in a steep
trail down to the river, where one of the
girls was so tired she dropped her duffel,

which rolled to the liottom. While we
were hunting a spring, they embarked
and led us into White Trout Lake, arriv-

ing there about dusk with rain threaten-
ing.
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The only good camping site at this end

of the lake was across a small bay as we
firned a point, and we discovered that it

was occupied as there was a camp fire

glowing between the trees. We landed

at the point we were passing, made camp
and cooked supper by fire light, the rain

coming on before it was completed. We
turned in, a thoroughly tired out bunch,

and slept soundly, notwithstanding our

mattress of balsam was rather thin.

When we awoke on Sunday morning it

was "raining pitch forks," and the down-
pour continued at intervals during the

day. However we were dry, increased

the amount of balsam in our bed, cooked

between showers, and spent a very com-
fortable day. During the early fore-

noon Pop discovered fish rising for flies

out around the point, and as we needed

camp meat very badly, he jointed a cast-

ing rod and with an artificial minnow,
made a cast where there had been a large

swirl but a moment before, and immed-
iately hooked a live wire of some kind.

After a lively battle of three or four

minutes he landed a beautiful fish of per-

haps two and a half pounds weight, un-

like anything any of us had ever seen,

having scales like a yellow sucker, only

with an iridescent or pinkish tint in plac-

es, but a mouth like a bass.

We had been told by a professional

guide that the small fish we had seen of

this species were a sort of chub and were

not fit to eat, so we did not sample it,

which we have regretted ever since.

While trying to disengage the artificial

minnow from the mouth of the fish, it

got even with Pop by jerking the hook
into his first finger, clear to the bone, and
the lawyer proved himself an eminent

surgeon by chopping it out with the onlj'

razor in the crowd.

The next morning we broke camp and
started north, thinking to pass the point

where the other camp was located. As
we passed they hailed us, joining our

flotilla with two canoes, and we journey-

ed northward together. There was a

father, his two daughters and two guides,

the father and one guide taking most of

the dufTel, and the other guide, with one of

the girls for a bow paddler, taking the

balance, and she was the best bow pad-
dler in the bunch.

After a number of portages we ran a

rapid on the north stretch of the Pete-
wawa River, in which the gentleman and
his guide tried to knock the top off of a

granite rock in the white water, with the
result that it almost pitched them into

the bottom of the canoe. The latter

threatened to overturn every instant and
swung round with the current with a
jerk. There the}' hung, all but capsizing
every moment, for at least three minutes,
much to the amusement of the rest of us,

notwithstanding the dangerous position

they were in. They worked the canoe
off in a few moments and after an hour's
paddle they made camp on the western
shore of Red Pine Lake, and we located

a beautiful camping site in the eastern

end, near the portage to Lake La Muir
in which we desired to fish for speckled
and lake trout. We camped there for

three days, but the next morning, taking
our fishing tackle and the canoes, went
to Lake La '^luir where in a short time we
caught seven trout of from three to eight

pounds in weight. Our friends of the

day before joined us and were almost
equally successful.

The next day we decided to air and dry
our bedding, wash towels, underclothes,
etc., and while this was in progress, Post-
ie stalked out on the rocks dressed in but
a pair of trousers with a bright pink
blanket thrown around his shoulders, and
gave us an Indian oration in good style,

followed by a most excellent Ben Greet
rendition of Hamlet, in which he even
mimicked the voices of the players, and
the text of the play he repeated verbatim.
Pop had learned from a St. Lawrence

guide the year before, to cook fish chow-
der, which would melt in your mouth and
of which you could eat a pint after you
had eaten so much that you could not
eat another bite. Having brought one
can of tomatoes, which he had lugged
patiently day after day in order to prove
his statements, he made a fish chowder
for supper, cutting all the meat off a five

pound trout, which, together with po-
tatoes, tomatoes, onions, bread crumbs,
etc., made two or three gallons. 'We
were all hungrv all the time and as this-
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was ready for supper, after eating plenty

of other things, we devoured the chowd-

er to the last spoonful, the younger "ad

confiding to us afterwards that he had

eaten seven full pints of it.

Having learned that there was a lumb-

er depot in the deep bay to the south west

on Burnt Lake, we visited it the next

dav. purchasing some bread, and wended
our way northward to Perley Lake, not

expecting to go further north than this,

but intending to go east through La Muir

and Hogan's Lakes and south through

various others to Lake Opeongo and out

to the southern boundary of the Park

where we could get the railroad. Hav-

ing, however, learned from a tire ranger,

whom we met, that the three mile port-

age from Hogan's Lake to Crowe Lake
had not been travelled for twelve years

and would require two or three days of

hard work to chop it out, we made up our

minds to go around by the northern

boundary of the Park and out at the

western boundary to South River Sta-

tion.

On the Petewawa between Perley and

Catfish Lakes we met three fire rangers

on their way to Burnt Lake depot where

they made headquarters and spend Sun-

days. Soon after passing them, in

rounding a bend where the current was
deep and strong, we surprised four beav-

ers at work, one having a stick perhaps

four feet long in his mouth. They did

not see us, and having ceased paddling

immediately on discovering them, the

momentum of the canoes and the current

carried us in silence to within fifty or

sixty feet of them. Then one discovered

us, and hastily raising his trowel of a

tail, brought it down with such a ker-

chug, so loud and unexpected that we
nearly fell out of our canoe. The other

three did likewise, an instant apart,

sounding like a scattering volley.

We camped on an island in Cat Fish

Lake that evening by firelight again, as

we had developed into night hawks, and

it seemed we could never find a good
camping site when we ought to camp.

After a full meal (that is after we
couldn't eat any more) Pop turned in and

the others were preparing to do so when
somebodv cried out that the moon, a

comet or an air ship was rising above

the eastern horizon, which showed the

ragged outlines of the rugged hills and

the scraggy pine against the sky line.

We all took a look at it and whether it

was due to a sort of mirage caused by a

slight fog that was rising, disturbed by
the air currents from the valleys and
gulches, or whether we were too full to

see straight, that woozv moon, or what-

ever it was, wobbled about in its ascent,

and we at one time concluded it was a

Fourth of July balloon. We sighted by

trees and bv every other means of which

we could think tried to determine

whether it was wobbling about as it look-

ed. \\'e are not sure to this da}' that

the ^lan in the Moon had not had a dram
of Scotch Whiskey. At any rate, with

the stillness of the forest, only broken by
the plash of the beaver and the occasion-

al thrilling cry of the loon, it was a little

uncanny, and we beat a retreat into our

tent, pulling the mosquito bar over the

front for protection.

The next day was eventful. W^e got

along smoothly imtil immediately after

noon time, lunching at a log chute,

where we should have taken a mile and a

half portage over a route which does not

show on the map, and where we were
deceived by the well defined trails upon
both sides of the stream made by the log-

gers who had been running out logs the

spring before. Following on down the

stream we soon found ourselves on what
we later learned to be what is called by
the loesrers, the five mile rapids, and at

the time we thought they were twenty.

Being unexpected, we knew nothing ex-

cept as we experienced it. and with the

exception of three or four short paddles,

we found a succession of rapids which
could not be run even by an expert.

Therefore we lugged our canoes and duf-

fel nearly all the way to the foot of the

rapids, spending the entire afternoon, and
carrving the canoes over beastly trails

where we believe canoes were never car-

ried before.

As we struck the bottom of the last

rapid we found a desirable camping site

and commenced to impack, but swarms
of black f^ies overtook us. notwithstand-

ing it was late August, when flies are
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usually a thing of the past, and as Pop
has suffered from them on former trips

and does not take kindly to them, we
hastily disembarked and made the next

portage, again making camp and cooking
supper in the dark.

There were a number of beavers at

work in the pool and they made consider-

able noise during the night. In the

morning we found a trail down the side

of the hill near camp and leading to the

river, w^hich was almost as well worn as

a cattle trail, being used to drag down
logs and sticks. There were stumps of

trees ten inches in diameter that they

had cut down, cut in lengths and dragged
to the river. We commenced to under-

stand that "working like a beaver"' meant
worl-ing day and night and accomplish-

ing something.
The next morning, after making two

portages, one of them quite lengthy, we
came out upon the sandy shore of Cedar
Lake, ironed out at this point as smooth
as a piece of plate glass, and very beauti-

ful in the morning sun. We made good
time to the north end of Cedar Lake, and
when we reached what we supposed to be

the portage where there is an old lumber-
ing stable, got our dinner and made an-

other portage of half or three-quarters of

a mile, following what seemed to be the

plain directions of the map. We came
out on what Pop guessed was a continua-

tion of Cedar Lake, and as there was an-

other load for two men, he and Postie

took a canoe and paddled down towards
Cedar. Thev found the guess correct,

here being a sharp turn where there is

a little rapid, the trees concealing the con-

tinuation of the Lake. This the govern-
ment map does not indicate, being clearly

at fault in this instance.

After a short paddle, and a half mile
portage, we found ourselves in Ora Lee
Lake and from thence over a high ridge

into little Couchon which we almost tra-

versed and camped near a lumber depot,

occupied by the keeper who stays there

during the summer. He was very glad

to have even such company as ours, as

he sees very few people during the sum-
mer, being twenty-five miles from the

nearest settlement. He brought us over
new potatoes and green onions which

he raised in the sand of the higher beach, i

and which he had watered night and
morning during the entire summer.
The company had built extensive log

buildings there for stables, bunk houses,
store rooms, etc., and he showed us one
building which contained 3500 bushels of

oats which had been brought in for the
teams for the next winter's logging opera-
tions, and he was obliged to shovel over
the entire mass once each week to keep
them fresh and prevent them from be-
coming musty.
We departed next morning floating

through Big Couchon, Mink and one or
two smaller lakes not designated on the
map, on one of which we found loggers
establishing a camp, they having just ar-

rived that day.

^^'e, like the veritable tenderfeet on
such expeditions, had been leaving little

souvenirs at each camping site, and at

our lunch time at the head of Cedar Lake,
by some hook or crook had left all our
knives, forks and spoons. We asked
the cook of the lumber camp to supply
us, which he cheerfully did, and scorned
anything in the way of payment, which
is indicative of the good fellowship and
courtesy which we found through this

region.

Towards sunset we crossed the east
end of Kioskoki Lake which had been
\-ery rough all day but which had settled

down to long swells, and camped at a
lumber depot on the north shore where
the Amable du Fond River flows out.

There was a lumber storehouse here with
the keeper and one of the park rangers.
The former tried to sell us the hide of a
nearl}' full grown black bear, it having
attacked him when he killed it with his

only weapon, an axe. The keeper of
the depot was glad to see anybody he
could visit with and brought us down a

bucket of new potatoes. After making
camp and cooking supper. Pop took his

rod and repaired to a log chute on the riv-

er, soon followed by Postie and the boys,
and notwithstanding it was already dusk,
caught five nice brook trout, two of which
the depot cat devoured during the night,

so that Paul thought it was up to him
to catch a couple in the morning, which
he did before we took breakfast.
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Pop had caught a couple of trout be-

fore the others arrived. Just as they

reached the dam he made a long cast and
hooked what he declared to be a fifteen

inch trout, which fought like a tiger, and

he being upon the dam could not land

him, and yelled for Art. to get the land-

ing net at the camp. Art. beat Tom
Longboat's time and came back puffing

like a porpoise. All this time Pop had
been playing his trout, calling attention

to his fighting qualities and how he broke

water and bored down, until after land-

ing him and striking a match we found
it to be a pound and a half sucker.

Pop thought we ought to camp here for

a day or two and catch brook trout and
suckers, but Postie was strong for push-
ing along, and after sitting around on the

stumps of the clearing for an hour or two
chewing the rag until we were all threat-

ened with lint on the lar^-nx, we decided

to see Postie out to civilization at the

earliest possible moment, and departed

on our westward way in the face of a

strong wind and heavy swell.

At the west end of Kioskoki Lake in

the bend of the river below an old log
chute there is a deserted Indian farm.

\\ hen we reached the log chute, which
was perhaps an eighth of a mile long and
apparently as dry as punk, we decided
to take our dufi'el and canoes right up
the chute, but when we got about two-
thirds of the way up we found a little

water, and the further we went the deeper
it got until it was well above our knees,

and the current so strong we could hard-

ly keep our feet or make headway. When
we reached the dam we found we would
have to make another portage over a well

defined trail, and after a short paddle
came to the longest of the two portages
between Kioskoki and Manitou Lakes,
neither of which are shown on the map.
This latter was perhaps a mile or more
long, but we thought it was two miles, as

it finally leads out into a clearing show-
ing an Indian squatter's farm house and
buildings on the shore of ]\Ianitou, the

distance seeming much greater owing to

the clearing. We found an Indian fam-
ily here who had cleared perhaps the only
farm in Algonquin Park, having lived

there for many, many years, and they
proved to be very hospitable.

Thinking we had more pork and flour

than we needed, we presented them to the
squaw who in turn gave us some maple
sugar and bread of her own make.
After this we hurried on our way, pad-
dling several miles to the head of Manitou
and expecting to camp at the portage,

but when we got there we found the trail

so steep and the slope so abrupt that we
could not find a place seven feet by nine,

level enough to pitch our tent. Although
it was sundown, we were obliged to carry

to the other side of the portage over an
excellent trail but up a very steep hill,

thereby keeping up our reputation for

camping late.

The next morning when the boys and
I got up we missed Postie and as most of

his clothes were in the tent concluded he
was taking a bath, but as we did not
find him in the Lake commenced to worry
for fear he had gone into the water and
been seized with cramps. Just at this

juncture we heard a voice from the op-
posite direction and we discovered his

bald head popping above a berry patch,

he calling to us to come on in, that the

berries were fine. He was bare foot and
clothed in but a nether garment.

The next morning when we got out
of the river at the foot of Tea Lake we
found the wind so strong and the water
so rough that it seemed to take us an
hour to get around the point, but we fin-

ally succeeded in getting over toward the
lee shore and had comparatively easy
going until we reached the narrows. Here
ve found great breakers rolling around
the point and were unable to proceed
further. As it was after eleven o'clock,

we decided to get dinner, and as we would
likely run out of bread Pop volunteered
to bake biscuits enough to last a couple
of days. Having picked two or three

quarts of huckelberries on the way down
in the morning, we cooked potatoes, fried

bacon, and stewed the huckelberries, mak-
ing nearly a gallon of the fruit and liquid.

Pop baked about five dozen biscuits in

our little aluminum folding baker and be-

side eating everything else that was cook-
ed or eatable, the hungry horde devoured
every biscuit before they got cold, and
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Paul, who had been lingering: a little in

the rear, looked up and inquired if there

were an}' more biscuits.

The elements did not subside sufficient-

ly for us to proceed until about six

o'clock, and in the meantime we amused
ourselves the best way we could, one of

the diversions being the surprise of a

flock of downy young wild ducks that

swam into the little cove where we were
beached, and did not discover ns until

within fifteen or twenty feet, when they

made a great commotion and disappeared

very suddenh-. We saw the first ling

here that any of us had ever seen, it be-

ing of the catfish species only with much
longer and slimmer body. One of the

Park rangers said they were excellent

food, but they do not look it.

We paddled long and hard in the teeth

of the swell left by the high wind of the

day, and were preceded about half of the

four or five miles by a pair of loons who
seemed to beckon us on in the right direc-

tion and who were very sociable as they
answered our calls. It was just dusk
when we struck the head of Tea Lake
and we did not have sufficient time to

select a camp site. \\"e landed on a

rocky point, unloaded quickly as it was
growing dark, and after all the place

proved to be the most charming camp we
experienced on our trip.

\\'e saw two or three beavers in the

little bay just west of the point, as we
landed, and heard them ker plunk with
their tails many times during the night

and early morning.
The rock for one hundred feet back

from the water was washed entirely bare

and clean, it being a gradual slope, and
on the west side of the point we found
where it was covered with moss an inch

or two thick, which served in lieu of

balsam, and a comparatively level place

where we could pitch the tent, weighted
by stones.

We enjoyed our supper hugely, the

camp fire, the surrounding rock and wat-
er, the hills to the north, south and west
covered with stately and sombre pines

and the moonlit lake to the east, which
had become like a mirror, the full moon
beaming down with his Bill Taft smile

and the occasional weird crv of the loons

made one of the most peaceful and beauti-

ful camp scenes that I have ever exper-
ienced and had Ambercrombie & Fitch's

illustrated camp scenes beaten to a fraz-

zle. During the night we could plainly

hear the wolves howl, which was weird
in the extreme and inclined to cause a

tiny shiver to creep up your spines.

Eight o'clock next morning found us
toiling up over the rugged portage into

the head waters of the Amable du Fond
River, and we followed this swift and
twisty little stream to Indian or Round
Lake, getting oft" on the wrong branch at

one point and losing twenty or thirt}'

minutes time, due to the inaccuracy of the

map. Crossing Indian or Round Lake,

which is outside of the boundaries of the

Park, thanks to the directions of a Park
Ranger, we were enabled to find the port-

age with a delav of but a few minutes, it

beginning in a swamp but soon running
into higher ground. Pop was leading

the van with a seventy pound canoe for

a head ornament, followed by Art. with
a husky load of duft'el, when in stepping

up on the roots of a birch tree, which
seemed to be solid and perhaps eighteen

inches or more above the surrounding
marsh, the moss and roots gave waj',

and Pop's leg ran down into the marsh
so far that he hit bottom and was sitting

on the roots of the tree and the canoe
had followed down, hitting his head on
the return trip. It dazed him a little.

and he could get neither up nor down
until Art had shed his duft'el and helped

in the resurrection. After this, the bal-

ance of this mile and a half portage was
solid traveling, although the trail was
rather indistinct. \\"e came out on the

shores of a marshy little lake, perhaps
a half mile in length, which, with three

following ones are not shown on the map,
but there being no suitable place to cook
dinner, we decided to push on to the low-

er end where we could see a small island

that looked good at that distance. On
approaching this island we found it was
marshy like the surrounding shores, and
we made a short portage into a still small-

er and marshy lake, but found a sandy
landing, where we enlarged our belts and
refreshed the inner man.

While Postie and Paul cooked this
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humble repast, the rest of us paddled
across this little lake to locate the trail,

as it was a burnt district and there was
no trail that anyone could follow except
an expert. After flounde-'ing over burnt
logs and a succession of hog^ backs we
located the next lake, but had difficulty

in finding a place to embark owing to the

marsh. Finally we found the best place

on that shore, and it proved none too

good. Huckelberries grew in profusion

all over this burnt district, and it was
hard for us to leave them, as they were
delicious and could be stripped off in

great handfuls. However we had to

make the sacrifice and return for the duf-

fel. Mosquitoes were about as plentiful

here and had their camp appetites with
them.
We returned long after the meal had

been prepared and partially eaten by the

hungry horde left in charge of camp, and
endured a mild scolding while we de-

voured the crumbs.
After carrying across this portage we

headed South toward the outlet of the

lake and while passing a small island

surprised two beavers that were working
just below the point of the island but
who did not dive until we got much clos-

er to them, and after passing we saw
them swimming far up the lake.

We made a diligent search for a port-

age at the lower end of the lake, but not
finding it there, finally located it about
two-thirds of the way down on the west
shore. To be sure we were right, one of

us trotted out what seemed to have been
an old wagon or logging road, about a

mile, locating another lake which we
have since learned is called Clear Lake,
owing to the translucent water, the bot-

tom being very plain in ten or fifteen feet

of water.

We had decided to make camp on a

little knoll which offered a nice site, and
while Pop was scouting for the trail the

boys gathered huckelberries and Postie

made camp. We heard the beavers many
times during the evening and early morn-
ing, as we were only a few rods from the
lake shore, and after a hearty supper,

turned in to sleep soundly until break of

day, after our strenuous work of the day
before.

Having finished the bread procured
from the Indian squaw, at the evening
meal, it was up to Pop to show his skill

at making pan cakes, which were a suc-
cess. Postie also baked pan cakes until

his face looked like a piece of raw beef,

and he became so ravenous that Pop re-

lieved him and spent the balance of the

morning baking cakes and trying to fill

up the belts of the boys. When the bat-
ter was all gone they still sighed for

more, but as we wished to reach South
River before evening, and knew nothing
of the trail and the map being of little or

no use, we had shouldered our burdens
and hit the trail by eight in the morning.
We were quickly over Clear Lake, over
two lifts where there were beaver dams,
and into a small lake or large pond filled

with water lilies. We came out to a log-

ging road and a log bridge and chute
combined, which necessitated a lift of a

few rods, after which we soon swept out
into the south fork of the South River.
There was a good strong current, the

shores were timbered and lined with
bushes, and it was delightful in the fresh
morning air with the smell of balsam to

sweep around curve after curve and inci-

dentally to occasionally stirprise a deer
with his nose buried in the water, feeding
on lily roots. After an hour's paddle
we came to the head of a rapid which we
had been informed was a mile and a half

long, with insufficient water to run them.
^^'hile the rest unloaded the canoes and
prepared to lift them up to the bridge.

Pop struck a brisk walk in the direction
which he supposed led towards South
River Station, as there was no way to

tell whether it was going or coming.
After a brisk walk of fifteen minutes up
the winding road and over the hills, there
was no sign of a river anywhere, but he
concluded that was the direction towards
the village and upon returning to have
a council of war, we decided to wade the
rapids where it was necessary, and we
found that to be most of the way, for two
hours and a half. It was a case where
whatever you did you wished you had
done the other. Owing to Postie's long
legs and Paul's superior agility, it hustled
Pop and the kid to keep anywhere in

sight of them. This was only possible
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by a great deal of splashing and flound-

ering through the water and over the

slipper_v stones. On the last stretch

they got out of sight, and we found them

beached on a sand bar at the foot of

the rapids, and as it was about one o'-

clock Paul was clamoring for grub. How-
ever, the fever of travel was in Postie's

soul and Pop, suspecting that he was
trving to make the evening train home
and fearing it was a case of homesick-

ness, prevailed on the boys to tighten up

their belts and buckle down again to hard

work.

About four o'clock we passed out of

the river into a lake and again into a

river where we met a boat load fishing.

and upon inquiry as to the distance to the

Station received the reply that it was two
or three miles, which heartened us very

much.

.^fter paddling an hour or more in a

•drizzling rain which had set in, getting

oflf the direct way twice owing to widen-

ing into marshy lakes and seeming no

nearer to town than before, we com-

menced to question whether there was
such a place as South River in that sec-

tion of the countr}-. At this juncture we
saw a farm lad, who upon inquiry in-

formed us it was four miles to the vil-

lage. The hotel keeper later told us

that the distance to where we had been

told it was two or three miles to the vil-

lage was seven miles by straight road.

But as all things have an end. we finally

sighted some mills on the lake front

where we landed, packing our duffel and
canoes three-fourths of a mile to the sta-

tion, cold, tired and hungry.
As we swung around the caboose of a

freight which was just pulling out. a

liuskv t)rakeman hailed us and inquired

if we called that fun, and upon receiving

our replv that we did, roared out "None
of that for me : I'll take mine out on the

railroad."

\\'e found the evening train had just

passed and therefore could not make con-

nections for Joe Lake Station until the

following Monday, which hung us up at

the village hotel until Monday morning,

with the exception of Postie. who having

had the wanderlust drowned out of his

soul and a pining for home and civiliza-

tion, left on the midnight train for Toron-

to, Buflfalo and home.

1

Cloud Castles

By Levant Fred Brown.

Who saw the dance of the dead clouds when the sunset left them, and roaring east

winds drove them like withered leaves to hide the evening star and crescent moon, and

fill half the sky with wild and spectral imagery? —^Ruskin.

The setting sun is shedding mellow rays

Of ambient light on all the spheres around,

And piercing through the velvet, mystic haze

Of early twilight. All the clouds are bound
By pearly belts, and with bright wreaths are crowned.

.\nd these fair clouds can now be plainly seen.

Forming a stately river that has found

A winding way through realms of fairy queen.

From which rise groves of fir and hillocks green.

.\down this river moves a gorgeous boat
Tinted with orange, violet and gold;

.\nd in it stands a youth. As on they float,

His eager ej'e takes in the mountain bold.

The isles and trees, the vapors which enfold
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The mystic river in a warm embrace,

The heavy, jagged rocks that sternly hold

Primeval secrets 'neath their mossy face,

While over all soft lights the shadows chase.

A fair, illumined cloud—rose-tinted mist

—

Rises above the groves of verdant yew,

Joins with the clouds above whose cheeks are kissed

With sunshine mild, and forms a castle true

;

A castle wondrous grand suspended in the blue

—

Woven in mist, unfolded to the view,

Aflame with gold and crimsons melting through.

Nor Fancy's pencil bright, nor poet's sweetest lay,

Can justly to the mind this fairy scene portray.

Columns and terraces, and lofty towers,
.

•

.Are deftly fashioned and divinely planned.

The massive portals are bedecked with flowers.

Wreath crowning wreath and band encircling band,

While on the snow white dome, superbly grand,

A golden staff supports the flag of bliss,

On whose pink folds are traced with cunning hand
The, symbols of our earthly 'happiness.

In sweet confusion traced, yet nothing placed amiss.

This glorious flag in many a graceful wave
.And fold voluminous by the wind's caressed

;

And many an earthly joy and action brave,

Is there with weird and wondrous art expressed;
Fear seeks a safe retreat; the child of want finds rest;

•Alluring cupids hold up wedding rings.

Tears, little love-words, flowers pressed

In books of poems, blissful stings.

Reproaches mild and all ambrosial things.

The youthful boatman floating down the river

Surveys the magic pile with gleaming eye ;

And as the misty walls now start and quiver.

Darken and fade, and melt in azure sky.

He and his castle great, so far and yet so nigh,

A shapeless mass of clouds sink down the west.

The sunset's rosy colors linger, fade and die;

And as fair nature sweetly sinks to rest,

Night throws o'er all her dark and starry vest.

Thus ever man builds castles in the air

^^'ith mist that rises from life's winding stream.
He knows that joy and sorrow, peace and care

Walk hand in hand
;
yet still he loves to dream

Of future good. Ah, if he would but deem
This world a preface to a world more fair.

Our earthly life with happiness will teem,
And on the Other Side, Oh bliss beyond compare!
He'd dwell in God's own castles, fi.xed, eternal, rare!

Ybel Paint Light, March 11, 191]



Fishing At Moosehead

A Fine Holiday Omting

BY F. W. LEE.

I

HELD a railway ticket for ^Nloose-

head, Maine. All I knew of the

the place was:—first: that Paul lived

there and secondly : once upon a

lime a railwaj- booklet, in process of cir-

culation, had not overlooked me. So

breezy and seductive were the profusely

illustrated descriptions therein that one

reading almost fancied he was inhaling

the crisp, woodland atmosphere of a

great lake and river empire unspoiled as

yet by population. Here was the do-

main of the Mooselucmeguntic, the Cau-

quomogomoc or mayhap the Xes-eik-

cuspem. These it maj' be explained, are

not wild and shaggy shapes that stalk

through forests and browse on tree tops.

they are names of lakes and hunting

grounds.
Friday afternoon around five a wire

was handed me from Paul, an urgent

message to leave that night. Mid-sum-
mer Sundays in the city are deadly lone-

some so I annexed a time table and found

that a train for Moosehead via the Can-

adian Pacific short line left Windsor
station, Montreal, at seven twenty-five.

Rushing supper I packed my grip and

not unmindful of a hint that girls were
a-plenty at the hotel stocked up with

candy and magazines. It was after I

got aboard and located my berth that the

train conductor informed me we did not

stop at Moosehead, I must alight at a

station a few miles this side or go on to

Greenville, where the bulk of the tourist

business for the lake took steamer.

Moosehead was to be a regular stop in

the near future for the fast express. No,

there was only a train from Greenville to

Moosehead early in the forenoon. Sun-

dry grips and passwords didn't go, he was
not a member of my lodge but he assured

me that walking was good. I took my
berth without another word thinking of

the three thirtv-eight a.m. marathon
ahead of me. Then came an indistinct

recollection of a drowsy struggle with

the ebony porter, a double quick change
of costume and I stood on the platform
at Somerset Junction. Lights streaked
on the glass and varnish of the long train

that slowly drew into darkness and went
around a curve.

It was early dawn,already the sky above
a clump of pines had grown brighter.

I'eeling mighty shivery I turned up my
collar and was ready to hike downtrack
when machinery of some kind purred
along the rails and I beheld Paul and as-

sistant pumping a hand car in my direc-

tion.

"I didn't mention they would throw
you out here," he blithely explained as

we shook hands, "We were half afraid it

would scare you away and were not too
sure of this car as one of the section men
wanted to run up to Long Pond. How-
ever we arranged things and here we are.

Jump!"'
O you Paul, would you have come half

way up to meet me supposing 3-ou did not
get the blessed hand car or would you
have awaited my arrival at Moosehead
with riiy heavier-than-air handbag? I

tried to think this out but just then we
commenced hitting curves at a terrible

gait and it was all I could do to fasten

attention to my hold on. We reached

Moosehead at last, swung our loco, to a

siding, went to the hotel, thence to my
room.
My window overlooked the lake, flat

and tranquil at this hour save for a gen-

tle plash. Its far off centre was hidden
in morning mist and darkness jealously

brooded over the rocky shores. I could

not see a great deal of the surrounding
scenery and the hour being yet too early

to do much, again went to bed and to

sleep, lulled by a dull boom from a water-

fall to the left of the hotel.

Paul routed me out at se\en and in

more or less negligee we flitted to the

outdoors. None of the guests were in

sight though a wisp of smoke from a
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Cream

Spreads Like Butter
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have been on the market for over
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these in his stock, write us direct.

Made under Govtmment Inspection.

F. W. FearmanCo., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

The Ideal Beverage

ASK FOR

OONDON)

A Pale Alb, palatable, full

of the virtues of malt and
hops, and in sparkling eon-

dition, is the ideal beverage.

Now when chemists announce
its purity, and judges ita merit,
one need look no further.
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kitchen chimney indicated that breakfast

was on the way. Two shaggy dogs

gambolled with us to the water and ad-

mired our dive from a spring board into

the lisping lake.

Certainly the lisping lake was colder

than I expected and a pucker of goose-

flesh and I was out in a minute. Another

dip and a hasty rub down, then damp but

cheerful we rushed back to my room,

meeting enroute two comely ruddy faced

lasses lakebound : they were habited

somewhat less lightly than ourselves.

"I'll bet they are actresses," I ventured

after the\' had nodded and smiled.

"How do you know?" asked Paul.

"How does anj'one know?" He said I

was right, the stage was pretty well rep-

resented that summer at the hotel and I

was given the opportunity of meeting the

two girls at breakfast.

At the close of the meal we paired oft' and
taking our rods, baskets and landing nets

went to the dam for a try at trout fishing.

The dam I might explain bridges the

Kennebec which at this point takes its

rise from Moosehead Lake. It was erect-

ed by a logging company and through the

chutes the river rushes to spread below
and babble over many a shallow on its

way through Alaine.

The best fishing in the district is found
here. In the lake the togue and land-

locked salmon as a rule rise only to troll

or bait, occasionally to the fly, but all

morning people had been stuffing me
with yarns of big catches from the dam.
My rod was a good strong bamboo and
we were well supplied with flies, Silver

Doctor, Yellow Montreal, Brown Hackle
and so on. The day having become
slighth' overcast Doctors were the favor-

ites. I had luck at the start and hooked
a pink spotted beauty which lunged here

and there and gave me plenty of sport.

Finally he came threshing up in the long

handled net that was skilfully used by
mj' good looking companion. .\ moment
for admiration and she tried. There
came a quick splurge of silvery light in

the water, the line taughtened then the

gut snapped and he was away with a

couple of yard^ oi bad wishes. \\"e

rapidly repaired the damage, then she

picked up a fish larger than mine, I as-

sisting with the net. Turn about we
had a fine time for an hour and a half

when the trout abruptly ceased biting. .At

the far end of the dam Paul and his friend

seemed to be having a like measure of

.-uccess.

In Maine a catch is limited to twenty-
five pounds per individual and having al-

most the full allowance between us we
picked up our "things" and started for

the kitchen. On the way I used my
camera.
The chef received our gift somewhat

indifterently it looked to me, but I sup-

pose he had the same donations every
half hour and the novelty was worn oflf.

A moderate distance from the hotel

were a number of rustic cabins and I

found that these were for guests who
wanted more quiet than the larger house
afforded. Each had four or five bed-
rooms and a bath and were well built.

They were named, such as Camp Burton,
Camp Outlet, etc., and would seem to be
just the thing for families, meals of course

being taken at the hotel. It appears
that these cabins are a much appreciated

adjunct to nearly all summer resort ho-

tels in Northern Maine.
Many of the guests had come from a

considerable distance, some from as far

as South Carolina and Florida. There
were only a few Canadians, three from
Fredericton and one Montrealer. Every-
body wore a healthy tan and expressed
themselves as "fine and dandy."

-After lunch we arranged to run uplake
in a motor boat, the hotel steamer "Sem-
kail" having gone with a piciiic party.

The regular boat line runs from Green-
ville further down to Mount Kineo and
beyond and as v.-e filled the gasoline tank

a blur of smoke past an intervening is-

land and a churning noise from over the

water marked a steamer's progress north-

ward.

To-dav the lake was deceptively placid,

its sometime wildly heaving surface ex-

tended without a ripple to the distant

hills and shore line* softened bv a light

summer haze. Moosehead in places has

a depth of about one thousand feet and
its blue green waters are uninvitingly

cold, being fed bv innumerable streams
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that drain from chilly uplands. Ancieni

forests clothe its banks and what indica-

tions there are of camp life blend ration-

all}- with nature. In fact if a painted

and befeathered Indian drove his canoe

around a bend one would not be much
surprised. The general appearance of

the country has not altered a great deal

for 3ears and though northern Maine is

one big camping ground the white man's

presence is not obtrusive.

We made our start and chug-chugged

happily past rocky headlands and inrush-

ing streams. To the northeast they

showed me Mount Kathadin, the mon-
arch peak of the State, a mile high and
extremely difficult of ascent. From its

bleak and storm swept summit a vast

territory outspreads below and on a clear

day seventy lakes can be counted.

Over a snow white tent dazzlingly pick-

ed out against the green of shore and tree

drooped a Union Jack (to my great sur-

prise and pleasure for I had not lost the

feeling I was in a foreign land) and as a

husky j'oung chap lifted the tent flap ..nd

stepped outside I cupped my hands and
shouted admiringly "O you bully Can-u-

uck."

He pulled a string and a saluting can-

non banged. Then he waved his hand.

My Yankee neighbors would willingly

have ignored this little ebullition of pat-

riotic feeling had I not seemed so elated.

The girl who had been entertaining me
commenced a sparkling josh. Gently

but firmly we tried to hold up the British

end and finally said this part of Maine
should have been Canadian territory any-

how, perhaps it would be some day, etc.

^Maybe they did not jump on to me then.

Paul winked from the steering wheel, his

father came from St. Stephen, N. B. Then
the girl sprung hidden history and to this

day her singular erudition (we do not

generally associate the stage with an in-

timate knowledge of these affairs) puzzles

me.

She asserted that Lord Ashburton,

whom Canadians condemn as responsible

for the American flag that almost sunders

the province of Quebec, wasn't such a

mutt as generally considered. At least

she did not use the word mutt—it was a

less harsh eqtiivalent.

According to her argument the data as-

sembled by the treaty makers undoubted-
ly gave the U-nited States a clear title

right up to the St. Lawrence but a quid
pro quo somewhere saved us that strip

of land north of 'Maine and incidentally

the faces of the English negotiators. To
be sure her authorities were a bit vague
and the pretense of politic generosity in

yielding something never possessed is

characteristic of the nationality. Satis-

fied that I w-as completely crushed she
smiled sweeth' triumphant and resettled

comfortably in her chair. All the above
had been carried on in the best of spirit

you know.

Two ver}- fast motor boats nosed
through the water and as they zipped by
us we rolled pitchily in the cross swells

and our engine went out of gear. When
the trouble was discovered and doctored
we had drifted opposite the west outlet ot

the Kennebec River eight miles from our
starting point. The stream we had fish-

ed that morning is called the East Outlet,

the river forking some distance below
Moosehead station.

Across the lake was Kineo Hotel and
toward it we shaped a course. A steam-
er had just pulled into the dock and a

crowd straggled down to the club house
where a regatta was the attraction The
shores were alive with people, canoes,

skiffs and motor laimches dotted the wat-
er and a brass band blared melody a la

circus. However, we did not feel like

mixing in and kept on our way.

Kineo Hotel, the largest freshwater

hostelry in Xew England, accommodat-
ing over four hundred guests, is surround-

ed by quite a settlement the inhabitants

of which purvey exclusiveh' to the wants
and pleasures of summer tourists. The
amusements being so many and varied,

(thev enjoy mountaineering a few hund-
red vards off') the social life must be very
lively. A recular sleeping car service

is in operation between Boston and New
York and Kineo station directly across on
the mainland. Back of the hotel on a

jutting cape is Mount Kineo. We sailed

to the rear of the tremendous mass that

forbiddinijlv rears its seven hundred feet

from the lake and tried everv variation of
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a pleasing- echo that the dark walls hurl

back.

After a brief call at Farm Island to

taste a brand of spring water we started

on the homeward trip and reached our

hotel at five.

Already the change and splendid air

had its effect upon me and I wanted to

live every minute of my stav. therefore,

Paul and I planned a Sundav fishing and

exploring outing all bv ourselves.

There was a Saturdav night hop at the

hotel and the ratio of girls to men bein?

two and a half we had a right good tired

feeling at seven next morning. Never-

theless, with a skiff in tow, our launch
headed northeast for research among the

islands and many winding bays of that

part of Moosehead's four hundred miles

of water line and the gushing ozone and
sparkling sunlight eliminated fatigue in

short order. \\"e fished, voyaged, ate

and smoked until well into the afternoon.

In due course I took the night train for

Montreal this time having fixed the stop

at the station and reluctantlv stepped out

of the car on Mondav to face another
week's dust and heat, comforted, with the

pleasing anticipations of an early return

visit.

The Bear Hunters

BY A. A. nOTTE.

JOE
and I were setting on the big iron

bridge at Maniwaki looking at the

blue waters of the Gatineau. Many
sportsmen know the Gatineau and

the great majority are also familiar with

the little town of Maniwaki. Joe was

telling me he had seen a dead bear in

Loque's storehouse and that the bear had

claws nine inches in length.

"He must have been a fine big fellow,"

I remarked.
"Yes," replied Joe, "and at Bitobee

Lake there are a good many more like

him. Let us go and kill a few !"

I agreed to the expedition and the rest

of the day was spent in making prepar-

ations for the fray. Passing in front of

the Maniwaki Hotel next morning, Ella

wished us luck and we registered a de-

termination to bring her some bear

claws.

When we reached the hunting ground

Joe's conversation did not tend to raise

one's spirits. He told stories descrip-

tive of the dangers of bear hunting and

asserted that it was a pastime in which

a man should not take part if he were a

poor shot. .\11 this talk made me feel a

little queer and I suggested a return to

Maniwaki.
"Are you afraid?" asked Joe with a

sneer, "I can kill bears alone."

".\fraidl" I retorted, "What is that?"

Joe still continued his interesting descrip-

tive narrative and proceeded to remark
that some bears had claws fifteen inches
long. When we reached the lake we
met Pete Stevens, the Indian, and I

hoped tilings would take a better turn.

Pete joined us in the hunt and soon
afterwards shouted "Big Bear!"

Joe shot off to the rear and I followed
trying to catch up to him because I had
a reply ready to his last observation. We
])oth fell and Joe patheticallv asked that

we might die together. When we turn-

ed Pete explained that he had seen a big
bear at that very place—last week

!

This time Joe and I were in complete
agreement over the return to Maniwaki
though we felt our deficiencies keenly
when Ella told us to leave the bears in

the storehouse and come to the kitchen.

\\'e ignored the invitation and resumed
our positions on the big bridge at Mani-
waki and gazed at the blue waters of the

Gatineau.

"Joe, did you ever see a bear with

claws?" I asked.

'Never mind," replied Joe. "whether
I have or not. I know a bear in Loque's
storehouse is worth half a dozen in the

bush."

Just Toe and I and no bears.
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A Trip To Sentinel Pass

nv Tin; I!ev. t. i;. wallack, m. a.

TO say that the Canadian Alpine
Club caters onh- to mountaineers
would be a very imperfect state-

ment of that Club's work and
do the Club a g;reat injustice. Mountain-
eering' will always be one of the chief at-

tractions of a visit to the Rocky Moun-
tains of Canada and will therefore be one
of the chief objects of our Alpine Club's

existence, for mountain climbing is one of

the most noble, most serious and most in-

spiring of recreations. Unfortunately,
however, the average man does not rea-

lize this until he actually indulges in

climbing.

A visit to the Alpine Club's camp, re-

veals other attractions than climbing.

There are those who are interested in

scientific research, who regard the moun-
tains as one of the most interesting fields

for the &tud}' of geology, botanj', mineral-

ogy and kindred subjects. Everything is

on a vast and magnificent scale—the

mountains make us think not in years nor

even in centuries but in milleniums. High
up on the mountain side are beds of fos-

sils that once lay at the bottom of the sea.

Here is a long, deep valley that once was
filled with ice and the glacier at its head
is but a puny dwarf compared to what it

was manv ages ag:o : and hundreds of feet

above the present floor of the valley one

can trace the lateral moraine, grass grown
and perhaps tree covered, showing to

modern ej'es the point to which the an-
cient glacier formerly reached.

There is for instance the president of

the Canadian Alpine Club, Dr. Coleman
of Toronto University-, who is not only an
ardent climber but also one of our lead-

ing authorities on geolo"-"- : there is Mrs.
Julia Henshaw. of Vancouver, secretary

of the Club who has written so ably on
the flora of the mountains; and there is

the director of the Club, Mr. A. O. Wheel-
er, who is saturated not only with the

science but also with the poetry of the

Rocky Mountains, and who, more perhaps
than anj'^ other man in Canada, has
brought to the attention of the people of

Canada and of England what a great im-

perial asset we possess in our mountains.
Others might be mentioned who find' in

the Alpine Club a gratification of scien-

tific and literary tastes as well as moun-
taineering.

But there is another class, perhaps the

most numerous class, to which the .\lpine

Club appeals—those who love beautiful

scenery, who seek health and pleasure

and less strenuous recreation. For these

short trips are arranged to places of the

most exquisite scenic beautv, unsurpas-

sed in all this world, affording an excel-
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lent field for the photographer and artist.

Such trips do not require the arduous ef-

fort that ordinary mountaineering de-

mands ; some can be made on horseback

b)' pony trail, but all can be taken with-

out undue eflfort on foot. It was on one

of these trips that we visited Sentinel

Pass.

The party consisted of four—Mr. J. D.

Patterson, vice-president of the Club, the

capable leader, Messrs. C. G. Arthur (Cal-

gary), John B. Kay (Toronto) and the

writer. We followed the pony trail down
Consolation Valley until, passing the

tower of Babel, we entered the Valley of

the Ten Peaks at Moraine Lake. Mount

liad carried away the trees in its course
down the mountain and the path thus
cleared afforded a suitable place to as-

cend.

After reaching the top of the lateral

moraine there was a slight descent into

tlie beautiful Larch \^alley, perched away
up on the side of the mountain and con-
sisting of open Alp land or meadow
lightly timbered. The trees had curious
short, stumpy branches and miniature fol-

iage, giving one the impression of hav-
ing been so constructed by nature as to

afford the least possible surface for hold-
ing the snow which must fall here in large

quantities during certain portions of the

Sentinel Pass, Pinnacle and Eiffel. From the upper mead ow. Paradise Valley.

Temple, streaked with snow, reared its

magnificent height in front of us. East-

ward the trail ran down the Valley of the

Ten Peaks towards the \'alley of the

Bow and Lake Louise Chalet. ^^ e

turned westward following the trail that

skirts the north side of Moraine Lake and
leads in the direction of ^^'enkchemma
Lake and Glacier; but before passing the

upper end of the lake we turned off from
it in a northerly direction and ascended
the lateral moraine, following the course

of what seemed to be an avalanche slide.

The side of the moraine was well wooded,
but the avalanche at this particular point

year. In this valle}- there was a tiny

rumbling brook and two little lakes, one
of them partly filled with miniature ice-

floes. Larch \'allev is one of the many
interesting and delightful features of the

mountains in the district reached from the

Lake Louise Chalet and the visitor should
by no means neglect seeing it. It was in

this valley that the auxiliary camp was
pitched for the benefit of those who wish-

ed to climb Blount Temple.
.\fter leaving the timber limit the as-

cent to the Pass was comparatively easy.

The ascent can be made bv the rocks or

bv the snow couloir on the left, but more
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Sentinel Pass.

easily by the arrete of earth which was
covered by scant grasses and pink and
white Alpine flowers, and which reaches

nearly to the top of the Pa^s. The sum-
mit of Sentinel Pass is 8,556 feet.

On the one side rose Mount Temple
(11,626 feet) with its splendid snow fields

and massive height, and on the other side

Mount Pinnacle (10,062 feet) almost the

last important peak in the neighborhood
to be scaled. Because of its compara-
tively low altitude. I suppose, it was not

considered worthy of the efforts of the

Alpinist, ambitious to seek serious work.

But when the attempt was made it prov-

ed to be one of the most difficult of the

whole range and at least three attempts

were made without success. Eventually

it was climbed in 1909 by Dr. Hicks, of

jNTontreal. a member of the Alpine Club
of Canada. He had as his guides.

F.douard Feuz and Rudolf Aemmer and
the thrilling story of his ascent in the

Canadian Alpine Journal of 1910 makes
most interesting reading.

From the summit of the Pass we had
a close view of the Gendarmes which seem
to stand there as silent, immovable senti-

nels guarding the pass forever. It is

from these sentinels that the pass is nam-
d. All around us were majestic and

impressi\e peaks—.\berdeen. Hungabee,
Eiffel, Fay and others ; and we had an
excellent view of the far-famed Paradise
\'alley. From this pass there is a com-
paratively easy descent into this valley

and return could have been made through
Paradise \'alley by pony trail to the

Chalet at Lake Louise, but after drinking
in the beautiful scenery we chose to re-

turn by the route "by which we had come.
Before leaving the timber line we had

cached the billy and provisions and on
our return we made a fire and satisfied

our sharpened appetites with a most en-

joyable lunch. This, I need hardly say,

was not the least pleasant part of the ex-

Lefroy from Sentinel Piss.
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cursion. It may not be out of place to

mention that so excellent was the eye of

our leader that on our return when we
reached the crest of the lateral moraine
we found ourselves exactly at the top
of the "slide" by which we had ascended
earlier in the day—thus saving a threat

deal of time and effort. At Moraine
Lake, as it ^vas still early in the after-

noon, Mt. F'atterson and Mr. Arthur took
some b'eaiitiful photographs which the
members of the party will always pre-
serve as mementos of one of the most en-
joyable days ever spent in the Rockies.
The photographs from which our re-

productions were made were taken by
Professor F. W. Freeborn, Brooklyn,
New York.

Winter Sports in the Canadian Rockies

Writing in tiie "Manitolia Free I'ress, ' Mr. Ar-
thur O. Wheeler, director of the Alpine Club ol

Uaniula, tells the following entertaining story of

the attraction.' of the Canadian Rockies, pointing
out some of the requirements which must be filled

before they can enjoy their full share of promin-
ence and patronage. The article says in part:

For some time now Old Country newspapers
have been full of accounts of a most successful

season of winter sports in Switzerland and other
parts of (he European Alps. Xot one but many
centres have been gay with these festivities, af-

fording unbounded enjoyment and health to the
participators and visitors, and bringing a full

liarvest of financial return to the organizers. Xo-
tieeable among centres mentioned are: St. Mor-
itz, Klosters, Pontresina, Davos, Camfer and Celer-

ina in the Engadine; Wengen, Murren and Kander-
steg in the Berneso Oberland; Saint-Cergues above
Nyon, and Montreiix on the Lake of Geneva. .-\.ll

have had a most successful season, Davos alone

having for weeks more than five thousand visitors

and St. Moritz being uncomfortably crowded, while

some hundreds of persons who wished to go there

during the nast winter were unable to find accom-
modation. The weather is spoken of as a suc-

cession of cloudless and perfect days with delicious

sunshine and lovely sunset effects.

Why Have We No Public Winter Sports ?

These newspaper accounts make one sit up and
tliink a bit. We have in Canada, admittedly,
one of the finest, if not the highest mountain
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ranges in tlie world. U e have as a ml',! a niouil'

tain winter of ideal weather, bright, clear, sharp
and crisp, with sufficient cold to make the condi-
tions absolutely perfect. Why then have we no
such public winter sport.* a* nre held in Switzer-
land and eslewhereV Vov twenty-five years our
mountain regions have been open to the world and
as yet winter sports there are practically un-
known.

Of what do winter sports as practised at Euro
l>ean centres consist V First of all come ski-ing
and ski-jumping, sport that can be carried on most
satisfactorily on the lower mountain slopes. Skia
are narrow lengths of polished wood, turned up
at the toes. They combine the functions of the
snowshoe and the toboggan, ami when strapped to

the feet permit the wearer to travel rapidly over
the snow. On steep slopes you can glide swiftly

ilownwards, standing erect, guided by a staff held

in either hand. With impetus so gained, and from
a properly constructed take off, it is possible to

make a (light through the air, called a jump, for

a tremendous distance as compared with the or-

dinary running jump. A championship ski jump
represents a Hight in the air of slightly over 100

feet. Then there is ski-kjoring in which the man
on the ski is harnessed to a fast horse. This is

naturally, owing to the speed and the skill re-

quired, more exciting than ordinary ski-ing. and
also far more dangerous.

Bob-sleighing in Switzerland.

Again there is bub-sleighing, "bobbing," as it

is called, which corresponds to our tobogganing,
except that a short bob-sled is used. The sport

in Switzerland is universal alike for men, women,
boys and girls. Bob sleigh runs may be of great
lengths; that at Saint-Cergues is through the
woods and about four and a half miles long. The
bobs are •nillcd tip again by horses. Skating also

is very much in vogue, and winter mountain
climbing is steadily becoming popular. Only this

past winter the Matterhorn lias been climbed by
a Mr. Meade. It is twenty years since a winter

ascent of that peak has ' -i made.

In the Canadian Rockies at certain localities,

such as Banff, Golden, and Wimlermere. facilities

may be found for similar sports; jiarticularly so

at Banff, and I should fancy at Windermere, at

both of which places are wide tracts of water that

would furnish excellent skating and ice-boating

when frozen over.
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tratedT

BOOKLET FREE.

Chestnut Canoes ^Vill CarryYou
Wherever You W^ant To Go

tlirough heavy rapids, ridJng large waves or running swift rivers. They
are the easiest paddlers and polers made, and can be twisted or turned
about at will.

These canoes represent the climax of all that is new and good in canoe
building. Only the very toughest New Brunswick cedar is used in the
framework and this is covered by one seamless sheet of specially woven
canvas, which is made w-aterproof by our special preparation. Our
canoes are lighter and stronger than any all wood canoes of equal size
and they are particularly adapted for rough usage, as they will stand
more hard service than those of any other t>-pe. They are also better
for pleasure purposes, as they are always tight and never become leaky
as frequently happens with canoes made from wood only.

Send
For

Free

Booklet

Chestnut
Cruising
Canoes

Before
deciding on a

canoe for any pur-— pose, write us for de-
scriptive booklet. It contains

information that will aid you to a
wise selection for the least rronev

.r^C^T—=c==- Address

Chestnut Canoe Co., Ltd,, Box 445 Fredericton, N B.

1



A Fisherman's Summer In Canadc

THIS is the title of a book recentl)'

published by Messrs. Witherby
and Company, London, England,
at the price of $1.25, and written

by Mr. F. G. Aflalo, a gentleman who has

fished in many lands and written a num-
ber of books on his varied experiences.

Although he spent the bulk of his sum-
mer—the summer of 1910—in Eastern

Canada. Mr. Aflalo commences by giving

some account of fishing in the wonderful
Province of British Columbia from ex-

periences gained on a former visit. Pa-

cific salmon and rainbow trout he shows
to be worthy of the highest skill of the

angler and as rewards thej' are not to be

surpassed. The Canadian summer and
all its delig'hts come in for generous
recognition while as to the winter and its

advantages he declines to commit him-

self, always going 'home before the cold

commences in earnest.

It was, however, the lure of the tuna

that led Mr. Aflalo to cross the Atlantic

and try his fortune with the big fis'h.

Prior to giving himself up to such work,
however, he was given a trip up the Mira-
michi in Xew Pirunswick and had a pleas-

ant outing made the more interesting by
the guides he had the good fortune to

secure. Mr. Ross, of the Dominion Coal

and Steel Company, had been tuna fish-

ing and fought one for nineteen hours
without securing him. This example
stimulated Mr. Aflalo though unfortun-

ately he did not succeed even in getting a

bite. This failure, 'however, does not

stand alone for Mr. .\flalo was equally un-

successful at Madeira, at Santa Catalini

and on the Asiatic side of the sea of Mar-
mora. The author srives much interesting

information regarding the tuna which ap-

pear off the coast of Cape Breton and de-

tails the experiences of ^Ir. Ross (who
hooked many fish without securing

them), as well as his own. Mr. Ross has

made the most determined attack on the

tuna and it is not easv to account for his

want of success. How to fit up a boat

for tuna fishing, the best bait and the

methods to be followed are all given in a

gossip)' stj'le that appeals to every reader.

"In view of the failure of all previous at-

tempts on its tuna. Cape Breton is a very
promising playground for the big game
angler for there is also the proximity- of

good trout and the accessibility of fine

salmon fishing which cannot be had in

any other tuna resorts. There is, to this

perverse human nature of ours, something
so irresistible in the prospect of succeed-
ing where others have failed, of overcom-
ing difficulties that the}' found insuper-

able, of, in short, being the first to ac-

complish some task, however futile, that

I would wager that an increasing number
of sportsmen will journey thither from
both England and the United States to

try and wear the laurels. To come and
sp3' out the land and find out for others

the best means of solving the problem
was attractive enoug'h, nor would I swear
that an off chance of winning the trick

was any deterrent.'' A brief run to the

French River in Ontario for maskinonge
and bass resulted in good sport with the

bass though his dream of capturing a

maskinonge is still unfulfilled. Back
again to Nova Scotia and so off home,
with a last impression of Quebec, and
some reflections on the immigrants who
are adding so much to Canada's popula-

tion and whose acquaintance he made on
the steamer coming across, make up a

book of light reading such as all sports-

men delight in and conveving a good deal

of interesting information in such an
agreeable manner as not to weary. The
book will prove a pleasant companion in

camp or on the train and no one can even
dip into it without feeling the charm of a

travelled and well informed man writing

for the benefit of the great armv unable

to gain so many varied personal exper-

iences as have fallen to the lot of Mr.
Aflalo. We hope, with the author, that

as one result of this book, some readers

will be inspired to spend their next long

vacation on the enchanting waterways
of Canada "as romantic a plavground for

the summer sportsman as an}' left on this

old earth."
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You did not get that row-boat you wanted last season. Noav you will

get it this summer sure, and we have just the boat you want, built of the

best materials, good workmanship, easy to row, good sea boat ; and the

comfort of our circular back rest at each end, there is nothing like it in

any other boat. Write for price list folder to

J. G. GIDLEY & SON, - - - Midland, Ont.

IT I S Tl M E
For you to consider the purchaee of that New Canoe you were speaking about buying last

summer, perhaps you have been thinking how nice it v-ould be to have a good reliable

sea-worthy canoe. Then why not p'ace your order now for a Bush Canoe. You will make
no mistake in doing so, as they are builtto fully satisfy the most exacting, not only in

their general appearance are they one of the finest Canoes on the market, but alto because

they are built to stand the hardest use a Canoe is ever subject to. The frame work of boats

and canoes is made of selected white oak. Canoes are built from ]2ft.up to 20 ft.; also motor
canoes, row-boats, oars, paddles, lazy backs, folding canoe seats, etc. Send for Catalogue.

W. T. BUSH Coldwater, Ont, Can.

The Standard of Excellence
— IS

Always Assured

to the owner of a '* Peterborough."

Leave the cheaply made, poorly finished boats for those who do not pride
themselves on their boats. Examine a Peterborough, even if it's twenty

years old. They are indefinitely better.

^^^^^^^^~ Our catalogues fully illustrate our product.
^^^^^^^^~

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.
Peterborough, Canada.



Holiday Making On The Water

A Vacation On a Sailing Yacht

AMID the varied methods of spend-
ing^ a holiday none are more en-

joyable than those passed on the

water. When in addition to

water attractions the vacationist can
hire a sailing yacht at reasonable rates

with all the worry of outfitting, pro-

visioning, etcetera, taken off his hands
enjoyment should be complete.
The sailing yacht. Dolphin, of which a

cut appears on this page, is kept in com-
mission by her owner, M. B. Mills, of

tary arrangements are complete and up-
to-date.

The galle}' is so arranged that meals
are cooked without odors penetrating to

the sleeping compartments. The cock-

pit is large and when at anchor is shaded
by a fancy awning. Small boats are

furnished in numbers to suit parties and
used for fishing, etcetera. One of the

boats is a power launch.

The Captain has had many years' ex-

perience of this kind of work and while

Napanee, Ont., for the accommodation of

parties on pleasure bent. Those who
know anything of yachts will see from
the illustration that she is roomy and
safe. She is further a good sailer in any
weather and practically uncapsizable.

The accommodation afforded a party

hiring the yacht is complete, there be-

ing a stateroom, galley and saloon,

while sleeping accommodation is pro-

vided for six grown up persons, and
when needed, hanging cots for three

children. The quarters of the crew inr

the forecastle are quite separated. Sani-

possessing nerve enough to put her

through a tight race has also sufficient

discretion to practice caution and no in-

experienced or timid person need fear

that any chances will be taken when
parties are on board.

Appetising provisions, well cooked

and well served can be relied upon and

everything is kept shipshape by the

crew. Rest, comfort, pleasure and good
fishing are all assured while the sailing

on waters unsurpassed on the continent

for scenery and safe places in which to
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The Wheel that Leads in Canada
Speed Vtsign Reputation

Guaranteed to In-

crease Speed 1 to

3 Miles per Hour

The Product of Speed
Wheel Elxperts

Technically correct and manufactured by a firm
whos; market has for years been intcrnitional. Pro-
spective users are urged to talk, with motor boat owners
who use the B & B. We stand on past performance.
Your satisfaction and comfort depends on the wheel
you use. Do not delay your investigation, write for

catalog today. We also make a complete line of launch
fittings, fog bells, etc.. and a descriptive catalog will

be sent upon request.

BRYANT & BERRY, COMPANY
32-36 West ATWATER St., DETROIT, MICH.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO ,

Canadian Distributort, Montreal, Toronto. Winnipeg,
VancouTer.

The Name of Gidley
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anchor at night make the days one con-
tinual round of enjoyment.
The opportunity for a family or a

party of friends to enjoy all the plea-

sures of a cruise with worry and trouble

eliminated at a reasonable expense is un-
usual and has only to be known for

many to take advantage of it. ^^'rite to

Captain Mills, Xapanee, Ontario, for

rates, and dates before the latter are all

filled.

The season is short but all the more
enjoyable for a cruise. References from
those who have enjoyed such cruises in

the past can be furnished if applicants

so desire. The most important thing
however, is to secure dates and to do
that prompt action is desirable.

A Successful Moose Hunt In North Western Ontario

HY jack W.iLKER.

AS ^^'ill declined to write up the

story of our moose hunt the task

devolved upon the writer. I

thought Will the better qualified

but he shrank from the task and I had to

take it up.

It was in October, 1909, that we made
a start, our objective point being west of

Cartier on the main line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway going west. ^^'e had
with us in addition to dunnage and grub
a 7 X 9 silk tent weighing about five

pounds and a sectional twelve foot boat.

The latter I had made mj^self and was
therefore well acquainted with both its

merits and it demerits.

When we and our belongings were put
oiT the train our first task was to put the

boat together and that accomplished we
were safe in getting a good night's rest

in order to make an early start in the

morning.
In following the winding course of the

river next day we frequentlv had to con-

sult our map and those who have done
that kind of work often know how ted-

ious progress can be under such condi-

tions. It was noon by the time we
reached our first portage and after pack-
ing the boat and luggage across we had
lunch. Oh, no, we were not hungry

:

just try paddling from early morning till

noon on a chilly dav and see how vou
feel!

In the afternoon the rain came down
and about four o'clock, noting a good
place for a camp, we landed. When we
had the tent up, wood cut and a fire in

our stove we felt better. Having no hole

for stove pipe in our tent we had to move
the stove out when we wanted to turn

in but we were not cold and passed a

comfortable night.

\\'e were up early, had the stove rig-

ged up and were just finishing lireakfast

when Will made a motion for silence and
appeared to be listening intently. I

made a remark about meat birds and
went on with my meal. Will was not to

be turned aside in that manner, however,
and slipping out, was back in half a min-
ute holding up three fingers while he ut-

tered the magic word "Moose !" Seeing
that he was in earnest I became equally

interested and speedilv joined him. Our
rifles had been left outside. Thev were
wet but well oiled and readj' for use.

Ouietl}' we proceeded a short distance

and saw at the edge of the lake three

moose,—two bulls and a cow, playing

and splashing in the shallow water. One
bull had a fair set of antlers but the oth-

er was poor. We waited till the}' came
within one hundred and seventj' yards
of us, in fact we would have waited
longer but the big one started to head
for the woods. I insisted that Will
should take him but he wished me to

have that advantage. It is at such
times that the true spirit of sportsman-
ship and comradeship displays itself,

—

each is anxious for the other one to take

the best. We had to end the good-na-
tured contest speedily and I won the first

round—\\'ill took the big one. He did

the job well too—the first shot took him
through the heart. I also managed to
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The Acid Test of Performance
conclusively proves the supremacy of the

Splitdorf Magneto
In every contest of speed and endurance in which it has

taken part, the SPLITDORF Magneto has always shown

remarkable Efficiency and Reliability.

Prominent among recent great endurance contests was

the last Glidden Tour, the World's record Non-stop run of

the Flanders— the Reo's record run across the continent,

and the present 100,000 mile run of the Abbott-Detroit, in

all of which the SPLITDORF Magneto gave Faulthss

Ignition right through from the start.

The wonderful success of SPLITDORF equipped cars at

the late Florida Beach Meet, at the New Orleans Speed

Carnival and at Los Angeles, is due to the self-same

Efficiency and Reliability that has made the name "SPLIT-

DORF" a household word wherever there is a motor car.

Indeed, it has become a

truism among experienced

motorists that SPLITDORF

Ignition has no equal.

Ask for Magneto catalog.

C. F. SPLITDORF
Walton Ave. and 138th St..

(hicaKO :

lllU S. Michigan Ave.

San Francisco :

520 Van Ness Ave.

Detroit :

868Woodward Ave.

Boston :

Motor Mart.

Los Angeles :

1226 S. Olive St. Branch— 1679 Broadway. NEW YORK.
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reach the heart of the second bull but I

did not do so with the first shot.

We jumped into the boat, paddled
across and found my moose dead and ly-

in.e: in the shallow water. Will's big one
was just on the edge of the woods. W'e
felt that we were going some to make
this double kill in one day.

Dressing and quartering both animals
with the hide on—a very good method
for preserving the meat if one is not par-

ticular about saving the skin—we took

two hind quarters in the boat and pad-

dled back. Our load was such that more
than once the water lapped over both
sides and stern. We had to make quite

a number of trips before we reached the

railroad with all our meat. Persever-

ance, however, was rewarded at last and
I mav mentTon that we were well repaid

for all our efforts. Both moose were
voung and furnished good eating. I

know nothing so good as young moose
and nothing so tough as old moose, un-

less it be some of the oldest of our do-

mestic cattle which are sometimes tough
enough.
With some friends we returned to our

camp up the river but did not see any-

thing in the wav of big game. As the

river freezes earlv some seasons we
thought it best to hustle back as it is a

serious matter to be frozen in up there.

A partv so caught might have to wait

till Christmas for solid ice and a return

l)y land is almost impossible. Had we
known, we might have taken our time for

that year the waters did not freeze up till

nearly a month later. However, one
can never be sure and we thought it best
to be on the safe side. On the way
down Will stopped off at Pickerel and
bagged his two deer in the same number
of da3'S and therefore his good luck con-
tinued throughout the hunt.

Some time perhaps I may tell readers

of Rod and Gun how our luck, so far as

game was concerned, was poor, on one
occasion, though we had the best of good
times. It is not so much the game we
kill—though success does warm a hunter
up—as the time we spend with Nature
and with simple and natural surround-
ings. A good fellow, a true comrade and
a real sportsman remains the same
whether he makes a kill or not.

. In our experience the sectional boat,

while it did very well, is not up to a

canoe. It is much slower and more
awkward. I think, however, I could

make manv improvements on the first

one, should I decide to make another.

Manlev Squires, of Windsor, hunter
and taxidermist, mounted the head and
made a good job of it. He knows how
they look in their natural state.

I think Jack Miner's conclusions on the

wolf question are all right. It is the old

and cunning ones who are afraid to cross

the rails fearing some trap. I have
known them to run backwards and for-

wards alongside the tracks for a mile and
finally clear the rails with a great leap.

GAME PROTECTION IN B. C.

By an order-in-council just passed by
the Provincial Government, the future

use of automatic guns by British Colum-
bia sportsmen has been prohibited from
September i next. These guns have only
come into general use during the past

few years, and have been particularly

fa\-ored by duck hunters, who with them
have been enabled to slaughter the water-
fowl by wholesale. The general opinion
is that their use is the reverse of sports-

manlike, and the action taken bv the

Government will meet with the cordial

approval of true sportsmen in all parts

of the countr}-.

By a second order-in-council a closed

season for sheep during the ensuing two
years has been prescribed in the districts

of Yale, Okanagan and Similameen ; and
another 3'ear of immunity has been
granted to wapiti in all parts of the main-
land, as from September i. The wapiti

of A'ancouver Island are already under
similar special protection.
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No. 4 A. Half Inch,
Price »1.

STA-RITE
Ijnition piujs have stayeil

rijht the longest for tijht

years.

other plugs break when water
is thrown on them while heated
Sta-Rite Patented Double Por-
celain Plugs are not affected under
similar circumstance!.

They simply cannot break.

That is one reason we make
them of double porcelain and they
are the only plugs in the world
made that way. To satisfy your-
self that this is a liTe, present
benefit to you, just throw water
on any other porcelain plugs, then

THROW WATER
on our patented double porcelain
Sta-Rite. There is practically no
breakage. Repaired free at any
time. Most economical and effec-

tive for users, and hv long odds
the best seller for dealers. Order
right away.

The R. E. HARDY CO
Incorporated iqoo

1134 Austin Ave., Cor. May St.

Chicago, Illinois

/Vo more soot Inyourspark
plugs ifyou use

All-In-One
Just open the

stop'cock and
OUT

goes the SOOT,

ALL - IN - ONE
SPARK PLUOS bave
Qumeroui other ad-
vantasefl.

Too can stop any
knocking Id yoar d3o-

tor, by priming bere
wttb a few drop! of
kerosene.
Tod caii instantly

find any mlaalng cyl-

inder by turning tbe
pet cocks.

Ton can Inatantly
prime yoar motor.

Aai of tbeie ad
vantagei are con-
tained In ALL-IN-
ONE 9PABE PLUGS,
and tbey coart no
more than tbe other
kind. 11.60 each.

DEPT D.

Buffalo Carburetor Co.,
Detroit, Michigan.

WIZARD MAGNETOS
LEAD THEM ALL

The leading stationary and marine en-

gine manufacturers of the country have

put their O. K. on the Wizard by adopt-

ing it as standard equipment. \\'hy not

equip your engine in the same way and

know that your ignition will be reliable

and satisfactory in every way? Made
for all kinds and sizes of engines—make
and break or jump spark—belt or friction

governor.

CANADIAN AGENTS
enNaomN-FaiRBflNKs eo.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO



Big Game Hunting In British Columbia

BY M. DAINARD.

AT the close of the Alpine Club
Camp in 1910, Mr. A. O. Wheel-
er, accompanied by Dr. Long-
staff, Mr. Byron Harmon, of

Banff and Konrad Kain had a fine climb-

ing and hunting trip south of Golden.

The guides were Bert Barrow and C.

Lawrence. The party was first taken to

the head of the Bugaboo River and down
Houser Creek. In the course of the

journey a considerable amount of climb-

ing was undertaken and there was also

some hunting, Dr. Longstaff succeeding

in capturing three grizzly bears and
three goats.

A second party consisted of Mr. J. S.

Carle and Mr. E. W. Requa of. Oklahoma.
Golden was left on September first and
we first made for Prairie Mountain In

the hope of obtaining caribou. Mr. John
Wilson and myself acted as guides. Mr.
W'ilson looking particularly after the

comfort of Mr. Carle, while Mr. Requa
was under my charge. After travelling

for three days we made camp and devot-

ed the fourth day to hunting. The coun-
try round about consists of grassy val-

leys with bunches of timber on the ele-

vations and we were able to use our
horses a good deal. Riding out a mile

from camp we saw a bear on the other

side of the valley. Mr. Requa was given

the post of honor and he dismounted and
fired. The bear went down and Wilson
strongly advised a second shot. Mr.
Requa, however, thought he had done
the trick and declined to venture another
shot on the ground that he might spoil

the skin by putting too many holes in it.

The result proved that \\'ilson knew
more of grizzly nature than Mr. Requa,
for while the^' were still arguing up
jumped Mr. Grizzh' and made off. Mr.
Requa then dropped the discussion and
sent four more shots after the bear but

without stopping him and as we said at

the time and on several subsequent oc-

casions he lost the bear because he did

not want to spoil the skin. Good humor

was restored in the afternoon when Mr.
Carle obtained a couple of caribou—one
with a very nice head and the other with
a small one.

Xext da}' we encountered bad weather
and the caribou descended into the tim-
ber, not giving the hunters a chance. Mr.
Requa had another chance at a grizzly

but it was a long distance shot and he
did not succeed.

A move across the Columbia River was
decided upon and we hunted goat. Four
days' hard travel took us to the summit
between the Kootenay and the Columbia
and the first day at hunting' we reached
the limit, Mr. Requa obtaining three and
Mr. Carle two. Next day while the

guides were looking after the heads and
scalps Mr. Carle obtained two shots at

a black tail deer and Mr. Requa a bear.

With a portion of the goat meat I set

out a bait for bear and next morning, ac-

companied by Mr. Requa. the bait was
visited. Sure enough the bear had been
attracted for he had carried off the whole
of the bait. Mr. Requa agreed to watch
the trap while I went to see if I could lo-

cate the place where the bear had cached
the bait. While I was thus engaged
and not over three hundred yards from
him, he had the chance of his life with
bear. Two grizzlies and a silver tip

came down a slide right in front of him.

The sight, however, proved too much for

the hunter and he was too full of bear

fever to shoot. He put it this way: "I

was looking for one bear and not for

three." He allowed the whole three to

go off without a shot.

.Another move was made to the Koot-
enay River for moose. The first day we
saw none though tracks were plentiful.

On the second day we came across a fine

bull at which Mr. Requa fired two shots

but without the slightest effect. On the

morning of the fourth dav both hunters
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THE PALM BEACH GRAND PRIZE RACE

March 17th, 1911, for

$2500 in GOLD
WAS WON BY THE J & S EQUIPPED WITH A

Hyde "Turbine Type" Propeller
Turned by a 100 H.P. Sterling Engine

Send for HYDE Catalogue.

Manufactured By

Hyde Windlass Co.
Bath, Me., U. S, A.

ESTABLISHED 1850

Jas. Knapp & Sons. Proprietors

THE LEADING

Launch & Boat Establishment
IN THE DOMINION.

We make a specialty of Gasoline I^aunches of all sizes
and descriptions. Our speed Launch, 25 ft.X4 ft. 6 in., with
12 H.P., speed 16 to 18 miles per hour—very safe. We build
Row Boats, Skiffs, Dinghys, Sailing Yachts of all descrip-
tions, any size or design built to order. We guarantee all
material and work first-class and highly finished Parties
wanting to purchase cannot do better than place their order
with us. We furnish prospective buyers with models of
our boats.

Al^t, ORDERS PROMPTIA* FII^I^ED.

«S"Noto the Address—
BARRIEFIELD, ONTARIO. CANADA

THIS MAGAZINE
is printed with INK made by

The DOMINION PRINTING INK AND COLOR CO.

71-73 Adelaide St., W., Toronto
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had obtained moose, Mr. Requa being

fortunate enough to secure a head with

a spread of forty-eight inches. The head

of -Mr. Carle's moose had a spread of

thirty-eight inches.

In the course of the thirty days we
were out we had lots of fish and grouse
and varied our diet with what we ob-

tained by means of rod and gun.

The Quail In Manitoba

A\\"RITER residing in the Prov-

ince thus welcomes the proposed

introduction of the quail into

Manitoba:

That is a good scheme to try to stock

Manitoba with quail. There will be a lot

of people who will hold up both hands

and exclaim that it is of no use, that

quail won't live here, and all that. How-
do they know quail won't live in Mani-
toba? Too cold? Quail don't die be-

cause they freeze to death in winter; that

is a mistake. The thing that kills quail

is a crusted snow. The quail is a com-
panionable bird and rather a small chap

;

'he is too small to do much alone and he

likes to cuddle up to his kind and be

snug. Break a cove}' up by shooting in-

to it, get near to where the birds lie, and
you'll hear them calling to each other

"Are you there? I'm here; come over

this way and I'll come toward you ; no-

body can find us here."

And so in winter, fhe little beggars cud-

dle down in a bunch when a storm comes
on. Snow falls and covers them over

;

they don't mind that; if the snow is light

they will break their way out in the morn-
ing and go after their breakfast, bright,

cheery and neighborly—as they always
are when they have their way. But the

snow doesn't always fall light and dry ;

quite often, in the quail country, it begins

all right but after snow for a few hours,

there comes rain and then a freeze. When
this happens, there is often a crust over

the snow that will bear up a heavy man.
The poor little quails are caught beneath

this crust and when spring comes there

is only a bunch of feathers and bones to

tell the story.

The snow very seldom crusts over in

Manitoba; it falls, light and feathery, and

generally in small quantity. I have
measured seventeen inches level of fairly

wet snow in one fall in New England and
everybody who has lived in the East

knows how the drifts pile up and freeze

over so that they last for two or three

weeks after all the rest of the snow is

gone. As I have seen tlie snow here,

there is nothing to it to kill off quail and
they are the tamest and boldest birds to

forage for grub that were ever hatched.

Nothing is too tame for quail to do. I

have known them to build a nest within

ten feet of a road that was travelled by
hundreds of people and a good many
teams and vVhere the best cover was a

blackberry bush. They will go right up
to the house door to get stuff' to eat and
1 believe there is a good chance for them
here in .Manitoba if they are looked after

a bit and fed up through a few winters.

As for the increase, it is big. A quail

lays as many as fifteen or twenty eggs
and hatches out a good clutch if she isn't

disturbed, and it takes a lot to disturb

her. Scared from her nest, she will run

and fly a few yards to get you to follow

her and then will come back to her nest

and settle down as though nothing had
happened.
As a game bird, the quail is a good

second to the ruft'ed grouse at his best

—in fairly open country where there is

enough bush to give him enough cover.

In such a place as that, the ruffed grouse

is the very king of game birds, btU the

quail—properly a partridge—is a mighty
good second ; he is swift of flight, lies

hard, gets up most unexpectedly and goes
awav like a bullet. For eating, he is as

good as the best. Fattened on Mani-
toba wheat, quail will be food for the

gods. Long may he live and multiply

in Manitoba!
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A Holiday Trip In British Columbia
\

BY. W. C. GREEN.

A journey through British Colum-

bia's wild, rugged and most pic-

turesque mountain scenery was
the privilege of myself and a

friend during the month of May in the

present year. While we were dis-

appointed in our quest for bear pelts we
were more than repaid for the time and

trouble involved in our outing.

Although hunting was a consideration,

the primary incentive of the trip was a de-

sire to cover the hity miles of mountain

trail connecting the Squamish Valley, at

the head of Howe Sound and about forty

miles to the north of Vancouver, with

the much talked of Pemberton JNIeadows

which constitute the valley of the Lil-

looet River.

Leaving Vancouver on the S.S. Bar-

amba, which makes a daily run to

Squamish during the season, we enjoyed

a pleasant voyage. We \vere travel-

ling light but included in our equipment

a 30-30 Featherweight Savage which, by

the way, accounted for five deer, two
goats and two black bear last fall. The
day was delightfully warm and the cool

salt breezes were welcome and a whole-

some change from the usual routine of of-

fice duties.

Early in the afternoon the Squamish
was reached and the inner man having
been fortified by an excellent dinner on

the boat we felt fit for anything. For
some distance inland we travelled on the

work train of the Howe Sound and
Northern Railway Company which at

that time had almost completed seven

miles of logging railroad up the Squam-
ish X'nlley to a junction with the Cheaka-
mus River. The surveys have been car-

ried into the Lillooet district where they

will connect with the British Columbia
Central. The surveyed line of the form-

•er Company follows the west side of the

river to the summit of the pass, an alti-

tude of 2,085 feet and continues on the

west side of the Stimmit Lakes and down
the west side of Green River to Pember-

ton Meadows, the maximum grade for

the whole distance being less than two
per cent.

The same night we stayed at a logging
camp known as Yapp's and there secured
a cayuse, one of those sure-footed little

animals that are credited with phenom-
enal feats of trail work and packing.

Ours at least could walk a log.

Before six o'clock the following morn-
ing the call sounded for breakfast and
after a hurry up wash we took our seats

at one of the long benches of the cook
house and partook of a hearty meal. By
seven the horse was saddled and our fin-

al preparations for a journey of twenty-
six miles that day completed. Near this

camp we passed the 51 mile post num-
bered from Pemberton. These mile-

posts, quite a number of which are now
missing, were put in by the Government
in 1903. They form a connecting link

with civilization as one pursues the

weary trail winding up and down and in

and out but ever onward.

About four and a half miles from our
starting point we came to Harris's pre-

emption camp—the first point of inter-

est on the trail. There is an abundance
of pine, fir and cedar around this place

—

so much indeed that on Mr. Harris's lo-

cation alone it runs into millions of feet.

From this point the trail became rocky
and precipitous in places and before we
were aware of the fact we were winding
our way through and over "bare bluffs,''

so called by reason of the spareness of

timber upon them. North of the bluffs

the trail falls again until it winds round
Starvation Lake.

Here we met a miner who told us that

he ran across a bear on the trail a short

distance back. He shot at the bear with
his 44 but was unable to ascertain the

result.

Passing Starvation Lake the trail rose

many feet above the roaring Cheakamus
and on all sides were beautiful and ex-
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tensive views of the seas of mountains.

About thirty-eight miles from Peniber-

ton the trail breaks out from the dense

woods on to Stoney Creek which is noth-

ing more than a waste of stones for an

area two miles long by a mile wide. This

irruption is said to have been caused by
the blocking up of the outflow from a

large lake high up in the mountains from
which Stoney Creek takes its source.

The mountain is comprised of loose

rocks which have gradually fallen down
and blocked the outlet until the weight of

the water behind carried them with a

rush to the valley. This is said to recur

every few years. Stoney Creek to-day

is a rushing mountain stream which

foams and boils along its ston}- bed until

it empties into the Cheakamus River.

Up to the present there is no bridge

over this stream and horses have to ford

across. This is an exceeding!}' difficult

task, the stream being strong enoug'-h

to make it hard work for a horse to with-

stand its force. A couple of slender sap-

lings are provided as a bridge for pedes-

trians.

Daisy Lake, about two miles further

on, is the next place of note. On the

south side of the lake a small area is

cleared and a couple of log shanties testi-

fy to the fact that human beings lived

here in days gone by. A number of

shacks are located at difTerent points a-

long the trail and most of them, although

in a semi-dilapidated condition, are used
as temporary stopping places by way-
farers. In one of the shacks at Daisy
Uake two fishermen were staying, enjoy-

ing the fascination of angling in the ad-

joining lake which is said to abound
with speckled beauties.

Making a temporarj- stoppage at this

place v^'as a party in charge of a pack
train of Indian ponies coming out for

supplies for the Valley. The ponies

were roaming leisurely around, picking

\\p what little grass could be found. \\'e

were told that Miller's, the twenty-six

mile or half-way house, was ten miles

further on, and as it was then about the

middle of the afternoon we felt that we
"had no time to lose and, therefore, did

Tiot linger at the lake.

It was seven o'clock in the evening be-

fore the welcome smoke from Miller's

cabin appeared through the intervening

trees and the sight was welcome both to

man and beast. }klr. Miller, hunter, trap-

per and miner, came out of the low door-

way of his home to welcome us. The
cayuse was turned loose to forage for

himself and we were invited inside to

such a spread as "mother used to make."
In the meantime our host entertained us

with a fine variety of hunting and trap-

ping stories. We saw a large bearskin

adorning the wall of the back shed and
were informed that it was trapped a

couple of weeks before. Bear and deer

skins with blankets on the floor of the

barn made up a capital bed and we were
gratified to find how soft they were and
how soothing to our senses as we fell a-

sleep-

Bright and early, after a good night's

sleep, we were on the trail next morning,

intent upon making the Meadows the

same evening. From Miller's several

picturesque lakes were passed, including

Lakes Alta. Alder, Summit and Green.

The latter is particularly notable for its

fine scenic views. On a clear day the

surrounding mountains, with their fring-

es of snow, can be clearly seen mirrored

in the transparent waters of this lake.

The grandest sight along the entire

route, however, is the Green River Falls.

Here the water plunges and roars over

two falls, sevent}' feet and ninety feet of

a drop respectively. The action of the

water continuing steadily for thousands

of vears has worn out two large basins

in the hard granite and into these the

w-ater drops, boiling and foaming in a

seething mass, the spray dashing high

and reaching a distance of eighty or one
hundred feet. Those who have visited

both places declare that it compares fav-

orably with Niagara Falls.

Pemberton Meadows are five miles

further on and by steady perseverance
and before we quite realized it, we broke
out of the veil of overhanging boughs
and bushes on to a small open space. Be-

fore and below us lay a grand spread of

level meadow land, lakes and rivers,

bounded hv high ranges of snow clad
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mountains, their majestic forms cleaving

the clear blue sky, the borders of snow on
the peaks glistening in the morning sun-

light. It was late in the evening when
we broke on this glorious scene after

two days' travel through fifty miles of

beautiful mountain country. Three days
elapsed between boarding the steamer at

Vancouver and seating ourselves at the

hospitable board of Mrs. Baur, who keeps
the only establishment in the Meadows
known as a public stopping place.

The Meadows form a delightfully pleas-

ant valley running east and west and
enjoying a full meed of sunshine through-
out the day. The growth of vegetables is

simply wonderful, while small fruits and
grain can be raised with equal success.

The soil is a volcanic ash entirely free

from grit. Through the valley runs the
Lillooet River constituting an irrigation

ditch of natural creation. The Meadows
are fifty miles in length with a width ex-
tending from one and a half to two miles.

Portions of the valley are covered with
a heavy growth of cotton wood with thick

underbrush, while in many places some

patches of fine cedar are also to be found.

The rest of the valley is meadow land

covered with a scanty growth of hardac.

There are only about twenty-five settlers

in the valley, many of whom have been
residents there for years. Like many
other choice sections of British Columbia,
progress is retarded by a lack of trans-

portation facilities, principally railways.

After resting in the valley for one day
we started on our return trip. Many
wild ducks were seen on the lakes but

as it was close season and we are ob-

servers of the law we restrained ourselves.

Very few bear or deer signs were noticed

but on reaching Squamish we were in-

formed of the success of a friend who bag-

ged no less than ten black bears.

On the homeward journey we stopped
off a day at Miller's and enjoyed a day's

good fishing.

The balance of the trip both out and
home was without particular incident

and pleasant memories are now all that

remain, although we possess these in very
large measure, of a most enjoyable Holi-

day in the Wilds.

THE SUNKEN BOAT.

BY CHAS. A. SINGLEU.

Deep sunk it lies upon the boggy shore.

Where long the crumbled, leaking hull has lain.

The Mudhen and the Mallard swerve their flight no more.

To wing beyond its sweep of deadly rain.

Old clinker boat, who was it laid your keel,

That now lies ratting in the tangling grass?

I wonder if. when dusk begins to steal,

You hear the call of game-birds as they pass.

No more, my boat, shall you the reeds divide.

When Autumn's yellow glare is mirrored in the sky

On this bleak shore you must alway abide,

While I lay low the wild-goose flapping by.

Sleep on, old comrade, in your reed-swept grave.

And dream of vanished Autumns that we knew.

Sometime when fleeing cohorts tip the wave,

I'll raise the gun, and name a shot for you.
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OUR MEDICINE BAG
Dr. Evermann has been appointed the

representative of the United States on

the Joint International Commission for

the purpose of endeavoring; to formulate

fishery regulations to be enforced on

both sides of the border. In this posi-

tion Dr. Evermann succeeds Professor

Starr Jordan and will meet Professor

Prince who is the representative of Can-
ada and make arrangements for future

work. Everyone who knows anything

of fish has heard of Dr. Evermann and
high hopes are entertained that the two
fisherj- experts who now have the matter

in hand may agree upon regulations that

will prove mutually satisfactor}- to both

countries.

Count Pourlate. one of the attaches of

the German Embassy at \\'as'hington,

had a successful hunting trip to New
Brunswick last season shooting a fine

moose and securing a beautiful trophy.

The Xew York Hatcheries have de-

posited 75.000 young maskinonge in the

St. Lawrence.

A local C. P. R. messenger boy is said

to have had an exciting experience with
a moose within the city limits of Sault

Ste. Marie. The moose is thought to

have been attracted by the bic3cle lamp
but after inspecting the bo}' at close

range it jumped the fence and took to

the woods.

A most important declaration of

Government policy in the matter of con-

servation was made bv the Hon. Frank
Oliver, Minister of the Interior, in the

House of Commons in the early part of

Mav. The Minister was in charge of a

bill for the extension of the forest re-

serves. He stated that at present the

Government holds 3,379,200 acres in

twenty-one reserves. Under the bill

these would be extended by taking in

the eastern slopes of the Rockies to

It),760,640 acres in twenty-four reserves.

He declared the Government's intention

to materially extend the scope of the

forestry branch of the Department.
Scientific and economic forestry was be-

ing studied in all its phases with a view
to its practical application to existing

conditions. The aim is to conserve and
reproduce by a proper harvesting of the

mature timber crop, the encouragement
of young growth and the protection of

the sources of water supply. \Miile in

full sympathy with the settler's desire

for timber it was the duty of parliament

to prevent the reckless depletion of the

forests. The situation was a delicate

and difficult one requiring good will to

the settler and the maintenance of na-

tional obligations. In reply to friendh'

criticisms Mr. Oliver promised to bear in

mind the fact that the preservation of

immature timber was essential to the

successful operation of a good forest

policv. They also hoped to come to a

general understanding and arrangement
with the Provincial Governments in the?

operation of forestry. All the informa-

tion secured by the Conservation Com-
mission would be placed at the disposal

of the Department and all the informa-

tion in the Department at the disposal of

the Commission. A systematic and ef-

ficient plan of fire ranging was also be-

ing completed, the intention being to se-

cure the services of well equipped and
efficient fire and forest rangers.

A recent issue of Barrie Saturday
Morning contained a cut of Mr. Thomas
Johnson of that town with a day's catch
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of twenty-two trout. Mr. Johnson
caught the fish in Budd's Creek, Vespra,

and nineteen of them were taken from

the same hole. As he retired from busi-

ness some years ago Mr. Johnson has

leisure for his angling and in addi-

tion to frequenting the trout streams of

the neighborhood goes regularly to Al-

gonquin Park each summer. Air. John-

son is also a hunter and rarely fails to

bring home his complement of deer on

his annual visits to the Muskoka wilds.

He believes in still hunting and having

a good knowledge of wood craft pits

his cunning against that of the deer and
often comes out the winner from the en-

counter. Mr. Johnson is a pioneer of

tlie district and can tell many good stor-

ies of the earlv days. His parents came
from United Empire Loyalist stock, his

father moving to the district when he

was three years old and he has lived in

the neighborhood ever since. May he be

spared for many summers to enjoy his

fishing and go hunting for manv falls!

Mr. Charles BuUymore, President of

the Erie County Society for the Protec-'

tion of Birds, Fish and Game is strong-

ly against the regulation prohibiting the

use of nets within one half mile of shore.

He would allow carp to be caught with

nets at any distance from the shore.

According to his contention carp are

enemies of all fish spawning near the

shore.

Xorthern Elaine has suffered from a

plague of bears during the spring.

Many sheep folds were ravaged and dogs
killed off under the impression that they

were the depredators. It was found
that bears were the mischief makers and
a series of hunts, none of which were
noted for success, were organized.

The Ontario fisherv protection patrol

fleet is now in commission and it is be-

lieved they will do equally good service

to that accomplished last year.

Kenora Gun Club has developed into

The Lake of the ^^'oods Rod and Gun
Club and will undertake re-stocking

work in both game and fish, developing
their territory into one unequalled on
the continent for sportsmen.

Mr. Edward Ellis, superintendent of

the Buffalo Park at W'ainwright, states

that there are 809 buffalo, 7 elk, 35 deer
and 3 antelope, a total of 865 in the en-

closure. During the year no buffalo

were added by natural increase and
seven died. There were eighteen hun-
dred visitors to the Park last year. At
Elk Park there are 48 head and at Banff'

twenty-four, making a total number of

bison in captivity in Alberta of 881.

Six deer were seen in one afternoon
near his residence by a leading inhabi-

tant of Erickson, B.C.

Mr. Charles Cremin, the well known
Xew Brunswick guide, will use buck-
board service between stations and his

camps and between his several camps,
the roads having been sufficiently cut

out to allow of this and an increase to

the comfort of the visiting sportsmen re-

sulting. Mr. Cremin is increasing the

number of his camps and his facilities

for receiving sportsmen are now of the

best.

The following circular has been is-

sued from the office of the Provincial

Secretary of the Government of British

Columbia:
"You are hereby notified that the

Game Licenses issued in this Province
are as follows :

—

General License (to include all game
and fish), good from January ist to

December 31st of vears of issue, $100.00.

Spring Bear Hunting License, good
from January ist to July 14th of years of

issue $25.00.

Angler's License, good for twelve
months from date of issue, S5.00.

Bird License, good for season, $50.00.

Bird License, good for one week, only
to be issued to British Subjects by the

Provincial Game \\'arden, $5.00.

All other Game License Forms are

now obsolete and must not be issued.

•The attention of the Government
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Agents is particularly directed to the

necessity of forwarding to A. Bryan
Williams, Provincial Game Warden,
Vancouver, on the date of the issue of

each License, a memorandum, giving

number of the license, the name to

whom issued, the denomination, date

and locality.

The attention of Government Agents
is also called to the bounty of $2.00 each,

payable for the destruction of the Big

Horned Owl—payable throughout the

Province. The bounty on this species

can be paid on presentation of the birds

to any Government Agent, or on the

production of a certificate from a Jus-

tice of the Peace that the bird was pre-

sented to him and destroyed.

The bounty on Golden Eagle is $3.00

each, and applied only within the Coun-
ties of Cariboo, Yale, and Kootenay, but

must not be paid until the legs have been

forwarded to and inspected by the Pro-

vincial Game ^^'arden, upon whose cer-

tificate only the bounty will be payable.

The bounty on Wolves, Panthers and

Coyotes must not be paid except on pres-

entation of the whole skin, or a certifi-

cate from a Justice of the Peace stating

the name of the person to whom payable,

the locality where the animal was killed,

and that a hole not less than a quarter of

an inch in diameter was by him punched
in the left ear, the date the certificate

was granted. Any Government Agent,

upon the presentation of said certificate,

is authorized to pay the bounty on same.

own use without securing a license but
this deer must not be "sold or bartered."

As earh' as the middle of April two
fishing experts of Merritt, B.C., caught

a salmon weighing fifteen and three

quarter pounds.

A wolf's head said to be a perfect

specimen was secured by Mr. Xeill Mc-
Dougall of Fort William and forwarded

to Mr. Ernest Thompson-Seton for use

in illustrating his wild animal lectures.

By a recent Order-in-Council settlers

in unorganized districts of Ontario are

restricted to one deer. Those "actual-

ly living upon and tilling their own land"

are allowed to kill one deer for their

Ex-President Roosevelt is stated to

have planned a trip for Polar bear next

year. Captain Bob Bartlett, who com-
manded Peary's ship, is said to have ob-

tained his promise to take the trip and
is making preparations accordingly.

In parts of Manitoba crows are so nu-

merous as to threaten to become a pub-
lic pest and organized crow hunts have
been advocated as the onh' means of

thinning them out. They are said to

be very hard on the nests, eggs and
young of the prairie chicken and wild

ducks.

Two deer on a road near Lindsay at

the end of April were seen by several

people and their presence so near the

town was productive of wide spread in-

terest.

Mr. Xorman Andrews, of Peterboro',

Ontario, is the owner of a mounted
eagle shot by a farmer near that city.

The outspread wings measure seven

feet four inches from tip to tip.

In portions of Xew York State the

deer have increased so rapidly and be-

come so tame that it is reported to be no
uncommon sight to see them mingle in

herds of a dozen with cattle in the pas-

ture.

J. R. Kerr of Xewton, Ontario, is said

to have purchased 5158 muskrat skins in

one day. They came from various sec-

tions between Kingston and Ottawa.

Gait anglers were out early on May
first and Dr. Dakin and Mr. J. ^^'ilkins

were amongst those who enjoyed good
sport with the trout at Cedar Creek, the

doctor catching twenty-five and his com-
panion twenty-one. The largest fish

caught in the creek that day measured
fifteen inches.
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3A Pocket Kodak
So simple as to be readily understood

and operated by the beginner ; so efficient

that he does not outgrow it.

Picture Post Card size, (354^ x 5J2), Price, $20.00.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
Catalog free at the dealers

or by mail.
TORONTO, CAN.
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Mr. Harold S. Secord, Penobsquis, N.

B., writes to St. John Tele.a^raph:

"I declare and believe, as one who lives

alongside one of the best fishing^ streams

in the country, the Kennebeccasis and

its tributaries, especially the South

Branch, and enjoying the right to fish

in them at any time during the open

season, that I am right when I say that

the trout are getting scarce and small,

being unmercifully slaughtered by un-

satisfied sportsmen during the hot sum-
mer months—^June, July and August. It

seems to me that the Government fails

to pay any attention to the grievances of

the farmers who complain of so much
damage done to their hay crop along the

banks every year. But they will only

have to wait till we have a few years of

six months' fishing, when it won't be

worth the trouble to fish for trout. May
is the onh' month in which a sportsman
can be satisfied with the number and

size of fish he gets, although he might
be given a chance during the hunting

season.

Hartley, the twelve year old son of

Mr. Thomas Managhan, of Clinton, On-
tario, caught a salmon thirty inches long

and weighing eight and one-half pounds
This is a large fish for a small boy to

land and the youthful fisherman was
pardonably proud of his catch.

Charles H. Deutschmann, who discov-

ered the caves bearing his name, was a

recent visitor at Montreal after an ab-

sence of four 3'ears engaged in the work
of caring for the caves. He has been

trying for years to induce the govern-

ment to undertake their survey but as

they are blocked up with ice during the

winter and in the summer the surveyors

are otherwise busy he has not been suc-

cessful in inducing the Government to

carry out this work. A road, however,

is being built from Glacier to the Caves
and will make the latter more popular

than ever. Mr. Deutschmann's camp is

5283 feet above sea level and within a

hundred yards of the entrance to the

Caves. In his opinion the Selkirks are

the best for climbing and there are a

dozen peaks, all over 10,000 feet, within

easy reach of Glacier. Game is still

plentiful and the marmots and gophers
are so tame that they scratch on his door
like dogs asking to be admitted. He
knows places in British Columbia where
no caribou have been killed and has seen

herds of four hundred at a time. He
stated that the mountain lions are clear-

ing out the deer and urged that the boun-
ty of $15 a head be increased. Tliey are

mighty hard to secure and he had tried

everything without success though he
caught three in traps with catnip.

An International commission, consist-

ing of representatives of the United
States, Great Britain, Russia and Japan,
are in session at Washington endeavor-
ing to draft a treaty to aiTord further

protection to fur seals, other sea mam-
mals and plumage birds in the North
Pacific and Behring Sea.

Many improvements have been made
at Assiniboine Park, \\'innipeg and the

birds and animals in captivity include

:

two eagles, three swans, sixteen pheas-

ants, three beaver, three wolves, three

buiTaloes, four elk, five jumping deer,

three Angora goats, two monkeys and
one badger.

The Park officials at Banff have suc-

ceeded, after a year of fruitless effort,

in capturing a mountain ewe. As an-

nounced in Rod and Gun a few months
ago they caught two bucks in a trap

corral up the Bow and have been trying

since that time to get a female. The
bucks were turned loose in a big pasture

on the mountain side back of the buffalo

park and the ewe will be turned loose in

the same pasture.

The Boston Herald tells a story of the

double fortune of Tom French in Barry's

Bay. Tom had been trolling for lake

trout and was about to give up in disgust

and go home when' a deer swam near

the boat and getting scared at the pos-

ition made for the shore. As the deer

swam away the canoe followed and it
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You Can't Leave the Beard Behind

So Don't Forget the Gillette
The hearty open-air vacation life seems to make the beard grow as

it never grows at home. To the man without a GILLETTE it becomes
a downright nuisance.

Cleanhness, comfort and self-respect demand the morning shave.

But boats, trains, summer resorts and camps provide scant shaving
facilities.

That never worries the man with a GILLETTE Safety Razor in his

grip or his pocket. In lurching cabin or swaying Pullman—on the back
porch or beside a convenient stump—wherever the morning finds him—he
can enjoy his regular three-minute GILLETTE shave in solid comfort,

with a lordly independence of place or circumstance.

Pack your grip with discrimination. Travel light. Leave out the

"unnecessaries" of life. But whatever you do, don't discount your holi-

day by starting out without "The Razor of To-day."

Standard Sets $5.00. Pocket Editions $5.00 to $6.00. Combination
Sets from $6.50 up. At your Drugrgist's, Jeweler's or Hardware Dealers.

The Gillete Safety Razor Co. of Canada, Limited
Office and Factory : 63 St. Alexander St., Montreal.
Offices also in New York, Chicago, London, Eng., and Shanghai, China.

Factories in Montreal, Boston, Leicester, Berlin and Paris.
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was then found that the stout trolling

line had become wound around the

buck's horns. The buck was killed and
dragged ashore when lively resistance

was encountered to the drawing in of

Tom's line. A big trout had struck it

and was doing its best to draw the dead
deer back into the bay. Tom grabbed
the line and after a lively struggle landed

the fish. Two hundred pounds of veni-

son and thirty pounds of lake trout at one
haul is believed to have beaten the record.

The anglers of Quebec Province are

agitating for greater restrictions upon
bass fishing and the Montreal Associa-

tion are showing considerable activity

in the war upon poachers.

The deer at Riverside Park, Guelph,
Ontario, are said to be breeding too fast

for the land available for their use and
their killing is prohibited except through
a special open season. Had not the

Mayor and aldermen better indulge in a

hunt ?

-A. final round-up of the bufl:'alo in the

Flathead Reservation in Montana has

been arranged by Michael Pablo in order

that he may carry out his contract to de-

liver as many head as possible to the

Canadian Government. Those engaged
in the round-up are two hundred Indians
and their instructions are to drive all

the buffalo remaining on the Reserva-
tion into the corrals and shoot any re-

sisting capture. An old time drive is

to take place and everv precaution taken

to include the whole herd. As a result

it is believed that sixty, and possibh^

eightv head, will be added to the Buf-

falo Park at W'ainwright, Alberta.

.\ successful effort is being made to

re-stock the Ray of Ouinte and tribu-

tary waters with lake salmon. Two
year old salmon were put in the bay at

various points five years ago and these

parent fish have multiplied so well that

fine catches have been reported. This
year a further consignment of two year

old fish have been deposited in the bay
between Belleville and Deseronto.

The first catch on the Lake at Sum-
merland, B.C., was an eight and a half

pound salmon which all the fishermen
agreed was a fine indication of a good
fishing season.

Six deer captured at Plaster Rock, N.
B. have been taken to Yarmouth, X. S.

and released. It is hoped in this waj'

to increase the deer in Nova Scotia.

Mayor Fawcett of Sackville, N.B.,

and Charles Pickard have leased Buhner's
Pond and mean to re-stock it with trout.

The muskrat catch at Lindsay and
Bobcaygeon, Ontario, was reported not
so large as usual. Last year the price

was 85 cents and the market was flooded

while this year the price went down to

36 cents and many did not engage in the

business at that price.

The postmaster at Kingston, Ontario,

recently received a request by letter

from a man in Youngstown, Ohio, who
wished to capture a couple of black fe-

male bears from six to seven months old.

The LTnited Stateser evidently thought
Kingston was in the backwoods and that

bears are captured every day.

The La \"iejera, a schooner rigged

\'acht equipped with auxiliary power,
has gone north from \"ancouver with a

party to hunt the big game of Alaska.
They expect to be absent several months
and to secure some excellent specimens
of big game.

]\Ir. Bryan Williams believes the boun-
ty of $15 per head allowed by the Brit-

ish Columbia Government for the de-

struction of wolves and cougars is work-
ing well and a great many of these ani-

mals are being destroyed. This year the

Government voted $28,000 for the de-

struction of these pests. The men sent

to the north of \'ancouver Island to

take measures for the destruction of the

wolves have returned witli the report

that they practically found no wolves
though cougars were plentiful.
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FREE
our new
catalogue-
an expensive

book.
Our new Genera/ cat-

alog is ready for distri-

bution. It contains many
new goods that add to the

science of living out-o'-

doors, and unless you have
once before had our catalog,

it will tell you of camp com-
forts you have never believed
could exist.

As you thumb its pages, it

will suggest articles that will

help you "go light", articles

that will add to comfort about
camp, tents that for a mere
trifle over what you have paid

before will make a rainy day in

camp something to be looked for-

ward to instead of dreaded, and
so on, to the end of the book.

For instance, you may not know
that a canoe tent with sewed-in floor cloth can be pegged down in a storm,
dry clothes and blankets, from a waterproof duffle bag l)ruught out, and
you can shed your wet clothes, crawl in anfl cook a fine sup|)er upon an
inexpensive alcohol stove, roll up on your dry floor with no dampness to
make you even feel chiUy or sticky, and have a beautiful night's rest while
the storm pounds down outside.

If you will si-nd right now for this catalog, which describes correct outfits in detail,

you will find new pleasure in anticipation of the undreamed-of comforls you can provide
for your next trip.

There is nothing like the A. & F. Co. catalog printed—it is better than any out-o'-door
book ever published. AVe have customers bv the score who wouldn't give up their catalog
for "love or money" if they couldn't get another.

It is a book that represents years of work in devising special camp equipment, edit-

ing down to facts and gaining camp outfit experience—it is a book fully competent
to represent A. & F. Co. world-wide reputation and goods

—

honestly, you will miss
something if you don't get possession of this book and you will miss
much more if you fail to profit by the suggestions it offers.

Remember, we send anything we sell, anywhere, and guarantee you will

lie satisfied, or money back.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO
EZRA H. r!T( II. I'fL-^

Seiiil fur sper

FishiDg Tackle and Dog Catalogs

if interest c-

!
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A silver fox pelt was purchased at

Sudbury recently for $225.

A buffalo calf borne in the Assiniboine

Park, Winnipeg, succumbed after a very

short life.

The raising of skunks as a commercial
enterprise has, it is reported, been suc-

cessfully undertaken in British Colum-
bia, from which province also comes a

report of an eflfort to raise beaver for

fur. Two young men at Ashcroft are

reported to have arranged to breed

marten on an extensive scale and while

foxes are being bred with success in the

east, an attempt is to be made to

raise muskrat and mink in the north.

A curious fish story comes from Scot-

land. A boat, from which fishing had
been engaged in with success all day
was left in the river at night riding at the

end of a rope fifteen feet long. A lot of

rain fell during the night and next morn-
ing when the caretaker went to the boat

he found water in her nine or ten inches

deep. To his great surprise he also

found a fine and almost clean salmon of

twentv pounds' weight. The fish was
still alive though much exhausted as the

water had become de-oxygenized. The
sides of the boat were fifteen inches

above the water line and evidently the

salmon had leaped over. After being

placed in clear water it soon revived and
swam awav.

Tom Hopper, veteran bear hunter of

Spokane, accompanied by Charley Dubbs
and "Bob" F. Copeland and a pack of

six trained hounds, has gone to the head-

waters of Cougar Creek in the Alica Bay
district in X'^orthern Idaho, where sever-

al large black bears have been seen re-

centlj-. Hopper had just returned from
Libby, Mont., where his party killed the

largest black bear on record in the dis-

trict. The lucky shot fell to James
House of Hayden Lake, Idaho, who kil-

led the six hundred pound monster as

he was charging through the under-

brush after one of the dogs.

A couple of bear cubs, four weeks old,

captured by D. S. Jones, of Flat Lake,

north east of Athabasca Landing were
taken to Edmonton where they excited

much interest. The cubs were eight

inches in height and one foot in length.

George Henry Fisher, a miner and
trapper, who spent the winter trapping

on White Grouse Mountain, has return-

ed to Nelson, B.C., with eleven fine

marten skins and a mink. During the

whole season there was a duel of wits

between Fisher and a big wolverine that

followed his trail wherever he went.

The wolverine is still free. Fisher trap-

ped five porcupines, the flesh of which
he used for bait. Fisher says that cou-

gars killed many caribou last season,

adding that the government could well

afford to increase the bounty to $50 on
the big cats.

Charley Ordish, dean of the mountain
lion hunters in Western Montana, killed

two bears and a lion on a recent hunt.

The lion was tracked for several days,

twice treed by dogs and twice made its

escape, and when finally captured tried

a third time to get away by leaping from
the branch upon which it sat when Ord-
ish lassooed the animal.

What is said to be a record head for

length of horns is that of a Rocky
Mountain goat shot bv F. X. Haines,

former supervisor of the Blackfeet

X^ational Forest, near Gunsite Pass,

one of the beauty spots of the

new Glacier Xational Park in West-
ern Montana. Haines compared the

horns, 11 inches long, with those of

a goat said to be the largest on record,

which measured but loyi inches. The
head is peculiar also in that the eyes are

almost at the base of the horns.

Bones of animals of prehistoric days
are coming to the surface as a result of

the erosion of the bluffs along the Col-

umbia River, southwest of Spokane. Re-
cently, wlnile hunting for bobcats, some
boys came upon large bones projecting

from the hillside. .\ portion of the bone
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Real, and Tackle Manufacturer*
will mail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get

the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hardy's "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hardy's Alnwick Qreenheart Rods
Are superior to all others.

Hardy's "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check
fitted with a double tapered "Coroaa'
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

Perfect" Reel with pat. agate line

gsird, 3 i-S ins £l-«7-6

Tlie PairchtM Rod.
Palakaaa Split Bamboo.

9 ft. vreighi jK o".
9% !l. weighs 4 V»as 2S-5^

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
Lsadon Depot: 61 Pall Mall—S.W.

ATTENTION, FISHERMEN I
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The VVultf Gaff Hook is by experts declared to be the marvel of the age—does away with
the cumbersoaie ordinary net. When closed is only 9 inches long and so can be carried in

the pocket or tackle box, and when exbeoded is 42 inches. Is nickle plated all over, except
hook, which is lined aod fitted with cork grip.
Hook folds up and point is protected by sliding inside of handle.
It is neatly constructed, is highly finished, is unbreakable, is self contained, and will last

a life time; andaboveallis very light. Fishermen will be proud to have one in their possession
as they are a very handsome article. Price $1.75. Send for folder. Agents wanted.

WULFF MFG. CO. 411 5th Avenue So., Minneapolis, Minn.

THE WONDERFUL "COAXER " TROUT FLY!
ALMOST ALIVE. NEVER LOSES ITS SHAPE.
"My piiide eaid. 'these trout don't take ^es.'

FLOATS ANYWHERE.
I got 24 on the 'Coaxer.'

"Caught a lo-inch brook trout on the "Coaxer'

—

that's the reLurd here."
"I get 17 speckled- beauties before breakfast that averaged lii inches."
"I have caught over 400 trout on one little 'Coaxer' fly."

"I found my little boy catching croppies with it to beat the band."

Trout Size, 6 colors, $1.35: 12. $2.60. Bass Size. 6 colors, S1.65; 12. S3.25.

Send Stamp for Booklet ol Bass Baits, elc. in colors. W, J. JAMISON. 2751 POLK ST.. CHICAGO

NEW JAMISON TROUT SPOON
Cut shows size 6.

Set of Four Colors. $1.00.

Made on 2. 4 and 6 hooks.
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was unearthed, and though much decay-
ed, it measured twenty-one inches in cir-

cumference. Scientists say these hills

were formed under water when the world
was new and the whole of the .^reat Col-

umbia River basin was a vast sea.

Bears are reported to have been raid-

ing stock in Aldington, Ont. and several

farmers are losers from their visits.

Frank Marlette and J- H. Stone, of

Portland. Ore., are negotiating to invest

$iod,ooo in a mountain resort, nine miles

from Sandpoint, Idaho, where four hun-
dred acres of land will be selected. One
of the features of the project will be the

propagation and raising- of game for pri-

vate use and export, ^^"ild game will he

raised on the tract and parks will shield

deer, bear and other animals of the moun-
tains.

Game \\'arden E. E. Sweet, of Maine,
writes to the Commissioner the follow-

ing storv of the rescue of a moose :

—

"On goinsf around Presque Isle Lake
recently I came upon a large bull moose
lyins: on his side, and hung by one of

his horns in a broken blow down. On

careful observation it seems that after

feeding while lying down he must have
got hung while fighting flies. In trying

to free himself he had driven his legs un-
der a log into the soft ground in such a

way that it was impossible to free liim-

self. I returned to Burnt Land and got
a man from a lumber crew by the name
of Boyd to go with me and help liberate

him. \\'e cut him loose, but he could
not get on to his feet. I got some rope

and we pulled him out in a more comfort-
able position and turned him over, then
lie could not get up. His neck and side

seemed to be paral}'zed. He probably
had been Iving there a number of days.

The flies had been at him. and he was
in a pitiable condition. I dismissed Boyd
and he returned to Burnt Land. Know-
ing- the moose must be thirstv I got a

pail and carried him some water.

I did not think he would drink

it hut he did. I carried him nine

pails full. He spilled some, hut he got

a good part of it. I cut moose wood and
white wood and put around him, but he
was too weak to take food. He died the

next a. m. He had fifteen points and a

spread of thirty-six inches. I have never

heard of a case like this before.

WILD DUCK.

\\ ild duck, which have entirely avoid-

ed many inland spots where a few are

usually seen at this season, have appear-

ed in ver}' great quantities along some
of their seaside haunts, especially on
the east coasts of England and the north

of Ireland.

The pursuers of the strangs sport of

punt gunning have had remarkable ex-

periences. Slipping along in their punts
at dawn they have come upon flocks so

great that a single shot from the great

swivel gun, which is almost a cannon,
has bagged more than the 'longshore

sportsman could get in a week. Fifty

and sixty have been killed at a shot.

though the manoeuvres of the shot may
have taken a week or so.

Numbers of duck again have been kill-

ed in the more formal, artificial shoots

of Lincolnshire. Bedfordshire, and other

places where the birds are now bred al-

most as scientifically as pheasant.
A sportsman's bird that seems to in-

crease in numbers and to widen its range
is the golden plover, of which numbers
are now to be seen in the poulterers'

shops of the \\"est-end. These plover, J

which are held by some to be the best J
bird that comes to table, are seen fre-

quentlj- all over the countr}-. The}' have
been observed in swarms over grass
fields in the home counties, as well as

in their more normal haunts among the

wild places of the coast.

Another bird that appeared at one mo-
ment in great quantity was the black

duck, of which large numbers were shot

over the coast of Norfolk from boats.

But 'he is a brave or very hungry man
who would dare to face the bird at table.

—London Dailv Mail.
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Pishiav Reeh
Tlie smooth-running perfectly-balanced reel-
tbe reel that's guaranteed for life. If
strong. It's light. It carries more line, it'

built with a one-piece frame. No screws, U'

rivets, no inaccessible parts to rust. Come:
completely apart with a few turns of th>

rim. Can be cleaned and oiled in a minute
"Tripart" Reels

Spin Like a Top
A fine friction adjustment prevents back-
lashing. The handle never interferes with
thumbing. The click Is placed just right.

Both are transferable to any position you
want—forward, hack, high or low.

If your dealer can't supply you write to us.

Tripart" Reels

I "Takapart ' Reels
I Look

/Capacity
\HU yards .

Capacity
HK.I yard

$3.00

;) $4.00
Look for the name "Tripart" or "Takapart"

on every reel. Semi for catalogue.

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BRO.
26 Prospect Street, Newark, N.J.

SieelFishingRods
i'his H4-pase Uuuk FREE nitli

every "BRISTOL" Rod sold dur-

ing 1911. Get it from your flsli-

inp tackle dealer. It contains 40
interesting chapters of expert
fishing advice. It is cloth bound
and beautifully illustrated. In

writing fur Free Catalogue
Send Us Your Dealer's Name
so we cjin suppl.v him with books
free for you. This book is given
only with "BRISTOL" Rods.

L.mk for the name "BRISTOL"
on the reel seat.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.
?2 Horton Street Bristol, Conn.^

Double Your Vacation Pleasures
by taking with you a camera that will give you
perfect resuhs even under difficuhies, and a

Binocular that will bring close to you beautiful

views and interesting objects which would
otherwise be lost because of their distance.

COERZCAI1ERA$ANb
BINOCULARS

pictures oit

an ordinary

mplete, and;

are known as the highest grade instruments that can be bought,.

With a Goerz Camera and Lens you Can get perfect pictures 01

dark days that would be absolutely impossible with ai

camera. You can make the record of your trip com
when you reach home and develop your plates, you will not find

that the view you liked best is a dismal failure — the experience
so common with an ordinary camera.

There's a different Goerz Binocular lor every purpose — each
the best of its kind. Be sure to see and try a Goerz before
buying. Remember the name and ask your dealer.

Send for our books on Cameras and Binoculars,
free to any one who really wishes to double his vacation pleasures.

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 317 East 34lh Street, New York
Canadian Repreitclati?e : R. F. SMITH. Monlrtal.



Alpine Club Notes

THE HEADQUARTERS of the

Club has been moved for the sum-
mer season to the Club House at
Banff, which is again the centre of

attraction to all the neighbourhood. Its

commanding position renders it an object
of enquiry, and when strangers realize
that they can get there the full and trust-

worthy information concerning the
mountain countrj', they make a pilgrim-
age up the hill to enjoy the view and the
facts.

There is every prospect for a big An-
nual Camp this year judging by the ap-
plications for accommodation. As the
years go on and people realize what the
Club stands for, probably several Camps
will be established each year. To finance
a big camp in the mountains, however,
is a serious undertaking, and is onh^ ren-
dered possible by a very large attend-
ance.

Ontario members are making a new de-
parture this year. They have arranged
to take a private car from Toronto to the
camp, a most pleasant means of travel-

lingf.

On June 4th, four of the Vancouver
members of the Club made what is bt
lieved to be the first ascent of the nortli-

ern and highest peak of the Golden Ears.
The remarkably spire-like form of these
peaks makes them specially noticeable
among the summits in the neighbour-
hood of Vancouver. The party camped
on the previous night just within snow
line. The following morning the snow-
field was reached at 7.30, but the mist
was dense and the ascent was made bv
the comparatively difficult rocks of the
northern face. Snow fell while the par-
ty were on the summit, which is a snow
ridge. A cairn was built on the highest
uncovered rocks and in it the record was
placed. The mist was so dense on the

descent that it was almost impossible to
tell snow from space and the party had
to go very slowly and carefully. Pitt
Lake was reached at four o'clock.

.Mr. Freeborn, the Chairman of the
Club's New York Committee, has pre-
sented to the Library a copy of "The
Mountain that was God," a monograph
on Mt. Tacoma or Ranier. This is most
beautifully illustrated and contains much
of interest concerning the mountain. A
much valued addition to the Library is

the first sixteen volumes of the .\lpine
Journal, presented by Mr. A. L. Mumm.
This record of the first of all Alpine Clubs
will always be much sought after, both
<m account of its historical and also of
its literary contents. The history of
pioneer work is ahvavs fascinating.

The fifth issue of the Canadian Alpine
JiHirnal is in the press and will be found
when published to maintain the exceed-
ingly high standard already reached. It

is a work which every Canadian library
should contain as a matter of course.
That this fact is appreciated is evident
from the fact that the back numbers are
in constant demand nothwithstanding
the greatly enhanced price.

The survey expedition which the Club
has organized and which has met with

influential support in many quarters, has

started for the Yellowhead region. The
great demand for maps of that country
and also for trustworthy information con-
cerning its geology and natural history

is in a fair way, not of being satisfied,

for such a demand is insatialile. but of

getting some foundation for a more de-

tailed enquiry. W't ha\e a great coun-
try ; we want the opportunity to know it.
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OS j|,-r3Hw;TCa
Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS. 8 or 9^ feet

BAIT RODS, 55^, 65^ or 8 feet

CASTING RODS, 4«, 5 °r ^ feet - -

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings -

Trout
For Trial— Send

io_ for «n assorted sample doren. OualitV A FiiCS
lOC Regular price, 24 cents. vt"»«"»j

OA, for an assorted sainple dozen. OualitV B FliCS
JKIC Regul«r price. 6o cents. vi».-. j

XA. for an assorted sample dozen. OualitV C FliCSOUC Regular price. S4 cents. •-^"••••j

iCC. for an assorted dozen
^ gjjj p|jjsuse Regular price. 96 cents. •»—•

'

Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO.,
Hluslrated Catalogue free n apiilication.

525 Broadway
New York.

SteeC7isfiing Jieds
andJiaits

Three Rods for the Price of One
No fisherman will carry old style Rods and Baits after he

has seen the HOLI.AM). They are distinctly different and

supenor to anytiiing on the market. Send five cents In

stamps for sample paper minnow and illustrated catalog.

Fully Guaranteed
HOLLAND ROD & BAIT CO.

HOLLAND. MICH.

Holland Paper Minnows for 25 cents, postpaid.

I

K A L I K I ROD.
The very latest and Best Proauctloo

^-J^^^^^, ^'^^.'T^ttruV^^'^l Tcllpse'^aoyS" Je'Ce

??^^r^or.er.kTwoo.^r?ooV" ZoTC^.T.VrZ::^.:'^._J^^^^^^^^ a .andsome .ralo run-

"'°Mrpl?e'lees"an1 '^.'^^^^ rf-f.eTs.m.e-.rreV-^e^^l.rnhreaUa.le Sil. Bouoa Split

Cane Rods. . , „ « o -r
Redditch, England and 78 Bay Street, Toronto.

THE ALLCOCK, LAIQHT & WESTWOOU CO., LIMITED
Larxest Fishini Tackle Mnnufacturer» in the World.

WEEDLESS "COAXERS5> CATCH FISH,
NOT WEEDS.

S'otJwiSJitsglistenins White body ar^mantblood.redvrin.^sand^tana^

IT Fl fliTS ^***^fc- ,^^^^^ money back if it don't. Get one and see for yourself

.

1
1

rLUMO ^ZS^^^^ j^ ,l,g coaxer's little brother for fly fishing

THE COiXER TROUT FLY
Trout size, 6 assorted, - - -$1.35
Bass size, 6 assorted, - - - L65

Postage, 2 cents.

^^^^ Almosfallve. Neverlosesitsshapoorslze.

Post- X _ - '^^9w Send stamp for Catalogue showing in natural colors our
age,ic. - . __ X -^^ Coaxer Bass Baits. C'laxer Trout Flies, Trout Spoons.

Weedless Style (like cut), 50c N^ M^ Pickerel and Musky Baits, Non-Kinking Sinkers, Weed-
Contfcrtible (belly hooks), 75c ^"^.^.^ -,^ ^J^ less Hooks. Frog Tandems, Wire Leaders, etc,

-"oTiy pracSn'ghUa'itm'a^ll Gotone. W.J, JAMISON. Casting SpecUUies. 2751 Polk St.. CHICAGO. III.



THE TRAP
TOURNAMENT DATES.

July 27.—Moose Jaw Gun Club. M. F. Baker, Sec-
retary-Treasurer, Moose .Taw, Sask.

July 31.—Central Alberta Championship Meet
Red Deer, Alberta. G. B. Parker, Secretary-
Treasurer, Red Deer, Alberta.

July 31, August 1, 2 and 3.—Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association Annual Tourna-
ment at BoUeville. Out. All communica-
tions to be addressed to Mark Spra-me, Sec-
retary, Belleville, Ont.

STRAY PELLETS.

The members of the Chatham (Ontario) Gun
Oluh will hold their second annual tournament
on July si.xth and seventh. On the first evenine
members and guests will be taken on a trip
down the picturesque Thames. The program is
a very attractive one and the meet should be
attended by many outside shooters. The Com-
mittee state that they have arranged a
bigger shoot than ever before and are prepared
to give a good time to everybody.

team shooting—the eiglit man team, the fiveman team and the two man team. The indi-
vidual championship for the Dominion will also
be contested on this day.
Judging from inquiries and correspondence re-

ceived, great and widespread interest will be
taken in this meet and it it hoped the re-
arrangements now made will add to the conven-
ience of all. The committee have done their
best under difficult circumstances and believe
the interests of all the shooters and of the sport
will be served by the changes agreed upon It
IS hoped all will do their best to attend and make
the meet a grand success.

The shooters of Revelstoke, B.C., anticipate a
big day on June 29th when their annual shoot
will be held. A fine program has been prepared
and representative delegations of visitors are
expected from Calgary, Nelson and Vancouver.

THE DOMINION TOURNAMENT AT BELLE
VILLE.

The Committee in charge of the arrangements
for the Dominion of Canada Trapshooters' As-
sociation have found it necessary to re-arrano-e
their dates for this meeting. Finding that *a
great deal of inconvenience would be experienced
in order that visitors might reach Belleville on
Sunday so as to start promptly on Monday
morning they have decided to make Monday
July 31st, a practice day only and not commence
the shooting that day till 1 p.m. There will be
five events of fifteen targets each, entrance one
cent a target and optional sweep.

_
On Tuesday morning. August first, the shoot-

ing will start at nine o'clock for the high aver-
ages and medals. Ten events of fifteen targets
each and a special event of twenty-five targets
will constitute the program for that day.
On Wednesday. .August second, the

'

program
will be simihir-ten- events of fifteen targets
each and a special event of twenty-five targets
Thursday, August third, the dav'to which" the

meet will now be extended, will witness the

A FINE SHOOT AT MONTREAL.

A large number of members of the Westmount
l>un Club turned out for the annual VictoriaDay meet. Prize winners during the day were-
Messrs. Robert Lewis, who was high average for
the day, ex-Mayor Galbraith. who took the event
lor shots over fifty, Bryce Clark, winner of the
event for members under twentv-five and
Messrs. Craig, Lewis. Newton, Hutchison, Thob-
er and Tlionipson who took first prizes in the
twenty bird events.
Mr. Lyall won the merchandise event prize

a heavy fur-lined shooting jacket. The summary
of events were:
Merchandise event—Twelve entered in this

event and finished in the following order: Lyall
Thompson, Newton, Lewis, Hutchison, W Reid'
Ma her, Galbraith, Muir, Redford, Dumont, Craig,'
Twenty-bird event—Craig, 19; Lewis 18-

Galbraith, 17; A. C. Reid, 17; W. Reid, 16^
Thompson, 14; Newton, 14; Bryce Clark, 14-
Strachan, 14; Maher, 13; Muir, "ll; Lyall' 11-
Bachand, 11. "

' '

No. 2—Lewis, 18; Strachan, 17; Maher 16-
Craig, 15; A. C. Reid. 15; W. Reid. 15; B. Clark,
lo; Galbraith, 15; Newton, 14; Muir, 14; Lyall,
14; Hutchison, 13; Thompson, 12; Bachand, 11.'

No. 3—Thompson. 18; Lewis, 16; Muir 16-
Galbraith, 16; B. Clarke, 15; Maher 14' W
Reid 13; A. C. Reid, 13; Coughtry, 13 : 'stra'chan]
12; Lyall, 13; Bachand, 13.

No. 4—Lewis, IS; Thompson, 17; Newton, 17;
Reid, 17; Hutchison, 16; W. Reid, 16; Muir' 16-
Maher, 16; Lyall, 15; Galbraith, 14; Strachan,
13; A. C. Reid, 12; Bachand, 11.

No. 5—Hutchison, 19; Galbraith, 18; Lyall, IS;
Lewis, 18; Thompson, 16; Maher, 16; Dumont'
15; Craig. 15; Newton, 15; A. C. Reid, 15;'
Clarke, 15; Strachan, 13; Bachand, 13; Muir
12; W. Reid, 12.
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ysfJNCHMHA
,2Z CALIBJBR AUTOMATIC RIFLJ^

THE PEER OF ALL "22s"
FOR PLEASURE OR PRACTICE

AIM and pull the trigger; aim and pull the trigger

That is all the elTort required to shoot this novel

and handy little rifle, as the recoil does the reload-

ing. Practice with one develops the ability to aim

right when shooting rapidly, an accomplishment hunters

strive for. In the country or in camp this rifle is the

peer of all "22s", either for pleasure or practice.

LOOK ONE OVER AT YOUR DEALER'S.

SJn^0fte
llubricates properly the sen^iti^tf mechanism.

J With perfect action the reel never fails a' aj
critical moment. " 3 jn One " woni gum. dry

^
out. contains no acid. " 3 in One " prevents

rust on every part, add-

ing years to the life, and
brightness to the beauty i

of even the finest. Good \

Icjt the rod too—preserves

the wood, promoting plia-

bility—protects the metal.

rf~V"WW Good for fisher also^the i

\J \\k delicate, pleasant odor
|

keeps olT mosquilos.

Try it. All dealers. Trial bottle sent free.

THREE IN ONE OIL CO.

5S New St.
New York City

REAL
^REEL

TRAP SHOOTERS
LOOK MERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmere

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs

no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i/* Caahmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Arenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT BREAKER.

PERFECT FLYER.
GOOD PICK UP.

Packed by an expert. Positively best bird made.
Price 12.75 per barrel

;
$.5.00 per thousand, shipped

f .o.b. Hamilton.

Manufactured by

NELSON LONG,
66 Burlington St. West - - Hamilton, Ont.

Ai-SO BOWWOW 5 ANGLE TRAPS.
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No. 6—Hutchison. 20; Lewis. 19; \ C Reiil

19; flalbraith, IS; Dumont, IS: Malier. 17- Toll-
hurst, 16; Newton. 16; Thompson, 13: B. Clarke
lo; Lvall, 14; Craig, 14; W. Reid, 12; Muir, I2'

,= r
"rT«»l>">-st, 19; ilaher. 19; Hutchison,

18; Lyall, 18; Dumont. 18; Xewton, 17; A C
Reid 17; Galbraith, 16; Lewis, 15; Thompson;
15; Craig, 15; W. Reid, 13; Muir, 13; B. Oarke,

No 8—Newton, 19; Dumont, 19; Lewis, 18:
Hutchison, 18; Craig, 16; B. Clarke, 16; Thomp-
son, 15; Galbraith, 15; Tollhurst, 14: Maher 13-
Lyall, 13; Muir, 11; .Jones, 13.

'
'

,-^°-^~^^^^(^r, 20; Thompson, 19; Hutchison,
18; ^ewton, 17; Galbraith, 17; Tollhurst, 17;
Craig, 16; Dumont. 16; Strongman, 15; Lvall, 15-
Muir 14; B. Clarke, 14; Redford, 14; Tollhurst,
13; Lewis, 13.

No. 10—Craig, 18; Tollhurst, 17; Lvall 17-
Lewis, 17; Newton, 17; Hutchison. 16; Muir 15-
Ihompson, 15; Maher. 15; Galbraith, 15; Str'on'''-
man, 15: Coughtry, 14; Dumont, 13; Redford 13

P. A. Trudeau
C. D. Lumsden
W. C. Little ..

J. B. L. Henev

17 20—37
17 17—34
17 17—34
18 12—30

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Gun Club.
The Stanley Gun Club's third shoot of the hicrh

average series brought out Joe Jennings as winnerwith a possible ot 25; the second was a tie of 23

Joselin. F. Halltord won with a possible 25.

National Club.

^,,Vr
^'^*;°"^' <^'' Club held a most successfu)

handicap shoot (by yards). The feature of theshoot was a tie between the veteran C B Har-
rison and Shorty McKeand. each scoring SB out
ot a 100, and in the shoot-off C. B. won bv 3
birds. •'

GOOD SCORES AT OTTAWA.

,J^i.'''Tj'^J^'
''"'°" ™mpetitions took place on

the St. Hubert Gun Club grounds on Mav thir-
teenth, and, despite a tricky wind blowing across
the traps from the west, good scores were made
especially the score of Mr. W. Williams, who won
the spoon in class "A." breaking 48 out of a
possible ,50 and making a straight run of 30
Air. A. JI. Dechene won in class "B" with 43
also a very creditable score. Kleven hundred and
fifty targets were thrown. High scores at fiftv
targets were as follows:

^

TTT TT-..,. Total.

A T>^ ,^'T 24 24-48AM. Dechene 23 20-43
*^"1^% - 22 18-40

P t-J-?!"^"^" 20 19-39
?;

I'*''''"
18 20-38

W r'l-;,, 21 15-36
"•

'i;
^;'"'« 16 19-35

"• ^laek
ifi j7_33

Ur. Gorman jg U 33
^- Jo"-^^ '''.'.'.'.'.'..

14 18-32

76

79

A large number turned out on May twentv-
seventh. the weather conditions being ideal
Good scores were once more in order Mr W
J. Johnstone was high gun, stopping 47 out of a
possible of 50. winning the spoon in Class A
this being his second consecutive win. Air e'
G. AATiite, representing the Dupont Powder Com-
pany, was a close second with 46 Mr J B
Brown won in Class B with 39, this also bein<^
his second consecutive win. 1.275 targets were
thrown. The high guns at 50 targets were as
follows:—
W. .T, .Tohnstone 23
K. n. Uliite 24
R. Bcattie 21
Doc. Green 23
J. B. Bunn . . oj

^- '^''«" ..19 18-37

Tota
24—47

22—46
22—46
20—43
18—39

The Eatons At Parkdale

,J'"' ^°Y
Handicap Shoots of the summer

series-E. A. A. and Parkdale Gun Club havebeen run off at the Parkdale grounds with thefollowing results:—
,T- T,

'^liot at Dead PVfg.W. Bowman 100 76 75
a. Dennis go 43W. Beamish 75 62
•- Bishop 50 3g
E.

^J.
illiams 100 76 76

^- "oife 100 75 7-
A. McCrea 100 74 74
„- ,^^°'^« 100 76 76

S^fhf" 100 77 77
1 rethewey 25 19
0. Winton 100 7
E- Flint 100 7
J. Lewis 100
F. Carpenter 100
J- Haines joo 76
T. ilcGoWn 75 re
D. Phibbs

; : : : . 75 56
G. Beattie 75 54

f
• Blake 100 75

J. Harper 50 37
J. C. Eaton 25 2''

Capt. Gott 50 47
H. O'Neil 25 20
T. Douglas 25 20
L Pickering 100 82 82
W. Fenton 100 83
J- Cook 100 78
-*• Howe 25 17
McAdams .100 75 75
W. Carey 75 51
T. Marsh 100 75 75
G. Studholm 7.i ro
Montgomery lOO 76 76
L Devins 50 :i7

Willis 25 17
The Gun Club this year has start-d out fine

and the members are certainly taking <rreat in-
terest in the sport. The Eaton Gun Cliib mem-
bers shoot for a spoon every night, and the con-
tests are all keen.

77
77
76
79

76

75

83
78
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AMMUNITION
Made in Canada

BEST FOR BIG GAME
OR TARGET SHOOTING

Combines extreme ac-

curacy and the closest

grouping of shots with

high uniform vel-

ocity, flat trajec-

tory and great

killing power.

GUARANTEED
A new box for every

defective cartridge manu-

factured by us since 1907,

returned to us direct or through

a dealer.

Made for all standard calibers of

rifles, revolvers, and pistols.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY LIMITED

CANADA MONTREAL
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HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

At the Hamilton Gun Club on Jlav thirteenth,
some very good scores were made. John Hunter
got 6S out of 75 and had straight scores in two
ten-bird events. N. S. Armstrong came up strong
with 64 out of 75 and had onlv one miss in the
ten^bird events. Court Thomson was in line
with 97 out of 115. In a twentv-five-bird
merchandise handicap, G. Hore won out! while E.
A. Clifford took the second place.
The scores were:

\\
.

r. Thomson 65 48
J. Hunter .'

; ;

;

75 gS
^. S. Armstrong 75 64
Court Thomson II5 97

fl-
Hore ;;; 50 35

N- Hall 50 34
F. W. Watson 65 45
E. A. Clifford : :

'

50 35

A ilerchandise Shoot was held on May, twen-
ty-seventh and some very good scores were hun"
up. D. Reid tied with D. Konkle in the first
fifteen-bird handicap with a score of 14 and the
former won out. J. Bowron took the second
event with 13, with N. S. Armstrong in second
place. In a twenty-five bird handicap H. Spratt
and H. Baxter tied, and the former won the
shoot-off. D. Konkle and I. Smith were high for
the afternoon, with scores of 45 out of 50 each
D. Reid got 62 out of 70, and had perfect scores'
in two ten bird events. Capt. Spencer was
referee. Scores:

- ^^ Shot at Broke.
J- Hunter 50 40
F. W. Watson 60 4'>
?"'• Hall

:: 70 38
}i-

j^'^'d .. 70 62
-N. S. Armstrong 70 49
J- ^'o«'n '.'.'.'.'.'.

60 40
h A. Clifford 50 31

^- J^^;j'" 70 42
J- Re'd 50 41
H- Spratt 70 45
\- ?"'*'> 50 45

°- ^""I^'^ 50 45

G. Beattie 50 40
1. \V. Barnes 60 39

TOURNAMENT OF THE THOUSAND ISLAND
CLUB.

the excellent
L'unk, of the
proved a luige

The tournament of the Thousand Island Club
took placeat Gananoque on May 24th and under

management of Mr. G. M.
Dominion Cartridge Companyj

. , - success. There was a good .at-
tendance of shooters and 130 targets were shot
at in the regular events.
The five man team event was won by the Og-

densburg Gun Club, the followins beino- the total
scores of the teams at 25 targets per man:

Ogdensburg 123 out of 125
Belleville 96 out of 125

Ottawa 95 out of 125.
Gananoque 86 out of 12'5

Scores in the regular events:
^'°"'n • 70 50
Robertson 30 37
Richardson go 40
?;""^'' ,.'.'.'....'...

80 43
"•

^""f.
130 103

B. LuUook 130 74
Geo. Bennett 130 102
G. M. Dunk 130 114
C. E. Leurs 130 65

f-
"right 130 99

W. Stevens 130 gO
C. H. Simmonds 130 S7
W. H. Green ...., 130 90
G. S. Meagher 130 104
G. Mason 130 93
E. F. Furley 130 84
A. E. Mott 100 74
J. Frateschi 130 114
M. Sprague 130 103
E. G. White 130 117
B. Beattie 130 115
S. E. Sangster 130 m
B- Bunn 130 93
X. Rattary 130 104
E. Willis 40 27
J. Matthews 75 54
E- Root 130 102
Sid Griffin 100 88
W. Donovon 20 7
McBride gO 42
Dalton go 37

A PRIZE AT GALT.

The Dupont Powder Companv has donated a
prize to the Gait Rifle and Gun Club to be shot
for in a series of six shoots of 25 clay birds each.
The man breaking the most birds out of the 150
wins the prize, unless he is handicapped..

The members of the Gait Gun Club held a field
day on Victoria Day. In the morning there was
a match for a prize donated by Taylor the Tailor.
A large number were at the ranges to ompete
and a most successful morning's "sport Wiis en-
joyed. The scores were as follows at fifty birds:

F. Despond, 38; Wm, Marshall. 37; J.' Evans,
36; W.Fairlass. 34; James Clark, 34; E. Clark, 34;
J. Gibson, 33; W. Shearwood, 33; P. Sheldon, 31;
A. Watson. 31; A. Harvie, 32; H. Teat, 30; Wm.
Hancock, 26; Wm. Smith, 25; Wm. Clark, 28.

In the afternoon a hat, donated by Eddie Gre'n,
was shot for with the following results all at 25
birds:

A. Smith, 23; Wm. Marshall, 19: H. Teat,
E. Despond, 18; E. Clark, 16; H. Shearwood
W. Clark, 14; J. Clark, 15; W. Hancock, 13^
Smith, 5; W. Pickering. 5.

19;

15;

W.

THE SEASON AT PETERBOROUGH.

The opening shoot of the season was held by
the Peterborough Gun Club on May fourth, with
a splendid turnout of members. "Owins to the
short evenings only fifteen rounds could be shot.
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|TM^

FeelThe Quick
Snappy Pull

TT If you are shootinir holes in the air and leading your birds several feet because your gun
has a creepy trigger and a slow lock, you'd better pass the "old timer" along and get a down-to-date
ITHACA.

Our new gun has a quick, snappy pull, and the hammer travels less than half an inch and falls in
1/625 of a second. That's twice the speed of any other gun lock.

tl You know with this lock speed and the quick, snappy pull you can center your birds without leading them a
yard or two.

ly We figure that it will increase your score at least five per cent.

TJ It doesn't take a mechanic, a scientific man. or a college professor to see that our lock issimple—all we aska
shooter to do is to look at it—compare it with any other whnn set up in the gun, so you can see whether all the
parts are being shown you or not, and if we haven't the simplest lock, wo will make you a present of the gun.
fl Our hammer is all in one piece, no toggles or stirrups attached. It cocks direct from the toe of the hammer—no cocking levers, bars, or push rods. Coil springs guaranteed forever,

TI Send for beautiful catalogue in colors FREE; 18 grades, $17.75 net to $400 list. TI Our 5'4 lb. 20 bore is a
howling success.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, NEW YORK.

SOiVlE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD SHOOT

THE PARKER GUN.

Be high man at the traps.

Shoot the finest brush gun made.
Mechanical construction perfect.

Send today for Illuatrated Catalogue.

N.Y. Saleiroom*, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS^ Merideo, Conn.
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resulting in fairly good scores, considering that
several of the shooters were new members. Fol-

lowing are the scores:

—

C. Hill, 11; H. Routley, 10; C. Wood, 10; J. D.

Collins, 8; W. Dayman. 8; R. Tivev, 7; C. James,
7; C. I^each, 7; H. W. Cook. 6; J. C. Castor, 6; H.
Sawers, 5; L. Hall, 4; K. G. Lech, 4; C. Mills, 3;

G. Linton, 3.

The second shoot was held on May eighteenth,

with a large turnout of members. Twenty birds

were shot at, with the following scores:

C. Hill, 14; H. Routley, 14; C. Wood. 13; W.
Dayman, 12; C. Gutterson, 12; H. Cook. 10; K. G.

Lech, 9; C. Mills. 9; R. Tivey. 9; C. Lech, 8; C.

James, 6; E. Graham, 3; M. Miller, 3; B. Searle. 3.

Un Victoria Day a team shoot, captained by Mr.

C. Lech and Mr. R. Tivey, was held resulting in a

victory for Mr. Lech's team by the small majority

of six. The scores were as follows, at 25 birds

each

:

C. LECH'S TEAM.
H. Routlev, 18; C. Hood, 18; A. Mitchell. 1.5;

L. Hall, 14; E. Hartlev, 13; C. Lech, 13; C. Mills,

S; C. H. Merrim.-in, 2." Total, 101.

R. TR^EY'S TEA:NL

C. Gutterson, 17; R. Tivev, 16; J. D. Collins, 14;

H. Sawers, 13; C. Hill, 10; C. James, 10; W. Day-
man, 8; H. McConkey, 8. Total, 96.

After the team shoot a ten bird sweepstake
match was shot olT, with the following results:

L. Hall. 9; H. Routlev, 7; C. Gutterson. 6; C. Lech,

6; C. Hood, 6; C. Hill, 5; J. D. Collins, 3; A.

Mitchell. 3; A. G. Carruthers, 1. In shooting off

the tie C. Gutterson won third place.

A BELLEVILLE SHOOT.
Ten members of the Belleville Gun Club partici-

pated on May twefth in the usual weekly shoot at

clay pigeons. Twenty-five birds were shot at by
each man, and the scores made were as follows:

D. Young. 21; A. C. Mott, 20; M. S.i-r'gue, 16;

G. Bennett, 16; B. McGuire. 16; R. Stalford, 15;

H. Day, 14; J. Thompson, 14; E. B. Harris, 13;

J. Woodley, 13.

A FINE SHOOT AT ST. THOMAS.
The live-bird slinot given by the St. Thomas

Gun Club on May eighteenth was one of the most
successful in the club's history. A large number
were present, including Mr. F. M. Tobin, of the

Tobin Arms Company, Woodstock, ilr. Tillson, of

Tillsonburg, and party. All the shooters were
taken to the grounds in automobiles.

Mr. Howard Bates. Ridgetown's crack shot, was
unfortunately unable to be present. Mr. Bates

had intended cnining, but contingencies arose

which prevented him.

It was conceded by all present that W, J. Mc-
Cance did the most remarkable shooting of the

afternoon. Although his grand total of 13 was
one point less than that of R. D. Emslie and H.
Scane, of Ridgetown, Mr. MeCance picked oft

thirteen birds in a row on the first shot, but mis-

sed the last two, which were rather undersized

sp.'cimens of the pigeon tribe. Considering that

this is Mr. MrCanoe's first year at pigeon shooting

and that he was competing against such renown-

ed shooters as R. D. Emslie, H. Scranse, G. Robins
(who two years ago won the International Live
Bird Shoot at Hamilton) and many others, his
shooting was most remarkable. Scores:

Emslie. 14; Scane (Ridgetown) 14; McCance, 13;

MeCall, 13; F. Miles (Ridgetown) 12; Hollingshead
(Dutton) 12; O. Love, (Ridgetown) 12; Robins,
(Dunnville) 11; Glover, (London) 11; Dr. Lipsev,
2; Doyle, (Dutton) 3.

Several blue rock events were also shot off.

REMARKABLE SCORES AT LONDON CLUB'S
SHOOT.

At the gun club shoot in London on Victoria
Day straight scores were made by two or more
in each event. 2,070 targets were trapped during
the shoot, and 1,835 of them broken, which is an
average of over 88;^ per cent. This is extra-

ordinary shooting.

The four high men did some fine work. Day
had six straight scores, with a run of 60. Taylor
six straights and a run of 84. Glover seven
straights with a run of 55 and 57. O'Loane six

straights and a run of 53.

The high average was won by R. Day, London,
with a score of 146 out of 150. H. Taylor, Ridge-
town. was second with 145, and B. W. Glover third

with 144.

SHOOTING AT WINNIPEG.
The scores at Fort Garry Gun Club on May

twelfth were: Patterson 25, Johnson 23, McLeod
Holiday 22, McKay 22, Simpson 22, Beleveau 22,

Nidd 22, Houghton 21, Yates 21, Kellv 21, Dinnen
21, Wye 21, Bayd IS, Locke 16, Wagner 16, Tur-
vey 15, Purkiss 13, Cantwell 13, Brodie 14, McBee
5.

Scores on May 19th:

Brodie 22, Conrad 20. Houghton 20, Carscadden
20, W.agner 13, Wye 23. Holliday 23, Patterson 14,

Turvey 20, McBean 17, McKay 23, Thomson 23,

Dinnen 22, Sutton 24, Kelly 15, Pace 16, Camp-
hell 19, AVatson 17, Boyd 15, Beleveau 22, McTav-
ish 14, Redmond 15. Atchison 14. Murdock 19,

Yates 19, Short 19. Nidd 16. Lake 10.

Scores on May twenty-second:
Brodie 20, Carrad 22, Houghton 24. Carscadden

21, Boyd 14, Short 19, Patterson 19, Cowdrick 17,

Turner 19. McKav 25, Kellv 21, Harper 15. Cant-

well 19, Holliday' 13, Yates 18, Walker 12. Red-
mond 17. Beleveau 17, Wve 22, Pace 20, Dinnen
23, Moxam IS, Nidel 20, Bu'llon 11, Sutton 22, Hare
16, Listikow 18, Atchison 16, Cull 17.

The holiday scores were all good. T. Brodie

was high mnn with 90 out of a possible 100. Sut-

ton and McKay tied for the Manitoba champion-
ship. Scores, at one hundred targets, the champ-
ionship appearing in a separate column and show-
ing the results from .50 targets:

Championship Broke-

Conrad 42 69

F. Simpson 41 72

W, Sutton 45 83

R. McKav 45 83

E. Houghton 42 SO
Dr. Cowdrick 39 69

G. Kellv 39 68;
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Meet Your Game
More than Half-Way

Reduce the distance you must lead that mile-a-minute

goose or elusive clay target. Shoot Remington-UMC
Steel Lined Shot Shells. You know smokeless powder

must be under pressure to explode. It must be under

proper pressure to give maximum speed to the shot. It

must be under the same pressure in each shell to make

them shoot alike.

In Remington-UMC Steel Lined Shot Shells only

do you find these demands met to give you the greatest

uniform shot speed.

—because the Steel Lining in Remington-UMC Smokeless

Shot Shells holds the powder more rigidly than paper.

—because this Steel Lining holding the powder rigidly pre-

vents It from jarring loose during sljipment— in your pocket

—while in the magazine of your gun.

—because this Steel Lining makes the load absolutely

moisture-proof.

Get Remington-UMC Arrow and Nitro Club Shot Shells—the

uniform, hard-shooting Steel Lined Shells.

Meet Your Game More than Half-Way
REMINGTON ARMS -UNION METALUC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 Broadway New York City &
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F.Yates 36 69
E. Turvey 38 65
Mr. Hare 21 41

P. Cantwell 31 49
T. Brodie 41 90
R. Watson 29 50

Mr. Pace 27 69
J. C. Thompson 37 80
Mr. Phair 43 58
M. Murdock 37 45

Patterson 36 40
A. Walker 29 35

J. M. Halliday 34 60

W. Dinnin 37 76
H. Wye 36 78

W. Noxan — 21
Kobold — 31

Beleveau 38 73

E. Andrew — 36
F. E. Nidd 37 54
A. Short 38 69

Sainburg — 22

P. G. Lock 35 43
D. Ximmins 32 41

F. G. Scott — 14

Dr. Glasgow 35 14

F. Carscadden 38 55

Bovd — 17

A. Lake 19 16

W. Hayre — 16

GOOD SHOOTING AT CALGARY.
At the semi-weekly spoon shoot of the Calgary

Gun Club on May thirteenth, Dowler won the
spoon in class A. McLaren and Robinson having
won two spoons and one spoon being handicapped,
4 and 2 birds respectively. Hall got the spoon in

class B, having made the required percentage.

Following are the scores:

Class A

—

E. H. Meade (U. M. C.) 24 23—47
W. B. MciLaren 23 23—46
R. G. Robinson 21 22—13

L. Dowler 20 23—43
Joe. Garden 22 20—42
H. C. Andrew 20 20—40
J. B. Jardine 18 20—38

Class B—
E.C.Hall 21 17—38

Class C—
R. Bowen 16 13—29

There was a very good attendance at the Victor-
ia Day shoot, considering the weather conditions.
The following are the scores:—

-

Sweepstake events

—

" Shot at Broke.
W. B. McLaren 125 111
L. Dowler 125 93
H. C. Andrew 125 105
H. Cramer 125 113
J. B. Jardine 100 81
J. Garden 100 83
E. Goodwin 40 27
O. B. Goodwin 80 59
A. G. Plunkett 40 23
A. E. Mapes 64 33

Dupont Trophy

—

Dupont trophy shoot at 50 birds, Class B, from
18 yard mark:—
0. B. Goodwin 22 22—44
P. E. Lanigan 16 13—29

Class C, from 16-yard mark:—
R. Bowen 10 15—25
D. J. McKay 11 12—23
Cartwright 17 16—33
O. D. Louden 8 7—15
Davey 20 . .

—^20

O. B. Goodwin wins the Dupont trophy with 44
out of 50 which was good shooting considering
the weather conditions.

ACTIVITY AT LETHBRIDGE.
The Letlibridge Gun Club held its weekly shoot

on May seventeenth, under adverse conditions, but
considering the high wind that was blowing at the
time the scores were very good.

J. C. Livingston won the gold button offered as
a prize in a close match.
The scores were as follows:

Total
H. A. Cramer 19 18—37
A. B. Stafford 19 20—39
K. D. .Johnson 17 14—31
J. W. Stafford 16 15—31
F. R. Agnew 12 19—31
E. Stickley 10 ..—10
A. Livingston 13 12—25
J. C. Livingston 21 19^0

Extra Shoot

—

H. A. Cramer — 22—22
A. B. Stafford — 18—18

Scores on May seventeenth at 25 birds:

Blakely 15, Foote 5 and out, Morgan 17, Mac-
donell 24", Taylor 14, Cronyn 12, Devine 15.

Macdonell wins button in A. Devine and
Blakelv tie in B. Morgan wins in C.

THE REVELSTOKE GUN CLUB.

The following are the scores of the Revelstoke
Gun Club on May tenth:

Name Shot- at Broke
G. G. Barber 50 41

Munro 25 19

Sturdy 50 33
Macdo'nell 50 36
Croynan 25 18
Lawson 40 24
Brown 38 20
Taylor 38 21

Cummings 25 9
Foote 40' 16

Morgan 50 30

Blakelv 50 33

Devine 25 13

Barber wins the button in Class A. Croynan
wins the button in Class B. Blakely wins the

bu'ton in Class C.

At the shooting on Victoria Day only a fair pro-

portion of good shots were registered, a strong
wind blowing during the greater part of the day.

Four trophies were donated, one by Bourne Bro-

thers, one by the Lawrence Hardware Company,
one by Mr. J. G. Barber and the fourth by the

Hotel Revelstoke. All four trophies were won
bv A. J. McDonnell with the fine total of 91x100.
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WHY NOT INTEREST YOUR WIFE IN

TRAP-SHOOTING ?
She will gladly join you in a sport that affords all the pleasurable ex-

citement of hunting without its fatigues and discomforts, and which does
not bring in its train the natural regret felt by a tender-hearted woman tn

killing live birds.

It's invigorating and healthful qualities, and the absolute cleanliness of

\\ modern smokelsss powder make trap-shooting
'

AN IDEAL OUTDOOR SPORT FOR WOMEN
There is a zestful enjoyment in watching the swiftly flying clay bird

powder into dust at the crack of her gun and in the good-natured com-
petition among friendly spirits that makes a strong appeal to the womanly
woman.

The interest being taken by woman in trap-shooting is naturally adding largely to the

social side of the sport and Country Clubs and Gun Clubs generally, are gladly welcoming the

ladies into the trap-shooting ranks and making provision in their club houses for her comfort
and convenience.

HAVE A LADIES' DAY AT YOUR CLUB?
If there's no club out your way—why not start one—we will help.

Send for free Gun Club Booklet No. 59

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY,
Established 1802 Wilmington, Del.

jnarllii
REPEATER

Model
1897

Swift-Sure-Safe
Marble's Clincher Gaff, controlled entirely by

one hand, is always ready. There's nothing to

set—nosteel trap feature—no danger A spring

holds jaws open. Just reach out—touch the

fish—close your hand. Jaws of gaff shut

with a flash and grip fish like a vise.

The best-made
•22 rifle in the world

!

Shoots all .22 short, .22 long and .22 long rifle

cartridges without change in adjustment; ex-

cellent for rabbits, squirrels, hawks, crows,

foxes and all small game and target work up

to 200 yards.

It's a take-down, convenient to carry and clean. The tool

steel working parts cannot wear out. It s Ivory Bead and

Rocky Mountain sights arc the best set ever furnished on any

.22. Has lever action— like a big game rifle; has solid top

and side ejection for safety and rapid accurate firing—the

real test of a repeater.

Note the beautiful case-hardened finish and the superb build

and balance. Examine at your gun store or send three

stamps postage for new big catalog of all Marlin repeating

rifles and shotguns. D** it now!

//iff 7ffar//yi^reanns Co.

67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

Clincher

GaffMarbles
will grip and hold any fish from J-^ to 20 lbs

Fish can't slip thru gaff no matter where
he is gripped. He can't twist out because
you can let yourarm turn and be has noth

ing to twist against. Only humane
gaff on the market. Leavesnougly
holes or tears. It is safe louse.
Quickerandsurertbana landiognet.

GaBis lSinchcslong;7?-j in. betwcri
points; can be locked wiih points to

gethcr. Made of polished steel
heavily nickled. Very stton? and
durable.

Price ll.OO at Sportine Goods dealers evcr>-
where, or by mail prepaid if your dealer c.

supply you.

Safety Folding Fish Knife
Keen, razor steel blade, 4 inches long:

•weight 3--i oz. Handy to carry in ro'"

Made for hard usage. By mail Si.-'' ;

paid, if your dealer can't supply yji.;.

Write for Catalog
of Marble's Sixty Outing Specialties
incluiling Marble's famous Game Get-
ter Guns. Safety Axes. RiHe Sights,
etc. Free Sample of Nitro-Solvent
Gun <.>il ilyou mention your dea-
ler's name.
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Evans and Stokes, of Armstrong, tied for second

place with 79x100.

Event Xo. 1 of 25 birds decided the award of the

buttons which were taken by the following:

McDonnell in Class A. Taylor in Class B.

Morgan in Class C.

Scores :
—

•

Shot at

W. A. Sturdy 75

L. B. Stokes 100

Albert Evans 100

J. H. Summers 100

K. L. Tavlor .75
Geo. Blakely ... 100

•J. Devine "5

£. Morgan 100

A. J. ilacdonnell 100

.J. G. Birby 75

W. Foote 50

A. Sagu 30

'Capt. Fisland 50

Broke
57

79
79
78

57

59
41

52
91

52

16

31

37

DOINGS AT NELSON, B. C.

The Annual Good Friday Handicap shoot of the

IXelson Gun Club, was held on April the 14th. and
was largely attended. The afternoon's sport

consisted of five events of 15 birds each, with an
entrance fee of $1.00, also two 25 bird events for

greenhorns. In the 15 bird events Archie Bishop

at scratch was high gun with 70 hits at 73. Geo.

Steele (scratch) was second with 61 and W. A.

Ward third with 58. The scores:

Shot at Broke
-A. Bishop 75 70

Jas. Brassfield 7.'> 56

W. A. Ward .. .
, 75 58

'Geo. Steele 75 61

•Carl Larsen 75 56

Lester Patricks 75 44

Bob Bishop 75 48

T. T. Madwsbv . . - .... . . . - .45 33

H. Grubb .*"
.
..-,•. 75 54

-R. Olliver 45 10

W. McDerment 30 IS

"Greenhorn" event

—

Harrv Bishop 50 37

T)r. Steed ; .50 32
A. Stewart ,.... 50 40
A. D. Papazian .

' 50 33

AVm. McDer:nent 50 30
.1. Cavendish 25 6

Al. Tregillius 50 29
Alex. Cheyne 50 29

Extra event.

Ti. Grubb , 27 17

Carl Larsen ...;,. 25 19

Geo. Steele 25 22
There w:'.s a very good attendance at the weekly

shoot of the Xelson Gun Club on Saturday after-

noon May the 6th. The weather being very
disagreeable with a strong wind blowing across

the traps made the targets fly low and tricky.

However in spite of these conditions som.? good
shooting was done. Carl Larsen was high gun
for the afternoon with 63 hits at 75. Scores:

';'
~

Shot at Broke
Carl Larsen '. 75 63

•Grubli 75 41

Hay 75

Patrick (Lester) 50
Archie Bishop 50
Ward 50
Brassfield 50
McQuarrie 50
Les. Steele 50
Geo. Lapornte 50
Bush 50
Alex. Stewart 50
Houston 50
Jptfs 50
Dr. Smyth 50
Bob Bishop 50
Alexander 25
G^o. Steele 25
Papazian 25

MR. J. McLEOD HOLIDAY.

44

31

36
26

30
25
31

12

21

40
24
31

9

31

13

18

9

One of the representative trap shooters and
field sportsmen of Winnipeg, Man., is Mr. J. Mc-
Leod Holiday. He takes a great interest in trap
shootuig—during May, June, July and August

—

being a member of Fort Garry Gun Club for

about twenty-five years. He is a good average
shot—about 82 per cent, for the last ten years

—

and has made several possibles, and several times
85 out of 100 in practice shoots, and a firm be-

liever in good fellowship and good sportsmanship.
The following is a list of his annual shoots in

October (two guns), two weeks' vacation:
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CANADIAN

TEAM WON
WITH

ROdS RIFLED AT
BI^LEY, 1910

232 money prizes amounting

to $4000.00, 3 silver cups,

9 King's Badges, 7 St.

George's, 1 silver medal, and

23 bronze medals.

This is the Rifle to buy if you are Competing

in any Mi'itary Matches.

Illustrated Catalogue Sent

on Request

ROSS RIFLE CO.
QUEBEC, P. Q.
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What follows, is an extract from a letter from

Mr. Harold S. Priestley, Redvale, Colorado,

written under date of January 11th, 1911:

"This is a true story I am going to tell you,

although it may sound fishy. Bert Roberts

killed a two year old brown bear with a Stev-

ens .22 Calibre Pistol. Bert had been out set-

ting some traps and having no other gun with

him. on his way back to camp, he met a bear

crawling out of its hole. Lucky for Roberts

—

it happened to be a tight squeeze for the bear.

for he was only about twenty feet away from
the animal and his first bullet did not do much
damage. The second, however, took the bear di-

rectly back of the eye and made him harmless.

I know this story is true, for we were estimat-

ing timber close by and heard both shots. We
helped Roberts pull the bear the rest of the way
out of its hole." This incident is a characteristic

tribute to the Stevens, and any rifle, shotgun or

pistol branded "Stevens'' is always reliable under
all circumstances.

A Crack Canadian Trap Shooter
A CRACK CANADIAN TRAP SHOOTER.
One of Hamilton's most prominent sportsmen

—

one who has done as much as any other Hamilton-
ian to advertise this city as a great sporting town
all over Canada, and in the old country as well

—

is George Beattie. who is truly entitled to be

called Canada's greatest amateur marksman and
trapsliooter. In the last five years he has com-
peted in every tournament of any size that has

taken place in this country, and in the majority

of them he has won the high average prize, while

in every one his showing has been very creditable.

George took to the gun like a bunko man to

^Ir. Easvman's ]<->(:<• sliekeU. and when he was

old enough to tote around his dad's old muzzle
loader, he started out on a finance campaign to
raise money to buy powder and ball to open hos-
tilities against the stray cats and dogs in the
vicinity of the parental domicile. George's am-
bitions along this line were fairly on the road to

success when they met an insurmountable ob-

stacle in the form of an angry neighbor, who
strenuousl.y objected to having his pipe shot from
his mouth while reading his evening paper on the
back porch. This put an end to George's pot
hunting for a while, but it wasn't long before he
was at it again, but with a worthier object, and
better success.

He joined the Boys' Brigade, and in 1897, while
in camp with them at Winona, first distinguished
himself by winning the first prize for rifle shoot-

ing. The following year, at the same place, and
under the same conditions, he repeated the per-

formance and was presented with a very hand-
some silver medal by Sergt.-Major Huggins.
George was in love with the sport, and all his

spare money and time was spent in increasing his

proficiency in it. In 1906 he made his debut in

first-class company, and from that time until the

present he has been considered one of the best

shots in Canada.
A couple of years later, at the Olympic trial

shoot in Toronto, he won the high average on the

first, second and third days, and also the right

to represent Canada at the Olympiad in England.

George crossed the ocean, and in the first match in

which he competed in London, England, the in-

dividual championship of the world, he finished

second. At the Notting Hill Gun Clnb shoot a

few days later he captured the chief event, a

handicap miss and out affair. ilr. Beattie shot

in several events while In the old country, and
won numerous prizes.

At the Hamilton Gun Club in .June. 1910, he

broke 100 straight, which is a Canadian record.

He figured on several championship teams, and has

a cabinet full of cups and prizes that he has won
at various shoots throughout the country.

The following list contains the majority of

Beattie's notable performances:
1897—Won first prize for rifle shooting at the

Boys' Brigade camp at Winona.
1898

—

Won silver medal donated by Sergt.-Major

Huggins as first prize for rifle shooting.

1906—At the Toronto .Junction .shoot in April he

made third high average with 176 out of

200. ilav—At Stanlev Gun Club shoot
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Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented)

.

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the

Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits best.

The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point

Blank.
Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds down flat on the

Eifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to

.22 Calibre Rifles.)

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game

A Paradise for the Camper
and Angler :: Ideal

Canoe Trips

flThe country traversed by the Reid New-
foundland Company's system is exceed-

ingly rich in all kinds of fish and game.

q All along the route of the Railway are

streams famous for their SALMON and
TROUT fishing, some of which have a

world wide reputation.

Qlaformation cheerfully given upon ap-

plication to

J. W. N. JOHNSTONE, Gen. Pass. Agent

REID NEWFOUNDLAND CO.
ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND

YOU know mallards- -wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you get them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and

long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes

to a mallard countr>' takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he

does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-

icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $28
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.

Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefevfr Arms Co.,

20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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made 25 straight in the match, and 30

straight in the sweepstakes. Total, 55

straight. At the Canadian Indian shoot

in Montreal made fifth high average, with
371 out of 400. August—Big Dominion
shoot, Hamilton. Won high average first

day with 190—200, and 49 out of 50 in the

individual championship. Twenty straight

in the eight-man team race, and 49 out of

50 in the five-man team race. Won the

Hollis gun. valued at S150, with a score of

59 out of 60. October—Clinton shoot. Won
second high average, 164—180.

1907—Big Dominion shoot, Toronto, Won high
average third day with 163 out of 180.

Prize, Lefever gun, valued at $75.

1908—Brampton shoot. March—Won Queen's

Hotel cup, 23—^25. April—Dunk's two-day
shoot at Toronto. Won high average for

two days, 287—350. Won Hunter Arms
Co. vase, 23—25. In first shoot off got 24
—25, and in second made 25 straight. May
—London shoot. Won high average, 94

—

100, prize, cut glass clock. May 20th

—

Toronto, Olympic trial shoot. Won high

average first day, 181—200. Won high

average second day, 181—200. Won high

average third day, 193—200. Total, 555—
600. July—Olympic shoot, London, Eng-
land. Won second prize for the individual

championship of world. Xotting Hill Gun
Club, London, England. Live birds. Won
the chief event, a £2 handicap miss and
out. The prize amounted to £35 ($175).

Uxendon Gun Club tournament. London,
England. Targets. Won second high aver-

age for the tournament. Also the R. S. P.

C. A. competition, point system at 10 targ-

ets, 29—30, prize $35, case of cutlery. Won
the Association handicap, 29—30. prize, 1000

shells. Won second prize in the Internat-

ional Championship of England, 27—30.

Prize, solid silver tea set. August—Sher-

brook Dominion shoot. Won high average

first and second days. Won the Governor-

General's cup and medaLs, Remington pump
gun, and also won the Vivian cup for the

longest run without a miss, 69 straight.

September—^Hamilton Gun Club. Won
the club championship. Medal. 25 straight.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canadian Indian shoot.

Won high average for both days, 360—400.

Prize. Toronto Cup, valued at $2."iO. Octo-

ber—Clinton shoot. Won high average

both days at both targets and live birds.

1909—Ridgetown shoot, April, won second high

average. June—Buffalo shoot. Won high
average, prize Lubelski Cu}^. Won Sidway
Cu ' for longest run without a miss, 97

straight. Was high man in the team
shoot, with 99 out of 100, which is the rec-

ord for the Buffalo Gun Club. August

—

Ottawa. Dominion shoot. Won second
high average for both days. 364—400. Was
also one of the pair that won the two-
man team championship of Canada. De-
cember—Clinton. Won high average both
days, 352—400. Belleville. Won second

high average, 283—300.
1910—Hamilton Gun Club midwinter tournament.

Won high average first and second days,
369—400, which is the highest score ever

made at this tournament. March—Bramp-
ton. Won high average both days, 370

—

400. April—London. Was on team that

won the two-man team championship of

Ontario. May—Buffalo. Won third

high average, 161, 175. June—Chatham.
Won high average for two days, 255—300.

Hamilton. Broke 100 straight in a match
with William Barnes shooting from 18

yards. This is a Canadian record. Niag-
ara-on-the Lake, Canadian Indian shoot.

Tied for the high average for two days,
380—400. Won the long run cup, "76

straight. August—Montreal, Dominion
shoot. Won third high average for two
days. Won the Brewers and Maltsters

cup with 20 straight, 20 straight on the 1st

shoot off, and 20 straight on the final,

making a total of 60 straight. Was sec-

ond in the Grand Canadian Handicap, 46

—

50.

The story of Capt. Larsen's daring trip through

the Niagara Whirlpool Rapids last September in

a Ferro driven power boat is interestingly told in

a handsome book, "Ferro Experiences from the

Waters of the World", just gotten out by the Ferro

Machine & Foundry Company, of Cleveland, Ohio.

The account contains some hitlierto unpublished

details of this remarkable voyage. It tells how
the idea of navigating the treacherous waters with
anything less than a 200-h.p. motor was laughed
at and how one by one the entrants in the pro-

posed race got "cold feet" and dropped out until

only Captain Larsen was left, who purchased a

stock model 8-h.p. Ferro engine despite the fact

that other manufacturers offered to furnish him
gratis with a specially built motor. The cap-

tain's preparations for the trip are related with de-

tails of his morning walks along the course,

studying it and pla:uiing his trip, and finally the

events of the eventful day when he successfully

turned tl'.e trick, when the motor and boat were
buffeted around and subjcted to the most severe

strains to which a craft coi.id be put. He demon-
strated to the world the perfection which the de-

velopment of marine motors has reached. Besides
the account of Capt. Larsen's trip, this book,
"Ferro E-\periences from the Waters of the World",
tells of many interesting, unusual and thrilling

e.xper'ences of Ferro owners in all parts of the

ivorld with illustrations. Examples of these are:

The Consistent Record of Victories of the Famous
Viper III: Winning of the Perpetual Challenge
Cup by "Flollie" of San Francisco: The Fast Los
Angeles Boat "Iroquois"; Bear Hunting in a motor
boat in Alaska; Ferro Victories in South Africa,

and many others. The cover is an attractive one
showing some unusual photographs of motor
boats. The book is replete with pictures and just

the kind of pithy accounts the motor boatist de-

lights to read. A copy may be had for the asking
by addressing the Ferro Machine & Foundry
Company, Xo. 33 Hubbard Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
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r" CLABROLGn-
»QLNd

Established 1865.

* When the Duck are flighting—when the wings
' are whirring aad the excitement of the Sport Is

' thrilling every nerve—when the bag is slowly but
' surely getting larger—when the GUN Is firing

smoothly and Steadily—then is the time when
' the real enjoyment of shooting is experienced.

' But the GUN Is the thing; If It falls, the day Is

' spoilt. If It is untrue, the enjoyment Is gone.

Clabrough Guns
' are British made and renowned the world over;

' we manufacture them with the object of giving

' the user the best obtainable—finish—durability

—

' density of pattern—penetration—perfection! We
' have been manufacturing Fine Guns for fifty

' years, and we put Into our Guns the result of

' that long experience.

' Remember—a good Gun Is an economy. It will

' give you more pleasure and cost you less In the

' long run than a so-called 'cheap article.*

Now Is the time to order your gun. made to your
' own requirements. Maybe your Dealer does not

' stocli our Guns, or has not exactly what you ask
' for. DON'T let this trouble you and—DON'T
' be put off with another malie—Simply write to

' us, and we will see that you have the Gun YOU
' want, and also our Art Catalogue, priced In

' Dollars—so write at once—It Is to yeur advan-

' tage!"

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. Clabrouch Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works.

Birmingham.

This Is The Result

You Can Get By

Using The

Xtra Speedy Plate.

Your print will render you the

object just exactly as it was

at that fraction of time

—

no

blurr or fuzziness.

Wellington Photo Specialties

are made, packed and guaran-

teed by the factory in England.

On sale everywhere.

Write us for a set of book-

lets on "Wellington" goods.

They are equal to a course

of photographic mstruction.

Wellington & Ward
1 3 St. John St. Montreal



A letter received by the J. Stevens Arms &
Tool Company of Chicopee Falls, Mass., from Air.

F. Hooey, 154 Garden Ave., Toronto, includes
the following

—

"Am doing pretty good shooting with my
Repeater this Spring. It certainly handles the
nicest of any Pump Gun I ever shot out of.

Every person to whom I have shown it, thinks
very favorably of it and I always talk it up to
the limit. There is nothing to it but a Stevens
for me." This endorsement of the No. 525
Stevens Repeating shotgun coincides with hun-
dreds of testimonials the Company have on their
files.

If the present rate keeps up it looks as though
1911 is going to see some of the most attractive
advertising literature for many a day. Boat
builders are realizing that if they have a good
proposition they must present it' to the public
in a good way. ^Yith competition so keen the
public has become accustomed to be talked to
in pretty good style and unless the manufac-
turer's "printed salesmen" are out of the ordinary
run they have a hard row to hoe to become read.
But a few mails apart there came to our desks
lately folders that are indeed worth mentioning.
One is that of the Rift Climbing Boat Co., of
Athens, Pa., describing their boat, the Rift
Climber, a tunnel stern boat powered with the
Ferro motor and drawing only five inches of
water. It is a type of boat rapidly becoming
popular where shallow water predominates. An-
other unusual folder is the one gotten out by
the Bath Marine Construction Co., of Bath, Me.
It is very comprehensive and describes in an in-
teresting manner the Hand '"V" bottom boats
which that Company is now building. The
folder tells us that the Bath Co. is ready to
furnish anything from paper patterns of these
boats to the boats complete with Ferro engines
installed.

"

Now the fishing season is open again, how nice
it would be if there were no mosquitos in the
northern country as without these pests it would
be a real pari.dise for the sporting man. Per-
haps you have tried all kinds of things to keep

mosquitos off you, and you did not succeed.
Try this season a mosquito veil with horsehair
window, through which you can see quite clearly
and in order not to deprive you of your smoking,
this veil is fitted with a special arrangement, a
valve for your pipe, so that, still being protected
from the mosquito bites, you can enjoy your
smoke. Many of these veils were used last sea-
son, and wherever used they gave the best of sat-
isfaction. If you wish to enjoy a perfect holi-
day equip yourself with a mosquito veil, and
pair of mosquito gloves, which can be bought
from any sporting goods dealer, or if it should
be impossible to procure it in vour town, write
direct to Mr. Otto T. E. Veit, 64 Wellington St
^^est, Room 726, Empire Bldg.

The Gray Motor Company, of Detroit, has is-
sued the following notice:

It has always been a matter of great pleasure
to us that the Gray engines were so successfully
performing their duties in the hands of Toronto
owners, but likewise it has been a regret that
previously we have not had the arrangements,
which would enable us to supply the increasing
demand in Toronto for a good reasonable priced
marine motor. Our big new 1911 plant is cap-
able of taking care of the production end of this
now, however, and arrangements have been made
with Mr. A. S. Balne, 28 Yonge Street, Arcade,
Toronto, to distribute Gray engines and take
care of our interest in the Toronto territory.
Mr. Balne will carry a stock of several sizes and
types of Gray engines and will be able to make
very prompt delivery on about any size or type
of engine ordered. He will have several of the
latest models on exhibition. We hope you will
be able to get around to Mr. Balne's office and
see the 21 H.P. Model T, three cylinder, 1911
Gray engine, which is now on display. This
Model T design is being catalogued by us this
year for the first time and we think nothing
finer has been developed in a two cycle marin-e
engine, regardless of what price is asked for it.
It embodies a great many of strong and excel-
lent ideas in engine design and construction.
Mr. Balne will be very glad to give helpful hints
about operating engines at any time and will be
glad to receive callers and answer any questions.

Magnificent Steel Launch
Complete With Cnsine, Ready t* Run *96

Ireft.

:^ ^

i9-icu*^aand *< «. boata at pr«portli
Delroil two-cycle reversible enemes wilh -[>t
wiihoul crankme— has only 3 uuiviny
lutely non-sinkable—needs no U>atb'
not sink, leak or rust We are sole . _, _ _
lock-seamed st*el boata. Orders filled the da/ ther'are rereiv^"
partof the world Free Catalof. Steel Konboats. $'.iO.

laanchos tested and fitted wnn
n -[>fcil ci.ntr. .Ihiij; Icvi'i—simplest eiiE'ne made—slaru
rta— .inyoiiecaii run it The Safe Launch—abso-
e Ail Ixiats fitted with air-tiehl compartinenU—can-

riiers of the patenU for the manufacture of rolled steel^ **"" -*" •*• -"• Boats ahipped to everj
(S3)

MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO.. 1361 Jaflvraon Avanue, Dalrolt. Mloh.. U. S. Ai
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IMITHGUNS
HUNTER ONE—TRIGGER

THE simplicity of construction of aHam-
merless Smith Gun appeals to all sports-

men. A novice can quickly take it down
and put it together. It is this simplicity

mechanical construction that has made it so

popular—that has given it undisputed leadership.

IT IS this simplicity, too, that prevents it from ever

shootinB loose. That is absolutely impossible in a
Smith Gun. The longer you shoot a Smith Gun the

tighter it gets— it is self-adjusting. Our handsome,
new lithographed Catalogue explains this more in de-

tail. Ask your dealer for it, or write us direct— (oi/ay.

That Catalogue will also tell you all about the

very latest Hammerless Smith Gun — the 20-
GaugeHunterOne-Trigger. The Hunter One-Trigger

attachment is the greatest improvement in gun-

making for more than half a century. The new
20-Gauge is just the finest gun that can be made
at the price. Slmp]y all gun and no frills. Weighs
only St to 7 lbs. As a well-informed sportsman
you ought to know about it.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO., 89 Hubbard St., Fulton, N.Y.

Daniel's Patent Concentric Sight

As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Note the clear
cut, beautiful deffin-
ation. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in

the way of the tang
By mail $2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

Chas. Daniel
Melboarne, Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3

sight.

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true aporUmKn. Send Twewtt-Pivk ye*rly

ubicriptioiM, tnd a KORONA PETIT Camara, ««
iH ^ sS. will be sent tou. This cmmera manufactured bj

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

RocheaUr, N. Y.

$2,000.00 in Prizes 'Z Big Game Fish
FIELD AND STREAM

"America's Magazine for Sportsmen," is Offering 203 Prizes for
the Bigge»t Fresh and Salt Water Game Fish Caught During 1911

This $2,000.00 will be divided into 203 monthly prizes for the biggest fish caught each

month and grand prizes for the entire season in each class. Prizes include $60 silver cups,

silver medals, high class rods and reels, guns and sportsman s equipment.

List of prizes and conditions of contest published eacK montb in FIELD AND STREAM. As you will want
to read the accounts each month ot How. When, Where and with what tackle these biS nsh were killed, we are

ioiot to make you a special introductory offer of a three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND STREAM,
together with the 1911 Aotfler's Guide, the best book on Ashing published, teltini! how, when and where to £sb,

includintt the latest Game and Fish Laws (or 1911 and a 6ve-toot split bamboo bait castintf rod, ( A 11 f ^ ^| t\n
Send in your order today and learn all about ibis (treat contest. (All lOi (ftLUU

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 37 East 21st Street, New York City
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If any of your acquaintances are in the market

this year, we would appreciate your advising

them "that Mr. Balne will give them a demon-

stration of the Gray. It will pay them to in-

vestigate the Gray if they are looking for gas

engine satisfaction with the least outlay of

money possible.

Something that will undoubtedly be of the ut-

most interest to our readers, and especially to

those who are fortunate enough to own cameras,

is the Photo Contest that is being conducted by

the Ferro JIachine & Foundry Co., of Cleveland,

0. The Kinds of pictures that will be considered

are those of motor boats and boating scenes.

Unusual pictures, striking pictures and pictures

that tell a story by themselves are the ones

wanted. An important provision is that in all

pictures of single boats that boat be powered

with a Ferro motor. On the other hand where

the picture is obviously that of a group of boats

it is not absolutely necessary that Ferro en-

gines be installed in them. The contest is open

to everyone whether owners of Ferro motors or

not. Employees of the Ferro Company are

barred. Here is a chance for our readers to win

some valuable prizes. Three are olTered. The

first is a 3 H.P. Ferro outfit complete ready to

install in a boat. This includes a Ferro re-

verse gear, propeller and shaft, water scoop, etc..

and all the necessary ignition equipment. The
outfit is valued at $100. The second prize is a

Bosch high tension magneto, valued at $46.00,

while the third prize is a Ferro reverse gear,

valued at $28.00. The prizes are some that are

certainly worth competing for and with our

readers so closely in touch with the motor boat-

ing sport they ought to find it to their interests

to write for further particulars.

The 1911 models of Belle Isle Marine Motors,

manufactured by the Concrete Form & Engine Co.,

of Detroit, Mich., are now ready for delivery.

This concern has never gone after the speed busin-

ess, but on the other hand has perfected an engine

for hard, constant, everyday service in the hands

of the ordinary owner. It has been the aim to

produce an engine which will run year after year

without further attention than suplying with gaso-

•lene and lubricating oils.

The prefected state of the present engine has,

th refore been the result of years of experience

and a constant effort toward simplifying the motor

and making it more serviceable. These engines

are of the two-cycle type, and are designed es-

pecially for marine use. The company makes them

in four sizes, a 2V-> H. P. with 3*4 inch bore and
2% inch stroke, with 700 r.p.m. The weight of

this little engine is 73 pounds, and it stands only

ll>/i inches high from the centre of the crank-

shaft. This motor has been excedingly popular

with those who have desired to convert row boats

into launches as well as for installation in the

smaller size motor boats and even in canoes.

The No. 2 motor has a bore of 4'/4 inches and a
stroke of 3% inches, and at 700 r.p.m. develops

iYi H.P. This engine has a single-cylinder and
is 14 inches high from the centre of the crank
shaft. Complete, it weighs 125 pounds, and has
a wonderful record for general utility.

The third size lias a bore of 4yo inches and a
stroke of 5 inches, and at 500 r.p.m it develops
6 H.P. This motor is buUt especially for heavy
duty service such as the equipment for ferries,
freight boats, fish boats, etc.

The fourth style is of the double-cylinder verti-
cal type, cylinders cast en bloc. The bore is 4V'2
inches and the stroke is 3% inches, and at 700
r.p.m. it develops 10 H.P. This motor will drive
from 20 to 2S-foot boat from 6 to 10 miles an
hour.

W. D. Waugh, Assistant General Manager of
the company, is largely responsible for the growth
of the business. His mechanical training and his

NO. 2 BELLE ISLE MOTOR

varied experience, together with a familiar know-
ledge of the country as a whole, are qualifications

which few men in such a position possess. Be-
cause of this knowledge of just what is required

in actual work in various localities, he has been
able to improve the Belle Isle Motors until they
have attained a higli state of perfection. Located
at Detroit, the compan.v is at the centre of the
great fresh water district, giving it advantages
whicli can readily be appreciated by the man who
desires to keep a small boat on some private lake

in a remote corner of the country.

The Canadian customers will appreciate the in-

terest this company is taking in their require-

ments by placing their prices on Belle Isle Motors
for delivery in Windsor, Ont., duty paid. This

saves the purchaser a great deal of troublg and

red tape, especially if he is located in some smaller

towns where there are no custom ofSces.
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KEENER SHOOT STRONG-LAST LONG

V>UNS "Extract from letter from Melbourne, Australia.'

"This gun is the properly ot a friend of mine—one of the best "field"

shots in Victoria, who is also a successful shot over the traps. The
gun has had over 40.000 shots fired out of it and the owner declares that it shoots closer and with greater

penetration now than when it was new ; although only chambered tor 2i in. cases it has been used for

years with great success for Pigeon shooting, and a match was won with it as recently as last Saturday."

Catalog R 1 FREE.

W. W. GREENER 63 & 65 BEAVER HALL HILL
MONTREAL, P. Q.

L.4TEST GENUINE MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES

Shooting the new pointed (Spitzcr) bullet ^i^;;j{?°,1bre $35 00
LUGER AUTOMATIC PISTOLS I

AUo Haenel M.nnUcher and Mannlicher Schoenauer
.\dopted hv Seven Governments

|

Rifles.

ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE - H. TAUSCHF.B CO., - _ . 320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Tod arelh* sole
judge of ll'een.

gloe a od Kh
merits. 25,000
satisfied us
Grpateitt Bngiiie
Bargain ever otTer-

ed. Nothing coi

plicated or liable
to get out of order
Waterproof ignition ^
*vst«in Blonoj rffandedlf 70a arenot HBtKflm].

ttetrolt l^ugiue W'crks, i-^'^,i Jelleiftou Ave., Detroit* Allcll.

DemoDBtrator A);cDtB
1 ted In pterj

boatine community.
bivoialwbolesale prica

OD Ibo first outfll Bold
Biti^le 07I , £-8h p.

;

duiiblooyl .S-20h.p ;

4 OTl , S'>-5U h. p.

Suitable for anj bcftt.

i«ilr<i«d tractf c«r. All

eottme* cumflete with

AVf/SE DUCK
or the wildest goose is easy
lured within gun range by
the use of our make of Auto-
matic Canvas Decoys. None
Better. Write for prices of
decoys and duck calls.

J.W. Rcjrnoldi Decoy Factory.! 1 7 N May St .Chicago.U.S.A.

WE OUTFIT CAMPING PARTIES
There are teveral excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we can furnish serviceable charts, a well as providing
the ProTisions, TcnU, Utenails, Blankets and densral Camp OutKt. For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has
been a special feature of our business to ouLfit Camping Parties, and we know the requiremcMts thoroughly
and invite *^nquiries.

MICHIE
Established 1835.

CSL CO., Ltd.
7 King Street West, TORONTO, Canada

UNBREAKABLE SHOOTING GLASSES.
One-fourth lighter than the rimless kind. Guaranteed against breakage. .Special price
Canada on account of duty. Write for complete catalogues.

The F. W. KING OPTICAL CO. Cleveland, Ohio.
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HOW MANY IS A THIRD OF A MILLION?
How much space would that many people occupy? It represents the

total number of readers per month of

THE WESTERN MONTHLY
The only national magazine published in the intermountain West.

It tells of Western opportunities and contains various beautifully illus-

trated articles by the best Western writers.

THE WESTERN MONTHLY
Covers a unique field for the general advertiser. It is found each month

in every Y.M.C.A., every Carnegie library and every large Commercial

Club in the United States.

Subscription $1.00 a year.

THE WESTERN MONTHLY
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

TOURIST MAGAZINE
YOU CAN'T BUY IT FROM THE NEWSSTANDS

The TOURIST MAGAZINE goes solely and ab-

solutely to subscribers—people who have attained a

degree of culture and refinement rendering them

desirous of being fully posted upon everything that

is happeing in the world of travel.

The magazine is crammed full of magnificent

illustrations. The articles are brilliantly written,

and in a style that you, personally, will like to read,

It is. of its kind, the Most Magnificent Magazine of

tho country.

You couldn't possibly make a better investment

than one dollar for a year's subscription to the

Tourist Magazine. Send in your subscription at

once, and you will siy at the end of the twelve

months that you never invested one dollar more

profitably than in becoming a subscriber to the most

delightful and entertaining magazine in Americi.

Send in your subscription to R. & G. Dept.

TOURIST MAGAZINE
47 West 34th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

$1.00 A YEAR. $1.00 A YEAR.

I Tii§ Luxury QfA Lake Trip
Where will you spend your summer vacation?

Why not enjoy the charms of our Inland Seas, the
most pleasant and economical outing in America?

Daily service is operated between Detroit and
j|i Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo; four trips weekly
* between Toledo. Detroit. Mackinac Island and way

ports; three trips weekly betiveea 1 oledo, Qevcland
and Put-in-Bay.

A Cleveland to Mackinac special steamer will

be operated two trips weekly from June I 3th to Sep-
tember 1 0th, stopping only at Detroit every trip and
Goderich. Or t.. every other trip.—Special Day Trips
Between Detroit and Cleveland. During July and
August.— Railroad Tickets Available on Steamers.

tjirij Send 2 cent stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet and
'^, Great Lakes Map.
" '* Address: L. G. Lewis. G. P. A., Detroit. Mich.

Philip H.McMilIan.Pres. A.A. Schantz.Gen'lMgr.
c^ Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co.
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Thousand Island House
Afejiandria Bay, N. Y,

The Venice of America
OPENS JUNE 24

Modern and up-to-date hotel on the banks of the most
enchanting of rivers, the old St. I,awrence. Lighted
by both gas and ekctricity. sanitary plumbing, private
baths, large airy rooms. Beautiful grounds illuminated
at night by Soo incandescent lamps.
Fishing, Rowing, Bathing, Bowling and Grill some

of the many attractions of this paradise of America.
For terms and information send 2 cents in stamps for

booklet to

O. Q. STAPLES
1000 Island House Alcxacdrii Bay. N.Y.

BRIGGS "LEAD-IN" FOR MINNOWS

Easy to get in

—but they

can't get out.

Pjiteut Pending

Easily attached to a two quart Mason Iluit j«r or asy otlier size.

Can be ua.d with large bottles, boxes, etc. Made of transparent pot
glass— %'er7 Lard. Wt-ighta lli oz.. can te carried in jour tackle bi x.

Get one DOW, sent anywhere -^ ,^ontc
FOBTPAII) for 3" >-CllLb

M. J. BOWBEER & CO.
.'>8 Northumberland St.

.

Toronto, unt. A good deal to dealers

A. C. BRIGGS
30-i BamletBldg-

Drtroit. Mich.

GEr THIS CATALOGUE
^USSQIiibe Largest in the Won

On SPEED PROPELLER WHEELa
Reverse Gears and Marine Hardware

Everything: New and TJp-to-Date
Ve want everj m;in who bulds, owns
r sella boats to get onr 1911 frep

catalog. Prices right, satis-
faction guarnnteed. Immense
stock, prompt shipment, money
saved by getting catalog today.

MICHIGAN WHFEL COMPANY
^•2 Canal 3t . firand Rapids. Mltb

^^^M*9.

CANADIAN BEAVER
MARINE ENGINES GIVE

CERTAIN SERVICE
FREE CATALOG TELLS WHY.

SHERMAN COOPER CO., LTD..

1071 EasUrn Ave. TORONTO

Don't Wear Blinders Like a Horse !

Qyo)

SANITARY AUTO GOGGLE.
Transparent and Flexible. Weighs but half an ounce

anil does not sweat. Cle.Tr ran^e of vision; the face pro-
tected from the wind. Silk mesh under the nostrils keeps
out the dust and odors. Can hf wurii over glasses without
any inconvenience. The only Sanitary Goggle made.
Sent postpaid at following prices: 50 cents each; in box

of five $2.25; in box of seven $2.50.

Address SANITARY AUTO GOGGLE COMPANY, 22 Tem-
pcran'i- St.. care of Automobile Supply Co.. Toronto.
Canada.

VACATION COMPANION
No. 602 "ULERVyPocket Knife Tool Kit

i:vLTy ...11..- lias lis.- f.ir a Knife,
Reamer. File, Saw. Chisel, Screw
Driver or Cork Puller. This uut-
fit is i)ractical, yet so small, being
contained in a Leather Pocket
Book -l^x^Vi inches, is. by car-
rying it in your pocket, always
:ir band for immediate use, wheth-
er Camping, Boating. Teaming.
Driving, in the Shop. Factory. Of-
ce, Store. Warehouse, Automo-

bile. *m the Farm, Bicycle, or
ai'iiind the Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or de-

tached to the Pocket Knife in a
second.

Sent Post Paid on receipt of
price S2.25.

Use it five days and if not sat-

isfactory return it and we will

refund your money.

ULERY CO ,

T25i^ Warren St.. New York. N. Y.
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MANUFACTURERS. DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS

—OF—

AEROPLANES
Fac-Sitniles of European or American Machines,

or to your own design and specification—full size to
smallest miniature.

SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
f~SepaTate Workrooms for Confidential Work
Requiring Secrecy.

CCCA FOR THIS BLERIOT TYPE OF MONO-
^OOyj, pi^ANB IN KNOCKDOWN FORM.
'' We supply even>-thing. Write us your

<t ^ c A
requirements. Our Price for Full Sized J>OOU,
Bleriot Without Engine or Propeller.

CARTER & SON. Aviatert & Manufacturers

201 Bennett Building ()3 Nassau Street NEW YORK

John Leckie
Limited

77 WELLINGTON ST. W.

TORONTO

Are Headquarters for all

Motor Boat Supplies,

Marine Hardware,

Tents, Flags, Anchors,

Lanterns, Duck Boat

Covers, Etc., Etc.

Send for Catalog.

THIS FINE REPRODUCTION
OF BROOK TROUT
From an Oil Painting

FREE, if you accept offer below

^ This painting by H A.
D; iscole was reproduced as the
cover of May RECREATION
and excited great admiration.

^ We have reproduced it in
original colorsand offer copies
on heavy plate paper, size 13x
15 3i inches, including a two
inch margin of white, togeth-
er with

RECREATION FOR FOUR
MONTHS, JULY TO OCTO-
BER 1911 INCLUSIVE, FOR

ONLY 50 CENTS.

If to Canada 60 cents. The picture
will be sent carefully packed in a
tube bv mail prepaid and copies
of RECREATION mailed as
published.

Mention this magazine and address

RECREATION, 24 w. 39th St., N. Y.

All newsstands, 25c a copy.
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Motor - boating

in June is

delightful. It is the season when Nature is in her most

lovely mood ; when skies are bluest, clouds the fluffiest

and trees the greenest. And if you intend to purchase a

motor boat this season by all means do so NOW, so you

will enjoy the incomparable June days. We can ship you

one of our famous Ross-built motor boats promptly. Just

drop us a card for catalog showing our different designs.

J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Co.

Orillia, Ontario.

''DEAN''
CLOSE -RIBBED BRASS JOINT BOATS

The Boat Which Can NEVER Leak
Owing to the brass joints this boat will never open at the setms and teik. It is li^hi lo tew, fa^t std viii

stand any weather. The Foresters Island Parle, Descronto is fully eqtipped with lh(se botts. You should

KNOW all about Dean boats (and canoes loo) before you order. Note the following sizes and prices:-

Cedar, Varnished, Copper Fastened, Oak, Walnut or Mahogany Trimmings. One pair oais.

Cushions for seats and backs $7.00 to $10.00 extra.

Cedar Mahogany

No. 403—Length. 14 feel; width. 3 feet 8 in.; depth. 14 in.. $50.00 $70.00

No. 404—Length, 16 feet; width. 3 feet 10 in.; depth. 15 in.. $55.00 $75.00

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

W A LTER DEAN
1751 Queen St. West Toronto, Can.
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KBATINGS
POWDER
mm

Tt i> Uie little things that inaki-

up the big discomforts of an out-

ing. Take along a package of

Keating's—it is odorless, stainless

and harmless except to insect life.

Sold -by all Druggists.

In tins onlv 10, l.'\, '.'K, 25^.

The Sportsman's Kit is not complete

without a tin of "Heatings."

Stnoke La Suprema
A Clear Havana Cigar made by

Expert Cuban Cigar ' Makers

Three sizes. Conches, $3.50 for 50, .$6.50

for 100 : Oabelleros $1.25 for 50 or $7.75
for 100 : Reina Victoria $2 75 for 25,

$5.25 for 50, $10.25 for 100.

Sold by Mail Only
Sample box of tea will be mailed for

Jl.no.

Cuban Sales Co.,
p. O Bo!l 752, Station F,

Toronto. Ont.

Would you like to secure FREE
in return for a little work,

one of Waterman's
IdealFountain Pens?

The pen that shows careful work-
manship. Whose convenience
and superiority is unquestioned.

For particulars as t* hoM to obtain one of these
pens, address

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT
Rod and Gun in Canada

Woodstock. Ont.

CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson's Company, Nor-

thern Indians and their modes of

Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7
inches, is printed on good quality heavy paper,

and contains thirty-seven chapters.

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay

Officer Martin Hunter), who has had 40 years'

experience with the Hudson's Bay C!ompany

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was

stationed at different trading posts in Canada.

Price, cloth bound, 60c. Postpaid, 70c, or

SENT FREE

To anyone sending Two Subscriptions

to Rod and Gun in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.
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\Ŵe Outfit Camping Parties

There are several excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we can fur-

nish serviceable charts, as well as providing the

Provisions, Tents, Utensils, Blankets

and General Camp Outfit

For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has been a special feature of

our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thor-

oughly and invite inquiries.

MICHIE & CO., Ltd.
Established 1835. 7 King Street West. TORONTO, Cana:J
THIS RELIABLE NICKEL WATCH

Stem set and stem winderFREE
to any boy for

2 Subscriptions
to

Rod and Gun
In Canada

ADDRESS PREMIUM OEPT:

W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publisher

WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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FOR SALE—12 foot steel duck boat, large enough for

t wo men and a dog. Decked at both ends and at the

sides. Fitted with air chambers and one pair of oars.

Never been used. Price $25. On. Box B. Rod & Gun. 25

Front Street East. Toronto Oat.

FOR SALE—25 ft. semi-speed family launch. In which
is installed an eight h.p. twin screw Van Auben engine

with reversing propellers. Complete outfit ready for water,

$425.00 cash. For further particulars address A. Coward.
Kingston, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Open Ashing boat. Will sell for $20.00

cash. A bargain. Apply Box A.. Rod and Gun. Wood-
stock". Ont. tf

FOR SALE—30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor Boat.

fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull ready

to receive Motor and equipment. Either or both will be

sold at a bargain. Write for particulars to The Schultz

Bros. Co.. Limited. Brantford, Ont. tf

PET STOCK.

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman."* line-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd..

Toronto, Ont.

SUMMER RESORT.

SEVEN ROOMED SUMMER COTTAGE
for season, lake front, beach and pier,

master, Bronte. Ont.

, furnished, $150
Enquire of Post-

It

At Trent Bridge, new five roomed cottage, large, veran-

dah, maskinnnge and bass fishing. $50.00 for the season
unfurnished. Alma Walterhouse, 25 Howard St.. Toronto. It

LARGE. COMFORTABLE COTTAGE, on Fairy Lake, one
mile from Hnntsvillo. rent, with boat, wood, and ice, $150.
Apply Miss Boulton. Box 359. Port Hoi>e, Ont. It

FOR SALE—-Eight roomed cottage on Lake Simcoe, com-
plptply furnished. Situated on beautiful bathing beach.
Wood and Ice. Apply Box R. Rod and Gun, Woodstock,
Ont. It

LAKE JOSEPH. MUSKOKA—For sale or to rent. Summer
cottage, fully furnished: gas, water, ice and boat: also gaso-
line launch: at Port Carling. for sale. Apply to Judge
Ardagh, Barrie, Ont. It

TO LET—Furnished summer cottages, on Lake Huron,
near Bayfield: excellent bathing and boating; free boats;
ice. bowling and tennis. Write for circular to Rev. Thomas
Davidson, Bayfield. Ont. It

HIAWATHA RESORT. LAKE SCUGOG—Large new
three story building with first-elass board and accommoda-
tion, fishing, boating and bathing. Write for folder of
terms and particulars. Thos. Pengelly. Caesarea. On-
tario. ni-3t

LARGE. AIRY COUNTRY HOUSB—completely furnish-
ed : bathroom : n ice grounds, gardener ; housekeeper ; gar-
deu. cow, chickens: near trout pond, woods; easy motor-
ing distance from Toronto, also Lake Simcoe. Apply, im-
mediately. Box R. Rod and Gun. Woodstock, Ont. It

FOR SALE—Island Lots. 12 or 13 acres, more or less.
Meal for summer resort; in center Cecebe Lake. Boats pass
twice daily. Will sell cheap. James Austin. Burk's Falls
P.O.. Ont. It

Island In Parry Sound district, with comfortable cottage,
furniahed, acetylene gas, running water, boat house with
boats, excellent black bass fishing and deer hunting, bar-
gain for quick sale. Photos at office. Hall, 8 Wellington
Bi.st, Toronto. Ont. It

TheyX. ^
spin so
easy."'

The John
Drawer 8

"GET NEXT"
to our lines of Spinners
Rods, Reels and all

fishing accessories.

Send for Catalogue "C"
Hildcbrandt Co.,

Loeau sport. Ind., U.S.A.

COTTAGE FOR SALE.

$300 will buy small furnished cottage at Oliphant on Lake
Huron shore—10 miles from Wiarton, Ont. Excellent fish-

ing, boating, bathing. For further particulars write A. D.

Huethery. 33 Cecil St.. Toronto. Ont. It

SPECIALS.

EXCHANGE—For Eastman's 3A. Kodak. $25 course in

Taxidermy. Frank Sears, Orillla, It

FOR SALE—Wild Puck Decoy egg8, $2.00 for 11 eggs.

Sam Holmes, ijOi 2, Chatham, Ont. A-2t

HONEY BEES—Wdld swarms enticed into a common bos
with my bait. Write for particulars. H. H. Humphrey,
Chembusco, N.Y.

FOR SALE—Ancona Eggs—Pen No. 1. $2.00 per setting:

Pen No. 2 $1.50 per setting. Three $2.00 settings $5.00.

W. P. R. Holdcroft. Havelock. Ont. It

"Small Mouth Black Bass*' are caught In Long Point

Bay in the greatest numbers of any place In the world.

Season opens June 16th. "It's great sport." Come early.

For particulars apply to Lake View Hotel, St. Wllllama,
Ontario. m-3t

Parties wishing information as to where to purchase or

sell, black, silver or cross foxes, young or old, address
Box H.. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. J-3t

Grizzly and Black Bear Hunting In May or June. Write
H. G. Low. S"portsman's Guild, Gelena P. O.. via Golden.
B.C. Evervthing furnished. Rates $15.00 per day Inclu-

sive.- F32

FOR SALE—Popular summer hotel, thirty rooms, fur-

nished, for rent, with very good celery and farm land

—

with hay for twenty-five cows. Write A. K. Flsk, Accoun-
tant, Eastern Townships Bank Building. St. .Tames St..

Montreal. A3t

FOR SALE—Black Bear. Timber Wolf. Coyote. Mountain
Lion, Fox and other well furred rugs, with mounted heads,

open mouth or half head finish, lined with best felt, fancy
borders. Highest class of work and very reasonable
prices. Will sbip on approval anywhere. Edwin Dixon.
Taxidermist. Unionville. Ont.

A Large Mounted Elk Head for Sale. Write today (or

description and prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist. Union-
ville, Ont.

FOR SALE—Four Large Mounted Deer Heads, a 16

point woodland Caribou head, mounted and unmounted
horns, Buffalo horns. Elk tusks. Tanned and Raw Animal
Skins. Cut prices. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist. Unionville.
Ont.

FOR SALE—Three large Moose Heads, mounted this
season. Write for description and prices. Edwin Dixon,
Taxidermist, Unionville, f>nt.

FOR SALE—Wading Pants $5.00; King Folding Canvas
Boat $15.00; Cork Life Preserver $2.00; nicely mounted
Deer Head, 10 points, $10.00; Mounted Owls, Great Horn-
ed $3.50. Snowy $3.50; Prairie Chicken, $2.00; Ruffed
Grouse, $2.00. C. P. Forge. Portage la Prairie, Mani-
toba. 2t
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STERLING ENGINES
MARINE EXGINES OF QUALITY

FOR ANY KIND AND SIZE BOAT

MODEL B 4 CYLINDERS
18-25. H. P. 25-40, H. P 30-45 H. P.
This shows the semi-heavy duty and speed

type of engine. Other sizes are 35-55 H.P., 45-

65 H.P. and 100 H.P. Heavy Dutv Sizes are
8-10-12-15-20-40-60-100 H.P.

TORONTO, MARINE CONSTN. CO.

A bolt that starts and keeps running- when you want it is

the ambition of all owners. The engine gets the credit or the

blame as the case may be. Therefore, if you are to become an

owner, give the engine your most serious consideration, Ster-

lingr engines, by their actual performance, hive earned the

reputation -^f being reliable, durable and efficient. Watch a

boat powered with a Sterling engine and you will see it always

in working order and always in the lead. The elaborate up-to-

date facilities for inspection and testing at the Sterling shops

make it impossible for any but a perfect engine to be shipped

out. Catalog, showing heavy-duty, semi-heavy-duty and speed

engines, will be sent you upon receipt of your request.

VANCOUVER. HOFFAR MOTOR BOAT CO.

Sterling Engine Company 1252 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.

TOURISTS. ATTENTION—NEW SIX-ROOM COTTAGE
for sale or to rent at Lakeview summer resort; Sturgeon

Lake station convenient; good fishing ground. Address N.

Da.v. Powles Corners P. O.. Ont. It

SUMMER COTTAGE FOR SALE OR TO LET—Furnished.

At Chautauqua Park. Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont. Cavers

Bros.. Gait. Ont.

SU.M.MER RESORT—For first-class black bass and sal-

mon trout fishing, come to Clement's House, Lake Ros-

seau. Boats on several back Lakes, some of which never

were fished until last summer. One of the best bathing

beaches and spring water in connection with the House.

Rates moderate by the week. Address A. J. Clements.

Mon.vca P. O.. Muskoka. It

FISHING RESORT OR CLUB HOUSE furnished complete.

Fourteen bedrooms, office, dining hall, kitchen, wash room.

two upper sitting rooms. Thirt.v foot launch with ten

horse-power, best fishing boat on the ba.v; two row boats;

Ice house, filled; best bass fishing in (he world; good duck

shooting. Will sell for eighteen hundred for quick sale,

about half value. Reason, ill hejilth. For partlctilars apply

Lake View Hotel. St. Williams, Ont. It

FOR SALE—Cocker Spaniels, blacks and reds, all from

thoroughbred, registered and prize winning stock. Some
exceptionally gootl red bitches at a sacrifice. Mazda Ken-

nels. Vankl'eek Hill, Ont, ^t

Through Illness must dispose of my entire kennel of

Beagle bitches, puppies and grown bitches at your own
price. No reasonable offer refused. W. F. Hardy. Winter-

bourne. Out. ^t

PISHLURE—^Try Goes' Gipsy-Tibetin, the successtulest

bait for fishermen. 25 cents a bottle, postpaid. Edmund
Goes. Milwaukee. Wisconsin. Station B. , It

FOR SALE—One Bowran Automatic Quick Set Blue Rock
Trap, nearly new, and in first-clas order complete with

pulling apparatus. Reasons for selling,. Brampton Gun
Club's lease of grounds has expired. Price, $20. Address,

C. J. Sackham, Brampton. Ont. It

Stings of Insects

Ivy Poison

Chafing
And all skin Irritations such as Barber's Itch anj

Eczema are quickly relieved by

Dr. Chase's

Ointment
No sportsman's equipment is complete without a

box of Dr. Chase's Ointment. Besides relieving

skin irritations of every kind it is invaluable in

case of accidental wou ids. By its antisep-tic In-

fluence it prevents blood poisoning and quickly he.ils

the skin.

Exposure to cold and dampness Is liable to bring

on an attack of piles, and there is no treatment

known which so quickly relieves and cures this

annoying ailment as Dr. Chase's Ointment. For

sale by all dealers or sent postpaid on receipt of

price 60 cts. a box. by EDMANSON, BATES & CO.,

LIMITED, Toronto.
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Off the Nias Islands.

ped behind me and Beausoliel rose be-

fore me the muscles in mv arm and wrist

be^an to voice an insistent protest over

it. And moreover the canoe be^an to

leak. I laug^hed ; this was what I came
for. To have to win your daily distance

by the sweat of your own brow, to have

to solve the problem of daily existence

by your own efforts, to gfet wet, to soil

your hands with the good, clean dirt of

the camp, to forget time, and space and
civilization ; this was what I came for.

The leak swelled shut bv the time I

reached the channel and as the wind was
fair I headed across the open water for

Beausoliel, Everything welcomed ; the

gulls screamed overhead, the canoe lifted

to the gentle salute of the long swell

from the open, the water danced and

sparkled, and the old "John Lee" was so

glad to see me that she nearlv ran me
down. I was having such a good time

I forgot to stop for lunch and it was long

after noon before I beached the canoe on

a sandy spit near the middle of Beau-

soliel Island. I cooked me a bit of lunch,

put up the tent, repacked some of the

outfit in more convenient arrangement,
and then sat down to think.

I had never been out alone before and
I was delighted with the charm of it.

The more I thought about it the more
pleased I felt. Here I was equipped and
provisioned for as long a stay as mj- in-

clination dictated. Absolutely untram-
meled by plans of time or of destination I

could go as fast and as far as I liked.

A \yhim might lead me, or indolence

might stay me : I was about as indepen-

dent as a man may be, and it was sum-
mer.

After supper I tried to coax a rise out

of the bass in the little cove near the

tent. The water lav like polished glass

;

now and then a widening circle on the sur-

face would tell its story and guide my
cast but no luck rewarded my efforts. If

I had had a companion I should have felt

obliged to use a worm to convince him
of mv skill; as it was I admitted that the

Adam Mischeau.
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bass were better at m}- g-ame and went to

bed.

Late in the night I was awakened from

the most refreshing of sleeps to hear

something prowling about the camp. I

chuckled ; in the city one might feel con-

cern at having strange noises about and

feel obligation to investigate ; up here

one was glad to have the wild life make
itself known.

In the morning I got out the compass

and chart. I knew the general lie of the

islands but when one is winding in and

out of the thousands of channels which

invite one to turn aside it is well to rely

chart. The chart seemed correct, but

there seemed to be no land to corres-

pond to it. On every side the land clos-

ed in and I seemed to be in a small lake,

when I looked at the compass again I

was amazed to find I was headed south.

For one long moment I closed my
eyes and tried to orient myself ; then I

laughed for I knew I was lost. Provi-

dence had guided me at some time or

other to mark on the lid of the compass
which end pointed north, so I had that

much to go by. But it took all my will

power to turn around and go the way I

could not bring mvself to believe was

"1 like this place

on the compass and chart rather than
one's sense of direction. Straight north
I paddled for the "Dog Channel" around
Beausoliel. The wind was abroad and
I welcomed my ballast. The surprising
thing about paddling against a head wind
is that finally you are there in spite of

your firm conviction that von are just

barely moving. I turned into the chan-
nel out of the wind with relief; then I

found that the "channel" went only part

way through. I scowled and consulted
the chart; it should have been there. I

turned out into the wind again and after

a deal of paddling I again consulted the

right. It is always a humiliating exper-

ience to have to put a.side brains which
are rated so much per year to be guided
by a dollar and a half tin box. Eventual-
ly I went ashore and from the highest
point I could find I saw the towers of

Alinnicoganashene, and as I expected
thev were just where thev have always
been. I did not find the "Dog Channel",
however, I went back around Little Beau-
soliel and out bv Honey Harbor.

Late that afternoon I landed on a little

island near Manitou Point and made my
camp. As the sun goes down a wonderful
stillness falls on the bav : somewhere a



Across the open water for Beausoliol.

motor boat putt-putts its way across the
channel, in idle curiosity you search and
search for it until finafly you find it, a
barely discernable speck on the distant
horizon. You seem very far away
from things and people; the splash o'f

the fish makes a great commotion, you
move about quietly to fit in with the
scheme of things. Dusk falls, a light
winks out here and there; a snatch of
song floats across the water, you hear the

rattle of oars as boats are drawn up. then
you snuggle into your blankets and fall
asleep.

A song sparrow sitting on the ridge
pole of my tent sang me awake. The
mornhig sun was taking the chill from
the air, I filled my lungs with the fresh-
ness and cleanness of it, and then slip-
ped mto the green water for a swim
After breakfast I took a turn about the
island and as I stood on its highest point

Rocks in such form and variety.



Pitched on a High rock.

over-looking a splendid sweep of water

I said to m_vself: "I like this place; we'll

spend the day here.''

People have asked me time and ac;ain

;

"What do you find to do on a little island

to keep you interested for a whole day ;"

Why, dear people, there were three song

sparrows on that island with me and no

one knows how many fish played around

its shores and they kept me busy finding

out what they were about that I scarce

had time to do my chores. And then

there were rocks in such form and vari-

ety that I finally hung my head in shame

at my ignorance and vowed I would

read nothing but petrology for a year.

And there were boats: sailboats, motor

boats, canoes, steamers, tugs, row boats,

all doing things that made you leave

your work to wonder what they were

about. One might stand on a busy city

Out by Honey Harbor.
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Alluring Channels and Inviting Bays.

street and be bored, but on such a bu^v
iittJe island, never.

Late in the afternoon— if one can wait
that lon.o—one fishes. All dav as I pot-
tered about my little island I had keptmy eve on a certain shoal just off shore •

about five o'clock I tied on a li^ht cast-mg spoon and paddled out towards it

1 he bass were so taken with the fly on
that spoon that I never really reached
the shoal. The wind was not ri^ht for
castmo;. so I trolled and when one trolls
with a nine foot fly rod. and with no one
to manage the boat, one ijets more fun
out ot it than fish. The almost contin-
uous whine of my reel was ?ood music
however, and when I had taken two fi^h I
went ashore for supper. Before I tookmv rod down for the night I tried a few
casts trom the shore with the same
spoon

: in less than ten minutes I had

three bass and one wei-hed about two
pounds.

^pht Rock; Go Home Eav ; Indian Har-
oor; Miners Creek: Twelve Mile Bay
with all their attractiveness of names fail-ed to stay mv senseless desire to get onM.Ie after mile of alluring channels and
inviting bars and inlets slipped bv in an
unaccountable desire to satiate a wholly
mysterious appetite for mere distance.
-Moose Deer Point was a smother withwind lashed waves as I worked mv cau-
tious way around it; deep behind Wreck
Island and far out of my way into theMoon River Channel I was driven but
the desire to go still burned.

It^^was "the second thing about thehay that stopped me. Blown and tired
t\v the struggle against the incessant
wind I turned behind an island for shel-
ter and there he was. I knew the bat-

'

tared gray hulls of his launches even be-
i ire I saw him and the lines of his shan-
ty-boat proclaimed his identity from afarHe was busy with some kind of devil on
the inside of his engines as I drew along-
side and while he was busy castino- it
out I vyent inside the shanty-boat and
joined the crew at dinner.
"How are the Christian Islands?" J

ventured after dinner. The Boss grunt-
e^^.^something I did not understand.

'Do you still run out of gasoline when
vou go over there?" I put this in a very
impersonal way but it made him look up
f-or a long moment his eyes searched my
face then came his well remembered
voice.

"I'm domned if it aint the voung feller
"

In a volley of French, and English, and
Jibway, all mixed in the delightful fash-
ion of the north, he explained to the now
interested boys how three years before
he had been stranded without gasoline
off Christian Island. How he had cros-
sed the island to make a fire signal to the
other log-pickers when he found our
camp. How he had taken our boat and
rowed ten miles and back in the middle
of the night to get fuel. We had a good
visit and he urged me to stay with' him
as long as I liked. 'There's an extra bed
upstairs," he explained, "and we'll be
glad to have you use it." But I had



Tho whole Bay lay before me.

demonstrated "The second thing about

the Bay" and I went my way in peace.

My debauch of paddUng had its re-

action ; I began to feel tired. Then, too,

the desire to enjoy a little human com-

panionship grew in me, and I felt a de-

sire to get my mail. Before me lay the

hotel Sans Souci and just beyond was

Rose Point; thus I was tempted and I

fell. For a week I idled about resting,

and caring for a long delayed mail, and

vaguely wondering how long the desire

to push on would lie dormant.

Then one morning the call came. An
Engineer Chap gave me a lift around

Parrv Island in his motor boat, and he

intended to take me further but a log in-

tervened. They call them "deadheads"

in Parry Sound but we found that it was

still alive enough to bite oft" half our

propeller and spoil the trip. We pulled

the stern of the launch out on the rocks

and spurred on by the choice between a

twentv mile paddle for a new wheel or a

ten mile row with a twenty-five foot

launch the Engineer Chap did a repair

job with a monkey wrench and a piece

of wire which, he later wrote me, got

him home. He declared that his boat

had never had a tow-line over her bow
vet and that he proposed to keep her

reputation. When I watched him dis-

The battered grey hulls of his launches.
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It surely was a load.

appear at about quarter speed I reflected
that a canoe is a better craft for cruis-
ing and that a canoe man has no busi-
ness steering a launch.

Night overtook me in the open water
off the Xias Islands. I did not bother
with the tent; the night was clear and
balmy so I made my bed on the top of a
smooth, bare rock. Over mv head the
Milky A\ay lay across the black vault
of the skv like a band of light : from east
to west, from north to south till the rim
of the world shut off the heavens from
view the skv was ablaze with stars.
Then out of the tops of the distant pines
climbed the moon; one bv one the stars
went out and the skv became a sea of
golden light, luminous, soft, and inspir-
ing. Little wavelets wandering across
the surface of the silvered water lapped
my rock with gurgles of laughter: loons
called; fish splashed; a gentle bree/e
sighed through the pines; and I slept.

Day after day my paddle dipped and
flashed. Landmarks rose up on the far

horizon only to drop astern to the ryth-
mic swing. Squaw Island, Snug Har-
bor, Shebeshekong Bav. Green" Point
and Grave Island faded into the South-
ern sky, and Point au Baril began to
appear like a mirage in the north. I
Idled and explored, and fished, and cruis-
ed about in aimless fashion until one
day I turned at the wreck of a half-burnt
n-eighter and before me lay "The Ojib-«ay House." It was raining hard I
was wet through, and the verandah was
Imed with women in smart gowns.
Should I stop? I should. That was theway my plans were made.

It was a pleasant place, it has fine
service and good things to eat. And
too, there was the Judge, and the Doctor'
and the .Man A\ho Sells Straw Board'
I s ept m a big tent pitched high on a
rock; when I opened my eyes' in the
morning the whole Bay lay before me.Ue fished; the Man Who sells Straw
Board and I went out nearly every day
with Adam Mischeau who knows where
the big ones hide and we brought some
of them back. Then there were days
when the Judge and the Doctor and the
Ladies went along and we had contests
to see who would get the best string.
After dinner there were long talks on the
verandah about the dav's catch and many
other things from the world while the
moon turned the shadows of the big
pines from west to north. It was a plea*^
sant place and it was filled with plea-
sant people;" one forgot time and the
world was an island.

One day they asked me; "How long
are you going to stay?"

"I do not know," I answered.
"But where are you going from here,"

they insisted.

"I do not know," I answered, "I make
no plans."

It^was but a little later that the "Soo
City" on her way north called at our
wharf with some freight. I got my stuflF
aboard and said mv farewells.

"Send mv mail to Little Current," I
told them for that was as far north as
the old tub ran. .\nd there it was that
I met the Professor and Big Steve, but
that is another storv.



A Luxurious Trout Fisher.

Luxurious Trout Fishing

A District Where You Can Drive Comfortably To Your Fishing Pools in a Buggy, Over Excellent

Roads, and Enjoy Good Sport Without Hardship or Fatigue.

BY ERNEST J. CHAMBERS.

TROUT fishing- was not the attrac-

tion that lured us to Coldvvater.

The name of the place is suggest-

ive of spring-fed streams, of purl-

ing rapids, uf deep, cool brush-fringed

pools, and of the wily salmo-fontinalis

;

but we had been told that there was
"only trout fishing of a sort" in the vicin-

ity.

The real lure of the quiet little village

on the Midland Division of the Grand
Trunk, near the end of Matchedash Bay,
consisted in its being the abiding place

of friends.

So we made a summer pilgrimage there

content to spend a few weeks with our
old chums, to enjoy a change of air and

to give our youngsters a spell of country

life. I had been promised good bass

fishing in the nearby waters of Matche-
dash and Georgian Bays, the Severn Riv-

er and Gloucester Pool and got it ; but

that is a different story.

I, however, took a trout rod and some
light tackle along, and did not feel satis-

fied, although I had been favoured with

the chance to effect some great slaughters

of heavyweight fighters of the bass clan,

until I tried the trout fishing, even if it

were "only of a sort."

The Coldwater, two hundred and
seventy years ago, when the black-robed

Jesuit missionaries who were to conse-

crate the soil of this historic region with
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their life blood, first arrived at the popu-

lous Huron towns and settlements along

its banks, was a river of considerable

width and depth. It has been clearly es-

tablished that the level of the Georo^ian

Bay, and its contiguous waters, has fal-

len between eight and twelve feet dur-

ing the intervening years, and to-day the

Coldwater is a modest stream which for

most of its length, barely covers the

smaller boulders which encumber the

lowest trench of its old channel. It is

a shrunken relic of its former self : but,

nevertheless, above the stretch polluted

by the village drainage, it might fairly

be described as an ideal trout stream,

civilized, it is true, and cramped a bit,

but not spoilt.

As the Coldwater flows through a well-

settled, rich, farming countrj', as there

are numerous villages and towns in the

neighborhood, and as most of the best

fishing stretches are easily accessible

from one or another of the many high-

ways, no one would look here for such

tremendous catches as fall to the lot of

the sturdy, venturesome angler who is

willing to brave all hardships to pene-

trate to the very choicest trout pools so

long kept preserved by Xature in the fast-

nesses of the northern woods.
But there is fishing and fishing, just as

there are fishermen and fishermen.

There is no one who loves more dearly

than I do to get away off from the weary-

ing conventions, and exactions of the

artificial work-a-da}' world of civilization

into the freedom and revivifying fresh-

ness of God's own, untamed and unspoil-

ed wilderness ; no one who luxuriates

more in the exhilarating life of forest,

camp and trail.

We have not all got the time and

means at our disposal to obey the call of

the distant wild, however. Some of the

best of the angling fraternity, moreover,

have not, alas ! any longer the physique

and energy to warrant them in undertak-

ing the fatigues and exposures of the can-

oe trip, the portage and the forest tramp.

But the old desire to occasionally wet a

line and try conclusions with the wily

warrior of the running stream, burn.^

just as strongly in their ever-young
hearts as it did when they could wield

the paddle and keep the trail with the

best of them.
,

Many a splendid old fisherman, his

once robust constitution and active
limbs on the decline, but with many
years of life yet before him, has put up
liis trusty and oft-tried tackle for good be-
cause he realized that he dare not, with
impunity, risk any longer the exertion
and exposure, once in themselves life-

prolonging, of "going in" to the familiar

fishing territory in the distant wilder-
ness.

Man}' such retired veterans of rod and
reel might find congenial fishing terri-

tory, and get angling too worthy of their

skill, in the clear pools of the upper Cold-
water and of its sister streams the Stur-
geon and the Avon.

It was a beautiful early August morn-
ing when Jack, my Coldwater host, and
I left the village behind with a not
too willing nor over wiry looking
steed. He was not to have a hard
day's work, however, by any means,
so we were not worried about his staying
powers. We did not drive more than
twelve or fourteen miles altogether, and
the roads everywhere were perfect. As
my friend Jack is the attorney and secre-

tary of the Township of Medonte, he
ma}-, from a feeling of personal pride in

the administration of the district, have
avoided the bad spots. I have heard
that all gentlemen of the legal profession

are tricky, but I cannot think it of Jack,
he being such an ardent disciple of that

exemplary angler and gentleman, Isaak
\\'alton.

Just above the village, the valley of the

Coldwater broadens out into a lovely

level bottom, four or five miles wide, and
cultivated, every inch of it, with the ex-

ception of a few groves and patches of

brush along the river. Handsome brick

and stone farm houses no less than the

capacious outhouses, trim fences, and
herds of thrifty livestock bespeak an ex-

cellent agricultural country. Scarcely a

view can you obtain in the whole of this

region which does not present an ex-

quisite pastoral picture, except where
wooded tracts, generally along the river

bottoms, have been left in their primeval
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state as a simple solution of the ever pres-

ent fuel problem.
We had been scarcely three quarters of

an hour on the road when Jack pulled up
at a bridge across the Coldwater, near

an old mill. \\"e had arrived at our first

pool.

As we were putting together our rods

Jack explained that there were two likely

points, the bridge and the mill dam. He
took the latter while I walked out to the

bridge. My bait had barely been drifted

into the shadow thrown by the bridge

before I had a bite and swung up a little

fellow three inches long, which I un-

hooked as carefulh' as I could, and
threw back. Soon after I had made my
second cast I could tell that I was being
victimized by a lot of little fellows in-

dustriously, and quite safely, gnawing
my bait to pieces, and I was just pulling

up in disgust Avhen a fairly strong pull

indicated that there was at least one fel-

low there worth catching. A nice, new,
pink worm soon proved his undoing, or

rather the beginning of that process, for

though fairly hooked, he was not yet on
terra-firma.

The bridge was a fairly high one and
it was out of the question to attempt to

jerk him up, as, among other things, in

doing so I would have entangled the line

in the branches of a huge overhanging
willow. The only course to pursue was
to take him quieth- and land him on the

shore at the far end of the bridge, which
I succeeded in doing. He was as pretty

a six-inch trout as you would want to

see and I was quite proud of my catch
considering that I had only been promised
"an uncertain fishing of a sort". But a

few minutes later when Jack appeared
from the dam with three trout, every one
larger than mine, I did not feel quite so

sure that I was a very brilliant angler
after all.

For another half hour or so we drove
along and came to another bridge across
the winding Coldwater a short distance
below the point where the Avon River
flows into it. I took one bank below
the bridge, Jack the other. The
Coldwater might be twenty-five feet

across here, quite deep in spots and with
a good brisk current.

It certainly looked promising. A num-
ber of hung-up logs and considerable
hazel, dwarf willow and other shrubbery
along the margin of the stream taxed
one's skill, and ingenuity in casting, but
the footing was all that we could have
desired. I was, as a matter of fact, fish-

ing from the edge of a splendid grain field

just being harvested.

Compared with the conditions under
which I had done my last trout fishing

to wit in a turbid torrent near the head-
waters of the Gatineau, there was as
great a contrast here as exists between a
championship hockey match and a friend-

ly game of billiards. It may not be so
thrillingly exciting to cast your bait and
play your trout from a barley field as it

is to perform those feats of skill from the
bald, rounded surface of a slipper^' rock
where ever so slight a slip would mean
an ice-cold bath and a twenty-to-one
chance of eternity, but it is certainly more
comfortable, not to say luxurious. The
afore mentioned gentle Isaak, of happy
memory, did not scorn the attractions of

what many sturdy Canadian devotees of
rod and reel would deprecate as too com-
fortable fishing.

I was somewhat discouraged early in

this part of the day's proceedings by one
of the harvesters calling out to me from
the top of a rapidlv growing load of

golden sheaves that I might as well save
myself the trouble of fishing as a party of
four men from Barrie had just been fish-

ing there for two hours and had taken
out over twenty trout.

We later verified this statement. The
very promising eddy I was at the mo-
ment fishing did turn out blank, and pull-

ing in my bait and laying down mv rod,

I unslung my camera, turned round, and
caught a snapshot of the harvester and
his companion at work. The result was
the only perfect negative I took that day,
although I tried several other exposures.
It does not look much like a fishing pic-

ture, still as a fair sample of a corner of

the pretty pastoral scenery through
which the trout streams in this region
meander it recalls several enjoyable day's
fishing to me.

Shortly after this, Jack, across the
river, landed a fire fish, snd he hci
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Baiting* his Hook.
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scarcely got it off the hook before a sharp

tug and the singing of my reel recalled

me to business. I was holding my rod

carelessly, an unpardonable sin, on the

part of any one pretending to be an

angler, and the little rascal, as a punish-

ment befitting the crime, ran out a won-
derful lot of line from me before I could

check him, and he managed to get the

silk so thoroughly entangled round the

butt of a couple of logs that I could not

budge it. I saw that if I only had a long

pole I could unravel the trout's knitting,

but where was I to get a pole?

Some ten or twelve feet away was a

clump of hazel, and, unreeling my line

as I edged over from mv original position,

I selected a pole that suited my purpose,

placed the reel under my left arm, and

proceeded to cut the pole with my pocket

knife. The pole cut and trimmed I drag-

ged it over to my original scene of oper-

ations, reeling up as I walked. There
remained the task of disentangling the

web of line from the logs. This was no
fool of a job, for the green pole was so

long and heavy that I required both

hands to manipulate it, and had to hold

the rod, at the reel, between mv legs.

The situation apparently appealed to

my friends the harvesters and to Jack as

a very humorous, not to say ludicrous

one ; but, to be quite frank, it did not

seem to be exceptionally funnv to me at

the time. The onlv queer thing to me
about it was that when I had laboriously

disengaged the line I found the trout

still hard and fast on the hook. I am
afraid that I dragged the fish out to the

stubble with a spitefulness and pride

which one of those really amiable and
saintly anglers we read about sometimes,

but never meet, might not have mani-

fested.

That was about the extent of our luck

at this reach as far as I remember, but

for sometime after my encounter with

that awful combination of trout, line,

logs and heavv hazel bough mv mind was
not in fit condition, I am afraid, to retain

true impressions of many details.

Continuing our way in the buggv we
came to a little strip of rolling countrv,

and after crossing a couple of low hills,

found ourselves in a delicious little grove

—an ideal place for a picnic—almost en-

closed within a wide bend of the Avon

—

a stream not unworthy of the English

river of glorious fame, from which it de-

rives its name.
Being restored by this time to a nor-

mally benevolent frame of mind I as-

sisted Jack to unhitch the horse and tie

him to a convenient and shady wild plum
tree. Over the fence was a field of newly
cut oats, and a nice plump sheaf furnished

an excellent luncheon for our gallant

steed. As the owner of the field was a

client of Jack's he of course felt no com-
punction about appropriating the oats.

He might have intended to take the value

of the grain off the next bill of costs but

that is not the usual way in the benevo-

lent profession my good friend adorns, I

am credibly informed.

\\'e were just starting down to the wa-
ter when joined by Jack's "Uncle Cooper'^

from Elmdale, who had caught a dozen
or so good trout en route, and who, it

mieht be stated incidentally, had brought
sufficient lunch with him to feed a com-
panv of militiamen in a summer training

camp.
I will not go into details of the lunch-

eon or the fishing. Suffice it to say that

after an hour's angling, under most com-
fortable conditions and over a most pic-

turesque stretch of river, the three rods

had taken a fairly well-filled creel of

speckled beauties, all well above the legal

limit. And there were some cunning old

fellows still teasing us when we left.

The following year (1908) the three of

us fished the same stretch again, with

not quite as good luck, but pretty nearly.

On our wav back to Coldwater we
crossed the river of that name at a point

where the forest had been left in almost
its virgin state, and where the rank
growth of ferns and bracken along the
margin of the water lent to the spot an
appearance of tropical luxuriance. We-
merelv put a line in here to test the water,

and a speedv and vicious rise soon con-

vinced us as to its merits as a fishing

ground.
Upon the occasion of our last visit Jack

took me to several new reaches of the

Coldwater and also to some on the Stur-

geon, and in no case did we come home-
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empty-handed or anythin.2: like it. My
poorest day's luck was ei^ht trout in two
hour's fishing in the Sturg^eon. No man
after landing eight moderate sized brook
trout can count his morning lost.

The beauty of the fishing in this district

is that it is easil}- got at and can be en-

joyed by those in the autumn of life and
bj' youngsters just as well as by the more
robust specimens of humanitj- who divide

with the bears the monopolv of the fish-

ing and hunting of the rugged wild.

You do not pull out speckled monsters
by the canoe load in ^ledonte Township
but neither do you have to stumble along
for miles over forest paths, or cramp your-

self into the narrow limits of a cranky
birchbark conveyance until you long for

a chance to stretch N-our legs.

This fishing in settled country does
not quite meet the natural craving for

the wild life perhaps ; but there are lots

of places for camping out along these riv-

ers if 3'ou want to, and the air is just as

fresh and sweet and invigorating as it

possibly could be. And if it is not neces-

sary for you to engage in any violent ex-

ertion to enjoy trout fishing in this dis-

trict, you get just as much exercise as

you want.
When you are tired of fishing, you

simply get into your comfortable buggy,
and over the best of roads, and through
scenes of varied beauty, drive to your
summer home.
For years families from various parts

of the United States and Canada have
been going to this region for the summer,
most of them renting accommodation for

the season in the farm houses along the

trout streams. As the farmers in Me-
donte are a very prosperous class, their

capacious homes afford all the comforts
the most exacting could desire. There are

many farmers who would be glad to fur-

nish accommodation for summer visitors

if the latter would set forth their require-

ments in one of the local papers of the

district.

Fishermen with whom economy in the

way of either time or money is an object,

can easily manage to get in a day or two
of this fishing by taking the Grand
Trunk to Coldwater and making one A
the hotels in that village their headquar-

Cau^ht a Snapshot of the Hxrvester and his Compaion
at Work.

ters. The railway, hotel and livery peo-
ple will be able to direct the stranger to

the best known fishing reaches and the

trained eye of the experienced angler will

lead him to spots just as good as those
commonly fished but the merits of which
are not recognized by those unskilled in

the gentle art.

My constant companion and chum,
summer time, winter time, and all the

time except the hunting season, is a cer-

tain little fair-haired, bright-eyed miss,

we call, Bersa. That is not her baptismal
name; but that is what she is known as

and I will let it go at that. Perhaps I had
better add though, that Bersa en-

joys the distinction of addressing me as

••Daddy".

When on the eve of leaving Ottawa for

Coldwater the last time she pleaded so

seriously for a solemn pledge that she

should be given a chance to try and catch

one of the "dear little fish with red spots

all over them", that it was impossible to

resist, and the pledge was given.

Now a whole day, or even half a day,

of driving and fishing is apt to be tire-

some to a wee maid of five summers, not

to speak of the distressing eft'ect of the

incidental worry upon her escort. And,
so, shortly after reaching Coldwater,
anxious to locate the nearest possible

trout haunt. I took Jack into consultation

as to the fishing possibilities of a small

bit of a stream which carries off fussily,

in the direction of Matchedash Bay, the

ice-cold discharge of a spring which
gurgles out of the side of one of the hills

overlooking the village. I had noticed

that this brooklet, where it crosses a road
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not more than three-quarters of a mile

from Jack's house, runs over a bed of

fine pebbles, and then, following a sinu-

ous course, follows a narrow trench it

has cut for itself through a pretty stretch

of pasture, before disappearing among the

thick shrubbery edging a dark tamarac
swamp. Although but a verj' small

stream it looked as though it ought to

have trout in it, and Jack said that years

ago he had actually caught some there

;

but feared it had been fished out. That
evening we interviewed the owner of the

farm through which the stream runs and
obtained kind permission to invade the

realm of the calves and sheep, though we
were kindl)' warned that it was not likely

we would catch any fish except "perhaps
a few very little ones".

The following morning saw two ex-

pectant anglers climb the fence into the

little meadow and rig up their rods for the

fray. One expected fish, the other dis-

appointment, for the brook, near the road,

at close quarters, was certainly a most
disappointingly diminutive aiTair. At
one spot the water was completely hid-

den by a rank growth of water-cress.

Throughout most of its winding length in

the first pasture a man could easily step

across it. and where, at pebbly spots, it

widened out into diminutive pools, the

water seemed scarcely deep enough to

fioat a pen handle. But water is decep-
tive, and brooks of this character some-
times develop rapidly as they proceed.
Having ringed up Bersa's rod and cau-
tioned her to keep back well from the
stream, I cast for her in the most promis-
ing pool at hand and started to fit up my
own rod. Before casting myself I told

Bersa to pull out, and great was her sur-

prise to find the bait completely gone. A.
cast of my own rod soon convinced me
that we had to deal with little chaps,
and so without wasting time to feed
them, we made a short cut for the point
where the brook seemed to enter the

tamarac swamp keeping well awav from
the curves and twists of the stream.
Where, below a diminutive waterfall,

the extending brook, singing and gurg-
ling, in its race towards the Bay, passed
under some overhanging shrubbery, I

dropped Bersa's bait carefully into the

water and placed the butt of the rod in

her little hands. Bob-bob went the
bamboo tip instantly and it looked as if

my little cronj- had made the first rise

good, a fine trout coming with the bait

out of the water but only to fall back
with a splash.

Bersa's sporting blood was now fairly

aroused, and with hat thrown back over
her head, with sparkling eyes, and every
indication of determination and suppres-
sed excitement, she laid herself out to
catch that trout. As she failed to get
another bite immediately I suggested
that she move to a new spot, but she
would not budge, holding her ground
with the patience of a true heroine. Mean-
time, I gradually moved down stream,
and, greatly to my surprise, was pulling
out fine fellows at almost every cast.

Seeing Bersa's lack of success, I was al-

most sorry that they kept on biting, fear-

ing my own success and her failure

would cause her cruel disappointment.
At last my staunch little fishing-mate,

laying down her rod where she had had
her first strike, came to examine my
catch, and I took the opportunity to post
her further on the fine art of hooking the
trout when they rise. I offered her my
own rod to cast in a promising new pool,

but her "Heart was true to Poll", and
back she went to her own rod and her
own pool.

I was having a nice long-drawn-out
argument with a wily old trout who had
his lair near a tangled mass of roots,

when a shout of triumph drew my atten-
tion to Bersa. There she stood, among
the marguerites and buttercups, her dear
little sunburnt face radiant with honest
pride and happiness, holding in her hands
her first trout.

It was the finest trout of the morning
so far, too—a beauty—and best of all

she had got him from the pool at which
she had remained so patiently—truly a
proper acknowledgement by the fates of
juvenile constancy.

I shall never be able to decide which of
us two was the happier or the prouder at

that moment ; I have landed big red trout
in the Foot Hills of the Rockies, caught
huge grey trout in unnamed lakes of the
northern wilderness, hard fighting bass-
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in Gloucester Pool, Georgian Bay and

Bear Lake, and have captured the ouan-

aniche in the swirling eddies of the Grand
Discharge of Lake St. John, but I never

took a fish off a hook that I felt personal-

ly as proud of as I did of that first trout

of Bersa's.

Who is there accustomed to hunting

or fishing for pleasure in the rugged
wilderness who has not often charged

himself with selfishness, has not exper-

ienced a keen sense of regret that those

he loves best cannot participate with him
in the enjoyment of his truly regal sport

and pleasure. He who contents himself

with the sport afforded by the trout

streams of the Coldwater district can

share his enjoyment with his wife and
his children, yes, and maybe with the

aged father who baited his first hook.

But to return to our tiny fishing

stream.

I had bareh' got Bersa's hook baited

again and resumed my own rod when I

g'ot one of the biggest surprises of my
fishing experience. I had cast with very

much shortened line just under the_over-

hanging leaf of a sarsaparilla plant, when
I had a rise which almost pulled the rod

out of my hand. The rise had that pe-

culiar quality of touch-and-go about it

which proclaims the trout, but the touch

indicated a very heavy and powerful fish.

I felt sure that the original rise was that

of a trout, but the thought passed through
my mind "perhaps pike has got up this

far and ijrabbed at the trout the moment
lie rose at the bait."

The mutilated bait afforded no clue to

the mystery, and after a short cast, and
marking the spot. I beckoned little Bersa,

and we made a wide detour, striking the

stream some distance below and carefully

fishing up. We got one or two on the

way, and as we neared the corner where I

"had had the mysterious rise I most care-

fully cast again at the very same spot.

The bait had barely struck the water
under the sarsaparilla leaf when with an
audible rush, as if a bull-frog had splashed

into the water, a big trout made a jump
for it. I struck him hard, and could feel

that I had him well hooked : but that

was only the bea:inning of the end.

He fought like a trojan. Owing to the

mass of boughs and shrubs overhanging
the stream I had to play him with the reel

alone and he was pulling like a horse. I

feared every second that he would foul

the line on something and get off. The
tip of my trout rod bent like a whip, and
much against my will, but to ease the

tackle from unsafe strain, I had to give

him more and more line. I had the very
finest and lightest line and leader of my
kit on, and realized that nothing but the

most careful handling, added to a large

slice of good luck, wunld land that trout.

He was certainly a game and clever

fighter. Never for an instant did he re-

lax the strain upon the line, and the click-

ing of the reel, as regulated by the pres-

sure of my thumb, the line slowly but
steadily paid out, was becoming monot-
onous before the first indication of weak-
ening was evinced, and I was able to re-

cover with safety a few feet of the line.

After another fierce, but short dash he
appeared to be tired out or cowed, if

there is such a thing as a fighting brook
trout like this ever being cowed, and be-

fore long I had the line shortened up to

the leader and in due course was able to

pull him up into a little dry ditch, gasp-
ing but still active and defiant.

He was certainly one of the most beau-
tiful brook trout that I have ever seen,

daintily variegated tail and fins, brilliant

spots, and richly mottled head, back and
sides. A pugnacious, underhanging jaw
testified as to his fighting lineage, had I

required any certificate on that point
after the stiff argument he had given me.
His broad back and powerful tail and fins

explained the tugging that had tested my
tackle to the last ounce of its endurance.

After we got home, Jack measured him,

and he went exactly fourteen inches, truly

a lordly fish to be found in a streamlet
which at the spot he was taken measured
barely eighteen inches across and not
quite two feet deep.

Bersa had been a wondering and awe-
stricken spectator of the exciting long
fight with the big trout and fairly clapped
her hands with joy when she saw the
beautiful fellow, a picture in his shiny
coat of many colors, finally laid out on the
green turf.

By the time we had fished back, up
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stream a little way, and had added a

couple more to our catch, Bersa's fishing

ardor had cjuite cooled down, or rather

had surrendered to a natural prompting

of her sex. The subtle lure of domesti-

city was upon her and she insisted not

only that we haye luncheon at once, but

that she unaided, prepare it just as

Mother and "Aunty Boo" did upon vari-

ous al-fresco repasts by water and road-

side during our many famil\' outings

while at Coldwater.

Under the manipulation of those deft

little fingers what a tempting display that

basket luncheon did make to be sure ! and
how, after the salad, the sandwiches and
the fruit had disappeared, our tongues

did wag.
And it was true fish stories we told,

true every word of them, for we simply
rehearsed over and over again the excit-

ing occurrences of the preceding pleasant

two hours. It had been nearly eleven

when we left the house, and luncheon was
over on the trout stream, and the matron-
ly little hostess of the occasion was fold-

ing up the linen preparatory to repack-

ing the basket, when the one o'clock

whistle at the saw mill in the A'illage

sounded.

Upon our triumphant return home Jack
was summarily summoned from his office

to inspect our fish, and to say that he
was astonished at the size of our catch as

a whole—fifteen fish—and particularly at

the bulk of the big chap, is "putting it

quite mild'' as an operatic ditty has it.

Our good host's surprise was just as

marked when one afternoon the following

week Bersa and I returned home after an
absence of exactly an hour and three

quarters with a round dozen of speckled

beauties, ranging in length from five and
a half to ten inches, caught in the same
little stream.

\\'hile plans for this vear's outing are

under discussion in the family circles

Bersa insists that the summer home must
meet one requirement to merit her ap-

proval—It must be within reach of a trout

stream.

Meantime little three-year-old Teddy is

being most carefully and learnedly in-

structed in the art of catching trout, and
to excite his interest and arouse his zeal

he is regaled by his proud sister with the

only authentic and veracious narrative of

how she landed her first trout and saw
Daddy catch the great big one in the lit-

tle brook at Coldwater.

BLUETS.

BY &TOKEIA" S. FISHER. D. D.. Sc. D.

Beautiful bluets, babes in the wood,
Innocents lost in the solitude.

Golden-hearted and pure as the wan
Virginal stars in the field of dawn

—

Beautiful bluets!

Children with which my lost j'outh plays

Fond and free in the far dead days

—

Beautiful bluets

!

Bluets, I fold you into my heart.

Soul of a past that can never depart.

Blooms from a tomb which no other can see,

Breathing its message to only me

—

Beautiful bluets

!

Lo, in the light of you purified,

I am the child which I deemed had died.

Beautiful bluets

!



On the Mignetawan Kiver, Highlands of Ontario, Grand Trunk Railway System.

Up The Maganetawan

A River Of Dreams

BY KATHBRIXE HALE.

TO all of us who are engrossed in

the work or the play of life, and
thej' are equally exhausting in this

breathless age, there comes a

moment when, willingly or unwillingly,

we are forced to admit that the most
pressing of all needs is an occasional

silence.

It is this need which leads us to such
a diligent perusal of R. R. folders and
Hotel prospectuses the moment that the

door of June opens on the summer. \\'e

want to 'pack and go', not necessarily be-

cause we are restless persons, or sight-

seers by nature with a yearning for

foreign parts, but just because we are

tired men and women who suddenly dis-

cover that our immediate environment

has become stale, flat, and unprofitable.

For myself I confess that the Summer
problem is a serious one. Year by year
it grows more complex. Perhaps I want
too much for too little. Perhaps I

grow blase of familiar Canadian resorts.

Who can say? At any rate I solved the

problem last year in very simple fashion.

A conference was in progress between
four comrades; the chaperone, the poet,

the painter-girl and I.

"It seems to me that we have tried

ever}- resort known to Canadian adver-

tising", said the painter-girl wistfully,

"lain on every kind of straw mattress a
summer hotel affords, eaten at least

thirtv-Sijven varieties of canned vege-

tables, and been bitten by a member of
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every sect of the tribe of mosquito. We
are known of Nova Scotia and everj'

boarding-house in Muskoka, while almost

every possible, and impossible "location"

on the River St. Lawrence has heard the

beat of our retreating footsteps."

"The trouble is we want too much for

too little!" said the poet, reiterating my
thought. "We're just busy people—not

millionaires. We cannot afTord long,

blue tickets or five-dollar-a-day hotels,

and yet we want a complete change, re-

before. W here no one has ever been
that I have ever heard of, but which, ac-

cording to the literature 1 have read con-
cerning it, promises fishing now, and
hunting to come, and a decent 'lodge

in the wilderness', at reasonable prices

too. What we want is inexpensive

novelty. Let us try a trip up tliis new
river; it is not over populated, I fancy.

Let us make one more experiment, and
go away north.''

So we 'got awav north' ".

rrom Echo Rock, Lake Cecebe Highlands of Ontario, Grand Grand Trunk Railway System.

laxation, and pleasant society ; for a few
shillings. We want too much! To be
quite candid I don't think we shall get it

all, or even half of it."

"The lure of Terra Incognita" mused
the chaperone."
"The unknown ! The unknown !" echoed

the poet, and then, slovvh- ; "that re-

minds me of the rumor of a river, away
up north, or rather just north of Hunts-
ville, Ontario, where we've never been

We left Muskoka wharf, Huntsville,

and the Lake-of-Bays district far behind,

we saw Scotia Junction, which connects
for Algonquin Park, fade into the dis-

tance, and after a while we arrived at

the busy station of Burks' Falls, where
the waterfall roars, and the sun-dark

faces of Indians, and campers, and
woodsmen are to be seen busy making
up supplies. Here a crazy stage took

us a half a mile to the Dock where a
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tiny steamer lay, and then be^an a won-
derful journey down a veritable river of

dreams.
The name, "Maganetawan", is better

than most real names—but not at all

adequate. Nothing is adequate for this

river that does not spell utter silence and
peace.

I shall never forget the first breath of

that solitude, when, released from the

dusty train, we stood at the bow of the

little boat, and, in spirit at least, swam
out into the silence.

suggestion of sound: a sheep's bell far

awav, the kiss of leaves in the wood, the

lapping of water on a rock. But only
the most magic have this, for few
silences can bear the slightest foot-fall

of sound.

And this was a magic silence into which
we glided, for it was fragrant, murmur-
ous,—intense. We were at the begin-

ning of a river journey which would
carry us, did we follow it, along hun-
dreds of miles of water-way into the

very heart of Western Canada.

Another View from Echo Rock, Lako Cecebe, Highlands of Ontario, Grand Trunk Railway System.

There is such a difference in silences

—have you ever noticed it? Painters

can find all sorts of varying tints and
shades in white, and so I think, to the

mystic, there are a thousand different

degrees in silence.

Some silences are just of the air—they

seem to be made up of light and ether

—

and to some are added a tincture of per-

fume, to others a shaft of color, to a few,

the most tragic of all perhaps, just a

The Maganetawan is just fifteen miles
long, but it leads into Lake Cecebe
which forms the next link, a matter of

ten miles, then locks, three miles more
of ri\-er, then Lake Ahmic, twelve miles
across, from here the Great River, an-
other twelve miles, to Lake Wa-wa-
Rech, and thence to Byng Inlet about
fifty miles away on the Georgian Bay

—

and from the Georgian Bay? Why—you
know the rest

!
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Of course there are porta,s;es—nearly

twenty in all I should think — of

varying: lent^ths from ten yards to two
miles ; but they are the most insigniti-

cent little breaks.

"We are on the silver way to Silence,

sure enough", said the poet, in a self-

satisfied tone.

We gave him his due need of praise.

This was the ^luskoka we had always
hoped for. How sadly common-place
seemed the south land we had left be-

hind !

The River of Dreams unrolled before

us, moment by moment, as we followed

its sinuous Indian Trail. Strange to

think, in such a region, how Time, the

great hunter, has beaten out the track to

suit himself, for if ever a river wound on
a seemingly self-appointed, but really

nature-riven road, it is this one. The
little boat would nose its careful way al-

most directly into a bank of verdure, or

so it would seem, and, the next moment,
rounding an angle, we would get a new
vista on the long watery path. For the

first hour or two we did not see any hu-

man being. In the lakes Cecebe and Ahmic
some pretty cottages appeared, and one
or two hotels that looked inviting. At
one we stopped, and found at last our
Haven of Rest.

From here began an enchanting sum-
mer; dawns that were pink heralds of

idle days, noons when our sail flapped

white against the blue skv, dusk when
the fish jumped, and we had pulled in

too many to mention, before the moon
arose.

Of the wonderful jnurney to the Baj-

another annal might be written, but this

is only a little song to 'Silence' and to the
memory of a river too little known to

Canadians, which, for beauty and charm,
has no rival in all the enchanting high-
lands of Ontario.

* * *

Six months later, in the very dead of

winter, I journeyed again through these •

same highlands to Xorth Bay. Travel-
ling all night, the land assumed those
gigantic proportions which the giant

Cold alone can create. The spindley pine

woods seem to rear up in majesty against

a snowy moonless sky, each hillock, was
a great white Cairn set to symbolize the

death of Summer, the mouth of every
splendid stream was a choaked-up cave,

the country was snow-filled, storm-tos-

sed, desolate. Just as the gray morning
was about to dawn, I pulled up my win-
dow-shade and looked at the familiar

station of Burk's Falls. It was lighted

but seemingly vacant of humanity, in-

stead of the roar of the waterfall

—

Silence. The prelude to the Silver Road
was quiet, and for the river itself, locked

and frozen, O, who could measure that

stillness! One could actually feel it

—

Iving there in the warmth and safety of

the Pullman—that terrifying Winter
Silence of Xature through which no trig

crackles, no living being moves, onl}', in

the moonlight, some evergreen cast its

shadow across the path of the frozen

River of Dreams.

But again, as the train moved slowly

forward, I heard the deer's soft foot-

stens, aeain, in an unforsrotten hour, we
drifted down the Silent ^^'av.

A Government expedition consisting of

Professor .A.. E. Barlow, of McGill, Prof.

Guillin. of Queen's. Mr. Fairbault, of the

Dominion Geological Survey^ J. H. Vali-

quette, engineer of the Provincial Depart-
' ment of Mines, spent three and a half

months in Xorthern Quebec, in the re-

gion between Lake St. John and James
Ba3^ \\'hile the members were largely

engaged in prospecting they found the

waters abounding in many varieties of

fish. In some of the lakes member? of

the party took speckled red trout up to

five and six pounds in weight. Huge
gray lake trout or touladi were captured
as well as white fish, pike and pickerel.

Plenty of feathered game was seen. The
onlv big- game killed was a bear, the ani-

mals being numerous along the route fol-

lowed by the explorers. This route tra-

versed some of the hunting ground of

the Montagnais Indians, and numbers of

the latter were secured as guides for the

expedition.



A Fine Catch: Mr. Yapp on right; Mr. Williams on left.

A British Columbia Fishing Trip

BY C. A. PORTER.

IN
British Columbia we start our fish-

ing earlier than our friends in Ontario
or any part of Eastern Canada, and it

was March twentN'-fourth, when I

boarded the S.S. Britannia at Vancouver
for Squamish. My- friend, T. W. Wil-
liams, accompanied me and we were
bound for the Cheakamus River, reached
from Squamish by stage, on fishing

thoughts intent.

W'e were at ease as to our destination

and reception for we were to be the guests
of Mr. C. ^^^ Yapp, manager of the

Squamish Timber Compan3\ Although
Mr. Yapp was engaged in Ontario in the

butchering business he is one of the man}^
Ontario men who have made good in the

west in other walks of life than the one
engaged in at home and illustrates the

versatility of Canadians in the work of

building up our great West.

From what we saw on our trip it ap-

peared to us that the law regarding fish-

ing is not at all nb.-^erved. The season is

not supposed to open till the twenty-fifth

but when we arrived on the day before
we saw half a dozen fishermen arriving in

town with their baskets half full of trout

and were told that the game had been
carried on all winter. This is very un-
fair to the sportsmen who do observe the
seasons and who find favorite waters
fished out before the}' can start.

We were told that the whole of the in-

habitants of the Squamish Valley had
lived upon venison during the winter,

the deep snow driving the deer into the
A'alley and rendering them an easy prey.

^^'e ourselves saw the oflr'al of four deer
and were never more than a mile from
camp.

We started fishing on the opening day
and had such success that we returned in

the evening with twenty-two Dolly Var-
den trout weighing sixt3'-one pounds.
^^'hile one of the largest and best trout
fishing streams in British Columbia, hav-
ing its head waters in the Pemberton
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A Gravel Bar on the Cheakamus.

Meadows, many miles north of Squamish,
the Cheakamus is a wicked stream. The
Dolly Varden trout are not gamey by any
means, sulkinof at the bottom of the
streams when hooked.

The first one I hooked broke my rod
and friend ^^'illiams met with a like mis-
fortune shortly afterwards. He, how-
ever, had an extra rod and did not mind
such a mishap. I had to return to camp
and with the help of Mr. McFarland, the

timekeeper, I manag^ed to make a decent
repair, with the result of catching the

number mentioned.

Later in the season there are times

when the steelhead salmon will rise to

the fly but they had not arrived at the

time of our visit.

We remained around camp on the

twenty-sixth as it was Sunday and re-

turned to Vancouver on the following
day, having enjoyed a most pleasant out-

ing and having fish to give to our friends.

A Moose In Captivity

BY F. A. BARBINE.

MANY readers, interested in the

big game of Canada, will like to

know something about the cap-

ture of a moose and of his be-

havior in captivity.

Some time ago my dogs started up a

moose in the woods near mv home at

Dalhousie, N. B., and chased him to the

Bay, a distance of a quarter of a milvf.

Here he immediately tooR to the waier
and with a few vigorous strokes was soon
out of reac'h of the do.gs. He escaped
one variety of foe only to meet with an-

other in the shape of a salmon net, ar-

ranged a quarter of a mile ot? the shore.

The writer and his assistant were attend-

ing to the nets at the time and were sui-

prised, wlien they looked up at the noise

of the dogs, to see a moose bearing di-

rectly down upon them. In a few mo-
ments the animal was hopelessly en-

tangled in the nets and although they
were made to hold a salmon frisking

about they were hardly adequate to the

strain of a \-ear old moose. According-

ly the two men did their best to extricate

him and attaching a rope to him managed
to land him on the beach. Perhaps it

should rather be said that he landed them
as he towed the boat ashore.

By that time three men had made their

appearance and with their assistance he
was firmly secured and with the help of

a team landed in the vard of the writer's

home, w'here, so far, he has remained. He
takes kindly to the numerous attentions

showered upon him, eats hay, drinks wa-
ter out of a bucket and appears perfectly

satisfied with his new quarters.

At one year of age his horns are just

beginnin.g to erow. If he were provided
with a set of antlers the writer would
have to keep his distance but as it is can
stand with his arm round his neck and
can feed him hay, etcetera. The moose
recognises the difference between the

writer, to w'hom he has grown accustom-
ed, and a stranger. Immediately on the

appearance of any person other than the

writer he puts himself on the defensive.



Two Weeks' Hunting In The Riding Mountains

Of Manitoba

BY H. W. H.

FOR some time Les, Jim and I had
been in deep consultation over our
arrangements for a fortnight's
hunting in the Riding .Afountains.

We had made similar trips before and
were therefore no novices in the game,
but it is astonishing how many small
items require attention if everything is

to go smoothly and a trip to prove suc-
cessful in comfort as well as productive
of game.
Our open season consists of the first

fifteen days of December and all arrange-
ments being complete "down to the last
button" we set out from Minnedosa in
the early afternoon of November 29th.
Our sleigh drawn by Jim's team was ful-
ly loaded but we made a good twenty
miles and camped for the night in an un-
occupied shanty whose owner consented
to our intrusion. Probably he gave a
pretty general consent to its use for at
midnight we were disturbed by other par-
ties wishing to take advantage of the
same friendly shelter.

We were up early on the following
morning, being eager for the road and
made a further twenty miles before din-
ner. Our mid-day meal was partaken of
m a little clearing amid the jack pine near
Clear Lake. \\'e agreed that this Lake is
the finest we had seen in Manitoba. It
is ten miles lonsr. with water as clear as
crystal and as deep as diplomacJ^ With
a good road to the Lake it would prove
an ideal summer resort.

At three o'clock we reached our camp-
ing ground. Clearing away the snow we
put up the tents, stabled the horses, pre-
pared our own supper and had things
fairly snug when we sat down to our re-
past just after dark. Having some baled
hay which we purchased at our last
stopping place we used a bale of
It instead of spruce boughs for
our bedding and found it O. K. The

camp was called Spikehorn because the
previous year we found many of this kind
of deer in the neighborhood. On several
of the small lakes near our camp were
beaver houses and the industrious little

animals had cleared off much white pop-
lar, cutting down trees eighteen inches
through. There was too much under-
brush for the hunting in our neighbor-
hood to prove ideal. The snow was deep
and wet making it difficult to travel
through and brush made it hard to see
any distance. Despite all difficulties
we were out early and all day on the open-
ing of the hunting season but did nothing
more than get acquainted with the lay of
the country though we did see a few
tracks.

Xext day we divided our forces, Jim
and I striking northwest and Les hunt-
ing by himself. We came across a buck's
tracks and trailed him for some time but

Jim and tho Author in camp.
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Spikehorn Camp: Jim and Les.

a doe elk and her fawn mixed up with
them and put us off, causing; us to return

to camp empty handed.
We varied the programme the follow-

ing day and hunted tog:ether but beyond
a few tracks saw nothing-. There was
no wind and the stillness in the woods
prevented us from gciting' near any big;

game.

On Sunday Jim fetched in some hay
we had left upon the road and Les and I

walked round the beaver houses and ad-

mired their work. Although Sunday
shooting- is illegal in Manitoba we heard

several shots in the distance.

On the jMonday Jim and I struck south-

east and came across an Indian camp in

which were six Indians and two white
men. With two exceptions all had big

game, either elk or moose. \\'e offered

them bread of which w'e had plenty and
they proft'ered us meat which we declin-

ed. On our return to our camp we came
across a nice six point buck elk. Our
shots rang out almost together and as

the animal was only forty yards away he
fell all of a heap. Jim who was leading

at the time saw the buck first and I con-

ceded the ownership, taking only the

teeth, ^^'e skinned and dressed hin-i and

managed to get the team and draw in

the meat before dark. In the meantime
Les had had hard luck, seeing a very
large elk but failing to secure a shot.

* Xext day the luck turned and Les who
went northwest secured a nice live year
old moose. Jim and I went east but saw
nothing of game all day. We came across

a camp of hunters from Rapid City and
exchanged experiences with them.

It was agreed that Les and I

should go and attend to his moose.
This was a fortunate arrangement
for me for within about three

hundred yards of the moose I se-

cured a prize—a moose with a good head
and only one prong broken. These re-

sults gave us great satisfaction, each of

us having secured big game.

The following day was taken up with

cutting a road to the moose and bringing
them into camp before dark.

The next two days were spent in camp,
the first being stormy and on the second
we indulged in some rifle and revolver

practice and commenced our packing.

^^'e left for home on the morning of the

eleventh, our sleigh being even more
packed than on our inward journey. Again
we spent a night at our friend's shanty
and reached home on the twelfth, having
enough venison to go round to many
friends.

Our experiences showed us that while

there are a fair number of young bucks
in the mountains there are many cows
without calves. It appears to us that the

Government might with advantage allow

one deer of any sex to be shot for a sea-

son and then have a close season for a

year or two. The amount collected for

licenses ought all to be used for preser-

vation work.

tTol. Fred \\'hite. Controller of the

Xorth ^^"est Mounted Police, who has de-

voted his life to the work of this fine

force now well known throug^hout the

world, is about to retire upon superan-

nuation. He should be able to write one
of the most fascinating books ever pub-
lished upon his experiences.



The Fisherman.

The Fisherman
BY HAROLD RAYMOND.

\\ here some lone stream its amber waters hide
\\ ithin the pleasing presence of tall pines,
\^ hose sweeping branches bridge the slight divide
In shadow deep, unbroken, save where lines
Of smiling sun-beams, dancing dow^nward glide
And caper much as motes in old-world wines.

Here, as if resting from the whirl and shock
Of mad-careering rapids far up-stream.
The weary waters lave the cool. gre_v rock
That hedge them softly in. to sleep or dream,
Ere from such place of peace they're borne to mock
The quiet recess in the wild current's gleam.

Here, too, firm poised upon his granite throne.
The monarch of the moment stands, his eves
Bright with the glow of conflict ably done,—
For in the last enfeebled struggles of his prize
He feels with joy that conquest is his own.
And smiles to view the victim of his flies.



A Successful Moose Hunt In New Brunswick

BY J. HAROLD McMURRAY.

SITTING round an open fire one
eveninof in the middle of Septem-
ber, 1908, four of us discussed past

hunting^ experiences and expressed

high anticipations of future hunts. After

some interesting stories, to which we all

made contributions, had been told, Roy
started us oft' again with the suggestion

:

"Why should not we four arrange a

hunting trip together?" Unanimous ap-

proval followed and the knotty question

of where should the hunt take place was
discussed from all sides. Each one had
his own ideas as to both country and
guides.

At length Roy's advice to try Jim
Somerville, who has a great reputa-

tion for putting his clients alongside big

ones and giving them fine chances of

sport, was adopted and I was appointed

a committee of one to make arrange-

ments with Jim. secure enough grub and
include the usual etceteras.

I was not long in getting into <:om-

munication with Jim and October first

was fixed upon as the date when he and
his brother Alex, would be on hand at

Jim Calling at the Lake.

Taymouth, prepared to accompany us

on the train to Stanley where the team
would be awaiting us.

So far so good. We went ahead with

our other arrangements and the evening
of October first found us at the Frederic-

ton station with our luggage all checked.

We took our rifles with us and made our-

selves comfortable in the smoking com-
partment.

In about an hour after leaving Fred-
ericton we arrived at Taymouth and
found Jim and Alex, as arranged on hand
to meet us. In another quarter of an
hour we arrived at Cross Creek and
changed cars for Stanley, a ride of only

twenty minutes. Here, Bill, a third

brother, was awaiting us with the team
and we all set to work to help in loading.

\\'ith heavy coats on, our pipes fully

charged and tucked under a warm
buffalo robe we enjoyed the night's ride.

The moon was up, the night was clear

and frosty and our whole surroundings
were ideal. Bill had a fine team of

horses and we swung along at a good
gait.

Acting on Jim's advice we made the

head of the settlement that nig'ht and
camped, the calculation being that by
adopting this arrangement we should be
able to make the home camp the follow-

ing nig'ht. It was eleven o'clock when
we reached the edge of the settlement.

Jim pitched the tent while Alex start-

ed a fire and prepared supper
and we unrolled our sleeping bags
and prepared for the night. I don't re-

member Alex, calling us to supper more
than once. Eat? We were all starving

and for twenty minutes we were too

busily en.gaged otherwise to talk. \\'ith

the keen edge taken oflf our appetites we
began to think we were not as hungry
as we thought we were when we started.

Bill attended to the team and without
further parley we turned in for a good
sleep and an early start in the morning.
Perhaps we had been sleeping a couple

of hours, though it did not seem to me
as many minutes, when Harry, who was
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next to me, gave me a severe shaking
and I opened my eyes dreamily.

"Listen to the horses," said he, "Can't

you hear them snorting?" Now that I

was aroused I certainly did hear them
making a great noise, stamping and
snorting as though something were
amiss. "What can be the matter?" ask-

ed Harry and I told him I thought there

must be a bear around for the horses to

be'have in that manner.
Both of us got up and taking my rifle

we started for the horses. The beauti-

ful, clear night enabled us to see quite

plainly and just as we reached the end
of the wagon a bear crossed a little clear-

ing. From where I stood I could not

get a shot on account of the horses. Evi-

dently the bear knew we were after 'him

for he hit the run with more quickness
than I should have thought possible and
we heard him cross the swamp and
strike the hard wood ridge.

After seeing that the horses were all

right we returned, made up the fire, boil-

ed ourselves some coffee and talked till

daylight. On awakening the rest of the

party we told them of our midnight ad-

venture. Of course we were met with
smiles of incredulity and as we tried to

convince them of the truth of our narra-

tive smiles gave place to laughter. Roy
opined that we had suffered from a night-

mare and Harry replied that he knew a

bear from a nightmare when he saw one.

When Alex was preparing breakfast

he had occasion to go down to the

brook for more water and upon his return

I saw 'him smile a very different smile

from the rest of the crowd. The others

were still teasing us about the bear and
we were beginning to get a little sore

when Alex intervened and told us thaf

if we wanted confirmation of the story

we should take a walk, down to the brook
and look for tracks. We all hiked down
and sure enough there were the tracks of

Mr. Bear in the mud all along the brook.
Then Harry and I had our turn and felt

we better understood the meaning of the
proverb that he laughs best who laughs
last.

Breakfast was next on the programme
and we sat around on stumps of any-
thing we could find and enjoyed our

The Author and His Moose.

morning meal in the open air. Then we
all assisted in packing up and were soon
upon the move. I was in the advance
guard with Harry and Jim and we man-
aged to secure several partridges on the

way.

We lunched at the Grand John and
made the Narrows Camp which was to be
our home camp, at five o'clock the same
evening. Supper was soon prepared and
prospects discussed. Plenty of moose
signs had been seen on the road as well as
a small doe deer. After supper we un-
packed, sorted out our luggage and made
ourselves comfortable.
The next day being Sunday we remain-

ed in bed very late and during the day
only took a walk down the portage to see
the Narrows. In the evening a lumber
cruiser named Andy Dodds paid us a visit

and upon our invitation stayed the night.

In the course of the evening he told us
that he had been at Chain Lakes two days
before and that then "the woods were
alive with moose." At a council of war
held the same night it was decided that
Harry and Josh with the two guides Jim
and Alex, should go to the Chain Lakes
while Roy and I would remain with Bill

the teamster.

When we had seen the four start Roy
and I went over to a small lake on the
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mountain side to tn- for a duck and pos-

sibly g;et a shot at a deer On arriving

at the lake we saw a buck feeding along

the shore line about two hundred yards

awaj- but as he was too small we decided

not to shoot Without anv luck we re-

Tha Four Heads Loaded on the Waggons at the First

Houso in the Settlement.

turned to camp at noon and enjoyed Bill's

dinner. In the afternoon we went over
on the big ridge but again there was
'"nothing doing."'

On the following morning Bill had us

up bright and early and we went over to

the Big Pond to call. Although we dil-

igenth' performed our part we had no
answer and waited till about ten o'clock

when we struck back for camp. Soon
after we got in Josh, Harry and Alex, ar-

rived and asked Bill to take his team up
to the end of the trail in order to bring
back the blankets, etcetera.

In response to our queries of "^^'hat

luck did 3-ou have? Didn't you get an
answer?" etcetera. Tosh and Harry open-
ed up. They roasted Andy Dodds and
Jim for taking them over four miles of a

hard trail which they declared to be near-

er eight miles when for all their trouble

they only saw a small moose track. Har-
ry asserted that there wasn't a moose
within ten miles of us and advised that we
should return to the big lake and camp
there. It was the onlj- place, where, ac-

cording to the signs on the way in we
stood the slightest chance of getting a

moose.

These reports made us feel blue and the
outlook appeared bluer still. Almost
any suggestion was a relief and we decid-

ed to move to the big lake and move

quick. However it was decided to take

a meal before packing and wait for Jim's
return.

\\ bile finishing our after dinner smoke
we heard the team coming and saw the

horses and wagon swing into the trail for

the camp. I think then we must all have
looked mighty foolish. Jim and Bill, all

smiles, were perched up on the wagon and
beyond them we could see nothing but
horns. \\'e ran out to meet and examine
the game and saw two fine moose heads.

The extra large one which had a spread
of fifty-four inches with twenty-six points

had been taken b}' Josh. The head of the

one shot by Harry had only a spread of

fort}' inches but he was proud of it. Then
the fun started. Both hunters talked to-

gether, telling how they got them, how
many shots they fired, the hits they made
and so on. Readers who are hunters
or who have been in hunting camps know
how such stories go.

Roy and I determined to make a start.

We hadn't even seen a moose while our
companions 'had obtained theirs. I put
it up to Jim that we should take grub and
blankets and hit the trail after moose and
be at the Chain Lakes that night. Jim
agreed and we soon packed up and were
ofT. For a mile and a half we had a hard
walk up the side of a big hardwood ridge.

We were amph- repaid for the exertion

when on arriving at the top we saw on the

other side the beautiful Chain Lakes.

At the head of the upper lake Jim
showed us where Josh shot his moose
and we went over and inspected the place.

Clearh- Josh did some nice shooting
across the upper end of the lake. After
showing us where Harry obtained his

moose preparations were made for the

night's camp.

Arrangements were made for Roy and
Alex, to remain at the upper lake while

Jim and T would go to the lower lake. We
arrived on the ground and took up posi-

tions just before four o'clock. A com-
fortable seat was made for me under a

little birch tree and after waiting for half

an hour Jim began to call. It was an
ideal evening for calling, not a breath of

wind stirring, cool and frosty. After

calling several times Jim came over to

me and both of us listened intentlv. About
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every fifteen minutes the birch bark horn

was taken up and the calls renewed. It

was fine to hear the calls echo and re-echo

over the ridges. There were no respons-

es and we be,gan to feel the cold. Jim
had just risen up to .give another call

when we heard shots and Jim remarked
"I guess Roy has 'his moose all rig^ht."

After waiting ten minutes we started for

the upper lake and upon "reaching the foot

saw Roy and Alex about five hundred
yards up the shore waiting for us to ar-

rive. Roy was excited and shouted out

"He's a dandy, boys, about sixty inches I

guess." The moose was certainly a beau-

ty, his hide as black as coal and with a

fine pair of antlers measuring fifty-six

and a half inches. Roy's made moose
number three in five days and now it was
up to me.

As it was still early in the evening Jim
and I returned to our places on the ridge

and when everything had quietened down
recommenced calling. In ten minutes
we heard an answer and the bull started

to move. Apparently he was coming
very slowly and Jim tried to hurry him up
by renewed calls of endearment though
without much effect. The moose still

approached though the nearer he got the

more slowly he appeared to move. Then
another bull gave an answer from an op-
posite direction and came forward as

slowly as the first one. Hope remained
until it became too dark to see to shoot
and then Jim and I sneaked off to camp
as quietly as possible in the hope that the

moose not being scared would stay round
till morning.

When we arrived at camp Alex, had
supper ready and Roy was full of the

story of his moose. This was a little

singular when it is stated that the prev-
ious year while hunting with Jim and
Alex., he obtained a moose with a

spread of sixty-eight inches with twenty-
eight points which proved the record head
for the year.

After supper we turned in early and
Jim promised to call me early. He kept
his promise and roused me up at break of

day stating that he could hear a moose
at the lower end of the lake. As I was
jumping into my clothes he told me that

he had been out for half an hour listen-

ing to the moose but could not see him.

Jim sent Alex, round the point to call and
thus bring the moose up on our side of

the shore. Jim and I went down a little

saddle back at the end of the lake and
waited there but saw no sign of a moose.

AM&iJk^
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Results of a Six Days' Hunt,

\^'e heard Alex, call and the moose start

up the edge of the lake. Still we could
not see him as he was on the side of a

point.

The sun just then dispersed the fog and
in a minute the moose was seen coming
round the point.- I saw him standing
against the horizon and decided that he
would do. When about three hundred
yards away he stopped dead on. I figur-

ed that if I took a shot at him then he
would have to run seventy-five yards be-
fore he could reach the woods and before
he went that far I could shoot again.
Therefore I rested my .303 British on the
limb of a tree, took steady aim and fired.

^^'hen I looked up he was still standing
in the same position and I fired again and
again until I emptied my rifle (five shots).

Re-loading I fired again and then asked
Jim if I happened to be s'hooting too low.
"'No," replied Jim, "I haven't seen any
shots go into the lake." I fired again and
this time the moose wheeled, took two
steps and went down. W'e hurried over
to the place and found him still alive. I

put a shot behind his ear and that finished

him. When we examined him there

were seven holes in his body, every shot
having struck him. Jim thought the first

one must have broken his back bone.

The head had a spread of fifty-three and
a half inches with twenty-four points and
was the prettiest head that reached Fred-
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ericton that year. On the whole I had
pretty good reasons for beinof satisfied.

It was my sixth moose and up to that

time the larg^est one.

We returned to camp for breakfast aft-

er which Tim and I went out a,s:ain and

Josh, and His Moose Horns; A Fine Spread.

engfag^ed in skinning, Roy and Alex, also

performing a similar operation for Roy's
moose.

At noon we hit the trail for the home
camp, landing there about eleven o'clock

and found Josh and Harry sitting in front

of the camp smoking. We had been ab-

sent just twenty-four hours and had two
fine moose which beat those of our com-
panions. That night we were a pretty

glad looking crowd—four moose in six

daj'S.

At daylight with the heads all loaded

on the wagon we started. On our road

we obtained sixteen partridge and I took

a flying shot at a deer but missed.

At five in the afternoon we reached the

Stanley Hotel, took our heads down to the

station and left them in charge of the Ex-
press Company. The next morning we
took the Stanley branch for Cross Creek
where it connects with the Intercolonial

express and landed in Fredericton about

noon.

Any sportsman wanting a good trip for

moose should open communication with

James Somerville, Tavmouth, N. B.

THE OLD DOG LENT TO STRANGERS.

BY REX3INALD GODRLAY.

I'm lent to a party of sportsmen (?)

Who came up last night by the rail,

And I feel sick and sorry about it,

From my nose to the tip of my tail.

Oh, how could my old master lend me.

To any such fakirs as these?

W'hy the^^ don't know a snipe from a swallow,

Or the difference t'wixt tame and wild geese.

Why as they gazed up at the elm boughs,

Pencilled clear 'gainst the grey autumn sky,

I heard one chap ask the fool next him,

"If woodcock in general roost high" 1

When I came to a point in the thicket.

They call me "a lazy old brute"
;

Then up went a ruffed grouse before them.

And nobody ready to shoot

!

They did shoot one partridge, sitting.

And then what a hullabaloo

!

"Hi ! Fetch 'him ! Oh. catch him ! Oh, fetch him !

Hi! sick him, thar Ponto! Soo!—Soo !"

They've got me at last ! I just knew it

!

(Thank Heavens,—its but Number Ten !)

Here goes across lots for my kennel,

You'll catch me with that bunch again !



A Moose Hunt At Wabigoon, Ontario

BY R. E. SCHUBART.

IN
the year 1909, in company with a

friend I had a moose hunt in the

Temag^ami region. We were suc-

cessful in setting gaaie but had a

hard and trying time. On our return we

stopped oiif at' the Merrvtime Hunting

Club of Muskoka. of which we were

members, for a deer hunt.

Gathered round the fire" one evening

we were telling our experiences when a

Mr. Ward, of Toronto, told us that if we
wished frr a further moose hunt in Can-

ada we should go to Wabigoon. At that

place, he said, we should not be held up

bv high priced guides and we could find

ail the moose we would be allowed to

take. Moose, he told us, were plentiful

even in the vicinity of the settlement.

After full consideration of the proposi-

The Hunters in Camp.

tion in the course of the following year,

three of us, W. K. Stoops, H. F. Freder-

ichs and myself decided to go to W'abi-

goon intent after moose. Wabigoon is a

station three hundred miles west of Port

Arthur on the Canadian Pacific Railway

and the hunting is good as we can all

testifv. .\s old hunters with excellent

outfits our preparations did not take long

and on October twelfth we left W'est

Virginia for Canada. .\t Toronto our

belongings were subject to a rigid exam-

ination bv the Customs people but we
had nothing dutiable and were not taxed

one cent. At the offices of the Canadian

Pacific we received every courtesy, be-

ing granted the lowest hunters' rates and

arrangements being made for stopping

the express from Toronto to Winnipeg
at \\"a'bigoon to allow us to get off. We
left Toronto on Thursdav evening and

travelling all Friday reached Wabigoon
at six o'clock on Saturday morning. We
seemed to be dropped in the woods with

our outfit when the train went on but

speedilv made our way to the little set-

tlement close by.

According to arrangements previously

made our guides were to have met us at

this place but for some reason or other

none showed up. There was therefore

nothine for us to do but stay over Sun-

day and look out for guides and a cook.

The time was well spent with Dr. F. A.

^^'hite who took us out on Wabigoon
Lake in his motor boat. By that means

we visited an Indian settlement seven

miles down the lake and secured three

first-class guides — Georere Gilbert

Charley Billv Moose and Tim Pickinin-

nie, the latter being the Chief's son. .\

cook was found in the person of Mr.

Jim Hill, an Englishman, who served as

cook with his reeiment in Australia. Our
two days at Wabigoon also gave us much
needed rest and an opportunity of adding

to and completing our supplies.

When at length we started for the;

backwoods we found that our guides had

secured some of the white man's burden
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and were unable to stagf^er along. Fi-

nally, when the evening shadows were
covering the wilderness and the sun was
sinking below the horizon in the west,
we reached the place selected for our
camp. It was here our Indian guides
showed how it is thev really never can
amount to much in this world. While the
hunters tugged, pulled, jerked and per-

spired the Indians sat stoically on the
ground, smokitig their pipes and indulg-
ing in an occasional grunt to each other.

While the preparations for the night
were going on in this fashion one of the
Indians suddenlj- started up with a gut-
tural mumbling and pointed to the bush.
Following the direction I saw a large
rabbit gazing bewilderedly upon those
who had ventured to invade those quiet
preserves. I grabbed my rifle, fired and
the rabbit fell without a sound. The In-

dian who first noticed it, rose and with-
out a word w^alked in to the bush and
brought the rabbit into camp. In less

time than it takes to write it down he
had the rabbit skinned and roasting on a

stick above the good fire the guides had
managed to build, and in less than a

quarter of an hour from the time it had
been hopping about in the bush the little

animal was being consumed by hungrv
men.

Bright and early next morning we
were aroused from our slumbers and
found an ideal day of the Indian summer.
A hurried meal was held and we set oft

for the hunt, each hunter taking a guide.

The da}' was uneventful and in the even-
ing when we returned tired and sore
from our long tramp we were all dis-

heartened. However, after a good sup-
per we felt better and our attention was
diverted b}' a gathering storm. The
wind howled ominously and shortly af-

terwards rain and hail burst down upon
us. The tent had been well erected and
stood up while the gale raged, ^^'e man-
aged to keep the place dry and had a good
sleep for the whole night.

In the morning as we stepped from the

door of our tent a beautiful sight met our
eves. As far as we could see a mantle
of flakv w'hiteness was snugl}' wrapped
over all and the scene to hunters' eyes

W'as a rapturous one. A\'e united in call-
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R. E. Schubart and His Hoose.

ing the weather ideal as it allowed brisk

travelling and good tracking.

\\ e started out in separate directions

— Billy Stoops, taking Charley Billy

Aloose : Frederichs, George Gilbert;

while fim Pickininnie acted as my guide.

The cook promised us a good dinner and
asserted that he felt so sure of our suc-

cess that he meant to spread himself by
way of celebration in anticipation. The
snow turned soft and all the windfalls in

the country seemed to be gathered round
our camp. Up to noon there was noth-

ing doing and a return was made to

camp. The w-riter returned first and
hearing a noise in the bush seized his

gun with the lure of the hunt strong up-

on him. It happened however, to be only

Billv Stoops, "comin' through the rye",

and he also was empty handed.

The afternoon, however, made up for

all previous disappointments. My guide

brought me within sight of a fine moose
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Camp Schubirt. October 15th, 1910.

and I was fortunate enough to brin.c; the

animal down at the first shot. We
found on examination that the moose
had perfect horns with a spread of forty-

five inches. While the sportine^ time

appeared short, the moose dropping^ so

quickly, the work of skinning and taking

in the spoils made up for it.

The guide and I carried the head and
hide into camp where we met the boys

and the station man who had come in on

a visit. They were all gratified at our

success and the railway man asked if he

could have some of the meat. He was
told he could have a share if he would
allow one of his section men to come in

and fetch it. to which proposition he

gladlv agreed. As we would require all

the help we could get if we brought in

the meat in one trip we invited the cook

also to go along.

Next morning in full force we found the

moose. The meat was cut up and the

sectionman took a hind quarter. When
all were loaded we started for camp but

had not gone more than a quarter of a

mile when we heard vigorous calls for

help. On investigation we discovered

the man with the hind quarter lying be-

tween two logs and struggling for his

life. After releasing him we went on

leaving him and cook to take a rest be-

fore recommencing the homeward jour-

ney.

Several hours after the Indian and I

had reached camp they also came in but

without the meat stating that it was im-

possible to bring in such a load over a

trail of the kind that existed between the

place where I had shot the moose and

the camp. The cook further stated that

if he had to go into the bush again he

would quit at once. I soothed these fel-

lows down and told the cook we had now
enough meat to last while we were in

camp.
As I had met with the first success I

was elected to go to Dryden, forty miles

from the camp, to secure some supplies

and Billy Stoops and his guide went half

wav along in order to hunt back to camp.

Billy did manage to bag a moose but it

was not to his liking, being onlv a small

animal and was placed on his guide's li-

cense, while he started out to get a bet-

ter one for himself.

Frederichs' lucky day was Saturday,

when he secured a bull having the largest

spread of the bunch. He also had the

time of his life in securing it, having to

shoot at it eighteen times before the

moose stopped running. There was not

a prouder man in the country that night

than Frederichs and all who saw it

agreed that it was the finest moose bag-

ged in that section for many a day.

On that day we met a moose hunter

from Indiana, a Mr. Browne, who had

just come in with a fine trophy and was
on his wav home. This seemed to make
Frederichs restless anS he hinted about

getting back to good old Wheeling, say-

ing that after all the smokv city was good

enough for him.

The only effect this talk had upon his

companion was to make Billy Stoops

\,-ork harder than ever at his hunting.

He did not wish to go home as the only
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failure of the three. On the following;

Tuesday, he landed a good one and we
were all contented. After being in the

bush ten days we had captured four fine

specimens of moose, shot many rabbits

and ducks and seen plenty of deer though

as the latter were out of season we let

them alone.

Each night we heard the wolves but

were never able to catch a sight of them.

Our camp was only a short distance

from an Indian village of the tribe of

Chippewas from the Rainy River district.

These Indians were all dudes and ap-

peared to think more of decorating their

hair than anything else in the world or

the Great Bevond.

\\'e remained at Wabigoon for a day
in order to pay ofT our guides and ship

our heads through to New York. At
Fort ^^"illiam, we staved over night and
left on the express for Toronto.
We had arranged to so from Toronto

to the Merry Time Hunting Club and
join in a hunt for deer but as we were
satisfied with what we had accomplished
and had moose meat with us we were
anxious to get home. Accordingly we
liade a temporary good-bye to friends

and to Canada and at Wheeling the

writer invited the members of the Big
Game Hunt Club to a moose meat dinner

at which all thoroughly enjoyed the

principal item on the menu.

Birds Of The Prairie

BY GEOKGE H.\KPER.

THE return of the song birds to the

north, where thej^ build their nests

and rear their young, is regarded
by all lovers of nature as one

of the most interesting events of the year,

and the groves and wooded districts

along the Bourne at this season are filled

with melody and enlivened with the mer-
ry notes of happy songsters. Among
the first to arrive is the robin, and his

cheerful notes may be heard at daybreak
and on to the close of day. His cousin,

ttie Baltimore oriole, arrives a little later.

They both destroy many injurious in-

sects, thoug'h their fondness for fruit

causes uneasiness to growers of the east.

The brown thrush, or as he is sometimes
called, the mocking bird of the north, ar-

rives early in May. He likes to perch

on the top-most branch of a high tree,

and there deliver his concert, including

in his repertoire the notes of many others

songsters. The rose-breasted grosbeak
and the yellow or evening grosbeak ar-

rive early in May and in addition to pour-

ing out rich melody are industrious de-

stroyers of injurious insects. The flick-

er or high holder builds her nest in an old

hidden stump or the decayed limb of a

tree, and sometimes even utilizes a tele-

graph pole. They destro}- multitudes of

injurious grubs and larvae. Among the

earliest arrivals in the woods are the lit-

tle juncos, and their advent is so early

that they are frequently the victims of

late snowstorms. A common bird in

t'he grove is the chicadee, an industrious

little worker, of whom it is calculated

that one will destroy 5,000 eggs of canker

worms in a single day, as he crawls up
and down the bark of trees. Other
feathered denizens of the groves are the

blackburnian warbler, the yellow warb-
ler, the song sparrow, nuthatch, the wood
pewee, the kingbird and the catbird. The
mourning dove also nests along the river

banks and in the blufts of the prairie, and
its plaintive notes may be heard at morn-
ing and evening. ]Many other varieties

of birds may be seen in the groves sur-

rounding Carman. Their haunts and
habits should make an interesting studv

for the boys of the town, thoug'h ac-

quaintance should never be facilitated

with a catapult or other messenger of

death. The claim of the song birds to

popular favor is not based alone on wliat

they do to enliven the groves with their

happy voices, for it 'has been computed
that agriculture would languish and
eventually fail entirely but for the work
of the birds in keeping down the insects

that infest the earth, and which would
destroy all plant life were it not that the

balance was maintained by the food they

supply to the birds of the air.



The Fisheries Of Saskatchewan And Alberta

THE Commissioners appointed by tlie

Dominion Government to enquire

into and report upon the fisher-

ies of Saskatchewan and Alberta

have made their report, together with
certain recommendations which have
been pubhshed in the form of a Blue
Book and the principal portions are

quoted in the following article. The
Commissioners have done their work
thoroughly and their recommendations
will doubtless receive careful attention

from the authorities. The importance of

the fisheries of the two Provinces in-

crease with the large increase of popu-
lation pouring into the \\'est, while there

are certain portions interesting to those
engaged in fishery conservation ques-

tions throughout Canada. The Report
states:

—

"We are impressed by the fact that the

fishery resources of these waters will be
of vastly increased importance in the

immediate future. Owing to the large

amount of fertile land in these two prov-

inces, and to the fact that settlers are

now pouring in, the time is rapidly ap-

proaching when there will be an immense
population requiring a large amount of

food, of which fish is bound to be a con-

siderable element. The following con-

clusions and recommendations will go
to show that we are bearing this in mind,
for we thoroughly recognize the impor-
tance of conserving our fishery resources

and the foUv of unduly exploiting them
for commercial purposes which means
their speedv destruction.

Commercial and Sporting Aspects.

"This report for convenience is divi-

ded into parts under two different head-
ings ; A.—Commercial Fish. B.—Game
Fish. Our statements under each of

these headings will be divided as far as

convenient into: Conclusions, based on
the evidence received at the series of

meetings held during the past fall, and
on investigations tnade on the spot by
your commissioners ; and recommenda-
tions, with a view to such changes in the

regulations governing the fisheries of the

provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta
as are warranted by the evidence brought
before the commission and confirmed
to a considerable extent b}' our own ob-
servations.

The more valuable fishes in the waters
of the two provinces have seriously de-

clined in size and quantity. This has re-

sulted from several causes, some of

which we proceed to enumerate: Over-
fishing. Capture at improper seasons.

Relative increase of voracious fish, e.g.,

jackfish. Drought and unfavorable con-
ditions. Dams without proper fishways,

etc. Sewage and other pollutions.

The greater lakes of northern Alber-
ta and certain lakes in northern Saskat-
chewan we do not include. They still

are said to have an abundant supply of

fish, but it is essential that the commis-
sion should visit them next summer, and
ascertain their real condition, as evidence
at hand is not sufficient to warrant us in

making a report thereon at the present
time.

\\ith regard to the lakes of these prov-
inces, they are great in number but for

the most part small in size, especially in

the southern portions. Such being the
case they are not suitable for extensive
commercial fishing, most of them being
situated in districts already fairly settled

and rapidly becoming more so. In the

districts farther north there are larger

lakes around which there is little set-

tlement and few inhabitants other than
Indians and halfbreeds, and the local de-

mand for fish is so small, that for some
time to come they may be fished com-
mercially. But as we have not had an
opportunity of visiting these we do not
care to express a positive opinion.

Commercial fishing has been carried

oh for some time in some of the former
lakes and the result is that many of them
such as Turtle, Jackfish, Montreal, Red
Deer, Green Lake, Calling Lake, Pigeon
and others are becoming seriously de-
pleted.

In some lakes we found that the white
fish were commencing to congregate on
the spawning beds by the twentieth of
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September, and that they were easil)' cap-

tured, entailing^ a great waste of spawn.
On the other hand we find that the pres-

ent close season does not fully cover the

spawninsj of these fish in some lakes.

Owing to the excessive catches of

whitefish, Nature's balance has been de-

stroyed, and at present an excessive

number of coarse fish occur in these

waters in comparison to the whitefish.

Varied and contradictory evidence was
brought before your commission on this

question. Some witnesses held that the

pike should be protected and not even

netted, while others stated that they

should be exterminated. There is no
doubt that they are very voracious fish

and do their part in depleting the lakes

of whitefish. Some witnesses stated that

they have found whitefish weighing as

much as 2j4 pounds in the stomachs of

pike or jackfish and in other cases small

fish to the number of 73 in the stomach
of one pike.

Pike are a good food fish and are more
widely distributed than trout, whitefish

and pickerel, and we at present can see

no reason for favoring their destruction.

We feel prompted to recommend an ex-

periment which we think might be car-

ried on at Pigeon Lake, under the depart-

ment's officer, L. I. Wood, whom we re-

gard as a very efficient fishery overseer.

Overseer W'ood's evidence shows that

the pike leave this lake at spawning time,

and he suggests that a screen be placed

across the creek to keep them out on
their return. This would not hinder

their immigration to some other lakes,

and consequenth' they would not be

destroyed. We think if this were tried

it might furnish some useful informa-

tion and at the same time help to remove
the cause of depletion in this lake.

It is contended that to prohibit export

of fish from the provinces will be to put

an end to commercial fishing because (it

is said) the provincial demand is not suf-

ficient to make it profitable for a companv
to engage in commercial fishing as a busi-

ness ; few places can make use of a carload

at a time and to ship fish in less than car-

loads is too expensive.

Owing to dry seasons some lakes have
become so shallow that thcv freeze to the

bottom, destroying the fish. Others
which are more or less alkaline, because

of the decrease in the quantity of water

become more saline and are thus not so

suitable for fish if the conditions do not

become such as to render the waters un-

inhabitable.

Evidence corroborated b)- observation

goes to show that some dams are without

fishways. and that those fishwa3'S which
are in existence are not constructed or

located in such a manner as to fully en-

sure their success.

In some cases sewage from cities and
towns drains into important waterways.
Banfif and Calgary empty their sewage
into the Bow river : Regina into Wascana
creek, which eventually finds its waj- in-

to the Ou'Appelle lakes, and other cases

might be cited.

There was some evidence to the effect

that fish were cleaned on the ice by the

fishermen and the offal was not removed.
This is something that fishermen should

be very careful about, and it is to their

own interest that they should conform
to the existing regulation prohibiting this

oftence.

One important point in dealing with

the fisheries of these two provinces is the

claim of the Indians and halfbreeds to

special consideration. This claim can-

not be ignored : but the large takes of

spawning fish which they are reported to

have made were to a very large extent

not for their own use as food, so much as

for the use of traders in the northern reg-

ions, such as the Hudson's Bay company
and Revillon Freres and for the feeding

of their dogs during the winter. These
rich trading firms should be able to pro-

cure supplies of food without relying on
the destruction of spawning fish by In-

dians and halfbreeds. The close season

should be enforced and no fish allowed
to be handled except for the absolute

present needs of the Indians and half-

breeds, to whom special permits might be

issued by the fisherv inspector, w^hen the

circumstances justify for purpose of daily

consumption ; but not for sale to posts,

or for other markets, and not for the pre-

paration of 'hung' fish, to be fed to dogs.

The fishery laws on the whole have
been observed, and there is a desire, even
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among the Indians, to know the laws, and

when known to observe them. The
white fisherman, so far as the evidence

shows, have not fished before the dates

specified in the regulations, and have clos-

ed operations as a rule before the spring

close season commenced. In man}' lakes

a larger mesh of net has been used than

the minimum mesh specified in the regula-

tions, the only serious abuse, probably,

being the use of longer lengths of net

than the licenses warranted, several men
possibly joining their nets together when
engaged in fishing, thus making it diffi-

cult to ascertain the amount used by
each. The rivers, streams and lakes on
the eastern slopes of the Rockies afi'ord.

a marked exception, netting, the use of

dynamite and other illegal methods of de-

struction of fish being systematically and
extensivelv carried on.

Per Diem Limit and Minimum Size of

Game Fish.—
We stronglv recommend that a limit

he placed upon the dailv catch b^^ each
angler and that a minimum size of fish to

be legally taken be specified. After care-

ful consideration, we suggest that the

maximum dailv catcli per individual be
limited to i.S for trout, grayling and the

whitefish known as Williamsonii and that

the minimum size be q inches. Any fish

that may be taken of a smaller size should
be immediatelv returned to the water
alive and as far as possible in an uninjur-

ed condition. To render this thoroughlv
effective it will be necessary to reeulate
the fishing gear. No gang hooks should
be used, e.g., in connection with spoons,
phantom minnows or such-like devices, as
they undulv injure fish which, being un-
dersized must be returned to the water.
Only single hooks should be used, not
more than three on a' single line, and
these separated at such a distance that
a fish cannot take more than one hook at

a time.

The amount of illegal fishing going on
in these game fish waters is discreditable

to any community and should be put a

stop to in a summary manner. We sug-
gest that rigid regulations be made and a

substantial fine be pro\'ided for infrac-

tions thereof. Such depredations hav-
ing for so many years been permitted

without control it will be necessary to use

energetic measures to stamp out this law-

lessness.

Spring Close Season for Trout.—
It is very important that the close seas-

on should be changed and we strongly

recommend that no fishing be allowed in

these waters during March, April, May
and June.

If this close season should appear of too

great length, it would be preferable to

strike out June, rather than March, for

the waters are muddy in the last month
owing to floods, thus naturally protecting

the fish.

Continued Close Season for Some
Streams.—
We have been requested and advised

by a number of witnesses to strongly

recommend a close season for three years

on some of the trout streams, more espec-

ially middle and south forks of High riv-

er, Trout creek and Willow creek, with

their tributaries. This suggestion meets
with our approval and if carried out

would give these streams a much needed
rest.

Forestry Reserve a Fish Reserve.—
We find that the department of the In-

terior has set apart a certain portion of

the eastern slope of the Rockv Mount-
ains as a forestry reserve. We recom-
mend that this forestry reserve be also

made to some extent a fishery reserve.

so that no fishing may be done in the

small streams there. Our reason for ad-

vising this arises from the fact that this

region is the natural spawning place of

the trout. Here the ova are hatched,

and the young fish pass the earlv period

of their life, gradtially descending the

streams as they increase in size until as

full grown fish they are found manj' miles

down stream in large pools such as oc-

cur in the Bow river. The carrying out

of this idea would do much towards the

preservation of these fish. This would
work to the advantage also of the forests

inasmuch as a large proportion of forest

fires may be traced to wandering fisher-

men, these calamities beinsT often the re-

sult of camp fires built bv fishermen.
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Forest and Fire Rangers to be Fishery
Officers.

—

In this connection we would also

recommend that an arran,2;ement be

reached between the department of mar-

ine and fisheries and the department of

the interior whereby forest rangers in

this reserve may be fishery officers at the

same time. In this case one set of of-

ficers could easil}- do the work of two and
with little additional trouble.

Trout Hatchery.—
We consider it of great importance that

a hatchery sliould be started at Banff or

in the near vicinity for the propagation of

trout .and grayling (Thymallus), not only

for the purpose of re-stocking depleted

streams but also for stocking other suit- .

able waters: man}- of which e.xist to the

north of the Bow river. These trout

(Salmo Clarkii) and grayling are posses-

sed of certain characteristics not usually

incidental to the trout familv, which ren-

der them peculiarly adapted for artificial

propagation. They spawn in the spring

and owing to this fact onlv a short period

is rec|uired to hatch the ova. They live

almost wholly on insects. This is v-ery

much in favor of these species for arti-

ficial propagation purposes, inasmuch as

the larger and more vigorous ones are

not likely to devour the weaker ones, a

frequent occurence with some other spec-

ies.

Illegal Fishing by Navvies.

—

We again wish to call tlie attention of

the hon. the minister of marine and fish-

eries to the headwaters of the Athabasca
river in the neighborhood of the Yellow-

Head pass. Up to two years ago these

were virtrin waters, with exceptional

abundance of game fish. Throu'j^h this

section is Ijcing constructed an important
railway. We regret to state, that rail-

way construction means game and fish

destruction in the neighborhood through
which the track passes. From evidence

and obser\ation we find that dvnamite
and nets have been used and that some
streams are already depleted. .\ sum-
mer resort similar to Banff is likely to be
started in this neighborhood and it would
be preferable to preserve the waters in

their natural state than to restock them
at a future date by means of a hatchery.
We recommend that sufficient officers be
appointed to guard these waters and pre-

vent permanent injury.

Anglers' Permits.

—

Of late years it has become the custom
of many states of the republic to the south
to permit no fishing or shooting without
a permit, for which a charge is made.
This has been found to w'ork well and a

considerable revenue has been derived

therefrom. Some of the Canadian pro-

vinces have adopted the scheme, and with
marked effect. These permits or licens-

'es may call for a nominal fee, the object

being to keep tab on the sportsmen, w-hile

the}- also may serve for revenue purposes
as well. It is reasonable to expect that

an amount equivalent to the income
so derived would be spent on the improve-
ment of these fisheries. The majorit}' of

witnesses thought that the license fee

should be $2 for the season. We recom-
mend that a license be issued for British

subjects at $2 per season and that there

be two kinds issued for foreigners of

which they maj' have their choice (a)

license of $1 per day, and (b) license for

the season at $5. These licenses shall

not be transferable and any infraction of

the regulations shall render them liable

to cancellation. This condition should
be stipulated and stated on the license.

On the back of said license may be print-

ed a precis of the regulations pertaining

to that particular kind of fishing.

Black Bass.

—

The prairie part of these provinces is

unfortunate in possessin.g no game fish.

This lack is much felt by the sportsmen,
especially those living in cities and towns.

Regina lias its Long lake. Lndian Head its

Katepwa. Prince .Mbert its -W'akaw and
its Round Lake, Edmonton its Cooking
and its W'abamum. Stettler and .Mix their

Buffalo lake. Lacombe its Gull lake. Red
Deer its Svlvan, etc.. and the people in-

terested in these summer resorts were en-

ergetic in placing before your commission
their needs, askine for a remedy. In re-

2'ard to Long Lake, a peculiar condition

has arisen. The sportsmen, manv of
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wlumi have surnmer houses on this lake,

assert that netting- should be stopped be-

cause it reduces the pike and pickerel,

and these afford some sport, inasmuch as

they can be taken with hook and line.

As this is a lake in which whitefish

abound, some other solution must be

found. Some of the net fishermen them-
selves have taken an intellig-ent view of

the matter. They are using a six-inch

mesh net and they find that they can take

a better quality of whitefish, and at the

same time pickerel pass through and
many pike also escape.

The almost universal desire, as expres-

sed by these witnesses, has been for the

introduction of black bass. This eastern

game fish has been alreadj' planted by the

Dominion government in several lakes.

Cooking, Buffalo, Gull and Sylvan, some
shipments as long ago as seven years, and
some more recently. \\'e have made
careful inquiry and can find no trace, nor
has any trace been found except that one
witness declared that he found one dead
on the shore of Gull lake. Traces of

them may yet be found, but it is rather

doubtful. \\'e have come to the con-

clusion that either these waters are not

suitable for them, or that being infested

with large pike, as these waters are, they
were soon destroyed. The latter ex-

planation seems the more probable. W'e
recommend that no more bass he shipped
to these provinces to be indiscriminately

planted, but that suitable ponds be built

and maintained in some convenient place.

If they are found to do well in such a

place and increase in numbers, they may
then be planted in suitable waters.

\\"e strongly urge that this work be
undertaken and carried on in a scientific

manner, and that an analysis of the water

where they are about to be introduced be

made before any further steps be taken

in regard to local stocking, for we feel

sure that it is useless to place such fish

in water of an alkaline or saline nature.

Green Bass.

—

One of your commissioners has had
considerable experience with big mouth
green bass, and from observations he has

made as to their habits and surroundings,
considers that they are better adapted
for man}' of the lakes in these provinces

than the black bass. The former seem
to thrive in more sluggish waters than do
the latter.

Last Mountain Lakes.

—

A number of small lakes of peculiar

beauty and attractiveness are to be found
on the top of Last mountain in Saskatch-

ewan. No fish are to be found in them.
We have been urgently requested to stock

these lakes with bass or other suitable

game fish. Evidence goes to show that

although they are attractive to look at in

the summer, some are alkaline, some
freeze to the bottom in winter, others,

when frozen over, emit a foul smell if a

hole is made in the ice. We visited

these lakes and could not find much evi-

dence of fish food. As this property be-

longs to private parties, we gave them
advice to the effect that they ought them-
selves to experiment bv introducing perch
from Long Lake. If this proved a suc-

cess it would be time then to consider ii

they should be supplied with some bet-

ter fish such as bass.

k

A message to Mr. Enslehart, chair-

man of the T. and N. O. Railway Com-
mission, stated that the train out of North

Bay on an evening early in June ran in-

to and killed a large moose at Milepost

34. Mr. Englehart stated that he would
forego anv inquiry as to what became of

the carcass as it might prove embarassing
at such a season. He did not think for

a moment that it went to waste. As the

moose are plentiful and herds are fre-

quently seen crossing the tracks he pre-

dicted good hunting for next fall. The
big fellow killed was one of a large herd
and he stood stolidly on the track dispu-
ting the right of way with the train.

Thirtv-four miles north of North Bay is

not far to go, for good hunting and those
who know the district say that the abun-
dance of the game increases the further

the sportsman travels north.



A Record Mule Deer Head

MR. H. WHITIXG, of Rock Creek,

B.C., procured a record mule
deer head when hunting" on a

mountain overlooking^ the Kettle

Valley fruit lands in British Columbia in

December last.

The morning was fine and cold and a

good deal of snow having fallen shorth*

before, travelling was not good. .\s an

experienced hunter, however, Mr. \\ bit-

ing enjoyed his outing and after a care-

ful stalk came upon a large buck on a

very steep rock\- point. The buck was
one hundred and seventy-five yards away
and with one shot from his 30-30 Win-
chester carbine Mr. Whiting downed the

animal, the shot going through the heart.

He could not, however, tell at the time
whether his aim had been true or not as

the animal fell behind a stunted pine.

Mr. \Miiting experienced great diffi-

cultv in reaching his game. After climb-

^^•IHI

ing fift}- yards up he just slipped back to

the point from which he started and had
to ascend from the other side.

\\ hen he reached the deer he found it

quite dead. While dressing the animal
the antlers did not seem e.xtra large to

Iiim and it was only when crossing Kettle
River with the head in the front portion

of the boat and meeting Dad Hopper, a
well known old hunter who observed that

the head was the largest he had ever seen,

that he took particular notice of it and
decided to have it carefully measured.
The measurements gi\-en below are

somewhat smaller than those taken be-

fore the head was mounted, probably due
to drj'ing: spread 44 % inches; between
top tips 26J4 ; between second tips, 35J-8 ;

circumference at base 8^4 ; circumfer-

ence a little higher, 6; length, Z-Vs •

points, 25 and numerous small ones.

Mr. W biting communicated with Rod
and Gun and was advised to bring his

record head to the notice of Mr. Bryan.

Williams, the chief game warden of the

Province. Mr. Williams stated that the

spread was the largest of which he had
heard and arranged with Mr. Whiting
for its purchase on behalf of the Provin-
cial Gove.nment.
During the previous ope;, season Mr.

W hiring shot a large bnc'.- within one
liundred 3-ards of the place where he se-

I'.-red his record head but this animal al-

though larger in the body had not nearly
so fi:'e a set of antlers.

Ml. Whiting describes Rock Creek as;

a good fishing and hunting centre. The
rainbow trout are numerous in both Rock
Creek and Kettle River while deer are

plentiful in the season. On one Sunday
he counted over twenty mule deer just

oflf the trail near his ranch on Nicholson's

Creek.

A Record Mule Deer Head,

A seven hundred pound halibut caught
in the White Sea was recently on exhi-

bition at Billingsgate fish market in

I^ondon, England. It was carried into-

the market on a plank borne on the-,

shoulders of six porters.



A Successful Moose And Deer Hunt In Old Ontario

By E. T. CHASE.

H ELLO, Bill!" "Why, hello, old

man, how are you?" "Back again,

eh?" These and many similar

heart}' greetings, slaps upon
backs, hand clasps, mingled with the rat-

tling of unloadmg boats, camp outfits,

baying of numerous 'hounds- shrieks of

the locomotive and calls of the teamsters

made music for the gangs of hunters land-

ing at Maynooth, Ontario, on October
twentA'-ninth last.

It was easy to pick out in the crowd
both men and boys who were on their

first deer hunt. They betrayed themselves

by their manner, seizing hold of any
given article with the object of assisting

in unloading or loading any of the special

outfits. Others there were—men with
gray hair who had passed the three score

mark, but were unable to resist the "lure

of the wild" and jumped around as nimbly
as the boys—who showed in their every
movement the sureness of experts. The
manner in which they handled the various
articles and their methods of packing be-

spoke years of hunting and practice in

loading and unloading camp outfits.

Some of those who had gathered at the

station were there to meet friends. This
was my own case. It did not take me long
to pick out mine amongst those com-
ing from the train. I soon saw him hold-

ing two hounds straining on their chains.

He had an amused smile on his face. He
was entering upon his first hunt and as

far as be possibly could he was taking
•everything in.

After dinner I proceeded to put every-
thing in good shape around the office and
we then talked over our plans. It mav
seem strange to some readers that we had
not done this before, but the truth is none
of us could arrange definitely for getting
oflf until two days before and consequently
we had to defer the arrangements of our
plans till the last thing. Both myself
and my companions—Mr. E. E. Bonter,
•of Albury and Mr. W. Wallace resident
engineer of the Central Ontario Railway,
known to their intimates as "Earl" and
"^^'iI^'—are busy men and, though fond

of hunting, fishing and the outdoors gen-

erally, we cannot leave our several avoca-

tions just as we wish.

We were not long in deciding just what
we wanted to take. ]\ir. Wallace and
myself were old hands and knew better

than to take a lot of useless stuit with us.

One extra suit of underwear, heav}' coat,

sweater, two or three pairs of socks, blan-

kets and pillows, filled up the bill. Don't
forget the pillows. Others may say what
thev please but I have found that for the

little extra space they take up it is well

worth while to include them. Our guns
and some provisions were well packed
with our duffle.

On the following day a light engine was
sent down from the construction work and
took us and our belongings fifteen miles

north to Headquarters Camp where we
passed the night. From a list already
prepared our provisions were made up at

the store and we were ready for the hunt. '

All these preliminaries being arranged
I boarded a construction train, together

with the dogs, duffle and provisions while
mv companions walked to McKenzie
Lake to paddle the canoe down to the

other end where I could meet them.
After a three mile ride I was allowed

down at a tote road where it had been ar-

ranged a teamster should meet me. In
about half an hour he arrived and we
speedily loaded the things on the wagon
and were oflf. Two miles down the road
Will and Earl met us and we enjoyed the

remainder of the walk in their company.
At noon we arrived at the teamster's

house and here we had dinner. Just be-
fore moving on, in an attempt to part two
fighting hounds, I received a severe bite

in the foot which bothered me for several

davs.

In the earlv afternoon we reached
Moore's Lake, which was our destination,

we having been fortunate enough to re-

ceive permission from Mr. Cameron, of

Ottawa, to use one of his camps for our
hunt. This camp was soon fixed up and
our belongings stowed away in a comfort-
able fashion. When this was completed
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the team arrived with the boats and we
went down to the lake for the first time.

What a beautiful sight was presented

vO our view—the lovely water surrounded

by seemingly never-ending green forests,

with the lap-lap of the water and the call

of a loon far out in the lake the only

sounds breaking the silence. Truly only

the pen of a Service could describe our

feelings as we gazed and drank in the

beauties of our surroundings. After a

time, however, we felt that we had not

come so far for dreams alone.

Our boats were launched and the guide.

Will and myself started to locate the best

watches for the morning, while Earl

struck ofif in the woods. Upon our re-

turn to camp Earl reported the country,

as far as he had gone simply "plastered

with moose signs." ^^'e laughed at him
and told him he must have run across the

trail of some settler's cows. However,
after talking the matter over we agreed

to send out for a license and to keep our

eyes peeled.

"What the deuce is that racket?" was
the first sound that I heard after turning

in, seeminglv onlv half an hour before.

When I opened my eyes I disco\'ered I'-'.it

it was reallv morning and Earl was pro-

testing against being called so early for

breakfast. However, good nature was
soon restored and we all turned ou<- in a

hurry. After a hearty breakfast we were

on our watches at davlight.

A\'ill was sent to the island. Earl down
to the mouth of the Bay while I crossed

to Rock}' Point and our guides started off

into the woods with five hounds.

Half an 'hour later the chase was on.

W'hat inusic the hounds made on the still

frostv air! First they appeared to head
directly for Earl and we were pleased with

the chance of his getting the first shot.

Then they turned and set oft" in W^ill's

direction, turning again and making for

the shore, while I strained mv eves to see

if the deer entered the lake, a mile awav.

No, thev swung south and went away out

of hearing.

An hour passed. The wind rose and
churned the water of the lake to white-

caps. I felt cold and thought some mo-
tion would do me good. Before sitting

down behind a stump I had taken a care-

ful look round and counted all the float-

ing "deadheads." Before moving I de-

cided to count the deadheads again. This
time I made one extra and further count
convinced me that one of the so-called

deadheads was a deer. Yes, and through
my delay in counting I had allowed the

animal to gain fully five hundred yards
start.

Although I had made this mistake I felt

that I could still make good as I had my
light folding canvas boat and it rides the

swells like a duck. After a mile of hard
pulling I headed the deer from shore and
stopped for a rest, completely winded.
By the time I recovered my wind the deer

was fifty yards or more away bobbing
over the waves and making good pro-

gress. After three shots all of which
hit the bobbing head, I had the first buck
of the season. After loading it in the

boat I took it to camp where I was joined

by the others and congratulated on my
success.

After dinner I accompanied Will over
to the island, while Earl returned to his

watch of the morning. Not a dog could

we hear but about three o'clock we saw
Earl hurriedly push ofT his boat and start

out into the lake. Looking closeh' we
saw the deer and as the rower drew near,

the deer, while still in the water started

to jump. \\ith his third shot Earl broke

its neck and killed his first deer—a fine

doe.

In our camp that evening there was
much rejoicing over our success and we
fought our battles over again with vim
and enjoj-ment.

Next day was warm and still and
though we started deer they all led away
from the lake. The day after that we
had no luck and though we saw a deer in

the water it reached land and was away
off in the bush before we could get a shot

at it. For the third dav we drew a blank,

although we again had a buck in

the lake. The later is too large for

two of us to watch with advantage and
\\'ill left for Maynooth the previous day
in order to meet a friend who was com-
ing from Toronto.
On Friday evening Will returned to

camp in company with his friend whom
he introduced as Mr. George Little, of

Toronto, known to his friends as "Little

George." ^^'e quietly sized up our new
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acquaintance and agreed that he stood

the test fairly well.

After lookine: over the boats the fol-

lowing morning George decided, the oth-

ers being agreeable, to accompany me in

the canvas boat which greatly took his

fanc\^

We had only been on our watches for

an hour when we heard the "call"

shots at the camp. On our return we
found the rest of the men grouped

around a buck which they had killed

about twenty minutes after the dog

started it.

As we were at camp we prepared and

had our dinner and after a good smoke
started once more for our watches.

When we had been on the look out for

some time we found the strong wind

very cold. George suggested a fire and

as we could not hear the dogs and there

seemed small chance of big game I

agreed. The fire was built behind some
bushes and after a warming and a smoke
I proceeded to reconnoitre. To my
astonishment I saw a monster deer look-

ing curiously at our temporary camp.

Without speaking I motioned to George

and as soon as he caught sight of the

animal he could not help emitting the

words "Lord! what a brute!" Both of

us then saw it was no deer but a bull

moose. The animal was one hundred
yards away and when I whispered the

question to George asking if he was
readv he replied "Yes", and added
"\\'here shall I aim?" "At the neck or

ear". I replied and both shots immed-
iatelv rang out. The moose never knew
what happened to him. George's bullet

from his Ross broke the animal's neck

while the one from my .32 special went

in behind one ear and out through the

other.

\\'e looked at each other and laughed

and then poured out our congratulations.

"Well", remarked George. "\\'ho would
have believed that a fellow could leave

Toronto and shoot a moose within two
davs?" While on our return to camp we
agreed to try and fool the boys but our

general appearance of triumph could not

be disguised and the blood on my trous-

ers quite gave us away. They knew we
had had a "killing."

When, however, we told them it was
moose their incredulity broke out and we
had some trouble in convincing them
that we spoke the truth. When they

were convinced that we were not yarn-

ing their enthusiasm knew no bounds

and w'lien we "showed 'em" on the fol-

lowing day it was agreed that our hunt

had been a complete success, and Old
OntariiD can, in some portions, hold

its own with any of the newer parts of

the Province for big game hunting.

When dressed the moose weig'hed six

hundred and ninety pounds. The only

drawback was with regard to the antlers.

One of them had been broken oft in a

fight and was a mere stub.

In the Januar}' number I mentioned
that we have good hunting in our neigth-

borhood as well as good fishing; and I

trust this story will show readers that I

did not exaggerate. Three deer and a

moose in five days and a jolly good time

is not too bad as I think readers will

agree.

Deer were exceedingly plentiful in our

':ection last fall. All the parties took out

their full number and out of fifty ship-

ped from this centre onlv three were
does, which speaks well for the country.

C. W. V\'annacott, a northern trapper

from Lesser Slave Lake took into Ed-
monton the results of his winter's trap-

ping. Included was an extra large fox

half black for which he received $300,

the purchaser being Mr. J. K. Cornwall,
M.P.P. If the fox had been whollv black

a much higher figure would have been

paid. According to Mr. Wannacott the

last winter was one of the worst on re-

cord for trapping—-the catch of the aver-

age trapper not amounting^ to more than
$20 for the season. In addition to the

fox mentioned above Mr. Wannacott se-

cured ninety rats, one red fox and forty

weasels.



My Northern Home
DY ARTHUR O.-.MANDY.

Men may love the boundless ocean,

Where the seething tempests roar,

Where the Waves in wild commotion,
Lash the rock-bound, desert shore;

"Slid Southern scenes of tropic languor,

Southern hearts may happy be.

Or Eastern cities' glittering splendor.

Ancient lands of history
;

But there's a region, dim and lonely.

By the pine-girt Xipissing,

And there my heart is happ}" onh"

;

Mv Northern home, of thee I sing.

Where the silent savage worships

At the shrine of Manitou.

^^"here the mountains voice the challenge

Of the moose and caribou

;

Where among the alder cover

Lurks the dun and timid deer,

Shrinking at the wind's least tremor
Into throes of piteous fear

;

Where the lean, gray Vvolves .go howling
In their dismal hunger cry.

Gaunt and spectral creatures, rearing

Dripping muzzles to the sky.

Where the woods are warm and fragrant

With the perfume of the flowers,

^^"here the nesting birds sing sweetly

Through the fleeting summer hours

;

Where the moon builds silver arches

O'er the silent, sleeping lake.

And the leaping trout leaves myriad
^^ idening circles in its wake:

W'here the hills and trees and rivers

Scarce have known the tread of man.
Changing with the changing seasons.

Changeless still, since time began.

When the hardwood hills are streaming
With Autumn's hues of red and gold.

When the hunter's moon is gleaming
O'er the tree tops, white and cold,

I feel the deep soul-voices urging,

From the city's stress to hide.

From the dense thronged highways, surging
\Mth their restless human tide

:

Then o'er mountain, plain and river.

To my forest trails again,

I must go: for Northland never
Calls a northern heart in vain.



Sickly Sentimentality

BY. E. J. MCVEIGH.

WHILE reading Mr. Bonnycastle
Dale's article in the December
number of the Rod and Gun, I

could not help feeling that some
of us go a little too far in attempting to

point the way for others. I always en-

joy reading Mr. Dale's contributions;

his opportunities have been great, and
his ability to paint a word picture of

what 'he sees, is far beyond what I can

ever hope to reach. His advice to the

young sportsman, to kill game for food

only, is all right, and only what we might
expect from him, but when he goes on
to say that "If a man in my camp kills

a heron or crow, he eats heron or crow,

or he goes 'home," he is, in my humble
opinion, going too far.

I know a vast number of sportsmen,
and I know none who kill game and
waste it wilfully, but there are few of

them who will hesitate to kill a Crow,
Heron, Owl, Hawk, Eagle, Carrion bird,

English Sparrow or Loon, and feel no
qualms of conscience for so doing.

Neither do they mourn the departure
from this life of the Wolf, Wild Cat,

Lynx, Fox, Ground Hog, Skunk, Weasel
or Porcupine. W'lcv is this so? It may be
that out on the coast, where the salmon
die in countless thousands, the Crow and
Heron perform useful work as scaven-
gers. I want to speak however, with
reference to our inland forests, and
game country generally, as well as the

outlying farm districts. Here man sees

that the destruction of useful and valu-

able lives by these creatures far outbal-

ance any good they may do.

I do not pretend to have a deep know-
ledge of Nature, but I am willing, and
even anxious, to learn, so I say: "I^et us
reason together on this matter, without
any attempt to play to the gallery, but
to increase our understanding only."

The Crow, Raven, Owl, Hawk, and
Eagle destroy much useful life in the
form of insectivorous birds and their

eggs, Partridge. Rabbits, Chickens, and
also much fur, running wild and in traps.

Now what do they do that is useful in

return? So far as I know the Hawk and
Owl kill a few mice and rats on the

farms. Who can show anything more
on the credit side for them? And we
must keep in mind that man may destroy

more of these in a week with the cost of

two chickens invested in poison than the

Hawk or Owl, that eat the chickens can
in a j-ear.

Then we have the Heron, Loon, Car-

rion Bird, and English Sparrow. I

doubt if you can find even an old maid
to defend the Sparrow any more, so we
will dismiss him. The Carrion Bird is

a scavenger of the wilds, but I claim
that he is not required. Nature 'has oth-

er means of caring for her dead in the

wilds, and since I had a fine deer destroy-
ed by these sneak thieves I can't see

much use in them. The Heron destroys
small fish, slugs and frogs. These are
food for useful fish ; the small fish will

be useful fish themselves some day.
The Loon destroys fish by the thousands,
and worry and 'hunt what they do not
destroy. What shall we put down on
the credit side of their account? I don't

know of anything; who does?

We all know the harm done by the
^^'olf and other carnivorous animals,
while the Ground Hog damages the
meadows and clover crop, and the Porcu-
pine destroys timber. \\'hat can we en-

ter to their credit?

To anyone looking for something to

enter in the credit column I may say that

I have considered such items as "useful

scavenger," and "Links in the chain that
holds the counterpoise in Nature's bal-

ance," also that "they are God's crea-

tures and He does all things well." like-

wise that "There is no waste in Nature,
and all things have their use." I would
ask that these old chestnuts be allowed
to rust. They are only words without
meaning, or if they have a meaning we
can't find it, or prove it if we did find it.

The birds and animals I have mentioned
are not required as scavengers in the for-
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est. Nature can take care of her dead
without them, and does it very laro^ely.

while they are away killing' something
that is of use and value. They are God's
creatures, I suppose, but if the}' are so

is the Bed-bug, the Cockroach, the Ant,

the Black Fly, and our old friend the

Mosquito. And as for waste surely we
know bj' this time that Nature is the

great waster.

Then as for keeping the balance. If

the}' were ever required for that purpose
the need of them disappeared when man
came on the scene. It would seem that

Nature recognized this for she has placed

in man the instinct to kill all these crea-

tures that the older countries long ago
classed as vermin. It has been said that

-man is a killer anyway. That may be
true to an extent, but go out into the

wilderness with one hundred men in the

spring of the year and note how few of

them have an}' desire to kill the Deer,
the Partridge, the young Duck, for any
purpose, and how they only kill the fish

to eat. And then note how each and
every one wants to kill the vermin. There
is a reason for this that goes beyond rea-

son and may be called instinct. Senti-

ment is all rig'ht in its place, but there

are few things that may become foolish-

ness so quickly.

Some two or three years ago I made
an attempt to rouse interest in the de-
struction of the wolf, and a gentleman by
the name of Hope took up the cause of

that animal and pointed out how useful

he was, saying many things that many
people thought were very foolish. .\nd he
wound up by saying he hoped that the

AA'olf would always be with us, and there

would be a few to walk on his grave after

he was dead. The next I heard of Mr.
Hope, he had started out to make a living

bv killing wolves. That was all right, but
if some of those cute animals had been
reading Rod and Gun. they would likely

have thought Mr. Hope rather inconsis-

tent to say the least.

Don't let us have any Sickly Senti-

mentality about this. How many of us
have ever found the lakes and streams
so overstocked with fish that we could
wish for a few Loons to decrease the sup-

ply? We have found no use for the Loon

to make it worth while sharing our food
with him. How often have we found
the Partridge so plentiful that we felt

like calling on the Fox, the Lynx, the

Wild Cat, the Hawk, Owl, Eagle, Raven
or Crow, to help us thin them out? .And

the Deer? Great Scott! do we ever feel

that we can spare a few hundred of them
to feed the wolves? I think not. We
hold ourselves down to one deer per man
in Ontario now so that we will not de-

stroy the few the w^olves leave us, and
we must appoint a close season when no
partridge may be shot so that the few the

vermin leave may have a chance to mul-
tiply. Then we restock our depleted

lakes and streams so that after the Loon
and other vermin get their fill, there may
be a few left for us.

If a man in my camp kills a Loon, he
is entitled to his fill of fish, for he has

saved hundreds of pounds of fish. If he

kills an Eagle, Hawk, Owl, etc., etc., he
should have one Partridge, for he has
saved many. Good Luck to him I

The Otter eats a great many fine fish in

the year, and he also kills a few beaver,

but when we get him he is worth some-
thing. The Mink also destroys something
of value in both fur and feathers, and his

pelt helps to balance the account. The
same with the Fisher. There is no kick

about what we eat if we pay the price,

but the useless bird, animal, or man has

no excuse for living, and what he eats is

a waste for it can be put to better use.

There was a time, when a man, no mat-
ter how useless, could put up the plea.

"I have got to live anyway" and it was
admitted that he had, in some way or

other, made out a fairly good case. But
we don't admit that any more. (I am
not speaking of the old man who has
done his share of the world's work, or

the fellow ^vho has been knocked out by
accident, but the lazy, vicious human)
and if we don't admit it of the human,
why should we of the lower forms of

life?

Sickly Sentimentality poisoned this

country with the English Sparrow. That
of itself is enoug'h to prove what a danger-
ous thing it may become when not
checked. The thing to do is to trv to
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see the risfht and then do it. Don't

waste the game at any time, in anj' way
—Fish, Flesh, or Fur. But hold not your

hand from destroying- the destroyer.

And right now let us begin a fight

against the Sparrow. We can't shoot him
;

that method is too slow and costly. But
here is a plan: Get a tin of any good rat

poison in paste, spread same on drj^ bread
or mix with bread crumbs, and feed it

to them. If you do it right, half a dol-

lars worth will kill a thousand—Try it.

My First Encounter With A Bear

A Tenderfoot's Experience

BY J. WORK.

ONE beautiful Saturday afternoon

in July I closed my books, locked

up the safe and boarded the car

for my home in the suburbs of

Vancouver. As I rode homewards I an-

ticipated my customary enjoyable week
end with my wife and family.

The day was one of those ideal sum-
mer days, the natural heritage of the Brit-

ish Columbia coast, and the like of which
it appears impossible to find elsewhere.

My anticipations were carried out so far

as an enjo\-able dinner was concerned and

a pleasant half hour afterwards.

Then mj^ wife suggested that I should

take advantage of the holiday to take the

ferry over to North Vancouver and at-

tempt to locate the stakes of a five acre

block of land I had recently purchased

as a speculation. At that time North
Vancouver was only a cluster of houses,

at the base of the pine clad mountains,

separated from the growing and prosper-

ous city of \'ancouver by an arm of the

sea about two miles wide. My intention

in purchasing the land was to clear it

and dispose of it at a profit as the growth
of the town permitted.

Getting into a heavy pair of boots and
arming myself with a map of the proper-

ty, which was situated about two hours'

walk from the little town, I caught the

three o'clock ferry and crossed the Inlet.

My walk took me westward and then

northward towards the mountains. As
I had been cooped up all the week I thor-

oughly enjoyed the outing. The road

was good although hot and dusty.

At length I reached the point where I

thought my property was located. I

could hear the roar of the creek deep
down in the Capilano Canyon. Leaving
the main road I plunged into the heavy
underbrush, following an indistinct old
trail which led towards the sound of the
rushing waters. What a maze I saw of

tangled undergrowth ! Here and there
I came across fallen cedars, blackened by
forest fires, some of them one hundred
and fifty feet in length and seven or

eight feet in diameter. They made ex-

cellent sidewalks for the time being.

Some of those giants of the forest still

standing measured as much as twenty
feet in diameter, raising their huge forms
one hundred and fifty and two hundred
feet in the air as straight as an arrow. In

the stillness of the wilds and in the pres-

ence of these aged monarchs, man realis-

es how swiftly his course is run in com-
parison with theirs. Thev have with-

stood the storms of centuries and the

storms seem only to have added to their

rugged majesty and grandeur.

.\fter more than half an hour of hard
work, stumbling, jumping and climbing
over fallen logs and incidentally getting

blackened all over with the damp^ char-

red timber I reached a comparatively

clear space overlooking the Canyon.
Down there, far below, shut in by solid

walls of rock, rising sheer from its sur-

face, roared and boiled the cold, dark

waters of the Capilano fed by the etern-

al snows of the mountains to the north.

The summits of these mountains appear-

ed to lower over one although in reality

they were miles away.
As I stood, awed and spellbound by

the surrounding grandeur, I was sudden-
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ly broufjht back to earth by a loud crash-

ing^ and rending of the underbrush di-

rectly behind me. Almost before I had
time to turn a large brown bear broke
from the bush and suddenly stopped on
observing me. His wicked little eyes

fairh- gleamed and his mouth snarled. I

had heard or read somewhere that this

particular brand of bear would not molest

a man pro\ided the man attended strict-

1)^ to his own business and gave his Bear-

ship the right of way. I can assure read-

ers that I was willing to carry out my
part of the program and did not even
dream of disputing the bear's "rights."

A single glance around showed me the

hopelessness of retreat. The only possible

waj' out was the way by which the bear

came in. In front was the bear, behind
me the yawning chasm, the roar of which
added to my confusion ; and both right

and left impenetrable bush. Escape
seemed impossible when suddenly I spied

a small alder bush a few \ards away and
with a bound I sprang into the branches.

I was not a moment too soon, for, con-

trary to bear law, the fellow was almost
on top of me. The way I shinned up
that tree would have made a monkey en-

vious and causes me to wonder still how
I did it.

That I am not a nervous wreck is a

miracle. Do not confuse me for a mo-
ment with your broad shouldered, deep
chested sons of the wilds. Picture in-

stead an ordinary ever}- day man, rather

delicate looking, accustomed only to

clerk's work and badly scared. A? a mat-
ter of fact I had left Montreal and its

rigorous winters for the genial climate of

the Pacific Coast on account of my health.

When I had reached upwards as far

as I dare go without breaking the

branch I discovered that bears could

climb trees. This was a little matter that

in my haste I had quite forgotten. Not
relishing a closer acquaintance with the

bear I managed to swing myself in to

an old, charred cedar which still remain-

ed standing, though the greater part was
burned away with the exception of the

lower limbs. No sooner had I got set-

tled than the bear, snorting all the time,

commenced to ascend the cedar. Im-
mediately I attempted to put as much

space as possible between myself and my
antagonist. As he slowly drew on I

noticed for the first time that blood was
oozing from a wound in his shoulder

;

this probably accounting for the ferocity

of his attack. When I had crawled
along the burnt old branch as far as 1

could and had a few seconds to collect

my scattered wits I saw that I was be-

tween two certain deaths: the steadily

approaching bear or a fall into a canyon
over which the branch to which I was
clinging hung. As I looked down from
my giddy perch the rocks below seemed
to heave and the old tree rock.

I closed my eyes sick and faint with
the chances before me and how I man-
aged to retain my hold will always be a

mystery to me. The shaking of the

branch below me awoke me to a sense of

the more immediate danger—the danger
from the bear and I saw him only a few
feet away and certainly meaning busi-

ness. Suddenly I thought of my jack
knife and hastily pulling it from my pock-
et opened by mistake the small blade first

and then the large one. Before I had
time to close the former he reached out
a paw to maul me and fell short. StraJige

to sav I grew cool and my head cleared

as all my wits were required for defence.

It was the courage born of desperation.

\N'ith a single and a downward plunge
I attempted to drive the blade into his

eye, but missing my aim plunged both
hand and knife into his open jaw. A
teriftic roar of mingled rage and pain

and up went both the animal's paws to his

mouth which was propped open by the

two bladed knife acting like a skewer.
Before I could recover my balance I felt

as if I should have mv head clawed off

as the bear in his frantic efforts to rid

himself of the knife continued to paw the

air madly.
With another desperate roar the ani-

mal lost his balance and went crashing

down to the depths below. As the

branch, relieved of the great strain,

sprang back I almost followed him. but
by closing my eyes and clinging tight I

managed to hang on. \Mien the strain

was over I felt faint again and it was
some time before I could move. Slowly
I crept back to the main trunk and de-
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sceiided inch by inch collapsing in a

heap as soon as 1 reached "terra firma."

It seemed to me as I slowly recovered as

though I were awaking from a horrible

nightmare.
By and by I heard shouts and two

3'oung fellows, with rifles cocked ready

for action, came along the trail. As I

saw them I remembered, while absorbed

in my survey, hearing shots in the dis-

tance. When I told the bold hunters

where their quarr}- had disappeared they

were much more disappointed than sym-

pathetic over my storj'. Perhaps some
readers will think that fact shows the

difference between men of the woods and
a pen driver.

Later on, however, when I reached

home and showed the sleeve of my coat

torn out and my arm badly lacerated up
to the elbow I had all possible sympathy-
and praise from relatives, friends and
neighbors.

One thing I am resolved upon ; when next

I go land surveying I will go armed with
something more formidable than a map.

A Pioneer's Stories

BY~JAMES E. our..

ACUUT sixty years ago I had an

extraordinary experience with a

bear amongst my corn. That
particular year I had a splendid

crop. The field given up to corn was
tinged with sand and was on Dingman's
Creek, a portion of our farm in the town-

ship of Westminster in Old Ontario. To
some extent this field had been cultivated

since the first settlement and was then

in prime condition.

A hired man and myself spent many a

laborious day cutting it with sickles and

afterwards started husking. The lat-

ter performance was gone through bv

means of throwing down a shock, spread-

ing it out nicely, kneeling down and thc-i

proceeding to work. Soon the golden

cobs would be thrown out in quick s'lc-

cession. For several days the corn was
left in the sun to harden, then gathered

together and stored awaj' in cribs for

future use.

Each day of fhe husking we left many
big heaps of fine j^ellow corn to show
that we had not idled our time away. On
the second morning I noticed several

piles strewn over the ground and the

corn on man}' of the cobs completely

«aten off.

At once I thought of hogs, but looking

carefully around, I noticed some large

flat tracks and concluded that a bear had
been pilfering during the nig'ht. Fol-

lowing the tracks we saw where the bear

had crawled over a fence and gone down
to the creek for a drink probably wish-

ing to make "corn juice" out of his stol-

en corn. Evident!)' his wish was soon
realized for we saw where he had rolled

in the sand and in other ways acted as a

very drunken bear. In one place he had
tried to climb as was clear from the

scratches on the bark, and the hole in

the sand where he fell told us plainly that

Mr. Bruin had more than he could carry

with dignitv. Every few yards he had
disgorged from his overloaded stomach
considerable quantities of my hard earn-

ed corn.

We continued to track him down the

creek for nearly two miles and found

corn scattered here and there the whole
wav, also tracing the places where he
had rolled in agony in the sand. Cir-

cumstantial evidence convinced us that

the bear had bv no means enjoyed the

after efl'ects of his ill-gotten supper and
for once "corn juice" mastered a Lear

instead of a man. \\'hile I was sorry

to lose my much needed corn I hoped ihe

lesson might prove a lasting one to Mr.

Bear and if ever out again on a midnight
carousal he would' remember his Tailing.

More than seventy j'ears ago, when I

was a little boy, I wentover to an uncle's

one Saturday afternoon in order to spend

Sunday with my cousins. Shortlv after

my arrival my uncle came in from J.ond-
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on and, supper not beins^ ready, he went

into the cellar and with a large knife cut

a steak off a ham of bear hanginr? to one

of the rafters of the log building. Tor.st-

ing his bear meat at the blazing fire burn-

ing on the hearthstone he ate it with

great relish declaring it to be an excel-

lent appetiser for supper.

At that time my uncle was i clever

hunter and invariably had his larder well

supplied with a good variety of mear.

Dried and smoked venison, bear meat,

rabbits and partridges were in profusion

in his cellar and all the meat we ha.^

while I was there was obtained by tne

chase.

A month afterwards I was outside

playing on the ice when I saw an ottei

also having some ftin. As Jtter'_. arc-

quickly disturbed I watched its ucrforin-

ance from a secure hiding place. Il

w^ould take a run of fifty fee*- or more,

then lie down and slide for double the

distance. In a few minutes T '_|uietlv

slipped away and told my father what
I had seen. Securing his rifle, and mak-
ing a detour, he tempted the otter within

shooting distance by imitating the call of

its mate and then fired. Although the

otter was mortallv wounded he made 'or

his hole and rolled underneath. We had

to cut through the ice before we secured

him. He had a lovely furry coat which

we took off and sold a few weeks later

to a furrier for $8.00—a nice amount in

pioneer days when money was scarce.

On one occasion a minister accompan-

ied by a friend was travelling south from

Byron to Lambeth. Thev had to climb

the hill, not in the present winding way
but bv steep ascents through heavy sec-

tions of chestnut timloer. These hilly

woodlands abounded with wild animals.

Late at night, when about half wav up

one of these hills thev saw a monstrous
panther peering down at them. To
them its eves appeared balls of fire, its

fur was all on end and every few mo-
ments it emitted the most blood curdling

screeches, resembling verv closely the

cries of a human being in trouble. Both

horse and men were greatly frightened at

the appearance of such a dangerous ani-

mal and when the former set oft' at a

gallop the men made no effort to restrain

it but allowed it to continue until its own
stable south of Lambeth was reached.

The men had not the slightest desire to

make a closer acquaintance with the pan-

ther.

The pioneers were accustomed to see

deer every dav and their meat, fat and
hides furnished them with many neces-

sary articles of use in the days long pass-

ed away. I have a distinct recollection of

once seeing a lovely flock of deer in a

little opening in a 'heavy piece of timber.

They did not appear to be frightened at

my intrusion but .stood around in a circle

with their heads and necks on one an-

other's backs much as I have seen young
colts do many a time since. On that oc-

casion I had no weapon with me and was
not sorry, for it would have brought suf-

fering and death on such an innocent

and lo\-ing Ijand.

W'hen on a visit to my uncle on an-

other occasion than the one related, I re-

member mv aunt asking about nine

o'clock one Sunday morning: "\\'hat are

we going to have in the shape of meat for

dinner to-dav?" My uncle replied "I've

seen a nice fat deer running through the

field lately and Sundav and all as it is

I guess I'll go and get him." He got

down his rifle and started for the pas-

ture field followed bv several members
of the family, mvself amongst the num-
l)sr. L'ncle however, declined to allow

us to go verv far, advancing upon his

quarry alone. He had not gone long

before we heard the crack of his rifle

and saw the huntsman returning with the

deer upon his shoulders. Tt was soon

skinned, some choice cutlets cut off and
after being soaked for a few minutes in

salt water, placed in a kettle, which was
swung over the sparkling open fire of

the old fireplace. Mv aunt soon pre-

pared some dough for a pot pie and with

such short arrangements we had a splen-
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did dinner. Within three hours of the

deer running- wild it was on the table and
being eaten with a smacking relish, al-

though I imagined it bleated as I swal-

lowed it.

Wild turkejs were plentiful in those

days and down to thirt}' j'ears ago some
were to be had wherever the forest was
left standing. They were both trapped
and shot and in the fall and winter thev
were frequently found on the tables of

the settlers. The}'^ lived on beechnuts,
grasshoppers and the variety of pickings

thev could find as thev roamed around
and grew to immense sizes. Over seven-

ty years ago in walking through a field

I came suddenly on a flock of over fifty

birds. The)' were all big ones with
plumage of an intensely bright color. A
modern huntsman would have been in

raptures over such a sight and though I

was used to it my mouth watered to have
the sampling of those birds. I thought
I would trj' to catch one. I was slim

and fleet of foot and decided to try the
experiment. \\'hen within four rods of

the flock a gobler observed me and with
his warning note "Peep. peep, gobble,
gobble !" they were all astir in a moment,
some flying and others running.. I fol-

lowed a big gobbler to the fence and just

as he w^as squeezine through a hole T

caug'ht him by the tail, but before T could
grab a leg he was oft" and awav, minus
his tail feathers. They ran and flew
much faster than I possibly could and
were quickl)^ lost in the woods. In this

wav I lost my next day's dinner and had
nothing to show for mv chase hut a few
feathers.

I retain a vivid recollection of a tragic

incident which took place near my fath-

er's house when I was about five vears
old. In the fall of i8?.^, Mr. James Ding-
man, who had settled in Lot 65, North
Talbot Road, was returning to his home
about midnight. The early settlers had
built a log and brush bridge to give them
a crossing over the river. As soon as
Mr. Dingman stepped on the first log he
noticed a large white animal on the south

side apparently disputing his right o£

way. Thinking it was a dog he told it

to "get out'" but with a growl it com-
menced a desperate attack on the un-
prepared man. In a flash Mr. Dingman
realised that his foe was a wolf and made
stout i^esistance, spurred on by the

thought of his wife and little children

awaiting his homecoming. The life and
death struggle which followed can only
be partially realized b}' readers. Mr.
Dingman was unarmed but b}- kicking,

choking and punching he ultimatelv kill-

ed the wolf. To commemorate that dar-

ing struggle on the old fashioned bridge
at midnight, the creek below, from its

source in Dorchester till its waters flow

into the Thames at Deleware village, with
all its turns and windings is known as

Dingman"s Creek.

j\ly father's house was only twenty
rods from the scene of this deadly strug-

gle and after his success Mr. Dingman's
strength was only sufficient to enable
him to reach our door. My parents were
aroused and did everything thev could to

alleviate the pain of the suft'erer. His
woinids were many and severe and he re-

quired months of nursing before he was
able to be out again. Eventual!)' his

wounds healed and he became a sound
man again. The younger generations

cannot realize how greatlv the animals
roving with imrestrained freedom the

now well tilled and beautiful portions of

Canada added to the difliculties of the

pioneer's lives.

One evening when I was about fifteen

vears old I went for the cov.s. These
animals were allowed to run in the newlv
chopped portions of the farm and would
often wander away in the thick woods.
On this particular occasion they had
wandered far but by means of a bell we
found them and were bringing them
home when we saw a Ivnx on. the top of

a brush fence. It appeared to watch our

every movement with that sullen look

that a lynx alone can .give. The color

was dark gray and as the month was
November its fur was thick and soft.

Presently it stood up, scratched the pole

with its paws, raised its short tail, hump-
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ed up its back and besjan spitting; at us.

I thou.^lit it time to strike out and taking'

m}' brother by the hand we started to run.

As kick would have it we went plump
into a mud hole that had been well cov-

ered with leaves and when we strugg^led

out my brother had left his boots behind
him. By this time the lynx had left the

fence and was smelling- round our tracks.

These movements made me wish to run
on but my brother would do nothing- but
throw himself down on the g;rass and cry

for his shoes. Nothing remained for me
but to .q;o back for them, wash the dirt off

and dry them as well as I could, shiver-

ing with fear all the time lest the grizzly

chap be'hind should get too friendlv with

us.

Fortunately he made no further hostile

demonstrations but soon started up a

tree, grabbing the bark with his fore-

paws and then standing on his hind legs,

something like a worm moves over the

ground. They are splendid climbers
and catch most of their food, such as

squirrels, birds and bats in the trees. They
belong to the cat familv though thev are

entirely separate from the wild cat.

\\ riting of the wild cats reminds me
that this same brother some few vears
later had a bad fright from a wild cat.

On one particular Saturday he had been
to London and was therefore later than
usual in doing his chores. It was about
two hours after darkness had fallen and
he was watering his horses. The ani-

mals plunged and snorted and refused to

drink and just as he was wonderin:;" what
was the matter he heard the yell of a wild
cat close by. The horses were stabled

without water and in verv short order.

After carefully shutting all doors he seiz-

ed a fork and made a dash for the house.
All this time the cat was meowing and
spitting and none of us wished to venture
forth and have an interview.

ing it to be a root I caught hold of it with
my hand and pulled it out, when horror

of horrors, it proved to be a poisonous
black snake. Instantlv I threw it from
me as far as I could and it alighted at the

foot of my assistant who jumped like an
antelope and yelled louder than a Pawnee
chieftain at a war dance. Before, how-
ever, the snake got properly awake and
ready for business, a smart clip from an
axe decapitated him.
Under an old pile of logs on our farm

there was a nest of these black vermin.

On sunny days they would come out and
lie round basking themselves in the sun
to our fear and discomfittire. Watching
m\- chance I took advantage of a dry spell

and with one big fire destroved the whole
bunch.

Manv years ago I was skidding logs

and had some trouble in trying to get a

chain over one particular log. Digging
a hole with my handspike under one end
I again tried to get the chain under but
the obstruction was still there. Think-

It is fiftv five years ago this fall that 1

went to London in order to see the first

train that reached the city over the Great
W' estern R. R. The people occupied the

ground facing the track for a length of

three miles and all were gazing eastward
towards \\'oodstock looking anxiously
for the first curl of smoke. It was four

o'clock—an hour past the time fixed up-

on—that a faint wave of blue smoke roll-

ing lazily above the tree tops, for bush
lard was extensive at that time, was seen.

Higher and higher rose the smoke, more
heavv became its curls, till we could dis-

tinctly trace it and knew the first train,

would soon be in siyht.

At that time London contained about
ten thousand people and in honor of the

new arrival the city liad put on a most at-

tractive appearance. The train contain-
ed many of London's most prominent
citizens who had previously eone east

to enjov the pleasure of returning home
in the first steam drawn cars to roll into

London.
Everyone in the neighbcThood \vln.\

could possibly manage it was present on
that occasion and as the gailv decorated
engine came puffing along thousands of

voices rent the air with their loud "Hur-
rahs" and hats and handkerchiefs were
waved, A\-1iile sticks and canes were
thrown skyward and the greatest enthus-
iasm prevailed. When the train came to
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a standstill the crowd invaded the eng^ine

and cars and gratified their curiosity by
a closer examination. So great was the

crush that clothing suffered and skin ab-

rasions were plentiful.

W'hen the steam was turned on and
the bell clano;ed the crowd gave way and
the train, with all its gorgeous decora-

tions passed on. Many followed for

some distance eager to keep sight of what
had interested them so much, and there

were those amongst us who considered
the engine crew of two men the two
greatest lieroes in Canada at that tima.

There were speeches and toasts of course
and a jovial good time followed the ad-

vent of the iron horse to the Forest City.

Since that auspicious day many an en-

gine has come and gone but over none
of them was more enthusiasm displayed
than over that first little wood burning
locomotive.

I well remember when the North Tal-
bot Road was a crooked track scarcely

discernible in and out among fhe trees.

The first settlers worked hard to make it

at all passable for the little travel that

came over it. At Dingman's Creek cros-

sing there was always trouble in the old

days and many a time the logs floated

away in the spring freshets. More than
once have I seen three feet of water
flowing over the old bridge and road. On
such occasions it was not safe to cross

as one might very easily drop into a

hole.

In the exciting times of '2i7 and '38 the
British Government wished to have a

military division west of Toronto and se-

lected London as the centre. In order to

transport the equipment and stores from
Port Stanley to London it was necessary
to improve the road and about 1840 the

Government undertook the work. For
two years I worked upon this grade and
although I may not be tlie only man alive,

who worked for two years on this grade
I guess it would be hard to find another.

After it was all nicely graded it was
planked with splendid pine three inches
thick and by 1843 the country owned a

complete planked road from London to

Port Stanley.

A great increase of traffic followed, so

great that in seven or eight vears the

planks were badlv worn. Thev were
taken up and replaced bv gravel which
is still the material used in repairing the

road.

In thinking over and dwelling upon
those old time incidents it appears al-

most impossible, vet nevertheless it is a

fact that the telephone, telegraph, bi-

cycles, automobiles and trolley cars are

seen and used in the very places that

were unbroken forests within the mem-
orv of the writer.

A Great Victory For Game Protection

New York State Takes a Long Step Forward

THE bill, known familiarly as the

Bayne-Blauvelt Bill—being father-

ed b}' Senator Howard R. Bayne
and Assemblyman George A.

Blauvelt—which provides for an abso-

lute prevention of the sale in New York
State of all American wild game has been
passed by the Assembly, by the State
Senate by 30 to i, signed by Governor
Dix and is now the law of the State.

This brief summarv of the last stages
of a long fought battle can only be ap-

preciated by those who have themselves
done work on behalf of game protection.

It is a victory, the effects of which will

be felt in many another state and which
will put new heart into those who 'have

been carrying on the work in Canada.
In Ontario many sportsmen have long

held the view that the onlv way to pre-

serve the duck shooting of the Province
is to prohibit the sale of wild ducks. In

other Provinces similar movements in

favor of wild game are slowly but surely

coming to the front and the passing of

such a comprehensive measure bv New-
York State is certain to crystalize and
strengthen public opinion in a like di-

rection throughout Canada.
When the bill was first drawn and in-
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troduced at the instance of Dr. Horna-
da)- it was regarded as a very drastic

movement and its successful passage was
regarded as wildly impossible. Rapidly,

however, it gained friends and supporters

and finally commanded the united sup-

port of every organization in favor of

conservation, both national and local.

The campaign stirred up the public and
it is said that no less than thirt3- thous-

and letters were written from all over the

State ureing representatives to vote for

the measure.

The public realized owing, to the cam-
paign of education, the tremendous im-
portance of the step proposed to be
taken. Many species of wild game birds

have almost disappeared from the Em-
pire State throng*)! persistent slaugliter

for the Xew York Market and to pre-,

serve and restore them the enforcement
of the new measure is required. In the

closing stages of the campaign the game
dealers and Hotel Men's .\ssociations

conceded the principle that wild game
should no longer be sold as food—a great

concession which is dulv appreciated and
which should materially aid the cam-
paign when extended to other States.

Briefly stated the new law absolutely

prohibits the sale, or importation for sale,

at all season in New York State of any
species of American wild game save

hares and rabbits. Ruffed grouse, pin-

nated grouse American quail, wood-cock,
snipe, any American shore bird, wild

goose, brant or wild ducks of anv species,

no matter where they may have been
killed, can not be sold in Xew York State.

Certain species of wild game that can
be reared successful!}' in captivitv and
killed bv hand may be sold and
consumed under certain restrictions.

Anyone wishing to breed wild

game may procure a State license

for $50 under which he mav breed
and sell under official tags the following
species: elk, white tailed deer, mallard
duck, black duck and old world pheasants
of all species. These must be killed and
marketed in a manner not permitting the

substitution of any wild game for do-
mestic game. Everything killed is offi-

cially taeged and the metal tags must re-

main in place until the game is sold and
served.

The following old world species may
be imported and sold under tag: Euro-
pean red deer, roebuck and fallow deer,

Scotch grouse, black plover (lapwing),
European red legged partridge and
Egyptian quail. The five last named
species were included at the request of

the game dealers although stronglv ob-
jected to by the friends of the measure.
The argument that if the Europeans were
indifferent to the sale o^ their game birds

why should Americans worry was the
one that finallv prevailed.

Xew York City has for many years
been the redoubtable fortress of the game
dealers and market hunters and while
such a measure as the one now carried

has been long discussed no one cared to

draft it or begin what was recognized as

a long arduous battle. Once begun, how-
ever, friends rallied round the proinoters

in a surprising fashion showing how
widelv the good work so long carrted on
iiad spread.

Dr. Hornadav declares that "New York
is the Gettysburg of the war between. the
Army of Destruction and the Army of

Defence. From this time henceforth, the

tide of slaughter of wild life will steadily

be rolled back. A\'e will gain more At-

lantic States for the Bayne-Blauvelt law.

and keep everything that we gain. It is

now time for Pennsylvania, Massachu-
setts and other states to enact our law to

stop the sale of wild game, and give the

game a chance to return to our desolated

fields and woods."

Eight buflfalo and eight elk recently

left Edmonton for \\'ainwright, .\lberta,

the buffalo being the last shipment from
Montana. It is stated that the animals

which have not been rounded up on the

Pablo ranch will be left and dealt with
bv the local authorities. Michael Pablo
himself was to have accompanied the

last shipment but liis health is poor and
he has promised, if it improves at all. to

visit Canada and the Park during the

present summer. The Canadian authori-

ties express their satisfaction with the ef-

forts Pablo made to carry out his con-

tract.
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An Ideal Lamp for Campers, Hunters, Anglers and Trappers,
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The handiest,
simplest and most

practical sportsmans' lamp
you ever saw.
prujects a brifrlit. white 14-candIe

power light ISO ffet rn the darkest night.

Can be wgrn on cap or belt leaving both hands

free. The

BALDWIN CAMP LAMP
burns acetylene t^s which is the best licht for use on the

waier. Absolutely safe, never blows out, no glass to brt ak.

no crease, sott, or smoke. 2'ic. worth of carhide for '^O hours

lieht. As a lent or boat light it has no equal. Fills every

lightin? requi cme^t for huniinp. fishing and camping.

Weight 5 ounces, height J^a inches.

Sold hy Uadins Hardivare and Sporline Gandf Dealers

or s--nt prepaid upon receipt of rr^tlar price $7.0^.

Highly polished nhhel plate $1.S0.

Illustrnted Booklet Free \Vri:e for it

todty gii'ing your dealer's natne and address.

John Simmons Co.
U.S.A.

Room 310. Board & Trade,
Monreal. Canada.
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''DEAN''
CLOSE -RIBBEU BRASS JOINT BOATS

The Boat Which Can NEVER Leak
Owing to the brass joinU this boat will never open at the seams and leek. It is light lo row. fast and will

stand »ny weather. The Foresters Island Park. Deseronto is lully equipped with these boats. You should
KNOW all about Dean boats (and canoes too) before you order. Note the following sizes and prices:-

Cedar, Varnished, Copper Fastened, Oak, Walnut or Mahogany Trimmings. One pair oars.

Cushions lor seats and backs $7.00 to $10.00 extra.

No. 403-

No. 404-

-Length,

-Length,

14 feet; width. 3 feet 8 in.; depth, 14 in.

16 feet; width, 3 feet 10 in.; depth, 13 in.,

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

Cedar

$50.00

$55.00

Mahogany

$70.00

$75.00

WALTER DEAN
1751 Queen St. West Toronto, Can.



The Destructiveness Of Wolves

Br E. F. JARVIS.

1HAVE read with much interest the

several articles in "Rod and Gun" for

May and June, on the Destructive-
ness of Wolves.

Ever}- person interested in the preser-
vation of deer should give this matter
their consideration, and I have become
all the more firmly convinced as to this

by reason of a visit paid last winter, to
the hunting grounds of a Club to which
I belong.

As the Secretarj'-Treasurer of the Pet-
awawa Camp Fish and Game Club, a
Club having for its hunting grounds the
lands within the boundaries of the Peta-
wawa Camp, I paid a visit, accompanied
by two of my fellow club members and
a guide, to our Club House at Cartier'
Lake, a distance of some eighteen miles
from -where the Petawawa Camp build-

ings are situated, on March nineteenth
and twentieth last. We drove about five

miles, to a point near the forks of the
two Petawawas, from where we snow-
shoed, via the north branch. After walk-
ing about three miles, or soon after pass-
ing the Half Mile Rapids, and not three
miles from a habitation, we saw wolf
tracks, and from there to the Club House,
ten miles distant, and for four miles be-
yond the Club House, the most distant

point to which we went, we were in

sight of their tracks almost all the time.

Our guide, who has known the grounds
ever since he was a boy, said he never
saw them so plentiful.

Before davlight on the morning of

March twentieth, we heard wolves, and
a couple of hours later happened across
their victim, a large buck, about a mile

and a half from the Club House. Only a

little of one hindquarter had been eaten.

The next day we came across another
deer which, apparently, had been dead a

week or so. This one was about half

devoured. We placed a lot of strychnine
in the deer killed on the twentieth, in the

hope that such an excellent bait would

prove too tempting for some wolves a
little more hungry than were those that
killed the deer, but while they came
around it later they were not to be so
easily caught.

Earlier in the winter our Guide suc-
ceeded in poisoning a wolf, and he knew
of a person who had poisoned two oth-
ers not far away. The bait for the wolf
the Guide poisoned was placed about
three hundred yards from the Club
House, and the dead wolf found less

than IOC yards from it. After our visit

the Guide was sent back to the Club
House for a week to see if he could not
earn another bountv or two, but with-
out result.

To a novice like myself it was hard to

understand why half a dozen or even a

dozen could not have been easily killed.

From my experience I agree with the
view expressed by Mr. Alvin Phillips

that poisoning is not a particularly suc-

cessful method. I was very much afraid,

from what I saw, that what deer were
jiot killed by the wolves would be driven
away, but I am able to say that they ap-
pear to be plentiful still, having seen

three on May twenty-third and two the

following day.

I do not think, however, that they can
or will continue plentiful if the wolves
remain in the locality in such large num-
bers, and our party intends to contribute

its mite towards their extermination by
returning next March to have another

try at them. To that end, I am very

anxious to obtain suggestions as to how
they can be successfully hunted, and if

"Rod and Gun" or any of its readers

will help me in that direction, they v.'ill

be assisting in a matter to which all

sporting clubs, and all others in any v»-ay

interested in preventing the extermina-

tion of the deer, should, in my opinion,

devote their energies for a few years to

come.
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COWARD'S
BOAT FACTORY.

Kingston, Ontario.

Special offer and only one of eich at the price

guaranteed.

18 ft. by 3 ft. 2 Eacer, .9 H.P. 3 cylinder Wonder En-
rine. 16 to 18 miles, $285.00.

20 ft. by 4 ft. 3 Family Launch, 3'/a H.P. Harrison
Engine, $165.00.

20 ft. Hydroplane with 10 H.P. Wonder, 13 to 15 miles,
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85 ft. Hydroplane, 15 H.P. Wonder, 16 to 80 miles,

$400.00. .
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Van Auken grand outfit, $425.00.

25 ft. by 7 ft. Cruiser fitted Automatic Engine and
reverse gear. W.C., Etc., $650.00.

22 ft. by 5 ft. 6 Compromise ready for engine, a strong
outfit. $150.00.

22 ft. by 4 ft. 8 Beautifully finished family launch
with octagon glass front, canopy top. and electric
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engine, $325.00.
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decks, auto steering wheel gear, bulkhead controls.
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$750.00. Speed 13 miles.

16 ft. by 4 ft. Cheap outfit, 2H H.P. Belle Isle Motor.
$85.00,
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IN CANADA

The Name of Gidley

Means Strength and Service.

The Best of Material and the Finest
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Rowing Made Easy with a Gidley.
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oes and Launches from

the Catalogue.

Gidley Boat Co. Ltd

Penetanguishcnc, Ontario.
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Jas. Knapp & Sons, Proprietors
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IN THE DOMINION.
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ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
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BARRIEHELD, ONTARIO. CANADA
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is printed with INK made by
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The Damage Of Wounded Game

Some Suggestive Thoughts

BY H. RIVIERE.

MUCH has appeared in the pages

of Rod and Gun about the dam-
age done to big game by the

dogging of deer, the ravages of

wolves the incursions of poachers and
other causes.

There is one point, however, upon
which, in my opinion, not nearly suffic-

ient stress is laid. It is a very sore point

with me because I have seen evidence

of the misery thus caused—it is the ling-

ering deaths of animals left wounded in

the woods by those who, if they would
only reflect a little, would take care nev-

er to repeat, if they could possibly avoid

it, a like catastrophe.

My patrol includes a large strip of the

Rocky Mountains in .\lberta, the habitat

of the mountain sheep, goat, moose, elk,

deer and several different kinds of bear.

Mv duties bring me in contact with many
hunting parties and I find generally that

while some of them possess hunting ex-

perience the majority do not. The usual

course for amateurs is to start in the

morning two or three in a bunch, laugh-

ing, talking and stirring up the game by

all kinds of noises.

At noon they halt for a meal and often

pass some of the time shooting at a tar-

get and still further frightening the game.
On their return, too tired to do much
further shooting, thev espy a bunch of

sheep or deer several hundred yards away
and open fire with what I consider an
abomination in the mountains—the long

range sporting rifle. In mv experience

game when shot from a distance with
smokeless powder, invariably bunch up
and stare around trying to locate the

cause of their hurts. The hunters have
time to fire again and sometimes get rid

of all their ammunition in this way. They
may break some legs but the animals to

an amateur show no sif^ns of being

wounded. If thev do the hunters will

chase the broken legged ones around for

a time but when it gets late and they are

tired they return to camp, consoling

themselves with the excuse that it was
all bad luck and that they may be more
fortunate the next day.

My idea of hunting is to go out alone,

tra\-el silently and slowly till I see either

a large buck or the fresh tracks of one of

their number. x\fter studying the lay of

the land, wind, etcetera, I proceed to

stalk the animal, always taking the ut-

most care not to alarm him. If it gets

late in the day before I find mvself near

enough for a shot, or should the animal

have reached a position that makes it too

risky to attempt to get nearer, I note his

position and actions and return to camp
with a determination to renew my effort

in the morning.

^^'ith the wind in my favor and know-
ing exactly where to pick up my trail I

stay with that animal till I get close

enoug'h to make a dead sure shot. If

in any doubt as to mv abilitv to get him
with the first shot I do not shoot but

creep closer and closer until I have a

cinch.

I do not believe there is any better

training for the hunter than still hunting
with a camera. If readers who are

hunters will try what they can do in

this way the results will surprise them.

I am open to bet that all of them, after a

few trials, will wonder where they have
learned to exercise patience and at the

ease with which thev can get to within

twentv-five yards of game.

I do hope that all hunters will give

some attention to my point and after re-

flection decide never to shoot at game
until absolutely sure of hitting a vital

part. If they will do this there will be

a sensible diminution in the number of

wounded animals dving lingering and
miserable deaths in the woods.
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FREdri VICTORIES FOR

SPLITDORF
At Qutte»burg, June 17

5 miles, Non-stock, Class E, 231 cubic inches, won by Burke in a

SPLITDORF equipped E-M-F. Time, 6.09.

10 miles, Non-stock, Class E, 450 cubic inches, won by Koopman

in a SPLITDORF equipped National. Time, 10.42 2-5.

10 miles, Class E, 600 cubic inches, won by Whalen in a SPLIT-

DORF equipped National. Time, 10.30 2-5.

The one big fact that sticks out above everything else in these

continuous SPLITDORF victories is the Perfect Ignition always

furnished the winner by the SPLITDORF Magneto.

You can have the same

satisfactory service on your

car by equipping it with a

SPLITDORF.

Please ask for Magneto

catalog.

C. F. SPLITDORF
Chicago :

1110 S.Michigan Ave.

San Francisco :

520 Van Nesa Ave.

Detroit :

B^t^""'^'^'"^'^^^^ Walton Ave. and I38th St.,
Motor Mart.

1226 S. Olive St. Branch—1679 Broadway. NEW YORK.



A Vacation In Algonquin Park

BY W. O. JOUNSO.N.

Holidays
! How delightful that word,

but better still the reality and enjoyment
of the vacation it means, to every coop-
ed up clerk, factory hand or other indiv-
idual who works hard for twelve months
in every year. These are the fellows
who enjoy their holidays, know what
they are for and how to use them.

It is of two fellows of this kind the
story relates.

Long had we thought of it—many the
places that flitted before our minds where
best we could spend our two weeks. At
last Algonquin National Park came to the
rescue—of course—why had we not
thought of that before? 'just the place we
had been wanting to go to and best suit-
ed to two fellows who wanted to leave
all traces of civilization behind.
Now that we had decided on a place,

it meant get ready, as we had only about
two weeks more to wait ; so we left our
order for groceries, looked up our tent,
blankets, etc.. and got everything packed
up in our "turkey" ready for the event-
ful trip.

Slowly, very slowly, did the days roll

by till finally Saturday, August 7th,

arrived—the last day of work.
Allow me to interupt you a moment,

for }'ou are doubtless wondering why I

have not metioned any names. The
party consisted of two, viz ; Ernest P.

and your humble servant. Now let me
proceed.

Saturday, you may bet your life, was
a long day to both of us. especially my-
self who had to work till 11.30 p. m.,

while Ern. got out of harness at 6 p.m.
.-\t last closing time came and Ern, who

had everything in readiness, and I

"shouldered our turkeys" and took them
to the station to be ready for the 4.20 a.m.

train on Sunda)' which would bear us

northwards.

We were right on the job when the

train arrived and two anxious fellows

were soon aboard. Daylight was just

peeping over the bank of clouds and mist

which seemed anxious to allay its pro-

gress, while we were being h^irried north-

wards, conscious only of the merry bur-
r-r of the wheels and the constant throb
of the engine.

We were brought to our senses about
8.30 by the grinding of the brakes and
the cr}- of the brakeman as he passed
through with "Scotia Junction, 15 min-
utes for refreshments," and looking out
we beheld that deserted looking spot,
burned and blackened on all sides by a
recent fire. Here was to be our Sunday
quarters with a camp of four young fel-

lows till Monday, as no trains run to the
Park on the Sabbath.
However, we enjoyed ourselves fine,

being treated to a good two mile tramp
in the boiling sun for a refreshing dip
in Clear Lake, after which we picked
blueberries for supper and retraced our
steps. The evening passed quickly be-

fore a cheery camp fire and after some
good stories and songs, we turned in.

Monday morning broke clear and cool-
er, and we were soon out, and after a
hearty breakfast, betook ourselves to the

station.

Promptly at 9.10 the train from the
Sound rolled in and we embarked on our
last stretch of rail for our outing pro-

per.

At 10 o'clock the outskirts of the Park
were reached and at 10.45 ^ long whistle
told us that we were drawing near to

Canoe Lake. Here was to be our stop-

ping place, so we disembarked, only to

meet our first setback, for our canoe had
not arrived from headquarters. How-
ever, not to be outdone, we 'phoned for

it to come on the 5.40 evening train.

We were not stuck however, for one of

the Rangers we knew was there and we
piled into his canoe without baggage and
were soon twisting and turning up
"Corkscrew" Creek to Canoe Lake Head-
quarters, having a lift over a beaver
dam as the halfway station.

Canoe Lake being reached we proceed-

ed to pitch our tent. Being late we had
not time to gather boughs for bedding,

but had to be content with Mother Earth,

which mingled with a few rocks which
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we had not removed, made a very poor
bed. Rut we were very tired and were
soon fast asleep, I, with my shoulder on
the soft side of one stone and my hip

on another.

But sleep was not to last long under
such conditions and Tuesday saw me up
before 5 a.m., while Ern bore the stones
for another hour. After gathering rocks
I built a fireplace up against a huge
l)oulder. and tinning it over had a stove
fit for a king. This gave me a good ap-
petite for the breakfast I soon had ready,
for I was elected cook.

Tuesday was very windy and we did
not venture out except for a load of

boughs and marsh grass for bedding, for

we were not experts by any means in a

canoe, and anj'one who knows this Lake,
will understand what a sea can get up
with a north or south wind. So we con-
tented ourselves by putting the finishing-

touches on our camp, as we were to be
here for the first week, having decided
to take several side trips from this point.

Wednesday was a little more eventful,

for on canoeing up Corkscrew Creek I

beheld a reddish brown animal hidden
almost in the tall rank grass that l)orders

the creek. I was just about to explain
to Ern that there must be someone a-

round for there was a large dog, when to

my surprise he gave a mighty leap and
snort and was soon bounding away to

the depths of the forest, followed by a

"white flag" with which he waved us
a final farewell.

"So that was a red deer!" Yes, and the
first we had had the pleasure of seeing
in its wild state. Pushing on up the

stream we soon beheld a large buck a-

bout one hundred yards distant on the

versfe of the wood, but he too seemed
unfriendly to his new neighbors, and
bounded, snorting away.

After dinner we went out for a paddle
around the Lake to get our bearings a

little ; so after finding the portage to

Smoke Lake and the North river, and
testing both, we returned to camp and
turned in early.

Thursday found us astir shortly after

daybreak, eager for our contemplated
trip to Whiskey Falls. We were favored

with an ideal morning and Canoe Lake

presented as handsome a picture as one
would wish to see, with its verdant for-

ests towering high above the water, and
its double vainly trying to touch the

b(!ttom, with only a very narrow strip

of rock sandwiched between to tell us
the dividing line ; while nestled snugly
in the centre of the Lake was the island

with its single dwelling reflected as in

a mirror, as far away in the distance

towered the rocky slopes, and in the im-
mediate foreground a stray fleecy cloud
was mirrored in its bosom.

We could not forbear geting out on
a jutting of rock—a very poor excuse for

ah island—and sitting there for half an
hour, drank in its beauty, till a fitful

breeze coming out of the south-east arm,
rippled its surface. We then pushed on
and driving the canoe ahead at top speed
with a long but telling stroke, we soon
had traversed several pieces of river and
pond, till South Lake was reached. Cross-

ing this and passing a short distance

up stream a distant rumbling told us the

dam was drawing near. Here we had
a short lift and putting in just below the

Falls, ran several small rapids, reaching

Whiskey Falls at 11.30. Lunch was the

next in order, and it finished, we pro-

ceeded to try our luck with hook and
line. Our "luck" I must confess was
poor. I guess we were not much "class"

as fishermen. It was while I was fishing

just below the portage that three fine

fawns emerged from the bush right op-

posite me, one taking a swim, another

a drink, and the third seemingly on

guard. \\'here was my camera? Why
had I not it with me? were some of the

thoughts that surged through my mind.

At last after watching them for about

five minutes, I "hit the trail" back to the

canoe about one hundred yards, for my
camera, but on returning found, much
to my disgust that, "my birds had flown."

Finally about 2 p.m. after some vain

fishing we turned our canoe once more
homewards, but gee ! going back was a

diflferent proposition to our anticipations,

for we were up against the rapids in

earnest. Several times it was "get out

and walk" where the water was shallow,

and pick our channel, and we were not

sorrv when South Tea Dam was reached.
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from which point we reached camp by
one and a quarter hours' good paddling.

Friday was uneventful as we covered
the same ground, having to return to

the portage for some fishing tackle we
had left behind.

Saturday broke very cloudy and threat-

ening, so we decided to stay at camp,
and here we caught our first fish, Ern
catching two fine black bass, which with
potatoes, beans and rice pudding form-
ed a very appetising supper for our now
unsatisfiable appetites.

Sunday found us astir early on ac-

count of a heavy thunderstorm which
continued all day in the face of our tent,

so we had to take shelter for the day
in the Ranger's headquarters.

Monday proved the most eventful yet,

for on this day we accompanied one of

the Rangers up to Island Lake, via Joe,
Baby Joe, Joe Joe, Little Joe and several

portages. Island Lake is a very pretty

lake, but we did not go up far, for on
coming through the narow entrance with
its high walls of granite, we rounded a

point, and there had dinner. Dinner over,

we retraced our steps and with the three

of us paddling at a merry clip, Joe Lake
was soon reached. Here the heavens be-
gan to darken with heavy threatening
clouds and the distant thunder became
slightly audible, so it was necessary to

put all our strength to our paddles in

the hope of escaping the down pour.

But by the time Joe Lake Station was
reached, it seemed to brighten a little,

so after hurriedly getting some much
needed groceries to replenish our stock,

we put on in the vain hope of reaching

camp with dry hides. But this was not

to be, for barely had we reached the por-

tage vi'hen it came on in perfect sheets

amid the brilliant flashes of lightning,

and the deafening roar of the thunder.

It was a case now of up-end the canoe
and take shelter under it. This was a

novel experience, and we did not mind
it at first, but after about one half or

three quarters of an hour our cramped
quarters began to tell on us, and there

being no signs of a let up, we decided to

push on, reaching camp at 6 p.m. drench-

ed to the skin. We turned in earlv be-

ing very tired, and anxious for the mor-
row, for we decided to break camp and
"beat it" for Doe Lake.

Tuesday broke very cloudy with light

rain falling, but what was rain to us

now. W'e had got rather used to being
wet and did not mind it, so not heeding
the threatening sky. we broke camp and
started at 10 a.m. for Doe Lake, through
Joe, ^Irs. Joe, Buck and Fawn Lakes
with here and there a short stream to

break the monotony. Here our first ex-

perience of being lost came in. for we
either did not know or notice when we
entered Doe Lake but paddled all around
the Lake, every nook and corner, up an
arm a few hundred yards only to l.,c con-

fronted with a marsh, a retreat and then

up a creek, very narrow, crooked and
rough, over beaver dams. 'og.s and shal-

lows to a small lake. But we were well

repaid for this latter and for a time for-

got our plight, for there ahead of us
were four deer and three beaver Now
beaver, as anyone knows, is a very un-

common sight in daylight during the

summer months, and it chanced to he
our first, last and only look at these

timid and very shrewd water creatures.

Again beating a retreat we paddled back
across little bays, around points and final-

ly landed at the portage to Wilson's

Lake at -f.20 p.m. done out (for we had

had no dinner) and wondering where on

earth we were, and where the blessed,

supposed creek was, leading to Doe
Lake. After satisfying the cravings- of

the inner man, and neatly tucking a

large loaf of bread somewhere under our

jackets, we again pushed off having a

little more hope and heart to paddle now.

We had little more than rounded the first

point and gone in behind an island when
lo and behold, there was a lumber camp
—and wait a minute—is that a notice

on one of the doors? Could that pos-

sibly be Doe Lake Shelter, and we had

passed that very place in the morning,

though we did not see it for the island,

and paddled all around Doe Lake looking

for an outlet to the same? Search was
onlv to reveal the truth, and then came
the expected hearty laugh, for the laugh

was assuredly on us. After a well earn-

ed supper we turned in very tired after
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cur day's adventure, and lulled to sleep

by the merry squeak of the mice as they

scampered around our heads (which did

not sound unlike a bunch of girls play-

ing cress tag—pardon the comparison)

and the ever welcome ( ?) song of the

mosquito in our ears.

\\'ednesday was uneventful except in

that we rose early and paddled to Bear
Lake before breakfast where I obtained
my first picture of deer. Darkness
found us with an additional supply of

friendly neighbors (mosquitoes) and it

was necessary to tell them by smudge
that it was time they were going as we
wanted to go to bed.

Thursdajf was spent inspecting Bear
Lake, a very pretty lake with its shores

rising into veritable mountains of stately

pines and numerous bays with here and
there an island dropped in to break the

monotony.

Friday was get-awav-day again, so
packing up we were ofT to a good start

at 11.20 in a drizzling rain, and reached
Canoe T^ake camp at 1.20, where we re-

mained till Saturday morning.

Saturday came in very cold and heavy
fog, but uith every indication of a grand
da^^ Breakfast ever, and canoe leaded,

v.e awaited the lifting of the fog, when
we proceeded (• -^ur final stretch to

r ur goal— •.e.-.dq.. ^""S — via Canoe,
Smoke, lCoot:hie. Luin Island and
White's Lakes, Madawaska River and
several portages, ranging irom three

quarters of a mile to one hundred yards.

We found the portage to Smoke easy,

and crossing Smoke to in behind Mol-
lie's Isle, we had lunch. Here a fine

view is obtained of the lake past one
end of the Island. Lunch over we push-

ed on over Snioke portage, a very steep

one, to Kootchie Lake, a mere pond of

three hundred and fifty yards. Here. I.

who was in lead and just finishing the

portage, was attacked by a dog. He was
not very large but nevertheless, burden-

ed as I was with my share of the lug-

gage, I found it very difficult to keep
him off, with several kicks in the head
and "slats," for I still wanted to go home
with all the hide I had brought w-ith me.

But he seemed very anxious for a piece
as a souvenier, and would hardly be de-
nied, for after several rolls from the im-
pact of my boot he would come back to

the attack with even more determination,
till finally his owner came to the rescue,
and carried him away still muttering his

threats, and what he would have done.
Pushing on we reached Cache early and
soon had our final camp set up in AIos-

quitoville.

Sunday after breakfast we decided to

try our luck, which hitherto had been

very good, at finding the path to Sky-

mount. \\'e put- out down the track,

and around the back of it till we struck
a path. \\'e thought surely this must be
it, though surprised that it was not more
used ; so taking up the steep incline
were soon lost in the woods. Lost we
were, as the path broke off abruptly and
we climbed on unguided, though not
lost either, as events show, for we came
back in almost our same steps. After
an hour and a half's hard climbing
through clotted underbrush, over fallen

logs, now on a deer run, now up hill and
down dale, and in the broiling sun, we
reached as high as we could jro. „ ' if-

ter a vain search for an opening retraced

cur steps discouraged but stili determin-
ed. -After a hearty dinner we set out
again, this time by canoe. It was not
to be denied us and about four o'clock

saw us scampering up Skymount, a ver-

itable mountain rising sheer from the

water's edge to the dizzy height of three

hundred and fifty feet. The sight that

greeted our eyes well repaid us for our

exertions, for away to the left stretched
Cache Lake in all its beauty. In the

centre, far over the forest of trees, glist-

ened a very small patch of water, the

entrance of the Magnetewan River, to

Cache Lake, while away to the west lay

headquarters, just discernable over the

treetops.

Monda}' at 6.30 found two brown, scal-

ey bearded fellows board the train at

Algonquin for home, not without regrets

at leaving our forest home, but with
big plans for a longer stay and trip next

year if we are spared.
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THE HOO-HOO
CAMP OR SHANTY COOK

I

I

II
•'• A Substantial and Serviceable Range

y. For coal and wood or wood only. Oven 24 x 26 x 16

I
STOVES and RANGES

of every description ; also

The Good Cheer Circle Waterpan
Warm Air Furnace. The only heater made which t
supplies healthful invigorating warmth. $

I The James Stewart Mfg. Co., umited
|

I WOODSTOCK, ONT. |
Western Warehouse—156 Lombard Street, Winnipeg, Man. r

DISTRIBDTING AGENCIES

McLennan, McFeely & Co. Wood, Vallance Hardware Co. Rosa Bros., Limited 4>

Vancouver, B.C. Nekon. B.C. Edmonton, Alta.

t • • • . « ^.



Hunting For Fur
BY FRKD BRITTAIX.

WHILE the bi.s^ game hunting stor-

ies in Rod and Gun are full of

interest for all, I think now and
then a little story of hunting the

fur bearing animals is not altogether out

of place. Recently I had a fine hunt of

the kind and a few particulars may not

be without interest to readers.

It was in March that Frank and I with

two dogs and carrj^ing a gun, an axe and

:a spade set out on a skunk hunt. For

iive miles we tramped through the snow
seeing nothing more than a few rabbit

tracks which had no interest for us as it

was close season for rabbits. We were

just about to commence our homeward
trail when I saw a skunk's track and fol-

lowing it closely we went over our own
tracks again without noticing it.

Later on the tracks led through Ben-

well's swamp where I broke through i-he

ice and got wet up to my knees, my feet

becoming so cold that I thought I could

not keep them from freezing. It was
an awful hole and the brush so thick we
could scarcely make our way through it.

We were both glad when we came out

but the' track after crossing the road led

us into the swamp again. Dry snow
had fallen in on the tracks and made them
look like partridge tracks.

Two miles of hard toil and we were

through the swamp once more, the trail

ending in the middle of a cleared field.

Here we struck a woodchuck hole froz-

en for several inches and we well earned

our skunk before we got him. How-
ever though the hunt and digging out

did take us half a day his fur was a .^;ie

glossy black and we felt repaid as we
marched home with our trophy.

The next day saw us out again and in

the course of the morning my little yel-

low dog, which is part hound and part

terrier, started barking at an old tree

stump torn out and turned up by the

roots. I went over to see what he had
run to earth and in a little hollow root

about the size of a watermelon there were
two big 'coons. I seized one by the tail

and held him up while Frank gave the

finishing stroke. The second one was
finished just as easily and we felt we nad
made a good start.

Half a mile further on we came on a

skunk track and tracing it toitshole found
the surroundings so full of tracks that

appearances pointed to one hundred
skunks being around. We had to dig

down about four feet when we came lo

an old stump and under it found iv/o

skunks and mighty good ones tot).

As we could not dig any further T set

the dog to fetch them out. He received

more than he bargained for and retreat-

ing hastily refused to face the animals
again. There was nothing else for it

but for me to pull them out and as I did

so one of them hit me over the shoulder

and it was a question for some time

whether I or the dog had to be given the

wider berth. Although we obtained

good prices for all our skins I felt that I

had had my fill of skunk hunting for the

year.

VACATION.
BY A. D. CONGER.

^^'onders of water in sky-blue reflection.

Mirrored with sun, and clouds moving by.

Memories of youth in vague recoljection,

Weakened by scenes that never can die.

There's a place in each heart

For a spot in some part

Of this rigid old world of ours.
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Mosquito Glove Mosquito Veil Mosquito Glove

with whole fingers
with horsehair window and self-cloiinK

valve for cigar, tobacco-pipe, etc. with half fingers.

The Mosquito Glovei, made of

greenish, impregnated cambric,

are a perfect protection against

stings. Quite indispensable for

anglers, hunters, holiday mak-
ers, etc

Price per pair $1.50.

The Mosquito Veils, made of

greenish Brussels cambric, are

perfectly untearable. The horse-

hair window enables one to see

clearly,and the self-closing valve

with metal frame permits smok-
ing, and is an especially great

advantage. Price $1 00 each.

Sold by all Sporting goods dealers ; if you cannot buy

it direct, write to

i a Otto. T. E. Yeit
64 Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.

ATTENTION-Sportsmen

Before going on your outing whether it is to

Temagami, Muskoka or the "Rockies," send for a pair

of our Sporting Boots. You will find Nothing Better.

The Sporting Boot shown here is 1 6 inches high,

ha$ Bellows Tongue to the top of leg, oil tan

bottoms, solid sole leather sole, double hand sewn.

Write for our illustrated price list.—We make

every sort.

Buy the Sporting Boot with the Patent Heel.

Addr

Style "309"
Price SIO.OO the pair.

Beal Bros. Limited
52 Wellington St. E.

Toronto, Canada
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By the time this copy of the Magazine
is printed all the camp arrano;ements will

be completed and members on their way
to take part in the fine program that has

been prepared for their instruction and

entertainment. The Director and Secre-

tary-Treasurer with their experience and
abilities have made sudh arrangements as

ensure both completeness and efficiency.

While those of the first camp left little

,or nothing to be desired that and the stic-

.cegding three camps taught several les-

;:Sons and the members who are present

this year will profit therefrom and enjo}'

their experience all the more. Writing
in advance there is full assurance of a

Camp at which good work will be accom-
plished and much enjoyment secured.

Hon. Frank Oliver, ^Minister of the In-

terior, and Mr. Howard Douglass, Com-
missioner of the Dominion Parks, return-

ed to Edmonton on June 27 from a trip

over the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway to

the Rocky Mountains and an inspection

of Jasper Park, the new five-thousand-

square mile national park. Mr. Oliver ex-

pressed himself as highlv pleased with the

reserve, which embraces some of the finest

of the magnificent scenery for which the

Canadian Rockies are famous throughout
the world. Speaking of Jasper Park,

Mr. Oliver stated that the scenery was of

.rfl grandeur and ruggedness similar to

that of BanfT, the onl\- difference being

that it is on a larger scale. The valley of

the Athabaska is very wide compared
with the Bow River at Banff, and the

mountains are higher, and from a tourist

point of view there is everything to at-

tract. The rails of the Grand Trunk Pa-

cific have now reached the confines of

the park.

Mr. H. R. Charlton, general advertis-

ing agent for the Grand Trunk and the

Grand Trunk Pacific, is accompanying
Mr. Wheeler's exploration trip for at

least a portion of the iourney. The fine

new Jasper Park with its area of five

thousand square miles must have some
headquarters if tourists are to be attract-

ed to it and the Company proposes the

erection of new hotels for which Mr.
Charlton is to select the sites. Mr. Charl-

ton made an extended trip tlirough the

Vellowhead Pass last vear and possesses

therefore some knowledge of the country.

Attractive sites will be selected and sur-

veyed.

.All mountaineers will be interested in a

recent publication issued bv the General

PassenErer Department of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railwav and entitled "The
Canadian Rockies: Yellowhead Pass
Route." The liooklet, which is beauti-

fully illustrated with fresh views, includ-
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GO WHERE THE
FISHING'S GOOD.

Get away from the " Cushioned-canoe and sunshades " resorts. Get

up into the real country where you'll never know a feather-weight

creel when supper time comes 'round. The real country must be

new country—you know that.

Back of Georgian Bay, above Parry Sound, where the Canadian

Northern Ontario Railway cleaves the wilderness, you can reach

new waters and CATCH FISH . Small mouth Black Bass— big

fellows; 'Lunge—the kind Grand-dad tells about ; and Pickerel, for

pan-fish.
Write lo the Passenger Department

Canadian Northern Ontario'^Railway
Toronto, Ont.

The Richelieu and Ontario
Navigation Company

YCVR SVMMtR
ounyc

A Suggestion

ROCHESTER
1000 ISLANDS
RAPIDS OF

ST. LAWRENCE
QUEBEC
MURRAY BAY
TADOUSAC and
SAGUENAY RIVER

for Illustrated Folders, Tickets, Etc., apply to any R. R. Agent or Representative of R. S O.

n. FOSTER CHAFFEE, A. G. P. A., THOS. HENRY,
Toronto, Ont. Traffic Manager, Montreal, P. Q.
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ing several of Mt. Robson, 13,700 feet

hig-h, the highest mountain in the Cana-

dian Rockies, tells in a picturesque and in-

teresting style of "The Last Wonder-

land." This is the name given to that part

of the country lying between Edmonton
and Fort George, "a land abounding in

big things, a vast hitherto unknown sec-

tion in the central and north western part

of Western Canada, probably the most

wild and romantic region on the American

continent." According to the writer "so

little was known of this section that the

early explorers, who were pioneering and
pathfinding for the Grand Trunk Pacific,

found waterfalls higher than Niagara ac-

tually unknown. They also found rivers,

mighty rivers wide and deep, that were

from fifty to one hundred miles out of

place on the map." Next year the facil-

ities for travel are expected to be so far

advanced that "tourists will be able to

travel to the very heart of the last wilder-

ness, to the cool rivers and limpid lakes,

to the wild forests and the hot springs of

the Jasper National Park." This fine re-

servation of five thousand square miles

is a new National Playground possessing

Alpine scenery of unrivalled magnificence.

Through a portion of this territory the

new transcontinental will run and enable

tourists to take exploration and vacation

trips in a new country with all the charm
of the unknown and as close to the heart

of Nature as the truest lover could wish.

"Around and about it everywhere is the

inexpressible influence of the mountains,
subtle, ethereal and aesthetic, that inspires,

elevates and dignifies all who come under
its spell. It is the spirit of the hills and
the highlands—the spirit of the un-

conquerable people whose homelands lie

within the shadow of their majesty—the

spirit that is infused into all who tread

their thrilling solitudes, breathe life laden

in the air from tlieir rarified regions or

drink the clear distillation of heaven from
their eternal snows. v'^ncb a plaj'ground

is the new National Park.",'

the present year it is hoped to complete
the surve}' on the eastern side up to the

northern limit. Fish, game and birds

were found plentiful on the reserve.

The Dominion Government has car-

ried out a portion of the surveys on the

eastern slopes of the Rockies and during

A superbly illustrated publication cal-

led "The Alpina Americana" has just

been published in the United States, and
is a revelation to most of us of the sub-

limities of the scenery of the Canadian
Rockies. The author of the text,

which is entitled "The Canadian Rocky
Mountains" is Prof. Charles E. Fay,

who has assumed the position of editor-

in-chief of the series which the American
Alpine Club has undertaken to publish.

The illustrations, several of them a full

page, are a delight to the eye and they

go far to justify Prof. Fay's somewhat
daring characterization of the region as

"this Switzerland of the Western con-

tinent." Mr. Fay makes a comparison
between the Swiss Alps and the Canad-
ian Rockies, which is highly interesting.

Admitting that in altitude none of the

Canadian summits are quite comparable
with the Swiss Peaks, he reminds one
that mere altitude above sea level "is not

a proper criterion of sublimity, but rather

the height above the valley from which
the mountains spring, combined with im-

pressiveness of form, their noble and in-

spiring architecture." Mount Robson, the

highest mountain in the Canadian Rock-
ies and situated on the line of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, well illustrates

this point. It is 13,700 feet above sea

level, but the majestic form of this noble
mountain with its crown of gleaming
snow lifted above the almost vertical

cliffs, running 11.000 feet above the val-

ley and several miles in extent, gives as

grand, if not a grander view than the

Swiss Alps. The record of the celebra-

ted Monte Rosa is surpassed at ^Tount
Robson. The historv of the exploration

of this wonderful recion and of the con-

quest of its towering summits is concise-

ly given. But many a mighty peak is

still unclimbed, and Prof. Fay holds that

there is much to compensate those who
w^sh to make a "first ascent." now that

t'"'' Grand Trunk is just opening "an
easv approach to an almost virgin region

with great possibilities."
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vvHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
ABSOLUTELY PIREPKOOF

Cor. Adims Avenue and Park Street.

In the centre
Business District.

Tvitb Batli.

European Plan.

L. W.

Has large

Convention Hall.

Granrt Roof
Garden Cafe.

Our Unique
Crystal Grill.

Music 6.00 to

12.00 P.M.

Beantlfully and

quietly situated

on Grand Circus

Park.

of the Theatre, Sliopping an<i

Service unexcelled. Every room

Rates SI. 50 per day and up.

TULLER, Proprietor.

HOTEL LENOX
BUFFALO. IS. Y.

HIGHEST GRADE FIREPROOF
IDEAL LOCATION
EUEOPEAN PLAN

SL.'iO per day and up.

SPECIAL WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES
Take public taxicab or carriage to hotel at our expense,

by instructing driver to charge service to Hotel Lenox.
Write for "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls." It

will be sent Tvlth otir compliments.

C. A. MINER, Manager

RING S ROYAL HOTEL
and Park, Baltny Beach

Owen Sound, Ont.

Delightfully situated on

GEORGIAN BAY

Tennis Courts, Bowling

Ground and Golf Links.

Excellent Boating & Bathing.

FISHING
Within easy distance of the hotel will be found Lakes Francis. Bass. Merry, all of which are teeming

with black bass, pickerel, etc. There are also numerous brook trout streams in the immediate vicinity, to

which access can be had by applying to the manager of the hotel.

ONLY THREE HOURS FROM TORONTO.
The managers will be pleased to answer any correspondence as to hotel accommodation, rates, routes, loca-

tion, etc., and will forward on application their descriptive booklet.

Address-

WILSON & MARANTETTE
OWEN SOUND, CANADA.
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Two well known members of the Al-

pine Club of Canada have received dis-

tinnfuished honours from the King; during

the Coronation period. Sir William

W'hA-te, who has been an Associate mem-
ber of the Club since its inception, has

been made a Knight Bachelor and Dr.

Falconer, President of Toronto Univers-

ity, has been created a Companion of the

Order of St. Michael and St. George. The
Club is justly proud of the distinguished

members it continues to attract.

The Club expedition to the Yellow-

head Pass countr}' is doing good work.

Details received so far are somewhat
scant but a full report will be issued iii

due time. It cannot be too often reitei-

ated that this is a Club expedition, aided

by various Governments, and bodies, but

is subservient to none. The Club stands

for Canada, knowing nothing smaller. Its

main object is to make known the moun-
tain regions of Canada to the people of

Canada.

Mt. Ogden, into whose heart penetrat-

ed one of the great new tunnels in the

Kicking Horse Pass above Field, has just

been ascended by Messrs. John A. Allan
and F. J. Barlow of the Geological Sur-

vey who built a cairn on the top. There
is no record of any previous ascent. These
gentlemen have made several other inter-

esting climbs in the course of their work.

A New Use For The Red Fox

BY W. MACMILLAN.

MAXY sportsmen treat the red fox

with indifference, only a few
amongst them knowing that Red
Re3"nard"s pelt is one of the most

sought after by furriers of the world.

Some years ago the fur of the red fox-

was used entirely in iis natural color.

Then scientist? -nade a dve wliich chang-
ed the rich red ;o a beautiful glossy black,

the dye. to a certain extent, weakening
the pelt.

For a time the dictates of fashion fa-

vored this treated fur and many beautiful

setts were made up to satisfy the increa-

sing demand. As the furriers speedily

bought up all visible supplies and entered

into contracts for further quantities the

prices rose to a point considered at that

time preposterously high. As everybodj'

wanted black fur the merchants pur-

chased all the}- could secure and prompt-
ly sold the same. ^n ^

Then fashion changed in the j-groun'""
scrutable manner and the furriers set to

work to meet the demands, faking up the

furs in the most tempting styles and trv-

ing their best to meet the desires of the

ladies.

At this time there appeared on the Eu-
ropean market a fur closel}' resembling

the costly and beautiful fur of the silver

fo.x. The name given was pointed fox.

Samples were purchased and closely ex-

amined, when the new fur turned out to

be Canada red fox dyed black with a

number of stiff white badger hairs

cemented or glued into the ground fur.

The effect is extremelv beautiful and the

badger hair not only enhances the beauty
of the fox pelt but the stiffness and dura-

bilitv prevents (to a certain extent) the

speedv wearing of the softer and more
delicate fox fur.

To-day what appears to be silver fox
furs are not more or less than our friend

the red fox in a new disguise. So beauti-

ful is his new fur that it is not really re-

garded as an imitation. Year by year
scientists are improving the dve and at

present the qualitv of the pelt, when dved
in Europe, is not in the least affected or

weakened.

Fox pelts from manv countries have
been treated in the manner described
above but in no case with the success

achieved with those of the Canada red

fox. The latter are easily the softest and
silkiest and tlie highest favorites with the

furriers. J
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Stings of Insects

Ivy Poison

Chafing
And all skin Irritations such as Barber's Itch and

Eczema are quickly relieved by

Dr. Chase's

Ointment
No sportsman's equipment is complete without n

bos of Dr. Chase's Ointment. Besides relievl.is

skin Irritations of every kind It Is Invahmble In

case of accidental wounds. By Its nutiseptic In

fluence it prevents blood poisoning and quickly hc.Tl>

the skin.

Exposure to cold and dampness is liable to brin;;

on an attack of piles, and there Is no treatment

known which so quickly relieves and cures this

annoying: ailment as Dr. Chase's Ointment. For

sale by all dealers or sent postpaid on receipt of

pric- r,0 cts. a box. by EDMANSON, BATES & CO.,

LIMITED, Toronto.

Iris Linen
medium crash finish.

A most up-to-date

Note Paper
Made m Lmpress size

And Envelopes
to match. Newest shape with

deep pointed flap.

Ask your Stationer for it.

MADE BY

BARBER-ELLIS
LIMITED

TORONTO - BRANTFORD - WINNIPEG.

You Can Make Dozens of

Delicious Summer
Drinks With

(4

Montscrrat"
Lime Fruit Juice

Doiible ..;'

Satisfacfio».
The possibilities are unlimited. Have

a new drink every day in the month

—

every time you have friends drop in

—

every time you enteitain.!?

People do get tired of lemonade—but
the unique "Montserrat" drinks are al-

ways welcome

A bottle of "Montserrat" opens up a new
world of cooling, refreshing summer

beverages.

"Montserrat" is the juice of the choic-
est limes grown on the Island of Mont-
seriat in the West Indies.

It is cheaper than lemons—much more
convenient to use—and your druggis-t
or grocer has it.

Write for our recipe book, giving over sixty
recipes for summer drinks, frozen

desserts, cakes, pies, etc.

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL

CO. Oi CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL.



The Quebec Government passed a bill

durin,s>- the last session of the Leg;islature,

the chief clause of which reads as follows

:

"Notwithstanding" the prohibition con-

tained in article 2313, the Lieutenant-

Governor-in-council may authorize the

Minister of Colonization, Alines and
Fisheries to have beaver hunted or taken

for the benefit of the Crown in certain

places where they do dama<:;e by dam-
mino; lakes and rivers and flooding' the

neigliboring lands."

The second clause concerns the seiz-

ure of skins unlawfully trapped.

A despatch from a city in I'Cansas

states that two residents are arranging

to take a big- game 'hunt in British Col-

umbia armed only with bows and ar-

rows. The authorities of the Province

may have something to say on the mat-
ter.

The Dominion Government has pur-

chased fifty reindeer from Dr. Grenfell

at the price of $51 per head. The rein-

deer have been such a success in Labra-
dor that is proposd to introduce them in-

to the northern regions of Canada in the

hope that they will supplant dogs in pro-

viding for winter travel. The animals
will be taken by boat to Quebec and
thence by train to Edmonton from which
place they will be taken to Athabasca
Landing^ and so on to Fort Smith which
is the destination of the herd. The pur-

chase was made through Mr. R. H.
Campbell, head of the forestry branch
and the herd will be installed at Fort
Smith under his directions. Dr. Grenfell

will send two men to accompany them
and to give instructions in their care and
management. A quantity of moss will

be taken from Labrador to provide the

herd with food until it reaches the cari-

bou feeding- ground where moss is plenti-

ful. The purchase was made at cost

price. The experiment will be watched
with much care by all who have inter-

ests in the north.

From Northern Ontario come reports

of an invasion of the country by cater-

pillars and their determined attacks upon
the poplars. They have been so thick as

to make the rails of the Temiskaming and
Northern Ontario Railway slippery and
dangerous. A few years ago the tama-
racks throughout the northern portions

of the Province were blighted and unless

something- intervenes a like fate is in

store for the poplars.

Both rainbow and speckled trout were
reported as plentiful in the falls of

Sault Ste. Alarie and some good catches

were recorded. One six pound speckled
trout and six others aggregating seven-

teen and a half pounds were included in

one catch.

The Montreal Herald has recently

been publishing some fish stories and
amongst the number were some that were
reallv good. The prize winning storv is

told by A. W. Smith, Ste. Agathe, P.O.,

and concerned a trio fishing from a leaky

boat. After much ill fortune they suc-

ceeded, late in the day, in coming upon
a place where the fish were not only
plentiful but also hungry. With great

care they kept the boat afloat until they

secured more than they wanted and
decided to quit. A big fellow appeared
and the three casting together struck but
missed and had a narrow escape of a bad
entanglement with each other's tackle.
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Of Course tRe Burrou^h^
Has All these Featvire^

What It Does

Takes figure work away
from the winrt.

Adds, multiplies, divides,
subtracts.

Figures statements, in-

voices, daily posting trial

balances, balance sheet-;,

cash received.

Computes interest and
discount.

Reduces measures from
one denomination to an-
other.

Foots biiis, figures cost-;,

reduces stocli- tailing lali-

or.

Worlis speedily, quickly,
accurately.

\Yorks like a typewriter

—

and is about the same
size.

Prints items without add-
ing them.

What it has

Locked or Flexible Key-
board.

Separate Column Correc
tion Buttons.

Repeat Button.

Total and Sub-Total
Buttons.

Automatic Paper End
Lock.

Visibility—if you want it.

A dozen other helps.

What it is

Practical for every class
of figuring.

Office boy can operate it.

Takes about ten minutes
to learn how.
Durable—will serve you a
business lifetime.

Priced by what It does
for you, $175 to $S50.
and sold on easy pay-
ments. If desired.

Used By

Used by Germany, Mexi-
co, Bank of England,
great institutions and
professional accountants,
Soutliern Pacific Railway.,
T. Eaton. Toronto; Bank
of Montreal. Canada Flour
Mills, Chatham. Ont.,
etc.

Used by smallest con
cerns:
Bradley & Edwards. iLa
pine, Ala., Pop. 200).
Smith & Hopper, {Marion
June. Ala., Pop. 131),
etc.

/ <LAnd i^i^ :)?mucn ryiore^\

THE first aildiny m.iehiiie inamif'jiftui'ecl was the

Burroughs— 19 years ns". Over 1 '20,000 keen-sighted
firms in every conceivable Hue h.ne since purchased vari-

ous models of this machine, and tlie Burroujjhs has become
the larjrest company of its kind, witli offices everywhere.

The Burroughs has blay.ed llu- way for excry successful

improvement. It has lieen the leader in every move.

It is the one ni.ichine with all worthy features, valu-

able in every detail of y<)iir liiisiiiess, today, tomorrow—
for a business lifetime. This univers.d usefulness and
adaptability has made the Hinroujihs stand pre-eminent,

with the result that nine-tenths of all .iddiny^ machines
solcf have been Burroughs. It is impossible for e\cn the

fastest >ji'"">>i)i firm to outyrnu this m.-isler ni.ithc-

matical niajrician— this time and detail s.-uer.

Burroughs Service is the reason \iliy, for it safeguards you
against every conceivable delay in the use of your luachine.

It gives you tlie benefit of the best systems of 1^0,000 Burroughs
users and assures you the advantage of future iraprovements.

The Inventions Department is continually perfecting new features

solely for your future business needs.

Investigate today: a note on your letterhead is all that is

necessary. .\ free demonstration— no expense— no obligation.

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY
298 Burroughs Block Detroit Michigan
European H ead (i u.i r te r 3 : VS Cannon Street. Lc.ndnn. E. C. England

^
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When the lines were straightened out the

fish rose again and each struck a second

time, all three getting a hook in. By
balancing very nicely the fish, hooked in

the mouth, back and tail, was brought

nearer the boat when disaster happened,

the boat sinking and sending occupants

and cargo into the water. It was not un-

til they had extricated themselves and
warmed up before the camp fire that they

realized that they had lost three good
rods, one landing net, several dollars

worth of good tackle and goodness

knws how many fish. Next day they re-

turned to the place in a canoe but could

find no trace of their thrice hooked fish.

Messrs. Hardy Brothers, the well-

known fishing rod specialists of Aln-

wick, England, have just published a

booklet entitled "Hints on Spinning with

the new Casting Reel, the 'Silex' No. 2

Patent"—a booklet which sliould be in

the possession of every angler. The ori-

ginal Silex Reel has so many advantages
that its introduction to the fishing fra-

ternity was a record of continual succes-

ses a*nd it appeared as though further im-

provements, if not impossible, must be

the result of long experience. The latter

is truly the case. Messrs. Hardy possess

the immense advantage of practical ex-

perience together with all the resources

of a great establishment. The members
of the firm are themselves anglers of no
mean skill, some of the partners holding

records and championships which place

their ability in 'this line far above the

average. It is this practical experience,

coupled with their own skilful manipula-
tion of every new and suggested improve-
ment, which has resulted in the adoption

and manufacture by them of so many
good things for anglers. Each one was
thoroughly tried out by practical men
liefore adoption and having been thus

proved prior to introduction to a wider
field, the successes that followed Avere

not at all a matter of surprise. Silex No.
I was the embodiment of many years'

experience and Silex No. 2 illustrates

the fact that perfection, as we think it,

iCan always be improved upon. There is

no such thing as the last word in anv de-

partment of human endeavor and the

productions of Messrs. Hardy with their

constant improvements supply proofs

positive of this fact. The original Silex

will still be manufactured as it has made
many friends but the No. 2 will without
doubt make speedy headway amongst
those who give it a trial. The illustra-

tions of Mr. Laurence Hardy making
some of his wonderful casts will interest

every rod fisherman and throughout the

booklet there are many hints and a

wealth of matter that cannot fail to

rouse and hold the attention of ever}'

angler. On a prior occasion we made the

statement that fortunate indeed is the

man who can outfit with Messrs. Hardy
for, while much depends upon the man
himself, a good and reliable outfit is the

angler's joy and gives him the chance of

making his skill and experience tell with
good effect. Readers who would like to

possess a copy of the booklet should ap-

ply to Messrs. Hardy direct and tell

them that they have seen this notice in

Rod and Gun.

A report was received at Ottawa in

the middle of June to the effect that fish

were dying in many lakes by millions

and Government representatives were
sent out to ascertain the cause. So lars^e

were the quantities of dead fi.sh that to-

tal extermination was indicated in many
cases.

Mr. E. J. Carpenter writes from Sweets-
burg, Que. under date of July twelfth.

"Reports have recently appeared in the

newspapers regarding the enormous
Quantities of fish reported dying and seen

floating on the waters of several lakes of

Ontario, and the report adds "especially

is this the case in Brome Lake in the

Eastern Townships of Quebec."

I would like to correct this statement
through the pages of Rod and Gun,
and to sav that such a report is unfounded
so far as Brome Lake is concerned. Of
course I do not know, and cannot speak
for the lakes in Ontario, but being a fre-

quent visitor to Brome Lake during the
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Pictures, 2% x 4S^ inches

Price, $15.22

Kodak Catalogue free at the dealers
or by malL

The lA Special

Folding Pocket

KODAK
Here is quality and effi-

ciency in small compass—and

such simplicity that anyone

can make good pictures from

the very start.

Fitted with our quiet ball bearing shutter witli n

range of exposure from 1/100 of a second to "time,"

and a sujierior Rapid Rectilinear lens; has every

adjustment that is desii'able in a hand camera.

Tjoads in daylight with Kodak film cartridges for six

or twelve exposures. Made of aluminum and covered

with fine seal grain leather.

A dependable camera of quality.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED

TORONTO, CAN.
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past month, I have yet to see any more
dead fish than in past seasons, and these

suckers and perch. I fished all over this

lake last week, and venture to say that I

did not see any more than perhaps a doz-

en dead fish in all, and this lake is 3 x 5

miles in area.

The Business Men's Leag^ue of Mont-
real have published a tenth edition of

the booklet entitled "Montreal". This

edition, which is well illustrated, has

been carefully revised and made com-

plete in every way. In addition to much
that is of interest to the ordinary busi-

ness man there are many suggestions

for the sportsman and anyone who
means to take a vacation in the neighbor-

hood of Montreal—and many people

easilv make a worse choice—would do
well to consult its pages. The informa-

tion is conveyed in a very interesting

style and in consequence is likely to

prove all the more lasting. There is

so much to be told that it is difficult to

fit all in but the results of experience

with previous editions have told and this

tenth issue is a model of its kind. The
publication is free and any reader can

obtain a copy of it, and indeed any infor-

mation about ^Montreal, by addressing a

letter of inquiry to the Tourists' Infor-

mation Bureau of the League, 4 St.

Lawrence Boulevard, ^Montreal.

One of the contributors to the Mont-
real Herald's fish storv competition re-

lates a tale of a school bov's woe. Several

school boys who had waited impatiently

for the ice to move out of the St. Law-
rence, arranged for an early morn-
ing fishing expedition on the first

opportunit}'. Thev set off at an

unearthly hour in the morning,

reached the fishing ground and one
of their number named Frank caught a

fine perch. The successful fisherman

put the fish on the string but, unnoticed
bv everyone the piece of wood on the

end of the cord was of? with the result

that the fish slipped through the end of

the cord and with one minhty wriggle

was back in the river. The disappoint-

ment at the mishap was rendered all

the more keen owing to the fact that not

a single bite was obtained by any mem-
ber of the party although they all fished

diligently till past noon. Imagination
can only conceive the extent of the loss

of that big perch

!

A young fisherman of Gananoque tells

of laying his rod on the dock at a time

when the fish did not appear to be bit-

ing well and seeing the rod drawn into

the water. When recovered a pike

eighteen inches long was found on the

end of the line. Inside the pike with the

hook caught firmly in its mouth
was a perch six to eight inches long and
inside the perch a little rock bass used
for bait. The pike might have let go
the perch at any time but in his greedi-

ness he retained his hold until escape

was impossible.

\MiiIe fishing near Grand View Park,
Thousand Islands, in the latter part of

June, J. A. ^\allace, of Kingston, with
H. A. Landon as guide, captured a

maskinonge weighing thirty-hve pounds
and measuring four feet five inches in

length. Mr. Wallace has had his fine

trophy mounted.

W. H. Udall, Secretary-treasurer of

the Pierce County Game and Game
Fish Protective Association, writes

from Tacoma, Washington, correc-

ting, a paragraph appearing in Rod
and Gun for June with reference

to the game laws of that State.

In Washington only buck deer can be
killed and the open season includes the

months of September and October. The
open season for upland game birds is

from October the first to December the

thirty-first, and waterfowl from Octo-
ber the first to January the thirty-first.

The bounty on cougars was not increas-

ed but an alien gun license was imposed.
Mr. Udall declares that this measure
was aimed at the Italians and Japanese
who commit flagrant breaches of the
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Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS, 8 or ^V, feet - - -
-

$ i-oo

BAIT RODS, 5^,6 K or 8 feet- - - - 1.25

CASTING RODS, 4!4. s or 6 feet - - - 1.50

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip - a.50

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings - - 3.75

Trout Flics

For

for an assorted sample doeen
Regular price. 24 cents.18c

0/\_ for an assorted sample dozenout Regular price. 60 cents.

iCA^ for an assorted sample dozen,UUt Regular price, 84 cents.

AC. for an assorted dozen.UOC Regular price. 96 cents.

Trial— Send Us

Quality A Flics

Quality B Flies

Quality C Flies

Bass Flies

Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us
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THE H. H. KIFFE CO., ^^N^^T.^r'^
Illustrated Catalogue free n application.

SteelfishingRods
FREE
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TRICK5 and

KNACK5 of

FI6HING

-a 144 page cintli-bouiul, beautifully illus-

book with every "BRISTOL" Rod sold

? 1911! It's entitled. "Tricks and Knacks
ibing" and contains 40 live interesting chap-

ters of expert Ashing advice.

GET IT FROM YOUB
DEALER

In writini: for Free Catalogue

give us your dealer's name so

we can supply him with books

free for you. This book is

given only with "BRISTOL"
Rods. Look for the name
"BRISTOL" on the reel seat.

THE HORTON MTG. CO.,

32 Hortdn St.. Bristol. Conn.
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Will give yon perfect pictures.

"WELLINGTON" goods are made, packed, and guaranteed by tlie

factory in England. Write for free booklets, equal to course of

photographic instruction.

WELLINGTON & WARD
13 St. John St., Montreal
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game laws. Game wardens are also giv-

en the right of search without warrant.

Organized hunts for varmint, including

cougars, wolves, lynx, coyote, wild cat,

fisher, marten, racoon, skunk, otter,

mink, seal, weasel, chicken hawk, and
blue jay take place, points being given

for the various animals and birds and
prizes awarded to those killing the larg-

est number. Mr. Udall reports that hun-
dreds of wild cats, ten cougars and
thousands of smaller varmint have been
killed during the last four hunts.

From North Hatley, Quebec, comes a

curious story. An angler fishing from a

boat with a friend and not catching any-

thing decided to move. The angler was
just pulling up the anchor when his rod

was jerked from between his legs into

the water. The}' tried hard to recover

the rod with the oar, but failing called in

the assistance of friends in another boat.

As they came nearer one of the men had
a bite and drawing in his line found a

two poimd pike on the end. When un-
hooked a second hook attached to a line

was found in his mouth and drawing on
this line the rod was recovered.

tractions of the Park—its elevated and
healthy position, its wonderful lakes, its

numerous waterways, its splendid fish-

ing and the charms of the great woods
with the beautiful game are all duly set

forth. Those w'ho have been there know
that the.se attractions are not exaggerat-

ed and those who have not will find that

one of the greatest pleasures life can hold

for man is before them when they visit

fhe great Ontario playground. A copy
of the pamphlet will be forwarded to any
reader desiring it if he will address the

headquarters of the Grand Trunk Rail-

wav at Montreal.

The members of the Manitoba Hunt
Club had their first run of the season

with the 'hounds on May twentieth and
it proved highly successful. The start

was made at the Agricultural College and
the trail led to the kennels where re-

freshments were served. These meets
will be held every Saturday, weather per-

mitting. Hunting with hounds is a fine

sport on the prairies and the members of

the Hunt appear to be agreed that they

did the right thing by importing hounds
from Ireland.

Under the supervision of Mr. C. A.
Henry, of the Newcastle hatchery, ten

thousand salmon trout fry were deposi-

ted in Lake Couchiching and a similar

number in Lake Simcoe. The work
was done during the warm weather in

May and the young fish upon being
given their freedom disported themselves
in the water in a manner which promised
well for their future.

An illustrated pamphlet entitled "Al-

gonquin National Park" has been pub-
lished by the Grand Trunk Railway. In

this pamphlet will be found a good map
of the Park, all particulars for reaching

it and the best methods of making ar-

rangements for spending a pleasant sum-
mer 'holiday in 'ine of the best forest pre-

serves on this continent. The many at-

.\ttention is drawn to the fact that the

lakes around Winnipeg still provide good
fishing thougti a majoritj' of the residents

of the Manitoba capital appear to be un-

aware of this or more ans^lers would be

found on these waters. From reports re-

ceived it appears th?.t the waters of the

Alanitoba Fishing and Hunting Club
have supplied many fine catches. Lake
George V, Point du Bois, St. Laurent
and Clandeboye Bay have been the

scenes of good fis'hing within recent

weeks and the anglers of Winnipeg are

fortunate in having so many fishing

points within easy reach of the centre of

the citv.

British Columbia is adopting the On-
tario system of fire ranging ser\'ice and
for the purpose of organizing the svstem
in the far western province Mr. W. H.
McGregor, of Cache Bay, an expert bush
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W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publisher
Woodstock, Ontario.
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ranger and timber estimator, who has
been on the Provincial staff for a num-
ber of 3-ears, has been appointed as Su-
perintendent to take charge of the new
fire ranging service in the field. Further
advancesin the service in Ontario are al-

so being made during the present year.

Mr. Henry Lawrence writes from Ed-
monton stating that ducks and other

game were very plentiful in the spring in-

dicating good fall shooting. He is look-

ing forward with eagerness to a good
hunt in September as above all things he
enjoys duck hunting.

As showing the altered opinion re-

garding carp the}' are recording catches
of the fish at Brantford, Mr. G. W. Mil-
bank recently capturing two in the Grand
River, one weigliing thirteen and the oth-

er sixteen pounds.

Reports from Chatham, Ontario in late

May were to the effect that the fish were
dj'ing by hundreds in the lakes and rivers

of Kent County and no good reason for

the epidemic could be found.

The members of the Toronto Hunt and
Polo Club, who had the misfortune of

losing their club house by fire have de-
cided upon the erection of a new house
with many improvements at a cost of

$40,000,

As a result of a subscription at Fergus,
Ontario, two thousand trout were pur-

chased and deposited in the Grand River.

The Guelph Water Commissioners are

doing a fine work in re-forestration. On
the Waterworks property four miles
from the city they are planning to set

out 100,000 trees and fift}' thousand are

being set out this year. It is believed

that ere long Guelph will possess the fin-

est natural park in Western Ontario and
that it will become a source of constant

revenue by cutting and selling the ripe

timber and permitting the young trees

to grow up. Trees to the value of $100
were sold oft' during the present spring.

This is a small beginning but it contains

the promise of much greater things to

come.

It is interesting to note that the ques-

tion of forest reserves is coming to the

front in Australia and ten thousand acres

have recently been set aside for this pur-

pose by the Queensland Government.
The district is described as unfit for agri-

culture but most suitable for forestry.

Mr. G. \\'alton, of Guelph, with a cheap
rod and line, caught eight fine trout at

Cooke's Mills, three miles from the city.

The largest scaled two pounds one ounce,
the others going down from one and one
half pounds. Evidently Mr. Walton has
something more than his name in com-
mon with the father of all anglers.

Mr. C. Y. Symons of Port Arthur had
some luck on a fine Mav day, securing
ten trout, one weighing three and a half

pounds and six others taken together al-

most nine pounds.

Mr. J.
\\'. Curry, a graduate of the For-

estry School of the New Brunswick Uni-
versity is in charge of a party

to explore the English River dis-

trict. The expedition is to find out the

pulp possibilities of the country. The
En2;lish River is the boundary between
Ontario and Iveewatin and the exploring
results will prove of equal interest to the
Dominion and Provincial governments.
Mr. R. H. Campbell, .Superintendent of

Forestry thinks the district will be a good
one if the forest fires have not wrought
too great a havoc. The party will deter-

mine as far as possible the extent of the
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Fully Guaranteed
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pulp resources on the English River and
its tributaries and the facilities for net-

ting out the timber. The work will oc-

cupy all summer and fall.

make Sparrow Lake as good as any fish-

ing water in Canada.

There are still deer running wild in

Wellington County. Ontario and the

County Council were requested by the

Township Council to take measures to

assist in securing effective protection for

the animals.

Three members of the Manvers Fish-

ing and Shooting Club left Toronto re-

cently at five in the afternoon and re-

turned to Toronto the following morning
with fifteen speckled beauties. There
was one three and a half pound red speck-

led trout amongst the catch.

In the earh' days of June one and a

half million young fish were successfully

"planted'' in Sparrow Lake in the Mus-
koka district of Ontario. They were the

product of the season's operations at the

hatchery on the lake and make a total of

four million fish placed in the lake with-
in two years. The local fish cultural as-

sociation intend to keep up the work and

PROFITABLE FOX FARMING.
The pelt of the pure black fox is the

highest priced fur on the market, savs

the L^nited States 'Consular and Trade
Reports.' The sum of $2,300 has been
paid to a breeder of black foxes in Prince

Edward Island for one medium sized,

flawless skin of exceptional beauty and
lustre. The average prices per pelt, ac-

cording to color and quality, run from
$300 to $500.

The business of domesticating and
breeding foxes has been carried on in this

island for about twenty years; it is now
past the experimental stages and promis-

es to develop into a paving industry. In

more than one instance the proceeds of

the sale of a pure black fox skin have paid

oflf a farm mortgage.
The black fox is very rare. Its pelt

is marketed at London, where the avail-

able supply is offered at auction four

times a year. At the sale in January,

1910. 171 pelts, varying from the silver

Over two thousand salmon trout from
the Newcastle fish hatchery were deposi-
ted in t'he bay, two miles from Belleville,

Ontario in the middle of May.

The dogfish, which abound oft' the
coast of Nova Scotia, and for which no
use has hitherto been found, are now con-
verted into oil and fertilizer and a fac-

tory engaged in this work at Clark Har-
bor is to have its capacity doubled.

Anelers who have captured more than
their legal allowance of fish and then
boast of their successes are apt to get in-

to trouble. This was the experience of

Norman Hick, advertising manager of

the Cobalt Daily Nugget, and of others

who declared that thev had done even
better than he had. As a result of the

publicity given to these stories the at-

tention of the authorities was attracted

and an inspector sent out to make en-

quiries and if the statements proved other

than good "fish" stories to institute,

prosecutions.

tinged to the pure black, were offered

,

this year the number at the midwinter
sale was only 64.

The black fox can be bred in confine-

ment in all portions of North America
north of the forty-third degree of lati-

tude. By the application of the methods
which have proven so successful in Prince

Edward Island this industry could be

carried on with profit in the northern

sections of Maine, Vermont. New York.

Michigan, \\'isconsin and the States bord-

ering southwestern Canada.
The fox reaches full g'rowth in from

eight to nine months. The fur is at its

best in the months of December, January
and February, when the animal is from
2 to 3 years old. The highest degree of

care must be exercised in taking oflf the

skin. A drop of blood or the smallest

break or defect ruins the fur for com-
mercial purposes. To kill the fox it is

smothered or chloroformed while confin-

ed in its hut or in a hollow log.
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Tbey
spin so
easy."

The John
Drawer 8

"GET NEXT"
to our lines oE Spinners
Rods, Reels and all

fishing accessories.

Send for Catalogue "C"
Htldebrandt Co.,

Logansport. Ind . U.S.A.

Wood's Fhosphodine,
The Great English lirjurdy.
Tunes aud invigorates thu whole
^nervous system, niakea new
Blood in old Veins. Cures Nerv-

ous Debility, Mcntdl and Brain Worry, DeS'
pondency. Sexual Ji'eakiicss, Emissions, Sper-
inatorrhcva^ and Effects ofAbuse or Excesses.
Price $1 per box, six for 35. One will please, six
will cure. Sold by all drugrgists or mailed in
plain pkg. on receipt of price. Kcw pamphlet
mailed free. The Wood Medicine Co.
{formerly Wirulsor) Toronto, On-b

HILL CROFT SCHOOL
BOBCAYGEON, OUT.

A RESIDENTIAL PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR
BOYS.

IN THE KAWARTHA DISTRICT

Among wholesome country surroundings. The
buildings are new, and fitted with all modem con-

veniences. Careful supervision out of school.

Small classes. Graduate masters. Boys specially

prepared for the Royal Navy College, Halifax.

School re-opens Thursday, Sept. 14, '11.

Appir for all inforination to

W. T. COMBER, B,A., Oxford
Headmaster

ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to mount.

Expert Animal, Fish,

Game Head and

Bird Mounting

promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in

Moose Head Mounted by Edwin
Dixon. __^_^

Elk Head Mounted by Edwin Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance
and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads.
Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,
birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Torontj. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville ; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST

MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO
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EVERY PART OF FOX GUNS
Absolutely

True

to

Gauge
Fox Gods are not

built to meet low

price competition

but constructed to

set a new high

standard In shot

grun manafacture.

The accurate fitting of the working
parts required bv Fox Standard is not

equalled in any other gun factory. Each
and every part must pass through a

department equipped with the finest

gauges and fixtures and no part that is

not true to gauge can enter into Fox
construction.

We are continuously testing the best

materials obtainable for the construction

of each and every part.

Wo employ the highest grade me-
chanics and use every modem scientific

device for making, gauging, and testing
each of these parts.

Gauging Department
A. H. Fox Gun Co.

All small parts of Fox mechanism are made of

Chrome Nickel Steel, which is many times the

strength of ordinary steels used in other guns.

THE LOCK MECHAKISM—Invented and designed

by the A. H. Fox Gun fo. Is stronger and simpler

than is used in any other shot gun. It is practically

impossible to break or get out of order.

FOX DIRECT STEIK-
ING HAMMER. The
Fox Hammer strikes

the primer direct elim-

inating all trouble

from firing pins and

delivers a blow with

the quickest spe ed

known to any shot

gun. Furthermore, it is a positive gas check and in

the case of a punctured primer no gas can damage
the mechanism.

FOX HAMiilEKS—Are cocked by direct and simple

leverage of the barrels, requiring no physical effort.

FOX COIL SPRINGS—Made of

the finest piano wire are used

throughout. They won't break or

lose strength—^guaranteed forever.

FOX ROTARY TAPER BOLT—

Automatically takes up all wear

and keeps the gun tight forever.

FOX GUARANTEE—The Fox Guarantee is the best

and most liberal ever given by any gun manufacturer.

We can well afford to do it because there is so little

chance of anything going wrong. Shooting qualities

and every part of every Fox Gun are fully guaranteed

and the slightest defect will be replaced without one

cent of expense to the owner.

Write today for a beautiful art catalog (new edition) describing Fox Guns which
sell from $50.00 to $515.00 net. It is free.

TT 2-7 ^ r^ t r% 4664 N. 18th St
^"^Jiji'S^yi OllN CO. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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The Finest Gun tir. World
FOX SUCCESS IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY ALL EXPERTS
AND SPORTSMEN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
Fox Superior Quality '^ " kind that was unknown until tlie Fox Gun Co. entered the

field. When you analyze the Fox Gun carefulh- you find materials and workmanship the

best that money can buy. Even the $50.00 Gun is equipped with genuine imported Krupp
steel barrels anO imported Walnut stock. You will find

some good features in otlier guns but Fox is the only

gun that embodies all the essential features that are

necessary to produce "the

finest gun in the world." Most
of the Fo.x features are cover-

ed by our exclusive patents,

and notwithstanding the su-

perior quality the Fox Gun
will cost you no more than

other makes which don't pos-

sess the same merits.
L^

Fox Proof Tests
mean that every gun

is tested with enormous over-charge

according to requirements of Euro-

pean Governments. This test was

adopted voluntarily by us. The Fox

Taper Bore is responsible for the

uniform pattern and maximum pene-

tration which is attained in all Fox

Guns, after which each gun is in-

spected and tested.

Fox Guarantee. The Fox Guar-

antee is the best and most liberal ever

given by any gun manufacturer. We
can well afford to do it because there is

so little chance of anj'thing going wrong. Shooting

qualities and every part of every Fox Gun is fully

guaranteed and the slightest defect will be replaced

without one cent of expense to the owner.

Don't Trust '° 1"'^^ "'' ^^^ a chance of spoiling

your next liunting trip by purchasing some gun that

may give trouble. It is the Fox proved and tested

gun that you can always rely upon.

^'^ ''^M ^^N
The Finest Gun in the world

Write To - day
for a beautiful art

catalogue describ-

ing Fox Guns,

which sell from

$50.00 to $515.00

net. It is free.

4664 N. 18th St. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap^booting Association. All communicatiDiiS
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" Kingsrille, Ont.

Canadian Indians Tournament

Successful Gathering at Niagara-on-the-Lake

The Canadian Indians held their sixth annual
Tournament at the Queen's Royal Hotel grounds,

Niagara-on-the-Lake on June 29th, 30th, July Ist.

This tournament was without doubt the finest

trap-shooting tournament that has been held in

Canada for a long time and the most successful

ever held by the Indians.

Much of the success was due to the unremitting
efforts of the officers and the Council of Chiefs.

The program was acknowledged to be the most
handsome ever gotten out by any shooting organ-

ization, the front cover being one of Reming-
ton's drawings and was so arranged that it could

be detached and framed.
The souvenirs given by the Indians to the mem-

bers and guests were also very handsome being

collapsible drinking cups procured in England by
Chief Sign Maker (E. Marsh).
The Canadian Indians have gotten together a

band of shooters not only noted for their shooting

ability, but also for their hospitality. They do

not go to Xiagara-on-the-Lake for the good sport

of trap shooting only but have at the same time

some grand social experiences.

On tlie Friday night of the meet they held their

annual Row Wow and dance in the Queen's Royal
Pavilion.

In the far corner of the Pavilion was erected

an Indian tepee, beautifully painted. In front

of the tepee were placed logs covered with costly

skins kindly loaned to the Indians by Mr. J. C.

Eaton of Toronto. The Indians procured cush-

ions for each member of the tribe and these were
placed in a circle in front of the tepee. After the

High Chief (Dr. C. 0. Beam), Chief Smooth Face,

the Vice High Chief (Geo. L. Vivian), Chief Short
Wing and The High Scribe, Court Thomson (Chief

You-Em-See) were presented and took their re-

spective places, seated on logs in front of the

tepee. Chief Iron Face (W. P. Thomson) an-

nounced each member of the tribe and they in

turn presented the High Chief with a gift. The
scene was a most interesting one as each member
of the tribe was in full Indian costume. The
ceremonv was concluded bv the Chief presenting

Mr. Tom A. Manshall (Chief Long Talk) of the

American Indians who was given a special invita-

tion to attend. Mr. Marshall, after greeting the

High Chief and all the members of the tribe, and
smoking the pipe of peace, thanked the Canadian
Indians in a pleasing manner and wound up with

a story (The Forgetful Judge) which will long be
remembered by the Indians and their friends.

After the Row Wow the Indians, their squaws
and friends enjoyed a hop, the Queen's Royal
Orchestra being in attendance. The enjoyable
proceedings continued till the wee small hours of

the morning.
The Trade was represented by Sim Glover, Du-

nont Powder Co.; Tom Marshall and Court Thom-
son, Remington L".M.C.: Geo. R. Gunn, Winchester
Co., Geo. M. Dunk, J. Johonnot, A. Dey, Dominion
Cartridge Co.; Chas. Xorth, Chamberlin Target &,

Cartridge Co
The Indians present were:
Dr. C. 0. Beam, Chief Smooth Face, High Chief.

Geo. L. Vivian, Chief Short Wing, Vice High
Chief.

Court Thomson, Chief You Em See and Chief of

Wampum.
E. J. Marsh, Chief Sign Maker.
G. M. Dunk, Chief Domcart.
W. P. Thomson, Chief Iron Face.

F. W. Barnes, Chief Roaring Lion.

Dr. F. Kilmer. Chief Put Em Straight.

J. E. Jennings, Chief Riverdale.

R. B. Hutchinson. Chief Redwing.
Geo. Wolfe, Chief Pound Maker.
H. R. Fenton, Chief Home Comfort.
A. Dey. Chief Pattern ilaker.

Mark Sprague. Chief Quinte.

T. C. Cooke, Chief Cotton Tail.

Geo. Gray, Chief Dam Poor Hunter.

C. D. Ten Eyck, Chief Saginaw.
F. W. Matthews, Chief Lay Em Out.

A. S. Woodruff, Chief Paper Maker.
W. H. Ewing, Chief Long Buffalo Horn.
W. T. Ely. Chief Young Eagle.

P. Wakefi'eld. Chief Powder Monkey.
Major Singer, Chief Big Gun.
O. E. McGaw. Chief Tiney.

Geo. McGill, Chief Wholly Smoke.
A. E. Millington. Chief Saginosh.

F. Parker, Chief Olvmpic.
Dr. G. G. Jordan, Chief Make Em Yell,

A. Wolfe. Chief Bald Pate.

Dr. .T. E. .Tohnson was admitted into the tribe

and christened Cliief Afraid of Cold Water.
At the meeting held at noon on Friday, June

30th the followinsr officers were elected:

G. L. Vivian, ffigh Chief.

W. r. Thomson. Vice High Chief.
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A^mMiu

WINCHESTER
RIFLE CARTRIDGES

THE MOST ACCURATE
And Select Them For The National Matches

ftmttim

PHENOMENAL SHOOTING WITH

THE PARKER GUN
At The Grand American Handicap, Columbus, Ohio, June 23, 1911, Mr. Lester German,

of Aberdeen, Md., won the Professional Championship from the 18 yd. mark, with the re-

markable score of 198 out of 200 targets, defeating the best shooters in the country. Ever
since the inauguration of this high class event, it lias been won by THE OLD RELIABLE
PARKER, and is conceded to be the severest test of man and gun. It also emphasizes the
fact that THE PARKER GUN" is the strongest shooting, and makes the most even pattern
of any gun made. The Professional Championship is a scratch event, all shooters stand-
ing on the 18 yd. mark.

Mr. German the same day, again demonstrated the value of THE PARKER GUN in

competition, by defeating a large field of the best shooters in the country in the Champion-
ship event at double targets, breaking 89 out of 100, from the 16 yd. mark.

In the Preliminary Handicap, Mr. C. B. Eaton, an amateur of Fayette, Mo., shooting THE
PARKER GUN, made the phenomenal score of 99 out of 100 targets, and tied with Mr. Buck-
waiter. In the shoot-off, Mr. Eaton defeated his opponent with a straight run of 20, thus
winning the event.

This remarkable shooting is onlv one of many reasons why you should shoot THE PARK-
ER GLTN.

Write i.s today and let our experience assist 3'ou in selecting a gun.

PARKER BROS.,
N. Y. Salesrooms,
32 Warren St.

Meriden, Conn.
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Court Thomson, High Scribe.

The first day, June 'ZOth was taken up with a

preliminary shoot, 100 targets per man—five twen-

ty target events, $5.00 entrance fee, the Indians

paying back four cents for every target broken,

the division being made on the Rose system.

W. P. Thomson, Chief Iron Face, Hamilton, did

some wonderful shooting starting off with two
nineteens and finishing with three twenties, 98 x
100 having a run of 72 straight.

J. E. Jennings, Chief Riverdale, was a close sec-

ond getting two twenties and three nineteens.

On the second day, June 30th the program in-

cluded 120 targets per man—six twenty targets

events.

Walter H. Ewing, Chief Long Buffalo Horn,
Montreal, J. E. Jennings, Chief Riverdale and F.

S. Wright, South Wales, New York, tied for high

average, each breaking 114 x 120. In the shoot
off Walter Ewing went straight for 25, breaking
his targets beautifully and was closely followed

by F. O. Wright 24 x 25 and J. E. Jennings, 23.

In the double events H. D. Bates of Ridgetown
was high with 55 x 30 pairs, a wonderful perform-
ance considering the heat. Mr. Bates also tied

with G. X. Fish for the .$100.00 special purse for

visitors, breaking 97 x 100 getting 74 out of his

first 75 targets.

The last day of the tournament produced some
excellent scores; the work of Joe Jennings of To-
ronto, being particular!}- brilliant. He got 117

out of his 120 in the regular events, a remarkable
score when the extreme heat is considered.

H. E. Smith of Columbus, Ohio, followed close

with 115.

Howard Bates of Ridgetown and T. Houghton of

Toronto each got 114. The silver cups given for

high averages on the first day went to W. H.
Ewing of Montreal, F. S. Wriglit of South Wales,
N. Y. and W. P. Thomson of Hamilton.
On the second day the cups went to Bates,

Springer and Houghton.
The Greener Gun for high average for the shoot

went to Joe Jennings as did the Toronto Cup.

The tribe shoot resulted in a tie between the

Hurons captained by W. P. Thomson (Chief Iron

Face) of Hamilton and the Chippewas captained
by Joe Jennings (Chief Riverdale) with 309 tar-

gets each.

The Special event of the Tournament for the

King Edward VII, the Peacemaker trophy pre-

sented by Henry Butt of Weston Super-Mare, Eng-
land for the Canadian Indians was won by A. E.

Millington (Chief Long Saginosh) of Espinola, Ont.

with 87 from the twenty yard mark, after a hard
battle with Geo. Vivian and Walter Ely of To-
ronto.

The first twenty men to finish in the high aver-

ages were as follows:—
J. E. Jennings, Toronto 231

F. S. Wright, South Wales, N. Y 229

W. H. Ewing, Montreal, P. Q 226

H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, Ont 225

H. E. Smith, Columbus, Ohio 225

C. L. Frantz, Seneca Falls, X. Y 222

F. F. Millington. EspinoJa, Ont 218

W. P. Thomson, Hamilton, Ont 218

T. Houghton, Toronto 218

G. L. Vivian, Toronto 218
G. X. Fish, Lyndenville, N. Y 217
K. C. Turnbuli, Stratford, Ont 215
R. Day, Hamilton, Ont 214
S E. Sangster, Ottawa 214
R. Haitchinson, Montreal 212
W. Ely, Toronto 211
F. Reid, Buffalo 209
W. R. Fenton, Toronto 208
H. Taylor, Morpeth, Ont 206

The Ewing Long Run trophy was won by Joe
Jennings with 70 straight.

The five man team. Queen's Royal Hotel Cup
was won by the Stanley Gun Club, Xo. 1 team,
Ely 25, Fenton 21, Jennings 25, Vivian 24, McGill
23. Total, 118.

Hamilton Gun Club made a close second with
CVjvirt Thomson 23, R. Day 24, D. M. Scott 23, T.

W. Barnes 23, W. P. Thomson 23. Total, 116.

XOTES.
The ladies noticed on the grounds were Mrs. W.

H. Ewing, ilrs. G. L. Vivian, Mrs. McGill, Mrs. I

W. Barnes, Mrs. Lumcey, Mrs. Wolfe, Mrs. H. P.

Thomson, Mrs. F. A. Parker, Mrs. Fenton, Mrs.
Vivian. Mrs. Talcott, Buffalo, Mr.s. H. E. Hawkins,
Mrs. (Dr.) Hilker.

Tom A. Marshall and Mr. Mahar were in de-

mand with the ladies as they both had a bunch
of new ones.

Rooms 105 and 118 were always occupied.

The Queen's Royal grounds were conceded by
all visitors the beat shooting grounds in America.

High professional average was won by Sim
Glover using Dominion shells.

J. E. Jennings was high amateur using Win-
chester shells.

Court Thomson was certainly the busiest man
on the grounds along with E. G. Marsh and G. L.

Vivian, the success of the Canadian Indians is as-

sured.

Tom Marshall's speech was a dandy.

Sim Glover was in grand form. Sim is a

Canadian and was kept busy renewing old ac

quaintances.

G. M. Dunk was high gun in the Tribe event

with 48 out of a possible 50 and had first choice

of all the prizes given by the Indians, Mr. Dunk
chose the handsome clock presented by the High

Chief, Dr. C. 0. Beam.

The Buffet luncheon after the Pow Wow came
in fine as every one was both hungry and a bit

thirsty.
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TBADEHARK HIGH SCORES
PROVE UNEXCELLED QUALITY OF

Dominion
Shot Shells

Simon Glover (Pro.) won higb
profession.al average at the
Canadian Indian Tournament,
Niagara-on-the-Lake,June 30th
and July 1st.

Made by Chas. E. Mink (Pro.)
Vancouver, B. C, breaking 665
out of 700 targets shot at on
different grounds and under
varying conditions.

Three of the high men at the

Tournament held at London
May 24th, made over 96% with
DOMINION Shells.

Made by Rowland Day (ama-

98^, o teur) London, Ont., breaking
118 out of 120 targets shot at.

Also 99 STRAIGHT out of 100.

P. J. Hazelton won champion-
ship of Manitoba with SOV-
EREIGN SHELLS.
FOR BEST RESULTS BUY

IMPERIAL, REGAL OR SOVEREIGN SHELLS

LOADED WITH
DUPONT (Bulk) BALLASTITE (Dense)
EMPIRE (Bulk) INFALLIBLE (Dense!

Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL CANADA

TBADEMARK
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A good many of the chiefs and their squaws
not leave Niagara until Monday.

Full scores:

Matthews, F. W .100
120

Millington, A. E 100

120

Gray, Geo. R 100

120

Barnes, W 100

120

Loomis, S. H 100

Wakefield, P 100
120

Ely, W 100

120

Jennings, J. E 100

120

Vivian, G. L 100

120

Dey, J. G. S 100

120

Cook, T. C 100

120

Mahar, J. H 100

120

Talcott, J. L 100

120

Beam. Dr. C. 100

120

Kilmer, Dr 100

120

Smith, H. E 100

120

MeGaw, O. E
120

Ten Eyck, CD 120

Holmes, W 120

Carey, T. F
Sprague, M 120

Ewing, W 120

Thomson, W. P 120

•Tolinson, Dr. J. E 120

GUN IN CANADA

did Jordon, G. G 120

Hadlev, S. H
Bates, H. T 120

-, Zufelt. C. W 120

^g Singer, W. H 120

gg Joselin, W. H 80

J"q
Marsh, E. J 120

gg Wolf, Geo 120

gj Wolfe, Ale.x 120

gp Parker, F. A 120

'"
McGill, G. W 120

.fz Hutchinson, R. B 120
106
01

gg Kelsey, F. D 120

Iq^
Frantz, C. L 120

,?' Reed, J 120
114

^J.^
Wright, F. S 120

jj^
Fish, G. N 120

j^j
Cox, Ed 120

^2^ Houghton. T 120

l^ Devins, F. X 120

^^ Taylor, H. L 120

^" Scane, C W 120

90
»"

n, Aitchison, J 120

^q Kerr, F 120

PS
Day, R 120

gg Turnbull, K. C 120

j^J
Woodruff. A. S 120

97 Whittam. J 80

110 Galbraith, F 120

115 Bennett, T 120

Sangster, S. E 120

75 Beattie, B 120

59

79 Fenton, W. R 120

86

88 Springer, E. F 120

100
Thomson. Court 120

96 Glover. Sim 120

96
114

112 Marsh.all. Tom 120

1 12 Dev. \lex 120

106

78 .Tuhom. ot, E. II 120

85

82

86

111

114

105

89

101

64

103

88

89
95

101

91

82

90

98

97

107

106

106

109

112

111

111

110
•)9

114

115

108

109

104

98
104

114

91

104

102

88

57

100

95

97

109

105

104

111

74

50

89

102

107

97
106

107

101

95
102

lot

114

108

90
100

104

99
89
92
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ONE PIECE sCOIL
MAIN SPRING

FeelThe Quick
Snappy Pull

TI If you are shooting holes in the air and leading your birds several feet because your gun
has a creepy trigger and a slow lock, you'd better pass the "old timer" along and get a down-to-date
ITHACA.

Our new gun has a quick, snappy pull, and the hammer travels less than half an inch and falls in
1 /625 of a second. That's twice the speed of any other gun lock.

tl You know with this lock speed and the quick, snappy pull you can center your birds without leading them a
yard or two.

^ We figure that it will increase your score at least five per cent.

V It doesn't take a mechanic, a scientific man, or a college professor to see that our lock is simple all we ask a
shooter to do is to look at it—compare it with any other when set up in the gnin, so you can see whether all the
parts are being shown you or not, and if we hiven't the simplest lock, we will make you a present of the gun
^ Our hammer is all in one piece, no toggles or stirrups attached. It cocks direct from the toe of the hammer—no cocking levers, bars, or push rods. Coil springs guaranteed forever.
Ty Send for beautiful catilogue in colors FREE; 18 grades, 517.75 net to $400 list. ^ Our 5*4 lb. 20 bore is a
howling success.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13. ITHACA, NEW \ORK.

ts a 1

jL
DONT BLAME
THE REEL

if it fails you at a critical moment.
Don't give it a chance to fail you

—

-in-One" and it nfw?r will I

Con-
tains no

acid. It abso-
jtely prcL^e nt

s

,
Apply it to rod

''joints, they \n'\\\ come
apart easily. Use on rod,

' — it's good for wood — pro-

'motes pliability. Rub on line,

prevents rotting. Trial bottle

sent FREE by 3 IN I OIL CO..

Nev/ York City.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmere

Why not h*ve your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen 'f It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i^ Ca»hmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

Use the

OLD RELIABLE CANADIAN

BLACK BIRD TARGETS.

«

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT FLYER.

BEST BREAKER.
BEST SHIPPER.

Prices quoted on application.
Yellow banded or all black targets.

Manufactured bv

INFLSON LONG,
66 Burlington St. West Hamilton, Ont.

BOWRON 5 ANGLE TRAPS. $5.00 EACH
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STRAY PELLETS.

Mr. Harry Marlatt, the travelling representa-
tive of the Tobin Arms Company, Woodstock,
Ont., tells of a pleasant experience he had in

Leamington a few evenings ago. As he had a
short time to spare after concluding his business
he paid a visit to Mr. Forest H. Conover and had
the pleasure of witnessing a feat of shooting by
Mrs. Conover which surprised him all the more
when he learnt the remarkable fact that as a
pupil of her husband Mrs. Conover has only had
two years' experience in trap shooting. At the
private range, where Mr. Conover does his shoot-

ing, Mrs. Conover broke 19 out of 20 and only
desisted for want of shells. A few evenings
previously the lady made 34 out of 40, no less

than 26 being made without a miss. Mrs. Con-
over uses a 12 gauge gun and the grace and ease
with which she accomplishes her shooting won
Mr. Marlatt's admiration. Evidently in trap-
shooting, as in other worlds, the ladies are going
to be a factor with which man will have to reck-
on.

A match was recently arranged between Mr.
and Mrs. Conover, her brother, D. J. Kenyon, and
Dr. Sloan, at 25 rocks each. The doctor broke
23, Mrs. Conover 22, Forest Conover 18 and D. J.

Kenyon 15. Mrs. Conover was immediately chal-

lenged to shoot at 50 birds some time later on.

TOURNAMENT AT NELSON, B. C.

FIRST DAY.
The 13th annual tournament of the Nelson Gun

Club opened on June 30th with a fairly large at-

tendance, there being about 25 marksmen in at-

tendance. The weather conditions were very dis-

agreeable, a drizzling rain falling the whole day.
However, this gave the marksmen a chance to
show their metal under somewhat trying condi-

tions of dampness, mist and discomfort, a com-
bination of circumstances by no means conducive
to good shooting. However, in spite of these dis-

advantages some excellent scores were made.
Scores:

(All at one hundred)
Broke

Cramer.l Nelson) 87

McDonald, Revelstoke 82
A. Bishop, Nelson 98
Lauson, Nelson 68
•Mink, (Dominion Cart. Co.) 92

•Barkley, Seattle 94
Robinson, Calgary 90
A. B. StaiTord. Lethbridge Sfl

Andrews, Calgary 91

J. W. Stafford, Lethbridge 90
•Forbes, U. M. C 93
Blackwood, Nelson 76
Watson, Nelson 79
Ward, Nelson 72

Desmond, Nelson 71

•Poston (Peters) San Francisco 84
Hay, Nelson 02

•Holohan, Spokane 84

Morgan, Nelson 73
G. W. Steele, Nelson 86
Drake, Nelson 50
McDougall, Nelson 75

(*) Professional.

SECOND DAY.
Scores:

(All at 115 except McDougall, who shot at 60)

Broke
Cramer 98
McDougall 104
Bishop, Archie 102
Lawson 83
•Mink, (Dominion Cart. Co.) 99
•Barkley (Winchester) 113
Robinson 102
Stafford 102
Andrews 107
Stafford 95
•Forbes 106
Blackwood 9t
Watson 91

Ward 74
•Poston 104
•Holohan 106
Morgan . 88
Steele, G. W 96
Bishop, R . 77
Bishop H 30
Drake 47
McDougall 18

(*) Professional.

The four men team shoot was the most interest-

ing event of the tournament, there being two
teams tied which made a shoot off necessary. The
Nelson team finally winning.

Professional team.
Broke

Barkley, Tacoma (Winchester) 23
Poston, San Fancisco (Peters) 21

Mink, Vancouver (Dominion) 20
Forbes, Vancouver (U. M. C.) 25

Total 89

FOUR MEN TEAM SHOOT (all at 25)
TEAM NO. I.

Broke
Robinson 22

McDonnell 23
Andrews 23
Watson 18

TEAM NO. 2.

Broke
McDougall 21

Stafford 22
Stafford 21

Lawson 19

Total 86 Total 83

NELSON
Broke

Cramer 24
Blackwood 22
Bishop 18

Steele 22

Total 86

Team No. 1 and Nelson were tied. Result of
shoot off:

NELSON TEAM NO. 1

Broke Broke
Cramer 22 Robinson 22
Blackwood 23 McDougall 22
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No Matter What Position You
Shoot From, You're Sure With
A PemingtonTUMC Pump Gun

For every empty you eject, a loaded shell

must be fed from magazine to hrinjf chamber
to the tune of six shots. The carrier action
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you cannot lose a shot.
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Send for descriptive booklet

Shoot RemingtontUMC Arrow and Nitro
Club Shot Shells. The best shells ever
made improved with a steel lining.
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REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

299 Broadway Hew York City
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Bishop 24 Andrews 23

Steele 21 Watscn 18

Total 90 Total 85

TOURNAMENT AT RED DEER.

The members of the Red Deer Gun Club held

a successful ournament on Dominion Day. The
morning opened with mud and rain and though

it cleared up for a time the sunshine was al-

ternated with showers and a fluky wind prevailed

throughout. Under such untoward conditions the

scores were remarkably good. Enthusiasts declar-

ed that the shoot was the largest ever held in Al-

berta and not a single hitch occurred, so well

thought out and thorough were the arrange-

ments. While local shooters, as usual failed to

connect with ;.ny of the large prizes, they made

a creditable showing, after the professional Lund

and Plaxton secured first and second high aver-

age for the day. Scores:

>rame Shot at Broke

G. W. Lindebloom 62 44

J. J. Tenis T

5

50

W. B. McLaren 100 89

E. Mead 90 88

A. Huddell 99 86

F. Lund 105 95

W. B. Grant 128 54

G. B. Parker 128 100

W. H. Plaxton 116 101

A. T. Stephenson 115 75

M. Bednar 117 97

R. Alexander 60 43

W. H. Waddell 110 84

B. E. Pendleton 143 100

W. Robinson 110 80

.L A. Pollard 101 82

T. n. Lee 115 78

J. Duff 125 99

D. P. Cole 100 69

yi. A. Fagan 83 59

F. Landon 125 71

F. C. Brower 125 101

C. Seserstrom 110 93

L. H.^Walklev 75 49

V,-. R. Davis 132 98

.1. A. Tennis 125 98

R. S. Ware 90 58

F. R. Eicker 110 84

E. C. Wells 106 73

S. Ecker 114 93

F. Tait 89 68

A. F. Weizba 75 44

W. F. Blade 117 97

L. M. Goetz 115 85

Wm. Beckraan Prof 90 68

Dan Smith 67 44

M. C. Williams 40 26

J. Brurapton 60 33

,T. LaFrance 20 10

R. C. Brumpton 55 37

F. M. Lee 63 44

W. Kennedy 64 48

H. C. Edwards 20 13

R. K. Allen 43 34

F. J. Purdy 28 25

F. Call 26 11

R. L. Goetz 22 17

Winners Event No. 1, 20 birds: 1st, F. Lund,
20; 2nd, F. R. Eicker. 20; 3rd. C. Segerstrom, 19;

J. A. Pollard, IS: W. H. Plaxton, IS.

Event Xo. 2. Central Alf. Champ., 50 birds:

1st, W. B. McLaren, 48; 2nd, A. Huddell, 47; F.

Lund, 46; 3rd. W. H. Plaxon, 45.

Event N"o. 3, 20 birds: 1st, F. J. Purdy, 20;

2nd. G. W. Lindebloom, 19; W. B. McLaren, 19;

W. H. Plaxton. 19; A. Huddell, 19; 3rd, R. K.
Allen. S; W. F. Blades. IS.

Event Xo. 4, Team Shoot; 1st, Ponoka, 62;

2nd, Water Glen, 59; Red Deer, 59; all other

teams 55 each.

Event No. 5, Miss and Out: 1st, W. F. Blades,

10: 2nd. Dan Smith, 9; M. Bednar, 9; 3rd, J. A.

Pollard, S: W. H. Plaxton, 8.

Event Xo. 6, Consolation: 1st, E. C. Wells, 17;

F. C. Brower, 17.

TOURNAMENT AT LADNER, B. C.

The Ladner Gun Club's tournament last Satur-

day was the biggest and most successful event of

its kind ever held in Ladner.
There were 29 competitors, quite a number com-

ing from across the line. Vancouver and New
Westminster, were also represented among the

competitors.

There were a large number of onlookers through-

out the contest and the greatest interest was tak-

en throughout in the shooting all of which was
of an exceptionally high calibre.

It is a matter for intense gratification that one

of the local shots. Mr. Oliver, took the highest

average made at the contest, beating out the pro-

fessional shots who participated in the tourna-

ment. He made the splendid average of 86 out

of a possible 00 and also did that with a strange

gun, his own having gone out of commission at

the last minute. The next highest scores were

made by Mr. Robinson of Seattle, and Mr. Forbes

of Vancouver, each of whom killed 85 out of a

possible 90. Mr. Barkley also of Seattle came
third with S4 out of a possible 90.

Cooper, 77; Rice, 74; Reno, 65; Miller, 76; Mc-

Cormack. 59: Wright, 73: Field, 76; Woodley, 72;

Burtch, 77; Trites. 52; Maynard, 66; Porter, 70;

Craig, 66: McTaggart, 37;"Clieve, 60; Snell, 73;

McLean. 75; Tomlinson, 62; Robinson, S5; Wil-

son, 66; Hutcherson, 70; Bown, 6S; Oliver, 86;

Johnson, 48; Barkley, 84: Forbes. 85, Mink, 80;

^lark, 32 out of 45; Kirkland, 18 out of 30.

TOURNAMENT AT REVELSTOKE.

The annual tournament of thj members of the

Revelstoke Gun Club was held on June twenty-
eighth. Although the attendance was not as

large as anticipated the program proved a good

one and every person in attendance expressed

satisfaction and pleasure at being present. The
professional winners were Barkley. Forbes and
Poston. Amongst the amateurs A. W. Bishop
was high average, holding the medal won last

vear. H. Craemer was second and A. J. McDonald
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Maurice Blood of the Irish Team, who,

using a*: Ross Rifle and Ross Ammuni-
tion won

place in the '*Bass"

Edge"'
" " " "Halford Memorial"

" Wimbledon Cup"
" " " "Hopton Grand Aggregate"

(23 points ahead of next man)

has been the sensation of the early part of

the Bisley meet.

Every Rcss Rifle—whether Military,

Match, or Sporting model combines the

perfection of bore, the correct ballistic prop-

erties, with high class workmanship, which
is necessary to achieve such results as those

obtained by Mr. Maurice Blood.

For Camp, or Match, buy a Ross Rifle.

Illustrated Catalogue

on Request

ROSS RIFLE GO.
QUEBEC.
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third. The special medal for the Pacific Indians

was won by Barkley with 94; Forbes following

closely witli 91, Poston 91, Miinro 80, Robinson

68. In the Team shoot Revelstoke and Arm-
strong tie<l, and in the shoot off Armstrong won
with the good score of 67 out of 80. The follow-

ing are the scores:
Shot at Broke

L. W. Barkley 180 166

S. Poston ISO 156

C. Andrews 180 152

J. Munro 100 64

R. G. Robinson 180 141

H. Craemer 185 156

A J. McDonell 180 153

A. W. Bishop 180 160

O. E. Mink 180 144

E. W. Sturdy 180 148

J. A. Forbes 185 154

F. Shield 180 126

A. Evans 180 140

L. Stokes 180 133

O. Sage 180 124

Y. G. Barber 180 131

L. Dowler ISO 132

T. E. L. Taylor 160 103

W. Foote 100 74

A. Melvin 80 38

^Y. Brown 60 35

E. Morgan
,
professional 40 25

GOOD WORK AT MONTREAL.
Hutchinson missing the last shot in the re-

shoot for the Montreal Cup, emblematic of the five

man team trap shooting championship of Eastern
Canada, lost the Montreal Gun Club the trophy
which now passes into the possession of the St.

Hubert Gun Club of Ottawa. In the first shoot

off the clubs tied and another tie would have re-

sulted had the last bird been killed. The Aylwin
Cup remained in the hands of the Montreal Gun
Club by three birds. Montreal looked as if they
would lose their hold on this trophy too, as the

first three men were 16 birds down but rallying

the team eventually pulled out winners. Scores:

AYLWIN CUP.

Ten man event, 25 birds

—

Pierce (Montreal) 10

Seager (St. Hubert) 18

Cooke (Montreal) U
Viau (St. Hubert) 14

Aubin ( .Montreal) 21

Flaney (St. Hubert) 17

Davies (Montreal) 19

Sangster (St. Hubert) 20
Hutchison (Montreal) 20
Jolinston (St. Hubert) 18

Green (St. Hubert) 19

Lv.all (Montreal) U
Beattie (St. Hubert) 19

Lewis ( Montreal) 18

Sibbitt (St. Hubert) 15

Kearney ( .Montreal) 20

Cameron (Montreal) 18

Kcnyon ( Montreal ) 21

Throop (St. Hubert) 21

Wing (Montreal) 23

Total:

Montreal Gun Club 180

St. Hubert's, Ottawa 177

MONTREAL CUP.

Five man event—25 birds.

Green (St. Hubert) 22
Beattie (St. Hubert) 22
Sangster (St. Hubert) 24
Throop (St. Hubert! 22

E. Johnson (St. Hubert) 18

Aubin (Montreal) 19

Lewis (Montreal) 24
Ewing (Montreal) 23

Kenyon ( Jlontreal) 21

Hutchison (Montreal) 20

On re-shoot St. Huberts won by a score of 108

birds to 107.

Below arc official scores in the five man team
match, Mr. A. W. Throop being high gun with 46:

MONTREAL.
Total

W. H. Ewing 22 23—45
D. Kenvon 23 21—44

R. Hutchison 16 20—36
C. Aubin 22 19—41
W. Le%vis 20 24—44

Totals 103 107 210

OTTAWA
A. W. Throop 24 22—48
W. J. Johnstone 15 18—33
J. B. Green 23 22—45
B. Beattie 21 22—43
S. E. Sangster 20 24—14

Totals 103 108 211

Only hard luck prevented the St. Hubert shots

from scoring a big clean-up. The Capital City

gunners were in great form, with the result that

Montreal's representatives had to shoot their pret-

tiest to get away with the long end of the score

in the first match. Only the sudden dropning in

the shooting of a couple of Ottawa's crack trap

shots left the cup in Montreal, but the big victory

of the day, the Montreal Gun Club Cup, more than

made up for the loss of the ten-man event.

The St. Hubert squad look for a big year this

season, and the}' have made a splendid start.

The return of a number of the club's veterans

assures the local trap shooting organization of

more candidates, and keen competition is looked

for in the shoot off for places on the different

teams that are to be chosen this summer.

At the weekly shoot of the Montreal Gun Club

Aubin and Davis were even in the Dupont Trophy
and agreed to let the highest score in the subse-

quent spoon shoot decide the tie. Aubin won both

the spoon shoot and the trophy, with a score of

25 in each.

The first shoot was a practice resulting as fol-

lows: Ewing, 21; Kenyon, 20; Davies, 20; Ma-
h.ar, 19; Aubin, 18; and Galbraith, 17.

The Dupont Powder Co. Trophy was a dead
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TAKE A SHOTGUN ON YOUR VACATION
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TRAP-SHOOTING — THE BEST HOT WEATHER SPORT
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not equipped take along your own trap and some targets.
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Write for free Trap-Shooting Rules Booklet No. 59.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company,
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bird handicap, Aubin and Davies tieing with 25

each. Scores:—
Total.

Kenvon (2) 19

Galbraith (5) 22

Aubin (4) 25

Mahar (6) 19

Pierce (10) 23

Davies (4) 25

Lyall (4) 18

Ewing (Scratch) 19

Johonnot (scratch) 19

•Jones (121/2) 23M>
The spoon shoot was a dead bird handicap, at

25 birds. Result:
Total.

Kenvon (2) 21

Galbraith (5) 21

Aubin (4) 25

Mahar (6) 10

Pierce (10) 21

Davies (4) 20

Lyall (4) 18

Johonnot (scratch) 17

Jones (12%) 24y2

Davies won the second shoot for the Dupont
Trophy.
Summary of Dupont Powder Co.'s Trophy.
Ewing (sc), 23; Davies (4), 25; Lvall (4), 23;

Kenyon (2), 22; Mahar (6), 20; Pierce (10), 20;

Blumenthal (10), 20; Johonnot (sc), 13; Jones

(121/2), 23y2.

Spoon shoot—Dead Bird Handicap.
Ewing (sc.1, 23: Davies (i) 22; Lvall (41, 23;

Kenvon (2), 25; Mahar (6), 28; Cook (1), 22;

Fierce (10), 21; Blumenthal (121/2), 261/2; Johon-
not (sc), 18; Jones (121/2), 241/2.

Kenyon, Mahar and .Jones shot over to break
tie, Mahar winning with 23, Kenyon haring 22 and
Blumenthal 21 Vj.

Hub Shoot (25 birds).

Mahar won with 23, Johonnot, Cook and Davies
20; Kenyon, 19; Ewing, 16; Pierce, Lyall and
Jones, 15; Blumenthal, 11.

The Montreal Gun Club continued shooting for

the Dupont Powder Co.'s trophy on July eighth.

Scores:

DUPOXT TROPHY.
Total

Jones (121/2) 23

Davies (4) 25
Lvall (4) 24
Mahar (3)' 22

Kenyon (2) ...^ 21

CLUB TROPHY.
Lyall 22

Jones 8

Kenyon .- ,.^ 19

Davies 21

Mahar 16

SPOON SHOOT.
Jones (12'/2) 12%
Davies (40) 25
Lvall (4) r. .-;.v 24
Mahar (3) .:...•.'..'; 20
Kenyon (2) 20

NEW TRAP SHOOTING PLANT.
Ground has been broken at King Edward Park

for the foundations of the clubhouse and traps of

a trap shooting establishment, which, when finish-

ed, will be the most completely equipped thing of
the kind in Canada.
The clubhouse will stand at the edge of the

forty acre grove of elms, which give Isle Gros Bois
its name. The shooters will fire to the north-
east, the afternoon sun at their backs, over a
closely cropped green field with a horizon so re-

mote the lowest flying targets will be projected
against the sky.

The new establishment will remind shooters
from the States of no traps so much as those of

the Bergen Beach Gun Club, whicli are situated
just beJiind the Sheepshead Bay race track. The
objection to the situation of many traps is that
shooters are compelled to fire against a dark
background, which makes hitting low flying tar-

gets difficult, or over water that causes light re-

fraction, puzzling to the keenest vision.

There is water all around Isle Gros Bois, but it

happens that the view toward the river at the

new grounds is interrupted by a double line of

elms fully half a mile from the site of the club

house, happily so far away as not to interfere

with the shooters. The ground over which the

targets will fly at I^i" Gros Bois is a two hundred
acre hayfield, with a two-foot stand of timothy
upon it, which, after being cropped will be used
as a polo field and aviation course.

The construction of traps and clubhouse is be-

ing directed by the famous American wing shots,

J A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo., and .Jack

Fanning of New York. Mr. Elliott, who is get-

ting along toward sixty, will be remembered by
veteran trap and field shots as a contemporary
of Dr. Carver, "One-Eyed" Andy Meaders, and
Capt. Bogardus, and the peer of them all.

ilr. Fanning, younger by twenty years than the
Missouri veteran, was the first man in this or

any other country to break more than three

hundred targets in a row at the traps. Eight
years ago at the Bergen Beach Gun Club Mr. Fan-
ning powdered 347 clay disks before the referee

had a chance to call "Lost bird."

The traps, of which there will be two sets of

five each, will be the most modern manufactured
and they will be operated by electricity. It is

the purpose of the King Edward Park manage-
ment to open their trap shooting plant with an
international tournament, which will be arranged
by Mr. Elliott and Mr. Fanning in conjunction
with local amateurs. There will be purses and
trophies for matches of twenty-five, fifty, and one
hundred targets for professionals, trophies for

ar^ateurs and handicaps in which professionals

and amateurs will meet under equalizing condi-

tions.

Trap shooting has made rapid strides in popu-
larity on the American continent and in Eng-
land in the last ten years. It has become so

popular, in fact, shooters, whether professional

or amateur, are rarely heard to regret the live

bird matches of fifteen, twenty and thirty years
ago, upon which shooters and their friends were
wont to wager vast sums of money.
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P* OR several years the leading sportsmen of America have con-

ceded to this company the distinction of introducing the most
advanced ideas in new equipment to meet their needs in the field

and in camp.
Keeping pace with a policy that has won this distinction, we have for

some time past, been closely observing the performances of a high-powered
rifle made by \V. J. Jeffery & Co., Ltd., of London. The big game hunters of

Europe took a great deal of interest in this rifle, and after proving its qualities

in the India and African fields declared it to be the finest and most perfect

high-powered bolt-action gun yet made.
Our own investigations had led us to the same conclusion and we

promptly secured the American and Mexican rights to its sale.

Jefifer}' makes several rifles in different models—the .333 being the one
'best suited to our general American conditions. This rifle, with a weight of

about 834 lbs. and using the new cordite and axite powders with a 250 grain
bullet, obtains a velocity of 2600 feet with a striking force well over 4000
pounds. This truly remarkable performance, and the fact'

that the length and sharp point of bullet permits the velocity

to be maintained at long ranges, makes this .333 rifle super-
ior to anything we have ever known in America for the open
country and plains. The trajectory, figured by Jeffery, is

taken by shooting from the shoulder using one sight only,
and up to 300 yards shows absolutely lio drop.

We also carry in stock the .256 Jeffery's, the .400 Jeffery's and
the 404 Jeffery's.

The first importation of these rifles has just arrived, and we
shall take great pleasure in showing them to those desiring a high-
grade rifle. A special Jeffery's catalogue will be mailed upon request.

It is due to the .\. & F. Co. policy of up-to-datedness that we
daily receive orders for special articles and complete outfits from all

parts of the world. Sportsmen everywhere know that they can find in
our stock, as in no other place, a specialized variety, a uniform high
quality and a fair pricing of all goods. Our "Money Back" policy is a

guarantee put upon everything we sell.

The camper—the canoeist—the hunter of large or small game, and
the fisherman all need the A. & F. Co. catalog—nothing like it

can be bought— it will give you better ideas of how to go and
what to take—just a postal request will bring it free by
return mail.

Xc^

.>.^' Abercrombie & Fitch Co.

^ ^-

57 Reade Street

EZRA H. FITCH,
New York City-

President. Blunt Sharp
Soft [-oiot 333 Actual size
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Montreal has as many as 150 experts with the

choke bore and several times that number of aspir-

ing tyros. The most celebrated of the Montreal

experts, members of the Eiverside, Montreal and
Westmount clubs, will be invited to arrange the

amateur part of the tournament, which will open

the trap shooting grounds.

W. H. Ewing, of the Montreal Gun Club, will

be asked to head the committee, and Messrs.

Hutchison, Carruthers, and Lyall, of the same
club, and former Mayor William Galbraith, of

Westmount. and other gentlemen will be asked to

co-operate with him.

Mr. Ewing is known on two continents as a

great shot. Recently he won the Olympic cham-

pionship in England, and, in addition to that dis-

tinction, he is the holder of the Westmount Chal-

lenge Shield, emblematic of the championship of

eastern Canada.
Lovers of trap shooting in Montreal will wel-

come the completion of the traps at Isle Gros

Bois because throughout the summer season they

will be open week days as well as Saturdays.

Under this arrangement local sportsmen will be

able to pull off midweek matches with tourist

shooters, which just now they are not able to do.

Greene 22

Throop 21

Sangster 16

Total 106

Majority for Montreal, 2.

LANSDOWNE CUP.
(Five-man teams.)

Montreal.
Redman 23
Davies 23

Hutchison 22

Ewing 22

Lewis 19

Total 109

St. Hubert's
Green 23

Throop 2-3

Beatty i 21

Sangster 20

Viau 20

Total 106

Majority for Montreal, 3.

OTTAWA MEMBERS IN FINE FORM.

Some excellent shooting was done at the St.

Hubert traps early in June. The lack of a tricky

wmd to some extent counteracted the dull light.

Dr. Smith and Mr. Sangster were high g\ins on the

regular 50 bird race with 45 up each, closely fol-

lowed by G. B. Greene, .Jr., with 43. Mr. Sang-

ster won Class A spoon. Bower Heney did excel-

lent shooting in B division, totalling 39 and 50.

Scores:
Regular. Extras.

25 25 25 25

S. E. Sangster 25 20 23 21

Dr. L G. Smith 24 21 20

G. B. Greene, Jr 20 23 19 23

B. Beattie 20 19 23 20
A. W. Throop 21 17 22 23

B. Henev 19 20 16

H. Viau" 17 21

Lunsden 18 17 19

G. Easdale 16 18 19 20

The Montreal Gun Club won from the St. Hu-
bert's Club in the Montreal Challenge Cup and

Lansdowne Cup games at Ottawa on Coronation

Day. Scores:—
MONTREAL CHALLENGE CUP.

Montreal.

Lewis 23

Davies 22

Hutchison 22

Redman 21

Ewing 20

Total 108

St. Hubert's.

Beatty 25

Brown 22

Results on .June twentv-fourth were as follows:

Extra
25 25 25 25

S. E. Sangster 21 23 23 23

B. Beattie 22 22 22 23

G. B. Greene 23 21 24 21

A. W. Throop 20 21 22 19

W. C. Little 20 21 18 .

.

I. G. Smith 21 20 .. ..

A. M. Dechene 20 19 .

.

.

.

W. L. Lumsden 16 21 20 . .

C. J. Booth 19 17 17 .

.

W. Williams 19 13 .. ..

W. Forbes IS 12 13 14

Shoot-off of tie race:

B. Beattie 23

S. E. Sangster 21

A good number of members faced the traps at

the regular Saturday afternoon shoot on July

eighth. Under fine weather conditions some good

shooting was done. Messrs. Throop and Beattie

were high guns on the regular 50 bird run with

45 each, Mr. Throop winning class A spoon by
handicap.

Scores:— Extras

B. Beattie 20 25 22 21

A. W. Throop 22 23 19 17

W. C. Little 22 21 19 ..

George Esdale 17 23 21 22

W. Forbes 22 18 21 17

S. E. Sangster 18 20 22 19

W. L. Lumsden 18 21

L Smith 17 21

V. V. Rogers 20 17 20 19

J. B. Bunn 17 14 14 19

W. Williams 17 20

W. E. Allan 19 22
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Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented)

.

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the

Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits best.

The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point
Blank.

Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds dovra flat on the

Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to

.22 Calibre Rifles.)

Semi for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game

A Paradise for the Camper
and Angler :: Ideal

Canoe Trips

qThe country traversed by the Reid New-
foundland Company's system is exceed-

ingly rich in all kinds of fish and game.

^ All along the route of the Railway are

streams famous for their SALMON and
TROUT fishing, some of which have a

world wide reputation.

Q Information cheerfully given upon ap-

plication to

J. W. N. JOHNSTONE, Gen. P«s». Agent

REID NEWFOUNDLAND CO.
ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND

YOU know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you get them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes
to a mallard country takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he
does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $2%
gun the peer of any {550 gun on the market.
Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog
and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,
20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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TORONTO DOINGS. HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

Eaton A. A. Gun Club Shoot.

The Eaton A. A. Gun Club held a very success-

ful shoot on June twenty-fourth. The following

are the results:—
Shot at Killed

G. Wolfe 105 87

Joe Cook 105 79

J. Pickering 45 33

W. Dawson 105 81

W. Bowman .- 25 13

J. Monty 25 16

E. Flint 65 42

J. Lewis 105 76

A McCrae 105 102

S. Blake 105 84

E. S. Williams 105 82

E. H. Phibbs 105 85

J. Dunk 25 22

H. O'Xeill 65 51

J. Hooey 65 46

F. Carpenter 105 74

W. Beamish 40 30

J. Trethewey 60 42

Tower Trap Shoot.

J. Pickering 10 3

I. Devins 10 3

F. Carpenter 10 7

J. Trethewey 10 6

J. Hooey 10 3

J. Monty 10 2

J. Lewis 10 1

R. H. Phibbs 10 3

Joe Cook 10 3

E. S. Williams 10 4

G. Wolfe 10 6

J. Dunk 10 8

W. J. Bowman 10 3

A. McCrae 10 3

The prize winners were as follows:—
Event No. 1, for 25 birds—1, A. McCrae; 2,

Samuel Blake; 3, E. Flint.

Event Xo. 2, for 20 birds—1, Joseph Cook; 2,

E. S. Williams; 3, W. Beamish.

Event No. 3, for 20 birds—1. H. O'Neill; 2, R.

H. Phibbs; 3, J. Trethewey.
Event No. 4, for 20 birds—1, J. Lewis; 2, W.

Dawson; 3. J. Harper.
Event No. 5, for 20 birds—1, George Wolfe; 2,

Frank Carpenter.

A SHOOT AT MIDLAND.

The Midland Gun Club held a very successful

shoot at Midland on June twenty-second. The
trophy was a silver medal donated by Mr. George

Stratheam. The contest at 25 clay birds result-

ed in a tie between T. Heddison and J. F. Dunn
and in the shoot off Heddison won. The follow-

ing are the scores, the highest competitors both

using Dominion shells:

T. Heddison. 27; J. F. Dunn, 25; Geo. Strath-

eam, 18; P. lerby, 17; D. H. Cowling, 17; H.

Heard, 14; H. Kerby, 12; C. B. Odair, 10; H.

Ellery, 10; "V. Peterson, 14; E. Smith, 10; R.

Neugent, 10.

At the Hamilton Gun Club on June eighth, the

first event for the sewing machine donated by J.

J. Cline, of the Singer Sewing Machine Company,
was shot off. It was a handicap affair. John
Hunter took the lead with a straight score, and

F. W. Watson landed in second place, and both

members took down the special added prizes for

the day. John Hunter hung up the record for

the season and did not have a miss, getting 50

out of 50. The wind made the birds shifty and
as he was sheeting from the eighteen mark the

score was most creditable. T. W. Barnes, D.

Reid, F. W. Watson and H. Spratt shot a special

event of 25 birds, and T. W. Barnes won out with

23. He also got 76 out of 90 for the afternoon,

while D. Reid had 76 out of 100 for his total.

Scores:—
Shot at. Broke

J. Hunter 50 50

W. J. Wark 50 33

N. S. Armstrong 75 48

J. Bowron 75 50

D. Reid 100 76

H. Spratt 75 52

F. W. Watson 75 57

E. Baxter 50 33

F. Oliver 75 49

A. Parmenter 40 31

T. W. Barnes 90 76

C. Sver 25 16

On June twenty -fourth John Hunter won out

with 47 out of 50, just nosing out J. Bowron, who
was in second place. .Joe Bowron pulled down the

first place for the merchandise prize, while T. W.
Barnes and W. Wark tied for second place. In

the shoot off the former went 25 straight, and

won out. John Hunter was high for the after-

noon, getting 64 out of 75, while T. W. Barnes

was close up with 97 out of 115.

Shot at. Broke

J. Bowron 50 35

J. Hunter 75 64

F. Baxter 50 33

N. S. Armstrong 75 48

H. Spratt 75 47

I. Smith 50 38

W. Wark 65 52

F. W. Watson 75 47

E. A. Clifford 50 29

T. W. Barnes 115 97

N. Hall 50 28

G. Hill 25 21

J. Borne 2.5 17

There was some good shooting on July eighth

and the finishes were very close. On the merchan-

dise handicap of twenty-five birds J. Hunter and
F. W. Watson and T." W. Barnes tied with 23

bi-.;3 each. In the shoot-off F. W. Watson won
out with a grand stand finish getting 23 and just

nosed out .1. Hunter, who had 22. Geo. Beattie

had a nice work-out getting straights in one 25

and two 15 bird events and had a total of 96 out

of 100. .J. Hunter hung up a total 67 out of 75

and Court Thomson 74 out of 85. Scores:—
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2-A

J
HUNTER ONE — :

'^z:^

THE simplicity o£ construction of a Ham- ,_'

merless Smith Gun appeals to all sports- "v"
men. A novice can quickly take it down "x cfjf^

and put it together. It is this simplicity of V^
mechanical construction that has made it so J4v,
popular—that has given it undisputed leadership. '-J-v.

IT IS this simplicity, too, that prevents it from ever
shooting loose. That is absolutely impossible in a
Smith Gun, The longer you shoot a Smith Gun the
tighter it gets— it is scl/-adjuiting. Our handsome,
newlithographed Catalogue explains thismore inde- _ , «
tail. Ask yourdealeiforitjOrwriteusdirect— tot/ay. /^T'lj i:"!^'^

That Catalogue will also tell you all about the
very latest Hammerless Smith Gun — the 20-
GaugeHunterOne- Trigger. TheHunterOne- Trigger

attachment is the greatest improvement in gun-
making for more than half a century. The new
20-Gauge is just the finest gun that can be made
at the price. Simp]y all gun and no frills. Weighs
only Si to 7 lbs. As a well-informed sportsman
you ought to know about it.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO., 89 Hubbard St., Faltoii,N.Y.

'/;M

y-

^^

^

Tih

Daniel's Patent Concentric Si^ht

^,-—r.---^. As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Note tlie clear
cut, beautiful deffin-
ation. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in

the way of the tang
sight. By mail $2.00. Booklet fre«.

ADDRESS
Chas. Daniel

Melbonrne, Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3

crt

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true sportAman. Send Tw»«TT-Fivm yearly

•ubtcriptioni, and a KORONA PETIT Camara, aiie

3k * 554. will be sent Tou. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rodieatar, N. Y.

$2,000.00 in Prizes 'Z Big Game
FIELD AND STREAM

"America's Magazine for Sportsmen," is Offering 203 Prizes for
the Biggest Fresh and Salt Water Game Fish Caught During 1911

This $2,000.00 will be diviJed into 203 montlily prizes for the biggest fish

month and grand prizes for the entire season in each class. Prizes include $60
silver medals, high class rods and reels, guns and sportsman's equipment.

Lisi of prizes and conJitlons of contest published each month in FIELD AND STREAM. As
to read the accounts each month ot How. When. Where and with what tackle these big fash were
going to make you a special introductory otter of a three months" trial subscription to FIELD AN
together with the 1911 Antfler's Guide, the best book on fishing published, telling how, when and
including the latest Game and Fish Laws (or 1911 and a five-foot split bamboo bail casting rod. I » ji / A| *v«

Send m your order today and learn all about this great contest. (All lOr ^i.UU

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 37 East 21st Street, New York City

Fish

caught each

silver cups.

you will want
killed, we are

D STREAM.
here to fash.
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Shot at Broke

W. Wark 70 57

F. W. Watson 75 60

J. Hunter 75 67

T. W. Barnes 110 90

Geo. Beattie 100 96

Court Thomson 85 74

I. Smith 50 40

J. Bowron 50 38

N. Long 65 50

E. A. Clifford 25 17

F. Baxter 75 47

H. Spratt 73 57

A. Parmenter 25 16

TOURNAMENT AT CHATHAM.

The annual tournament of the Maple City Gun
Olub, Chatham, was opened on Coronation Day
morning.

Tlie shooting in the various events throughout

the day was very high and a straight score of 15

birds was repeatedly made. During the day 7

events of 15 birds each were run off. W. Barnes

of Hamilton was high gun by a good margin.

Out of 105 birds shot at he succeeded in killing

98 and by so doing captured the high average and

many other prizes. Harvey O'Loane and Ed.

Moore and Court Thomson were tied for the

place with 93 and were followed by George Dunk
and J. J. Moore with 89.

One of the features of the afternoon shooting

wag the exhibition given by Moore in two con-

secutive 15 bird events. He succeeded in going

through the two matches without missing a single

bird.

The feat is all the more remarkable when it is

considered that he was shooting from the 18 yard

mark in the first event and on the 20 yard mark
in the second.

George Dunk representing the Dominion Cart-

ridge Company and Court Thomson for the U.

M. C. Company were the only professional shoot-

ers present. Scores:—
Shot at. Broke

W. Barnes (Hamilton) 105 98

H. O'Loane 105 03

Ed. Moore 105 93

Court Thomson 105 93

J. J. Moore 105 S9

George Dunk 105 89

F. Galbraith 105 87

W. Taistein 105 87

F. A. Dolsen 105 8fi

W. D. Elliot 105 85

W. Nichol 105 84

Z. Chefr 75 52

W. S. Richards 75 44

W. B. Wells 75 38

S. Cheff 60 39

In the second day's shoot, the scores were very
high although the extreme heat bothered a num-
ber of the marksmen considerably. The main
match of the day and for that matter of the tour-

nament was held in the afternoon. It was the

Merchandise event, the prizes for which were do-

nated by Chatham merchants. There was a prize

for everyone who entered and through this fact

almost every shooter present entered. There were

27 entries in all. The first prize in the first half

of the event was won by W. Barnes, the Hamil-
ton expert, who broke 15 straight. W. H. Nichols

repeated this feat in the second stage and won
the first prize. Scores:

—

Handicap 15 15

W. Barnes 20 15 15

C. Thomson 20 14 12

G. M. Dunk 20 14 13

J. A. Aitken 18 14 7

S. A. Webb 19 13 9

F. A. Dolsen 19 12 12

J. G. Kerr 17 12

S. Cheff 16 12 10

W. J. Dolsen 17 12 13

W. O'Loane 17 11

H. Burk 12 11 11

J. J. Moore 19 10 11

W. H. Nichols 17 10 15

Ed. Moore 19 10 11

J. Houston 17 10 9

W. Richards 16 10

W. D. Elliott 18 10 11

R. Coltart 17 9 11

H. Smith 18 9 10

Z. Cheff 16 8 7

E. Fremlin 16 7

E. Brisco 16 7 9

W. B. Wells 16 3 8

Tom Stephenson 16 3

F. Trudell 16 1

J. McCormick 18

J. W. Aitken 17 7

HARROW TOURNAMENT.

Harrow Gun Club held its annual tournament,
June 21st. Thirteen shooters took part and the

division of money, 25%, 25%, 25%, 25%, class

system, distributed the coin so evenly that all

shot through most of the events. The shooting

was over the MeCrea traps and the birds eould

not have been more satisfactorily thrown out of

any trap. Good scores were the rule and the per-

centage was consequently light. H. D. Bates,

Ridgetown. kept up his reputation for good shoot-

ing by winning high average with but 8 misses

out of 175. H. Taylor, Blenheim, was second

with 11 misses and Frank and Fred Galbraith,

Duart, came third with 13 misses each. The
scores:^

Shot at Broke
D. Wigle 175 153

R. Wright 175 148

E. Pastorins 175 159

F. Stotts 175 150

C. L Pastorius 175 146

Frank Galbraith 175 162

H. Bates 175 167

Tom Pastorius 175 156

W. A. Smith 175 153

Fred. Galbraith 175 162

M. Vollaus 165 132

N. Ballard 165 145

H. Taylor 175 164
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r ON THE LOOKOUT ! !
-

Every Sportsman, too. U on the lookout for the

latest and best. We offer them to him in

the ihape of an up-to-date

"CLABHOUGH GUN"
Xo matter what class of Sport he seeks, we can

provide him with a weapon . and provide him
quicblj", which will assist him towards success.

He calls for a giin which will stand hard usage,

—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do the same
after years of wear.
We are getting shoals of letters from friends in

Canada who have owned "Clabrough" Guns for

years, and who give them nothing but praise, the

only complaint is that "they won't wear out.'*

Mr. G. B. Greene. Ottawa writes June 14th. 1911,

re a "Clabrough" he has shot constantly at the

traps and in the field for thirteen years:

—

*"I shall be very glad indeed to send you a

testimonial letter, should you wish it. relative to

the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of hard usage and with the

exception of a broken stock, which was due to no
fault of the gun, it is in almost AS GOOD CON-
DITION as the day it left the factory,"
There are plenty who wish to become, possessed

of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, for

Duck—and for shooting at the Traps—to these
we now address ourselves.

It is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "Clabrough", the name was popular on
guns before other makes were heard of In Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock it. or has not

the right grade—we never hear of this inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

We are altering all this. Failing the Dealer, we
will ship you a "Clabrough". Freight and Duty
paid. Write to us for our full list in Dollars and
particulars of our scheme, it will interest you!

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. CUbrouch Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works.

Birmingham.

#1

Brarkd
iVATERPROOF COLLARS & CUFFS
have banished Collar Trouble. Look like
the best Linen and wear far better.
The Ideal Collar for hot weather.
Are Waterproof, and can be cleaned in-

stantly with a damp cloth.

Try them yourself this Season.
Collars 2oe. Pair of Cuffs, 50c

If your dealer can't supply, write us.

ARLINGTON CO.
Limited

Fraser Ave.,

OF CANADA

Toronto

Don't Wear Blinders Like a Horse i

SANITARY AUTO GOGGLE.

Transparent and Flexible. Weighs but half an ounce
and does not sweat. Clear range of vision; the face pro-

tected from the wind. Silk mesh under the nostrils keeps
out the dust and odors. Can be worn over glasses without
any Inconvenience. The only Sanitary Goggle made.
Sent postpaid at following prices: 50 cents each: amber,

blue or green. 75c each.

Address SANITART ATJTO GOGGLE COMPANY, 22 Tem-
perance St.. care of Automobile Supply Co., Toronto,

Canndfl. .^ ^^ i
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A KEEN CONTEST AT LONDON.

A competition which has been keenly contested

was completed at the Springwood Gun Club on

July eighth. Wm. Gibson (Parker), by shooting

in phenomenal form, won a beautiful cut glass

berry bowl donated by Rowland Day. B. W.
Glover finished second with 194 actual breaks, and

A. S. Blackburn was a good third wth 192. The
scores:

—

Shot at. Broke
Parker, 3 200 197

Glover, 200 194

Blackburn, 2 200 192

Day, 200 192

Spence, 4 200 185

Clinger, 4 200 182

Jordan, 4 20i) 117

Webb, 2 175 90

F. Brown, 2 100 63

Simcox, 3 75 61

Davis, 5 75 52

J. Waide, 2 75 46

Mevers, 2 50 40

Walker, 2 25 24

SHOOTING AT BELLEVILLE.

Some of the best shooting of the Belleville Gun
Club took place June second. Scores:—

Shot at 25 Birds—Andrews 23, Thompson 23,

Hurlev 22, Roote 22, Staflford 21.

Shot at 25 Birds—Howie 23, Sprague 21, Day
21, Hart 20, Miller 13, Woodley 11.

Shot at 25 Birds—H. Dav 24, Hurlev 22. Sprague
22, Miller 12.

A number of the members of the Belleville Gun
Club had a shoot at 25 clay pigeons, on June
ninth, with the following result:—

Geo. Bennett, 16; E. Bovle, 18; M. Sprague, 21;

E. B. Harriss, 13; A. C. Mott, 19; J. Woodley, 20;

J. Miller, 14; D. Young, 17; R. Stafford, 21; H.
Dav, 23; W. Harte, 22; J. Thompson, 21; B.

McGuire, 12.

The following shot at an extra 25 birds and
broke the foUowincr number—M. Sprague. 20;

D. Young, 20; H. Day, 24; G. Bennett, 16; Com-
pawn, 18; T. Boyle, 2*1; R. Stafford, 19.

Score on June 16th:—
H. Day, 23: .1. Woodley. 21; R. Stafford, 19;

W. Harte, 19; W. Andrews, 18; D. Young, 17; J.

Miller, 17; L. Gerow, 16.

Scores on July seventh:

—

Wm. Andrews, 22; H. Dav. 20; Jas. Thompson,
20; .Jas. Woodlev, 18; Wm." Harte, 16; John Mil-

ler, 13; A. Mott, 13.

SHOOTING AT PETERBOROUGH.

The regular practice shoot of the Peterborough
Gun Club was held on June first, with a good
turn out of members. The new traps were instal-

led, and gave splendid satisfaction. Following

are scores at 25 birds:-C. James, 17; C. Wood, 16;

H. Routley, 15; C. Gutterson, 11; H. Sawyers, 9;

B. Searle, 8; E. Graham, 7; C. Mills, 7; iL Mil-

ler, 5.

Owing to the showery weather and the fact that

several of the members were away fishing, the at-

tendance was small on June fifteenth. Twenty-
five birds were shot at with the following scores:

C. Wood, 15; C. James, 12; C. Lech, 12; C. Gut-
terson, 10; S. Rush, 9; C. Mills, 6; B. Searle, 4.

A special shoot was held on June twenty-ninth
with a good turnout of members. Being a very

fine evening for shooting, some good sport was
enjoyed. The scores were at 25 birds each.

Scores:

—

C. Gutterson, 17; H. Cook, 16; A. Mott, 16; H.
Routlev, 15; C. Wood, 15; C. Mills, 12; L. Hall,

11; C."James, U; C. Lech, 11; E. Graham, 5.

After the match a ten bird sweepstake was shot
off with scores as follows: A. Mott, 9; S. Rush,
7; C. Gutterson, 6: H. Routly, 4; L. Hill, 1.

Following this Mr. Mott, a member of the Bel-

leville Gun Club, who is visiting the local club,

showed some fine shooting by breaking 23 out of

25 shot at.

On July sixth, the attendance being small on
account of the heat, and several members being
out of the city. The scores were as follows at

25 birds each—C. Gutterson, 16; C. James, 16; C.

Wood, 16; C. Mills, 14; S. Rush, 14; C. Lech, 9.

A RECORD FROM STRATFORD.

The annual Victoria Day shoot of the Pastime
Gun Club was held at Stratford under favorable
weather conditions except for a stiff wind. Some
neat scores were made.
The main event was the 100 bird shoot for the

trophy and was won by J. Jennings, of Toronto,
with a score of 90. The scores in this event were:
•J. .Jennings, Toronto, 90

K. Turnbull. Stratford, 88

J. Atoheson. Stratford, 85

W. Boles. Stratford, 82

W. Miller, Stratford, 75

T. Savage, Stratford, 74
The total scores for the five events, in all 160

birds, were as follows, the gunners being Strat-

ford men unless otherwise indicated:—
K. C. Turnbull 142

J. Atcheson 1.37

J. Jennings, (Toronto) 136

W. Boles 131

A. W. Fisher 118

T. Savage 115

.T. Rutherford .'.
. . . r 115

D. D. Hay 114

W. Miller 113

Dutton (Woodstock) 112

F. Xash 110

T. SmitJi 110

Keating 108

Dougall (Woodstock) 105
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FOR

SAIL or MOTOR BOAT
Cruising

Tents, waterproof bags,

pack sacks, ground cloths.

Boat Hardware.
Brass or Galvanized.

Flags, Cushions, Sails,

Rope, Steering Cord.

JOHN LECKiTlIMITED,
77 Wellington St. W.,

Toronto.

THE GUN
AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

BY W. W. GREENER
Author of •Sharpshooting," British Miniature Rifle."

etc., etc.

NINTH EDITION, rearranged and brought down to
date. 802 pp. Over 1000 illustrations.

PRICE S3.00
Extract from "The Sportsman."

•TUis is the era above all others of cheap books, but
It would puzzle anybody, we think, to find better

value than
'The Gun and
Its Develop-
ment' by TV.

W. G reen e r

(Cassell&Co. I

jiTir^j at half a-guiuea. It is In

its ninth edition and richer than
ever in its illustrations, which
were always plentiful and, still

better, helpful. Here is the
fruit of a long and hard working
life. SOO pages of thoroughly
practical matter, affording some-
thing like a royal road to know-
ledge in this one department of
science and of romance and anti-
quarian quaintness. We make
no pretence of being able to
criticise: we are lost in ad-
miration of the 'shooters' en-
cyclopaedia'."

Catalog R3 of

Guns. POST
FREE.

_ W. W. GREENER 63&65 BEAVER HALL HILL
MONTREAL P. Q.

SM/M calibre •P'^-' vV

LAThST GENUINE MAUSER SPORTING RIFLES

Luger Automatic Pistols
Adopted by Seven Governments

Also Heanel Mannlicher and Minnliclier Schtenieer Rifles.

A sk your dealer or write H, TAUSCHER CO., 320 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

TENTS r OR ALL
PLJRP08E8

Complete Camp Equipment
Cuna, Rifles, AmmunilloD. Sieves, Fi.hing Tackk, Furniture,
Blankets, Dunnage Bags, Rubber Sheets, Canoes, Boats,

Paddles, Hammocks, Boat Hardware.

SEND FOR CATALOr;

XHB

tVCRVTHINO IN CANVAS

DPIKEGoLiMITEO
123 Kino St. B..

TOROIfTO.



The A. H. Fox Gun Company, of Philadelphia,

have issued a new hanger showing in large size a

colored illustration of a duplicate of the only shot-

gun used by Colonel Roosevelt on his African

hunting trip. The illustration shows portions

of the stock and barrel and particularly impresses

the onlooker by the fine lock mechanism and fancy

scroll work on the latter of which appears a dog
and the name "Ansley H. Fox" worked in most
artistically. The whole production is exceed-

ingly fine and as it will be on view at all the

leading dealers readers can see for themselves

that this is not exaggerated. This fine gun,

known as Grade F. E. retails at $362 and its pro-

duction goes far to justify the claim of the manu-
facturers when they style their shotgun, "The
Finest Gun in the World."

Stocking the dealer is no longer regarded by

A Well Dressed Window.

progressive manufacturers as the final step in the
creation of adequate distribution and in the main-
tenance and upbuilding of sales. To simply place

goods on the shelves may have been the sum-
total of progressive effort a decade ago. To-day
it represents no more than a working basis. The
dealer is no longer asked to depend solely upon
his own efforts in the moving of his stock but re-

ceives the co-operation of a branch of the manu-
facturer's selling organization, the sole purpose
for the existence of which is to create sales for

him. This year, the efforts of the Remington
Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co. in this direc-

tion are totally eclipsing those of previous seas-

ons. Always an extensive advertiser, this Com-
pany has not only arranged its advertising sched-

ule so that its dealers may reap the greatest
possible benefit from it, but it is backing up this

sales-creative work in a manner that cannot fail

to react to the mutual good. With
the fact in mind that the display
window of a dealer proves a worth-
while trade-winner when made
attractive by original and artistic

arrangement and decoration, the

Remington Arms-Union Metallic
Cartridge Co. is offering its dealers

1 window trim, an illustration of

which is shown on this page,
which combines unusual attractive-

ness with distinct selling value.

The trim in its entirety is calcu-

lated to not only immediately ar-

erst the attention of the passer
by but to suggest the pleasure of

shooting in a way that will create

a want on the part of the specta-

tors for the arms and ammunition
on sale. A p.irticularly striking

feature of the Remington-U. M. C.

window display is a lithograph in

the shape of an enlarged Reming-
ton-U. M. C. steel lined shell with
a cut-out fl.ving duck standing out
in relief. At the top is the cap-
tion, '-A Bird in Every Shell."

Another interesting feature that
attracts marked attention is a re-

production of a target showing the
remarkable score of 2484 out of a
possible 2'tCiO. made by Arthur Hu-
balek. Behind the bullet punctur-
ed bull's eye and plainly visible, is

the Eemington-U.M.C. trade mark.
"Tbe Trade Mark Behind the Re-
cord is the happy phrase this
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^WWc Outfit Camping Parties

There are several excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we can fur-

nish serviceable charts, as well as providing the

Provisions, Tents, Utensils, Blankets

and General Camp Outfit

For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has been a special feature of

our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thor-

oughly and invite inquiries.

MICHIE & CO., Ltd.
Established 1835. 7 King Street West. TORONTO, Ca^
THIS RELIABLE NICKEL WATCN

Stem set and stem winderFREE
to any boy for

2 Subscri p tio ns
to

Rod and Gun
In Canada

ADDRESS PREMIUM DEPT:

W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publisher

WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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display contains. A further illustration of orig-

inality and effectiveness is the lithograph announc-
ing the World's Record High Average of 97.75%
for the vear made with Remington-U. M. C. Steel

Lined Shells by W. H. Heer. This lithograph,

too, is in the form of a shell and shows the champ-
ion standing within. In many other ways, too

numerous to mention here, the Remington Arms-
UnionMetallic Cartridge Co. is co-operative with
its dealers so that they may reap the benefit of

increased profit through increased sales.

The Department of Naval Service of the Can-
adian Government, at Ottawa, Ont., are fitting out

a schooner which is going to Hudson Bay for sur-

vey purposes. This schooner is 101 feet long by
25 feet beam, and in looking around for power
for this boat, the Government called for an engine

of exceptional reliability. The power finally de-

cided upon is to be a -10 H. P., heavy-duty, four-

cylinder Sterling engine.

The sportsman's kit is not complete without a

tin of '"Keating's." This "Keating's," be it

known, is an insect powder—the most used and
most widely known insect powder in the world.

It is an English preparation whose especial merit
is that, while it is fatal to every form of insect

life it is harmless to human or animal life. It

may be sprinkled on the shirt you wear ne.xt your
skin, and it will cause no irritation or discom-
fort. It will banish fleas from a dog. or dispel

the flies from a room in a house. Wherever in-

sect life has to be combatted Keating's powder
is the immediate remedy and the deadly weapon.
Flies, mosquitos, ants, spiders, beetles, bugs and
vermin—Keating's powder is the enemy of them
all. They can't stay where it is sprinkled and
live. For the strange bed fellow, and all his clan,

tl ere is nothing like 'Iveating's.'' For your com-
fort's sake take a tin of Keating's in vour kit.

No lamp made offers so many advantages to

the sportsman as the B.-i'dwin Camp Lamp. It

is a simply constructed ^jmbination of a water
tank, carbide container and burner, which gener-

ates and burns acetylene gas. producing a clear

white, 14 candle power light, whicli may be pro-

jected 1.50 feet on the darkest night. This lame
is absolutely safe and perfectly clean. There
is no grease, smoke or dirt and no glass to break
nor oil to spoil your clothing or provisions in

transit or to work havoc when in camp. It bums
with a steady flame that will not blow out when
in a stiff wind. The construction of the Baldwin
Camp Lamp and its simplicity of operation gives

it a decided advantage over any other lamp. It

can be made ready for use in thirty seconds in the

dark as readi>y as in the light. All the work re-

quired is to fill the water tank and fill the carbide

container about half full of carbide. The only
cleaning it requires is emptying the used carbide
out of the carbide container. As used carbide is

simply a fine white powder. This is a much eas-

ier operation than that of filling an oil lamp,
trimming the wick and cleaning grease and soot

three hours and carbide enough for fifty hours
lifht costs but twenty-five cents.

No light equals acetylene on the water. Its

unusual penetrating powers are a decided ad-

vantage in the mist or fog. It also brings ob-

stacles of all kinds to notice more distinctly and
much quicker than any other light. For finding

a landing or picking your way through rocky,

shallow water it is invaluable. Today there are

S"^ many motor boats in the water everywhere,
that no person should go boating at night with-

out a good light. You can see the motor boats
but they cannot see you. If you take a Baldwin,
wearing it on your cap—so that you have light

in any direction that you turn your head, or fast-

ened on the bow of your boat, or canoe, boating

at night will be relieved of many of its dangers
and the possibility of accidents to yourself or

boat will be reduced to a minimum.
The bright, white light of a Baldwin Camp

Lamp relieves the evenings in camp of their dull

monotony. It enables you to read easily the

small type of a newspaper at a distance of fifty

feet. As it will stand on a table or can be hung
up anywhere in the tent you can have a light,

that is equal to that of more than 14 candles or

six oil lanterns, just where you want it. ^Vhen
you retire for the night, one of these lamps hung
on a tree, a little distance from camp will at-

tract insects of all kinds away from the tent,

giving perfect relief from them and permitting

a peaceful rest. This lamp cannot explode,

whether it is upset or placed in any position.

For hunting coon or possum at night, as well

as for attending to traps before day-break or

after dark, the Baldwin Camp Lamp is a great

convenience. It can be worn on cap or belt—
both hands are free for knife or gun, and should

you happen to trap a skunk, you can see it from
a distance, and save yourself the unpleasantness J
resulting from getting too close. The "flash" ^
of a Baldwin Camp Lamp is a strong attraction

to fish or frogs. Its penetrating rays enables

you to actually see under the water or to readily

detect frogs among grass or lily pads.

Although "Guns and Gunning" edited by Dan
Beard, was first published by .J. Stevens Arms
and Tool Company, Chicopee Falls. Mass.. three

years ago, there is still a steady, unabated de-

mand for this very interesting and profusely il-

lustrated volume on the great ''Out of Doors" and
its attendant joys. This handy, compact and in-

valuable Reference Guide consists of 112 pages of

vastly important matter and some of its varied

chapters are devoted to woodcraft, haunts and
habits of furred and feathered game, camping,

hints on equipment, cooking, the choice of a rifle,

the selection of a shotgun, etc., etc. The con-

tents of "Guns and Gunning'' are positively auth-

ent'c and authoratative and every man or boy con-

templating a vacation trip, should be sure to have

a copy of "Guns and Gunning" to guide him
rijrht. The .1. Stevens Arms and Tool Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass., will be glad to send this

most interesting volume to any applicant for

twenty cents in stamps for paper covered edition,

_fll_£ar_tliixlv_cents in green, cloth bound edition.

i
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GUNS, RIFLES
SUIT-CASES
CLUB-BAGS

Greatest Bargains in Canada. A mammoth business built up in

three years on quality, value and straight dealing.

Lyon Manufacturing and Sporting Goods Co.,

429 Yonge Street One block South of Carlton Street.

TORONTO, CANADA.
J. A. VARLEY, Proprietor.

Do not fail to call on us when in Toronto.

MEN'S DISEASES
Involuntary Losses, Xervous Debility,

Blood disease affecting throat, mouth
and skin. Unnatural Discharges, Lost
Vitality, Kidney and Bladder affections,

and all diseases of the nerves and genito-

urinary organs, a specialty. It makes
no difference who has failed to cure you.
Call or write. Consultation free.

Medicines sent to any address.

DR. J. E. REEVE, Kent Building,

Cor. Yonge and Richmond Streets, To-
ronto. 'Phone Main '.MS.

ONE AT A TIME

is good fishing!

We do one thing well.

We train young people

or Business Positions.

Make enquires about the

KENNEDY SCHOOL
9 Adelaide St. Toronto.

JHE Luxury Qf A Lake Trip
^ here will you spend your summer vacation?

Why not enjoy the charms of our Inland Seas, the [Al-

most pleasant and economical outing in America? P*
Daily service is operated between Detroit and m

Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo; four trips weekly **

between Toledo, Detroit. Mackinac Island and way ^
ports; three trips weekly between Toledo, Cleveland
and Put-in-Bay.

A Cleveland to Mackinac special steamer will

be operated two trips weekly from June I 5th to Sep- u^
tember 10th, stopping only at Detroit every trip and jS
Goderich, Or.t., every other trip,—Special Day Trips ^^^

Between Detroit and Cleveland, During July and
August.— Railroad Tickets Available on Steamers.
Send 2 cent stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet and

Great Lakes Map. kXr

Address: L. G. Lewis. G. P. A.. Detroit. Mich. ^
Philip H. McMillan. Pres. A.A. Schantz, Gen'l Mgr. |pj

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co.
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FOR SALE—One boat, nearly new, and one dozen traps.

For particulars apply to F. S. Taylor. Kinmount, Ontario. 2t

For Sale—23 foot hull, semi-speed type, new. For fur-

ther particulars address >'. Austen, 25 Front Street, K..

Toronto. T, F.

$iao for 16 ft. 3 H.P, Motor Boat. $400 for 25 ft.

AuxUiary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 feet of canvas. Both
boats In excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Boi 309,

Listowel. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—12 foot steel ducli boat, large enough for

two men and a dog. Decked at both ends and at the
sides. Fitted with air chambers and one pair of oars.

Never been used. Price $25.00. Bos B, Rod & Gun. 25

Front Street East. Toronto Out.

FOR SALE—25 ft. semi-speed family launch. In which
is Installed an eight h.p. twin screw Van Auken engine
with reversing propellers. Complete outfit ready for water.

$425.00 cash. For further particulars address A. Coward.
KiDgBton. (JQt. If

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat. Will sell for $20.00

cash. A bargain. Apply Box A., Rod and Gun, Wood-
stock, Ont. tf

POR SALE—30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor Boat,

fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull ready

to receive Motor and equipment. Either or both will be

sold at a bargain. Write for particulars to The Schultz

Bros. Co., Limited. Brantford. Ont. tf

PET STOCK.
FOB SALE^KITTEKS—Thoroughbred Persian Kitten*.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman,"' line-bred black King ai

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.,

Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—Fresh
Port Hope, Ontario.

SPECIALS.
Wild Rice Seed. Gilchrist.

3t.

FOR SALE—Wild Duck Decoy eggs, $2.00 for 11 eggs.

Sam Holmes, uox 2. Chatham, Ont. A-2t

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been used. N. Austen. 25 Front
Street. E., Toronto. T. F.

HONEY BEES—Wild swarms enticed into a common box
with my bait. Write for particulars. H. H. Humphrey,
Chembusco, N.Y.

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built and fitted ac
cording to specifications at a considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Austen. 25 Front Street. E..

Toronto. T. F.

"Small Mouth Black Bass" are caught in Long Point
Bay in the greatest numbers of any place In the world.
Season opens June 16th. "It's great sport." Come early.

For particulars apply to Lake View Hotel, St. Williams,
Ontario. m-3t

Parties wishing information as to where to purchase or
sell, black, silver or cross foxes, young or old, address
Box H.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. Ont. J-3t

Grizzly and Black Bear Hunting In May or June. Write
H. G. Low. Sportsman's Guild. Gelena P. O.. via Golden.
B.C. Everything furnished. Rates $15.00 per day Inclu-
sive. ir32

FOR SALE—Popular summer hotel, thirty rooms, fur
nished. for rent, with very good celery and farm land

—

with hay for twenty-five cows. Write A. K. Flsk, Accoun-
tant. Eastern Townships Bank Building. St. James St..

Montreal. A3t

FOR SALE—Black Bear, Timber Wolf. Coyote, Mountain
Lion. Fox and other well furred rugs, with mounted heads,
open mouth or half head finish, lined with best felt, fancy
borders. Highest class of work and very reasonable
prices. Will ship on approval anywhere. Edwin Dixon.
Taxidermist. Unlonvllle. Ont.

KEATINGS
POWDER

KILLS
BUfiS

The Insect Pest makes his

exit when Keatings arrives.

A clean, safe and effective

way of getting rid of all

insects and vermin.

Sold by all Druggists
In tins only 10, 15, 20, 25c

The Sportsman's Kit is not complete
without a tin of "Keating's."

A Large Mounted Elk Head for Sale. Write today fc>r

description and prices. Edwin Dixon, Taildermlst, Unlon-
vllle, Ont.

POR SALE—Four Large Mounted Deer Heada, a 18
point woodland Caribou head, mmmted and unmounted
horns. Buffalo horns. Elk tusks. Tanned and Raw Animal
Skins. Cut prices. Edwin Dlion, Taildermlst, Dnlonvllle
Ont.

FOR SALE—Three large Moose Heads, mounted thU
season. Write for description and prices. Edwin Dlion,
Taildermlst, Unlonvllle, Ont.

POR SALE—Wading Pants $5.00; King Poldlng Canvas
Boat $15.00; Cork Life Preserver $2.00; nicely mounted
Deer Head, 10 points. $10.00; Mounted Owls, Great Horn-
ed $3.50. Snowy $3.50; Prairie Chicken, $2.00; Raffed
Grouse, $2.00. C. P. Forge, Portage la Prairie, Mani-
toba.

2t

SPORTS.MBN—Come to New Brunswick for Moose, Cari-
bou, Deer and Bear. New and comfortable camps. Con-
veniently located In a well watered country. Just open-
ed up for big game hunting. An easy day's Journey from
railway, with good hunting on the way. The wild scen-
ery of the Upper Odcll. with Its wonderful falls well re-
pays a visit. For rates and all other iuformation apply
to James A. Wright, Arthurettc, Victoria County, New
Brunswick.

FOR SALE—A very handsome black and white Pointer
dog. thoroughly trained and registered. E. A. Richardson,
Chatham, Ont. j^

INVISIBLE INK for Clubs. Lodges. Lovers. 15c bottle
(in coin I. Send for circulars. Mystery Shop, 14 Liberty
St., Cincinnati, Ohio. it
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DISTURBER II BREAKS ALL RECORDS
WINS THE 40 CHAMPIONSHIP AT DUBUQUE

38.7 (REAL) MILES PER HOUR
The Fastest Official Trial Run in America

130 H.P. 8 CYLINDERS
TWO OF THESE ENGINES DID IT

Disturber II owned by Mr. James A. Pugh. of Chi-
cago, by winning the 40 foot champion?>iip class
race of 20 miles, at Dubuque. Iowa, July 5. is now
the undisputed champion speed boat of the Missis-
sippi Valley. This race carried with it a cash
prize of $1,000.00. the Webb $1,000.00 Trophy and
the Dubuque §500.00 Trophy, presented by the City
of Dubuque, a total value of $2500.00. On July 6
the Disturber XI won the Mile Dash against time
showing a speed of 38.7 miles per hour. The en-
gines used in the Disturber are two 130 HP., eight
cylinder. Model B Sterling engines. Mr. Pugh*s
order was not received until April 29th. and the

engines were shipped June 7—the boat having its

first trial July 2 and entered and won the cham-
pionship race July 5.

MORE EVIDENCE OF THE RELIABILITY AND SUPERIORITY OF STERLING ENGINES.

STERLING ENGINE CO.,
1252 NIAGARA STREET

BUFFALO. K)., LS.A.

TORONTO, ONT.. MARINE
CONSTRUCTION CO.. LTD

VANCOUVER, B. C, HOFFAR
MOTOR BOAT Ct.

Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers %

To His Majesty King George V.

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane

built Trout or Bass Rod, 3 piece,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints,

cork handle, improved fittings, agate but
and end rings— £4.19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.T4. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50

(2) 9 to 12 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout cr

Bass Rod, suction joint agate top, 1 end ring, cork handle
with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. 3% "L'niqua" Roel
lS/6 or $4.50. 3 oz. D. T. Tournament line 8/6 or $2.07.

In all $21.79.

SEND CASH COVERING ORDER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE—16 plates of Hies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHING ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Gold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

Illustration

our celebrated

eaimot come
reel fitting is

shows handle of one of

cane built rods. The hand
against metal work. The
our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our

"Perfect" ball bearing

agate line gu.ird regu-

lating check reels.

3% Diam.
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The Cormorant In British Columbia

Characteristics of a Pacific Coast Bird

BV BONNYCASTLE DALE.

OF the three cormorants that are

found on this continent, two, the

Mexican and the Double-crested,

have twelve feathers in the wide

strong tail. The third bird, spoken of

simplV as the Cormorant, has fourteen.

The bird we illustrate is the Double-

crested, but as it was taken late in the

fall the crest feathers are absent, these

only appearing- during the breeding sea-

son.

Many a time while seated behind

some rude "hide" watching the flight of

the wild fowl, in Ontario, Manitoba, and

the Western States we have seen a single

cormorant pass by. Usually these were

of the fourteen tail feather variety. Out

here on the Pacific Coast we find many
more of the Double-crested.

I was watching a sleek black cormor-

ant diving immediately in front of where

I had hidden my camera. Time after

time it made that swift forward throw,

sending the long bill down into the water

with hardly a splash and following with

easy but swift motion. We knew its

prey was small flounders and although I

had watched these birds very carefully

all season I had never seen one bring its

prey to the surface to swallow it, unless

the fish were very large. The flounders lie

close to the muddy bottom. They ai-e

slow in getting started so this big bird

has a meal ready spread wherever it may
dive and it always completes its dive,

catches and swallows its live food, in a

trifle less than a full minute. Forty-five

seconds usually sees it on the surface

again.

To digress for a moment. When
these flounders are grown to their full

size, which is usually about one foot in

Cormorant on Vancouvei Island.
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An Adult Bird.

leng^th and a pound and a lialf in weight,

there is another animal which follows

them. This animal is of the two-legged

variety and is called a Siwash out here.

The manner in which he takes these fish

is picturesque in the extreme.

Imagine yourself speeding along after

nightfall near the mouth of one of these

mountain snow-fed rivers, j'our canoe
rippling against the strong ebb tide and

the dark night filled with cries of myriad

wild ducks, loons, hair seal and the

screeching, scattering hosts of griebe

that your canoe's passage has disturbed.

Ahead a great roaring mass of flame is

rapidly passing over the "flats" at the

river mouth. Silhouetted against the

glowing mass is the form of an Indian,

erect, motionless, with spear poised. Be-

hind, in the half gloom, peers the face of

his ancient klootchman. Her half bare

arms flash and darken in the flare and the

shadow. Now the form of the long war
canoe can be made out. On its bow is

laid a rude platform, thickly spread with

gravel and sand. On this is piled the

cedar and fir sticks. The fire, roaring in

the draft of the canoe's speed, sends a

long train of sparks and a rolling cur-

tain of smoke behind. Now a swift mo-
tion of the old hag stops the craft, the

man in the bow leans forward near the

glare. The spear, throwing sharp

points of li.ght from its metal, leaps

down into the rippling flood of fire and is

pulled up with a gleaming white object

on it, while the water that trickles down
the spearman's arms turns blood-red in

the reflection of the flames.

To return to our cormorants. The
bird, as can be seen by the picture in

which Fritz holds one up, is about the

size of a small wild goose. The bill

which is of bright yellow and heavily

hooked, makes a powerful weapon of de-

fence for one of these big, ill-smelling

fish-feeders. The cormorant's head,

wings, back, tail and feet are coaly black,

its breast, throat and under coverts,

smok}^ grey. Its weight is about eight

pounds. "The nest of this dirty bird is

correspondingly dirty ; its greenish white

eggs are tisually smeared with all sorts

of filth so that the entire stick-built nest

is very repulsive. I have had to dissect

some of these birds and there has not

been a sweet place on an\- part of the

carcase. This is partly due to its steady

diet of fish and also owing to the fact

that this bird, diver though it is intended

to be. is not feathered in the same man-

in Flight.
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ner as are the other divers who keep

their down and feathers dry and clean.

This bird seems to wet its feathers con-

stantly and it is a common sight to see

them with wings extended drying them.

No more ridiculous sight can be seen than

half a dozen of these big birds standing

on a drifting log, all with wings out-

stretched to dry, making such an excel-

lent set of sails that the log, urged 'by

the tide, passes swiftly along. I have

the tail feathers are much worn by this

constant propulsion. So also are the

tips of the wings. Many a time these

birds, seated upright on a drifting log,

are mistaken for returning canoes and
time after time I have had to use my
telescope to discern the difference.

The wondrous velvety texture of the

black webbing on the feet of this other-

wise coarse bird is well worth examin-
ing. Nowhere else in. the bird kingdom

It Is A Big Bird.

seen such a raft sweep in to the shore
and rise on the surf. The balancing of

the big, awkward birds was comical in

the extreme. Finally one would get his

tail feathers into the salt water and lean

forward to balance. All would follow

suit, the log would turn over in the surf

and the half dried birds spatter along over
the surface, mounting at length into the

air.

An examination discloses the fact that

do I know of such perfectly colored, ex-

quisitely soft webs.
This is the bird which the Chinese

fisherman use to catch fish. The natural

habits of the bird, hunger-driven, makes
it seek its regular prey, but the wily

Chinaman puts a ring around the neck

of the cormorant so that it cannot swal-

low the fish it catches. Not until it has

caught enough to satisfy the Chinaman
is it rewarded with a small part of the
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catch. Travellers in the Orient tell me
the custom is falling into disuse.

Perhaps all of the Chinamen have
turned into British Columbia cooks

have come across many who confirm the
tales I have heard of the native tribes

eating this bird. I have seen them eat-

ing of the grisly tentacles of the De^ il

Dr.vin^- Ita Wings.

— who amongst us can tell? Fish, but it is sweet and clean in com-
There is no accounting for tastes, but parison to the malodorous cormorant.

even the Chinamen refuse to eat this These birds breed largely along this

awful bird. Xot so the Coast Indian. I coast, usually on the ledges along the
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shore, or on trees that overhang- the wa-
ter. Of enemies it seems to have none.

Its fish-fed flesh no doubt protects it

from all save Indians.

Its notes match its odor. I am abus-
ing the poor bird at great length but if

you walk along or paddle along these

shores after nightfall and dislodge a

thing that grunts, as does a hog, the

grunting being accompanied by a sort of

uncanny snore or snort, followed by its

flapping away from you into the thick

darkness, complaining in all the weird
tones at its command, you will agree
with me that it is not a companionable
thing.

Again it has a peculiar way of sudden-
ly emerging near your decoys with only
its long, black, snake-like neck and head
visible, and with the inborn curiosity of

its nature it glides around until it satis-

fies itself just what manner of animal you
are.

We have found it on every shore and
coast and lonely island we have visited,

at all times of the j^ear, so that it is a

local bird along the Northern Pacific

Coast. One thing we must give it

credit for; we have never seen it eating

of the dead spawned salmon that litter

this entire coast from September until

December. In this feature it is far ahead
of its coarse feeding neighbor, the mal-

lard.

Fritz has a weakness ; he is not yet

firm on his Pacific Coast birds. Now
there are numbers of those excellent eat-

ing birds, the brant, out here, so I put

the lad on a spit and told him to kill a

pair for the table as they flew over. It

was just dusk when I picked him up and
I saw him lay his two birds in the bow
of the canoe, but alas, when he carried

them into the house I discovered he had
killed two cormorants for our dinner!

IN THE WOODS.

BY CHARLOTrE CARSONTALCOTT.

How silently we passed along

The soft and oozy ground !

O'er fallen trees and winding paths

—

O'er brown and spongy mound.

Above—the clouds hung grey and cold

;

Below— a tiny stream

In rippling melody was heard

—

The scene—one hazy dream.

The hidden life, pulsating here

—

\\'e could not see—but feel.

All loveliness—tho' fast asleep

Now o'er our senses steal.

\\'e leave the slope—by winding path-

For haunts of coon and mink.

And close beside a great, grey rock

—

Bloom hawthorns—white and pink.





The Cruise Of The Papoose

A Tale Of Temagami

BT C. B. CRAIG.

"W'ELL what's the programme
for to-day?" inquired the

Norseman, as he lazily

arose from the breakfast

table, let out his belt a couple of notches

to relieve undue pressure and filled his

villainous looking- pipe with Hudson Bay
mixture preparatory to defiling the at-

mosphere and driving to the tall timber

all game within smelling distance of the

penetrating weed.
"What's the matter with a cruise up

the lake?" offered the Xovice. "I have
heard wonderful tales of the beauties of

the North-west Arm scenery and if it

can hold a candle to what we have here

right around the camp you'll have to

sfhow me. Let's take a run up Obabika
way."
Our good ship "The Papoose" lay

idly swinging at her moorings in front

of the camp. On shore lay the canoes,

bottom up with their dew-wet roundness
glistening in the half light of a cloudy

morning. Far out on the misty lake the

irrepressible loon was arguing with his

mate in tones of domestic discord while
nearer shore a colony of gulls circled

over the water on delicately poised

wings in the ceaseless search for some-
thing to appease the cravings of an ever

present hunger. A leaden skv overhead
mingled with the grev expanse of water,

and here and there the darker blotch of

neighboring islands loomed throug-h the

mist as if to indicate where the usually

well defined horizon line ou2:ht to be. A
coldish, moisture-laden breeze was blow-
ing out of the south and in the channel
an occasional whitecap tossed his hoarv
head as if in impatient protest against

the topsy turvy calendar which provided
October weather in mid August. .-Mto-

gether it was an unpromising day for a

cruise, but anything was preferable to a

dismal day in camp and as the Novice's
holiday was almost at an end we resolved

to act on his suggestion and prove to

him by an ocular demonstration that our

own little quiet nook had the Northwest
Arm skinned forty ways for scenery,

fish, comforts of home and everj^thing

else in the decalogue of the enthusiastic

nature lover.

"Get bus}- you fellows and get in that

stern anchor," ordered the Norseman,
who in addition to being the camp boss

was also Grand High Admiral and En-
gineer-in-Chief of the "fleet". "I'll give

the engine a couple of turns to make sure

her spark plug is on the job and that her

batteries are not on strike for shorter

hours and more pay", he added, evidently

remembering an exasperating experience

of a few days previous when all the

cranking, tinkering and swearing that

could be crowded into the space of two
or three hours refused to make her budge
an inch.

Knowing full well the penalty for mu-
tmy on the high seas and disobedience of

orders from the Boss we sprang to our

tasks and in a few minutes the dripping

anchor was hauled from its cool soft bed
of mud and snugly stowed in the for-

ward locker. One of the canoes was
made fast to the sterncleat while Ed.,

our guide and man of all work, with
proper forethought for the comforts of

the inner man, stowed in another locker

a goodly supply of grub with the indis-

pensable smoke-begrimed teapot and fr}--

ing pan. The Novice and the Deckhand,
under which latter sobriquet the writer,

was supposed to do all the menial work
while on the hig'h seas, busied them-
selves loading up with a cargo of air

cushions, sweaters, slickers and other

encumbrances, necessary and otherwise.

Casting off our bow line, a few turns of

our propeller brought us out into the

channel and rounding the head of the is-

land we shaped our course due north.

Little did we suspect as we left our cozy
camp that cloudy morning what a trying
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experience was in store for us ere we re-

turned to our quiet little harbor.

As if determined to make amends for

the unpromising; weather our sturdj^ lit-

tle boat was on her very best behaviour

and chuff.e^ed merrily alon^f at a orood ten

mile gait.

Past Burnt Island, throu.s;h the Nar-

rows and into the open stretch near Is-

land Bay we bowled alongf with the

fresheningf breeze dead astern. The jol-

ly little white caps chased after us in an

few minutes we sighted Island 1091
where we proposed to stop for lunch and
inspect our old camping spot. Having
safely negotiated a landing in a quiet lit-

tle bay we found the remains of our old
camp, apparently just as we left it four
vears ago, for it seems in this far north-
ern wilderness time moves slowly and
the everlasting rocks and woods and wa-
ter never change. What fond memories
were recalled by the blackened embers
and flame tinted rocks of our old camp

A Typical Temagami Guide.

animated game of tag but somehow we
were never "IT" as our powerful little

craft was always just a little ahead of the

foremost. Passing Cattle Island we
caught a glimpse of Bear Island on the

starboard with its scattered collection of

nondescript buildings comprising the

Hudson's Bay Co.'s Post.

Swinging into the Northwest Arm we
passed numerous familiar spots for we
had by this time reached our old fishing

grounds of several years ago and in a

fire. Here is where we pitched our

tents, overgrown now with a few strag-

gling huckleberry bushes, but otherwise

just as we left it. There is the rock
where Harry slid into the lake on the

last day, just as we were leaving for

home in all the discomfort of creased

trousers, stiff collars and bulging suit

cases. Over under the trees stand, in

wobbly decrepitude, the remains of our
old camp table with our laboriously carv-

ed initials on the "register". An empty
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corned beef can peeps from under a log;

and along side it lay a weather stained

but still serviceable Dowagiac Minnow,
which the writer missed from his tackle

box on arrival home from that holiday

and which he always suspected had been
swiped by one of the less successful fish-

ermen of our party in an effort to change
his luck by securing bait with a record

for big fish. I hope he will accept my
humble apologv for these years of sus-

picion under which he has been held.

ago but if he did he certainly indicated

as plainly as squirrel talk can that our
room would be preferred to our company.
The welcome announcement "Grub"

recalled us to matters more material and
brought a read}- response, for we were
hungry as pirates, with digestions equal
to almost anything from ten penny nails

to old boot straps, and such a meal as it

was. Take it straight from me 5'e slaves

to printed menu cards, French waiters
and h-Otel chefs, you don't know what a

j-^^^^

P.

«>:*'f TS'f

:

Lady Evelyn Lake, Temagarai District.

Lounging on a softly cushioned rock,

deep under its covering of reindeer moss
and lichen we plunged into reminiscence
of the old days on 1091, while Ed. busied
himself preparing lunch.

High above us on the branch of an
ancient pine a noisy red squirrel chatter-

ed and fussed and scolded and in squir-

rel lingo plainly expressed his opinion of

our unwarranted intrusion into his pri-

vate domain. It is doubtful if he recog-
nized in us his neighbors of four years

good meal is until you have lived- in the

wilderness and tasted the delights of

camp cookery as prepared by an exper-

ienced woodsman. No need for a Man-
hattan or Martini to induce a false ap-

petite, no serving in courses from soup to

dessert, with entrees, roasts and salads

between. Just plain wholesome cook-

ing with the crispest of bacon, steaming
snowy potatoes, bread and butter, straw-
berry jam and tea, and it was good,
everv bit of it even to the last morsel and
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we all stayed with it as long as the sup-

ply lasted. The benighted individual,

who has never had an experience such as

ours certainly has our sympathy for he

don't know what delights he has missed.

Our meal finished and pipes lighted we
lounged about telling impossible fish

stories, while Ed washed up, and packed

our stuflf aboard. Then quenching our

fire we gave one more look around the

old place to make sure that nothing was
left behind and with a fond good-bye to

less arousing to precipitate flight many
a timid deer or wary moose who certain-

ly could not understand such an unusual
invasion of their quiet fastnesses.

Near the head of the bay we abandon-
ed our launch and took to the canoe for

here the water was too shallow for any-
thing but the lightest draft craft. Pad-
dling slowly along we were overtaken by
a canoe manned by a couple of young
chaps who inquired if they were in the

right direction for Lake Obabika. Their

-gut": North West Arm of Lady Evelyn Lake.

old 1091 we again embarked on our

northern course. By this time the breeze

had freshened to almost a gale but in our

satisfied condition it troubled us not a

whit and we were soon into Obabika
Bay, a long narrow strip well sheltered

by the towering pines and almost as still

as the proverbial mill pond.

Through the winding length of the

bay we chugged merrily along, the ex-

haust from our motor awakening unusual
echoes in the sleepy old forest and doubt-

brand new Khaki clothing, city white

complexions and superfluous camp im-

pedimenta together with their awkward
stroke in paddling proclaimed them to be

tenderfeet of the veriest type, but we
were in the same class ourselves long

years ago, so we gladly supplied the

necessarv information and proceeded on
our way.
At the head of the bav a short portage

brought us out on Monkev Lake, a small

pond between Obabika Bay and Lake
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Obabika. Crossing;' this we encountered

the long' portage, a rocky well worn trail

throug'h towerin^ white pines, any one

of which would cut almost enoup^h lum-

ber to build a modest dwellinof, and at

last, after a smart tramp, we emerged on

an arm of Obabika, famous in this re-

gion for its good fishing. We, however,

were not after fis^h, only seeing the coun-

try as it were, so a short visit sufficed.

On our return march we again encoun-
tered our tenderfoot friends, this time

of Temagami are about as difficult and
dangerous for power boat navigation as

any in our experience. Ugly shoals ex-

ist when we would naturally expect deep
water, and many of them are entirely in-

visible. At most unexpected places the

bottom of the lake seems to fairly rise

out of the depths under your very eyes
and before you have time to alter j'our

course the damage is done. Such was
our experience that eventful day and it

was one of those unreasonable moun-

On Lady Evelyn Lake.

Staggering under the weight of frying

pans, fishing rods, Hudson Bay blankets,

grub and duft'le. Our sympathies went
out to them for we knew they were green
horns and could only learn by bitter ex-

perience what to bring along and what to

leave at home.
Reaching our good ship we turned her

nose homeward, well satisfied with our
day's outing and eager for a quick run to

our home camp and grub. Right here I

think it proper to explain that the waters

tains out of the depths that gave us our

Waterloo and gave it good and proper.

We were bowling along at a good gait

secure in our Superior (mark the word),
knowledge of the course when we hit it

and hit it hkrd. No gentle little love tap

was this, nor is there any "give" to Tem-
agami rocks. Our good little boat seem-
ed to leap clear of the water, settling

back with a great splash, the jar of the

grinding impact tumbling some of us in

a heap in the cockpit. Rut in the hurd-
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lingf leap she had cleared the obstruction

and was keeping^ right on as though leap-

ing hurdles was an ordinary accomplish-

ment for any well behaved craft. For
our part we were too surprised almost to

think and everv man jack of us expected
the next moment to see the boat fill and
sink under our feet, dumping us into the

chilly waters with a long swim to a

rocky uninhabited shore and miles of

bush and water between us and the Post,

the nearest human habitation. We, how-
ever, quicklv recovered from the sudden
surprise and finding our craft still afloat

and engine still going though sadly

knocking we headed for shore to take

inventory of the damage and speculate

on our chances of getting home.
That terrific impact on the hard side

of Temagami shoal had certainh' given
a solar plexus blow—rudder bent up
against the bottom of the boat, propeller

blades twisted in all directions, reversing

gear entirely out of commission and
heav}^ iron skag torn out bodil}' and
dropped into the bottom of the lake, to

say nothing of a bent propeller shaft,

were the first visible injuries we could
detect. As for injuries to the hull we
could only conjecture and hope for the

best and prav that we might at least hold
together and keep afloat until we were
safely in camp some thirty miles away.
There was no difficulty in reaching a

verdict in the council of war which was
immediatelv convened. It was "git up
and ffit" for civilization as quickly as our
crippled condition would permit, particu-

larlv as the wind outside was constantly
getting stronger having already reached
''half a gale" proportions and every mo-
ment's delav lessened our chances for a

safe cruise homeward. Temporarv re-

pairs were imperative so while the Norse-
man and the Novice busied themselves
in straightening the rudder, Ed. and I

paddled back to the shoal in an apparent-
Iv hopeless search for the iron skag
which we knew was reposing peacefully
somewhere on the bottom. Fortune
favored our quest, for, assisted bv the

clearness of the water, we found the

paint scarred rocks where we had struck

and following the trail the piece was lo-

cated in about four feet of water from

which it was hauled after sundry jabs
with the boat hook. Returning to the
Papoose, which in the meantime had
been made as shipshape as possible, our
homeward journe)- was resumed. And
what a change in our spirits was wrought
in that little fraction of a second when we
hit those rocks ! Ed. was glum as an
oyster, no doubt feeling keenly some re-

sponsibility for the accident, as he was
at the wheel when it occurred. No one re-

proached him however for all, save my-
self, realized that he was not to blame.
The Norseman, ever solicitous of his be-

loved engine hovered over her as a moth-
er over a sick child, fearing every throb
would be her last. The Novice and my-
self, rather superfluous encumbrances
kept discreetly silent realizing that under
the strain of our circumstances the least

said the better. And so we proceeded on
our limping way, hoping against hope
that we would make a safe harbor.

Reaching the main portion of the lake

we found a task cut out for our craft that

we would not have attempted even in the

best of condition but into the teeth of

the gale we plunged realizing that there

was no other choice left for us. Rolling
and pitching, hitting only the high spots

in some places, in others plunging bow
deep through the hissing waves, we la-

bored on our crippled way for hours and
finally with heightened spirits were able

to reach the Post with still some fifteen

miles beween us and home.
"Take my advice boys and stay here

for the night," admonished Harry Woods
the genial and accommodating Factor,

"I know something of the weather here-

abouts and unless I miss m}' guess we
are in for a wild night of it. Before an-

other hour it will be as dark as a stack of

black cats with. all that mist blowing."
Harry was right as was shortly after-

wards proven to us but we, ignorant in

our superior knowledge of Temagami,
and having renewed confidence in the

seaworthiness of our crippled craft, de-

cided to chance it and run for home. Lit-

tle time was consumed in loading some
necessarv supplies from the Post and
casting off we again pushed out into the

storm and gathering darkness on the last

leg of our journey. The prospect was
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anything: but reassuring' as the course be-

tween us and home was tortuous and

beset with shoals and even in broad day-

light required a trained eye and steady

hand to navigate safely. But we had been

over the course so often that we felt con-

fident of our ability to pick our way
through the myriad of islands that lined

the fifteen mile run.

The first few miles were comparative-

ly easy going as there was still enough
daylight left to enable us to distinguish

was directly into the teeth of the gale

and as long as that held true we felt that

we could not wander very far from the

general direction of camp. Buft'etted by
the enormous waves, drenched by flying

spray, we plunged throug-h that Stygian
blackness trusting to luck to keep us
clear of the rocks. Our only hope was in

keeping going, to attempt a landing with
no knowledge of where we were, was out
of the question—to attempt to anchor in

miclake and wait for davlight was not to

On tho Montreal River. Temagami District.

the headlands by which we shaped our
course and we were commencing to feel

that Harry's warning was unwarranted
when, with a suddenness almost of blow-
ing out the lamp, a pall of black impene-
trable mist settled down upon us, com-
pletely obscuring everything visible.

Sky, woods and water as if by a magic-
ian's touch were absolutely wiped out and
we were left floundering through an
abyss of darkness with nothing to guide
us except the wind. Our course we knew

be thought of, for no anchorage we
might have found would have held in that

howling gale. As long as our engine

kept going and we kept clear of the rocks

we felt safe enough, but the uncertainty

of our location and the fear that any mo-
ment our crippled engine might give up
the ghost, as the best trained gasoline en-

gines often have the habit of doing, made
our position decidedly uncomfortable and
kept us under a suspense which to put it

mildly was rather trying on the nerves.
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The Novice and Ed were forward at the

wheel, straining their optics in the futile

endeavor to see through that black wall.

The Norseman sat by the engine with

hand on throttle feeling her pulse, ready

to shut oil power the instant we might
strike a rock or bang her nose into the

shore of some intruding island. The
Deckhand sat in the stern ready to haul

our canoe "lifeboat" alongside so that

all might disembark from the sinking

ship. Nobody spoke. Words were en-

tirely superfluous though every man had

instinctively planned just what he would
do when we piled her up on the rocks as

was momentarily expected. Even a light

aboard would have been some comfort

but we had not anticipated any night

cruising and had left our lanterns in

camp. As for welcome lights ashore to

guide us on our course there were none
for we were alone in a vast wilderness

and could expect no help from any quar-

ter.

In^ this intense situation we were
aroused to instant action by a sudden cry

from the Norseman. "Water" he yelled

"The boat is leaking! Bail for your lives.

The boat is leaking! Bail for your
lives!" Buffetted and battered by the

angry waves and strained in every timber

by the terrific blow of a few hours pre-

vious our laboring craft had sprung a

leak which was beyond the power of our

bilge pump to handle and the water had
already reached the level of the engine

bed and was being thrown in all direc-

tions bj' the swiftly revolving fly wheel.

Hastily groping through the darkness the

Novice and I managed to find a couple of

buckets and tearing up some of the deck
planks so as to give us access to the wa-
terlogged hold we bailed frantically

through the long dark hours, spurred on

by the knowledge that on our ability to

keep the water down and our engine dry-

depended the salvation of ourselves and
our good little boat. That warning cry

from the Norseman came none too soon
for immediatelv following it there came a

break in the heretofore regular pulsations

of our motor, indicating to our strained

sensibilities that one cvlinder was out of

commission through short circuiting, and
it seemed a question of seconds only until

the other would quit, and leave us drift-

ing entirely at the mercy of the gale to be
dashed to pieces on the rocky shore. We
could not see the Norseman's face but we
could easily imagine his tense expression

as he tinkered over the balky engine, us-

ing all the wiles at his command to coax
it into action again. With rare good for-

tune and by some magical power which
he alone possessed he managed to inject

new life into that inert part and in a few
moments we were cheered by the welcome
throb of both cylinders in action again
and doing their utmost to carrj' us to

safety.

Every turn of our propeller we knew
was bringing us nearer to camp and
safety and another half hour, if we
could last that long, would put us in

the still water of our home port pro-

vided our helmsman could find our is-

land in that impenetrable gloom.
This was a most vital point with us,

as despite our constant bailing we
knew that the water was gaining and it

was becoming more evident every min-
ute that unless we could find our harbor
we would be forced to run ashore on
some unknown island, taking our chances
of making a safe landing and finding a

sheltered berth where our craft might
rest until daylight revealed our location.

The inlet to our bay we believed was
somewhere on our port side, but whether
we had run past it in the darkness none
of us could determine. For all we knew
to the contrary we were hopelessly lost

in a vast, watery wilderness with only a

vague idea of the points of the compass.
Even Ed. who all along through the try-

ing hours had displayed such wonderful
knowledge of the course and had brought
us through the tortuous channels so far

without a scratch, was commencing to

lose confidence in our location when
something which he was never afterwards

able to explain, call it Providence if you
will or instinct, prompted him to turn

sharply to the left. We held our breaths

in silence knowing that a few moments
would determine whether we were head-

ed for the safety of our harbor or de-

struction on the rocks. It was like

shooting blindfolded at a mark, with
about one cliance in a hundred of scor-
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iriCT but this time our helmsman's aim
was true and to our intense relief he

scored a bulls eye for we ,s;razed the rag-

ged rocks on either side as we made the

narrow inlet and in a moment we were
gliding quietly along in still water with

our snug harbor only a few yards away.
And fortunate it was for us that we

found our inlet when we did for no soon-

er had we reached the shelter of the bay
than our faithful motor, as if having
reached the limit of its effort, with one

tening to the gale howling through the

tree tops, we thought over the stirring

experience of the day and realized that

Temagami, the lake of beautiful water>

is not to be trifled with when she gets on
a rampage. We had seen her in all her
summer moods, still as a mill pond with
mirror like reflections of blue sky and
green verdure and again stirred into

dancina: ripples bv the fragrant ozone
laden breezes, but ne^er before did we
realize that she could display such an

A Hunter's Shack: Bay Lake, Temagami.

last dispiriting cough gave up its life

and was silent. But we were safe now
and a few strokes of the paddle aided by
the momentum of our boat soon brought
us to the landing at our deserted but
nevertheless most welcome camp.

It was certainly good to feel the solid

ground under our feet and to stretch our
tired and cramped limbs while doing full

justice to the hasty meal which Ed had
soon prepared. And as we lay on our
fragrant beds of balsam that nisrht lis-

uely temper as she served to us that wild
night.

We bend our knee in homage to you
Temagami, peerless gem of the Ontario
Highlands. Fair as a beautiful maiden
when the sun smiles on your glistening

bosom and all nature is in accord with
your wonderful charms, you worthil}-

merit the praise which is so lavishly be-
stowed by nature lovers fortunate enough
to visit vour shores. But when the wind
howls through vottr courses and the sun
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hides himself as if in shame for your
violence you are no long:er "Temagami
the Beautiful" but "Tema.sjami the Ter-

ror'" at whose rage the strongest men will

quail and only the foolhardy who know
you not will tempt j'our passion. We
have learned to respect you profoundly
and we are glad to know 3'ou in all your
phases, for whatever your mood we love

your every ripple with a deep and ever-

lasting affection and will always worship
at your shrine.

And the brave little Papoose we ofter

vou a testimonial for the gallant fight

you fought and won. Though sorely

wounded and strained in everj' timber

you kept stubbornly to your task through
the long, dark hours and brought us safe-

ly through the battle with the elements,

finall}- landing us unscratched on a friend-

ly shore. \\ e doubtless owe our lives to

j'our staunchness, so here's to you ! May
you never again be so severely tried as on
that eventful August 23rd and maj' we
who shared with you the tribulations of

that wild night alwavs keep green the

memor}' of the thrilling "Cruise of the

Papoose."

A Reminiscence Of Former Days

A Bear Hunt

r.Y S!'()RTSM.\N.

IT
is many years since the following in-

cidents occurred but I often think over

them and perhaps if allowed to re-

count them there may be many sports-

men to whom the}' will appear not alto-

gether uninteresting. In former days I

did much hunting and shooting but in-

creasing age, coupled with an accident

which disabled me from active service,

put an end to both.

I used to do a good deal of duck shoot-

ing at Mud Bay at the foot of Deer Bay.

One da}' on going to my usual grounds
I saw a large bear on the shore of an is-

land. The animal was searching for

food and was too far away to give a

chance of a shot though I thought to my-
self as I watched her "I'll get you yet

!"

Next dav after the usual duck shooting

I was paddling very quietlv on the return

journey when I saw a larger bear on a

small island. The animal was standing

on the apex of a rock looking and snif-

fing about and evidently in search of food.

In addition to mj- shot gun I had a small

Bisset loading carbine and onlv two cart-

ridges. One bullet I put through her

neck and with the second struck her un-

der the spine partly disabling her. Go-
ing ashore with my shotgun I followed

her into the woods to which she retreated.

When she caught sight of me, as usual

with a wounded bear, she made for me,
gnashing her teeth and giving vent to

many growls. As she rushed forward
I stepped to one side, sent a charge of

small shot behind her ear and she fell

dead.

Hearing a noise behind me I looked up
and saw a one hundred pound cub look-

ing down at me from a position in a fork

of a tree. Giving him a charge of shot

full in the face he dropped from his perch

and bounded over a foot from the ground.

Before he could recover himself I drove
m}' tomahawk into his skull, killing him
at one blow.

Then I heard a third bear sniffing and
looking carefully around discovered an-

other cub sitting on a log. I fired at

him but as there was so much brush be-

tween us I fancy I only tickled him.

All of a sudden I heard a shout, and in

a few minutes a young fellow with whom
I was camping in Lovesick Lake, came
to me. He paddled up Lovesick Rapids

as he was afraid something had happened
to me and that I was firing for assistance.

A\'ith much exertion we hauled the old

bear to the canoe and ran the rapids safe-

Iv.
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Mr. Isaac Gardiner. "Iho Grand Old Man ol Rondeau.
.Mr. Gardiner, wlio is now over eighty years

of age. is a native of Ontario.

beech, maple and many other lesser

known varieties in smaller numbers.
In the depths of the Park stands the

noted Sycamore. This tree measures
eig'hteen feet in circumference and is fully

sixty feet to the first limb—no doubt the

largest sycamore tree in Canada.

In these same forest depths are also

some very larg^e tulip trees or magnolias
and about the middle of June, when they
are in blossom or shedding their bloom.
the ground in their vicinity is strewn with

fallen petals.

The "Twin Pines'' possess exceptional

interes-t to the Park visitor, although at-

tention has to be drawn to them before

their interest can be felt at its true value.

Both pines are of a scrubby nature and
stand in a sparsely wooded portion of

ground about in the centre of the Park.

They are however on high ground and
have always been marked on the Lake
charts. In very manv instances have
they served as a guide for vessels during
times of storms on Lake Erie. Soon,

however, it will be "The Lone Pine," as

one" has been dead for many years, though
it still stands as if loath to leave the com-
panion with whom it grew up and with-
stood for so many years the storms and
blasts of life.

Standing near them one's imagination
calls up the scene of some vessel whose
crew have lost their bearings in the wild
waters of Erie during a terrific storm, and
note the despairing crew regain courage
as the man at the wheel calls out "The
Twin Pines." The call means safety

and puts new heart into the men. It is

a picture of our own experiences as we
each peer across the stormy waters of

life hoping to catch a faint glimpse of

something which shall reassure us as to

our position.

About a j-ear ago the Ontario govern-
ment proposed to cut and sell about one
liundred thousand dollars' worth of the

A Young Walnut Tree. Marked for felling last year but
Saved With All Othera so Marked.
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timber in Rondeau Park, and many trees

were marked for fellinsj. It was stated

that this cutting would not materially

interfere with the beauties of the Park.

However this was not the opinion of

those who knew the Park best and the

outcry was so great that the Government
reconsidered the matter and decided not

to proceed with the work. On the oc-

casion of my visit I noticed that many of

the young walnuts had been marked off

for slaughter, and their retention has done
much to retain the natural beauties of the

Park. To have saved this portion of

beautiful and valuable timber stands to

the credit of the province and all visitors

must be delighted to find one place where
grouse, black squirrels and deer are safe

from the man with a gun. Particularly

is this the case when the Park is so near

our centres of population as Rondeau
Park.

Rondeau Lake, or inlet as it may be
better termed, is one of ttie great duck
shooting centres of Ontario. Owing to

the abundance of wild rice and celery the

ducks are attracted here on their north-

ward and southward flights. Profes-

sional shooters even bait the mallards

and black duck before the shooting season

opens and have them quite tame for the

merciless slaughter which sets in as soon
as the season begins. These men have
their pictures taken standing in the midst

of two or three hundred dead ducks.

Sometimes too these are published and
admired by Christian people who send
missionaries to India where the natives

hold wild birds of all kinds sacred. Truly
the "Inconsistencies of Christians are the

stronghold of unbelief."

Would it not be highly commendable if

the Ontario Government prohibited

The Head Park Keeper {Mr. Isaac Girdiner) and hia

Youngest Daughter, Mar>-.

shooting in Rondeau waters? Then
there would be one little spot in southern
Ontario where wild ducks and other wat-
er-fowl could light down and rest in ab-
solute security. I trust other cor-

respondents of Rod and Gun. will take up
this matter and press it upon the attention

of the Ontario Government.

One of the greatest pleasures visitors

to the Park can experience is to meet the

head keeper, Mr. Isaac Gardiner, "the

grand old man of Rondeau," who is a nat-

ive of the Province.

Mr. John McDonald, the well known
guide of Plaster Rock, X. B., believes

that he captured the record salmon of the

Tobique. ^Ir. McDonald was fishing in

his own pool at Blue Mountain Bend
about five in the evening when he hooked
his fish. A battle royal followed lasting

two hours and ten minutes. At times
the angler had one hundred yards of line

out and followed the salmon down the

river no less than six times in order to

regain his line. Finally the angler prov-

ed the victor and landed the salmon when
it was found to be 403^ inches in length

with a girth of 9.02 inches and a full

weight of thirty pounds. On several

previous occasions members of the Tobi-

que Salmon Club have taken fish weigh-
ing 285/2 pounds.



A Day With The Prairie Chicken In Alberta

The Glorious First

Br PERCY BARTON.

IN
Alberta the first of October is

looked forward to with equal enthu-

siasm to that experienced by brother

sportsmen in the' Old Land just prior

to the arrival of Au.^ust twelfth or Sep-

tember first. True, the conditions are

vastly different but the feelin.e^s are much
the same. In Alberta it is not a case of

taking your gun (or rather your "loader"

taking it for you) after a quiet and com-
fortable breakfast at your own time,

walking leisurely from the house to the

fields or woods, where game keepers and
dogs impatiently await your arrival,

knowing perfectly well that yoiir game
will not have been disturbed until the

master's word is given. That is what
the two dates mentioned mean in the Old
Country and the above is a pretty fair

word picture of the way in which sports-

men there indulge in a favorite amuse-
ment.

Conditions in Alberta are altogether

different. The arrival of the first of Oc-
tober is awaited quite as impatiently and
anxiously as sportsmen of the Old Sod
await their opening dates. In the few
days preceding the opening many plea-

sant hours are spent discussing pros-

pects, making full arrangements, antici-

pating how dogs will work, the amount
and quality of ammunition to take and
going over many another question

which, though apparently trifling, is im-

portant if things are to run smoothh'.
At the last moment there are always

some things that have been overlooked,

however perfect may have been the gen-

eral arrangements and one has to go
through the list and see that dog meat,
picket ropes, a small keg in which to

carry water for the dogs—all most im-

portant—are included. Readers in other

parts of Canada must remember that

when we get out to our shooting ground
we are on the "bald headed prairie" and
our dead axle wagon is our onlv source

of supply for our ten days' trip. A re-

membrance of this fact will bring home
to readers the difference in the condi-

tions in Alberta.

On the particular occasion about which
I wish to write a party of four were
leaving on September thirtieth for a

point on the main line of the Canadian
Pacific going east about fifty miles. We
had been generously invited by an old

friend, known to us as the Captain, to

shoot at his place on the opening day
and he kindly arranged for wagon, horses

and driver in order that we might be on
"chicken grounds" the night of Septem-
ber thirtieth and prepared for the "open-

ing next morning.

The train left the depot at a very con-

venient time— 12.4t p.m.—and upon ar-

riving with my four dogs (two setters,

one pointer and a retriever) I was greet-

ed by my three fellow sportsmen who
had alreadv arrived and congratulated on
the workmanlike appearance of my dogs.

Two of my companions were men with
whom I had shot some years and the

third a "tenderfoot", a splendid shot (at

the traps) and a good fellow who was
keen upon his first chicken shoot—so

keen indeed that he wished to be in at

everything from the checking of the

dogs to attending upon their comfort in

the cars. I noted that he did not leave

the baggage car until he had softened

the hand of the "baggage smasher", en-

suring in that way that nothing such as

falling baggage, etcetera, should injure

his four footed friends who were to pro-

vide his sport during the next few days.

Almost immediately after the train

had pulled out was heard the "first call

to luncheon", a welcome soimd as bust-

ling around to get dunnage, guns, dogs,

etcetera aboard gave us the best of sauces
for luncheon—appetites.

.All sorts of shooting reminiscences

were indulged in during the meal and so

interested became the Tenderfoot that he

sadlv neglected his luncheon though he
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did look at times as thoii,s;h he thought

we were trying- to "pull his leg".

After luncheon and a comfortable

smoke we collected our duffle at the rear

end of the car, the train only stopping a

few minutes and allowing no time to be

lost. As soon as the train slowed up I

made my way forward to the baggage car

to see that the dogs were lifted out and
not "yanked" oflf in such a manner as to

injure them on the hard platform. The
station agent, who is a lover of dogs, as-

sisted me in this work which was man-
aged very well between us.

As the train pulled out we were the re-

cipients of many wishes for good luck

from sportsmen who were going further

down the line—good wishes which we
returned with interest. Just then I re-

ceived a hearty slap on the back and
turned to greet the Captain who had not
onlj' made our arrangements for us but
also come to give us a personal welcome.

Exchanges of greetings were followed
by the all important question "How are

the chickens this year?" to which query
the Captain, a canny Scotchman, with a

glance at our duffle, remarked that we
had brought enough ironmongery to kill

all the birds between that place and the

North Pole. During the eight mile drive

our hopes revived as the Captain told us
his voung dog was working wonderfully
well. \\'hat, we asked, was he working
upon, seeing that, according to the Cap-
tain, there were no chickens in the coun-
try-. The Captain laughed and agreed
that he had been well caught.

We drove on ahead in the Captain's

democrat and the wagon containing
tents, guns, .grub, ammunition, etcetera,

and also the crate for the dogs when not
working, followed behind. A drive over
the prairies at that time of the day and
in that season of the vear affords one of

the most enjoyable of treats to a lover of

Nature. For the first three miles barbed
wire fences hemmed us in but after that
it was just prairie. The grass was as-

suming its winter appearance as the soft,

mellow winds turned it into natural hay.
When the sun dropped gradually behind
the miehtv Rockies, throwing its indes-
cribable after glow over the vast expanse
of rolling prairie, one could almost
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Arrival at Station.

imagine the great herds of buffalo graz-

ing peacefully on the succulent grasses.

From such day dreams the "toot, toot"

of a train wending its way westward and
looking in the distance like a huge, black
snake effectually recalled one to present
civilization.

At the next turn in the trail we were
called to attention by the Captain, who
told us of a covey of birds he had often
seen on the "fireguard." My young dog
was ranging ahead and out of sight and I

was in a great state of excitement to

know if he would "hold" or "chase"
should he find them. As we approached
the "fireguard" I had the satisfaction cf
seeing the youngster "feathering" on his
first birds. He worked like a demon but
was not quite sure of himself. He came
to a halt on a foot scent and looked back
as if not quite certain what course to
pursue. In the next few moments na-
ture asserted itself and true to his line

he acted "the gentleman", coming to a
staunch and true point. We were now
close up and could see the birds, a large
covey, and I left the democrat in order
to steady the "young 'un" who looked
like "chasing". As I walked up two birds
flushed, probablv the old ones and the
pup made a move to "chase". A sharp
"rate" from me made him again come to

a pretty point upon strong "body scent".

He stood perfectly steady as I walked in

and flushed the co\'ev, much to the de-
light of the Tenderfoot, who never hav-
ing seen a dog work like that before
stood up on the seat of the democrat and
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shouted himself hoarse in admiration of

the dog-. Needless to say the youngster

came in for much commendation, espec-

ially as this was his first bird. At the

same time we were all thinkin.a; of what

we would do to those birds as they drop-

ped over the hill on the following day.

It was six oclock before we arrived at

the Captain's quarters and after feeding

and putting the dogs up in the most

comfortable of kennels we sat down to

supper at which we were interrupted by

the arrival of the wagon. With all hands

assisting this was soon unloaded and

after supper plans for the opening were

discussed.

A decision was arrived at to shoot round

the fireguard and from there south to the

famous Canadian Pacific Railway Ir-

rigation Ditch. The latter had convert-

ed our old shooting ground into a thickly

populated agricultural district. From
there we could drive into Strathmore and

express any chicken we might have shot

and give our friends the pleasure of din-

ing of? "bits of brown" the opening day.

I doubt if any keen sportsman sleeps

well the night before the opening. I

know I don't. I always seem to be pos-

sessed with the idea that my companions
are conspiring against me and arranging

to get out and kill birds before I am
awake. Perhaps this is a judgement on

me for my own conduct.

Five years previoush- the Captain told

nie "on the side" about four birds that

were in the habit of flying into his cor-

ral at daybreak each day. Mv night's

rest was a series of "nods and wakes"
and at last a faint gleam of light in the

East proclaimed the coming day. I

quietly dressed, slipped out of my quar-

ters and walked down to the corral.

Sure enough the four arrived on time.

Thev appeared to be flying out of the

dawn from a sun that I made sure two of

them would never see set.

I returned and shook my spoils in the

faces of niv still sleeping companions.
Everything upon which they could con-

veniently lay their liands was thrown at

me for thus stealing a march on them
and even after their bombardment ceased
from exhaustion of material thev con-

tinued to threaten me with all kinds of

punishment.
As a rule it is hard to get a city man

out of bed early in the morning. If you
want to work a change just take him
away shooting! All had tubbed, dressed

and breakfasted and were waiting for the

wagon when one of them who dearly

loved his beauty sleep in the dewy morn,

asked the time. His face was a picture

when informed that it was then a quar-

ter past seven. (He now considers him-

self an authority on sunrises).

How eagerly we all joined in the pre-

parations for the start ! The wagon was
emptied of its surplus supplies, another

spring seat added and the crate for the

dogs made into another seat although

not a comfortable one, as Mr. Tender-

foot was fated to discover. When he

mounted the wagon he cared not one

jot where he sat so long as he was on the

way to the happy hunting ground. \\'e

felt sure he would get there whole
though badly jolted and as a result of

his experiences will in future want to

"flip a coin" to decide who rides behind.

The dogs had been given a light break-

fast of biscuits and skimmed milk. .\s

they had the hunting fever upon them they

rather resented the procedure of being

"put up'. However it was a case of

"Their's not to reason why" and they

soon followed the example of the old

dog (a rare old veteran) and made them-

selves comfortable for the short drive be-

fore us.

A sharp hoar frost had prevailed dur-

ing the night and the prairie presented a

fairv land appearance as the sun glinted

the frost laden grasses. We knew that

the warm ra^-s would soon cause the

frost to vanish and the scent to lay well

for the dogs. I am afraid, however that

the beauties of Nature and the magnifi-

cent scenerv of the sharply outlined

Rockies in the distance were entirelv lost

upon us. Everyone was momentarily
expecting the horses to 'kick up some
birds from the trail.

"All things come to him who waits"

and at last what we had been waiting for

so long came to us. \\"e arrived at the

shooting ground and dropped the veter-

an dog. I released the pup from the
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crate but retained him in the wagon as I

did not feel sure of him and did not wish
him to spoil the first shoot of the season

for my companions. The old veteran

took the whole procedure as a matter of

course. He stretched himself, sneezed

a couple of times,, rolled over on the

grass, shook himself and with a back-

ward glance as he heard my welcome
command "hold up !" was off like a shot

from a gun. This was our real start.

I was watching the Captain, who had
been all ej'es for the last ten minutes and
was not surprised when his hand went
up and he pointed to the old dog who 1

was sure must have struck "tainted

wind" (knowing as I did that peculiar

wag of his tail) and almost immediately

he came to a strong stand!

How quickly even the most ungainly

of us can get out of a wagon at such

moments! Mr. Tenderfoot was out

about ten times quicker than anyone
else and must have been annoyed and
keenly tried by the leisurely manner in

which I crawled out, stopping to tell the

driver something and showing by eve.y

means that I was not in a hurry, I knew
the old dog would stand perfectly and
therefore took mv time. I also wished
to test Mr. Tenderfoot. Some fellows

will rush right ahead to the dogs and get

their own shooting regardless of anyone
else. Mr. Tenderfoot proved true. He
held himself by main force, although
manifestly most impatientlv awaiting
my pleasure. We all knew what ti'e

test cost him. Therefore we rewarded
him bv placing him in the centre a^d
told him to go right up, flush and lake

the first bird no matter which wav it

went. The birds were running in the

grass ahead of the dog. Mr. Tender-
foot first saw one, then another and the'.i

a third and appeared a little confused as

to what to do. The birds rose with a

"whirr !" and very strong: on the wing.
"Bang! Bang!" from Mr. Tenderfoot
who with his first shot made the usual

mistake by banging into the "brown"
and not picking his bird. \\'\th the sec-

ond barrel he was more successful, gras-

sing his bird in a workmanlike manner
at long range. My friend on the left se-

cured a pretty right and left and the cov-

ey was marked down about half a mile

further on. Congratulations to Mr.
Tenderfoot were in order and as he had
stood his situation so well no more
favors were shown him. He was told

Goint' up to Flush,

to hunt his own line and shoot his own
birds. We returned to the wagon and
drank success to the shoot.

It was decided to put down the young
dog though he was inclined to be a bit

wild. I trusted that he would be stea-

died by the old dog who had settled

down to his day's work. Immediately
the pup was released he tore up the earth

and seeing a meadow lark proceeded to

"lark" after it, despite my rating. Sud-
denly he stopped and after "feathering"

came to an undecided "point". I walked
up to him as quickly as possible and a

lone bird flushed at a fair range and

A Pretty Point.

dropped to my right barrel. The pup
rushed in after the shot and suft'ered a

correction. With a little practice and pa-

tience I could see that he had in him the

makings of a good field dog.
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In the meantime the old do^ had found

more birds and was looking back as

much as to say "Come along', here they

are!" I placed a choak collar on the

pup and took him up behind the old dog

and he instantly "backed" his senior.

The covey was a large and scattered

one and we appeared to be surrounded

by birds as they got up in all directions.

The pup showed a strong desire to rush

in at each shot but a word to steady him

and the recollection of his recent correc-

tion kept him in place. Seven birds were

picked up and a running one was report-

ed. We called out to those at the wagon
to send out "Boy", a splendid retriever

who was waiting with badly suppressed

eagerness the call to furnish his quota to

the day's sport. It was a pretty sight

to watch him work out the scent and in

about three minutes return with the live

bird. Not a feather was turned except a

broken pinion, the result of a few stray

pellets while shooting at another bird.

A retriever with any shooting party is

a great advantage, particularly late in the

season when the birds are wild and

heavily feathered and long shots bring

them down only wounded. At such

times they are very hard to find in the

long grass, Nature having endowed them

with plumage to suit environments and

they are often left to a miserable fate,

either a slow death or an ea.sy prey to the

first coyote that comes along.

A couple more good coveys were

found, a few more birds picked up along

the stubble as the depot was approached.

Here we were in time to catch the west

bound train and express the birds to our

friends.

We returned to the prairie again and

as soon as we were clear of fences and

reached the first convenient havstack

lunch was the order of the day. Sports-

men's appetites are too well known to

readers to need anv further description

from me. Ours were of the usual char-

acter and after, satisfving them we had

time for a pipe, while the horses were

finishing their oats and hay. The inter-

val for rest proved verv acceptable to

sportsmen and dogs alike.

We decided to vary the shootinc: dur-

ing the afternoon. A portion of the re-

turn journey to the Captain's quarters

was round a chain of sloughs and upon

them we were sure to find ducks. The
dogs, with the exception of the retriever,

were put up and I had the laugh on the

other fellows who were busy getting in-

to waders. "Boy" was equal to all the

wading I required.

\\hen we reached the sloughs along-

side of which the trail ran we found them
fairly black with duck. They were used

to seeing wagons pass and took no fur-

ther notice .except to swim a little far-

ther out to deep water. Dropping two
men on the east side and Air. Tenderfoot

at the end, thus giving him the best

place for shooting, I made for the west

side leaving the remainder to go south.

It appeared an everlasting wait till the

wagon reached the other side and time

and time again was I tempted to fire at

an incoming or outgoing flock. The dog,

seeing the birds ,go over looked up at me
as though asking why I did not fire. He
is a regular "water rat" and was anxious

to go in for a "duck" (no pun intended.)

At last the wagon did reach the

place intended where there were lots of

reeds and as the men descended the whole

place appeared alive with ducks.

Mallards ! Mallards ! Mallards ! in

any quantities! As we heard their

harsh "quack! quack!" of alarm we sank

still closer into our natural blind of long

foxtail grass wondering where they

would wing their flight. Down they

went right over Mr. Tenderfoot who got

two with his first barrel but missed with

his second. They swung round over

the chap on the east side and I had the

pleasure of observing as neat a left and

right as I ever saw, two birds falling to

the "crack, crack!" of his Greener for

which he had claimed so much. On that

occasion it did the job neatly and effec-

tively. The ducks were flying high and

both struck the water with enough force

to have "knocked them out" if thev had

not been killed before the event happen-

ed.

The retriever saw their fall and looked

pitifully at me as much as to ask if he

could not go and fetch them. I gave

him the word and he was soon near

enough to seize them. He tried hard to
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bring- in both at once but as he crrabbed

the second he lost the first. Eventually

he recognized the futility of such man-
oeuvres and brought them in one at a

time.

green winged teal coming, a lone bird,

and going like a bullet.

I think if duck hunters will own up
most of us often just pull into a flock.

Here, however, was a test and short as

1. Chicken Flushing.
3. The Veteran.

2. Drawinj," on ?. Running Bird.

i. The Author.

Every duck on the water was disturb-

ed by this shooting and while my com-
panions were making their guns hot not
a single bird came my way. I was
thinking of moving round when I saw a

was the interval for thinking I wondered
if I should prove equal to the occasion.

I pulled a good eight feet ahead and the

satisfaction of seeing him "crumple up"
was quite enough reward for not having
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had as much shooting' as the others.

The retriever was disappointed that

the duck did not drop into the water and
brought it in from the rushes inshore in

a very half-hearted manner. He did not

realize that a more strenuous time than

he anticipated was in front of him.

By means of the sun I saw a couple of

moving shadows over my shoulder.

Quickl}' looking up I saw two large

ducks flying high. My gun was heavy
choked and as I had not had much shoot-

ing I decided to take a chance. One fell

as dead as a rag and the other, sailing

down badly hit, tried to settle on tlie

water. He was too much hurt to man-
age this and went with a flop that show-
ed Boy where he was. As the bird was
out of range and I could not give him a

second barrel I told the dog to "seek

dead" and oflf he went. W'hen within a

few yards down went Mr. Duck in a

grand diving act. The dog, instead of

coming back, like the great majority of

animals, swam round in a circle and when
the duck came up was after him again.

The manoeuvres continued for so long
that I was afraid the dog would become
exhausted and drown. At length, how-
ever, he seized the duck and drowned
him but was about "all in" when he land-

ed.

As the evening flight started we all ob-

tained good shooting and arrived back at

the Captain's quarters well pleased with
our opening day. If the sight of the wagon
was welcome in the morning that of the

Captain's quarters was doubly so after

a long day afield.

Shortly after obtaining our first birds

in the morning we met a "cow puncher"'

who was driving home a bunch of steers.

As he would pass the Captain's quarters
he kindly offered to leave some bir'ds for

us in the Captain's quarters in order that

the Captain's cook (a perfect jewel)
could have them ready upon our return.

The appetizing odor coming from the

open door of the kitchen as we drove bv
assured us that the errand had been well

done and that tlie cook had carried out
his part to perfection. \\'hile putting up
the horses and dogs we keenly anticipa-

ted one of those well cooked dinners for

which the Captain's establishment is

famous.
The thoughts of our enjoyment did

not lead us to neglect our work. The
dogs were thoroughly looked over for

thorns and spear grass, and their feet

bathed. Thev were given a light feed of

skimmed milk and half a biscuit as it

would prove injurious to give them a full

meal so soon after the hunt. The meal
would come later and in the meantime
they settled down "dog tired" awaiting
the next call for dinner.

Then guns were cleaned and at length

we were free to "clean up" ourselves.

The ranch proved ideal for tired but hap-

py sportsmen. Over the hill from the

Captain's quarters is a creek which takes

a sharp turn and forms a natural swim-
ming pool. The Captain possessed a

dozen huge bath towels enabling us to

disrobe in the house, wrap one round,

put on a pair of slippers and climb over
the hill for a plunge. \\'e all indulged in

this and with splashings, chaff and
laugliter enjoyed a return to boyhood for

twenty minutes.

It is a mighty relief to get out of tight

breeches at the end of a long day and we
were full of high spirits as a result of our
refresher. Some one suggested that we
should induce the Captain to accompany
us for the rest of the trip. No sooner was
the suggestion made than it was put to

the vote. His reply was emphatic. "Ab-
solutely impossible" he asserted and the

matter dropped.
\\'hen I wisll to make any special re-

quest I always find that the best time to

present it is just after the conclusion of

a good dinner. We certainly enjoyed a

dinner that night to which the descrip-

tion of the best would apply. When we
had made ourselves comfortable for the

evening and the Captain had sung us a

couple of old Scotch songs—songs that

had taken him back to the grouse moors
of the Land O' Cakes—I carefully broach-

ed the subject, pointing out that he was
working too hard, that a change would
do him a world of good, that his pres-

ence would complete our party, etcetera.

At first he was full of excuses but at last

he succumbed to the temptation and we
felt that our day's successes were indeed
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complete. The Captain both as a friend

and a .g'uide cannot be surpassed.

Our attention was ag^ain given to the

doo;s. They were fed slowly and in

small pieces with some fresh raw beef

—

and with an ample supply of fresh water
they were locked up for the night.

A few more yarns, a couple of songs, a

rousing chorus and a "nightcap", made

in the Captain's particular style and the

secret of which he will not divulge

though it is extremely .good, and we all

retired feeling that we had been through

a well spent day.

The next day we started a nine days'

trip, an account of which I may be temp-
ted to .give the readers of Rod and Gun
at some future time.

Fishing In Hastings County, Ontario
BY .MANLEY SI.\1.

AS a resort for summer tourists the

northern part of Hastings county
is comparatively unknown but
there are very few spots in Ont-

ario that ofifer greater inducements to

devotees of the rod and gun. Among
the numerous lakes in this district, which
must be seen in order to be appreciated,

Baptiste easily ranks first. Fishing in

Baptiste Lake this summer has been ex-

cellent.

On the morning of June eighth Mr. \\'.

H. Leavitt, and the writer, boarded the

Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa Railway
at Bancroft and after half an hour's run
were put down at our destination.

The average fisherman is blessed with
a healthy appetite and before goin.g out

on the lake we enjoved a good dinner at

Mr. Mulcahe\-'s excellent boarding-house.
It was nearly two o'clock before we got

to the fishing ground. The first hour
was barren of results but presently things

began to come our wav and before five

o'clock we had landed five nice ones, the

largest of which wei.ghed ten pounds. It

was now .getting around towards train

time, and as we had a couple of miles to

row we decided to start for home.
We had hardly got under way when a

violent tu.g at the line, which nearly

brought the boat to a standstill, led me to

remark that we were hooked on to a log.

My companion did not think so and I very

soon changed mv mind when the big fel-

low made a break for liberty. A fifteen

pound salmon turning somersaults on the

end of three hundred feet of copper wire

is a pretty lively proposition and in order

to prevent him getting a little slack and
kinking the line there was only one thing

to do—row for all we were worth and
reel in at the same time. It was a fi.ght

to the finish and the big salmon fou.ght

every inch of the way. It took about

an hour to land him and when I finally

got him alon.gside the boat where my
companion could use the gaff I thought I

had hooked a small whale.

\\'e got to shore just in time to catch

the train back to Bancroft and I, at any
rate, felt as thou.gh I could never have

a better afternoon's sport.

Mr. Manley Sim, Queen's Hotel, Bancroft, Ont,, with

Silmon taken from Baptisto Lake, near Bancroft.
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Down By The Stillwaters

BY CAMPER.

IT
happened so suddenly that we scarce-

ly realized it ourselves till the thing

was settled, and the way of it was

this:

One evening when Billie came home to

dinner he brought Jack with him, as was

frequently his custom, soothing any ruf-

fled plumage I might have by telling him

that he wanted him to have something fit

to eat once in a while. Jack had been

used to hotel meals. Being an old enough

friend to be insulting Jack said Billy only

brought him home to save his own life

on those occasions when I had been ex-

perimenting in the culinary department.

This particular night was near the last

of June and we were soon talking over

our favorite camping spots and fishing

grounds. New Brunswick is rich in

beautiful woods and waters, and we spend

much of the summer-time on the St. John

river, camping in our motor boat.

Jack said he wanted to spend two
weeks on the Mitford Lakes in Nova Sco-

tia and had planned to leave St. John

the twentieth of July, but the friend who
was to go with him was detained bv busi-

ness for all July and so the trip had been

called off, thereby nearly breaking his

heart.

"Why we wanted to start off on a trip

ourselves just about that time," observed

Billie. "What do you say if we try

the Mitford Lakes?"
Of course I was in the seventh Heaven

imniediatelv, but suggested that much as

Jack might love us in town, he might ob-

ject to us in the woods.
This fear was proved groundless by

Jack's immediately dancing a perfect war
dance of delight. Onlv by main force,

and the promise of strawberry short-cake,

did Billie succeed in getting him back to

the table to finish his dinner.

After dinner the tun of preparation,

which is almost half the fun of a camping

trip, really began. In our wee den we
discussed plans and routes, guides and

camp equipment, rods and tackle and

guns. Ever}' few minutes some old camp
yarn would have to be told or some snap-

shot produced and laughed over. Every

little while Jack would break out ; "Are

vou people really in earnest? You have-

n't decided to go have you?"

Nothing short of sudden death could

have kept us from the trip then, for al-

though we are fairlv happy in town in

winter and can manage the glad rags of

society occasionally, we are both savages

at heart, and long for the big woods and

quiet waters, with a desire which I find

grows greater everj' year.

A week later all arrangements had been

made and the morning of the nineteenth

saw us safely on board the steamer

Prince Rupert which runs from St. John,

New Brunswick, to Digby, Nova Scotia.

We each had a waterproof canvas kit

bag of .generous proportions, stuft'ed full,

a bundle of rods and our .22 Winchester

automatic. We had also a suit-case, that

was not to go down the lakes with us,

but to be left at the Mitford House. In

this, a little later, we gleefully stowed the

civilized garments we had worn over on

the steamer, thus cutting the last link

that bound us to civilization.

From Digby we took the train to An-

napolis and had dinner there while wait-

ing for the buckboard that was to convey

us on our fifteen mile drive to the Mitford

House.

After dinner we had time to wander

around the beautiful little tree shaded

town of Annapolis Royal. It is one of

the most picturesque spots one can im-

agine, with streets lined by noble elm

trees, and quaint old ox teams coming in

from the country round about. The only

thing we noticed that did not fit in with

the ideal summer day was a lady tourist

walking along with a thick motor veil

tied over her face like a mask. Jack was

moved to quote, perhaps incorrectly.
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from an old song', "without her face slie

seemed so incomplete."

B}^ the time the buckboard was ready

some thunder clouds had come up, so we
got our long- rubber slickers and rubber

hats out of our kit bags. In less than

ten minutes the rain descended and verily

the floods came. Puddles grew in the

seats about us which presently became
lakes and ran into our boots. For an

hour the rain came down in torrents and
when it was coming down at its verv

We were to stay at the Mitford House
over night and Mr. Thomas, the genial

proprietor, told us that the lakes were
very low as they had not had a drop of

rain in eight weeks until that day. (Have
vou ever noticed that when you get very

wet in any country the natives always

tell you it is a most unusual thing for

them to have rain?) Mr. Thomas said

that the trip we had planned, from Mit-

ford right through the chain of lakes to

Liverpool on the south shore, would not

:Lj Old Os Te:im. S'.aitint en a Portage: Chirlio in the Forefront.

worst we met an old farmer with an ox
team. Our driver remarked,

—

"Well, Jim, what do \-ou think of the

weather?"
"\\'all !" he answered, "it looks to me

like we might get a shower afore long."

Presentlj- the sun came out and by the

time we reached our destination we were
steaming and merry. Billie said the only
part of him that was not damp was his

enthusiasm, and Jack told him he must
have had it in the bottom of his kit bag.

be possible, but there were any number
of other trips and we could talk it over

with our guide.

Tuesdav morning we were up early

and found our guide waiting for us. We
were fortunate enough to have secured

Charlie Charleton, who has become quite

famous through Albert Biglow Paine's

book, "The Tent Dwellers," in which he

is known as "Charles the Strong."

The middle of July is about the poor-

est time for trout fishing as the water is
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then very warm and although the Mit-

ford Lakes abound in speckled beauties,

they are laz}- and will not rise well to the

fly in July and August. Charlie pro-

posed we should make a trip down the

Bear River (so called I suspect because

no one has ever seen a bear near it.)

This trip, he promised us, we should all

enjoy.

About nine a.m. ^ye were otT, with bags
and bundles of various shapes and sizes,

for added to our own kit bags were sun-

dry canvas bags full of blankets and
tents, cooking utensils and grub of all

kinds.

Jack and Billie took one. canoe and a

lot of dunnage, while I took the bow pad-

dle in Charlie's canoe, after he had loaded
in the rest of the stuff.

It certainly takes a guide to pack stuff

in a small compass. Billie and I decided

that after this we would hire a guide to

pack our trunks when w^e went off on any
trip, for somehow things never fit in very
snugly when I do the packing while Bil-

lie can fill a suit-case to over-flowing with
about six collars and a necktie.

After paddling through the first lake

we came to Pikes Runs—a really sylvan
retreat of little pools and big rocks and
slowly running water and moss grown
logs where little green frogs dived head
first in at our approach. Here we took
several snap-shots for Jack and I had
each a camera along.

Here we met with our first grief when
Charlie discovered he had left the eggs
behind. Anyone who has ever camped
knows what a disaster that was.

After paddling through Five-Mile
Lake we went ashore and walked through
the woods to the Lower Cabin. Here
we found the quaintest old log cabin,

nestling among gigantic old spruce and
hemlocks. .Ml over the logs and door of

the cabin were carved the initials of other
campers who had visited the place.

Here we found a lovelv spring of clear

water and the path leading to the lake

was deeply fringed with poison ivy. Of
course we all e.xpected to be poisoned,
and of course we were not. I have found
out that the only proper w-ay to avoid
being poisoned is to confidently look for

and expect the swelling and water blis-

ters that attend it. There is something
spiteful about the plant. It will not poi-

son you then, just for meanness.
Charlie had such a nice place picked

out for camp that night, at the end of

Frog Lake carr}', but when we got there

we found tents up and another party

camping out so we ran into Thomas's
Cove on First Branch Lake.

For supper that night Charlie made a

wonderful corned beef hash of potatoes

and onions, pork scraps and corned beef,

and we all cheered when he turned the en-

tire panful over with one dexterous twist

of the wrist.

The evening was beautiful and we
tried fishing where a brook entered the

lake, but three small trout were all that

rewarded our efforts. Charlie said it

was "a good place for fishin' but no fish."

The mosquitos were waiting for us

when we returned to camp and we sat

around the huge bon-fire between our

tent and the lean-to which Charlie and
Jack were to occupy. From time to time

we got out a bottle and rubbed on a tarry,

sticky preparation that Charlie called

fly-dope and Jack dignified by the name
of "goozelum." This seemed to make
mosquitos a little less fond of us—per-

haps they ate the goozelum and forgot

about us. I asked Charlie whv thev nev-

er seemed to bite him and he said, "Oh
they like strangers best, they know the\-

can bite me any old time.'"

Then the bovs started telling stories

—

"swapping lies" Charlie called it, but I

think the fire was to blame. There is

something about the glow of a camp-fire

that impells one to make a fish-storv big-

ger, just as some glasses magnify for

one's eyes so a camp-fire magnifies for

one's imagination and memory. Char-
lie's stories were the best and he had an
inexhaustible supplv of them. \'ery often

he would say, "That time I was out with
Mr. Paine—well sir, he' was a trimmer!"
Then would follow some yarn that would
double us up with laughter.

Oh but our bough beds felt good that

night, for bed-making seems to be a sci-

ence with the Xova Scotia guides.

First they lav layer upoi. layer of

small fragrant fir or hemlock branches,

with the hard ends all covered bv the
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soft tips. Over tliese was laid our rub-

ber poncho and then a folded blanket.

Talk about 3'our downy couch

!

The part of camp life I like the best is

the early mornino'. To half waken and
stretch oneself and hear the birds and
still not open one's eves. Then to look
and see no sign of life throuojh the tent

opening- and realize that another nap ma}'

be taken. That to my mind is the acme
of bliss. No trains to catch; and no of-

fice for Billie; no rattle of trolleys or
rumblinof of early milk teams ; no morning
paper to hurriedly scan. Nothing but
quietness and still water and the sun-rise :

the heart of the forest behind vou. the

find that the other camping party had
gone home. Somehow when I am in the

woods I like to feel that there are no oth-

er people near—and on the Mitford Lakes
it is seldom one sees a soul, with the ex-

ception of one's own party. Here we
walked over the two mile carry to Frog
Lake, leaving all our canoes and dufifle

behind us, as this was just a walk to see
some extra beauties of Nature. The
woods through which our path lay 'were
the most beautiful it had ever been my
good fortune to see. In one hemlock
grove the trees were reallv as big as bar-

rels and it was here that we saw a baby
porcupine climbing hand over fist up a

A Hard Paddlo Against tho Wind.

spirit of the woods all around you. You
pity the folk back in the cit}' and wonder
how you can ever return to it. Your
heart goes to meet the heart of Nature
with confidence for "Nature never did be-

tray the heart that loved her."

As I lay musing in this fashion on our
first morning in camp my reverie was
broken in upon by a war-whoop from
Jack. This was followed by a fusilade

of rifle shots, just as a gentle reminder
that breakfast was ready and another day
had begun.

After breakfast we paddled to the end
of Frog Lake carry and were rejoiced to

little sapling that bent nearly double with
his weight. Jack and Billie both threw
up their rifles, but I objected so strenu-

ously, and Mr. Porky looked over his

shoulder at us so comically, that we all

laughed instead of firing and Charlie

smiled as he said ; "Well, you saved the
little feller's life that time."

We sat on the shore of Frog Lake for

an hour and it is certainly a most beauti-

ful spot. On the way back we left the
trail a short distance to get a drink at a

spring and almost stepped on some small

partridges. Such a scampering you never
saw. In an instant they were all con-
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cealed under the big^ leaves and under-

growth. The old mother stood her

Sa;round until the babies were all safely

hidden, and then slipped silently away
to join them. It is a curious thing- that

while a partridge in the autumn is the

shyest of birds, in the summer when her

little ones are to be protected, she be-

comes very brave. I know of one in-

stance where a mother partridge even at-

tacked a dog that came too near her prec-

ious family.

When we returned to the lake it was a

rest to get into the canoes and paddle

again. Soon we came to Half Mile carry

and here Tack, who was ahead of the rest

strained him from becoming almost pro-

fane. What troubled him most seemed
to be the fact that he had not had a smoke
for as much as twenty minutes and he set

about remedying that lack immediately.

W'c were now at Rockv Lake and it has

been well named Rocky. Huge rocks

were sticking up all over the lake. In fact

man}- of the Mitford Lake shores are

lined with rocks and in many places one
had to paddle very carefully as the boiv

of the canoe frequently grates on a sub-

merged rock. Especially in the runs and
stilhvaters the rocks are verv numerous
but if the canvas on a canoe gets ripped

Charlio Was Getting Breakfist.

of us. and who always insisted upon car-

rying one of the canoes on his head, in

imitation of the way in which Charlie

carried the other one, came to grief by
mistaking the path. When Charlie,

laden with the other canoe, Billie with a

big pack and I with a ver}' small one came
to the end of the carr}' and found no Jack
we knew what had happened. Calmly
we sat down to wait for his arrival.

Pretty soon a canoe came hurling into

our midst and a hot. dusty, perspiring,

fl3'-bitten individual emerged therefrom.
The things he said were not in his usu.il

jolly strain and my presence alone rt;-

the guides always have white lead along

to p^tch it up.

On this trip I made mj- first acquain-

tance with stilhvaters, as Charlie cal-

led them. \Mienever we came to a beau-

tiful creek or stream without any current,

usually between two lakes, Charlie

would speak of it as a Stillwater, and to

paddle slowly along the stilhvaters was
his especial delight, for if ever I saw a

true Nature lover, Charlie is one. He told

me he never tires of the woods and wa-
ters and I really believe he enjoys each

trip quite as much as the party he has

with him.
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That afternoon we paddled across

Rocky Lake and here Charlie and I ran

our canoe high and dry on a big flat rock

that was just about one-sixteenth of an
inch below the water, greatly to the de-

light of the boys in the other canoe who
had had troubles of their own, and were
glad to see the guide getting his.

The carry into Ellison Lake was what
Charlie called, "just a step," but Jack told

him he was surely high-stepping the day
he paced that ofif. From here we could

see a beach across the lake on a pretty

wooded point, so we paddled over to it.

We fished until nearly dark for the

night was still and clear. The mosqui-
toes did not appear and the trout, like

Barkis, were "willin'." Then we pad-

dled slowly home—for where our tents

were was home to us—in the last red

glow of the sunset. All along the mea-
dows the frogs were piping and the well-

known line. "God's in his Heaven, all's

right with the world" stole into my mem-
ory.

Never have I seen a prettier sight than

when we rounded the point and saw our

camp's perfect reflection in the calm wa-

Cooking tho Suppev at Twilight.

and found a beautiful little sand-beach,
the prettiest place we had yet seen. Here
we pitched our tents and had our lunch.

That afternoon and evening we fished the

Lynch stream and caught trout in abun-
dance. The stream was mostly long
stillwaters through meadows but occa-
sionally we came to rocky runs where the
canoes glided through the rapid water,
dodging through channels where no chan-
nel seemed to be, and just missing rocks
by a hair's breadth.

Caught in the Act of Turning a Flapjack.

ter. We sat with paddles poised for a

moment, as Billie briefly and graphically

described it, "soaking it in."

Ashore again it did not take Charlie

long to cook the most scrumptious supper
that ever man ate. What else we had I

do not remember, but most vividly do I

recall the fried trout and the number we
consumed. Our table was a piece of

sail cloth spread on the ground and we
sat on a royal carpet of hemlock needles.

On one side of us were the woods, dark
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and silent; on the other side the water,

with every tree and rock alon,a: the shore

mirrored in its surface.

When darkness really settled down
Charlie had a huge camp-fire burning

and a new crop of stories to tell. The
bo3's then discussed the relative merits of

rods and tackles and flies of all kinds.

The Silver Doctor, Montreal, Parma-
cheene Bell and Jenny Lind, we learned,

were Charlie's favorites in most lakes for

July fishing. Of course in some places

he liked other flies better. The water is

so warm in July and August that the

trout stay deep down at the cold springs

and rest in readiness for the September
fisherman. 'We caught far more than we
had expected on our trip, having all we
wanted to eat, which was no small num-
ber. In size these trout ranged from half

a pound to one pound, a nice size to eat

and fun to catch. In May and June and
in September thev catch man}^ more fish

in these lakes and often two or three

pounders.
Charlie told us great stories of the fish-

ing down on the big lakes, Rossignol and
Kedeeemakoogee.
This night I was wakened by the patter

of the rain-drops on the canvas overhead,

a sound I love to hear. I was however
too sleepy to listen to it for long and when
we grot up in .the morning the sun was
shining and the trees looked bright and
fresh after their shower bath.

Charlie had been up earlv and picked

some blueberries and for breakfast he
gave us a treat indeed. Flap-jacks with
blueberries in them ! Oh, how good they

were with maple svrup. For the last pan-
cake Charlie poured all the batter that was
left into the frving pan and when it was
ready to turn he caught the long handle
and dexteroush^ tossed the pancake in

the air and caught it again the other side

up. Whenever he made flap-jacks after

this he used to turn the last one in this

approved stvle and once I was lucky

enough to get a snap-shot of him in the

very act with the flap-jack in the air. To
see him was a liberal education.

That morning it was pretty hot and so

we decided to stav just where we were.

That is what I love about the life in the

woods, when 3'ou wake up in the morn-

ing to know that you can stay where you
are or travel further on whichever j'ou

feel most like doing, that you do not have
to do an earthh- thing unless j^ou want to

and that no one knows or cares what you
do. That blissful feeling of independence
is one of the many charms of the silent

places.

\\ e all went in for a swim and Charlie

got a big log and gave us a vaudeville

performance on it in the water for he
goes stream-driving every spring and is

as much at home on a log as most peo-

ple are on solid ground. He rolled the

log with his feet, ran from end to end of

it without falling off and did all kinds of

fancy stunts, every few minutes giving

the war-whoop of the river drivers.

The next morning we broke camp and
started on the return journey. After pad-
dling hard we had lunch at Birch Point, a

most beautiful little shore surrounded by
white birches. Another paddle, this time
a long stift one. for this was our busy day,

and we brought our canoes ashore at a

small beach in Thomas's Lake, only about
a mile from the Mitford House. It look-

ed very much like rain that evening so

Charlie suggested that perhaps we would
like to spend the night at the hotel. Xoth-
ing however would have tempted us to

give up our tents.

When we got up Saturday morning the

rain was pouring down and Charlie

thought we would not want to carry out

our original plan of moving eight miles

across the country to the Bear River. We
told him we did not mind the rain and
that it would be a nice cool day for the

tramp.
Right after breakfast we paddled over

to the hotel, got a horse and wagon to

load our canoes and dunnage on and in

our rubber boots, coats and hats, started

oflf to enjov our eight mile tramp in the

pouring rain.

The last three or four miles were
through swampy meadow where the long

grass came almost up to our waists and
where the horse, who was hauling the

truck with our canoes, sank almost to his

knees.

Finally we reached a small stream,

which was part of the Bear River. Here
we unloaded the canoes and duffle and
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the boy with the horse left us to return

to Mitford, wet and tired and hun.^ry, for

in spite of our rubber togs, we were all

soaked. \\'e sat on the overturned ca-

noes and ate huge slices of bread and

marmalade which seemed to be the easiest

thing- to get at just then. Afterwards we
sailed up stream to a cabin the lumber-

men had left, which saved us putting up

our tents in the rain.

\\'e found the log cabin deserted and

very comfortable, one big room down-
stairs, and one upstairs. There was a

big sheet-iron stove in which we soon had

a fire and cooked a good meal. Then we
started down stream to fish and liefore

hill in front of us and some distance away.

Charlie immediately enjoined us to si-

lence and for a long time we kept perfect-

ly still, watching the hill. Great was our

suspense for every moment we expected

to see a lordly moose ste]i out. The
crackling increased and present!}- a big

porcupine lumljered clumsily into view.

Our laughter made him disappear as

quickly as he had come ; after all that ex-

citement to think that the game was only

a porcupine.

Towards night we moved camp and
paddled down stream to a short carry to

Second North-East Lake, across the runs

to First Xorth-East Lake and crossing

Charlie Was Perfectly at Home on a Log.

returning to the cabin late in the after-

noon had a splendid catch, for a rainy

day is often the best day for fishing. We
built on a roaring fire by which we dried

our wet garments. Even Jack's kit-bag

had got wet inside so he was reduced to

his bathing suit, as a substitute for even-

ing dress.

When we wakened Sunday morning
the sun was shining brightly. We were
glad to get out of the stuffy cabin, and
spread out our tents to dry. \A'e took a

long walk that morning and found moose
tracks everywhere. Once we heard a

slight crashing in the brushwood on a

these runs where we waded and stepped

from stone to stone, quite a disaster oc-

curred. Jack dropped his camera and
had so much in his hands that he

could not pick it up until he

dropped all the stufT he was car-

rying. By the time it was rescued it had

been under water for quite a few minutes

and was soaked through and ruined. To
say that he was angry was to put it mildly

but he was able to congratulate himself

that he had used up the greater number
of his films.

A stiff gale was blowing when we
started across First North-East Lake,
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which is very wide, and it was pretty hard
work paddlin.Ef against the wind. After

a tough paddle we reached Half-Mile car-

ry and camped half way throug^h this in

thick hemlock woods where there was a

beautiful cold sprinsj and a brook run-

ning through the trees.

When I was washing my face in the

brook the next morning a tiny, fluffy wiM
duck jumped out of a little bunch of iernr.,

splash into the water right beside me. He
was as much surprised as I was and put

his head on one side and looked at me in

the most comical way. I was probably
the first person he had ever seen. He
made no move to go away till I called to

Billie to bring my camera. Then he dis-

appeared as if by magic in the tall ferns

along the bank.
Never in any other place have I seen

ferns like those along the ^vlitford Lakes.

Huge bunches of the most luxuriant ferns

decorate the edges of the bnnks in many
places, and so uniform and beautiful are

they, one would think they had been set

there by some landscape gardener with
an eye to the finest effect.

Charlie was up early that morning and
had picked blueberries among the

hemlocks surrounding our camp. Coffee,

omelette and bacon, with blueberry pan-

cakes and maple sj-rup made a breakfast
to the king's taste.

Wt fished that morning in Big Lake
and caught a good fry for dinner. We
saw a small lake literally covered with
the most beautiful water-lilies, the lake

being so shallow that Charlie had to push
our canoes through the lilies. Both
blossoms and leaves were enormous. An
average leaf which we measured was nine

inches across.

Late that afternoon we beached our ca-

noes on Long Lake and saw another tent

across the lake. That night the two
guides from the other camp came over to

see us. Of course they were friends of

Charlie's and we had a moon-light vaude-
ville performance, the guides dancing for

us in front of the campfire to the music
of a mouth organ. I can see them yet.

The next day was one of those hot

breathless days when one has no energy
at all. Charlie seemed as brisk as ever
but all the rest of us wanted was to lie

around camp and go in bathing frequently

to cool off.

Towards four o'clock in the afternoon

it cooled off sufficientlv to make us want
to go fishing again. We paddled away
up a little stream through the meadows
and had a splendid catch.

That night the mosquitoes came back
and we had to get out the fly dope once
more. There were only two nights dur-

ing the trip that the mosquitoes really

bothered us, which we considered very
fortunate.

Our last night in the woods had arriv-

ed so we made the most of it by sitting

around the camp-fire till long into the

night, telling stories and planning other

trips down the lakes, reviewing the good
times we had had and hoping for more
like them.
Wednesday morning was beautifully

still and clear and it was certainly a

wrench to have to break camp for the

last time. We had a long paddle that

day but our muscles were so hard that by
this time we could stand any amount of

hard work.
\\'e had arranged for the buck-board

from Mitford to meet us at the end of a

certain old road and take us through to

Bear River. I think we were all sorry

to find it waiting at the appointed place

when we got there for we would have
liked nothing better than an excuse to

spend another night in the woods.
It was pretty hard to have to say good-

bye to our canoes, the woods and waters
and good old Charlie. Soon after lunch the

canoes were loaded on the truck, together

with the tents and other camp equipment
and there was no excuse to linger longer.

\\'e wrung Charlie's hand and told him
we would certainly be back next year,

promised him some snap-shots and wish-

ed him good luck. He really seemed
genuinely sorry that the trip was over.

On the drive out we talked over the

glorious trip we had had without one un-

pleasant incident to mar it, congratula-

ting ourselves that we had had as true

a woodsman and nature lover as Charlie

for our guide. Just here our driver

cheered us up somewhat by announcing
that Charlie had told him over and over

again that we were "darned fine people."
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The driver having broug^ht our suit-

cases with him from Mitford we were

able to don once more the garments of

civilization and after taking' the train to

Halifax, where we spent a few days, went

went on to St. John. Home again, we
consoled ourselves by developing and

printing the pictures we had taken and
by planning for another trip down the

Mitford Lakes in the near future.

"If thou art worn and hard beset

With sorrows that thou would 'st forget,

Go to the woods and fields, no tears

Dim the sweet look that Nature wears."

A Day With the Ducks On Saskatchewan Sloughs

BY G. J. M.

DUCKS, wild and migratory, in the

Western Provinces of Saskat-

chewan and Alberta are the dry-

est amphibean webfoots after

which the untiring sportsman ever pump-
ed a shell.

This may sound curious to the Eastern-

er who gets together his outfit along
about September first, hikes by rail to

his favorite shooting ground, adjoining a

body of water noted for its rice beds and
duck cover and there shoots, either from
his "hide", over many varied colored de-

coys, sinks unnoticed into the deep cock-

pit of a double ender, or burrows into the

sand on a point sometimes far out into

the bay and takes his toll, if he can hold
straight, of the birds as they go to or re-

turn from the feeding grounds.
Readers mav be interested in some lit-

tle experiences I had with these fine birds

in the \Vest. My friend Jaybee and my-
self had gone out in the early morning
hours to try our luck at a few ducks.

Dawn ripened into morning with very
few kills and we had about decided to

make our way to the office (for be it

known Jaybee and I work for a living

and hunt the feathered tribe only when
business permits) when a breeze sprang
up. We therefore pushed the launch in-

to the friendly shelter of the thickest

weed beds in the centre of as nice a duck
ground as any hunter can wish to find.

Leaving me in the launch, with my
trigger fingers clutching a toothsome and
substantial sandwich, Javbee with his

waders struck out to see if he could stir

up a few feeders and, as he said, send me
down some ducks. When he was well

out of sight, which meant rounding the

stern weeds I set to the matter in hand
and, temporarily at least, was a hungry
tramp with food before me and my gun
standing carelessly against the taflfrail.

In the midst of an enjoyable bite I heard
the warning " 'ware birds" given faintly

in Jaybee's voice and popped up to see a

nice bunch of teal circling up wind. I

waved to my friend of the waders, un-
ceremoniously abandoned my breakfast,

and, crouching well forward, kept my
eyes peeled and presently I saw them
wheel in a solid phalanx and come
screaming down wind though a trifle off

range to the right.

Forgetting my hunger for the time be-

ing, I watched those birds repeat this

performance several times and as they
passed Javbee I could hear the sharp re-

port of his gun as he sent some lead
chasing after them.
Chasing is a word I use advisedly and

if you have seen a bunch of blue winged
teal racing with a stiff wind behind them
you will readilv grasp its meaning.

I watched those heads for some min-
utes with that cold, calculating lust for

slaughter which, alas, seems imbued in

us all, afloat or afield, with a gun in our
hands. All of a sudden I noticed them
wheel and come chuting down on a line

with my hiding place. Forgetting that

I gripped a new and untried hammerless
pump and entirely oblivious to the fact

that my sandwich was securely clamped
under my right foot and that my hat had
gone by the board, I was, in a twinkling
"up and at 'em" My loosened nerves
jumped to my bidding and I cut into
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them with the rhythm of an automatic.

Three birds fell out of the race and drop-

ped into the water. Jaybee, who up to

that time had been a silent spectator,

yelled his stereotyped remark, "That's

the system !"

When the birds were retrieved we con-

cluded our morning's repast and returned

to the moorino;. There is no harm in

confessin.af that I was much flattered

when Jaybee again made reference to the

three birds in three shots. However, I

tried not to show anythino; of the kind.

With an air of being bored I replied: "^ly

boy. that was too easy, simply slaughter;

wait till I get the action in working or-

der."

On our wa}' from the wharf we discus-

sed the possibilities of a day's shoot over

ground which my friend knew well and I

left him with the understanding that I

should receive a 'phone message if he
could make satisfactory arrangement's.

Later on, his cheery voice over the 'phone
assured me that everything was O. K.
and I made hurried preparations for the

outing which proved my undoing. To
state so much, however, is getting ahead
of my stor\-.

We boarded a late evening train and
went south to a small wayside station at

which we arrived after midnight. Ap-
propriating the vacant beds we found in

the boarding house, the only hostelry in

the place, we retired and were soon fast

asleep. At five o'clock next morning I

was awakened by a thundering noise

which proved to be Jaybee's voice, mega-
phoned bv his hands and causing such a

row that it could not be ignored. Hast-
ily donning trousers, coat and heavy
sweater, as the morning air whistling

through a window pane bespoke the cool

reception outside. I was readv for the

field.

.\ brisk walk of half a mile or so

brought us to the nearest sloughs where
I laughed heartily at the moistened cen-

tre of a low spot upon which huddled a

few fair sized ducks indistinguishable as

to variety or species in the early morning
light. Crawling on all fours we ap-

proached but these wily bipeds were up
with a splashing and quacking before we
were within range.

An hour or two of this stalking ffom
one moist spot to another produced little

came but it did serve to put us in fine

fettle for something to eat. We return-

ed to the house, ate eagerly of eggs and
bacon with fine bread and butter, wash-
ing the whole down with cups of remark-
ably good coflr'ee. 'Twas well we laid up
thoroughly against the day's work for

our midday meal was unappetising and
partaken of sparingh-, with the exception

of our teamster, whose work with the

table knife was deadlv in the extreme.

After some dickering with a local liv-

erj^man we hired a pair of bronks hitched

to a light wagon. In their efforts to

escape from a standing start the bronks
carried away a piece of the stable front.

However as neither ourselves nor our
duttle was injured we made light of the

occurrence and did not restrain our steeds

who were off on a twenty mile run across

country where we expected to catch the

evening train westbound.
We likewise hoped to secure some

shooting on the way over. In this we
were highlv successful. We saw ducks
bv thousands, big, fat, huskv mallards
that fell before the persuasive twelve
bores with flops that could have been
heard for several city blocks did such
measurements exist on the prairies. At
every slough we raised ducks and sent

charge after charge into them with telling

results.

Here I should like to digress just for

a short interval to forestall Javbee's caus-

tic criticisms on my many misses. With
the brilliant promise I gave the morning
before he expected to see some fancy

work on the larger birds and his disap-

pointment when I failed to come up to

his expectations appeared as keen as my
own. In the clear Western atmosphere
my daylight shooting was simply atroc-

ious. To be quite frank I never was,

and do not think I ever shall be, a good
wing shot. W hile. however. I am a de-

votee of the rifle with big game. I do love

to hold hard on a flving bird, pull the

trigger and see him topple to the earth.

If I can repeat this performance at reas-

onable intervals during a dav afield I find

full compensation for all the trouble and
inconvenience inseparable from such
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work. Living as I did until very recent-

ly in the east, I was unused to the clarity

of the western atmosphere and always

(as I discovered later) held too far ahead

of my bird. \\'hen ducks were rising off

the water or flying straight away I was
much more successful. For all that how-
ever my misses were numerous and Jay-

bee had several hearty laughs as I held

deliberately, swung with the bird and ig-

nominiously missed.

In contrast to myself he grew better as

the dav grew older and I frequently saw
him pull down his bird at what appeared

to me to be unheard of distances. On
such occasions he would pat his old Mar-
lin affectionatelv and remark: "Come
across with a kill now and then. That's

the system!" I stood this as long as

my overtaxed patience would permit and
then, more than a trifle riled, I declared

my gun was the best ever and ofifered to

pay for the supper if I didn't have the

most birds at sundown. I had to pay
and did so with a good grace, particularly

as the fine appetites we acquired in that

crisp prairie air of October enabled both

of us to enjoy the meal to the limit.

The huge flights I saw of black, mal-

lard, gray, teal and widgeon were startl-

ing. I couldn't have believed it pos-

sible they were there in such numbers
had I not seen them and that late in the

season too! The Westerners have a

wonderful inheritance in their great

shooting grounds, extending over such

immense territories as would accommo-
date the entire shot gun brigade of the

east and allow each of them a day that

would amply repay them for their west-

ern journey.

Both I and my pump are now confirm-

ed lovers of this most delightful sport. I

am now casting about for a breedy span-

iel to do our retrieving when we again

take the field. Equally with myself, my
friend and companion, Taybee, enjoys a

dav in the open and particularly with fast

flying birds trying one's mettle—the bulk

of the spoils going to the one who can

hold most true.

An old countryman, Jimmy Sampson

by name, who has had his headquarters as

a guide and hunter at Banff for fifteen

years, speaks enthusiastically of the hunt-

ing in the territory between the National

Parks. He spent last winter in the

mountains trapping and returned in tne

spring with skins of lynx, marten, wo'ver-
ine, marten, fisher, fox, musk rat and
grizzly bear. He has a chain of cabins

about fifteen miles apart enabling him to

hunt within a radius of eighty miles.

Sampson would like the Government to

do something to prevent the Indians from
slaughtering the game. The Stoneys are

great hunters and if only they could be
brought to "toe the mark" it would be

better for the future of game in Alberta.

In Mr. Sampson's opinion the mountain
sheep is found at its best in Alberta. "It

is bully good eating, the finest meat you
can get." On one occasion a grizzly

made off with one of his best traps and
the hunter followed the trail into a bunch
of willows where a man couldn't see a

foot in front of him. "Suddenly the bear
reared so close I didn't e\-en have room to

aim my gun. I simply threw it in front

of me and fired and to my utter amaze-
ment he dropped. By some lucky fluke

the shot had gone right down his throat,

missing the teeth and it wasn't necessary
to fire again. I stood there stupidly

staring at the beast and watching the

the smoke rise from his body. Then it

suddenly came over me that I'd been pret-

ty near death and I shook like a leaf for

about a quarter of an hour. I tell you I

never again want as close a shave as that

was." The hunter gives much credit to

his dog, his constant companion for eight

years, who can "do everything but
speak." The man after big game
makes a mistake, in Mr. Simpson's opin-

ion, if he neglects Alberta.



Shooting Game Birds In Newfoundland

BY JOHN DUFF

HA\'ING not only derived much
pleasure but also a vast amount
of information from reading the

many excellent stories of fishing

and hunting appearing in Rod and Gun I

thought many Canadian sportsmen might
like to know something of our experi-

ences in shooting game birds in New-
foundland.

I was much interested in the stories

"A Day with the Chickens in Manitoba"'

and "Pheasant Shooting in the Niagara
Peninsula" being deeply struqk on read-

ing the latter with the notices put up for-

bidding trespassing and shooting. In

Newfoundland we have not to contend
with any such drawback. When the

shooting season opens the sportsmen can
roam at will from daylight till dark with-

out fear of interruption. He may search

in vain for any prohibitory notice on the

shooting grounds.
Our game bird season opens on Sep-

tember twentieth and readers (particu-

larly those who are game bird hunters
themselves) can imagine how anxiously
we await the dawn of that day. We all

know something of the enjoyment to be
derived from the tramp through the

country, the bracing air of the open, the

watching of the dogs as they take the

scent and bring us up to the first covey
for the first shot and the delightful satis-

faction of the full bag.

In my own case the nearest

shooting ground is about a mile
and a half from my house. Gen-
erally I walk to this particular

ground leaving home about four o'clock

and arriving on the ground just before
dawn, in time to hear the old cock give

his morning call. How the blood tingles

in a true sportsman's veins as he hears

the different calls go backward and for-

ward over the grounds. My good dog
Ping shivers with excitement, waiting for

the dawn and the command to go. If it

is the early bird that catches the worm so

also it is the early sportsman that ob-

tains the first chance at the covev.

Following the calls good old Ping soon
obtains the scent and looking back to see

if I am within shooting distance, waits
until I come up. A few creeping steps

and then bang! bang! that delight of a

sportsman's heart—a right and a left—be-

ing secured as an opener of the day's

sport. The birds are fairly plentiful and
I haven't to wait long before my other

dog "Dash" is also on the point. While
watching the dogs and admiring their

work we wish for a camera in order that

we may picture them. One of the finest

sporting pictures possible is that of a dog
standing on "point" with one paw lifted,

body rigid and tail straight, waiting for

the birds to rise.

Crossing the ground we find other cov-

eys and singles and it isn't long before

the birds are scattered. Many other

shooters are present on the first morning
of open season and I never expect to do
much on that morning.
At the end of three hours' tramping we

stop for a rest and a light lunch and make
plans for remaining two hours, the car-

riage having been ordered for ten o'clock.

After lunch we carry out our arrange-

ments and arrive at the road about the

time stated with fairly satisfactory bags.

Our grounds are magnificent for game
bird shooting—bare hills, low brush,

grass covered hollows dotted with trees,

not too tall to hide the birds when they

rise and the brush not too thick to pre-

vent the dogs from going in. We can

drive right on the grounds and keep the

carriage there should we desire to do so.

While driving on these grounds we
have seen the dogs jump from the rig and
"point" not ten yards from us.

One of the accompanying illustrations

shows Norman, the boy whom I always
take with me to carry the bag, as well as

myself and will give readers a little idea

of the shooting ground and of the nature

of the sport. Norman takes a keen de-

light in the shooting and always has a

good excuse ready whenever I make a

miss—a very encouraging characteristic
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in one's assistant. The bag: on this occa-

sion contained fifteen birds—not too bad
for a four hours' tramp.
The second one, showino; my little gfirl

Dorothy holding- the ba.sf, was taken

about three miles from my home. On that

occasion the bag- contained seventeen par-

trid.e:es, the reward of a four hours'

tramp.

On one occasion when makingf our way
down to meet the carriag'e with a base of

nine birds both dog's came to "point''.

The birds saw us as the ground was bare

but for all that I managed to get a right

and left to add to the number.
\\ ithin twenty yards they came to

point again and before I could get a shot

ofT went about thirty birds. Little did I

think I should have the pleasure of carry-

covey had landed there but I added seven
to the bag.

I believe my dogs to be two of the pret-

tiest and best dogs that ever tramped a

moor and they have aided me to many a

fine piece of sport. It requires a sports-

man to experience the thrills following a

position right in a covey when a man is

naturally anxious to do his best to fill his

bag and has the further knowledge of the

presence of a friend who sits patiently on
a hillside watching every movement and
quite prepared to criticise every mis-shot
a man under such circumstances is liable

to make.
On the occasion referred to I got short

of ammunition and had to borrow some
from my friend Aloore. He readily
agreed to the loan and further ofl^ered to

1. Dorothy Carrying the Partridges. 2. The Return of tho Bird Hunters.

ing some of them home as they appeared
to get clear awa3\ We mounted a hill

and looking round for the likeliest spot
on which they would settle we started on
to a piece of low brush. In about ten

minutes and when I thought we had mis-
judged the flight, Dash was missing as

we passed a clump. I called Ping, show-
ed her the direction to take and was in-

terested in seeing how keenly and quick-

ly she took up the matter, when Norman
saw Dash just inside the edge patiently
waiting for us. We knew then it was not
a false alarm. Getting between the two
dogs I just said "Go on !" when they went
forward for a couple of feet and refused
to move further. The first step I made
-up went the birds, four first, then two
singles, etcetera. Only a portion of the

take the birds to town for me as he was
going home. This offer I declined with
thanks as in Xewfoundland it is always
necessary to have the birds to show.
Sportsmen in this country do not exag-
gerate worse than those elsewhere but we
have an understood rule which causes a

sportsman to carry his own birds. W'hen
we reached the road my wife, Dorothy
and the pony were awaiting us.

Last season birds were very plentiful

on the island, particularly at a place cal-

led Salmon Cove, a name given owing to

the magnificent salmon filling the nearby
streams.

One morning we decided upon shooting
at Salmon Cove anda fter an hour's drive

arrived on the grounds. The latter are
not ideal as the cover is very scarce but
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it wasn't long; before the dogs found a

good scent. To our surprise the birds

were watching us and ' for some time

managed to leave us with an empty bag.

The hills are high, rocky and rugged,

with very little covering for the birds. I

never saw them so numerous as on that

particular morning, every hill being cov-

ered with coveys, but they were too wild

to allow us near them.

We saw birds by the hundred but the

place was too bare for the dogs to work
with advantage. To give readers some
idea of the state of the case we saw one

flock of fully two hundred birds passing

two gun shots awa}' and two well-known
sportsmen who saw the same flock can

corroborate this statement.

However after getting further up the

country we had better luck and arrived

home with thirteen birds as the result of

the morning's shoot.

Two daj's later we were back at Sal-

mon Cove with an idea new to us but

which we are informed is an old one in

England. We ordered a kite and my
wife painted upon it the representation

of a large black hawk. Norman took

the lure and mounting a good elevation

started to run. To our delight the kite

soared high and made an excellent imi-

tation of one of the partridge's numer-
ous and most dreaded enemies.

We didn't have far to go when the

dogs pointed and the kite did the trick.

We managed to get within easy gun-
shot of the birds every time—in fact at

times had to wait till they got some dis-

tance from us.

To our great disappointment rain start-

ed and the wind went down. Going
through a valley we broke the main stick

of the kite. Then we had to hurry to

shelter drenched to the skin, though we
had the gratification of having obtained

a good bag.

I was much interested some time ago
in reading the various reasons given for

decreases in the partridges in Ontario.

A few j^ears ago we were in a similar

condition in Newfoundland. Our gov-
ernment closed the season for one year
though as regards increasing the num-
bers I think no good came from it. If

the birds are allowed to increase to any
great extent a plague prevails and they

are decimated b}' disease instead of the
more merciful efforts of the sportsman.
There is much we have still to learn

about our feathered friends and amongst
other things is the reason for the periodi-

cal appearance of apparently contagious
diseases amongst them.

Contest Between a Strong Swimmer And An Expert Angler

A novel contest took place some time

ago at the Edinburgh corporation baths

between one of the strongest swimmers
in Scotland and a well known angler.

The contest occurred in a pool eighty

feet long and forty feet wide.

The angler was furnished with an elev-

en foot trolling rod and an undressed silk

line. The line was fixed to a girth belt,

made expressly for the purpose, by a

swivel immediately between the shoul-

ders of the swimmer at the point where
he had the greatest pulling power.

In the first trial the line snapped. In

the second the angler gave and played

without altogether slacking line, and sev-

eral porpoise dives were well handled.

The swimmer then tried cross swimming
from corner to corner, but ultimately was
beaten, the match ending with a victory

for the rod and line.

Another contest took place in which
the angler employed a very light trouting

rod ten feet long and weighing only six

and one-half ounces, the line being the

same as that used with the trolling rod.

The swimmer, whose aim evidently was
to smash the rod, pulled and leaped into

the water. He was held steadily, how'
ever, and in about five minutes was forc-

ed to give in. The rod was again suc-

cessful. At the finish both competitors

were almost exhausted.



A Mixed Bag

BY HUGH CANNELL.

YES, for years I had promised my-
self these few holidays and for

years I kept putting them ofif,

taking, it's true, odd days and
hours with my beloved and trusty com-
panion—a twelve bore, left choke, Hollis

Gun,—but the claims of business always
interfered one way or another until this

October, when, one Monday morning I

said to Billie (who owns one of the finest

setters a man could desire), "Let's

leave by the 6.45 to-morrow and have a

few days with Norman!" Billie never

allows business to interfere with shoot-

ing (like the Scotch golfing parson who
decided to give up the "Meenistry") and
therefore he at once acquiesced and we
left for Gasperaux Station, a little set-

tlement about thirty-five miles distant

from St. John, New Brunswick, where
we were met by oUr trusty and sports-

manlike guide, Norman McLeod, who,
like myself appeared to be as delighted as

a shoolboy on the eve of vacation.

Billie had brought the "Wonder" as I

call his setter "Cass", with him whilst I

was accompanied by "Caesar", a young
dog on his first expedition, but which we
decided to tie up for the day and work
the woodcock covers with "Cass".

The morning was rather dull and
cheerless,—rain threatened, and banks of

fog lay on the hills—but little cared we,
had we not the dogs, guns, and Norman?
and only now desired the birds. Unlike
our shooting in Great Britain, we had to

go right into the covers, mostly of alders,

and, after fastening on Cass her bell,

which, here I might explain, is neces-
sary, as the dog being continually out of

sight in the bush, the only warning that
we have that she is "up" on a point is

when the tinkle of the bell ceases. One
then usually goes in, taking up his posi-

tion behind the dog, the other staying
outside the cover in as clear a space as
possible. When all is ready the order is

given to the dog to flush the bird.

Cass, good old girl, had worked about
five minutes when the bell stopped and

we were on the alert for the first bird.

Billie went in and soon the whistle of

wings told me Mr. Woodcock had de-

cided that localit}' was unhealthy. The
gun was behind him, however, and fast

as the game little bird flew the shot flew

faster, and the first kill was made. The
second 'bird fell to my gun and from that

on sport was excellent. Bird after bird

was put up and very few lived to tell

the tale.

We both were in shooting trim and
when Billie especially, is like that good
bags are usually the result. He shot

seven 'cock in seven consectJtive shots

that day and I have known him to kill

eleven in similar fashion. All shooting
tales are alike—we put up the birds, kil-

led, or missed, as the case may be, and
on to the next cover. I will not weary
my readers with constant repetition, suf-

fice to say that by four o'clock we had
shot nineteen woodcock and a brace of

partridges, unwise enough to wander in-

to a "cock" cover and which paid for

their temerity with their lives.

Billie left that night for town but I

was determined to try my dog and have
another couple of days in the woods.
Norman, I might mention, is a famous
moose hunter, being one of the most ex-

pert callers in the district, and, as the

calling season was well on, the time when
the cow moose calls to her mate, the con-
versation naturally drifted to moose and
deer and I suggested to Norman that we
try for a "big fellow" on the morrow,
weather permitting.

Now "weather permitting" means a

great deal in big game hunting, especial-

ly moose calling, the presence of the

slightest breeze making it extremely un-
likely one should be successful as the

animal's keen sense of smell quickly de-

tects the baleful man scent, and then,

good-bye to Mr. Moose. Consequently
when at half past four next morning
Norman, awakened me and reported the

morning fairly calm, we hastily dressed,

partook of a slight breakfast and, armed
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with my 38.55 Winchester, and Norman
with his moose horn (consisting^ of a roll

of birch bark tied with twine) and set

out through the dark and silent woods to

a little clearing: about one hundred yards

in diameter, a mile and a half away. How
chilly the morninij air was—how wet and
depressing- the dark pine trees all around,

as we, silently as possible, picked our

way along an old lumber road, now
stumbling over old roots, now sloughing

in mud holes, and now wading small

brooks

!

At last we reached the spot and select-

ing the top of a knoll we sat down and

awaited daylight. Never will I forget

that morning—the silent primeval woods
all around us—the dark and lowering sky

we could dimly see, with the slight grey-

ness betokening the coming dawn al-

ready in the East, no sound to break the

infinite stillness except the faint far oflf

"who-hoo-hoo" of the great horned owl
and the drip, drip, drip, of the trees.

Norman always holds that one call be-

fore daylight is worth ten after, conse-

quently, after first ascertaining that my
magazine was full and rifle handy, he

put the horn to his lips and sounded a

long whining tremulous call—a call ut-

terly unlike anything I could describe

—

it began with a whine and ended with an
"augh" and a grunt. We waited breath-

lessly for about twenty minutes and then

again called—the love call of the largest

and shyest animal of North America.
The call of Nature in her wildest and

most elemental state, a cry one would as-

sociate with the inhabitants of mighty
spaces, illimitable forests and rocky fast-

nesses. The first sleepy twittering of

birds alone gave answer, and the great

owl coming nearer boomed out his me-
lancholy "Who-hoo-hoo"—a cheery little

"Chick-a-dee" flitted into the bushes be-

side us—a rabbit rustled in the thicket

—

the grey dawn crept further over the sky
and away—far away in the distance we
heard a rooster crowing.
Hark! What was that? A rustle in

the tree tops, a nervous shivering of the

leaves, a cool breath in our faces
;
yes, a

breeze was springing up. What despair-

ing countenances we turned to each oth-

er as we realized that should the bull be

in the vicinity, the breeze would warn
him of our presence and our quvst be

fruitless. However, "Never say die!"

Norman called again and again we heard
it sound far through the forest, and
thought surely no self-respecting moose
could resist such a message. Yes? W^e
listened again. \\ hat was it that we heard,

away amongst the burnt woods? Those
short whining grunts could never pro-

ceed from the lungs of the lordly moose.
"Lil" bull", said Norman briefly, and cal-

led again. Ha, that was better. Close

at hand we heard an answering "Ou-agh,
qu-agh-" a twig broke off sharply and
we heard the "lil' bull" beating a precipi-

tate retreat from his bigger and older

rival answering the call. The breeze be-

came a little stronger and hopes, which
had arisen, slowly fell. We knew that,

cautious old rascal as he was, the moose
would slowly circle us in an attempt to

scent the cow and once he winded us,

good-b3-e to our chances. Luckily he
was coming with the wind and finally we
knew by the occasional snapping of

large branches in the woods right ahead,

that he was somewhere behind a clump
of thick bushes and very suspicious.

Now began a fight between man's skill

and wood-craft, and animal's suspicion

and cunning. Whilst I, with strained

eyes, searched every clump of trees and
bushes for a glimpse of our quarr}^> Nor-
man crept on hands and knees amongst
the bushes at the bottom of the knoll

—

now uttering short grunts through the

horn—now snapping oflf a twig sharply
as though by some animal stepping on it

—then he coughed heavily and sounded,
with horn close to the .ground first and
then throwing his head back and the

horn upwards, a call—such a wild, long-

ing, lonely cry,—a call so full of en-

treaty, not unmingled with something
akin to reproach—that the fierce passion-

ate, responsive grunt which indicated

that a mighty battle between desire and
suspicion was waging amongst the bush-
es in which the bull was hidden. Finally

he began to work still further around to

the wind and we saw that it was only a

matter of yards before he would strike

our scent.

Muttering that "if he would not come

i
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to us we would go to him" my guide

bade me follow as noiselessly as possible

and now and again uttering low grunts,

he started right into the thick scrub.

Breathlessly, I followed him. How I

stumbled and lurched over the fallen

trees and what a malevolent face Norman
turned on me when I made any unnec-
essary noise ! Suddenly he stopped
and pointing ahead, stepped behind me.
I saw nothing. All around were the tall

stark trunks of trees burned bare by the

forest fires of some years before—and
the new, thick growth to the height of

six or seven feet effectually hid every-

thing—no not quite— I saw a huge dark
bulk some fifty or sixty yards ahead and
being unable to see how he was standing,

fired at the exposed part. Ah ! A quick
start—a jump—and away he went
through the brush crushing his way like

a huge horse. Steady—I saw his neck
and shoulders and, aiming well forward,
just as he swung around a tree I sent a

soft nosed 38.55 Winchester bullet crash-

ing into his breast, through his heart,

and lodging in the opposite shoulder,
brought him heavily to the ground

—

dead.

How we brought in a heavy waggon
cutting a road for it as we went, how five

strong men found the moose too heavv to

lift, let alone drag it into the cart, finally

having to put the horse on it are details

over which I need not dwell. To tell of the

triumphant procession home and the

dressing and preparing in the barn,

would be but wearisome to readers. To
myself it was an exceedingly busy day
of pleasurable labor and the splendid

head I secured will ever revive delight-

ful memories.

The last day of my hunting dawned
bright and clear. We started for the

cover in high feather, the "pup" bound-
ing beside us and ere the noonday meal
was eaten had secured five partridge and
two more 'cock. After dinner, and a smoke
we tried a small marsh for snipe, but
they evidently were not in, though we
secured the only one we saw. Trying
our last cover we brought to bag three

more woodcock and a brace and a half of

partridge. I then decided it time to call

a halt and make for the station and home

Numerically twenty-four 'cock, one
snipe, eight partridge, and a moose, do
not seem a great bag, but surelv no one
could quibble at the weight of game
shot, and I returned from my trip witfl

memories of one of the most pleasant and
exciting holidays it has been my good
fortune to enjoy.

THE LAST WILD PIGEON.

One lone passenger pigeon, the last sur-

vivor of the species so far as is known,
lives at t'he Zoological garden in Cincin-

nati. She is eighteen years old. With
her death will end the last chapter of

human greed and desire to kill which has

no parallel and which is almost incred-

ible.

Less than fifty years ago the number
of passenger or wild pigeons was estim-

ated in billions. All eastern North Am-
erica abounded in these beautiful and
harmless birds. The flocks were so large

that when in flight they extended as far

as the eye could reach in every direction.

So great was their number that it took
several hours for a flock to pass a given
point. The bird hosts were often of such
intensity as to obscure the sun.

The shot gun and other common im-
plements that have made havoc in bird

life were not murderous enough in this

pitiless butchery. Nets and decoys, poles,

clubs, and pots of sulphur beneath the
roosting places hastened the extermina-
tion. The carcasses were left to decay
upon the ground or to be food for hogs.

There are few if any more lamentable
instances of man's destroyable power
and utter disregard of life in the animal
or bird world than this. But there is

one compensation. The extermination of

the wild pigeon has served to arouse
many to the grave necessity of protect-

ing and restoring other birds before it is

too late. The gulls, terns, grebes, egrets

and ducks must be saved from the fate of

the wild pigeon.



Duck Hunting Experiences In Prince Edward County, Ont.

Bl" WILLIAM CARRELL.

WHILE big game has its attract-

tions, duck hunting is full of al-

lurements and the duck hunter,

when located in a good hide and
hearing the whistle of the wings of a

flock as they swing round to drop

amongst his well placed decoys, would

not change places with the best of big

game pursuers.

The sights and sounds on the duck

hunting grounds send the stagnant blood

coursing through his veins and clear the

cobwebs of business cares and worries

from his brain as he sets himself to place

his skill of hand and eye against the

swift flight of the wily ducks. The deer

hunter's advantages consist in a larger

territory and the absence of preserves

and notices warning him against tres-

passing.

For men who enjoy the sport of hunt-

ing the feathered tribe around marshes
and lakes there are still some hunting

grounds left and Prince Edward County
supplies some of them. The small lakes

and bays have always been favorite feed-

ing grounds for Redheads and Bluebills

in the fall, while the swamps and marsh-

es have proved verv acceptable breeding

grounds for the wily Black and the fast

disappearing Wood duck. Blue and
Green ^^'inged Teal, Broadbill and But-

terball are annual visitors, while the Mal-
lard is occasionally found along the

shore. Once in a while, as if to add zest

to the sport, the Canvasback also conde-

scends to put in an appearance.

The writer can remember, as a boy in

his teens, what good bags were taken

from anv point or island in West Lake
and those with no better weapons than

old muzzle loaders. Huncers with small

flocks of decoj's set off about twenty-five

3-ards from shore could obtain all the.

ducks they wished. The advent of the

monitor changed the character of the

shooting. The shooter from the monitor
with his boat sunk until it was nearly

flush with the water and surrounded by
a flock of from two to three hundred de-

coys set out near the centre of the lake

drew the ducks from the shore hunter
with his small flock and gave him no
chance. The provision in the Game
Laws wherebj- decoys cannot be placed

at a greater distance than two hundred
yards from the shore or a natural rush
bed thick enough to conceal a boat has
proved a great boon to the shore hunt-
ers who are again coming into their own.
More ducks were shot from the shore of

\\ est Lake last 3'ear than for many pre-

vious years.

When monitors first came into vogue
in Prince Edward County my two old

hunting partners, \^'ill McC— and Jim
L— , thought they might as well be out

of the world as out of the fashion and de-

cided to be fashionable. \\'ill built a

monitor and both set themselves to work
to make up a big flock of deco3"s. The
monitor was a good one and knowing
her good points as he did Will soon be-

came an expert in shooting from her. I,

on the contrary, could never master the
new position and I don't think Jim did

much better. When the friends had
come into their new possessions for some
time they started out bright and early

one morning loaded for bear and inci-

dentallv intending to kill some ducks.

West Lake is divided into two parts

by two larsre islands named McDonald's
and Garratt's. ^^"hen they set off the

morning appeared ideal for a hunt but as

the sun got up the breeze rose and by
the time they reached Garratt's Island

they had seen but few ducks and thought
it best to trv the other part of the lake.

After rowing down between the two is-

lands thev found it was blowing pretty

fresh. However, thev were out for

ducks and this fact did not daunt them.
There were lots of ducks feeding out on
the lake and the himters made for Big
H)-att's shore expecting to find some
there. On arriving prospects looked no
better and thev determined to try other
places. Thev skirted the shores of

Tubb's Island and went around Big
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Stoney, still finding nothing doing.

Things began to look pretty blue for a

shoot that day and the task of rowing a

big boat laden with decoys and towing
the monitor began to feel more like work
than sport. The seas also began to run

uncomfortably high and Jim being no
lover of rough water, they made up their

minds to try Sally Cunningham's Cove on
Frank's Island and if they found nothing
doing there to return home.
They were on the home stretch when,

passing Johnston's Island a wonderful
panorama burst upon their view. The
ducks were there literally in thousands.

At once all was excitement and move-
ment. The monitor was anchored as far

out as she would live in the rough water
and the work of setting out the deco3's

began. What thrills went through the

hunters as flock after flock kept coming
to the deco3'S ! How their fingers itched

to take hold of their guns and try one for

luck! They curbed their impulses and
impatience and kept on with the work
in hand. As soon as all the decoys were
out Mac got into the monitor and stretch-

ed himself on his back with his gun
ready to his hand, his watchful eyes just

peeping over the combing and ready for

instant action. Jim started for a stake
he saw sticking out where the water was
smooth and to which he meant to tie his

boat in order that he might enjoy his

lunch.

By this time the noon hour had ar-

rived and Jim was feeling pretty hungry
after his early breakfast and the exertion

of rowing all morning. He was also de-
sirous of being close at hand in order to

chase and kill cripples. When about half

way to his stake Mac started shooting,

the results of his first two shots being
two dead and two cripples. He hailed

Jim back to kill the cripples as they were
making for the rough water. Jim return-
ed and was about to pick up the two
amongst the decoys when Mac called out
"Never mind those two, they're dead

;

get the other two." With the seas run-
ning high the outlook for chasing crip-

ples did not look pleasant. Jim started
on his task reluctantly grumbling to him-
self all the time. The wind enabled Mac
to hear all Jim's soliloquies and they af-

forded him much amusement. "I don't

see what he wants a fellow to go out

there for ; he doesn't care v\'hether I am
drowned or not," grumbled Jim. "I

won't go ; that settles it," he added but

he kept on going all the time. In the

end his errand proved fruitless as the

cripples got away in rough water where
it was not wise to follow them. Jim
turned back, picked up the dead ones and
started again for the stake. As he passed

he called out to Mac: "I am going to tie

up and eat and you needn't call me
again.''

When he had rowed thirty yards Mac
cut loose again and dropped two dead.

When taking out his empty shells he
found that one was broken off and as he
had nothing with which to extract it he
was obliged to call upon Jim for assis-

tance. Jim repeated his declaration and
rowed on and it took Mac quite a time

and much wordy declamation to make him
see that something was wrong. After a

time, however, when Jim saw Mac sit-

ting up in the monitor waving his gun
and shouting himself hoarse he began
to think that there might be something
up. He also noticed that birds were circ-

ling round the decoys and alighting

amongst them though no shots were
fired. At last therefore, he rowed back
and when he was within shouting dis-

tance asked Mac why he didn't shoot and
whj^ in the name of all that was worth
shooting he was sitting up. Mac, who
was boiling over with indignation, was
scarcelv alile to answer him. At length
he did manage to request him to get into

the monitor and kill some birds while he
went ashore and got a broken shell out
of his gun.

The transferences were made and Jim
had hardlv got comfortably settled down
when a nice bunch of Redheads swung in.

Both barrels spoke but the ducks went
right on, a clean miss being registered.

In the meantime Mac reached the shore
and after much trouble succeeded in ex-

tracting the broken shell. As Jim had
been keeping tip a merry fusilade he
thought he had better go out and pick up
his kill. When he reached the scene he
was greatly surprised to find no birds
and when he asked Jim what targets he
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had been shooting at Jim replied tliat lie

must have been shootinsj in the air spaces.

The twenty-five shots he put in those

spaces didn't fizz on the ducks at all. He
again expressed his determination to

eat and told Mac it was no use calling

him any more.
Mac retorted that he might do as he

liked for he meant to get some ducks. He
was not kept waiting as he was on a good
feeding bed. The birds continued to

come in fine and the old gun dropped
them in twos and threes and fours. When
he had a good bunch down he called to

Jim to come out and fetch them in. Jim,

however, continued to attend strictly to

the business of feeding until Mac thought
he must be either stufifing the grub
through a knot hole or had taken the con-

tract to feed all the fish in the lake. At
length, however, even Jim found that he

had had enough and started to pick up
ducks. While he would not chase the

cripples into the rough water he took

care to see that of those seriously hurt

none escaped to die lingering deaths if

he could possibly prevent such a thing

from occurring. Mac continued shooting

until he ran out of shells and then

both went to work to take in the decoys.

By four o'clock they were on their way
home with a much heavier load than

when they started out. They reached
home, a tired but happy pair and after

unloading their boat found that they had
.eighty birds for three hours' shooting.

Mac made a record not often equalled,

killing the eightv birds with eighty-

seven shots and in addition some cripples

got away. Friends and neighbors came
in for shares and for the following week
-the air was redolent with the savory
odors of roast ducks.

After this pounding the ducks changed
their feeding ground to the upper part

near the village. Here they were left un-

disturbed for four or five days when Mac
and the writer arranged to have a try at

them. We made an early start and as

there was every prospect of a fine day,

arranged \yith the women folk to bring

down a good supply of grub and have a

picnic on one of the islands.

Off Garratt's Island we found the

.ducks feeding between Little Stony and

the Indian Island but nearer to the latter.

We rowed over and just as the sun peep-

ed over the tops of the trees on Frank's

Island we anchored the monitor and got

bus}' setting out the decoys. The morn-
ing was still and there was hardly a rip-

ple on the water. We took our time and
placed the decoys in excellent positions.

The monitor was well hidden and Mac
took the position in her. I rowed to the

beach taking a long detour in order to

get between the beach and the ducks and
drive them towards Mac. In this little

manoeuvre, however, I did not succeed.

It is true they rose from the water but
instead of going to the decoys they cros-

sed the beach and flew out over Lake On-
tario or Big Lake as it is called in that

neighborhood. It was up to me to row
back again and await results.

On my arrival I found that Mac had
killed a nice pair of Bluebills out of a

bunch of si.x that swung to him over
Frank's Island. They came to him in

twos and threes during the morning and
when the women appeared he had twenty
to his credit. The big flock, however,
did not return and we could only suppose
the pounding they received the previous

week from him had rendered thefn addi-

tionally cautious.

We went ashore, lit a fire and
proceeded to demolish the provisions

the women had brought as only

hungry hunters can. After the meal
and a smoke it was decided that

I should take mv turn in the monitor and
trv mv skill with the ducks. As I was
then sixty pounds lighter than ^lac, who
weighed two hundred and ten pounds we
had to weigh her down in order to make
her steadv enough for me to shoot from.

This we did with three good sized boul-

ders taken from the shore of Indian Is-

land.

When I was comfortably fixed with

everything to my hands, Mac rowed
ashore. I waited for quite a while and as

there was nothing doing thought I would
sit up. Happening to turn my head I

caught sight of a pair of redheads, low
down on the water, coming straight for

the decoys. They were coming down
with the wind which was beginning to

rise and were hitting ofT a pretty tidy
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clip. Just as they swung past the outer

edge of the decoys I sent them pressing in-

vitations from both barrels to stop over.

They happened, however, to have urgent

business elsewhere and kept right on. All

I did was to puncture the atmosphere,

though I had the satisfaction of knowing
that I had added a little more shot to the

bottom to keep it down and not have it

floating on the surface of the water to

spoil the fishing and shooting of the

neighborhood.
The wind had been gradually rising

and kicking up a sea the waves of which

would break over the bow allowing the

water to find its way down the back of

my neck. A storm appeared to be gather-

ing in the west and not a bird was in

sight save a couple of white winged scot-

ers. The decoys were sagging down with

the wind and the waves and some were
beating a merry tattoo on the bow of the

monitor. I waved to Mac to come out

and straighten them up. This he did

after a time and while engaged in this

work he noticed that the water was
breaking over the monitor. He told me
to throw the stone in the bow overboard.

Without stopping to think or waiting for

him to come along and steady her, I turn-

ed myself round and getting on mv knees,

rolled back the first stone and placed it

between my legs. Reaching over after

the second, which weighed nearly twen-

ty-five pounds I proceeded to deposit it

on the bottom of the lake, when, much to

my surprise I followed it, finding my-
self in twelve feet of cold water with

nothing to stand on.

It is all right to say that a man should

take a bath once a year vvhetlier he needs

it or not but for my part I will in the fu-

ture try to take mine in the old fashioned

way at home. The sensation is not a

pleasing one, especially when the ice cold

water hits you below the belt. Fortun-

ately for me on going over I ttirned the

monitor bottom side up and had no diffi-

cultv in keeping myself afloat. It is awk-
ward to say the least to be dumped out

without any ceremony into the water

when loaded down with a leather coat,

almost fifty loaded shells in the pockets,

long legged boats and heavv clothing.

Mac came to my assistance and after two

attempts I was dragged over the side in-

to the boat.

My wife had been watching through
glasses and witnessed my misfortune.

Later on she made me promise not to ven-

ture into the monitor again and I have
kept my word.

\\'e picked up everything floating

around, pulled up the anchors and went
to Indian Island where we procured a

pike pole to enable Mac to go fishing for

mv gun which had gone to the bottom.

I had to venture into the water again to

turn the monitor over. Then I went to

the other island and reassured my wife,

wringing some of my clothes out and
making myself as comfortable as possible

by a fire. ^Vhen Mac arrived with my
gun he at once took me over to Garratt's

Island where two friends of his were
camping and from one of them I borrow-
ed a suit of dry clothes and was soon as

fit as ever.

Indeed I started out with Mac to pick

up the decoys but the wind had risen so

high as to make the task impossible. We
therefore returned to the shant}' and did

some target shooting.

On our return the waves were running
so high we had to row between the two
islands, haul the boats across the Nar-
rows and hug the beach for shelter .We
arrived home, safe and sound and I was
none the worse for my adventure though
I did receive a good roasting from the

boys, all of them pressing me for an ex-

planation of the reason whv I did nor
visit them in the summer time if my ob-

ject was to learn to swim.
Mac's friends had an experience the

following week which came near to end-
ing more seriously than mine.Thev started

out in a Peterborough looking for ducks
and were working along the beach when
they saw a fine specimen of the duck
tribe. Both reached for their guns and
fired together with the result that they
speedily found themselves flounder-

ing round in a mass of wild

rice. \A'eighted down with long
rubber boots. heavv clothes and
plenty of shells thev had great diflficulty

in reaching the beach. There was no one
to go to their assistance as in my case.

After reaching the beach thev had over a
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mile to go to the village and with a bit-

ing wind they were nearly perished when
they reached shelter. They were minus

one gun which was never recovered.

After a good night's rest I was up early

with the idea of fetching in the decoys.

It was blowing harder than ever and we
could not go out either that day or the

next. Eventually we did venture and re-

covered all we could find. Such a tangle

I believe was never seen before ! About
two hundred and twenty anchor lines

were so mixed up that it took Mac and I

nearly two days to straighten them out.

My sport for that shooting day might be

summed up as follows : two shots at a

pair of Redheads, a free bath and an

awful mess of decoys. Accidents of this

kind do not often occur to mar a day's

pleasure and against them many days of

undiluted and entire satisfaction may be

set.

Every afternoon the ducks leave West
Lake and fly across the beach on to Big

Lake to gravel up. It is a great pastime

for the boys to go down and have a try at

them on their way over. The birds have

a merry time dodging shot thrown at

them from as many as twelve guns at a

time. They generally win though and

very few come to bag for all the noise

that is made.
One afternoon when a pretty stiff

breeze was blowing from the south west

Mac picked up his trusty old double bar-

rel thinking he would walk down the

beach and have a try at anything flying

over, the birds flying low on a windy day.

Hardly had he started when along came
George E. who went by the name of Pop.

The latter had borrowed George Bailey's

old Mag, an eight bore single barrel muz-
zle loader.

"Hello Bill," he said, "going after

ducks?" and receiving a favorable reply,

added: "I'm with you."

Pop was a poor shot and never known
to kill a bird on the wing. On the other

hand Mac was an expert and a bird he

pulled on rarely got away if within range.

Pop was a great hand at locating birds

and as he spent the biggest part of his

time fishing on the lake and had verj' keen

eyesight he was a useful companion.
They strolled down the beach as far as

Garratt's Island without seeing a bird,

and stopped at the Narrows, a favorite

place for the ducks from the lower end of

the lake. They had been sitting there for

some little time when Pop's keen eyes

caught sight of a single bird coming
straight for them and low enough down
to .give them a chance of a shot. The
decks were cleared for action. Mac warn-
ed Pop not to shoot till he said "ready

!"

and counted three when both could shoot

together. Pop agreed to this arrangement
and at the signal agreed upon both fired.

Old Mag, loaded as she was with about

eight drachms of black powder, complete-

ly drowned the report of Mac's gun.

However they brought down the duck.

Pop walked over and picked it, remark-
ing "Didn't I fetch him? I tell you they

don't want to come round this place while

I'm here!"

Mac nearly took a fit when he heard

these remarks but thought he would ex-

amine the duck later on and see who real-

ly had shot it. He knew this would be

easy as his gun was loaded with No. 4
shot and Old Mag with B.B.

The opportunit}' came sooner than an-

ticipated. Pop proposed that he should

walk down to the foot of the island and

see if there were any ducks in there. Mac
oft'ered him his gun as the lightest and
Pop set out. Hardly had he started when
Mac got busy on the duck; It did not

take him long to convince himself that

the duck was killed hv a shot from his

gun. One of the first bunches of feathers

he pulled out blew into the muzzle of Old
Mag and gave him an idea. He picked

the duck clean, stufi^ed the feathers down
the barrel of the old gun and putting some
papers on top rammed them down. When
^op returned reporting no ducks he pro-

posed (knowing well that Pop would re-

fuse the suggestion) that thev should re-

turn home. .After a further wait of half

an hour Mac renewed his suggestion

when Pop said "ducks !" verv low. Mac
looked and saw a pair of Bluebills com-
ing. Both sportsmen got readv but Mac,
of course, did not intend to shoot.

As the birds came on Pop swung him-

self around with old Mag at his shoulder

and, acting on Mac's signal fired. The
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result may be better ima.a:ined than de-

scribed. The air was full of feathers.

The look of consternation on Pop's face

was a sight to behold. He dropped Old

Mag to the ground and gazed at the fast

disappearing ducks in utter amazement.

"By the great horn spoon, Mac, did

you ever see anything like that? Look
at them going and not a feather on them.

Don't that beat all vou ever heard about?

Mac kept his own counsel and joined

in the wonderment. Pop never knew the

joke played on him.

In conclusion I would like to say that

if any reader accepts the invitation given

some time ago by H.E.M. they maj' be

certain of a good time. H.E.M. knows
where to find the ducks, no one better,

and any companion of his would have an

excellent chance of making a full bag.

Shooting Feathered Game

A Side Line To a Deer Hunting Trip

BY R. E. SPARKS.

A brief account of a hunt after

feathered game, preceding a deer

hunting trip taken bv the writer

and a companion in Old Ontario,

may be interesting to readers of Rod and
Gun.

For thejast seven seasons, J. ^V. Mor-
den, of Hamilton, a bo\-hood friend of the

writer, has joined me in visiting some
good shooting grounds in the older por-

tions of the Province. As guests of one

of the prosperous farmers residing in the

back portions of Addington County we
have done more or less hunting together.

In former days deer were remarkably

plentiful in the neighborhood but with

the clearing away of the timber and the

ravages of fire destroying all cover, to-

gether with the ravages of the wolves,

the deer have grown less and less until

thev threaten to disappear.

The comparative ease of access to the

district and the large number of lakes in

the neighborhood make it a popular hunt-

ing ground, particularly for those not

over anxious for a large catch. The
writer and his friend are amongst this

class.

A couple of weeks spent together in

the freedom of the wilds, to which may be

added the excitement of bagging a cer-

tain amount of game, makes the outing a

time of keen enjoyment.

The thirty davs open season for part-

ridge allowed last fall prompted us to

start on our hunt a little earlier than us-

ual. \\'e arranged a meeting at the

crossing of the Kingston and Pembroke
and Canadian Pacific Railways and pro-

ceeded on the former line to Clarendon
where we took the stage, awaiting the ar-

rival of the train at that point and late in

the evening reached Plevna on the banks
of the Buckshot.

^^'hen lumbering was at its height in

that part of the countr}' Plevna was a

place of considerable importance. The
country was heavily timbered with pine

and cutting in the winter and river driv-

ing in the spring kept business brisk.

The Buckshot Creek, forming the out-

let of a lake of the same name joins the

Mississippi River at Ardoch, six miles

below Plevna. The adjoining area ad-

ded a large quota to the tremendous
drives which used to pass down the Mis-

sissippi. In Plevna's palmy days, Mr.

George Dawson, Inspector of Penitent-

iaries, kept a general store there and it

was still his residence when he was elect-

ed M. P. P. for Lennox and Addington.

He still delights to spend a quiet sum-
mer vacation there with his wife and
family. The air is pure, the water good
and the many lakes and streams afford

excellent fishing. Small game is still

plentiful and deer, if they do not abound,

can still be seen by good hunters.

^^'e were welcomed at the well kept

hostelry of John Card. "Doc," our bird

dog, accompanied us and next morning
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we were joined by St. Hubert (familiarly

known as "Tube") Elkinsjton. The lat-

ter also brought along his brother-in-

law's bird dog "Jack"' and a horse and
buckboard. In the latter we were driv-

en a few miles back until we struck likely

looking partridge ground. After tying

and feeding our horse we made a fire,

boiled water for tea and enjoyed a lunch

prepared by Mrs. Gilbert Ostler, wife of

the general store keeper and sister of our

friend Tube. A relish of roast partridge

made this lunch most enjoyable.

A delightful tramp through the woods
followed and although the wind was high

and unfavorable for partridge hunting we
returned in the evening with seven birds.

On the following morning we hunted

in a nearby wood and in the afternoon

drove with Elkington a few miles down
"Old Snow Road" and hunted in the vic-

inity of Grindstone Lake. \\'hen we re-

turned in the evening, after another day
filled with delightful experiences, we had

added eleven birds to our previous day's

total.

At the early hour of five o'clock we
started next morning for Vennachar
where we were met by Mr. James Irvine,

of Eagle Hill, whose guests we were to be
for a few days prior to hunting season.

\\'e had a very pleasant day's shooting
from this place.

When we went over to Mr. Thomas
Irvine's, whose guests we were during the

hunting season we had twenty-seven
birds. When out hunting deer we se-

cured a few more birds.

The Government added much to the

pleasure and interest of the deer hunting
season last fall by allowing an open seas-

on for partridge. The wisdom of two close

seasons was evidenced by the noticeable

increase in the birds last season.

My comrade told our deer hunting
story in the February Rod and Gun and
I have only to remind readers that we
were as successful as the law allows.

The Destructiveness Of Panthers And Wolves
BY T. R. PORTER.

IN
the far west of Canada there are

many hunters and trappers who are

taking great interest in what eastern

hunters have written in Rod and Gun
about the destructiveness of wolves and
the methods suggested for thinning their

numbers.
Last winter wolves and panthers were

verv numerous in the mountains around
here. Three hunters, including myself,

were out one day when the snow was
eighteen inches deep and we found seven

carcasses of deer all killed within one
week as the sign? plainly showed. T' e

destruction was all the work of the panth-

ers. We were lucky enough to run up
against one of these brutes on a day when
we had a collie dog with us. In a quart-

er of an hour the dog sent him up a tree

and one of the boys with a 4^-90 Win-
chester made short work of him. We
hunted the same country six days longer

in the hope of coming upon some of his

fellows but were not fortunate enough
to manage it.

During the winter one of my chums
returning from examining his line of traps

heard the wolves howling and going in

the direction of the sound found twenty
yelping at a deer, in a pool of Millar's

Creek. So engaged were the}' with their

prey that he shot down six with a 303
Savage before they took to flight—get-

ting a wolf with each shot. The deer

was about "all in" when he rescued it and
it was some time before it recovered suf-

ficiently to go away.

Panthers and wolves are working great

havoc with deer and elk in the western
country. The mountains are infested

with them. Some prospectors told me
that they came across a band of eighty or

ninety and stated that the way they ran

deer in the night was a fright.

These same prospectors lost their dog
one night—whether the wolves enticed it

awav or killed it could not be determined
—but the blame of the animal's disap-

pearance was placed upon the wolf.
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An Old Squaw

The Life Story of a "Cock-a-wee"

BY BRET SELBIE.

PERHAPS some of my readers

when they notice the title will

imagine that this story deals with

the life history of the wife of one
of the noble red men who still inhabit

portions of this great country of ours.

By way of preliminar}-, therefore, I will

endeavor to explain the use of the title

"The Old Squaw."
The squaw is one of the species of

duck and is often called along our eastern

shores by the name of "Cock-a-wee." It

is smaller than our tame ducks and is well

known in both New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. The full grown male, as he ap-

pears sitting on the water, is white with
black breast and a black spot on the back,

pink bill and a dark spot on each side of

the head, while two long tail feathers,

about fourteen inches in length and curl-

ed at the tip, give him an air of super-

iority over 3-ounger birds. The principle

marks of the female are white breast and
ring of white round the neck, the rest of

the body being brown of different shades,

depending upon the age of the bird and
the season, the feathers varying in color

at different seasons of the year. When
closely examined the shades and colors

are so numerous and varied that an ac-

curate description is impossible.

The squaws are sea birds seldom found
in fresh water unless on ponds or lakes

separated from the sea by narrow strips

of land. They are excellent divers, able

to remain under water from one to two
minutes, and when wounded resort to this

method of escaping from the hunters.

Unless mortally wotnided they succeed
four times out of five in escaping by div-

ing. The}' also obtain their food in this

way and approach the shore or

some shallow place under water.

Although they usually feed in places

where the water is from ten to

twenty feet deep they are often found
feeding in water from forty to one hun-
dred feet deep. They are very interest-

ing ducks and those who live on the
shores of the Atlantic know them well
and obtain good sport with them.
But to my story. Spring was coming!

The water fowl were flying from the
south ! The sun shone brightly on the
deep blue rolling sea ! Daj' by day the
sun climbed up higher in the sky! Every-
thing appeared full of lite and happiness
was more widely diffused. The ships
were more numerous every day. Thick
fogs were rolling in over the Atlantic to

the rocky coast of Nova Scotia, envelop-
ing the headlands, hills, islands and rocks
in such heavy blankets of mist that they
could not be penetrated by human eyes
nor by the eyes of the thousands of water-
fowl swarming all along the coast.

Even the eye of the great lighthouse
tower which in clear weather could be
seen for many miles, appeared to lose all

power one htindred }"ards from the rock
on which it stands, grim and silent, with
its flashing eye sent out in a wide radius

whenever possible. The wind was dead
btit the restless, hungry, roaring ocean
was raging as it dashed waves against

the shore, rattling down the pebbles in

its retreat and collecting its forces for re-

serve attacks.

In the lighthouse Tom Harris and Jim
Grav, his assistant, having lighted the

great lamp and attended to their duties,

were partaking of supper.

"I guess", said Jim who was a keen
sportsman and a first class' shot, though
this was the first season on the Nova Sco-
tian coast, "if we don't get out as soon as

this fog clears all the birds will have pas-

sed or been scared oft shore by the fish-

ing boats."

"Oh", replied Tom, who had spent

many years within hearing distance of

the ocean's lullabv. "most of them may
have passed but there'll be plenty of

coots and cock-a-wees for some time yet.

We'll try and get a few eider ducks before

all pass."
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Next morning the weather was clear

and the two men were off before da}'-

break, their objective bein,s: a small ledge

of rocks about half a mile from the light-

house. They had with them their guns,

decoys and a liberal supply of ammuni-

tion.

Anchoring their decoys on the seaward

side of the rock about fifty yards oft', they

rowed round to the lee side and landed,

drawing up their boat from the water.

Finding good stations in the crevices of

the rocks on the seaward side they await-

ed sunrise.

When the bright glow was spreading

in the east Jim observed. "They'll soon

be coming." The words had
.
scarcely

been uttered when two dark specks were

observed half a mile away and making

rapidly towards the rock. "Coots" ob-

served Tom and raised his gun over the

ledge, an example followed by Jim. The

birds perceived the decoys and swung up

in the wind between the rocks and the de-

coys about ten feet apart. Both guns

spoke and two dead birds lay on the wa-

ter. Tom launched the boat and picked

up the birds while Jim kept his station

and watched for more. This went on for

three hours when the sea began to rise

and Tom sugested a return as the row

back meant hard work with a rising sea.

Jim wanted one more and while Tom
made preparations for departure he re-

mained on the watch. Soon he saw two

birds coming in over the water towards

the decoys. He sized them up as old

Squaws and prepared to brine both down
with one shot. \\'hen within range he

fired and brought down the leading bird

while the other circled round and flew off

to another feeding ground at a safer dis-

tance from the mainland.

"Did vou get him?" queried Tom and

Jim replied "Yes. he's an old cock-a-wee

and a big one too."

Thev picked up the dead bird, which

made the total twenty-two for the morn-

ing and rescuing their decoys had a stiff

pull of half an hour's duration to the

lighthouse rock. .\ late breakfast ap-

peased their appetites, much sharpened

by the morning's experiences, not to any

considerable extent lessened bv the light

lunch taken in the earlv morning.

The Old Squaw continued to feed for

several hours around the outer edge won-

dering why her mate did not rejoin her.

All that afternoon and the next day she

continued in the near neighborhood but

as her companion did not return started

off on her northern journey alone. What
was her destination and how did she

know the direction through rain and wind,

fog and snow? Who shall say?

She remembered a little work in the

walls of those grey stone towers, the

"Bird Rocks", which rise abruptly for

hundreds of feet while the waves wash

and dash wildly around their base.

Here, in a nook, two seasons before, she

had herself been hatched, and here too

the previous season she had hatched a

brood of her own, and taught them to fly

and look after themselves. When the

southward journey began they were full

grown and had gone off with the great

mass of birds towards the south.

To the safe retreat of the Bird Rocks

the Old Squaw was once again shaping

her course, intending to build her nest

and hatch another brood. All day she

flew untiringly along the coast, passing

many a headland and half submerged

rock where the sea roared and dashed in-

to white foam. When night came she

flew away from the land for many miles

and rested upon the water, her head be-

neath her wing till the morning light

summoned her to resume her journey.

When morning came, however, she

flew directly towards the land falling in

with five other Squaws. Together they

passed the mouth of the harbor and on to

shallow water where there
,
was good

feeding, proclaiming their approach by

loud cries of Kuk-kuk-er-er. Apparently

very much pleased with themselves they

went on till they saw another flock of

cock-a-wees and decided to join forces for

a day's sport, putting oft' the northward

journey till the following day. While

circling over the other flock two dark ob-

jects rose and a flash and a roar followed.

Three of the flock fell dead while the Old

Squaw and two male birds flew off be-

yond the reach of the hunter's guns.

This second lesson taught the Old

Squaw that it was not safe to approach

land or rocks without great care as on

A
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two occasions when she had done this

loud reports had come and companions
were missing. Althouo:h feeding in the

deep water was harder and food was not

so plentiful she contented herself with

remaining a long wav out and by this

means continued in the path of safety.

For two davs she continued to feed in

the same spot with the two male birds,

quarrelling for her favor and until the

dispute was settled a continuance of the

journe}' was impossible.

One dav as the Old Squaw came to the

surface after a long dive she saw within

ten 3'ards of her the head of a

great seal, an enemy she knew that

delighted in preying upon ducks.

When the seal dove again the bird,

knowing that he would wait until

she made another dive and catch her

under water immediately flew off, follow-

ed bv her two male companions. In their

flieht thev did not select their course at

all carefully and before they were aware
of the fact thev found themselves within

sixt}- yards of a fishing boat containing

two men.
The younger of the two grabbed liis

gun, docked his oars and wheeled to-

wards the birds which had just perceived

the boat. "Let 'em have it" urged the

oledr man. and as he spoke the younger
fired, causing the Old Squaw to fall into

the water.

The story is not ended here for the Old
Squaw was not dead. The shot was a

long one and resulted in breaking the

bone of her left wing. In vain however,
did she try to fl}'. Her wing hurt her ter-

ribly when she tried to move it and after

her first efforts she remained still till the

boat approached within ten yards. Then
she took a dive away from the boat but

turning under water swam under it and
came to surface some thirty yards behind,

while the two men were looking in the

opposite direction. Do you think

her two mates deserted her? Xo !

:

they continued circling round the

place where she had fallen in until one,

approaching too near the boat was
brought down by a second shot from the

young man's gun. At the same time the

other one perceived the Old Squaw far

to the leeward and flew down and settled

beside her while the men returned to

their fishing.

The Old Squaw could net fly. Her
wing would take a long time in healing
and in three or four weeks it would be
time to build her nest. There was noth-
ing for it but to remain, build the nest
and hatch her brood in some secluded
spot among the rocks on the shore. For
a week she could do nothing but sit on a
rock in a quiet cove and nurse her broken
wing.

On the eighth day she was easier and
swam out to her companion as he was
feeding some distance from the shore,

though she found it necessary to return

to her rock in a short time. She had
grown thin and her feathers weer wet and
draggled. She felt she must get herself

trimmed up or she would never be able to

build her nest in time to hatch out and
bring up her brood before the fall storms
came on. Immediately, therefore, she

started feeding near the shore where fish

and shells were abundant. After her re-

past she again climbed her rock dressed
her feathers and warmed herself in the

sun, feeling much better as a result of

these exertions. After repeating this

course for several days she was able to

accompany her companion and feed in

the deep water, keeping away from tlie

rocks and the shore.

Soon after this they swam across the

harbor and selected a place for the nest.

At the foot of a small evergreen tree

whose branches grew to the ground and
afforded ample concealment the nest was
placed. The site was located at the top

of an embankment at the head of a little

cove and about twentv vards from the

water. .-\s the nest was simplv a natural

hole in tlie ground lined with dry grass

and seaweed it was soon finished. Here
the mother bird took her station and in

ten davs there were five pale greenish

eggs about the size of a hen's egg in the

nest. She onlv left her post for the pur-

pose of procurinc food and on these occa-

sions was joined bv her mate who staved

round the cove all dav and at night sat

on a rock at the water's edge directly be-

low where the nest was placed.

For four weeks the Old Squaw main-
tained her position and then five wee
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ducks mie^ht have been found in the nest.

While the younsj ones did not need any
food at first it was not long before they
kept the parent birds bus)' all day at-

tending to their wants. A great storm,

which lasted for three days, kept the Old
Squaw on shore as her wing was not

strong enough to carry her beyond the

breakers to the smoother waters. \\ hen
the waves dashed high along the shore

the foam and spray was carried over the

nest and far be3'ond.

On the fourth day the Old Squaw
made an attempt to get beyond the

breakers for the purpose of finding food

for the young ones and after several un-

successful efforts managed to accomplish
her purpose. Being joined by her mate
they proceeded to their favorite feeding

grounds near the point at the mouth of

the cove.

On her return to the nest what was
her dismay to perceive two men standing
on the bank near the tree.

"She's an old cripple that could not
get away north" said one of the men,
"and likely enough to have a nest some-
where around here." Picking up a stone

he threw it at the Old Squaw.
She immediately took a dive, coming

to the surface again when near the

mouth of the cove and then swam out to

sea but not so far that she could not

watch the men who soon climbed over

the hill and disappeared. It was fully an
hour before the Old Squaw dared to re-

turn to the nest but when she did she

found the j-oung ones just as she had left

them.

The end of July was approaching and
the young birds had almost all their

feathers though thev had never left the

nest. The Old Squaw's wing was
stronger and she could fly a short dis-

tance though the bone where the break
had been was about four times its natural

size. One day on the shore below the

nest she saw a large mink and knew that

he would make short work of her family

should he discover the nest.

The sight determined her no longer to

delay the task of teaching the young
brood to swim. Next daj' she took them
to the edge of the bank and giving them
instructions flew down to the water. As

soon as the old bird had settled they fol-

lowed her, some going beyond her in

their flight. It was not long before they
joined the male bird on his feeding
ground. He appeared to be proud of his

family and after swimming around them
with his long tail feathers pointing di-

rectly to the sky he sprang into the air

and circled round several times giving
his loud cry, Kerk-kerk-ker-er-er. Some
of the young birds tried to follow but
they soon returned.

Then followed a fine time, the old

birds feeding themselves and teaching
their young. The latter were taught to

dive and fly, what fish and shells were
best for food and how to find the places

where they were the most plentiful.

They were also cautioned to watch the

seal both above and below water. At
length they were well able to look after

themselves, though the parent birds still

remained with them.
One bright afternoon when the wind

was blowing softh' from the southwest
they swam slowly along the shore where
the water was calm till they came to a

nice sandy beach. Here they remained
till the evening when they all swam out
into the bay. Half way across the wind
died out and the ducks could see the hous-

es scattered about the shore near the head
of the harbor about a quarter of a mile

away. The mother duck felt no fear as

her youngsters could swim, dive and fly

and she herself was able to fly again.

Two boys, having finished their even-

ing chores, were standing in the doorway
of a large home on the hill looking sea-

ward. They discussed the question

whether the ducks were birds or sea-

weed and disagreeing called in the arbi-

tration of an older brother who pronoun-
ced the floating mass to be seaweed.
Still the first observer was not satisfied

and when the objects began to move all

were convinced that ducks were floating

out in the harbor. While one ran for gun
and shells the others launched the boat

and soon they were afloat and rowing to-

wards the Old Squaw and her family.

W'hen the Squaw saw them approach
she attempted to fly but her crippled

wing proved too great a handicap to al-

low her to rise from the water, and the
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youngsters had never attempted to fly

in a calm. The only course left to them
was to dive. According^ly when the boat

was within one hundred yards of the

birds they all dove in different directions.

By ill luck one of the young birds went
straight ahead under water and coming
to the surface within thirty yards of the

boat was so frightened that it attempted

to fly. One of the bo3"s took careful aim
and a dead duck la^- on the water. When
this was picked up another came up be-

tween the boat and a rocky ledge. A
few strokes took the boat within range

and as the duck attempted to rise there

was another bang. This time the boy,

either through excitement or miscalcu-

lation, fired wide, the shot striking the

water just behind with the exception that

one shot pierced the vi^eb of the foot. It

was a narrow escape for the Old Squaw
and immediately she took a long dive,

coming to the surface among the rocks

behind one of which she hid herself. As
darkness v^'as rapidly falling the boys re-

turned home with their one duck and the

Old Squaw rejoined her famih-, one mem-
ber of which was now missing.

That night they remained in the har-

bor and in the morning swam far out
among the rocks and breakers where they
would not be disturbed and there spent
the remainder of the season.

The Old Squaw had now learned her
lesson and could not be led near the

shore. She spent her days in deep wa-
ters always avoiding boats and rocks,

and never even approaching a flock of

birds in the water for fear of decoys.

How long she evaded the duck hunters
history does not record, but from her
cunning, developed by the severe lessons

of experience I am inclined to believe

that she died of old age rather than from
the gun of any hunter.

My First Deer Hunt On The Borders Of Algonquin Park

BY E. J. McVEICfH.

EVEN while building the railway

through the Park we were not al-

lowed to kill deer or other game
within the boundary of the same,

but that was no great hardship as the

game was just as plentiful in the sur-

rounding country as in the Park at that

time; and is j-et to a greater or less ex-

tent.

In the fall of 189— when the end of the

track was at Canoe Lake I took two days
off to have a hunt, and came back east

fifty-four miles to Opeongo Forks, where
I met with "Happy" Hurly and a select

party of five, all bent on the same quest,

and stopping with "Mick" Enright in the

only thing in the form of a house for

many miles in any direction you liked to

take. I had brought one man with me and
expected to hunt alone. liut naturally join-

ed the bunch on finding them in posses-

sion of the Hotel Enright. I never think

of "Alick" and the house at the Forks
but I have an uneasy feeling of some-
thing on the back of my neck. I re-

member passing his place on the train

some few years after the fall referred to

liere, and on going out on to the platform

to have a look at the old building I found
a passenger standing there looking down
into the vallej- and muttering to himself.

I asked him what was the matter and he

pointed and said "Do you see that house?
Well, there are more bed bugs in that to

the square inch than any other building

on this earth." I laughed and told him
I knew it; I had stayed there. "Well,"

he said. "I didn't, I got up at 10 p. m. and
walked ten miles through a snow storm
to get away from it."

However. I knew nothing of all this the

night I met "Happy" and the gang, and
as I had not had my clothes off the prev-

ious night I was quite ready for bed when
the others were, and we all went up to-

gether to the bed room. This bed room
was just the size of the house, about thir-

ty by eighteen feet, there was one bed-

stead near the centre of the space and the

other beds were mattresses placed at
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regular intervals on the floor along each

side, heads to the wall, feet to the middle,

and it was quite private and snug when
the lights were out.

"Mick" was inclined to treat me as a

special guest and told me to take the bed-

stead. The sheets and blankets were
clean and "Jock" Clark asked me as he

was putting out the light if "I ever talk-

ed in my sleep?" I said "No," but he

added he "expeced to hear from me before

morning just the same." I did not un-

derstand nor care what he meant but got

into bed prepared to sleep like a log, but

alack and alas.

I had become very comfortable and

was on the point of dropping off when I

felt something trying to get into my ear,

and when I put up my hand to investigate

something ran up my hand and arm and
across mj- chest. It felt big enough for

a small mud turtle and I was wide awake
in an instant. I could tell from the

sounds that some, at least, of the others

were asleep, and I did not like to wake
them, but I could hear "Charles," the

man who had come with me, flop over and
swear softly to himself, so I called to him
and asked if he "felt anvthing." The re-

ply was somewhat sudden but much to

the point—with a spring he was on the

floor, and "Felt anything," said he, "Sen-
timental Solomon, they are eating me
alive." I told him not to make a noise,

but it was too late as Clark turned over

and remarked in his Vermont twang ; "I

knew you talked in your sleep !" I told

"Charles" to light the lamp and bring it

to my bed, and when he had done so I

threw down the blankets and had a look

at the sheet under me. To describe what
I saw is impossible, and to repeat what
Charles said would be improper, so I will

have to leave it to the imagination. I

will onlv say that there was not a single

bug visible, they were evidently all mar-

ried and had brought their families with

them ; where the sheet might have been

seen between the large bugs was filled

with the small ones. Charles said they

were three deep, but that, as I explained

to him, I did not believe; he got that im-

pression by them running over each other

to get away from the light. WeW. there

were no chances of sleep in that bed, so

I dressed and, after visiting the barn in

hopes of finding some ha\-, we lay down
on blankets in the long hall and got what
sleep we could.

The next day we were all out bright

and early, and as it was to be a "still

hunt" that is, without dogs, it was pretty

much every man for himself. One of the

fellows had sprained his ankle and could

not walk very well, and I agreed to keep
near him and not go far from the railway

track. He and I therefore sat on a hill

and watched while the others scattered,

to cover as much ground as possible. The
man with me would not keep still so I

left him and started to climb a hill that I

expected the others would not visit that

day, and it took me the best part of two
hours to reach the top.

On the summit was a clear circular spot

of some fifty feet with a huge pine stump
in the center and as I came into this,

stooping under the low branches, there

was a rush and smashing in the brush on
the opposite side that told me there were
several deer close to me but going in the

other direction. In a moment I found
myself standing on the stump looking and
listening for further signs, but all was
still as death. I knew the deer were in

the thick brush not far away as I could

not hear them running, and I looked long

and closelv for them. Presently I saw
an ear move but so thick was the small

growth that I could not tell on which
side of the ear the head was, and as a

hole through the ear does not kill, I look-

ed for the body. After some time my
eve caught some white hair, and I figured

that the deer was standing tail to me and

the white hair was on the hip near the

tail. This was good enough and draw-

ing a bead on that I let go. As the shot

rang out Hell seemed to break loose on

that mountain ; five deer broke out of that

brush as if they were blown up by dyna-

mite, the one I had sighted running ac-

ross my line of sight while the others

scattered in different directions, and right

opposite me. and in line with my first

shot, there was another shot and a yell

that might have been heard a mile! I

could hear the bullet from the other rifle

zip past me and I expected I had shot one

man. at least ; but my deer was making
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good time on three legs and demanded all

mj- attention, so I continued to pump the

shots after it. I fired five times and each

of my shots was followed by one from
the unknown accompanied each time by
the yell that quite put to shame the sound
of the rifles.

At the fifth shot my deer dropped and
then I yelled and was answered by "Hap-
py" whom I had last seen some two and
a half hours before in an entirely differ-

ent direction. I asked him how many
he had killed and he said two. I told him
that was good as I had only got one and
would he bring his knife over as I had
forgotten mine. When I saw him com-
ing throueh the brush like a steer through

a corn field I knew who had yelled. His

hat was gone, his eyes were wild, and
he ran up to the deer and grabbed it by
the hind leg, "Why, said he, its bigger
than mine!"
"Where is the knife?" I asked. "Oh,

I forgot it," he said and he was off again
more like the steer than ever.

When I had bled the one I had shot we
went to see his two but alas, Happy's
eyes had been seeing double. One, and
one only, was all he could show, but one
at a time is good fishing for that kind of

"fish" and we sat on the top of the moun-
tain and ate our lunch with the two deer
hanging behind us and waved our hats at

the boys on the engine of the express
train running past the foot away down
below.

Raising Mink In Captivity.

A Profitable Occupation for Experts.

BY .vrorsT worr.

SUCCESSFULLY raisin*;- mink in

captivit}', a feat that so far has

bafifled the foremost experts in

the employ of the States' federal

government and scores of others attract-

ed to the industry by the enormous prof-

its or for scientific reasons, has been ac-

complished by \\"illiam C. Gates, former-

ly a carpenter, who abandoned that call-

ing in January. 1910, to devote his entire

attention to a fur farm in the forest wilds

on the north fork of the Coeur d'Alene

river in northern Idaho, about one hun-
dred miles east of Spokane.

Gates' fur farm consists of a small tract

of timbered land on a hill, where he has

cages of sheet iron and wire netting.

The iron is used to prevent burrowing.
Eventually, when he raises enough capit-

al, Gates hopes to take a claim on the riv-

er and increase the capacity of his ranch.

With this increased space he estimates he

can raise from 4,000 to 5.000 animals a

year.

"So-called authorities will tell you that

mink cannot be raised under the protec-

tion of captivity," Gates said, as he ex-

hibited 19 healthy full-grown mink and
four litters of domesticated mink kittens;

"but because some college-bred men fail-

ed to raise them in a university park is no
reason for saying the thing is impossible.

After passing eighteen months in the for-

ests it is no more difficult for me to raise

mink than it is for a Spokane county
orchardist to grow first-class commercial
apples or a farmer to raise prize pigs."

Mink fur is expensive, the material for

milady's full coat costing a small fortune.

There has been a steady increase 3'early

in the price of pelts, until today the}' are

worth, made up. from $25 to $50 each,

while at the fur house the skins bring

from $3 to $10 each, according to size,

color and primeness. Dark fur is in de-

mand.
Gates is not the first to be attracted by

these profits. Scores have tried the same
experiment, but always unsuccessfully.

Brought into captivity the mink, natural-

ly one of the wildest of animals, invari-

ably commits suicide. They jump at the
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walls of their cage until they drop dead.

This was Gates" early experience. The
first thirty-eight mink he attempted to

keep lived only a few days. Profiting

by the study of a year spent in the forests

among animals he discovered a means of

overcoming inherent animal wildness.

Now his domesticated mink run around
their cages like squirrels and care for

their young as tenderl}' as a cat raises her

kittens.

During the spring of 1910 and the fol-

lowing summer he camped along the

stream baiting mink to a central feeding

ground and studying their habits. By
feeding fresh fish regularly he Avas able

after weeks of quiet watching to get close

to the wild little creatures and to observe
their natural instincts.

In the early fall he set the first traps.

but failed to keep the mink he caught.

Thereupon he resumed his studv until

November, when he caught twenty mink
in the traps. He carried them to his

farm and until one escaped recentlv he

had the entire number as a reward for

h's patience.

"Ivnowledge as to mink raising is not

a commercial commodity," Gates resum-
ed, after saying that he now is planning
for the time when the output of his farm
will be from four thousand to five thous-

and mink a year. "If you want to know
the secrets of mink raising," he added,
"you must live with the mink. Right
here I might say too that I would rather

have the advice of an old trapper than

the fine-spun theories of a university' pro-

fessor.

"I have faith in the business, because
our natural fur-bearers are fast becoming
extinct. A few years ago a mink hide

brought less than $1. The}' were plenti-

ful then. Now the only way to procure

these pelts in numbers is to raise the

mink as a farmer grows live stock.

"The books will tell you this can't be
done, but I know better and I have the

proof.

"The problem of profits now is simply

a question of the cost of production and
the price paid for the skins. I estimate

that it costs one cent a dav to raise a

mink on a meat diet. These wild-born
mink will have no other, but I believe

I can train the young ones to drink milk.

A late spring or early summer kitten has
a good hide the next March. That
means a cost of from $2.50 to $3, and the

hide will bring from $3 to $10.

"By raising mink in numbers one can
cull out the light stock and breed thf

dark, getting the best colors. Under
home feeding vou can beat the wild ani-

mal for size and when vou have the mink
right under j'our hand you can take the

hide when it is absolutel}' prime. The
pelt from a ten-months' old mink, reason-

ably dark and prime, is worth $8 or $9 at

the fur house.

"A fur farmer, operating on a large

scale, could eliminate much of the long
string of profits between the trapper and
the wearer. ^^'hen I am raising hides

for market and can select sizes and shades
to match I can then tan and make them
up and get the retail profit. People are

willing to pay more for fur they know is

mink than they will for a doubtful article,

which frequently proves to be an imita-

tion.

"Even with my present expensive
method I can make a profit. On a larger

scale I could cut the present cost down
fully fifty per cent. A milk and meat
diet would be cheaper and better than all

meat. I can teach the kittens to drink

milk and they will grow sleek and fat. 1

intend to stav in the business. .^s I get

capital I shall enlarge the plant and make
a fortune."

In July, 1910, an article appeared in

Rod and Gun describing the successful

methods of raising mink in captivity by
Mr. Joseph Vance. Mr. Vance made his

experiments in Ontario and would have
continued them to his own profit had it

not been for his partner retiring from the

concern and thus leading to new arrange-

ments which prevented him from con-

tinuing a most interesting, successful and
profitable experiment. Mr. Vance pre-

ceded Mr. Gates in this work, and could

no doubt give pointers to the man who
intends to carry on mink farming for pro-

fit.
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The Sixth Annual Camp
BY MISS BLANCHE B. HUME.

N OTHING could have been more
joyous in anticipation to one
who had never seen the mountains
than nine da\'s in camp in the

heart of the Canadian Rockies, but while

one may anticipate, may pore over maps
and pictures and read vivid descriptions

of mountain scenery all this does not pre-

pare for the reality. Xor is it sufficient to

see the mountains from the window of an
observation car or the verandah of a

mountain hotel. One must, as Dr. Long-
staff says, "come to grips with the peaks
themselves."

The novice and the experienced
climber alike were given an opportunity

to "come to grips" when the sixah annual
camp of the Alpine Club of Canada was
held from July 26th to August 4th in the

meadow forming the hanging valley di-

rectly above Sherbrooke Lake. The site

for the camp was selected by Mr. A. O.
Wheeler, when the snow lay on the

ground six feet deep. "Beautiful for situ-

ation" was the camp of 191 1, the joy .:;[

all those who followed the winding trail

from Hector Station.

This trail climbs in tortuous wind-
ings through forests, fragrant with pine

and spruce and bordered on every side by
mountain wild flowers, varied in form
and vivid in colorin.?

One mile from the camp is Sherbrooke
Lake, a lovely gem turquoise blue in col-

or, a mile long and half a mile wide.

Scrambling up the precipice one follows

the trail for a mile more and reaches at

last a meadow which lies immediately be-

low a timbered spur of Mount Niles.

This meadow is intercepted by a netr

work of streams, fed by the glacial tor-

rent from the snow and ice masses on
either side of Mount Niles. The view
from the camp to the north shows in bold,

clear and beautiful outlines the peaks of

\'ictoria, Huber, and Biddle.

Picturesquely grouped were the forty

or so white tents that formed tlie tempor-
ary headquarters of aspiring mountain-
eers, the ladies' quarters to the right,

the men's to the left while convenient!}'

near was a huge canvas canopy which
protected six long dining tables whence
Jim Pong's tin pan tattoo summoned the

hungry throng three times a day.

"We've been tramping on the mountains
All the livelong day,

\\'e've been tramping on the mountains.

Just to pass the time awa}'.

Comrades, don't you hear us shouting?

Trot out the bread and jam,

W^e've been tramping on the mountains

Jim Pong, beat the pan-"

Besides there was a tea tent where every
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afternoon tea, cocoa and delicious little

cakes were served to returning climbers

by the charming camp hostess, Mrs. P.

Burns, of Calgary, and her assistants.

Xo one who has not climbed a mountain
can possibly understand the fascination of

what some one has called the greatest

sport in the world. Apart from the glor-

ious panorama outstretched before ones
wondering eyes there is a fascination in

the mere handling of an alpenstock, the

overcoming of obstacles and the final at-

tainment of the summit that cannot be
conveyed in words.

This year's camp was notable for ttiosv.

who voluntarih- got "up at night a..d

dressed by j-ellow candle-light." the num-
ber who graduated being sixty-five in all.

Of these sixty-four graduated on Mount
Daly, ten thousand, three hundred and
thirty-two feet above sea level, the

"daily grind" as one of the climbers face-

tiously named it.

Pope's Peak which it had been intend-

ed to make the graduating climb was
found to be in a condition unsuitable to

graduation.

In addition to the qualifying climb \a-

rious expeditions of an interesting nature

took place from day to day, among them
being the ascent of Mount Ogden and of

Mount Xiles, an expedition over the

Xiles and Dal}' passes and a three days'

expedition, the last three days of camp,
over the Niles Pass, the W'aputik ice-

field, along the slopes of Mount Balfour

descending into the Yoho Valley, cross-

in? the Yoho Glacier, thence bv trail over

the Yoho summit to Emerald Lake and
from thence to Field.

After the climb what delightful hours

were spent around the camp fire which
was oflficially lighted on June 26th and
was not allowed to go out during the time

the camp lasted. Xo one was ever lonely

around the camp fire.

Mr. D. M. iMcTavish of Vancouver, the

'"Heavenlv Twin", proved a highlv suc-

cessful head of the program committee.

The various programs included songs.

speeches, stories, a remarkable perform-

ance by a German band attired in 'slick-

ers', an Indian Pow-wow, an "Awkward
squad" exhibition and various other en-

tertaining features.

Then how delicious the night within
the cool and fragrant tents, redolent of

balsam boughs and undisturbed save by
the early morning mosquito who seemed
to make his qualifying climb at night, re-

turning to camp just as one began to

think of dressing for breakfast.

To the lay mind the words Annual
Meeting suggest bare walls and a board
table, deliberations eminently practical'

and necessary but scarcely of a fascinat-

ing nature. With the Alpine Club meet-
ing, however, it was quite different. Our
environment would have lent charm to

the most prosaic procedings. Seated on
logs around the blazing camp fire the An-
nual Meeting held on Tuesday, August
1st, was in the absence of the President,

Professor Coleman, presided over b}- the

indefatigable vice-president, Mr. J. D.

Patterson.

The report of the President, Prof. Cole-

man, was read by the Secretary as was al-

so the Director's Report, both of which
were adopted.

The Treasurer's Rei^ort showed the fi-

nances of the Club to be in a healthy con-

dition.

Owing to his absence in the Yellow-
head Pass country, Mr. A. O. Wheeler,
Director of the Club, was unable to at-

tend camp this year. The important sur-

vey work in this region, undertaken by
Mv. Wheeler, has been officially recogniz-

ed not only by the Dominion Government
but by the Provincial Governments of

British Columbia and Alberta. \\ hile the

Dominion Government has not done all

that was expected from the leading au-

thorities of the Dominion they have al-

lowed the use of their excellent photo-

graphic apparatus and other supplied',

which will be of extraordinary importance

in arranging the scientific work of the

members of the expedition. The Smith-

sonian Institute of \\'ashington, whose
name for thorough work is known
throughout the world, have also sent a

representative. The Grand Trunk Pacific

have contributed towards the cost of

the expedition as have also the British

Columbia and the Alberta govern-

ments. In addition Mr. Wheel-
er has been entrusted with the

verv important task of delimiting

I

1
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the Provincial boundaries in the moun-
tain regions between British Columbia
and Alberta which up to the present time

have not been specifically marked. The
great importance of this work to the Al-

pine Club members lies in the fact that

this work is being done through the Club

and by its direction, thus bringing the

Club and its activities into very full light

before the whole world. The Dominion
Government are waking up to the impor-

tance of the Alpine Club work, having

gone so far as to recognize the existence

of the camp this year by letting the con-

tract for the making of a trail into the

camp. The new trail into the camp at

Sherbrooke Lake has been made by the

Government for the express purpose of

the camp. If the promises of this expe-

dition are realized the members of the

Club next year will have the treat of

their lives in attending a camp in entire-

ly new territor}'. The matter of arrang-

ing for a camp to be held in the Yel-

lowhead country however, is one requir-

ing much consideration and thus this

Club is doing its work in opening up new
territory to the people of Canada.

The list of those who graduated on
Mount Dalv is as follows:

—

July 27th, 191 1—Mr. H. B. Mitchell,

Miss K. Sheaf, Miss Robertson, Mr. H.
E. Sampson, Mr. W. W. Foster, Miss

Blanche Hume, Miss B. Newton, ^Ir. W.
J. Dobson, Mr. C. W. Gray, Miss Nor-
rington. Mr. G. H. Walton, Mr. T. J.

White, Zilrs. T. I. White.

July 28th, 191 1—Mr. C. H. Mitchell,

Miss M. Kilmer, Mr. \\'. Chambers, Miss
Laird, Miss E. Whittredge, Miss P. Hig-

ginbotham, Mr. W. Eraser, Mr. T. B.

Moffat, Mrs. S. M. Wickett. Mr. S. M.
Wickcn. :\Ir. H. J. Ball, Miss E. B. Fow-
ler. Mr. A. H. MacCarthv. Mr. A. F.

Creedv. Mr. R. W. Vine, Mr. B. J. C.

Stead.'

July 29th, 191 1.—Miss McPhedran,
Miss A. M. Mason. Mr. Bert Whimster,
Mrs. Moffat, Miss Paterson. Mr. Tait,

Mrs. F. A. Knapp, ?^Irs. Hunt, Aliss

Sclater, Dr. AlcPhedran. Miss Eva Beck,

Mr. Howard W. Vernon. Miss E. Moffat.

Miss McAIillan, Miss M. E. Vaughan,
Miss Clark. Miss Titusm, Miss Beatrice

Nasmvth.

Julv 31st, 191 1.—Mrs. J. H. Nasmyth,
W. S. Bates, Mrs. Major, .Mr. E. M.
Saunders, Mr. W. P. Major, Miss De-
Bou, Miss Wilson, Mrs. R. Patterson,
Miss Duff, Miss Greenwood, Miss No-
rmart, Aliss Whelan.
The first ascent of the season of Pope's

Peak was made on July 29th by a party
composed of Rev. A. M. Gordon, J. Watt
and J. Lynn, under the guidance of Ru-
dolph Aemmer. The mountain was
found to be in a condition which made it

unsuitable for a graduating climb. The
only member to graduate on Pope's Peak
was Mr. Thomas H. Ingram.
August 2nd, 191 1.—.\. \'an.\lst. Miss

Sills, Miss Sutherland.

Among the distinguished guests was
Mr. W. W. Foster, Deputy Minister of

Public Works in the Province of Brit-

ish Columbia. Mr. Foster as a represen-

tative of the Government appreciates the

fact that the Alpine Club is doing a great

publicity work in opening up new terri-

tory to the people of Canada and to tour-

ists from other countries.

Judge Putnam, Justice of the Supreme
Court of New York State was also a

guest and contributed a very happily

worded address to one of the camp fire

programs.

1

Miss Mary Vaux of Philadelphia who
has been visiting the Canadian Rockies
each year for the past sixteen years gave
an entertaining account of her first

climb on Mount .A.bbott and spoke also

f)f glaciers and the flora of the Rockies.

Ontario. Manitoba. .-Mberta, Saskat-

chewan and British Columbia were the

Canadian Provinces represented at the

191 1 camp, while climbers came also from
Illinois. Pennsylvania, Ohio, Massachu-
setts, Washington, Oregon. England
and Switzerland were also represented.
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Mr. and .Mrs. Amphlett of South Africa

were expected to be ])resent at this year's

camp but were detained in England.

Robert J. C. Head of High River, Al-

berta, poet of the prairies read a number
of his poems to interest his listeners

around the camp fire.

Outside clubs represented were: The
American Alpine Club by Judge Putnam

;

The Mazamas, Portland, Oregon, by Mr.

R. L. Glisan; The Appalachian Club by

Mr. W. W. Hart ; The Mountaineers'

Club. Seattle bv Mr. R. M. McGregor.

sisted on the various climbs

were Mr. Constantin, Mr. W. W.
Foster, Professor Freeborn, Rev. A. M.
Gordon, Mr. Glisan, Mr. A. R. Hart. Mr.
P. M. McGregor, Mr. Nil, Mr. C. A. Rich

ardson, Mr. C. Sissons, Mr. B. F. Seaver,

Mr. L. C. Wilson. Mr. J. J. White, Mr.

John Watt.

At ten o'clock on Sunday morning Rev.
Alexander Gordon, of Lethbridge, con-

ducted what many referred to as the most
impressive outdoor service ever listened

to. There were no climbs scheduled for

Sunday. Numerous small parties, how-
ever, wandered away to an Alpine slope

or waterfall or a mossy bit of woodland
and dined in picnic fashion.

The number of those who registered

was one hundred and thirty-eight. Twen-
ty-eight registered at the auxiliarv camp
at Ross Lake, presided over by John
Bone of Calgarv.

In charge of the camp were Mr. J. D.

Patterson, genial, ubiquitous and untir-

ing, he omitted no detail that could add

to the comfort of those in attendance

—

Mr. C. A. Richardson, the efficient and
hardworking head of the Committee on

Outfit. Dr. Bell, Commissary, a very un-

obtrusive but important position and
Mr. S. H. Mitchell, secretary-treasurer.

There were present at the Annual
Meeting thirteen members who had sat

around the camp fire at the first Canad-

ian Alpine Club Camp in 1906.

A busy man was Mr. J. P. Forde, head

of the Climbing Committee. Three Swiss
guides were in attendance, two of whom
were kindly loaned by the C. P. R., Got-

fried Feuz. Rudolph Armmer and Fritz

Brawand while members who as-

Mr. S. H. Mitchell, secretarj' treasurer,

or to apply a descriptive epithet "the

walking encyclopedia" was at his post of

duty throughout the nine days of the

camp and along with the two young la-

dies who acted as assistants, was unfail-

ingly courteous in giving required infor-

mation.

Profesor F. W. Freeborn of Xew York
was popular around the Camp fire, his

pantomimic illustrations of the "Chorus
of the Conquerors" written by himself at

camp in Paradise Valley and sung around
the campfire in 191 1 being clever and
amusing. The chorus which was sung
to the air of "Sailing" is as follows:

Climbing, climbing, over the icy snow.
With axes and poles and resolute souls

To Canada's peaks we .go.

Sliding, sliding, striving, back to the

camp at night,

Our work is done, our place we've won
We're actives now by right.

Sincere regret was felt on learning dur-

ing the pro.gress of the camp of the ser-

ious illness of Mrs. A. O. Wheeler at

Banff.
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HIGH DIVING AT ISLAND.—Toronto Swimming^ Club members in their element. Messrs. A. Millett and W. Stevenson

are in the air, and Mr. H. Hamilton half in the water. On the float is Mr. H. Sherrard, honorary president.
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B. BUTLER.—Of the Toronto Argoniuts. at the Saratoga Lake regatta. He won the Senior Association single cham-

pionship. Senior Chimpionship single, and the Senior Quirter Mile dash.

TORONTO'S CHAMPION FOUR.—Argcniut Rowing Crew which wen the senior four-oared championship of the United

Stites at the N. A. A. 0. regatta at Saratoga, N.Y. Tho members of the crew are: G. B. Taylor, stroke; A.

SincUir, 3 ; n. Gale, 2 : A. Russell, bow. (
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Business District,

with Bath.

European Plan.

of the Theatre. Sliopplng and
Service unexcelled. Every room

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

L. W. TTJLLER. Proprietor.

HOTEL LENOX
BUFFALO, N. Y.

HIGHEST GRADE FIREPROOF
inE.\L LOCATION
EUROPEAN PLAN

$1.50 per day and up.

SPECIAL WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES'
Take public taxicab or carriage to hotel at our expense.

by instructing driver to charge service to Hotel Lenox.

\Vrite for "Guide of Buffalo and Niagara Falls." It

will bo sent with our compliments.

C A. MINER, Mana«er

GO WHERE THE
FISHING'S GOOD.

Get away from the " Cushioned-canoe and sunshades " resorts. Get

up into the real country where you'll never know a feather-weight

creel when supper time comes round. The real country must be

new country—you know that.

Back of Georgian Bay, above Parry Sound, where the Canadian

Northern Ontario Railway cleaves the wilderness, you can reach

new waters and CATCH FISH . Small mouth Black Bass—big

fellows; 'Luage—the kind Grand-dad tells about ; and Pickerel, for

pan-fish.

Write to the Passenger Department

Canadian Northern Ontario Railway
Toronto, Ont.



A judgment, most important in its re-

sults upon the question of ownership of

fishing rights in streams, was recently de-

livered by the Privy Council in England.

The question dealt with rights of fishing

in a stretch of the River Moisie some six

miles long, h'ing below the first rapids

met with in going up the river. The
Moisie is a large river, about two hundred
miles in length, wholly in the Province of

Quebec. The first rapids, known as the

Grand Portage, are seventeen miles from
its mouth. Under letters patent granted
in 1883 a man named Fraser became the

proprietor of narrow belts of land on both
sides of the river, and claimed the exclus-

ive right of fishing in the river opposite

these lands. For many A^ears Fraser de-

rived a considerable revenue from the

fishing without anj- expenditure except

for trifling sums paid as consideration for

the land grants. The appellant claimed

that both before and after the grant of the

letters patent the Government of Quebec,
by the acts and letters of its ministers and
officials, recognized the existence of the

rights he contended he possessed. More-
over he asserted that the stream was
neither navigable nor floatable. Fraser"s

contentions were upheld in the Supreme
Court but were overruled in the King's

Bench, the trial Judge holding (i) that

the negotiations between Fraser and his

associates on the one hand and the De-
partment of Crown Lands on the other.

did not disclose any intention on the part

of the Crown to convey to the applicants

anything more than the lands described

in the letter patent ; (2) and that the river

Moisie from the Grand Portage to its

mouth is a public, navigable and floatable

river. While the Quebec Government
was not asked to grant any rights of fish-

ing the avowed object of Fraser and his

associates in applying for grants of land

along the banks of the Moisie was to se-

cure the fishing rights. The Judges of the

Supreme Court of Canada upheld the

judgment of the King's Bench and the

Privy Council judgment confirmed both
judgments, the appeal being dismissed
with costs. This means that the fishing

rights remain with the Crown, the river

being declared a navigable one.

The second annual report of the Com-
mission of Conservation has been issued.

Included is a full account of the proceed-

ings of the second annual meeting of the

Commission at Quebec, reprints of im-

portant papers read at the meetings cov-

ering many points of conservation work,
an account of the work of the Commis-
sion in 1910 and the proceedings of the

Public Health Conference. Many of the

papers are extremely interesting to all

concerned in social matters and the re-

port should receive not only a wide cir-

culation but the most careful perusal and
consideration on the part of all Canadians.

The work of the Commission means much
to the future of the Dominion and that

work will prove effective in proportion to

the widespread nature of the interest tak-

en in it by the people.

The Kingston Standard publishes a

story to the effect that Captain Fraser of

that citv captured a fish which he so far

tamed as to induce it to eat out of its cap-

tor's hand. Later in the season the tame
fish was lost and not again recovered.

The more wonderful part of the story is

taken up by the brothers Hanley. When
out fishing one of them put his hand into

the water and to his surprise a fish came
up and allowed itself to be caught. The
fish, which is believed to be the one lost

by Captain Fraser was kept all winter

and trained to do \arious stunts. On
being released in the spring tlie fish acted

as a decoy. Most wonderful of all is the

Hanley story that when eight fish to a

rod were taken this marvellous fish ceas-
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Montscrrat"

The Bottled Juice of the

Choicest West Indian

Limes

The Most Satisfying of all Hot

Weather Drink*

Double ..,;';

SatislactioD.
Wheu you want something really cooliug,

and satisfying, and good—drink "Montser-
rat" Lime Fruit Juice.

It quenches thirst as nothing else will

—

and is both wholesome and healthful, suj)-

plying the fruit acids which the system

requires.

Delicious "Montserrat" is a favorite sum-

mer delicacy throughout Canada—through-

out the world—for the British war ships

have carried the fame of "Montserrat" to

every port on the globe.

PeiiKips .vou bave never used "Montserrat." Send
for the "Montserrat" recipe book, showing how tomalie
cooliing drinl^s and frozen desserts—calies. pies. etc.

Then get a t>ottle of "Montserrat" at .your druggist's
or grocer's and learn what a lot of new dainties
you can have with "Montserrat."

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL

CO. 01 CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL.

Kodak Negative—Ordinary Window Lighting^.

The Simple,

Kodak Way
There's no more delightful side to pho-

tography than the making of home portraits.

It's all very easy with a Kodak; no dark-

room for any part of the work, not even
when you do your own developing and
printing.

To make every step perfectly clear we
have issued a little book—"At Home with

the Kodak"—that tells in a nontechnical

manner just how to proceed. It is profusely

illustrated with pictures, which not only show
the Kodak results, but show how they were

made.

Whether you are already a Kodak owner
or not, we will gladly send you a copy on

request, or it may be had from your dealer.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED,

Toronto, Can.
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ed to decoy. The Hanleys had taught it

to count ! if they would go further and
exhibit the fish in its performance of this

wonderful act their fortunes would be

made.

One of the bo}' campers was paddling

across to Kingston to attend church on a

Sunday evening. A pike z foot long

jumped into his canoe and he was so elat-

ed with his unlocked for success that he

forgot the church and paddled back to

camp to exhibit his trophy. As the boy
belongs to the Y. M. C. A. and the inci-

dent occurred on a Sunday it does not do
to dismiss this as a "fish story."

The United States Senate have passed

the sealing treaty which does not, how-
ever, come into force until it has received

the sanction of Great Britain, Russia and
Japan.

A proposed readjustment of the bound-
aries of the Canadian National Park has

caused considerable excitement at Banff.

It is alleged that the portion taken from

the Park and simply made a forest reserve

includes some of the best game portions

of the Park, and its withdrawal from
game protection means a virtual exterm-

ination of the game. The Banff Board of

r^-ade have petitioned the Goxemment to

make a new game preserve of that por-

.•on of the countrj' between the old and
the new boundaries and levy a hunting

tax of $-!5 on residents and $50 on non-

residents such tax to be applicable to the

Indians, :. d that a patrol of the Park with

game gua Han.- be continued. The .Al-

berta Fish c. id G. me Protective Associa-

tion have airo requi^ned the Government
not to withdraw protection from the area.

It is principally over the northern part of

the Park that the difificultv ari-es.

Residents on Rideau waie:s declare

that the bass fishing is being destroyed

by the ravages of the net. Some fishei -

men, it is alleged, drag portions of the

river everv day and between the net and

the dog fish the river is being surelv de-

populated of bass. One local angler who

for many j-ears has paid weekly visits to

the Rideau during the season declares

that he has noticed a gradual falling off

in the size of his catch and the climax was
reached when the sole result of

dav's effort was a dog fish.

Ion;:

The)' are great on fish yarns at King-
ston, Ontario. Air. D. P. Branigan, man-
ager of the Opera House in that city,

spent a day fishing in the Rideau Lakes.

He had two hooks on his line and on one
occasion caught a black bass on each

hook. He believes that each fish weigh-
ed a couple of pounds and naturally the

tussle with the two of them was a hard
one. According to Mr. Branigan's story

—and the responsibilitj' for the same
must rest upon him—"one fish appeared
to signal the other whereupon the fish on
the lower part of the line made an up-

ward dart at the fish higher up and with

one snap of the jaws or swish of its tail

severed the gut and thus freed the fish.

A brief instant later and the released fish

did its duty to its rescuer by bitmg or

swishing in its turn the gut attached to

the hook on which the first fish still re-

mained caught and freeing it in its turn."

Air. Branigan declared it to have been the

most astounding piece of fish wisdom he

ever witnessed and the sight reconciled

him to the loss of the fish. Further Mr.
Branigan states that the two fish, with

hooks in their mouths, hung about the

boat the whole afternoon and when they

failed to warn away other fish released

three bass in a similar way. Anglers
will wish to make the acquaintance of

these wise fish.

In the suburbs of Hull near Gctawa
deer have been reported on several oc-

casions in the fields. They are so tame
that passers bv do not disturb them. Mr.

Louis Reinhardt. the game warden for

the countv, has taken several mea-ures

for their protection.

A partv of anglers from Bellevue, .\1-

berta, had a successful fishing trip to the

North Fork of the Saskatchewan recently.

Mr. I. Allsop. after a struggle lasting

nearlv an hour and a half, landed a fine
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acnga Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS, 8 or 9"^ feet . - . -

BAIT RODS, 55^, 65^ or 8 feet

-

CASTING RODS, 4"/. 5 or 6 feet -

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip -

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings -

$ I oo
1.25

I so
2. JO

3 73

Trout Flics

For Trial— Send Us

I8c

30c

60c

65c

for an assorted sample dotcn.
Regular price, 24 cents,

for en assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 60 cents.

for an assorted sample dozen.
Regular price, 84 cents.

for an assorted dozen.
Regular price, 96 cents.

Quality A Fliej

Quality B Flies

Quality C Flics

Bass Flies

Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., '^N^wTo'lr'^
lilustrated Catalogue free on apph'catioii.

SieelHshingRods
Here's tlie best book on fisbiiig ever written

—

•\y.y\

it doesn't cost .vou a cent. Go to your dealer and

buy a "BRISTOI/* Rod and he will give you one

of these book-i absolutely free. Book contains 144

pases just packed with expert fishing advice aud
beautiful illustrations.

THREE WINNERS out of

four in the Kield & Stream
small mouth Black Bass C-on-

(pst (just closed! used "BRIS-
TOL" Rods. It always pays
10 insist on a "BRISTOL."
Send for our free catalogue aud
five u>i your flealer's name aud
nildress so we can supply him
with books fi-re for you.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.,
"2 Horton St., Bristol. Conn,

J
- P̂PW-g*-

TRICK5and

KNACK5 of

FISHING

PU^^^!
M^O PK?tBS

^^^^^^H
etv

Will give you perfect pictures.

WELLINGTON" goods are made, packed, and guaranteed by the

factory in England. Write for free booklets, equal to course of

photographic instruction.

WELLINGTON & WARD
13 St. John St., Montreal
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salmon trout weighinij sixteen and three

quarter pounds. During^ the trip a moun-
tain bear appeared and as there were guns
in the party some good shots were made.
The bear fell to the gun of Mr. A. Wat-
son.

Mr. John Moyes of Peterborough, a re-

cent arrival from the Old Country, where
he followed the sport with a keenness that

has found new zest in his enlarged oppor-

tunities in Canada, caught a five pound
bass in the waters of the Otonabee to-

wards the end of July. It was agreed
by other anglers that this was the largest

fish taken from these waters lor \ com-

siderable period.

Mr. H. A. Darby and a friend from New-
York captured a maskinonge weighing
nineteen and a half pounds at Eel Bay
back of Murray Isle in the St. Lawrence
near Kingston in mid July. For so early

in the season the capture was consider-

ed an exceedingly god one.

Chalk Lake, Ontario, is to be re-stock-

ed with bass.

Mr. F. Fox of the Inland Revenue 1
'de-

partment. Ottawa, succeeded in capturing
one of the largest maskinonge of the seas-

on when trolling in Dow's Lake. The
fish was considerably over three feet in

length.

Complaint is made that sportsmen near
Winnipeg have injured the city's trans-

mission line by firing at and breaking the

insulators. It is pointed out that it is

not merelv a foolish but also a dangerous
practice and reward of $500 is offered for

information leading to the conviction of

such ofifenders. Surely no sportsman
but some thoug'htless youths must be
ijuiltv of such excesses.

Professor Carruthers of Toronto land-

ed a ten pound maskinonge at Sturgeon
Point in the Kawartha Lakes region in

the earlv part of July.

Complaints are made of poaching at the

traps of Canadian fishermen on the Brit-

ish Columbian coast and instances are

given of rifle firing between the poachers
and the fish guardians. It is further

stated that in one of the raids no less than
$1000 worth of salmon was stolen.

Within the city limits of Edmonton a

Galician named John Wolenski captured

a fish four feet seven and a half inches in

length and weighing fifty-nine pounds. It

was caug-ht with a rod and line and land-

ed by means of passing a couple of loops

of rope around it and lifting it out of the

water. It is stated that the fish is prob-

abl}^ the largest ever caught in the Sas-

katchewan and it was placed on exhibi-

tion in a glass water tank in the city as it

was kept alive.

.\ battle royal with a sturgeon is report-

ed from Leamington, Ontario. Sturgeon
have for years made a spawning place of

the bars at the end of Point Pelee and
years ago the fish were speared in the

shallows of the many bars. One day to-

wards the end of July a sturgeon selected

the sand beach for a spawning ground
and tlie Captain of the Life Saving Crew
had a personal struggle with the big fish.

He was twice knocked under the water
but ultimately succeeded in landing his

prize. When dressed the sturgeon weigh-
ed one hundred and twenty four pounds.
It was a female and contained about
twentv pounds of caviare worth a dollar

per pound. The eggs were shipped to

Sandusky and for several days the crew
enjoyed sturgeon steaks.

Mr. Charles Hallock. the veteran

sportsman and nature student states that

within an erea of less than seventy-five

miles in the north western corner of Min-
nesota are found moose, elk, deer, caribou

and the distinct varieties of blacktail and
whitetail deer. The two latter, scarcely

ever found together, meet here. The
caribou is seldom found elsewhere in

company with either of them. "I have
seen a rare freak of nature, a product of

that occupancy of a single range by so

many different representatives of one gen-
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BINOCULARS

.^^^^tRZ AMERICAN OPr?^
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us, which shows the horns of a moose and
an elk, each perfectly developed on one
frontal bone, but all one antler, half

moose, half elk. What the animal that

wore these horns was like I was unable

to ascertain. I should not suppose

though that h3'bridity would manifest it-

self in the horns alone. Under the con-

ditions of habitat hybridity would not on-

ly be quite possible but even natural."

Peter Gallinette who was charged at

Fort \\'illiam with taking undersized

pickerel, told the magistrate that a fish

shrinks the longer it is out of the water.

The pickerel in question was only half

an inch under the legal size and the mag-
istrate, taking Peter's view allowed liim

to go with a caution to be particular about
half inches in future.

Mr. F. H. \\'hitton. Hamilton, sends us

a couple of cuttings from an English pap-

er, the Northampton Herald, both de-

scribing and illustrating the adoption of

families of rabbits by cats whose kittens

had been destroyed. Both these instanc-

es occurred in the same count}'. In one
case when her kittens were destroyed the

cat adopted the rabbits of her own free

will and in the second case the rabbits

were given to the cat by her owner. In

both instances the cats reared their

strange families successfully.

A Pennsylvania man is stated to have
applied for a patent for a particular mix-

ture of nitro-glycerine and water for ex-

terminating caterpillars on trees. Shortly

after the trees are sprayed with this mix-

ture the caterpillars begin to drop and
explode, keeping up a continual fusilade

until all are cleared off. A company is

to be organized to exploit this discovery..

Fishing on the Maitland River at God-
erich, Ontario, Bert Smith and Charles

Ellis caught a pike pretty close to two
feet in length and weighing about ten

pounds. The fishermen were in a canoe
and the landing of the large fish presented

many difficulties. Eventually the line

broke and the fish made oflf with the best

portions of the trolling outfit. John
Phillips, who happened to be near b}'

loaned them another hook and within a

quarter of an hour they hooked the same
pike, which they successfully landed this

time and recovered their troll.

R. S. McKenzie, Indian agent at Ken-
ora, accompanied by Rev. Mr. Summers,
Inspector of Indian agencies. Dr. Hanson
and Archibald W ilson, Superintendent of

the Indian Industrial School at Elkhorn.
Manitoba, started on the last day of June
on a trip of inspection to the various res-

ervations at Frenchman's Head, Grassy
Narrows, Lac Seul. etc. This trip usual-

ly covers three weeks and is made by
canoe and portage for the whole distance.

Mr. J. H. Biehl, of Gore Bay, Ontario,

writes to say that an account of the fining

of an individual at Orillia of the same
name as himself had no reference to him
at all. -A. wrong impression arose from
the fact that Mr. Bichl was summoned at

Gore Ba}' for an offence against the lic-

ensing act. It was proved that Mr.
Biehl had applied for a game hunting lic-

ense but was informed that he did not
require one on the ground that he came
under the definition of a settler and could

hunt without a license. Mr. Biehl acted

on the advice given although he would
rather have had a license and later on was
summoned for an offence. Judge Hew-
son decided that the license issuer was
wrong in his advice and that as Mr.
Biehl's bona fides could not be doubted
the case against him was dismissed with-

out costs. It is a pity that anyone should

have confused the two cases. Mr. Biehl

of Gore Bay is a law abiding sportsman.

The Toronto Star announces its eleven-

th annual competition for the largest

small mouth black bass caught with rod

and line in waters of the Province, on or

before September fifteenth. The rules,

in addition to those quoted, are very

simple and provide only for identifica-

tion of the species and the proper \veigh-

ing and measuring of the trophies. Where
possible the fish should be preserved and
mounted and in cases where this is im-

practicable the head at least should be

kept. These suggestions apiilv particul-

arly to case^ where tlie fish is of unusual
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Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

To His Majesty

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane
built Trout or Bass Rod, 3 piece,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints

cork handle, improved fittings, agate but

and end rings— £4.19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.74. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50

(2) 9 to 12 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout cr

Bass Rod, suction joint agate top, 1 end ring, cork handle
with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. 3% "Uniqua" Reel

18/6 or $4.50. 3 oz. D. T. Tournament line 8/6 or $2.07.

In all $21.79.

SEND GA3.i;CDV£,IINC 033ER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTS!.

CATALOGUE— 16 plates of flies in Color FREE.
THE CR14TE3T FISHINC ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EURDPE.

51 <;old and otlier medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

King George V.

Illustration shows handle of one of

our celebrated cane built rods. The hand
cannot come against metal work. The
reel fitting is our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our
"Perfect" ball bearing
agate line guard regu-

lating check reels-

3% Diam.

Let The Gun Experts Teach
You From Its Pages.

(5)1

Every trade has its

tricks, every sport its

"kinks". Expert accuracy v/ith rifle, pistol orshotgun, demands that
you "know how". Mere practice by yourself docsnot take you far toward

expert efficiency. A little direction, a few suggestions, from some past-master
to put you wise to the tricks and "kinks" of shooting, vvorks wonders for your

marksmanship—such as gives you new success and greater zest for eport. The
secrets ofexpert shooting are surprisingly little kno\vn. That is why, at great expense,

The Outer's Book Has Cornered the Gun Talent of the World

The vsrorld-recognized gunnery experts are contributors to our gun department. We are care-
ful to have them write along practical lines— rattling good stuff that puts you next to the "how"

of shooting, full of the "kintts" and tricks by which the experts perform their wonders of shooting,
all of which you can apply in your own sport at target, or in the woods and fields. Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Topperw^ein, the v/orld's champion shots, who write for The Outer's Book exclusively,

head this list of firearm experts. The others are Ste'A'art Edward "White, Lieut. ^Vhelan, U.S.A.,
Charles Newton, Ashley A. Haines, E. C. Grossman, Pascal DeAngt lis, A. Lowdermilk, Horace

Kephart, Charles Askins, L. A.Danse, Maurice H. Decker, Paul B.Jenkins and Robert A. Kane.

Special "Show You" Offer of Three Months fcr 25 Cents

Nothing like these articles has ever 'before appeared. Now^here, unless through personal
friendship with these experts, can you get such real pointers on marksmanship and on the
merits and faults of various firearms. These articles are different. They are rare. They
arc pot the superficial average write-up at all, but real inside pointers that will make
any man abetter shot. To introduce you to ^The Outer's Book -^ ith its unique Gun
Department, its outdoor ginger, its graphic photographs, live outdoor stories and
interesting special articles, we vwill send you three months, beginning v/ith the
special September Hunting Number, for 25c—regular year's subscription $1.5 J.

RG3
3

Months
25 Cents

Tou'il give iSc any time to know why you miss srtme of thepoints you domisg. and how not to

tiiissDiein. 2Jc for thi3 epecial offer, Tiill save you a dollar's worth of wasted cartridges,
and perhaps save you from niisstng the chance of a lifetime t"' get a famous bag. Send 2Sc
tt-day, with the coupon on the right, for three numbers. If you are not satisfied, we
will return your quarter, with no bard feelings about it either, AVby Dot today?

Please send me, for 25

cents enclosed TheOuter's
Book for 3 months.

THE OUTER'S BOOK
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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size. The prize is a rod, reel and line

worth fifteen dollars and the liighly satis-

factory feeling of winning- such an award.

Timber wolves, a Saskatchewan corres-

pondent advises us, are quite scarce now
in his neighborhood and in consequence
the small deer and moose are getting
more numerous. Destructive fires have
recently destroyed considerable game, the
young animals being too small to flee for

safet}'.

Fatal accidents are unusual in the Xew
Brunswick woods and particularly in the
open season. One, however, occurred in

York County in July and as a result

Myles Cropley, of Fosterville. was shot
in mistake for a bear. Three friends
were travelling through the woods and
becoming separated, one of them, who
carried a gun, thought he saw a bear and
fired, fatally injuring his friend. The
deceased, who was only thirty one years
of age, leaves a widow and five small

children.

A Winnipeg angler writes of the delights

of fishing in a series of lakes and streams
reached by the Port Arthur and Duluth
line from that cit}'. Only once a week
does the train go as far as North Lake,
the terminus, stoping the other evenings
at Whitefish Lake. On the occasion of

his visit, which only covered two days,

the writer saw two moose, one deer and
rufl^ed grouse by the score. He was,
however, after the fish and states that

mountain trout, brook trout, gray trout

and lake trout "seem to have chosen their

own lake or stream and are there in abun-
dance." His favorites are the brook
trout and he was enraptured by his suc-

cess. He caught up to the limit and re-

frains from stating size or weight for fear

of being accused of exaggeration. He
does however mention the fact that one
medium sized fish at a meal stalled him

—

"Icouldn"t find another corner in which
to store the last delicate morsel of that

pink one." He stayed with a settler

named Ted Brown and had Mr. Dawson
for a guide.

Conservation has won an international
victory, pelagic sealing being prohibited
by agreement betwen the United States,
Great Britain, Russia and Japan in Beh-
ring, Okhotsk, Kamskataka and the Ja-
pan Seas. The proceeds of the seal herds
are to be distributed in agreed ratios and
it is believed that in a short time the seals
will regain their old time strength.

The Japanese have practiced forestry
for one hundred and twenty years. They
have made a success of the work both
financiallv and otherwise although thev
have given more time to individual trees
than would be possible in this country.
Without doubt however we shall have to

give more attention to forestry in the
future if we wish Canada to retain her
pre-eminence in forestry products.

Some exceptionallv fine catches of sal-

mon were made in Rideau waters early in

the year. Mr. Arthur Jones led off with
a seventeen pounder, folowed by Mrs.
Easton and Miss Clara Gould with one
weighing sixteen pounds. Mr. Alex May
landed four, the heaviest tipping the

scales at fourteen pounds. Mr. Herbert
Miner caught a seventeen pounder and
Mr. R.Curriea fifteen pounder. As may be
imagined the anglers had some anxious
moments before landing their spoils.

A Fort \\illiam paper gives the follow-

ing: An Indian in the C. P. R. emploj'-

had an unusual experience at Grassett,

and luckily escaped with his life, admitt-

ing, despite his national stoicism, that he

got a big scare. He was following a path

about half a mile from the track when,
with a bellow, a bull moose made for him
at full tilt. The Indian had no gun and
fell in trying to escape, the moose rushing

over him. The bull turned, and the In-

dian took his chance by lying still while

the animal trod him several times. The
man got a severe cut in the cheek and a

gash in the shoulder, but stood it without

a move, and in a second or two the ani-

mal made oft' satisfied that he had de-

spatched his enemy. The Indian receiv-

ed treatment at Grassett, and now travels

regularlv with a rifle.
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" Wo Swivels
to swivel

'

John

"GET NEXT"
to our lines of Spinners
Rods, Reels and all

hshing accessories.

Send for Catalogue "C"
Hildebrandt Co.,

IvOeansport, Ind . U.S,^,

Wood's Fhosplioduie,
The Great English Remedy,
Tones and invigorates tlie whole

ji^nervuua pystem, makes new
Blood in old Veins. Cures iK'erV'

ous DebilUjt, 2[cnt'il anel Brain Worry, Des-
pondency, i:iej;i/al JVeafcness, Kmiss^ions, Sper-
7natorrhtea, and Effects o/Abuseor Excesses.
Price $1 per box, six for So. One \\-ill please, six
will cure. Sold by all druggists or mailed in
plain pkg. on receipt of price. Xew pamphlet
iiu-iiledfree. The Wood Medicine Co.
{formerly Wimlsor) TorontOi Ont>

HILL CROFT SCHOOL
BOBCAYGEON, ONT.

A RESIDENTIAL PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR
BOYS.

IN THE KAWARTHA DISTRICT

Among wholesome country surroundings. The
buildings are new, and fitted with all modem con-

veniences. Careful supervision out of school.

Small classes. Graduate masters. Boys specially

prepared for the Royal Navy College, Halifax.

School re-opens Thursday, Sept. 14, '11.

Apply for all information to

W. T. COMBER, B.A., Oxford
Headmaster

ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to mount.

Expert Animal, Fish,

Game Head and

Bird Mounting

promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in

all styles.
Moose Head Mounted by Edwin

Dixon.
Elk Head Mounted by Edwin Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance

and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,

Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,

birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Toronto. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville ; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun ; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST

MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO
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In a report on Forest Fires in Canada
^Messrs. H. R. MacMillan and G. A.

Gutches summarise their conclusions un-

der four heads. In the first place the

area of merchantable timber has been

gTossh" overestimated and while never as

laro-e as was popularly believed has been
reduced more by forest fires than by any
other cause. These fires, though lara^e-

ly preventable are still occurrin.s^ and this

is largfely due to lack of enforcement of

existinsf laws. "These laws cannot be

enforced unless they are supported by
public opinion, backed bv generous legis-

lative appropriations and administered by
nermanent skilled efficials free from polit-

ical interference." In the third place

"The destruction of the existing timber
b}' fire is not only reducing the present

timber supply but is destroving the value

or possibility of a future crop, laying

waste large areas of forest land, exercis-

ing a deleterious effort on navigable

streams, water powers and irrigation res-

ervoirs and is in every way directly op-

posed to the national welfare as repres-

ented by a progressive conservation pol-

icy." Fourthly these authorities say:

that "of all the civilized nations in the

northern hemisphere Canada is doing the

least to treat the public timber lands as a

permanent asset."

^^'ho would go fishing when fish comes
to you? According to a news despatch
from Montreal \\'atchman George Beattie

of the Harbor Commissioner's barge se-

cured a sturgeon four feet five inches in

length and two feet six inches in circum-
ference and weighing eightv pounds by
the fish jumping into a boat attached to

the barge when anchored at the foot of

the quay. George will be able to tell a

good fish story for the rest of his life.

In his report to the Department of the

Interior on the results of his survev of

the district set aside on the eastern slopes

of the Rocky Mountains, Mr. G. H. Edge-
combe notes that the United States Gov-
ernment have set aside as a game reserve

in Montana an area of fourteen hundred
square miles just south of the national

bo:indary. "If the southern district of the
eastern slope reserve were also declared
a game preserve the game thereon would
be accessible to the Canadian sportsman
and in co-operation with the United
States game reserve, foster the continu-
ance of the game. Otherwise with the

game on one side of the international

boundary protected and the other side

not the game will soon become inacces-

sible to Canadian as the animals will

cross over to the protected side."

Tom Hopper, who has killed more than
2,000 bears in California. \\'ashington,

Oregon, Idaho, Montana and the Prov-
ince of British Columbia in the last thirty-

five years, has returned to his home in

Spokane from Kingston, Idaho, with the

pelts of four bears, including the largest

cinnamon bear ever killed in Idaho, and
two cougars, the result of three days'

work with a pack of hounds. The big

bear was killed on Pine Creek, south of

Kingston, after a livelv battle, in which
several of the dogs were severely pawed.
Hounds were game, however, and stood

their ground till Hopper reached the

scene and dispatched the big fellow with

a head shot. The other three bears and
tlie couears were bagged without much
difficulty, though Hopper admils that one
of the black bears =howed a lot of fight.

The veteran has killed several thousand
cougars in the Pacific and Northwestern
States since i8qo, his largest bag in one
vear being 739, killed in eastern Washing-
ton and Oregon and northern Idaho and
southeastern British Columbia. Hop-
per confines his work to predatory ani-

mals, upon which the various states have
placed a head bounty.

Some months ago a paragraph appear-

ed in these pages stating that Mr. F. C.

Selous, whose feats as a big game hunter

have given him international fame, was
going on a hunting trip to .Africa to

search for a specimen of the Soudanese
eland for the South Kensington Natural

History Museum. Mr. Selous gave up
four months to this hunt but was unsuc-

cessful, although he secured many other

fine trophies for the Museum.
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Ijis For Sale by all Dealers.

I "THE HISTORY OF PIPE SMOKING"
And catalogue of shapes
FREE ON REQUEST.

.4?

%

^WWc Outfit Catnping Parties

There are several excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we can fur-

nish serviceable charts, as well as providing the

Provisions, Tents, Utensils, Blankets

and General Camp Outfit

For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has been a special feature of

our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thor-

oughly and invite inquiries.

MICHIE & CO., Ltd.
Established 1835. 7 King Street West. TORONTO, Ca^



Dominion Of Canada Trap Shooting Associaticn

Eleventh Annual Tournament

The Scene at Belleville.

UNDER most favorable conditions, July 31st

-aw all good followers of the seatter-giin

ri'creatinn who could set there, headed in

the direction of Belleville. From both east and
west they came, until with the actual commence-
ment of the tournament proper, with the first

thrown bird on Tuesday morning, August 1st,

there was almost a record entry of 85 shooters.

Montreal had some ten men up, while Hamilton
b«d the record outside a.ttendance of sixteen

members, with Toronto well up with eleven

shooters. The St. Hubert Club of Ottawa had
only seven men during the first two days, filling

up for the eight-man team race for Thursday,
August 3rd.

Ideal weather was again supplied by the patron
saint with the one accompanying feature, en-

countered at the big meet each year since 190S,

of excessive heat. A south-west wind tempered
the sun's glare somewhat, but made the targets

tend to dip very fast on two of the days.

The three sets of Western Automatic Traps
and the Canadian Blackbird targets used through-

out the whole tournament proved beyond ques-

tion their claims of producing satisfaction. The
traps worked consistently without a hitch while

the pigeons flew well and broke thoroughly when
hit. In all some 40,500 birds were thrown during

the three days of the tournament programme,
August 1st, 2nd and 3rd, An analysis of the

scores throughout would indicate that the high-

grade shooting done was by a large percentage

the best ever recorded at any Dominion meet.

The excellence of the trapping and the breaking

qualities of the Canadian targets was to some ex-

tent responsible, in the writer's opinion.

Xo untoward delay marred the three day pro-

gramme, the finish of the (!. C. H. on Thursday
at five o'clock writing 'finis' to what was unani-

mously called the '"best yet " of the eleven annual
tournaments of the D. C. T. S. Association. Much

credit for this verdict being possible is due to

Messrs. Sprague and Dunk, who had the arrange-

ments in hand, as well as to Mr. Ginn, who had
charge of the office.

That Belleville is a central point for all the

clubs belonging to the Association was responsi-

ble to a large degree for the big attendance while

under the 'Group'' system of division the entry

was practically won back by 85% of the contes-

tants. The division gave ten high averages of

$25.00, ten of $20.00, ten of $15.00, ten of $10.00

and ten of $5.00—fifty monies in all. The sys-

tem worked out well, although from some stand-

points it had faults, particularly for the shooters

of 90% and over. The Association Committee,

however, worked out the plan with the objective

in view of giving all a two day shoot on an $8.00

entry, with scope for practically all to break

even. In the $25.00 group Hamilton had two
members placed, Toronto had five, Montreal had

one and Ottawa one, the other shooters being H,

Bates of Ridgetown, In the $20.00 group Hamil

ton had three members. Toronto had one, Mon-

treal three and Ottawa three with a fourth tied

for twentieth place with 307x350,

In the professional class Sim Glover was high

gun with 333x350, being 95.1%. Glover used

Dominion Imperial shells. 3 drachm load Dupont,

and his performance demonstrates beyond ques-

tion both his shooting ability and the quality of

ammunition put out by the Dominion Cartridge

Co. .Jennings cleared up about everything in the

hish gun honors, winning the individual average

the first day and again on the second: taking

the (Jrey Cup for two day high gun. and winning

the G. C. Handicap with 49x50, W. R. Davies

of the Montreal Gun Club distinguished himself

by winning the individual championship of Can-

ada with a perfect run of 50x50, while the two-

man team race went to .leanings, and Vivian of

the Stanlcv Club, after a tie with Bates and
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.401 Caliber Self-Loading Rifle.

This new Winchester five-shot repeater is the finest and
latest example of progress in gun making. It is reloaded

by recoil, the repeating as well as the firing mechanism
being under control of the trigger finger. A bullet fired

from it strikes a blow of 2038 pounds—force enough to

topple over the biggest game—penetration enough to

reach the innermost vital spot. Tho wonderful in

operation and powerful in execution, this rifle is neither

complicated in construction nor cumbersome to handle.

From butt to muzzle it's a handsome, handy gun.

Don't fail to examine one of these rifles

before taking your next hunting trip,

IT HITS LIKE THE HAMMER OF THOR.
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Hark Sprague. Belleville, the Genial Secretary-Treasurer,

in a Ch^ricteristic Pose.

Long of Hamilton, each team going the limit with

40x40, the shoot-olT giving the Toronto team
4 6.X50 to Hamilton's 45x50.

The team races showed a remarkable average

percentage ilown the line. The five-man team

race for the Mail trophy was won by Hamilton

with 336x350, Toronto one bird down with 335

and Montreal and Ottawa tied for third place

with 326; the two high teams made 95% with the

two other teams an even 90%—some class.

Similarly in the eight-man team run for the Do-

minion Cartridge Co. trophy the class shooting

was excellent; Hamilton cleaned this up also

after tieing with Toronto with 150x160, being

93.6%, Ottawa running 143 and Montreal 144.

a percentage of 90% fiat.

The Gananoque Club had eleven members pres-

ent, and while they did not get into the higher

groups, still they did some good work in places.

The Belleville Club also had a good turn-out,

while a number of individual shooters turned out

from Prescott and Western Ontario.

The annual meeting was called for the evening

of Tuesday at 8.30 p.m. A good attendance fil-

led the room in the Quinte Hotel and discussion

of many matters was given the floor. The elec-

tion of the ensuing year's officers resulted as

follows:—President, W. Carruthers; 1st Vice-

Pres.. K. B. Hutchison; 2nd Vice-Pres., W. H.

Ewing; Secv-Treas., Louis Levine. Committee:

T. C. Cook, J. H. JLaher. H. Westover, Montreal;

F. A. Parker, Parkdale; W. Ely, Stanleys; W.
Barnes, Hamilton: B. Beattie, Ottawa; M.

Sprague, Belleville.

Owing to the resignation of Mr. F. A. Heney

as permanent Secretary-Treasurer of the As-

sociation, Mr. T. C. Cook was elected to this of-

fice. An olTer from the Montreal King Edward
Park owners of $1,000 to hold the twelfth An-

nual Tournament at their Park, under the man-

agement of the Montreal Gun Club, decided the

Association to accept—the next tournament,

therefore, going to Montreal. Every indication

points to this being the best yet, even oversha-

dowing that just past, which is now but a

memory, albeit a pleasant one.

The individual scores for the two days' run,

August Ist and 2nd were as follows

—

Shot At

1st 2nd
day day Broke

.1. E. .Jennings 168 165 333

W. H. Ewing 166 160 326

H. Bates 156 165 321

G. L. Vivian 161 159 32e

Geo. Beattie (H) 161 159 320

\V. Fenton 155 162 317

T. AV. Barnes 160 157 317

J. F. TenEvck 154 163 317

A. W. Throop 160 156 316

H Holmes 156 160 316

•T. Hunter 159 156 315

H Tavlor 150 165 315

W. L. 'Lumsden 154 160 314

\V. Ely 161 153 314

\v' R. Davies 160 154 314

M. Fletcher 153 161 314

R. Lewis (M) 150 162 312

A. D. Bates (H) 159 150 309

S. E. Sangster 153 155 308

A. Westover 151 156 307

B. Beattie 151 156 307

W. R. Davis, Montreal, Amateur Champion of Canada.

With Fifty Stroight.
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DOMINION
Guaranteed—Peerless Quality Cartridges

Made for all makes of firearms

Wl N
RIFLE COMPETITIONS

Extreme Accuracy

CLOSEST GROUPING

OF SHOTS

Flat Trajectory

DEPENDABLE

' e

Wsr^--

\«»«a-.

KILL
BIG GAME

Perfect Ignition

HIGH UNIFORM

VELOCITY

Best Mushrooming

SURE FIRE

(ID

yy

(13

at

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
LIMITED.

MONTREAL, CANADA.



Some of the Gananoquc Boys Looking Pleasint.

:.:embers of ;hc X^iiti^^al Club and LadiL-i Posing i Ji Vl..^ B:^ Cinv-ra.
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FeelThe Quick
Snappy Pull

^ If you aie shooting holes in the air and leading your birds several feet because your gun
a creepy trigger and a slow lock, you'd better pass the "old timer"' along and get a down-to-date

ITHACA.
Our new gun has a quick, snappy pull, and the hammer travels less than half an inch and falls in

1 /625 of a second. That's twice the speed of any other gun lock.

TJ Vou know with this lock speed and the quick, snappy pull you can center your birds without leading thera a
yird or two.

tj We figure that it will increase your score at least five per cent.

Ti It doesn't take a mechanic, a scientific man, or a college professor to see that our lock is simple all we ask a
shooter to do is to look at it—compare it with any other when set up in the gun, so you can see whether all the
parts are being shown you or not, and if we haven't the simplest lock, we will make you a present of the gun.
il Our hammer is all in one piece, no toggles or stirrups attached. It cocks direct from the toe of the hammer—no cocking levers, bars, or push rods. Coil springs guaranteed forever.
^ Send for beautiful catalogue in colors FREE; 18 grades, $17.76 net to $400 list. ^ Our 5'4 lb. 20 bore is a
howling success.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13. ITHACA, NEW YORK.

-^M

lubricates ihe mechanisni, prevents rust
^

on the metal parts and cleans and
polishes the stock. For cleaning out
the residue of burnt powder, especially

smokeless powder, it is unequaled.

Free sampies to those who have not tried i

IN ONK oir, V\>

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

Use the

OLD RELIABLE CANADIAN

BLACK BIRD TARGETS.

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT FLYER.

BEST BREAKER.
BEST SHIPPER.

Prices quoted on application.
Yellow banded or ftll black targets.

Manufactured by

NF.LSON LONG,
66 Burlington St. West - - Hamilton, Ont.

BOWRON 3 ANGLE TRAfS. SS.OO EACH
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Dr. Wilson 149

P. Wakefield 152

E. F. Springer 149

R. B. Hutchison 147

G. B. Greene 151

II. C. Turnbull 145

T. Westlake 147

Geo. Sachs 151

S. Griffin 141

E. J. Marsh 159

W. H. Joselin 143

J. H. Maher 145

A. Wark 146

F. Roote 138

N. Long 132

E. W. Monk 137

T. 0. Lvle 153

M. Raspberrv 137

D. Haiph 140

158
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REMINGTON

uMe
BIGGAMEm^^ CARTPIDGES

For a Long Shot and a Sure Shot
Each Remington

:

UMC cartridge in each box means a

sure fire, straight-to-the-mark shot.

The amount of powder in RmilngML-UMC cartridges

is so uniform, the combustion so perfect, the bullet

of such a model and so accurately gauged, that long

range shots are always "kills" If the aim be true.

No matter what make of rifle or pistol you use,

PemlngtonrLIMC metallic cartridges will make a better

firearm of it.

J^nUngtOft-LlMG tl>e perfect shooting combination

Wr(/« lor free copy of 191 1 Game Laws

REMINGTON ARMS -UNION METALUC CARTRIDGE CO.

299 Broadway New York City

PHENOMENAL SHOOTING WITH

THE PARKER GUN
At The Grand American Handicap, Columbus, Ohio, June 23, 1911, Mr. Lester German,

of Aberdeen, Md., won the Professional Championship from the 18 yd. mark, with the re-

markable score of 198 out of 200 targets, defeating the best shooters in the country. Ever
since the inauguration of this high class event, it has been won by THE OLD RELIABLE
PARKER, and is conceded to be the severest test of man and gun. It also emphasiz°s the
fact that THE PARKER GUN is the strongest shooting, and makes the most even pattern
of any gun made. The Professional Championship is a scratch event, all shooters stand-
ing on the 18 yd. mark.

Mr. German the same day, again demonstrated the value of THE PARKER GUN in

competition, by defeating a large field of the best shooters in the country in the Champion-
ship event at double targets, breaking 89 out of 100, from the 16 yd. mark.

In the Preliminary Handi.;ap, Mr. C. B. Eaton, an amateur of Fayette, Mo., shooting THE
PARKER GUN, made the phenomenal score of 99 out of 100 targets, and tied with Mr. Buck-
waiter. In the shoot-off. Mr. Eaton defeated his opponent with a straight run of 20, thus
winning the event.

This remarkable shooting is only one of manv reasons why you should shoot THE PARK-
ER GUN.

Write u-^ today and let our experience assist you in belecting a gun.

N. Y. Salesrooms,
32 Warren St.

PARKER BROS.,
Meriden, Conn.
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Messrs. Lyall and Davis of the Montreal Gun Club. Trail

LyiU still uses an automatic.

nings winning out in shoot-off with 23 to Ewing's

21. 11. Bates was third.

J. F. TenEyck won high run trophy with 64

straight.

Grey Cup (High Gun) won by .J. E. Jennings.

Corby trophy (2nd High Gun) by W. H. Ewing.

Spring Brewery Trophy (3rd H. G.) by H.

Bates.
Canadian Indian Cup (4th H. G.) by G. L.

Vivian.

Ewing Clip (.")th H. G.) by (^eo. Beattie.

Eight Man Team Race (Dominion Cartridge Co.

Cup) 20 Birds.

I. Ilamilt.in. 2. Toronto (Stanleys)

Shoot-off 25 birds Shoot-off 25 birds
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The Reasons why we Sell more

GUNS and RIFLES
Than any other store in Toronto are:

'^ur values are the best.

We carry in stock the largest variety.

We do not sell anything that we cannot truthfully recommend.
Straight, square dealing—always with everybody.

Our customers enjoy dealing with us.

Ouy prices are the lowest in the trade.

J. A. VARLEY

Lyon Manufacturing and Sporting Goods Co.,
429 Yonge St. and 1 Ann St.—One Block South of Carlton Street,

TOROINTO. CANADA.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Fire-arms, Ammunition. Fishing Tackle, Suit Cases, Club

Bags, Etc.

(.)rr Sdliil Leatlior Waliiis (iraiii Club Bag at $5.90 j.^ the greatest bargain over shown in

< anada.

The Clean Gun is the Sure Gun
^^ The bullet that goes straight to the mark does
g^^^c not first forge thru a mass of lead, burnt powder, etc.,

in the barrel. Keep j-our gun bright and clean by using

MARBLE'S Rifle Cleaner
is made up of sections

composed of soft brass cauze wash-
^^^^^^^5^ ers on a twisted spring-steel wire. This
c§u^^^ spring presses but one side of each section
\^ against the bore, and the twist makes the
cleaner follow the rifling, cleaning down into the very

corners of the angles. Fits any standard rod.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.. 581 Delta Arc, Gladstone, Mich.

Marble's Rifle Rod is made with three brass
sections and two steel joint connections. Wob-
bling, bending or breaking is out of the question
See picture below. Ask your dealer. Sample
Nitro-Solvent Oil for his name. Send for c.inln^ of M.irble's
60 Outing Specinlties; also art foMer on MARBLE'S GflME-CETTER
GUff. UM.^'_-rb.-Lrr<.'l shuMls.JJ.lMucr .44, sli.'t or 1 ..ill.

or lo Marble Saiety A^c t

IS

«£' i^ivifms^^fmrn

25.°° srsiUN CABINET
$12.50

Height, 70 inches. iDepth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

// interested, ii-rite for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.
Setid IIS t/onr address for our illustrated Gun Catalog.

Tncn. n. Kiffc company, Tew yoSh^
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Individual Championship of Canada (50

Pet Man.

Birds

Haher, Greene and Hutchison, Posing for their Photos.

(Montreal.)
"V. H. Kwing
W. R. Davies . .

(Hamilton.)
W. Thomson . . . .

H. Horning

(Belleville.)

19 Day 18

19 VI. Sprague 19

38 37

(Stanleys.)

17 " Wakefield IS

20 tt'- Fenton 18

37 36

(Ridgetown.) (St. Hubert's.)

1. Bates 18 A. W. Throop .... 19

Taylor 18 W. L. Cameron ... 16

36 35

(Hamilton.'

Dr. Wilson ....

D. M. Scott . . .

(Hamilton.)
18 J. Hunter 17

17 M. Fletcher 18

(Montreal.) (Montreal.)

R. B. Hutchison . . 19 W. Carruthers

R. Lewis 15 T. Westlake

34

(St. Hubert's.) (St. Hubert's.)

H. Viau 19 B. Beattie

G. B. Greene 15 S. E. Sangster . .

.

34

(Montreal.) (Hamilton)
J. H. Maher 14 E. Sturt
E. W. Monk 13 M. Raspberry . .

32

3d

20

14

34

19

13

32

13

18

31

1. W. R. Davies 50
2. J. E. Jennings 49
:t. B. Beattie .- 49
A . W. Thomson 48
5. W. Ewing 47
Were the five high guns. Was won in 1910 bv

W". H. Ewing.

Grand Canadian Handicap (50 Birds Per Man

1

.

J. E. Jennings 49
2. E. W. Monk 48
:!. Wm. Carruthers 48
4. W. Ewing 47
.1. A. W. Throop 47

Were five high guns.

Was won in 1910 by R. B. Hutchison.
Brewers & Malsters' Cup— (20 birds) was won-

liy H. L. Thompson with 20 straight.

Was won in 1910 by Geo. Beatty.

"PICK UPS."
. Everyone had a jolly good time and it wa&

unanimously voted the "best ever." The mem-
bers were present to enjoy themselves—and they
did—just boys again.

•Toe Jennings was the man witli the eye—at all

times steady, and consistently placing the load

where it would do most good.

B. Beattie and S. E. Sangster. St. Hubert's Gun Club.

Ottawa, a Bad Fair to Draw to.



A high-powered Eng-
lish-made rifle, obtain-
ing a velocity of 2600
feet with a striking
force well over 4000 lbs.

Our faith in the coming American supremacy of the Jetfery's rifle

is based upon its wonderful smashing power and the great need
that our sportsmen have for such a rifle. The average American
sportsman is a business man, devoting but a small part of his time
to his favorite recreation. Lack of practice often prevents him from
placing his shots with great accuracy and many fine heads are lost

because of this condition. "Hit but got away" is as regrettable for

the animal's sake, as for the loss of trophy, and practically all such
losses are due to lack of sm.ashing force in the rifle. The business

man who must be content witli one or two trips each year, wlio goes

a long way, and works hard for only a few chances at the game,
wants a rifle that will hit hard enough to hold the game down if

the shot doesn't happen to be placed absolutely perfect.

We have no rifles that are quite so remarkable in their performance
as the JcfTery's. In fact, all Europe, witli its womierful gun-making skill,

lias ill the past two years, acknowledged this rifle to be the master product
of the world.

As a game-getting rifle, its express speed, coui)led with a beautiful
light weight of only 8| lbs., puts it in a class that is not comparable with any
of our other well-known rifles. Unquestionably these very jjoints of charm
lo the si)ortsnian gave the gun its well-deserved preference
over all others. Presuming that it will occupy the same high
place in the esteem of American hunters that European men
have accorded to it, we have imported it under exclusive
American and Mexican rights to its sale. These rifles can be
purchased through any dealer.

^Ye also call attention to the .404 Jeffery's. Its

larger bore, 300 grain bullet and greater smashing power,
gives it preference with some sportsmen on ugly game such
as grizzly, etc.

Actual Size

.3i3 Cartridge

lilunt Sharp

The introdiiclion of this most modern rifle marks the steady
stride of tlie fRADEflS^MARK ?"''<>' to command the attention of
sportsmen ^Ra thi'un;jhont the world. Vou siiould
scud for onr latent ^-^

i- italogue—it fully descrilies all the neci-ssi-

ties for Full and Winter huntii.g. Packs and packing, sledging, cold
weather camping, \\ inter clothing and footwear, in fact, everything for
the sportsman, is comprehensively talked about in this catalogue,
whicli is not equalled by any other book published. Free for the asking.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO.
EZRA H. FITCH. President

57 Reade Street New York City

Addr«

Abercrombie & Fitch Co., 57 Peade Si , New York

Please send me the catalogues checked.

Jeffery's Gun catalogue
General Sporting Goods catalogue
Fishing Tackle catalogue

I
Dog and Kennel catalogue. Dept. R
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Throop. Ottawa, and Ewing, Montreal, discussing scores.

Too busy to notice the camera.

Xot forgetting W. R.Davies is 1911 Amateur
Champion of Canada, with a perfect run; he de-

serves the lienors strictly on merit.

Hamilton had 16 men present, which proved
a big feature when it came to picking a winning
team; but Ottawa and ilontreal were handicap-
ped by having just sufficient members to fill up
their eight-man teams. Everyone cannot keep
keyed to the right pitch for three days—each and
everv dav.

Vivian and Jennings and Bates and I-ong ran a

great race for the two man team; it was either 's

win until trie last bird.

Wm. .Slaney was the Grandad of them all, and
despite the heat, made a splendid race: he had
a record worthy of the best sportsman in the
game.

An entry of eighty-five is some record. A
difference of opinion exists regarding the Group
System and the Squicr iloney Back one; but the
writer considei-s that the two factions arc view-
ing the nuitter from difl'eernt stand|K)ints.

The visiting shooters swamped the Hotel (,1iiiiitr

and were too man.v at rush hours for the dining
room to handle well. The hotel is "some class"

for a small citv and gave general satisfaction.

Mr. H. W. Brainerd. President of the Dominion
Cartridge Company, was down for the last day.
He was pleased that Glover won b.igh professional
average with the Imperial 3-draiii Dupont load
with a percentage of over 0;') on 350 targets.

Both the man and tlie loail must have been in the

A. 1. class.

Too much praise cannot be given the Western
Automatic traps, of which three sets were used,

and to the Canadian targets thrown. There
never was less trouble from either of these im-

]>ortant items than this year.

The general averages of the higher shooters was
ironi 3 to 4% better than last .vear, while the

team races showed practically the same ratio.

Hoth the eight man and five-man teams that won
ran 94%—surely some class for team scores.

Haniiltoii cleaned up the team events, with
•Tennings, Toronto, high gun on individual scores

and winner of the G. C. H.. and Vivian and Jenn-
ings the two-man team champions: the eastern
clubs console themselves with Davies' win of the
Individual Championship.

The heat was intense, although tempered at

times by a southerly breeze; it required lots of

stamina to keep up the gait through all three'

davs. and after all that is what reallv counts.

William Carruthers. for a man who has been
mighty sick for nine months, did some shooting
worthy of mention. His 48x50 in the G. C. H.
is about as good as he ever did at any time.
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WITH A

ROSS RIFLE
An unparalled feat

Private Cliftord of Toronto wins both the
King-'s prize and the Prince of Wales prize
at Bisley

—

(Canadian Associated Press.)
Bisley, Eng., July 22.—The

greatest feat ever performed in

the history of rifle shooting- at

\\'imbledon, or Bisle3^ was that
performed by Private Clifford, of
the loth Royal Grenadiers,
Toronto, this afternoon. On
Wednesday last the Canadian
marksman won the second most
valuable prize of the meeting,
the Prince of U'ales £100. To-
day he added to it the blue ribbon
of the meeting, the King's Prize
of £250. Never before have these
two rich prizes fallen to the same
man.

The bronze Medal awarded the leader at
the end of the first stage was won this year
by Corporal Trainor of Toronto

ALSO WITH A ROSS RIFLE.

Every Ross Rifle, whether Sporting or Mili-

tary Model, possesses the utmoit accuracy.

Prices range from $25.00 & upwards.

Write for illustrated CatalogTie.

THE ROSS RIFLEGO.
QUEBEC.
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JOIN ^E AT TNE QLI N CLUB
nr ^-^~~

f'^'

r-

Tlft:

v\

T
x^ .AL i- V. -...t-^r^^?'- tiit,.
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THE LOVE OF A GUN
born in every minly man finds its ideal expression in the sport of

THAP-SHOOTINO
A FASCINATING—HEALTHFTJT^-ALL YEAK ROUND SPOET

It develops quick, accurate judgement, poise, confidence—A clear eye and steady nerves.
Tho swiftly moving clay target, thrown from a trap at an unknown angle, closely parallels the actual

flight of a bird. The trap-shooter enjoys all the pleasureahle excitement of hunting with none of its at-
tendant discomforts and heavy expenses.

Join your local Gun Club—If there's none nearby

Start a Gun Club—Wa will help.

Our free Gun Club Organization Booklet No. 59 tells all about it. Write us for a copy.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company,
Established 1802 /i:n7TTnT?5N Wilmington, Del.

New
Model

27 Tllarlin
Repeating

Rifle

The only gun that fills the demand
for a trombone ("pump ) action

repeater m .25-20 and

.32-20 calibers.

Shoots

high ve-

locity smoke-

less cartridges,

also black and low pres-

feui'e smokeless. Power-
ful enough for deer, safe to use in

settled districts, excellent for target

work, for foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc.

Its exclusive featnres : the quick, smooth working "pump" action;

the wear-resisting Special 5mo^e/e5S 5/ee/ barrel; the modern
solid-top and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safely

and convenience. It has tal^e down construction and Ivory; Bead
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these calibers.

Our 136 page catalog describes the full TnarUn
line. Sent for three stamps postage. Write for it.

Tj^e/PTarlin/irecwms Co.

67 WILLOW STREET, - NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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The high scores were as follows:

A. W. Throop 44

Dr. Smith 43

A. Dechene • 41

W. Corby 40

H. Bunii 40

W. ^YiIlianl3 39

W. L. Cameron 39

W. C. Little 36

KEEN COMPETITION AT LONDON.

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

There was a good attendauoe of the members
and friends at the Hamilton Gun Club on July

twenty second, and some good scores were made.
In the 25-bird merchandise handicap, H. Spratt

took down the lirst prize, and T. Jones the second

place. G. Beattie had a total of 94 out of 100

and W. Wark got 68 out of 75. The scores were:

Shot at Broke.

George Beattie 100 94

T. W. Barnes 100 86
A. D. Bates 100 84

T. Jones 100 82

E. Sturt 75 57

J. Hunter 50 38

F. W. "Watson 100 65

H. gpratt .".:.:. ......". 50 39

N. S. Armstrong .................. 25 17

J. Bowron » . . . . 50 35

N. Long ; 40 32

G. Smith ..........•............'.. 50 38

E. A. CliflFord 40 25

A. Parmenter 25 13

H. Saver 25 16

W. Wark 75 68

There was a good attendance at the practice

shoot on July twenty ninth. T. W. Barnes put

on a splendid score and was high for the day,

breaking 157 out of 165. In fact he was simply

unbeatable, going straight in a ten, a fifteen and
two twenty-five bird events, which is the best

score made at the shoots this season for that run.

George Beattie was right there also, only missing

ten out of 150, and going straight in three events.

W. P. Thompson, M. E. Fletcher and J. Hunter
also had good totals to their credit. Scores:

Shot at Broke.

W. Wark 100 76

J. Bowron 50 40
A. D. Bates 100 82

M. E. Fletcher 100 92

X. Smith 50 40
G. Stroud 75 56
H. Barnard 50 33

George Beattie 150 140
T. W. Barnes 165 157

Dr. Wilson 90 78
D. M. Scott 125 102

E. A. Clifford 50 30
J. Hunter 75 69

M. Rasberry 30 26
F. Pottruff 25 16

A. Cassidy 25 15

A. Parmenter 15 10

W. P. Thomson 50 47
Dr. .Tohnson 25 20
F. W. Watson 50 38

A competition which has been keenly contested
was completed at the Springwood Gun Club, Lon-
don, in July. Wm. Gibson (Parker), by shooting
in phenomenal form, won a beautiful cut glass

berry bowl donated by Rowland Day. B. W.
Glover finished second, with 19-t actual breaks,
and A. S. Blackburn was a good third with 192.

The scores:

Parker, 3 ; 197
Glover, 194
Blackburn, 2 , 192
Day, . 192
Spence, 4 185
Clinger, 4 182
Jordan, 4 117
Webb, 2 ". 90
F. Brown, 2 63
Simcox, 3 61
Davis, 5 52
J. Waide, 2 48
Meyers, 3 40
Walker, 2 24
Handicap counts on each string.

THE SPORT IN PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

July fourteenth, ended the contest, for the

tiophy contributed by the Du Pont Smokeless
Shotgun Powder Company. The match commen-
ced June 23rd, and in all three meets twenty birds-

were shot at each meeting.

Doctor Smallwood made a splendid score and
won the trophy, which he no doubt prizes highly.

The Doctor made five birds straight on six dif-

ferent occasions. Who can beat him?

INTERCLUB MATCH.

The following is the score of the Gait vs. Hes-
pler shooting match on Julv 8th:

Gait: F. Despond, 16; W. Marshall, 17; W.
Fairless, 15; W. Clark, 18; E. Clark, 18; W,
Pickering, 12; J. Clark. 14; W. Hancock, 15; F.

Knowles, 15; A. Smith, 14; H. Teat, 15; J. Gib-
son. 22; A. Smith, 8; .J. Evans. 19. Total, 218.

Hespler: V. Washburn, 12; R. Johnson, 19; J.

Liersch, 23; J. McLelland, 21: E. Burnet, 18; L.

Jones, 13; C. Kooke, 17; H, Sachs, 17; Chas,

Stark, 22; Geo. Fligg, 21; A. Musser, 15; C.

Brich, 16; Geo. Sachs, 19; J. Wayper, 21. Total,

247.

A SHOOT AT GANANOQUE.

The Thousand Island Gun Club held a trap
shoot on .Tuly nineteenth. K Rattray shot" at

100 and broke 87; R. Tulloch, 86; A. D. Brown,
78 E. P. Wright, 75.

BELLEVILLE BUSY.

A number of the members of the Belleville Gun
Club had a shoot at clay pigeons on July twenty-

first. Some very good scores were made. Twen-
tv-five birds were shot at and tie number broke
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Lyman Elevating Leaf Sighi
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the

Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits best.

The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point
Blank.

Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds down flat on the

Rifle.

(This f^i^rht is not at present adapted to

.22 Calibre Rifles.)

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game

A Paradise for the Camper
and Angler :: Ideal

Canoe Trips

^The country traversed by the Reid New-
foundland Company's system is exceed-

ingly rich in all kinds of fish and game.

Q All along the route of the Railway are

streams famous for their SALMON and
TROUT fishing, some of which have a
world wide reputation.

^ Information cheerfully given upon ap-

plication to

J. W. N. JOHNSTONE, Gen. P«»8. Agent

REID NEWFOUNDLAND CO.
ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND

YOU know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can y^^j get them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and

long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes

to a mallard country takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he

does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-

icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $28
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.

Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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by the respective shooters were as follows:

J. Thompson, 21; E. Turley, 20; H. Day, 20;

W. H. H. Ponton, 20; M. Sprague, 19; F. Roote,

18; A. Mott, IS; W. J. Andrews, 17; E. B. Harris,

15; J. Woodley, 11; J. Miller, 10.

Three members shot at an additional 25 birds

and their scores were:

H. Day, 23; M. Sprague, 22; F. Roote, 19.

THE SPORT AT PETERBOROUGH.

The Peterborough Gun Club held their semi-

monthly shoot on July twentieth with a good

turn out of members. Following is the score at

thirty birds each:

C. Wood, 26; C. James, 19; H. Sawers, 18; R.

Tivey, 18; C. Gutterson, 16; S. Rush, 16; H.

Cook, 15; C. Lech, 11; C. Mills, 9.

At 25 birds: H. Routley, 22.

A TILLSONBURG CONTEST.

The big handicap shoot was brought to a finish

on July twenty-first with excellent scores all

around. William Pow was successful in winning

the Safety Razor, having done very commendable

scoring during the last two shoots. He was fol-

lowed closely by a number of others.

The following are the scores with handicaps of

those who shot the full series of four shoots:—

Handicap Shot at Broke

Pow, William 13 100 89

Tillson, Geo 13 100 88

Waller, Chas 40 100 84

Johnston, C 18 100 84

Atkinson, Dr 18 100 82

Mander, N 10 100 SI

Meadows, A 13 100 SI

Neale, P. B 100 81

Brown, Alex 20 100 77

McFarlane, D. P 15 100 76

Somcrs, M. S 10 100 76

Mr. Pow has decided to again put up the razor,

to be competed for in a series of two shoots of

twenty-five birds each, placing all those ot

scratch who have shot twenty or more birds out

of twenty five at any previous shoot, while those

below that number will be allowed a handicap of

added birds. This is bound to be a keenly con-

tested match.

SHOOTING AT MIDLAND.

Scores Civic Holiday:
Shot at Broke.

P. Kirby 25 20

J. Dunn 35 29

H. Hurd 25. 13

F. Dowson 25 1 .i

C. B. Adair 25 17

T. Hedderson 25 17

G. Strathearn 35 31

WINNIPEG TOURNAMENT.

The annual tournament of the Fort Garry
(Winnipeg) Gun Club was held on July 12 and
13 and proved highly successful. In addition to
many fine amateur shooters, including men on
both sides of the border line, there were also six

professionals present, viz: Simpson, Cadham and
McKay, of Winnipeg; White, of Ottawa; Barber,
of ilinneapolis; and Hirschy, of St. Paul.

E. A. Xashold, of Fargo, X.D., won the Robin
Hood Powder Co. Trophy with 48x50; Slocum, of

Devil's Lake, and Chezik, of Watertoown, N.D.,
tying for second place with 47; French of Water-
town and White of Devil's Lake, tying for third

place with 46.

In the first twentj' bird competition on the first

day. Peck of Kenmore, N.D.. and Bishop, of Nel-

son, B.C., broke straight; while Barber, of Minne-
apolis, Nashold, of Fargo, and French, of Water-
town, repeated this fine performance in event
No. 2.

Great interest was taken in the International
and championship events on the second day.
There were fifty shooters entered for the several

events, half of them from outside points and the
interest was maintained till the close.

The team from the States won the Interna-
tional event with a majority of eleven birds and
received the two flags, a Union Jack and a Stars
and Stripes, presented to the Association by Thos.
Lee.

Following were the stores in the International
anil Championship events:—

International: (Americans.)—Slocum, 24;

Huntley, 24; White, 22; French, 22; Vashold, 21;

Dubbs,"23; Peck. 23; Ward, 22; Chezick, 25; Spra-
gue. 17. Total, 223.

(Canadians.)—Brodie, 21; Paddy, 22; Cadham,
21; Bishop, 22; Wye, 23; Houghton, 19; Holden,
19; Lightcap, 23; Cramer, 22; Robinson, 20. To-
tal, 212.

Majority for Americans, 11 birds.

Dominion Championslyp:—Wye, 45; Simpson
(pro.) 44; Sutton, 39; Phair, 40; Brodie, 45;

Houghton, 45; Dr. Cadham, 45; Pace, 38; Cars-
cadden, 32; Lightcap, 46; Williamson, 40; Vates.

47; Clements, 30; Hull, 41; Cramer, 44; White
(pro.) 43; Bishop, 46; Robinson, 43; Paddy, 44;
Thompson, 47; Cadham (pro.) 39; Holden, 41;

Turvey, 45; Barber (pro.) 45: Peck, 43; Walker,
34; Boyd, 29; Schwartz, 39; Beaudro, 42; Young,
36; Miiskrat, 40; Husk, 35; Petterson, 38; Duis,

43.

Following are the scores made by the members
of the Fort Garry Gun Club at their regular

shoot on July tenth:

Brodie, 23; Conrad, 15; Houghton, 16; Patter-

son, 16; Husk, 18; Holliday, 19; Beliveau, 17;

Denison, 13; Nidd, 20; Wye," 22; Pace, 18; Hare,
13; Sutton, 24; G. V. Dingle, 15; C. E. Dingle, 10;

Lambert, 14; Couture, 15; Yates, 18; Lake, 15.

Scores on July twenty-first:

Wye, 19; Holiday, 21; Beliveau, 21; Patterson,

20; Fairsworth, 18; Hare. 20: Nidd, 21; G. V.

Dingle, 18; J. R. Dingle, 16; C. E. Dingle.
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HUNTER ONE-TRIGGER
LEATHER conditions aren't always at

their best in the **blind'* or in the skiff.

That's when you want your gun to stand

you in good stead—when you don't want it to

balk or double.

YOU CAN ea5ily wear gloves if you shoot with a
Hunter Om-Trigger. And without "fiddling.'' It

won't ballt—because there is no friction to make it

balk. And it won't double—because there is no
second trigger to get tangled up in your glove.

Have you seen the very newest Hammerless
Smith Gun ? It is just out—the 20-Gauge
Hunter One-Trigger— and it's a beauty. Weighs
only 51 to 7 pounds. Just the finest gun tnat

can be made at the low price—simply all gun
and no frills. Ask your dealer about it,

or write for handsomely lithographed

MM

GUNNER GUMPTIONS LANTERN LECTURETl ES ON

OREENER OIJNd
SAFETY— While the dictum that "there's safety in numbers may be

in so far as it concerns individuals, it is certainly wrong when
lied to parts of mechanisms ; here the simplest is always the best,
the perfect gun is that which does its work effectually with the

fewest parts. Simplicity has always been the Keynote of Greener Guns, and is

clearly exemplified in the Greener Side Safety. This consists of a simple trigger-
locking spindle absolutely infallible and possesting
the following advantages over all other syst* nis. It
does not weaken the "grip" as is the case with the
Top Safety in its weakest part ; a hole 3-16 inch dia-

,
meter through the "head," the strongest part of the
stock, is all that is necessary to accommodate the

Greener Side Safety ; it is placed in the most rational position
for use, just where the thumb falls naturally ; it cannot be
pushed on or off accidentally ; it is a "safe" safety, always
there when you wan tit, but never balking the unexpected shot.
Of course you must have it fitted to a Greener Gun to

obtain fullest satisfaction. g**"*

This is but one of the many outstanding improvements on
Greener Guns. Send for fite catalog R. I. and let us tell y< u
about the others.

WwiT /^nr'I7\Tr'D 63-65 Beaver Hall HiN. Montreal.

I mmi mmo aam gam wmmi mtma imbi i
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15; Robinson, 20; Marsh 23; Thompson,
•Si; V. Vates, 19; Lambert, 19: Lake. 18; Frost,

22; J. Yates. 19: Turvey. 23.

Following are the scores on July twent.v-fourth:
Beekman and Kost were the two high men at

the shiK)t, each having a score of twenty-four.
Wye was the next on the list with twenty-three,
while several others reached the twenty class.

Ifoliday. 19; Sutton. 21: Beliveau, "20: Hare,
20; Patterson, 21; Kostr 24; Kidd, 21: H. a!

Cawdiok. 22; Yates, 21; Bradie, 21; Husk, 20;
Bundy, 15; Fawcett, 20; Oyles, 15; Tinny, 20;
Ca<lham, 20; Couture. 16; Cote, 16; Larabeit, 22;
Tlionipson, 22; \Vye. 23; Lay, 20; Murdock. IS;

E. L. Tavlor. 31; \V. Cummings, 27: C. R. Skene,
3S.

Sturdy wins button in A: .Skene wins button in

B; Foote wins button in C.

The new trap house is a great improvement be-
ing mucli lower than the former one—and the
targets much easier seen.

On August second:
Barber, 35; Sturdy, 44: Macdonru, 46; Cronyn,

34; Foote, 35; Cummings. 14.

Shoot-off in Class A. Macdonru beat Sturdy;
Cronvn wins in B: Foote wins in C.

BRANDON GUN CLUB SHOOT.

The following scores were made on July twen-
ty-sixth:

"D. E. Clement, 23; \V. Swartz. 21; H. Marshall,
21; B. Sutherland, 20; Dr. McDiarmid. 19; F.
Laughton, 19; P. Powell, 18; E. Ferguson, IS; iL
Varcoe. 17; ^V. Crozier, 17; H. Fawcett, 15; R.
Julyan, 15; T. Corness, 15; 0. Trumbell, 14.

MOOSE JAW SHOOTING.

Portal won the team shoot in the successful
Gun Club Tournament at Moose Jaw on July
twenty-eighth. Portal had a score of 90 out of a
possjible Juindred, Moose Jaw being second with
75.-ajad JUbow third with 74.

The following are five highest scores in indivi-

dual scores, the possible in each case being 20:
J. Cadham, Winni))eg .... 17 17 17 15 11
F. Crawford. Winnipeg .... 17 16 18 16
t!. J. ;McKay. Winnijieg .... 19 16 17 IS 17
Campbell, Raston IS 16 16 17 13
Walker. Winnipeg 15 14 12 14 13

GOOD SCORES AT LETHBRIDGE.

Good scores were made on .July nineteenth, de-
spite the fact that the weather was very inclem-
ent. J. C. Livingston led in the scoring and was
closely followed by A. B. Stafford.

Scores out of 75:

J. C. Livingston, 69; A. B. Stafford, 60; R.
Livingston, 57: A. H. Nieol, 48; H. A. McMillan,
29; C. F. Smith, 27.

SCORES OF REVELSTOKE MEMBERS.

On July twelfth:

Button—J. G. Barber, 35; Sturdy, 44; Mac-
donru, 35; W. Foote, 37.

Sturdy wins button in A; Foote wins button
in C.

On July twenty-sixth:
J. G. Barber, "44; A. J. Macdonru, 43; J. A.

5erbe?, 42; W. Foote, 40; W. A. Sturdy, 46; T.

At the Maine State Tournament. Haines Land-
ing, Me., June 8th, 9th and 10th the shooting
ability of Marlin shotguns was thoroughly demon-
strated. Mr. Arthur Waldron of Richmond, Me.,

won the State of Maine Championship by break-
ing 95 out of 100 and 25 straight in the shoot off

with two other contestants. Mr. Waldron used
a regular Marlin shotgun—and this is the second
time that he won the State Championship with :>

Marlin gun. Mr. W. B. Darton was second high
professional at Main State Shoot on June 8th,

with the excellent score of 184 out of 200, and
was second high professional for the three days
with the score of 547 out of 600. With the same
gun Mr. Darton won second high professional

average at the tournament of the Xew Haven
Gun Club on Mav 30th.

Mr. C. C. Collins of Aldine. Indiana, the Nation-
al Amateur Champion, broke 285 out of 300 clay
birds at the Jewell. Iowa Shoot. July 1st and
2nd. He won the High Amateur Average with a.

percentage of 99. Mr. E. H. Storr. of Baltimore,
Md., with a Xo. 525 Stevens Repeater, was high
gun at the Fourth of July all da.v shoot of the
Roanoke Gun Club. Roanoke, Va. Score 178 x
180. Mr. Storr also made the long run—133
straight: In the preliminar.v shoot of the day
before, Mr. Storr broke 100 straight.

Harry Kahler. at the Eastern Handicap, held at
Wilmington, Del.. .July 12th. in the great Double
Bird Event, 50 doubles, made the splendid score

of 92 ex. 100.

Mr. Wolfolk Henderson, shooting liis Lefever
gun at the tournament held at Coraopolis, Pa.,

July 19th, won High Average over all for the
entire tournament breaking 145 ex. 150 targets.

This is simply renewed evidence of the wonderful
shooting qualities of I^efever Guns. The Lefever
-\rms Co.. Syracuse, X.Y.. have .just issued a
beautiful new art catalogue and "will be pleased
on request, to forward .vou one without charge.
The catalogue contains valuable hints to sports-,

men.

I
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- ON THE LOOKOUT ! ! -.
Every Sportsman, too, is on the lookout for the

latest and best. We offer ihem to him in

CI

the shape of an up-to-date

CLABROUGH GUN"
No matter what class of Sport he seeks, we can

provide him with a weapou. and provide him
quickly, which will assist him towards success.

He calls for a gun which will stand hard usage,
—shoot a close aiid even pattern, and—do the same
after years of wear.
We are getting shoals of letters from friends lu

Canada who have owne<l "Clabrough" Guns for

years, and who ^ive them nothing but praise, the
only complaint is that "they won't wear out."
Mr. G. B. Greene. Ottawa writes June 14th, 1911,

re a "CLABROUGH" he has shot constantly at th..-

traps and in the field for thirteen years:

—

"I shall be very glad indeed to send you a
testimonial letter, should you wish it. relative to

the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of hard usage and with the
exception of a broken stock, whieh was due to no
fault of the gun, it Is in almost AS GOOD CON-
DITION as the day it left the factory."
There are plenty who wish to become possessed

of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, for
Duck—and for shooting at the Traps—to these
we now address ourselves.

It is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "CLABROUGH." the name was popular on
guns before other makes were heard of in Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock it, or has not
the right grade—we never hear of this inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you meet with any trouble in getting our guns,
or particulars of them from your Dealer, let us help
you. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are filled.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced in Dollars, will
interest you, we mail it free!

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. Clabrouch Bro>.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communlcatlong to be addressed to Works,

Blrmlngbam.

IS YOUR revolver safe about the

house? If brushed off a shelf or hook
or tumbled out of a drawer, would it

go off when the hammer hit the floor?

Hardly a day passes tliat we don't hear of a
revolver accident—we have hundreds of clippings

telling of people dropping revolvers and shooting
themseh'es. Bui consiJer this extraorjinaryfad:
Of the three niilHon in use, not one

IvER Johnson
Safety

Automatic

<ivas e'ver accidentally Liischeirged.

There's just one way to fire it — a purposeful pull
on the tri^'gcr.

A full equipment of unbreakable, permanent tension
wire springs is a unique feature.

It is accurate, fast, hard hitting, and you can

*' Hammer the Hammer"
Ret:ular modul costs $6. Others up to $10.

To prevent substitution of obsolete models
and limit sale to proper persons, distribution

iS conlined to resident dealers, licensed

under our patents. Mail-order
Luuses arc not licensed.

IVER JOHNSON'S
ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Moss,

Phil. B. Bclceart Co.. 717 Market St.. San Francisco. Cal.

Revolver



TRADE NOTES

Considerable interest has been taken by shoot-

ers in the announcement of the Maxim Silencer

and much curiosity has been evinced as to the

method by which it works. Information on these

points has been supplied by the issue of a circu-

lar explaining not only the fitting, working and

effectiveness of the Silencer but also the list of

couplings by which it is fitted to various makes
of rifles. It is explained that the Silencer

checks the muzzle blast by catching the gases

when the bullet emerges from the muzzle and
discharging them gradually instead of instanta-

neously. The gases caught in the Silencer ire

made to whirl, leaving a central space through

which the bullet makes its passage, the gas being

allowed to escape gradually, preventing noise

and reducing recoil by two thirds. The Silencers

are furnished for every carbine rifle from the .22

up to the .45 inclusive, the larger calibre auto

rifles being fitted only by special arrangements.

Single shot rifles, repeating rifles, carbines and

single shot target pistols of any make or calibre

can be fitted with the Silencer. Shot Gun Silencers

are not ready for distributions. Shot loaded

cartridges can be used perfectly in rifles fitted

with regular shot Silencers. Revolvers and auto-

matic pistols are not adapted to be silenced and
cannot therefore be fitted. A copy of this cir-

cular will be forwarded to any interested reader

who will apply direct to the Maxim Silent Fire-

arms Company, Hartford, Connecticut, and men-
tion Rod and Gun in Canada.

It gives us pleasure to call attention to the new
catalogue just issued by the Marlin Firearms Co.,

67 Willow St., New Haven, Conn., This book is

more than a mere catalogue, for in addition to

struction, entering understandingly into the dis

giving the full specifications of the respective

guns, it is also a practical treatise on gun con-

cussion of materials, methods and manufacture,

and the safety, conveniences and general advan-

tages of modern small arms, and the adaptibility

of the respective forms of gun construction to

the various sizes and styles of small-arms am-
munition. It also illustrates and describes fully

the many standard styles of cartridges adapted to

the Marlin line of repeaters, which are made in

all popular calibres from .22 to .45 inclusive, and
in many different models, lengths and styles.

New goods shown in this new catalogue for the

first time are:

The new Model 27 Marlin Repeater in .25-20

and .32-20 calibres, is the only pump action repeat-

er in the world that handles these popular cart-

ridges; a gun made with take-down construction,

action parts instantly removable without using

tools. Ivory Bead front and Rocky Mountain

Rear sights (the best set ever regularly furnished
on any repeating rifle) and with Special Smoke-
less Steel barrel for high power loads.

The new Model 20 Full Magazine Rifle, is built

with a heavier modeled butt stock than the well-
known regular Model 20, with 24 inch octaggon
barrel, and with magazine full length of barrel.

It is adapted to the use of .22 short, long and
long-rifle cartridges without any change in ad-
justment, and is the only pump action .22 re-

peater in the market that shoots 25 times at one
loading.

The model 30 is a new 16 gauge Marlin model
just brought out to succeed the well-known, light
weight Model 16. It has many improvements
over the older model, and is an admirable arm
fc the many shooters who prefer the repeating
construction and want a light-weight, quick-hand-
ling small bore shot gun. It is furnished in sever-

al grades, the difference mostly in such features
as engraving, fine checking, etc.

A new model Field Gun in 12 and 16 gauges is

also featured in this book. These are both extra
short, light, quick-handling guns, made with 25
inch open bored barrels, the 16 gauge lighter than
the 12 gauge. They are handsomely finished,

with imported Circassion Walnut buttstocks,
finely checked, and are sure to be popular with
those who can afford a special field gun, furnished
at a very moderate price.

All of these new guns and all of the other Mar-
lin models of repeating rifles and shotguns are
illustrated and described in detail—giving the
reader the most intimate knowledge of the most
extensive exclusive line of repeating small arms
in the world. There's a world of practical gun
knowledge in this new 122 page Marlin catalogue,
and a quality rare in gun catalogues—the ability

to select from the catalogue the particular model,
calibre or gauge, and style of gun best adapted
for your individual requirements. The book will

be mailed free to you for 3 cents postage by the
Marlin Firearms Co. if you will apply to them
direct and mention Rod and Gun in Canada.

"Ever go Fishing," is the title of a booklet
written by W. D. Johnston, 296 Dakota Avenue,
Pierre, South Dakota, which should be in the

hands of ever- fisherman and nature lover in

Aemrica. This booklet though small in size is

unusuall. large in information as it tells in a

simple and concise way how to skin, mount and
preserve fish skins true to life right on the ground
where you catch the fish and at practically no
expense. Mr. Johnston sells this booklet for

."0 cents with money back guarantee. New is

the time to send for it.
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ChHALLENGC
WATERPROOF

l^LLARS

Sav(e you money
Stop all laundry troubles. "Chal-
lenge" Collars can be cleaned with
a rub from a wet cloth—smart and
dressy always. The correct dull
finish and texture of the best linen.

If your dealer hasn't Challenge" Brand
write us enclosing money. 25c. for collars,
50-7. pei p-'ji for cuffs. We will supply
you. Send for new style book.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA
Limited

54-64 Fraier Ave., Toronto, Can.
«i4i

8MIM $35.00

Latest Genuine Mauser Sporting Rifles

H. TAUSCHER CO ,

Lugcr Automatic Pistols
Ask your Dealer or Write

Adopted by
Seven Governments

320 Broadway, New York.

FOR

SAIL or MOTOR BOAT
Cruising

Tents, waterproof bags,

pack sacks, ground cloths.

Boat Hardware.

Brass or Galvanized.

Flags, Cushions, Sails,

Rope, Steering Cord.

JOHN LECKiTLIMlTED,
77 Wellington St. W.,

Toronto.

Daniel's Patent Concentric Sight

^,
As it appears while
ainiing through tang

^_^-.^ ,
sight. Note the clear

/; /<^c?5\-^::,^^ cut, beautiful deffin-
ation. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere

\ there's light. Not in

the wa'V' of the tang
mail $2 00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

Chas. Daniel
Melbourne, Wash. U, S. A. Box B-3

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true sportxuan. Send Twemtt-Fivb yearly

fubicriplion». and a KORONA PETrT Camera, aiie

55^^554, will be sent you. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rocheater, N. Y.
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Few people perhaps realize the possibilities of

target shooting by moonlight with the aid of a

good telescope sight. Such it has been the prov-

ince to Capt. W. H. Richard, of the Ohio National

Guard, to demonstrate. At about 11.30 o'clock

on the night of July 10th, he placed a target on
the 800 yard range at Camp Perry and fired a

series of twenty shots at it. using a rifle with
Winchester barrel. Winchester telescope sight and
Winchester cartridges. A lantern was thrust
forward to the target after each shot to show the
point of impact of the bullet. Capt. Richard
said that "the shots found the proper place about
as well as though the shooting had been done by
daylight." His first shot was a close four, this

being practically a sighting shot. After that
most of them were bulls. He made a total of

94 out of a possible 100, getting twelve straight
bulls, and his last fifteen shots showed up a total
of 73 out of a possible 75. This demonstration
ii.dicates that the modern telescope sight does
not need the broad light of day to be effective,

but that the light of the pale moon is sufficient

for accurate shooting. This may offer a sug-
gestion to many marksmen for practice at night.

This new and practical gaff is the latest pro-
duct of the Marble Arms & :Mfg. Co. and its per-

fection is due to the inventive genius of W. L.

Marble who has perfected the Marble Game Get-
ter Gun, the Marble Safety Axe and many other
outing specialties now being used all over the
world. Like the other Marble specialties this

gaff is distinctive from all others heretofore pro-

duced and shows the result of long and careful

study by one who understands the real sports-
man's needs and has the ability to put his know-
ledge into concrete mechanical form. This new
Marble product, known as the Clincher Gaff does
not have just a few long teeth, but a series of

short teeth, just sufficiently pointed to hold the
fish in a vicelike grip, but not long enough to cut
through the scales and tear the flesh. The points
are held open by the coiled spring and by con-

tracting the muscles of the hand, the fisherman
can bring the points together instantly and with
much or little pressure according to the size of

the fish. The larger illustration shows the gaff

open ready for business, while the smaller one
shows how the jaws close over the fish holding
him in a grip that he can't possibly get away
from no matter how hard he struggles. It is

designed for fish of all sizes from a half-poimd up
to twenty pounds. The price is only one dollar

at sporting goods stores throughout the country.

Full particulars may be obtained by writing to

The Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., oSl" Delta Ave.,

Gladstone, Mich.

Europe is accepting the American built motor,
we quote from a letter recently received at the
office of Scripps Motor Co. from their agent in

Finland. Their Finland agent Avrites as follows:

"There will be a big regatta in Helsingfors in the

summer and there will be entered five new ele-

gant 35-37 foot boats with 18-30 H. P., one new
40 footer with 25-30 H. P.. and two or three

smaller ones all with Scripps engines. These
eight or nine boats will tell a tale. Some of them
will also travel to Stockholm." We understand
that a very larse percentage of the motors manu-
factured each year by the Scripps Co. are for

export trade. It is a literal fact that these mot-
ors will be found in every quarter of the globe,

especially in Finland, Russia, Germany, South
America. Australia. New Zealand and the Philip-

pine Islands. In Russia perhaps they have scor-

ed one of their greatest victories capturing the
Silver Medal at the late St. Petersburg Exposi-
tion in competition with 37 of the world's great-

est manufacturers of marine engines. Foreign
buyers have the reputation of being rather skep-
tical and wary of making many purchases until

they are fully satisfied as to the quality of the
goods they are buying, and in view of this fact it

can hardly be denied that the Scripps Company
has just cause for congratulation for their suc-

cess abroad.

Further evidence of the entire suitability of the
Marlin Trap Gun for trap shooting is found in

the score made by W. B. Darton. {with his Marlin
Trap Gun), at Beverly, Mass.. May 20th. 163 out
of 175, winning the high professional average. In
addition, Mr. Darton broke 25 straight in the prac-

tice event. With the same gun Mr. Darton broke
118 out of 125 at Wellington. Mass. on May 17th,

and 48 out of 50 at Keene. New Hampshire, May
loth. The ilarlin Trap Gun is specially built

and bored for trap shooting, and is a gun worth
knowing. Special descriptive circular with a
large illustration of the Marlin Trap Gun in col-

ors and giving a thorough description, will be sent
upon request by The Marlin Firearms Co., Xew
Haven. Conn.

American Marine Motors of the better class are

finding a ready market in Europe and other for-

eign countries. The kerosene burning engine

seems to have the call, as gasoline is too ex-

pensive at many points to make an economical
fuel. As an example of the ready way in which

Sanitary goggles supply a want that has been
keenly felt amongst the large and ever growing
army of motorists. Ordinary goggles have been
proved wanting in more than one direction but
the new sanitary goggles make up for these de-

ficiencies and are equally suitable for men. ladies

and children. They are flexible and transparent,

light, weighing only half an ounce, anil provide a

perfect shield for both eyes and nostrils. While
compact, sanitary and non-sweating, they give a

wide range of vision and do not disfigure the face.

Motor cyclists and racers will find them equally

suitable. In motoring the eyes and nose need

special care and the sanitary goggles protect these

delicate organs from injury either from wind or

the germ laden atmosphere through which journ-

evs are taken. Motorists who are unacquainted

with these goggles will do well to investigate the

claims made by the manufacturers, the Sanitary

Auto Gogsle Company. Toronto. Ont.
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ATTENTION— Sportsmen
Before going on your outing whether it is to

Temagami, Muskoka or the "Rockies,'' send for a pair

of our Sporting Boots. You will find Nothing Better.

The Sporting Boot shown here is 16 inches high,

has Bellows Tongue to the top of leg, oil tan

bottoms, solid sole leather sole, double hand sewn.

Write for our illustrated price list.—We nnake

every sort.

Buy the Sporting Boot with the Patent Heel.

Addres*

Style "SOS"
Price S 10.00 the pair.

Beal Bros. Limited
52 Wellington St. E.

Toronto, Canada

TENTS
For Sale or Rent in all sizes

Our Special 10x12—3 ft. wall, 8 ox.

Duck $10.50

We are large manufacturers of

Tents, Flag's, Etc., and everything; in

canvas required by the sportsman.

Our Special Mosquito \^eil Price $1.00.

Send for Catalogue.

American Tent and Awning Co., limittd

430 Yonge S . Toronto

canadian
g;"a m era
exchange
Cameras bought, sold or exchanged

for new. We carry a large assortment

of all styles. Post Card and Reflex

Cameras, and are selling at bargain

prices. Your old camera will be taken

in exchange for new.

(.jet our prices beiore buying.

Developingand Finishing for.\mateurs.

Cameras rented. Open Evenings.

CANADIAN CAMERA EXCHANGE
352* Yonge Street TORONTO
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(ATCH MORE FISH

by using minnows that are just as lively as when
first caught. The best live-bait carrier in the

world is the

(nam^ijiy Minnow Bucket
made wilh floalins calvanized wire inset and sunk ice

pan in top. Fresh air and cool water keijps minnows
alive and lively. Most durable, easy to

clean, and costs little.

Cream Cily Waie Ne»er Disappoint*

Accept no substitute. If your dealer

doesn't sell our eoods write to us for FREE

MTA106 showing oiir complete line of bait boxes, tackl'-

boxes and minnow buckets. All st>-les, all sijrcs. all

prices. cEUDER. PAESCHKE & FREY CO.

20S 15th St. Milwmikee, WU.

MEN'S DISEASES
Involuntary Losses, Xervous Debility,

Blood disease affecting throat, mouth
and skin. Unnatural Discharges, Lost
Vitality, Kidney and Bladder affections,

and all diseases of the nerves and genito-

urinary organs, a specialty. It makes
no difference who has failed to cure you.
Call or write. Consultation free.

Medicines sent to any address.

DR. J. E. REEVE, Kent Building,

Cor. Yonge and Richmond Streets, To-
ronto. 'Phone Main 943.

THREE BEAUTY POSES 26 CENTS
Decorate Your "Den" with "Art Gems"
E.vquisite portrayals of female loveliness.

THREE bewitching poses 2Sc; 6 for 50c.

One 6ii X Sl-i photograph FREE with
every order for six.

OUR DOLLAR SPECIAI^-Two eKjxSMi
photographs, 6 cabinet size and 32 small
photo.s. all for $1.00. Our pictures are

all real photographs. No reproductions of

paintings or other cheap trash. Money
back if not pleased.

ART PHOTO CO.. 2009 E. G.. Grand Sapids. Mich.

ONE AT A TIME

is good fishing!

We do one thing well.

We train youg people

or Business Positions.

Make enquires about the

KENNEDY
9 Adelaide St.

SCHOOL
Toronto.

Stings of Insects

Ivy Poison

Chafing
And all skin Irritations such as Barber's Itch and

Eczema are quickly relieved by

Dr. Chase's

Ointment
No sportsmajj's equipment is complete without a

box of Dr. Chase's Ointment. Besides relieving

skin irritations of every kind it is Invaluable in

case of accidental wounds. By its antiseptic in-

fluence it prevents blood poisoning and quickly heals

the skin.

Exposure to cold and dampness Is liable to bring

on an attack of piles, and there is no treatment

known which so quickly relieves and cures this

annoying ailment as Dr. Chase's Ointment. For

sale by all dealers or sent postpaid on receipt of

prlcr- 60 cts. a box. by EDMANSON. BATES & CO.,

LIMITED. Toronto.

Iris Linen
medium crash finish.

A most up-to-date

Note Paper
Made in Empress size

And Envelopes
to match. Newest shape with

deep pointed flap.

Ask your Stationer for it.

MADE BY

BARBER. ELLIS
LIMITED

TORONTO - BRANTFORD - WINNIPEG-
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rRESn VICTORIES roR

8PLITD0RF
At Outteoburg, June I?

5 miles, Nonstock, Class E, 231 cubic inches, won by Burke in a

SPLITDORF equipped E-M-F. Time, 6.09.

10 miles. Non-stock, Class E, 450 cubic inches, won by Koopman

in a SPLITDORF equipped National. Time, 10.42 2-5.

10 miles, Class E, 600 cubic inches, won by Whalen in a SPLIT-

DORF equipped National. Time, 10.30 2-5.

The one big fact that sticks out above everything else in these

continuous SPLITDORF victories is the Perfect Ignition always

furnished the winner by the SPLITDORF Magneto.

You can have the same

satisfactory service on your

car by equipping it with a

SPLITDORF.

Please ask for Magneto

catalog.

C. F. SPLITDORF
Walton Ave. and 138th St.,

NEW YORK.

Chicago :

1110 S.Michigan Ave.
San Francisco

:

520 Van Ness Ave.

Detroit :

868Woodward Ave.

Boston :

Motor Mart.

°^
12°2rs* Olive St. Branch—1679 Broadway,
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WILL EXCHANGE Ross Sporting Rifle, cal. 303 Britisli,

for better grade, never been used; or 5x7 Camera any

make or ox7 View Cunn-ru. Address, G. M. n.. Box 1213,

Wowlstock, Out. - ins.

LAUNCHES.
FOR SALE—12 ft. Duck Boat. A Bargain at $25.00.

Apply Box B., l:oU and Gun. Woodstock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—One boat, nearly new, and one dozen traps.

For particulars apply to F. S. Taylor, Kiumount, Ontario. 2t

For Sale—23 foot bull, semi-speed type, new. For fur-

ther particulars address N. Austen, 25 Front Street. B.,

Toronto. T. F.

$135 for 16 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. J400 for 25 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, caiTriea 400 feet of canvas. Botb
boats In excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Box 309,

LIstowel, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—12 foot steel duck boat, large enough for

two men and a dog. Decked at both ends and at the

fildes. Fitted with air chambers and one pair of oars.

Never been used. Price $25.00. Box B, Rod & Gun. 25

Front Street East, Toronto Ont.

FOR SALE—25 ft. semi-speed family launch. In which
Is installed an eight h.p. twin screw Van Auken engine

with reversing propellers. Complete outQt ready for water,

(425.00 cash. For further particulars address A. Coward,
Kingston. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat,

cash. A bargain. Apply Box A.

stock, Ont.

Will sell for $20.00

Rod and Gun, Wood-
tf

FOR SALE—30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor Boat,

fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull ready

to receive Motor and equipment. Either or both will be
Bold at a bargain. Write for particulars to The Schultz

Bros. Co.. Limited, Brantford, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Far $50.00 cash, a boat iiimost new. very
suitable for g:i;>oline t-ngine; dimensions as follows:

Length 21 ft. 6 in., beam 5 ft. 6 in., depth 2 ft. Anchor
and full sailing equipment with her F.O.B. Port Rowan,
Ont. For full particulars apply at oncf to W. U. Mitrtin,

Sporting Goods Dealer, W.tudstocb, Ont.

^T STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittena.

Prize- winning stock. "Rahman,"' line-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Ilewltt, 70S Dovercourt Rd.,

Toronto. Ont.

SPECIALS.
FOR SALE—Fresh Wild Rice St--d.

Port Hope. Ontario.
Chas. Gilchrist.

3t.

FOR SALE—Wild Duck Decoy eggs, $2.00 for 11 eggs.
Sam Holmes, uox 2, Chatham, Ont. A-2t

WANTED—fJuide to take a small party dUi.k shooting
this Fall. State plfice ;inil wages per day. C. J. Pack-
ham. Brampton. Ont. IT

WANTED—Parties to hunt north of G.T.P. and east
of the Abitihi River: provisions ,etc. provided. Sloose
guaranteeil. Apply Box 23. Unionville, Ont. A-3T

FOh SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been used. N. Austen, 25 Front
Streei, E.. Toronto. T. P.

HONEY bees;—Wild swarms enticed Into a common box
with my bait. Write for particulars. H. H. Humphrey,
Cherubnsco, N.Y.

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built and fitted ac-

cording to specifications at a considerable discount off
regular prices. Address N. Austen. 25 Front Street. E.,
Toronto. T. F,

"Small Mouth Black Bass" are caught In Long Point
Bay In the prentest numbers of any place In the world.
Season opens ,Iune leth. "It's great sport." Come early.
For particulars apply to Lake View Hotel. St. Williams.
Ontario. m-3t

Parties wishing information as to where to purchase or

sell, black, silver or cross foxes, young or old. address
Box H.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock, Ont. J-3t

Grizzly and Black Bear Hunting in May or June. Write
H. G. Low, Sportsman's Guild. Gelena P. O.. via Golden.
B.C. Everything furnished. Rates $15.00 per day Inclu-

sive. F32

FOR SALE—Popular summer hotel, thirty rooms, fur-

nished, for rent, with very good celery and farm land

—

with hay for twenty-five cows. Write A. K. Flsk. Accoun-
tant. Eastern Townships Bank Building, St. James St.,

Montreal. A3t

FOR SALE—^S-ix large mooseheads. twenty deer heads,

double beaded calf, white deer, bear, etc. For descrip-

tion and prices. Write H. B. Baker, taxidermist, Union-

ville, Ont. A-3T

FOR SALE—Black Bear, Timber Wolf, Coyote, Mountain
Lion. Fox and other well furred rugs, with mounted heads,

open mouth or half head finish, lined with best felt, fancy

borders. Highest class of work and very reasonable)

prices. Will ship on approval anywhere. Edwin Dixon,
Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

A Large Mounted Elk Head for Sale. Write today for

description and prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Union-

ville. Ont.

FOR SALE—Four Large Mounted Deer Heads, a !•

point woodland Caribou head, mounted and unmounted
horns, Buffalo horne, Elk tusks. Tanned and Raw Animal
Skins. Cut prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, UnlonvUl*.
Ont.

FOR SALE—Three large Moose Heads, mounted this

season. Write for description and prices. Edwin Dixon,
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nnnTIJ rn accidently discovered root will cure both
DnU I ncn tobacco habit and indigestion Gladly scud
particulars. J. K. STOKES. Mohawk, Florida.
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A Young Naturalist And His Pets

A British Columbia Scene

BY BONNYCASTLE DALE.

Ar the foot of a mighty Douglas fir,

in the great silent forests that

clothe \'ancouver Island, a fir that

raised its feathered top a good three

hundred feet above its fern clad roots

—

its top so far up above the densely

branched and plumed trunk that the

birds of the air might nest there all un-

conscious of the wood-ranging animals at

its foot—there was born one bright April

day a slim limbed, large-eyed, great-ear-

ed youngster of the Blacktail Deer fam-
ily. Its trembling mother watched with

anxious eyes every dim shadow that fell

on the spring undergrowth and the green

moss that carpeted those woodland aisles.

She threw her shapely head up quickly

at every rustle of a leaf, every snapping
of a branch, for the dainty first-born that

cuddled to her breasts had not yet essayed

to stand on its delicate looking legs. Each
time the watchful head turned, each time

the big liquid black eyes searched the

scene, the gazelle cried with a wheezy-
whimpering sound the rabbit-like call,

"We-ee, W'e-ee.'

In the mighty valley, many miles long,

there flowed one of the feeders of the

Sooke River, a swiftly rushing stream, a

thing of tangled boughs and tossing

trunks in flood time, of sparkling ripples

and shallow pools in summer. Here
came all the beasts of the forest to drink.

The sleek, cowardly panther, who can

pass through our thickest bush with

hardly a rustle, slaked his thirst there.

The big lumbering black bears that each

spring come forth from tiieir dens among
the Sooke hills, la\ed tlieir big black jaws

in this clear stream and eyed greedily

the nimble cutthroat trout that played in

the pools, for had they not been mighty

fishermen only last winter when this

stream was gorged with spawning sal-

mon and it only needed the scooping

throw of a big forefoot to land a fish for

supper on this \ery bank? To this

Now the Light Canoe Ltapt d Ahead Before the Strong Pole.
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drinking' place came also long^ oraunt look-

ing timber wolves, animals harmless to

man but each hungering for a meal of

dainty young deer flesh.

How that anxious mother ever coaxed
the lagging' steps of the new-born to a

place of greater security ; how she ever

shieWed it, deserted as she was by her

mate—in fact she had first wilfully de-

serted him, for the males of all species

are apt to trample and kill their young
if they seem to take away or detain the

female; how by slow, watchful, crossing

must mother and son have darted of? with
swift bounds through the dark forest

when some crackling noise told of a

creeping danger.
May passed with the now agile fawn

in its full spotted coat. June saw it

big-eyed and full-eared, showing its specs
clearer still. In July they began to fade.

In August the rabbit-grey coat was com-
ing fast. In September a reddish haze
was appearing through this. Now the

young chap could bound along as fast as

his mother. I know Fritz and I in our

Down in t'.:e Bow Fritz Squitted and Nursed the Fifty Pounds oi" Dctfi All the Way Across the Inlet.

of a little brook she washed out her trail

;

how by lingering in grassy glades in the

midst of the drowned lands she hid the

weak-kneed fawn, we may guess at; but
how she ever kept it from the hungry
jaws of the beasts that prowl by night is

more than we can even conjecture.

We have often found these sleeping

places. In every case there was a fairly

clear outlook on each side. How often

as the youngster increased in strength

Natural History work have often tried

to capture these three and four months
old pets. They would come, like a liv-

ing football, bounding along the trail as

fast as a greyhound travels, and it was
more than our lives were worth to try

and stop them.
September days, while the fawn fed.

slowly walking along beside its yet

watchful mother, brought an even worse
enemy than slinking panther or cruel
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wolf or prowling; bear—the big two leg-

ged one called Man. The deer and the

fawn expected to be attacked by an ene-

my that advanced upon them. They
were not prepared for an ambush. It

happened then one day that the long

grey head of the mother, with its odd
circle of black near the mouth, was rais-

ed to watch a dark figure, seemingly a

blackened stump, that stood near the

trail. The alert youngster saw a spit of

flame, heard a crackling report, saw its

mother fall on her side, kickin'^ •;pasm(i(l-

he reached the Sooke River. Now he

heard for the first time the tell-tale

tongues of the hunter's dogs that were

on his trail and once as he stood with

panting sides and slim pink tongue hang-

ing out, he saw two white animals come
along the trail. Like a flash he was of¥,

the legs twinkled past one another. Then
began a wonderful leaping, bounding,

running, and he gained on the noisy ani-

mals behind him.

Out of the wooded scene he rushed, on

alons: the river banks he bounded. Into

I Snapped Fritz as He Stood Erect with the Youn* Buck Hanging frcm His Hands Like a Dead Animil.

ically. It heard the strange sound of

tlie human voice. The black object came
rushing down the path. Off sped the
fawn as fast as his slim limbs could car-

ry him, forgetful even of the natural love

of the young for the mother, in the terror

of the moment. Two more crashing re-

ports lent strength to his flight and on
he dashed in a most wonderful series of

running leaps. Straight for the stream
he sped; along its banks he dashed until

the forest he entered again and when he

next emerged—with swiftly beating heart

and gasping breath—he stood on the

shores of our beautiful Sooke Inlet.

Surely in so fair a scene there must be

safet}'. No! the Indian village was
right across from him. The yelping

curs were even now darting out of the

woods. One of the men of the village

raised his eyes, saw the speeding curs,

the bounding deer, and oiif he dashed for
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his rifle. Into his canoe he leaped and
joined in the chase.

Out on to the river flats sped the tor-

mented little fawn, but a trembling baby

vet. for all the spike horns that were ready

to burst throusrh his tjrey .skin. Throug^h

the lajToons he dashed, starting the widg-

eon and the teal from their banquets of

samphire and ellgrass and tilling the sky

with the black figures of the leaping"

ducks. Out on to the shorebird-crowd-

ed flats he darted, making the sandpipers

and turnstones leap ahead in flickering

is safe yet. On the poor thing swims.
On push the dogs with their cries cut

gurglingly in half by the cold salt water
they splash into their hungry mouths.
.\gain the canoe man raises the rifle. Ah

!

for a moment he centered the head : a

tiny wave rolls the craft. Again the

rifle sings out and again the bullet speeds
safely past the shapely little head. Xow
the dogs are closing' in and the himter
must shoot fast before they catch the

young buck. Man and dogs are both
aflame i" kill. "Rang, Spat I" another

crowds. Xow the curs are making
swift headway and the fawn is tiring. A
regular volley of yelping barks ring out

as the sadly harried little deer leaps into

the cold waters of the Inlet and vainly

tries to escape by swimming.
Xow the light canoe leaps ahead be-

fore the strong pole. The hunter drops

on his knees and seizes his rifle. "Bang!"
sings the weapon: "spat!" goes the bul-

let—awav wide—and the little grev head

miss. "Bang, spat!" a good foot away
from the long ears and the great black

strained eyes.

The fawn's powers are waning fast.

He makes one more spasmodic effort; the

swimming legs plunge uselessly; the

gentle eyes lose sight; the trim head

sinks beneath the water. Two snarling

curs leap on to the body and press it

down, vainly trying to tear and rend the

soft, delicate skin. Into this churning
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Out on to t!i>? Siiore-Bird Crowded Flats He Darted.

mass sweeps the canoe. Pushine; the

dogfs aside as so much foam the hunter
reaches far down and clutches the drown-
ing' fawn and drags it into tlie canoe.

\ovv tlie heat of the fi.g'ht is o\er and
the man feels a faint touch of pity for

the poor little thing-—our deer are hut
small at their largest. Carefully he

presses the water out of its bedraggled
coat; gently he lays it down so that the

salt water Avill drain out of its mouth

—

all credit to him. The lungs fill with the

good air again and the unconscious deer
breathes faintly. Swiftly the man
speeds the- canoe ashore. L'p the bank
he carries the fawn. Rapidly a dry bed
of hay is made in the big barn of the

rancherie and fresh greens and sweet
milk are set before the ej-es of the now
reviving deer. So desperate had been
its straits that it allowed a bunch of cleav-

er to be placed betwen its lips without of-

fering to touch the dainty morsel for an

hour's time.

Now enters Fritz into the life of the

big-eyed pet. The deer was offered to

us and over to the rancherie we sped in

our cedar board canoe to get it. By
this time—a day had elapsed—the young
buck was fairly tamed d.nvn. He allow-

ed Fritz to pet and caress him. How
were we to take him back to the Inlet?

Everv time we essaved to hold him he

ga\e a good imitation of a bucking
broncho. Finally we decided to bind

him fast. .\ pair of big soft sacks were
carefully wrapped around the struggling

legs and each pair was swiftly lashed to-

gether. We carried him, a big inert

Ijundle, down to the canoe. The guns
were unloaded. Fritz staggered into the

how, swinging perilously near to an up-

set. Down in the bow he squatted and
nursed the kicking fifty pounds of )-oung

Blacktail deer all the way across the in-

let. Swiftly I paddled, as although we
had no fear of a wetting, we did not care

to decorate the harl^our' with our two
guns. I snapped I'ritz as he stood erect

with his nursling hanging from his hands
like a dead animal.

Dead! did v<iu sav? Oh dear no. I

starting: the Widgeon and the Teal from the Lagoons.
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put him in my dark room until I unbound
him. Truly he was stiff, too stiff to

stand erect at first, but in a few moments
he was up and rubbing: against the lad's

legs and greedily eating fresh grass from

his hand. Very .soon we had an hundred

foot wire-netted inclosure for him. He

was duly christened Ximrod and the first

noise of Nature we hear each morning
from our bungalow windows is the cry.

'\\'e-ee, We-ee," from the active little

Blacktail buck that mercifully was spar-

ed before the rifle and the dogs that

bright autumn day on Sooke Inlet.

THE LURE OF THE OPEN.

RY FREDERICK WH.I.IAM W.iI.L.\CE.

Oh. I'm sickened of the City, an' the rattlin", roarin' streets,

An' the everlastin' quenchin' of an everlastin' thirst.

I am wearied, ave plumb wearied, o' th' fellers that I treats.

An' th' loafin' round th' gin mills on an everlastin' burst.

Xow th' crave for booze has left me. an' I'm pretty nearly broke,

I wanter quit th' City with th' flyin' hoof o' fear,

.'^o I takes me to a corner an' I lights my pipe an' smoke.

.•\n' I hear the old life callin'. an' my trail astretchin' clear.

Oil. th' wanderlust, th' come-ye-must— it locoes me fur sure.

.\n' I seem to see th' ranges, where th' skies stretch wide an' blue.

1 kin hear th' cattle tramplin' : while th' smells, so fresh an' pure

O' th' pine-scent an' th' wood-smoke, to my nostrils waft anew.

Oh. th' sawdust an' th' axe-chips have a magic all their own.

.\n' th' shoutin' in th' forest, an' th' jinglin' loggin" chain

Comes aringin' to me hearin' like a call for me alone.

An' I'm fain to heed th' summons, an' to take th' trail again. .

Far lays th' shanties in th' silence o" th' trees.

But strong hearts make me welcome, when I hammer on th' door.

Th' old, .glad, chopper's chorus comes aringin' down th' breeze,

.An' I hear th' stamp o' moccasins adancin' on th' floor.

Til' pine tops sigh an' whisper, an' like diamonds shine th' stars,

\\ bile th' lone wolf howls his greetin' to th' shinin' silver moon.

.An' th' flarin' sunsets splash th' lonely lake in bloody bars,

.\n' th' frownin' rocks re-echo with th' laughter o' th' loon.

i

Oh, it's this kid for th' shanties, just as soon as I kin quit.

To th' glories o' th' forests, where old Life is red an' raw.

For I'm just another sucker that has seen th' bait, an' bit,

Rut I've learnt my little lesson, an' remembered what I saw.



After The Mule Deer In British Columbia

BY II B. II.

BEING located in British Columbia
in the fall and very fond of hunt-

in^^, the occasional report of a rifle

stirred my blood and determined
me on taking' a hunt on my own account.

XA'hen I arose on the morning of De-
cember tenth I found the ground covered
with snow and the day ideal for a still

hunt. Although the mountains had been
white for a month, that day registered

the first fall in the valley. I had a good
lunch put up and strapped it on my back
as I find that method the most conven-
ient way of carrying lunch through the

woods. My rifle and ammunition were
my only other impedimenta and conse-

quently my preparations were soon made
and I was on the trail.

Before going far I found the tracks of

lynx and panther very thick but I was
not fortunate enough to catch sight of

one. bc'ith animals being shy in the day-

light and particularly when they see that

a man is well armed. Quite a few signs

of white tail deer were also noticeable

but were passed by as I was after the

mule deer.

Climbing the mountains and circling

around, constantly on the lookout for

signs, I kept going till ten o'clock, when,
somewhat discouraged, I sat down for a

rest and to cool ofif as I found it very

warm work climbing mountains. After

a short rest I started out again with re-

newed vigor. Before going far I came
to a bench covered thickly with small fir

timber, an ideal spot for deer to spend
the day. A few yards and I came to the

place where six deer had been lying down
the day before. They had fed around a

little and were evidently working their

way higher up the mountain. Soon I

saw where they walked single file as the

snow was getting pretty deep. I decided
to follow the tracks, believing that if they
kept that course they would not go far.

However I found I had made a mistake
in that belief as I travelled till two
o'clock, without taking time to eat my
lunch, before I reached a place where

they had halted and started to feed. The
track I followed led through canyons and
around clifTs but all the time getting

higher.

Another rest and lunch did much to

steady my nerves. In still hunting a

man must keep his nerve and go slow.

Aly experience is all in favor of the In-

dian's method—one step and two looks

—instead of the white man's method of

two steps and one look, or a run to try

and catch the deer.

As it was getting late and I w^as

anxious to catch sight of one of the bucks
I did not take too long a time over lunch.

1 noticed from the tracks that two of the

bucks had been fighting coming up the

mountain. From the point where I sat

the deer had separated and I tried to fig-

ure out the tracks. Those I followed led

me to a belt of timber, about thirty yards
wide and here I adopted extra precau-

tions. As I peeped cautiously from be-

hind a large tree and looked down the

mountain where the tracks showed that

two had gone I noted to my surprise a

large doe lying down. I could just see

her head and neck and she was looking

straight at me. I hadn't made a sound
and the fact shows how sensitive deer

are and the care and patience needed in

still hunting.

It was the first mule deer I had ever

seen in the wild and at first I fancied it

must be an upturned root. The ears ap-

peared to me to be too far apart for a

deer. However I decided to shoot^roo.t

or no root—and in ten seconds the rifle

was at my shoulder and my eye glancing

through the sight. The trigger was pres-

sed and the "root" jumped up and then

fell. The report startled the buck and
he jumped as well. I could only see a

spot the size of my hand through the

bushes and aiming at a foot below tiiis

spot, pulled and down went Mr. Buck.

The deer were about twenty-five rods

from me and one hundred feet lower.

I walked to the place w here they had
fallen and looked at them. The buck
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had a fine pair of horns with ten points

and as they lay within fifteen feet of

each other I felt proud of my work.

Hurrying up and dressing them I started

for Lemon Creek as . I did not wish to

spend the night in the open. Before 1

shot the deer 1 felt very tired but after

that event I seemed as fresh as a daisy.

I ran, walked, slid and rolled down that

mountain, making as directly as I could

for the valley.

Bv the time I reached the river dark-

ness had fallen and as it meant a two
miles walk to the bridge I looked at the

water. It did not appear either deep or

strong and accordingly I set out to wade

able reception. Dry socks and clothing

were loaned to me and after a hearty sup-

per I enjoyed a pleasant evening listen-

ing to the men's songs and stories. One
old fellow who was sitting near me,
caught me completely.

He asked me where I came from and
when I replied "Saskatchewan," he re-

marked that it was quite a few years

since he came up through that country.

One of his yarns caught me all right.

He told of his adventures in making
his way from \\Mnnipeg to British Colum-
bia in 1872. According to him he left

\\'innipfg with his saddle pony,
blankets and provisions and sleep-

My Mule Beer Shot in British Columbia.

across. \\ lien I started it was only a

foot deep but before I reached the other

shore it was over three feet deep and not

at all warm.
Before I had walked far I came to an-

other river, wider, deeper and more swift

than the one I had crossed. Then it

dawned upon me that I was on W'inlaw's

Island and knowing that there was a

lumber camp there I started olif to find

it. When I had walked a short distance

I saw a light and reached the camp just

as the men were eating their supper. I

spoke to the foreman and had a hospit-

ing out made Calgary without adven-

tures. At that time Calgary had only

one stopping place and here he purchased

a pup si.x months old. On the road from

Calgary he was chased by fifteen moun-
ted Indians and after a run of several

miles his horse fell breaking a leg and

had to be killed. He hid for a time but

a mountain lion wanted the pup and ty-

ing the dog to a branch he managed to

mount the lion and holding the dog in

front led the animal at a gallop out of the

way of the Indians. He continued his

mad ride till he reached a trapper's shack
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and then shot the lion with his revolver.

The trapper was friafhtened at a visitor

arriving: in such an unconventional fash-

ion and for a long; time hesitated over al-

lowin.s; him to stop for the ni^ht. How-
ever his reluctance was eventually over-

come and next mornin.a: they skinned the

lion, finding: it to measure eleven feet

from head to tail.

^^'hen he had finished this story I

didn't blame the old trapper for beinj:^

afraid of him.

I had a good night's rest in the camp
and all were early afoot for the day's

work. I made my preparations to go for

the deer and the foreman allowed me a

man to assist. We made a raft, crossed

the river and took along the tracks I had
made. All we carried was our lunch, an
axe and two ropes. Jack was very much
pleased with the change in his day's work
biTt he changed his mind before he was
through.
As we went up the mountain trail I

saw where a cougar had followed my
tracks. Apparently he. or some others,

had struck the track in four or five places

and in each instance had followed for

some distance. It was noon before we
reached the deer and I was pleased to

see they were untouched. I had scarcely

liked leaving them the night before but

I hadn't time to hang them up and had to

take the risk of cougars finding them and
destroying them.

^Ve had our lunch and a smoke and
prepared the deer for being dragged
down the mountain. We tied their fore

feet to their heads and allowed the

rope to extend a few feet forward to give

us good hold for a draw.

Jack took the buck and started in the

lead, allowing me to follow with the doe-

He kept the buck for the greater portion

of the way down the mountain and
wouldn't agree to an exchange. How-
ever he came to it at last. The buck
would slide to one side around and be-

hind an old down tree and he would have

to pull him back to get through. All he

said didn't make the deer go any easier

and at length he took the doe. When I

had the buck to manage I found quite a

difference. His horns would, despite all

care, get fast to every thing they came
near but with hard work and persever-

ance we reached camp at five o'clock. I

had the buck weighed and he went two
hundred and twenty-five pounds.

I gave the meat away, took the head
home and had it mounted. Whenever I

look at it now I think of the two days'

sport I had six hundred miles west of my
present home in the beautiful Selkirk

Mountains.

The New York Sun publishes a fish

story that is so good it ought to be true

if it isn't. Air. and Airs. Howard Ken-
nedy v\-ere fishing from a boat on Lake
Louise, in Alinnesota, when a big 'lunge

struck the troll and got well fastened on
the hook. For one long hour Mr. Ken-
nedv played the fish and when it appear-

ed likely to come in procured the gaff and
prepared for the finish. In making a

forward thrust he over reached himself

and went head first into the lake. When
Air. Kennedy re-appeared on the surface,

Mrs. Kennedy who kept remarkably cool,

directed his attention to the rod which
had likewise come to the surface, and
kept the boat near him while he swam
after it and again grabbed his property.

Mrs. Kennedv again directed him to

catch hold of the painter and haul in the

fish. Like an obedient husband Mr.

Kennedy did as directed and when the

'lunge rose Mrs. Kennedy shot at it with

a rifle. Her first effort was not success-

ful but the other shots told and Mrs. Ken-
nedy put four bullets in the lunge be-

fore he was beaten. Then Mrs. Ken-
nedy helped her husband to regain the

boat. When Mr. Kennedy described hi-;

experience as a "close s'have,"\Mrs. Ken-
nedv reminded him of the maskinonge.

The huge ftsh lacked only a foot of be-

ing as tall as Mr. Kennedy and sagged
the scales down almost to the sixt\" pound
notch. The challenge is out to beat this

record if at all prissible.



A Good Hunt Near The Capital

IIY E. W. GARLAND.

IX
November of 1910 we had a fine hunt

and the readers of Rod and Gun might
like to know something; about our suc-

cess, seeing that we do not have to

go far afield for our game.
The members of our party included

John X. Garland, John Morton, A. X.

Burns, T. F. Conlev, Robert F. Burns, J.

J. BurnS'Xichol, R. H. Rowe, W. A.

Mains, John Green and the writer. W'e
are all descendants of the pioneers who
settled along the Jock River and hewed
out homes from the wilderness. Our
Ininting grounds are composed of tamarac
and cedar swamps, hardwood and hem-
lock ridges, and beaver meadows,—form-
erl}- known as the "drowned land," now
drained by the Jock River and covered
with a dense growth of cat tails, sally

bushes and blue joint. In extent these

grounds are from ten to fifteen miles long

and from three to five miles wide. \\'e

can all reach them easily from our own
homes and do not have to camp out.

We were out verv earlv on the morn-
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maining^ in the cat-tails till the hound
was close upon him, turned to Burns,

whose fever having abated, made a good
shot, and secured our first piece of veni-

son. Two more deer were seen loping

through the cat-tails and a decision was
made to resume the hunt at the same
place the following morning.

The only incident worth recording of

the second day's hunt was the sight of a

small deer at which the author had three

long distance shots but failed to make a

cent seven pronged buck lay stretched on
the runway.
The hounds having been secured Burns

started back to the ridge with them. On
his way over a buck jumped up in front

of him but as he had both hounds on the

chains he was not able to secure a shot.

When they were loosed their music soon
floated on the morning air, thrilling all

who heard it. In a few minutes J. X.

Garland saw the buck coming on the

same runwav, leaping piles and fallen

MEMBERS OF JOCK HUNT CLUB.

1. Robert Burns; 2, John N, Garland; 3, John Green; 4, John J. Burns-Nichol: 5,

Phiito by E. W. G:uhuKl, Dwjer Hill, Ont.

A. N. Burns; 6, Thomas F. Conley.

hit. As it rained heavily and the hounds
lost the scent the hunt was a short one.

Seven hounds accompanied the hunt-

ers on the third day. While one hound
was taken south of the river, six went to

the north west, including two taken by
the atJthor to the place where the deer

was started on the first day. One hound
Avas loosed with the result that the sound
oi J. N. Garland's 45.70 Winchester was
lieard on the morning air and a magnifi-

trees and going at a great pace. A fine

shot dropped him within a few yards of

the place where his first buck fell. When
we assembled and viewed our game at

noon, readers who have hunted will know
how young we all felt.

\\'hile Green went home for a horse

and rig the rest of us chopped out the

logs and other obstructions and made a

clear road by means of which we could

take out our game. The deer, which we
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found to be fat ones, were skinned and di-

vided and \enison roasts were on the

menu at our several homes. As threshing

and other farm work demanded our at-

tention the hunt was not resumed till tae

following; week when our numbers in-

creased to ten, the fame of our etTorts

having spread abroad.

While three of the veterans remained

faithful to the place where good fortune

had attended them seven went four or

five miles south. The latter were suc-

cessful in starting a fine buck but the man
who had the best chance to secure a fine

head took buck fever and allowed the ani-

mal to go unscathed.

Better luck attended us next day.

Conley and Morton were going through

the drowned land when they came across

a doe lying down. Although they had

quite a number of shots they did not get

lier. Conley and the writer put the dogs

on her trail when another deer got up

and also escaped, though the fusilade

wliich followed it was enough to kill any-

thing. The hounds brought her back and
Conley sent in the fatal shot at long

range.

Old Ben brought a deer to Burns and
having apparently heard of others havirhg

the l)uck fe\er sought to delay the ani-

mal's departure, when it would have made
across the ice, by catching it by the hind

leg and holding it till Burns got in his

shot- Two deer for that day satisfied

us!

Before the closing day ^lorton and
Burns-Xichol each shot one and J. X.

Garland two more, making a total of eight

for the club. We also secured a number
of partridges and rabbits. Our spoils

were divided on November sixteenth and
our daily labors resumed with fresh vigor

and in renewed health for the time we
had spent in the open.

This storv affords additional evidence

that there is still good sport to be obtain-

ed in Old Ontario, for seven of the deer

were shot within twenty-five miles of the

Dominion capital.

Summer Fiction

This summer bids fair to go down in

history as the greatest producer of Mun-
chausen-like tales on record. Returning
vacationists have strained the credulity of

the public to the breaking point with ac-

counts of weird happenings. Undoubt-
edly the prize fish stor}^ comes from an

angler who without either hook or line,

has been making wonderful catches. His

chief piscatorial aid consists of a number
of mirrors together with some worms
and a net. The mirrors are placed on

the bottom of any clear lake or stream

and on tbeir surface is scattered the bait

while the angler sits above in his boat,

net in hand. The hungry fish come to

grab an easy meal, sees his reflection in

the mirror and immediately attacks it in

a fig^it for the bait. (/lenerally his im-

pact on the glass is so hard as to stun or
kill him. after which it is an easy matter
fi>r the looking-glass fisherman t'> dip
him up in his net.

liees apparently are vieing with fish as

producers of remarkable stories since

from the country comes a wail because of

a vice to which the bees have become ad-
dicted. It has been discovered that they
have been gorging themselves on the
matter of tobacco blossoms. \\hen one
of the apiarists sampled the hone\- made
by a colony of bees he found that the

honey was dark, ill-tasting and unfit for

sale. .A conference of apiarists will be
held to decide whether it will be advis-

able to put the honey on the market as

che\\ing tobacco. Altogether summer
hctiiMi is of a particularly high quality.



Hunting And Trapping Experiences.

BY BERTHA E. lEAN

THERE were some good hunting
and trapping experiences record-

ed in Peterborough County last

fall. Wellington Lean, of Ap-
sely. was out in Burleigh township on
November eleventh and after a still hunt
lasting two hours he secured a champion
buck. Mr. Lean who is strongly op-
posed to putting dogs on deer is very
proud of his record. W hen the buck
was weighed he tipped the scales at two
liundred and sixty-se\en pounds. As far

as inquiries go this proved the largest

deer killed in Peterborough Countv last

year.

As to trapping there were also some
good records. Mr. Edward ^^ ig.g set a

lynx trap near his cottage at Jack's Lake
and later on missed the trap. A fort-

night afterwards Mr. W'igg's son w-ho

lives on Cranberry Lake, eleven miles

awav, killed a Ivnx and found the animal

W, Lean and His Buck.

C. Hales and One of the Lynx He Captured.

had a trap attached to its foot. His fath-

er paid him a visit at the time and found
the trap to be his own. The animal
must have made a painful travel for a
lung distance.

-Mr. C. Hales had remarkabh^ good for-

tune in trapping lynx, capturing seven
and catching two on one day. Lynx are
numerous in these portions of the county,
twelve being killed within an area of

three miles.

W olves also proved very numerous and
troublesome. When crossing Wolfe
Lake Mr. Lean found a deer killed and
partially eaten by wolves. He placed
poison on the carcass and when passing
that way a fortnight later found three

fine dog wolves witliin ten vards of the
bait.

Two red foxes were also caught with
the same bait, proving, witli the three

wolves, a record catch.



A Successful Big Game Hunt.

Good Sport with a Large Party.

HV It. U VCLlt'FE BKETT.

AS a reader of Rod and Gun for the

past few years I have much en-

joyed the hunting stories appear-

ing- in its pages. Although I

have hunted for eight seasons this is my
first attempt at making a story, inuch as

I ha\e desired on various occasions to

send a sketch of our Imnt to the maga-
zine.

Most hunters will agree, I believe, that

making preparations for the trip is part

of the fun. For a week prior to our de-

parture for the north I carry a note book

and jot down each cf the items we maj-

require as they come to mind. \\ hen the

dav of departure arrives too much re-

liance has not to be placed upon memory
but a goodly share of the completeness of

our arrangement is due to the little diary.

The retrospection and anticipation caus-

ed by these preparations make the week
one of great pleasure to me.

It was on October twentieth, 1910,

when our party met and made final ar-

rangements for the season. The party

numbered five but we had been so suc-

cessful, and our hunting outings so en-

jovable, that quite a number made ap-

l)lication to join our ranks. As a result

the party included Messrs. W. C. Webb
(captain), Alarsh Webb, Zieman Rupert

and Roy Rupert of Edenvale, William

Adams, Eldon Adams, Robert .Addison,

Alex. Mitcliell, Harold Kerfoot and John
Wattie of Minesing; Wilfred Mason 01

Hagersville ; W. G. Newton, Herb Orms-
"by and the writer from Shelburne. To
gather everything together for a party of

fourteen is no light task but w-here there

are many willing hands the task is not

so difficult of accomplishment and thus

it came about that on the twenty-seventh

day of October -we had every item check-

ed over and all aboard a Canadian Pacific

train rolling over the fine road bed for the

Xaiscootying district.

About half past four o'clock in the af-

ternoon the obliging conductor allowed

us to get off a couple of miles south of

the station and with our paraphernalia

piled high alongside the tracks the train

soon left us apparenth* in the heart of the

woods. Here we speedily discovered the

adxantage of our captain's discretion

and arrangements. \\ e were going up
the lakes but it was decided that it was
too late to make a move from the rail-

way line. Accordingly two or three help-

ers were selected and the large tent speed-

ily erected. As the weather was none
too promising the rest of the party con-

veyed the whole of our stuff to the

shores of the lake—about three hundred
yards awa\-—and secured everything for

the night. Before this work was accom-
plished the Captain and his gang, in-

cluding old Bill Adams, had the tent

erected, fire blazing up and supper ready.

Hunters can estitnate the large amount of

provisions required for such a crowd in

the woods. Our shakedowns were
speedily made and the night passed
peacefully enough in our temporary
camp.

Breakfast was over and an advance
party on the wa}' to camp when da\

broke next morning, the members being
instructed to cut down a tall dead pine

that threatened to crush our tent many
times during our previous encampment.
Experienced readers will agree that a

dead pine wear a camp is no incentive to

sleep, particularly when a wind storm is

in progress. AVith a large skiff' and
three eighteen foot canoes we landed all

our stuff at the camp bj- noon. We al-

waj-s use canvas tents and had a four-

teen by twenty with six foot wall for a

sleeping camp a 16 bj^ 16 by 6 for a din-

ing camp and a 10 by 12 by 4 store camp.
In the latter we store not only all our
supplies but also an extra supply of wood
in case we experience a snowy morning.
B3- night we had the tents up and our
things fairly well arranged.

The next day or two completed our
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arrangements and by October thirty-

first everything- was in order. One mem-
ber of the party, Mr. Robert Addison,
left the train at Parry Sound on the

twenty-seventh and went east to Kear-

ney where he secured dogs from hunt-

ers who knew that we could not bring

ours in on account of the muzzling order

and generouslv allowed us the use of

their own. Mr. Addison accompanied
by the dogs arrived in camp on the even-

ing of the thirtv-first and the dogs made
our outfit complete.

The dawn of November first found
each hunter on his runwav and as the

buck number one was credited to the

camp. W hen dressed he weighed two
hundred and ten pounds. We all agreed

that he made a good beginning.

On the second run the buck went past

our fat friend Alex. Mitchell and was
just quartering from him when a shot

from the hunter's 30-30 struck the deer

behind the ear and it was all over with

number 'two. When both were dressed

and luuiii' up we decided that the second

was a little larger than Rupert's. To
decide the matter they were weighed
and the second went two hundred and
sixteen pounds. Good for one day!

My Ov.n Good Dog Ban.

writer is particularly fond of punching
dogs he and Addison took charge of

them on that morning. A few hundred
yards from camp a large btick was start-

ed. The deer ran down the shore of a

small lake north of the camp, making
straight for Marsh Webb. When one
hundred j'ards away he turned on our
trail towards camp and ran down the

path we had all walked about twenty
minutes before. Roy Rupert, a beginner,

sent a number of shots after him but the

buck was unharmed and went on to

where Roy's father was stationed. One
shot from his .'^8.55 did the trick and

All obeyed the Captain's signal and
proceeded 'to camp where we enjoyed a
good supper prepared by Harold, our

cook. As we had new members in

camp we had a profusion of new \arns,

around our campfire that night. Before
we retired we all took a pledge suggest-

ed by our captain to the effect that none
of us, unless inadvertently, would shoot

a fawn that season.

Next morning a pair of fawns were-

started and they made for Jack and Herb.
Had they been large ones Jack's gun
would have spoken out but after the

pledge they had taken both refrained
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from shooting'. Perhaps the sacrifice

was not so great as they made out for

admittedly the fawns went by like a

-ireak, Jack remarking^ that it took both

I them in order to see them at all

—

ne to see them come and one to see

them ofo.

This was the only run of the morning
and in the afternoon we changed our

plan of attack. The writer took the dogs
and in a few minutes had routed, out a

nice spike buck. He made direct for

Herb. Ormsby. one of our beginners

and I aw-aited developments. This is a

fine part of the game. One can tel!

The break of day found us all on runs
on the third morning, when I started the

dogs in two pairs. The first deer made
straight for .\ddison who thus secured a

doe weigliing one hundred and fifty

pounds, and the second to Zieman Ru-
pert who had two nice shots and bowled
over his second deer, a nice doe weigh-
ing about one hundred and thirty

pounds. At lunch time we decided to

rest the dogs and while some returned
to camp the rest went still hunting.
Two deer were shot and wounded but
both got away. That night we had a

lone: discussion on the respectixe merits

H&rsh Webb: Taking it Easy.

from the music of the dogs just what is

taking place and can easily figure out
who is doing the shooting. In this case

the deer went so close to Herb that he
was compelled to look it over and. con-

\ inced that the animal was not a dog,

thought of his gun. He fired three times
at close range and his buck weighed one
hundred and forty-five pounds. Several

of the hunters were engaged in taking

Herb, to camp and the rest managed the

deer. His excitement cooled down dur-

ing the evening and by the ne.Kt day he
had quite recovered.

of dogs \ersus still hunting and came
to the conclusion that in our case it was
best to have the dogs.

On the fourth day we noticed far more
signs of deer and came to the conclusion

that the hunters in the camps around us,

having no dogs and being obliged to do
much tramping through the woods, were
driving the deer into our grounds. W e

had several good bu' short runs to the

water, which we were noi waiching and
drew a blank for the day.

On Saturdav a spike buck went so

closely past Herl). Ormsby that it dash-
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ed the mud in the hunter's face. The
latter decided to shoot in revenge and
knocked the buck over. For a new man
this was going some. A few minutes

later Jack W'attie obtained his first of

the season—a dandy doe—making three

hits out of five shots.

We decided that we had made satis-

factory progress and devoted the rest of

the day to getting the deer to camp,
bringing up fresh supplies of wood and
making things more snug, ^^'ith seven
deer and eight more hunting days our

spirits were high and we had a fine time

at (lur campfire that night.

Sunday aftorded a much needed rest

for a'll of us and having a \iolin in camp
and four players we were never at a loss

weighed one hundred and fifty pounds
and the doe one hundred and forty-five.

This was good luck indeed and as read-

ers may imagine Newton was found and
put on the right road to camp.
On a second run Roy Rupert, one of

the boys, was the lucky one obtaining a

•nice two year old buck with two shots

from his 38-55. With ten deer hanging
up we decided to hunt partridge for the

remainder of the day. A dozen brace
were obtained and partridge figured on
the bill of fare next day.

As signs were plentiful and we had no
trouble in getting runs we decided to

take things easy. Knowing the ground
too, as we did by this time, we felt pret-

ty sure of getting a deer every run if we

Breaking Camp; Captain Webb Can Be Seen Holding a Grip.

for music. Two or three of the members,
including Jack Wattie, would make first

class singers for evangelistic work.
The week was started well on Mon-

day. .All were on the runways before it

was light enough to see. For a change
the writer took charge of a runway and
Addison started the dogs. They made
straight for \\'. G. Newton, who was
yost and tr3-ing to devise a scheme where-

ii^v he might find himself. Of course his

compass was wrong as usual. While
thus engaged Newton heard the dogs
making in his direction and saw that
they had two deer in front of them. He
made ready and with two shots killed

two deer in as many seconds. The buck

really tried. By this time some" of us be-

gan to think we were really out of it for

as three had killed two each that meant
that three of us must go home skunked
so far as killing was concerned.
We had a good run on Tuesday morn-

ing but failed to get the deer as it took
a course to the north east and was safe

so far as we were concerned. The other
dogs brought in a nice doe and Harold,
the cook, let loose at him but the deer
went unscathed. On the second run
Robert Addison shot another large doe
and this being the fourth pair meant that
fiiur of us would have to be blanked.
To the great joy of everyone in camp

our captain had his turn next day. The
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Captain, a veteran of forty seasons in

succession, took advantage of the first

chance he had and with two shots dis-

posed of a fine large doe, leaving only

three more for us to shoot. The captain,

who up to this time had been strong

against our shooting partridges on the

ground that such shots disturbed the-

deer, now permitted some relaxation and

we put in the balance of the day hunting

partridges and visiting some points of

interest. That night some of the boys

thought they would be able to leave on

Friday and made arrangements accord-

ingly.

On Thursday, however, a snowstorm
prevailed and none of us left the camp.

The snow fall was six inches on the level.

Friday was fair but very dirty in the

bush and the deer kept close to cover,

giving us no opportunity till towards

evening. While the writer and some of

the boys were going in to bring out a

deer killed a few days previously the

dogs started a doe. She made for the

water and Eldon Adams shot her in the

lake, bringing up our total to the number
of thirteen. Six of the boys who had ar-

ranged to leave went out and took the

midnight train for home. Their depart-

ure caused a temporary gloom amongst
us but we had a cheerful evening though

we turned in early.

On Saturday we had a couple of runs

but as some of the best runwa3'S were
minus their guardians the deer went

through. While the writer was talking

to Wilf. Mason, one of the dogs started

a deer a few hundred yards away. I

made a quick stunt for my run and was
just far enough to miss the fun. The
deer came to Wilf., who made a pretty

Mr. F. M. Tweedie, son of Lieutenant

Governor Tweedie, of Xew Brunswick,

had an unpleasant adventure with a bear

as he was returning from his summer cot-

tage at Burnt Church to Chatham. Mr.

Tweedie and James Shield, bridge in-

spector, were travelling in an automobile

and when near Grand Downs a bear

jumped out of the woods, about twenty
feet ahead of the car. Mr. Tweedie who

running shot with his .303 British, hit-

ting it in the head with fatal effect.

This concluded our hunt, our comple-
ment being complete—fourteen large

deer, six bucks and eight does. We had
not as good luck in getting bucks as

we expected. Towards the end of the

hunt the bush was very quiet and the

cunning old bucks remained in hiding.

Had they been stirred up our chance of

getting them going would have been
better.

In the particular district we visited

hunters, as a rule, had very poor success.

The country is not particularly adapted
for still hunting and dogs were as scarce

in many camps as hens' teeth. We be-

lieved the hunting to have been far more
dangerous than in other years. Men
were tramping through the woods in all

directions and the most experienced

hunter was liable to make a mistake with

fatal results.

It turned so cold on Sunday morning
that we decided to pull out for fear of

being frozen in. Accordingly by five

o'clock our game, dunnage and ourselves

were all at the track.- Mr. James Doners,

of Stavner, who has a motor boat, gave
us a tow and as we were short of men
this was of great assistance to us.

Early in the morning the train came
and we found ourselves once more amid
civilized surroundings. One and all

agreed it was the best hunt of our lives,

leaving us with a host of pleasant recol-

lections for future enjoyment. \\'e are

fivrther in harmony in looking forward

to the next hunting season when we have

determined, if at all possible, to re-visit

the old camp ground, the scene of so

much pleasant and hearty enjoyment.

was driving steered the machine aside

sufficiently to miss the animal which was
then standing on its hind legs with fore-

paws outstretched in a fighting attitude.

As the car passed the bear made a vic-

ious swipe at Mr. Tweedie, catching him
on the side of the face, missing the eye

but causing a nasty wound which bled

freel}-. The bear is stated to have been
over six feet high but was in poor con-

dition.
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A Fine Collection Of Deer Heads

T?IE accompanying illustration

shows a collection of ten deer

lieads and a fawn mounted and set

up by Mr. S. T. Hinton, of Hunts-
ville, Ontario. There is a story attach-

ed to each of them but the hunters are

non-committal and beyond the fact that

each hunt was a good one and the sport

of the best it is difficult to procure de-

tails.

Commencing at the lower left hand
corner and going round the outer circle

the first was shot by Samuel Smith, of

Ashwoiid and the second by Mr. Hinton
himself. Mr. Hinton hunts about twen-

ty miles east of Burks Falls on what he

describes as an ideal hunting ground.
\\ bile he has hunted and fished in a good
many other places he has never found
one to equal it and he should know it

well, having fished and hunted over it for

seventeen years. The third and fourth

were taken by ^Ir. J. E. Colson, of the
Highland Inn, Algonquin Park. Mr.
Colson usually hunts at Black Bear Lake,
outside the limits of the southern end of

the Park, and that hunting territory is

described as a fine one, the overflow from
the animals protected in the Park ensur-

ing a sufficiency of game. The fifth head
was procured at \\'ebbwood and Archie
Skinner, the hunter who captured it, de-
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scribes the country round about as full

of deer. Dan Ma\', guide and hunter,

secured the sixth at Tasso Lake, twenty-

one miles from Huntsville where he and
his partner. A. L. Lain,?, have a fine hunt-

ing camp. This is outside the mile lim-

it from the west boundary of the Park

and has a splendid record for good hunt-

ing. The seventh was shot by Mr. Cros-

sen, of Huntsville. when hunting in the

neighborhood of Ox Tongue Lake on the

Muskoka River.

Following the same course for the in-

ner circle the eighth head was procured

by Mr. Rhodes, of Huntsville. As all

hunters will readily perceive the ninth

head is a freak one, such as a man rarely

runs across and to be valued accordingly.

It was secured by George Clark, of

Huntsville, who hunts east of Brace-

bridge wOiere the game is very plentiful

and where parties always get their com-
plement without any trouble. The

tenth was shot by Sam Hollingshead out
at Camp Lake. Sam is a farmer living

three miles from Huntsville and a fine

sportsman. As the season comes round
Sam takes down and oils his rifle and re-

sponds to the Call of the WWd which he
finds irresistible. He is none the worse
farmer for being a good sportsman.
A young Ximrod, named Cecil Proud-

foot, of Huntsville, shot the fawn near
Round Lake, outside the western bound-
ary of Algonquin Park. He stepped off

the distance and found it one hundred
and fifteen yards—a pretty good shot in

the bush.

Mr. Hinton, who supplies the above de-

tails adds: "I have often heard fellows

tell about shooting deer four and five

hundred j-ards in the bush though I do,

not doubt if the distance were properly
measured, they would in most, if not all,

cases come down to within one hundred
vards.

The Nova Scotia Guides

THE largest gathering of licensed

guides ever held in the Province

was convened at Yarmouth in the

last days of Juh'.

The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: L. D. Mitchell, of Xew Grafton, as

president; Clarence Burrill, of Carleton,

as vice-president ; Roy S. Kelley, Yar-

mouth, as Secretary-Treasurer and the

following council: A. D. Thomas. Mil-

ford ; Reuben Gushing, of Xew Grafton

;

N. B. Hatfield, of Yarmouth, and John
McEwan, Bear River.

The first event was rifle shooting, in

which 30 guides competed. Other sports

such as canoe tilting, canoe racing, log

rolling, etc., were being carried on at the

same time, and were closely contested.

The following is a list of the events and
winners:

Rifle shooting, 200 yards offhand— ist,

John McEwan. Bear River: 2, Ellison

Grey. Kemptville: 3. Adelbert Freeman,
Harmony; 4, H. P. Smith. Digby

; 5. Jas.

McLeod, So. Brookfield.

Trap Shooting.— i, Geo. Goudey, Port
Maitland : 2, Judson Grey. Kemptville ; 3,

Ellison Grey, do.

Double Canoe Race, half mile.— i. John
McEwan and X. Glode. Bear River; 2,

John Lewis, Xew Grafton, and Jas. Mc-
Leod. So. Brookfield

; 3, A. Tony. Yar-
mouth, and Joe Charles, Hectanooga.
Trout Fly Casting for distance.— i. L.

D. Mitchell, Kedgemakoodgie R. & G. C.

;

Gilbert \\'alton. Kemptville : 3. Stephen
Luxie. Paradise.

Trout Fly Casting for accuracy.— i,

L. Harlow, Milford; 2. Jas. McLeod, So.

Brookfield; 3, Stephen Luxie, Paradise.

Log Chopping.—Jas. McLeod. So.

Brookfield ; 2. Frank Greenlaw, Kempt-
ville ; 3, Gordon Roberts, do. ; 4. Jos.

I'rautent. Quinan.
Salmon Fly Casting for distance.— i,

L. D. Mitchell. Kedgemakoogee : 2. Ste-

phen Luxie, Paradise
; 3, Bert W alton,

Kemptville.

Log Burling.—Divided between Jas.

Bower. Shelburne: Joe. I""rautent. (Juin-

an
; 3, Jas. Pictou.

Canoe Tilting.— i, George Skinner,

Yarmouth; Lou Harlow Milford: 2, T.

McEwan and X. Glode, Bear River.

Medal for grand aggregate. John Mc-
Ewan, Bear River.
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How We Spent the Sunday in Camp.

BV liLANCHE B. HUME.

AFTER nearly a week of stren-

uous climbintj on Mounts Daly,

Ogden and Niles, it was no dis-

appointment to know that on
Sunday, Jul}- thirtietih, there would be

no official climbs. The sole announce-
ments that the bulletin boards contained

referred to the vSunday morning service,

to be held at ten o'clock, and a sacred

song service round the camp fire in the

evenincf.

On Saturday a party, consisting of Mr.

John Watt, Mr. Lynn and Rev. Alexan-
der Gordon, conducted by Rudolf .\em-

mer, had made the ascent of Pope's Peak,

an arduous climb. Early Sunday morn-
ing the party returned to camp and, not-

withstanding the hard work of the pre-

vious day. Rev. Air. Gordon was on hand
promptly to take charge of the ten

o'clock service.

"A many sided man", was the charac-

terization given him by the Vice-Presi-

dent at the annual meeting a few days
later, a man who by his wit and eIoc[uence

on a week day kept 'his listeners in gales

of laughter as 'he entertained them at a

camp fire gathering, and who, by the

fine dignity of his conduct of the Sunday
service, moved them almost as readily

to tears.

"Afar from stir of streets,

Tie city's dust and din.

What healing silence meets
And {greets us tjliding in."

At this quiet morning gathering there
was an entire absence of the noise pro-
duced by man's inventions. No shrill

train whistle, no whizzing automobile,
no clanging church bells or whirring
street-car disturbed the reverent atten-
tion given. The only outside sounds
that broke upon the stillness were the
crackle of the camp fire and the rushing
of the mountain torrents that fell in

sprays of silver down the sides of Ogden
and Daly.

"I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills,"

read Mr. Gordon, to the listening circle

seated on logs around the fire, and in-

stinctively our eyes were turned to the

rugged ridge of Daly and the forest cov-
ered slope of Ogden, that rose on either

side, beyond, southward, to where the

snowy crests of Victoria and Huber
glowed in the morning sun.

There followed the singing of the

hymn "Holy, Holy, Holy," and the repe-

tition in concert of the Te Deum ; the

sermon from the text, "Straight is the

gate and narrow the way," an earnest ex-

hortation to breadth in Christian cliarac-
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ter; closing with the familiar hymn,
"Xearer My God to Thee."

Althouijh no climbs were scheduled va-

rious little parties wandered off durins?

the course of the afternoon and spent the

time ramhlin» over the meadows adja-

cent to our campin.s; grounds, some of

them, among whom was our party of

twelve, taking their lunch along and re-

turning to camp in time for the evening

song service.

Alpine Club picnics differ in at least

one essential particular from any other

picnics 1 ^have ever attended, inasmuch
as it is always a man who interviews the

cook and superintends the packing uf the

lunclies. The w^iinsn remind one of tliat

tory. with unfailing good humor and un-

selfishness.

"We will take along a l)illy !" 1 heard
the instigator of our party announce and
no one seemed to know why a coffee-pot

in which one makes tea on a camping ex-

pedition should be designated b}' a name
whic'h is suggestive of a mountain goat.

"Snag some of that cheese, please." he

gently whispered as I was about to leave

the dining table. "Jim Pong will probably
consider my demands out of all propor-

tion to the supply." A wise precaution

this proved to be for most' of us during
camp had appetites like the pyramids of

Egypt.
E\ ervthing in readiness, in our climb-

it^-J

li

^ .4M^

A Glimpse of Our Cimp in Sherbrooke Meadow.

member of the famous Ruggles family

who during the "two solid hours' train-

ing in manners" that preceded the Christ-

mas dinner party, grumblingly remon-
strated, "all we have to do's go eat." All

we had to do was "go eat"—and climb.

Perhaps that is one reason why so manj"

of us adored camp life at Sherbrooke
Lake. It was a unic|ue experience to

see the duties which are ordinarily sup-

posed to appertain to women relegated

entirely to men, and tn men who per-

formed them, as indeed ihey did every
other sort of service necessitated liy the

nine days' camp in entirely new terri-

ing costumes, and with our alpenstocks

to assist us we took the trail that led

north-west from the camp, crossed Sher-

brooke Creek and followed along the

stream until we came to \vhere its wa-
ters foamed turbulently over a terrace of

rock, spanned at its greatest height by a

single log. Along this log, all moist and
slippery from the spray that dashed con-

tinuously upon it, four of the girls in the

partv slid carefully and slowly until they

reached a point above the middle of the

stream. There they sat suspended in

mid-air. the farthest one out clutching a

knot-hole for safety while the cameras
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brought alono^ by the other members of

the party were focused upon them. One
more picture was added to the collection

with Which we hoped, on our return to

civilization, to astonish . our non-moun-
taineering friends.

Creeping- cautioush' back to solid

earth, or more accurately solid rock, we
were next guided to a lovely alpine mea-
dow, in the shelter of a hillside covered

with heather. While some of the men
stayed behind to gather wood, and make
the fire on which to boil water for tea

and cocoa, others of the party sat down
to rest and talk or wandered farther

afield. Five of us. including three of the

along wliich we had wandered not many
minutes before. The "yodel" of the

Swiss guide who had stayed behind to

make the cocoa and assist in the prepar-

ation of the lunch soon warned us that

all was ready and picking our way down
the rocks, we reached the shale beside

the falls and were soon flying down, our

alpenstocks firmly imbedded in the loose

stone and dragged along behind us as a

precautionary measure.

Sitting on the green slope of the hill-

side we ate our lunch of sandwiches,

cake and cheese and drank out of tin

cups the delicious hot tea and cocoa pro-

\ided by the two chiefs pro tern. A post

Sunday Horning Service Round the Camp Fire.

girls, (the fourth had appropriated to

her lone self one of the men who was not
assisting in preparing the lunch and dis-

appeared), one of the Swiss guides, and
the Man with a Camera moved on up to

where the waters dashed over a precipice

several hundred feet high. After much
scrambling over rocks two of us clamber-
ed down to where, on a tiny ledge, only
big enough to accommodate our two
pairs of climbing boots—not' so small
after all I hear some one exclaim—we
-found a footing and could watch the

mountain stream dash past our feet and
fall with many a splash and foam over
the precipice and down. to the little creek

graduate dessert of chocolate bonbons
supplied by the Man with the Camera
was the finishing touch to a very enjoy-

able Sundaj' tea party.

Coming up the trail that first day from
Hector and later in the week on more
strenuous climbs intent, those of us who
were unaccustomed to the mountains
marvelled at the wonderful variety and
luxuriance of the alpine flowers that

reached up into beds of perennial snow.

As we hastened ever onward and upward
we wished that we might loiter long

enough to admire and examine them at

closer range. To-day, under the shadow
of frowning precipice and towering cliff.
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we paused to ijather some of the flowers

that, like a rich mosaic, covered the en-

chanted meadow throu.sfh w'hich our

journey hack to camp led us. Here we
found the modest purple violet whicli

Easterners associate with earliest Spring;

asters of amethyst hue. the harbinger of

Autumn; forget-me-nots of palest blue,

emblem of undying love. Of this last

dainty flower, Mrs. Henshaw in her book
on the Mountain Wild Flowers of Ca4ia-

da. quotes the following pretty legend ;

•

' When to tl;e flowers so beautiful

The Father gave a name.
There came a little blue-eyerl ore

(.\11 timiflly it came).

its colored bracts varying from richest

crimson to palest coral pink.

Returning to camp we had time to in-

spect the bulletin board and enter our
names for climbs the following day be-

fore joining in the twilig'ht song recital

that brought to an end our Sunday in

Sherbrooke meadow.
* * *

l)ur thanks are due Mr. W. J. Dobson
of Calgary for photographs from which
cuts for the illustrations accompanying
the preceding article were made.

During the course of the annual meet-
int^ Mr. f. D. Patterson took occasion to

"Two of us Clambered Down to a Tiny Ledge."

And. staiuliug at the Father's feet.

And gazing in his face.

It said, in low and trembling tones,

Yet. with a gentle grace;

Dear LortI, the name Thou gavest me
Alas, I have forgot!

Kindly the P;»ther looked Him down
.\nd saiil. 'Forget Me not.' "

Here, too, were golden buttercups and
moss green heather with dainty white,

pink and rose-red, bell-shaped flowers

;

tall graceful columbines, fragile blossoms
of palest yellow tinged with delica'test

pink, that drooped and swayed in every
passing breeze. ^lost l)rilliant of them
all the gorgeously colored Indian paint-

brusli ran riot in magnificent profusion.

express regret at tlie enforced absence
from camp this year of Mr. M. P. Dridg-
land of Calgary, one of the \'ice-Presi-

dents of the Club w'ho had done much to

advertise it. At the same time he refer-

red similarly to Mr. C. W. Rowley, Hon-
orary Treasurer, whose duties compelled
his absence, and Mrs. Julia Henshaw,
Honorar}- Secretary who on account of

illness was unable to be present.

Mrs. H. J. Parker, one of the first to

conceive the idea of a Canadian .\lpine

Club camp, was so occupied with the

bringing out of her new book on the
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mountains that she, also, was unable to

attend the camp of 191 1.

All club members will be deli.^hted to

learn of Mrs. Wheeler's improvement in

health since reaching her 'home in Sidney,

B. C.

It was felt to be somewhat of a misfor-

tune that Dr. Long^stafT, who made him-
self so popular at the Consolation Valley
camp last year by the whole hearted way
in which 'he entered into the program
and through the large amount of enter-

tainment his accounts of climbs, travels

couver, went down the evening after

their arrival to Englis'h Bay'tb \vatcli the

waves roll in. Imagine their consterna-

tion when the group of performers down
in the little open stage on the beach rose

as one man and with one accord began

to sing the liking lay; ",

"It's the Aljiine ilress you're wearing.

And the little face above.

That has set my heart a ye:)rninj;..

For vour love.
'

'

"Green for the vegetation, grey for the

rocks and white for the snow line" is the

explanation gi\-en for the pretty combin-

"On the Green Slope of the Hillside We Ate Our Lunch.'

and hunting expeditions provided, could

not be present at this year's camp, as had
been expected. Owing 'however to a

sudden call to Alaska this was impossible

and the Doctor sent to the Vice-Presi-

dent a letter of regret and a substitute in

the person of his brother, Capt. Long-
staff, whom among other things, we re-

member smilingly for 'his captaincy of

the famous "Awkward Squad" that en-

livened one of our most interesting pro-

grams.

ation of color in the cIuIj ribbon with

which so many of the members decorated

their hats while at camp. Badges of the

same with the letters A. C. C. served

later as a distinguishing mark when one

came across a club member on the home-
ward route divested of his camp togs

and clothed in the garments of civiliza-

tion.

Two young women who had shed
their climbi.ig costumes at Hector and
returned from the annual camp to Van-

At the annual meeting it was announ-
ced that the club membership had reach-

ed the grand total of six hundred and
fifty-two members, making an increase of

ninetv-seven since last March, from
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w'hich it would appear that the Alpine will be acted upon and a collection ar-

Club of Canada is a live and growing ranged and published before the next an-
organization. iiual camp.

Miss Durham, of \'ancouver, who has

attended every annual camp since organi-

zation was present this year and acted as

chairman of the Press Committee.

Hurry in going to press is responsible

for the misquotation of the '"Chorus of

the Conquerors" which is correctly given

below. We regret also the mis-spelling

of the name of Mr. J. C. Stead of High
River.

"Climbing, climbing, over the ice and snow,
With axe and pole and resolute soul

To Canada 's peaks we go.

Sliding, gliding, back to the oamp at night
Our work is done, our place we 've won.
We're Actives now by right.''

Mrs. .\rthur Spragge, commissioned bv
Sir William \\'hyte to represent tlie C.

P. R. was in attendance at the recent
camp.

During the year preceding the 191

1

camp only one death amongst the mem-
bers was recorded, that of Dr. Arthur
Kendall of Vancouver, who was spoken
of as a genial gentleman and a most en-
thusiastic member of the club, doing
much to encourage and supplement its

work in the Province to which he be-
longed. One of (he last articles written
by Dr. Kendall was his account of the
Asc€nt of Mt. Baker which appeared in

the Xovember. 1910, issue of Rod and
Ciun.

One of the suggestions made at the

annual meeting was that consideration
be given fhe matter of compiling a short

but suitable collection of songs for sing-

ing around the camp fire. The songs
around the camp fire are an interesting

feature of each evening's program and it

is to be hoped that the suggestion given

The choice of each site and the splen-

did arrangement of the tents, the laying
out of trails and provision' for the carry-

ing out of the arrangements was in the

capable hands of Mr. C. A. Richardson
of Calgary, head of the committee on
Outfit. It was a frequent thing through-
out the progress of the camp to see Mr.
Richardson at one end of a log and some
other cheerful helper at the other, making
their way towards the camp fire which
needed replenishing so often, and to

hear him calling out as he passed the la-

dies' quarters, the fearsome warning.
"Men at hand I"

The (|uestiijn of establishing huts at

various strategic points in the mountains,
such as Lake O'Hara. Moraine Lake, Up-
per Yoho Valley, Sherbrooke Lake and
Paradise \'alley, was given some discus-

sion at the annual meeting and it was the

concenstis of opinion that the club would
be in a condition soon to undertake tliis

very important work in which it is hoped
the Government mav assist.

A motion was passed to the effect that

telegrams of congratulation be sent to

Sir \\illiam \\'hyte and President Fal-

coner of the L'jiiversity of Toronto, both

members of the Club, who were recip-

ients of Coronation honors, and that the

thanks of the club be conveyed to the

British Colum'bia and Alberta Govern-

ments and to the Canadian Pacific Rail-

v.'av Company for material help given

during the year.

After the close of each annual camp
all trace of the inroads made by human
beings is carefully cleared away and with

the departure of the campers-out from
Sherbrooke meadow the spruce boughs
w'hich had served as carpets and couches
for the numerous tents and campers were
carefully collected and burnt and all oth-

er rubbish destroyed, leaving the camp
in its pristine state of undisturbed beauty.



Woodcock Shooting In Nova Scotia

The Diary of An October Day

BY \V. H, STARRATT.

AFTER taking up my abode in the

City of Halifax, one of my first

inquiries was as to the chance for

an occasional day's shooting'. 1

soon learned that a certain John B., liv-

ing about twenty miles out on the line of

the railroad, owned "bird dogs " and made
more or less of a business in guiding

sportsmen to the grouse and woodcock
Cv>vers of the country.

After some correspondence an arrange-

ment was made for John to meet me on
the early morning train at his station and
go up the line- ten miles further to S.

which was noted for its woodcock covers.

The appointed morning found me on
the train sure enough, and as I approach-

ed the station where John was to come
aboard my curiosity grew. What would
his breed of dogs be? Pointers? Prob-

ably not. The few sporting dogs I had
seen in this locality were all setters. As
the train slowed up I scanned the plat-

form eagerly for a man with a gun and a

pair of dogs. Now we were at a full

.•^top and no Nimrod accompanied by his

trained setters loomed on the horizon.

John had not shown up. I was both dis-

appointed and annoyed at his failure

to keep his promise. This fine bright day,

the only chance I would have for another

month for a day afield, was to be wasted.

The train was starting again as I walk-

ed back through the smoker. At the

rear end I met a nondescript gentleman
of color, struggling up the aisle, a gun in

one hand and under each arm a small

brown mongrel "pup" about the size of

one's two fists. He saw I had on a shoot-

ing coat and accosting me enquired if I

were not Mr. S. Having admitted my
identity he '"lowed he was the feller I

was lookin' for."

John was a character. In his veins

flowed "three Rivers" of blood, African,

Scotch and Micmac. Like their master
the two puny little dogs were of doubtful

pedigree. They were also thin from rec-

ent hard work and insignificant and

mournful looking to the last degree.

W hile my hopes were certainly higher

than a few moments previous, when 1 had

anticipated a return journey, my doubts

at finding birds with these cars were

many. Before the day was over how-
ever the truth of the old adage, the coat

does not make the man nor does the hair

make the dog, was amply proven.

We soon arrived at S. and engaged a

livery rig to drive us out three miles to

the nearest cover. Leaving the wagon
we took an old sled road over a hill, our

objective point being the valley of a

large brook beyond. Googoos and Pau-

kees, the noble canines with Micmac
names, were now unleashed and told to

"get in" and with their little bells tink-

ling were soon scouring the cover for a-

bout two rods on each side of the road.

We soon reached the top of the hill, on

the eastern side of which was a chopping,

leaving quite an open spot in the timber,

but found the ground was mostly covered

with tangled brush and tree tops. This

was on our left and made a nice sunny
place for—

•

"B-r-r-r-!!" It was the first grouse I

had seen or even heard for a twelve-

month.
I had not been expecting this quite so

soon although I had seen Googoos was
very interested and was wagging herself

into semi-circles the previous moment.
Before either of us recovered from the

hypnotic spdl number one had cast

over us, up went another a few
yards further on and flew across

the road, presenting a fair shot which I

promptly missed, shooting exactly two
feet, three and a half inches below the

rising sky rocket of feathers.

"He has treed!" shouted John, who
had apparently an accurate ear for a tree-

ing grouse.

We followed into the somewhat open
spruce timber and prett}' soon spied Mr.
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Grouse, erect, motionless, but all atten-

tion, on a limb directh- above. The
statue was quickh' transformed into a

moving picture of nothintjness disappear-

ing between two thick spruces.

I thought it a pity not to speed the

parting guest, so slung a charge of chilly

/S toward a spot about three feet ahead
of the last place I had seen the ruffed

King. I saw or heard nothing fall, nor

was there a feather wafted back on the

still morning air to prove it was not a

phantom bird. Rusliing ahead however
to catch a glimpse, if possible, of the di-

rection he was taking, I nearly stumbled
over two "bird dogs" in a fierce feather-

picking contest on the person of a plump,
but stone-dead grouse. I then learned

that our little helpers were not paragons

at retrieving tender mouthed but did en-

joy getting a good shake at the fallen

prey. I felt a little set up for a moment,
having killed clean, a most difficult shot,

but I only needed to remember that I had
stood still and allowed one bird to get

away and had missed this same bird when
he gave me a very much easier chance.

John made the encouraging remark

:

"That is a good beginning, anyhow !" as

we made our way down the hill-side to-

wards the cover in the valley.

The dogs worked briskly and with
marked interest as we reached the alder

fringe at the bottom, but it was evidently

ground on which birds had been earlier

in the morning as they put nothing up.

Crossing a stubble field we came to the

upper end of the first woodcock cover we
planned to hunt, and it looked good. .\

brook about a rod wide meandered along
through an alder intervale. Mere and
there were spots from which the sod had
been carried away in the spring freshets,

exposing a soft black loam that surel\-

held food in plenty for "Philohela."

A\'e worked along the bank down
stream for a consideralile distance, the

lively little cockers making diligent

search, but were only rewarded by hear-

ing one bird rise and of him we failed to

get a glimpse. Coming to an old clear-

ing which extended across the intervale,

we skirted the edge of the wood on our
side. l)ut failed to put up a grouse though
the thorn bushes should have been an at-

traction, and John claimed, had never fail-

ed in his recollection, to produce a bird.

We soon struck the creek bank again
which here had only a narrow fringe of

alders. Paukees now e.xhibited signs of

joy and animation and after a few mo-
ments of e.xcited searching stopped and
actually pointed (there were about five

drops of setter blood in him.) The
grass was tall and by his actions John
again allowed there was a "partridge"

lying close, but to disprove his prognos-
tications there rose straight up towards
the zenith, a Cock.

I was very close and without waiting
for the bird to get a respectable distance

away, snapped both liarrels which for-

tunately missed the rising mark. Had
it been hit, the remains would have been
like the boy's apple

—
"there ain't goin" to

be no core." \Mien the bird had straight-

ened away and was well across the brook
John deliberately and calmly wiped my
eye. Getting a log over the stream we
crossed. John retrieved his first bird

and we worked along down stream again.

The brook here made an "Ox how" or

sharp curve and while John worked the

dogs in the tangle of cover at the bend
of the bow, 1 waited below.

It was not long before a sharp \"elp

from one of the dogs and the shout of

"mark cock" from John i)ut me on the

qui \i\ e. I heard the bird, but whether
coming or going, could not determine
until a second later when he appeared ov-

er the tops of the low trees about thirtj'

yards away, making at a lively gait for

the birch hill beyond. Seeing that he

would not be nearer, I pointed m}- fire

stick one foot ahead of that long bill and
he came down to earth. .As he had at-

tained quite a height in his flight my eye
had considerable time to watch his slant-

ing fall, a picture always pleasing to the

liarbarit}- in man's nature.

I picked the bird up and admired its

soft brown plumage and saw its large

bright eye glistening and life-like in the

bright morning sun, but still in death. I

felt mean and considered by what argu-

ment one might justify himself for taking

life merely for personal gratification.

In a moment John came up to ask,

"What luck?" I showed him the bird
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which he pronounced an unusually large

and fine specimen of this beautiful and
fascinating game bird. The scales aft-

erwards proved the statement by balanc-

ing the bird at a grain under nine ounces.

An old road used for hauling hay led

over a little ridge to a meadow beyond the

road we had taken and we had not gone
far when the dogs, in a little clump of

bushes to our left, showed indications of

being on "warm ground." We advanc-
ed quickly and when within about ten

feet of a little spruce, up sprang a bird

almost in my face. For a second I did

not know what it might be, it was so

close. By the time I had the gun round
I realized it was an old cock partridge

that had been rudely disturbed while tak-

ing his morning sun bath. He was go-

ing directly away from the muzzle of the

levelled barrels, but was yet too close.

Yet he was destined for me, in fact was
as good as in my pocket. To "'take cake
from a baby" was no easier than this.

Xow the psychological fraction of a sec-

ond has arrived. I gently press the trig-

ger ; the lock is a little stiff ! another hard-

er pull ! no go ! I slip back to the rear

trigger. The bird is now almost into

cover. One desperate yank and I take

the gun down to find that I am not hav-
ing a nightmare but that when I shot

that last cock and stood soliloquizing" on
my brutal instincts I had failed to slide

the safety forward. Now what a dift'e*-

ent mood was on me, and all on account
of not being able to gloat over a dead
bird!

John, thinking I had turned to a pillar

of salt or something about as intelligent,

gave a parting salute to the biggest and
finest grouse we should see thac day.

.\las, the salute only served to increase
his speed, if such a thing were possible.

Have you ever been there brother? If

so, "'nough said."

We were now about at the end of :he

cover. On the way back John killed an-
other cock and we put up one cut of

sight.

It was then noon and we had our lunch
after which we decided to take the road
to McGuire's cover, about three miles dis

tant. This used to be a famous wood-
cock cover and on the way over John re-

galed me with the history of many a

heavy bag made there years ago. Xo^v.

due to inadequate protection afforded

this highly prized bird, a heavy bag is not

possible. \\ oodcock are not anyvv'here

too well protected but in the south par-

ticularh' the}- have been apparently m^ii-

iciously slaughtered ever since the day-
of the flint lock.

McGuire's proved to be i large pasture

of about one hundred and. fifty acres

sparsely covered with a second growth of

alders and young junipers. The pasture

which was on a side hill sloped down
to lower ground in which flowed a small

brook. At the bottom was an alder

swamp which one could ove-'look from
the hill-side. It was however too long

a shot should the bird rise on the far side.

We therefore plunged into the thicket

and worked our way to a little openmg
on the bank of the brook where I , took
my position. John crossed over and
soon put up a bird out of range but mark-
ed it down by a juniper tree about one
hundred yards up the creek. He follow-

ed and soon the dogs had him awing
again. John shouted, "mark !" A
brown ball shot up over the alders and
made a bee line for my head. .Xow, an
incomer is alwa\s a puzzling and discon-

certing shot for me, never knowing when
the bird is close enough until almost in

my face when the realization comes that

it is too close. Had I been good at the

bat I should have downed this fellow

with my gun barrels, as I once felled a

grouse with a whip handle in the west,

but letting this animated base-ball pass,

it went down the valley almost with the

speed of a grouse. For remember, this

was late October and the cock is a differ-

ent bird then in these northern covers

from your Juh' and August pin-feathered

weakling. As he flashed past my gun
followed, caught up with him, and at

about twenty-fi\'e 3"ards oft' delivered a

chilled message at which the bird stop-

ped as though a stone wall had risen in

his path.

John now worked the dogs along the

side hill. I also moved a little further

up the brook and had just emerged from
the tangle into an open spot when Goo-
goos put up another which rose within
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ten yards, climbintj up in a cork-screw

flight. Rememberino^ my fiasco of the

mornin.s^ at a rising bird, I gave this one

plenty of time and when he turned to a

horizontal line of flight intended to take

him across the valley, I popped him down
and into my coat tail pocket.

The cover looked better on the other

side of the brook but was very thick.

However John put the dogs in while I

took my stand on a stone pile. He had

worked away some distance when I heard

that thrilling whistle and looking in his

direction just caught sight of a bird drop-

ping from a short flight. Marking it

down I made my way as quickly as pos-

sible through the dense cover to my land-

mark, a dead spruce, and found an open-

ing in the bush about two rods square

covered with tall meadow grass. Hear-

ing John just above I called him to work
the dogs in my direction. In a few min-

utes he stepped into the little meadow op-

posite me ahead of the dogs and flushed

the bird from under his feet. This gave
me a quartering snap-shot to the left that

added one more long bill to the score.

We then hunted through rather good cov-

er for about half an hour without raising

a bird and were well up on the hillside

working homew-ard when a cock sudden-
ly rose before the dogs, directly in front

of us but again at too close range. This

one did not go far before dropping into

some thick cover. Hurrying forward to

within about fifteen yards of where he

lit I took an ant hill as a vantaee ground
from which to view the country o'er and
had not long to wait before Paukees had
him in the air. A right quartering shot

among the tops of the alders and this

time his Nemesis arrived in the shape of

an ounce of 9s. It was now time to beat

a retreat if we were to get the evening
train and we had hunted the best ground
pretty thoroughly over anyway.

\\'e took the shortest route to the sta-

tion, which was at least five miles away,
but the way did not seem long when I

could feel the contents of a reasonably
well filled game pocket hitting me in the

small of the back at every step.

When within a mile of the station, and
seeing we liad a little spare time. John
prripnsed tliat we follow down a little

run which aiYorded patches of cover and
which was but a short distance to our

right and parallel to the road we were
travelling. Climbing the fence we soon
reached the strip of bush with Googoos
the indefatigable ready in our wake. The
larger and apparently stronger dog was
now pretty well fagged and in truth could

not be blamed for being so. Googoos,
however, the pocket edition, was just as

keen to hunt as when first put down in

the morning and soon evinced signs of

deep interest and worked with a com-
mendable show of energy. The setter or

pointer does have the satisfaction of in-

haling the delightful aroma of game for

some seconds, but what is the little cock-

er's reward? Surely not much more than

the foot scent and the sight of the flushed

bird.

The little bitch worked back and forth

througli the strip for ten minutes during
whicli time we were keyed up to the high-

est pitch of anticipation. We were now
nearly to the point where we must leave

as the cover joined the heav\^ timber and
time was fleeting. It was evident a

grouse had wandered through this ground
during the afternoon, but it was now
probably in the woods beyond. John
whistled for the dogs and we were wait-

ing for their appearance when they both
gave tongue and immediately there shot

into mid-air to our left a cyclone of feath-

ers.

Patience had been rewarded. Goo-
goos had persisted till she ferreted out

Mr. Grouse and that gentleman was lit-

erally "taking to the tall timber" about
as fast as he knew how. Most grouse
now--a-days know how. They are not

"from Alissouri" and "don't have to be
shown." I gave him the right barrel at

which I witnessed the phenomenon of

which I had often read, but up till then
had never witnessed, namely, a "tower-
ing bird." This grouse rose straight up
into the air, higher and higher, turning

round and round like a top until up a

long gun-shot, when I killed it with the

second barrel. It would doubtless have
gone even higher and then have fallen

dead from the first shot which no doubt
was a brain wound.

This made a highlv satisfactorv end-
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ing' to what I considered a day of fair

sport. We had not a big bag- but a bag
above the average for the day and the lo-

cality. I was agreeably disappointed in

both John and his mongrels. John
proved to be one who thoroughly under-

stood the woodcock, his habits and vagar-

ies. He had indeed made a study of this

bird and knew the covers of the whole
Province as few others do to-day. He
was a keen sportsman without being by
any means a game hog and was as tireless

in his efforts to get me a shot as were his

tov "bird" dogs.

Hunting Sheep in Southern Alberta.

BY MURTON S. H.\RLAND.

IT
was about the third of October, 1910,

when, after full discussion, my
friend, Lyde Christenson, and I de-

cided to try our luck hunting sheep.

As the scene of our hunting exploits we
picked out the canyon from which the

middle fork of the Waterton River flows.

We found it impossible, owin.g to press

of work, to leave before Wednesday noon
and then it was necessary to return by-

Sunday. Our presence was urgently

required on the ranch to assist in riding

the Fall round-up which started on Mon-
day morning. All the time that could
be spared for the hunting therefore was
from Wednesday noon to -Saturday even-

ing.

By means of much hustling around wo
had everything we needed packed in a

wagon by A\'ednesday noon and taking
two saddle horses we started for the

mountains. By a forced march we ar-

rived in the early evening and had every-
thing in shipshape before dark.

0\er a good supper we discussed our
plans from all points. Lyde having shot

a sheep before considered that the "exper-
ience" was on his side and did not forget

to remind me of that fact on every occas-

ion when our ideas differed.

After an early breakfast next morning
we set off up the canyon. When we had
proceeded about a mile we ran into a

bunch of deer but allowed them to get
away unharmed as we were in pursuit of

other game. At this point we started
climt)ing the mountains and it proved
hard work. We took frequent rests and
on all such occasions made a careful ex-

amination of the mountain side for sheep.
This program was followed out till three

in the afternoon—up and down, although
all the time gradually working up the

canyon. At the time mentioned we
caught sight of our first sheep. There
were three of them and they were graz-

ing in a little meadow right in front of

us and about four hundred yards away.
There did not appear to be any possible

wa}' of getting closer to them and we de-

cided to have lunch.

While we were thus pleasantly engaged
the sheep worked round a point out of

sight and as soon as we had finished we
climbed round to where they had been.

On arriving at the place we searched the

ground carefully for a trail but could

find none. By this time it was not long

to sunset and we returned to camp baf-

fled.

Friday morning found us full of renew-
ed enthusiasm despite our disappoint-

ment the prexious day. We were up and
had breakfasted before sunrise. Going
up the canyon we climbed to the spot

where we had last seen the sheep. From
this point the mountain side presented
more the apearance of a snake fence than
anything else and down one ravine tumbl-
ed a fine stream of water.

We had skirted two of these ravines

and nearly finished the third when a big

ram jumped on a rock. He was on the

same cliff as that on which we stood when
he made his sudden appearance about
eighty yards a\va\'. In the midst of

such surroundings he made a splendid

picture. Evidently he had not seen us

though he had heard us and stood look-

ing straight out into the canyon.
On the cliff where we were then walk-

ing there was not sufficient width for
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two of us to walk together and Lyde was
ahead. As soon as he saw the ram he

raised his rifle and shot him through the

belly. .As he admitted afterwards he

aimed at the biggest part. Really it was
the best thing he could 'have done under
the circumstances because if he had killed

the siheep outright I don't think we could

have got him down from the position

where he was standing.

The ram showed he was hit. though
he ran ofT along the cliiT straight ahead of

us. I pushed my rifle over Lyde's shoul-

der and fired three shots. Lyde was dis-

concerted by my rifle being fired so close

to 'him and only fired a second shot, mak-
ing a clean miss. Two of my shots mis-

sed as we could see the rock struck and
smoke close beside him. The third shot,

hov^-ever, caught 'him and down he went,

apparently just over the edge. I yelled

out "I've got him!' but when we reached
the corner the slieep was still going.

We could see him distinctly on the oth-

er side of the ne.xt ravine and turning

loose put in six shots apiece before he
reached the next corner. Lyde had stat-

ed that a sheep was harder to hit than a

coyote and I believe him now. They
jump on a rock, then down and up on an-

otlier. Nearly the whole of our shots

went either under or over the ram when
he was jumping.

After reloading we followed the trail

for some distance. .\s. however, it led

down the mountain I decided that I had
had enough of the up and down business

and kept going on higher. Soon I ran
on the trail of the three sheep we had seen

on the previous day. This trail was so

fresh that it was evident the sheep had
been close by during the shooting and
frightened by the noise had made oflf

hastily. This trail led straight up into

a basin about the size of a quarter section.

I sat down on a rock and went over the

situation carefully. In a short time Lyde
came up and I discussed matters with
him. He had followed the sheep to

where the trail led over a clifif. From
the first shot the sheep had gone down
the mountain. If he hadn't been hit he
would have gone straight up. While
discussing the situation we had lunch
and then decided to go down the trail.

\\ hen we struck the ram's trail we
found blood, showing it to have .been

badly wounded. After half a mile trail-

ing the signs disappeared. We walked
to the edge of the cliff and looking over
saw the ram lying dead at the edge of the
timber line.

In a few seconds we were down along-

side him and went through quite a per-

formance. I am a bit hazy about all we
did though I remember shaking hands
three or four times. While Lyde dres-

sed the sheep I struck oft' down the can-
yon for the tw;o saddle horses. On my
return we loaded the head on one horse
and the carcass on the other, and to.ik our

game into camp—a good couple of miles

over a very rough road—that way. By
means of a lariat over a limb and a twist

around the saddle horn we pulled the

carcass up a tree while we took the head
into the tent. The whole of the events

leading up to the capture were talked ov-

er till pretty well late into the night.

On the Saturday we were so pleased

Avith ourselves and our surroundings that

we did not care whether or not we ob-

tained another sheep. Still we hunted
well though no success attended our ef-

forts.

Then we returned home and I went
back to the camp on Sunday and fetched

the sheep. The head proved as 'nig as

it had looked to us.

When put under the tape the base
measured sixteen inches and the length

of horns around the outside of the curl

forty-one inches. .\ fine troph}- due to

the best of good luck.

Bob \'ance. formerly of W'oodstock.

Ontario, but now a farmer of O'Connor
township, Hyemrs, in New Ontario, re-

centlv missed a pig and believed the ab-

sence of the porker to be due to a bear.

He was speedily on the trail and came
across Bruin calmly making his break-

fast off the pig. Noticing that the ani-

mal was in poor condition he scared it

away and later on caught it in a snare.

He cliained it up till fall when he e.xpects

that its pelt and its meat will more than

repav him for the loss of the pig.



Review of the Last Hunting Season.

A Strenuous Time.

BY E. J. McVeigh.

THE hunt for 1910 is over, and for

another year we can only tell

each other how it happened, and
explain why we didn't get the big

one that got away. That is alright, for

most of us like to "fight our battles o'er

again". 2\Iay however my good fortune

keep me away from the man with the

grouch, and especially from the man
with the story of "how other fellows kil-

led the deer ahead of our dogs." I love

all good fellows who go to the bush, but

that fellow 1 hate and despise, and 1

ha\e met many of him.

I would judge that the law of one deer

per man has been tried and found all

right. 1 met a good many hunters last

fall and talked with them, and not one
complaint did I hear. Quite a few went
out early because they got their number
early, but they were happy and had no
kick tu make, good boys, and good
sports. May they live to hunt for many
years, and always get their one deer!

Personally, I had a grand time ; have
never been so near dead so many times
in two weeks in all my life. The place
I started for all by my lonesome, is at

the head of a seven mile lake, said head
being eight miles from the railway
track, while the dam at the foot is two
miles from the said railroad. When I

got off the train, I found the team from
the head of the lake moving hunters'

dunnage up to the dam, from where it

could be taken in boats to different points

on the main body of water. This team is

the only one in that country, and
the driver positively refused to

haul a load beyond the dam,
giving as his reason the condi-
tions of the road. There was an inch of

snow on the ground, and I did not under-
stand why he refused to take even a
small load on the big wooden jumper,
but I learned a few things later.

The owner of the team, was, and I

hope still is, a good friend of mine, and I

helped him with the last load of dunnage

as far as the dam with the understanding

that he and I would go up to the house

on the jumper. He had two live pigs in

a crate, and when we unloaded the bal-

ance of the duft'le at the dam, we put the

crate with the pigs on board, and pro-

ceeded to tie the same with about tifty

feet of rope, and then bind the ropes

with the halter shanks. You could have
rolled that jumper down a mountain, and

the crate would have stayed with it to

the death. 1 didn't say anything, but 1

wondered. Then we placed an armful of

hay on the deck, the bird cage being well

aft, and placing ourselves on top of this

we set sail. The night was black "like

one black cat," the team, and they were
good ones, were headed for home and
away we went. Shall I ever forget that

ride? Over the river on a loose liig

bridge, through a creek and up a hill,

then down and up again. 1 slid out to the

whittle-trees, then back again, until my
head struck the pig-pen, and as 1 grunt-

ed in protest, my friend told me this was
the best part of the road, and to hold

tight for the bad places ahead. He was
right too, for pretty soon we came to

the rocks, and the real fun commenced
The team would go up like a pair of

goats until you would think the\' must
fall back on us, then they would disap-

pear for a moment, and next we. would
fly off the crest and drop four feet on to

the rocks ; while the pigs would squeal,

their parlor would whack me on the head,

I would grunt and the driver would ad-

dress a few remarks to those .grey devils

out in front that he called horses. The
third time, we took to the air, and came
back so suddenly, I told my friend I

thought the springs were broken, but he
said that it was only our hay that had
slipped, so we stopped to arrange it,

while the team got their wind. I un-

derstood by this time why loads were
barred on that road.
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I felt sorry for the pigs at first, but
when their ca.?e had got well shaken up,

and I could smell them, I felt that all

was well, nothing so strong could come
to harm from hills and rocks. I hope
those pigs were all right, but they had
an awful breath, and how they could yell.

But all things must have an end, and
though it came on to snow, while the

brush lashed our faces and the rocks

bumped us sore, we arrived about ten

p.m. and getting a lantern, proceeded to

put the team in the stable.

When this was done, we loosened up
the pig crate, and knocked off one side.

But while we were getting one of the

pigs into the pen, where there were al-

ready three others, the second one got
away and went off on the back track as

if he had dropped something, and want-
ed to find it. We let him go, to-morrow
would be a new day, and we could hunt
pig then. Two of us at least had had all

the pig we wanted for one day.

There -were several good fellows at

the house ahead of me, and in the morn-
ing two of them volunteered to hunt the

lost pig, the fact that they could hunt
partridge at the same time, would help

some. But they had only got a few rods
from the house, when they were met by
the man of all work who asked them
where the3- were going, and on being
told that thej- were going "pigging" he
informed them that the lost pig was in

the pen with the others. This proved
to be true, or at least there were five

p'igs in the pen, where there had been
four at ten o'clock the previous night.

Blast a pig anyway, my head still ached
from the thumps I had got from the

crate the night before, and now it was
made worse by the fool questions that

were levelled at me. "How many pigs did

we bring up?" "Did we count them?"
"What color were they?" "What had I

been drinking?" "Did I notice if the pigs

were red, blue and green with horns?"
"Why is a pig?" And one chap said he
had alwaj'S known that deer hunters
were sweet liars but it was usually deer
they lied about; pigs were a new one on
him, and he was afraid it marked a step

downward, a sign of degeneracy. An-

other remarked that if it had happened
at the end of the hunt, when we all lied

it would not be so bad, but right at the
start, and about a pig. Thank Heaven,
there was snow on the ground and the
pig's tracks could be seen all over the
place, finally leading over a pile of rub-
bish beside the pen from where he had
jumped in to be with his brothers. But
to think that a man should have so nar-
row a shave for his good name, and
sober habits,—all over one meash- oiar!

Its my opinion that those pigs who
were invested with the order of the devil

in old Bible days, were not all drowned.
The weather for the first week of the

hunt was not so bad as hunting weather,
but it was quite different from the pre-

vious year, as we all know, being much
colder with snow flurries, rain and wind.

The conditions of the hunt differed quite

as much as the weather. The deer were
found in different places, and acted dif-

ferentl\\ The previous season, with warm
weather, dry eround. and warm water,

the big fat bucks dropped into the large

lakes, like ripe plums off a tree, while

the bush hunters had a bad time so far

as getting deer was concerned. Last
season the bush men had a much better

chance, while the men on the big lakes

had to work hard for what the)' got, and
the roughness of the water made their

work not only hard, but at times even

dangerous.

Personally, I think I had the most
strenuous hunt of my life. My first ex-

perience was on a considerably sized

lake, that I was watching all by my
lonesome. I had a heavy punt, with mis-

matched oars, and when the deer came
in. I went after it with much confidence.

But by the beard of the prophet, let no
man tell me in future that it is. always
easy to kill your deer under such condi-

tions ! My plans were all right, the

spirit was willing, but the flesh, Alas!

was weak, and that punt, "Oh, ye gods
how I pulled, and how slow it was, and
how fast that deer could swim!" I'll

bet it had webbed feet. I can't prove it,

for I have not had a close look at them
yet, for when I got within shooting dis-

tance of her. and she was within reason-
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able distance of the shore, I found that

I was so far spent that I couldn't hold the

rifle, and she got away. She was only a

small one anyway ! But there are times

when one small man in a heavy punt

may find that killing a deer in the water

is not so easy as it looks from your arm-
chair beside the fire. A better man than

I did the trick on the same lake, with the

same punt, a few days later, but he was
a steam engine, and then he nearly burst

his boiler I

The next busy da}' 1 had was on the

big lake when the Doctor and I brought
a large buck home in a small canoe. We
had about five miles of water to cover,

and the buck took up so much room, he

left very little for us. This would have
been alright, had the water been smooth,
but it was anything but that, and when
we got out in the swells, our two inches

of free board could not keep the water
from coming over the gunwale to an
extent that promised well for a swamped
canoe, and a short notice in the paper of

one more hunting fatality. Oh! it was
great sport, kneeling in four inches of

ice cold water and putting up a fight for

life on a dark night with each wave
promising to put us under, while we
strained to lift the overloaded canoe to

meet it, and the ice formed on our pad-
dles until we could hardly hold them,
while our poor little craft seemed to give

up the fight and settle under us instead

of rising to top the swells. Had it not
been for the shelter of a couple of islands

that gave us respite to empty the water
out of her, I doubt if I would be writing
this at the present time. But we brought
the buck in, and that I think was very
foolish of us. he =hould have been left on
the first island w-. made. However, such
is man, there is much of the pig in him at

times

!

Pressing business compelled me to

come out at the end of the first week,
and I want to give a brief description of

the day to show what we can do in these
days of rapid transit. I was one hun-
dred and twenty-two miles from home by
rail, and eight miles back from the rail-

way. Getting into a canoe at half past
seven in the morning, a friend and I pad-
dled five and a half miles to the foot of

the lake, where he was to remain on

watch, and I started to walk the remain-

ing two and a half miles to the track, and

it was agreed that I would remain on a

runway half way out as long as possible,

just giving me time to catch ni}- train at

half past twelve. I held down the run-

way for a time as agreed, killed a deer

that came along, went back to advise my
friend where he would find it, brought

him back with me, then caught my train,

rode one hundred and twenty-two miles,

put in one hour in my office, went home,
had a bath and shave, and sat down to

supper at a quarter past six. That, I

think, is a fair record—What will we do
when we have our own flying machines?
During the week I had been on the

lake, one man had been shot dead a few

miles from our party, but I cannot hon-

estly say the sad accident aiifected us

•much. Men have come to believe that

about so many must die each year in our

bush sport, the same as they do on the

foot-ball field and other sports, and they

go on with the game. Why not? Are they

more brutal than the well dressed crowd
who follow football, and howl like wolves
when some poor fool is carried ofl:" the

field, dead or injured for life, for all they

know? Personally. I would rather be'

shot any day than be trampled to death

by a dozen ball players.

I found that I could get back to the

bush for a few more days before the sea-

son closed, and I was not slow to take

advantage of the chance. On get-

ting ofif the train I found eight inches of

snow on the ground, and more coming.
The following morning there was fifteen

inches, and I did not feel like breaking
the road to the lake, so lay in, waiting
for some other fellow to make a track.

When this was done, I pulled out. and
made it in about two hours. My usual

luck held alright, for as I came over the

hills near a small hunting lodge, not far

from the dam, I heard calls for help, and
supposing someone had been shot, I hur-

ried along, but it was not a gun shot
this time, only an old gentleman of eigh-

ty-three, all alone, who had fallen and
broken his leg. Oh ! yes, I was having a

strenuous time all right, and this day
proved no exception. By the time I got
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his friend in from the runway, and then

rowed five and a half miles up the lake

in a snow storm and head wind to find

my friend the Doctor, I began to feel as

if I was of some small use in the world.

The Doctor did his share like the man
and gentleman he is, and the ones who
had the real trouble were the fellows who
carried that old man out in that narrow-

track in twenty inches of snow.
How cruel is Nature to her weak and

wounded children. To the strong and
?ound she presents a pleasant face, and
kind smile. But beware, her favors are

only for the strong. There is no kind-

ness for the weak and wounded. To the

strong who can take what they want
without even a thank you ma'm, she de-

livers up all her treasures. But let them
lose that strength and she is no longer

the kind mother, she is then a cold and
cruel enemy. Is it any wonder her chil-

dren become selfish in their strength? \\ e

often hear people declare that it is a

shame to kill the beautiful mild eyed
deer, and yet of all the children of Na-
ture, the lordly buck is the most cruel

and selfish we know. The wild horse,

the buffalo, the musk-ox, the wolf, and
even the timid male bird will defend their

voung. but not so the male deer. At the

first alarm he deserts the female and the

young, and does all he can to place them
between him and danger. This is so well

known now that it is hardly worth re-

peating, but each ^ear we learn a little

more of his meanness and cruelt}'.

During the hunt last season one of my
friends had a peculiar experience. He
was still hunting, and going quietly

through the woods he heard the bleat of

a fawn. The sound indicated fear and
pain, and he thought at once that a wolf
had caught and was killing the creature.

Naturally, he made his way as rapidly as

possible in the direction the sounds came
from, and on topping a small rise, what
was his surprise to find a very large buck
jabbing liis horns into a pile of brusli

where he had a fawn cornered. My friend

promptly put a bullet behind his lord-

ship's ear^ but he was too late to save

the fawn, it was a mass of wounds, and
died as he came up to it. The blood on
the buck's horns proved him guilty all

right, and I am glad he paid the penalty

of his crime, and it was not even a buck
fawn in this case to give him the excuse
of killing what might be a future rival.

The opportunity of seeing things of

this kind are very rare, and for that rea-

son the}- are of interest. There was one
other incident that came to my notice

that may be of interest, and more plea^^-

ant to relate. A hunter found himself

on a point of a rock overlooking a marsh,
or large beaver meadow. He had been
there onl}- a few minutes when a good
sized doe came out of the woods run-

ning very fast. She did not cross the

marsh but ran along the edge close to the

high rocks. Suddenly she stopped, re-

traced her steps some fifty feet, .and

went into an opening in the bottom of

the clift' that showed through the glasses

to be a shallow cave. She turned ai/d

backed into this, and while the hunter

was wondering at her peculiar actions,

a large wolf came out on her track, ; uti-

ning swiftly and silently. He too, ran

past the cave, but checked himself at the

end of the doe's tracks, and came bac'^.

When he came opposite the opening he
sprang at the deer's throat, but she met
him with her front feet and drove aim
back. Three times he sprang, and cacii

time she beat him off", coming out half

way to meet him and backing in again,

'i'he wolf now went up on top evidently

with the idea of jumping on her from
there, but she kept well back under shel-

ter and he was again foiled. Then he

returned to the front and tried again,

but she still beat him off and finally he

turned and started away. The doe re-

mained in her house of refuge for some
time, and then ventured out a short

piece, only to dart quickly back again.

The wolf did not appear, again and after

some fifteen or twenty minutes she came
out and bounded away.

I would like to tell how the hunter

shot the wolf, but as a matter of fact he

did not. The distance was too great

for a sure shot in the first place, and he

was so deeply interested in the battle

that he did not even try a shot until the

wolf had given up the fight. Then he

took a shot at him as he went away, but

missed.



A Coming of Age Hunt.

Success of Members of Camp "^X/hat Next"

BY MACK.

CAMP •"What Next" has been an

annual event in the lives of the red

blooded, clear eyed business men
of our locality for over twenty

years. When I was a youngster it had
an established history and many were
the long winter evenings I listened to

the tales told of the prowess of its mem-
bers. Many of those same members
have now passed into the Happy Hunt-
ing Grounds.

I have a vivid recollection of the fall

of 1907 and the hunting in which I was
allowed to take a part. Major R— , the

organizer of the Club, was out and about
making arrangements for the usual meet-
ing. For twenty years he had not mis-

sed a gathering and this was to be his

twent3'-first trip, he was, so to speak,

coming of age and the year marked also

the coming of age of the Club. This
combination of events was enough to stir

the blood of any hunter and we all sym-
pathized with the Major's feelings. Al-

though only a humble pen pusher in an
office I asked and obtained permission
to accompany him. His old compan-
ions were mostly scattered in different

directions throughout the broad Domin-
ion and those remaining were either too

old to stand the trip or unable to go.

The gallant veteran was not dis-

mayed by these untoward circumstances
but was busilv engaged in completing
his arrangements to go alone when I

suggested myself as his companion.
The Major's enthusiasm had communi-
cated itself to me in full quantity and so

contagious was it that four others caught
the fever, and on the morning of Octo-
ber thirtieth the whole party of half a

dozen could have been seen hustling
about the station platform, checking
baggage, throwing it into cars and giv-

ing and taking much good humored
' chaf? with the early morning crowd at

the station.

A more representative or better equip-

ped crowd than ours never cut a white

birch or smoked a pipe, or told hunters'

tales after a glorious repast of hunters'

cheer. Included in our membership
were a doctor, a dentist, an undertaker,

an editor and two transportation men
What more could a deer wish—a doctor

to attend his last few moments of life,

an editor to write his epitaph and the

transportation men to convey his re-

mains home in the best possible manner ?

At last we were off and on changing
trains at the function were joined by
more men and dogs, such a noise of

talking, laughing and ki-}'i-ing ensuing

as is only possible on such occasions.

We had dinner here and left on the noon
train for Sharbot Lake. On arrival it

appeared as tliough deer hunting was
the chief end of man, the whole plat-

form being littered with outfits and the

ki-yi-ing being' worse than ever. Do
dogs recognize each other every fall in

the same waA' as the hunters? It appear-

ed so judging from what we took to be

mutual recognitions. The editor spot-

ted a dog, bearing more resemblance to

a rail fence than a canine, that he said

he met in the woods the previous year

and such a pow-wow resulted that no
one could hear anything till at length

the platform was left entirely to the

dogs, the men partaking of refresh-

ments.

Once more we were oft" across a

country covered with mountains, lakes,

streams and woods. Attention was di-

vided between the glorious views from
the car window and the hunting stories

told by those about to join in the hunt.

\t every stoptping place men, dogs and
dunnage were put off amid good natured
ests and many well wishings. Our
turn came at Flower Station and as we
had seventeen pieces of baggage and a

dog some delay was caused in extricat-

ing our belongings. A dog or dogs sat

on every piece and in many instances
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their chains were badly entangpled with

the bagga,^e. However, we rescued

every item and cleared off without losing

a single piece.

We quickly transferred the baggage

to the waiting wagons and climbing the

side of the hill received a hearty welcome
from the settler's good wife who for

twenty 3'ears had annually cooked for

two days in order to have sufficient to

satisfy a hungry crowd for two meals.

Never in our recollections did chickens

taste so good, never were pies so flaky

and nothing was left over to spoil.

There were several young people in the

house and a right merry evening was
spent in song and jest. The Major re-

tired early for he knew from experience

the heavy labor before us on the follow-

ing da}^ but the rest of us kept it up till

late and suffered accordingly.

Wasn't it cold next morning getting

up before daj^light with no furnace on?
A bunch of shivering mortals sat down
to a tasty breakfast and we were glad

to be off to get a little warmth into our

bodies. There were two wagons with
their drivers and we were on foot. Six

miles over the hi'll roads proved no joke.

They were roads no town horse would
have looked at. hills where a push from
all hands was needed and descents that

threatened to overthrow the loads. The
cold, clear frosty air piping in and out of

our lungs made us enjoy the deep breaths

we inhaled. Our muscles were aching
with the strenuous e.xertion and our bod-

ies perspired from the same cause. We
are none of us likely to forget that journ-

ey. At nine o'clock we reached the half-

way house and our leader renewed his

acquaintance with Mr. Clous and his

family. The old man promised to drop
in upon us some day and have a "speir."

While the first half of the road had
been bad the second half was far worse,

although it was relieved by the expecta-

tions of seeing big game. Then we
heard such remarks as "There's where I

shot my first deer," "Jim shot one there

on going in in '94," "Old man Bass got

a bear there in '90," "We camped here in

'98 and there's the road to the spring over
yonder." At the last remark I looked

out for the road but could see none. Lat-

er on I learned that a road in that country
means the easiest waj- of getting to some-
where and old hunters remembering
these ways and travelling over them un-
til the landmarks become fixed in their

minds, think of them as roads.

The difficulties of the road were con-

quered by noon when we arrived at our
selected spot. A dip into the grub box-
es brought out a pan of beans, a cold

chicken, cold bread, cold butter, to which
was added cold water to drink. The
meal was partaken of in a cold wind and
our hands were cold holding the food.

W'e were hungry however, after a morn-
ing of such strenuous labor, and made a

good meal notwithstanding the various

drawbacks to comfort.

No sooner was the meal despatched
than we set to work. Our tent was a

large one with six feet side walls, fifteen

feet wide and thirty feet long. We had
a stout pole running the full 'length of

the tent and this proved a great conven-
ience, providing us with a fine place on
which to hang our wet clothes to dr}'.

Our bed was made by placing big pop-
lars the full width of the tent and nailing

small ones two inches apart for springs.

These were covered with a foot of pine

boughs and over them ten inches of

marsh hay, a canvas cover surmounting
the whole, and making a bed fourteen

feet long and nine feet deep, one that was
fit for roj-al occupants.

\\'e rigged up a table from boards that

had been stowed away and done duty for

years, covering them with oiled paper.

\\'ith nine boards we made a stand for

our utensils, water pails, etc. Then the

stove was set up. That stove eats up
vast quantities of yard-length logs and
keeps us hustling to supply the material

it consumes. At the same time it is a

good stove with four holes for cooking
and emits heat so fiercely that we used
to perspire under the bedclothes. All

this work was accomplished by ourselves

as our driver's duties ended with landing

us at the camp. We were proud of our
handiwork as we contemplated the same
before sitting down to supper and felt

that half the enjoyment and more than
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half of the health we regained was ow-
ing to our vigorous exertions in the open.

More than one of us had the experience

of coming home just at dusk, tired to

death and having to hustle wood for the

fire. We did not wish to repeat the ex-

perience and accordingly laid in a good
supply. We found if anyone wanted a

job thej' could always find one in cutting

and hauling wood.

We felt we had well earned our sup-

per and bed that night and I remember
nothing more after hearing the Doctor
dig out an extra large bough from under
the hay—a bough that persisted in en-

tering his side and consequently interfer-

ing with his dreams. All too soon we
•heard the Major's stirring cry "All out

boys; five o'clock." It was hard work
to get up so early after that long, first,

strenuous day in camp but it had to be
done as the Major makes no allowance
for stragglers and it was the first day of

open season.

A hot breakfast of bacon, toast and
coiiee was speedily prepared and par-

taken of and with lunches in our pock-

ets—as we prefer to hunt till three or

four o'clock in the afternoon and make
a good da\- of it—we were off. As we
started the sun was shining over the

purple top of the hills, coloring the mist
from the lakes and swamps and giving
renewed glory to the decaying leaves and
grasses. We were still hunting in coup-
les and each party was allotted a route.

Frank and I were sent north and we
proceeded with due care. Just as we
were crossing a beaver meadow I saw a

big buck high up on the side of the moun-
tain. It was the first deer I had ever

seen in its native wilds and I imagined
the southern sunny slope of that moun-
tain was just across the road. I fired

and of course under the impression I

have mentioned that shot went wide.
Then Frank saw him and followed with
another shot. Mr. Buck gave a jump
and was off closely followed by a doe that
had been lying close by him. Other
members saw the deer and fired but the
whole storm of lead had no further re-

sult than waking up a couple of fawns
which scampered ofif after their elders in

fine style. Not one of the deer was hit

and I subsequently discovered that the

distance at Which the firing took place

was six hundred yards.

However we all, and particular'ly the

novices, felt amply repaid by the glor-

ious sight we had been vouchsafed of

seeing these fine big game animals in the

open. With the 'majority that was our

first sight of deer running wild. We
were full of enthusiasm and climbed the

mountain as though it had been a level

plain. While there were indications of

numerous deer in that locality we could

not catch a further glimpse of a single

one.

Evening found us all at the camp tired

and disappointed but more eager than
ever for the hunt. The Major liad

drawn first blood, a fine buck fawn. He
was travelling along a ridge when the

deer jumped up from beneath a ledge al-

most at his feet. He fired repeatedly

but the animal kept on stumbling and
scrambling over the rocks. At length
he reached a vital spot and quickly des-
patched it. On examination he found
that five of 'his shots had taken elifect in

its hind quarters and all the bones of its

right hind leg were badly smashed.
Such was its tenacity that it did not give
up until a vital spot was reached. .A.11

the other hunters saw game but were not
successful in their eflforts to bag it.

Our enthusiasm cooled a little the next
day as it rained so hard we could not ven-
ture out. Many stories were told during
our enforced captivity and some pleasant
games of cards were held. For all that,

waiting proved dreary work and we were
delighted when the following morning
broke clear and cool with prospects of

snow.

Although we hunted diligently the day
was unsuccessful, the storm having driv-

en the deer into the thick swamps from
which they did not care to emerge at

once.

Again the following morning was fine

but the day was dark and we decided to

send out one dog and stir them up. Doc
took dharge of the dog and led him to a
likely spot while we took our stands on
the surrounding hills. We were soon
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encouraged by the sound of the music

that thrills a hunter. Spot had struck a

fresh scent. Soon he drove a fine buck

out of a swamp. The deer passed with-

in fifty yards of Uncle Dud and the Dent-

ist and the only excuse they could think

up for missing him was that their rifles

shot high that morning. It is curious

how often a beginner's rifle will fail him
at a critical time. After a short run

Spot returned with his feet badly cut and

as it started raining we decided to return

to camp and fetch in the Major's fawn.

This work we accomplished and had a

nice hot roast for supper. I would like

to tell readers how much we all ate, par-

ticularly Frank, but in mere}' I forbear.

I ma^- mention, however, that his potato

ration numbered eleven fine ones with

venison, bread, pickles, beans and coffee,

all topped olif with a fine onion. He is

a sure wolf.

A combination of snow, rain and wind
kept us storm bound the next da\- and
we all felt as blue as the day was black

As we huddled round the fire or put in

the sleep of the man who is killing time

we agreed that deer hunting is not al-

ways a picnic.

Snow fell all night and in the morning
it was still snowing. The snow was nice

and dry and we cut up wood and made
all preparations for starting out as soon
as it should cease. It was the following

day before we could make a start and
then a keen north wind was blowing.
The sun rose high and shone brighth- on
the glistening snow. Snow is the still

hunter's friend and we rejoiced to see

it.

The Dentist was the lucky one that

day. He was not far from camp when
a doe and two fawns were started. His
Gatling gun made a terrible noise and
when the smoke had subsided another
buck fawn was lying dead. "Died of

heart failure from the noise," was our

verdict, althoug^h the Dentist would have
it that there was a small 30-30 hole in it.

The deer was quicklv dressed and hung
up and away we all went again, the Dent-
ist after the mother of the fawn and we
to our various favored places.

I was standing on the ridge when I

saw a nice buck coming towards me. Im-

mediately I was all excitement but I did

not forget to make ready for business.

Across the valley he came and up the hill

directly towards me. I allowed him to

come and though my limbs were shak-

ing like trees in a gale I tried to think I

would be able to fire with fair accuracy.

.\bout thirty yards away he caught the

man scent and stopped behind a clump
of scrub oak. I fired five times, but nev-

er a move from the oak brush through
which I could see his outlines. Think-
ing a])parently that the place was too hot

for him he went of¥ and I fired as fast as

I could work the lever, thinking that per-

haps he might jump in the way of a bul-

let. Alas, like Uncle Dud, m}' gun shot

high ! I wasn't excited, I was just

trembling for fear he would run over me.
My companions diagnosed the case as

one of buck fever and I had to give in.

I often wonder yet how he managed to

escape from the storm of bullets.

On my way home I saw a porcupine
looking in the distance like a j-oung bear.

He was rooting at the foot of a tree and
I shot him. As I had never seen one of

these curious animals before and being
sure that mj' fellow greenhorns were in

the same state of ignorance I cut oil his

curious tail and placed it in the pocket
of my overalls. I may tell readers that

it is the last porky I want to handle or

wild cat either. Two days later I pul-

led a quill, over two inches long, out of

mv leg where it was embedded along the

bone and I had to use plyers to get hold

of it. From the pain that resulted from
walking I thought I had broken my leg.

With Sunday old Mr. Clous appeared
and under the influence of a good meal
and what followed he gave us many little

sketches of his experiences with bears

and wolves. He told us that in the

earlv days of the settlement he had been
up trees for the better part of the night

on several occasions. He invariably

takes a bear every winter and had many
funny bear stories to tell. On one oc-

casion he was going along a beaver mead-
ow where cranberries grew and where he
had seen the tracks of a big bear. .\11

at once lie came upon a big fellow root-
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ing at the cranberries. Immediately the

Snider was broug^ht into action but he

had forg;otten to take off the cap and the

bear hearing; the click went romping- over

a log out of sight. ]Mr. Clous seemed al-

ways to regret losing that bear. He re-

mained in camp till after dark—a sturdy

old man of eighty, who had gained a liv-

ing, and a good one too, from the prime-

val forest.

To our great grief it rained again on

Monday and there was much grumbling
through our enforced stay in the tent.

Sleep and cards were the order of the

day and the dog added his voice to the

general snores. That night the Major's

son followed my example.

On Tuesday the mist was so thick w-e

could not see far in advance and as we
had no wish to topple over cliffs and
precipices we retired once more to the

hay.

Wednesday made up for the other

days, breaking fine and cool and we were
all off earl\-. Within a few yards of

the camp I shot a partridge, the first and
only one during the whole trip. Pluck-

ing a few of the tail feathers I placed

them in my cap for luck and the Major's

son followed my example.
I had just climbed the steep side of

Bear Mountain and was going along its

high western slope when I heard the

crunch, crunch of a step on the frozen

snow and leaves in the valley beneath.
I stopped and carefully examined the

places all round me without detecting

anything living. Accordingly I sat down
to await a renewal of the noise and when
I heard it again I located it as coming
from a clump of scrub oak directly in

front of me and about one hundred yards
from the base of the mountain. I shov-
ed up my sight three notches and waited.
By the time I heard more crunching my
heart was beating a fierce tattoo and then
out came the head and neck of a fine buck.

1 was prepared and the instant I obtain-

ed a good view I fired. He gave a jump
almost straight up in the air and when he
reached the ground I fired again. Off
he went on the jump leaving me working
the lever frantically and firing at his out-
line amongst the scrub. I was b'tterlv

disappointed and said some things not

at all complimentary to my marksman-
ship.

In a short time I decided to follow his

tracks and perhaps secure another

chance. I slid down the almost perpen-

dicular side of the mountain and made
for the spot where the deer stood when
I first fired. The distance was further

from the base than it looked to me from
mv lofty perch and I concluded that I

undershot him as he went away with

g-reat bounds, leaving no indications on
the snow that he had been hit. I fol-

lowed the trail rapidly and after going a

couple of hundred yards stopped in am-
azement at seeing a big buck lying dying
about twenty feet from me. His eyes

were glazing over and he soon breathed
his last.

I gave a yell of joy for he was a beauty
of light color and with perfect antlers

—

a fine specimen of hill deer as' they are

sometimes called. In response to m\-

calls Frank and the Dentist came upon
the scene and w'ith their assistance he
was soon dressed and hung up. My
curiosity led me to make a careful exam-
ination and I found that my first ball had
just grazed the skin of his neck, causing
a ridge under the hair. That was why
he jumped straight up. My second
bullet went in at the left shoulder, tore

the corner off the heart and went into

the paunch, the blood filling the cavity
inside and not following the hole made
by the bullet. The buck dressed one
hundred and eighty seven pounds and
my friends all assure me that I have one
of the finest heads ever brought out of

the backwoods.

That head is hung up before my eyes
now, the ridge across the throat making
a gentle depression under the hair. It

was my first deer and I received many
hearty congratulations that night. A
curious coincidence is that the Major's
son, who followed my example with the
partridge feathers, shot a nice doe.

The Major added a doe and a big
spikehorn to his trophies and when we
left on Saturday morning we had seven
deer to take out. in addition to our re-
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newed constitutions. It is not everyone

who gets a deer the first year he hunts

and some of our members were unsuc-

cessful.

The following- fall we had better suc-

cess numerically but no better time. We
divided our spoils equally and all shared

in the venison. The Major celebrated

his twenty-first annual trip to Camp
"What Next" bv inviting us all to a big

turkey dinner. Needless to say we took

our best appetites and our best stories to

the fine spread, though even Frank could
not get away with as much as he is ac-

customed to in the woods.
The members who attended that com-

ing of age hunt are now scattered but it

is safe to sa^' that each one remembers
with pleasure the fine experiences we had
in Cai—^ "^^"hat Next" in 1907.

A Deer Hunt on the Borders of Quebec.

BT PHILIP J. ELLIOTT JE.

THE Call of the Wild generally

comes either from the North or the

West. When, however, the Call

reached my friend, Frank Rich-
mond, and mj'self we heard it from the

East.

Some men, again, are filled with the

idea that the further away they can go
and the more money they can spend the

greater their enjoyment and the more
game they can secure. In possession of

this idea they often pass places near

home which would give a larger quantity

of game and greater satisfaction.

When Frank and I left Montreal we
had a rather hazy idea of where we were
going. We knew we were going East
and not too far away from home. Some
one had told us good hunting was to be
obtained back of Sawyerville in the East-

ern part of the Province of Quebec and
we had decided to take a chance on the

genuineness of the information.

Wt travelled by Canadian Pacific to

Cookshire and then over the Maine Cen-
tral to Sawyerville. Here we hired a

team and set out on a fifteen mile drive.

After four hours' hard work we were
within five miles of the camp for which
we were bound. The remaining five

miles were impossible for the team
as the lumber road had not been
used for ten years and windfalls

barred the way every few yards.

We cut through about a dozen but when
we came across, a whopper of an elm we
gave it up as a bad job. Our stuff was

bundled out and we paid the teamster
and let him go.

As it was growing dark in the thick

woods we decided to wait till morning
before daring to tackle the trail again.

Accordingly we made a lean-to and slept

well although it did rain.

Early in the morning we started out
each with a fifty pound pack and leaving
half our stuff for the next load. That
five miles was the worst piece of misnam-
ed road we ever struck. The pack ropes
nearly strangled us and if we sat down
it was an awful job to get up again.

Every few )'ards we would strike a wind-
fall and with the man on one side of the
log and the pack on the other progress
consisted of pulls and jerks.

Partridges were flushed all along the

road but we were too heart miserable
even to look at them, much less shoot.

When over the windfalls we struck a bog
and our guaranteed waterproof boots
did their duty and leaked like sieves. Af-
ter that we had to mount two steep hills

and surmount man\- other difficulties in

the misery line.

After four hours hard plugging we
reached the camp. The camp did I say?
Well, it had been a camp at one time but
could scarcely, even in courtesy, be
so called any longer. It was built fifteen

years ago and had not been used for five

years. We were told that we should find

it in good condition but, alas, for our ex-

pectations ! Half the roof was oS. the

flooring torn up, the door off and the
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stove, all broken to pieces, lay in one cor-

ner. There were abundant evidences of

carousals followed by "rough house" in

the course of which the shack sufifered

badly.

As it was still raininof and we were very

tJred there was nothing to do but make
the best of it. We soon had a fire going
and dinner ready after which we felt bet-

ter and attempted some repairs as best

we could. With the aid of some nails

discovered in a bunk things were some-
what improved and by supper time began
to look shipshape. After overhauling
the old cedar boughs we tumbled in the

bunks, crawling under the blankets with
clothes and boots on, and in a few min-
utes were sound asleep. Alas ! like all lum-
ber camps, it was infested with insects

and in addition to the wakefulness thus

ensured, Frank's pointer started barking
at midnight and we were unable to ascer-

tain the cause.

Next da}' we repeated our performance
on the five mile walk and packed the rest

of our stuff to camp. We came across a

dozen partridges but as our scatter guns
were at the camp we only succeeded in

killing one with our rifles. W'ith our ex-

perience the previous day the journey
was a little less irksome but it was bad
enough.

A\'hen at length we reached the camp
we were surprised to see a man sitting

smoking and apparently quite at home.
He told us he was out gumming and was
on the way to Van Dyke camps in New
Hampshire. Our camp was within a few
miles of the borders of Maine and New
Hampshire, the boundaries of the Prov-
ince and the two states meeting close by.

. Bill St. Jacques was our visitor's name
and we found in him a king pin of the
woods. He knew all the country around
very well. It is his custom to set out
every fall with his rifle, blanket and a
few provisions and remain in the woods
for a week or ten days at a time collecting
gum. ^^'hen he obtained a good supply
he returned to his little bush farm, re-

newed his provisions and set ofif again.

On some favorable days he was able to

collect as much as ten pounds of spruce
gum and at $i per pound he found his

gumming paid him well.

After dinner, which bore testimony to

his culinary abilities, we easily persua-

ded him to remain with us as guide and
cook for the three weeks of our holiday.

Experience showed that we made no mis-

take. Bill looked down on shotguns and
would only use a rifle. He had a 40-72

and knew how to use it as well as any
man I ever saw.
Next morning we had our first hunt

and both Frank and I did some woeful
"muffing" at the birds. As bird after

bird was flushed and escaped unhurt Bill

ridiculed the idea of shooting partridges

on the wing. He declared it could not be
done, except by chance and as we only
bagged four out of twenty-five shots he
became confirmed in his idea. Before the

holiday was over, however, we showed
him his error although I cannot say that

we convinced him. Frank came across a

deer and sent a couple of shots after him
but with no result.

A clearing five miles off was visited the

following day. After still hunting for an
hour Frank had a crack at a fine big buck
and down went his flag. Although we
tracked him for miles he managed to get
away.

Partridges were the game the follow-

ing day and having steadied down in our
shooting we obtained ten between us.

Bill went off in another direction to set

a deadfall for bear. On his return he
reported obtaining a pot shot at a bear
which came out of an old camp as Bill

went up to it. The bear jumped from a

window and went so fast that Bill had
only a random shot. After hearing Bill's

story we felt that we wanted bear in the

worst way and next morning, after col-

lecting all the scraps of food we could
pick up to serve as baits, we hiked to the

old camp. No sooner had we reached the

clearing than Mr. Bruin popped out of the

same window as before. Frank and I

were so surprised that we stood open-
mouthed and allowed the bear to get

away without firing a shot. In the mean-
time Bill was yelling at us to shoot, quite

forgetful of the fact that he held a rifle

in his own hands. We left the scraps of

food in the camp hoping thus to tempt
the bear to return. Although we visited

the camp on several subsequent occa-
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sions we did not see the bear a.tjain nor
did he touch the food. Evidently he had
had quite enoug^h of the man scent.

We went back to the old clearing and
after waiting patiently for three hours a

doe came out of the bush, about fifty

yards from the place where Frank was
lying, and started to eat grass. Frank
fired, catching her between the eyes and
she only went ten feet before she died.

A\ e dressed her and had quite a hard job

packing the skin and hide back to camp.
For the next couple of days we hunted

partridge and averaged ten a da}- between
us.

Our camp was within fifty feet of a

brook and every day we saw signs of deer

having been for a drink. One morning
we discerned the hoof marks of a moose
and heard him calling during the day.

\\ e tried to answer but the trick did not
work. Moose are very scarce in this lo-

cality.

.\fter this we took a two days' trip in-

to Maine, explored a good deal of coun-
try, going as far as Lake Sophie. I think

that's what the lake is called, and after

gathering some gum returned to camp
dead beat, with no game except a couple

of partridges.

Our last week was by far the best.

AAithin those seven davs we obtained five

deer between us. I shot my two in one
afternoon.

As I was Iving behind a stump in a

clearing, waiting for something to turn

up, I must have half dozed. When I

awoke I found a buck and a doe not

seventy-five vards away, calmlv feeding.

Two shots from my 45-90 brought the

doe down in her tracks and the buck after

going twenty yards, also succumbed.
Frank obtained his buck with Bill's

rifle. When about a quarter of a mile

from camp he walked right on top of the

deer and brought him down with one
shot.

Bill killed hi? doe on the way to a

deadfall and carried the deer to camp
himself.

Many tales were told to us by Bill

about the killing of deer in close season.

He knew of a place where eighteen deer

had been killed on the crust in one win-
ter by some lumber jacks, lie alleged

that the bush farmers would not obey the

game laws and killed as man}- deer as

the}' could. He told also of a man in

the neighboring village of Emberton who
owned a jack light and hired it out to the

farmers and the only salvation of the

deer lay in the fact that the farmers were
bum shots. Bill likewise told of a man
back of Bury who possessed a twelve
hundred power auto lamp and jacked
deer wholesale.

Deer were plentiful in the district,

the place forming a pocket between New
Hampshire and Maine, many from both
states being hunted into the pocket. We
often came across snares on the runways.
There are no guides in the locality and

no place at which to board. It is the

real Wild—the genuine article and we
were very fortunate in running across

Bill, ^\'ithout his services our vacation

would have been much less enjoyable.

Bill was very much down on profes-

sional guides, claiming that they were
the cause of the scarcitv of the deer. He
said he knew one partv of hunters, six

in number, who killed fifty deer in three

weeks and left forty carcasses to rot in

the bush. This slaughter took place un-

der a professional guide who allowed

most of the animals to be jacked and as-

sisted in the work.

The Commission of Conservation have
published a bulkv volume dealing with

inquiries as to Lands, Minerals and Fish-

eries. There is a wealth of interesting

material in this book which shows on
everv page the importance of first ascer-

taining the true position of our natural

resources before laying down a policy

of dealing with them in a manner that

may be expected to secure the best re-

sults. \\ hile the inquiries so far have
onlv touched the fringe of our resources
enough has been ascertained to prove
the urgent necessity of the work and the

supreme importance of carrying it furth-

er. The Commission are ascertaining

the facts and it will be for statesmen to

make the best use of these facts in pre-

paring and submitting legislation to the

countrv.



Deer Hunting in Newfoundland.

BY ARTHUR WHEELER.

ABOUT one hundred and ten miles

from the city of St. John's at the

head of Placentia Bay is the

hunting ground of the deer in

Newfoundland.

It was in Februar}', 1909, on a clear,

cool evening that a party of us set off

on a deer hunt. We were well loaded

with guns, ammunition, provisions, duf-

fle, sleds, dogs, etcetera. The first part

of our journey was taken by rail and
that night we slept at an hotel- starting

our real journey up country the follow-

ing morning.

Three sleds were heavily packed with
our belongings and as the snow was not

deep the dogs made good time and we
had a beautiful run for six miles. W'e
camped at what we call in Newfound-
land a "bough house", a place well known
as a good camp to the deer hunters of the

country and all the more desirable by
reason of the close proximity of a clear,

crystal brooklet of splendid pure water.

We found the camp very fine and com-
fortable, a small stove and two wooden
seats were fitted inside while a square
hole in one side served as a window, be-

ing closed with a bough shutter at night.

It did not take us long to put things in

fine order. A bright fire soon glowed in

the little stove and a meal was speedily

prepared.

Next day, which was very fine for

Newfoundland in February, we visited

the hunting grounds, si.x miles ofif. Every
now and then our guide would stop "to

get the wind in his cheek'' as he said. 1

did not know what he meant at the time
but I learnt subsequently that this is the

method by which the trappers guide
themselves.

\N'hen we reached the hunting grounds
we accepted the advice of the guide and
first partook of a good meal. Arrange-
ments were then made for the hunt and
everything was in readiness when I was
told to make a detour of half a mile and

came back at a given point. I tramped
off as careful as a red man. I saw noth-

ing but a miserable jay while belting the

half mile of deer ground but when I re-

turned I found my companions had ob-

tained seven deer. The guide said a

hea\y storm was brewing and they were
all busily engaged in dressing and load-

ing up the deer on the sleds. In answer
to my queries made while busily assist-

ing in the work, I received such answers
as: "Knocked them all down together";

"Killed three with one shot"; "You must
nearly have fallen over them when driv-

ing them in". Work as we would it prov-

ed a long job before the sleds were all

packed and a meal partaken of, the dogs
fed and all arranged for taking the back

track.

While still a mile from camp and on
the open barrens we caught the full force

of the oncoming storm. So fierce was the

gale and the accompanying snowstorm
that at times we had to stop and huddle

together before we could proceed. The
dogs whined and howled and that mile

proved a long and bitter one. Few peo-

ple but those who have fought against

such a storm can realize its bitterness and
the determination which alone can carry

one through it. We reached camp at last

and speedily had a fire going. A path

was beaten to the brook for water and
tea and venison furnished a good meal.

In the meantime, the storm raged with

increased violence- The night prov-

ed a terrible one outside but warm
and snug inside and we enjoyed ourselves

all the more when we contrasted our
comfortable position with the fierce bat-

tle we had fought outside. The wolves
howled and they must have come close

for us to hear them above the noise of the

wind.

We all slept well after our exertions

notwithstanding the battle of the ele-

ments and next day and for two further

days we were storm bound. Being weH
supplied with all kinds of food, a great
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thing in the bush, we did not mind al-

though we would have liked a bit more
hunting.

As it was we found we had enough
deer to carry out and as soon as the wea-

ther permitted we returned home. The
guide advised that further hunting was

too risky and after spending a few days
in what one of our number described as

Heaven on earth we returned to our or-

dinary avocations. There is no doubt
that liunting in Newfoundland affords

experiences that are thrilling and won-
derful.

Don'ts For Sportsmen
HINTS BY AN OLD HUNTER.

DON'T grasp a gun by the barrel

and drag it after you out of a boat,

through a fence, or anywhere
else; unless you want to test the

truth of the saj'ing that a man has more
lives than a cat-—and then don't. One
discharge may blow them all out.

Don't carry more than a small quantity'

of whisky with you on your hunt. It's

poor stuff to shoot on, and the devil

who engineers the "deplorable accidents"

you read of frequently while the hunting
season is on has no more potent ally than

the product of the still.

Don"t under any circumstances allow

your gun muzzle to point for one single

instant at any living thing you do not

mean to kill.

Don't allow yourself to carry a cocked
gun in your hands, not even if j^ou are

alone. A sudden stumble mav fire it, and
you can never tell where the contents

may go.

Don't carry a loaded gun into your
camp or stopping place. And be abso-

lutely sure that every cartridge is taken

out of it before j'ou go near the door.

Don't shoot at a noise.

Don't shoot at a moving bush.

Don't shoot at small game such as rab-

bits, quail or squirrels with big ammuni-
tion.

Don't go away from your camp before

you have familiarized yourself with the

lay of the land and the landmarks within

at least a radius of lialf a mile.

Don't go out without a good supply of

matches, part of them in a waterproof
case as an emergency supply ; a good,
heavy, hunting knife, a well-ground hunt-

ing ax or hatchet, a pocket compass and a

lunch. There is always such a thing as

getting lost among the possibilities.

Don't lose your head if you do lose

your bearings ; that is if you get lost. Sit

down, take a smoke, get your mind out
of the first panic into which the fact that

you don't know where you are is sure to

throw it, and as soon as it is in normal
working order don't make a fool of j'our-

self in trying to find your way back. If

you could do that you would not have got
lost in the first place.

Don't give yourself up for lost, how-
ever. Get busy. Gather a heap of wood
in case you have to camp out all night.

Make a fire. Then sit down and wait for

the guide or your comrade to find 3'OU.

That's what they are sure to be trying to

do, so don't make it harder for them by
getting away from them as rapidly as

panic speed can effect it. A good thing to

do is to keep on top of the ridges.

Don't shoot at running game or any
other unless you can clearly see three

things—the game, the front sight of your
gun and the rear ditto, and all three in

conjunction, mind.
Don't jerk the trigger when you do see

three things in conjunction
;

press it.

Then you won't throw the gun barrel up
the least trifle when you fire ; the veri-

est trifle elevation at that moment spoils

the shot.

And lastly: Don't forget a single one
of these don'ts.

Don't forget to observe them so rigidly

that their observance becomes a second
nature to you.

Don't forget to preach the like obser-

vance to your fellow sportsmen, and you
will find them the best pieces of wood
lore vou ever learned.



Sickly Sentimentality

A Reply

BY BONNYCASTLE DALE.

IX
the interests of Conservation of the

,£:ame birds and fishes and even of

Man himself, Mr. Bonn3-castle Dale
believes the paper on "Sickly Senti-

mentality" in the August issue of Rod
and Gun should be answered and he sub-
mits the following reply

:

Man has denuded large portions of the
earth of its greater vegetables, the fir, the
pine and the hardwood trees and in their

places he has planted the smaller vege-
tables, the fruit bearing trees and bushes.
All of the latter are excellent feeding,

breeding and rearing grounds for the im-
mense number of insects of all forms,
flies, bugs, beetles, worms, earth-crawl-
ing, boring and leaf eating forms.
Man has ditched and made ponds, de-

forested and made bare hills and pools
where formerly rivers ran. He has let

the life giving sun shine on all these broad
landscapes of the planet, 'hatching daily
in some of the zones countless billions

of animal forms. As compared with the
billion and a half human beings on this

planet life is given every hour of the day
to a host of creatures that would in the
aggregate greatly outweigh these unwise
Rulers of the earth.

To make the battle between man and
the destroying hosts of the insect world
more uneven the former is busily engag-
ed in killing the birds, reptiles and beasts
that are his allies in the fight. So huge
is the mass of the diurnal birth of the
lower orders that, if unchecked, they
would, in the period we now call a year,
completely devour every living thing in

both the animal and vegetable kingdom.
The process of destruction of all vegeta-
tion would bring in its train fire, erosion,
floods and prove fatal to the animal called
Man. Some tiny form, visible only
through the microscope, would lay the
strongest of us low.

In the mighty deep, covering the great-
er portion of the planet, the birth rate is

so great as to be appalling. Xo thought
of man has conceived so vast and intri-

cate a machine as daily produces such
innumerable numbers that the human
brain is incapable of giving an indicative

expression of them. One single birth

rate of all this fertile mass would, if un-
consumed, or allowed to arrive at even
partial maturity, turn the sweet smelling
sea into a putrid, churning mass of de-
caying and dissolving creatures. Our
oceans, lakes, rivers and ponds would be
palpitating scenes of horrors no Dore
could picture.

Within a mile of where I write flows
a clear river, just a little stream fretting

its pebbly bed. Up that small stream
passes yearly fully a quarter of a million
breeding salmon, producing a billion and
a half eggs. Imagine what that three
mile long river would be like if that ap-
palling mass could ever arrive at matur-
ity. The story as I read it runs thus: a
female salmon deposits on an average
three thousand five hundred eggs in order
that two salmon may arrive at the repro-
ductive age. What of the beasts, birds
and fishes that eat the other three thous-
and five hundred and ninety eight? Sure-
ly there is room here for the Loon

!

Alas, he who writes as he did of the
small creatures whose activities preserve
the men the Creator made "in his own
image," would speedily perish by the
plague of the tiny forms he despised

!

The great watchword of Nature seems
to be: Eat or be eaten. So unceasing
are her operations and so restless her
consumption that nothing is wasted. I

have never been able to find a single atom
that did not in its swift disorganization
play some intelligent part in the economy
of the whole. In fact in the wider and
larger field of marine zoology the self as-

sertive animal Man appears to have little

or any place. I regret that much as I

have tried to study classification I have
been unable to find a thing called "car-
rion bird." Xor did I know that part-
ridge inhabit our inland game country.
The deer on Vancouver Island, not-
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withstandins: the presence of the wolves,

are as numerous as formerly. Any wild,

natural lake in whic'h you can see loons

will be found well stocked with fish

—

until Man gets there and uses seines and

dynamite.
Visit the wonderful breeding- grounds

of the wild fowl along our rugged coast,

where the freshly laid eggs dry in each

morning's sun—in the very localities

where the eagles and the hawks live. \\'hy

do not these so called birds of prey de-

populate the island breeding grounds?
The reason is that they are always to be
found on the low tide lands of the shore,

taking from the bounteous table that

Mother Nature provides, the shell fish

and the shallow water fishes.

I have been wondering whose baby
might get those crumbs with rat poison

on advised by the writer of the article to

which I am replying.

I am also wondering just where to clas-

sify a writer who designates the saying

"They are God's creatures and He doetli

all things well," a chestnut.

Tlie members of the Canadian and
United States Biological Surveys, after

extensive examinations of the ranges,

habits, food, stomachs, etc., of the birds of

this continent are unable to point to a

single species that should be extermin-

ated. Even that citj^ pest, the sparrow,

earns his living by eating a steady course

of insect life—except where ]Man, by his

wasteful ways, provides for him.

Surely it is for both the writer I criti-

cize and also my humble self to remember
the line, "Go to the ant, thou sluggard

;

consider its ways and be wise."

I have yet to see how in the tiniest in-

finitesimal way I would dare to advise

that one jot or tittle of the great Law of

Nature be amended.

Why We Take to the Woods.

THE general run of people are now-
adays coming to realize that the

success of a hunting part}' is not to

be judged entirely by the amount
of game killed. A few years back the

inevitable question asked of a man return-

ing from the woods was: "How many
deer did you kill?" Now, it more fre-

quently is: "Did you have a good time?"

A man doesn't go through hardships in-

numerable and spend a month's salary

just to get a few score pounds of meat.

He can buy his meat at home. He goes

into the woods not merely to kill, but to

get some enjoyment out of life, and that

enjoyment comes whether he kills any-

thing or not. There is fun in the chase,

but the average sportsman feels that his

time has been well invested whether he

gets a shot at game or not. There is noth-

ing like a week or two in the pine forests

to tone a man up and give him an appe-

tite for food and sleep. It ofTers a com-
plete change and relaxation and is worth
w^hatever price is paid for it. Such a

trij) will do more for a man than any
amount of money spent in doctor's bills.

Of course, there are some tenderfeet who
catch bad cold." and have an unpleasant

time on hunting trips, but this just shows
that a little more forest life is just what
they need. If they lived long enough
in the woods and mountains they would
get over their tenderness altogether. Such
a life toughens a man up in good shape
and puts him in a position where he can

sit around all day with feet thoroughly

soaked, and not feel the slightest of ill-

efTects. There must of necessity be some
attraction in the way of deer and moose
or other big game, to draw men into the

wilds, and it will be a shame and a blow to

the health of the nation when the hunting

is a thing of the past, for then the out-

door life of the average city man will be

confined to summer resorts, and life at

such a place generally is as much or more
of a drag on a person's health than the

bustle of the city. There isn't such a

chance there for complete rest. Fishing

is also a mighty good thing because of

the way it gets men into the wilderness,

but it isn't to be compared with hunting

in this respect, for it takes comparatively

few away from civilization entirely, the

way hunting does. The fishing resorts,

too, commonly have good hotel accom-

modations, and all that sort of thing.
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Cream

Spreads Like Butter
OIVou can buy twice the quantity of Ing-ersoll Cream

Cheese in blocks for the same monej^ as you would re-

ceive in jar cheese, besides there is just as much difference

in the quality in favor of Ingersoll Cream Cheese as there

is in the price.

Xever becomes Hard. Every particle can be consumed.

SOLD ONLY IN 15c ANO 25; BLOCKS
FOR SALE BY ALL GaOCEIS

Manufoctured by

TflC INOCRSOLL

PACKING CO., Lmited

Ing^rsoll. Ontario, Canada

"Star
^^

Brand
"

Hams

and

Bacon
have been on the market for over fifty

years and are known from Atlantic to

Pacific for their uniform excellent

quality.

If your grocer does not keep these

in his stock, write us direct.

Made under Government Inspection.

F. W. Fearman Co., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

CANADA

FIRST
EVAPORATED

CREAM
Inland Revenue Depart-

ment, Ottawa, Bulletin No. 208
shows Canada First Evaporated
Cream to be the richest on the
market. Manufactured and
gusuramteed by British subjects.

Aylmer Condensed Milk

Company, Limited.
AYLMER - ONT.



Fish and Game Protection in Newfoundland.

THE ancient colony of Newfound-

land has established a Game and

Inland Fisheries Board for the

purpose of org^anizing some ef-

fective protection for the fish and

game of the Colony. The first

annual report of the Board was recently

issued and it affords interesting reading.

The Board was only organized on July

13th, 1910 and the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries (the Hon. A. W. Piccott)

was elected President with a Vice, two

assistants and seventeen members. A
draft constitution was drawn up and

regulations adopted. With only one al-

teration the constitution was confirmed

by the Legislature. Mr. James W. Merc-

er, of Bay Roberts, was elected secretary.

Three Supervisors of \\ardens were

appointed and the appointments of their

subordinates gave much and serious con-

sideration to the Board. Under the old

system of political appointments when

any service was given it was usually of

the most perfunctory c'haracter and fre-

quently it was reported that the wardens

themselves were the most flagrant violat-

ors of the law. It was clear that the

whole system must be altered. Having
appointed as supervisors men whom they

hoped to find efficient and interested it

was incumbent upon the Board to assist

them in the best possible way by appoint-

ing good wardens. Accordingly they

made what they believed to be the best

appointments possible, putting in strang-

ers in every instance. The expenses in-

volved in the transportation of wardens
from point to point in the several dis-

tricts of the Island would have been quite

impracticable, owing to want of funds, if

the Reid Newfoundlan-\ Company and

Messrs. Bowring Brothers, Limited, had

not come to the rescue with free trans-

portation. The well known and reported

salmon rivers were more effectively po-

liced than ever before and new and un-

resorted streams were not^^d and exam-
ined by the supervisors.

One of the first regulation."; pr'->vided

for a non-resident license fee of Sio for

salmon and trout and this fee realized

$2.3 10 as against an estimate of $3,500.

There was a falling off of forty licenses

for non-resident big game hunters but

the shortage was made up by a balance

from the old fund and a special grant of

83,000. The total expenditure of the

Board for all services amounted to

$10,545.41 as against an income of

$7,711.86, leaving a balance against the

Board of $2,833.55 provided for as above.

A large proportion of the expenditure
was applied to the protection of the in-

land fisheries. The rivers and lakes re-

sorted to by salmon and trout were
guarded by over ninety wardens whose
reports will furnish reliable guides for

future actions. From these reports it

is gathered that over 3,369 salmon were
taken with an aggregate weight of 20.-

415 pounds. The largest salmon taken

for the season was caught by Mr.
Charles A. Walker, of Boston, in Little

River, Codrov. This splendid fish

weighed forty one and one half pounds.
From the same water Mr. \\'alker caught
another fish weighing twenty-eiglu and
one half pounds. Mr. M. Wagstarf of

Xew York secured one of thirty-three

pounds and a half and Mr. C. D. ^^'ag-

staff of the same city got one of twenty-

five pounds. Many other large fish

were taken in the western rivers and al-

though no authentic or trustworthy re-

cords of the catch in previous 3'ears are

available the Board are satisfied tiiat the

aggregate catch of fish with fewer

anglers than in former seasons ex-

ceeded all previous results. Visit-

ing and resident anglers who have

resorted to these waters for manj^

consecutive years agree that fish

were never befor-e found there in such

abundance and of such superior weight.

This happy result was attributed to the

efficient protection of the rivers through

the organization of the Board. The
chief factors of this protection have

been :

—

(i) The judicious limitation cf tlie
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BOVRIL
IS

A GREAT BUILDER UP OF THE SYSTEM

It can be digested when other foods

cannot. It is quickly assimilated and rap-

idly makes rich, red blood.

The Ideal Beverage

ASK FOR

<lLONDON>

A Pale Ale, palatable, full

of the virtues of malt and
hops, and in sparkling con-

dition, is the ideal beverage.

Now when chemists annouDce
its purity, andjudges its merit,
one need look no further.

The club
srr the original bottled Cocktails.
Vesret of experience have made
Ih^ni THE PERFECT COCKTAILS
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localities where salmon nets have been
lawfully set ; and

(2) The vigilance which has j^revent-

ed the netting of pools and the use of

unlawful means and appliances in the

warded streams.

The inland fisheries of the colony 'have

been characterised by Captain Haworth-
Booth R. N. as "unrivalled." This opin-

ion from a sportsman who has known
the best waters of the world must carry

weight and conviction and the mem-
bers of the Board by the energetic con-

tinuance and extension of their system
of conservation, will try to so enhance
the value of these unrivalled fisheries

that they may become one of the most
lucrative factors in the prosperity of the

colony.

The Board had handed over to them
the responsibility of paying $500 for the

annual products of California Rainbow
Trout from the hatchery at Murray's
Pond, near St. John's, and distributing

the same. The output amounted to 137,-

000 eyed ova and fry and the distribution

and planting took place under the person-

al supervision of experts and at a consid-

erable expense. While objecting to the

manner in which this responsibility had
been thrown upon them, the Board fully

recognised the great benefits likely to

ensue from the propagation of the splen-

did rainbow trout. This trout has prov-

ed its adaptibility to the environment of

Newfoundland waters, though the water
to be planted should be carefully selec-

ted. Its development in waters having
connection with the sea should be given
special observation and may prove or

scientific interest. It must not be as-

sumed that ova and fry can be cast

abroad at random in any lake or stream
and left to s'hift for themselves. Many
thousands of valuable fry and ova have
been planted in utterly unsuitable wa-
ters and had but a brief existence, whilst

the expenditure upon their transporta-
tion has been utterly wasted. The Board
ask for a special appropriation for this

work and authority to decide the wa-
ters in which the experiments of propa-
gation may be undertaken.
The Board has given much earnest

consideration to the regulations for the

eflfective protection of caribou. Not on-
Iv sportsmen but also the general pub-
lic believe that the law "is loose and am-
biguous, incomprehensive and inade-
quate and the subject of constant viola-

tion by offenders who go unpunished."
The Board recommends three classes of

licenses in future as follows:
(i) The license at present issued to

non-resident sportsmen.
(2) A license to resident sportsmen at

a fee of $5.00.

(3) A householders license to be is-

sued gratuitously to one member
of eadh family or household.

The members of the Board are fully

persuaded that unless such a system of

issuing licenses to persons desiring to

kill caribou are enforced with proper re-

strictions there will be a repetition in

the future of the wanton, unprofitable

and indiscriminate slaughters which have
disgraced the past. The issue of licenses

to householders would put an end to the

difficulties which have arisen as to the

\ague and ambiguous right of the "poor
settler" and make it needless to define

that loose and elastic phrase. "This is a

matter which affects the conservation of

a most valuable asset of the Colony and
concerns the people of the whole island.

It should be regarded by the representa-

tives of the people from a hig'h and
statesmanlike point of view. The ob-

jections of a few narrow minded and self-

ish men, interested in the perpetuation

of ancient abuses, should not be permit-

ted for a moment to weigh against the

welfare of the country and the conserva-
tion of the stock of the noble caribou

which in other countries is threatened
with extinction." The members expres-

sed their earnest desires to carry out the

system of protection appearing to them
of supreme importance and in the best

interests of conservative sport.

The members recommend the amend-
ment of the act for the protection of bea-

ver, making the sale, purchase, barter or

possession of skins illegally killed a pen-

al offence. Other fur bearing animals
require better protection and muskrats
(wliose skins have shown a great appre-

ciation of late years) should be protected

bv a close season from Mav first to Oc-
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tober first. During the summer season

when the skins are not prime there is

much wanton destruction. Mr. Joseph
Pennell, the supervisor of wardens for

the western division of fhe island, fur-

nishes a statement showing the value of

the fur bearing: animals taken within his

jurisdiction as $5,513. A number of sil-

ver foxes were included. The whole
subject of poisoning, licensing trappers,

and particularly licenses with a discrim-

inatory fee to non-residents, will be con-

sidered b}' the members. Considerable

investigation and restrictive regulations

are required.

The weather last 3'ear was favorable

to the young broods of willow grouse,

commonly known as "partridge." Coveys
were large and considerable numbers
were shot. In effect there was an un-

checked and needless slaughter and hun-
dreds of brace in the warm weather be-

came unfit for food and were destroyed.

Some enormous bags were made and
disposed of to dealers. The question of

restricting the number to be killed in a

day or a season will engage the early at-

tention of the Board. Beyond these two
matters of consideration the only special

protection which these birds would seem
to require is the vigilance of wardens in

the vicinit}- of St. John's for a month or

more before the opening of the season.

The hare was taken in large numbers
and as an article of food and traffic prov-

ed an immense benefit to the people. The
indigenous Arctic hare was comparative-
ly scarce.

While recognizing the abounding fish

and game resources of Labrador the

Board has not been able to do any ef-

fective work in that dependency. There
is no doubt of universal violation of all

protective laws and the mischief calls

for a remedy. With their restrictive

revenue the Board cannot at present

contemplate anj' adequate system of pro-

tection in that extensive coast territorj'.

The work in Newfoundland is far from
complete and at present they cannot go
further. They are deeply sensible of

the need for protective work in the valu-

able territorj' of Labrador to which in

recent years tourists, travellers, explor-
ers and promoters have resorted in large

numbers. Before inaugurating any sys-

tem of protection it would be necessary
to have a survey and report as to the

streams and localities where protection

should be applied.

In its early stages the carrying out of

an efficient system of protection requires

the expenditure of a sum considerably in

excess of any revenue which the Board
can anticipate from license fees and other
collateral sources. It will be necessary
to secure the services of a greater num-
ber of wardens and in some cases to out-

fit them with camps, camping equipment,
canoes or boats in order to enable them
to cover efficiently extensive areas of

river, lake and hunting territories. The
members are convinced that from such
increased protection advantages will fol-

low that will more than counteract the

expenditure and increase the valuable re-

sources of the country, resources that

without this extended protection will as-

suredly become depleted.

A liberal subvention is asked for and
the Government are assured that the

members of the Board will regulate the

expenditure of all such moneys as shall

come into their hands with such judic-

ious economy as is commensurate with
the efficiency of the service.

There are five appendices to the Re-
port—first, details of expenditure and
income ; second, number and weight of

salmon taken from the different rivers

;

third, the output of ova and fry from
Murray's Pond hatchery ; fourth, rules

and regulations for the taking of caribou

and fifth the report on fur bearing ani-

mals taken in the Western division of the

island during the past season.

It is good to find the people of the .An-

cient Colony coming into line with the

foremost of the Provinces of the Domin-
ion in the important work of fish and
game protection and conservation.

Two Norwegian scientists are going
from Edmonton via Athabasca Landing
and the Slave Lakes to the north east

coast. They expect to do much explora-

tion work and trust that the results of the

trip will prove of real scientific value.
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High Jumping Under Fire

BY BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN.

UP the broad Saskatchewan, about

fifty miles west of Edmonton, Al-

berta's capital cit}-, lies a stretch

of country on both banks of the

river, containing open strips of prairie,

patclies of the virgin forest and all the

intermediate stages between the two ex-

tremes.

The first stage in the transformation

of the dense forest of softwood trees

(principally white poplar, balm of Gilead.

spruce and white birch) into workable
homestead land is the cutting of the lum-
ber timber. Next a fire runs through,

killin.g the remaining large trees too

crooked for the saw and the A-ounger

growth. The fires work in strips and
patches and when thej' have passed, tall

bare branchless stumps of all kinds

abound. Ants get bus)" on the poor
remnants of once handsome trees and the

winds bring them down. \\'ild grasses

and pea vine nourished by the mulch of

dr)-, wet and rotting sticks spring up
everywhere in wild luxuriance and an-

other fire cleans up the last vestige of the

forest.

It is amid such surroundings that the

mule deer live and flourish, provided
there is the necessary solitude from man.
\\ hen they wish to travel fast, these

mule deer instead of trotting like a moose,
make great jumps and thus gain their

popular name of jumping deer.

In the second week of November three

3'ears ago, three settlers, including my-
self, camped on the populous north bank
intent on a deer hunt. There was just

enou.gh snow on the .ground for good
tracking and though the thermometer
was low we lived in a heated tent.

On the da}' of our arrival high hopes
prevailed as we watched a large deer
grazing quietly on the top of the high
river bank on the south side. The ani-

mal was nearly on the sky line and about
a mile away. Our camp was on a wide
bench of land about half way up the

gently slopintr north bank.
Next morning we started for the river

which, owin.g to the sharp frost, was froz-

en at the ed.ges and running slush cakes
in the current in the centre. Construct-

ing a solid raft of dry logs and breaking
the ice at the water's edge, we started

the crossing, poling in the shallows and
paddling in the current. Just about mid-
stream, as I was standing in the centre

of the raft with the three rifles lying at

ni}- feet, I found it necessar}- to swing my
long pole from one side of the raft to the

other. In order to pass over the heads
of my companions I had to raise the pole

prett}' high, and just as I had balanced it

to .give it the necessary turn, the strong

west wind blowing down the river caught
the butt end and I came very near taking

a cold bath. Fortunately by dint of

some dexterity, I was able to keep my
feet. Finding a suitable landing we se-

cured our ferry with rope, thankful to

have made a dry-foot crossing.

In front of us to the south a b'g

coulee stretched back from the river. The
steep sides were heavily clothed with

young spruce, but open grassy banks
were seen at its southern end. A\'e cir-

cled to the upper end of this ravine from
the west side, the wind still coming from
fhe same quarter. Just after landing
from the raft we observed a single deer

track leading up the coulee. Approach-
ing the bank of the ravine with great

caution we looked over. Surely, I

thought, as I saw my companions strain-

ing their necks and eyes they must see

something down the steep bank. I fol-

lowed the direction of their eyes and
strained as hard as they but without not-

icing anythin.g in particular.

David raised his rifle while George)

smiled and nudged him in the ribs.

George sighted his rifle on the unknown
and received a return nudge from David.

Both looked in my direction and my fail-

ure to catch sight of the object of their

curiosity seemed to cause them much a-

musement. .\t length, becoming tired

of inaction, David sought to precipitate

matters by throwing a small poplar stick
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at the unknown. I was told subsequent-

ly that both my companions thought the

dark object below us was a big stone and

each held back from firing for fear of

raising a laugh at his own expense.

When the stick fell beside the rock the

startlingly sudden change was so com-
plete—a large doe springing from her bed

of high pea vine as thoug*h from under-

ground—as to remind the author of the

instantaneous appearance of his Satanic

Majesty when his caricature is shot on to

a pantomine stage through a trap door

at a theatre. So surprised were all three

that not a shot was fired until the animal

had gone ten or twelve paces. A mule
deer when scared never loses a second in

getting into rapid motion, even when h'-

ing down, as the writer has learned to his

cost on a couple of occasions.

Although the rifles cracked spasmodic-
ally the noble looking doe kept steadily

on her way, leaping the down timber in

astonishing jumps. In a short time she
disappeared from view into some young
spruce, having run the gauntlet of eight

shots untouched. That doe certainly re-

ceived a good sporting chance for her
life, even though it was given uninten-

tionally.

After that experience we returned to

our raft, safeh' re-crossed the Saskatche-
wan and sought our camp, sadder but
wiser men.

A Fishing Trip Near Port Arthur.
BY A. H.

E.VRLY on the morning of Domin-
ion Day, 191 1, found Doc and me
waiting for the C. P. R. train that

would take us to our destination,

the lake that was to be the headquarters

of our two days' fishing trip. The sun
shone brightly and we were happy. So,

also, were the two or three hundred men,
women and children who were leaving

Port Arthur to spend the week end at

Loon Lake, an ideal spot for campers,

some twentj' miles away.
Convenient to the railwaj^ beautifully

situated, with a sandy beach for bathers
and a cool breeze always blowing off

Lake Superior, one could scarcely wish
for a more delightful summer resort than
Loon Lake. Strawberries, raspberries,

blueberries and wild cranberries grow
and ripen in profusion in the surrounding
woods and within easy distance are in-

numerable streams and lakes where the

fishing is excellent. It was to one of

these lakes, a little further down the line,

that we were bound.
We alighted at Ouimet Siding, in the

township of Dorion, and shouldering our

pack sacks struck the bush trail for a

nine mile "hike." This brought us to

the lake lying between two high and rug-

ged mountains where we found that some
one had moved our raft to the far side

and left it there. -A. further trudge a-

round the lake shore of about two miles

brought us to the shack and the raft tied

up alongside. After a good swim and a

hasty lunch we boarded the raft and pad-

dled away to where the speckled beauties

chased each other, bobbing their heads

up, catching flies. Fortunatel}' for us a

few of them caught the wrong f\y and af-

ter darting here and there for a short time

with an artificial insect, the}^ naturally

became played out and we had no trouble

in transferring them from the water to

our creel. Some of them weighed as

much as two pounds though the majority

were from ten to fourteen ounces .in

weight, a nice size, and when cleaned,

rolled in flour and fine meal and roasted

a delicate brown in the oven, we found
them most delicious. Meantime pota-

toes were put to boil and tea to steep.

After our long tramp and the time spent

on the water the simple meal seemed to

us, with the appetites we had acquired,

"lie fit for a king. When we had made
valiant and eminently successful efi'orts

to dispose of same we took out our pipes,

and as we smoked, discussed with singu-

lar appropriateness such topics as indi-

gestion, overloaded stomachs, fish caught
and cooked by ourselves.

As dusk came on we decided to trv an
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hour's fishing from shore, as judging

from the circles on the water, the lake

was alive with fish. We were successful

in getting a few when suddenly I heard

Doc's reel going, then a splash, and at the

same time unparliamentary language. I

raised my voice and solicitously enquired

of mv companion if he had fallen in the

water. From his reply I gathered that

w<hile he had been in the act of casting.

a large owl which was passing overhead,

had got tangled up in the leader and flies.

A battle royal ensued between the Doc

and the captive owl. When I recovered

from the amusement caused by their an-

tics I waded out far enough to reach the

entangled leader, flies and owl with the

landing net, and was able to hold the owl

under water until he drowned. Then

we struck for the shack and disentangled

the mix-up and Doc too was able to ap-

preciate the escapade. What troubles

us now is who owns the owl? Doc

hooked it and I. as it were, landed it.

We had a good day's catch and return-

ed to Port Arthur with some beauties, in-

cluding the owl.

Deer Hunting in Saskatchewan.

BY D. E. DENM.\RK.

THERE is good deer hunting in

some portions of Saskatchewan

and we are fortunate in being in

one of these sections in which we

can enjoy occasionally some of that

health-giving exercise which is the result

of anv deer hunt.

In December of 1909 my father decided

that we might take a day oS for such a

hunt and accordingly we left for the As-

siniboine River, about twelve miles from

our home at Langenburg. Some days

previously my father had noticed deer

tracks in the neighborhood and thought

it was a likely place for a successful hunt.

After a pleasant drive we tied our hors-

es in an old stable near the river valley

and walked along a hill, very soon strik-

ing the tracks of a spike horn buck. While

my father followed the tracks I mounted

the hill to watch the proceedings. When
I reached a little hollow coming out of

the valley I waited patiently for half an

hour and was just beginning to think

that all my precautions were useless

when I heard a snort.

At first I thought the horses had got

loose and followed and under that im-

pression I jumped up, finding myself

face to face with a deer. Before I could

recover myself the deer jumped a fence

running along the brow of a hill and was

off. I started in pursuit and when I

reached the top of a hill I saw him just

disappearing in the bushes. I fired

quicklv but was apparently under the in-

fluence of "buck fever" as I made a clean

miss and with a wave of his white flag

he disappeared for good.

On our return journey my father suc-

ceeded in shooting a coyote and this was

the onlv result of our hunt.

Last December we thought it time we

obtained a deer and renewed our ac-

quaintance with the valley of the Assini-

boine. This time although we hunted

diligently we were unable to find deer

tracks and were on the point of giving

up and returning home when a couple

jumped out of some scrub and ran into

a small bush.

By agreement father went round the

bush and I worked my way through in

order to drive the deer out. Before I

had gone manv yards I heard a shot and

running out found that father had fired

a successful shot. Just as the deer

broke from the bush father, who was on

the alert, fired and the bullet broke the

animal's backbone.

When we had dressed and hung up the

deer it was late and accordingly we made

for Shellmouth. four miles away, where

we spent the night. We returned to

the place early next morning and obtain-

ing our deer drove home. For some

days subsequently we enjoyed venison

cooked in many ways and found it so fine

that we are planning some future hunts.
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A Fortunate Moose Hunt

BY A HUNTER.

THERE were four of us—Frank,
Connie, Mosie and myself—and

we had Ion.? planned an expedi-

tion to the woods in pursuit of

moose. The day at last arrived and we

left St. John, N. B., by Canadian Pacific

train Iot Xerepise station.

So far as the weather was concerned

the beginning was not propitious, the

rain' falling all the time we were in the

train. When we arrived at the station

the rain had ceased to fall and we hoped

it would remain fine long enough to al-

low us to reach a camp, half way to our

hunting grounds. This meant a walk

of seven miles and walking was the only

method we could adopt in the woods.

However we had only covered one mile

when darkness descended and the storm

recommenced with increased violence.

Flash followed flash in such quick suc-

cession that we were all startled and

wished ourselves well out of the woods.

Connie was well acquainted with that

part of the country and acted as guide

but we went off the road one hundred

and one times and Coniiie had to go down
on hands and knees to find the trail

again. To tell the honest truth we were all

blinded at different times by the light-

ning which was more vivid than I ever

remember to have seen it before. On
one occasion Connie thought that he was
never going to get his eyes open again.

Before we reached the camp the storm

abated and the stars were all shining

again. Many experienced men told us

afterwards that it was the worst night

they had ever witnessed.

Once we reached the camp we quickly

had the fire going and our wet clothes

hung up. Some beefsteak and onions

and a quiet smoke enabled us to look

back with equanimity upon our recent ex-

periences.

The second seven miles was a pleas-

ant walk in the bright, early hours of the

following morning. As it was Sunday we
filled our bunks, cut lots of dry wood and

put everything in shape that we might

devote the following week to hunting.

In the afternoon we stroHed over to a

deadwater and saw moose signs in

plenty.

Next day we walked to Flagler Lake

where Connie and I had shot a moose the

previous fall and where we intended to

call again. Mosie and Frank, two bro-

thers, did the cooking and kept the camp

in order in fine style.

We heard a great noise of ducks in the

deadwater and Mosie, who had a shot

gun, thought he was fortunate as the

rest of us had rifles. As Mosie w-as

creeping ahead however he fell into a

hole and the splash he made was worse

than the ducks and spoiled all his chan-

ces of sport.

In the early evening we were all at

Flagler, three of us smoking within ten

vards of the outlet while Mosie went

hunting for a piece of bark with which to

make a horn. When we heard a noise

we thought Mosie had made his horn

and was practising. The noise was fol-

lowed by a splash and we knew a moose
was near. Immediately we had our

pipes put away and were on the alert.

He would come a piece, then stop and

advance again but as the wind was blow-

ing from him to us he could not wind us

and continued to advance.

Just as my 38-55 was levelled in the

direction of the outlet we saw him walk

out on a 'little muskeg which generally

surrounds every lake in our district. Con-

nie whispered: "One, two, three." and

we fired at once. He just jumped around

and started to go back the way he came.

^^e gave him three more sh^ts and con-

cluded that he had had enough. When
we went towards him. however, he got

up and jumped right into a big hole in

the outlet. He tried to get out several

times but had to give up and we put an

end to his efforts.

^^"hen we dragged him out we found

we had a beauty. His antlers were just

six inches longer than my rifle and my
rifle is forty-eight inches—that meant a
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spread of fifty-four inches. The head
also was a beauty, as fine in shape and
size as possible.

To have a moose walk up to us in this

way after only a three days' hunt and

thus procure a fine head and seven hund-
red pounds of meat dressed is an occur-
rence which I hope all will think is one
worthy of findinsj a record in the pages
of Rod and Gun.

A True Squirrel Story.

BY G. GERALD BLYTH.

IT
was a glorious September day in

Southern Manitoba. The calm which
hung over Lake Max in the Turtle •

Mountains through the early morning
had lifted and the water was stirred into

whitecaps by a stiff breeze, carrj-ing with
it some of the coolness of the coming
autumn. On an island in the centre of

the lake are many summer cottages fre-

quented by dwellers in the cities who
come out to enjoy t-he cool shade of the

veritable oaken forest and get away from
the heat of the prairie towns.

There are no wild animals on the

island though rumors of mountain lions

do occasionally float around. In all cas-

es no evidence can be found to substan-

tiate these rumors, which most likely had
their origin in the nightly campfire gath-

erings and the stories told there. The
island abounds in small game—red squir-

rels, mink, chipmunks and and a few
transient visitors such as muskrats.
These red squirrels have exceptionally

bushy tails and form a constant tempta-
tion to the many resident boys on the

island to kill their possessors for the pur-

pose of taking their tails.

On the particular morning in question

a youth strolled leisurely through the

bush in search of game. He had a .22

rifle and was peering from side to side in

hopes of discovering some animal upon
which he could satiate his keen desire for

shooting. Before he had gone far he
heard the wild chattering of a squirrel in

a nearby tree, the sound to his imagina-
tion putting to him the question "Why
do you carry that gun?" The boy, too

eager for sport, took no time to ceremon-
iously answer the question but raising

the gun to his shoulder took a steady
aim and fired. The squirrel fell and after

a brief struggle stiffened in death. The
boy had killed many squirrels and hoped
to kill many more and was simply elated

wfth the result of his shot. He lifted the

little animal up by its tail, placed it in a

box and performed the well known surgi-

cal operation of cutting off the tail.

\\hile thus engaged the sharp call of

another squirrel, evidently the victim's

mate, sounded. He re-loaded his rifle

and made readA" for the killing of the sec-

ond animal. A feeling of curiosity how-
ever led him to place the severed tail on
the box and retreat to cover to watch the

actions of the newcomer. He was not

kept waiting long for the squirrel appar-

ently with some premonition of harm
having come to its mate was searching

the woods diligently. Presently it no-

ticed the tail on the box and snatching

it up snift'ed it carefully and appeared to

realize just what had happened.
The boy beheld a touching siglit in the

squirrel's bitter grief. She was so over-

come by the shock that apparently she

lost all desire for life and the merry little

animal was transformed into one suffer-

ing intensely. In staggering away she fre-

quently fell. In his observations the boy
learned a lesson he has never forgotten

and no longer desires to kill simpl}- for

the gratification of his own passions.

Instead of shooting the squirrel he

tried to make friends with her and suc-

ceeded wonderfully well. As the weeks
went on the squirrel was hard at work
industriously storing away her winter

eatables. By the time the flowers had

vanished, the leaves fallen and even the

weeds, losing heart in the struggle, had

drooped and died, the squirrel was so

tame that it would nibble bread crumb-

from the boy's hand.

Undoubtedlv animals feel acutely the

i
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loss of their oftsprino; or their mates
though their grief is not lasting, sincere

though it may be at the time.

Shortly before the cottagers forsook

the island for their winter homes the boy

heard the call of a strange squirrel and
saw how eagerh" it was answered by his

pet. After many promenades to a different

part of the island and many consultations

of a friendly character, a mating dav
came when "'Squirrely'" as she was fond-
ly called by those who now petted and
guarded her instead of wishing for her
life, took to herself another mate.
A cosy home was built in an old oak

tree and a happier pair could not be
found on the whole island. Here they
lived, and with the care and protection

now extended to them, may hope to die.

The Destructiveness of Wolves.

An Old Hunter Has A Plan.

FOR a long time now the pages of

Rod and Gun have borne testimony
to the interest taken in the ques-
tions of the destructiveness of

wolves and the best methods of destroy-
ing these animals. Mr. Milchi Swalm,
who is seventy-one years of age and now
resides at Regina, Saskatchewan, be-
lieves he has a plan by means of

which he could destroy every wolf
in Northern Ontario but he is

not willing to give away his secret

without a monetary consideration. Evi-
dently Mr. Swalm thinks he is not called

upon to make a sacrifice for the good of

the countrj- when the country has done
nothing for him. Of course Mr. Swalm
cannot expect to be paid for his secret in

advance, iDut apparently he is willing to

rely upon a share of the bounty should
any hunter or trapper be found ready to

take up the quest and follow out Mr.
Swalm's advice. The portions of Mr.
Swalm's letter of interest to readers are
as follows

:

As a reader of Rod and Gun and an old

hunter and trapper I was very much in-

terested in Jack Miner's paper about the
wolves and the other articles dealing
with the ravages of these animals in

Northern Ontario and in the Algonquin
National Park in particular. I have been
in the woods of Ontario for sixty-four

years having hunted deer for over fifty

years and have used poison and traps

the whole time. From my experience
and from mv study of wild animals I have

mastered Mr. Wolf's cunning and have
secured every wolf for which I have set

out poison. In Ontario the wolf is the

deer's worst enemy as thev kill the game
all the year through and do not eat all

they kill.

I have a plan by means of which I

could kill every wolf in the Park inside of

three months. If any person will strictly

follow out mj' instructions he can kill

every wolf coming out on the ice of the

small lakes in winter. That really is the

best time to get Mr. Wolf.

I got the last couple of wolves found

in Simcoe Count}'. These animals would
travel from the Nottawasaga River to

the Blue Mountain between Stayner and

Collingwood. They were seen on several

occasions. One night I heard them howl
and went to town next day and secured

some poison. That night I secured Wolf
No. I and the following night. Wolf No
2. I can in a cheap and simple manner
clear Northern Ontario of the wolf pest

Imt I require some money consideration

before giving out my plan. I am willing,

however, to take a share of the wolf

bounty if any hunter or hunters will

make an agreement with me and follow

my instructions. It is necessary that my
plan should be adopted in every detail.

No wolf or fox can resist the bait I use.

Despite my age I would like to spend

one more winter in the woods of Parry

Sound and Muskoka but having lost my
left arm from a rifle bullet I am not able
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to go out and enjoy the sport in the same
wa}- that I could a few years ago.

I have shot many deer, bears, foxes,

water fowl in all varieties, prairie chicken
and quail. For the last seven years I

have lived in the West. It is a great

countrv for all kinds of game and game

birds. There is also much sport to be ob-

tained in the winter hunting prairie

wolves, foxes and jack rabbits.

^Ir. Swalm has a further plan, which, if

carried out, would, he believes, give

efficient protection to the deer and bear
in Ontario.

A Hunt In Gaspe

r.X L. D. L. D.

OX the first of September, nine-

teen hundred and ten, we were
ready to leave on our first hunt-
ing trip. We were a party of

four and all anxious to get into the woods
and see what real sport was like.

Five o'clock in the morning all were
up and waiting for the guide and driver.

At six-thirty we were off, four of us
ahead with a horse and carriage, while
behind were the guide and the driver
with the heavy truck horse conveying
the provisions.

The first part of the road followed the
Gaspe Bay to its head, a distance of

about seven miles. Then we switched
to another road which turned towards
the west and followed the York River
lor thirtj" miles.

\\ e followed this road until we came
to Fourth Lake crossing. Here we stop-

ped and got out the necessaries for our
first meal, which consisted of tea and
canned goods.

After dinner we forded the river and
walked for three miles to Fourth Lake.
Three of us went ahead, one with a .44

and the other two with a .22, each hop-
ing to get a s'hot at partridge. Our luck
however was poor and we were nearly
eaten alive by the flies.

Finally we reached the Lake. Wc
had now ceased to talk above a whisper,
for fear we should disturb an}- moose
that mig'ht be lying around. Noiseless-

ly we crept to the water's edge.

It is a beautiful lake, a mile long and
three-quarters of a mile wide. Here and
there we could see wild ducks, geese and
other wild fowl. We resisted the temp-
tation to fire as a shot amons tlie lakes

in this district with steep mountains
surrounding them would have echoed
and re-echoed for miles around. \\ alk-

ing quietly back to the cabin we got

supper ready, cut green boughs and put

everything in order for the nig'ht.

Just about sunset we took the punt

and poled slowly along the lake shore,

heading for a green patch on the other

side. With the field glasses we were
soon able to distinguish a fine buck
moose eating the leaves of an alder tree.

Before long he walked slowly back into

the woods. On reaching the other side

w-e sat quietly, listening for about twen-

ty minutes during which time nothing

occurred to break the stillness. Then a

crackling of dry leaves was heard not

far away.
"There they come" whispered the

guide as the sound grew nearer. Xow
there plunged splashing into the waters

of the creek two large moose and a

vounger one. Quietly they stood and

the guide whispered, "Shoot!" I was to

have first chance, so taking aim at the

one with the biggest head I quickly fired

two shots. The big animal turned, then

stumbled and fell.

Meantime another one of our party

had knocked over the other large moose.

The smallest one was still on his feet

but no one wanted to take a s'hot at him

:

he was too small and was not worth

while taking out. At the same time he

was not too small to give us considerable

trouble. I tried to get out of the punt

to finish up my old buck who was still

kicking but the younger one kept danger-

ously near me and ready tc charge. It

was not safe to land and at last we de-

(
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i-ided to have one keep him covered
while the other o^ot closer and finished

up the two moose.

As I was coming back and onl}' a few
yards from the punt, the youns: moose
charged. He pretty nearly knocked me
over but I was able to get into the punt
safely while the guide held him off with
the paddle. He seemed determined we
.«fhould not get on shore again and fol-

lowed us around the lake, trotting along
in the water. At last we dodged him
and got to the other side of the lake first.

where we succeeded in getting a lot of

stones. With fhese we were able to

beat him off whenever he came near and
at last he gave up the fight and went
away while we skinned the moose and
cut them into quarters.

No sooner was everything ready lo

put into the punt and take to camp than
our troubles began afresh. The young
moose reappeared and was in a combat-
ive humor. However, we managed to

keep him off till the meat, skins and
heads were loaded.

We then paddled back to camp and
before we had everything straightened
up for the night it was past twelve
o'clock.

The following morning after breakfast
we started across the lake again to see

if our friend of the night before had lefr.

We found him still in possession and
as plucky as ever. No one bothered him
this time and we all succeeded in get-
ting some good pictures.

After dinner we separated, going in

different directions in search of partridge.
We got an average of ten each and that

night dined royally on moose steak and
partridge. Hunting staries around a

cheery camp-fire followed and we rolled

into our bunks.
The morning of the third day we

packed up and started for North West
Lake which is at the head of the Dart-
mouth River. The truck was sent back
with the meat and the carriage continued
on with us to "Twenty-eight Camp."
Here we spent the night in our tent

as there was no log cabin. All went to

bed earl}- as we had a long rough tiai!

to follow next dav.

In the morning we awoke to find it was
pouring rain. This decided us to

remain over another day as our things
would have been in an awful state had ^'e

carried our packs through the woods i.i

a rain storm. W^e slept the greater part
of the dav. going for a walk in the wojds
in the afternoon to help pass the time.

All was read}' next morning and ne
were off at seven-thirty, each carrying a

pack of sixty pounds weight. The first

part of the trail was up a steep mountain
road about a mile and a half long. \\'e

were all feeling shaky when we reached
the top and stopped to rest ten minutes.
My carrying strap, which was across my
chest, had been causing a sharp pain
which caught me at every breath and I

was forced to change it to the back of

my neck and under my arms.

We resumed the trail, which was hard
to follow as it is very seldom travelled in

early fall, and in consequence was not

ver}' well blazed. By twelve o'clock all

were laboring under the packs and were
very tired. Soon after however we reach-

ed our destination and had a bite to eat.

Then having pitched our camp we
started again towards the lake. As we
were now on the flat lands where moose
and caribou feed we were on the alert.

^^'e did not see the lake until we had
reached it, then it burst suddenly upon
us through the bushes. We walked out

on to a little peninsula but seeing noth-

ing and as we did not intend calling un-

til the last day, we returned to camp
and had dinner and a little rest.

About three-thirty w-e again betook

ourselves to the lake. We waited a long

time in silence. Then we heard some-
thing slowly walking along. Two min-

utes passed. Then a beautiful cow moose
and a calf came into view.

We did not trouble her but lying low
amongst the small trees watched her

paddle about and feed on the lillies for an

hour or so. She was a beauty and the

guide said the best he had ever seen. She
finally scented us and looking up quickl}'

gazed around and then turning made to-

wards the woods.
As it was then sunset we returned to

camp.
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The morniiifj of the fourth found us at

the lake just as the sun was rising. It

was not lon°f before we heard a sphish

and lookins; up quickly saw a caribou

standin.a: in water to his knees.

This was Albert's shot and takinsj s^ood

aim he brought down the caribou with

a bullet through the shoulder and we
then ran quickly round the lake to the

place where he was lying. He was still

alive but a twenty-two bullet which I

put through his forehead finished him
and 'he dropped like a stone.

We had got a rare head this time. The
skin of the caribou was unusuallj' dark

and its horns were still covered with a

sort of skin and fur which gave t'hem a

beautiful appearance. We all helped the

guide to skin him and then carried every-

thing to camp.

An early dinner followed and we start-

ed with our load over the trail, the guide

carrying the head and skin and each of

us a quarter. We aimed to take it out to

the top of the mountain, a distance of

five miles, and return that afternoon.

Carrying the packs along at a good
pace, as we were all getting used to the

work, we did not mind the loads, so made
good time and beat our trip in by an

hour.

Coming back it poured with rain and

we arrived at the camp at half past six,

drenched to the skin.

We were to leave the next morning.

Returning to the lake the guide put the

birch horn, which he had brought with

him to his mouth and after giving a long

bawl listened, but there was no answer.

Again he tried and in ten seconds we
heard a sort of grunt, which was followed

by the crackling sound made by limbs

w'hen a big animal is taking a little run.

Then this stopped and we heard another

grunt. All were in great excitement but

not till half an hour had passed were we
able to discern a large bull at a distance

of about fifty yards.

This fellow had a spread of nearly

fifty-eigtit inches, one of the best heads

any of us had ever seen.

Ten minutes passed before George
got a chance to shoot. Then when he

was read}' the bull made a quick start

and trotted along the shore. George
fired and missed, then fired twice. The
bull fell but was on his feet again in a
second and with a leap plunged into tlie

bushes.

By this time George, who was a poor
shot and who had a bad attack of buck
fever, fired quickly, aiming at the place
where the moose had disappeared. We
thought the big chap must be lying
around somewhere and hoped he might
be dead.

^^'e had a long way to go round the
lake before we got to the place where he
had disappeared and to our amazement
the bull was not to be seen. .After hunt-
ing for ten minutes or more we got on
his track and traced him for half a mile.

By the stride we could see he was travel-

ling at great speed and the guide said

there were no signs of his being fatally

wounded. This determined us to give
him up, though not without great disap-

pointment.

Returning to the camp we got every-

thing packed up and were almost glad

not to have the weight of the big bull

added to our load.

The trail back was slippery and the

walking heavy as a result of the pre\-ious

day's rain.

\\'e made good time notwithstanding
and reached "Twent}-eight Camp" about
the dinner hour. After a rest of an hour
and a half we set out again to the top of

the mountain for the caribou meat we
had carried out the day before.

On returning we found the truck had
come up for us and the story of our luck

was told while the two men pitched camp
for our last night in the woods.

After supper large logs were ctit for a

fire and we were all asleep in a minute
being fatigued after the hard day's work.

Next morning broke fine and clear for

the homeward journey. Two of us walk-

ed in front and brought down fifteen

partridges which we encountered in dif-

ferent places.

We returned to town at five o'clock in

the evening, all in fine spirits and greatly

improved after our few days' sport in

the woods.
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k'ttcrs from our dclit'hlfd graduates. Write toda,
now—immediately—before vou lay aside the
paper.

NORTHWESTERN
SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY

??v

107 Elwood Building
OMAHA, IVEB.

hool for sportsmen
by sportsmen.'

FREE

COUPON
Northwestern School

of Taxidermy

107 EIwoodBldg.
Omaha, Neb.

Gentlemen—Please send me
your Book uii Taxidermy and

the Taxidermy Mii^azine: also
full particulars of the wonderful

Free Trial of your course of in-
struction. All are to be sent to me

free and prepaid—no obligations oa
me whatsoever.

Name,.

Address _..



A Battle with a Sturgeon.

Bi' W. C. LOUCKS.

IT
was some 3-ears ago, before the pass-

ing of the pound net, that the follow-

ing event took place at a small fishing

village on Lake Erie.

"There's eight sturgeon in the pen,"

remarked Capt. Bates to some friends

one fine summer afternoon. "Reckon
I've about enough to haul over to the

railroad and ship, for they are all big,-

husky gents. None of them under six

feet long, some nearer ten. Got the big-

gest one today out of the Clay Point net

and it was all four of us wanted to do to

haul him into the old Betsy. Shouldn't

wonder if we'll have considerable amuse-
ment getting the brutes out of that pen
for they're all scrap from snout to tail."

"Huh," snorted Hiram Bennett, locally

dubbed "\\indy." He spat viciously at

an overgrown fishfly and continued.

"Twon't be much of a job to take one of

them fish out of there."

The Captain tipped a wink to the store-

keeper. "Maybe not. Windy, maybe
not, but I'll tell you what I'll do with
you. Any fish in the pen is yours for

bringing hkn out here on the bank, us-

ing nothing except your hands."
"Done, by Binks," said Wind}-. He

slipped off his boots and approached the

enclosure containing the unsuspecting
victim. It was, perhaps, twelve feet

square : one side being enclosed by the

bank of the creek, the others were stakes

driven into the ground and securel}' wir-

ed at the top.

After dropping down the eight foot

bank. Windy found himself fairly in the

pen. .Although the water was very
shoal at the edge the bottom shelved off

so that there was a depth of fully four
feet near the outside fence. It was here
that the intruder finally located his game.
The huge fish lay quietly gazing between
the bars of his prison, possibly meditat-
irtg upon the misfortune which had over-
taken and which threatened to shorten
his watery caneer. Gaining an advan-
tageous position, Bennett made a sudden
clutch at the sturgeon's gills.

"Jersey Lightning!" he yelled and dis-

appeared in a smother of foam. Thor-
oughly alarmed, all the lusty fish darted
frantically around their prison. In less

than a minute the man's bedraggled
countenance appeared above the surface

at the extreme corner but was promptly
submerged again as a finny monster col-

lided with his legs. He soon appeared
again, clinging desperately to the fence.

"You ought to have a diving bell," sug-

gested the merchant when he had sup-

pressed his mirth suiificiently to speak.

"Try a smaller one," volunteered the

convulsed Captain.

But Bennett had disappeared again.

His blood was up and getting a death grip

upon one of the huge fish he hung on with
the tenacity of a bull terrier. Then fol-

lowed a battle royal which for intense

interest and amusement has been seldom
equalled. .\s the hotelkeeper afterward
remarked : "There was never a moment
when I would have bet a nickel either

way."

Round and round that pen the combat-
ants thrashed. Windv's head would pop
up for an instant, disappear just as sud-

denly to be promptly succeeded by his

heels. Then the sturgeon would be
partly out of his native element, flopping

and thrashing like mad. Times without
number, Bennett hauled his struggling

prey fairly up the slippery floor to the
water's edge. Just when victory seem-
ed assured an extra furious struggle on-

the part of the fisli, aided by the treacher-

ous footing, would land the man, cough-
ing, spluttering and all but drowned,,

against the extreme fence once more.

Meanwhile, the other inhabitants of the

enclosure, as if realizing that a comrade
was in dire straits, seemed determined to

have a share in the fray and mauled poor
Bennett relentlessly. They knocked his

feet from under him with the most mad-
dening and systematic regularity. It

was an exhilarating spectacle to the mirth
stricken onlookers to see ^^'indv. who, ex-^
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Cor. Ada.ms Avenue and Park Street.

Id th'j o-iurt-

Business District

with Bath.

European Plan.

Has large
Convention Hall.

Grand Roof
Garden Cafe.

Our Unique
Crystal Grill.

Music G.OO to
12.00 P.M.

Beautifully and
quietly situated

on Grand Circus

Park.

uf the Theatre. Sliopplng and
Service unexcelled. Every room

Rates $1.50 per day and up.

L. W. TULLER, Proprietor.

HOTEL LENOX
BVFFALO, N. Y.

HIGHEST GRADE FIREPROOF
inEAL LOCATION"
ETJEOPEAN PLAN

Sl.oO per day and up.

SPECIAL WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES
Take public taxicab or carriage to hotel at our expense.

by Instructing driver to cbarge service to Hotel Lenox.

Write for "Guide or Butfalo and Niagara Falls." It

win be sent with our compliments.

C A. MINER, Manager

HUNTING
It is well known all over Ontario that the line of the Canadian

Northern Ontario Railway north of Parry Sound is the best hunting
country.

For the past four seasons the deer hunters have had unparalleled

sport.

There is plenty of room for more camps, particularly a little

farther back from the line.

Parties going in should communicate with the Passenger Depart-

ment, who have full information and will gladly advise as to desirable

location.

Satisfactory arrangements can be made for individuals not at-

tached to any party, also for the inexperienced who have not hunted
before.

OPEN SEASON—Deer, Nov. ist to 15th.

Partridge, Oct. 15th to Nov. 15th.
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hausted a.> his captive, would pause for

breath, instantaneously disappear with a

splutterin.e curse. They knew that an

enemy had charged successfully down be-

low.

It was a hopeless battle for ^Ir. Ben-

nett from the first round. He put up a
game fi.Sfht but was out generalled and
out classed at every stage and at the ex-

piration of the most strenuous half hour
of his life, Bennett was assisted from the

creek a thoroughly beaten man.

A Deer Hunt in Pennsylvania.

Bi" H. T. GILLlI^iXD.

1^\'1LL write an article giving an ac-

count of the outing of the Coal Run
Hunting Club, on their annual deer

hunting trip in Clearfield County.
Pa., Xovember, 1910.

The crowd numbered from four to six

during the season, and as we had tracking

snow most of the time, we were success-

ful in bagging three deer. Our regular

party was made up of the following: Dr.

W. H. Means, of Fayette Co., Pa., Leon
Williams, J. P. J^IcConnell, A. A, Murray,
Fred Rolley, and the writer, all of Clear-

field County, Pa.

We moved to camp on Monday, Xo-
vember fourteenth and returned home
December first. We were not success-

ful in killing any game larger than rab-

bits the first week out, and two of the

crowd left for home, and we had H. G.

Kunes and Nick Vallimont from another

camp join us. Our luck took a turn for

the better on November twenty-second,

and we secured a spike buck on that day.

There were some doubts as to who killed

the deer, it being shot through in two
places, either shot being a fatal one. On
Xovember twenty-third H. G. Kunes
killed a fine forked horn buck, hitting it

in the neck, and of course one shot was
sufficient. On the morning of Novem-
ber twenty-fourth. Thanksgiving Day,
McConnell killed a three pronged buck,

which when dressed weighed one hundred
and forty-six lbs., and was the largest of

the three killed.

You can imagine about how chesty we
were beginning to feel. Three deer in

three daj-s and still a week to hunt. As
there were only six in the part}', and one
each all the law allows, we were afraid

we would reach the limit and have to

move out before the season closed. Our
fears proved to be unfounded as we did

not get any more during the remainder of

the season. There is certainly a great

element of luck in hunting. The main
thing is to be Johnny-on-the-spot—in

other words, to be at the right place at

the right time— this is something that

the writer has never been able to do.

As I have told of the good luck the

party had, will also tell of some of the

bad luck. On the morning of November
eighteenth our party raised a bunch of

five deer in a thicket—-two of them got

up in front of Dr. Means and Fred Rol-

ley and both guns snapped. An exam-
ination showed that Rolley did not have
a cartridge in the barrel, and the Doctor's

rifle missed fire. They were so sure of

the deer as to figure on a way to get them
to camp. .-Ml the deer obtained, I think

were taken fairly. The instinct, speed,

and cunning of the animals were pitted

against modern rifles, backed by the in-

telligence, steady hold, and good eyes of

the hunters, and of course the odds
against the animals were too great.

McConnell, who I think can trace his

lineage back to Old Sitting Bull, may be
censured somewhat for the manner In

which he killed his deer. He crawled

upon it, Indian fashion, and shot from am-
bush.

Williams, one of our party, who is also

a taxidermist, mounted the heads. .
.,

We were all well pleased with the trip.

which is exceedingly beneficial to those

whose work is confining.

We used the following calibers of rifles,

all Winchester make, and they all seemed
to be satisfactory : .30-30, .32-40, .38-4D,

and .38-55, high velocit}- smokeless.
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I
The Greatest Fishing Stories Ever Published

en. Telling How, When, Where and with what

Tackle the Record fresh and salt water game fish

were caught during 1911, including a 9 lb. Brook

Trout, 111 lb. Large Mouth Bass, 6A lb. Small

Mouth Bass, 25 lb. Pike, 40 lb. Striped Bass,

44 lb. Channel Bass, 175 lb. Tarpon. 3U lb.

Muscallonge, 13i lb. Weakfish.

Field and Stream
America's Magazine for Sportsmen

lb giving 203 prizes for Records of the biggest fresh and salt water

game fish caught during 191 I.

dL Don't miis these stores of the prizewinners, published in FIELD
AND STREAM each month, beginning with the July number.

Bty a copy from your newsdealer or take advantage of our Special

'"ontest Offer of a three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND
STREAM, together with the 191 1 Angler's Guide, the best book

on fishing published, telling How, When and Where to fish, including

the latest Game and Fish Laws, and a j All for $1.00
fivefootsplit Bamboo Bait Casting Rod 1 Rc^lar Price $2.00

See conditions— list of Prizes and send in

Records of your fish this season.
A 44-I-I:. CHA.NXEI. nA><

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 24 East 21st Street, NEW YORK CITY

Let The Gun Experts Teach
You From Its Pages. Every trade has its

tricks, every sport its

kinks*'. Expert accuracy with rifle, pistol orshotgun, demands that
you "know hov/". Mere practice by yourselfdoesnot take you far toward

expert efficiency. A little direction, a few suggestions, from some past-master
to put you wise to the tricks and "kinks" of shooting, ^Aorks wonders for your

marksmanship—such as gives you new success and greater zest for eport. The
secrets ofexpert shooting are surprisingly little know^n. That is why, at great expense,

The Outer's Book Has Cornered the Gun Talent ot the World

The v/orld-recognized gunnery experts are contributorfl to our eun department. ^Ve are care-
fij] to have them write along practical lines— rattling good stuff that puts you next to the "how"

of shooting, full of the "kinks" and tricks by which the experts perform their w^onders of shooting,
all of \vhich you can apply in your own sport at target, or in the woods t nd fields. Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Topperwein, the world's champion shots, who write for The Outer's Book exclusively,
head this list of firearm experts. The others areStew/art Edv/ard "White, Lieut. ^Vhelan, U.S.A.,
Charles New^ton, Ashley A. Haines, E. C. Grossman, Pascal DeAngelis, A. Lowdermilk, Horace

Kephart, Charles Askins, L. A. Danse, Maurice H, Decker, Paul B.Jenkins and Robert A. Kane.

Special "Show You" Offer of Three Months for 25 Cents

Nothing like these articles has ever'before appeared. Nowhere, unless through personal
friendship with these experts, can you get such real pointers on marksmanship and on the
merits and faults of various firearms. These articles are different. They are rare. They
are not the superficial average write-up at all, but real inside pointers that will make
any man a better shot. To introduce you to iThe Outer's Book v. ith its unique Gun
Department, its outdoor ginger, its graphic photographs, live outdoor stories and
interesting special articles, we will send you three months, beginning with the
special September Hunting Number, for 25c—regular year's subscription $1.50.

You'd give 25c any time to know why you miss some of the points yoa dotniM, and how not to

iBSthein, 2."jc for this special offer, will save you a di>llar's wi>r1h of wasted cartrideea,

nd perhaps save you from tnissiDgthe chance of a lifetime t" get afamoas bae. Send 25c
today, with the coQpooon tha right, fi'^r three numbers. If yftu are not •ati»fied. we
will return your quarter, with no hard feelings about it either. Why not today i

I as
3

Months
25 Cents

Please send me, for 25

cents enclosed The Outer's
Book for 3 months.

THE OUTER'S BOOK
MILWAUKEE. WIS.

Name_



Sport On Goose Island, Nova Scotia

BY 1. M. C.

OFF the coast of Guysborough
County in Nova Scotia there is

an island with the above euphon-

ious title. In times past the is-

land was a veritable sportsman's para-

dise—a description of conditions we of-

ten hear but seldom find—although at

present the migratory birds conduct

their flights more off shore. The island

forms a bend, and though the passage

between it and the mainland, called the

Sound, is fairly wide, anyone looking at

it any distance from the west would

think it a part of the mainland.

When the birds fly down in the bend

and find they have land to cross they

skim back along the shore to round Fly-

ing Point, as the extreme south west

end of the island is called, and when they

round this point and keep oft" before the

wind they are going some and require a

gunner who '"knows how" to bag any of

them.

In days that are past the writer used

to go regularly every spring and spend

a week in the fishermen's huts. Al-

though but an indift'erent shot on the

wing.and never getting many ducks, the

outings always proved thoroughh- en-

joyable. Crouching behind blinds and
popping at old ducks and drakes with

the highest sporting intentions imagin-

able proved exhilarating although the re-

sults were never great.

The experiences of one spring are

speciallv memorable. Two chums ac-

•coHipanied me on a sail to the island and
were given room in one of the fisher-

man's huts where we stowed our belong-

ing£-and settled down. After dinner we
adjourned to Flying Point and had some
long shots at stray birds without wound-
ing a single one.

Away out at sea, four or five miles dis-

tant was a large strip of field ice and the

fishermen told us that as the wind was
from the south east it would drive the

ice in and there would be some good
shooting in the mornirkg. As night came

on the wind increased and towards mid-
night it was blowing a gale.

About two o'clock in the morning we
were all awakened by loud voices and in

trooped a dozen joll}' fishermen from a

village on the mainland. These men
had faced the storm in open boats, cros-

sed the Sound and were in time, as they
intended, for the morning's shooting.

Their voices had been raised to quell an
unrul}- dog. With the wind roaring,

the boom of the breakers on the shore
and the jolly laughter and conversation
of the visitors, sleep was impossible and
was no longer wooed.
While waiting for the dawn we all had

breakfast and helped along the tobacco
manufacturers. At the first faint streak

of light we started for the Point, half a

mile away and ere there was light enough
to see the gunners the guns were popping
merrily—a small sheet of flame from
each gun showing their several positions.

While the large rock at the extreme
point is not covered at high water the

waves overflow the connecting beach.

At the time we arrived the tide was low
and those who reached the point first

went out to the extreme end, though the

beach proved to be quite as good a place

The manner in which thousands of

ducks poured over that point was a

sight to be remembered. The sea had
piled up the ice twenty feet high and
large piles were left on the connecting
beach making great blinds. Ducks were
dropping all around and a few wordy
encounters as to whom a special duck be-

longed were in progress, promising to

end in fistic encounters. All passed oflt

quietly, however, and good sport was
the order of the day.

As bad luck would have it my old

breach loader absolutely refused to

break cap and pulling out and putting in

a -shell had to be done with extreme ra-

pidity. At last, oh joy, I heard the re-

port of the gun and got one drake! The
next shell was silent except for the click

of the needle against it. A joUy old fel-
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For the

Fishing
Hunting

Pleasure Resorts
of the

MARITIME PROVINCES
take

Canada's Summer Train
via

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY

THE OCEAN LI^IITED
No. 200 WILL LEAVE No. 199

Daily except Saturday. Daily except Sunday
MONTREAL, 19.30 HALIFAX, 8.00

Daily except Sunday.
LEVIS, 24.10

I

ST. JOHN, 11.20

WILL ARRIVE
Daily except Sunday.

I
Daily except Monday.

ST. JOHN, 18.35
i

LEVIS, 3.00
HALIFAX, 22.00

|
MONTREAL 7.35

ONLY ONE NIGHT ON THE ROAD
BETWEEN

'Western Ontario and St. John, Halifax
SAVING HOURS OF TIME

Through Sleeping Cars Between Montreal, St. John and Halifax

DININQ CAR SERVICE UNEQUALLED

DAYLIGHT VIEWS OF DIRECT CONNECTION FOR

MATAPEDIA AND WENTWORTH VALLEYS. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AND THE SYDNEYS
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low next to me turned round and asked
me if I called the clickin.a: thing I had
with me a gfun. I told him that up till

that morning^ I had been under the im-

pression that I possessed a gun.
"You might as well call it a hedge

stake now !" he retorted. There was
more truth than poetry in his observation
I told him. Well, it was aggravating.
I had to give up pulling the lock back and
snapping it and content myself with
watching the rest.

In one hour of rapid shooting the sever-

al gunners bagged one hundred and eight

ducks and as my share was one there

were one hundred and seven to go round
the rest of the party. The highest num-
ber to one man was fifteen, the next four-

teen and so on dwindling down to my
number which could not very well have
been much less. The two gunners with

the highest number put up a strong argu-

ment as to the reason why one had a

superior number to the other. The four-

teen man accused the other of gathering
in one of his cripples and number fifteen

retorted that he had no need to do as his

opponent—obtain his ducks bj' shooting
cripples. Eventually all these disturb-

ances passed oft in mere words and every-
one being jovial the lunch that followed
was most enjoyable.

Xow that I am a city dweller my mem-
ory often harks back to the pleasant days
on Goose Island. Again, in fancy, I can
smell the salt air and tread the springy
turf of the Island, travelling from the

shanty to the Point and back again.

Although I never did obtain many
ducks, and on the particular morning I

have mentioned suffered much chagrin,

I still dwell pleasant!}' on the numerous
memories connected with the island. If

I had the time and the means for an out-

ing the Mecca of my pilgrimage would be

Goose Island, although, in view of the

experience I have detailed, I may be term-

ed a goose mvself.

Famous Arctic Explorer Visits The West

HARRY AVhitney, of Xew Haven,
Conn., who recentl}' visited West-
ern Canada stated to an inter-

viewer that the trip to Banff alone

is worth a journe}- of thousands of miles.

"We started from a little village settle-

ment near Edmonton, for British Col-

umbia looking for bear or other big game,
but we got nothing but heaps of fish.

However, we are going back in the fall

and stay until we can get one or two
specimens of the wapati and big moose.
Last }"ear I went back up to the Arctic

in company with Paul Rainet, of New
York, and we brought back six live musk-
ox, two polar bears and one walrus and
they are all at the Bronx park alive and
well. In our proposed visit to British

Columbia we intend going to the very
heart of her forests and as far north as we
can get provided we can hire sufficient

men to take care of the horses. It looks

to me that by the time we get back all

the men who are now working on the

trail will be away in the Peace River dis-

trict for ever}- place we stopped along

the road that leads to Peace River we
heard the praises of the district."

"It is my intention to see all t'he natur-

al wonders of the world before I am cur-

ed of this mania of mine for hunting out

new trails and hunting through the dense
forests and climbing perilous mountains,

but I think I have given up the Arctic

exploration idea for good. There is too

much hardship and no results."

Mr. Whitney is a young man and is

most modest when questioned on his ex-

periences, which have been varied since

he left Yale a few years ago. He is the

son of Stephen Whitney, of Xew Haven,
Conn., and in his own right 'has a vast

fortune which he is spending liberally in

learning at first hand of this great, won-
derful world in which we live.
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LEIPZIG LONDON ESTABLISHED 1831 PARIS BERLIN

G. GAUDIG & BLUM
IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF

RAW FURS

HIGHEST PRICES FFOMPT RETUR^S FAIR ASSORTMENTS

ON REQUEST. ALL SHIPMENTS KEPT SEPARATE UNTIL REMITTANCE IS FOUND SATISFACTORY

REFERENCES: MERCANTILE AGENCIES AND BANKS

125 WEST 27th STREET NEW YORK

CAMPING - CLARK^S
\'ou can teel tliat the call ot the Fall is on, as irresistable as ever, with its promises

of new discoveries and adventures. It's a g'rand thinsj that call— BUT IT'S
ONLY WHEN YOV INTRODUCE ^CLARK'S PERFECT FOOD
PREPAR.ATIONS TO VOL'R CAMP THAT YOU CAN ENJOY TO
THE FULL THE JOYS OF LIX'ING NEXT TO NATURE.

CLARK'S QL'ALITY FOODS are put up in sizes suitable for the lone hunter
and the big hnntin^ parties, and EVERY GROCER IN THE DOMINION
can supply you with your selected assortment of Clark's Foods without delay.

Take a glance back at CLARK'S lists of PREPARED MEATS in the .Ahgust and
September numbers.

W. CLARK
MONTREAL

M VNLTFACTURER of the CRLEBRATED PORK & BEANS



Reader (Toronto) : Your fisheries quer-

ies will be answered next month.

Mr. J. K. Ross of Sydney, Cape Breton,

has achieved his ambition with the tuna
at last. For several years he has per-

sistently attempted the feat of landing'

a big' tuna with rod and line. On many
occasions he has hooked fish and after

fighting them from minutes up to seven-

teen hours (on one occasion,) has had to

allow them to go. On the morning of

August twenty-eighth last he hooked a

tuna in Fader's Cove, St. Ann's Baj'. His
previous experience stood him in good
stead on this occasion and playing the

fish carefully into the inside bay he land-

ed it at Eel Cove. The struggle lasted

for four hours and fort\--five minutes and
onh' the rod and line were in use to the

very end. I\Ir. Ross fished from an eight

foot dor}'. Two men, Captain ^^'. L.

Ross and Percy McRitchie were in the

boat with him at the time and helped to

bring the fish to the gafif, Mr. Ross ad-

ministering the finishing stroke himself.

When the tuna felt the gaflf 'he sent

enough water over the three men to

nearly drown them. While the fig'ht was
in progress immense crowds gathered a-

long the shore and watched the conclud-

ing stage of the struggle with the keenest

interest. When measured and weighed
it was found that the immense fish was
eight feet ten inches in length, six feet

three inches in girth and weighed si.x

hundred and eighty pounds. The fish

was taken to Sydney and exhibited. Later

on it was presented to the Sydne\' Hotel

and some portions served to the guests.

The Tuna Club of California is offering

a handsome prize for the largest tuna

landed this year. Judging by past rec-

ords there can scarcely be a doubt that

Mr. Ross will win. His tuna far surpasses

in size any previously caught, of which
records are given, and the height of his

ambition has been reached. Mr. Ross
deserves success. He has taken pre-

vious defeats with a good heart, never al-

lowing himself to be discouraged and the

reward for his dogged persistence was
w?ll won. Ever}' good sportsman will

join in hearty congratulations.

To show the new spirit animating the

Hudson's Bay Company to-daj- it is an-

nounced that next year they are propos-

ing great improvements in their steam-

boat service in the north and hope bj- this

means to attract tourists seeking new
ground. A round trip to the Arctic

Circle will cost about $400 and will cer-

tainlv be well worth the monev.

The Wellington plates, papers and
films are now so well known to amateur
photographers throughout Canada that

hosts of them must be interested in the

firm's oflfer to send free a set of five book-
lets giving instructions by means of

which users may obtain the highest pos-
sible value from the firm's products. After
examining a specimen set forwarded to

us we find them to be of the highest serv-

ice to any amateur however advanced.
The descriptions given of the various pro-

cesses are exceptionally clear and b}';

following the directions the best possible

results may be looked upon as certain.

The booklets deal with roll films, ^^'el-

lington plates, Welling-ton bromide, \\'el-

lington S. C. P.—slow contact paper

—

and Wellington P. O. P.—printing out
paper—and all are of a size to be easily

carried, while the amount of concentrat-

ed information contained in each is re-

markable. The whole enables one to

understand to some degree the extended
use of \\'ellington plates and papers

—

they are the best that can possiblv be
made and the manufacturers are willing^

that they shall stand on their merits.

Readers are reminded that full and fre?h
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About a Mat
Who Did Things

(A Lesson to the Big Firm and the Small)

IK
Newton, Mass., there is a wide-awake grocer, who has learned the

way to "KNOW his business." And in the learning he has built

his sales from $37,000 a year to $140,000. Darrell threw out the

guess-work methods. Now he manipulates his business as he would

a machine.

Knows the lines that pay a protit and those that don't. Knows
how much it costs to get that profit and where there ai'e leaks, if any.

Knows the clerks who earn more than their salary and those who don't.

Knows the earnings ©f each department and the entire store. And this

knowledge is gained without additional exjieiise by the use of the

BURROUGHS
Bookkeeping Machine

'Tiy its use." lie writes, "I have turned losses

into gains. Every dollar I've spent for It has saved

af least ten. The Burroughs is not a luxury but a

iM-ressity for every firm.

Mr. Darrell uses two Burroughs Bookkeeping Ma-

chines for all his figures, and customers are given

practically all the time of himself and his clerks.

This man stands fort-h as a brilliant example to

fvfry busiuess man—to you.

TO YOU—Write to-day for information regarding

the Burroughs and Burroughs System.
Ask us to show you how Darrell makes more

in.vney by knowing the vital facts of his business.

Business System
Let us show you the Burrougb:* machine which does

so much for bim or one of 86 models adopted to

your line. Burroughs men are fltted by training

and experience to give helpful advice to you. A
half-hour talk with a Burroughs man has brought

big returns to many a money maker. Yet the ad-

vice is free, the interview creates absolutely no

obligation. It pays us to give such service because

a great many firms learn In this way that It pays

them to install a Burroughs System and a Burroughs

Bookkeeping Mach-Ine to operate it.

Drop us a line today, tell us the Burroughs man
may call!

Burroughs Adding Machine Company, 298 Burroughs eiock, Detroit, IHchloaa
Toronto:- 146 Bay St. Montreal:- 392 St. Jt»m»s St.
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stocks are at all times on hand at the

firm's Canadian branch, 13 St. John

Street, Montreal. A direct application

to that address for the booklets will en-

sure their receipt by return mail.

A section foreman named Louis God-

luski, at James, sixty-eight miles west of

Fort William, on the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railwav. was brought before Magistrate

O'Brien and fined $75 and costs, amount-

ing in all to $96, for shooting and killing

a cow moose that was accompanied by

two calves. The illegal action took

place about one mile west of James sta-

tion on July twenty-ninth last. The

evidence showed that it was a case of

wanton destruction on the part of the de-

ffendant who said he shot the moose for

the fun of seeing it drop. The bod}' was
left where it fell and head cut off and de-

posited some distance away. The latter

was found by Provincial Constable

Stringer, of Fort \\'illiam, who worked

up the case against Godluski with the

above result. The man did not injure

the calves. The result of the case is re-

garded as a significant warning to the

many foreigners engaged in railwaj' con-

struction of the necessity of keeping the

game laws.

Three Torontonians including a police

inspector had an unpleasant experience

during their vacation in the Kawartha
Lakes district. When out they lost the

trail and after wandering for several

hours in a rain storm were found late at

ni^ht by a rescue. part3^ When they were

taken, back to the place where thej' were

staying they were quite exhausted.

A new edition of the pamphlet "Game
of British Columbia,'' with the title Of-

ficial Bulletin Xo. i". has been published

by the Provincial Government of Brit-

ish Columbia. The new issue, which is

well illustrated, has been brought up to

date in every respect and included is a

reprint of the Game Laws, notes on the

game and fur bearing animals, wild fowl,

list of the game birds, notes on the game
fish, with particulars of open seasons,

•licenses and lists of game wardens. All

sportsmen intending to visit British Col-

umbia should obtain a copy which can

be had free by addressing a request to

Frank I. Clarke, Secretary of the Bureau

of Provincial Information, \ictoria, B.C.

A fine buck, which has been in possess-

ion of the Toronto authorities for the

past fourteen years, died recently. He
had a splendid set of antlers and a deep

bellow and used to make the woods of

High Park, where he was confined, re-

sound during the autumn days when he

would make desperate efforts to escape

from his pound.

Death came in a peaceful way to Fred

Philips, fifty years of age, of Xiagara

Falls, Ont., at the end of July. Philips

was fishing and when his apparently un-

occupied skiff' was overhauled he was
found lifeless in the bottom of the boat

with his fishing rod still grasped in his

hand.

Mr. H. G. Phillips, 206 Dupont Street,

Toronto, heard a noise in his chicken

house one night in August and going out

armed with a rifle found nine of his chick-

ens dead. With the help of a policeman

he searched around and discovering a

small animal shot it through the head.

The animal proved to be a good sized

Western mink and probably travelled to

Toronto in some baled hay, a car load of

which was standing on a siding not far

from the house. It is not every day a

mink can be shot within the bounds of

Toronto.

The United States Department of Agri-

culture issue many useful pamphlets in

the course of the year. Amongst them
is a "Directory of Ofiicials and Organiza-

tions concerned with the Protection of

Birds and Game." It has been published

annually for ten years and the latest issue

was revised up to the middle of July. It

shows that in forty-two states the en-

forcement of the Game Laws is entrusted

to game commissioners, wardens or other

State officers : in five other^ to coun'ti'
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feels as warm at 65° as it

does at 70° when the air is

parching and dry. The con-
sequent saving of coal is a
big item.

"Good Cheer" Furnace
construction throughout is

of the same high standard

of excellence as the Circle

Waterpan.

It's well worth j'our while
to write for Booklet and full

information about the advan-

tages of the "Good Cheer"

Furnace.

A ^5l5CP«h

The object of the Furnace Waterpan is
*° g'/'^ back to the warmed air the natural moisture

Uiat the fire has dried out. But in the average Furnace
the U aterpan is made insignificant and insufficient
and placed in the least effective position. But the

GoodCheer'
Furnace

Has A Big Circle Waterpan
entirely encircling the fire-pot. This waterpan holds 4 to 6
gallons, and is placed where it will evaporate the water rapidly
It keeps the humidity of the air up to the normal 60% or 70%
while the air from the average furnace often contains less than
25% of moisture.

Besides the vast improvement this makes in comfort
and heallhfulness, the house

The James Stewart Mf^ Co., Limited
Woodstock, Ont ^ - Wmnwe^.Mdn
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wardens ; in Virginia to city and magis-

terial district wardens; in Arkansas to

sheriffs and similar local officers; and in

the District of Columbia to the metro-

politan police. There are national org-

anizations engaged in protective work
and two of these are international. In

Canada the earliest protective society was
formed in Nova Scotia in 1853 and one in

Quebec in 1859. Protective societies

exist in twenty-seven States and Audu-
bon Societies in thirty-seven. The
pamphlet covers Canada but omits Brit-

ish Columbia from its list of protective

societies.

A small-mouth black bass was caught

early in August in the Thames River at

St. Marys, Ontario, by Mr. Charles

Young. The fish was twenty-three

inches long and weighed fifty-four ounc-

es. It is said to have been the largest

ever caught in the \icinity of which there

is anv record.

\Vith reference to a recent controversy

as to the efifect of returning fish to the

water after catching them, a Report of

Recommendations to Fishermen in the

River Darent in England reads : "Do
not return a fish to the water in anj' case

;

the net or handling of the fish injures the

scales and renders it doubly liable to

disease."

A report from Edmonton states that

Colin Eraser sold furs to the F. G. Wright
Company for $18,501 and Ben Herschel

to Becker Brothers for $2310.75.

Methods of fire fighting in the Nation-

al Forests of the United States are de-

scribed in a pamphlet issued by the De-
partment of Agriculture at \\'ashington.

Canadians cannot fai4 to be interested in

these methods inasmuch as the problems
to be solved are much the same in both
countries. If ever the elaborate methods
mentioned in this pamphlet are carried

out in Canada oui- forest protection serv-

ice will need to be placed on a different

footing. It is recemmended that each

chief should have a district with which he

should become well acquainted and ar-

range beforehand just what he should do
should a fire occur in any part of his

district ; the men he could call upon, the

equipment and provisions he has at com-
mand and how many outsiders he could

call in. "Forest fire fighting on the spur

of the moment is about as likelj' to be

effective as would be the eft'orts of volun-

teer bucket brigades in a large city.''

This is the conclusion of the matter and
the sooner it is driven home to the auth-

orities the better for the cause of forest

protection throughout the Dominion.

A good bear story comes from \\ iud-

sor, N. B. A party of four, two ladies

and two gentlemen, from that town were
camping in the woods and when the two
gentlemen were away and the ladies a-

lone a bear was seen nosing around the

cook house. One lady. Miss Snyder,

w^ho saw the animal first, screamed and
the other lady, Mrs. Cable, rushed out to

ascertain the cause of the disturbance^

The bear had swept clean the butter pail

and was licking his big paw with glee

when Mrs. Cable shook her skirts at him
and said "Shoo." Apparently the bear

was startled by this strange interrrup-

tion for he at once retreated and climbed

a tree. Mrs. Cable procured her hus-

band's rifle and with a well directed shot

brought him out of the tree dead. The
.iurprise of the gentlemen when they re-

turned and found a dead bear was only

equalled by the amazement' with which
they listened to the stor\-. Mrs. Cable
is to be congratulated equally on her

pluck and her good shooting.

Mr. Ben Shortly of Peterboro. who has

a summer cottage on Stoney Lake, in the

Kawarthas, landed a seventeen pound
maskinonge in the early days of August.
The fish was fortv-one inches long with

a proportionate girth. As may be well

imagined considerable de.xterity and skill

were required to land the beauty.

During the last session of parliament
a new Dominion Forest Reserv&s and
Parks Act \vas passed. This act gives
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Safety Shaving Sets as Premiums

!

Safety

Stability

Superiority

EAGLE, JR.

EAGLE DeLLXE

EAGLL
THE EAGLE JUNIOR contains the Razor, Stropp«r and seven Eagle Bladea, one for each day In the week,

packed in a Euall, neat leatherette case, and can be procured

FREE in return for 2 subscriptions to Rod and Gun in Canada.
THE EAGLE SAFETY SHAVING SET consists of a Razor, Stropper, all blades, a Badger Brlatle Bniah,

and a stick of WIlUamB' Shaving Soap, the latter two articles enclosed In nlckle cases. The whole Outllt
packed Id a neat atherette case.

FREE in return for 3 subscriptions.

THE EiGLE DE LUXE package contains the Razor, Stropper, twelve Eagle Blades, a flrst class Badger
Bristle Brush of flnest quality, a stick of Williams' Shaving Soap, the last two packed In full nlckle cases, and
11 contained In a leather covered, satiD and plush lined case of handsome design.

FREE in return for 6 subscriptions.

T.e Blades In each set are made from the flnest Sheffield hardened steel, and so tempered that those who
tiave bltber o l>een unable to shave themselves, will find the pro.-e8s a daily luxury. The polae of the Handle
la caic.ully balanced, and enables you to remove the hair with the least possible resistance. .All the good
qualities o' other Rnzf.rs are posspssed by the Eagle, without their defects, and many new features have been
added which are protected by patenu from Imitations. Not only does the Ra^or with Its full supply of the
keeneit Blades adapt Itself to the most sensitive skin or obstinate hair, but the accessories that go with tha
regular Kagle Set, and the E>agle DeLuie package, are an essential rt jt the busy man's toilet equipment.

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publisher
Woodstock, Ontario.
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increased powers for the creation of For-

est Reserves and their control and de-

fines and enlarges the authority of the

rangers. The Governor-General in

Council is given power to designate by

proclamation areas for parks and to make
regulations for their management.

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Lane, of Montreal,

had a trip to Newfoundland recently and

fished for salmon. The main feature of

the trip was the la-nding of an eighteen

pound salmon by Mrs. Lane. The fish

was taken on a ten foot Hardy rod with

a trout cast and a small March Brown.
The struggle lasted one hour when the

•fish was killed, four hundred yards below
where it was hooked. The fish was
skinned and mounted and needless to say

both Mr. and Mrs. Lane regard it as a

very precious token of a fine feat.

Even in Canada it is not an every day
occurrence to discover a river and conse-

quently the fact that a new one, four

hundred miles long, has been found in

Alaska, e.xcited some interest when an-

nounced by Mr. Congdon who represents

the Yukon in the Dominion House of

Commons. The discover^' was made by
the Dominion survey party who are de-

limiting the international boundarj' line.

Hitherto the river, which bears the

strange name of Old Crow, has been
thought to be nothing more than an in-

significant tributary of the Porcupine.

The Government party with a fifteen foot

gasoline launch went up the Old Crow.
After twenty-five miles the river narrow-
ed and appeared to end but the surveyors

pushed on and found it broaden out into

a splendid river navigable for nearly four

hundred miles. It afifords a new means
of communication with an important
countrv.

Mr. J. K. Ross of Sydney, N.S., whose
ambition is to land a tuna with hook and
line, recently harpooned one of the big
fish and secured it.

An eel caught in the neighborhood of

Sydnej^ B. C, measured three feet, seven
inches long, and seven Jnclies in girth.

A Norfolk farmer to please his grand-
son, placed three thrushes' eggs in a

incubator which he was running at a heat

of 102 degrees. The eggs hatched and
the 3'oung ones were placed in a black-

bird's Dest in which there were four eggs
on the point of hatching. The foster

parents cared for the little strangers and
brought them to the point where they

took flight and looked after themselves.

Both bears and wild cats were seen in

the neighborhood of Sackville, N.B., at

the end of Julv. The bears frequented

the public road and observers stated that

they seemed to think the road was made
specially for their benefit.

The lobster fishing in Nova Scotia has
proved the best for some years and
though the catch was not so large as

formerly the better prices made the seas-

on a profitable one.

Many fine specimens of both bass and
pike were caught at Rondeau in late July
and early August.

Archdeacon Renison, whose long ex-

perience in the far north entitles his opin-

ion to receive consideration, describes the

Indian as a "post graduate in the univers-

it\- of Nature. The signs of the trees

and the silent voices of the night have
their meaning to him." The .\rchdeac-

on argues that the Indian makes a far

better forest ranger than the University

students of a city can possibly do. The
Archdeacon also called attention to the

fact that the Abitibi, the Frederickhouse,

the Ground Hog and the ^letagami are

within fift}' miles of each other and
through its water powers alone Northern
Ontario is certain of a wonderful future.

Fishing in Rideau waters was reported

good throughout the season and as a re-

sult manv visitors tried their luck.

The people of Nelson, B. C, have poked
fun at the people of Kaslo for allowing
bears in their streets but the tables were
turned the other daj' when a deer went
bounding through one of the Nelson
streets in broad dayhght*..:.-;^^;--
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LONDON
MADEmM

BRIAR
PIPES

:v^\

For Sale by all Dealers.

•THE HISTORY OF PIPE SMOKING"
And catalogue of shapes
FREE ON REQUEST.

M
••4

4

\Ŵc Outfit Camping Parties

There are several excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we can fur-

nish serviceable charts, as well as providing the

Provisions, Tents, Utensils, Blankets

and General Camp Outfit

For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has been a special feature of

our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thor-

oughly and invite inquiries.

MICHIE & CO., Ltd.
Establiihed 1835. 7 King Street West. TORONTO, Canad^
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A six pound bass, twenty-one inches

long and sixteen and three quarter inches

in sirth was captured at Oak Orchard
on Buckhorn Lake in the Kawarthas.
The measurements and vveieht were
sworn to before a notary and the fish

entered in a competition. The fortun-

ate angler was Mr. P. Keys of Toronto.

Park Commissioner Wilson of To-
ronto, believes the city has too many
Canadian bears and asked permission to

trade ofT a number of them in exchange
for some rare birds not at present repre-

sented in the Zoo. The Board of Con-
trol promised to consider the matter.

Some campers from Brantford, Ontar-
io, suffered from a bear scare early in

August. A large black bear was dis-

covered in a berry patch and the unarmed
vacationists were chased to within a few
yards of their camp. When they secured

arms and fired a few shots the bear swam
off across the lake.

A brown bear invaded a ranch near
Frank, Alberta, and went ofi" with five

turkeys. A warm reception was arranged
if he paid a return visit but he must have
imagined he had cleaned the place out as

he did not return.

Kingston is becoming notorious for its

fish stories. .\lderman Harrison, of the

Lime city, states that when fishing by
himself from a boat in the Georgian Bay
district he secured his boat to a tree with
a stout rope and settled down for a pleas-

ant hour. Very soon he had a bite and
attempted to reel in. Instead of that

manoeuvre acting at all, the reel-out

started and Alderman Harrison, in des-

peration, fastened the line to an iron brace
in the boat. Boat, occupant, and even
the tree started out in the lake under the

steady pulls of the huge fish. There
could be but one ending to such a man-
oeuvre-—something had to give way—and
the line holding the fish broke. Of
course these monster fish always get
away! As Alderman Harrison couldn't
"show 'em" he pathetically complains
that all his friends decline to believe the
story.

Ducks were reported plentiful at Mud
Lake near Peterboro, Ontario, in early

August.

A 'lunge hooked by Mr. Fred Stinson,

of Peterborough, was found when cut

open to have a partially digested bass of

some four or five pounds weight inside.

Mr. Thomas Hull of Rochester, N. Y.,

hooked a 'lunge weighing eighteen and a

half pounds in the early days of August.
After a strenuous struggle he succeeded

in landing his fish.

Mr. W. N. Russell, Jr., and Mr. J. .\d-

ams, of Guelph, on a canoe trip down the

Speed as far as Hespeler, caught their

legal limit of bass, some measuring be-

tween ten and twentv inches.

A party of six gentlemen from Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, had a fine fishing

trip to Fifth Lake, near Bear River, N.S.,

in July. Although they made no great

catches they secured enough to keep the

camp -well supplied with fish and a few
over to show friends at home that all their

stories were not "fish" stories.

The story of the finding of the nest of

a Vireo in Nova Scotia in July 1910 has

attracted much attention among ornithol-

ogists. This was. at the time its discov-

ery was noted, the third nest on record

of this rare bird in the world. Since

then Charles Shand, of Bar Harbor, re-

ported having found last fall a fourth nest

in the woods at Mount Desert Island.

Mr. Shand, however, secured only the

empty nest. That found in Nova Scotia

I1V Professor Knight contained four eggs.

In a gasoline launch Mr. and
Mrs. George Shephard and their two
sons, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Burnside, Mr.

and Mrs. \\'alter Henderson, Mr. Godfrey
Scovill and Mr. Sheldon Warwick of To-
ronto; Mr. Charles Oliver of Hamilton:
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Brown and Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Burnside, of Collingwood,
visited every place of interest between
Collingwood and Pointe au Baril. The
trip, as taken, is only possible for a small
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Cold-Blast Lantern
The
Lantern
for

Sportsmen
Burns 15 hours

longer than an)'

other.

Guaranteed

WiNDPROOF

Welcomes Hard
Usage.

Will never leal;.

FOR SALE BY
ALL RELIABLE DEALERS

ONTARIO LANTERN & LAMP CO., LTD,

HAMILTON, ONT.

Wood's Fhosphoduie,
l^^^'-^J] The Great EnglUh Remedy.

•:?/ Tones and invigorates the whole
.nervous pystein, makes new
Blood in oldVLiiis. Cun .-i Ncr^v-

oiis Dcbiliti/, Mc/ttfd and Bniiii ll'itrry. Des-
pondency/, Sexual Jl'eakness, Emiss-iun.^, Sper-
inatorrhcea^and Kfects of Abitse or E-rcenses.
Price $1 per box, 6ikfor$5. One will please, six
will cure. Sold by all druggists or mailed in
plain pkg. on receipt of price. J\\'W pamphlet
mailedfree. The Wood Medicine Co.
{formerly \Vi''ulsor) Toronto, Onti

VACATION COMPANION
No. 602 "ULERY" Pocket Knife Tool Kit

rivery one has use for a Knife,
Reimer. File, Saw, Chisel, Screw
Driver or Cork Puller. This out-

fit i? practical, yet so small, be-

ini; contained in a Leather Poc-
ket Book 4^x314 inches, is, by
Carrying it in your pocket, al

wars at hand for immediate use,

whether Camping-, Boating,
Teaming, Driving, in the Shop
Factory, Office, Store, Ware
house, Automohile, on the Farm
Bicycle, or around the Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or

detached to the Pocket Knife in

a second.

Sent Post Piid on receipt of
$2.50.

Use it five days and if not
satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.W H MARTIN Sporting Goods Dealer.TT.II.ITI/AIX I Il'l WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

THE KENNEDY SCHOOL
of Shorthand and Business is at

9 Adelaide E. Toronto.

Write for our

Catalogue.

MEN'S DISEASES
Involuntary Losses, Nervous Debility,

Blood disease affecting throat, mouth
and skin. Unnatural Discharges, Lost

Vitality, Kidney and Bladder affections,

and all diseases of the nerves and genito-

urinary organs, a specialty. It makes
no difference who has failed to cure you.

Call or write. Consultation free.

Medicines sent to any address.

DR. J. E. REEVE, Kent Building,

Cor. Yonge and Richmond Streets, To-

ronto. 'Phone Main 943.

Iris Linen
medium crasLi finish.

A most up-to-date

Note Paper
Made in tmpress size

And Envelopes
to matcLi. Newest shape with

deep pointed flap.

Ask your Stationer for it.

MADE BY

BARBER-ELLIS
LIMITED

TORONTO - BRANTFORD - WINNIPEG.
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boat and at the most interesting places

it is impossible for a steamer to land. So
impressed were those who took the trip

with its beauties and advantages that up-

on their return they made arrangements

looking to a similar one next 3ear.

Mr. Tedford, of \\'e3-burn and Mr.

Hallinquist of Carlyle, on a fishing trip

to the lake near Fillmore. Saskatchewan,

caught a jackfish weighing over twent}--

five pounds. The fish gave them some
livelv times before it was landed.

Mr. William Wilson, of Lindsay, On-
tario, landed a ten pound 'lunge in a cur-

ious manner. When out trolling he felt

his line was caught and hauling in he dis-

covered that it was entangled in another

line. Pulling on the second line he found
a lish at the end and had a lively time in

landing it. The 'lunge had two hooks
fast in its mouth. Evidently it had got

away from another troller who may have
told a harrowing tale of the big one that

escaped.

^Ir. and Mrs. Charles Taber, of Peter-

borough, caught five 'lunge in a near by
lake in one afternoon in August. The
fish varied in weight from five to sixteen

pounds and created considerable interest

amongst the visitors who witnessed the

catch.

Mrs. W. C. Moore obtained a four

pound bass and Miss Helen Fleming a

four and a half pounder in the lake at

Massassaga Park near Belleville, On-
tario, in the early days of August.

Mrs. E. J. Rutherford, of Peterboro,

hooked a fourteen pound "lunge in early

August and had the fish sent to St. Vin-

cent's Orphanage.

Jack Himmen of Hamilton, during his

holiday on the Kawartha Lakes caught a

large pike and when cleaning it discover-

ed a medal in its body. Upon examina-
tion the medal turned out to be one lost

by E. F. Kelly, a fellow townsman at the

Lake the previous year. The medal,

which was one given for success in a

diving competition, was highly valued

by Mr. Kelly who was pleased to have it

returned in such a novel manner.

?ilr. Harr}- Daniels of Lindsay, landed

a twelve pound 'lunge near that town in

earlv August.

Game wardens Dan Blea and M. Parks
seized a number of nets and fishing out-

fit at one of the lakes near Copper Cliff

early in August. Unfortunately the

birds had flown when the officials arriv-

ed but the whole outfit was confiscated

and burnt, this meaning a considerable

loss to the poachers.

Mr. Jack Simpson, of Toronto,

landed several 'lunge at Sturgeon Point

during a trip he made to that well known
resort. The fish were from seven to ten

pounds in weight.

Walter Barkley, of Fort William, a

boy fourteen years of age, got lost in the

woods north of ttie town and was away
two days and a night without food. Ac-
cording to his statement he was treed by
a bear soon after he lost his bearings and
though the bear did not remain long he

feared to come down and was up the

tree for quite a long time.

Fish and Game .Inspector Taudoin of

Kingston, states that although visitors

from the other side were more numerous
than ever during the summer, breaches

of the law were few and those which oc-

curred very trifling.

A bear, a lynx and two or three wild-

cats were seen in a berry patch near Cold-

water. Ontario, by berry pickers. The
forest fires in the north and west are sup-

posed to have driven the animals close to

civilization.

J. W. Corbett. insurance agent. Kings-

ten, caught a large salmon in Loughbor-
ough Lake. He was towed fifty yards

before he landed his catch.
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TENTS
For Sale or Rent in all sizes

Our 10 X 12—
-5 ft. wall, 8 oz. Duck

Special $10.00
for October only f. o. b. Toronto. Cash
must accompaoy order.

We are large manufacturers of

Tents, Flags, Etc., and everything in

canvas required by the sportsman.

Send for Catalogrue.

American Tent and Awninj Co., Limittd

430 Yongre S.. Toronto

"KODAK
yy

Is our Registered and common-

law Trade-Mark and cannot be

rightfully applied except to

goods of our manufacture.

If a dealer tries to sell you a camera

or films, or other goods not of our

manufacture, under the Kodak name,

you can be sure that he has an inferior

article that he is trying to market on

the Kodak reputation.

/ { it it'nt an Eastman, it is'nl a Kodak,

Canadian Kodak Co. Limited

TORONTO, CAN.

pLA-^f-!
^t<D

7J^^

twaMMwiiSfteygl

^\^
Will give you perfect pictures.

"WELLINGTON" goods are made, packed, and guaranteed by the

factory in England. Write for free booklets, equal to course of

photographic instruction.

WELLINGTON & WARD
13 St. John St., Montreal
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Mr. William R. Ahmerty, an attorney
of New York, hooked a bass at Knapp's
Point, Long: Island Park, near Kincjston.
in August. The fish when landed turned
the scales at four pounds, two ounces.

W. J. Elliott hooked and landed a
twenty pound 'lunge near Coldwater.
The local scribe states that others claim
to have caught larger ones but lost them
before they could be landed.

Ira J. Bothwell, of Lindsay, caught and
landed a 'lunge weighing over twenty-
three and a half pounds. In landing he
had the assistance of R. Long.

Mr. Machin. of Lindsay, caught two
fine bass, weighing three and four pounds
respectively in Sturgeon Lake in the mid-
dle of August.

To transplant trout from America to
Germany, even in the efrs; stage, is an ex-
periment the results of which cannot fail
to mterest all fish enthusiasts. A con-
signment of 100,000 trout eggs has been
taken from Colorado to Cuxhaven. The
eggs were packed in ice and are said to
have arrived in Germany in good condi-
tion. They will be placed 'in difl:'erent
and suitable rivers in Western Germany.
Despite careful preservation the German
trout were reported as degenerating and
an infusion of new fish will, it is believed,
prove advantageous.

Messrs. Baldwin, Robinson, W. R.
Coulter and F. E. Jones, all of St. Thom-
as, Ont., had a splendid fishing and camp-
ing trip to the French River.' The fish-
ing was exceptionally good and the sev-
eral participants took specimens to the
city to show that their stories were back-
ed up by evidence.

Salmon fishing in New Brunswick was
rendered poor last season by reason of
the long drought. Many of 'the streams
became mere driblets and it was impos-
sible for the salmon to "run" as usual.

There were plenty of fish in some of the
pools and their frantic efforts to reach
their spawning beds resulted in injuries

to many of them.

\\ hile seated alone in the stake boat
anchored at the starting point at the re-

gatta at Louisburg. N. S., Mr. Grey Hiltz,

the official starter, suddenly found that

he had a companion in a fifteen pound
salmon. Apparently the fish was desir-

ous of tasting the little ensign floating

from the rear of the boat and jumping
from the water missed its aim and landed
in the boat. When the story was told

to visitors, they saw the fish, noticed the

absence of rod. line, .galT, oar, or any con-
tri\ance which would have enabled Mr.
Hiltz to catch the fish and were forced

to believe the story. The salmon made
good eating and the account of its cap-

ture will go down in history as one of the

most realistic and reliable fish stories.

.\ piece of moose bone imbedded in a

section of a tree, found four miles from
Matheson, was recently exhibited at To-
ronto. The curiosity aroused much in-

terest and gave rise to considerable specu-

lation. The bone is a shoulder blade and

the most remarkable explanation of the

curiosity appears to be either that the ani-

mal died there an'd in the course of decay

the tree grew round the bone or an Indian

hunter left the bone in the place and the

tree annexed it in a manner trees have a

habit of doing with unconsidered trifles

left in their wav.

^
Two Belgians were caught near Wey-

burn. Sask.. shooting ducks not only out

of season but also on a Sunday morning.
They were caught and each finec^ fifteen

dollars and costs just to teach them that

there is a protective law in Canada and
that it has to be obeyed.

Fishery Inspector Kerr, of Hamilton,
seized a net in the bay in mid August and
later on when the owner came for it told

him what had become of the net and the

fish. The said owner will probably hear

further about the matter.
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FOR THE

Huntsman and Sportsman

Tents, Pack Sacks,

Dunnage and

Sleeping Bags,

Oil Skins,

etc., etc.

JOHN LECKIE UMITED,

77 Wellington St. W.,

Toronto.

f,.iM.-n m iiM'wirrnma

Steel FishingRods

The finest. liehtest and
rlfl^siost bait caster on the

market, — four lengths.

Large agate guides with an
agate tip put on with a new
drop shank, which allows
the line to run absolutely
free. Double grip cork
h unfile. detachable finger

hr»ok. All trimmings satin

n iokel. Rod Is m ade of
highest quality special

clock spring steel

,

f .-'innred in oil. Guaran-
tppd three years.

CATALOGTTE. FREE, con
taining descriptions of *'Bri-;

tol*' fly casting, trollim:,
telescopic, and other pnpu-
ar rods.

"A HONEYMOON" Oliv.r
Kemp Calendar in 12 color*.
17x30, for 15c. Ready Df
Tct Enclose name of your
dealer,

HORTON MFG. CO.,

?2 Horton St.,

li^TOT
. PONN I

Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

To His Majesty King George V.

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane
built Trout or Bass Rod, 3 piece,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints

fork handle, improved fittings, agate butt

and end rings— £4,19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.74. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50,

(2) 9 to 12 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout or
Bass Rod, suction joint agate butt and end rings, cocrk handle
with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. 3% "Uniqua" Reel
18/6 or $4.50. 30 vds. D. T, Tournament line 8/6 or $2',07.

In all $21.79.

SEND CASH^COVERINB 0»OER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE—16 plates of flies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHING ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Gold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

Illustration

our celebrated

cannot come
reel fitting is

shows handle of one of

cane built rods. The hand
against metal work. The
our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our
"Perfect" ball bearing

agate line guard regu-

lating check reels.

3% Diam.
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At Crow Lake, near Belleville, Ont.,

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ketcheson and Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Kerr had some g^ood luck

fishing;' on a fine Ausjiist afternoon. Mrs.

Ketcheson with a small bass hook landed

a twelve pound 'lunge and later caught

another of the same weight. In addition

Mr. and Mrs. Ketcheson landed thirteen

fine bass.

In mid August a couple of deer were
seen on the farm of James Latimer, at

Fraserville, near Peterborough, Ont. Xo
deer had been seen in that part of the

country for man}' years and naturally the

new arrivals aroused deep interest in the

neighborhood. When Mr. Latimer saw
them they were slowly strolling across

one of his fields. It is thought that the
smoke or the wolves drove them down
from the north. Both animals were full

grown with antlers and appeared quite
tame. They spent the night in a patch
of wood near Mr. Latimer's house but
were gone the next day and were not seen
again.

Guelph has too many deer and Brant-
ford too many squirrels and it is suggest-
ed that an exchange mutually beneficial

might be arranged. Surely this kind of

reciprocity could be brought about with-

out raising any passions, either political

or otherwise. Both Park Boards have

the matter under consideration.

1 he Canadian National Park

An Explanation

Mr. Howard Douglas. Commissioner of

Dominion Parks, has issued the following
notice explanatory of the present position

in the Canadian National Park regarding
which there has been a considerable

amount of discussion

:

'"There seems to 'be considerable mis-

understanding in regard to the effect on
the protection of game in the Rocky
Mountains of the re-establishment of

parks within the Rocky Mountains forest

reserve since the passage at the last ses-

sion of the Dominion parliament of the

Forest Reserve and Parks Act. It may
be explained that the act in question sets

apart as a forest reserve the whole eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains from the

international boundary on the south to the

boundary of the province of British Col-

umbia where the I20th meridian crosses

the Rockey ^lountains in the north. This
reserve includes all the areas now or form-
erly set apart as parks in the Rocky
Mountains by the Dominion government.
"The said act provides for the preven-

tion of trespass within the whole forest

reserve and under the authority of the

act and the regulations established there-

under any person may be prevented from
entering upon the reserve or may be re-

moved therefrom by the forest ran.ger,

and any person so trespassing will be sub-

ject to the penalties provided by the act

for an infraction of the regulations. It

is proposed to use the powers so confer-

red by the act for the protection of game
to the fullest extent that may be neces-

sar}' and this will be absolutely the case

in the game haunts which were included

within the former boundaries of the Do-
minion parks.

"The parks are established as i)Ieasure

resorts with the object of inducing people

to go into them and make use of tliem as

freely as possible, but in the remainder

of the forest reserve the intention is to

enforce the act and regulations for the

protection of the forests and the game
even to the exclusion of the public, if nec-

essary.

"The present game wardens in tlie

Banff Park will patrol and prevent any

hunting of any kind, as in the past, in

all the territory covered by the old

boundary of all the parks."
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THE ONLY MAGAZINE ABOUl

Baseball and Popular Athletics

BASEBALL
OUTDOOR SPORTS

(containing College America

edited by Donald Wilhelm)

Managers' Number
on sale now, all News-stands

and League Ball Parks

World's Scries Number
on sale Oct. 5, 1911

Send IS cents for sample copy

Baseball Magazine Co., Boston

PUBLISHED THE YEAR ROUND

TELLS HOW FftR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact
Distances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable

Indispensable to every lover
of outdoor sport, and especially
to those wbo love WALKING.
Instructive because of vahio in

determining; distances: a neces-
sary adjunct to compass and as
useful to SPORTSMEN. It

furnishes the true solutin-i of

many a disputed question of

how far it is to or from various
points. Best of all it

is a wonderful bealtJi

promoter because its

interesting notations
afford real incentive
for WALKING.
Whether you walk
for health, business
or pleasure — any-
where, evervwiiere,
t b e AMERICAN
I'l'dometer tells the
whole story of just
bow far you have
tr;ivelled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer, $1.50

Soiu k.y a<i Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Canadian Arms & Sporting: Goods Co., of
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA,

agents for the Dominion of Canada.

Shaw' s Pneumatic Smoker

mmif'V

S-dOKE OUT. In t-oul woitlier ir.ipi^ers smuke out
more mi:ik, "•ctHJii," skunk, etc.. in one day than tbey
can take in traps in a month—besides they get prime furs
worth the most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells how.* Giving

the first time in print the treasured secrets of the wisest
old trappers in this counti^. It's worth dollars to you.

TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO.. Oak Park. 111.. U.S.A.

Baldness is a Handicap
In business and social life

Toupees and Wigs
guaranteed to fit and match
made by exper.s fron the
fiueit mateTials

Will give you an equal chance

Witb Toupee
Prices $12.50 to $18.00 for a
quality usually sold for $25 to

J50. Order from the manu-
facturer and save middle
man's profit.

Call or write at once to

F. WEBER & CO.
27 Gerrard St. W., Toronto

Mail Orders carefully attended to

Without Toupee



Hunting At Napoleon Lake

HY \V. H. ALLFSON.

THE daily bread-winning' work at

desk and counter even when it

possesses the satisfaction—rare in

"hard times"—of bringing in the
money, is dull enough at the best and
requires some cessation. \\'oods and
water, rod and gun, furnish endless at-

tractions to the tourist and sportsman
and walking excursions are among the
many pleasing ways of spending a holi-

day. Whichever method one employs
there is the comforting knowledge that

changeful recreation and the pursuit of

health involves but a light cost and no
dissipation. The charm of the outing
lies in it"s simplicity. The art of hunt-
ing and fishing, when legitimately pur-
sued, developes the best qualities in man,
patience, courage np.d self-denial. His
brain and muscle are renovated in the

pure air of mountain and wood and both
body and soul are the better for getting
away from the atmosphere of fashion

and conventionality and being brought
into contact with nature in her beauty
and grandeur, ^^'hen the early frosts

have fallen and the maples mingle their

gorgeous colors with the dark green of

the pines, nature calls us from the mon-
otonous routine of every day life to wan-
der among her autumnal glories. Some
people may turn a deaf ear to all the

allurements of field and forest but when
the bracing air of autumn begins to cool

the summer's heat and an occasional

leaf floats down and rustles under foot,

buck-fever sets in and takes possession

of me.
-So, when I got a letter from my ne-

phew. J. A. Ferris of White Plains, N.

Y., asking me to accompany him to La-

belle, late in September, the return mail

carried the answer that my son Cecil

and myself would meet him in Montreal

on the following Saturday night. On
Sunday morning we took the 9-30 train

for the north arriving at Labelle at half

past one in the afternoon. A drive of

fourteen miles to the west brought us

to Lac Desert, where we stayed at Nan-
tel's Hotel until Tuesday, and then on

to our camp at Lac Xapoleon, some five
miles to the northwest, where we arrived
at noon.

Our first day with the grey trout net-
ted us eleven fine fish. The largest
weighed two and a half pounds and the
smallest two pounds. The balance of
the week we spent in boating and fish-

ing with an average daily catch of from
ten to fifteen grey trout and an occa-
sional dore.

Before our two weeks had expired we
were joined by a party comprised of F.

J. Murray, J. Darley, L Xantel, J. Pow-
ers, of ^lontreal, J. H. Lefevre, of Wa-
terloo, P. Q., and J. Bennett, of Bury,
P. Q. This turned our fishing trip into

a hunting trip.

Our new camp at Lac Xapoleon is

complete in every way. The building,

which is situated in the midst of the
green forest miles from civilization, is

eighteen by fourteen feet, witji dining
room, kitchen and cook's room on the

ground floor and three sleeping rooms
above. The latter are supplied with
spring beds, mattresses, rugs and pillows,

the kitchen with a range for cooking
and the dining room with a twelve by
three foot table neatlv covered with oil-

cloth on which we usuallv spread our
crockery and silverware, the latter donat-

ed by Mr. F. ]. Murray. There is also

a cellar ten feet square in which trap-

pers, hunters and explorers can always
find potatoes, bacon etc., and the door

of the camp is never locked.

The fishing on Lac Xapoleon and Lac
Croche was not very good last season

as the large fish refused to take the

bait, but on Lac Desert we caught a

hundred and nine grey trout averaging

from two to three and a half pounds
each. Several large ones were hooked

but we were not fortunate enough to

land them. One evening while fishing

on Lac Desert some of the bovs were

joking over the wa}- I had my hoc^k bait-

ed—with no less than two minnows on.

Some of them said it was a joke, .^.s
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DEALERS and TRAPPERS—we want your trade

from the start this season. Our firm is thoroughly

tnistwiirthy and no shipper need hesitate to send us

his furs. If you want a recommendation of us write

to the Editor of this magazine. Rod and Gun. Our
prices at all times speak for themselves and will

bring you back to us again.

Price Lists issued regularly. Write for them.

E. T. Carter 81 Co.
75 Front Street, East

TORONTO - CANADA

FURS
Largest Manufacturers of Decoys in

the World "'^'^-l^^^pe^ctai".'*"'"''
Our goods are used by all the leading clubs and sportsmen of the L'nited

States and Canada. Ask your dealer for them. Write for new illustrat-

ed catalogue.

MASONS DECOY FACTORY—DEPT. D.

Pate at Office
,

456-464 Brsoklyn Avenue DETROIT. MICH.

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true sportsman. Send Tws?fTY-Flv« yearly

(Ubacriptions, and a KORONA PETIT Camera, tixe

S5< ^ sX. will be sent tou. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rocheater, N. Y.

Would you like to secure FREE
in return for a little work,

one of Waterman's
IdealFountain Pens?

The pen that shows careful work-
manship. Whose convenience
and superiority ia unquestioned.

For particulars as to ho^ to obtain one of these
pens, address

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT
Rod and Gun in Canada

Woodstock, Ont.

THE GENUINE

PRESIDENT
SUSPENDER

The public's confidence in PRES-
IDENTis proved by our constantly
increasing sales during a period of

over ten years.

Our own confidence in PRESI-
DENT is proved by Our Money
Back Guarantee. Insist on our
President Guarantee when buying
suspenders.

PRICE BOo.
From all dealers or from factory: light

medum or extra heavy. Extra lengths for
tall men.

Dominion Suspender Co.
Niagara Falls
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I lifted my hook to show them that it

was a fact it was seized by a large trout
just as it reached the surface of the wa-
ter but. like all big^ fish, after a few
minutes' struggle it got away. I be-

lieve it would have weighed eight or
ten pounds. The best part of the joke
was that it took the small bait and left

me the large one making it impossible
for me to prove that I had been using
two.

After Mr. Murray and party arrived
the fishing was somewhat neglected, and
as deer were seen almost every day and
the season was open a hunt, without
dogs, was arrajiged for on the following
morning by Murray, Xantel and Bennett,
while Powers and I went up the nar-
rows for fish. We had been fishing less

than fifteen minutes when the sound of

guns to the south of the lake proclaimed
that the hunters were doing business.

Bennett and Nantel each killed their

deer. Murray singled out a big buck,
but, as the Indian explained it, "Him
run too fas'," and the three bullets fired

in his direction failed to take effect and
he disappeared over the hill. A small
spaniel which had followed the trio from
camp now took after the buck and chas-

ed it into the lake some six or seven
hundred yards from where Powers and
I were fishing. I fired five shots at it

with a 30-30 Winchester, but the dis-

tance was too great. The last shot

turned him and he went back to the

south shore, the dog swimming about
forty yards in his wake.

In the afternoon three of the boys
went up to Lac Des Isles, which is about
ten minutes walk from the west end of

Lac Xapoleon, to get the lay of the land

where we expected to take a drive when
the season opened for hounding. Ferris

was left on a runwav while the others

watched the lake. They heard a dog
running to the south and presently a

fawn passed behind Ferris, so quickly

that he had no time to shoot. It described

a half circle around him. turned north

to Long Lake and escaped. This was
the first deer he had ever seen in the

woods and it surprised him so muchl

that he has vowed vengeance on the

next one that undertakes to tread on the
tail of his coat.

One day after the hounding season
had opened, Murray and I were station-

ed on the first Xarrows near the south
end of Lac Croche while Bennett and
Xantel guarded the second Narrows a
quarter of a mile above. The dogs were
put in south of the portage and in about
half an hour a deer took the water near
the north watch, within a hundred and
twenty 3'ards of where the other boys
were stationed. They fired six shots,

but the deer turned back and got away,
none of the shots taking effect. The
boys claimed the sun was too bright on
the water and shone directly on their

faces.

The following daj' five of us took
stands south of Lac Xapoleon. The
dogs started a deer near camp but it

turned back before reaching us, took wa-
ter at Lake Dore and got away. We
tried several races afterwards, but had
no luck. Deer signs were plentiful but the

weather w-as too dry and warm. Bush
fires were burning to the north and east

of us and it was a great pity to see such

noble forests destroyed. Day and night

we could hear the great trees falling,

and at night the glare of the fires could

be seen for miles. On the third day

our dogs ran a deer to the west and fail-

ed to appear again which practically put

an end to our hunting. However, we
had a pleasant outing and everyone ex-

pressed themselves as well pleased with

the sport. One of the boys shot a mink,

and saw an otter. Wolves appeared to

be plentiful and could be heard nearly

every night.

The partridges were scarce and wild,

only about a dozen being killed by our

party during the three weeks we were

in camp, as onh^ single cock birds could

be found.

To shoot a wildcat within the limits

of the city of JNIontreal is a rare occur-

rence. This was the experience of Con-

stable Trudeau of Xo. 13 police station.

There were two of these animals in a

tree and one escaped. The one shot by

the constable weighed nineteen pounds.
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HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND

IN PLEASURE?
If one-half the amount were wisely invested one year

THE PROFITS

would take care of expenses of succeeding year

\wr TJ "Vr 'M f\^ INVEST $10.00 PEtt MONTH IN GOOD
VV in I 1^ ^^ 1 SPECULATIVE HEAL ESTATE

We are selling lots in the best, most progre«sive Western City

CALGARY
CALGARY has grown from 17,000 to 60,000 Population

in Five Years.

POPULATION CREATES LAND VALUES
Next year's growth should exceed all previous years.

LOTS FROiM $75 to $700

Terms $10.00 Cash, $5.00 per Month.

WRITE US FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

THE B. & R. CO., LIMITED
Room 106-14 King St. East, Toronto, or MacDcugall Block, Calgary



A Canadian Sportsman on Californian Sport.

BY M. J. HENRY.

THE experiences of a Canadian
sportsman in California, although

a little out of the usual run
for your magazine, may not be al-

together uninteresting to readers inas-

much as conditions of sport elsewhere are

not without their lessons in Canada.
Through the courtesy of my friends,

Messrs. Tom and Charlie Cozens, I had
enjoyed some excellent sport with quail,

curlew, plover, ducks and rabbits in the

vicinity of Encinetas, California. My
hosts are both good shots and all round
good sportsmen and own some first class

pointer dogs. After the experience I

went through I can say that any man who
erets it into his head that he can kill Cali-

fornian quail at everv shot soon has the

conceit knocked out of him. These quail

are in the same class as jacksnipe and,one
has to shoot well to procure a good bag.

\\ hile in San Diego. Mr. A. B. Curtis,

who is an all round sportsman and a good
fellow, invited me to accompany him on
an auto trip, sixtv-five miles out and 3.500

feet up the mountains. At that point is

situated Warner's Hot Springs and the

pro.gramme was that while at the Springs

we should have some time with the

ducks. As I never refuse an invitation

of that kind we speedilv made our pre-

parations and started at four o'clock in

the afternoon.

The first dela}" came through a bursted
tire and when that was replaced a cog
broke. Our difficulties were all sur-

mounted, though it was not till ten

o'clock that we arrived at the Springs.

The rim was over mountains and through
canvons and valleys, the like of which 1

had not previously seen. Had it been
daylight so that I could have seen the

places encountered in our journey the

temptation to get out and walk would
have been irresistible.

AVe had given notice by 'phone of our

visit and on arrival found a warm supper
awaiting us. Our quarters consisted of

an abode house of two rooms furnished

with beds, cooking utensils and stove.

giving visitors the choice of boarding

themselves or eating at the established

restaurant. There were about twenty of

these houses and all of them were occu-

pied by sportsmen or invalids and their

families.

-\ party filling three autos started in

the morning for the lakes and ponds three

miles down the valley, stationing two or

three men at each lake to keep the birds

moving. Shooting soon commenced and
early in the afternoon good bags were
the order of the day, including mallard,

canvasback, pintail, widgeon, redhead,

ruddy duck, butterball, spoonbill and a

few teal and rail. The regrettable fea-

tures of the day were the absences of re-

trievers and boats, with the result that

if the birds did not fall on land or so close

to shore as to permit retrieving by wad-
ing the}' had to be left where they fell

unless the wind blew them in.

The writer shot four canvasbacks with

one shot and had three others in the wat-

er at the same time. He could not re-

sist the temptation to wade in the icy

water and do his own retrieving. Judge
Aitken, of Boston, who was one of the

shooters took off boots and stockings

and jumping into a leaky boat which ap-

peared to haTe as much water inside as

out retrieved most of his kills.

There were also present quite a num-
ber of sporstmen from different parts of

Canada and the States and the time pas-

sed pleasantly enough. We parted with

regret all hoping to meet again in some
happy hunting: ground where we can sit

round the fireplace and tell varus of our

hits and misses.

'Mr. Tack Oswald, of Cobalt, had a three

weeks' trip in Northern Quebec. He
negotiated no less than eighteen long

portages, saw man\' moose and had a

most interesting journey. .Althougrh ex-

ploration was his object he found fish and

game plentiful and enjoyed many inter-

esting sights.
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Your Personality
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If you wear Coleman-

Tailored Clothes.

Correctly tailored clothes
make for personality as few oth-

er things do. Wear clothes tail-

ored to your measure by Cole-

man— individual clothes for the

individual wearer—and you'll

add greatly to your personality.

New Season

Goods.

Write ui naming this maga-
zine, and we will mail samples

of our new materials— i eluding

our famous Carlyle Blue Serge
at $22.50 for Suit—together
with instructions for self measure-

ment, and our new and attract-

ive style book. Every whim as

to cloth, color and cut, will be
met if you place your order here.

Coleman's Limited
102 King Street, W.

TORONTO - CANADA

Special Hepresentatives wanted in
leading sections in every province



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sp«rts in Canada is the Official Organ af the
Daminion of Canada Trat>^hootinc Aaaociation. All communicatioBS
•bould be addressed to W. A, Smith, Editor 'Tbo Trap" Kingsrille, Ont.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

December 5, 6, 7.—International Tournament at

St. Thomas, Ont. C. B. Taylor, Secretary,

St. Thomas, Ont.

December 7th and 8th.—Clinton Live Bird and
Target Shoot, Clinton, Ontario.

STRAY SHOTS.

It is gratifying to note that in the Tourna-
ment at Port Elgin. X.B.. no less than thirty

per cent, of the competitors used Tobin guns.
These guns are made at Woodstock, Ont. by
the Tobin Arms Company, the first and only gun
factory in Canada.

Mr. Sim Glover was High Professional at the
Eleventh Annual Shoot of the Dominion of Can-
ada Trap Shooting Association, held at Belle-

ville, Ontario, on .July 31st. August 1st, 2nd and
3rd.

Mr. Glover is a Canadian by birth but for sev-

eral years he has been a professional shooter in

the States and engaged as one of the representa-
tives of the Dupont Powder Companj- of Wil-
mington, Del.

At the Dominion shoot Mr. Glover m.ide his

fine score with Dominion shells loaded with Du-
pont powder. Most of his wonderful shooting is

done from the 20 yard handicap.

DEATH OF AN OLD SPORTSMAN.

It is with sincere regret that we announce
the death of William Foster of Clinton, Ont.,

which oecmred on Saturday, September 2nd,

after an illness which he bore in his own firm

way. He had passed the allotted time of life,

being seventy-three years of age, which seemed
too short when ovf? for one of his character and
worth.

Mr. Foster was a sportsman in every sense of

the term and always stood for a square deal and
no favors. He was a great lover of Nature in

all ber forms and was well versed in natural his-

tory and botany. The end came at his favorite

time of the year, the season which every lover

of dog and gun looks forward to, the hunting

season, when the leaves begin to fall and the siin

takes on a golden tinge.

He will be most missed at the Clinton Gun
Club's annual tournament, where be had been for

years general overseer and manager of the

grounds and traps. He was a charter member of

the Gub. He was also organizer of the first

Gun Club in the town, away back in the seven-

ties, and used to mianufacture the birds for the

boys to shoot at. But he has fired his last shot,

his squad is broken and we shall no more hear

him call "Pull''.

The floral tributes from his many friends al-

most covered the casket. Among them was an

anchor from the Clinton Gun Club, and offerings

from otlier shooting friends in town and from
Mr. Court Thompson of Hamilton and Mr. J.

Dodds, Seaforth.

'"Memory brightens o'er the past, as when the

sun, concealed behind some cloud which near us

hangs, shines on a distant field.''

Sim Glover, High Professional at the Dominion Shoot.

Under the title of "The Sport Alluring" the

Dupont Powder Company of Wilmington. Del.,

have published an illustrated l>ooklet dealing

with the advantages and delights of trap shoot-

ing, its healthfulness and the facilities it affords

for following a branch of sport when others are

out of the question. There can be no doubt left

upon the mind of any individual who has trii.d
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CartridgesWin The U. S. Government Test
THE REDw BRAND

T
EXPERTS FIND THEM "THE MOST ACCURATE"

^HE tests held recently by the Board of Gov-
ernment Experts to determine the best

ammunition resulted in Winchester rifle car-

tridges again being found superior to all other makes.
All Winchester cartridges from the tiny .22 to the big .50 cal-

iber, and all Winchester shotgun shells, are made with the same
care, under the same scientific supervision, and of the same
high class of materials as the Winchester rifle cartridges

which have won the Government tests two years in succession.

WINCHESTER RIFLE AND PISTOL CARTRIDGES are

uniform and reliable. Their accuracy, velocity and pen-
etration are unequalled. They are always effective

for shooting sma.. game, big game, dangerous game,
and for target practice or protection. Use them and
attain your highest degree of shooting efficiency.

WINCHESTER LO/ DED SHOTGUN SHELLS are made
with the Winchester Patent Corrugated Head, which
is far superior to the old English system of metal lining,

discarded in Winchester shells years ago. Uniform and
sure primers prevent misfires, and the use of the best com-
binations of the highest grades of powder, shot and wadding
insures even patterns, good penetration and high velocity.

RedW Brand of Ammunition Is Sold Everywhere

ooxioooooooooiaoa^
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trap shooting upon any of the above points, nor

will they think the emphasis given to them
throughout the work any too much. The author

predicts that trap shooting must, solely upon

its merits, become the premier of American

snorts. As distinguished from other sports,

tracing their origin in the early days of other '

countries, trap shooting is distinctive of this

continent and, as it can be followed all the year

round, is peculiarly adapted to take a high posi-

tion in the outdoor life of both Canada and the

States. Trap shooting is essentially democratic

and knows neither caste nor sex, ladies indeed

having won high positions in the sport. Trap
shooting is scientific and the successful follower

of the game is a man with steel nerves, quick

and unerring judgement and unfaltering action.

The brain worker finds real relaxation in the

game without the physical exertion which in

many other sports more than offsets the good
effects of the mental diversion. The members
of gun clubs are good protective men. No other

sport offers so many and valuable rewards for

skill as does trap shooting and in no other sport

can the novice so quickly rise to fame. There is

a strong organized effort to keep the sport on a

fair and clean basis and professionalism is limi-

ted to demonstrations, the demonstrators being
paid by the manufacturers. To become a skilled

trap-shooter is but a matter of effort and time.

Included in the booklet is a valuable article en-

titled, "Some Hints to Beginners'' by Edward
Banks, hints that even veterans may peruse and
consider with advantage. Every trap shooter
should obtain a copy of this booklet which will

be mailed free upon request direct to the Com-
pany at Wilmington, Del., mentioning Rod and
Gun in Canada.

THE JORDAN FRUIT SHOOT.

The annual fruit shoot of the .Jordan Gun Club
was held on September ninth and was very
largely attended by shooters from Buffalo, Nia-
gara Falls, St. Catharines, Beanisville. Hamilton
and Toronto. Some splendid scores were made
under ideal shooting conditions, and the fight

for high average honors was the best in years.
Joe Jennings of Toronto and W. P. Thomson and
T, W. Barnes of Hamilton fought it out all day
only to be nosed out at the finisli by John Hun-
ter of Hamilton and George Vivian of Toronto,
who both broke 96 out of 100. finishing out with
straights in three 20-bird events. lennings.
Thomson. Dr. Beam and TenEyck each made 95
and Long, Dr. Kilmer and Barnes were next with
93. Court Thomson of Hamilton, the U.II.C. re-

presentative, was high professional with 90 and
George Dunk was second with 89.

The shooter.^, who for the most part travell'Hi

in automobiles, there being twenty on the
grounds, left in the evening laden with the best
fruit this country produces. The scores:

Dunk 100 89
Jennings 100 95
TenEyck 100 95 .

Sturt 100 90

Marsh 100

Vivian 100

Raspberry 100

Long . .

.* 100

Cashmore 100

Joselin 100

Beam 100

Kilmer 100

Singer 100

R. Blank 100

J. Blank 100

Choate 100

Eberhardt 100

Cov 100

Edie 100

Konkle 100

Barnes 100

W. P. Thomson 100

Hunter 100

Dr. Wilson 100

Watson 80

Garden 80

Hallford 60

C. Thomson 100

Hawkins 100

Horning 100

Hunsberry
E. Fisher
Heckadon
Lowe
Munri)
Boose
Reid
Boulton
Robinson

100
100
100

100
100
80

40
40
20

Campbell 20

Cline 20

O'Fisher 20
Caskev 20
H. Blank 20
McLean 40
Honsberger 20
High 20

Spence 20

Culp 20
Martin ' 20

70
96

90
93

89
91

95
93
85
86

86
92
71

60
75
86

93

95

96
91
66

45
46
90
76
SO
80

75

75
65

74

50

33

31

17

12

ir.

in

15
16

21

12

11

10

Ifi

14

A NEW BRUNSWICK TOURNAMENT.
The Sport at Port Elgin.

The Port Elgin Gun Club of Port Elgin, N. B.

pulled off its most successful Tournament on Aug-
ust 24th and 25th.

The weather was all that could be desired, and
the thirty shooters thoroughly enjoyed the two
days sport.

Through the efficiency of the new Ideal-Leggett
trap, recently installed by the Club, the targets
were thrown beautifully, the trap working with-
out a hitch during some of the fastest shooting on
record.

That the sport of Trap Shooting is becoming
more popular is evidenced by the yearly increase
in the number of entries received by this Club
for its annual Tournaments.
The 1st and 2nd high average men in this

shoot, the winner of the Magee Silver Cup, the
winner of the long run trophy and the winner of
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DOMINION
Shot Shells

IMPERIAL
(purple in color)

REGAL
(orange in color)

SOVEREIGN
(green in color)

CROWN
(red in color)

Loaded with Ballistite, Empire, Dupont or Black Powder in any Standard load

Best Wadding, Chilled Shot in all Smokeless Loads

MADE IN CANADA
Works perfectly in all makes of guns and guaranteed equal in every respect

to any make on the market sold at the less duty price.

Catalogue sent on request

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
LIMITED.

MONTREAL, CANADA.
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the "Trophy" silver cup all shot Tobin guns

which are of Canadian make and manufactured

at Woodstock, Ont.

The first two high men used Allen's ammuni-
tion, machine loaded bv E. B. Allen. Port Elgin,

N. B.

The Club feels grateful to all those who as-

sisted by donations of prizes and trophies, and

also wishes to thank Messrs. Johonnot, Thomson
and Jacques, for their assistance in making the

meet such a success.

It is the intention of this Club, with the as-

sistance of the Halifax, Amherst, Pictou, and
o.ther Provincial Clubs, to arrange for a Mara-
tinie Championship Tournament, lasting two days,

to be held on the grounds of the Port Elgin Gun
Club, during August, lftl2.

Trap shooters throughout the Provinces, please

take notice, and get in line for the two big days
next season.

Write the Secretary, Mr. C. B. Copp, for all in-

formation.

Scores:

Fred Magee, Pt. Elgin 275 213
C. B. CopD. Pt. Elgin 275 196
R. H. B. Davison, Amherst 275 193

J. T. Egan. Halifax 275 192
Court Thomson (pro) 275 191
H. D. Romans, Dartmouth 275 190
E. B. Allen. Port Elgin 275 190
E. H. Johonnot, (pro.) 275 190
G. E. Mclnnes, Halifax 275 170
J. A. McLaughlin, Halifax 275 158
L. F. Jacques, (pro.) 275 155
J. L. Allen, Amherst 275 151
W. H. Ti^^nnant, Amherst 275 143
Arthur Wallace, Pictou 275 123
F. Lusby, Amherst 275 119
E. Fullerton, Pictou 275 118
F. Carroll, Pictou 275 97
S. Coates. Amherst 250 81
W. F. Donkin, Amherst 250 70
R. Hendry. Dartmouth 225 148
Jos. Hickman. Dorchester 225 143
J. H. Hickman, Dorchester 225 107
Harry Ward. Pt. Elgin 200 84
A. Wells. Pt. de Bute 150 60
Claude Black. Amherst 150 48
Dr. Millar, Amherst 150 44
A. Culton. Port Elgin 100 65
A. A. Barker. Amherst 100 35
A. G. Rohb, Amherst 100 35
H. Stevens, Amherst 100 33

Fred Magee, Pt. Elgin won high average ,break-

ing 213x275, and also won the Silver Cup in the
6th event.

J. T. Egan, Halifax, won the Magee Silver Cup
in the 1st event, and also the long run trophy
with 19 straight.

R. Hendry, Dartmouth, won the Tobin gun in

the handicap event.

Team Shoot:—
Pt. Elgin—Allen, C»pp, Magee, »h«t at 150,

broke 106.

Halifax—Kendry, R«maii«, Egan, sli«t at 150,
broke 163.

Amherst—Davison, TenaaBt, Allen, ilMt at ISO,
broke 97.

Pictou—Fullerton, Wallace, Millar, shot at 150,

broke 93.

The miss and out and 10 bird events were well

patronized on both days.

SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.

At the weekly meeting of the St. Hubert's
gun club on August 20th a strong wind blew
across the traps from the west, making the nim-
rods do some guessing to locate the birds in their

erratic flight, as will be seen by the scores which
were not up to the average. Mr. A. W. Throop
was high gun, breaking 42 out of 50. Blythe
Beattie was second with 41. Messrs. Smith,
Brown and Lunisden were tied with 39 each but
Dr. Smith having won a spoon previously the

tie was shot off by Messrs. Brown and Lumsden
and resulted in the former breaking 22 out of

25 and the latter 20.

The scores at 50 birds were as follows:—
A. W. Throop 18 24—42
B. Beattie 19 22—41
Dr. Smith 20 19—39
J. E. Brown 20 19—39
D. C. Lumsden 21 18—39
H. B. Bunn 21 17—33
W. Williams 17 21—33
W. J. McDufT 14 17—31

On September second Mr. A. W. Throop was
high gun with 45 out of 50, but, owing to being
handicapped. Mr. .J. B. Burns won the spoon in

Class A. stopping 44. The former also won the
silverware on the previous Saturday with 48—

a

remarkable score. The scores at 50 birds were
as follows:

A. W. Throop 21 24—45
J. B. Burns 22 22—44
R. Sibbitt 22 21-^3
W. J. Corby 21 21—42
W. C. Little 19 22—41

W. Williams 19 16—35
W. Forbes 15 20—35
D. C. Lumsden 14 18—32
J. B. Henev 15 16—31

THE SPORT AT PETERBOROUGH.

The regular semi-monthly shoot of the Peter-

boro' Gun Club was held on August 3rd, there be-

ing a splendid turnout.
The following were the scores at 25 birds each:

R. Tivey, 14; C. James. 10; C. Lech, 12; H. Rout-
lev, 22"; C. Wood, 17; W. Belleghem, 10; H.
Sawers, 10: C. Gutterson, 14; H. Cook, 18; C.

Mills. 13; R. Brown, 3.

W. Belleghem and R. Brown are new members
and this was their first shoot.

Belleghtm made a remarkable score for a be-

ginner getting ten birds out af twenty-five.

Eleven members turned out on August 17tli.

.\ twenty-five bird rou»d was shot off with the
following results: H. Reutlev, 21; C. Leeh, 17;

C. Wood, 16; C. Gutterson, 15; C. Mills, 14; H.
Cook. 13; C. James, 13; 8. Rush, 13; H. Sawers,
10; W. Gall«eksr, 8; J. Brigktmaa, 7.
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We have recently purchased from a prominent Hardware Merchant (who
has discontinued the sale of Fire-arms), his entire stock of new

GUNS and RIFLES
and have supplemented this by another recent purchase from Stark & Hills,

Sporting Goods Dealers, of their stock of Guns and Rifles. Both stocks (being

entirely new and strictly up-to-date) were purchased at discounts ranging from

20 to 40 per cent, off wholesale prices, enabling us to give values rarely

if ever equalled.

303 Savage Repeating Rifles, latest $19.75

35 Remington Auto Loading Rifle, latest $28.90

Model 1892 Winchester Repeater, 25-20 and 44 calibers $13.95

Model 1894 Winchester Repeatei-s, 32-40 and 38-55 $13.95

Carbines, " " " " " $13.60

Model 1894 Winchester Repeaters, 30-30 and 32 Special $17.85

Carbines, " " " " " $16.30

Model 1895 Winchester 303 British $27.00

.Model 1910 Winchester 401 Automatic Rifle $27.00

Model 1906 Winchester 22 Caliber Repeaters $9.25

Model 1893—30-30, 32-40 and 38-55 Marlin High Power Rifles with Special Smokeless
Steel Barrels $15.95

Model 20—Marlin 22 Caliber Repeaters $12.50

Model 27—Marlin 25-20 Latest pump action Repeaters, with Smokeless Steel Barrels. . $15.75

Remington 22 Caliber Latest Hammerless Repeaters $10.90
Savage " " " " " $10.90
12 gauge Winchester Take down Pump Gun $24.30
12 gauge Stevens " " " " $24.00
12 gauge Marlin " " " " $23.50
12 gauge Remington " " " " $24.30

Double Barrelled Breechloading Shotguns, good, sound, serviceable guns with Re-bound
Locks, 12, 16 and 20 gauge $6.25

Double Barrene<i Breechloading Shotguns, 12, 16, 20 gauge with Greener Cross bolts,

and bar locks $8.90

Fox double hammerless Shotguns. Sterlingworth grade, will outwear and outshoot most
guns at $200.00 — bargain $28.50

Tobin double Hammerless Guns, made in Canada, each $20.50

and many other lines of Firearms at Tremendous Bargains

Lyon Manufacturing and Sporting Goods Co.,
429 Yonge Street, just below Carlton Street,

Wholeiale, 1 Ann Street, Toronto, Canada.

J. A. VARLEY, Proprietor, NO CATALOGUES
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On August 29th the scores at 25 birds each,

were: C. Wood, 22; C. Hill, 21; H. Routley, 16;

C. Mills, 15: H. Cook, 12; C. James, 9; W. Gal-

lagher, 8: S. Rush, 5.

The Peterborough Gun Club held a prize shoot

on Labor Day with a fairly good number of mem-
bers. Owing to some unaccountable reason, the

scores were very poor, being as follows, at 25

birds each: H. Routley, 15; J. Brightman, 13; R.

Tivev. 13; C. Mills. 11; J. Bothwell, 11; C. Lech,

9: C. Wood, 9; C. James, 8; K. G. Lech, 8; E. B.

Clegg, 7; E. Graham, 5; H. Finlay, 5 out of 15.

The prizes for the members only were won as

follows: 1st H. Routley, gun cover, presented by
the Club; 2nd, R. Tivey, 2 boxes shells, presented

by the Peterborough Hardware Co.; 3rd, C. Mills,

1 pocket knife, presented by the Kingan Hard-
ware Co.; 4th, C. Lech, 1 box cigars, presented

by A. W. Clysdale; 5th, C. Wood. 1 pipe, pre-

sented by Mitchell Bros.; 6th, K. G. Lech, 1 box
shells, presented by the Club.

Following this match, a ten bird sweepstake
was shot, the proceeds being divided into four
prizes and won by the first four named, as fol-

lows: C. Mills, lb; R. Tivey, 8; H. Routly, 7;

C. Wood, 7: C. Lech, 4; j. Brightman. 3; E.

Graham, 3; C. James, 2; O. Rothwell, 1; H.
Routley winning the tie for third place.

This was the last shoot of the season, which
has been one of the best in the Club's history.

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

At the Hamilton Gun Club nn September sec-

ond a spoon shoot was lield and the scores wore
good, although the high wind made the birds un-
certain. The first event was a f^'tecn bird han.li-

cay and W. Dillon just nosed out W. Wark for

the silver. The second event was a twenty-five
bird handicap, and F. W. Watson and J. Hunter
tied for first place. On the shoot off the former
won out by one bird. J. Hunter was high for
the day with 57 out of 65, while W. Wark had 51

out of 65. The scores were:
T. Hunter 65 57
W. Wark 6i 51
J. Smith 50 35
X. Long 65 46
W. Dillon 65 39
F. W. Watson 80 56
A. Parmenter 65 44
H. Syer 50 28
H. Barnard 40 27

WINNERS OF THE GRAY CUP.

The Committee of the Dominion of Canada Trap-
€hooter"s Association decided at their last meet-
ing to have the Grey Cup, presented to the Assoc-
iation by the present Governor General of Can-
ada, mounted on a base with sufficient room to
liave sliields. on which shall be engraved the names
and scores of each winner from the first year in

which the honor of holding it was competed for
down to the present. The followins is the record
as obtained from the files of Rod and Gun and it

will be seen ihat J. E. Jennings has h.ad the .great-

est success. His name and scores ^\ ill take up
four shields. This record will prove of interest

to every trapshooter in Canada:
1905—f. M. Craig 599x640
1906—Fred Galbraith .• 555x600
1907—J. E. Jennings '. 539x610
1908—Geo. Beattie 373x400
1909—J. E. Jennings 367.x400

1910—J. E. Jennings 366x400
1911—J. E. Jennings 333x350

A WOODSTOCK SHOOT.

At the last shoot of the Gun Club held on
August seventh some very ci-editable scores were
made. G. Scott broke 27 out of 30, and J. May-
nard broke 32 out of 40. The following is the
result of the shoot:

Shot at. Broke.
J. Sutton 40 29

G. Scott .in 27
J. Maynard ... 40 32

J. Staples 25 21
E. Dougall 40 29
F. Harrington 20 15
G. .Giddings 3."i 26
Eltom lU 9

McNichol 10 5

CUP WON AT GANANOQUE.

The Thousand Islands Gun Club held its club
match for the elegant silver cup, donated by
Gustav Schwarz, of Xew York, honorary presi-
dent of the club, at the traps on Grasshopper
Park on August 10th. There were 13 contestants.
Only 9, however, linished. shooting at the 100
birds, the other 4 finishing only 75 each.
The following are the scores of those who com-
peted: A. D. Brown, 83; C. A. Lewis. 77; F. A.
Willis. 77: N. Rattray, 70; S. Griffin, 70; R.
Tulloch, 69; George Mason. 60; E. P. Wright, 54;
D. Haigh, 51. The cup, therefore, goes to A. D.
Brown.

A TOURNAMENT AT TILLSONBURG.

The first shooting tournament held in Tillson-

burg took place on Labor Day under the auspices
of the Tillsonburg Gun Club. The weather wgs
ideal and the affair was a success from every
standi>oint. Competitors were present from dis-

tant points and some good shooting was witness-
ed. The Gun Club had gone to considerable

trouble and expense in preparation for the tour-

nament and the success that attended their first

venture was most gratifying and encouraging:
The scores were as follows:

First Event—0. ^l. Dunk. Toronto. 12: H. W.
Partlo. Ingersoll. 14: W. .T. Kerbvson. Ingersnll,

13: Geo. F. .lanes. Ingersoll. 14: W. G. Pow. Till-

sonburg, 11; Wm. Mander. Tillsonburg, 9; Clias.

Waller, Tillsonburg. 11: P. R. Xeale. Tillsonburg,
13: Geo. Tillson. Tillsonburg. 10; Dr. .\tkinson,

Tillsonburg, 11: S. G. Vance. Tillsonburg, 13;

L. Waller. Tillsonburg. 6: Harry Mero. Tillson-

burg, 10: W. C. Brown,. TjUsonburg, 4; James
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^"^"ROSS" RIFLE
is the accurate arm It will do

justice to your skill.

"Ross" Sporting Models are made with the same science and care
which have made the "Ross" Military Rifles famed all over the
world—

The leading Prizes at Bisley— 191 1—were won this year with the

Ross Ritle—

You have the most dependable of rifles if you have a "Ross"

—

Prices range from $25.00-

Sold by leading Sporting Goods dealers

—

Free Illustrated Catalogue sent on request.

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY-—
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Payne. Xillsonburg, 11; W. Bannister, Tillson-

bui-g. 10; J. Vance, Toronto, 11; Dr. Kay, Otter-

ville, 12; G. W. Chambers, Walsingliam Centre,

12; R. Hines, Walsingliam Centre, 9; P. K.

Spence. London. 9; G. H. Steele, Nelson, B.C., 12;

Chas. Leach. Eden, 12; R. Leach, Eden, 3; A.

Meadows, Straffordrille, 12.

1st prize, II. W. Partlo.

2nd prize, G. F. Janes.

3rd prize, W. J. Kerbyson.

4th prize, P. B. Neale.

5th prize, S. G. Vance.

L. Leach, low man, got a bo.x of cartridges.

Second Event—Dunk, 10; Partlo, 13; Pow, 13;

Mander, 6; J. Vance. 10; Kerbyson, 12; C. Wal-

ler, 13; Kav, 14; Neale, 12; Tillson, 6; Atkinson,

13; S. G. Vance, 11; Steele, 14; Mero, 8; Janes,

12.

Dr. Kav won first. $2.55.

Steele and Partlo, $2.55 each.

Pow, Waller and Atkinson, $1.90 each.

Kerbyson, Neale and Janes, $1.30 each.

Third Event—Dunk, 19; Partlo, 19; Pow. 15:

Mander, 6; J. Vance, 15; Kerbyson, 19; C. Wal-

ler, 12; Kav, 19; Neale, 17; Tillson, 12; Atkinson,

16; S. G. Vance. 16: Steele, 20.

Steele won first. $4.00.

Kay, Kerbyson and Partlo, $3.20 each.

I'feale. $2.40.

Atkinson and S. G. Vance, $1.60 each.

Fourth Event—Dunk, 15; Partlo, 13; Pow, 12;

Mander, 9: J. Vance. 11; Kerbyson. 9; C. Waller,

10: Kay. 14; Neale, 13; Tillson, 12; Atkinson. 13:

S. 0. Vance. 13; Steele, 13; Payne. 10; Bannister,

9: Brown, 9; L. Waller, 6; Spence. 9; Janes. 10:

Milo Young. 2; Meadows, 9: C. Leach, 13; R.

Leach, 5.

1st, Kay; 2nd, Steele: 3rd. Neale: 4tb, Partlo;

5th. S. G.' Vance.
Fifth Event—Dunk. 11; Partlo, 12; Pow. 9:

Mander, 10; J. Vance. 12; Kerbyson, 14: C. Wal-

ler, 9; Kav, 13; Neale, 15; Tillson, S; Atkinson,

11; S. G. Vance, 11; Steele, 15.

Steele and Neale won $4.40 each.

Kerbyson, $3.30.

Kay, $2.20.

Sixth Event—JDunk, 16: Partlo, 18; Pow, 17;

Mander, 13; J. Vance, 15; Kerbyson, 15; Waller,

16; Kay, 17; Neale, 17; Tillson, 18; Atkinson,

15; S. G. Vance, 16; Steele, 17.

Partlo won first, $2.50; Pow, Kay, Steele and
Neale, $2 each; C. Waller and S. G. Vance $1.50

each; J. Vance, Kerbyson and Atkinson $1 each.

Consolation—Dunk, 12; C. Leach, 11; Meadows,
8; Payne. 14; L. Waller, 8; Mander, 11; Brown,
3; Chambers, 12; Hines, 10.

1st, Payne; 2nd, Chambers; 3rd, Mander, 4th,

C. Leach; 5th. Hines.

Steele %von the high average prize, $10.00 and
Partlo and Kay were a tie for second and re-

ceived $2.50 each.

The averages were as follows:—
Steele, 91; Partlo, 89; Kav. 89; Neale. 87;

Dunk, 83; Kerbyson, S3; S. G. Vance, 80: Atkin-
son, 79; Pow. 77; J. Vance, 74; C. Waller, 72;
Tillson. 66: Mander, 53.

INTER-CLUB SHOOTS.

The Ingersoll shooters motored to TiUsonburg
on August 4th and in a twenty-five bird contest

defeated TiUsonburg by 10 shots. Considering

the short time the latter club has been organized

the shooters were very well satisfied with the

score. L3'mburner was high man with 24 out of

25 Following are the scores:

TiUsonburg—Mander, 19; Pow, 21; Lymburner,
24; Neal, 20; Vance, 18; Leach, 11; Brown, 19;

Waller, 14; Johnston, 14; Bannister, 12. Total,

172.

Ingersoll—Partlo, 16; Kirbyson, 18; lonson,

18; Fortner, 18; Janes. 21; Staples, 18; Ireland,

17; Williamson, 19; Nichols, 17; Dodge, 20. To-
tal, 182.

A GOOD SHOT.

E. E. Hartford, a former member of the Lea-

mington Post staff, now a real estate agent and
builder in Detroit, has not forgotten his former
accomplishment, trap shooting. At the recent

citizen's shooting event in Detroit with rifles at

100 and 250 yards. Mr. Hartford won the gold

medal. Upon the face is a target with his name
engraved, and on the reverse side appear the

words "for expert rifle shooting."

KINGSTON GUN CLUB PROGRESSIVE.

The Kingston Gun Club is in a flourishing con-

dition, having a membership at present of about
thirty and new members are subscribing in a
satisfactory manner.
The club has used the field behind the school

house at the depot during the past few years and
though it has proved satisfactory in the past the

officers of the club feel that with increased mem-
bership a change is best. A delegation will like-

ly wait on ihe City Council in the near future

with the idea of securing the use of the fair

grounds for the sport.

RECORD SEASON FOR FORT GARRY CLUB.

Secretary Turvey has compiled the averages of

the members of the Fort Garry Gun Club for the

season and thev show some good shooting.

The averages are as follows:

Shot at Broke Pet.

Simpson 500 470 .94

Brodie 500 463 .92.6

Wye 500 460 .92

Turvey 500 453 .90.6

Suttoii 500 432 .86.4

Yates 500 425 .85

Beliveau 500 424 .84 .

8

Nidd 500 418 .83

P.atterson 500 411 .82

Hauijhton 500 406 .80

Holiday 500 403 .80

Pace .' 500 382 .76

Shot at Broke
McKay 275 219
Carscadden 275 195
Dinnen 250 186
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REMimnoN

UMG
Lined with Steel

Mest Your Game
More than Half-Way

Reduce the distance you must lead

that mile-a-minute goose or elus-

ive clay target.

Shoot Remington-UMO Steel Lined
Shot Shells. You know smokeless powder must bo under
pressure to explode. It must be under proper presttiire to give

maximum speed to the shot. It must be under the same pressure in each

shell to make them shoot alike. In Remington-UMC Steel Lined Shot
Shells only do you find these demands met to give you the greatest uni-

form shot speed.

—because the Steel Lining in Remington-UMC Smokeisu Shot Shells holds the

powder more rigidly than paper.

—because tKii Steel Lining holdmg the powder ridgidly prevents it from jarring loose

during shipment— in your pocket —while in the magazine of your gun.

—because this Steel Lining makes tSe load abso'utely moisture-procf.

Get Remington-UMC Arrow and Xitro Club Shot Shells—the uniform, luir^l-

shooting Steel Lined Shells.

Meet Your Game More than Half Way
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 Broadway New York City

SOIVIE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD SHOOT

TI1E PARKER GUN

Be high man at the traps.

Shoot the finest brush gun made.

Mechanical construction perfect.

Send today for Illustrated Catalogue.

M. Y. salesroom,^awarrenjt. PARKER BROS., Heriden, Conn.
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ITiomson -100 347

Cant\v.ell 325 215

Kelly 425 343

Conrad 225 163

Boyd 325 216

Harper ,. 100 63

Atchison 100 62

Lake 550 309

Campbell 125 S8

McBean 125 92

Cull 250 181

Eedmond 1~5 80

McGee 100 31

Short 125 98

Watson 150 88

E. E. Candriek 275 225

Walker 150 105

Hare 350 224

Nimmons 225 162

Denison 300 208

Husk 275 207

Dr. Glasgow 250 181

Dr. Cadham 275 222

G. V. Dingle 450 297

Cote 350 166

J. R. Dingle 300 206
Lang 150 70

Couture 375 206
Dr. Lambert 350 225
Robinson 175 98

Lay 125 74
Sinith 125 47

Other scores were:—^Kelly, 21; Husk, 23;

Wright, 15; Proderick, 23; Lake, 19; Hare. 22;

Patterson. 23; Yates, 22; Brodie, 23: :Maitland,

15; H. Hauld, 15; J. A. Hauld, 17; J. Houghton,
23; G. Houghton, 20; Smith, 16; Turney, 22;

Thompson, 23.

A TOURNAMENT AT REGINA.
The Regina Gun Club annual slmot was con-

cluded on August 1st. All day lonft the shoot
was in progress, and it was so dark when the last

event was being shot that the contestants could
hardly see the birds.

Cunningham, a local man, captured the champ-
ionship cup.

Stoughton carried off the team prize with 85 out
of a possible 100. Regina was second with 77,
Moose Jaw third with 67. Elbow fourth with 63.

The meet was one of the most successful ever
held by the local club. JIany points throughout
the province were represented. Many spectators
were attracted to the traps by the sound of the
guns, and all day there was a large crowd watcli-

ing the shooting.

The following are the names of the winners and
the scores:—
Event 2 was won by E. Hull. The prize was

a silver cup, donated by the Clayton Hotel. The
score was 24.

Event 3 was won by E. Hull. The
prize was a silver cup, donated by Peart Bros. The
score was 23.

Event 4 was won by the Stoughton team. The
prize was a silver cup, donated by the Regina
Agriculture Society. The score was 85.

Event 5 was won by Crawford. The prize was
a silver cup, donated by Wadell Bros. The score

was 24.

Event 6 was for the championship cup, donated
by the Fair Board. It was won by Cunningham,
with a score of 43.

Event 7 was won by Chezike. The prize was a

silver cup, donated by N. L. Gn en. The score

was 23.

Event 8 was won by Crawford. The prize was
a silver cup, donated by The Standard. The
score was 25.

Event 9 was won by Chezike. The prize was
a silver cup. The score was 24.

Event 10 was won by Chezike.

GOOD WORK AT MERRITT.
The Merritt Gun Club did good work. The

new Legged trap has arrived from Cleveland,

Ohio and has been set up.

It is the best automatic pigeon trap that is

made and weighs 350 lbs.

These traps are not sold by the manufacturers
but are rented to the gun clubs throughout Can-

ada and the United States at a rental of $10.00

per year. The Merritt Gun Club includes most
of the crack shots of the valley and weekly meets
will be the centre of attraction for not only the

shooters but a goodly number of spectators.

REVELSTOKE GOING STRONG.
Scores at Revelstoke, B. C.

:

Macflonell 21—23
Barber 21—
Foote 15—22
Cumings 13—17
Morgan 20—16
Macdonell and Barber shoot off for tie:

JIacdonell 1 1 1 1

Barber 1 1 1

Macdonell wins in A.
Morgan wins in C
On Aug 16th:—

Taylor 20—
Foote 20—17
Macdonell 23—23
Cumings 14—19

Macdonell wins in A
Taylor wins in B
Foote wins in 0.

TOURNAMENT AT KENORA.
At the trap shooting tournament at Kenora on

August thirteentli twenty-two members of he
Fort Garry club of Winnipeg, together with mem-
bers from Boissevain and Keewatin. took part
in the events of the day. The weather was ideal

and the shooting lasted all day.
On Sunday the visitors were given an outing

on the lake by the members of the Lake of the
Woods Rod and Gun club, the launches in use
being placed at the services of the visitors by
Messrs. Thos. Welsh, George Pagon, J. C. Beandre
and J. A. Horan.

Mr. Wye. who was the strongest shot of the
day. carried off the grand challenge, the trophy
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A FREE PICTURE FOR SPORTSMEN
A beautiful reproduction, of Osthaus' exquisite painting "No

Place for a Frog."

The theme is dainty and reSned and appeals strongly to the

lover of a man's true friend,—his dog.

The reproduction is on a high-grade paper in thirteen colors

and is a fine specimen of the highest grade lithographic art. It

is 14*8 " X, lO'/i'' in size and bears no advertisement whatever.

Send the fronts of 4 shell cartons of any manufacturer show-

ing the shells to have been loaded with one of the following Du
Pont brands, and the picture will be sant promptly, prepaid, all

reidy for framing.

DTJ PONT aUALITY SMOKELESS POWDERS ARE

Infallible — Ballistite — New Schultze — New E. C. — Dupont

— and Empire.

Send the carton fronts to Advertising Division Desk No. 59,

Du Pont Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company
Established 1802. Wilmington, Del.

SMITH GUNS GRAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

^^
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Great guns win great events be-

cause of long-distance, close-

shooting and hard-hitting qualities.

Our Art Catalog tells all

about them. Write for it.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
89 Hubbard Street, Fulton. N. Y.
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taking the form oi a gold watch. The events

stand as follows:

No. 1. 20 bird sweepstake—Dinle 18, ^\.ve 18.

Xo. 2, 25 bird sweepstake—Wye, Brodie and

Houghton 24.

Xo. 3, 20 bird sweepstake—Wye, Sutton and

Brodie 19.

Xo. 4, miss and out competition—Wye 28,

Straight, Uoughton, 27.

Xo. 5, double trap competition, 26 birds—Root

13, MacKay 12.

Xo. 6, grand challenge, fifty birds-Wye 45,

Houghton 43.

A fine catalogue which partakes of the charac-

ter of a reference book, and known as General

Catalogue No. 53, has been issued by the J. Stev-

ens Arms & Tool Co. of Chicopee Falls, Mass. In-

cluded in the catalogue are particulars of :'.ie

firm's full lines of firearms and accessories—re-

peating shotguns—double barrel hammer and
hammerless and single barrel models; high power

and .22 caliber repeating rifles, high grade target

rifles, telescope sights, single shot rifles, pistol

and pocket rifles and accessories. Illustrations

and specifications of each model are also given,

the latest models of merit which have already

become popular being included. Long experience,

the best of raw material, and the pick of expert

workmen combine to produce goods the value of

which is appreciated by a very wide and constant-

ly enlarging circle of sportsmen. Every lover of

the gun will find much to interest him in this

booklet which is so well gotten up as to prove an

ornament to his den. He can keep it before him
as a constant work of reference to his favorite

amusement and derive many a half hour of pleas-

ure from its perusal. At any time he can dip

into it. certain to find points that will catch hii

eye and information that will prove both inter-

esting and instructive. The firm state that they

are now manufacturing the largest line of sport-

ing firearms in the world. Sportsmen evor.--

where are invited to apply for a copy of this '.n-

teresting and comnrehensive reference book in

firearms. A card sent direct to the Company at

Chicopee Falls. Mass. will ensure the receipt of a

copy by return mail. Please do not fail to men-

tion that you saw the review and invitation in

Rod and Oun in Canada.

William Ridley, of \Vhat Cheer, Iowa, won the

Western Handicap at Omaha, Xebr., August 10th.,

1911. He scored 98 out of a possi )le 100, and 39

out of 40, shooting from the 19 yard mark. There

were 19fi shooters who qualified ir this event.

J. Jennings, of Toronto, Ontar.o, Canada, won
the Cirand Canadian Handicap in August 1911,

with anotlier splendid score of 49 out of 50,

All three winners used a Smith Gun.

It is a rather interesting fact, too, that double

guns have been signally victorious this year. For
example they have won both the Western Handi-
cap and the Canadian Handicap, and at the Grand
American they won four more great events—the

Preliminary Handicap, the Professional Handicap,
the Double Target Championship and the premier

event of all—the Grand American Handicap itself.

Most any Gun Manufacturer would be proud of

his gun winning the Grand American Handicap

alone, but when that same gun wins the Western
Handicap, and the Grand Canadian Handicap,

too—all three in the same summer—it

is certainly worth more than passing notice, and

that is exRctlT what the Smith Guns have just

done this summer. Here is the record:—
Harvey Dixon, of Oronogo. Mo., won the Grand

American Handicap at Columbus, Ohio, June 22nd,

1911, with tbe remarkable soore of 99 out of lOfl,

•hooting from the 20 yard mark—a score that has

never been equalled at the Grand American. Thera

were 385 men -who qualified in the competition

—

a great field to be yictorious over.

What follows are the latest Stevens Repeating

Shotgun achievements:

At the recent Western Handicap, Omaha, Ne-

braska, Mr. C. C. Collins tied for High Score with

98x100 and shot a regular Xn. 522 "Trap Shooter"

Grade Stevens Repeating Shotgun.

At Prospect Park, Baltimore, Md., Mr. Leo
Shaab broke 90 out of 100 doubles with a Stev-

ens Repeating Shotgnm.

At the AVhite City Gun Club Shoot held at

Centralia. Illinois, Mr. S. E. Shank won the Du-
pont trophy by breaking 47 clay birds out of a

possible 50, from IS yards rise, a handicap of two
yards. Mr. Shank shot a Stevens Repeating
Sho'gun.

Using an Ithaca gun. Mrs. Saxon, of Claremore,

Okla, broke 60 straight and 96 x 100 in a shoot

at Durant. Okla. Roth Captain Troup E, Saxon
and Mrs. Saxon use Ithaca "uns and the couple

would be very hard indeed to beat at the targets.

One of the most interesting devices for sports-

men seen in some time is advertised in thia

issue namely The Briggs "Lead-in" for minnows.

It is a funnel-shaped glass designed to fit an
ordinary Mason fruit jar of any size and can bo

used with bottles. It weighs but three and one

half ounces. A fisherman need no longer be
bothered with a large and expensive minnow trap

as this "Lead-in" is very effective in getting live

bait. It sells for fifty cents and can be carried

in the pocket or tackle box.

The Parker Gun Company hare issued a circular

stating that they are now prepared to fit on any
Parker hammerless guns that are non-ejeotor a

genuine Parker automatic ejector. The fitting of

ejectors will be done in a first-elass and careful

manner, to match perfectly the balance of work-

m.inship on the gun. Ejectori cannot be ap
plied to 8 gauge guns. Higher yrades •an onl*

be altered at a special price.
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SimplGK Criins

Made in ( anada

Guaranteed

Superior to Any Made Elsewhere

This is a standard of quality that requires some class to live up
to. however we are prepared to show you that we make the article—

1911 Catalogue now r«wdy. See about our new
departure, no long list prices—Tobin guns will be quoted at net prices

that ensures the customer's getting what we guarantee—the best

hanunerlets gun value in the market Another pointer—guns
built to suit the taste of the shooter. This is the time of year to have

your order entered. Have your gun delivered in time and when you

want it. Prices $20.00 to $210.(».). Send for Catalogue A.
and full particulars.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Ontario.



TRADE NOTES

•The Cuizons are coming," lias been the message

sent out in advance to herald the visit of tlie

staff of Messrs. Curzon of London, England, to

Canada This visit of one of the Principals ot

the greatest measure tailoring house in modern

times in England is no ordinary event. A personal

visit to thousands o.f customers and friends

throughout the Dominion means a great deal in

the wav of cementing friendship and increasing

business. The Curzoa contingent bring with

them a large and varied choice from the leading

woollen mitls of England, Scotland and Ireand,

making a wonderful collection in the latest shades

and designs, of tweeds, worsteds, vicunas, serges,

cheviots, meltons, heavers, and every class of fab-

ric for which the manufacturers of the mother

country are justly celebrated.

The Curzon tour through the Dominions is be-

ing undertaken by the leading representatives of

the firm, including one of the 1 rincipals and is

beincT carried out not altogether for business but

to ?ome into closer contact with friends and

clients in Canada. VTiiUe the Curzon service

has already annihilated distance this personal

tour must "strengtlion the life and spirit of the

service and enable them to give more efficient

service to the tliousands of patrons throughout

the broad Dominion. Mr. T. Curzon and his staff

carry with them samples showing all the latest

London, New York and Canadian fashions. At

all times they feel honoured by a visit from

customers or prospective customers and do not

importune orders. In a sentence the aim of

Messrs. Curzon is to bring a touch of the Old

Land right into the Dominion and for such a

work no firm is better equippe<l. That they will

succeed in their endeavor goes without saying.

In announcing the photograph contest being

carried on by the Ferro Machine & Foundry Co.

recently we overlooked to mention when the

competition would take place or when it closed.

We take pleasure in informing our readers that

this competition is now on and will close the 1st

of .January, 1912.

The prizes, it will be remembered, are really

valuable ones—^the first prize being a three

horsepower Ferro engine complete with reverse

gear, propeller and ignition equipment, etc. The
second prize a Bosch High Tension Magneto and
the third prize a Ferro Reverse Gear. Every one

of nur readers who is a camera enthusiast should

tixko ailvantage of tlie opportunity to enter one

or a number of pictures in the contest as it re-

iiniros little or no effort and the awards are very

li1 eral.

The Ferro Co. reports that pictures have been
coming in right along since the start orf the con-

test and that some very nice ones have been re-

ceived. Two months of the year are before as

during which the waters will be thickly doited

with motor boats so that some very interesting

or pretty pictures could be taken and after this

the earb- fall months will present some good

opportunities for unusual pictures.

Any of our readers desiring further particulars

can receive circulars regarding the contest by aa-

dressing the Ferro Machine & Foundry Co.. Cleve-

land, Ohio, Photo Contest Editor.

The line of repeating shotguns made by the

Marlin Firearms Co. (comprising several distinct

models in 12 and 16 gauges, solid frame take-

down, with various grades, lengths of barrel and

styles of boring) is so extensive that almost any
shooter of a pump gun should be able to select

from them a gun perfectly adapted to his person-

al requirements. They report, however, that the

superiority of the repeating gun construction is

so thoroughly established and appreciated that

there is an increasing demand for repeating gnus
speciallj' built for the individual branches of

shooting. For the man wlio wants a gun es-

pecially designed for field shooting they have just

brought out their special Field ilodel pump guns
in 12 and 16 gauges.

In field shooting you do not need the long

barrel of the full choke which are so necessary in

a gun for ducks, geese or other long range work
that requires a close, hard shooting gun. I'.iu

can't use the long stock which is so desirable in

a trap gun where the deliberate method of hold-

ing allows you to put the gun to your shoulder

before the target is thrown. What you need is

a gun that you can carry conveniently, ready lor

instant use, and the most satisfactory gun for

this -purpose is one built with a short, light-

weight barrel, a short stock and a well balanced

construction that will swing quickly and smoothl}

to the shoulder. These are qualities which have

been incorporated in the new Marlin Field guns,

both 12 and 16 gauges.

The Marlin Field Gun is a high grade repeat-

ing shotgun, built extra light but extra strong

—

a light, short, superbly balanced gun tliat handles

fast and has no equal for field shooting.

The barrel is Special Rolled steel, 2.5 inches

long—long enough for quick, accurate sighting;,

and far quicker in the handling than any gun with
longer barrel. The barrel is modified choke, spec-

ially bored for this work. Buttstock and fore-

arm arc fancy figured Circassian walnut. s]iecially

selected for light weight, with the rich, dull Lon
don oil finish that does not show marks and
scratches like the highly polished wood, and with

a sppcin! grade of fine hand checking. Buttstock
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Hunting for Big Game

in the Highlands
Deer and Moose abound in all that district known

as the "Highlands of Ontario" reached by

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
OPEN SEASON

DEER—November 1st to November 15th inclusive.

MOOSE—November 1st to November 15th inclusive. In some of the northern districts of

Ontario, including Temagami, the open season is from October 16th to November
15th inclusive.

OPEN SEASON FOR SMALL GAME IN PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.
DUCKS—September 15th to December 15th inclusive.
GEESE—September 15th to April 15th inclusive.

PLOVER—September 15th to December 15th inclusive.
QUAIL—November 15th to December 1st inclusive.

PARTRIDGE—October 15th to November 15th inclusive.
SNIPE—September 15th to December 15th inclusive.

WOODCOCK—October 1st to November 15th inclusive.
HARES—October 1st to December 15th inclusive.

SQUIRRELS—November 15th to December 1st.

Write to the undersigned agents for copy of "Haunts of Fish and Game" containing maps,
Game Laws, and all particulars.

A. E. DUFF, Union Station, Toronto, Ont.

J. QUINLAN, Bonaventure Station, Montreal, Que.

W. E. DAVIS, G. T. BELL, H. G. ELLIOTT,
Pass. Traff. Mgr., Asst. Pass. TrafT. Mgr., Genoral Passenger Agent.

Montreal. Montreal. Montreal.
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has straight grip and is 13 1-2 inches long; 1 7-8

inches drop at comb; 2 inches drop at heel; rubber

buttplate.

Take-Do ,rn. The gun takes down quickly and

conveniently lor cleaning and carrying, and packs

in a space 25 inches long. The take-down in both

12 and 16 gauges is the same system as that used

in Model 24 Marlin shotgun.

The Field Gun lias blued frame, double ex-

tractors, automatic recoil safety lock and all ti-.e

other up-to-date features of our Model 24 and 30.

The 12 gauge Field Gun weighs about 7 1-4 Ibi.,

the 16 gauge gun weighs about 6 3-4 lbs. Hav-
ing every advantage of single barrel, single trig-

ger, 6 shots at one loading if desired, it is the

best Field Gun in the world.

Beyond question these guns are the very best

guns ever made for field shooting and in addi-

tion to their quick handling, fine shooting quali-

ties, their superb build and balance, the richness

of the imported Circassian walnut stock and fore-

end with the dull London oil finish and the fine

quality of hand checking combine .vith the at
tractive blue-black finish of the metal parts to

make one of the handsomest guns obtainable.
These new ilarlin Field Guns are thoroughly

described in the new 122 page Marlin catalog just
issued—sent free for three cents postage by the
Marlin Firearms I'o.. 67 Willow Street. Xew
Haven, Conn.

The chief advantage sought in a 16 l)ore is re-

duced weight. To lighten the hunters' burden
in his fire arm and his ammunition is to bestow
on him a blessing. The lightest gun and the
lightest load that will do the work are the hall-

marks of the civilized sportsman. On this ac-
count the hundreds of thousands of shooters who
have learned the thoiough efliciency of the nlod-
ern repeating shotgun by years of experience with
the 12 gauge gun. will be particularly interested
in learning of the new Model 30 16 gauge Marlin
repeating shotgiin just placed on the market. It

is also of especial interest to the ilouble-gun man
who has been waiting for an efficient light weight
repeater before trying out the repeating con-
struction. The Marlin 16 gauge is the lightest
weight repeating shotgun now nn the market. In
these days of improved, condensed and powerful
powders, the old bulky shells of black powder days
are relics of barbarism. A modern 16 is more dead-
ly than a I'2 gauge of a few years ago. The model
30 Marlin is fully as effecive in all ordinary forms
of bird and small game shooting as any 12 gauge
gun, it is far quicker in handling than any 12
gauge gun, and, by reducing the weight of gun
and shells carried, it adds immensely to the en-

joyment of the day"s sport. In construction this

new Marlin gun is similar to the popular Model
24 12 gauge Marlin shotgun. It is not. however,
a 12 gauge gun with a 16 gauge barrel fitted, but
is a properly built and balanced small bore with
a frame of proper proportion and a style and
symmetry that are all its own. The guns all

take down and embody double extractors, auto-
matic recoil safety device and every other de-

sirable feature of the Model 24 12 gauge gun, but

each part is made a little smaller, a little lighter

and a little trimmer. The barrel is chambered
for 2% inch shells and the action will handle
any 16 gauge shell not exceeding 2% inches in

length. The barrels are all specially bored and
targeted for black or smokeless powders, and
every gun is proved and tested by trying with ex-

cessive loads. The material in every part is the
best to be had, for the purpose, and all barrels
are tested at target by firing a number of shots
and counting the pellets. A full choked barrel
is guaranteed to target better than 240 nellets in

a 30 inch circle at 35 yards, using 1 oz. of Xo. 7^^
chilled shot. The Model 30 Marlin is furnished
in Grades "A"', "B". "C" and "D'. prices ranging
from $21.60 to .$95.00, the difference between the
respective grades being mostly in such features
as selected and extra selected wood, checking, en-

graving, etc., and the Grade "A" at $21.60 is just

as efficient in practical shooting as any of the
more expensive guns. The 28 inch full choked
barrel is the standard style and is sent unless
otherwise specified. The 26 inch gun is regularly

furnished with cylinder bored barrel for brush
shooting. On special orders either 26 or 28 inch
barrel with cylinder bore, modified choke or full

choke can be furnished without extra charge. \Ye
show herewith illustrations of the Grade "A"
gun. which has a Special Rolled Steel barrel, plain

pistol grip stock and foreend made of fine Ameri-
can black walnut and finished without ornamenta-
tion, also the Grade "C" gun which has a Special

l-^mokeless Steel barrel, a very handsome selected

walnut stock and foreend with fine checking and
an excellent quality of hand engraving as illus-

trated. All of tlie Grade "B," Grade "C" and
Grade "D" shotguns are furnished with barrel

matted on top for its entire length, which gives

a feature of beauty and utility that will be
greatly appreciated by the discriminating sports-

man. The Grade "C" gun is handsome enough
for any man and is still very moderate in price;

the Grade "D" gun is offered as the very finest re-

peating shotgun in the world and at a moderate
price considering the quality. A full description

of this gun in its respective grades, with illustra-

tions, etc. will be sent to any of our readers who
will (vrite direct to the Marlin Firearms Co., 67
\Yillow Street, Xew Haven, Con., and mention
Rod and Gun in Canada.

The Ithaca Gun Company are in receipt of the

following letter:

Rapid River, Michigan, May 18. 1911.

Enclosed please find photograph of myself with
the 5'4 Ih. 20 gauge Ithaca you built for me
some time ago and as requested I herewith give

you some facts regarding my past history: I

always had quite a neighborhood reputation as a
great "kid" with a rifle. I first attracted national

notice when I was sent out by the late William
Lyman, inventor of the famous sights that bear
his name. I shot with every rifle expert and
travelled from ocean to ocean and was never
beaten. Even challenged the celebrated Dr.

Carver to shoot for the title. I then played the

famous Kohl & Middleton museum circuit. Later
I appeared at the World's Fair in Xew Orleans,
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Illiirlltt Game

REPEATING RIFLES "/il

The Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep
on the Ballard system, creates perfect combus-
tion, develops highest velocity and hurls the
bullet with utmost accuracy and mightiest

killing impact.

The mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly ad-
justed It never clogs. The protecting wall of solid steel between
your head and cartiidge keeps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign
matter from getting into the action. The side ejection throws shells
away from line of sight and allows instant repeat shots, always.

Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibers.
It IS a quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.

Every hunter should know all the J!Zafi„ characteristics.
Send for our free catalog. Enclose 3 stamps for postage.

^^ Z^izn&i^rffor/ns Co.
67 WUlow Street, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Lyman Blevating Leaf Sight
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the
Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits best.
The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point

Blank.

Further elevation is obtained by raising
tte Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds down flat on the
Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to
.22 Calibre Rifles.)
Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game

A Paradise for the Camper
and Angler :: Ideal

Canoe Trips

flThe country traversed by the Reid .New-

foundland Company's system is excerd-
ingly rich in all kinds of fish and game.

fl All along the route of the Railway are
streams famous for their SALMON and
TROUT fishing, lome of which have a
world wide reputation.

<Q Information cheerfully given upon ap-
plication to

J. V/. N. JOHNSTONE, Gen. Pass. Agent

REID NEWFOUNDLAND CO.
ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND
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then made a tour of the worlil with the late

chevalier Ira L. Payne, the then World's greatest

shot with gun, ritle and pistol. We appeared in

all the world's capitals. Upon my return to the

U. S. I became a side show attraction with Barn-

urn & Bailey's "Greatest Show on Kartli.' Then
with the I'omeroy & Hilton's "Wild West" Co.,

appeared at the Exposition in Antwerp, Belgium,

and shot for King Leopold. "Buffalo Bill'' then

took me back to Europe. We showed at Earl's

Court, London, for several months. I appeared
before the late Queen Victoria and the late King
Edward and Princess of Wales. Edward was
then Prince Edward and he came to see us several

times in private. He was greatly impressed
•with the shooting, especially the shooting by the
women Annie Oaklej' and Lillian F. Smith. CJlad-

stone, England's late grand old man, was the first

to call on us and on his next call brought Princi;

Edward and Princess Louise, the present Queen
mother Alexandra, widow of King Edward. I

was at the World's Columbian Exposition in

Chicago next. I am originally from the plains

and have taken part in many a tough scrimmage
where bullets came like hail. Was in the fight

. at Little ilissouri (Devils Lake, N. T>.) with the
U. S. ilarshall's posse which attempted to clean
un the cow boys of the famous Marquis DeMores
Ranch. Saw Theodore Roosevelt when he was
the rankest tenderfoot "specs and all." But
there was something about the man which always
compelled respect. I enjoy the reputation of be-

ing one of the world's greatest performers with
the rifle. I am considered a crack game shot.
I am very quick and natural in the use of rifle

and shot gun. I have on innumerable occasions
outshot the world's greatest shots both with rifle

and shot gun. 1 do not claim to be a champion
as the world styles champions. I am simply
an exhibition shot who has in years gone by ap-
peared before countless millions of people. 1

have left the arena pursued by the applause of
millions of voices but I heard them not. I am
totally deaf from exposure and hardship on the
great western cattle ranges. Yours truly. Cap-
tain .Jack O'Connel.

Xow that the big race meet, held at Dubuque
under the auspices of the Mississippi Valley Pow-
er Boat Asociation. is over, the Disturber H, win-
ner of the 40 foot championship race, is the talk
in all circles. It was not generally known until
a few days ago that the Disturber II was to be
powered with Sterling engines, but such is a fact.

The power plant of the Disturber 11 consists of

two 130 H. P., eight-cylinder Sterling racing
engines. These engines each have eight cylin-

ders, 5VL> inch bore l)y 6 inch sti'oke. Commodore
James A. Pugh. owner of Disturber II, came to

the Sterling Engine Company factory April 29
and after spending the day there in company with
Mr. Fauber, designer of Disturber II. Mr. C. A.
Criqui. President pf the Sterling Engine Company
and Mr. A. B. Shultz, Viee-1'resdcnt of the Sterling
Engine Company, looking over Sterling methods
and construction, and seeing one of those 130
H. P. engines on the test block, decided that the

Sterling engine was the one for the Disturber II,

and he then and there ordered twe of these engines
to be gotten out at the earliest possible moment.
It is a well known fact that Mr. Pugh did not
want a boat that would only show up occasional
bursts of speed, but one that would stand up for

distance racing, and the most important' factor
in connection with the power for this boat was
reliability. Mr. Pugh's Disturber T. was fit-

ted with a 45-65 H. P. Sterling engine and was
one of the most popular and reliable engines in

the West last year. The wonderful performance
of the T. & S. winning the long distance endurance
speed contest at Palm Beach. Florida, last March,
with a 100 H. P. Sterling, and the test that Mr.
Pugh witnessed at the Sterling factory, convinced
him that the St-erling had the all important factor
reliability. An order for these two engines
was entered in the factory April 29 and they were
finished, tested and shipped on .June 5 whieh shows
a remarkable handling of this important order.

The Disturber II was launched at Lake Geneva
Thursday, June 29, tried out .on Saturday, July I

and shipped from Lake Geneva to Dubuque Sun-
day, .July 2. She entered her first race on July
5 which was the 40 foot championship class. The
Disturber II won this race easily, doing the 20
miles in the fast time of 28 minutes and 40
seconds which shows an average speed of 38.7

miles per hour. This race carried a cash prize of

$1000.00, the Webb Trophy valued at .$1000.00,

and the Dubuque City Trophy valued at iidOO.OO—
the total winnings of the Disturber II in this race

amounting to $2.i00.OO. Disturber II is 31 feet 10

inches long by 6 feet iV^ inches beam and is of the
Fauber saw tootli type. She is built through-
out of Vs inch and 5-lti inch mahogany plankng. It

is predicted b.v those witnessing the race that the
Disturber II is good for fifty miles an hour or
better.

Mr. Wolfolk Henderson, shooting his Lefever
Gun at the Fayetteville Gun Club, recently made
the splendid score of 100 straight. Point Lefever
Guns right and they will do the rest. There are
thousands and thousands of Lefever Guns now
being used at the trap giving perfect satisfaction.

We strongly recommend that you write tlie Le-
fever Arms Co.. Syracuse, N.V., for one of their

bautiful art catalogs if you are contemplating the
purchase of a new gun. I>efever Guns are all bored
on the famous taper system originated and per-

fected by them and insure you a maximum pene-
tration and most even distribution of the shot.

ART PHOTO

THREE BEATTTY POSES 25 CENTS
Decorate Your "Den" with "Art Gems"
Exquisite poptra.vals of female loveliness.
THREE bewitching poses 26c: 6 tor 60c.
One G'h X S'i photograph FREE with
every order for six.

OUR DOLLAR SPECI.Vt^Two 6Ujs8%
photographs. 6 cabinet size and 32 small
photos, all for $1.00. Our pictures are
all real photographs. No reproductions of
paintings or other cheap trash. Money
back if not pleased.

CO.. 2009 R. O.. Grand Rapids, Mich,
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r ON THF LOOKOUT ! !

Every Sportsman, too. is on the lookout for the

latest and best. We offer (hem to hiro in

the shape of an up-to-date

f ICLABROUGH GUN 91

Xo matter what class of Sport be seeks, we can
provide bim witb a weapon, and provide blm
quick ly, which will assist him towards success.
He calls for a gun which will stand hard usatge,

—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do ttie same
after years of wear.
We are getting shoals of letters from friends In

Canada who have owned **Clabrougb" Gons for
years, and who give them nothing but praise, the
only complaint is that "they won't wear out.*'

Mr. G. B. Greene. Ottawa writes June 14tb. 1911,
re a "CLABROUGH" be has shot constantly at the
traps and in the field for thirteen years:—

"I shall be very glad indeed to send you a
testimonial letter, should you wish It, relative to

the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of bard usage and with the
exception of a broken stock, which was due to no
fault of the gun, it is in almost AS GOOD CON-
DITION as the day it left the factory."
There are plenty who wish to become possessed

of a British made "Clabrougb" for Game, for
Duck—and for shooting at the Traps—to these
we now address ourselves.

It Is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "CLABROUGH," the onuie was popular on
guns before other makes were beard of in Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock it. or bas not
the right grade—we never hear of this inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you meet with any trouble In getting our guns,
or particulars of them from your Dealer, let us help
you. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are filled.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced in Dollars, will
interest you, we mail it free!

Ciabrough & Johnstone
(L«te J. P. Clabrouih Bro>.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communlcationa to be addressed to Worke.

Blrmlngbam.

YOU know mallards—wisest and wariest
of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can y^j get them with a gun that plasters
its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-
ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes
to a mallard country takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he
does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-
ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a
year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $28
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.
Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog
and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,
20 MaJtbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price
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SigMs That Nei^ fail

The "Flexible" rear sight does not tock up but is held by a double acting spring. Sight
yields when struck and automatically flies back to correct place. Cannot be injured by blows
or shocks and is always ready for accurate shooting.

~

MARBLE'S Flexible Rear Sight
can be locked down at will and instantly

raised when ^-anied. Jamb nut at bottom

securely holds ele^-ation sleeve and keeps
disc stem always riirid and in aliynnient.

\Vith Marble's Flexible Rear Sight you
have a siiiht that will never lail ^-i-u.

ASK YOUR DEALER. Sample Nitro-

Solvent Oil for his name. Send lor catalog

of Marble's 60 Outing Specialties; also an
folder picturing uses of MARBLE'S GAME-GETTER
6UPI. Vpper barrel shoots .22; lower .44, shot
or ball.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. C0.,S81 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich. Successor to Marble Safety- Axe Co

7 M M and 8 M M $35

Latest Genuine Mauser Sporting Rifles

Luger Automatic Pistols s.oJ'n'Z'JfrnLnts
Ask 'your Dealer or Write

H. TAUSCHER CO., - - 320 Broadway, New York.

Daniel's Patent Concentric Sijht

As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Note tEe clear

cut, beautiful deffin-

ation. Ifs the
quickest, most reg-

ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in

the way of the tang
$2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

Chas. Daniel
Melbourne, Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3

"3 -in-One" Is a houseliold oil

lubricating, cleaning, polishing

and preventing rust—
Try for oiling sewing machines, clocks, locks,

guns, bicycles, etc. Try for cleaning and polish-

ing any furniture; rine pianos, old tables, etc.

Try for preventing rust on anv metal surface.

Trial bottle sent free. 3 IN 1 OIL CO,
53 New St.. New York.

$25°° =2 GUN CABINET
$12.50

Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

// interested, ^crite for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.
Send ns your address for our illustrated Gun Catalog.

THCn. n. KlffC COMPANY, "^15; yoSk^
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NER GUMPTION'S LANTERN LECTURETl ES CN

GREENER QIJNd
THE GREENER TUMBLER BOLTING SAFETY.—Of course you are convinced that

the Greener Side Safety is a sine qua non of the perfect gun, yet to make assurance

doubly sure your gun should be fitted with an internal or "tumbler bolting" safety,

operated automatic illy and entirely independent of the shooter's volition. A sifety

that will safeguard the user of the gun and his compinions against all risk of accidental dis-

charge.

THE GREENER TUKBLER BOLTING SAFETY is almost human

in its ingenuity, yet consists of but two limbs openting in such

a manner that it is a mechanical impossibility for a Greener Gun

fitted with th.s safety to be fired unless the triggers are actually

pulled. Should the locks by any mischance jar out of bent, the

"silent sentinel" checks the fall of the tumbler instantly and effectually.

Should the tumbler through dirt or other cause fail to go properly into bent,

the safety prevents its fall upon the cap. When the trigger is pulled volun-

tarily a projection of th3 trigger blade depresses the rear end of the Safety,

lifting it clear of the tumbler's path and oerniits the gun to be fired in the

usual manner.

Liiok !it the drawing, it explains the simple working of the device exactly:

of course you will have this safety fitted to your new Greener gun. Catalog

R. 2. free.

W. W. GREENER
63-65 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.

and London and Birmingham,
Englaad.

rwBO GBarJ waEB g^sci jig^'

THE BEST GOLF BALLS IN THE WORLD
ARE THE

THE "WHITE COLONEL"
The Golf Ball de Luxe. Made in tw* markings.

2/6 each.

THE "PATENT COLONEL"

THE "COLONEL" BEING BETTER QUALITY THAN ANY OTHER
GOLF BALL, LASTS LONGER AND GIVES THE BEST RESULTS.

THE PAINT WON'T COME OFF THE "COLONEL."
Miss Dorothy Campbell, winner of the Canadian Ladies Championship, U. S. Ladies

Championship (twice), British Open Ladies Championship (twice). Scotch Ladies Chamoicn
ship (three times) always plays with the "Colonel" Ball.

ST. MUNGO MANUFACTURING CO., GOVAN, SCOTLAND
Wholesale Selling Agents for Canada—Harold A. Wilson Co., Ltd.

297 Yonge Street, Toronto.
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WILL EXCHANGE Ross Sporting Rifle, cal. 303 British,

for better grade, never been used: or 5x7 Camera any

make or 5x7 View Camera. Address. G. M. H.. Bos 126.

Woodstock, Ont. - Ins.

FOR SALE—New Webley and Scott bammerless shotgun.

12 gaucf. modified aid full cboke. seven and three-quarter

pounds, in nbsolutely perfect order, cost seventy-flve dollars,

will .«el] f«.'r fifty. Address Norman McPhie, Hamilton, On-

tario. It

f^'OR SALE—New 32 Special Winchester Repeating Rifle,

i-j raagnzine. Lyman elevating rear sight, combination ivory

bead and disc itont sight. Rifle never usod. Also leather

trimmed canvas case with O'le box and a half high-power
cartridges. Complete outfit $23.00. Apply Box 35. Rod and
Gun. Woodstock. Ont. tf

LATTNCHES.
FOB sale:—12 ft. Duck Boat. A Bargain at $25.00.

ipply Box B.^ Lou and Gun. Woodstock. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—One boat, nearly new, and one dozen traps.

For particulars apply to F. S. Taylor, Kinmount. Ontario. 2t

For Sale—23 foot hull, semi-speed type. new. For fur-

ther particulars address N. Austen, 25 Front Street. B.,

Toronto. T. F.

$135 for 16 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. $400 for 25 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 feet of canvas. Both
boats In excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Box 309,

Llstowel. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—12 foot steel duck boat, large enough for
Two men and a dog. Decked at both ends and at the
sides. Fitted with air chambers and one pair of oars.

Never i>ecn used. Price $25.00. Box B. Rod & Gun. 25
Front street East, Toronto Ont.

FOR SALE—25 ft. semi-speed family launch. In which
Is Installed an eight h.p. twin screw Van Auken engine
with reversing propellers. Complete outflt ready for water,
$425.00 cash. For further particulars address A. Coward,
Kingston, Ont. tf

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS'—Built and fitted ac-

cording to specifications at a considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Austen. 25 Front Street, B.,

Toronto. T. P.

Parties wishing information as to where to purchase or

eell. black, silver or cross foxes, young or old, address
Box n.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. Ont. J-3t

FOR SALE—For your home, office or club. Two extra

large and fine mounted moose heads, 5S and 56 Inches spread

of horns, 26 and 22 points. Full description upon request.

Verj* reasonable prices. Duty free. Edwin Dixon. Ontario's

Leading Taxidermist, Unionville, Ontario.

Largo rao unted Manitoba Elk head (Wapati) for sale, a

perfect specimen of the highest class. Mounted by the best

known methods. Very reasonable price F.O.B. anywhere.
Write me. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's Leading Taxidermist.
Unionville. Ont.

TRAPPERS—Now is the time to send in your name and
address before the season is too far advanced. I guarantee
satisfaction and highest market value for your furs will be
returned to you at once if not all O. K. Write at once.

Fred White. Beloit, Kansas, Leading fur dealer in the
Middle West. 2t

FOR SALE-Wading Pantfi $5.60; King Folding Cmnvaa
Boat $15.00: Cork Life Preserver $2.00; nicely mounted
Deer Head, 10 points, $10.00; Mounted Owls. Great Horn-
ed $3.50, Sliowy $3.50; Prairie Chicken, $2.00; Ruffed
Grouse, $2.00. C. P. Forge. Portage la Prairie, M«al-
toha. 2t

FOR SALE—Large mounted deer, caribou and mountain
sheep heads, bear. wolf, fox and other rugs with mounted
heads, polished buffalo horns, elk tusks, large sets of horns,

etc. Very reasonable prices. What are your wishes? Write
me. Edward Dixon, Ontario's Leading Taxidermist, Union-
ville. Ontario.

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat.
ra*h. A bargain. Apply Box A..
stock, Ont.

Will sell for $20.00
Rod and Gun, Wood-

tf

FOR SALE—30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor Boat,
fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull ready
to receive Motor and equipment. Either or both will be
sold at a bargain. Write for particulars to The Schultz
Bros. Co.. Limited, Brantford, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—For $50.00 cash, a boat almost new. very
suitable for gasoline engine; dimensions as follows:
Length 21 ft. 6 in., beam 5 ft. 6 In., depth 2 ft. Anchor
and full sailing equipment with ber F.O.B. Port Rowan,
Ont. For full particulars apply at once to W. H. Martin,
Sporting Goods Dealer, Woodstock. Ont.

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kitten*.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman."* Ilne-bred black King at
service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. flewitt. 708 Dovercourt Ed.,
Toronto. Ont.

SPECIALS.
FOR SALE—Fresh Wild Rice Si--d. Chas. Gilchrist.

Port Hope. Ontario. 3t.

FOR SALE—Wild Duck Decoy eggs, $2.00 for 11 eggs.
Sam Holmes, uox 2. Chatham, Ont. A-2t

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. N. Austen. 2.5 Front
Street, E., Toronto. T. F.

FOR SALE—Live Duck Decoys, the Canadian talkers, for
Black and Mallards. $2.00 each. $5.00 trio. Sam. Holmes.
R.-x 2. f'tiatham. Ont. It

Paintings in watercolor, pastel, crayon, or pen and ink
from sn.Tp-shots of sporting scenes. Applv N. McLelland.
Box 03S. Gait. Ont. It.

FUR STRETCHING PATTERN—Send 25c and we will

send you 4 stretching patterns each showing three sizes

f large, medium and small) for skunk, muskrat, coon and
mink. Every trapper should have these patterns. If

mention Rod & Gun we will add "free" 6 beautiful picture
postals in 15 colors. We pay high prices for raw furs.

Write for price list. Herman Reel Co., Milwaukee, Wis. It

..Hotel Directory..

LA CORONA HOTEL |
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STERLING MARINE ENGINES OF RERNEMENT

FOR THE FINEST BOATS THAT FLOAT

Sterling Exclusive Features

Mechanical oiling system,

water jacketed exhaust masi-
fold. expansioD Jointa in all

water connections, adjustable

push rods and mechanically
operated valves on opposite
sides, one piece lower base
containing chitcb and re-

verse gear, assuring perfect
alignment, oil groove around
base to Intercept drippings
and prevent same from
spreading to engine room
floor, thns assuring cleanli-

ness and a bilge free from
oil and grease, single bolt

construction, and many oth-

ers.

8 H. P. TO 240 H. P.
2-4-6-8 CYUNDERS

For Semi Heavy Duty, Heavy Duty and Speed
|

WRITE FOR CATALOG

i

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY
12S2 NIAGARA ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.. U.S.A.
\'ancouver— Hoffar Motor Boat Co.

foronto—MaTine Construction Co.

sroRTSMEN—Come to New Brunswick for Moose. Carl
bou. Deer and Bear. New and comfortable camps. Con-
veniently located in a well watered country. Just open-

ed up for big game hunting. An easy day's Journey from
rai.way. with good hunting on the way. The wild scen-

ery of the Upper Odell. with its wonderful falls well re-

pays a visit. For rales and all other Information apply
to James A. Wright. Artburette. Victoria County, New
Brunswick.

nnnTlirn accidently discovered root wilj cure loth
UnU I n Ln tobacco habtt and indigestion Gladly send
particulars. J. K. sTOKES Mohawk, Florida.

Wewhouse
TRAP

iMad

*r 1^ratto bear.

This Trap ^

IS absolutely
'

reliable.

Never rails to,

hold game.\

cAt all" %
Tkalcrs.

fONEIDA cor
V •;-" NIAGARA FALLS. '

, LTD??

The World's Best

Dunlop Golf Balls

Orange Star

Junior

Manor
Send for Catalogue

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.,
Limited

Head Office and Work* : Toronto.

Branches : Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancou-
ver, St. John, N. B., Calgary, Victoria, London,
Ont..

John, N. B., Calgary, Victoria,
Regina, Ottawa, Cobalt, Nelson.

-Don't row on hunting trips
Here's a det.'ichable rowboat or hunting skiff motor I

lliat yoa can lake along In a canvas bap on your I

liuntlngtrip. Clamp it to the stern ol any lilred boaC I

and you can go skimming over the water through 1

inarsli and weeds 8 miles an hour, t^ulet, U^'ht.l
simple, compact— NoUele?s under water .-.

exbaust. Ht8 any shape stern or .^ ^=*=^
boCtom without alterations to
boat. Absolutely guaranteed.

KVINRUI>E
RO^BOAT MOTOR
Dnntgoonananto orhuntlng
trip wiCliout one. We make a
a Special Hunting Ski tr(wnli
motor* Beaworthy and easily
transported. Write at

once and get new Illustrated
catalog, description and low
prlv-e of this marvelous little

_ I
motor. i.ife agents wanted.

F.viNKVDE Motor Co. 229 Reed St. Mtlwaukee. Wl
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graphic as m}' blank films when I miss

with the camera—but more spectacular.

Night had fallen as we paddled slowly

across the calm Inlet. Long lines of

ducks swam sidling away from us. We
were trj-ing to distinguish the varieties

by the way they leaped or the noise they

made in getting under way—not so diffi-

cult as it seems. Every flock of mallards

announced their breed by loudly quack-

ing. The teal jumped with so little

splash and so light a fanning of the

wings that we usuallv guessed them cor-

usual custom. It seemed fairly to boil.

We knew the tide was running out, but

in the semi-darkness this sound made
me, as steersman, sit up and strain for-

ward in the canoe to locate the cause of

the much increased confusion. A mo-
ment more and the good old Rice Lake
canoe swept off the tide flats into the

swiftly ebbing tide channel.

Instantly there was a mighty leaping,

splashing, struggling host of salmon all

about us. The slim craft swept so swift-

ly into this crowded water wav that we

Spawning Coho Salmon on the "riifle."

rectly. The widgeons always gave them-
selves awaj' b}- their sweet short calls,

''a-peet-a-peet". The low, swift, strong,

rising flight marked the blue-bills, the

deep notes of the whistling of the wings
any of the three surf ducks. The coot

and the coween both fooled us constant-

ly, unless the former pattered or the lat-

ter called "kla-how-yah (a salutation

"good-day" in the Chinook or Coast
jargon.) Ahead of us the tide rippled

more noisily in its channel than was its

were in constant collision with the Co-

hoes and Dog Salmon that swam, await-

ing the next tide to ascend the river.

While we were both assured there was
no danger there was plenty of excite-

ment whenever we struck a specially

thick mass and they leaped and swam
away before us, as does the water be-

fore a falling stone. With bare trolling

hooks sweeping behind us we could soon

have loaded our sixteen footer. Had the

date been later in the year and the plank-
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ton filling' the water with their wonder-
ful phosphorescence the event would have
appealed as well to the eye as to the ear.

I once saw a well thronged water in

the midnicjht time when every atom of

the sea water contained a living;' atom of

phosphorescent brightness—then a sal-

mon was a living water comet with a

swiftly dividing course of rippling living

fire that made it look like a fish ten times
its own length—when the seals poked
their pale faces out of fountains of sea

green flame and with their flukes threw

lion and a half cases of salmon had been
packed, some fifteen million salmon had
been caught and yet the breeding rivers

were filled to overflowing with some
breeds. In our own picturesque, little,

babbling Sooke fully a quarter of a mil-

lion salmon and trout had laid, were lay-

ing or would lay, one billion, five hun-
dred million eggs, allowing the usual six

thousand to each.

Ahead lay the river, its location read-

ily told by the great host of gulls that

swung and dived and ran and quarreled

The Extravagince of Nature.

up a veritable Xiagara of illuminated
spray.

For half a mile this scene of crowded
life continued and all breathless we drew
up upon the home beach, only then cog-
nizant of the fact that we had been pad-
dling for dear life.

The next day was Thanksgiving Day
and we were early afloat. As we pad-
dled over the sunlit Inlet, Fritz and I

figured out the numbers of fish, based on
estimates by the canneries. Some mil-

over their three months' long horrid
feast. Once we entered between the riv-

er banks, the leaping of the fish was so

incessant as to often make one grasp the
gun that lay ready in the bow, for a

splash right behind us often resembled
the noise made by a leaping duck and
the hammering of the fishes' tails—as

the sea-lice-burdened salmon strove, oft-

en vainly, to clean off their parasites

—

resembled the leaping up and pattering
awav of a duck. On all sides Coho of
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five and ei^ht and ten pounds' weight

rose. Amid them Cutthroat trout leap-

ed clear of the water in a glitterins^ cres-

cent, strikino^ it headfirst in contradis-

tinction to the salmon. "Splash, splash,

splash—three! four! five!" the lad count-

ed—until I heard him finish with "four-

teen,"—the greatest number of leaps I

have ever seen a Dog Salmon make.
This fish crossed his own splashed course

several times, in fact once we thought

he would leap into our canoe. The great

hooked jaw, the barred sides, told us it

was a male. The bones of every fin,

every bone of the tail fin,

all protruded. lie was literally worn to

skin and bone for, remember he had made
the journej' from the deep sea feeding

beds—unknown bj- man—he had start-

ed some time in the summer months
when he was a prime salmon, full flesh-

ed and fairly well pinked. Even then

the body-long milt bags were growing.
He fed until he left the actual confines

of old ocean. B}' then the milt bags had
grown so great that the^- filled all the

body cavity. Now, four, six, eight weeks
later he was all milt bags and no stomach,

save a tangled mass of white strings that

did not fulfil any part of their functions.

So, this fish, and all those salmon were
starving, had starved for weeks. It was
a struggle between us and the fish which
would get up the shallow riffles first.

They ran before us as a pack of frighten-

ed sheep run liefore a dog. Into the

pools above they flapped and splashed,

helter skelter, sliding on side or belly,

anyway to get there. No wonder the

fins and bodies are worn and torn. In

this one hundred yards stretch of riffle

not a fish made an inch of way b}^ swim-
ming. True they used their muscular
tails to force them on but it was by slid-

in<r, not by swimming, they ascended
this stretch.

Pool after pool was literally filled with

live, dying, dead Dog salmon, far up the

river.

Here we came across two young In-

dians with several piles of speared sal-

mon. They sim]>ly stuck the cedar pole

with the easily detached head hook out

into the stream, a simple backward pull,

a quicker pull, then a swift drawing
ashore, and so on ad infinitum. They
had seventy-six by count, well on to-

wards half a ton, a big catch for a few
hours' work. These fish would be sea

water washed and sun dried and smoked.
In the fungus condition of the skin, in

the emaciated condition of the body, in

the putrid waters from which the fish

came—for there were a thousand dead
fish within sight—you have one of the

answers to the question. "W by are the

Coast Indians dying off?"

The river was now so repellant that

we gladlv turned the canoe and sped

down the stream, only to turn into

D'manuel Creek at the lad's suggestion.

Here the Coho spawn and here the rif-

fles and bars were actually covered with

the dead—for remember that ever}- single

specimen of the so called salmon of the

Pacific die at the four year old spawning
time. Wt saw Cohoes as silvery as

when they left the sea, we saw C.ohoes

red as wine, brown as oak leaf—this lat-

ter tint was the frost burn ; we saw Co-

hoes ^s white as bleached cloth and all

these various colored ones, save the frost-

ed ones, were alive and swimming. ^^ ith

fins of body and tail all torn and ragged,

and eyes of lack-lustre, they poised mo-
tionless on the shallows in the spawning
positions or swam with the motion of the

invalid. A few hurried snaps of the cam-

era at the fish piled on the bars, at the

fish balanced in the riffles spawning, and

about went the craft and we headed for

the Inlet where the Cutthroat and the

Steelhead trout that spawn l)Ut do not

die, awaited us.

I plead a busy Nature student's excuse

for using the bait when I know I should

use the fly, but the study of the infini-

tesimal part of the myriad sided Nature

that we are able to accomplish in each

vear keeps us so busy that a good fly rod

and outfit would be lamentably neglected.

I never neglected the cleaning of my gun
until I got to this game-blessed country.

Now the lad is supposed to do it.

Over went the glittering, tiny bait,

over went the larger bass bait—the same
we used for maskinonge trolling in far

distant Ontario waters. Out here you do
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not have to wait long- for j'our fish. The
lad was playino; a pound and a half Cut-

throat nicely before I got my line fully

out. As the rule is "take in your line when
the other fellow strikes a fish" I hastily

pulled mine in. Three times Fritz care-

fully and joyously wiped my eye in this

manner, as my stern work had to be done
else both canoe and fishing stopped, but

my call, "Wait until I light ni}' pipe, lad-

die, now you start ahead' got my line

out first and the pipe going. I had the

first strike, no Cutthroat trout this. Only a

so fast I could scarcely reel in before he

turned and darted back. For full fifteen

minutes I fought him unseen and then he

flashed his long silvery body clear out in-

to the autumn light. "Splash !" and he

was in again head first and sounding as

before. Now he started to circle and
many a time I fought only in time to

save a broken tip, as he swept under the

canoe. You could easily have hung an

overcoat on Fritz's eyes by now and his

breath came in gasps. I was pufTing a

bit mvself bv now as the half hour was

Bodies of Spa.wned out Salmon piled on the Bars.

Steelhead cuuld give so grand a tifg, and
down it sounded. "Line in", I called,

and the fight was on.

These "fathers of the trout" as they
literally seem, being the species that have
given form and shape to so many varie-

ties of trout upon this coast, both in fresh

water and in salt, do not wait to ascer-

tain what is the matter but make trouble
as soon as they take hold. In mights-
rushes this valiant fighter took out near-
ly all my line, then away up tide he went

approaching, the time limit in which 1 us-

ually land this fish—the greatest fighter

of any fish that swims. Now he made a

surface circle and saw us. Down he went
and out went all my carefully garnered
line. But this was but the beginning of

the end. A few more surface circles, a

few under-the-canoe runs and I had him
swimming wherever I listed. Grand old

chap I always feel like a murderer when
I call for the landing net—for if I cannot
net him mvself he mav go free—and
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Fritz with the net would make his free-

dom assured. At last I trail him head
first over the net and with an under arm
balance I lay him on the bottom boards,

not a stru^iarle left, and forty minutes of

time elapsed.

Within the hour his mate lav beside

him. On a .gfrass}' bank we pictured the

five and entering the fish-disturbed wa-
ters of the tide channel we paddled swift-

ly homeward, assured that British Col-
umbians had great cause to be thankful
to The Giver of All Good Gifts that glad
Thanksgiving Day.

A Fantasy

BV .\1.\BEL BLOCK.

A Canoe glided noiselessly up the

river on a rather cloudj' July even-
ing. The trees on the banks
were a very dark green, and one

could see their shadows dimly in the dark
water. The air was heavy, as before a

rain, and the whole aspect and atmos-
phere was that of mystery and silence.

The occupant of the canoe was a large,

powerful-looking Indian. His dress was
that of an American sportsman, and there

was nothing in his whole appearance that

was barbaric or uncivilized. He was
known in his part of the country as King
Pontas, and he lived in a little settle-

ment of Indians who represented the last

of their tribe.

Many white men had visited in the reg-

ions of King Pontas, in fact, many of

them came every year to shoot the splen-

did animals that roamed the forests.

Hearty, indeed, was the welcome given
them by King Pontas and his people, for

the chief was alwa^'s glad to see them
and entertained them as befitted one of

his rank and dignity. He and the white
men had exchanged stories, his, tales of

the wilds, and theirs, of the life of the

cities. He had gone with them on their

expeditions, and had guided them through
the forests. Now they in turn, were
coming to settle in his domains, to build

their houses and their railways. Now
must King Pontas and his tribe move far

away from the place where they had lived

so long. He thou.<fht of how the young
braves would rejoice over the beautiful

silver money they would receive from
what the white man called his govern-
ment.

Pontas did not despise money, because
he had learned of its value from the white
men. But he loved his free life in the

wilds far better, and his heart revolted at

the thought of leaving them, to go to the

place which this government had assign-

ed for him. True, he would still be chief

of his tribe, but the white men would be

there to rule over all.

Pontas paddled very slowly, loath to

miss the slightest object. The trees

seemed to bend in sympathy, as if they

sorrowed with him. He tried to think

of how everything would look when it be-

came a white man's settlement. In his

mind's eye he could see a vast space,

made by cutting down the beautiful trees.

There would be erected in their places,

neat little wooden boxes, the white men's
habitations. There would be heard the

shrill whistle of the huge, ugly locomo-

tive. It would be as if some magic pow-
er had changed the great wilderness of

silence, into the busy hum of civilization,

about which he had heard such wondrous
tales.

"It is just," said King Pontas, "that we
should make room for this race of white

men, for ours shall soon become extinct.

Perhaps they, in their turn, will have to

submit to the power of another people,

as have the races before them. Such
shall not be the fate of Pontas, for he will

roam in parts, far from any white man's
haunts." Some large black birds flew

across the river, calling loudly. King
Pontas sighed, and steered his canoe in

the direction of the large lake away from
where his people lived.



Some Trips to Petawawa.

BY E. E. LEMIBUX.

IT
has been my good fortune to visit

Petawawa no less than six times since

the middle of October last. With the

exception of a ten days' stay and a

winter outing of five days, the other ex-

cursions might be called "week-end
trips." It is not necessary to go into the

. far wilderness or for anj' extended period

to make some observations that are really

interesting. At all seasons of the year,

though climatic conditions differ and Na-
ture appears in totally dift'erent garments,
there is ahva^'s something or other that

attracts the attention, even of the casual

observer.

In order not to take too much of the

valuable space of "Rod and Gun", which
lias so many other interesting articles, I

will merely give the periods of my trips

and a few notes thereon, as jotted down
in my memorandum book.

First trip, October 15-22. In company
with three companions, I may add of the

very best, one could wish for, an agree-

able time was spent at the Burnt Bridge
Club-House. The weather was fine and
cool, the scenery varied and attractive,

the sport with rod and gun very fair, con-
sidering that all of us were more in

search of rest and fresh air than big bags
of game or heavy creels. The season be-

ing somewhat advanced, no black bass

were caught, but they are to be caught
in good number and weight in the sum-
mer. Within a few minutes' row from
the Club-House, fronting Sturgeon Lake,

is Allumette Bay, and that is where we
got fifty pickerel averaging two and a

half pounds, and a few tipping the scales

at five to six pounds. Partridges were
not common in the immediate vicinity,

only thirteen being obtained, I may say
that although a complete close season
for these birds was on till October fif-

eenth, they had undoubted!}' been much
hunted. It may be remembered that one
man was most severely fined for attempt-
ing to export seven hundred partridges

from Chalk River to Montreal. The\- did

not reach the latter place however, but

were seized at Ottawa b}- our vigilant

gamewarden, Air. Loveday. I am fully

convinced a large portion of these birds

came from the locality we were visiting.

Ducks were not plentiful, as feeding
grounds are too far awa}' ; only a couple
were shot, but we practically paid no at-

tention to this shooting. On the whole,
we fully enjoyed this outing, and return-

ed home much rested and satisfied with
what we had seen and obtained.

On the first of November, in company
with the Secretary of the Petawawa Camp
Fish and Game Club, Mr. E. F. Jarvis, .1

again went to the same Club-House.
Our mission, this time, was to sow wild
rice, and forty pounds were placed on the

bed of a lake most suitable for that pur-

pose. So far as I have heard, our at-

tempt was unsuccessful. I cannot say I

am surprised at the result, as at the time

the wild rice arrived it did not appear to

me to be fit for germination. It was dry
and brittle, whilst, according to a bulle-

tin issued by the Department of Agricul-
ture of the United States, it should have
been damp or moist. I hope the experi-

ment will be renewed, with seed in prop-
er condition. It is worth the slight ex-

Deer Uordered by Wolves.
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penditiire incurred, as where wild rice

grows in fair abundance, wild ducks

are bound to be attracted thereto, and
afford good sport.

My next outing was from February

fourth to the ninth, and it was one that I

will long remember. For the last thirty

years that I have annualh' been out on

hunting and fishing trips, not one trip

has been marked with such a streak of

bad luck as that of the week in question. I

took advantage of a surveying party go-

ing to do some work at Tucker Creek to

spend a little time again at the Burnt-

Bridge Club-House. The party was com-
posed of six, and we had three loaded to-

boggans. On arrival at Petavvawa Sta-

AUumette Bay.

tion snow had fallen heavily and was
still coming down in quantities. Our
snowshoes, of the ordinary pattern, sank
over twenty-four inches in some places.

It certainly was hard and tiresome tramp-
ing. How sorry I felt not to have pro-

vided m3-self with a pair of round snow-
shoes which are so much easier on deep
snow, though a little awkward for the be-

ginner. We covered eight miles and
when we reached our destination how
glad we felt that we could rest ! Cook
"Bax"' soon had the kettle boiling, and a

good spread of eatables, with hot tea,

more than satisfied the craving of the in-

ner man. The next unexpected exper-

ience was the severe cold in the house, by
night, as the Club's quarters had not as

yet been made ready for winter use. At
three a. m., I woke up feeling quite chilly :

on looking at the thermometer, I was
amazed to read 4° above zero in the

house, and 16° below, outside. It did not
take long to see that the two stoves need-

ed some attention, and they received it

at once. The atmosphere was soon com-
fortable. Fishing through the ice was
unsuccessful : only two ling (commonly
called eel-pouts) was the reward of cut-

ting six holes through ice twenty-two
inches thick. On the third night we real-

"

ly enjoyed ourselves. Lieut. Schmidlin

suggested tobogganing down a hill near-

by to Sturgeon Lake. The descent was
sharp with a rather high jump in the

soft and deep snow below. After about
a dozen slides, the snow so hardened that

we had to give up the sport, which was
becoming a little too rough for our con-

stitutions. We returned to the Club-

House at eleven o'clock where a hot

lunCh awaited us. Bax had prepared

good things which soon disappeared once

we got at them. Xo coaxing could de-

cide Bax to take a slide down the hill

;

if I remember rightly, he said he was not

sure if the last premium on his life in-

surance was paid, and he did not care to

run any risk. That evening pastime.was
really the best and I might add the only

enjoyment of the whole trip. The fol-

lowing evening an accident befell Lieut.

Schmidlin, who had the misfortune to

badly cut his foot when chopping wood.
The gash was four inches long and deep.

Xo time was lost in giving him proper at-

tention and the next morning he was tak-

en in to Petawawa Station, on a tobog-

gan, and we took the early train for Ot-

tawa. Our good friend was in the hos-

pital for sonTK weeks, but happily recov-

ered entirely. The last, though not the

least from a personal standpoint, of that

series of unlooked for events, was that on
reaching home I found one of my daugh-

ters laid up with typhoid fever, a severe

attack, from which she slowly recovered

only after nine weeks.

On March i8th, we went to Cartier

Lake Club-House, on the North Branch

of the Petawawa River. This time, the

party comprised the Secretary (Mr. Jar-

vis)^ Mr. Theriault and myself. We
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snowshoed from Paquette's Landing, a

distance of twelve miles. The snow was
in prime condition ; the shoes did not
sink more than an inch, and it was like

walking;- on velvet carpet. The tempera-
ture was just right, the sun not too g'lar-

ing ; it was really grand. This trip was
undertaken with the view of photograph-
ing a live moose, as three had been seen

a few da)'s before. After a tramp of sev-

eral miles, one of these monarchs of the

forest was seen at about five hundred
yards distant, but as the light was ex-

ceedingly poor no successful photograph
could be obtained. Fishing through the

ice was also tried in a lake some three

miles away, where grey trout are said to

be found, hut they were not in biting

mood and none were captured. After
leaving Paquette's Landing, on our way
in, and when we had covered only a

couple of miles, we discovered fresh wolf

•tracks on the snow ; there were two of

these beasts and we followed the tracks

for quite a distance. We were surprised,

and looked upon them as a rare sight,

but before Cartier Lake was reached we
had seen so many of them that we felt

certain the deer had greatly suffered from
the depredations of their worst enemy.
On the morning following our arrival,

at about three o'clock, we heard the

howling of wolves, and we first thought
it might be the snoring of one of the

party (no name need be mentioned). We
were not mistaken : they were the voices

of the wolves. In the forenoon, we
tramped a short distance up the river and
came across a large buck freshly killed,

I may say murdered, that same morning.
It was not yet frozen, and the terrible

bites it had received before giving up
were most ugly. Very little of the animal

had been eaten ; it seemed as if the brutes,

plentiful as they were, did not kill to

satisfy hunger, but merely through a

sense of destruction. Judging from the

tracks there might have been as many as

eight wolves at this execution and cer-

tainly not less than six. Doses of strych-

nine were placed in the carcass; how-
ever, from reports received afterwards,

the marauders did not come back. On
the other side of the river, another dead
deer was found : this one had likely been

Burnt Bridge Club House.

killed a few weeks before as it was al-

most all eaten up. On this trip we saw sev-

eral other indications that deer had been
killed in the early part of the season ; in

these instances only a few bones were
left to tell the tale. During the winter
two wolves were poisoned, and I under-
stand two others were also made to "bite
the dust" in another part of that country.

The next excursion was taken on 23-

25th May. We visited two lakes to as-

certain if they contained trout. Only one
trout was caught in each of these waters.

In this party, were the same ones who
had gone up in March. Our trip was
more than rewarded as an exceptional op-

portunity was given us of photographing
three young live beavers who escaped
out into the lake from their birth house,
near the shore. They were swimming

Bunny, our Mascot.
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around when pursued with the birch

bark canoe, and we had no difficulty in

gathering them in. The picture of these

beavers is reproduced as a frontispiece

and the details are so well shown that

this souvenir of our little friends is one to

be appreciated. After the Eastman had
done the trick, they were put back in the

water but at once swam to shore towards
us. A hole was then made near the en-

trance of their house, in which they were

let go, to again enjoy the care of their

parents. They were cute and pretty lit-

tle animals, only a day or two old, and
very quiet indeed. The old ones did not

show their presence but must have been

lakes we visited. As to partridges, there

are many though possibly they do not ap-

pear as plentiful as last year. I do not
wish to assert this positively.

The grounds I visited are preserved

and the game and fishery laws are well

observed. Some prosecutions have taken
place and fines imposed and paid. On
two occasions traps which had been set

for beaver were taken out and confisca-

ted. Unfortunately, the culprits could

not be traced.

It is only by strict abidance with the

laws that game and fish can be preserved

and increased. I hope to see the day when
the sale of all wild game will be prohibit-

Crooked Hapids.

pleased to discover we had not captured

their children with evil intentions.

The last trip was taken on June 29 to

July 2nd. The weather was awfully hot,

and as I was alone, I only went as far as

Paquette's Landing. I did little fishing,

but caught some nice black bass around
that place. They are plentiful and there

is no difficulty in catching the allowance

of eight a day.

As far as can be ascertained, deer are

quite plentiful at Petawawa ; on our trip

in May three were seen but a few miles

from the station, and two more in the

ed, as also cold storage. Then will our

woods again be alive with wild life and
afTord good sport to all true sportsmen.

The biggest bass of the season at the

Eau in Ontario weighed five and one half

pounds. Some strong resistance was of-

fered before it was finally hauled aboard.

The successful angler was F. Cuttridge.

Two other anglers landed nineteen pike,

the largest being nine and three-quarter

pounds in weight.



Moose Hunting In North Western Ontario

A Rough Return

BY W. G. RANKIN.

DURING all the years of my hunt-

ing in both Canada and the United
States it had never, up to last 3"ear,

been my good fortune (although it

had been my ambition) to kill a bull

moose.
The capture of one of the monarchs of

the Canadian forest strongly appealed to

me and when success came, as it did last

November, I felt my ambition satisfied.

After obtaining such a magnificent speci-

men as the one I was fortunate enough to

secure I feel that, as a hunter, I may
well rest on my laurels.

Aly employment made it necessary for

me to locate at North Bay, on the north-

ern shore of Lake Nipissing, and I felt

on arrival that I was getting pretty close

to the moose. The stories I heard of

the moose country and of the nearness of

game caused me to await with no little

impatience the opening of the big game
season. I was indeed eager to visit the

haunts of the moose territories Ij'ing to

the east and west of North Bay along the

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
From Sturgeon Falls west to Port Arthur
and beyond moose can be obtained in

any part of the country.

Some of my friends proposed to hunt
on the Spanish River, west of Cartier,

and I decided to take advantage of the

opportunity and accompany them. It

was November fifth when I arrived in the

camp situated on the banks of the Span-
ish and close to the main line of the Can-
adian Pacific. There were two inches

of snow^ on the ground at the time and
after putting everything in ship shape
about the camp we were ready for an
eafly start in the morning.
For the first few days I was accompan-

ied by a white guide, as the Indians were
all engaged, and I was assured that my
guide knew the country pretty well. We
set out with high hopes which rose even
higher as we came across many deer signs
and fresh tracks. There were indeed so

many that we could not follow any par-

ticular one. \\ e started many deer with-

out seeing them, finding the places where
they had been l3'ing down and noting by
the -fresh tracks how they had bounded
away at our approach. In all these tracks
and signs, however, there were no signs
of moose.
The latter fact was accounted for by the

.tiuide who stated that many hunters had
been in the country north of the main line

since the season opened on October six-

teenth and the moose had been driven
back several miles into the rough, tim-
bered country.

On the first day we never even saw a
deer, although we started many, and we
returned to camp with a few partridges
which I secured with my small Stevens
pistol.

Next day we were so close on our game
that in several instances we heard the
deer running away. We were not able
to secure a shot but I knew it was only a

question of time and that we should suc-
ceed as the deer were so plentiful.

The third day after eating our lunch at
noon we agreed to separate and both
work back towards camp. Hunting
quietly for an hour I started a large buck
but although I followed him for about a
mile, creeping along as silently as pos-
sible, and so close to him than on several
occasions I could hear him bounding
away, I could not obtain a shot. The
underbrush was so thick I never could
catch even a sight of him and was reluc-
tantly compelled to give up the chase. I

did, however, secure several fine part-
ridges.

Towards evening, and when within a
mile of camp, I heard three shots in rapid
succession away to my left. My com-
panion carried an automatic 3s Winchest-
er and I knew the shots came from him.
As the country was very rocky and the
travelling hard I decided not to join him
but continue on my way to camp. When
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I reached the camp at dusk there were no

signs of niv companion but I felt certain

lie had secured his orame. Sure enough
in about half an hour he arrived carrying

a fine doe across his shoulders.

According to his story he had to make
a verv difficult shot to secure his game.

The deer was on the run and he could

onl\- see her form occasionally through

the brush. Three shots were required

before he secured her and one hind quart-

er was spoiled with a bullet. The game
was left on the floor of an outhouse at the

camp and we spent a pleasant evening,

believing that now the ice was broken

we should accomplish great things.

I was anxious to go further back into

the moose country and finding one of the

Indian guides disengaged for the follow-

ing day I prevailed upon him to accom-
pan}- me, promising him a premium on the

day's pay if he would only show me a

moose. He consented to the proposition

and it was arranged that we should start

early next morning and go after moose
onh'.

Before breakfast the next morning we
entered the outhouse to have a look at

the doe and found that some animal had

been in and eaten a piece out of one hip.

There was no opening by means of which
an animal could get into the house except

a three inch space where the door did

not close properly. ^\'hen our host's at-

tention was called to the fact he asked
one of the Indian guides to make an ex-

amination. After looking at the deer and
the door the Indian decided that the mar-
auder was a mink and stated : "I get

him all right." That night he set a

steel trap in the opening and sure enough
Mr. Mink was in the trap next morning.

As we started oflf early in high spirits

the Indian guide remarked : "I show
you moose to-day." As things turned

out he showed that he well knew how and
where to find them. ^^'e crossed the

Spanish River in a canoe at the camp and
passing over some hills for a distance of

half a mile reached Pogamasing Lake, a

fine sheet of water about fifteen miles

long and two miles wide. Here we
launched a canoe and paddled up the lake

about seven miles, portaging the canoe

across the railway and embarking in the

river again. In the next couple of miles

up this winding river we had to portage

round three different rapids.

Drawing the canoe up the bank we
struck oft" in a northerly direction and af-

ter travelling for a mile came upon the

tracks of four moose. These were the

first moose trails I had ever seen and I

examined them curiously. They were
fresh tracks and Joe told me that they had
been made by a big bull and three cows.

The tracks led up a ravine between
high ranges of rocky hills, the ravine be-

ing well wooded with small birch and
spruce in patches with some open ground
between. \\ e followed these tracks

carefully and patiently for some time

when all at once Joe stopped and kneeling

down kept staring' ahead. I looked at

him and followed the direction of his gaze

but could see nothing except birch and
spruce and failed to detect either sight or

sound to denote the presence of game. I

questioned Joe but he made no reply,

merely emitting a grunt and turning

round made oft' on the back trail.

I failed to understand the meaning of

his actions but it did not seem any use

firing questions at him as he declined to

answer them and accordingly I followed

behind like a well trained dog. After

re-tracing the trail for some distance he

suddenly turned to his left and circled

one of the big, rocky hills when we again

struck the same ravine some distance

above where we had stopped. Then I

began to understand his purpose.

The wind had been blowing from us to

where the moose were ahead of us but

now as we came into the ravine the wind
was blov^-ing from the moose to us. Joe
struck straight across the ravine, study-

ing the ground very carefully for tracks.

As we found none I knew the game must
still be between us and the place we had
left and the wind was in our favor.

Instead of proceeding down the ravine

towards the game Joe squatted down
about seventy-five yards from a .thick

bunch of birch and spruce standing in the

centre of the ravine. He never took his

eyes off that patch of spruce and though
I followed his example and gazed intent-
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ly I could see nothinr;- of oame. \\'hen

I ventured to whisper a question he mere-

ly held up his hand to enjoin silence and
I had to figure out his purpose for my-
self.

I came to the conclusion that he ex-

pected the moose to continue their journ-

ey up the ravine without any suspicion

that we were lyin^ in ambush for them.

This is just what happened and showed
Joe's knowledge of the habits of moose
to be of the best. We waited perhaps
half an hour falthoug'h it appeared sever-

air and sniffed. At first I thought he
was going; to nip some of the buds from
the small branches but I soon found that
he was sniffing the air to discover if there

was danger ahead. At that moment I

understood the wisdom of the guide in

circling ahead where the wind was in our
favor. To me the moose seemed to have
his nose at least twelve feet in the air and
I knew he was a monster.

As I saw that fine head, and the

thoughts I have outlined rushed through

Antler and Moose Head.

al hours to me in my impatient longing
to see the moose) when Joe suddenly held
up his hand with a commanding gesture
to me to look. I strained my eyes on that

patch of spruce but neither saw nor heard
the .slightest sign of the game. At the

same time, however, I prepared my 35
Winchester for a quick shot if anything
should appear suddenly.
A minute after Joe's signal I heard the

bush crash and an immense head and
antlers appeared out of the spruce thick-

et. The monster raised his nose in the

my brain, I began to feel a cold chill run-^

ning up and down my spine and I was^
afraid I had symptoms of buck fever. Ap-
parently the bull was satisfied that' no
danger lurked in front and in a moment
he plunged through the thicket into full

view. When I saw his full size I exper-

ienced a worse chill than before. Quickly
realising, however, that this was the

chance of a lifetime, that it might be now
or never, and that everything depended
upon mv steady nerve, mv limbs stiffen-

ed and I raised mv rifle, lined the sights
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for the centre of his shoulder and pulled

the tria^ger.

As the rifle rang out Joe leaped to his

feet, bounded forward and was several

yards away from me before I saw the

bull sink to his knees and roll over. I

rose to my feet but my legs refused to

support me. whether from my cramped
position while waiting or buck fever, I

cannot say with any confidence. Accord-
ingly I sat down while Joe made for the

moose. Upon reaching his objective

Joe shouted: "Come on; 3'ou got him!"
Hearing a commotion and cracking in

the thicket I rose to my feet and looking
south saw the three cows take to the

back trail on a fast trot. The speed
with which they covered the ground was
remarkable and they were out of sight in

less time than it takes to tell of the inci-

dent.

When I reached my trophy he was
dead, the bullet having gone clean

through him just below the "hump" of

his shoulder. He presented a wonder-
ful sight and looked as large as a Clydes-
dale stallion. Of course he probably
looked larger to me than he really was
and I doubt if an^-one ever felt prouder
than I did at that moment.
With regret I remembered that I had

left my camera in camp, for the moose
would have made an excellent picture

just as he lay. No time was wasted by
Joe who set to work skinning out the
head and neck while I gave him as much
assistance as possible. The evening was
approaching and we were a long way
from camp and therefore did not linger.

When we had completed our task Joe
shouldered the antlers and I carried both
rifles. It was almost dark when we
reached our canoe but putting in the ant-
lers and rifles we launched out into the

river, Joe in the sttrn and I squatted near
the bow. The weather turned very cold
in the afternoon and had I known what
was in front of me when we embarked I

should have preferred to have walked the
whole of the way back to camp.

Of course I expected we would again
portage round the rapids but was sur-

prised to find upon reaching the first one
that Joe kept the canoe in the middle of

the stream. I was more than a little

shaky when we struck the rapids. When
the nose of the canoe hit the surf the

spray came over me and 1 was soon a

sheet of ice. I lay flat on my stomach
gripping the edge of the canoe with each
hand. My mitts were soon soaked and
froze to m)- hands.

Soon I felt more water land on the

back of my neck and looking up saw that

we were in the second rapids. By this

time it was dark and all I could see was
the white foam ahead and on either side.

I was stilt and cold, covered with ice and
ni}' hands numb. I asked Joe to allow
me to go ashore and though I hallooed at

him he took no notice but kept steadil}-

on, skillfull}" directing the course of the

canoe with his paddle and giving his

whole attention to the work in hand.

The third rapids I knew were worse
than the two already passed but I had to

submit. Joe had me at his mercj' and
gave me an experience of roughing it that

1 am never likely to forget. When we
struck the third rapids the canoe bounded
up and down and everj^ time the bow
struck the water I obtained a generous
suppi}'. I was in misery, scared stiff and
never expected to see the camp again.

Once more I implored Joe to allow me
to go ashore. Willingly would I have
walked ten miles through the bush rather

than remain in the canoe. Joe remained
obdurate. He certainly knew his busi-

ness and guiding the canoe, sometimes
close to the bank and at other times in

mid stream, we finalh" reached smooth
water. Both mitts and clothing were
frozen stiff and I knew that if we were
swamped in my present condition I would
go to the bottom like lead.

I felt sure that Joe would land at the

railway bridge. Here the river is so

contracted that the water shoots through
like a mill race. On approaching the

place I saw he intended to try and go
through. Appeal was useless and I gave
myself up for lost. I did not believe

the canoe could live through the water
under that bridge. I had noticed in day-
light that where the current strudc the

smooth water below the bridge there was
a huge, curling backwater at least two
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feet hi,s;h. I felt the canoe shoot under

the bridge. I closed my eyes and gave
up hope. Judging by the quantities of

water I received on my head and neck

the canoe must have nosed right through
this backwater instead of riding it. I

felt water all under me and imagined the

canoe had sprung a leak.

As the canoe glided into smooth water
I heard Joe laugh and if I could have let

go with my frozen hands I believe I

would have attempted an attack upon
him. When I knew I wasn't drowned
I was mad clear through at the exper-

ience that Joe had forced upon me.

After the bridge all was smooth water
to the landing place where we arrived

without mishap. I tried hard to get on my
feet but found I could not stand. My
legs seemed paralysed. As Joe held the

canoe to the bank I managed to crawl
out. Even then I could not stand but
had to crawl up the bank. With much
difficulty I reached the camp and the

heat from the red hot stove, though I kept
away from it for some time, helped to

thaw me out. I am not in the habit of

drinking anything strong, but when I had

cleared some of the ice from my nose and

mouth I saw a tin cup of something held

to my mouth. Like a good patient I

swallowed some of the contents without

question. Venturing near the stove the

ice soon dropped from my clothes and
the cheerful glow did much to restore me.

I saw Joe with a tin cup upside down
at his mouth and heard him say: "Big

time comin' down river !" I thought he

might call it what he liked but I didn't

think I had had much of a time. When
thoroughly thawed out, with a change of

clothing and a hot supper inside of me,

I took a different view and laughed with

the others over the record of my adven-

tures.

They congratulated me heartily on my
prize and I felt repaid as I do now when-
ever I look at the mounted head which
adorns my office at North Bay. Rather
than not possess my trophy 1 would go
through the trying experience again!

The accompanving illustration shows
to some extent what a beautiful head it is

and the good work of Mr. E. Elcome, tax-

idermist of Peterborough, to whom I sent

it for mounting. As Joe said: "Him
big moose !"

NOVEMBER WOODLANDS.

BY GEORGE E. LONGARD.

Now cold and drear the lonely woodlands lie,

For Autumn's ruddy fires no longer flare.

And ghostly gleam the birch-trees white and bare

Beneath the fading blue November sky.

The *budding grouse upon the poplars high

Sweet sustenance and sanctuary share.

For over is the cruel month of fear.

And quiet reigns—save in the covert nigh

A noisy squirrel scolds incessantly,

And there beside the rockv leaf-clogged brook

The chick-a-dee's shrill winter-warning strains

Sound mournful mingling with its mirthless glee;

And all forlorn the lakes and rivers look.

For Autumn's end is near, and daylight wanes.

This term i3 applied by sportsmen to grouse feeding on the buds of leafless trees.



Interesting Experiences on a Big Game Hunt.

The Dundas Hunt Club.

REV. A. L. WEBSTER.

" \V7 ^^-^- Doctor, how are you?"'

\\/ "Well, well! Saj^ I was just
T V thinking about you; wonder-

ing if vou could go with us
this fall."

'That's what brought me here, to ex-
press my regrets that I did not go with
you last fall and to ascertain if there is

room for me in 3'our party this year."
"Most decidedly there is

!"

"Then you can figure on me sure this

time."

Such was the conversation between
the scribe and a leading citizen of Dun-
das whose reputation as a nimrod in

Saskatchewan, Rainy River and Parry
Sound districts is of no little renown.
A short time later and a couple of

weeks before the deer season opened the

club, by previous arrangement, met for

a little target practice and judging from
the scoring and the affable dispositions
displayed bj- the boys a pleasant and suc-

cessful outing was assured in the district

to which the club had gone for three con-
secutive years.

On Monday morning, October thirty-

first, the writer jumped out of bed, hus-

tled round, had a hasty breakfast and
was off to catch the first train leaving
Hamilton which landed me in Toronto
onlj' a few minutes before "all aboard !"

was 'heard from the conductor of the C.

X. R. train which pulled out for Sudbury
precisely at nine o'clock.

Not a few sports were on board judg-
ing from the number of gun cases and al-

so of other cases of an interesting kind.

The passengers tilled the cars to their ut-

most capacity and on looking round to

see if any of the faces were familiar I saw-

some which were easily recognized as
members of the banking houses, whole-

sale and retail establishments of Toronto.
As 'the train rolled on many acquaintan-
ces were greeted with hearty handshakes
and pleasant smiles and we also enjoyed
some jolly singing, singing

—

Tliiit swayed the breast

Bidding every passion revel and lie still.

These men were bound for Loring and
they proposed putting up for the night at

Wallbridge Station, hoping to pull out
first thing in the morning for their hunt-
ing ground. With an "Au Revoir" your
scribe jumped off at Magnetawan where
the good doctor was in waiting to guide
me to Dundas camp some two or three

miles down the river, waters

—

"Smooth to the shelving brink a copious flood

Betwixt the sleeping rocks and peaceful banks. '

'

Poor doctor! he had been waiting for the

train since its scheduled time and it was
three hours late! Hunger had given him
a gnawing sensation which he confessed

he could not control. However, with the

advent of the distant light of the lantern

on the granite landing stage, better feel-

ings crept peacefullv over him.

On our arrival at the camp we were
met by hearty greetings and a warm re-

ception more particularly when the hot

supper was sighted on the table. Immed-
iately a full charge was made and all

hands laid seige to the table

—

Dire was the clang of plate and knife and fork

That merciless fell like tomahawks to work.

Supper over, the remainder of the ev-

ening was spent rehearsing the most
striking events of previous years and
making plans for the hunt so that each

man would return 'home fully satisfied

that his attachment to the Dundas Club
had not been in vain. Soon one after an-

other began to roll down his blankets

and commit himself to pleasant dreams

—

Man 's rich restorative, his balmy bath,

That supplies, lubricates and keeps in play

The various movement of his nice machine

Which needs such frequent periods of repair.
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Frequently, however, the scribe was

not allowed to enjoy to his heart's con-

tent that season of bliss. Occasionally a

hand was thrust out which suddenly end-

ed his sweet repose—we shall not venture

to say silent repose as the doctor declar-

tional name of "Willby" whose presence
was expected later from a "little duck
hunt (?)" somewhere in the vicinity of

Fort William. Whether he ever sighted

duck or not nobody knows. No party of

men could have met in the woods with a

The Camp Members.

€d he could not possibly sleep for the vol-

umes of gutttiral sound emanating' from
the throat of the new arrival.

The party consisted we shall say of:

—

'"Tonnel''. "Lauchy", "Saundy", "Tomy",
"Whalev" and Webbie" with the addi-

more fraternal relationship to one an-
other.

Our camp consisted of a large tent

'

twenty b}' thirty feet and with five walls.

The stove and table occupied one end
with the sleeping accommodation in the
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other. Our beds were made with a good
depth of spruce covered with a large tar-

paulin. \\'haley, however, had a sleep-

ing bag which he thought it advisable to

elevate between two poles in a corner by
himself. This position, however was im-

mediately over Lauchy's apartment and

that gentleman frequently gave Whaley
a "boost" like some experimental acrobat

spinning a barrel with both feet. In re-

sponse to such treatment Whaley would

dig a ramrod among the blankets where

Lauchy was supposed to be, just as if he

were opening a ten pound sucker. A

had no dogs of course, owing to the strin-

gent regulation : "no dogs can be shipped
from any infected district." At the end

of the day the report was no success al-

though signs of deer were plentiful.

Saundy reported that he had never seen

so many deer in one day. "Why," he
said, "I had only gone a short distance

this morning when I saw a large buck.

Just to make it easy for him I thought I

would hit him soft in the place that I

saw going over the ridge last. When I

looked up to see if he stopped he wasn't
there. Just then two others came pranc-

Reading from left:—Tomy, Saundy, Lauchie, Webbie, Whaley, Tonnel.

tepee in close proximity to the tent held
our provisions.

Webbie had the honor of holding down
the head of the table with Tonnel on his

left and Tomy on his right.

On the morning of November first the

sound of the rooster was heard from the

elevated bed in the corner good and early,

"then everybody turned over and in a

sleepy manner inquired the time. Very
soon all hands got busy and after break-

fast we were scon on the deer trail W'e

ing along and stood right in front of me
with eyes and ears turned in my direction

and in such an attitude that they seemed
to be saying "You missed him, didn't

you?" 'Well,' thought I, 'this is some
luck all right.' Then I raised my rifle to

shoot again and say, the shell had jam-
med. That Savage made me savage too,

especially when I discovered that my
shell extractor was in my other pants.

There I stood looking at them till they

turned and followed his lordship in the

same direction. And then I turned
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round in the opposite direction to see if enough they came right along as if they

anyone would come and kick me." were coming to stay. After some little

The next day Lauchy and Webbie after excitement and fusilade we succeeded in

a little tramp sat down for a rest and capturing one of them.

Lauchy in the meantime began to indulge Meanwhile, a short distance away
in his favorite weed. We had only sat Saundy and Tomy had an interesting ex-

Fresh Tracks.

a little while when smoke seemed to belch
from every ventilator in his cranium. In

an instant he slung the pipe with its

smoking contents away and said "Golly,
here come a couple of deer!" and sure

perience with a fine buck. He came
within close range but was scarcely vis-

ible. Then he moved a little and they
tried again with no better success. Next
he ran towards them so that h; was in full
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view and presented a good target for

both of them. This time they wounded
him slightl}- but Tomy seeing a small

fawn not forty yards distant decided to

see what luck he would have with the

"peskv little thing" and left the buck to

Saundy's care. He couldn't hit it. how-

ever, and after playing hide-and-seek with

him for about five minutes it disappeared,

leaving him with no more faith in the gun
he carried. We are glad to hear since

that it is O. K. It may be added that

Saundy got the buck.

On the third day Tonnel and Whaley
were very successful each getting his

men or deer. He got so tired of waiting

that presently he fell asleep with the sun
on his face and his body sheltered from
the wind by the side of the boats which
he had tied to an extending limb. He
slept for nearl}' an hour and then a\\ oke
to find the others all waiting for him
with their deer ready. He soon had the

boats alongside and then spent some time
listening to the terrible e.xperience they

had had. Everyone agreed that the pro-

per way to carry out deer was with two
poles. The}' had carried them out with

one through swamps, over logs, up hill

and down dale and now thev were tired

A Two Hundred and Sixty Pounder.

deer although at some distance from the

camp. On the following day Lauchy
and Tomj' had similar luck in the same
district. It was now a ticklish problem
how to get these big fellows out to the

camp. However, it was agreed that all

hands should join in one eft'ort to get

them out and it was decided that if \\'eb-

bie would take the two boats around to

the south arm the deer might be carried

out to that point. Accordingly \\'ebbie

was ofT in good time and reached the

trysting place but saw no sign of either

hungry and wet. They cheered up a

little, however, when they found that

\A'ebbie had brought a nice lunch with

him and a pair of dr}- socks for Tomy who
was the least able to endure exposure.

The boats were then loaded up and soon

all hands were back at camp.

At supper time there was every evi-

dence that our appetites had reached an

abnormal stage. \Mialey, particularly,

replenished his dish again and againj

That dish had formerly seemed sufficient-

Iv large but nov/ its capacity seemed to
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have decreased or else his capacity had property of the club and it remains as an
largely increased. And thereby hangs heirloom for succeeding camps,

a tale. It was the only dish of its kind The latter part of the season brought
in the camp and to \Vebbie at the other rather stormy weather, but as we had
end of the table it seemed so interesting secured our number we were ready for

Hoisting the Deer

that to add to its attractions he christen-

ed it the "pup's dish." The name stuck

and caused considerable amusement in

the camp manj- times afterwards, since

W'haley has presented it to the general

rest and amusement. These daj'S were by
no means uneventful either for both Ton-
nel and Lauchy celebrated their birth-

days. In order to make this celebration

worth remembering no pains were spared
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to have the menu for the day particularly

appetizing. Every possible delicacy was

secured and with the party even more

cheerful than usual, it was a day of feast-

ing long remembered. Whaley stuffed

with sage, onions and toast three brace of

partridge ; Tonnel had some bass and

pickerel baked and served in Worcester

sauce; Lauchy after some manipulating

and scientific exertions turned out some
very delicious pies; Tomy served up a

very fat porky in barbecue style and

Saundy fried some specially delic-

ious doughnuts. Fortunately some of

the lady friends at home had remembered

that these auspicious events were near at

hand and had packed away among the

dunnage some delicious cakes and sweet-

meats. Thoughtful creatures! We
hope the club will be able to make some
provision for the ladies to go next time.

The partridges which were so numerous
in the vicinity of the camp would have af-

forded them some splendid sport.

A visit was made one ^ifternoon to the

neighboring camp where the Athol Hunt
Club had located as in previous years.

Having secured their number they also

were in high spirits and delighted to re-

ceive visitors. Lauchy and Tomy were

commissioned to convey friendly greet-

ings on behalf of the party which they

did in good form. Unfortunately how-
ever, they delayed their return and it was
dark when they reached the landing

stage. Although the distance from there

to the camp door was only a dozen yards

they found it hard work to get there.

When they finally crawled inside they

found that Whaley had just gone to bed.

In a jifTy they had him out and all over

the floor and he, thinking they acted as

if they meant it, tried to turn their at-

tention in another direction. He seized

the "pup's dish" and declared he had

cooked something for supper which they

had never tasted in their lives before and

that it was a regular item on the menu
card of the Delmonica at this time of the

year. This had the desired efTect ; they

forgot themselves and the Manhattan in-

fluence they had displayed was only a

fake after all.

Another exciting incident took place

when the alarm was raised "a deer in the

water." Each one seized his gun and
made for the door. Poor Lauchy who
had raised the alarm had to hurry inside

and only having one hand disengaged was
considerably delayed in getting to the

water's edge for a shot. However he

got there, we will not say how. Talk of

"buck fever," you never saw such a pic-

ture of e-xcitement in your life. Had the

camp artist been there we would have

had an interesting picture for the readers

of Rod and Gun. The picture is still

vivid in the mind of the writer and can

be rehearsed at any time.

Before the second week was over poor

Whaley's dimensions had so greath' in-

creased that he couldn't get into the suit

of clothes he had hung up on the tent

pole on entering the camp. They cer-

tainly were exceedingly tight but after

some effort and struggle he did manage
to get into them in order to return to

civilization. He emphatically declared,

however, that he would sue the Dundas
Hunt Club for a suit of clothes.

Nothing unusual happened on the way
home. All reached home safely and
found good wives and happy sisters ready

to greet us. One of them remarked
"IMy, what a funny smell your clothes

have f However, a few days' airing on
the clothes line, a refreshing bath and
our accustomed business clothing soon

made matters right and once more we en-

joyed that happy home with her "who
shares our pleasures and our heart." The
problems of life be"-an to face us once

again but were met cheerfully as the life

f'uring the past two weeks had given ad-

ded zest and pleasant memories. These
together with the happy anticipation of

a similar outing another year gave that

contented mind which can only come to

those who have come in touch with un-

ruffled calm of nature or as Longfellow

has said:

If thou wouldest read a lesson that

will keep

Thy heart from fainting and thy soul

from sleep

Go to the woods and hills.



Archarabault River.

Fishing In The Laurentians

BY J. A. BOON.

IN the month of September last year

a party of ladies and gentlemen from
Montreal spent a most pleasant fort-

night in the Laurentain mountains.
Included in the party were Mr. and

Mrs Boon, Miss Low, Mr. P. R. Krasel

and Y. O. Kane. We left the C. P. R.

Place Viger station by an early morning
train and reached St. Faustin shortly

after noon. Here we were met by Mr.
Grenon with a double seated rig and a

span of horses and driven nine miles

through magnificent mountain scener}'.

When we arrived at Mr. Grenon's hospit-

able establishment we were more than

ready for the bountiful meal prepared for

our reception.

We soon had our fishing tackle ready

for action and in the evening Mr. Krasel

and myself enjoyed some good sport. I

must not tell the numbers but suffice it to

say that in three quarters of an hour we

had enough and to spare for the whole
party. The fish were salmon trout and
would average from one half to three
quarters of a pound.
The anglers were early indeed next

morning and had fairly good fortune. At
breakfast our numbers were increased by
the arrival of Dr. Hill, Mr. Hudel and Mr.
Sage of New York and Mr. and Mrs. Mel-
bourne of Montreal, all of them proving
valuable reinforcements and doing much
to make our vacation enjoyable.

There were boats enough for all and we
made surveys of the several lakes of the

neighborhood. Lake Qounonelle faced

our host's house. It is a beautiful sheet

of water four miles long with numerous
bays, each one proving a fine fishing

ground. Moose Lake. Lac Maxim, Arch-
aumbault River and Bully River, and all

in the near neighborhood.

Fishing and boating were our usual oc-
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cupations and for a whole fortnight of

ideal weather nothinj^ occurred to mar
our enj(^yment but one sliqht mishap

caused by one friend taking- an involun-
tar\- bath in the lake. \\ here this occur-
red the water was shallow and conse-

tpiently there was no danger. He had
however his second dip laefore he was
finalh- rescued.

During the fortnight we shipped three

boxes of trout \o our homes in Montreal
and when we reluctantly returned we
were accompained by a further supply.

Xecessit}', which would not be denied,

recalled us to the city and to work and
we passed the rest of the year in hope and
anticipation of a similar good time when
vacation should once again come round.

We Three Did Agree.

A number of grey squirrels placed in

Rockliff Park, Ottawa, by the Improve-
ment Commissioners are reported as do-

ing well, although a couple disappeared

;ind much speculation was indulged in as

to the cause and the place of their migra-

tion. Quite a campaign of education had
lo be undertaken before the youngsters
learned to leave the squirrels alone. The
grey coated immigrants add much to the

interest of the Park.



A Successful Big Came Hunt.

How We Moved Our Camp.

BY BRUCE CAMPBELL.

YES, we were all fresh from Card-
inal, Ontario, and I guess our ap-
pearance denoted the fact. If

we were full of high spirits our
excuse was that at last, after two weeks
of careful planning, we were on the first

stage of the journey arranged for our big
game hunt.

Our part}- numbered five hunters

—

Harry Savor, Frank Rogers, James Bren-
nan, Abe Montgomery and the writer

—

with four hounds and all of us, including
the dogs, had been to the north country
on a previous occasion. \\'e met at

Kemptville and boarded the train for

Sharbot Lake, changing at the latter

place for Calabogie, a place that had tak-

en a prominent place in our dreams for

several weeks.

The scenery during this portion of our
journey was most interesting. One
minute we appeared to be going through
a hill and the next across a lake. When
we left Sharbot Lake the car was full of

hunters but at each station some party
with their dogs and equipment would
leave until it looked as if we were to be
left in sole possession. Our turn came
at length and we were busy for a few
minutes transferring our baggage to the

platform and making a bee line for Paddy
Moran's.

By nine next morning we were loaded

up and on our way to McNaulty's Lake,

a sm.all lake about six miles south of Cala-

bogie. The trip was uneventful until

the afternoon when we ran across two
deer in a small beaver meadow. Harry,
the guide, and myself were in advance
and had a good view although they were
gone in a flash. By making a detour we
headed them oflf and every member of

the party had a shot. We were, how-
ever, in entire agreement in allowing the

animals to go as they were in a great

hurry. Camp was reached at five o'clock

and by nine, by dint of hard woi^k, every-

thing was in ship shape.

I'"ull of hope, we started to hunt the fol-

lowing morning, believing that if we
could only get our eyes on a deer for a

single minute we could not fail to secure
it. Late in the evening when most of us
had returned to camp empty handed in

walked Jim with a small doe over his

shoulders. We were all glad to see one
deer in camp anyway as it showed our
neighbors that some one in "Smoky
Camp" could shoot. When we had gath-
ered round the fire after supper Jim told

his story. He travelled all day without
success and had just started for camp
when he spied a doe and fawn standing
on a small bluff one hundred yards off.

He fired, and, according to his story, the

doe went down the first shot. He wait-

ed a while for the fawn to re-appear but
as it did not return he shouldered his

prize and made for camp, reacliing it

without any further adventure.

The second daj- of the hunt was fruit-

less, although we al'l did our best and per-

sisted till the call for supper took us to

camp.

So far the hounds had done nothing
but yelp and eat and it was decided to

have them out next day. We were away
early and as the greater portion of the

morning was passed without hearing
anything from them we started for camp,
facing a driving sleet from the east.

After thoroughly canvassing our ex-

periences and prospects we decided to

move to another ground as deer appeared
scarce. Counting the neighboring camps
there were twenty-five of us hunting in

a restricted area and we came to the con-

clusion that we were two crowded and
had better move out.

A long tramp next day took us to Con-
stant Creek, about one mile west of Cala-

bogie. It was nine o'clock when we
reached our camping ground and we had
an unpleasant experience of setting up
camp at night. Alisadventures were
numerous but at length we were under
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the quilts and the only noises heard pro-

claimed the fact that the sleepers were
in the land of dreams.
Sunday as usual was quiet but several

of us took advantage of the opportunity
to look over the ground for the following
day's hunt.

On Monday morning, accompanied by
the dogs, we were up the Creek early.

Some snow had fallen and the hunting
prospects appeared good. It had been
arranged that Jim and I should watch
the Creek at separate points and we set
of? together. Before we had proceeded a
couple of hundred yards we came across
the track of a buck in the snow. We
followed it for some distance but as the
animal had crossed the creek and made
for the lake we thought it better to keep
to the original arrangement and proceed-
ed to our respective stations. All the
forenoon we waited with impatience but
as the dogs did not come i^ur way we re-

turned to camp. K*arry told us of a
buck he had seen and tried to stop but the
animal went too fast for him.

.A.nother move was decided upon and
on Tuesday we went to Limestone Lake,
eight miles further up country. The
mine road proved a luxury, enabling us
to reach camp early and make ourselves
comfortable for the night.

Carefully we hunted the new territory
on the Wednesday, Abe obtaining a shot
at a buck swimming in the lake a mile
away. Of course the buck was uninjur-
e ], a mile being a little bit too far to shoot
accurately at a pair of horns in the water.

Charlie Bailey, a young man who had
accompanied us from our last camp, and
I, hunted together, our intentions being to
hunt in a circle and finish up at the camp.
Several things happened, however, to
change these plans completely. \\'hile

partaking of some lunch I saw something
swaying to and fro in the wind on the
top of a rampike on the next slope. I

took it for a porcupine and fired two shots
at it. On ejecting the last shell the
head came off without any apparent
cause. I was in a fix as I could not
make the rifle work until I obtained the

assistance of tools in camp. ^Vith a word
about luck I picked up the rifle and set

out. With the first step I lifted up my

head to look again at the rampike and
further up on the rock and in clear view
I saw a deer. My fingers itched on the

trigger but it was no use. I pointed out
the animal to Charlie but a few bushes
hid the place from him and when he ob-
tained a clear view of the rock the deer
had departed. No doubt the shooting
at the porcupine had aroused the deer and
the first movement on our part was
enough for him. We travelled slowly in

the hope of coming across him again but
that hope was not realized. About three

o'clock Charlie did get a glimpse of a deer

but it was only a glimpse and the animal
had gone almost before he saw it.

As we were fairly tired we decided to

rest in a nice grassy spot on the side of

a hill. Luck was once more against us

for no sooner were we comfortably settled

down than we heard shooting. A pause
was followed by three shots in quick suc-

cession—our signal for help. At once
we were on our feet and made our way to

the signaller whom we found to be Rog-
ers. He had a doe down on the side of

a mountain and two miles of a drag in

front of him. Two miles is a long piece

in a rocky, wooded country and par-

ticularly is this the case when one has to

measure every inch of it trailing a fat doe
behind. \\ith our assistance camp was
reached and before we turned in that

night she was hanging to a tree close by.

When we left home we had hoped to

obtain our count by Thursday and find

ourselves at Cardinal again on the fol-

lowing Sunday. Only one day was left

to make good if this programme was to

be carried out, but we felt that we could

do much in a day and still retain our
hopes. These were so far justified that

Harry obtained number three—another

doe—on Thursday afternoon. Rogers
and I were just below the camp, having
succeeded after some good work in fixing

up my rifle, when Harry gave the signal

for help. We lost no time in reaching

him and found him smiling down at a fine

doe which lay at his feet on the rock.

In a few words he told his story. He
was on his way back to camp when out

ran the doe. Although taken unawares
Harry was so quick with his 38-56 Win-
chester that the animal had no chance
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to tret away. The drag' to camp was
only gocd exercise to Rogers and me as

we had been all day fixing my rifle and
wanted something exhilarating.

Following out the original intention

we left camp on Friday morning for Pad-
dy Moran's, working like beavers for we
knew something of the warmth of the

welcome we should receive if once we
could make the place. We were success-

ful and the results justified our anticipa-

tions. As we were about to turn in a

young fellow asked us if we had obtained

our count and offered his services to those

who had not succeeded. As Abe and I

had hitherto been unsuccessful we ar-

ranged to conclude the season under his

guidance.

Accordingly at midnight we found our-

selves comfortably installed in a small

farmhouse abo.ut five miles north of Cala-

bogie. Although it was early when we
retired we were afoot as soon as usual

and under the direction of our guide took
separate directions in reaching the bush.

I kept straight ahead following the direc-

tion of a ridge which seemed to run a-

cross the bush. I found a fresh track

which I followed for some distance until

I saw that another person was ahead of

me and desisted. All at once the hounds
appeared to be coming in my direction.

I waited patiently but with hardly sup-

pressed excitement until at last a buck
jumped from the bush right in front of

me. He made a dash across the ridge

and I fired, the result being that he stop-

ped, gave a snort and moved on. Again
I fired and this time he stopped for good
with a bullet in his neck. \Mien I came
to examine the deer I found that my first

shot struck his horn. No doubt this

caused him to stop and snort. Abe, who
had heard the firing, soon made his ap-

pearance and together we trailed him to

camp where a good dinner was awaiting

us. Eager to make the most of our time

we Avere out again after dinner but saw
nothing further than tracks.

A good rest on Sunday prepared us for

a final dash on Monday. About the mid-

dle of the morning Abe registered his

success, shooting a doe. Hearing the

45-70 we soon joined and found him
highly excited over his success at almost

the last hour. We had almost to carry

him to camp.

Speedily we did our packing, hired a

farmer's sleigh to take out our game and

turned our faces for home.

Another good meal at Paddy's where

we recounted our successes and we were

on board the train for home.

It was Tuesday before we reached

Cardinal, tired indeed but wonderfully

happy, feeling like different men alto-

gether. Before we parted we agreed, if

at all possible, to go again and renew
our acquaintance with that wonderful

country of scenic beauties and big game.

From time to time allegations are

made against beavers holding up waters

and doing damage to various interests.

During the late dry season these com-

plaints were more than usually numerous

and serious. In the case of North Bay
the town was in darkness for a night, not

enough water being available to generate
the electric current. Inquiries rsulted in

tracing the source of the mischief to the

beavers. The town is supplied with

light by the Nipissing River Company
which in turn obtains its generating force

from the South River. The headquart-

ers of this river are in the Algonquin
National Park and it is here that the beav-

ers put in their work. The wonderful

dams, the admiration of all who see them,

are made and hold up the water. The
beavers think onh' of their own require-

ments and do not consider the town dwel-

lers. No doubt the present season will

witness a thinning out of the numbers of

these busy little engineers, the work be-

ing undertaken by the officials of the

Park with the consent and under the di-

rection of the Provincial Government.



The Story of a Saskatchewan Duck Shoot.

Br THE PILOT

OX E day. last October we decided

upon our annual duck shoot and
general outing- at Moose Moun-
tain Lakes, and immediately went

into committee of the whole to consider
ways and means, supplies, etc.

I don't think any other topic could

bring out so much discussion, and only
the persistent stand made by the older

campers of the party prevented us from
taking all sorts of abominations on the
trip, and being practically made bank-
rupt by the cost of transport.

It was a fift3'-mile .drive, and conse-
quently luxuries were thrown aside and
only the things that could not possibly

be done without were taken along, and
it is surprising how few of these there

reall}- are.

Old Mac did not want to take any-
thing. He was going shooting—he was,
and coidd shoot enough to eat all right.

Jim suggested that a frying pan would
not be a bad thing and possibly a few
matches, unless Mac proposed to return

to aboriginal methods of life.

Mac said of course everyone would
have matches though he knew a fellow

down on the Rideau who never carried

them. However, he consented to these

things and also the other necessary fix-

tures.

Guns, dogs, ammunition, boxes, tent,

cooking utensils, grub, rugs and some-
thing in a stone jug which old Mac said

would be handy in case of sickness, were
duly loaded into the wagon and we start-

ed early that bright October morning for

the duck shoot.

I drove, not because I am passionately

fond of work, I am always willing to '.1-

low the other fellow to do some of it

—

but there is an air of proprietorship about
it—you are somewhat master of the situa-

tion, acting as guide, with the others de-

pending upon you for advice. I am al-

ways delighted to give advice. That is

one good point about me. When Lbe

tent is being put up I am always readv

to advise the fellows how to do it and I

never tliink for a moment that I mis^ht

allow someone else to take my place.

That is my self-sacrificing spirit.

I remember driving for several davs
on a trip with a 'large boil developing up-

on the back of ni}- hand. I could not
prevent the people from questioning me
about it, even when I covered it up and
everyone I met upon that trip volunteer-

ed advice and suggested a cure for boils.

A\ hen I reached home I had sixty-nine

recipes for the cure of the boil and over
forty of them were sugar and soap.

On the wa}^ down, stories were told of

former duck shoots and some most wond-
erful incidents were brought out.

This is where Old Mac shines.

He said he went to the mountain once
with some fellows and as he got tired of

hunting around for birds, he sat down in

a nice little hide on a neck of land be-

tween two lakes. It was an ideal spot

for a shoot but there was nothing doing
and eventually he dosed off. A noise

—

a whir of wings—aroused him, and he

saw an immense flock of ^lallards pass-

ing over his hide. They detected hitn

getting his gun out, changed their minds,

and swung upwards and outward for

safer quarters. They were in an ideal

position for a raking shot and he let them
have both barrels. He said it simply

rained ducks for about five minutes.

Jim said: "How high did you say they

were?'

"Oh, quite low, perhaps thirty feet

above the water."

"I only wondered," said Jim, "but they

were so long in falling."

Doc said that maybe being such a large

flock there wasn't room for them to tall.

I said that no doubt some very strange

things occur at times when a man it-

alone. Take the case of Jim McLung
for example. He saj-s he went down to

the river one day, sneaked up and sa'v

some ducks coming down, waited and

shot three out of tlie two of them wi'ii

one barrel.
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Doc wanted to know what became of

those that were left.

I said that McLung- told me that rhere

-were ncne left, the others flew away.
Then Old Mac remembered about one

time when he was on the Rideau, and by
the way it is simply marvellous how that

river teemed with incidents.

Well, he was out after ducks, and
marked down a flock of Golden Eyes or

W histle Wings. They had settled down
in a shallow basin where the caUlc ot

the neighborhood had been coming for

water, winter and summer, and after he
had killed a lot of them with his nrst dis-

charge (and he always does kill a sur-

prising number) and the remainder had
scattered over the adjoining countr)-, he

was amazed to see another and anorhcr
flock come in, acting precisely like ducks
over decoys. He shot an immense num-
ber and while engaged at his work dis-

covered that they were decoying to the

cattle droppings. According to his ac-

count, the Golden Eye is quite a simple-

ton, and decoyed beautifully.

He said he just got forty-three of them.

Jim seized the reins just then, left *-he

trail, and took a course across the prairie

towards a bunch of cattle grazing there.

"Where in thunder are you going?"'

said Mac.
"Oh, I want to take one of those cows

along with us. W'e haven't many de-

coys }'0u know."
"If you could get twenty-seven as easy

as that why I want some of these de-

coys."

Mac said "I didn't say twenty-seven, I

said seventeen." The incident closed by
Doc remarking that he didn't mind hov/

many he shot but he felt that it was a

little rough on the Rideau to have such

things charged up to it.

W^e stopped for lunch and horse feed

and had a very pleasant lunch indeed.

Cases of sickness began to develop here

and Mac's old jug was brought into rec-

ognition.

After lunch how good and peaceful we
were. How happy and contented. Doc
said it put him in mind of Heaven, every-

thing was so calm and peaceful.

I heard a very different comparison

given by a couple of young harvest-hands

who hired out with a farmer a few miles

out of town. It appears that the old

farmer had them up at five o'clock in the

morning and from that time until ten

o'clock at night they were kept employed
at something or other. * In a couple of

days they were back at the hotel.

"W'hv I thought you were working for

Smith?"'"

"So we were."

"Didn't you like it out there?"

"Gh, yes, it was just like Heaven,"
"How is that?"

"There was no night there."

Jim brought out some cigars and we
started a smoke. They were that idiotic

make of cigar that looks just about the

same at each end. so we sat, two on an

old log, the other two facing us on a

couple of old boxes. I cut off one end

of the thing, lit a match and attempted

to light the cigai'—^listening at the same
time to a remarkable story being told by

Doc. The match went out. I lit an-

other, but pull as I would I couldn't get

the thing to go. I saw that Old Mac and

Jim were very much interested in my
attempts, but they are often quite silly

and so I paid little attention to them.

Then Doc appeared to become utterly

absorbed in my movements and dropped

the story. I took a toothpick and push-

ed it up into the thing, lit another match

and tried it again with similar results,

took a look at the other end and found

that I had cut oiT the wrong end.

The moment I made this discovery I

was greeted with the 'loudest, most pro-

longed and silliest laughter that I ever

heard. It is so silly in my opinion to

laugh like that, and besides I could see

nothing to laugh at. Doc said it was

the best pantomime he ever saw. After

some further remarks by Jim and Mac
we decided to hitch up and proceed to the

camping station.

Coming to a little stream which we had

to ford, Jim remembered crossing there

in the Spring when the stream was froz-

en up, but the next day upon his return

it was a raging torrent. There had been

a sudden thaw in the meantime.

Doc said that no place on earth could

beat Calgary for thaws. He knew a

man living 25 miles west of Calgary who
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started to drive in one day. A Chinook
wind sprans: up from the west and he saw
that if he didn't hurry up the snow would
be ijone before he got tiiere. He had a

pair of wild Western bronchos hitched to

a light double sleigh and he let them go
for all the}' were worth. He won out
eventually but for the last five miles
while the front bobs were on the snow
the hind bobs were dragging in the mud.
Nobody spoke for about five minutes.

Each of us was letting that story soak
in some. Then Mac got hold of the
medicine jug, and he, Jim and I retired

into it consecutively. Mac said he nev-
er heard a story that affected him so
much.
Jim said "Aren't you going to let Doc

have any?"
Mac said "no, a man that can tell a

stor\' like that doesn't need any stimulat-
ing."

Now we were nearing our old shooting-
grounds and sloughs and ponds were
recognized as spots where some particu-

larly good shots or particularly good
bags were made on previous occasions.

"Do you remember the time we shot
those big spoonbills over there? Do you
remember that big Mallard flight over
that neck when you and I were in the

hides there? Lord, what a shot that

was ! And there's the stubble field where
we had the big mallard shoot in 1905.

Say! didn't they sail in beautifully?

Wonder if we'll get a good shoot this

time, etc., etc."

Ducks could be seen in all the sloughs

and the different kinds were named-

—

Pintails. Mallards, Spoonbills, Gadwall,
Bluebills, Teal, with occasionally groups
of Canvasback, etc. Old Mac declared

that he saw a Merganser and wanted to

get out and shoot it. I would not per-

mit this however and drove on. He
then pointed out that perhaps we didn't

know much about Mergansers. He had
shot hundreds of them on the Rideau
where they were considered the finest

eating. "Why," I said, "you old chump,
you never ate a Merganser! You might
as well say that you enjoy roast loon."

Jim supposed that they had a special

brand of Mergansers on the Rideau.
However, I did let him out a little lat-

er to get a shot at some fine looking mal-
lards. The birds rose, and one onlv
came near him, flj'ing strong and going
directly over us. Mac fired at him but
the duck went on untouched. \\ hen he
came back to the rig he said "Holy
smoke! did you see that duck fly awray
with all that shot in him? \Vhy, I

simply filled him with shot." "Yes"
said Doc "the shot was dropping out of

him as he went over the rig. We all

heard it."

We reached the camping ground and
soon became so busy putting up the tent,

getting in hay for beds, stowing away
the horses, unloading and packing away
the contents of the rig. preparing "for

supper, etc., that there was very little

said or done out of the ordinary.

Being all old and seasoned hands it

was not long before the original chaos
began to resolve itself into system. The
water boiled, the frying pan sizzled, and
as each finished his particular work, at-

tention was given to other things such
as getting a supply of wood for the mor-
row, resurrecting plates, knives, spoons,

etc. After supper, it being still day-

light, we went on foot here and there on

a reconnaisance meeting again at camp
about dark. All reported the ducks

numerous and the shooting good, and all

had several ducks to show in proof of it.

One of the party had noticed large flocks

of mallards flying high but evidently with

one objective. This meant a feeding-

ground, and after much discussion it was
decided to watch this flight the next

evening and follow the line up until the

objective point was located, as we could

not possibly find it now and so could not

reach it in time for the morning shoot.

Mac had been over a stubble field in

which were several ponds with ducks
plentiful, and he thought that probably

many were feeding there so it was de-

cided to try this for an early morning
shoot.

I have sometimes flattered myself that

I knew pretty nearly all there was to

learn about the ways of mallards but they

have so many eccentricities, are so cun-
ning, and yet so stupid, that I have simp-

ly stowed away what I learned about
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them, and wait patiently for new develop-
ments.

Let me state some of their peculiari-

ties. No other duck here will frequent
the grain-fields, and why they select one
particular grain-field, flying for miles

over other grain-fields precisely similar

in character is something I have not yet

discovered. More than that they will

not spread all over the field but apparent-
ly begin at some one point, sometimes the

centre, sometimes any old place, and
from this point, clearing it up thoroughly
as they go, will gradually extend the
area. By some kind of telepathy, every

mallard within miles of the place becomes
imbued with the same determination and
will stick to it until the field is demolish-
ed or until they have been shot at good
and hard.

I have seen grain standing in stock

that looked as if a big drove of hogs had
been at work at it. I have sometimes
thou;;ht that a stray flock of mallards
had noticed a flock of geese going into a

field and immediately passed the word
along, considering that if the wary goose
felt safe there, it was surely all right for

them. One thing is certain, that wher-
ever geese are found frequenting a field,

mallards are also found there. They
will decoy to the ordinary goose decoy
and I have often seen several of them
sail right in and light among the decoys
while I have been v/aiting for geese. This
is where they appear stupid.

They will come into the field an hour
before the geese—the latter rarely come
until sunrise—so that a morning shoot
is serious. It means a drive in the dark,

getting the hides ready before daylight,

setting out decoys, etc., and if you don't

want to go without your breakfast it

means getting up two hours before sun-

rise. It was therefore decided to shoot

around camp in the morning and hunt
up a good land shoot for the following

day.

The dogs were all fed and stowedi

away, and after a brief discussion as to

the respective merits of the dogs, most
of which are English retrievers, the dis-

cussion ended as usual by Mac proving
to us that he had the only one worth tak-

ing out. He proved this by telling us

some of the marvellous things his dog
had done when he was out alone with
him. Doc wanted him to repeat the per-

formance with the dog to-morrow as he
would so much like to see it, but Mac
said he never could get his dog to work
properly when others were around.

I remember going out from camp one
morning with Mac and his dog for an
early shoot at a stubble field. I suggest-
ed that as his dog was not under good
control he had better have a rope on him
for a time at least. Mac assured me
that his dog -would when alone render
him perfect obedience— it was only when
other men and dogs were around that he
became excited. Suddenly from the

other side of the ridge, in the direction I

knew Mac to be, I heard the following:
"Rover"—"Rover"-

—"Come here Rover.''

"Come here Rover" " you. Rover,"
then a couple of shots and silence. I

thought that Rover had started on a rab-

bit hunt as he alwaj's does if he can get
a chance, but it seems that he espied a

skunk and took after it and hence the
wild calls of Mac who when he saw the

dog could not be stopped, fired at and
killed the skunk to save unpleasanti^ess.

I was aroused in the middle of the

night b}' someone crawling over me, mut-
tering as he went—"I wonder where it

is." "Where the was it put?" It

was old Mac. Jim fetched him with a

boot and I landed him one with the fry-

ing pan which happened to be close at

hand. He pretended that he was glad

we aroused him, as he must have been
dreaming or walking in his sleep. We
had a fairly good idea what he was after.

\\'e were out early next morning. In

fact it is impossible to do otherwise with
Mac in camp. We decided upon a light

breakfast with hot cofifee, promising our-

selves something better later on, as the

main shoot would be over by ten o'clock.

Guns were looked over, ammunition sort-

ed out, horses fed and watered, and off

we went in the early dawn, cold, but
happy.

We scattered, each man and dog select-

ing his own point and securing some
kind of a hide, and then awaiting develop-

ments. W'e were in a cultivated field,

now in stubble, with many sloughs scat-
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tered over it. many of them long and nar-

row. After a few minutes of waiting-,

I heard Mac"s gun just over the ridge

where there was another long chain of

sloughs. He appeared to be at the fur-

ther end of them. I was at the end of

a string of sloughs on this side of the

ridge with Jim not far away. Then an-

other gun boomed from another point

beyond the ridge, evidently Doc., and
then the tumult began.

Jim and I were very well situated and

the birds swung around the end of the

ridge and prepared to stretch away down
our chain of sloughs. Many of them
succeeded, but manj- fell bj- the way, the

dogs gathering them in when instructed.

I remember shooting with a friend

from a hide in a grain stook. We had
a good bunch of decoys out and just as

the shooting became interesting, along
came a couple of other fellows and hid

in another stook and began shooting over
our deco}-s. They dropped quite a

number as well as ourselves but did not

attempt to pick them up, having no dog
with them. Tom and I sent the dog out

and he quietly gathered them all in to

our hide. When the flight was over we
started in at those cuckoos for coming
in and bothering us and gave it to them
good and hard.

The}' made some excuse and went out

to pick up their birds. Tom and I sat

down, lit our pipes and with the aid of a

mj'sterious-looking flat-sided nickel-cov-

ered affair began to enjoy the scene.

"Well that beats me." I'm sure I dropped
one here.''

'A\'here the have they all got
to?"' etc.

\\'e let them wander around for about
ten minutes and then Tom kindly offered

them the use of his dog. They kept

that dog going for a while by encourag-
ing him to "hunt 'em up old chap", etc.

and at Jast he did get on the trail of a

wounded one and brought it to us in tri-

umph. Tom said it must be one that he
himself had wounded and promptly ap-

propriated it, at the same time asking
those fellows to kindly help to carry our

ducks to the wagon. \\'hen they saw our

stack of ducks behind the hide they must
have realized what had happened for they

positively declined to help us. That
shows how mean some people are.

The shoot was all over, or at least the

best of it, b}' ten o'clock and we started

for camp with the bags, being joined, on
the way, by the others, all of us well

pleased with the results and with the

prospect of a few good da3-s' shooting.

Mac pointed out the place where a year
before he had set out his decoys in the

stubble one morning and failing in re-

sults, had left them there during the day.

That same afternoon, a friend and myself
were returning to camp across the field,

when we saw a local nimrod coming from
the opposite direction. The moment he
caught sight of the decoys he dropped on
his stomach and crawled and wriggled
himself within easy gunshot, raised up
slightly, took a long deliberate aim and
fired, levelled his gun a second time, but

became suspicious, walked up and exam-
ined them. After he left. Jack and I went
over and found he had shot three of them.

\\"e turned out the game at camp and
found fort3'-one to our credit, all mal-

lards. Mac, to his evident satisfaction,

had the best bag. Breakfast was sug-

gested, but it was fully agreed to have
a regular bang up dinner at twelve in-

stead. On our way back to camp we had
shot half a dozen chickens and these with

some stolen potatoes made an excellent

stew. Did you ever have a really good
dinner an3-\vhere else than camp, and
particularly after such a strenuous fore-

noon as ours?

During that dinner the silence was in-

tense. Then one by one, each threw him-

self back on the grass under the trees,

pipes were lit, Jim's box of cigars was
trotted out and more idiotic remarks

made as to my method of lighting them,

and then ^Nlac began to give some details

of his shoot. As usual all the difficult

shots went his way and he did not get a

single easy shot in the lot. But we are

accustomed to Mac and usually let him
'blow himself out and then sit on him

figuratively. Doc had been in sight of

Mac's hide all the time and through him

we got the story corrected. It appeared

that the chances had been about even all

around.

After the remains of the dinner had
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been disposed of, dishes cleaned up, hors-

es fed and harnessed, we hitched up and
struck out in the direction the flisjht had
been seen heading- the previous evening.

We passed a place (some small ponds on
the edg^e of a stubble-field) where ]\Iac

and others, the 3'ear before, had a great

shoot for a short time. The field was a

mallard feeding-groun'd but the boys did

not realize this. ^^'hen they reached
these small ponds the birds were coming,
flock after flock, determined to do what
they had done on previous days, viz

—

alight in those ponds preparatory to go-

ing into the field. A few wild shots and
then each jumped for a hide in the scrub.

Blake and Doc shot for half an hour and
then old Mac joined them, knowing by
the Ejuns that something was doing. In

another half hour it was too dark to shoot
but the dogs had retrieved sixty-three

mallards. Jim and I were elsewhere on
that occasion. The boys said that they
never saw anything like the persistency

with which each flock attempted to alight

on one particular pond a'bout which they

were shooting and iwhich was not much
larger than a couple of town lots. Ducks
were tumbling down, and the pond al-

ways had a dog and sometimes two or

three of them in the water but to these

the mallards paid no attention whatever.
It was dark before they were ready to

start for camp, and a very dark night it

became and nobody knew exactly the

best way to get 'back. Blake drove, and
according to Mac's account, it must have
been an awful experience. He says he
wasn't in the wagon more than half the

time (the rest of it was spent in the air)

but he was always fortunate enough to

find it when he fell. Mac exaggerates a

little at times.

We moved further out on the plain so

as to observe the direction taken by the

ducks and to locate them if possible, and
finally a flock of geese came along and
settled down in a field a couple of miles

away. We felt sure that this was the

mallards' objective point and moved to

within a half mile, and saw flock after

flock of mallards sailing in with perfect

confidence. They had been there before

and knew it to be safe. So, making a

mental map of the situation, the best

place to set the decoys, and a mental
map of the best way to reach the place

in the dark, we went away and shot the

ponds until evening.

That evening as Mac was advising us

how to arrange matters for the morning
with a lot of "now, this is what I would
do," etc., Jim suggested that he shut up

and that in all probability some of the

others knew a thing or two. Eventually

it was left to the Pilot to arrange the de-

tails. \\'e reached the ground an hour

before sunrise, tied the horses to the

wagon, tied up Mac's dog and all the

others, excepting one, known to be wise

in this kind of work, shouldered guns

and ammunition and decoys, and hunted

for the feeding place. In the dark this

was not easy, but we soon found it and

traced its limits. The birds had probab-

ly covered three-quarters of an acre and

had made a pretty good job of it. On
many of the stocks not a head of grain

was to be seen. Two stook hides were

selected, the set out, and "Mark East"

from the Pilot was the first evidence of

something doing. From the far East, a

flock of ducks were coming, and orders

were given to let them well within range

and then—Six out of that flock. They

came straight in without a waver and if

let alone would have settled in the de-

coys. The Pilot was pleased as it show-

ed the selection of hides to be right.

Soon the Pilot with his field-glass gave

the warning again, and several scatte'-ed

flocks then came, and retired leaving he-

hind many dead and wounded. The sun

now began to show signs of appearing

above the horizon and I suggested that

we indulge in no more duck shooting as

geese might 'be expected before long.

After a short wait, and with a whole

flodk of mallards among the decoys the

cry of "Mark Geese—West", came from

Doc. It was a flock of three only, and

none survived to tell the tale. Then an-

other and another flock came, and that

was all. We secured nine of the large

Canada Goose and then we decided to

loosen up on the mallards which still

kept coming. It was a case now of pick

your bird and nail him, everybody for

himself. .About ten o'clock we came out

of the hides and viewed the field of bat-
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tie. I tried to think of Wellington's
words after Waterloo, but could not get
them right. Doc.—the idiot—said he
thought it was "Come and have some-
thing!" Mac said Waterloo wasn't in it

anyhow with this, but the idea of having
something was worth considering. The
old bitch had only been permitted to se-

cure a few that seemed in danger of es-

caping and so Mac went to loose the

dogs while we picked up what we could
see, and the old bitch got busy and inter-

ested. She picked up the trail of a

wounded bird and we saw her pick it up
a quarter of a mile aw-ay, bring it in, and
deposit it on the pile in triumph. The
other dogs soon secured the stragglers

and we sat down and stretched out our
legs to ease them. You can't possibly

get in a comfortable position in a stook
hide. Your legs are doubled under you
and your back and neck are nearly brok-

en trying to keep out of sight. \Ve got
back to camp, lay around until after din-

ner, listened to some stories of excellent

and marvellous shots—chiefly made by
Mac—also a discussion between Doc and
Mac as to the number of ducks that

came to the decoys, finally agreeing be-

tween themselves that there were ten

thousand. Jim told them that neither

of them knew anything about it and in

that respect were like two lawyers that

he heard about.

It appears that they were arguing up-

on opposite sides of a case in Court, and

the winning lawyer had quoted freely

from the Bible throughout his address.
After the case was disposed of the other
lawer met him and said

;

"Darn silly of you to quote the Bible
in your speech. Everybody knows you
don't know anything about it. I'll bet
you ten dollars you can't repeat the
Lord's prayer."

"Done! I'll take you," said the other
fellow. Then he began

:

"Now I lay me down to sleep,

I pray the Lord my soul to keep,

Guard me safely through the night,

And let me see the morning light.

If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.

Amen."

"Well," said the other fellow; "That
beats me. I didn't believe you could do
it. Here! The money's your's!"

We shot around the vicinity of camp
until about three o'clock and then hitched

up to try the same field for an evening
shoot.

\\ e did not expect very good results,

but nevertheless had some good sport

and returned to camp pleased with the

day's work.

That night in camp we decided to

shoot along a chain of small lakes for

a while the next forenoon, to give the

dogs a chance to enjoy themselves, and

then pull for home, which we finally

reached about midnight, Tired and weary,

but happy

!

In the course of his interviews with

some of the old settlers, now so rapidh'

passing away. ^Ir. James E. Orr of

Tempo, Ont., whose contributions on his

own special subject have proved deeply

interesting to those who can never know-
too much of pioneer days, tells of a set-

tler pursued by a band of wolves. The
settler sought refuge in a tree but did
not climb high enough to prevent the
wolves from jumping up at him. From
the story, which was pieced together
from the signs subsequently discovered,
it was found that the man had his axe

with him. Aparently he killed eight of

them with this weapon but aiming too

hard at the ninth missed his hold and fell.

What was left of him and the wolves

were found a daj- or two afterwards. The
heads of the animals showed distinctly

that they had been killed by blows from

an axe and the man's remains testified

too clearly to the work of the wolves to

leave any doubt as to the nature of his

death. It is a gruesome story but one,

there is reason to believe, that could

be duplicated in many districts in pioneer

days when wolves were more dangerous
than they are at present.



Interesting Angling Queries and Replies.

A Fine Symposium.

"Reader" writes from Toronto:

Would you Icindly answer the following

questions to settle an argument ?

(i) In taking in a fish with the landing
net should the net be placed in the water,
the fish led up to it and then lifted in,

or should the net be dipped down and
fish scooped up?

(2) In fishing for salmon (or any other
fish) should the reel be always used for

taking in line?

It is claimed by some that the line

ought to be taken in by hand by a pro-

cess known as climbing the pole and
which I argue is not correct.

I was fishing with the gentleman with
whom I had the argument last week and
I caught a large pickerel. I brought
same in to be landed, when he made a

dash at it with the landing net which scar-

ed the fish. I again brought it in and he

made another scoop at it with the net

which again caused the fish to rush away.
I then requested him to put the net down
in the water which he did and I led the

fish up to it and took him in without any
trouble. The latter method he states is

not correct but to my way of thinking

a sudden jab at a fish is sure to scare it

and might in a great many cases cause it

to get away.

The above queries were referred to Mr.
E. D. T. Chambers, Secretary-Treasurer

of the North American Fish and Game
Protective Association and one of the

most experienced anglers in Canada, a

man whose writings on angling subjects

have made him well known far and wide.

He supplies the following elaborate and
comprehensive answers:

"Fully appreciative of the compliment
paid me hy the editor of Rod and Gun in

asking me to reply to certain questions

submitted to him by "Reader" of Toron-
to, and printed above, I have no hesita-

tion in saving that though circumstances

alter cases, it will, as a general rule, be

found more successful to lead the fish up
to the net, or rather over or in front of it,

and then to be gathered in by the net

than to dip the net into the water in full

view of the fish and in close proximity

to it in the endeavor to scoop it up. In

no case should a sudden jab be made at

the fish as described by "Reader."

It may interest more than your cor-

respondent to know what the most ex-

perienced angling authorities who have

written on the subject have to say of it.

Louis Rhead, author of "The Book of

Fish and Fishing'" says at page 280 of

that work : "After the fish is thorough-

ly tired, reel up till the leader touches

the tip ; then with the right hand hold

the net, holding the rod high above the

head with the left hand ; work the fish

close in, nose facing the net, which is plac-

ed well under the water ; when the greater

part of the fish is above the net, scoop it

up, at once releasing the line strain."

The late Canon Kingsley netted his

trout in the bright, clear water of his

English chalk streams by leading them
up to or over the net, and in his well-

known "Chalk Stream Studies" says of

one particular occasion, where he missed

his fish, as every angler sometimes does:

"We lost our two last fish simply by not

being able to guide them into the net
"

Benjamin Kent, in a chapter entitled

"An Angler's Notes on the Beaverkill"

published in Louis Rhead's superb volume
on the Brook Trout, describes the play-

ings of a good fish, concluding as follows

:

"Reel up all the line except about six or

eight feet ; this you take up inch by inch

in your fingers until you judge the length

of the line and leader is such that you
can reach your net under him ; then take

the rod in your left hand and hold the

line between your fingers and thumb

—

you will thus 'be ready to give him the

line in case he makes a rush ; then lead

him toward you from the side, not from

above or below, or move over to him.
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raise the tip of your rod until the trout
is near enough, and then slip the net un-
der him."

Sir Edward Grey, cousin of Canada's
late Governor-General who is not only a
prominent member of Mr. Asquith's Gov-
ernment but a leading authorit}- on angl-
ing, in his "Fly-Fishing," which is one of
the Haddon Hall series of books on sport,
saj's of netting a fish : "The best vvaj- is

to draw the fish over the net, not to push
the net under the fish. In practice there
is often a com>bination of both these
movements, but the net should be kept
as still and unobtrusive as possible, until

the final act of lifting, or rather receiving
and drawing the body of the fish to land,
and this should be steady, even and cer-

tain. I prefer to keep the rod in the
right hand, because the management of
the fish with the rod is more difficult and
delicate, even at the last moment, than
the act of netting."

In "The Game Fish of the Xortli" hy
the late Robert B. Roosevelt of Xew
York, an uncle of the ex-president of the
United States, the following advice is

given: "In leading a fish wait till he is

pretty well exhausted, bring his mouth
above water and keep it there till he is

drawn into the net, and warn j-our as-

sistant to remove the net at once if he
gets his head down. By diving after

him with the net. the assistant would
certainly not catch the fish and miglit

tangle one of your other flies. The fisli

should be led into the net. and the latter

kept as still as possible : he knows as well

as you do "what it is for, and if his atten-

tion is drawn to it, will dart ofl:" as madly
as ever."

John Bickerdyke for some time editor

of the London Field, and author of a
score of bodks on fishing, discourses
thusly of the proper use of the landing
net : "As soon as the trout seems ex-

hausted, coax him over the landing net.

Never put a landing net in front of a

trout's nose, but sink the net in the wat-
er, and draw the fish gently over it. If

the stream is strong, place the net be-

hind the fish, and let the current carry
him in.''

Charles Barker. Bradford, in "The
Brook Trout and the Determined An-

gler" says "Reel him (the fish) up until

your leader touches the tip of the rod.

Then, if the leader is of the correct length
and if the rod is properly pliant, he will be
near enough for you to put your landing
net under him, tail first, as all fish should
be netted. Do this quickly, without
making a splashing swoop, and he will

soon grace your creel."

The following advice is given in a work
entitled "Angling and How to Angle" by

J. T. Burgess, edited by R. B. ^larston,

editor of the "Fishing Gazette" of Lond-
on. England. "In landing a fish, let the

landing net be slipped under the fish, so

that he maj^ drop into it."

I have taken the above extracts at ran-

dom from a few of the most accessible

authorities on the shelves of mj- angling
library, and while they are not all in

entire agreement, the consensus of opin-

ion is decidedly in favor of the stand tak-

en by j'our correspondent "Reader."

I am far from saying that occasions

may not arise where success may not

be attained by suddenh- dipping in the

net behind a fish when an unexpected op-

portunity' of so securing him occurs, be-

fore it is considered wise or expedient to

immerse the net in the water for the pur-

pose of leading the fish into it.

Better than all the others quoted I like

the advice given by Sir Edward Grey:
"The best way is to draw the fish over

the net. not to push the net under the

fish. In practice there is often a com-

bination of both these movements, but

the net should be kept as still and un-

obtrusive as possible, until the final act

of lifting, or rather receiving and draw-

ing the body of the fish to land, and this

should be steady, even and certain."

In netting one's own fish. Messrs. Kent

and Rhead suggest using the net with

the right hand and holding the rod with

the left, while Sir Edward Grey prefers

to finish the fight the other way round,

using the net in the left hand and leav-

ing the right free for the manipulation of

the rod. which as he says, is the more
delicate operation, when the fish lias to be

led to the net. To the many fishermen.

who. like myself, use the trout rod al-

most equally well, or badly, as the case
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may be, with either hand, this is a matter

of comparative indifference.

In reply to "Reader's" second query

''In fishin^ for sahnon (or any other fish)

should the reel be always used for taking

in line, etc.?" I say emphatically, "Yes,"

though occasions arise where the reel is

incompetent to do its entire work quickly

enough and it then becomes necessary to

assist it 'by hauling in some of the line

by hand, as, in the case of a salmon, at

the end of a long line, suddenly running
at full speed towards the angler. If the

latter is wading in the water, sitting in

an anchored boat or canoe or perched
upon a rock, he may be unable to run
back from the fish as he winds up his reel

and has no alternative to giving the fish

a slack line, than to haul in his line by
hand ; unless indeed he uses that Ameri-
can abomination, the automatic reel, with
which the fisherman practically presses

the button and the reel does all the rest.

There are also, of course, certain meth-
ods of casting which require a limited

amount of line to be ta'ken from the reel

and left just above the reel seat prior to

the cast. But in playing a fish the reel

alone should 'be used in taking in line,

except in such cases of necessity as that

abo\e described. The author of ".\n-

gling and How to Angle" already quoted
from above says: "Xever seize your
line in either hand either to shorten or

lengthen it. It is an awkward, bad prac-

tice and should be avoided.' This ad-

vice differs from that given by Mr. Kent
in this connection and quoted above, and
is much more worthy of acceptance."

Mr. Walter Greaves, the well known
angler of Ottawa, gives his view in these

words

:

"In taking a fish from the water with
the landing net I usually insert the net

in the water, after playing the fish for

a short time, and then lead him into it,

but there are times when I find it neces-

sar}^ to scoop him up. It is impossible to

lay down any rules for this, as much de-

pends on circumstances, the nature and
fighting qualities of the fish, etc.

When fishing for salmon I have notic-

ed that some of the guides make a lunge

down at the fish with the gaff or scoop
him in the landing net and are usually

successful in landing them but I do not,

as a rule, adopt this method. I prefer,

after playing the fish until well exhaust-

ed, to bring him in quietly and quickly

gafif him from underneath.
In fishing for Atlantic salmon one

would, I think, never land his fish unless

he used a reel and long line. It would
be impossible to land them by hauling in

the line over hand. I refer to fly fish-

ing. Perhaps this might be done in

British Coluni'bia where I understand

they troll for them with a hand line &c.,

but I do not know anything about that

sport.

The following are the answers accord-

ing to the judgment of Mr. W. Hickson,
a veteran angler of Bobcaygeon

:

(i) The 'landing net should be placed

in the water in a good position, so that

when the fish is brought over the mouth
or near it a slight movement of the per-

son operating it will secure the fish, as

the fish is sure to run when there is the

least movement near him.

(2) The reel should always be used in

taking in and playing your fish, unless

it goes out of commission and then the

"climbing" method or any other method
should be adopted in order to secure the

fish.

Down in the State of Xorth Carolina,

that delightfiil country of corn pone, hot

toddies and cold persimmons, one may
shoot quail through a winter's month
amidst conditions of comfort and good
company. That regions accessible to

.\orthern winter sojourners in the South
furnish better quail shooting than there

prevailed in the Carolinas a decade ago
is due to the growth in recent year; of

private preservation. Much of the com-
fort and success of a trip of course de-

on knowing where to go. Sportsmen
who want a good thing, however, can

make no mistake in seeking the hospital-

ity of Hunter's Lodge. Buies P. O., X^. C.

Here they will find comfortable quarters,

a good table and perfect hunting.



Fishing and Hunting in Nova Scotia.

Ejcperiences of a Novice.

BV SILVER GREY.

S3
much attention is given to articles

by experienced hunters and anglers
that the majority amongst us some-
times long for a little instruction

for beginners. After all the greatest
number amongst us cannot be experi-
enced in backwoods' lore, and while we
read with interest what others have done
some of us would like a share in these
feats if we only knew something about
the experiences of beginners.
Having long felt that such a record

would prove of value to many readers I

have been tempted to give my own,
trusting that others may be encouraged
by my example and give us all the bene-
fit of their experiences for the common
good.

It was some years ago when on a

business trip to Sherbrooke, Nova
Scotia, that I met a native of that
town in the smoking room of the
Caledonia Hotel and put to him the
question : "Have you any good fish-

ing and hunting in }'our woods around
here?" His answer was prompt: "Come
and see for yourself. Three of us are
starting to-morrow on a moose hunt to

Liscomb River and if you care to join us
we will make you heartily welcome." His
invitation was given with so much good
will that I accepted it in the same spirit

and inquired about preparations. The
hotel proprietor loaned me a rifle and I

was only allowed to share in the cost of

the supplies.

I was told that we should make an
early start in the morning and accord-
ingly retired to rest as soon as these pre-

liminaries, which did not take long owing
to the prompt decisions of my newly-
found friend, were completed.
Excitement did not allow me to sleep

much and I was chasing moose and bear
in my dreams all night, and had just ar-

rived at a point in my adventures where
I was in the clutches of a bear when I

awoke to consciousness and became

alive to the fact that my hunting friend
was shaking me and telling me that the
team would be at the door in a few min-
utes. I dressed with all speed, bolt-

ing mj- breakfast and was ready when
the wagon drew up.

\\'hen I mounted the wagon I found
my friend with two companions, whom he
introduced to me as Aubrey and Vernon.
The four mile drive was taken in the
darkness and when we left the wagon,
telling the driver to meet ns three days
later in the same spot, dawn was just be-
ginning to appear. We shouldered our
packs for a quarter of a mile to Gasper-
eaux Lake where -we found a flat-bottom-

ed canoe, which my companions kept in

hiding there for just such occasions, and
embarked. As we slowly paddled down
the lake, Vernon rigged up a small trout

rod and I tried to talk wise about trout

flies. Then I noticed that Vernon was
not casting but trolling and I turned the

conversation to spinners and artificial

bait. Before I had got out of my depth
the reel began to spin and the paddles
stopped. The way that little rod stood
the strain upon it gave me a new idea of

what properl}- prepared wood will stand.

After some minutes of strenuous fight-

ing the canoe was paddled to shoal wa-
ter, a landing net was slipped under the

fish and he was lifted into the canoe,

where he immediately proceeded to do
stunts, breaking through the bottom of

the net, where the line and rod had to be

passed through after him, and several

times jumping as high as the edge of the

canoe, though failing to go sideways
enough to land him in the water. By go-

ing down on his knees \''ernon succeeded,

after several attempts, in gathering him
into his lap. Holding the fish in his left

hand, he placed his right forefin^ger in

its mouth, bent the head back till the

neck snapped and thus succeeded in

bringing these struggles to an end.

I judged that the trout would go fully
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five pounds but Vernon thought it only

a little over three. As we had no scales

we could not settle the actual weig^ht. I

noticed when he was unhooked that the

hook was bare and asked what bait he

had taken. They showed me a can of

live minnows in 'water which they hook-

ed through the head. By using a lead

sinker and trolling deep two more trout,

nearly as large as the first, were obtained

and the rod was then stowed away. I

saw many trout breaking the water and
was informed that it was a good place

for fish though many of the trout about
the running water were then ready to

spav/n and not fit to eat.

At the mouth of Joe's Brook, after a

paddle of about three miles, we again

hid the canoe and packed our dunnage
for about a quarter of a mile to a small

log camp. On arrival we all got busy.

Fires were quickly started, one outside

for boiling the tea and another inside to

smoke the camp and drive out flies.

The trout were cleaned and hung up in

the smoke to keep the flies from them.
During dinner plans were discussed.

As the wind was north-west and indica-

tions were that it would blow a good
breeze the decision was in favor of "zig-

zagging through Dickery's Hill", nearly

a mile to windward of us. One of my
friends produced a pair of moccasins and
heavy lumberman's socks, advising me
to change from my boots, assuring me
that I should make much less noise in

walking with such footgear. I noticed

that my companions were so attired and
followed suit. Carefully extinguishing

the fires and securing our rifles we started

out.

We had not gone far when we arrived

at a large barren and I was asked to try

my rifle by firing at a large stump, one
hundred yards away. I fired two shots

and when we examined the stump we
found that both shots had gone through.

Aubrey remarked quietly: "If you do as

well as that next time you fire, we'll have
some fresh meat."As I did not wish them
to think these shots were an accident

I told them of former successes at tar-

get practice. My friend dryly remarked
that living targets in the woods were
verv different to stationary targets. He

advised me to aim low down just behind

the fore shoulder on all four legged ani-

mals if the chance for such a shot pre-

sented itself and if not to try the brain.

While this instructive advice was be-

ing imparted to me we had travelled for

half a mile against the wind, going over

a rocky barren. In coming to some small

birch and fir trees my friends examined
the tops and ends of the branches and ar-

rived at the conclusion that no moose
had fed there recently. They told me
that the previous year a fire had run

through some large woods near by and
some young trees sprouting up provided

food for the moose. Caution was im-

pressed upon us as we advanced and I

w^as told that if I felt a stick under my
foot not to press my weight upon it but
to shift my foot until clear of all sticks

and stones.

In this way we entered the tall timber

where all the trees, though most were
standing, were blackened. As I thought
of the loss in money these black trunks

represented my companions examined
the young cherry trees which were in

leaf. To me they appeared to be look-

ing at every bush but I know now they

were examining moose tracks and not-

ing signs among the bushes as well.

I was about to join them when the one
who. had stayed with me caught my arm
and said: "You and I will stay here and
listen. I tried to do as he suggested and
listened intently but the only sound I

could hear was the mournful dirge of the

wind. As this sound came to me through
the blackened tree trunks it appeared to

me as though I were present at Nature'.s

funeral service, while my companions
moving with slow and noisele,ss steps

were amongst the mourners. The two
in advance returned at length and in-

formed us that three moose had been
feeding and lying down amongst the

cherry bushes the day before. They had
moved out in a westerly direction, prob-

ably during the night. They might have
only gone a short distance and now be

'lying down again. Caution was there-

fore once more enjoined.

New dispositions were formed. My
friend went off alone to the left, Aubrey
to the right, and when they were nearly
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outside our rans^e of vision. I accompanied
X'ernon in a westerly direction, along the

moose tracks. There were many of these

tracks, some very large ones, and to me
just as many appeared to be .going one
way as the other. When we had advanc-

ed about one hundred yards I thought I

saw something moving ahead, though
off to the right, and stood still to watch
it. \'ernon, laying down his rifle, stepped

back to me caught my rifle by the bar-

rel, opened the breech and found it not

only loaded but also cocked. He re-

moved the cartridge and handed it to me
but retained the rifle, remarking: "I'll

give 3'ou the rifle when it is time to

shoot."' I protested and declared I saw
a moose moving. He silenced mv protest

by two words, "Aubrey's there !" he said

and picking up his own rifle, carrying

one in each hand, he started again. I

followed him silently but just here I

would like to ask readers two questions

:

Who loaded my rifle? How did \'ernon

know it was loaded?

Recovering my equanimity I noticed

that we were following the big moose
track. Catching sight of ni}- friend some
distance to the left I saw that he had his

cap oft'. \'ernon noticed this at the same
time, stopped, took off his own cap and
after listening for a time beckoned me to

follow him. A few rods further on he
dropped to hands and knees and I fol-

lowed him. In this way we crept slowly
and cautiously to the edge of a ridge,

where the land sloped down ahead of us

to a swamp. \\'hi:le the fire had gone all

round this swamp some small spruce

trees were still standing and in a green
state.

Vernon whispered: "^^'e can't pass

here until Aubrey signals us from over

there or else"

—

\\ hat the "else" signified I have not

the slightest idea even to this day. Just

at that moment a stick snapped in the

swamp and Vernon, pushing my rifle to

me, whispered: "Load!" I complied
with his instructions though all was still

quiet. As we listened waiting for an-

other stick to break, I found I was lis-

tening to a low, long-drawn moan which
sounded as though it came from a long

distance underground. Surely, I thought,
this dismal place is haunted.

Just then, on a slope of rising ground
ahead, appeared an uncouth object partly

gray and parti}' black. Vernon whisper-
ed to me: "Keep quiet, there's the calf!"

My endurance could hold out no longer.

Rising to my feet I yelled: "Calf! Why,
that's a ghost!" Another spirit jumped
from the earth just in front and all the

world seemed to break loose. The woods
were full of unearthly sounds, the guns
boomed like cannon and the ground
trembled. I fled and. plunging down the

hill through some scrub spruce into the

swamp, tripped and fell on a boggy spot.

One arm went down in deep black mud
and the other waved farewell. I thought
my time had surely come when close to

me appeared another apparition, with

awful horns and hair. There was blood
issuing from its side and it was struggling

fiercely to regain its feet which I could

plainly see were cloven. Surely this

must be Satan himself

!

My thoughts were diverted by hear-

ing my friend cheerfully remarking: "I

see you were bound to be in at the death."

He briskly assisted me to rise and Au-
brev and Vernon coming up. compliment-

ed me on mv splendid shot. I realized

now that they called that apparition a

large Bull Moose.

My spirits soon came back to me when
I knew that I was a successful hunter. I

was glad and started off to recover hat and
gun. Having lost my sense of direction

I found my search unavailing and was
glad to accept Vernon's assistance. He
speedilv explained to me how to conduct

the search and by following his direc-

tions both rifle and hat were found.

Strange to say my white handled pen-

knife was found stuck in the rifle's

breach !

The moose was dressed and skinned

and each took a load of meat back to

camp. After procuring food and water

for the night we made supper. They
asked me whether I preferred trout or

moose. I said I thought my brain was
fogged and I would take a fish. They
fried a trout for me and it proved choice.

The smell from the moose meat which

I
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the}' fried for themselves was so delicious

that I thouo^ht I would take a second
course and that of moose meat. I shall

not attempt to describe the full enjoy-
ment of that rich tenderloin. So juicy

and tender did it prove that the tongue
could almost masticate it without the aid

of the teeth. It appeared to melt in my
mouth, radiating all the time a glorious

feeling, permeating the whole system
and creating a contentment causing me to

feel at peace with the world. After sup-
per no energies were left to do more than
smoke and talk and make an early retire-

ment in preparation for the morrow.
Once in the bunk I knew no more till

aroused by a crackling sound of burning
wood, and, rising to a sitting position I

saw my companions engaged in cooking
at a fire built outside. I thought their

appetites must be prodigious for them
to get up in the night and cook and eat.

In a few minutes they undeceived me by
calling me to breakfast. As I went to

the brook to wash, the first faint streaks

of daj'light were showing in the sk}' at a

point where I thought the South Pole
ought to be. Then 1 knew I had slept

for nine hours and I also felt that I had
acquired an appetite of my own. The
odor of fried moose pervading the air

would have tempted a confirmed dyspep-
tic.

A certain book professing to be a guide
to campers states that "moose meat is

tough until killed a week." In my exper-
ience that statement is certainly incor-

rect. I found my moose exceedingly ten-

der and delicious even though it had not

been cooled during the time between the

firing of the shot and the cooking of the

steak.

After breakfast we prepared to fetch in

the remainder of the meat. Aubrey se-

cured a double bitted axe and each of the

others carried a switchel or bag strapped
on his back. I alone carried a gun and
they told me that the man with the gun
should be always in the lead. According-
ly I took the head of our little column
and remembering the path to the barren
went on so far with confidence. Then I

saw the stump where I had tried my
rifle and at that point I could see across

the barren to the hill where the moose

had been killed. I led on into the burnt
timber as far a^ the small cherry bushes.
Here everything looked alike but I still-

continued to advance until mv attention
was called to an axe leaning against a
tree some twenty yards to our left.

Quite innocently I asked how the axe
had come there. Aubrey remarked : I

put it there about fifteen minutes ago
when we passed here before." We went
over to the axe and I saw that it was the
one he had brought from camp. I had
led them around in a circle and they had
followed me even when I was going away
from the meat. They meant to convince
me of my deficiencies as a leader and thev
succeeded admirably. W'hen I asked if

one of them, would take the lead to the
meat the reply was: "You are there now."
And the carcass of the moose only about
three yards awa\- was pointed out.

\\ hen we reached the moose I drew at-

tention to the fact that there were no
horns and Aubrey observed :"I guess this
is a muley." I replied : "There was no
muley about it last night for I saw the
horns." in a flash the recollection came
back to me that the skin had been taken
oft' the one with horns and the other had
been bled but not skinned. X'ow that I

recollected matters I asked who had shot
the second moose and Vernon remarked

:

"I think it died of fright when some one
yelled."

Later on Aubrey explained to me that

this was the moose that jumped up in

front of Vernon and me when I frighten-
ed it by calling out "It's a ghost." Vernon
had fired at it when it ran towards the
calf and Vernon and Aubrey both fired,

their shots proving fatal. Aubrey bled
the cow and drove the calf away as he did
not wish to kill it. While this was hap-
pening my friend who was to the left

of us and on lower groimd had located
the bull in the swamp and was watching
him when the cow made that long rum-
bling call to the calf that I thought
sounded underground. The Inill remain-
ed quiet and watched the calf obey the
mother's call. When the shooting start-

ed he still stood until two bullets were
sent into him. His attempt to escape was
then too late and a third bullet broke his

back and he fell. Then I wanted to
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know where my good shot came in and
was told : "You fell in the only wa-
ter hole within a mile of this place and
spoiled our drinking' chance.'' \\ hen I

heard the explanation it sounded simple

enough and cleared my somewhat con-

fused memory. I still think, however,
there was a shock of earthquake which he

overlooked. The skinning operation was
speedily performed and by means of the

axe the large bones of the moose cut

through, both horns and a portion of the

skull of the bull being removed in one
piece. A long pole was cut and supported
horizontally between two trees by means
of long forked sticks and the hide spread
over it, flesh side out, to dr3\ The
switchels were filled with meat.

I thought I would carry the horns and
the}" placed them across the back of my
neck with the blades down and
pointing downward. Then I tried to ease

my neck by shifting them on to one
shoulder. First they rolled sidewise and
prodded me in front, and one horn dug
into the back of my legs. A\ hen the lat-

ter happened I fell to my knees. The
prongs in front made their second attack,

and I rolled on my back and kicked them
from me. \\ hen I stood up again I felt

like shooting them. Aubrey, having
heard the noise, came back to me and
seeing my condition hoisted them up by
one horn and threw them across his own
load. In this way we continued on to

the barren where a rest was called.

A large rock, across a valley more than

a mile awa}^ in a north easterh' direction,

was pointed out to me and Aubre}- said

:

"You will find carrying meat hard work
but if you go to that rock, then turn

south to the camp you may see some-
thing to shorten the way. As you will

pass between two lakes this side of the

rock you may see some ducks."

This course proved agreeable to me
and I soon reached the green woods bor-

dering the first lake. The ground under
the spruce and fir trees was covered

with a thick carpet of moss, hardly any
hardwood growing near the lake. I

crept down to the lake as quietly as pos-

sible but saw no ducks. Continuing my
course a few rods further I came to the

outlet of the lake, stopped to take a

drink of water, filled my pipe and enjoy-
ed a smoke. While resting and admir-
ing the view I saw what appeared to me
a dog swimming down the lake towards
me. I watched it approach until it land-
ed about two rods from me then saw it

had verj' short legs and a long peculiar
tail. I raised my gun with the intention

of shooting it but it rolled about, rubbing
its back on the ground and not giving a
chance for a proper aim. After amus-
ing itself in this wa}- for some time it

ran down by the brook towards the first

lake. I followed as quietly as I could
but on reaching the bank found I had
missed it and sat down to watch for its

reappearance.

A small log island was in the lake and
twenty yards from me. There was noth-

ing upon it as far as I could see but after

withdrawing my eyes in order to exam-
ine the shore and water in sight I looked

back again to this island, hardly larger

than a pool table, and in the centre ap-

peared the dog eating a fish which he

had evidently caught since I last saw
him. He paid no attention to me and I

took careful aim and fired. I saw the

dust fly up just beyond him and knew the

bullet must have gone through him. He
doubled up, then straightened out and
jumped about more like a fish than a dog.

I started to wade out to the island but

found the water too deep and left him.

Climbing a high barren hill I noted the

big rock for which I had started on a

still higher ridge ahead of me. Mounting
this ridge after some effort and looking

around I saw beneath me a chain of

lakes, extending south of the camp and
north as far as I could see. East and
west were ledges of rock with here and
there some black spruce and alder

swamps though the greater portions

were barren.

Hunger bid me make move and I

started south, keeping back from the

lakes in the highest part of the hill. Af-

ter travelling more than half way to the

camp, I found the high ridge I was fol-

lowing ended and a broad rocky valley

in front of me, with the brook flowing in

an easterly direction through its further

side. Beyond lay the camp while away
to the left I could see the lake we had
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crossed in the canoe the previous day.

Close beneath me to the right lay the

southern one of the chain of lakes with a

bog on the west, and beyond was the

barren. Crossing the bog I saw two
moose, trotting over its spongy surface

as though they had the best of footing.

When they reached the barren two ges-

ticulating forms appeared in front of

them. They were my companions and
as soon as the moose caught sight of

them they turned and fled across the bog
once more. The moss flew in bunches
from their feet and reaching the lake they

entered the water. They appeared so

light that when they swam over all their

length of back showed out of the water.

One of them carried a set of horns much
larger than those which engaged in a

wrestling match with me that morning.
I noted how gracefully he carried them
and bow well he kept them high out of

the water. Reaching the shore together

they walked out on dry ground, stopped

and shook the water from them just in

the same manner as a dog. No man
could ride on their backs as I have heard

claimed for one such shake would dislo-

cate a bear. I fired several shots at them,

first at the one with the horns then at

the other. I changed the sights and fired

again and once again. They did not

seem to know I was there and when I

ran down the hill to get a nearer shot

they walked into the woods. I did not

see them again and could not now find

the place where I saw them last.

\\ hen I reached the camp a large quan-
tity of moose meat had been brought in

and my companions shortly afterwards
returned with the last load. While they

were preparing luncheon I told them
about shooting the dog. \\'hen I had de-

scribed the animal V^ernon remarked, "1

guess poor Towser's dead." I asked them
if they owned the dog and they replied

that they did not though they knew he
lived about the brook and occasionally

\isited other places. So interested did

they appear in his death that I expressed
regret for unwittingly causing them an-

noyance and sorrow. My friend asked
me if I would show him the corpse so

that we might give it decent burial ard
I readilv agreed.

After lunch we set out on this expe-
dition and on reaching the lake my friend
showed me a small canoe. In this we
paddled up to the inlet, portaged it a few
yards into a pond and from that to the
lake. By means of the canoe we had no
difficulty in reaching the little boggy
island, but neither dog nor fish could be
seen. I was aghast and could only say

:

"I don't blame you for doubting my
story, but it's true all the same." Then
my friend showed me his knowledge of

woodcraft again. "I'm not doubting
you", he said, "I know j'our story is true.

I see where your bullet tore up the bog
after it went through him. I see the

blood and fur and fish scales. It was a

trout he caught and a female trout at

that for here is some of the spawn. Do
you see that mark? A crow did that

when it took the fish. The dog, however,
must have gone before that happened,
for no crow would come so close with
the dog here."

These things had escaped my Obser-

vation though they appeared plain

enough when pointed out. I expressed
belief that he was able to substantiate
my story and added : "We cannot show
them the dog as he got away. I hope he
was only stunned and will get all right

again."

My companion replied : "He must have
had some life in him when you left and
he struggled until he fell into the water.

Then he drifted with the wind and that

smooth stick in the water to leeward of

us is coming from him." We paddled
down to the nearest end of the stick and
found the dog almost under water. My
friend lifted him into the canoe. As he
did so I noticed his legs were very short

and his tail appeared different frorn those
usuall}' possessed by dogs. However, I

thought, there are great differences in

dogs and I am glad he did not belong to

anyone I know.
After closely examining the bullet

holes my friend asked, "What will you
take for him?" "Take for him!" I replied,

"I don't want a live dog, much less a dead
one." "Neither do I," he retorted. "Had
I thought it was a dog whe • you told us
about killing him I would not have come
for him. This, however, is well worth
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the trip for it is an otter and its skin will

fetch you $15 if you wish to sell it." I

nearly fell out of the canoe with excite-

ment when I found that I had shot so

valuable an animal all by myself. I was
in a hurry to return to camp and tell Au-
brey and Vernon all about the matter and

was only restrained from an instant de-

parture by the assurance that the}' were
no longer at the camp but carrying' the

meat down to the other canoe at the big

lake in order that we might transport it

home the follow'ing day.

If I cared to fish he would rig up a line

for me. We paddled to the shore and he

went into the woods, returning in a few
minutes with two birch rods about nine

feet long. Trimming the limbs from
both of them he fastened four rods of

line to one and attaching a Parmachene
Belle handed it to me saying, "Now catch

your breakfast !" He paddled while I

fished and as we had no reel or landing

net I lost several trout trying to lift them
into the canoe. I was only saving the

small ones until he told me to allow him
to lift in the next large one. The next

large one I hooked I brought it around,

after playing it a minute or two, so that

he could catch the line. By taking a

light hold, allowing it to slip through his

fingers with each struggle of the trout

and drawing it in when he could, he skil-

fully lifted all the others I caught into the

canoe returning the smaller ones to the

water. In this pleasant manner we work-

ed our way down to the foot of the lake

and passed on to the pond. Here the

trout were very small.

Just as we entered the next lake a large

fish made a swirl at the fly but did not

catch on the hook or show himself out

of the water. I cast back at once but the

momentum of the canoe carried us past

and although I cast behind the canoe I

could not rise him again. My friend who
had watched me carefully remarked

:

"You'll lose your fly if you hook that one.

We can't land him without a gaflf or a

landing net." We had no chance to try

and I said : "You seem to have large trout

in this lake." "That was no trout", he re-

plied, "it was a small salmon. Trout
don't make that kind of a swirl." "Sal-

mon." I exclaimed, "do vou have them

here too? I have never yet had the plea-

sure of catching a salmon though I

should very much like to do so and hope
such may be my good fortune some
time." "\\ ell," he replied, "I'll give you
a chance to-morrow. I'll show j'ou a bet-

ter place for them and we'll have the rod
with the reel and the landing net. Re-
member, however, that one salmon is

your limit for this is close season."

\\hen I told him about the moose
swimming light he informed me that

moose hairs are hollow and each one un-

der water helps to keep them up.

On landing at the foot of the lake we
hauled up the canoe and while he stayed

to skin the otter I went to the camp. The
squirrels and small birds were plentiful

in the large woods and numbers of them
made their home around the camp, not

at all alarmed by my presence. When the

others returned and the fire on which to

cook the evening meal was built out of

doors they were very litle disturbed. At
supper they looked out for their shares.

Three jays in particular were ver}' bold.

.\lighting on some convenient bough and
spying out a suitalile piece of bread or

meat they would suddenly drop upon it,

seize it and fly away, only to return in

such a short time I do not think they

could have done more than hide it. To
me it appeared impossible that they

could eat more than half the quantity

they carried away at one meal.

As daylight faded and a few star.s.

shone out in the small opening in the

tree tops, all noises were hushed except

the low babbling of the brook. In peace

we sat around the fire and smoked our

pipes. Mv companions' thoughts drif-

ted back to former hunting and fishing

trips and they talked over some of the

incidents that marked them. My own
thoughts were restful ones. The woods,

the stars, the darkness, with the cheerful

'blazing fire produced in me the acme of

content and I lay stretched on the ground

listening to the stories of wood-craft of

which my companions appeared full.

They told modestly of their own deeds

and dwelt more upon those of others

who had hunted with them. They spoke

feelingly of the storms and cold they had

endured before thev built their camp.
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They told of Aubrey killinor two moose
on Bent's Hill and of Vernon and Tom
Mott having to jump aside to dodge a

running moose. A most thrilling exper-

ience was when big Jim Totten broke
through the ice in the crooked Deadwa-
ter. Each one had to strip to get dry

clothes for Jim and to do this in a sting-

ing northwest wind on an open bog with

the thermometer below zero meant a

good deal.

Of the last story I have a vivid recol-

lection. A friend's wife and some lady

friends were visiting the camp. One dart-

night he stepped outside and the dcur
swung to behind him shutting ofif the

lieht. He heard something heavy move
close behind him but could not tell what
it might be. On the following morning
he saw the tracks of a bear within ten

feet of where he had stood. The bear

also took a quantity of moose meat from
the camp.
This was the last story for the night

and I retired to the camp feeling in the

dark for the bunk. Placing my hand on
the hair}' skin of some animal I was
speedily out at the fire again telling my
friends that some animal had found its

wav to the camp.
One of them taking in a burning

brand showed me the otter skin. I would
have gone to sleep much sooner that

night had I not had this little experience.

When I awoke the next morning the

door of the camp was standing open and
daylight showed the whole interior. .Ap-

parently my companions were sound
asleep and breathing heavily. While I

was considering whether I should get up
and start a fire myself I saw a hand rise

from amongst the blankets, reach over

and shake one of the sleepers and then

withdraw. As the heavy breathing con-

tinued the hand came up again and
reached over to the other sleeper. Just

as it was about to shake him a laugh

came from under the blankets followed

by the words : "Caught in the act. Get

up yourself." All hands were awake by
this time and the shaker, according to

camp etiquette had to get up and make
the fire. When he had left the camp I

asked the other one how he knew the

hand was coming his way and he re-

plied : "Oh, I knew it would come for I

had nudged him with my foot and waken-
ed him a few minutes before."

The fire was soon burning and while,

two prepared the trout for breakfast the
third tidied the camp for our departure.
The 'blankets were rolled and hung by a

wire to the ridge-pole to keep mice and
squirrels from them. Moccasins and
socks were also hung up and I resumed
my boots. The stove pipe was taken
down and the hole in the roof covered
with bark.

Trout fried in butter, new potatoes
and chow-chow sauce formed the staples

of breakfast and a good meal it was.
Biscuits were warmed at the open fire

and had a slightly smoky taste. I was
asked if I would prefer tea, coffee or
coffee tea. Supposing the question to

be a joke I answered "both", and got
them. My mug was rather more than
half filled with hot tea, to which a

spoonful of canned condensed milk was
added and rather less than a spoonful
from what I took to be a can of brown
paint. I still had my suspicions of a

joke and kept on stirring until the others
had each mixed similar decoctions for

themselves. The smell of coffee was
there and when I saw the others drink-

ing theirs I tried mine and found it first

class. Breakfast over, the remnants
thrown into the fire, the dishes washed
and turned upside down, we packed our
switchels with the few things we were
taking home.
My friend went off with some canned

goods which were left over, intending to

hide them for use on some future

occasion. As soon as he was out
of sight the others opened his

switchel and putting a stone weigh-
ing about five pounds in it, retied

it and placed it in the same position as

before. Immediately on the return of

my friend we made a start.

Taking the switchels and guns we
started down the trail, crossed the brook
on a large birch tree which had been cut

down for a bridge and reached the bar-

ren on the north side of the brook. As
we passed over a small rise in the ground
I stopped to look across the valley where
I had stood the day before watching the
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moose. The whole place appeared a

desolate, lonely waste with nothing' to

sustain life for either man or beast. For-
est fires had years ago burned up every-

thing dry enough to burn and only patch-

es of spruce in wet swamps liad escaped.

Here and there stood a few old pine

trees with whitened, weather-beaten
trunks, adding to the appearance of deso-

lation. The fire had cleared the ground
for a 3'oung growth of birch which af-

forded quantities of feed for moose, par-

tridge and rabbits. Many game animals

and birds gathered here from districts

not so well supplied with food.

When we reached the lake the switch-

els and meat were stowed in the canoe.

Then the rod and line was rigged up and
handed to me and I received a lesson in

salmon fishing. I was tdM where to

stand, where to cast the fly and how to

work it over a certain spot. Carr\'ing

out the instructions received verj' care-

fully there was a splash on the second

cast. A salmon was hooked and he start-

ed up stream. Clear out of the water he
came and then went to the bottom, main-

taining his position so long that I thought

the line had become entangled. I was
about to wade out with the intention of

clearing the line when down the stream

he went, taking out line so fast that I

was afraid he would take it all. I check-

ed him in the still water and gradually

reeled in the line again.

In response to my request my friend

brought the landing net but said it was
too small for such a larg-e fish. While
the salmon did stunts and kept me busy
they cut a small pole and lashed a large

hook to it for use as a gaff. When the

salmon became tired he would stand

nearly on his head with his tail partly

out of water but constanth^ sculling.

When somewhat rested he would make
a short spurt, gain a yard or two of line

and exhaust his energy so much that a

strain on the line would bring his head

to the surface and roll him over as though
his strength were gone. Each time, how-
ever, he had enough energy left to again

turn head down and. tail at the top of

the water, begin once more to scull.

Gradually reeling him in I drew him
close enough to the shore at last to gaflf

him. A quiet strike, a sweeping pull of

the gaff and he was ours. We judged
him to be about nine pounds, as large as

any coming up the brook, though sever-

al between twenty and twentj'-eight

pounds were caught with the fly the same
summer on St. Marj's River, near Sher-
brooke.

The combined weig-ht of lour men and
two moose taxed the capacity of the ca-

noe very nearl}' to its limit. As there

was little wind and we had plent}' of

time we paddled slowh' up the lake and
as we were so heavily laden we did not
try to fish. When we reached the land-

ing the canoe was unloaded, taken into

the woods and turned over.

We then faced the task of carrying the

meat to the road where the team was to

meet us. As the switchels were required

for this work I watched my friend with
some curiosity as he opened his and
found the stone inside. Apparently he

was not at all surprised and hearing the

rattling of paper I noticed the others un-

wrap similar stones done up in nevi'spa-

pers. The laugh that followed was as

good as a rest after the long paddle. I

was told it is quite a common thing to

drop a few extra pounds in a compan-
ion's switchel.

On one occasion a lumberman carried

some eight or ten pounds of broken grind-

stone for twenty miles and then wanted
to fight some one when he found it out.

The practice of giving an unsuspecting

companion an extra stone in his load is,

I was informed merely a suggestion that

the one thus loaded is a descendant of

the old Scotchman, who. when he had a

tub of butter to carry to the market, fas-

tened one end of a rope to the tub and

the other to a stone in order that he

might balance them across his shoulder.

On one occasion, so the story goes, his

son, having two tubs to carry, tied them
together in order to make the one bal-

ance the other. The old man, on seeing

this new arrangement made him undo
the fastenings and procured two stones

for balancing purposes, as he "wanted no

new-fangled notions in his family."

While they were carrying the meat to

the road I made a fire and prepared our

last lunch in the woods. We enjoyed
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that lunch and then took our last loads

out. The teamster did not keep us wait-

ings long- and soon we were back agfain at

the hotel having- had a most enjoyable,

and to myself a most instructive outing.

My wife is having the furrier make her

something out of the otter skin although

she has not told me the name of it yet.

I have the moose horns hanging on the

wall of my den in which I am writing

this and I intend, when any of my friends

ask me how I got them to keep this copy
of "Rod and Gun" handy so that I can

allow them to read the story for them-
selves. I trust readers who have follow-

ed me through this story may, like my-
self, have acquired a little knowledge of

the backwoods and that amateurs par-

ticularly may have gained something
from my experience.

An Experiment in Re-Stocking.

DURIXG the last twenty years ang-
ling has grown very largely with
the inevitable result of decreasing
the supply of fish in all cases

where protection is not enforced.
I well remember in my boyhood days

in County Cork, Ireland, rejoicing in the
fact that within a radius of ten miles
there were eight small rivers and streams
and four good lakes. While the trout

were small, weighing from one quarter
to three quarters of a pound, they were
there in abundance and they took the fly

freely. I was a small boy in the year
1863 when I commenced trout fishing,

and practically I had the fishing to my-
self. Acquiring a taste for and skill in

the pastime I became expert with bait

and fly, landing nine dozen and a half

trout on two separate occasions, one day
with bait and the other with fly. I al-

ways give the latter the preference and
would never think of bait fishing if the

fish would always take the fly.

In 1880 I undertook fishing of another
kind, becoming a ship's surgeon. In

1884 I was in Australia and two years

later in New Zealand, returning home in

1890. The sporting side of my nature

gained the ascendancy and I gave up a

good appointment to return to my fish-

ing.

Imagine my surprise when I discover-

ed that every one of those lakes and riv-

ers had been whipped until fishing gave
little or no sport.

Turning my attention to Lough Bo
Finna, a lake three miles from the town

of Bantry and fifteen from the place

where I was residing I fished for two
days with the result that four small trout

rewarded my exertions. Up to that time

the reputation of the lake had been good
but allowing free fishing had resulted in

the lake being fished out.

Canadian anglers will probably be in-

terested in my methods of re-stocking.

I stopped all fishing, erected piers and

put in a wire lattice to prevent trout go-

ing down a stream in spawning time.

the said stream being continually netted

by poachers.

Up to that time I had not heard of fry

being sold for re-stocking purposes and

in order to try and restore the fishery I

resorted to novel expedients of my own.
Having purchased a galvanized iron tank

about five feet square, I fished streams,

rivers and lakes with fly and depositing

my catches in the tank filled up with wa-
ter had the whole conveyed by means of

a horse and cart to the lake where I saw
them liberated. Often the roads were so

rough that I had to place bushes on the

top of the tank in order to keep the wa-

ter from splashing over. I likewise car-

ried water in another vessel and was pre-

pared to renew the supply when on the

road. I was struck by the fact that if the

tank was left standing still for only a

short time the water speedily became
polluted but the splashing aerated it.

On several occasions I wandered so

far afield that my catches had to be trans-

ferred by rail. On such occasions I made
use of a pair of bellows, putting the pipe
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a tew inches below the surface and pre-

ventin.ij the pollution in that way. In

all cases the fish were removed from the

fl\- with the greatest care but some were
so firmly hooked that removal could not

be affected without serious injury and

these were killed and eaten.

By these methods a good man)- dozen
new trout were introduced into the Jake,

which extended over twenty-four acres,

and in all my journeys only two fish

were lost in transit. In one case a

friend and myself transferred several

dozen trout by carrying them in a tub of

water from a lake two miles distant.

There was no road between the two
lakes and the task proved an arduous one.

We took it in turns to rest. When fish-

ing I had a cradle of wire grating sunk in

the lake or river and as I caught the trout

they were placed therein before being

transferred to the tank.

Next year I heard of the ova and pur-

chased six thousand of them, together

with a hatching box, from the Solway
Fisheries Board, Dumfries, Scotland.

They were transferred from Scotland to

Ireland early in ^larch, arriving just be-

fore the weather became too warm which
would have resulted, had it occurred, in

hatching out the ova in transit when all

would have perished.

The hatching box was placed in a small

stream running into the lake and on the

perforated zinc tray was placed a thin

layer of clean fine gravel. Upon this the

£)va were evenly distributed and the wa-
ter regulated so as to flow very gently

over the ova. Then the cover was re-

placed on the box and a large stone put

upon it. A man was hired to watch the

place and I cycled over nearly ever}^ day
to see how things were progressing. In

a few days the ova all hatched out. Those
alevins troubled with fungus were weed-
ed out and the rest appeared lively and
healthy. The sacs disappeared off a

number and I was about to commence
feeding them when an accident happened
which put an end to my experiment.

One evening rain commenced and a

heavv fall continued for thirtv si.x hours.

Feeling very uneasy about the effects of

the muddy water on the ova I scarcely

waited for the rain to cease before I was
on the road to the lake. On arrival the

watcher told me that the freshet, which
was considerable had washed the box in-

to the lake, where it was upset and not a

single fry left. Feeling in anything but

a happy frame of mind I recognized my
failure, knowing that the trout would eat

the fry or the latter would perish in the

deep w^ater.

The lake could be fished from the bank
or from a boat and my laborious effort

at re-stocking by catching trout and re-

leasing them in the lake proved success-

ful as far as they went. We often saw
the trout rising all over the surface and
in the following May I and my brother

caught four dozen in one day—the total

weight being twenty pounds.

For seven or eight years the trout in-

creased in size and weight until they av-

eraged three quarters of a pound, while

some were landed weighing one pound
and a quarter. Many pleasant days with

good fishing were passed upon the lake

and my friends enjo3"ed such experiences

as well as my brother and myself.

In 1901 I went to London and
walked hospitals for four years and early

in March. 1906, arrived in Canada. In

my absence the lake was neglected, the

wire lattice w^as knocked away, trout

were allowed down the stream and their

size decreased. While I was giving it

attention suitable plants were placed in

the lake as well as crustaceans such as

water snails. These multiplied abundant-
ly and supplied suitable fish food. I find

from my observations that where trout

are abundant they are always small and
where the}- are few and ha\ e

plenty of food they grow to a larger size.

How far, if at all, this experience is

likely to prove of use to Canadian ang-

lers must be left to them to determine.

At a time however, when re-stocking is

a live question throughout the Dominion
this account of an isolated attempt under

considerable difficulties may prove inter-

esting to many fellow anglers.
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The Wild Passenger Pigeon.

THE latest hanger issued by the

Ithaca Gun Company of Ithaca,

N. Y. is a reproduction from a

drawing by Louis Agassiz Fuer-

tes of a couple of passenger pigeons,

perched upon a dead bough. The back-

ground is a wild mountain scene and
pigeons are flying around. The poses

and coloring of the two birds shown in

the foreground are excellent and the pic-

ture is of the highest artistic beauty and

value. It will prove a fine addition to

any sportsman's den and the interest

aroused of late years in the fate of the

pigeons lends peculiar interest and at-

tractiveness to the reproduction. Any
of our readers can have a copy mailed

by making direct application to the

Companv enclosing twenty-five cents in

stamps and mentioning Rod and Gun in

Canada. Air. Fuertes, whose knowledge
of Natural History is unexcelled, supplies

a deeph' interesting account of the life

story of the Wild Passenger Pigeon and

in view of the wide interest taken in this

departed bird we attach the full account,

believing that ever}' reader will peruse

the same with the deepest regret that

conservation and preservation were not

better understood and practised in past

days; and thus the Wild Passenger Pig-

eon saved to us:

Peculiar interest attaches itself to the

Passenger Pigeon, the most beautiful

American member of the whole family of

pigeons. For, if not already gone, it is

on the very verge of extinction, and this

although it existed only a few years ago

in such countless numbers that its ex-

termination was regarded as one of the

utter impossibilities.

It had the unfortunate habit of living

the entire year in enormous flocks, nest-

ing where acorns, beechnuts and other

mast were plentiful, exhausting the local

supply. Then, when the myriad young
could follow, they moved on to a second

nesting-place, a third, and even a fourth,

leaving the forest bare of food when they

departed. Sometimes nesting areas

were ten miles wide and forty or more
long, in which every tree was more or

less thickly covered with nests. A pair

reared one young at a nesting.

They were not strictlj- migratory, be-

ing able to stand intense cold. They
moved only to get food, which was of

course needed in immense quantities to

support such enormous numbers of vig-

orous and voracious birds. Flights a

mile or more wide, sufficiently dense to

visibly diminish the light would often

consume an entire day in passing a given
point, flying at about sixty miles an hour.

The Passenger Pigeon did not go south
of the United States, west of the Plains

nor very far north into Canada. It was
never found in any other part of the

world. Thus the current tale that they

were drowned by millions in the Gulf of

Mexico in migration is a tribute to the

ignorance of its tellers, for there was no
such migration, and the accounts from the

mountains of the west refer to the Band-
tailed Pigeon, another bird altogether.

^\ hat became of these unbelievable

number of birds?

In an exhaustive study of records, and
with much correspondence, Mr. W^ B.

Mershon, of Saginaw, Michigan, has pre-

sented in his recent book. The Passenger
Pigeon, an array of facts that clearl}' dis-

poses of the question.

It appears that from about 1865 to 1875

there was an arm}' of about 500 men and
their families, "pigeoners" by name and
profession, who did nothing but follow

this horde of birds from nesting to nest-

ing, trapping and netting them, old and
young, in such numbers that the figures

leave no doubt as to the ultimate issue of

the campaign. In the year 1874, from

the single nesting about Shelby, Michi-

gan, there were shipped 100 carloads daily

for 30 days, making for that one nesting

the astounding number of 309,000,000,

which does not include large numbers
consumed b}' the netters, their families

and their pigs, all of which fattened on

young pigeons. Discarding entirely the

masses taken for trap-shooting, wasted

by losses from heat, lack of cars or other

causes, and considering only recorded

shipments, taking the Shelby traffic as a
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normal one and allowing three nestings

a year for the ten j'ears of organized
slaughter, we can thus account for the

killing of nine billion, two hundred and
sevent}' million Passenger Pigeons. This
is simple arithmetic, based on record, and
no sentiment enters into the reckoning.

Up to ten years ago scattered records

were not wanting, and there are a few
perfectly established records as late as

1904. Since that time none have been
taken or observed in such a manner as

to leave no doubt as to their being the

true Passenger Pigeon.

Two years ago a number of men be-

came interested in trying to save this

beautiful and typically American bird

from the doom of utter extermination.

A committee was formed, and it was de-

cided to issue rewards, not for dead Pas-

senger Pigeons, which would defeat their

very object, but for evidence of an un-
disturbed nesting. There are now open,

and have been for two years, rewards
amounting to about $3,000.00 for the per-

son who shall report, without disturbing

them, a nesting pair of Passenger Pig-

eons. .'\n expert ornithologist will be

sent to identify the birds, and if they
prove to be as reported, the reward will

be turned over to the finder. Full par-

ticulars may be learned from Dr. C. F.

Hodge, Clake University, Worcester,
Mass. So far over a thousand letters

and claims have been made, but not a

single pigeon has been found.

About 1884 a few live birds were
brought from Alichigan by Professor

Whitman of Chicago, and for several

years 30ung were raised from these birds.

The stock eventually petered out, how-
ever, until in 1910 only two birds were
left. The oldest of these died in that

year at the age of 26 years, and a female,

the only surviving "W ild Pigeon' now
known, still lives in the Zoological Gar-
dens at Cincinatti, at the age of 19 years.

A recent photograph of this interesting

bird was used as a stud}' for the painting
from which the reproduction is made.
Mr. John A. McLeod of New West-

minster writes as follows :

—

"On looking over some old Rod and
Gun magazines. I notice mention is made
very frequently of the wild pigeon as be-

ing practically extinct. On the lower
mainland in British Columbia, directly

across the river from this citj', there are

thousands of wild pigeons. In any
timbered locality bordering on the grain

fields they are to be found in great num-
bers. Several Eastern sportsmen to

whom I have shown them, say they are

the feminine wild pigeon. The one that

I have here measures from tip to tip,

twentv-eight inches and from bill to tail,

seventeen inches. The bill is dark yel-

low with black tip, feet are yellow with

black claws, breast is blue grey tinged

with brown. The upper part of the

back is dark grey, the lower light blue

grey, the tail feathers measure about six

inches. If you can tell from this descrip-

tion whether this is the same as your

Eastern pigeon kindly let me know
through the pages of your magazine."

Some Fine Types of Hunters.

THE following extracts from a

private letter written as long ago
as 1884 show the keenness of an
old hunter in picking out the char-

acteristics of his comrades and inasmucli
as some of the same types can be found
in the camps of to-day, just as easily as

in those of a quarter of a century ago.
tlie word's of one who has gone to the
Hunting Grounds Bej'ond may be read
with as keen a relish and enjoyment as by
his comrades to w'hom they were writ-

ten:

Sharbot Lake, November 23rd, 1884.

Dear Friend,

Though compelled by sickness to

leave j-ou, rest assured that in thought,

in spirit and in good wishes I am still

witli }c.u and fhe rest of the hunters of

the tribe yet remaining at Huntingtown
Camp. Somehow I feel sure that Chief

Wabineah has killed his deer for such
perseverance and determination as his

could not be much longer withstood by
all the deer in Canada. I take it for

granted that the deer is killed and I see
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in imagination the Chief sitting by the

campfire at night with a broad smile of

satisfaction and contentment illuminat-

ing his countenance as he relates for the

first or second and possibly the third

time how the thing was done, how he

discovered the track leading in a cer-

tain direction and knew at once where
the deer must be, in fact there was no

other place in all Canada where he could

be. (I have noticed that positive know-
ledge like that is a great help in any un-

dertaking). Then he goes on to tell how
quickly, skillfully and adroith- he work-

ed himself up to the brow of the hill

overlooking the little valley where lay

the unsuspicious but ever wary victim.

The quick eye of the Chief discovered

him at once, he drew- his rifle instantly

to his face and— (well, I am going to

take a little credit to myself for the re-

sult of that shot) just then he happened

to think of what Little \YoU had said to

him just before leaving which was that

success in shooting deer, like success in

all other things, depends largely on

keeping cool and he immediately took

another range over both sights of his

rifle and fired,—of course with deadly re-

sult to the deer.

Now as to warrior Gruff AIcGowtly, I

do not feel so certain of his success for

though he has lots of perseverance he

seems to have too little hope, in fact, un-

like the Chief, too little confidence in

himself and he seems to pursue no regu-

lar plan in his hunting, for some daj'S he

blazes away recklessly some ten or fif-

teen cartridges and others hardly fires a

shot. However the modesty of his

claims as a good hunter ought to bring

him a little good luck. I must admit

that some circumstances have occurred

on this hunt that would naturally depress

him a little but he ought, and probably

does, feel assured of the sympathy of all

the other warriors of the party. Has not

warrior Big Will openly expressed his

when he said "Oh, that I should live to

see the day when Jock (not Gruff, mind
you, but Jock, the more endearing name
by which Gruff is known in the tribe)

when Jock would carry round buckshot

to shoot dead deer with." The words
sounded all right and the tone of the

voice was in keeping with the words but

somehow (and I hope I am not doing in-

justice to Big Will) I thought I detected

a little leer in his e}-es as he looked round
on the rest of the warriors that made me
think there may be a little sarcasm mix-

ed with his s^-mpathy. I hope not for if

\\ arrior Gruff' should suspect it he has

ample resources to draw upon in his ex-

cellent memory for retaliation and such
things only serve to stir up acrimonous
feelings among the warriors and should

not be indulged in. The excellent mem-
ory of Gruff has been brought to my no-

tice on many different occasions. Only
a few days before I left he was telling of

some eminent hunter of the tribe (he

called no name) who a good many years

ago was beguiled into following some
dog tracks supposing them to be deer.

Now that is such an unreasonable story

that nothing but the well known integri-

t}' and veracity of w-arrior Gruff' could

make it be believed for an instant.

Now as to Warrior Big Will. I hardly

know even after the many years' an-

nual hunt that we have had together

what to expect of him. He is always
hopeful, always enthusiastic in fact, and
goes out every morning with the firm

impression that deer are .going to be

slaughtered. Of course there are cer-

tain places where he is more certain and
confident and from remarks I have
heard made by the warriors I am led to

believe that his confidence in the side

dam is unbounded. Of one thing about

Warrior Big Will I feel certain and that

is that in all the years to come every

morning when he starts on a hunt he will

certainly expect some deer to come right

up to the muzzle of his gun and commit
suicide. In ni}- opinion the right way to

judge W^arrior Will is not by what he
has done but by what he might have done
and all that he might have done should

be put to his credit as certainly no one
doubts his good intentions. He has had
innumerable adventures and used va-

rious kinds of weapons, not even, in cas-

es of emergency, disdaining the use of

the war club. But of all his adventures

the one with the Spirit Bear of the Ma-
guire Marsh was the most marvellous.

He undoubtedly saw him and shot at
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him and that the bear should immediate-

ly disappear, leavino; neither track nor
trace is one of the m\steries that mortal

men have no right to speculate upon.
Now for Warrior Neilson I must say

that his claims are grenerally modest
enough but some'how I always seem to

hear, as it were in an undertone, "Just
gi\^ me a chance and I will show you."
In fact some of his acts have shown no
lack of confidence in himself. The Chief
relates how on one occasion he even
thought he could do two things at once
but the result was that he did

neither of them well. The com-
pany of Big Will seems to be a neces-

sary adjunct for his success in hunt-
ing. The very last s'hot he had, I ven-
ture to say that no one but Will could
have seen that deer fall, hut then Will
has a gift for seeing deer fall and he can-
not go back on his g"ifts. Warrior Neil-

son did not seem so certain about the

fall of the deer. Now my theory is that

as tlie deer was known to be standing on
only three legs at the time, the bullet

from his rifle which is of large calibre

went so close that the suction of the bul-

let took the deer off his 'balance for a mo-
ment and Big Will with his gift saw him
fall. But settle all these matters. I hope

he has had some opportunities lately to

show his skill and prowess.

The young brave, Neilson Junior, is

out on his first war path and we might
naturally expect some blunders, such as

blazing away at ducks While the dogs
were in the woods or making some little

mistake about the tracks which if I recol-

lect aright some of the older warriors

were chaffing him about. But those are

trifles of which experience will cure him.

Of the two young braves that came on a

visit to us, their friends (I know they are

too modest to do it) may claim for them
all the credit for our recent success but

see how easily it can be explained. The\'

were visitors, we gave them the places of

honor, it was foreordained that deer

should be killed in those four days and

how could they help killing them? If it

had been foreordained that none were to

be killed as it was in the following four

days, where would their, credit come
from? At the same time if I were going

to continue the hunt, I must admit that

I sliould like very much the companj' of

our two young braves, foreordination or

no foreordination.

With kind regards to all.

W. H. Westcott.

TO AN AUTUMN LEAF.
BY CH.VRLOTTE CARSON TALCOTT.

An Autumn leaf in scarlet dressed,

I found upon the wa)'

;

The thoughtless winds have flung thee tliere-

The careless winds at play.

Such quiet sleep has come to thee

!

Thou leaf in scarlet dressed

—

A-down thy dream there drifts no sound,

Tho' breezes stir thy breast.

The fading maple bends to hear

The winds' soft undertone

:

The thrush has folded close her wings-
Sings even-song alone.

O Autumn leaf in scarlet dressed.

The winds have flung thee there

—

As thoughtless minds fling earnest hearts,

And leave in dark despair.

They seek not gifts nor heights tn find

A recompense for strife

—

Thou need'st not mourn, thou scarlet leaf.

In seeming death—there's life.
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Surveying a New Alpine District.

A Circuit of Mt. Robson

Mr. A. O. Wheeler's Preliminary Report.

rHE following is the first account received

from Mr. A. 0. Wheeler. Director of the

Alpine Clul) of Canada, of his work during
the last summer on the topographical stir-

vey of the neighborhood of Mt, Eohson.
The ivorJ: was undertaken at the request of the

Chand Trunk Pacific Eailway, and the Provincial

GovernmeJits of Alberta and British Columbia
co-operated in the expenses. This report upon a

new portion of our wonderful countrti should be

perused by every Canadian. While it may prim-

arily interest mountaineers it conveys information
that should secure the attention of everyone and
even those ivho may never go to the new North
West thus disclosed, should find much to interest

and instruct them in this report. Mr. Wheeler's
letter is dated August sij'th and thus proceeds:

Camp at Berg Lake, Mt. Robson.

We left Edmonton on the ist of July.
and the Grand Trunk Pacific officials

rapidly pushed us through to the end of

steel. Mr. Hinton. Mr. Charlton and
Mr. Lett were with us. Here we took
to our pack-train, and delaj-s of one kind
and another prevented our reaching
"Moose City," commonly known as

"Camp Seventeen" (seventeen miles

west of Yellow Head Pass), until the

I2th. On the 13th we moved with our
pack-train up Moose River and commenc-
ed the work proper, although we had not

been quite idle before that.

The party in my charge is composed as

follows: Assistant, Rev. Geo. B. Kin-
ney ; photographer, Byron Harmon

;
pro-

fessional mountain guide, Konrad Kain
;

cook, and two packers with thirteen

horses. Attached to the expedition is a

party of four, sent by the Smithsonian
Institution of Washington. It seems
that the section of country in which our
expedition is working is the one spot of

the Xorth American continent of which
that scientific institution has practical!}'

no knowledge. For this reason it join-

ed us readily, and has sent some of its

best men. In charge of the American
party is Mr. Xed Hollister who person-

ally looks after the collection of mam-
mals. Mr. J. H. Riley attends to the

birds, and jointh' they collect botanical

specimens. Messrs. Chas, Walcott, Jr.,

and H. H. Blagden are collecting speci-

mens of big game and large mammals, to

do which we have received permits from
the diflferent authorities. All these

gentlemen are tremendously hard work-
ers, and are trapping;' and hunting from
morning till night. So far, they are de-

lighted with the results, and the work
will be a very valuable addition to a

scientific know-ledge of the fauna and
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flora of tlie re,a;ion. In addition. Dr.

Chas. Walcott, the executive head of the

Smithsonian Institution, will be with us

this month (August) and will make an
examination of the area covered. He
has not yet joined us, "but he is on the way
to do so.

Mt. Robson the Attraction.

My own impression, beforehand, and, I

fanc}% that of most people, feathered from
previous reports, was that the region,

contained one. and one only, central point

of attraction., Mt. Robson. This is true

as far as the central point is concerned.
Mt. Robson dominates the district. It

out-tops and overrides all about it. But
do not run away v^'ith the idea that it is

Mt. Robson alone. When I tell you that

we are making a one hundred mile cir-

cuit about that great mass, and that

everywhere, on all sides are mighty
snow-clad peaks, widespread snowfields,

huge crystal icefalls, rushing glacial tor-

rents, leaping waterfalls, green, flower-

decked .Mp-lands, and vast stretches of

dark spruce forest, ^-ou can have a slight

idea of its immensity. Tliese peaks are,

for the most part, unnamed, the snow-
fields and glaciers unvisited, the vallej's

untravelled. .\ few of the peaks are

named. Southeast of Mt. Robson is h.

magnificent snow pile—a mountain of

ver}- great beauty, which Dr. Coleman
most happily named Mt. Resplendent.

Though not so high, this great mass, to

my mind, surpasses Mt. Robson in beau-

ty and attractiveness. Northwest ai the

central peak rises an immense cone to a

sharp point, high in the thin air. This
we have ramed Mt. McBride, in honor
of the premier of British Columbia. It

seemed fitting he should find a place close

to the mighty Robson, as a tribute to the

era of great prosperity he has brought
to this province through his wise ad-

ministration. Twenty miles northward
we see, out-topping all else, a mass clad

from tip to toe in everlasting snow. With
the sun on it, it shows singularly pure
and beautiful. They say it rivals Rob-

• son in height. I doubt it, but it is a

magnificent spectacle. At Mr. Kinney's
request I have named the great mass of

pure white, Mt. Chown, after the Rev.

Dr. Chown, the well-known advocate of

social purity, and the head of the Metho-
dist church in Canada. We are naming
some of the other prominent peaks, but
they are legion, and it will be years and
years before they are ever known indi-

viduall}-. As we move from camp to

camp on our circuit, we explore the val-

leys, climb the peaks, and secure the data
for our topographical map ; and it will be
a map worth stud3-ing.

I have often spoken of the "snow world
of the Selkirks." Here is one that vies

with it. The whole mighty mass seems
to have centred about Robson, with
sheets, arms and tentacles stretching out
in every direction. On the entire circuit

it is only necessar\- to climb a peak to

bring this pivotal point into view. If

the day be clear, the long ridge-like crest

is seen at an immense height in mid-air,

like a pure white, crystalline structure.

Down its sides—especially on the east

and northwest, where lie the Robson and
Tumbling glaciers—pour great sheets

and torrents ctf S!»ow-eovered ice. We
saw it first from a very high point on the

Lynx range, which bounds the Robson
glacier on the east. The day was a

perfect one, and, ascending Reef glacier

(named by Coleman') we had climbed a

very steep rock face, the east slope of

Lynx range. .\s we topped the crest

the whole wonderful panorama came into

full view. It struck us dumb with am-
azement that anything so stupendous, so
superb, so undreamed of, should exist.

At our feet flowed the great river of ice

—

every crevass, ever}- moraine, every ice-

fall clearly portrayed. Across, directly

opposite, rose the massif, its outline

clear, from base to summit, for fully

8.000 feet. L^p the sides were piled mass
on mass of snow, falling in great waves
to the glacier below—all of an intense

whiteness. There was "The Dome,"
then "The Helmet," then "Rearguard,"
names familiar through Coleman and
Kinney. .Above the snow masses rose

the almost perpendicular rock to the

great S. E. ridge, and be3-ond the ridge

the nearl}' as steep arete that leads to the

extreme crest. The air was so thin and
clear, we could easily define the tremen-

ous cornices with which that crest was
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lined. As I sjazed, I recalled all that I

had read of the attempted ascents and of

the one actual ascent made by Kinney
and Phillips—and I wondered at the
pluck, the daring and the indomitable
determination that carried them to actu-
al success. Kinney stood beside me,
and Phillips was at our camp a few miles
away. Did I say Kinne}' stood beside
me? The veteran was far too busy,
taking advantage of the present possi-

bilities with his camera to worry much
about impossibilities he had achieved.
Harmon was also occupied, even bej'Ond
speech, for was not this a golden oppor-
tunity and one that would provide im-
mortal results?

Mount Resplendent.

But Robson was not all. To the
south rose Resplendent, clad in snow
from top to bottom, and to the southeast
the mig'hty precipices of the Lynx frown-
ed down upon us. I may say with truth
it was the most studendous .Alpine scene
I had ever gazed upon. A few wisps of
cloud floated across the face of the mas-
sif, and behind, bank on bank, billow on
billow, creation on creation, out-rivalling
the snows of Robson, were piled up mas-
ses of cloud, slowly shifting, and each
few minutes giving a new comlDination.
Do not think, however, that Robson is

the whole thing. By no means ! Be-
low Mt. Resplendent on the southeast is a

valley. It is the head of the west branch
of the Moose River. I have named it

Resplendent Valley. It contains stret-

ches of beautiful Alplands at its head.
From these I counted twenty-four peaks
around the circuit, all of which are un-
named, and, as yet, unclimbed. I also

counted seven glaciers descending into

it, all of which had fine icefalls. One
peak in particular rose from the centre
of a great snow massif like a huge rock
finger, pointing heavenward. Konrad
Kain, who was beside me, exclaimed

:

"Ach ! That is my peak." so I have
named the mass "Mount Kain," and the

great rock finger, "Konrad Peak;" and
it is fitting that it should be so, for Kon-
rad has done great work here, and con-
tributed much to our success. .A.nother

iine peak is "The Colonel," a peak of the

Great Divide. From it you can see not
only oceans of peaks, but worlds of
peaks. Konrad, gazing southward to-

ward the mighty snow-white masses of

Mts. Alberta and Columbia, and the rock
precipices of Athabasca, Geikie, and oth-
ers, exclaimed: "I can see as many
mountains as there are in the whole of

Switzerland," and this was looking in

only one direction, from one section.

Talk about lakes ! They are every-
where—gems of turquoise, aqua-marine,
sapphire, cerulean blue, ultramarine,
topaz. I cannot find names to fit their

colors. Many are still clad with ice, and
I doubt if they are free the year round.
.\s a sample, let me mention Berg Lake,
near which we are now camped. I first

looked down on it from a height. Im-
agine a sheet of perfect turquoise blue,

filling the whole width of a narrow valley

at the northwest base of Mt. Robson.
over a mile long, and half to three-quart-

ers of a mile wide. At one end, the up-

per, the Robson Glacier discharges its

outflow over a gravel delta, by a network
of streams. At this end, from the great

height — several thousand feet — the

Tumbling Glacier falls in a broken ice

cascade, clear to the waters of the lake,

in which it buries its nose. Another
glacier comes down the mountain side at

the lower end. but it is not so spectacular

as the upper one. There is an incessant

breaking ofif of great chunks of ice, which
come rattling down with a noise like

thunder, and. plunging into the lake,

cause great waves, which reach even to

the further shore. These chunks form
miniature iceburgs, which are dotted

thickly over the blue surface, and show
snow-white against it.

Two old moraines protrude right into

the lake, down under the water, on each

side of the ice-like giant horns, and indi-

cate a period when ice filled what is now
the bed of the lake. Most of the lakes

are small, but quite a few are of good
size and very beautiful. From the sum-
mit of "The Colonel" I counted twenty-

one lakes in the circuit of view.

Alpine Flora.

Flowers—For Alpine flora the section

is supreme. The small slopes and alp-
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lands are absolutely blazes of color, in

parts. All our old friends of the south

seem to flourish in an intensified manner.
They simply blaze at you. The Indian

paint 'brush, scarlet, crimson, and j'ellow
;

the yellow columbine—a pha.^e of it that

has the upper leaves a delicate pink or a

deep crimson: the anemone, the fjlobe

flower, the adder's tongue, yellow mar-
guerites, the white tongue, rhododendron,
blue and purple lupins, several varieties

of orchids, the fire-weed, and, in prcrfus-

ion everywhere, the purple aster; while

high up are all the varieties of flowering
mosses. There are scores of others that

I do not know.
A feature of the district is the wide

shingle flats in the vallevs with—seen

from a height—a tissue of sinuous silver

streams flowing over them, while the

slopes of these valleys are in some places

covered by brule (burnt timber), a feat-

ure specially noticeable on the slopes

surrounding Mount Robson on the

northwest, and one which will spoil them
forever. The bulk of the timber lies in

stretches of magnificent green spruce,

pine, and balsam, adding ver}- greatly to

the beauty of the scenery. I sincerely

hope the powers which be will take steps

in time to protect these green forests.

\\'e have now reached a point where
horses cannot go further, so our pack-
train will turn back to-morrow and go
'by the way we came, to meet us again
some two miles up the Grand Fork from
its mouth. Six of us remain here, and
when our work is done we will pack our
outfit on our backs for the intervening
five miles, and rejoin the pack-train at a

considerablj' lower level. From that

point we will turn eastward again, com-
pleting the circuit around Robson, and
so on to the Lake Maligne district, which
I intend to cover. So much depends up-

on the weather here that it is difficult to

say how much country I shall be able to

map. Thus far we have made the climb

of eleven peaks and photographed and
triangulated from them. W'e have lo-

cated the position of the Great Divide
from the Yellow Head Pass to northwest
of Mt. Robson. It is very intricate and
crooks and curves in a wonderful way.
The peaks are, generally speaking, the

relics of great layers of the original ter-

rain, that have been shoved one on top of

the other, like the formation around
BanlT, but on a bigger and wider scale.

The shove has been from the southwest,
and there are verj' bold and shifting

precipitous faults on the northeast faces.

These layers are eroded and worn into

all kinds of fantastic shapes. On the

southwest the slopes are in many cases
sheer smooth rock slabs, reaching from
summit to snow, for nearly always a
snowfield may be found between each
layer and the ne.xt with a glacier at one
or both ends.

The above is only a rough sketch. All

results and collections will be properly
worked out, classified and reported upon.

A. O. Wheeler.
P. S.—The region is superb, and the

British Columbia and .\lberta govern-
ments have here most valuable assets

held on behalf of the people of Canada.
At present there is no access. The
scenery is here; the joys of free, un-

trammelled outdoor existence in closest

touch with the elements of nature are

here; the peaks to climb are here; all the

various features of mountain interest

are here, ready to disclose themselves

—

but there is no access ; Trails will

have to be built, stopping-places provid-

ed, and efficient means of transport, be-

fore all these beauties and thrilling ex-

periences will be available to a public

which likes to enjoy them with a mini-

mum of discomfort. I can see the day
when the Grand Trunk Pacific will be

carrying thousands of tourists to this

region. But there is much to be done
before then. It will not be long before

a good trail and, eventually, a good road,

will mak^ a trip from the railway around
Mt. Robson a possibility in three days of

time, with a comfortable stopping place

at the end of each day's travel.

From .\ugust ninth to August nine-

teenth last the British Columbia Moun-
taineering Club held their annual camp
at the ft)0t of Mount Garibaldi. The out-

ing is described as a highly enjoyable

one. A more thorough knowledge of the

.geography of the country was obtained

and each trip taken proved instructive in

various waj'S.
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Game And Bird Protection In British Columbia

THE sixth annual Report oi the

Chief Game Warden for British

Cohimbia (.Mr. A. Bryan Wil-

liams) has been issued as a par-

liamentary paper. The author in his pre-

liminary observations draws attention

to the fact that game is on the decrease

almost everywhere and the cost of sport

l)ecomes greater. There are few places

nn the face of the earth, he declares,

where such ^ood all round sport can be

obtained, combined with such a healthy

climate, as is possible in British Co-
lumbia.

Protection has onl\- been an active pol-

icy in the Province for six years. For
the first two but little was achieved, but

for the other four the results have proved
remarkable. In the southern portion of

the Province a few scattered beaver have
been broutjht up to a stock large enough
to necessitate trapping, while in almost
every district all species of big game are

not only holding their own but also in-

creasing.

The protection and fostering of game
birds still need attention, but infinitely

more has been done during the past year
than hitherto, and while leaving much
to be desired it is satisfactory to know
that a good breeding season, with great-

er protection, has resulted in a large in-

crease of several species.

The demand for additional deputy
game wardens has largely increased and
this in itself was an evidence of a change
of opinion on the subject of protection.

W hen the department was organized
there was undoubtedly resentment in

many quarters against their appoint-

ment. Now the country was settling up
so fast and railway construction going
ahead so well that the demand for the

services of tlic deputy wardens must be
recognized.

On the west coast the gasoline launch

had rendered good service.

The expenditure on the protective ser-

vice last year amounted to $14,208.98,

and the income to $9.1.^5.85.

Never before had the game laws been

so well enforced. The salaried wardens
were increased and the men selected for

their abilit}- to fill the position, the ama-
teur being carefully eliminated and only

men thorou,ghly fit for the work employ-
ed. The provincial police had likewise

rendered valuable assistance. Of course

the laws have been frequently broken,

but vigilance had had a marked effect

in decreasing such instances. Man}' un-

justifiable complaints had been made and
much valuable time that could ill be

spared had been spent upon them.
Victoria and Vancouver Island receiv-

ed extra attention with good results. A
permanent man was put on at Nanaimo
and the launch gave a good deal of time

to the east coast of Vancouver Island.

The usual rumors of Stoney Indians

entering the Province were as strongly

in evidence as ever, and some few did ac-

tualh- enter to trade horses, though the}'

had to leave their rifles behind. The
appointment of an Indian Game Warden
amongst the Kootenay Indians has prov-

ed satisfactory. He appears to take a

keen interest in his work and has given

the local game warden assistance in vis-

iting the game reserve and has also been

responsible for one or two convictions.

There were fifty-four informations

laid during the year, and out of the prose-

cutions entered upon only three were

dismissed, one only through lack of evi-

dence. The fines, including one of $50
for resisting an officer, amounted to $926.

Placing a bounty of $3 on the golden

eagle had had a good effect. A large

number of horned owls have been killed,

and this may have some effect on the in-

crease of grouse in the interior.

On the wolf question, which appears

to be as acute in British Columbia as in

Ontario, Mr. Williams has this to say:

"The question of what to do with the

wolves is a troublesome one. In spite

of the bounty being $15 they seem to be

increasing in numbers everywhere; even

in the East Kootenay, where an odd wolf

was all that was ever seen or heard,

quite a number are now reported. It is
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however, on \'ancouver Island that they

are doingf the most damag'e. They have
practically exterminated the deer on the

north-west coast, and are now turning

their attention to the wapiti calves in

the sprinjj and even to the full grown
animals, if there happens to be a crust

on the snow. There is an idea that wa-
piti can withstand the attacks of wolves
at any time ; this is a mistake. They may
be able to do so when the bulls have
their horns and there is no deep snow,
but in the deep cru'sted snow not even the

buH moose can stave them oflf. Now
that deer are decimated the wapiti will

soon follow suit in spite of the entire

close season and an army of g^ame war-
Hens. It is useless turnina; out red deer

or any other animals on Vancouver
Island until these brutes are got rid of

;

how to do this is a hard question. The
ordinary trapper does not make a special-

ty of trapping wolves, as they are too

hard to get, and anyway it is doubtful,

even if they knew how, whether any of

them go about it systematicalh^ It would
be well worth a few hundred dollars to

pa3' a couple of good men to experiment
under a proper system in one particular

district. If they made any sort of a suc-

cess of it, then there would be hundreds
ready to follow their system on their own
account in other places.

"Unless something is done the deer in

the south of the Island, where at present

wolves are only in fair numbers, will go
as soon as the wolves migrate from the

northern end, which they will do when
the}' have cleaned out the wapiti. Cou-
gar also seem to be increasing rapidly,

especially in the Lillooet district, where
they were hardly known until a year or

two ago. They are liable to do a great

deal of damage amongst the sheep if the

increase continues, but their destruction

is nothing like as difficult as the wolves."
Receipts from non-resident licenses

were larger than in any previous year,

despite the fact that the $25 monthly li-

cense and the $5 weekly bird license were
cancelled and that business and other

troubles only allowed a limited number
of visitors from the -States, from which
country come a majority of the big game
hunters visiting the Province. The suc-

cessful exhibit at \ ienna, combined with
the good sport obtained by the pioneer
visitors had led to an increased number of

sportsmen from Germany and .Austria.

Seventy big game- licenses at $100 each
were issued; -seven spring bear licenses

at $25 : three monthly licenses at $25 (is-

sued in error) ; four season bird licenses

at $50 ; fourteen weekly bird licenses at

$5 and one hundred and thirteen anglers"

licenses at $5. The working of the week-
h" and monthly licenses was so unsatis-

factory that they had to be discontinued.
A new game preserve, comprising a

large area between the North and South
Forks of the Traser River and including
the valleys of the Clearwater and Little

Smoky Rivers has been established. A
portion of the area abounds with moose

;

there are also caribou on the higher rang-

es of the Clearwater, a few goats on the
northern side and numbers of beaver.

The Yalakom Reserve, in the Lilloet

district, has been extended from Junction
Creek down to Four Mile Creek, as well

as including the whole valley of the North
Fork. The latter vvas necessary to en-

sure protection to the thriving colonies

of beaver. The game on the reserve is

increasing and is tamer than elsewhere.

This is most noticeable with deer, but
Mr Williams believes that, in time, it

will become the same with sheep.

Game is reported doing well on the Elk
River Reserve and goats are frequenting

the portion that was pretty well shot out

a few years ago.

.\ few years ago Indians were practic-

ally exterminating the game in some dis-

tricts and many of them will yet, at any
and all seasons of the year, kill anything

in sight if they happen to be armed. Dur-
ing the year covered by the Report they

gave little trouble and Mr. Williams ac-

knowledges that, considering everything

they are "pretty good." The Indians in

P.ritish Columbia are stated to be, on the

whole, a law abiding people. "They
could not understand the game laws at

first and resented the restrictions placed

upon them but now they see that they are

made to be enforced.''

With the exception of the beaver, fur

liearing animals have received small at-

tention, although the fur trade of the
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Province is of big^ value and well worth
lookingf after, amountins: probably to half

a million per annum. Every year vast
quantities of unprinie pelts are exported
and do not fetch a quarter of the amount
they ousrht to realize. An enactment
makin? it illegal to have unprime pelts in

nossession would be an improvement
though no pelts should be allowed to be
^'xported from the Province without a

permit. Sug'ijestions to licensed trap-

pers and fur traders ought also to be con-
'^idered. Mature consideration is advis-
ed so as to secure the desired result with-
out seriously interfering with the fur
trade.

After close protection for six years an
open season for beaver commences in

November. The increase during protec-

tion has been remarkable and with a few
more years' close season and the present
stock increasing in the same proportion.
the valleys of the Province would be in

a fair way to become a mass of beaver
dams, resulting in much damage to farm
lands. While trapping permits could al-

ways be issued the ordinary farmer has
not the necessary knowledge for trap-

ping. While the increase of beaver is

eminently satisfactory it was hardly ad-
visable to extend t'he closed season. The
results obtained from protection had
demonstrated the fact that danger from
extermination could easily have been
avoided. The question of how long and
under what conditions they should be
allowed to be trapped so as to get rid of

them where they were doing damage and
to keep a good stock everywhere else

was a question not altogether easy to

answer. At present the best thing ap-
peared to be to allow an open season,

keep as close watch as possible on the

stock and declare a close season as soon
as any danger of extermination appears.
In the meantime Mr. Williams promis-
es to go thoroughly into the subject with

a view of submitting recommendations
for future legislation.

While it was a poor season for big
heads in the Cassian district some beau-
tiful trophies were obtained. In spite of

the open season in the Columbia district

of East Kootenay moose are still increas-
ing. In the l-'ernie district they are re-

turning. There is a small band not far

from the railway in the Crow's Nest and
an old moose or two further up the Elk
River where none ha\e been seen for

years.

In spite of a close season the wapiti
are in a bad way on A'ancouver Island,

though the}- are doing well in the East
Kootenay. If only the old bulls were
killed an open season would be bene-
ficial. The range, however, is of limited

area and after getting up a stock "it is

not advisable to take any chances of a

lot of irresponsibles racin'g through the

range, killing young bulls or even cows
and doing as much damage in one year

as we could repair in a series of close

seasons."

The coast deer have been numerous,
particularly so around \^ictoria. Even
close to Vancouver they are on the in-

crease.

Mule deer have increased throughout

the Province, and when one man can

count as many as eighty-seven head, as

one person did last fall, there cannot be

much cause for alarm. The mule deer

of the Lillooet district form one of the

great attractions of the Province, and

no stone should be left unturned to en-

sure their future protection. A recom-

mendation is made to place a Govern-

ment reserve in this section to secure

feed for the deer as the value of the land

to the country is far greater for the mule

deer than for the. domestic sheep which

could then be raised.

The white tailed deer appeared to be

doomed a few years ago. but there has

been an extraordinary increase in their

numbers and in South East Kootenay,

along the lower waters of the Elk River,

the country is swarming with them.

W bile the increase is largely due to pro-

tection, the forest fires south of the

international boundary line may also

have had something to do with this im-

provement in numbers.
More caribou were seen than for many

years past.

Black bears have so increased as to

prove a nuisance in some places. Griz-

zlies are also increasing in several places.

In Cassiar the sheep have been fairly

plentiful and in Lillooet they have in-
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creased beyond a shadow of a doubt.
"For the past two years hardly any sheep
liave been killed except by tourists, as

the majority of men who understand
hunting' them, Indians included, act as

.Sfuides and find that they are worth more
alive than dead. . Five j-ears ago
you could sometimes see a band of from
ten to as hiofh as forty ewes with four

times the old proportion of lambs. In

East Kootenay the sheep are doing' well.

Now that the Stone}- Indians are kept

out but few are killed, as it is too hard
work for the ordinary man."

Pheasant prospects are good. The
breeding season was one of the best ever
known and this, combined with the new
blood introduced by a number of Mon-
golian pheasants, must have an improv-
ing effect. In many districts there are
getting to be so many hens that the

question of shooting must be seriously

considered. To keep up a good stock of

birds the right proportion of sexes should
be maintained as a large surplus of bar-

ren ones is most undesirable. To open
the season for even a short period might
result in a perfect slaughter of the j-oung
birds

; yet to open the season for cock
birds and allow a further increase in the
hens might result in even greater harm.
It is to be hoped before the Orders-in-
Council have to be passed some feasible

plan to meet the difficult}- may be devis-

ed. The raising of Mongolian pheasants
by the Government was successful and
would have been a greater success but
for certain difficulties that arose. The
possibility of acclimatising pheasants in

the interior has been given a good deal

of attention. The experiment has been
tried before and was not a success. In-

vestigation, however, showed that the

attempt had never been serioitsly under-
taken, while in some districts, notably
that of Okanagan, it is worthy of a good
trial. Since pheasants were imported
about fourteen hundred have been turn-

ed out that were hand bred on the main
land, and with those raised from eggs sent

out and those raised by private individu-
als near \^ictoria, the number should at

least reach fifteen hundred birds.

^Vith one exception all the reports

about partridge were encouraging. They

had not done as well as expected on
X'ancouver Island, but at least a really

good start has been made. Another fa-

vorable breeding season and one or tw d

days' judicious shooting to break up the

decoys would be desirable. At Langlev-
the birds are not doing well and the

cause is not hard to find—they are being
shot by irresponsible persons. There
are a few people in the neighborhood
who are really keen on preservation of

game, but until the community in gen-
eral takes an interest in the matter it

would take a small army of game war-
dens to protect them properly.

Both willow and blue grouse had a

more successful season than for several

seasons past. The blue grouse left for

the hills early, and in spite of the season

being open on September first but few
of the species were shot. Excellent bags
of willow grouse have been the rule all

over the mainland.
Experience showed that the openius,

of the season on Vancouver Island on
September fifteenth was justified. Blue
grouse were more plentiful than for sev-

eral years and considering the number
of people shooting nowadays in com-
parison wifh previous years when enor-

mous bags were made, excellent sport

was obtained for a few days before the

birds scattered. The excessive slaugh-

ter prophesied by a few pessimists, who
foretold dire havoc amongst the grouse

if the season was opened before October
first, did not come oiT. Mr. Williams
says

:

\\'illow grouse live and breed on al-

most entirely the same ground through-

out the 5'ear and are principally confined

to bottom lands and the gulches at the

foot of mountains ; they are not often in

a condition to shoot before September
fifteenth and could be better left till Oc-
tober.

"Blue grouse are migratory to a great

extent. They come down from the

mountains in the spring to breed and
stay down until the broods are either

entirely or almost full grown.
'Tn the interior the blue grouse start

to migrate into the mountains earlier

than on the coast, generally beginning

about the last week in August. On Van-
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couver Island and the coast they stay

down a fortnischt or so later according to

the season. When they start they go
quickly, so that where numbers of birds

may be found one week hardly any are

to be seen the next. Before the migra-

tion starts they are congre.gated on the

lower lands and foothills and are easily

found and shot. Later on they scatter

more and more as they ascend the moun-
tains, and as the weather becomes severe

they take to the spruce trees until late

in the year many of the birds hardly ever

go on the ground. In addition, after

living on the spruce buds for some time

their flesh becomes unpalatable.

"As soon as the migration starts, find-

ing the blue grouse becomes a matter of

difficulty, except to a few experts who
have sufficient local knowledge to follow

their migration. To men who have this

knowledge there is always the possibility

of fair sport, but otherwise the chances

are poor. It was thought that possibly

the opening of the shooting season start-

ed the birds on their migration and if

this were delayed they would remain.

That contention, however, has been

proved by experience not to have been

the case. It is the nature of the birds

to migrate and they would do it just the

same if they were never fired at again.

Of course every locality varies a little

according to the different conditions, but

that the blue grouse move off from their

breeding grounds is, and always will be,

an unalterable fact.

"The old date for grouse shooting was
September first, but for two seasons prior

to this year (1910) the season for grouse

did not open until October first, and this

has to all intents and purposes, been

equal to having a close season on Van-
couver Island, as the men who have the

necessary local knowledge and energy to

follow these birds are few in the extreme.

This has undoubtedly resulted in the

stock of birds becoming quite large again.

Under such circumstances as the

above, surelv the opening of the season

on September fifteenth was justifiable.

What is the use of getting up a stock

of birds if they are always .going to be

protected? They will only increase to a

certain number and then disease will

decimate them much more rapidly than
the shooting. Even in the old days, when
shooters were few and grouse plentiful,

there were frequently years when the

birds almost disappeared and it was noth-
ing but disease that caused it. Let us
close the season for grouse and enforce
it rigidh- for ten years and it is quite

possible there might not be more birds

then than there are now ; disease might
get among them just the year before
the close season expired, though with
moderate shooting each j-ear such dis-"

ease would probably not occur.

"The first principle of game protection

is to get up a good stock of birds and
shoot off just a sufficient number to

leave a good breeding stock for the next
season. It was in pursuance of this prin-

ciple that it was thought advisable to

open the season earlier. Birds were re-

ported plentiful, and the reports proved
correct. The earh' opening might have
been put off another year and fewer birds

found than this season. As it is a num-
ber of men have enjoyed a few good
days' sport, no harm has been done and
possibl}- some good.
Taking into account, however, the

number of men shooting it would not

be advisable to open the season on Sep-

tember fifteenth each year. Much will,

of course, depend upon the breeding sea-

son, but the chances are that September
fifteenth and October first could be ta-

ken as the opening dates on alternate

years. In any event, reports and recom-

mendations should be sent in at an ear-

lier date and will then be given due con-

sideration. The Department will open

the season on the date thought best in

order to .give an opportunity for fair

sport without danger of allowing the

breeding stock to become too low.

"As a matter of fact reports of diseased

grouse on \'ancouver Island have reach-

ed the Department. Many of the birds

killed have had a species of worm in the

back. This is said by many not to be a

fatal disease, but it is a fact that the dis-

appearance of the willow grouse on the

mainland occurred shortly after the birds

had become thus affected."

Prairie chickens have increased, and in

the Okanagan are reported as having
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dama.u:ed the fruit trees. It is hoped to

re-stock Nicola with birds from the

prairies.

Quail were numerous in \ ancouver
Island but scarce on the mainland. A
number made their appearance near the

city limits of Vancouver, but on the other

parts of the mainland they are not in-

creasinjj to an\' appreciable extent. .\

few were reported in East Kootenay near

the international boundary line.

A few capercailzie are to be found near

Westminster Junction.

Snipe were few. It is thought that mild

weather in the north delayed the misjr;;-

tion and that they passed rio^ht throuLih.

^^'ith restrictions on market huntinsj

it was hoped there would be improved
duck hunting', but these hopes have not
been fulfilled. There were a few gXDod

('nvs and there would have been fewer
still had it not been for the restrictions

mentioned.

In the interior the northern ducks did
not come in till very late and then, as

most of the lakes were frozen over, did
not stay. In some places there were a

great many locally bred geese and also

a fair number of locally bred ducks. Most
of the locally bred ducks on the coast left

a day or so before the season opened.

A September Duck Hunt

BV RONALD .NEASE.

OXE morning in late September all

our arrangements were complete
for a duck hunt, and although

only fourteen, Father had agreed
to include me in the party. Jim and
Fred were going as well and I felt highly
important when allowed to make up the

quartette.

We had a light lunch, put the pony to

the wagon, packed our guns and grub and
sarted off in high spirits, all hoping for a

good day's sport. Half an hour before

dawn we were at prettv little Pleasant
Bay running in from Lake Ontario.

Leaving the pony and wagon concealed
and enough to give the animal a meal wc
proceeded to a duck hide whicli had been
in use for years and whicl we knew very

well. We found the hife occupied by a

party of young men from a village six

miles away. These men mti.-t have !'ee:i

out early to get in advance of our part\-.

In a couple of boats which we secured

for the day, we rowed to Chase's Point,

across the bay and directly opposite to

the position we had wished to occupy
and where generally the shooting was
good. The boats were so small we had
to leave our guns behind and make an
extra trip to secure them.

Fate was clearly against us that day
for when we arrived at Chase's point we

found it fully occupied by other duck
hunters. Rowing on to Thompson's
Point we decided that it was unsuitable

and went over to the beach between
Pleasant Bay and the open lake. Here
we made a hide and put out our decoys,

Fred as the best oarsman taking the light-

er of the two boats and fetching in the

guns.

By this time the dawn had broken and
e\-er3'thing being fixed we had only to

watch the fine shots we might have had
if our guns had been in our hands. When
the said guns arrived everything good
promptly ^ot out of our range, with the

exception of an unfortunate mudhen
which I prompth' shot.

Af cr half an hour of patient waiting

three ducks came flying high, so high as

to - out of reach of our No. 12 shotguns.

i-.!ii'er with hi.s No. 10 shot one of the

I'.nee and it dropped well out in the centre

of ihe ha\-. I rowed out and picked it

up, finding it to be a good fat redhead.

For two long hours we had nothing
else to do than watch Fred shoot a duck
and chase it over half of the bay. After
all the duck escaped him for which we
were all sorry as we knew it meant a

lingering death for the bird.

After lunch I started off for Huyck's
Rav, half a mile distant. Noticing a
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flock out in the lake I crept along, care-

fully keeping the ridge of gravel between

us. When near enough I peeped over

and saw them directly below me. I rose

quickly and fired and had the pleasure of

seeing three threshing the water. As
they were steadily leaving the shore I

shot two again and secured them, the

third diving and never reappearing. Tak-
ing ofif my shoes and stockings I waded
in and brought the two ducks to land by
means of a pole I found on the beach. In

great glee I returned to the party and

soon had the conceit knocked out of me
— I had shot two sawbills.

Father soon came in with three plover

and my contribution looked very poor in

comparison.
This concluded our fortune for the day,

no more ducks appearing and we were
too far from home and had been away
too long to remain for the evening flight.

^^'hi]e we did full justice to our sup-

per after our long ride and our day in the

open, I am inclined to think we did even
better at the duck dinner on the follow-

ing dav.

Game Protection In Saskatchewan

THE Game Protection Branch of

the Provincial Department of Ag-
riculture has secured from the At-

torney General of Saskatchewan
a list of the convictions obtained in 1910

in Saskatchewan for infractions of the

Game Act. There is an impression in

some quarters that the Game Act is hon-
ored more in the breach than in the ob-

servance, but the fact that fifty convic-

tions were obtained in various parts of

the province during 1910 for infractions

of the Act indicates that it is by no means
a dead letter. Most of these convictions

were obtained by the Royal North West
Mounted Police, others by the salaried

game guardians and the remainder by the

voluntary game guardians. Fines vary-

ing from $3.00 to $50.00, and aggregating
S695. were imposed bj' the justices from
whom these convictions were obtained.

Tlie principal offences for which fines

were imposed were as follows : shooting
big game without a license, shooting big

game in close season, shooting female

deer, shooting on Sunday, shooting game
and birds out of season, carrying a gun
on Sunday, and having in possession

game birds out of season.

It must not be supposed that 50 con-

victions represent the whole of the active

measures taken for the protection of game
and the enforcement of the Game Act.

Convictions are the result of successful

protection. A number of unsuccessful

prosecutions were reported from various

parts of the province. These were cases in

which there was no real doubt that the

Game Act had been broken, but there

was insufficient evidence to enable the

convictions to be obtained. Then again

the protection of the game of the province

is not so much a matter of punishing of-

fenders for breaking the law as it is a

question of informing the public as to

what is the law and educating the people

to see its wisdom and respect its provis-

ions. This is a work that goes on quiet-

Iv and continuously throughout the year

through the medium of paid game guard-
ians, voluntary game guardians, and oth-

er lovers of the wild life of the province.

Convictions are necessary and should be

pressed for wherever breaches of the Act
occur and satisfactor}' evidence can be
obtained, but the most successful ad-

ministration of the Game Act will have
been secured when the wild life of the

province is protected according to law
and convictions are not necessarv.
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The Vagaries of the Bass.

A Fish Warden's Stories.

THE black bass is a peculiar fish,"

Prof. Dyche, the Kansas Fish and

Game Warden, stated. "Some
days it will bite on minnows, oth-

er days on frogs, other days on flies and
sometimes they don't bite at all. One
day down at Lakeview some fellows were

fishing with minnows, but they fished all

day and nothing doing.

"I got hold of a piece of salt pork and

some red yarn. It was about three

inches long, and I wrapped the pork with

the red yarn and used a casting rod. I

got seven bass in an hour with that one

piece of pork. Those bass averaged

better than three pounds each.

"Another day I was coming home in

the evening along the nortli road. I had

a pretty good string of fish and I met
some fellows that hadn't even had a bite.

I jollied them a bit. Then I cut off

about two inches of my white necktie,

borrowed a pole and the line and put the

piece of necktie on the hook.

'I made a careful cast and just start-

ed to skim the line. Swish—a bass

weighing four pounds struck and made
things hum. I palled in my fish, told the

bo3s that was how I caught them and
went home. Those fellows watched me
going down the road as far as they could

see.

"In the fall the best bait for bass I

know is to use the tail of a buck deer.

\\'hen you cast I judge those bass must
think that that deer tail is a butterfly.

They certainly go after it hard. I have
caught many bass in this way. It is all

in casting anyway. Some fishermen cast

and let the bait fall on the water as

though it were a chunk of lead. When I

cast, just before the bait strikes the water
I begin to pull and I draw the bait across

the water like a flash. If it strikes the

eye of Mr. Bass he will take it. It doesn't

matter what the bait is, if it is something
to catch the eve of the fish he will strike

The Protection of Moose in Nova Scotia.

The following resolution, after being

•thoroughh' discussed, at a full meeting
of the representatives of the Union of

Municipalities in Halifax on August 23rd

was unanimously passed.

"Whereas, by the Game Act of Nova
Scotia no person is allowed to kill other

than male moose, and, whereas the open
season for moose is from the 15th day of

September until the 15th day of Novem-
ber, which includes the mating season.

And whereas in the year of 1910, 432
bulls were killed in the province, includ-

ing 147 killed in the County of Halifax.

And whereas such wholesale slaughter

of the male moose has resulted in a large

increase of farrow cows. We believe if

the present policy is pursued it will re-

sult in the extinction of moose from our

forests.

And whereas on account of moose be-

ing killed in such warm weather much
meat has been spoiled and had to be con-

demned as unfit for human food.

Therefore resolved that the Govern-
ment of Kova Scotia be urgently request-

ed to amend the Game Act, making the

close season from January ist tf^ October
1st, thus at least giving protection dur-

ing the early part of the mating season

—

closing again on the 31st day of October.

Re-opening again on the 15th of Decemb-
er and remaining open until the end of

the year. And that the sale of meat be
prohibited during the said last period of

open season."

This. resolution was moved by Warden
Bishop of Halifax County and seconded
by Mayor Stuart of Truro, Colchester
Co.
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Hunting for Big Game
in the Highlands

Deer and Moose abound in all that district known
as the "Highlands of Ontario" reached by

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
OPEN SEASON

DEER—November 1st to November 15th inclusive.

MOOSE—November 1st to November 15th inclusive. In some of the northern districts of
Ontario, including Temagami, the open season is from October 16th to November
15th inclusive.

OPEN SEASON FOR SMALL GAME IN PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.
DUCKS—September 15th to December 15th inclusive.

GEESE—September 15th to April 15th inclusive.

PLOVER—September 15th to December 15th inclusive.

QUAIL—November 15th to December 1st inclusive.

PARTRIDGE—October 15th to November 15th inclusive.

SNIPE—September 15th to December 15th inclusive.

WOODCOCK—October 1st to November 15th inclusive.

HARES—October 1st to December 15th inclusive.

SQUIRRELS—November 15th to December 1st.

Write to the undersigned agents for copy of "Haunts of Fish and Game" containing maps,
Game Laws, and all particulars.

A. E. DUFF, Union Station, Toronto, Ont.

J. QUINLAN, Bonaventure Station, Montreal, Que.

W. E. DAVIS, G. T. BELL, H. G. ELLIOTT,
Pass. Traff. Mgr., Asst. Pass. Traff. Mgr., General Passenger Agent,

Montreal. Montreal. Montreal.
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Mr. Stuart spoke very strongly against

the Act as at present in force, opening
the season the middle of September, let-

ting loose into the woods hordes of peo-

ple who harass and hound these splendid

animals driving them in terror hither and
thither at the particular time, when above
all other times, they should be protected

in peace and quietness. He said that

unfortunately the Legislature who made
this law knew little or nothing of the

habits of these animals. Our legislature

should seek the advice of honorable men
who are in a position to know the re-

quirements for protection and who have

the protection of our game at heart.

BACK TO BOYHOOD.

BY STOKELY S. FISHER. DD.. Sc. D.

I loll at the sycamore's knotted feet,

And troll my line in the deep, dark pool

;

Oh the welcome the fresh leaves whisper is sweet,

The caress of the woodland wind, how cool

!

How lightly the lisping waters curl

O'er solemn and bearded rocks, and tinkle

Low bells in their play, and bubble and swirl

A rainbow of ripples! How pebbles twinkle!

\\'here, kissed by the frolicsome, careless wind,

The waves in lingering laughter wrinkle!

A flurry of minnows, silver-finned,

A sudden dash—a showery sprinkle,

Of glittering jewels ! Then strikes the bass !

I lead him slowly o'er shallows of gold.

Nerves tingling and tense. Hcnv he leaps! Will he pass

That gnarled, old root? ^^'ill the thin gut hold?

Ah, netted at last ! Such a moment redeems

Dull days held captive in duty's chain!

The world is good ; and once more it seems

There is joy in life to pay for the pain !

My heart sings here with the merry birds,

With myriad voices of summer in tune,

And rhythm that never had raiment of words.

All swelling delights of the blooming June,

Flow free and full with my leaping blood

!

A boy released from tasks and at play.

Rejoicing as when my life was in bud,

I fish in the meadow brook to-dav.
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OUR MEDICINE BAG
J

A party of fishermen consisting of

Messrs. C. H. J. Knapp and T. J. Carter

of Andover, and C. M. Leonard and Joe
Dalzell, of St. John, N. B. in the last fif-

teen days of the season caught nineteen

salmon, one weighing sixteen and three

quarter pounds and the rest of smaller,

though substantial weight.

A young boy of Belleville, Ont.. is said

to have caught an eel three and a half

feet long. He carried the fish to a store

and had it measured.

A champion fish story comes from
Morrisburg, Ont. .\n angler hooked a

fine specimen of the black bass off the

shores of Groseneck Island and when
hauling in the fish a big 'lunge swallowed

it. With two fish on one line some hard

pulling was done and finally the maskin-

onge got away, the bass being dislodged

from its stomach ! The bass was saved

and proved none the worse for its exper-

ience than did Jonah after visiting the

interior of a whale.

Mr. Joe Boynton of Kingston caught a

twenty-pound 'lunge on the Rideau in

August. According to the fisherman the

fish put up a great fight and there were

many an.xious moments before he was
safely landed.

A farmer residing one mile west of

Clyde, near Kingston, discovered a deer

weighing one hundred and fift\' pounds

caught by the horns on the wire fence of

one of his fields. Investigation showed
that the deer had been kicked to death by

horses pasturing in the field.

Reports from the .\dirondacks are to'

the effect that under preservation the
beaver has increased so rapidly as to-

threaten serious danger to the poplar
timber. The busy little fellows are cut-

ting too much down for their dams and
supplies. The remedy surely is to thin

out the numbers by the officials as has
been done in Algonquin National Park.

This is better than declaring an open sea-

son and will go some way towards re-

imbursing the State for its expenditures

upon preservation.

The people of New York State are

covering fish and game protection with

a thoroughness that may well be imitat-

ed elsewhere. At present there are nine-

ty-five State Game Protectors who are au-

thorized to prosecute in all cases of in-

fraction of the game laws. The men are

divided into ten divisions, each presided

over by a Division Chief who takes

charge of the field work of the protectors.

The men report weekly to the Division

Chiefs, giving records of their daily

work and the Division Chiefs report

monthly to the Chief Protector at Al-

bany. While the Chief Protector has

full charge and responsibility for the

whole State, the Division Chiefs are

held responsible for their own divisions.

This system is stated to have increased

the efficiency of the Department by fifty

per cent, and the records show that

while the enforcement of the game laws

is better than ever the game is gradually

on the increase. The State Game l-'arm

is proving most succes.sful. Tliis year

twenty-five hundred pheasants and thir-

teen thousand eggs were sent out in the

effort to cover the State with these fine

birds. Under the direction of Dr. Tarle-

ton H. Bean, State Fish Culturist. over

five hundred millions of fish were dis-

tributed. The cultural bureau also ex-
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through the stilTest beard with never a pull, never a gash. Leaves the face smooth,
ciiol and refreshed.

Minimum Trouble—no honing, no stropping, no painful manoeuvring round the

awkward corners of your face. You simply pick up the GILLETTE and SHAVK,
whether it's the thousandth time you've used it or the first.

Christmas is near. \Yhat could your husband, your brother or your friend

appreciate more fully or more fre<)uently than a GILLETTE Set ? Your druggist,

your jeweler, your hardware dealer or your haberdasher can supply you.

The Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada^ Limited
Office and Factory : 63 St. Alexander Street, Montreal.

Offices also in New York, Chicago. London, Eng.

and Shanghai. China.

Factoricft in Montreal, Boston, Leicester.

Berlin and Paris. KNOWN THE. WORLD OVER
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amined public waters for the elimination

of species, the diseases of fish, whether
from parasitic, natural or polluted water,

causes and the remedies for the same.

Fish is furnished for public waters only.

Fresh water shrimp can be easily reared

and form one of the best known natural

foods for trout.

Messrs. Frank Johnson and F. \V.

Robinson, of Toronto and Earl Detor of

Deseronto, Ont. caught ten bass, three

weighing three and one half pounds each,

in an hour near Deseronto.

Accompanied by J. J. MacClennan as

guide, H. M. Smith and" Dr. J. C. Lappins

of Binghampton, N.Y. caught a twelve

pound maskinonge near Gananoque, Ont.

The fish was a fine specimen and gave

Mr. Smith the fight of his life before it

was landed.

Reports from Bobs Lake near Kings-

ton were to the effect that fishing was
exceptionally good during the season.

Salmon as high as twenty-eight pounds

were captured. Many bass were caught.

Fishing in the Bay of Quinte, Col. Pon-

ton, Dick Ponton and Archie Cochrane

caught eight bass, one fine August after-

noon, the largest weighing four and a

half pounds and proving the largest

taken from the Bay during the summer.

The opening of the duck hunting sea-

son throughout Manitoba was attended

with considerable success, not only many
ducks but a few grey geese also falling

to the many shooters that thronged the

best known marshes. From Portage-la-

Prairie came the report that duck shoot-

ing was poor and the general opinion

was that the season should in future be

put oflf for a couple of weeks. In the

opinion of the majority of the shooters

another fortnight would make all the

difference and the ducks would better re-

pay the shooters and provide better

sport.

Conservation is spreading in South
Africa and tree planting is to be commen-
ced around Bloemfontein. The Council

of that city recommends all other Coun-
cils and village management boards to

follow their example. It is believed that

all South Africa was formerly covered

with forests and the denudation of the

forest area was contemporaneous with
the appearance of the Bantu races from
the north of the Zambesi. A forestry de-

partment of the Union Government has

now been organized and it is hoped to

carry out extensive work of afforestation

in the immediate future.

No less than fifteen arrests for viola-

tion of the fish and game laws were made
in the neighborhood of Montreal on a

recent Sunday- by game warden Griffiths

and ten assistants. While the men sub-

missively handed over their guns they

made a number of excuses for their con-

duct. One man persisted that he was
trying to obtain birds for scientific pur-

poses and alleged that in the neighbor-

hood of Cartierville a species is to be

found that is unknown to ornithologists.

Excuses however did not save the men
who were each fined and mulcted in

costs in addition.

On the Seneca River, Philip Fisher, cf

Syracuse hooked a black bass weighing
four and three-quarter pounds. He had

plenty of delicate work to do before he

landed this beauty. Four others, good

ones though smaller than the one men-
tioned, were brought in at the same
place shorth- afterwards.

Mr. John McCrea held the record for

Lindsay waters during the present sea-

son, capturing a maskinonge forty-one

inches long and weighing fourteen

pounds.
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LONDON
MADE

«mt
BRIAR
PIPES

¥> For Sale by all Dealers.

'THE HISTORY OF PIPE SMOKING"
And catalogue of shapes
FREE ON REQUEST.

i

fŴe Outfit Camping Parties

There are several excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we can fur-

nish serviceable chari;s, as well as providing the

Provisions, Tents, Utensils, Blankets

and General Camp Outfit

For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has been a special feature of

our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thor-

oughly and invite inquiries.

MICHIE & CO., Ltd.
Established 1835. 7 King Street West. TORONTO, Ca^
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While deepening a pond on the farm

of Harry Smith, a few miles west of W'el-

land, Ont., a peculiar fi»d was made.

The find was a horn, eight feet in length,

and a true half circle, two feet two inches

around the large end. When weighed it

tipped the scales at one hundred and fifty

pounds. The horn was in a good state

of preservation and fifteen wrinkles circ-

ling it at the big end could easily be dis-

tinguished. The finder was., offered a

large sum for his find but preferred to

retain it for the present.

weighed three and one half pounds and
was taken at the mouth of the Trent.

Ten years before Mr. Lou Cook placed

some pickerel fry in Crow. Bay and the

captured one is believed to be one of the

developed fry from that "planting."

I

At Dead Man's Bay near Kingston,

Kenneth McMahon landed a twelve

pound pike on the troll. This is the

largest fish caught in the Bay for several

years.

.\ variety known as Cooper's hawk,

and measuring three feet from wing to

wing lip, was recently run over by an

automobile near Guelph as it was in tlie

act of seizing a chicken. The hawk had

swooped down upon the chicken in front

of the machine and relinquished its h^ld

too late to save itself though the chi'^-.cn

made its escape under the machine. The
hawk, whose wing was broken, was des-

patched and taken into Guelph.

Mr. B. Mills of Napanee, Ont. took a

partv on a fishing cruise to Cleveland in

his yacht Dolphin. He reports that bass

fishing—was excellent throughout the

trip and the party never had any diffi-

culty in obtaining their limit.

The fishing in Algonquin National

Park was found good throughout the

season. Dr. Devitt, of Bowmanville, was

declared the owner of the largest trout

seen during the season at Highland Inn.

One visitor in the course of a ramble of

a Sunday evening saw seven deer and an

eighth on the following day. No wonder

visitors were reluctant to leave the Park

even when iheir vacation had expired.

The largest egg in the world has been

on exhibition at the Museum of Natural
History in New York. It is the egg of

the Aepyornis, is six times larger than

an ostrich e.gg and has a capacity of two
gallons or that of one hundred and fifty

h.ens' eggs. The shell is about one-

eighth of one inch thick, lengthwise cir-

cumference two feet, ei.ght inches, and
two feet two inches around the middle.

The bird laying the egs; is extinct. It

was a huge wingless creature living in

Madagascar anti is described as the

largest and most formidable bird

of prey that ever trod the earth." In

life it is variously estimated that it

stood from seven to twelve feet high.

Several centuries ago they were quite

abundant and though none of the pres-

ent generation in Madagascar saw the

bird in life they have for may years used

the egg shells in a number of ways for

domestic use.

What is said to be the first pickerel

caught in Crow Bay near Belleville was

taken on a troll by Mrs. Salter. The fish

The subject of -the mi,gration of birds

has always been one of intense interest.

The golden plover makes a journey of

twenty-five hundred miles in a single

flight and the Arctic terns fly from pole to

pole. Nests of the latter have been found

as far north asthere was any substance on

which to build the nest and a few months

later the birds are within the Antarctic

circle. Much about these migrations is

still unknown. The tern is described as

the world's most extraordinary traveller

and bv goin.g from Polar region to Polar

region it escapes darkness and enjoys-
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"BANNER"
Cold-Blast Lantern

The
Lantern
for

Sportsn\en

Burns 15 hours

longer than any
other.

Guaranteed

WiNDPROOF

Welcomes Hard
U:-age.

Will never leak.

FOR SALE BY
ALL RELFABLE DEALERS

ONTARIO LANTERN & LAMP CO., LTD,

HAMILTON, ONT.

Those are best satisfied

who spell camera

:

K-0-D-A-K.
Quahty marks the goods

that bear the "Kodak"
trade-mark.

Kodak cameras, Kodak films and
the Kodak sundries are used by those

who know photography best because

they incorporate every modern im-

provement and because honest work-

manship has grown to be a habit in

the Kodak factories.

/ 1 It isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak.

Canadian Kodak Co. Limited

£S"o/'ir-««' TORONTO, CAN.

THE BEST GOLF BALLS IN THE WORLD
ARE IHE

Colonel
THE "WHITE COLONEL"
The Golf Ball de Luxe. Made in (wo markings.

2/6 each.

THE "PATENT COLONEL"
?/- each.

THE "COLONEL" BEING BETTER QUALITY THAN ANY OTHER
GOLF BALL, LASTS LONGER AND GIVES THE BEST RESULTS.

THE PAINT WON'T COME OFF THE "COLONEL."
Miss Dorothy Campbell, winner of the Canadian Ladies Championship, U. S. Ladies

Championship (twice), British Open Ladies Championship (twice). Scotch Ladies Champion-
ship (three times) always plays with the "Colonel" Ball.

ST. MUNGO MANUFACTURING CO., GOVAN, SCOTLAND
Wholesale Selling Agents for Canada—Harold A. Wilson Co., Ltd.

297 Yonge Street, Toronto.
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more daylight than anj- other living

thing on earth. The wider knowledge
of this kind can be spread the deeper
will be the interest taken in the birds.

The bullhead, or blob, is reported as

very destructive to Alaskan salmon and
Mr. Patching, superintendent of the

hatchery at Loring, Alaska, advocates
its destruction whenever caught. The
greediness of the blob is remarkable. One
when caught was found to have eaten
seven salmon, five of which were two
inches long dnd the other two nearh-
three inches long. The last fish eaten
had been swallowed tail first. As there

was no room in the stomach for this one
only the tail was found there while its

head stretched up into the mouth of the

blob. Thirt3'-one thousand of these
blobs were caught in fish traps in less

than a month.

A large bird, supposed to be an eagle,

was shot by James Ferguson on his farm
near Plattsville, Ont. The bird, which
measured seven feet one inch from tip

to tip, was shot while carrying of¥ a

goose. The beak of the bird shot was
found to be more like that of a falcon, a

still rarer l:)ird in the neighborhood.

Wardner, British Columbia, has been
selected as the site of the first Canadian
ostrich farm. The experiment will be

watched with much interest. Success
has attended similar efforts not only in

South Africa but also in some parts of

the States as well and it is believed that

the peculiar climatic conditions required

for success in such farming are to be

found in the neighborhood of Wardner.

Bob White, according to an .\udobon
leaflet, is in danger. Bob is a great

help to the farmer, eating both insects

and weed seeds and is also a delightful

companion and friend. Bob is often

found in a covey and owing to his habits

these coveys are sometimes all shot.

They sleep in a circle with their heads
all out to watch for danger. They have
a marvellous power of self concealment
and this is the principal reason why they
multiply in spite of human beings. If

Bob \\'hite needs it he should have more
protection both in Canada and the States.

\"arying reports come from the Brit-

ish Columbia coast as to poaching ol

salmon without the territorial limits.

There can be no doubt motor craft

makes poaching eas}'. The boats can be
inside the limit and out again before the

preventive officers on duty are cognizant
of what is going on. The only solution

appears to be to increase the fleet of pro-

tective boats. Complaints as to the injury

done to the salmon fishing industry by
the depredators is general although it is

stated in official circles that there is little

poaching.

W'hile fishing in Baptiste Lake, Ontar-
io, early in September, an angler hooked
while trolling, a very big fish. He is

sure it was a big one because after fight-

ing it for an hour, he was compelled to

allow it to have its head. The fish start-

ed up the lake in the face of a stiff west
wind. Messrs. ^^'. H. Leavitt and Man-
ley Sine, of Bancroft, were on the lake at

the time and noting the angler's predica-

ment went to his assistance but he wav-
ed them oflf and held on with a grim cour-

age that was admired more for fortitude

than for discretion. The fish headed for

a shoal but the angler, who did not know
the lake was in blissful ignorance of this

fact until he struck the rocks when the

tackle broke and the fish escaped. The
story must be true because it concerns

no less a person than the Rev. W. J.

Clarke of Belleville, President of the Bay
of Quinte Conference. Though no one
.saw the fish which never came to the sur-

face from the time it was first hooked it

is believed that had this big one not got

away he would have proved the largest

fish yet taken from the lake. Alas, the

iMSr ones do so often get awav !
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C41ALLENG1E

WATERPROOF,

Save you money
Stop all laundry troubles. "Chal-
lenge" Collars can be cleaned with
a rub from a wet cloth—smart and
dressy always. The correct dull

finish and texture of the best linen.

If your dealer hasn't "Challenge" Brand
write us enclosing money, 25c. for collars.

507. pei p".ii for cuffs. We will supply
you. Send for new style book.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA
Limited

54-64 Eraser Ave., Toronto, Can.

a 143

The Dunne Diamond Tube Hockey Skate

The Skate of Quality, Elegance and Dura-

bility—proved by test of past 13 years.

Fully guaranteed. Manufactured by

W. H. DUNNE, 1492 Queen Street W., Toronto, Canada
WRITE FOR rATA'OGUE

Diamond Drawn Leaders

TRY THEM!
I The fine^ special leader made from imported

,^ ^diamond drawn gut. Each loader can be used
^^^^^^ for snelled or eyed flies. Special cured and

)tied. Guaranteed. Any weight. Trout or
,Bass Leader, 50c. Length 6 to 9 feet. Price

»^^>" -^refunded if not satisfied whether used or not.

A S. LINNELL. P. 0. Box % Kentfield. Marin Co.. Califorriu

VACATION COMPANION
No. 602 '<ULERY" Pocket Knife Tool Kit

Every otie has use for a Knife.

Reamer, File. Saw, Chisel, Screw
Driver or Cork Puller. This out-

fit is praotical. yet so small, be-

ing contained In a Leather Poc-
ket Book AV^y-^Vi Inches, is, by
carrying It in your pocket, al-

wavs at hand for immediate use,

whether Camping. Boating,
Teaming, Driving, in the Shop.
Factory. OflBce, Store, Ware-
house. Automobile, on the Farm.
Bicycle, or around the Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or

detached to the Pocket Knife In

a second.

Sent Post Piid on receipt of
$2.50.

Use it five days and if not
satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.

W H MARTIN Sporting Goods Dealer.'••**• "*^^*^ »i 1 WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO

Wood's Fhosphodinoy
The Great Enqlish Itcrtiedy,
Tones and invij^oralesthe whole

I^nervim9 f^ystein, makes new
Hloodin old. Veins. Cures Nerv-

OH-H DebUitu, Mental and Brain Worry, JDeS'
pondencyy iSejcxal Weakness, Emissions, Sper^
Tnatorrhcva^aml KJTeets of Alniscor Excesses.
Price $1 per box, sisfnr$o. One will please, six
will cure. Sold by all druggists or mailed in
plain pkg-, on receipt of price. Neai pamphlet
mailed free. The Wood Medicine Co.
{fornierly Windsor) Toronto, Onti

Shaw' s Pnpumatic Smoker

SMOKE OUT. In col.l weatber trappers smoke out
more mink, "coon," skunk, etc., in one day than they
can take in traps in a month—besides they get prime furs
worth the most nione.v.

A DIME brings illustrnted guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of the wisest
old trnppers in this country. It's worth dollars to yon.

TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO., Oak Park, 111., U.S.A.
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The last miiskrat season was reported

as very poor in Ontario. The previous

season the price was 85 cents for a good
skin, while this year the price went down
to 36 cents and onh' a few engag^ed in

trapping^ at that price.

makes a splendid headquarters. How-
ever much the antjler may be occupied
with his fishing he cannot fail to take a

sentimental interest in the historic scenes
through which his vacation outings must
lead him if spent anywhere in this neigh-
borhood.

The decrease of Canadian oysters in

face of the steadily increasing price is ac-

counted for by the divided jurisdiction

—

Dominion and Provincial. The Com-
mission of Conservation ought to be able

to recommend some way out of the diffi-

culty and assist in some effort at artific-

ial propagation which shall improve in-

stead of deplete the beds. A very valu-

able natural resource which should be

saved and improved for the people is in

danger of extinction.

New Brunswick is not ffoing to be be-

hind in the fish jumping contests. A
motor boat with three men was approach-
ing the wharf at ^\'estfield when a sal-

mon in one of his jumps lost his bearings
and landed in the boat. As the salmon
weighed twenty pounds he made a great

fuss until one of the three succeeded in

killing^ him. The men were elated witli

their eas}' catch and the salmon was good
eating despite the singular method of his

capture. The previous record in New
Brunswick was a ten pounder which
flopped into a dugout a fisherman was
poling up the Matapedia river.

Fishing on the Nepisguit River in New
Brunswick includes going^ over some of

the historic ground of the Dominion.
From early times in Canadian settlement

this river has been famed for its fish. .\t

its head waters- are 4ive lakes and from

them one can portage to the Upsalquitch,

and thence to the Restigouche, to the

Tobiqne and down to the St. John and

North West Miramichi to Newcastle.

The Bay of Chaleur is a delightful place

named ijy Jacques Cartier and Bathurst,

the old historic Nepisguit settlement.

The importation of Hungarian part-

ridge and their distribution on Vancou-
ver Island has proved a great success.

The introduction of these fine game birds
for the purpose of recruiting and improv-
ing the game bird assets of Vancouver
Island is due to the public spirit and en-
terprise of Mr. .\. E. Todd and his broth-
er, Dr. J. L. Todd of Victoria. In 1909
Messrs Todd imported and released 449
Hungarian partridges, distributed as fol-

lows: Cowichan district. 22: Tod Inlet

(Saanich) 15: Sidney Island. 2t,\ Oak
Bay, J},; South Pender Island, 23; Salt

Spring, 24 ; Colwood, 43 ; James Island,

jz ; Sooke Lake, 49. In 1909 a further

consignment of 282 birds was released to

recruit the stock in the several districts

named. Up to the present season re-

ports of their progress were scarcely en-

couraging but in the present year excel-

lent coveys were reported from several

districts. Mr. Todd who naturally takes

a keen interest in the welfare of these

birds after an investigation recently re-

ported :

"In early September I saw thirty-three

of these birds in one covey—at least that

was all I had time to count—on the Es-

quimau Waterworks Co's. property near
Parson's bridge. One of my brother's

sons the daj- previous saw twenty-five

in Saanich, and on Labor Day the same
lad saw a single bird in the Oak Bay dis-

trict on what is known as the Uplands
Farm.

"There is no doubt but that these birds

have done well this season, and are now
distributed over a wide range of country,

and if left to themselves for a few more
years, will become one of \'ancouver Is-

land's finest game birds. I am chiefly

afraid of their being shot through acci-

dent or non-identification. \\'hat led to
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j
The Greatest Fishing Stories Ever Published

en. Telling How, When, Where and with what
Tackle the Record fresh and salt water game fish

were caught dunng 1911, including a 9 lb. Brook

Trout, 1 1 f lb. Large Mouth Bass, 6| lb. Small

Mouth Bass, 25 lb. Pike, 40 lb. Striped Bass,

44 lb. Channel Bass, 175 lb. Tarpon, 3U lb.

Muscallonge, I3A lb. Weakfish.

Field and Stream
America's Magazine for Sportsmen

i> e'iving 203 prizes for Records of tfie biggest fresfi and salt water

game fisfi cauglit during 191 1.

dL Don't miss these stor'es of tlie prize winners, published in FIELD
AND STREAM each month, beginning with the July number.

Buy a copy from your newsdealer or take advantage of our Special

Contest Offer of a three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND
STREAM, together wllh the 191 I Angler's Guide, the best book

on fishing published, telling How. When and Where to fish, including

the latest Game and Fish Laws, and a ( All for $1.00
five foot split Bamboo Bait Casting Rod ) Regular Price $2.00

See conditions~ hit of Prizes and send in

Records of uour fish this season.
A -14-Ln. CHANNEL BASS

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 24 East 21st Street, NEW YORK CITY

Let The Gun Experts Teach
You From Its Pages. f.Ilir,VvtlBponu

©l

J,
_ , every sport its

kinks". Expert accuracy with rifle, pistol c-shotgun, demands that
you "know how". Mere practice by yourself doesnot take you fartoward

expert efficiency. A little direction, a few suggestions, from some past-master
to put you wise to the tricks and "kinks" of shooting, vAorks wonders for your

marksmanship—such as gives you new success and greater zest for eport. The
secrets of expert shooting are surprisingly little known. That is why, at great expense,

The Outer's Book Has Cornered the Gun Talent of the World

The world-recognized gunnery experts are contributorB to our gun department. We are care-
ful to have them write along practical lines— rattling good stuff that puts you next to the "how"

ofshooting, full of the "kinKs" and tricks by which the experts perform their w^ondera of shooting,
all of which you can apply in your own sport at target, or in the woods and fields. Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Topperwein, the world's champion shots, who write for The Outer's Book exclusively,
head this list of firearm experts. The others are Stewart Edward White, Lieut. ^Vhelan, U.S.A.,
Charles Newton, Ashley A. Haines, E. C. Grossman, Pascal DeAngt Us, A. Low^dermilk, Horace

Kephart, Charles Askins, L. A. Danse, Maurice H. Decker, Paul B.Jenkins and Robert A. Kane.

Special "Show You" Offer of Three Months for 25 Gents

Nothing like these articles has ever [before appeared. Nowhere, unless through personal
friendship with these experts, can you get such real pointers on marksmanship and on the J^^^^^^' Vt C* %\
merits and faults of various firearms. These art'c'.es are different. They are rare. They

^^^^ I\ V»3 ]

are not the superficial average write-up at all, bjv real inside pointers that will make O
any man a better shot. To introduce youto^The Outer's Book ^Aith its unique Gun TVIoflth^
Department, its outdoor ginger, its graphic photographs, live outdoor stories and ITlOiiliio

interesting special articles, we will send you three monihs, beginning with the 25 CcntS
special September Hunting Number, for 25c—regular year's subscription $1.50.

Yoa'd give 25c any time to know why you miss some of the puiots you do mias, and how not to
missthem. 25c for this special offer, will save you a dollar's worth of wasted cartridges,
aoc perhaps save you from missing the chance of a lifetime ti) get a famous ba?. Send 25c
today, with the coupoa on the right, for three numbers. If you are not satisfied, we
will return your quarter, with no hard feelings about iteither. Why Dot today?

Please send me, for 25

cents enclosed The Outer's
Book for 3 months.

THE OUTER'S BOOK
MILWAUKEE, WIS. Address^
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the findinsf of the large covey near Par-
son's bridge was a farmer's remark to a

friend of mine that the 'quail' around his

place 'looked queer' this }-ear.

"Many people unquestionably cannot
distinguish these birds when on the

ground or in flight from quail or willow
grouse, both of which The^- may be said

to slighth' resemble at times. There is

no doubt but that there are considerable

numbers of the partridge now scattered

throughout the country, but they are not
seen as frequently as might be expected
because of the abundance of cover every-

where, because of their small size, ("they

are but li'ttle larger than a quaill and
from the fact that they keep to the

ground and do not go into trees."

rent effect. He complains of the impossi-
bility of the officers covering the areas to
which they are assigned and alleges care-
lessness on the part of some of the offic-

ials. The license fees w'ould be paid
more willingly than at present if all the
money were spent in effective protection.
He points out the value of these natural
assets to the Province and the duty im-
posed by their existence upon all inter-

ested in the welfare of Ontario. Mr.
Dixon quotes cases of violations of the
law and alleges that he drew attention to

such violations without results. He
hopes the time will shortly arrive when
these matters will be taken up in earnest

and predicts that if such time is not soon
slaughter will leave nothing to protect.

Wild fowl shooting in Manitoba was
good for the opening of the season. .\

writer describing it stated that shooting
from the punt is ideal if only the shooter

will restrain himself and shoot sharp
from a sitting position. The sport, how-
ever, depends upon the man guiding the

punt and he must be an expert if the bag
is to prove a weighty one. Flight shoot-

ing affords fine sport when one has ac-

quired skill enough to shoot with effect

though it requires great skill to pull

down single birds in their fast flight.

Bears have been troubling the nerves

of the people of Cheslsea, near Ottaw^a,

and talks of organizing a hunting posse
have been heard. Mr. A. Thibeault

stated that he saw four in the vicinity of

the Canadian Pacific Railway station on
one day in September.

Mr. Joseph Dixon of Rosseau Post Of-

fice, Ont., writes stating that he drew the

attention of our readers last year to the

breakers of the Game and Fisherv I^aws.

He cannot say that this has had a deter-

Mr. F. \\'. Godsal, one of the Provincial

Fire Guardians stationed at Cowley, Alta.

sends a photograph of the head and ant-

lers of a red deer stag, the interest be-
ing greatly heightened by the fact that

this particular stag was sent from Wind-
sor Park to New Zealand in 1867 bj- the
late Prince Consort. .\t this time the

stag was three years old and ten years

later was shot, by request, by Major
Campbell, as he was becoming danger-
ous. It will interest Canadian readers

to know that in 1908 no less than 2,000

deer were killed at one station in order

to reduce their numbers. The deer in-

deed have increased in New Zealand un-

til they have become a nuisance and their

horns grow to a size unknown in Great
Britain. A further item of interest is

found in the fact that trout introduced

from England grow to an enormous size

and increase rapidly in the virgin streams
of New Zealand.

Mr. Sam Holmes of Chatham, Ont..

who is only two years short of the three

score and ten fixed bj- the Psalmist as the

span of life, writes that he was out for

ducks at his club-house at Mitchell's Bay
on the opening day of the season. With
one of his cronies he had a most pleasant

and enjoyable day. making a bag of his
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Obliged to

Quit Business
So Dreadful Was the Suffering
From Itching Piles After Twenty
Years of Pile Torture Relief and

Cure Came With

Dr. Chase's Ointment
Mr. John P. ilarshaU, 14 Barnes road,

St. John's Nfld., writes :
—"For upwards of

t«enty years I was troubled terribly with

itching piles; at times so bad tliat I was
obliged to lay up, unable to attend to busi-

ness.

"I tried many treatments without bene-

fit, until I accidentally read of Dr. Chase's

Ointme„t, and found at last a cure by us-

ing this ointment. I only used one box
and r>ait of a second one when I was com-
pletely cured, and have had no return of

the piles. That was eighteen months ago,

anil, needless to say, I attribute this cure

to iJr. Chase's Invaluable Ointment."
Dr. Chase's Ointment, 60c a box, at all

dealers, or Edmanson, Bates & Co., Limit-

ed, Toronto.

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact
Distances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable

liidlspensable to every lover

of outdoor sport, and especially
to those who love WALKING.
Instructive becau'^e of value in

determining distances; a neces-
sary adjunct to compass and as
useful to SPORTSMEN. It

furnishes the true solution of

many a disputed question of

how far it Is to or from various
points. Best of all it

Is a woijdcrful healtii

promoter because Its

interesting notations
afford real incentive
for WALKING.
Whether you walk
for health, business
or pleasure — any-
where, everywhere,
t h e AMERICAN
Pedometer tells the
whole story of just
bow far you have
travelled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer, $1.60

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Canadian Arms & Sporting: Goods Co., of
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA,

agrents for the Dominion of Canada.
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THE KENNEDY SCHOOL
of Shorthand and Business is at

9 Adelaide E. Toronto.

Write for our

Catalogue.

faci ities for providing a good training

for young men and women looking
for a good salaried situation are to be
found in the Central Business College
of Teronto. Free Catalogue explains.

Write to

W. H. SHAW, President.
351 Yonge St , Toronto.

MEN'S DISEASES
Involuntary Losaes, Nervous Debility,

Blood disease affecting throat, mouth
and skin. Unnatural Discharges, Lost
Vitality, Kidney and Bladder affections,

and all diseases of the nerves and genito-
urinary organs, a specialty. It makes
no difference who has failed to cure you.
Call or write. Consultation free.

Medicines sent to any address.

DR. J. E. REEVE, Kent Building,

Cor. Yonge and Richmond Streets, To-
ronto. 'Phone Main 94.3.

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true sportsman. Send Twbmtt-Pivk jeftrlj

subscriptions, and a KORONA PETIT Camara, aixe

iV^5%' will be9«at Tou. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
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own consisting of nineteen beautiful

ducks and fifteen snipe and plover—not

too bad a record for an old boy and due
probably to his experience and knowledge
of the wild birds and their habits.

Stocking parks with waterfowl and re-

stocking depleted woods is rapidly be-

coming a matter of great importance
throughout Canada. It is therefore in-

teresting to know that a firm in Pennsyl-
vania—Messrs. Wenz & Mackensen of

Yardley—are prepared to place the re-

sources of their great establishment at

the service of any individual, organization

or Government prepared to carr^- out such

work. The firm have sixty acres of land

devoted to keeping stock under practical-

ly natural conditions. Their pheasant-

ries, which are noted as of international

importance consist of over one hundred
enclosures. Government returns show-

that last year 33.563 European partridge

and 12,047 pheasants were imported. Of
this number Messrs. Wenz & Mackensen
imported 31,122 partridges and 11,750

pheasants, or 95% of the total. This
year the firm are even better prepared to

meet all demands upon them. Their

work is by no means confined to birds, al-

though the supply of these constitutes a

very large proportion of the business, pet

animals being likewise dealt in. The
variety and number of birds and animals

in stock make the illustrated catalogue of

the firm of the deepest interest to all lov-

ers of outdoor life and of the birds and
animals which add so greatly to the at-

tractiveness of our woods and waters.

\\'hile the heavy loss of life was the

worst feature of the Northern Ontario

fires the destruction of so much valuable

timber and other property should con-

vince the Government that a well paid

and efficient fire fighting service is the

best and cheapest in the long run. For
years the destruction of timber has more
than equalled the amount cut by lumber-

men. This is not onlv foolish waste; it

is criminal negligence and when loss of

life is added to material losses the results

are deplorable. If it is possible to move
the authorities to effective action this last

gigantic disaster should do so. It may
be too much to say that efficient fire rang-
ing would have prevented the disaster

but there can be no doubt manj' fires

could be prevented at incipient stages by
fire rangers who know their duties and
how best to perform them.

Correspondents who have spent their

vacations in the beautiful Temagami reg-

ion are indignant over proceedings which
threaten to ruin the scenic beauties of

the lakes. Lady Evelyn Lake in particu-

lar. Owing to the high water caused
bv the power companies damming back
the waters they have risen to such an
extent as 'to drown the trees along the

shores, turning the beautiful fresh growth
with their wealth of foliage, into dry and 1
decaving stumps and quite spoiling the 1
scenic effects. The district having been
set aside as a Forest Reserve the visitors ,

think, and not without reason, that the |
matter should be dealt with bv the Pro-

vincial Government. The Government
is concerned with retaining the beauties

of Temagami, which is one of the valu-

able assets of the Province. The Depart-
ment of Lands, Forests and Mines should ^
investigate the complaint and if found
needful take prompt action.

A\'hile digging a ditch on a farm in

.\ldborough township near Rodney, Ont..

the owner, .William Rippon, who had an-

other man assisting him, struck what
they thought was an old stump. \\'hen

unearthed however the obstruction prov-

ed to be the lower jaw of some mammoth
animal now extinct. The jaw was des-

cribed as four feet long, with teeth four

inches wide and eight inches long and all

in splendid condition. From the remains

it is asserted that the animal must have
been ten times the size of a large horse.

Two previous finds of the remains of

some prehistoric animal, one ten years

ago and the other two years ago, are re-

called by this latest find. The district of

course was once a dense forest.
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FOR THE

Huntsman and Sportsman

Tents, Pack Sacks,

Dunnage and

Sleeping Bags,

Oil Skins,

etc., etc.

JOHN LECKIE LIMITED,

77 Wellington St. W.,

Toronto.

Steel FishingRo\
Fly Rod No. i6

An all around rod that is just

pliable enmisrh to make it a

winner for fishing for trout and

bass with a fly. It is perfectly

balanced and has just the right

hang. Plenty strong enough for

bait casting and all practical

fishing purposes. Measures only

34 inches long when taken down
and cased in package. Three
styles nf handle—maple—cellu-

loid and cork. Each Rod ^uir-

anteec* three years.

WRITB. FOR CATAI^GUB. It

describts in full "BRISTOL" fly

casting, trolling, telescopic and
other popular Steel Fishing

Rods. Mailed free.

"A HONEYMOON" FOR 15c,

Send 15c for the new Oliver
Kemp calendar in 12 colnrs,

17x30. Ready December 1st.

Eoclose name of your dealer.

Th-iHortonlVlfg.Co.,
32 Norton St., BRISTCL, Conn.

Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

To His Majesty King George V.

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane
built Trout or Bass Rod, 3 piece,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints,

cork handle, improved fittings, agate butt

and end rings— £4.19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.74. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50,

(2) 9 to 13 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout or

Bass Rod, suction joint agate butt end rings, cork handle
with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. 3% "Uniqua" Reel
lS/6or$4.50. 30 yds. D. T. Tournament line 8/6 or $2.07.

Tn all $21.79.

SEND CASH'COVERINC ORDER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE— 16 plates of flies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHING ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Gold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

Illustration

our celebrated

eannot come
reel fitting is

shows handle of one of

cane built rods. The hand
against metal work. The
our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our

"Perfect" ball bearing
agate line guard regu-

ating check reels.

3% Diam.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada i* the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-ShootiDff Association. All communicatioBS
should be addressed to W. A. Smith; Editor "The Trap" Kinffsrille, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.

December 5, 6. 7 and 8.—International Tourna-

ment at St. Thomas, Ont. C. B. Taylor, Secre-

tary, St. Thomas, Ont.

Xovember 30 and December 1.—Clinton Live Bird

and Target Shoot, Clinton, Ont.

Mr. \V. C. Little, who made 39. The scores were
at 50 birds and resulted as follows:—

Total
A. W. Throop ; 24 20 44

W. C. Little • 18 21 39
W. Williams 17 19 36
W. Forbes 19 16 35
Mr. Fuller 16 16 32

GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.
A GOOD SEASON AT REVELSTOKE.

At the St. Hubert spoon shoot on September
seventeenth, Mr. W. A. Throop won the silver

prize in Class A. with 45 out of 50. Mr. Wm.
Forbes clinched the spoon in Class B. having 31

scores at 50 targets. The scores were as fol-

lows:

—

Total
A. \V. Throop 23 23 4.5—91

Blvthe Beattie 19 IS 37—74
A." L. Throop IS 19 37—74
Dr. Smith 19 IS 37—74
\V. C. Little 17 18 35—70
\V. Williams 17 15 32—64
Doc. Green 12 20 32—64
Wm. Forbes 16 15 31—62

The most successful season in the history of

the Revelstoke Gun Club was wound up at the

meet on September twenty-seventh, when the
following scores were made:
W. E. Sturdy 21 24 21—66
A. J. Macdonald 23 21 22—66
T. E. L. Taylor 20 18 17—55
H. Cummings 11 10 16—37
W. Brown 19 21 20—60
B. Lawson 14 12 —26
•T. H. S. Munro 21 23 21—65
W. Foote 15 19 —34
E. Morgan '. 17 21 —38

At the weekly spoon shoot of the St. Hubert's
Club on September twenty-third, Mr. A. W.
Throop was big gun, stopping 44 out of 50. How-
ever, owing to his handicap the spoon went to

We are reproducing in this issue a photograph
of the shooters at the Port Elgin, N. B. Tourna-
ment on August 24th and 25th an account of
which appeared on pages 618-620 of our October
is>uo.

Trap Shooters at Port Elgin (N.B.) Tournament, August 2*th and 26th. 1911.
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Self - Loading Shotgun
12 GAUGE, MODEL 1911

The Winchester Self-Loading- Shotgun has all the

good points of other recoil-operated shotguns and
also many distinctive and exclusive features which
sportsmen have been quick to appreciate and en-

dorse. Among them are Nickel steel construction

throughout; a receiver made with the Winchester
patented '"Bump of Strength" which gives the gun
surpassing strength and safety; divided recoil, which
minimizes the "kick" to the last degree; and a re-

loading system which requires no readjustment for

different loads. The Winchester Self-Loader will

shoot any standard load from a " Blank " to the
heaviest with certainty and safety, without tink-

ering the action. Also it is a two-part take-down
without any loose parts. These are only a few
of the many good points about this gun. To
fully appreciate its superiority, you should see it.

Look one over at your dealer's^ or send

to the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,

New Haveny Conn,, for descriptive circular

IT WORKS WEIL WITH AIL LOADS
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A SHOOT AT TILLSONBURG.

The following scores were made at the weekly

shoot held on September eighth:—
25 Targets—W. Pow, 21; S. G. Vance, 21; C.

Waller, 16: W. Mander, 15; Geo. Tillson, 15; A.

M. Hare, 11; S. Fardella, 9; \\'. C. Brown, 8.

FORTHCOMING INTERNATIONAL TOURNA-
MENT AT ST. THOMAS.

The members of the St. Thomas Gun Club have
decided to hold an International live bird and
bluerock shoot at their new grounds, at the race

track on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, De-

cember 5. 6 and 7. The new clubhouse and the

grounds have been put in excellent shape, with
the result that local lovers of the gun have one
of the finest homes in the country. It is some
five or si.x years since a big shoot was held at

St. Thomas and at the last one it will be re-

membered that something like 7,000 birds were
shot.

The committee in charge of the shoot are
sparing neither money or pains to make this a
nctAule event in the history of Canadian sport
.inj with the hearty co-operation of citizens ami
shooters in ditT rent parts of the country, it will

- a hummer.

Arrangements ftr-^ now being made to have the
famous Gilman and Barnes trophy shot for on
this occasion. This trophy must be won three
times before it becomes the property of anyone
and at the present time R. D. Emslie has one win
to his credit, .Jos. Coffey another, and Howard
Bates, Ridgetown's crack shot, has won it twice.

It has also been won a couple of times by sev-

eral American shooters, who will be present to

defend their laurels. The trophy is a very valu-
abl one and competition for it is keen. Dr. C.

B. Taylor is secretary of the local club and of
the tournament and to him all communications
concerning the Tournament should be forwarded.

At their International Tournament December
5th, 6th, 7th and 8th—two days live birds, two
days blue rocks, the St. Thomas Gun Club intend
to run a Grand International Handicap twenty-
bird event open to all. Programs will be mailed
to the shooters about November first.

The following story, "His First Honker," by E,
0. Cratly, won the first prize in a contest inaugur-

ated by Messrs. Harrington & Richardson Arms
Company, the well known fire arms manufactur-
ers of ^^^orceste^, Mass., who recently offered a
series of prizes ranging from one hundred dollars
down to five dollars for the best true stories of
"What I Did with a Gun." The prize stories
have been collected and arranged in a book of one
hundred and nine pages, attractively bound. While

the edition lasts copies will be sent free to any
readers of this magazine who will write direct te

the Harrington & Richardson Arms Company,
Worcester, Mass., preferring their request and en-

closing three cents in stamps to cover postage, if

they will mention having seen this reference to

"Fifty Prize Hunting Stories" in Rod and Gun.
"Honk, honk, hank, honk! A small boy, crawl-

ing on hands and knees through the tall brown
prairie grass, trailing an old smoothbore army
musket after him, dropped flat at the warning
cry, an({ lay still until the band of geese had
settled down with the flock already on the feed-

ing-ground. The wily old geese had outgeneral-

kd the lad at every attempt to get within shoot-

ing range, until it had become the passion of his

life to bag a honker.

Parting the tall grass, he could see the band
some two hundred yards away, quietly feeding.

Dropping down again, he proceeded to plan an
attack. To crawl upon them was out of the

question, as their wary old scouts were too keen-

eyed and the shelter of the corn-stalks was too

scanty for that. Pulling his jacket around his

ears, he raised his body slowly into view until

he could see they were excited, then as slowly sank

out of sight. In a moment he could hear the

rush anc'' roar of their wings as they took to

flight. Would their curiosity iead them to in-

vestig,i'e by circling :,rour.d the spot from whence
the alarm came r.r would they fly away/ Lying

flat on his back, every muscle tense with ex-

citement, he saw them pass within a hundred
yards on their first circle of investigation. By
n careful peep he saw them swing lower, and he
kr.i-w the • were coming back for a closer view.

Dropping flat again, he fairly held his breath, and
when thev popped into view a hundred yards
away, low down and coming straight for him, his

heart almost stopped beating. With tingling

nerves he gripped the old musket tighter, and
waited until he could almost see their eyes, then

raised the gun, took quick aim at the leader, and
fired. The flash and the smoke blinded him for

a moment, but the old leader fell with a thud al-

most on top of him. He had bagged his honker

at last. It was a proud boy that marched home
in the glowing autumn sunset, hugging an eleven

pund goose on his shoulder. Many years have
passed since that proud feat of early boyhood on

the wide Western prairies, but no success with

modern firearms has brought so much pleasure as

bagging my first goose with a musket."

Mr. L. B. Worden, shooting his Lefever Single

Trigger Gun. won the Pennsylvania State Cham-
pionship of Live Birds in the twentieth annual

shoot of the State Sportsmen's Asso'-iation held

at Paxtonia. Mr. Worden won the Williamsport
Diamond Medal, emblematic of the individual

championship. Mr. Worden made a straight kill

of twenty-six live birds.

The shooting world has received with great

satisfaction the good news that the Lefever Arms
Company, of Syracuse, X. Y.. have placed on the
market their single trigger attachment. It is ab-

solutely impossible to double or balk a Lefever

single trigger.
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DOMINION
SHOT SHELLS

MADE IN CANADA

OUTSHOOT ALL OTHER MAKES.

REGAL

Chas. E. Mink using New Dominion Shells won high professional

average at Vancouver Gun Club for the year 1911.

93 t % 1596 X 1715 93 t %

Proving uniformity, velocity, pattern .

New Dominion Duck Loads Hit Hard and Kill

Use them at the trap, in the blind and the field. The results will be most

gratifying. Guaranteed and sold by all hardware and sporling goods dealers.

Dominion Cartridge Company,
MONTREAL, LIMITED. CANADA. )



A copy of the fine new Shotgun catalogue is-

sued by the Stevens Arras & Tool Company,

Cliicopee Falls, Mass., has just been received at

this office. This catalogue is handsomely gotten

up, both from the viewpoint of typographical ef-

fect and representation of Stevens Repeating

Double and Single Barrel Shotguns. There are

interesting chapters devoted to Trap Shooting,

Hunting, Care of Shotguns, Shotgun Ammunition,

etc. This book, which may be obtained free on

writing direct to the Company and mentioning

Rod and Gun, would be a valuable acciuisition to

any sportsman.

Mr. Charles Daniel,

Dear Sir:

With this I enclose $2,10 for which you will

please send me, by registered mail, a Concentric

Sight for my No. 1 "Standard," 22-cal. Remington
Repeater.

For several years I have used, with much satis-

faction, the "Concentric" on all my rifles. I

know not anything to equal a as an aid to quick

and accurate shooting either at stationary or mov-
ing objects.

Yours very sincerely,

(Rev. Dr.) Wm. D. Benton,

Fredonia, Xew York.

September, 20, '11.

Considerable comment has been stirred up a-

mong motor boat enthusiasts by the early an-

nouncement from one of the members of the

Sterling Engine Company that the Buffalo concern
was about to place its new eight cylinder racing

engine on the market. Last season's Sterling

racer was an eight-cylinder 100 H.P., with a bore
of 51/2 inches and a 6 inch stroke. The stroke of

the new speed engine has been lengthened and the

power increased to 130-140. The engine was de-

signed also for fast cruising work. The entire

upper base has been made of vanadium or manga-
nese bronze and of a barrel type, thus increasing

its strength and rigidity. It is simple and ac-

cessible. All journal caps are directly supported
between each cylinder. The crank shaft is of

chrome nickel steel, claimed to have a tensile

strength of 112,000 pounds to the square inch.

Connecting rods are drop forging of 3i/. per cent,

nickel steel, tempered. The lower end is equip-

ped with a detachable, interchangeable, bronze
backed babbitted shell. Another engine, which
the Sterling Company is about to introduce, is

the new long stroke cruising machine designed for

heavv-dutv work. It is a 25-35 HP. engine with

a 5% inch bore and an 8 inch stroke. The length
of the stroke is rather unusual, but experience

has shown the Sterling Company that for heavy
cruising work, this type of engine is best adapted.
It develops its rated horsepower at 400 and 550
R. P. M. Two separate ignition systems are
used, the regular equipment being the patented
Bosch magnetic plug, Dual Type, or a High Ten-
sion Magneto in connection with separate distrib

uting system. The oiling system is a mechanical
feed to cylinders and base in connection with the
Brush Patent. The connecting rods are made of

special open hearth carbon steel, oil treated after
forging. The lower end of the rod is equipped
with bronze shells, the inner surface of which is

lined with 85 part tin niearing metal. These
are detachable and interchangeable.

The above is a reproduition of a very attractive

hanger issued by the Dominion Cartridge Com-
pany, Limited. This hanger portrays a Camping
Scene and the Company will be pleased to send a

copy of same to any address upon receipt of the

side of a shot shell box bearing the words, "Dii-

pont Smokeless Powder."
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One Piece Hammer
In The New Model

Tthaca
fj Take out the locks of any other make of shotgun and

compare them with the Ithaca—if we haven't the sim-

plest lock will give you the gun—you be the judge and

jury-we'll let the gun talk for itself.

ty If you see more thin one hole in a hammer you know

that extra parts are fastened to the hammer whether

shown or not. Our hammer is all one piece, only one

hole, no toggles or stirrups attached.

^ We hive cut out all cocking levers, bars, push rods

and hammer-stirrups and cock the gun direct from too

of hammer.
^ Our hammer travels less than hilf an inch taking

only 1-625 of a second to operate.

II Stocks are not cut awiy for hammers or lock plates

and are dovetailed into frame to prevent splitting and
spreading.

ly The speed of our lock will increase your score at

trips and kills in the field; the simple, scientific con-

struction of the gun makes it practically fool-proof,

and will last you a lifetime if you take care of it and
a good miny years if you don't.

!T Catalog Free; 18 grades. $17.75 net to $400 list.

if
Our 5 '4 lb. 20 bore is a hummer—be down-to-date

and shoot one.

ITHACA CUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N. Y.

SOIVIE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD SHOOT

THE PARKER GUN

Be high man at the traps.

Shoot the finest brush gun made.

Mechanical construction perfect.

Send todav for Illustrated Catalosrue.

N. Y. Salesroom, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Heriden, Conn.
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A keenly contested race was recently finished

at Springwood Gun Club. The event was a 200-

bird race for a handsome silver cup. RoUand
Day and Win. Gibson (Parker} tied with 1S9.

Bert Glover and S. Webb were close seconds with

188. The tie was shot off on Saturday, Oct. 7th,

Parker winning by one bird. Other events will

be shot next Saturday at 3 p.m., and all shooters

are invited.

The long looked for and eagerly awaited Win-
chester Self-Loading shotgun is now on the mar-

ket. The new gun, which is known as the Model
1911, is a 12 gauge, hammerless. take-down, five-

shot repeater. It is made of nickel steel through-

out and has an ingeniously constructed receiver

which has great strength at the point of greatest

strain. This feature, w^hich is patented, has
been aptly called '"The Bump of Strength." A
feature of the new gun which will particularly ap-

peal to sportsmen, is the reloading system, which
will handle any standard load from a "blank" to

the heaviest without the slightest change or re-

adjustment of the mechanism. Another feature

of the new Winchester is "Divided Recoil," which
minimizes the "kick" of heavy loads to the last

degree. The division of the recoil and the man-
ner in which it is absorbed eliminates almost en-

tirely the "whip" or "jump" of the muzzle when
shooting. By an ingenious device, the holt of the
Winchester Self-Loader can be locked back so
that the action will remain open after any shot,

as the user elects. This facilitates the use of

the gun as a single loader, the changing of a

shell or cleaning. The Model 1011 is a two-part
take-down, and when taken apart the working
parts of the action are accessible for cleaning.

There are no less parts in the take-down system
used in this gun. The trigger pull is short,

smooth and light. The trigger lock is positive

and safe. It operates crosswise, which makes it

impossible to be jarred out of place by the recoil.

The standard gun is made with a 26 inch barrel.

28 inch barrels are furnished without extra
charge. The pistol grip stock is 13 7-8 inches

long, has a drop of 1 5-8 inches at comb and 2 3-8

inches at heel. The weight of the gun is about
7 3-4 pounds, and the list price is $38.00.

ing abilitv of Marlin trap guns. At the register-

ed tournament of the Sea Side Gun Club at

Brideenort, Conn., Aug. 19th—one of the biggest

"shoots ' of the year—W. B. Darton made the ex-

ceptional score of 139 x 150. Will S. Hoon of

Jewell, la., won the high general average at the

Sioux Falls S. D., shoot August 24th and 25th,
breaking 283 out of 300, winning from a large

field of other fast amateurs and professionals.

Mr. Hoon also broke 541 out of 600 at the Indian
shoot at Spirit Lake, la., Aug. 29-31st, an ex-

ceptionally good score under the hard conditions

prevailing. He always shoots the Marlin trap

gun. The action parts are so highly polished and
finely fitted and the gun handles so rapidly that
with a Marlin gun of this kind Capt. A. H. Hardy
brea'-s four blue rock targets thrown in the air

simultaneously by an assistant, the Captain lying

on his back and shooting from this position. Capt.

Hardy also has another "stunt" where he himself
throws six blue rocks in the air at one time and
breaks the six with his Marlin before they reach

the ground. A special circular of the Marlin trap
gun in colors will be sent on request—or a copy
of the complete Marlin catalog for three stamps
postage—by The Marlin Firearms Co., 67 Willow
Street, Xew Haven, Conn.

Xow that the shooting -season is open all

sportsmen will secure some very fine specimens of

birds, animals and game heads. During the past
few years a big demand has grown up amongst
sportsmen for mounted trophies, and most vulu-

able of all trophies are those which one secures
and mounts for himself. Thousands of sports-

men all over America are now learning Taxidermy
for themselves and this is a splendid thing for

them to do for this art goes hand in hand with
sportsmanship. We would certainly recommend
that our readers investigate the possibilities of

this art. A full course of lessons covering every

branch of Taxidermy is put out by the North-
western School of Taxidermy, Omaha, Nebr.
This institution has been run ing over ten years
and is giving the greatest satisfaction to all

their students. This is a most reliable Taxider-

mv School and from our personal knowledge we
can say that it is worthy the support of all true

sportsmen.

At the Collinsville, (Conn.) shoot on Sept. 13th,

Marlin repeating shotguns showed their superb
shootincr ability by winning first, second and
fourth high amateur averages in a field of about
30 shooters, shooting under difficult conditions.
Chamberlain and Hepburn won first and sec-

ond high averages respectively with the excellent
scores of 132 x 150 and 131 x l.iO: both iised the
special Marlin trap model. Chamberlain also made
the se<'ond high general average for the shoot,
losing the average by only a single bird. Using a

standard Marlin trap gun, W. B. Darton was high
over all at the Ogdensburg, (X.Y.) shoot, Sept.
4th with the excellent score of 142 out of 150
targets in a field of about 50 shooters. This is

another excellent testimonial of the superb shoot-

The L'nited States Xavy is about to astonish

the world again with a new gun having a caliber

of sixteen inches which will make the present

world-beating fourteen inch gun obsolete.

The plans for the new gun have been made by
Rear Admiral Twining, chief of the bureau of

ordinance. The admiral says the length of the

gun will be sixty-seven feet. The fourteen inch

gun fires a shell that weighs fourteen hundred
|)ounds and can rip the armor off a ship at a
distance of eleven miles.

The sixteen inch terror is to carry a shell of

the enormous weight of two thousand pounds and
will be effective at fifteen miles, thus proving
that the horizon cannot put a limit to modern
naval 'cience.
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SMITH GUNS GRAND
AMERICAN
HANDICAP

w-

rj:.j-iTjf^^-. , J^i'-r-^i:-.-';

^^^
\

Great guns win great events be-

cause of ong-distance, close-

shooting and hard-hitting qualities.

Our Art Catalog tells all

about them. Write for it.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
89 Hubbard Street, Fultun. N. V.

iiii

WFIKN saturatPfl with
oil they excUule all

air and moisture, making
rusting and plttinR an im-
possibility. Being larger

, than the bore, oil Is press-

ed against the entire li-

side. A single oiling la«ts

a year. Made for shot-

guns, rifles and revolvers.

.::- quickly dissolves the residue of

o V-' all black oml smokeless powders.
.vVV: including Cordite, neutralizing the
'.'''•'. acids before, or even after, they
;'•':•;•' penetrate the steel. Contains no

:.v'' acid and will not co-igeaj, If ap-

•"^^ plied soon after shooting, the arm
'.'.•«". can be left several days without
I," wiping and still be in perfect con-

i;i' /lit ion when cleaned.
'/:• ^sk Your Dealer. Send bis

y ' liame and we will mail you

FRF.E SAMPLE
i; \Yrite for catalog of Marble's
: _fiO Outing Specialties, also art
'

,. folder of Marble's Game-Getter
Gun. Upper barrel is .22; lower
is .44. for shqt or ball. Lengths
12, 15 and IS inches.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO,
581 Delta Ave., Gladstone. Mich

Reload Your Shells !

Save half of

youi* shooting

expense by

using

Ideal Tools

This set of tools performs all operations re-

quired in reloading rifle and pistol shells

—

moulds and sizes bullets, expels old primer from
shell, seats a new primer, measures powder
charge, seats bullet to proper depth and crimps
shell onto bullet, giving you a complete car-
tridge ready to shoot.

No, 4 tool for .25-20 single-shot and repeater;
.32-20; .32 S. & W. long; .3S-40; .38 S. & W.;
.44-40; .44 S. & W. ; .45 Colt's, etc. Price,
$3.50. No, tool for .25-36. .25-35, ,30-30,

.303, .32-40, .32 Special, .38-55, .38-56, and
various .40 and .45 calibers. Price, $3.00.

The Ideal PTand "Rook tells all about reload-
ing all -Stan da I- 1.1 i jIIl-, pistol and shotgun ant-

munition—tells how biillet moulds are made,
Imw to cast your own bullets and reload your
shells—how to save money and do better shoot-
ing with less wear
'11 your gun than F|?FP*
w i t h factory loaded \ *^ I\I1.I--

ammunition. 140 pages
"f practical in-
formation for shoot-
ers. Free for 3 stamps,,

postage.

Willow St., N. w Haven. Ct. ^^



Duck Shooting At Rondeau

BT a. s.

RONDEAU is only twenty miles

from Chatham, Ontario, and
Chathamites can have their duck
shooting without being put to any

serious inconvenience.

The Eau is a long harbour about nine
miles in length by three in width. On
the east shore it is marshy and black

ducks, teal, mallard and grey ducks breed
in this marsh. These ducks give sports-

men good shooting in the early season

while later on in the Fall butter-balls, red-

heads, bluebills and all northern breeding
ducks come down in great numbers to

feed on the wild celery which grows up
thickly in the Eau.

Bill and I are Chathamites and ever}'

year we try and put in a few days' duck
shooting. This year we were on the job

as usual and September fourteenth saw
us on the Eau train with all our shooting
equipment. \\'e had rented a small cot-

tage for a few days and when we got off

the train we found we had to carry our

baggage some distance. As we alighted

in pouring rain this was very unpleasant.

We soon got things straightened around
however and then we had to go out and
see about our boat. \\"e secured a small

one capable of 'holding two in a fairly

good sea. The only thing we did not

like was the color which should 'have

been drab or green instead of grey. It

was however the best we could do as the

hour was late, indeed it was only owing
to the rain that we were able to secure

one at all, as many of the sportsmen had

given up the idea of going out in tlie

morning, thus lessening the demand for

boats. These Sportsmen were the kind

who do not have to go out in order to

bring back a. lot of ducks and the decovs

in their hip pockets were near enough
shooting for them.

It was still pelting rain when we turn-

ed in and about one in the morning wc
were awakened by the thunder. It was
certainly a wild night, the lightning flash-

ed almost Continuously, followed by loud
crashes of thunder, while rain beat upon
our windows, being blown by the wind in

blinding sheets. It looked like no duck
shooting for us, but by four o'clock the
storm had subsided a little. The rain had
almost stopped and the lightning was
gradually becoming less vivid. We
therefore got up and prepared our break-
fast. It looked very dreary outside but

our bacon and eggs, bread and butter and
coffee made us feel more like facing the

Previous experiences had brought
home to us the necessity of having every-

thing waterproof. It is very uncomfort-
able to have to sit in a hide in a poiu^ing

rain with wet feet and rain trickling down
vour neck, and provoking, to say the

least, when you find your shells swelled

too much to fit your gun just when the

shooting begins. Profiting by past ex-

periences the slight rain did not bother

us at al'l, when dressed in waterproof
hunting coats, and rubber boots, with

plenty of shells, we started off.

A row of some distance brought us to

the east shore and after portagincj about
fifty vards we were in the ponds read\'

for the ducks. There are two large

ponds, joined by a narrow neck of water,

and in flyinsr from pond to pond, the

ducks generally take this passage as they

seem to prefer flving over water. At
this point we made our hide in the tall

marshes. We were scarcely soon enough
as we heard several other guns at dif-

ferent places and the ducks had already

begun to flv. We had not long to wait

for soon a whisper from F>ill warned me
that he saw ducks coming. I looked

around and saw a pair of blacks coming
straight towards us. We both crouched

down and they kept right on, passing

about thirty yards from us. Bill took

first shot and at the sound one of the

ducks fell. Both his second and my first

were misses. The ducks were flying
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L

FOR BIG GAME
The "ROSS" knows no
superior in killing power

The low trajectory of the Ross Ritle, its speed and accuracy
in loading, make it the sportsman's favorite.

Made in Canada, you not only secure the best value, but

avoid all customs difficulties when seeking duplicate parts, etc.

See the "ROSS" models before purchasing.

We will send illustrated catalogue and name of nearest dealer in

Ross Rifles on request.

Prices from $25.00

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY- QUEBEC.
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well by this time and we could see flocks

rising^ from the ponds and flj'inof out into

the Eau. Soon a flock of g^reen winged
teal came darting over our heads and
three fell for two shots. After this we
had quite a long wait and although they

were flying all around us none came with-

in gun shot. Then a lone black ap-

peared low over the rushes, flying to-

wards us. This time I took first shot

and had the satisfaction of seeing him
fall. While I was retrieving him I heard

a cry of warning from the hide and
crouched down without seeing the ducks.

They were right over my head before I

saw them and I made the mistake of

firing too quickly and missed. Bill got

one.

By this time the sun was well up and

the ducks had stopped flying so we push-

ed out and punted around the pond.

There were many coots floating around

the ponds in large flocks and we could

hear their harsh cries in the marsh when
ever a gun would go off, or when the

large hawk, which we later shot, would
soar over them, poising over one and then

flying on as it dived. While thus engag-

ed I saw two ducks flying towards us.

We shoved the boat into some thicl^

reeds and waited. Bill scored a miss and

as they separated I knocked down the

nearest one. Then we put up two teal

from the rushes, getting within ten yards

of them before they saw us. Although

I was unprepared I got both of them as

they rose straight away from us. Soon
after this a stray duck flew over us which

Bill got with his first barrel. It turned

out to be a drake wood duck, the most
beautiful one I ever saw. The chestnut

of his breast and the purple and green

of his crested head reminded me more of

a pheasant than of a duck. The shoot-

ing was almost dead by this time so we
made for home.

We tossed up for chef and it fell to me.

Bill smoked a cigar and watched me light

a fire, scorch my fingers and cover my-
self with soot. I was revenged however
when it became his painful duty to wash
the dishes while I interested myself with

a magazine and asked him how the water

was. After dinner we walked along the
beach and shot some plover for our sup-
per. Then about five o'clock we started

back to get the evening flight shooting.

We found our hide occupied so we made
another in a thick clump of rushes in the
centre of one of the ponds. We brought
some decoys and these we placed out to

the west so as to get the last of the sun-
light for our shooting.

The ducks must have been pretty badly
scared as they did not start to fly till quite

late. Then the}' started to come in thick
and fast, mostly blacks and teal. Our
hide proved to be in a good place as many
of the flocks would circle round the pond
a couple of times then when flying past

our. decoj's suddenl}- turn and swing in

to them, giving us beautiful shots, just as

they were lighting. We had very good
shooting for some time but, as they were
late starting, it soon got dark and we had
to give it up. We picked up five ducks,

leaving three wounded ones in the marsh,
and started for home.

Next morning found us again in the

hide, this time plenty early enough, for

we watched the sun appear over tlie

brown marshes. The ducks 'however

had been so badly scared by the shooting

the night before that there were none in

the ponds. We spent several hours of

monotony in the hide and ten o'clock

found us with no ducks and the same
number of shells with which we had start-

ed out.

Bj' this time my legs were cramped
with sitting in the hide and, as I had not-

iced several flocks flying far back over

the mar.sh I decided to walk back and in-

vestigate while Bill stayed in the hide.

I had walked back nearly half a mile

through long grass and I was just about

to turn back when I saw another flock go-

ing over. These flew on quite a long

wav and then, after circling around drop-

ped out of sight beneath the rushes. They
were a long way off, but I marked them
and started after them. I had walked

another half mile when I saw some bull-

rushes growing up in the marsh and I

knew I was near a pond. Creeping on
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SAFEST— AND WHY
First you will note that when the trigger is pulled

back the white lifter, which is attached to the

rear of the trigger, rises until it intervenes

between hammer and firing pin. At this instant the

hammer is released and imparts a shock through

the lifter to the firing pin. Then as the trigger

snaps forward the lifter drops down, leaving a

clear space between hammer and firing pin

The hammer rests against the soMd
frame, so no conceivable impact could

force it against tlie firing pin. Three
million revolvers have this famous safety

device and not one of them has ever
been accidentally discharged. You can

"HAMMER THE HAMMER."

IvER Johnson
RevolverSafety

Automatic

Send for our handsome

Catalogue—-mailed free.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works 157 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.
New York OlTu-c : '» Cliamb.rs Stroc-t. Pacilic Coast : PImI. B. l!,4.oart Co.. 717 Mark.t Slnct. San I-'rancisco. Cal.

The Fastest Growing City

In The World

SASKATOON
A CITY 01 WHOLESALES

A CITY OF FAY ROLIS

Saskatonn is the geographical centre of the mid-
dle West. It is siirr<iUQ(Ie(i on all sides hy ir»0

si|ii:ire miies of the finest farming country in Can-
;i'l;i. As they are developing water power in the
Saskatoon River, cheap power will mean a large
industrial centre.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY.
Saskatoon property offers to-flay one of the best

and soundest investment opportunities in the world.
We are offering property inside the city limits, at
prices ranging from $150 to $200 per lot. Now,
rt'member, this Is not a subdivision nor an ad-
ilitlon, but property inside the city limits; where
vdu are entitled to sewer and water, sidewalks and
all modern city conveniences. We have only 184
lots to offer at those prices and they will be quick-
ly picked up. so do not miss this exceptional op-
I)ortunlty.

McCUTCHEON BROS.
Offices—Winnipeg. Calgary and OS King St. West.
Toronto.

Perfect Pouch
Small amount of
material between
the Thighs

Absolute comfort while ex-

a\ ercising.

^^\ Finest quality extra heavy

(]^^ Wfclt-bound elastic webbing.
' Can be cleansed by boiling

• without injury to rubber.

,__jJJ • Askyoursportinggoodsdealer

^B or send your waist meas-

^^ ureand75c. (stamps

^F"^ accepted) to

TheWalter F.WareCo. ^T*""*
Dept. C. rUladelphia Filling
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my hands and knees I gained the shelter

of a small bush on the water's edge and
looked out over the pond. It was a large

shallow pond with reeds growing up
thickly and through these reeds I made
out a flock of fully a dozen blacks. Some
were basking in the sun, preening their

feathers, while others were swimming
leisurely about, tipping up their tails and
grubbing around in the water after which
they would come up shaking their feath-

ers and standing up flapping their wings.

I had marked them well for they were
straight out from me and only about
forty yards distant. It was a moment to

make anj^ duck shooter's heart beat faster

and as I held my S. C. Smith on them I

did not feel any too steady. I pulled

one trigger then jumped to my feet with
finger on the other trigger. At the

sound of the shot the Avliole flock rose
up, flying in every direction. I picked
out two flying together and both fell at

my shot. Then order was restored to

their ranks and they rapidly disappeared,
leaving me to pick up four ducks and
walk back a mile through the long .grass

and burning sun. When I got back Bill

had one grey which had flown over him.
After this we went home.

We decided to go back to this pond for

the evening shooting and arriv^ed there

about half past five. As the flight had
not 3'et commenced we decided to walk
a^long the edge of the shore and flush

them. We walked along a few feet back
in the grass and soon put up a teal which
Bill shot. At the sound of the shot a

black rose up a little distance from us and
my endeavor to stop him was unsuccess-

ful. Later on however T got one just like

him, so was consoled.

Soon the ducks began to fl}'. We
picked out two hides a couple of hundred
yards apart. Pretty soon I heard Bill

fire and looking around I saw two teal

coming towards me. They were com-
ing down wind, frightened by his shot

^nd I can say that the adage, "The more
haste the less speed" did not apply to

them in the least for they seemed to be

in haste and I can swear to their speed.

They were going too fast for me and I

followed Bill's example in missing.

I claimed they were going faster than
when Bill had shot but he said they would
have torn all their feathers oft' had they
tried a greater speed.

Soon a big black slowly flew over Bill's

head and he missed both barrels. I knew
he would be sore and so said, "What did
you shoot at. Bill, did you see a duck?"
I had spoken too soon however for he
circled back 0"er me and as I missed I

heard Bill say, "What did you shoot at,

young man, did you see a duck?"

Soon after this three blacks came in

and, after circling around for some time
alighted in the pond some distance from
me. I thougtht they looked like my
ducks and getting some reeds between
them and mj^self I started to stalk them.
I was quite close when Bill, who had not
seen me, shot at something and scared
them up. They came towards me how-
ever, two flying together, and I dropped
both. I had a long hunt for them as

t'hey got in the marsh before I could reach
them.

By the time I was back to my hide it

was quite dark, and, although there were
many ducks flying around we could not

see them in time to shoot. A. flock would
loom up out of the darkness and be gone
again before you knew it and it was only
when they came from the west, where the

sky was still 3-ellow with the sun's part-

ing rays, that we were able to shoot and
it was very uncertain then. I got one
more however and Bill had two when we
stopped.

The stars were out now and as we
walked back in silence, broken only by
the wash of the waves on the beach and
the plaintive "weet, weet" of the sand-

piper, we felt the satisfaction which
comes to a duck shooter, not at having
ducks, but at having shot them.

We went back to towTi the next morn-
ing and many of our friends enjoj'ed their

first duck dinner of the season.
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Been Hunting This Season Yet ?
Better get out your old shooting togs, oil up your shotgun.

No use working all the time. Take a day off now and then

\ and go off for a tramp over fields and through woods, with

your gun over your shoulder.

'
, I

Chances are, there's plenty of game within reasonable

'ill distance, if you'll taki the trouble to inquire where it is to be

found.

7^ A full game bag is sure if birds are plentiful, your hand

is steady, your eye true, and you are using shells loaded with

POWDER FOR
PARTICULAR ^,

SHOOTERS ^-^*

HIGH VELOCITY-
LIGHT RECOIL

WATERPROOF.

Write today for Infallible Booklet No. 59 givinj valuable information for the hunter,

best loads for different game, etc.

E. I. DL PONT DE NE^OLR^ POWDER COMPANY.
Established 1802. WILMINGTON, DEL.

Tnarlin
Repeating Shotguns—12 and 16 gauges

;

(6 shots), solid frame and take-down; many
grades and styles; with special models for trap

and field shooting, etc. Prices $19.50 to

$95.00. The most extensive line of repeating

guns in the world. Insist on a fflea/Jn^
Every ^^OTti/i repeating shotgun has the T^dr/Jn solid top,

side ejector and closed-in breech. It can't freeze up with rain.

snow or sleet, rain can't run into the action and swell the shelh
ID magazine; dirt, leaves, twigs and sand are also excluded from

the action. Simple, strong mechanism; one-third less parts than
any other repeater. The double extractors pull any shell. Handles
rapidly, guaranteed in shooting ability— and the automatic recoil

safely lock makes it the safest breech-loading gun built.

Do it now I Send three stamps postage and get our big catalog

of all iSarU/i repeating rifles and shotguns by return mail.

67 Willow Street New Haven, Conn.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It coc ts

no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i/» Caahmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

Partridges and Pheasants

The Celebrated Hungainan and English
Capercailzies, Black Game. Wild Turkeys. Quails.

Rabbits, Deer. etc.. for stocking purposes. Fancy
Pheasants. Peafowl. Swans. Cranes. Storks. Orna-
mental Geese and Ducks. Foxes, Squirrels, Ferrets,

etc. All kinds of birds and animals bought and
sold.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRY & GAME PARK, YAEDLET. PA.



My First Partridge

BY A HUNTRESS.

AT the mature age of twenty-one I

purchased my second rifle. As
to the first I will not enter into

any details—suffice it to say it

was a 12 calibre \\ inchester and I traded

it off before I had fired a single shot. I

may further mention that I was badly
clieated in that trade, for—must I confess

it?—I am a girl, and at that time was but

sixteen years of age.

Throug'h using rifles belonging to my
brothers and my friends I became quite

expert at targets and caused quite a num-
ber of blackbirds to leave their perches

in the trees and come headlong to the

ground. My ambitions, however, soar-

ed higher than blackbirds and I longed
to carry home some partridge.

Shortlv after the opening of the season

of 1909 I had occasion to go to the head-

waters of the Tobique River in New
Brunswick. From the village of Plaster

Rock we took the stage. As the rain

descended in torrents all day we were a

drenched and sorry looking crowd when
we drew up at the hotel steps.

The evening and the next forenoon

were devoted to business. In the after-

noon despite the heavy clouds hanging
low in the north, I could not resist the

tempting offer to accompany a friend to

a farm, two miles awa3% at which some
business required his attention. As we
left the hotel some guides and sportsmen
who were waiting for teams to take them
to their bush camps, where they were to

hunt the lordly moose, guj'ed us consid-

erably. The greatest portion of their

amusement lay in the fact that I was car-

rying the rifle. Their jokes were taken

good humoredly and we assured them
they could all have partridge stew for

lea if they so wished.

For half a mile the road lay through

the settlement where pretty farm houses
dotted the fields on one side of the road

and the turbid swollen waters of the To-
bique rushed along on the other, cutting

the red soil from the banks which were
soft from the heavy rains.

We had not reached the end C'f the set-

tlement when the rain came on again

;

rain did I sa}'? It literally poured down.
There was nothing for it but to go right

on and we both tried to find shelter under
mj- small umbrella. As soon as we
could reach it we sought the shelter of

the thick foliage of some trees, growing
by the roadside. The rain showing no
signs of abatement we decided to con-

tinue the journey.

After leaving the settlement we went
through a field and then entered the

woods which were beautiful in their aut-

umn tints. On one side there was a

steep bank crowned with large white

birch, with a heavy undergrowth of low
shrubs ; on the other, one looked down a

bank, equally steep, with the waters of

the river showing between the trees.

Further on, between two hills, a small

brook bubbled along, being spanned by

a small plank bridge over which we cros-

sed. In a short time we arrived at our

destination and were most hospitably re-

ceived. The garden fence was decorated

with a set of moose horns still attaclied

to the skull.

On our return journey the sun came
out and I examined ni}- rifle which I had

previously carried under the shelter of

my umbrella and coat. I omitted to

mention that my second rifle was a 22

calibre Stevens. It was, I discovered, in

very good shape.

]\Iy hopes of getting a partridge, which

had been high in setting out, were con-

siderabj}' dampened by the experiences of

the journey. When lialf way back they

were raised by seeing a squirrel which I

succeeded in capturing. My friend cut

off the tail and presented it to me as a

trophy. When we had gone another

two hundred yards my friend whispered

"Look ahead!" I looked but could not

distinguish an3^thing out of the common.
Just as I was whispering this information

I saw a partridge walking leisurely across

the road, looking from side to side in the

way usual to those birds. My little .22
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You know mallards- -wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can y^ * get them with a f;"im that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and

long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes

to a mallard country takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he

does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make tlie $2S
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.
Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefevkr Arms Co.,
2U Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00

r ON THE LOOKOUT ! !
-

Every Sportsman, too. is on the lookout for the

latest and best. We offer them to him in

<l

the shape of an up-to-date

CLABROUGH GUN"
No matter what class of Sport he seeks, we can

provide him with a weapon, and provide him
quickly, which will assist him towards success.

He calls for a gun which will stand hard usage,

—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do the same
after years of wear.

We are getting shoals of letters from friends In

Canada who have owned "Clabrough" Guns for

years, and who give them nothing but praise, the

only complaint is that "they won't wear out."

Mr. G. B. Greene, Ottawa writes June 14th, 1911.

re a "CLABROUGH" he has shot constantly at the

traps and In the fleld for thirteen years:

—

"I shall be very glad indeed to send you a

testimonial letter, should you wish it. relative to

the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of hard usage and with the

exception of a broken stock, which was due to no
fault of the gun. It Is in almost AS GOOD CON-
DITION as the day it left the factory."

There are plenty who wish to become possessed

of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, for

Duck—and for shooting at the Traps—to these

we now address ourselves.

It is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "CLABKOUGH," the name was popular on
guns before other makes were heard of In Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock it. or has not

the right grade—we never hear of this Inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you meet with any trouble In getting our guns,
or particulars of tbera from your Dealer, let us help
you. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are fillerl.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced In Dollars, will
Interest you. we mail it free I

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. Clabrouffh Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works,

Birmingham.
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came to my shoulder in a second but my
friend whispered "Too far! Wait and

walk closer!" I was trembling with eager-

ness and was so much afraid the partridge

would go in the underbrush that I could

scarcely restrain myself. For a moment
it stopped on a log with its back to us.

"Shoot! Aim low!" were the comands

issued by my friend and I was only too

anxious to obey. The rifle cracked and

I saw the bird fall. "Oh, I've got him.

I've got him !" I shouted. It was still

fluttering and in my excitement I would

have made for it. My calm friend as-

sured me that it could not get away and

would flutter down to me. He proved

to be right and in a short time it tumbled

to m}' feet. On examination I found it

was a full grown hen partridge.

In the course of the journey we heard

another drumming over the hill but con-

cluded that it was- too far away to hunt

and I must confess that I was anxious to

get to the hotel with my bird.

We arrived back just as the rays of the

setting sun lighted up the valley and no

queen ever went to her coronation more
proudly than I walked up the steps car-

rying my first partridge. Since then I

have shot many others but "thereby hangs

a tale" which I may recount at some fu-

ture time.

Wasted Ammunition

BY W. NEILSON.

ROD and Gun is really an excellent

medium for those who wish to

express their views on fishing and
hunting and camp life in general.

We sometimes read of some very amus-
ing incidents which have taken place

amongst sportsmen while either fishing

or hunting. In my long hunting ex-

perience, extending over thirt3'-five years,

I have witnessed some very funny pro-

ceedings in camp and may perhaps be

pardoned for relating a little incident that

took place last summer at Aylen Lake.

My son John and Herb Ellis are the

proprietors of a very nice shack which
they had erected on a very convenient

part of the Lake. This shack is fitted

up with the most modern improvements
for the comfort of themselves and their

guests. Occasionally I go there fishing

with some of my friends and on one par-

ticular occasion I had with me two very

congenial friends—whose names, how-
ever, I forbear to mention. One night

there was every indication of skunks be-

ing in close proximity to the building and

one of my friends, who had been standing

outside the door, suddenly rushed in

shouting, "I saw him, I saw him!"

"Saw what?'' interrogated I.

"A skunk," said he, and grabbing his

gun, a sort of pop-gun, he commenced
blazing away through the door at the im-

aginary animal, not daring to go any clos-

er to him for fear of getting a whisk from
his tail. My other friend, who had caught

the fever, got busy also and went up-

stairs with his gun and started firing at

the creature through an open window.
Every now and then I could hear the oft

repeated phrase, "I hit him." After hav-

ing ex'hausted all their ammunition they

ceased firing but did not venture out to

see what they had accomplished, prefer-

ring not to run the risk of losing their

night's sleep by the odor these animals

are apt to impart. They were up bright

and early next morning however to se-

cure their trophy but lo and behold their

chagrin when they discovered they had

been shooting at some empty tomato
cans. Now, that does sound like a fairy-

tale but it is nevertheless true. One
would naturally think they had been tak-

ing something but I can vouch that such

was not the case as Local Option is in full

force at Madawaska and in the surround-

ing country.
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Simplex Guns

Made in Canada

Guaranteed

Superior to Any Made Elsewhere

This is a standard of quality that requires some class to live up
to. however we are prepared to show you that we make the article—

1911 Catalogue now re'^dy. See about our new
departure, no long list prices—Tobin guns will be quoted at net prices

that ensures the customer's getting what we guarantee—the best

hammeries* gun value in the market. Another pointer—guns
built to suit the taste of the shooter. This is the time of year to have

your order entered. Have your gun delivered in time and when you
want it. Prices $20.00 to $210.00. Send for Catalogue A.
and full pau^culars.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Ontario.



A Fisherman's Paradise

T
disc.

HREE quarters of a century ago,

the whole of the southwestern

peninsula of Ontario was a hun-

ter's, trapper's and fisher's para-

Spinning along in a motor car, over the

network of beautiful, hard, clean, macad-

amized, or graveled roads through this

fine farming country today, it seems like

a wild stretch of imagination to make
such an assertion.

But such was the case. The forests

were dense, and in great blocks, for

though civilization was rapidly pushing

its way into the wilderness, there were
hundreds of acres where the forests were

in a primeval state. We have all heard

of it from our grandfathers, who were

fond of telling deer and bear stories,

and of the hardships of pioneer life, but

I think few of us realize the fact that

fur-bearing animals, the skins of which

are almost priceless now, haunted our

woods and streams in great numbers.

The beaver, otter, mink, marten, fox

and lynx were all at home along the many
densely wooded streams. Muskrats,

which make such beautiful fur today,

were not worth knocking over, although

they abounded along every stream.

The Otter Creek, with its principal

branch, the Little Otter, both got their

names from the abundance of otters along

their banks, as the Catfish Creek gets its

name from the thousands of catfish which

have come up from Lake Erie every June,

since the country was known to the white

settler, to deposit their spawn in its lim-

pid waters.

Three quarters of a century ago, I say

this was a paradise of game, but few peo-

ple would believe that a trapper could

earn his salt by engaging in trapping to-

day to the exclusion of other business.

However the fallacy of this has been

proven by a Muncey Indian, and a white

man who, during this last winter, trap-

ped fur-bearing game enough to make a

good working man's salary. The Lidian

trapped along the Little Otter and the

white man worked on the Big Otter, be-

low Richmond.

The Indian took over three hundred
skins, a number of which were fox and
mink, while the balance were raccoon,

muskrat, ermine and skunk. A few
years ago these furs would scarcely have
been worth the killing, but the dizzy
heights to which furs have soared in the

last few years have made the business
profitable. The white man was well up
to the Indian, but I did not get his exact

catch.

The Indian, who is said to have a good
farm on the Muncey Reserve, and to be
in comfortable circumstances, lives, with

his wife and family of three children, in a

shack in the woods, situated on a neck of

land between two gullies on the Rolloson
place, about a mile west of Straffordville,

Ont.

It is a picturesque spot, with great hem-
lock trees towering above and wild flow-

ers springing from the sweet smelling,

resinous earth. A spring just under
the brow of the hill supplies tliem with

water and the shack is warmly lined, in-

side and out, with tar paper.

The Indian's wife is a bright faced little

woman, who speaks the King's English
with a good accent, and does beautiful

fancy-work. Her wood-carving, burnt
work and baskets are finding a ready
sale among the people of the village and
she is busy and happy. When on tiie

farm she did not enjoy good health, but
now that they have returned to the prim-
itive she is looking well and strong. The
two elder cliildren attend the public

school and are remarkably bright child-

ren.

The success of the Indian trapper is

said to have _gone to the heads of some of

the residents in that vicinity, and one man
at least was only induced to stay at home
and work his farm after most strenuous
persuasions from his family.

The call of the wild is strong in the

best of us sometimes, when everything
within us calls for a return to nature, and
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HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND

IN PLEASURE?
If one-half the amount were wisely invested one year

THE PROFITS

would take care of expenses of succeeding year

^W |_¥ W l\r f\ np INVEST $10.00 PEH MONTH IN GOOD
^^ ** * 1^ VJ I SPECULATIVE REAL ESTATE

We are selling lots in the best, most progressive Western City

CALGARY
CALGARY has grown from 17.000 to 60,000 Population

in Five Years.

POPULATION CREATES LAND VALUES
Next year's growth should exceed all previous years.'

LOTS FROM $75 to $200

Terms $10.00 Cash, $5.00 per Month.

WRITE US FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

THE B. & R. CO., LIMITED
Room 106-14 King St. East, Toronto, or MacDougall Block, Calgary
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for a few weeks' outing I could not con-

ceive of a more ideal place than the point

of land where the trapper's family live,

with the hemlock waving above and the

winds crooning a lullaby all day long in

their ears.

A Day's Shooting In Manitoba

IT
was four o'clock in the morning of

September 6th, 1909, when the alarm
woke me up. As the sounds died away
I listened and heard nothing further.

With the exception of myself the whole
place seemed dead to the world. Re-
membering, however, that I had visitors

to whom I had promised some good
duck shooting I hustled out and speedily
had a fire going, while I awakened my
companions with a little more noise than
the alarm made. This proved a neces-

sary measure as they had slept calmly
through the alarm call.

It required no strong urging on my
part for my companions, ^Ir. D. C. Coutts
and Mr. George McDonald, to fortify

themselves with a good breakfast. Every
duck hunter knows this need and if he
means business attends to it carefully.

We were all seasoned in that respect and
made our foundations sure.

By half past five we hit the road and
although it was as dark as black cats we
soon saw the first streaks of dawn in the

east. All the signs betokened a fine

shooting day. When we had driven four
miles out we caught sight of the first

ducks. Evidently the}- saw iis, too, and
when within three hundred yards of

them they were off.

After another half mile we reached a

good position and here we found the

morning flight on, giving us good shoot-

ing tor about two hours.

When th's failed we drove anotlier

nine miles to McWilliams Lake and here
we enjoyed some fine shooting till noon.
My companions agreed that I had amply
made my words good and given them the

best morning's shooting they had ever en-

joyed.

By this time wc were desperately hun-
gry. To walk a mile and a half with
eight or ten mallards in your shooting

coat is enough to create a hollow feeling.

Then too it must be remembered we had
had an early breakfast. When we had
eaten everything in sight and fed the

horses we returned to the lake and pick-

ed up some strays.

Then we drove from one slough to

another getting one or two at each until

we had secured quite a load. At four

in the afternoon we felt the pangs of

hunger gnawing again. As we were
not far from Menzie Siding we drove
there and purchased a good supply of

provisions both for ourselves and our
dogs, iMax and Jack.

Driving north to Laughlin's Lake we
shot until dark. Piling cur ducks in

one heap Mr. Coutts declared that he had
never seen so many in one heap before in

his life. We took care that our friends

had roast duck for some time to come
and we were not the only ones who en-

joyed the results of that fine day's duck
shooting.

Perhaps a few words on the subject of

guns may be permitted. Every man has

his favorite and is quite right to use the

make of guns he finds best suited to him-
self. On this particular day Mr. Coutts
had an Ithaca. Mr. McDonald a

Fox, while I was shooting a Rem-
ington. I find my gun best for

myself both in the field and at the

the traps. In the spring of last year we
started a Gun Club at Shoal Lake, Mani-
toba, and an old trapshooter, Mr. N. D.
Nelson, was our leader. He shot a Rem-
ington as well as myself. In my first

efforts at the traps I broke 1-1 out of 15

and 9 out of 10. Not too bad? We have
the makings' of a good Gun Club here.

It would be surprising if it were not so

as we all have chances for some practice

with the ducks.
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GUNNER GUMPTION'S LANTERN LECTURETIES CN

GREENER tiLN»
TREBLE WEDGE FAST ACTION.—Many methods of uniting the top of the standing

Breech and upper portion of the gun barrels hive been introduced, but none are so strong

indthorough as the Greener Treble Wedge Fast Cross Bolt, which has been proved by actual

experiment to add enormously to the safety and wear of a gun.

At the famous London "Field" explosive trials of ISIS, a special experimental gun was prepared by the

editor of the "Field," and the following extricts from his report are

a remarkable testimony to the strength and efficiency of this device.

*to this action we had a little apparatus fixed as shown ia this

sketch, by this arraniffiin.'at a piece of silver paper can be strained

between the hook and the screw clip, attached to the barrels so that

when any separatioa takes place during an explosion the paper

breaks. We found that in Mr. Greener's action no breakage oc-

curred, using any charge of powder which the cartridge case could be made to

hold with the twit in position the paiier remained intact up to the last.*'

In these experiments a charge of 65 grains of Schultz powder and 2 ounces of

shot was used without causing the breech to "give" in the slightest degree.

See tiiat yuur new gun carries the Greener guarantee—Life-lous satisfactiun.

Our free catalog R. 3. will interest you. we hold a large stock of guns in

Montreal.

W. W. GREENER
63-65 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal
and London and Birmingham,

Englai d.

igmiTi—aj —B] ^5BB~^Sii^

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game

A Paradise for the Camper
and Angler :: Ideal

Canoe Trips

^The country traversed by the Reid New-
fouodland Company's system is exceed-

ingly rich in all kinds of fish and game,

fl All along the route of the Railway are

streams famous for their SALMON and
TROUT fishing, some of which have a
world wide reputation.

q Information cheerfully given upon ap-

plication to

J. W. N. JOHNSTONE, Gen. P.s». Agent

REID NEWFOUNDLAND CO.

ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND

LYMAN MICROMETER WIND-G/iUGE

RECEIVER SIGHT (PateHfd July M, I9il)

Fouj^Mo^i.^,^903 .^n^^j906 Springfield Rifles

Send for Catalog:

The Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
Middleficld. Ct . U.S.A.
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Height, 70 inches.

$25'°= GUN CABINET
$12.50
Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

If interested, ivrite for speciul Gun Cabinet Catalog.
Send us ijoxir address for our illustrated Gu7i Catalog.

TnCtl. n. l4!ffC COI^PANY, ^^^eer'v^^s^'^

hUNTLRS
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RF.LIEF ? you ask. Yes- real re-

Iiei, physical and mental. Home
to supper on time— eTening for

pleasure, not business. Calculate with a

Burroughs and you won't need to waste

time "checking up." There's the dif-

ference between a machine and the

human mind. With a Burroughs at

hand you know you are right— it in-

spires you to perfect confidence in

yourself and your duties.

hift^isBurden

cBuvvoughs
TT will brinff you relief

* from all the trying, tan-

talizing-, mechanical details

of bookkeeping drudgery.

It just seems to take away
all the work. You strike

off a trial balance in a few

moments! You do vour

daily postings swiftlj' !

You get out your state-

ments, inventories, bills

—

what vou will— in one-third

the usual time.

Burroughs Bookkeeping ITlachine
And beside these mechanical advan-

tages you have a powerful, world-wide

force at your finger-tips in the great

Burroughs Service This places you in

perpetual contact with the five-million-

dollar Burroughs Company through its

three far-reaching Service Depart-

ments, which afford constant mechanical

inspection and a,ssistance, give expert

advice as to office systems and assure

you every benefit of future improve-

ments on the machine.

Write us today for statistics of the

Burroughs, telling howthat machine has

proved useful in your line. Why con-

tinue in the old way. when the better

method is really cheaper ?

Write for our free books: "A Better

Day's Work ' (for any business); "Why
Don t You Go Home " (for retailers);

"Cost Keeping Short Cuts" (for cost

keeping departments).

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY
298 Burroughs Block, Detroit, Michigan

Europeau Headquarters:
76 CaoDon Street. London. B. C, England
Toronto Office: Montreal Office:

146 Bav Street. 392 St. James St.

"A Better Day's

Work Every Day"
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yyhen buying Sporting Boots
ask for the ones with the

PATENT HEELS
W^iy ? Nothing equal on the

market.

y^nte for illustrated price list.

-^ Bea! Bros. Limited
52 Wellington St. E.

S'y'e "SOS" Toronto. Canada
Price SIO.OO the pair.

THE ONLY MAGAZINE ABOUT

Baseball and Popular Athletics

M -\G.VZ1NE
BASEBALL

- - - ZINE

OUTDOOR SPORTS

(containing' Colleg'e America

edited by Donald Wilhelm)

Managers' Number
on sale now, all News-stands

and League Ball Parks

World's Scries Number
on sale Oct. 5, 1911

Send IS cents for sample copy

Baseball Magazine Co., Boston

PUBLISHED THE YEAR ROUND
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««

THE BESTMANS
MAGAZINE

I «o

THE BESTMANS
MAGAZINE'*

Coleman's

"Classy" Suits

Our showing of suitings for

Fall and Winter wear include

exclusive novelties that place a

Coleman suit, made to your

measure, in a class by itself.

— Ask tor samples of our
Grey-blues, Green-blues, new-
Browns, Calcuttartans, and
the fashionable Lovatt shades
in tweeds and other materials.

Correct styles and accurate

fit are assured in every suit

bearing the name "Coleman"

—

the result of wide experience

and minute care in the handling

of every order.

A high-grade suit from
your own choice of mat-
erials, to your own
measure, for $30.00, if

you name Rod & Gun.

(Self-measurement chart

and all particulars free.)

Coleman's Limited
102 King Street, W.

TORONTO
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A BARGAIN—Good double bbl. 12 ga. Bhotgun, complete
with re-loading tools, only $5.50. Ernest McLean, Spencer-
vine, Ont.

WILL EXCHANGE Ross Sporting Rifle, cal. 303 British,

for better grade, never been used; or 5x7 Camera any
make or 5x7 View Camera. Address, G. M. H., Bos 126,

Woodstock. Oct. 2 ins.

Want good Duck Gun, 12 gauge hammerless preferred.

Bos 56. Parry Sound. Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Stevens Single Shot rifle No. 0-14L^, 22 short

with interchangeable 25-21 barrel and C. F. breech block,

good order. $10.00. Cost double.

Stevens No. 35. 10 inch Offhand Pistol. 22 L.R. with
Pig Stio Leather case and sling strap. Cost with duty,
$11.00. Sell for $5.50. In nice second hand condition.

Colt Revolver. 32 New Police, 4 in. blued, good shooting
condition, and a fine shooter. Price $8.00.

Bardou Rifle Range Telescope, power 33 times, four
draws, open 36 in,, closed 11 in. A very fine glass of
the highest grade. Cost $25.00, sell for $15.00.

Steward's "Visual Signalling Telescope'*, with extra
pancratic draw, powers IS to 2S. New and perfect. Cost
£3-10- besides duty. Price $17.00.

The two telescopes above are perfectly adapted to re-

quirements of military riflemen, fur spotting shots and
judging mirage. Particulars furnished on request.

Address. Box Mc. C|o. Rod and Gun. Woodstock, Ont.

NICHOLS STEEL LINED SHELLS loaded in hulk and
I»ense powders. Write for prices. W. H. Nichol. Chat-
ham, Out.

LAUNCHES.
For Sale—23 foot hull, semi-speed type. new. For fur-

ther particulars address N. Austen, 25 Front Street, B.,
Toronto. T. F.

$135 for 18 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. $400 for 25 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 feet of canvas. Both
boats In excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Box 309,
r.lstowel, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor Boat,
fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull ready
ro receive Motor and equipment. Either or both will be
s-'Id at a bargain. Write for particulars to The Schultz
Itros. Co.. Limited, Brantford, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—For $50.00 cash, a boat almost new, very
piii table for gasoline engine: dimensions as follows:
Length 21 ft. 6 in., beam 5 ft. 6 in., depth 2 ft. Anchor
and full sailing equipment with her F.O.B. Port Rowan,
Ont. For full particulars apply at once to W. H. Martin,
Sporting Goods Dealer, Woodstock, Ont.

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize- winning stock. "Rahman,"' line-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. B. riewltt, 708 Dovercourt Bd.,
Toronto. Ont.

SPECIALS.

FOR SALE—Fresh Wild Rice Stid, Chas. Gilchrist,

Port Hope. Ontario. ,3t,

FOR SALE—Wild Duck Decoy eggs, $2.00 for 11 eggs.
Sam Holmes, iiox 2, Chatham, Ont. A-2t

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been used. N. Austeo, 25 Front
Street. E., Toronto. T, P.

Paintings in watercolor, pastel, crayon, or pen and Ink
from snap-shots of sporting scenes. Apply N. McLelland,
Box 93S. Gait. Ont. It.

BUFFALOES—Photo Postals taken from life; 10c gets
two and lisf Topeka. Kansas, views; six for 25c. J. W.
Wilson, 172 Oakland. Oakland, Kansas. It

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS'—Built and fitted ac-

cording to specifications at a considerable discount off
regular prices. Address N. Aasten, 25 Front Street, B.,

Toronto. T. F.

Partlee wishing Information as to where to purchase or
sell, black, silver or cross foxes, young or old. address
Box H., Rod and Gnn. Woodstock. Ont. J-3t

FOR SALE—Four large mooseheads, six deer heads, also
one freak deerhead, 23 points. Write for photos and
prices. H. B. Baiier, Taxidermist and Naturalist, Union-
ville, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—For your home, office or club. Two extra
large and fine mounted moose heads, 58 and 56 inches spread
of horns, 26 and 22 points. Full description upon request.
Very reasonable prices. Duty free. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's
Leading Taxidermist, Unionville, Ontario.

Large mo unted Manitoba Elk head (Wapatl) for sale, a
perfect specimen of the highest class. Mounted by the best
known methods. Very reasonable price F.O.B. anywhere.
Write me. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's Leading Taxidermist,
Unionville, Ont.

TRAPPFRS—Now is the tin.e to send in your name and
address before the season is too far advanced. I guarantee
satisfaction and highest market value for your furs will be
returned to you at once if not all O. K. Write iit once.
Fred White. Beloit, Kansas. Leading fur dealer In the
Middle West. 2t

FOR SALE—WadJng Pants $5.60; King Folding C«nTai
Boat $15.00; Cork Life Preserver $2.00; nicely mounted
Deer Head, 10 points. $10.00; Mounted Owls, Great Horn-
ed $3.50. Snowy $3.50; Prairie Chicken, $2.00; Buflfed
Grouse, $2.00. C. P. Forge, Portage la Prairie, M*nl-
toba. 2t

FUR STRETCHING PATTERN—Send 25c and we wIU
send you 4 stretching patterns each showing three sizes
(large, medium and small) for skunk, muskrat. coon and
mink. Every trapper should have these patterns. If
mention Rod & Gun we will add "free" 6 beautiful picture
postals In 15 colors. We pay high prices for raw furs.
Write for price list. Herman Reel Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. It

.'*^:l:l^^^.i^^lH'H^:lH

.ti.
Not a CHEAP, but a VALUAIU.E
Book wiih pictures of ail aniuuils.
their tracks and signs, game laws

and valuable information FREE. Don't p-o through
another season without it. as it will mean dollars to you.
Our 'BEST" BAITS, recommrnded by the U.S. Forestry
SeiTiice. will increase your catrli. W© are the originators

of eeodiiiB circulars to TrapDers direct.

WEIL BROS. & CO., Box 186 Ft WaTne, Ind.
The Square Deal Hou! where yoo pet those good returns

Don't row on huntini trips
^ Here's a detachable rowboat or hunting sklQ" motor I

^ mat you can take along In a canvas baR on your I

Uuntlng trip. Clamp it tot Ue stern of any lilred boat I

and you can go skimming; over tbe water thri)Uph \
luarsh and weeds « miles an hour, yulet, light,
tiraple.compact—Noiseless under water ri

exUaiist. Pita any shape stern or .^ =~=1L
bottom without alterations to
boat. A.bsolutety guaranteed.

KVINRUDEROWBOAT MOTOR
Don't go on an auto or
hunting trip witb-tii
one. Write at once ami
set new illustrated cat-

alog, description and low
price of this marvelous li .i<

Live agents wanted.
itiDE Motor Co. 229 ReedSt. Slllwaokee. Wl
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rOR SALJ:—Large mounted deer, caribou and mountain

sbeep beads, beax, wolf, fox and other nigs with mounted

beads, polished buffalo boms, elt tusks, large sets of boms.

etc. Verj reasonable prices. What are your wishes? Write

me. Edward Dix«*n. Ontario's Leading Taxidermist, Union-

TiUe. Ontario.

TO ANGLERS ALL OVER THE DOMINION:—Dr. Heury
Gove of St. Andrews. N.B. will accept orders during the

present winter for tying flies. Dr. Gove can tie all kinds

of flies to the perfection of tbe art, particularly those

which imitate the natural Insects of our rivers, having

made careful and life long study of tbe same. The
construction of these flies will be founded upon ideas

which will appear in articles contributed by Dr. Gove to

the pages of Rod and Gun. In all eases if orders are not

first class In every respect money will be refunded. Ad-
dress Dr. Henry Gove, St. Andrews. N.B. Nov. 5t

For real sport. Deer, Quail, Turkey, Rabbit and all kinds
of Water Fowl. Tbe best flsblng along the Atlantic coast.

Oysters, crabs, clams, escallops at your door. For real

living, winter or summer, where the climate is continually
mild, a sportsman's place Is offered at a sacrifice, Includ-
ing several acres with bungalow fully equipped. Located
8 miles from Beauport. North Carolina: one and one half
mile from train stop on the Norfolk Southern Railway.
Leave New York in the evening, arrive In the morning.
Can go by Penn. R. R., Old Dominion S. S. Co.. or Clyde
S. S. Co. The Penn. R. R. being quickest route. Address
for particulars, S. W., No. 7S 4tb St., Bridgeport. Conn. It

To Big Game Hunters
FOR SALE—One double Express Rifle. 450 bore, steel

barrels, sighted up to 1,000 yards. Best English make.
Price $250.00. Cost double. Another rifle and shot. Fine
English Damascus barrels, left barrel 450 rifle, and right
»hot barrel 16 gauge. Very useful gun. Best English
make. Price $250.00. Cost double. Sighted up to 300
yards.

To Trap and Game Shooters
FOR SALE—One highest grade English make, weight 7

lbs., double hamuKrless 12 gauge, left full choke, fine

curly English Damascus barrels 30 Inch, fitted with finest
English patent ejector and single trigger, patent draw bolt,
treble bolted action, double safety sears fitted on locks.
Without a doubt the finest gun In Canada. Price $500.00.
Would satisfy the keenest Judge of a gun. Any of the
above will be sent on approval upon suitable Bankers'
references. Would entertain an exchange In land. Apply
Box S. A. L., Rod and Gun. Woodstock. Ont.

AIREDALE TERRIERS—For sale, three female and one
male thoroughbred Airedale Pups. Mother registered in

London, EDgland, and New York. Father registered in
Hew York. Geo. J. Rogers, Charlottetown, P. E. Island. It

WOLF HOUNDS FOR SALE—S Pups. % Russian. ^4
Irish Stag, pair $15.00. 7 Pups, % Russian, ^4 Grey
Hound, $15.00 pair. Parents are both large dogs and good
killers. Will guarantee Pups to kill at one year. For full
particulars apply to R. S| CruIck^Oiank. Herschel. Sask.

Chesapeake Bay Retrievers, a few pure bred puppies either
sex. very fine strain, registered, ready to ship In three
weeks at $20.00 each. Also registered bitcb 2^ years.
$50.00. Write quick If you want them. E. S.' Bishop,
284. Battleford. Sask. tf.

SPORTSilEN—Come to New Brunswick for Moose. Can
bou. Deer and Bear. New and comfortable camps. Con
veulently located in a well watered country. Just opeo
ed up for big game hunting. An easy day's Journey from
pai.way, with good bunting on the way. The wild scen-
ery of tbe Upper Odell. with Its wonderful falls well re-

pays a visit. For rates and all other Information apply
to James A. Wright. Artburette, Victoria County, New
Brunswick.

ppnTUrn accidently discovered root will cure both
D n U I n L n tobacco habit and indigestion Gladly send
particulars. J K. STOKES. Mohawk Florida.

TBAPPERS GET READY
BIG MONEY IN FURS

0\er ti'U inillioii dollars wiM l>e paid totrappprsnf fnrbear-
inyraiiiMKilsdurintrtliecoTniiii; winiur. Any luaimr imy Hv-
iuir ill till' iMimtry fa:i add a ;:<>adly smi to his raniiriL.'s hy
ti-appiiiL' iliiriiii: spare inorneiil.«. W*- furnish A USOLl. 'li:-

LV KKEK a oiniplele Trapper'.s Guide which tells ynu the
size ciftrap and kind of bait touserorthedillereiitaiiiiitals,
how to UMii<»vo the skins and proparo liicui for market.
\W al^o furnish the best traps and haits at lowest p-iros.
We r(?oei\e more furs direct frntn trapping eronnds tliail

any other house in the world, thorefort'can nay ihe hishc-.n
prices for them. Our price lists, shipping tatrs, etc.. arc also
FREE for the askiti:,'. If vmu art- a irnpppr or waul to
become one, write to ust-ttlay. \W will h<'l|'you.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO.
GREATEST FUR HOUSE IN THE WORLD

735 Fur Exchange Building, St. Louis, Mo.

For Two Subscriptions of Rod and Gun we will

give an Ever-Ready Ink Pencil.—Address, Pre-

mium Department, W. J. Taylor, Limited, Pub-

lisher, Woodstock, Ontario.

-THIS
'TRAPPERS

GUIDE

FREE
Let OS send you this fine Trappers' Guide. All it will

cost you is time you tike to write. Information in it 's

WORTH MANY $$ TO YOU.
Wiih i t we send absolutely free big Ulastrated g-page
catalog, market report and price Eistoflurs. Guide
lells how to catch, care for and tan furs; tells wtiy and
how we pay from 10 to 30 per cent more for furs thao
t : r dealers. Send now and get inore for your furs.

CORRY HIDE & FDR CO., M3 »ain St., Corry, Pa.

Would you like to secure FREE
in return for a little work,

one of Waterman's
IdealFountain Pens?

The pen tliat shows careful work-
manship. Whose convenience
and superiority is unquestioned.

For particulars aa t* ho^« to obtain one of these
pens, address

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT
Rod and Gun in Canada

Wsodstock.Ont.
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MOOSEJAW
The City that has increased in population 3,400 per cent, in 10 years, and that is now

increasing over 42 per cent, a year.

The Railway Focus of Western Canada.and for each of the next three years the centre

of the greatest and most energetic railroad construction in the world.

The Centre and Commercial Capital of the world's biggest and richest grain field, with

less than 6 per cent, of its area under cultivation.

Produced $140,000,000 of cereal crops.

Ranked third among sU the states and provinces in America in grain production.

Grew one-eighth as much wheat as the entire United States.

The City that has a distributing territory of 45,000 square miles, of which its whole-

salers will have absolute control through three competitive transcontinental railroads and

ele^ en railway outlets.

The Wonder City of the great Canadian West—The Buckle of the World's Wheat Belt

—The City of Money Making Opportunity.

The future of this city as a great railroad centre is indicated by what the C.P.R. have

already done at Moose Jaw:

Their investment here is over $4,000,000

Their Freight Yards alone are costing 500,000

Their monthly pay roll comes to some 200,000

Their Stock Yards (the largest between Winnipeg and Calgary

—

and about to be doubled in size) cost 30,000

The length of track in their freight yards is approximately. . 40 miles

In their round house they can stall 36 Engines

They are double tracking their line for many miles on each side of the

city in order to cope with the increasing traffic centering at and

converging from Moose Jaw.

Write us for our free Illustrated Circulir, giving full particulars of the best investment opportunities

in this marvelous Western City.

Address any Inquiries to

THE WESTERN CANADA INVESTMENT COMPANY,

40 Victoria Street, Toronto.
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18-25. 25-40. 30-45 H.P.
We show here the Model B. 4-cylioder engine built in

sizes staled above. This type is also built in 6 cvliu-
ders. 35-55 H.P., and 45-65 H.P., and in 8 cylinders." 130
H.P. Rated power of this group of engines is develop-
ed at from 600 to 1000 R. P. M

If you are considering power for a cruiser, runabout
or speed boat, don't decide on an engine until you
find out something about the good qualities of the
Sterling. Some of the most successful boats afloat
are equipped with Sterling engines, and we will send
you a list of users of any of our sizes and types if
you are interested.

Other sizes are S-10, 12-15. 20. 40. 60 H.P.. for
heavy duty service and are suitable for cruisers and
work boats.

STERLING
THE ENGINE OF REFINEMENT

FOR the FINEST BOATS that FLOAT
8 H. P. TO 240 H. P.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
STERLING EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Mechanical Oiling System, Water Jacketed Exhaust
Manifold, Expansion Joints in all water connections.
Adjustable Push Rods and Mechanically Operated valves
on opposite sides. One-piece Lower Base containing
clutch and reverse gear, assuring perfect alignment,
oil groove around base to intercept drippings and pre-

vent same from spreading to engine room floor, thus
assuring cleanliness and a bilge free from oil and
grease, single bolt construction, and many others.

Many of the exclusive features are covered by our
patents. These and the method of construction, in-

spection and testing used by this company make Sterl-

ing Engines the best power obtainable for any type of

boat.

TORONTO, ONT., MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD. VANCOUVER, B.C.. HOFFAR MOTOR BOAT CO.

Sterling Engine Co., 1252 NiagaraSt, Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.

Jaeger Sweaters for Athletes

Every athlete should have a well made, comfortable and properly

fitting sweater.

JAEGER SWEATERS are particularly good because of the

quality of the material, the care with which they are made and

their good wearing qualities.

They fit well and allow perfect freedom of action.

JAEGER Pure Wool Sweaters are the reasonable and natural

choice of athletes.

Dr. JAEGER'S
Sanitary
Woollen SYSTEM Co.,

Ltd.

231 Yongc Street, Toronto
316 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal

Steele Block, Portaga Ave., Winnipeg
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The Fur Sell.

to no animal that has yet lived—save in

nature fakir yarns. This hi^h bow has
its uses, one of which rather made us
shudder when told of it by Shon-ta ; "We
upset, you swim up and climb up on bow
and can sit up ag^ain." I mentioned cas-

ually to Fritz that we did not require such
slavish devotion and such acute object

lessons for five dollars.

It was worth many times five dollars

to see those two men take the bi^ slus^-

gish craft out over the surf that battled

into that channel. These canoes do not

ride as do our eastern cedar and basswood
canoes. These heavy craft ride the seas

much as they did when log^s in their nat-

i\e state. W ith one man to steer, and a

native lad and the other, to paddle, we
entered the outgoin.o- tide. So far we had
not shipped a d'rop of water. Now we
swept into the channel. The confused

tide, one could hardly call it a tide rip,

gurgled and boiled alongside. We rose

on a perfect mountain of a surf swell and
fell down the slope like the log we were
— these cances have a nasty plunging dip

—but rose to the next swell remarkably
well. W'e passed safely over these tre-

mendous waves, three of the largest I

have ever felt sluice under me, then we
entered on the big billows of the regular

sea. Looking back at the surf we had

The Indian Village.
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safely passed throug^h we could not but

shudder, so savage was the onslaught of

this surf upon the shore.

For three hours we steadily rose and
fell and forged ahead, I busy at my note

book, the audacious lad carving totem out

of a piece of cedar, said totem bearing a

remarkable likeness to the squat native

in the stern. I came out of my note

book rather suddenly, "Whu-rr, swiss-s-s,

whale dives and, as lightning never
strikes in one place twice, the whales came
up in a different spot. If we had all been
white men we should have dodged about

and tried to have avoided these marine
monsters, but the paddlers kept doggedly
on, the steersman steered straight ahead.

I am afraid to think w-hat would have
happened if those two foolish whales
had not gi\'en us the right of way. Real-

Tlie Sellers and Skins of Fur Seals.

whu-rr, swiss-s-s" sounded ahead of us.

Two finbacks were blowing and feeding
on the surface. These whales were eat-

ing the little pink shrimp that now swam
in millions about our craft. Down went
two huge mammals. I counted slowly up
to one hundred and thirty before they
came up again. We were right in the
"slick" or smooth water left after the

ly I am afraid we should have run them
down and I might not have lived to tell

this tale.

W't had the great pleasure of seeing

one breathe ; its purplish grey body came
entirel}' out of the water and re-entered

with a mighty splash. ^Ve were so near
that I could distinguish a bunch of barn-

acles on liis side, down near the belly.
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A West Coist Woman and Her Babe.

His impact seemed to make little differ-

ence in the regular swell of the wide Pa-
cific. For ten minutes we watched them
surface sounding and feeding. Finally

we saw the big, black heads rise, the

long wide bod}' roll through the water,

the two great flukes stand up perpendicu-
larly—then they sounded and we saw
them no more.

Behind us the snow covered summits
nf the backbone ridge of mountains that

form the central range on Vancouver Is-

land were gradually sinking. The shore
hills were level with the sea. We were
about twenty miles out and it was time
now to expect to see some fur seals. I

heard the boy say, "Look !" The young-
er generation use English or Chinook.
The older men, like our guides, use the

native Salish tongue. This differs with
every tribe. I gave you the Chinook
name of these men. Their tribal names
are Nuskelosta and Mam-a-mam-lapsta.
They each have two ceremonial names
longer than those if you want them.

We all looked, as the lad was now
standing erect pointing. I saw only the
sea and Fritz but every Coast man in the
canoe saw the seal. It was sleeping on
the water they told me, but for some
reason it had dived before we reached the
spot.

"There! there! nika-nah I halles!" (I

look there) the lad cried in mingled Eng-
lish and Chinook. "Bang! bang! bang!"
sang an automatic over my head, very
much over my head, indeed.

"If I had double barrel, I got him,"
said the bowman. I had found this dis-

like to the automatic among some of the
sealers. "Bang!" again. He was per-
fectly impartial as he banged directly
over Fritz' head this time. Around
swept the canoe. The little boy in the
how leaned over and lurched in a long
dark gre}- bod}-, an adult fur seal, a male
in fine coat worth twenty dollars at the
store. Fritz and I admired the five-foot

long, graceful animal, with its leathery

llippers, its sharp nose and big eyes, its

strong teeth.

Meanwhile the Indians were preparing
their midday meal, consisting of some
laver, a rock clinging seaweed, dried

whale meat and dried salmon, hard tack,

or as we call it, pilot bread, rich yellow
herring roe, and some oily fluids—I think

it was blubber oil—which thev poured on
the pilot bread. Our frugal meal of boil-

ed eggs and sweet homemade bread, bless

the kind heart that sold it to us, no doubt
excited equal derision in the minds of our
silent companions.
Now the sun's rays beat directly upon

us and we all nodded and slept. The
canoe rose and fell ; the steersman steered

automaticall}-. At times as we rose to

the top of a long, smooth, green swell I

would catch a glimpse of a black fish or

a whale killer (the orca or thrasher, an
animal much used by the Indians in their

tribal superstitions during festivities.)

"Did you ever see orca kill a whale?" I

asked the bowman. "Eh-ko-li coo-lev"

( whale run) he answered.
Again a school of mingled finbacks and

humpbacks spouted and sounded and div-

ed. Some stayed down but a minute
"They're coming right at us," gasped
Fritz. True, the entire lot, seven vi'e
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counted them, were diving: and rolling

alonij our way at an alarmino^ rate. The
last dive broug'ht them up all about us.

Down they went again. Fritz on the

keen ed^e with anxiety, said he felt the

current of one that passed beneath us.

They all passed under without touching:

and rose on the north side without taking

any apparent notice of us. "I'm glad,

laddie, they did not mistake us for a big

log and try to scratch their barnacles oft."

I got a few notes on the brushy like spout

of water and the way these huge mam-
mals dive an'd sound. Then ti;e great,

silent, lonely sea was about us. We
missed even our unpleasant neighbors the

whales.

have been told this by other Indians.

"What time do you think it is?" I ask-

ed Shon-ta. His guess was wide of the

mark. These men are not like our town
contaminated Indians—and the most wise

Indians of fiction. Not one of these

could rival a split second watch the way
those marvellous characters of fiction I

had read of did. "It is now 3.33 and a

sixtieth.'' quoth Leatherstocking. No,

these squat, low intelligence, close ani-

mal habit men gave little heed to passing

time.

We all paddled homeward save Shon-
ta. He was busily skinning the two
seals. If he did not get what he con-

sidered too much at the first place for

Sun Bath of a Young Hair Seal.

For three full hours we paddled back-
wards and forwards. "I see it! I see it!"

yelled Fritz. Sure enough the brig'ht

eyed lad had spied out a seal and mighty
proud was he of the fact. Round came
the big craft and down we headed on the

sleeping animal, sleeping so peacefulh'

on the great rollers, sleeping, unconscious
of the fact that he was wrapped in a well

fitting coat of lustrous soft fur that my
lady in London Town petulently envied.

[ hoped it would wake up. It did, at the

sound of the shout of the bowman and
the report of the automatic.

"Why did you yell?" I asked the hunt-
er.

"Wake him up, he swim, no sink." I

them he would trj' the next trader. If

that buyer offered him but a fair price he

might paddle ofif twenty-five miles to the

next to gain fifty cents. So he must
have them skinned all ready to saunter up
to the store, saunter as if he would rather

not trade when he got there. I pictured

both men ere they left the beach, after our

arrival home. Eighteen dollars apiece

was what they received for their skins

after paddling them to three buyers who
had a combine.

I also snapped a native woman, wife of

the younger hunter, with her crowing
youn.gster in her arms. I thought, too,

you might like to see the south of the

inlet where the surf rolls heavil)', so I
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pictured it from beliind the cedar, repre-

sentative of one of tlie spirits of the tribe.

Out through the fis'ii drying poles, over

the heads of the j'oungsters gathered on

the beach, lies the wide Pacific.

Past days' work along these wondrous
western shores have given me a picture

of the fur seal, a picture at close range

too. It was taken on the far extending

point of the Olympic peninsula where

seals and sharks and whales disport. The
young spotted seal in the other illustra-

tion is of the less valuable species, the

Hair Seal. This is just a baby, about

rarely that we hear of the complete wreck
of one of these staunch craft—although
the tales of stress and storm in their con-
nection read like fiction.

As we watched our crew paddling
shorewards on the day of our departure,
I turned and asked a young Indian on the

steamer why the old white man who hired

crews was aboard our steamer and re-

turning to the cities, without getting 'his

men. The lad replied; ".All our men
dead.'' In conversation with the disap-

pointed owner of the tied up sealer I

found out the lad was right. All the men

Off to Behring Se.^.

four months old, sunbasking on the low
tide rocks.

There is yet another way to hunt seals.

To seek them near the breeding grounds
in the far north—in the wide Behring Sea.

We oflfer you a picture of a sealing

schooner with her crew and their canoes
aboard, just leaving the west coast of

Vancouver Island for the far north. She
is a strongly built craft just about the

size of a first class yacht on our Great
Lakes. Although dozens of these ves-

sels make trips that take months it is

of the tribe had gone away on the seal-

ing schooner, never more to return to

the village on the inlet by the straits of

Juan de Fuca.

As the lad had made the preliminary

arrangements I sent him with the five

dollar bill to pay the Indians after our
return. When he came back his happy
face was literally divided by a grin.

"Say," he burst out, "I gave the five

dollars to Shon-ta. He owed the old

dog fish catcher for some oil so he hand-

ed it to him. The old man had to pay a
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Nootka man for the fishino- line and hooks man in the crowd had had it once, but I

so along went the bill to the Nootka man. ran off to tell you about it." Fritz'

He then paid Chit-lo for a baby seal's merry laug^hter echoed about the lonely

skin and Chit-lo gave the bill to the store- cove. "It's safe now Fritz," I answered,

keeper. I guess it would have come back "once the white man has it the Indians

to me ne.xt for it was my turn, every will see it no more."

YOU CAN'T GO FISHING ON SUNDAY.

BY DR. HENRY GO^'K.

Got a law you can't go fishin'

Plastered on the Statute Book,
Puts a fellow with a fish line.

'Longside of a bloomin' crook.

I won't swear but I'm quite certain,

If upon some Sabbath day.

Death should catch me by the River,

Fishin' in a quiet way,
He won't take me down to Hades,
'Cause I've got a fishin' rod.

And a book of flies won't fix me,
So's I'm 'shamed to meet my God.

.'Vnd it don't appeal to reason.

There's one day among the seven,

That a hypocrite can honor,

And then wriggle into Heaven.

I'll take my chance beside the River,

If the awful day should come,
.^nd I wouldn't hide my bait box
Trembling in the dreadful hum.
'Longside a lot of noodles,

Pharisees of Sunday Laws, .

Those who rob us of our pleasures.

Handle us with feline claws.

Steal the sunshine, mar the pleasure.

Sear the heart and blast the life,

Of the Moilers and the Toilers

In the city's ghastly strife,

Toot automobile horns on Sunday,
Spread your yacht sails to the breeze.

If this be your way to Heaven,
We won't interfere with these.

Flaunt your silks and shimmering diamonds.
Leave the tired clerk his rod.

Anglers want to know the reason.

Golf sticks pave the way to God.



Feeding the Prairie Chickens in Winter

An Antidote For Loneliness

BV VIOLETTE GUAHA.M

LAST winter I tried to make

friends with some prairie chickens.

Early in December I put some oat

sheaves on the lawn and was grati-

fied in a few days to see the chickens

come to feed on them. I put fresh

sheaves out every few days and one day

counted forty-eight chickens at break-

fast. I gradually put the sheaves nearer

to the house and then began to scatter

wheat on the verandah. A little later I

had a family of from ten to twenty-five

to feed. I often wonder what became of

the rest of the forty-eight. Were they

eaten by wolves or buried alive in the

snow during some of the many blizzards

we had last winter? .\t night and during

stormy days in the winter they stay in

caves which they scratch out of snow
drifts and instinct seems to tell them

where to make these holes so that the

drifting snow will not fill up the opening.

"A Family of from Ten to Twenty-five to Feed."

Last year there were such heavy snow
falls and such abrupt changes of the di-

rection of the winds that I fear some of

my pets were buried alive. Those that

remained, however, gave me great pleas-

ure and entertainment. They were very

wild at first and flew away at the sight of

an}- one in the window but later on 1

could sit at the open window within

three feet of them and they ate calmly on.

Perhaps "calmly" is scarcely the word to

use for they were very much on the alert

and at the least movement from me they

were oft with a great whirr-r-r of wings
and the cluck-cluck-cluck of an alarm. At
first t'hey never came back the same day
if frightened away but thej' soon became
bolder and were generall)' back in about

fifteen minutes to finish their breakfast.

Sometimes they got back even sooner

than this when the alarm had not been

very great. -A.t times they only flew a

few yards and settled down among the

maples where they sat with their heads

sunk into their shoulders and their fea-

thers puft'ed out looking sulky and cross.

Then perhaps a stra}', who was not there

when the alarm was given, would come
sailing down and commence to breakfast

by himself. Those in the maple grove im-

mediately picked up their heads. It

would never do to let him eat all the

wheat ! Nothing seemed to be happening

to him anyway. Who was fool enough to

say danger? The boldest of them started

on through the soft snow to get his share

of the wheat and was soon followed bv

the others.

Most of them came together every

morning but there were always a few

stragglers, some one or two who came
earlier and a few who were late. But

whether they came alone or in a covey

they always lighted first among the ma-

ples or in the raspberry patch and from

there walked or ran to the bouse. It was

a funnv sight to see about ten or twelve

of them running their fastest through the
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soft snow. They were not at all .ejraceful

then but looked more like waterfowl than
land birds as they struggled along with
outstretched necks and feathers puffed

out to keep them from sinkin,^ too deep
in the snow. No matter how hard it

seemed to be for them to get through the

snow none of them would fly over that

last few yards. I suppose it was not con-

-iidered fashionable to fly to the breakfast

table.

There was one poor lame one among
them but though it was e\-en harder for

to flee. Guggle-le-uck, guggle-le-uck,"

said his assailants, which I think

must mean, "Get out of here silly thing,

that does not know enough to keep out

of the way of a gun but must go and get

his leg s'hot.'' Rather a lot for two words
to mean but the expression with which
they were uttered added much to theii

meaning.

There was another odd bird among
them in the first of the season, a hand-
some fellow he was, I thoug^ht. with such
prettily marked plumage, a clear brown

"At the Least Movement They Are off with a Great Whirr-rr of Wings."

him than the others, he never forgot his

manners and came struggling up from
the raspberry patch, halting every little

while to rest but soon starting in with his

hippity-hop as he saw the others getting
ahead of him. Poor chap, I was sorry for
him because they all seemed so down on
him because he was lame. He had to

stay on the edge of the circle and pick up
what he could get there. And, if embold-
ened by hunger, he got too far in among
the others, "peck" he received on one
side, and "peck"' on the other as he turned

and white and so evenly striped on the
breast. He had no feathers on his legs
which gave him a much smarter appear-
ance than the others and .a bioad tail

that looked in much better proportion to

bis size than the little pointed things the
rest of the covey had. I suppose he was
a broad tailed grouse but he was the first

of that variety I had ever seen. Althougfi
I thought him more handsome than the
others, they, apparently, did not have the
same opinion for he too seemed to be
with them but not, of them. They were
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"Poor Hippity Hop.*'

not as disagreeable to him as they were
to poor Hippity-hop (I suppose he could

retaliate if they pecked at him) but they

seemed some way just to let him alone

in an ostentatious manner. He was "dif-

ferent" and must sufvr in consequence.

For the last few \.(.e!>s he did not come
and I would like to know the reason. Did
he come to an untimely end or had he
just given up trying- to make friends with

such an exclusive folk and gone to seek a

covey of his own kind?

There were two or three in the covey
who had such disagreeable selfish man-
ners. Thev fairly gobbled all the wheat
they could get and seemed to hate the

thought of others having any. Every
few minutes they would sto.p gobbling

for half a second in order to peck at some
inoffensi\e chicken beside them and at

the same time utter the most cranky kind

of a ETuegle-le-uck, seeming to say, "Get

out of here you impudent rascal. Don't

you know all this wheat was put out here

for ME? How dare you take any of it?

After they had eaten all the wheat they

often had a game of tag, chasing each

other about and pecking in a friendly

way at any head that came handy. Then
they made a great clattering saying, "ke-
eck, goouck," and various other words
that can very easily be translated when
one is watciiing the game. They said

"guggle-le-uck" often, but it was a very
good-natured "guggle-le-uck," and seem-
ed like a different word. Having eaten
every grain to be seen and scratched well

among the snow for any treasures that

might bed hidden there they then took a

stroll about the lawn.

I often feared they were rewarding me
for my kindness by eating the next
Spring's blossoms from my lilacs. I

watched them eating something from the
bushes and my heart sank when I

thought that it might be my lovely Spring
flowers that were vanishing into their al-

ready bulging crops. Some of them pre-

ferred to nibble their desert from the

birch tree. The snow was so deep under
it that some of the branches were only

two feet above the chickens. That was
quite a jump but some of the most active

could make it. I found it a most inter-

esting performance to watch, especially

when two or three were doing it at once.

They often had to make several attempts
before they succeeded in reaching the tit-

bit they were after. It must be even
more fun than ducking for apples on Hal-

lowe'en.

During the early winter months it was
an easy matter to get up in time to feed

them as they did not come till about nine

or half past nine in the morning. Later

on, however, it was another matter. They

"Having Eaten Every Grain They Then Take a StroU

About the Lawn,"
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were about before seven every morningf
and that meant I must be up before half

past six to scatter the wlieat and get my
camera in place. It was no use putting

the wheat out the night before for there

was sure to be a wind that would blow it

all away. So I dragged myself from my
nice cosy bed and if the morning were
not too cold and the sun bright I opened
the drawing-room window, put my kodak
in place and sat there shivering in my
dressing-'gown till they appeared. Then
when I thought they were in a good posi-

tion I took a snap. Almost invariably

just after I had taken one they arranged
themselves in a much more interesting

way but by the time I could get the kodak
3way and a new exposure in place and

the kodak back on the window-sill they
were all mixed up again.

The photos I have not been able to get
are like the fish we almost caught—much
better than those I have. It requires a

steady hand and some patience to take
the kodak from the window and put it

back again without any of those bright,

alert, little eyes seeing the movements.
But though i did not get the photos I

would like to have secured those I have
will always be verj' interesting to me and

will help to recall many hours that were

full of entertainment because I had these

featliered friends, without whom the

hours would ha\e been very dull and
lonelv.

FISHING.

BV I,.V[,IA MITCHELL.

Oh, fishing isn't fishing,

If fishing doesn't mean,

A generous lot of loafing

In a pleasant rural scene.

With a baited hook to dangle

In the waters, up and down,

A thousand miles from trouble

And a half day's ride from town.

Where the endless line of waters

Unfailing vigil keep.

And it isn't counted treason

If you chance to fall asleep.

Oh, fishing isn't fishing.

If fishing doesn't mean
A joy in dancing waters

And vistas, cool and green.

With a slender pole to cling to

Lest Isaac \\ alton frown,

A thousand miles from trouble

And a half day's ride from town.

For then Life's worth the living

With less of woe than weal,

Though you homeward turn at nig-htfall

With just an empty creel.



Mid-Winter Angling

BT W. DUSTIN WIIITR.

THERE are several reasons why you
should go fishing in the winter. It

has been a Ions' time since you had

a chance to wet a line, and there is

lots of spare time in winter. Then, too.

winter is a splendid season in which to

get out of doors, once j-ou can rid your-

self of the notion that old Jack Frost is

waiting- to nip you. The air is sharp and
exhilarating and outdoor exercise will do
you no end of good.
Your outfit for ice-fishing may be simple

and very inexpensive, .\bout fifty yards

of medium heavy line, a box of number
i-o hooks, a dozen signals of any of the

one hundred different styles and you will

have the fishing tackle outfit complete.

Of course you will need a pair of snow-
shoes, a shovel, an axe and an ice chisel.

For bait live minnows are the best but

where these cannot be procured, earth

worms or even salt pork may be used.

Anyhow it will not cost you over a dol-

lar to get everything necessary for a

day's fishing and if you should happen to

have, as you probably do have, a supply

of old line and hooks, the actual cost

could be somewhat reduced.

Now I am going to suppose that 3'ou

have yielded to that longing desire to go
fishing, that you have overcome your fear

of Jack Frost and, loaded down with

your paraphernalia, are ready to start for

the pond.

"Yes, of Course, You are Goinff to Have a Fire."

Setting Out the Lines.

"It's cold." you say, as you tie the

snowshoe strings and you half wish you
had not started. But five minutes brisk

snowshoeing will drive away all such
thoughts and an hour brings you to the

pond but long before that you are thor-

oughly alive to the day's pleasures. The
good, clear air, the walk through the

white, glistening woods, the interesting

trails you cross, the partridge that you
surprised or rather the partridge that sur-

prised you, all have helped to thoroughly
awaken you so that when you at last ar-

rive at the pond j-ou are keen to be cut-

ting holes. If the ice is not too thick yon
should have no trouble in getting eight

or ten lines set by ten or eleven o'clock.

You have simply to cut a hole, set up a

trap or signals, attach the line, bait the

hook and drop it in. If live minnows are

used for bait they should be hooked
through the tail and just back of the for-

ward fin. By this method of hooking you
are almost sure to get the fish that gets

your minnow.

Once you have the lines set you may
start back to the upper end of the pond
and build your fire. Yes, of course you
are going to have a dinner. It is enough
to be out in the cold all day without .tar-

ing a cold dinner. So get busy. Find an

old drv pine stub. Split off an armful of
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wood, then get a little birch bark. Xow
clear a place near the shore, start the

blaze and rig; a crane on which to hang
the coffee pail. Now, if you were wise
enough to put a few cold, boiled potatoes

in the bottom of ^-our dinner pail these

should be sliced into the frying pan or in-

to a tin plate if the frying pan be an ab-

sent article, \^'e will hope, and not al-

together without reason, that when you
get those potatoes sliced and ace looking
around for the salt shaker or the butter,

that you will glance down the pond and
be just in time to see a flag come up.

Then you will have a run on your snow-
shoes. Yes, you will run, for you are

very anxious to have fish for dinner ard
nervous for fear this one will get away
before 3'ou can reach him. The ex'.ite-

ment is at its highest just after you reach

the hole—just when j-ou begin pulling

on the line. This is when you find out

whether the fish is still there or has gone
off with your minnow. But this one that

you are running after is still there and
the next minute a good pickerel is flop-

ping on the ice. Then you hurry back
to the fire, dress the fish and get it cook-

"The Next Minute a Good Pickerel is Flopping on the Ice.'

"A Vacuum Bottle is a Mighty Handy Thing on an lea-
Fishing Trip."

ing. What a splendid dinner you have!
Fried fish, fried potatoes, toast, cofifeei

doughnuts, cookies and pie. And what
fun it is to toast bread on a forked stick,,

just as you want it.

\\''hen dinner is over a flag is calling

you away to the lower end of the pond,.

so fill up the coffee pail and hang it

where it will keep warm for you will be
glad of a drink when you get back. Right
here let me sav that a vacuum bottle is a

mighty handv thing on an ice-fishing

trip. Filled with hot coffee it may be
set on the ice for twenty-four 'hours and
the liquid within will not change its tem-
perature in the least. On one day fish-

ing trips I take my vacuum bottle to the
end of the pond farthest from the fire and
with the pail of coffee always hot at one
end and the bottle at the other, I am sure
of a hot drink at any time. But. as I saici
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before, there is a tlag callinjj you down
the pond. A hurried trip acros,s the

smooth surface and you find that a grood

two-pounder tipped thi.^ sifjnal and you
proceed to pull up the pickerel.

Then you start back up the line, pull-

ing up the baits as you go, to see if they

are still in gfood condition. After you
have examined two or three in this way
you happen to look around and one of

the flags is flying. Oftentimes it wakes
up the fish to pull up the minnow and let

it back slowly. It beats all how^ quickly

you can turn on snowshoes when a flag

is flying high. Funny too, how good that

flag looks as you hasten toward it.

So the afternoon slips a\vay. Once a

fox appears on a nearby hillside and yelps

as he spies you. Then he fairly flies up
the wind and away over the knoll. .At

night you take home a good string of

fish—a better string perhaps than you
got on your summer trips, for nearly

all the fish caught through the ice are

large ones, but that is not all that you
take away with you. That night you
sleep like a log and next day feel much
more like working and somehow that

work seems to run smoother, the long

columns of figures in vour account books

A Better String. Perhaps,
met Trips."

Than Vou Get on Your Sum,

seem to come out just as they s-hould.

Everything seems to run better. Per-

haps )'0U will not realize it at the time
but it was your day's outing that did it.

A mightv good thing this "Mid-Winter
-Angling."

AD FRATES.

riY REV. C. T. liASTO.N.

Here's to the fraternity—men who love the rod and gun

—

Men who love the rushing torrents, woodlands where the wild deer run

—

Men whose love of Xature leads them to the forests and the streams.

To the mountain's lonely grandeur where the soaring eagle screams

—

.A. brotherhood, whose love of Xature is their dearest, strongest tie,

Men who love the wilds, the river, lake or shores where wild fowl fly

—

Men 'twixt whom there is communion, universal fellowship.

Love of Freedom, love of Nature is their dearest, strongest tie.

Who are fascinated by her and are conscious of her gleam.

In their hearts there's somewliat answering to each wild and ])eacefiil

scene.

Men who love to play the salmon lordly in his element

—

Whip the stream for trout voracious where the water's foam besprent

—

Love to rise in early morning—breathe the fresh and fragrant air

View the glories of the sunrise when the hills transfigured are.

So here's to the fraternity—the brotherhood of rod and gun.

Men of heart and generous, fond of sport and loving fun.



Camp at Waber Creek Near Great LakOi

Moose Hunting in Nova Scotia

The Big Bull of Great Lake

BY JOHN S. GUSTINE. JR.

LIKE all hunters and sportsmen who
hunt and travel the Canadian wilds

and hear wonderful stories of ex-

ceptionally larj^e deer, caribou or

moose, I had heard, on a previous trip of

the big moose of Great Lake res^ion.

Most of these wonderful stories have
their foundation in fact and when I heard,

in a previous season, a marvellous tale

concerning' the bigf moose of Great Lake
Region I decided to do what I could in

the way of securing him. W'hether I got
the big bull or not I will let my readers

decide for themselves after they have
read my story.

As the next hunting season drew near
I kept the mail busy with letters to my
friend, whom I shall call "L" regarding a

proposed trip to the neighborhood of the

big Lakes near the upper portion of Shel-
burne County, Nova Scotia.

At last after several days on train and.
steamer I jumped off at the little station,,

to be greeted by my friend and hunting
companion. With him was old Jim Mc-
Kay. When his eyes fell on me his face
beamed and, after shaking hands with
me, he said ; "Wee'l, wee'l, noo Jock, I'm
verra glad to see ye!" In reply to my
questions as to the prospects of a good
hunt he replied; "Weel, mon, I ha na
doot that ye'll manage to get a muckle
sport, ye ken the groon's alrecht !" I then
told him of our proposed direction and
his quaint answer was ; "Ye're a guid mon
and 'hae the proper spirit, it's a muckle
shame there's na Scotch m ye He
would have talked longer but as I was in,
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iiaste lu ^et to the woods I bade him
.afood-bye and jumped into the vehicle

that was waiting to convey me to my
friend's house, where I could unpack my
trunk and transfer my dunnage to pack

sacks—sacks which were then to be

placed aboard the ox team for the first

portion of our journey up the usual tote

road.

I will not go into details of the first few

davs of incessant paddling and portaging

around bad rapids with frequent stops to

fish as well as to camp during the even-

ing.

Earl}' in the morning on the fourth day
we heard a cow call, towards the east,

evidenth' about a mile away from the

river. We also saw numerous good
moose signs and the same were quite

fresh.

Bv this time the scenery had become
more and more wild as well as beautiful

and finally as we turned a bend in the

river we saw before us the entrance to

the lake, "a Sportsman's Paradise."

Here and there in the distance were

several flocks of ducks, quite a few
asleep on the rocks while out in the lake

were many small islands thickly wooded
and having small sand banks in the sha-
dows of whose shores we could see the
trout jumping every now and then after

flies and bugs. It was indeed a sight

such as would delight the heart of any
sportsman and lover of nature.

We had hardly entered the big lake

when we saw approaching on the western
side a small hunting canoe and upon clo-

ser observation found it to contain two
Indians, John Glode and Louis Francis.

We slowl}- paddled over and they greeted

us with their customary "Bou jou ! How
3'ou come, eh? By river? We see good
moose sign on de west side of lak', mebbe
you git dat big feller. We go down Wal-
bi Lak for still hunt, dat one good place,

—

must go now. Bou jou," With this they

paddled off, not even deigning to look

back.

We paddled about three miles further

up the lake and finding a sheltered spot

made preparations for camping. In a

Small Game in Sight.
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Calling Point on Eastern Shore of Great Lake.

short time we had our tent up and duffle

unpacked and while "L" cooked the sup-
per of trout, beans and tea, I o:ot bus>'

with the spruce bough bed.

After a short smoke and just about an
hour before sundown we started towards
the northern end of the lake to try a call.

We had to be extremely careful to keep
well along: the western side as there was
absolutely no wind and sound can be
heard a g'reat distance on a clear, quiet

evening^. Finally "L" broke the stillness

with. "Let's go ashore here and try a

cali,'" so we pushed our craft into the

shallows and waded ashore.

In the moose the sense of hearing is

developed to a wonderful degree and it

seems possessed of marvellous powers
which enable it to discriminate between
innocent sounds and noises indicating

danger. An absolutely calm, windless
night, therefore, is required for calling.

Moreover the game is so wary that in

coming to a call it will always circle

around and try to come up the wind in

order to get a scent of the animal or be-

ing from which the call seems to come.

We carefully selected a small mound
about a hundred feet from shore, facing a

small birch growth and L. climbed to the

top, moose horn in hand. Then he gave
the long drawn call three times. All was

quiet and we waited, fairly straining our
ears to catch the slightest sound. Per-
fect silence reigned all about us except
for the melancholy hooting of a great owl
close by.

We waited fully twenty minutes and
then tried another.' After repeated ef-

forts, and when it had become so dark
that we could not have seen our game, we
decided to give it up and go back to our
canoe. A short paddle brought us to the
camp where we crawled into our sleeping
bags.

The next morning we were up long be-
fore dawn and after a 'hasty cup of cof-

fee made over the remaining embers we
put on jackets and moccasins and climbed
into our canoe for a paddle to the eastern
side of the Great Lake.

\^^e certainly appreciated the short
padd'Ie as it helped to warm us up. The
lake was covered by a thick mist which
seemed as cold as ice but by ten minutes
we had reached the eastern side of the
lake and quietly disembarked. A short
distance from the shore was a thick
spruce covert and here we decided to re-

main hidden and to give our call, as we
could see the l)ig swamp at the end as
well as on the sides.

After listening a few minutes L. gave
his long, hoarse call three times and then
we waited. I was just going to ask him
if he had heard a noise on our right when
he said; "Listen—hear that?" Sure
enough from the swamp on our right
came a loud, "Bwah! Bwah ! Bwah !" It

sounded like a large goose and would
have fooled any novice but when you
have once heard a moose call you never
forget it. In a few minutes he let out
his "Bwah! Bwah! Bwah!" as if re-

questing an answer from the supposed
cow. As he was by this time fairly close
we dared not call again so simply used
the only alternative, namely to wait. In

about an hour a slight wind sprung up
and we immediately made tracks for our
canoe for fear he should get wind of us
and clear out of the locality altogether.

We quietly paddled across the lake and
after eating a good breakfast we took
down our tent and moved our outfit about
a mile further down the lake so as not to

disturb the big fellow.
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We spent the day in cruisinsf around

the lower shore and fishins: but refrained

from doing any shooting^ whatever al-

though w-e raised flocks of black ducks at

every bend in the lake and river. As we
had great sport with our rods we con-

tented ourselves with a generous catch of

the speckled beauties. That night it rain-

ed but towards midnight the wind chan-

ged to northwest and at dawn it was cold

as ice. I was awakened by hearing L.

whisper in my ear, "Come on, get out.

him like a chandelier!" I felt sure then I

would get a crack at something that day.

In another few- minutes he gave a cou-

ple of short barks and L. motioned me to

be ready any second. Fortunately there

Avas absolutel}' no w^ind. You could not

have smelt a Gloucester Banker sixty

feet away. I lit a safety match but not

a breath was stirring and to make mat-
ters still better the sun was just rising

over the tops of the green woods directly

in front of us.

"A Spread of Fifty-two Inches."

it's a fine morning to call, we'll get that

big 'cuss' to-day."

W'e again made our voyage across the

lake and took our station, L. on top of a

handv rock and myself concealed on his

left.

'

Again L. gave his call and in five sec-

onds we had an answer, the same deep
bark, in fact it was the deepest tone I

have ever heard and my friend exclaimed,

"By Go?h, that must be some old grand-

father, I'll bet he has a pair of horns on

Once more L. called, putting his horn
close to the ground and giving a low,

whining sound with a decided gurgle on

the end and as he threw down his horn he

looked at me and said, "I did the best I

could on that call." The next second he

whispered excitedly, "By Jove, look out.

Here he comes!"
At first I did not see him, as he was

sneaking down along the edge of the

spruce thickets, stopping every now and
then to try and get sight of us, but on he
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came until he got within about ninety

yards, then crossed over in front of us.

L. gave me the signal for first shot and I

put my big 45-70 up and drew a bead on
his shoulder and fired. He however did

not jump at the shot and I thought I had
missed him and gave him another.

"Shoot lower," yelled my companion and
once more I fired, aiming about six inches

lower. Then he reared up on his hind

legs and turned to go back from where he

came, but I hit him once again. He ran

a short distance, then made a final plunge
and after a few kicks he was ours.

We ran quickly to where he lay and
then we saw what a wonderfully fine spe-

cimen he was. I counted twenty points,

the shovels of the horns being fourteen

inches wide and :he antlers having a max-
imum spread of fifty-two inches, both

being very even.

We immediately commenced skinning

the head and quartering him. It took us

three days to get him to the last lake,

after continuous hard packing and portag-

ing and canoeing, where with the help of

a team of oxen we brought the outfit and
our moose to the little village of Clyde.

We both felt proud of our victory and
as we were unloading who should con-

gratulate us but old Mac. "Mon! mon

!

ye hae the recht kind noo, an' how did ye
manage tae get sic a big yin? My boy I

hae the utmost respec' for your hunting
qualities an am verra proud o' ye. It's

a muckle shame ther's nae Scotch in ye!

After shaking hands with the old chap
and the usual backwoods gentlemen at

the little cross-roads store, I made my
preparations for the homeward trip.

This had been better than all my pre-

vious trips and as the great head hangs
on my wall I ask nlyself, "Did I get the

right one this time?"

Let my readers answer. I, at least,

am satisfied.

A New Pet

THE accompanying illustration

shows "Ottertail Jock" being fed

by Operator Allen at Ottertail

station on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, eight miles west of Field, B.C.

This is Jock's second year of visiting at

the station. Operator Allen writes: "It

was in the year 1910 that I started to

make his acquaintance, feeding him at a

distance. In the spring of the present

year he called round at the office and re-

newed acquaintance. Gaining confidence

he started eating out of my hand. Lately
I tried him with peanuts and he goes
crazy to g'et his favorite food. So tame
has he become that he will eat from any-

one's hand provided a peanut is produced.
This is the only animal that has shown
up at the station during the present sea-

son. Red squirrel, chipmunk, porcupine

have all failed to appear. Jock's capacity

is from five to eight peanuts in each

Operator Allen. Feeding Jock at Ottertail, B. C.

cheek or pouch. There are people who
persist in calling Jock a gopher but he is

a whistler all right and a whistling mar-
mot as a pet is a curiosity." •
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The Fifth Annual Camp of the Mountaineers' Club

BY E. L. i.

Club viembers tuho were present at the Cana-

dian Alpine Club camp in Sherbrooke vieadow

unll remember that at this camp the Momitaiii-

eers' Club of Seattle was represented by Mr.

P. M. McGregor. The very entertaining account

of their annual camp and qualifying climb

which follows was secured through the cour-

tesy of Mr. McGregor from a young ivoman who

participated «; the trip and who has written same

specially for Bod and Gun readers.

The objects of the Mountaineers' Club are simi-

lar to those of the Canadian Alpine Club, being ac-

cording to their constitution, as follows:—
To explore and study the mountains, forests and

water courses of the northwest; to gather into

permanent form the history and traditions of this

region; to preserve, by protective legislation or

otherwise, the natural beauty of Northwestern

America; to make expeditions into these regions

in fulfillment of the above purposes; to encourage

a spirit of good fellowship among all lovers of

outdoor life.

ON the fifteenth of July, 191 1, we
started from Seattle, Wash, on

our fifth summer outins:, our ob-

ject being to climb Mt. Adams.
We went by train to Ashford, at the

southwest base of Mt. Rainier. From
there we walked south to the Columbia
River passinsf throu,s:h the Goat Rock

country and going; directly over Mt.
Adams. The entire distance covered in

the walk was one hundred and sixty-two
miles.

Our route lay for the most part along
the very back-bone of the Cascade moun-
tains, affording wonderful views across

great stretches of the mountain country.
To the north, rising high above every-
thing, towered Mt. Rainier, impressing
us with the fitness of the name it is so

often given on Puget Sound—The Moun-
tain. To the West we had frequent

glimpses of Mt. St. Helens with its

dainty, symmetrical cone, while in the ex-

treme south rose the dome of Mt. Adams,
our objective point. At one time near

our camp at Shoe Lake, from a rocky

ledge sixt}-seven hundred feet high, we
had all three of these great mountains,
together with the beautiful Goat Rock
country and the hills and valleys inter-

vening, spread out before us in one vast

panoramic view. It was a sight long to

be remembered. Our party consisted of

seventy, including five packers and three

cooks, to whom we were indebted for

the comfort in which we travelled. Thir-

ty-one horses made up the pack train.

When we started we had with us a physi-

cian and five trained nurses, but we were
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unfortunate enou,e:'h to lose our physician

after being' out three days. His wife be-

came ill and he had to take her back. Our
nurses were very efficient, however, so

that we all came back in excellent condi-

tion, in spite of sundry blisters and
sprains.

The trip proved to be the most strenu-

ous which the club has yet undertaken.

The gfreat distance to be covered made it

necessary to chang'e camp almost every
nig'ht, givino^ us sixteen camps in the

three weeks we were out. Some of the

most difficult territory had never been
travelled by any company before so that

glacier stream, was named McCall's
Basin in honor of one of these men.
The ascent of Mt. Adams was made on

July thirty-first, from our main camp,
some sixty-three hundred feet up on the

north side of the mountain. Here we
had rested all day Sunday. On Monday
morning at five minutes before five, fifty-

two of us started on the trip over the

mountain, our pack train and those not

making the ascent going around the

mountain twenty miles to our next camp,
on the south side. There are no especial

dangers to be encountered in climbing Mt.
Adams; it requires merely endurance and

The Mountaineers on Line on the Snow Almost at the Top of Mt. Adams. 12,307 Feet High.
Photo by Chas. Albertson, Seattle, Wash.

it was necessary to make trails lor the

pack train. About twenty miles of en-

tirely new trail ware cut. On several

days each individiu'-l horse had to be led,

owing to the unusual difficulties. The
women of the party have the distinction

of being the first white women to piss
through that section. We met several

sheepmen and forest rangers, who
through their courtesy and knowledge of

the country, proved of great value in

blazing new trails through Mt. Adams
region. Our most beautiful camp, a

mountain meadow beside a very rapid

steady plodding. We kept along the
rocky ledge between the Sara and
Adams glaciers, doing most of our
climbing on the rocks.

Unfortunately, clouds obscured much
of our view so that we were able to see

only the highest peaks of the surround-
ing country. But the cloud effects them-
selves were extremely beautiful, which in

part compensated us for not having a

clear day. Mt. Rainier still loomed up
on the northern 'horizon, seemingly grow-
ing higher and grander the farther up we
went. .And St. Helens, to the west, was
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much clearer than ever before. At two
o'clock the six companies marched
abreast to the stake which marks the

very top of the mountain. To those of

us who had never had such an experience

it was a most impressive moment. An
icy wind was blowing and the sulphur

fumes were strong;, but we were an ex-

tremel}' happy party as we stood there on

the summit.
The iron box placed there by the Maza-

mas of Portland, Ore. was found and we
sig'ned our names in the book provided

for that purpose. We would have been

plad to stay upon the summit to examine

heavens, by some stran.a:e optical delu-

sion appearing to be almost in the zenith.

Presently we saw Mt. Jefferson, also. We
reached camp at half past nine, to find

that our friends who had not made the

climb, had unpacked our dunnage and
spread our sleeping bags on soft bough
beds they had made for us—the very
height of luxury.

Among the most pleasant memories of

the trip stands the camp-fire. The com-
mittee appointed to provide entertain-

ment for the evenings was very success-

ful. Sometimes we listened to talks up-

on various things interesting on the trail

;

Port of a Bind of Two Thousand Sheep Seen by the Mountaineers,
rhoto by Chas. Albertson, Seattle. Wash.

that box and enjo)' the wonderful view,

but after a short half hour we were or-

dered into companies again and the des-

cent began. Snow was falling and it was
feared, since the wind was strong, that a

blizzard might be coming up. Some way,
as we started down the mountain, each of

us felt a sudden drop in spirits ; we had
accomplished the thing we had set out to

do; there was nothing left but to go back
home.
However, the trip down was an inter-

esting one. Rainier and St. Helens were
gone, but Mt. Hood stood high in the

the photo.graphers instructed us upon the

best methods of photographing the moun-
tain countr}^ ; our president, head of the

department of history in the University

of \\'ashington, gave us Indian legends

of the region we were passing through,

together with interesting bits of its his-

tory and the origin of the geographical

names ; a sheep man told us of his life

with the sheep, an account of his dogs
being especialh' interesting; a forest

ranger outlined his duties and related

some of his experiences in fi.ghting forest

fires; and one night when we were in an



Mt. Adams. 12,307 Feet High, From the North Side.
Photo by 11 W. Abel. Seattle. Wash.

altitude wliere the stars were especially

brilliant one of our men, an astronomer
from the State Universit}', g^ave us a talk

on the various constellations.

Many evenings were gjiven over to gen-

uine fun. A moving-picture show, pro-

duced by a clever arrangement of a fly

upon wliich shadows were cast by the

camp-tire, presented some very ludicrous

pictures of camp life. Songs were intro-

duced, suitable to the occasion, which be-

came very popular on the trail. "Keep
A-Hiking Along" and "My Red Bandana"
made particular hits. Recent events in

Seattle politics suggested the recall of

"\^'appy" the camp policeman, upon the

Photo by r. Q. Gorton, Seattle, Wash.
'Mt. Hood Stood High in the ITeirr-^ •
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grave charj^e of having: permitted the

mosquitoes to conduct themselves in a

disorderly manner.

But the culmination of all was the cir-

cus. Such animals were never imag:ined

even in the wildest dreams of Ringlino: or

Barnum. A yellow sleeping^ bag, upon
which black stockings had been pinned

for stripes, produced a marvellous tiger,

and the elephant was equally wonderful.

Nothing was wanting, not even the

dwarfs from Central Africa, or the calli-

ope itself. And no clown was ever half

so amusing as the grave and dignified

gentleman high in law circles of Seattle,

who capered about in a ridiculous cos-

tume and kept us convulsed all the even-

ing.

But added to the hilarious memories of

the camp-fire comes another which to

each Mountaineer seems almost sacred.

After all of the fun was over, we gathered

around the dying fire listening to the an-

nouncements for the following day. Then
came the good-night song which always
seemed like a benediction, as we sang,

with uncovered heads, the one stanza be-

ginning, "Tho' like a wanderer." Then
a moment's silence and our president dis-

missed us with his quiet, "good-night."
The three weeks presenth- came to an

end. \\ e reached Cooks on the Colum-
bia, Friday, August fourth. Here eigh-

teen of our party left us to climb Mt.
Hood. The rest of us camped upon the

Columbia that night, taking the boat to

\'ancouver the next morning, and arriv-

ing in Seattle in the evening via the

Great Northern, shortly after eleven in

the evening. Thus we completed our out-

ing. Some of it had been strenuous,

much of it had been unusual, but we look-

ed back upon it as one of the most inter-

esting and successful things which the

club has yet accomplished.

Mountaineering Reflections

BY P. v. r.ONGSTAFP. F. R. G. S.

1
H.AVE been asked to write something
about the club camp and the thoughts
which it conjured up in my mind.
When one gets to know the moun-

tains intimately, one discovers they exist

all the }ear round in a world of their own.
Man is an interloper, who, when he

treats their powers seriously and with

consideration can ascend from the plains

and move from point to point at a high
altitude with not too much fatigue to pre-

vent enjoyment of the ever-changing

views. One finds it pays never to get

too tired to eat when hungr)^ Some old

hands put a dozen lumps of sugar from
breakfast into their pockets and eat one
when they fancy. On my first climb over

10.000 feet. I did get too tired to eat, and
nearly had to turn back in consequence.

There is much in using just the amount
of energy required for each movement of

the legs and arms. The length of pace

should always be the same, so that each

one on the rope uses the same footholds

on snow or ice with ease. On steep snow

the same anchorage with the shaft of the

ice axe should be used whether roped or

not. Each one on a rope should consider

the safety at all times of the others on it.

For pleasure of seeing the doings of the

mountain world, short expeditions are

best, for the party can stop often and
look about. Graduating members have
an opportunity to practice step-cutting

and the selection of band and foot holds

for rock climbing.

Most valleys up in the mountains nar-

row to a gorge at their lower end, so that

when this is impassable, as in the Sel-

kirks, one has to .get over the mountains
at the sides, often perpetual snow, in or-

der to get in. Tlie mountain climber al-

ways has some point he wishes to get to.

He may have to ascend a glacier, cross a

pass, descend a grass mountain side to

another glacier, cross this, ascend yet a

third glacier, and cross another pass to a

high alpine flower garden, where he
sleeps.

.•\ mountain climber requires to train
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his eyes very highly, so that after look-

in.e^ at a fresh peak he can enlarge what
he sees to its correct size in his imagin-

ation, and thus select the most suitable

route of attack.

The months of June, July, August and
September impose limitations and altera-

tions of routes and methods of ascending
the same mountain. In the Rocky
Mountains and the Selkirks one

does not travel along a .glacier for choice,

but across it, and if possible keeps off it

altogether. In parts of the Himalayas
there are glaciers so long and level that

the easiest route is along the ice. Fresh
snow on a mountain fills up the inequali-

ties in the rocks, which have to be cleared

before they can be used for hand or foot

holds. If the snow has turned to ice, it is

impossible to climb. The south side may
be dry, while the north is frozen up, and
in many ascents the north-west edge has

to be used, part of the route being on the

dry side and part on the frozen side. Then
one requires strong gloves. On the south

and south-west slopes of many mountains
there are pockets of soil, 20 or 30 feet

across at 8,000 feet or so, where flowers

bloom late in the 3"ear, and are called al-

pine gardens.

In comparing the Rockies or the Sel-

kirks with the Swiss Alps, the annual

snowfall affects the whole character of

all three. The second has the greatest

amount of snow to melt before the high-

est vegetation is uncovered, then come
the Rockies, and, last, the Swiss Alps.

Following the annual camp at Sher-

brooke Lake a party consisting of Mr.
W. W. Foster, Deputy Minister of Pub-
He Works for British Columbia, Capt.

and Mrs. McCarthy of Summit, N. I.

and Mr. J. P. Forde of Revelstoke, B.C.,

the hard working head of the Climbing
Committee at the Great Divide Camp,
had a most enjoyable trip through the

Vermillion and Sinclair passes from
Castle Mountain to \\indermere. This
road will, when completed, traverse by
easy grades a magnificent scenic country
and in one place, ten miles from the main
line, the part}- came upon a splendid lo-

cation for an alpine camp. The route

throughout is through scenery of excep-
tional interest, by riverside, with the

mountains in close proximity, widening
out on the Kootenay River to open park

country, all rich in flora, while big game
—elk, moose, etc.—still abounds. The
surveyors are at work and it is hoped
that a considerable portion of the road

will be built next year.

A travel stained old guide named
Herbst, aged 92 years, returned to his

home recently at Zurich, after an Alpine

expedition which a ^oung Alpinist would
be proud of accomplishing. On receiving

a letter that his mother, aged 114, was
dying in a village in Tyrol, near Inns-

bruck, and would like to see him, Herbst.

who had not the money for the railway

fare, determined to set out on foot across

the mountains.
In his youth the veteran Swiss was a

.guide and knew the route, for he had
covered it several times on visits to his

family, but on this occasion he was de-

layed by the deep snow on the mountains,

and, of course, he could not travel so fast

as in his younger days, though he is still

healthy and upright in his bearing.

Herbst arrived too late to see his moth-
er, but was in time for her funeral, which
he attended, and on the following day
started on his return journey to Zurich,

where he arrived safely, after walking
over 200 miles across valleys, forests and
mountains. The old guide says that this

will be his last journey in the Alps.

Not many moons ago a certain well

known member of the Alpine Club, who
was an enthusiastic "ladies' aid" at the

Sherbrooke Lake camp, took a run down
from Calgary to Banff by motor. "A
very interesting trip," he was heard to

remark some time later, "but not half so

much fun as carrying a big pack of lunch-

es, sweaters, Thermos bottles of tea. and
other small things that the ladies of the

Sherbrooke camp parties found they had
no use for but

—'would you be so kind,

etc.. etc.?' or 'Wilt thou?—and he wilt-

ed'."



The End of Mooin's Trail
BV ZACK.

Somethingf was creating^ havoc in the
district. Wide trails were trampled
down in the crops of oats and buckwheat
growing in the backlands. The flocks of

sheep were beconiingf wild and demoral-
ized and it was almost impossible to ap-
proach them. Some were missing from
time to time and partially eaten carcasses
were discovered. The fleeces rolled up
in a ball and the tracks in the soft earth
proved conclusively to the unfortunate
farmers that Mooin, the bear, was honor-
ing the neighborhood with his presence.
He was a stranger and hence unac-

quainted with the bear history of our
vicinity. Sometimes he wondered at the

absence of others of his species. Old
traces and signs of their having been
there were noticeable but none were new.
He was lonesome but truly this was a
pleasant country, a veritable Garden of

Eden for a bear. The mutton was good,
berries were plentiful, and the den which
he had discovered at the top of hardwood
hill was comfortable. He would stay
awhile.

Little did he dream that near here
dwelt David, the bear hunter, the bogey
of beardom in Mova Scotia. In his fath-

er's den in Halifax county he had heard
grizzled veterans of the trail tell thrilling

stories of the man creature with a voice
of thunder and flame whose appearance
always foretold a tragedy in the bear
family and whose name held so large a
place in their folklore and legends. Had
Mooin a suspicion of the real condition
of affairs he would have shaken the dust
of this place from his feet and stubby tail

and hastily shuffled off to regions that

were more safe, if less pleasant.

David, the hunter, is no less famous
among his own kind. He has slain

scores of bears and his figure is a familiar

one in the nearby town where he journeys
with the valuable pelts and al.so the snout
for which a bounty is paid.

I have often listened with rapt atten-

tion to the stirring tales of his experiences
in the practice of his profession and on
his last visit I exacted a promise from him
that he would let lue know when next he

saw signs of a bear. I was not surprised

therefore to have him greet me one cool

Xovember day. He had been away dur-
ing the summer and on his return had
been informed of Mooin's depredations.
Together we took the trail.

The bear had last been seen by Silas

Brown's hired man, who came upon him
unexpectedly at the bottom of Deep
Gulch, and whose rapid retreat establish-

ed a new record for the Marathoners of

the district. But that was a week ago.

However we decided to visit this place

first of all.

Even to my inexperienced eye it was
apparent that Mooin often came here,

possibly to drink from the pure cool wat-
er that flowed down over the rocks.

David decided that it would be wise to

set his large bear trap here before pro-

ceeding further. This trap had two strong

springs and massive jaws set with teeth.

It weighed about seventy-fi.ve pounds
and two men were required to set it. A
chain was attached and to the end of the

chain a piece of log, making a sort of

drag which would retard a bear's retreat.

Were the trap attached to something
immovable the animal would tear his

leg out and make his escape.

Close to a large tree we placed a cow's

head which we had brought for the pur-

pose and in front of this the trap, cover-

ing the latter over with some leaves. On
each side we arranged a sort of fence in

as natural a manner as possible. This
was to make it necessary for the animal to

pass over the trap in order to get at the

bait. Leaving matters thus arranged we
struck out through the woods with our

guns.

The remains of a sheep furnished a

starting point on a new trail. Through
the bushes, over stumps and stones, down
into gullies and over hillocks the veteran

hunter led the way with a loping stride

that taxed me to the utmost to follow.

We finally arrived at the den at the top

of the hill but it was empty.
As the day was far advanced we con-

cluded to camp near, in the hope that the

bear would return. I slept but very lit-
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tie. Every rustle in the trees, every

sound, impressed itself upon my nerves.

Again and again I was sure that the ani-

mal w^as approaching. In my troubled

sleep I followed him in dreams over the

whole trail of the day. Morning came
but no bear.

After breakfast we started back. Reach-

ing the Gulch we found the trap gone.

All was confusion, the bushes were rip-

ped and torn and a heavy trail showed
which way the bear had started.

Jubilant at our success we pushed on.

From time to time we would find a spot

where the leaves on the ground were all

torn, the bark knocked of¥ the trunks of

the trees and pieces of wood split off.

David explained that this was caused by
the bear "fighting himself." Enraged at

the heavy thing on his leg and the pull of

the drag, 'he swings the trap hither and

thither, injuring or demolishing every-

thing within reach. His fit of fury over,

he continues on his way.
For three miles we followed him along

the mountain and finally overtook him in

the spot shown in the picture. He looks

peaceful there, but in the depths of these

woods, in real life, emitting angry sounds

and with eyes flashing, he was a warlike

object. I was quite able to appreciate

the feeling of that hired man and his per-

haps urgent haste. Were it not for that

heavy trap the bear would certainly have
made things lively. How those little

eyes of his gleamed when I pointed the

camera at him

!

I can never forget that trip. If I

could the shaggy rug on which my feet

are resting would daily recall the memory
of those exciting hours which terminated
in Mooin's last trail.

A Wolf Hunting Story

BV J. J. SPILLETT.

I

WAS down in Fort William at New
Year's time disposing of my fall

catch of furs and while there I met
the genial host of the Empire Hotel,

a local hunter and fisherman of some re-

pute. After some liquid refreshment I

told him of the fine hunting and fishing

to be had at my camp on the English
River and of the many wolves and bears
that daily visited the camp in search of

a good fat hotelman for breakfast. Noth-
ing daunted, this knight of the black bot-

tle determined to accompany me north
to make his fortune out of wolf scalps

and bear hides.

On the morning of January fifth mine
host, his friend Clofus and myself, with
a full dog team, and five hundred pounds
of provisions boarded the Grand Trunk
Pacific local out of West Fort William
w'hich was to take us one 'hundred miles

up the line. From there we were to con-
tinue our journey by dog train.

The conductor kindly let us ofT at Mile
Post one hundred at a quarter after four,

p.m. and we bundled of? our stuff into

four or five feet of snow. M}' friend.

after we had dug him out of the snow
and got him on the track, wanted to

know where the camp was.
"We camp right here," said I.

There was nothing else for it that

night as the heavy fall of snow had com-
pletely obliterated the trail. We set tJ

work to make camp and cook supper, no
light job either with the temperature at

thirty-five or forty below zero and the

snow four or five feet deep.

With the aid of our snow shoes we
soon cleared a space ten or twelve feet

square and piled in good dry Jack Pine,

enough to keep a fire going all night.

Balsam boughs were stuck up in the

snow to the north, west and east sides

as a wind brake and with a good fire go-

ing we were quite comfortable. We made
a very hearty supper from bacon, bread
and good strong tea.

"This is the first time I ever ate with

mitits on," remarked my friend.

".\nd I guess by the feel of it you'd do
well to sleep with them on, too,'' was
Clofus' reply.

"Now boys, on with your snow shoes
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and we'll gather balsam bou.aflis for our
beds."

By this time it was gettingf pretty dark.

Before we had succeeded in e^etting the

shoes on, a lone wolf away to the west

let out a "kie vie !" and was answered by
one of its kind not very far north. The
cry was taken up by half a dozen more.

You should have seen our friend dig

out his big 405.

"Surely you are not going to take a

gun along to cut brush?" objected Clofus.

yiy friend scorned to answer. By this

time he was trying to jam his hunt-

ing knife into the magazines of

his rifle. He had evidently got

the knife and cartridge mixed
up. The dogs commenced to sneak in

from their snow beds and one, a half

breed husky, let out a "kie yie." My
friend, nervous and frightened, I suppose,

jumped into the middle of the fire and
"Bang"' went his big 405.

A mis.^ of an inch is as good as a mile.

I felt a big chunk of lead and metal go
zip by my head. Clofus dug head first in-

to a pile of blankets.

"Do you think I hit him?" asked my
friend, in a stage whisper.

"You certainlv came very close !" said

I.

By this time the fire had eaten through
his moccasins and eight pairs of socks.

He let out a yell that would have done
credit to a northwest Indian on the war
path and swung that big 405 around in

such a loose and careless way that I took

Clofus' place and got as many blankets

between that big gun and myself as pos-

sible.

Such a night as we put in!—frozen on

one side, roasted on the other. -\Iy friend

had brought along a sleeping bag but

try as we might we could not get him in-

to it. He weighs in the neighborhood
of three hundred pounds and the bag had
evidently been made for some one the

size of Sir Wilfrid. After working an

hour or two we slit it up the middle, roll-

ed two pairs of blankets around its own-
er, folded up the sleeping bag as a bed,

then tied the whole with ropes. I would
then very willingly have given ten dol-

lars to have heard the wolves kick up a

racket but the ornerv critters were mum.

Xot t« be outdone, I took old Baziago,
the half breed husky, back into the tim-

ber about a hundred yards and gave him
a few wallops and he certainlv did do
himself and his forefathers credit, ^\"hile

he did his best, however, m}' friend had
him beaten by a thousand miles.

At seven we packed up, and made
camp late in the afternoon. For ten days
my companions fairly wallowed in the

gore of wolves, bears and rabbits—princi-

pally rabbits. There is however a wolf

head mounted in the Empire Hotel
which goes to prove the prowess of its

proprietor. Xearby hangs its tail—or an-

other tale.

Somewhat different from the method
described by Bonnycastle Dale in the

opening article in this month's issue, is

the manner in which the Eskimo hunter

secures his seals. \\'hen a seal is discov-

ered the direction of the wind is at once
noted. Then the hunter, keeping him-
self to the leeward of the seal, walks up
to within about a quarter of a mile of it.

Beyond this he begins to crouch and ad-

vances only when the seal's head is down.
The seal is no ostrich, he is intensely wide
awake, and has the habit of throwing up
his head quickly every few seconds to see

if he has been discovered. Mr. Eskimo,
therefore, has to be very alert to catch

the seal at all. When the seal's head is

down upon the ice its eyes are shut and

it is said that in these brief intervals it

takes its naps. By carefully watching

the seal's movements the hunter is able to

get within about two hundred yards of it,

but when he gets nearer than this he lies

down at full length on the ice. Then the

real sport begins. When the seal's head

is down the hunter, who keeps a keen

eye on his prey, is able to approach still

nearer by dragging himself forward on

his elbows. This manoeuvring continues

for some time, until the distance between

man and beast has been reduced to a few-

yards. When near enough to make a sure

shot the Eskimo takes his bow and arrow

from his side and sends a swift shaft

through the heart of the seal. Sometimes
a harpoon is used with equal effect.



Animal Sanctuaries In Labrador

ONE of the many valuable addres-

ses delivered at the second an-

nual conference of the Commis-
sion of Conservation at Quebec

was that of Lieutenant Colonel William
Wood, F.R.S.C., on Animal Sanctuaries

in Labrador. The address, which is par-

ticularly interesting to sportsmen has
been printed in pamphlet form and will

well repay careful perusal.

The writer, while disclaimingf any au-

thority as an expert, has a life long love

of animals and a good dea'l of experience

in studying them. He emphasizes the

fact that magnificent opportunities are

slipping away before our very eyes with-

out of any effort being put forth to seize

and make the most of them. In the

course of travels and talking he has

found "A remarkable concensus of opin-

ion in favor of establishing a system of

sanctuaries before it is too late.

A Sanctuary is defined by the writer

as "a ])lace where man is passive and the

rest of Nature active." With the over-

whelming forces at his command in the

present day man "can strangle to death

all the nobler wild life in the world".

Colonel Wood has "not the slightest

doubt that birds and mammals are now
being killed off much faster than they

can breed." It is always the largest and
noblest forms of life that suffer most.

"The rats and flies and all mean parasites

remain". "Civilized man begins by de-

stroying the very forms of wild life he
learns to appreciate most when he be-

comes still more civilized. The obvious
remedy is to begin conservation at an

earlier stage when it is easier and better

in every way, by enforcing laws for close

seasons, game preserves, the selective

protection of certain species and sanctu-
aries".

The writer further describes a sanctu-

ary as a kind of wild "zoo" on a gigantic

scale and under ideal conditions. The
strongest argument in favor of such
sanctuaries is the fact that so far from
conflicting with other interests these

sanctuaries actually further them. Sanc-
tuaries are "overflowing reservoirs, fed

by their own springs and feeding streams
of life at every outlet. They serve not

only those interested in animal life but

also those legitimately interested in ani-

ni.Tl death, for business, sport or food."

The difficulty of arousing public opin-

ion on any subect, however worthy, re-

quiring both insight and foresight is duly

dwelt upon and the trouble of protected

species, increasing beyond their special

means of subsistence, having to seek oth-

er kinds of food—sometimes with unfor-

tunate results.

In Labrador there are special difficul-

ties. Three British Governments are in-

terested—the Dominion of Canada. New-
foundland, and the Province of Quebec.
"The proper protection of some migra-

tory species will require co-operation

with the United States, perhaps with
Mexico and South America for certain

birds and even with Denmark for the

Greenland seal. Then there are the In-

dians, the whole trade in animal pro-

ducts, the necessity of not interfering

with any legitimate developments and
the question of immediate expense, how-
ever small, for a deferred benefit, how-
ever great and near at hand." Finally it

is pointed out that scientific knowledge is

by no means adequate to deal with all the

factors of the problem at once.

Despite ail the difficulties however, the

writer is firm in his belief that Labrador
is by far the best country in the world
for the best kinds of sanctuary. "Labra-
dor decidedly improves upon acquain-

tance. The fogs have been grossly ex-

aggerated. The Atlantic seaboard is

clearer than the British Isles, which, by
the way lie in exactly the same latitudes.

The Gulf is far clearer than New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia and the Banks. The
climate is exceptionalh- healthy, the air

a most invigorating tonic and the cold no
greater than in many a civilized northern

land." The Labrador peninsula compris-

es 560,000 square miles—eleven Eng-
lands, with actual residents below 20,000.

"Inland there are lakes up to one hun-
dred miles in area, long, big rivers by the

score, deep canyons and foaming rapids
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—to say nothinof of the countless water-

falls, of which the greatest equals two
Niagaras. The vast country is access-

ible by sea on three sides and will soon
be accessible by land on the fourth. It

lies directly half wa}' between Great
Britain and our own North \\^est and is

one thousand miles nearer London than

New York." Except in the south west

and in a few spots the country cannot be

farmed. "All the different places re-

quired for business spheres of influence

in the near future, added to all the busi-

ness spheres of the present, can hardly

exceed the area of one whole England,
especially if all suitable areas are not

thrown open simultaneously to lumber-
ing at the risk of the usual bad results.

There will remain ten other Englands
admirably fitted in all respects to grow
wild life in the most beneficial abundance
and quite able to do so indefinitely if a

reasonable amount of general protection

is combined with well situated sanctu-

aries."

Colonel \\'ood states that the fauna is

much more richly varied than people

who think of Labrador as nothing but an

Arctic barren are inclined to suppose.

The fish and fisheries are wonderful but

have problems of their own too great for

incidental treatment. Labrador has two
hundred species of birds. Amongst them
are two curlews—the Eskimo and
and Hudsonian—which are on the verge

of extinction, and it may even now be too

late to save them. While the great blue

'heron and American bittern are not com-
mon they are less rare than is supposed.

Except for the willow and rock ptarmi-

gan the land game birds are not many in

kind numbers. There are a fair number
of ruffed grouse in the south and more
spruce grouse in the north. The birds of

prey are well represented as are also song
and insectivorous birds.

Both the land and sea mammals are of

great importance. There are whales, por-

poises, seals, and walrus.

"Moose mav feel their way in by the

south west to an increasing extent and
might possibly be re-enforced by the

Alaskan variety. Red deer might possi-

bly be induced to enter by the same way
in fair numbers over a limited area. The

woodland caribou is almost extinct but
might be resuscitated. The barren
ground caribou is still plentiful in the

north Their tame brother, the
reindeer is being introduced as the chief

domestic animal of Eastern Labra-
dor with apparently every pros-

pect of success. Beaver are

fairly common and widely distributed
in forested areas. Other rodents are fre-

quent—squirrels, muskrats, mice, moles,
lemmings, hares and porcupines. There
are two bats. Black bears are general,

polars in the north. Grizzlies have been
traded at Fort Chimo in L'ngava, but they
are probably all killed out. The lynx is

common wherever there are woods. There
are two wolves, arctic and timber, the lat-

ter now rare in the south. The Labrador
red fo.x is ver}- common in the woods and
the "white" or arctic fox in the barrens
and further south in both coasts

The wolverine and otter are common.
The skunk is only known in the south
west. The mink ranges through the

southern third of the peninsula. The La-
brador marten or "sable" is a sub species,

generally distributed in the forested

parts, like The weasel. The "fisher" or

Pennant's marten is much more local,

ranging only between tlie "North Shore"
and Mistassini."

The writer next dwells upon the de-

structive work carried on, including "egg-

ing", the shooting of birds in the breed-

ing season, the dynamiting of fish and
the slaughter of deer. "We need the true

ideal of sport and an altogether new ideal

of conservation and we need them very

badly and very soon."

"\\'e have had our warnings. The
great auk and the Labrador duck have
botli become extinct within living

memory. The Eskimo Curlew is de-

creasing to the danger point and the Yel-

lovVhead is following. The lobster fish-

ing is being wastefully conducted along

the St. Lawrence ; so indeed are the oth-

er fisheries. Whales are diminishing;

the Cape Charles and Hawke Harbor es-

tablishments are running but those at

L'Ause au Loup and Seven Islands are

not. The whole whaling industry is dis-

appearing all over the world before the

uncontrolled persecution of the new
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steam whalers. The walrus is extermin-

ated everywhere in Labrador, except in

the north. The seals are diminishing

The Woodland caribou has been

killed off to such an extent as to cause

both Indians and wolves to die off with

him. The barren ground caribou is still

plentiful though decreasing. The dying

out of so many Indians before the time of

the Low and Eaton expedition of 1893-94

led to an increase of fur-bearing animals.

But renewed, increased, improved and

uncontrolled trapping has now reduced

them below their former level. Hunting
for the market seems to be going round
in a vicious circle, always narrowing in

on the quarry which must ultimately be

strangled to death. The white man comes
in with better equipment, more systema-

tic methods, and often a "get-rich-and-

get-out" idea that never entered a native

head. The Indian has to go farther

afield. The white follows. Their prey

shrinks back in diminishing numbers be-

fore ihem both. Prices go up. The hunt

becomes keener, the animals fewer and
further off. Presently hunters and hunt-

ed will reach the far side of the utmost
limits. And then traded, traders and
trade will all disappear together. And
it might so well be otherwise!''

Colonel Wood refers to the cruelty and
consequent degeneration following pres-

ent methods. "All sound reasons ever

given for conserving other national re-

sources apply to the conservation of wild

life—and with three fold power. In the

best interests of five chief classes of peo-

ple who are concerned already or will be

soon, he urges conservation before it is

too late. These five interests are: i

Food; 2, Business; 3, The Indians and
Eskimos; 4, Sport; 5, The Zoophilists, in-

cluding all interested in wild animal life

from zoologists to tourists.

The -writer believes that the toll of

birds and animals taken by genuine resi-

dents for necessary food is not a menace
if taken in reason. Egging and out of

season slaughter should be absolutely
stopped and regulation and protection en-

forced. Of course killing for food under
real stress of need at any time or place

goes without saying.

Business is done in fish, whales, seals,

fur, game plumage and eggs. Uncontrol-

led exploitation is beginning to affect

even countless numbers in certain places.

Seasonal and sanctuary protection should

be afforded to whales and the same policy

should be pursued with "white porpoise"

and seals. The difficulty of policing

large areas simultaneously might be com-
pensated for by special sanctuaries.

"The fur trade is open to the same sort

of wise restriction, when necessary to tha

protection of wild fur by the breeding of

tame as in the fox farms and to the bene-

fits of sanctuaries. Marketable game,

plumage and eggs can be regulated at

outputs and markets. The extension of

suitable game laws to non-game animals,

coupled with the establishment of sanctu-

aries would soon improve conditions

all round, especially in the interest of

business itself. No one wants his busi-

ness to be destroyed. But if Labrador is

left without control indefinitely every

business dealing with the products of

wild life will be obliged to play the sui-

cidal game of competitive grab till the

last source of supply is exhausted and
capital, income and employment all go
together."

While the Eskimos are few and mostly

localized the Indians stand to gain by
anything that will keep the fur trade in

full vigor as they are mostly hunters and
trappers. "Restriction in the number of

skins, if that should prove necessary, and
certainly on the sale of all poisons, could

be made operative Close seasons

and sanctuaries are difficult to enforce

with all Indians. The registration of

trappers, the enforcement of laws, the

employment of Indians as guides for

sportsmen and other means would have
a salutary effect. The full bloods, un-

fortunately, do not take kindly to guid-

ing. Indians wishing to change their

way of life or proving persistent law
breakers might be hived in reserves with

their wives and families. The reserves

themselves would cost nothing, the In-

dians could find employment as other In-

dians have and the expense of establish-

ing would be a bagatelle. As a matter of

fact, in spite of all the bad bargains 'hav-

ing always been on the Indian side when
sales and treaties were made with the
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whites, there is enuugh money to the

credit of the Indians in the hands of the

Government to establish a dozen 'hives

and keep the people in them as idle as

drones on the interest. Good hunting
grounds, however, are better than orood

hives."

"Sport should have a great future in

Labrador. Inland game birds, except

ptmarigan, are the only kind of which
there is never likely to be a great abun-

dance, owing to the natural scarcity of

their food. In addition to the big game
on land and game birds on the coast

there are some unusual forms of sport ap-

pealing to adventurous natures. Harpoon-
ing the little white whale by hand in a

North Shore canoe, or shooting the larg-

est and gamiest of all the seals—the great

"Nood"—also out of a canoe requires

enough skill and courage to make suc-

cess its own reward. The extension and
enforcement of proper game laws would
benefit sport directly, while indirectly

benefiting all the other interests."

Colonel Wood strongly urges protec-

tion and its enforcement in Labrador.

"The only real hitch is the uninformed
and therefore apathetic state of public

opinion. If the people onl3' knew that

Labrador contained a hundred Saguen-
ays, wild zoos, Thousand Islands, fiords,

palisades, sea mountains, canyons, great

lakes and waterfalls, if they only knew
that they could get the enjoyment out of

it for a song and make it an heirloom for

no more trouble than letting it live, they

might do all that is needed to-morrow.

But they don't know. The three govern-

ments cannot do much without the sup-

port of public opinion. At present they

do practically nothing. The Ungavan
Labrador has neither organization nor

laws. The Newfoundland Labrador 'has

organization but no laws. The Quebec
Labrador has laws but no observance of

them."

The writer strongly recommends the

immediate establishment of an absolute

sanctuary for all wild birds and mammals.
He believes the best place for such a

sanctuary to be from Cape Whittle east-

ward to Cape Makattina, sixt3'-four

miles in a straight line by sea. The forty-

five miles eastward from Cape IMekat-
tina to Shekatika Bay probably forms
the next best and the third best the thirty-

five miles from Cape Whittle westward
to Cloudberry Point. There are eight
hundred miles from Quebec to the Strait

and these proposals only mean sanctu-
aries from one tenth to one fifth of the
area. This portion is the least inhabited
and if carried out would not interefere at

at all with fhe only industry carried on

—

deep sea fishing. Cape Whittle is

five hundred and fihy miles below Que-
bec, seventy below Natashkwan, which is

the last port of call for the mail boats
and fifty below Kegashka. the last green
spot along the shore. The Cape is a

great landmark for coasting vessels and
tor the sea herds as well. A refuge for

seals is absoluteh' necessary to preserve

their numbers and the business connec-
ted with them.
The birds would speedily increase in

such a sanctuary and recruit the whole
river and gulf. A few outlying bird

sanctuaries should also be established. In

the Gulf the Bird Rocks and Bonaventure
Island to the south, one of the Mingan
Islands, the Perroquets and Egg Island

to the North with the Pilgrims up the

River, above the Saguenay and off the

South Shore are among the best sites for

bird refuges. The Pilgrims, seven hun-

dred miles from the Atlantic, are probab-

1)' the furthest inland point in the world

where the eider breeds and would make
an ideal sea bird sanctuary. On the At-

lantic Labrador there are many islands

suitable for bird sanctuaries. The east

coast of Hudson Bay is full of islands

and from these bird sanctuaries might
easily be selected.

To protect migratory birds efficiently

international agreements would be neces-

sar3^ The proposed bird sanctuaries

could be linked up with the chain of the

L'nited States' sanctuaries already form-

ed running round the Gulf of Mexico and

up the Atlantic coast to within easy

reach of the boundary line. Correspond-

ing international chains up the ^Iissis-

sippi and along the Pacific would be of

immense benefit to all species and more

particularly to those unfortunate ones

forced to migrate down along the shore
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and back by the middle of the continent,

tliiis running the deadly gauntlet both by
land and sea.

Inland sanctuaries while more difficult

to select and maintain should also be

formed. There are hosts of authorities

l)Ut their work has never been thoroughly
co-ordinated from a zoological point of

view. A form of sanctuary for the fur

bearing Yukon is well worth considering.

This consists in opening and closing the

country by alternate sections, like crops

and fallow lands in farming. The Indians

have followed this method for genera-

tions, dividing the family hunting
grounds into three parts, hunting each in

rotation, and always leaving enough to

breed back the numbers."
Two zoologists and twenty men afloat

and the same number ashore would, the

writer thinks, be able to perform the

whole work. "The right kind of warden
will be forthcoming when he is reall}'

wanted and properly backed up.

"The observance of the laws of protec-

tion make for good citizenship while con-

servation is the best productive form of

development. The establishment of

sanctuaries will unite and not divide all

the legitimate interests concerned. 'What
could appear to have less in common than

electricity and santuaries? Yet electrici-

ty in Labrador requires water power,
which requires a steady flow, which re-

quires a head water forest, which in its

turn is admirably fitted to shelter wild
life. Except for those who would selfish-

ly and short-sightedly take all this

wealth of wild life out of the world alto-

gether in one grasping generation, there

is no body who will not be the better for

the change.''

"Man is generally cruel and a bully to-

wards other animals. As an extreme evo-

lutionist all animals are alike in kind how-
ever much they may dififer in degree. But
I don't think clean sport cruel. It does not

add to the sum total of cruelty under
present conditions. Wild animals shun
pain and death as we do. But under Na-
ture they never die what we call natural

deaths. They starve or get killed. More-
over town-bred humanitarians feel pain

and death more than the simpler races of

men who in their turn feel it more than

the lower animals. A wild animal that

has just escaped death will resume its oc-

cupation as if nothing had happened. The
sportsman's kill is only an incident in the

day's work, not anxiously apprehended

like an operation or a battle. But pain

and death are very real all the same. So

death should be inflicted just as quickly

as possible, even at the risk of lo.sing

the rest of one's bag', and, even beyond
the reach of any laws no animal should

ever be killed in sport when its own
death might entail the lingering death of

its young. A sportsman who observes

these rules instinctively, and who never

kills what he cannot get and use is not

a cruel man. Sport has its use in the de-

velopment of health and courage. Its

practice is one of life's eternal comprom-
ises. The best thing we can do for it is

to make it clean 1 believe that the

enforcement of laws and the establish-

ment of sanctuaries will raise our sport

to a higher plane, reduce the suffering

now inflicted when killing for business

and help in every way towards the con-

version of the human into the humane.
Besides, paradoxical as it may seem to

some good people, the true sportsman
has always proved to be one of the best

conservers of wild life worth keeping."

The Colonel dwells upon the move-
ment, so marked in recent years, for

the simpler life. The transportation

companies gain largely by travel directlx-

to Nature places for sport, study, scen-

erv and other kinds of outing. There are

millions in it now and there will be much
more later. Civilized town-dwelling men.
women and children are turning more and
more to wild Nature for a holiday.

Nowhere can the call of wild Nature
be heard to greater advantage than in

Labrador, a land which appears to have
Ijeen made on purpose for fhe home of

fur and feather. "It is accessible in the

best of all possible ways—by sea. It is

equi-distant from central Canada, Eng-
land and the States—a wilderness park

for all of them." Travel will increase tre-

mendously if the travellers have a land

of life and not death to visit. Labrador
cannot be over run and spoiled.

"Labrador is unique in being the only

stage on which the prologue and li\ing
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pag^eant of evolution can he seen tos^ether

from a sin.gle panoramic point of view.
The sea and sky are everywhere the

same primeval elements. Xo other

country has so much primeval land to

match them. Labrador is a miracle of

youth and at^e combined. It is still g-rovv-

ing out of the depths with the irresistible

vigor of youth. Its titanic tablelands

consist of those azoic rocks which form
the very roots of all the other mountains
in the world and which are so old. so im-

measureably older than any others now
standing on the surface of the globe, that

the Laurentians alone have the real right

to bear the title of the "Everlasting
Hills." Being azoic these Laurentians
are older than the first age when our re-

motest ancestors appeared in the earliest

of animal forms, millions and millions of

years ago. They are, in fact, the only
part of the visible Earth which was pres-

ent when Life itself was born. Here are

the three great elemental characters all

together—the primal sea and sky and
land—to act the azoic prologue. Here
too for all mankind to glory in, is the

whole pageant of animal life: from the

weakest invertebrate forms which link

us with the illimitable past, to the
mightiest developments of birds and
mammals at the present day, the levia-

than whales around us, the soaring eagles
overhead and man himself—the culmina-
tion of them all—and especially migrat-
ing man whose incoming myriads are
linking us already with the most preg-
nant phases of the future. Where else

are there so many intimate appeals both
to the child and the philosopher? W'here
else in all this world are there any parts
of the Creation more fit to exalt our vis-

ion and make us "Look through X'ature

up to Nature's God."
\\'e have given these very liberal ex-

tracts both because the subject is one for

which Rod and Gun has long contended
and the statement is in full accord with
its aim and policy and because it is

throughout of the deepest interest to our
readers. Thirdly, the Colonel presents

his case well. He has evidently studied
long, and well thought out his subject.

A\"e trust that the increased publicity we
are able to give in the full summary we
have made of his able paper will do much
to aid the movement for the establish-

ment of sanctuaries in Labrador.

Lost In a Manitoha Blizzard

BY J. LAND.

WHILE Staying with some friends

at a place called Plumas, a little

town on the line of the Canadian
Northern Railroad, about one

hundred miles northwest of Winnipeg, I

went through an experience the like of

which I would not care to repeat. Indeed
I had the narrowest escape of my life and
will always carry with me the most vivid

recollections of that adventure.
It was the winter of 1906 and one even-

ing in December my host, ^Ir. Good, sug-
ijested that on the morrow we should re-

new the fuel, hoping to procure enough
in the one day to last till well into the
spring. There were two fine teams in

the stable not doing anything very much
and he arranged that I should take one
team and he the other. Similar arranse-

nients had been made in previous winters.

The bush was twelve miles away and
we decided to start earl}' in the morning.
As soon as this was settled we went out,

bunked up the sleighs, put our axes on,

a supply of haj- for the horses, blankets,

etcetera. W'hen everything was com-
plete we returned to the house and at

once retired, intending to start early and
get back in the afternoon.

By ill luck we did not awake till six

o'clock and it was seven before we started

for the bush, the first streaks of daylight

appearing in the east as we set oft'. The
morning was intensel}' cold, the thermo-
meter registering thirty-five degrees be-

low zero. The snow was dry and crisp

and evervthing appeared to be cracking
with frost.
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To reach the bush we had to g'o alonsj

what was called the boundary line—

a

trail running- throug^h a long strip of

gTazing land or pasture not far from the

shores of Lake Alanitoba. This pasture

was used by some ranchers as it was too

wet to farm and a couple of settlers' shan-

ties were the only signs of habitation all

the way to the bush. One of the shanties

was situated on the banks of a creek that

we had to cross just before entering the

bush, the place being named Indian Cros-
sing.

When we reached the outskirts of the

bush we had a good couple of miles to go
to the heart of the bush before reaching
the kind of wood required. Nothing par-

ticular happened on our journey and ar-

riving at our destination we gave the

horses the hay and started in on our work.
The timber was fine, straight as a die

and dry as a shot and in all sizes, the fire

having evidentlv gone through it two or

three times. As far as one could see there

was nothing but a sc^lid mass of timber
and only one who has been there can
form an idea of the appearance of that

forest.

Now and again we had a short rest and
made a few remarks. The deathlike

stillness was only broken by the resonant
blows of our axes, our voices and the tap.

tap, tap of the hardworking woodpecker
or the yelp of a stray coyote.

At length our loads were cut and on
the sleighs. We hooked on the horses
and started on our homeward journey.
Not till then did we notice how the sky
was clouded over, having been too busy
to take a note of anything. Snow was al-

so falling and by the time we reached the

outskirts of the bush a small gale was
blowing, making the outlook anything
but pleasant.

My friend, who had the fastest walk-
ing team of the two and was on his own
ground, naturally led the way. He was
soon so far ahead that I could no longer
see him but I knew my team would fol-

low if they could only keep the trail. The
gale developed into a blizzard and the
snow being fine and dry was whirled
about in such a way that it was impossible
to see.

Higher and higher rose the wind until

it must have been blowing at a velocity

of seventy miles per hour. The snow
came thicker and I saw the horses were
getting uncomfortable. The snow filled

their nostrils making it difficult for them
to breathe, stopped their e}es and caused
them to come to a standstill.

Descending from the load I found we
were of? the trail and 1 had to confess to

m\'self that I was absolutely lost, al-

though I had been over that trail some
scores of times. The wind seemed to

grow stronger, the snow deeper and I

could see no further ahead than my hors-

es.

Having rested for some time I got them
started again but by the way they were
going I knew that they were also lost. I

yelled to see if my friend would hear me
but I might as well have tried to fly as
expect to be heard in that wind.
Knowing that I had lost all sense of di-

rection and fervently hoping that the

horses would find the trail again I tied

the reins round one of the stakes, fasten-

ed my fur collar tighter round my neck
and sat at the back of tlie load with my
back to the wind.

It was perceptibly darker than when
we started and a strange fear possessed
me tha't night was coming on. The wav
the horses were laboring along convinced
me that thev could not last much longer.

.\ stinging pain in mv left ear told me it

was frozen and getting some snow ofT mv
coat I rubbed it out. No't only was I cold

but also hungry as we had only taken
small lunches which we had eaten in the
bush.

The wind howled and the snow flew

mercilessly. The horses made frequent
stops. They did their best but the brave
brutes were almos't played out. Several
times I thought of getting off and walk-
ing but I dismissed the idea at once. The
snow was so deep that the horses would
soon get ahead of me and then I would be
worse off than ever.

By and by it grew [Mtch dark and I

could hardly see the team. The storm ap-
peared to increase in fury every minute
and I was too numbed with cold to move.
I gave up hope of ever seeing home or

friends again. Never did I go through
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siicli a time before or since. Only those

who have been caught in a bad blizzard

can have the leasit idea of what it was
like.

Suddenlv the horses stopped. I heard

their labored breathing- and it told me
that thcv might not be able to start again.

I'.v this time 1 was freezing and cared not

whether I lived or died.

All at once a familiar voice sounded in

mv ears. With a supreme effort I turned

round and there was Jim and the dear

old house I thought I should never see

again. It is needless to say I never was
so devoutly thankful to see anyone as I

was to see Jim and as to the dear old

house I was speedily inside and making
gallant efforts to recover from the shock.

Those brave old horses had taken a

cross cut I knew nothing about. They
well deserved the extra coverings and
supper they enjoyed that night

!

An Egg Hunting Expedition

In the Red River Region, Fifty Years Ago

BY THORNDYKK.

THOSM who now-a-days ma}' con-

sider an egg hunting expedition

not much of a hunt, but rather a

tame affair, and quite apart from a

sane outing, may possibly be interested

in the narrative of a "simon pure" in-

stance and what such a diversion is cap-

able of. A representative of the Smith-
sonian Institution, back in 1867 indulged
in the diversion, beginning the experience
one June da\' of that }ear and ending it

some four months later. The story as

tiild by him, runs about as follows:—

-

1 had ail things ready for commencing
mj' excursion to Shoal Lake, west of Lake
Winnipeg, on a stated date, but much to

my disappointment and chagrin, the rain

fell in torrents for three days following,

and effectually prevented a start. On the

fourth day the rain moderated and I ven-

tured to set out, accompanied by two
men, an ox team—or rather two oxen and
two carts, carrying our birch bark canoe
and luggage.

We plodded along through mud and
mire, travelling very slowly a distance of

fifteen miles along the road, if it could

conscientiously be called a road, where
the course lay through a soft sticky soil

into w^hich the cattle sank to the knees

and the carts nearly to their axles. We
followed this sort of condition to Frog
Plains, where we turned off, taking the

r.^ad leading to Shoal Lake in a northerlv

direction. Soon after we entered on the

plain we halted to allow our animals to

feed and to refresh ourselves as well.

While here we were joined by an Indian,

his squaw and their son, who had been on

the settlement for their spring trade. They
had two carts, each drawn by an ox, like

our own, and were taking "back in ex-

change for their furs such provisions as

they needed for a few months' supply

—

Hour, clothing and ammunition.
These Indians were from Oak Point

and, for Indians, were in very good cir-

cumstances, owing to the fact that the

chief was considered one of the best hunt-

ers in that district. After a short stay we
resumed our journey continuing until

dark, making a distance of six miles from

the settlement. We camped on the plain

and after the usual preliminaries of cook-

ing and eating our supper lay down to

rest under a cloudless sky and slept sound-

ly until sunrise the following morning,

which gave promise of a clear and pleas-

ant day. The embers of our last night's

fire were sufficient to start the morning's

cooking blaze, ^\'ater was drawn from

a nearby pool and soon the kettle was
singing, the tea was prepared and the

morning meal dispatched with great zest.

The road led us over a beautiful dry, level,

plain, a distance of six or seven miles, at

the end of which we came to a ridge of

elevated land comprised of limestone,

gravel, antl granite boulders, well wooded
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with |)uplar.s, a continuation of the Grand
Goteau at Long- Lake. It appears to have
l)een the liorder of some ancient lake in

past ag;es. Lake W'innipe,^ niii^ht have
Howed round it or washed its southern

face. On the northwest side the declivity

is gradual and perceptible and ends in

what i? called the "Bis^ Swamp." Here
we overtook our companions of the pre-

vious evening', together with a dusk\-

dame of heroic stature, who had left her

home near Oak Point a few days before

and was now on her way back with two
ox cart loads of pine boards and planks.

There was a mi.xture of white blood in

her veins, yet ,<he possessed all the hardi-

hood of the full blood squaw and was
quite capable of outdoing her helpmeet.
My companion suggested that the proper
way to spell this word should be "help-

em-eat,'' which was no doubt correct.

Her dexterity in availing herself of tlie

resources of the forest and lake was quite

interesting. She made a few snares, chas-

ed the rabbits in'to them, and in a very

short space of time had a number of them
roasting or broiling and after having eat-

en her dinner, was ready to start on as

soon as the rest of us.

\\ hen we resumed our journey it led us

through poplars, but on the right of our
trail the forest extended to Lake Winni-
peg w^iere white pine and tamarack
abounded.

.\I)out fi\e o'clock we arrived at the

ridge where we allowed ourselves plenty

of time to rest and feed our cattle, while a

blazing camp fire and the luxury of pipes

added much to our own pleasure. It is

not ver\- difficult to imagine th.it we were
very reluctant to leave this attractive

spot, i)ut one cannot always yield to in-

clination and we perforce harnessed our

cattle and resumed the slow journey. A
short time before sunset we sighted Shoal
Lake, and were soon travelling along this

irregular sheet of water, which possessed
rhe disagreealile characteristics of being
neither salt nor fresh, but contained
enough of the former to render the water
\ery bitter and unpalatable. As we pass-

ed along the lake I observed a stone pil-

ler or cairn formed of granite boulders
thrown loosely together to a height of

some three feet. Upon enquiring of my
companions from the lake, the meaning of

thi.--, 1 wa> informed that in 1843

in passing from Red River, Mani-
toba, to establish a mission among
the natives, the Rev. .'Abraham

Gowley and party passed their first Sab-

bath in the wilderness at this place and
that these stones were set up to commem-
orate the event. \\ e continued our jou'-

nev tmtil some time after stuiset and ti-

nallv camped for the night where we had
plenty of wood and good water. The only

place where we found the grebe in any
consideralile number, when there in 1863,

was at a deep bay. about five or six miles

from tlie lake and a little to the west of

the narrows. We had to find our way to

the breeding places, which consumed
much time and was otherwise inconven-
ient by reason of the distance from the

point, where we were obliged to leave our
carts and oxen. Another serious hin-

drance was a heavy storm of wind from
the south, which continued for forty-

eight hours and prevented our return to

camp with the products of our hunt, until

botli birds and eggs were beginning to

.spoil.

To avoid tiiese incon\eniences I intend-

ed to follow the west side of the lake, turn

round the north end of that bay, or arm of

it, then proceed south to the bay where
we formerly made our hunt. On enqitir-

ing of our Indian companion as to the

nature c^f the ground on the route, he re-

presented it as full of quagmires and al-

together impossible for oxen carts. This,

we found a few days afterwards, to be

absolutely untrue, which showed the

jealousy of the Indians towards intruders

on their hunting grounds and in addition

caused us to go six or seven miles further

to hunt. Early in the day we secured
some eggs and birds—among others a fe-

male pelican—which contained four eggs
of a large size, with some smaller ones ;

none of them had any shell and I am in-

clined to think that the flock of which she

was a part was on its way north to some
banding place, possibly Lake Winnipeg.
This place for some years had been for-

saken by pelicans and some other large

birds on account cvf being constantly dis-

turbed bv egg hunters.
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After gumminjj our canoe, my men (an

Indian and my son who had accompan-
ied me in 1865) set off for Grebe Bay.
Late in the evening the wind blew ver}'

stron.s: from the southwest, bringing tor-

rents of rain on its wings, against which
my only protection was an oxhide. The
rain, e.xcept for short intervals, continued

throughout the following day. We had
quite an experience during one of the

night storms, which might have resulted

seriously. We were awakened near mid-
night by what seemed to be a series of

growls or howls which increased in pro-

portion to the increase in volume of rain

and wind. We knew there were no large

or dangerous animals near us but the

sounds were most disturbing. Finally

a teriffic gust of wind shook our tent, and
with a great crash down came a huge
branch off one of the JDig poplars, right

on to our shelter, just missing my head
and shoulders. It was a narrow escape
but fortunately no damage was done to

our outfit. The tliird da}- was dry and
clear.

In the evening our hunters returned to

camp, bringing an abundance of ducks,

grebe and eggs. They reported that on
their arrival at the hunting ground they
were surprised to find others there be-
fore them. These people were from
Manitowaba Lake, having transported
their little dug-outs on carts drawn b\-

oxen over the very same ground that our

Indian friend had represented as one con-

tinuous quagmire, which strengthened
our confidence in the hint, often repeated,

"Put not your trust in Injuns!'" How-
ever, as we had alread}' made a good be-

ginning, we decided to remain where we
were and extend our excursions from that

l>nint. .As soon as we had skinned our
l)irds and emptied their eggs, we took to

tlie lake for more, which program we re-

located from day to day until we had se-

cured a considerable number of speci-

mens.

The annual resort of the Podiceps oc-

cidentalis to Shoal Lake is, as has been
observed, remarkable. From the most
reliable information that I could get from
tlie Indians at this place it has never been
<ecii I in the Red Ri\ei". nor on Lake \\'in-

nipeg and I have never heard of its be-

ing seen anywhere in what is known as

Ruper-t's Land, except at Shoal Lake and
Manitowaba. They make their nests

among the reeds or on the bent bulrushes

of the last season, and line them with

grass and reed leaves. Tlie nest is on a

level with the surrounding water and may
be said to float at its "moorings," held

there by the reeds. We found hundreds
of these nests, containing two. three, and
four eggs each. I believe the greatest

number that we found in any one nest

was six.

We took thirteen grebe, of which the

males are the larger. The largest males
measured before skinning were twenty-

seven and a quarter bj- thirty-six and a

quarter inches, being fourteen inches a-

round the body at the head of the wings.

The largest female measured twenty-four

and a half by thirty-two and a half inch-

es. We shot many of these as they were
leaving their nests, most of them proving

to be males, which seemed to confirm the

impression formerly made that the male

bird "takes his turn sitting on the eggs."

1 may observe that great numbers of

the night heron breed here. They con-

struct their nests in a very ingenious fash-

ion and attach them to the reeds eight or

nine inches abuve the water and deposit

in each four or five roundish, blue eggs.

I believe this in the only place in Rupert's

Land where this species is found. We
ijave them the go by last summer.

The Indian name for this bird is tlie

Ketche-geskman—the big Kingfisher.

Ducks and their nests are found every-

where around the lake, among them the

Ruddy duck, which is sometimes found

in the marshes near this river, but is mn 'c

numerous at Shoal Lake. There are al-

so large numbers of terns breeding, some
of them on small gravelly islands. These
form their nests by removing the gravel,

making hollows in which they lay their

egg; others take up their abode among
the reeds and rushes. Here with great

industry they make their nests of reeds

and grass ingeniously securing them in

tlieir place to prevent their floating away.
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When at Lake \\innipeg in 1862 I ob-

served that the terns which occupied san-

dy and o^ravelly island made their nests

in exactl_v the same way as those at Shoal

Lake : and the terns found on the rocky

islands on the east shore of the lake chose

for their nests depressions and clefts in

the surface of the rocks. These they

lined carefulh- with moss; three or four

ego's being' laid in each nest, displaying

(|iiite a remarkable instinct which teaches

tiiem that their eggs laid in soft sand aird

in loose gravel are safe without an}^ lining

to protect them, but when laid in hollows
and clefts of rocks, it is absolutely neces-

sary to protect their eggs and young from
injury 'by these hard and cold materials.

All around the lake there is abundance of

wood, with man}- fine open plains, in

every direction, oflFering great facilities

and promising rich rewards to the indus-

trv of the iuisbandman.
After a stay of ten days at Shoal Lake

we set out for Oak Puint along a well de-

fined cart road. On our way we met a

voung half breed from the bay, who was
travelling to Grdje Bay with his dugout
on a cart, drawn by one ox; his mission.

we ascertained, was to hunt muskrats, and
collect as many eggs as he could take

home to eat.

As these people have no taste or in-

clination for farming, even to the extent

of raising what is sufficient for their own
use, they subsist on what Nature affords

them each season. .\fter ten or twelve

hours' travel over a dry, level road, we
arrived at Oak Point, where we stopped

a short time to rest and feed the cattle

and also ourselves. We visited the lake

and found great numbers of the Franklin

gull, which beautiful birds were soaring

over the water near the shore, at short in-

tervals plunging into the water to seize

their prey. We could have secured num-
bers of them if we had had stuffing ma-
terial. The following days we hunted in

the marsh but found few gull eggs. We
secured some duck nests, among them
two of the Aythya Americana (red head
duck), one containing eigiht eggs, the

other nineteen. This large number of

eggs is not exceptional for in 1865 when
I was here, we found them containing

nineteen and twenty eggs.

The Indians accuse this duck of gross

disregard for the property rights of oth-

ers, with a decided iftclination to rob

ither ducks of their eggs and place them
in their own nests; so the large number
found in some nests does not always in-

dicate the prolific laying of that particular

fowl. The canvas-back are found in

small numbers at this lake. We remain-

ed here three or four da^'s and then turn-

ed our faces homeward.
Although the morning was bright and

fair, the afternoon was quite threatening,

clouds gathering rapidly from the south,

and night overtook us Isefore we crossed

the plain at the south end of Shoal Lake.

Here we found water for ourselves and
cattle, and "camped" under one of our

carts. Soon the rain was pouring in tor-

rents, the wind blowing a stiff gale driv-

ing the rain through all our defences and
in a short time blankets and clothing were
soaked, which was anything but an agree-

able situation as they struck a chill to our

bodies. The night was dark, and we
were obliged to keep to otir post until

daylight, every moment expecting the

lightning would strike our cart or kill

one or both of our animals, thus abruptly

terminating our journey.

L'nfortunatel}', our specimens, which
we had secured at so much labor and dis-

comfort, were thoroughh' wet and con-

siderably injured, many of them spoiled.

.\t sunrise, the storm had ceased and
we at once bitched up and were off. As
may be supposed the heavy rain did not

improve the travelling at all ; the road in

many places was covered with pools and
ponds of water, and the small water-

course flooded.

-\t the Big Swamp we halted for din-

ner, and at sunset came to our first camp-
ing place when outward bound, tired and
exceedingly hungry. These ills are not

fatal fortunately, and we turned in, after

a hearty meal and a smoke; another day
and night, and our expedition would be at

an end.

A few observations on the "Manito-
waba" region as the egg hunters found it,

in those early days, by way of compari-

son with the wonderful growth and suc-

cessful development as we realize it to-

dav, mav be found of interest.
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"I liave travelled a distance of some
hundred or more miles" saj's the narrator,

"through this coantry and am delighted

with it. The wild expanse of water in

the foreground, the dark green forest in

the rear, with a beautiful green plain of

three or four miles in extent, genth' de-

clining from the forest to the lake—urg-

ently inviting the husbandman to put in

his plow. Here are neither roots nor

stone to impede his operations and I am
sure the soil is generous and will amply
repay his toil. The large lake abounds
in fish of several varieties of the best

kinds which an industrious population

would turn to profitable account. In

this region there are at present three

small villages ; one at Oak Point, con-

taining from ten to fifteen dwellings (cal-

led by courtesy houses) of the most prim-
itive kind: another at what is called the

Bay, consisting of seven or eight houses,

and favored as the residence of a Catholic

priest. A third village is rising some
two or three miles further away.- The
population of these villages is composed
of Indians, half, three-quarter and seven-
eighth blood Indians, with a very few
aged French Canadians. They mostly
live like the fowls of the air: they neither

sow nor reap nor do they even plant po-
tatoes. They have a few cattle and hors-

es : the latter roam the woods in summer
and winter. The finest of hay grows
luxuriantly around the settlement but it

is said that manv of these people are so

indolent as to make no provision for the

winter for their animals, which are al-

lowed to die, in some cases, from starva-

tion. There are exceptions to such cas-

es, of course. Their own condition

seems also to be a thing of little concern

to them. While the fish and wild fowl

can be had they enjoy a continual feast,

when these are no longer to be had their

condition must be deplorable."

Old Time Reminiscences of Old Ontario

TOI.D nV JAMES E. ORK.

AMONGST the early pioneers of

the township of King, thirty

miles north of Toronto, or "mud-
dy York" as it was then known,

were the parents of Mr. Charles Allen.

Narratives of these early days were heard
by Mr. Allen in abundance and on a re-

cent visit, when recalling some of these
incidents, he said

:

F,ighty years ago the people would
gather together in social visits or to as-

sist each other in the laborious work of

the new farms, such as chopping, logging,

cradling, flailing, or, with the new-comers
building the log house or erecting the

log barn. On such occasions the close of

active operations was alwaj'S marked by
the smoke of the pipe of peace as the

tired men clustered round the cosj' old

fireplace. A roaring wood fire on the

hearthstone would throw a weird li.ght in

all parts of the small but comfortable sit-

ting-roum anil cause the tired men group-

ed around the fire place to stand out in

strong relief. Toes were toasted, stories

adventures told and occasionally a glass

of hot todd}' sipped. \\ hiskey was then

only seventeen cents per gallon and

everybody drank it. It was the pure

stuff and no one had the blues the next

daj- as a result of a moderate indulgence,

as they are apt to do to-day if they have

a few glasses of the concoctions that now
pass for whiskey.

Many of the stories that were told on

such occasions dealt with narrow escapes

from the wild animals that were so abun-
dant in those days in King and adjoining-

townships. As I listened to these tales

in m\- boyhood da3's I became imbued
with a desire to see for myself, deer,

bears and wolves running at large and to

jiiin in the hunts for these animals.
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^^'hile still quite youna: I took advan-
tage of the chance offered to accompany
some men on their rounds of traps. Many
of these were hidden away in secluded
spots arranged as neatly as possible, in

order not to arouse the least particle of

suspicion. Wolves are war}' customers
at bes't and many of the traps- were set

with the hope of capturing' them as they
were a continual source of annoyance and
loss to the early settlers.

On one particular fall mornino- we hur-

ried through the rustling leaves of the

heavy bushlands, visiting trap after trap.

Several wolves were caught and these

were quickly despatched and hides and
scalps secured. In the darker recesses of

the unending forests we found a beauti-

ful specimen of a swamp wolf. The ani-

mal was not much hurt and for fun and
excitement the men tied the big fellow's

legs together with strings of buckskin
and determined to take their pvey liome
alive.

Binding a wolf, even when caught in a

trap, is no easy trick as we discovered,
for the animal snapped and scratched
viciously. Although a wolf is naturally
11 coward, unless encouraged by the pres-

ence of its mates, it will, like all other
animals, put up a fig'ht when driven to

bay. After much manoeuvring Mr. Wolf
was put on his back and with a pole be-

tween his legs was borne home in tri-

umph on the shoulders of two men. On
our homeward journey we stopped at the

door of every little log cabin and proudly
displayed our captive. In order to

demonstrate my courage I placed my
hand on the wolf and carefully stroked
his soft fur. Of course I took very good
care to keep my hand at a respectful dis-

tance from the wolf's mouth. At one
place I caught a boy and tried to make
him place his hand on the wolf. He was
so frightened and squealed so loudly that

his mother procured a gad and gave me
a good switching for my impudence.
\\'hen all the settlement had seen him the

wiilf was despatched and made one less

in the numbers that went barking and
galloping through the swamps and for-

ests of York County.
Bears were also thorns in the sides of

:the old settlers. On several occasions

my father and some of his brothers had
their pigs carried off by bears. I remem-
ber one occasion when a bear came and
succeeded in getting away to the woods
with a one hundred and fifty pound pig.

As a result Mr. Bear and his family feast-

ed on fresh pork in the woods while my
father and his family had to go without.
On another occasion a two hundred

pound porker met with a similar fate, be-

ing caught and bodily lugged away, de-

spite his struggles, by a bear. We were
much chagrined over this as pork in the

old days was a staple product and much
sought after for the lumber camps and
other places where gangs of men were
working.

To attempt the task of offsetting these
losses a dozen settlers met one fall day
and built a log liut in a dense piece of

woodland to be used for the special pur-
pose of entrapping pilfering bears. It

was made with black ash logs, strongly
dovetailed together at each corner, the

foundations being twelve feet square.

Each tier of logs 'was drawn closer so
that when eight feet in height was reached
the hut had diminis'hed until the top was
scarcely si.x feet square. This rustic en-

closure made an interesting place for a

l)ear out for a jiicnic to climb upon, their

nature being brimful of curlosit3^ Bait
was placed in the hut—the offal of fish, a
deer's head thoroughly smoked by hang-
ing four or five feet above the fire of an
old fashioned fireplace, or a honey comb
from which the honey had been extracted
—tempting a bear to take a sniff. Some-
times all these things were thrown in

promiscuously and formed an alluring

supper for a company of marauding bears.

Once a bear poked his head inside and
scented the bait it was no trick for him to

drop to the bottom. Once there, how-
ever, it was impossible for him to escape.
I have seen them try with their utmost
strength and cunning to gain their free-

dom and after reaching nearly to the top

go to the bottom with a rolling flop. On
occasions when a couple or more were
lured into a trap at one time they would
try and boost each other out. It alwavs
happened, however, that if, by climbing
on the back of a fellow a bear could reach
the top log with his fore paws there was
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no place in which he could place his hind

feet and he would go down a cropper.

This method of trappino^ proved most ef-

fective and the township was g:radualh-

cleared of all unnecessan- inhabitants of

the bear kind. Bear meat was a regular

dish on the tables of the pioneers and
roasted, fried or in pot pies supplied the

foundation of many excellent meals. The
hides were used in various ways and many
realized good prices at the furriers.

After attaining my majority I moved to

Wellington Countj- and in the thick bush-

land not far from Drayton, I commenced
to hew out my homestead. I don't re-

member seeing either a wolf or a rattle-

snake in Wellington count}' but the bears

were there in considerable numbers when
I first settled there. They did considerable

damage to our sheep and pigs and our
ripening grain. The latter was ruthlessly

trampled down, greatly increasing the

work of cradling it. So much did these

damages increase that about a dozen new
settlers, including myself, organized a

Bear Hunting Club. Arming ourselves

with a fine variety of weapons we made
joint forays on a gang of bears. On one
such occasion we came upon a monstrous
big fellow. Judging by his size we had
found the Royal Nibs of the colon}'. The
bears' hiding place was a dense cedar

swamp, three miles north of Drayton,

then beginning to grow as a village and
in this swamp they were safe from all but

a combined attack.

On the occasion in question our Cap-
tain so stationed his men as to almost en-

circle the marsh, and then the dogs were
sent in to rouse up the occupants. Some
of our hunters were rather nervous and I

guess would have run had a bear come
near them, though they stood their ground
amazingly well, cheered on by our Cap-
tain and under the eyes of their comrades.
In the course of an hour I heard a great

crackling amongst the dry cedar branches
and prepared for the fray. Cocking my
old army musket, that I guess must have
seen service at Waterloo, I awaited, in

tense expectation, the approach of the

bears. Ten rods away I caught a glimpse
of one and down went the hammer. An
awful noise was made and the bear

promptly retreated to the swamp.

The rebound from the overloaded
musket was sufficient to roll me over
backwards and as I lay on the ground I

wondered if the bear would come for me.
Before I regained my feet a fellow hunter
who had a rifle succeeded in placing a

charge in a vital spot and the bear ran no
more. By signal all hands were soon
gathered and with much fatiguing labor

we rescued the animal from the swamp,
the weight being no less than three hun-
dred and fifty pounds. By these and oth-

er methods we settlers saw the finish of

many bears.

Deer were plentiful in both York and
W ellington counties and all pioneers had
good supplies, both fresh and cured, on
hand for all occasions. Fo.xes were plen-

tiful as well as many of the smaller fur

bearing animals and good money was
made by trapping and securing their

skins.

In the old days oxen were mostly used
on the farm .These animals were particu-

larly useful at logging bees and in plough-

ing between stumps and trees. A good old

custom was for musicians and singers to

visit the homes of the pioneer settlers on
Christmas eve and sing carols, adding
much pleasure to the festive season. Re-
freshments were abundantly served to all

and the passing of such a custom in this

materialistic age is to be much regretted.

Many pleasant social gatherings were held

in the old times and no one noticed how
his neighbor was dressed—in silk, home-
spim or buckskin— it was the man who
was welcomed, not his clothes.

In the eventful times of 1812-14 my
grandfather took up arms with his friends

and neighbors and participated in several

engagements. Nothing delighted the

youngsters more than to hear of the stir-

ring incidents of the campaigns through
which he liad passed. In the heat of one
encounter a ball from an American rifle

pierced his hand leaving a jagged and
angry wound. After the peace settlement

he received a land grant from the Govern-
ment.

In my young days I am proud to have

also worn the Queen's uniform, and I and

those belonging to me have always been

ready, should necessity call, to defend

hearth and home and the Union Jack.



The Literature of Angling

liY HARRY G(>VE.

(The following is a chapter of a hool- which it is iiitended to publish later on. Dr. Gove, who is

ail experienced angler himself, has been for years collecting material for this work. It is probable

some of the other chapters may also appear in our pages. The whole book, ichcn it appears, is intended

to form a comprehensive review of the Literature of Angling and will prove interesting to every angler.

The ever growing company of fishermen may be expected to give a good reception to such a work. If
the Doctor wanders a little now and then he may be forgiven for the interesting nature of his stories

and the vast stores of his experiences which he places at the disposal of all readers. Ed. R & G.)

WHILE a gi'eat number of books
have been written on the sub-

ject of Angling, strictly speak-

ing, they cannot be considered

as of a literary character, as most of

them are purely practical ; devoted to

minute descriptions of artificial lures,

the varied forms of fishing tackle in gen-

eral, and huvv to use them. This we may
term the dry detail, but there is ample
room in the beautiful surroundings of

this agreealile pastime to tempt any
writer to wander from this well beaten

cinder path and invest it with a some-
thing, w^herein dwells all the charm at-

tached to its lore. This charm is in the

stage-'setting, so to speak, comprising,

as it does, the varied beauties of nature ;

majestic mountains, flower-gemmed
vales through which crystal rivers flow

with rhythmic murmur to the sea, dawns
ilushing into 'halycon days of cloudless

sky and evening roseate as a dream of

everlasting peace. This is enchanted
ground, here weary men may pluck the

Lotus-flower and taste the subtle reju-

x-enating element that obliterates the past

and bridges all the years 'twixt youth and
age. In this haunted land there is a rest,

uo place in all the world beside affords

(and haunted land it is) ; Pan is not dead.

I have 'heard the music of his pipes far

off in dusk}- dells, and seen the milk-

white ankles of the Naiads flash beside

the stream. It need not be a matter of

wonder that Mythology peopled these

entrancing prospects with celestial forms
in harmonj- with their surroundings,

and that they still are the inspiration of

Art, as they will be for all time. This
worship of Nature is a natural impulse.

We instinctively feel ourselves a part of

.that grand whole, atoms in the vast ex-

panse of all her glories. He lives the

best, and loves the best, who nestles

closest to her heart and looks into her

radiant face with wishful, and with long-

ing eyes. It may be true that they who
wander widest lift the most of beauty's

veils, but there lacks nothing in Canadian
scenery to tempt the most fastidious to

sigh for the charms of alien shores. When
Nature is unadorned she is the most rav-

ishing to the senses. Here she is visibly

invested with imperial robes, unmarred
by artificial handwork. Her Arctic

Coronet gleams with auroras that flash

the coloring of a ghostly dawn. Her
green robe, ermine-trimmed with eternal

snows that crest the mountain heights,

flutters with the winds that move the

harvest fields in the similitude of seas of

gold. Her sandaled feet leave the im-

press of her presence on the sandy shores

of inland seas, and by the margin of

mighty rivers that flow through the

awful solitudes of unknown and untrod-

den wastes. She decks her form with all

the beauteous flowers which blossom
where summer breezes whisper to

the vines and greets Pomona
near the orchard slope glorious

with the heraldry of Autumn leaves.

Her voice is heard where the

league-long rollers of Atlantic and Pa-

cific seas thunder on reefs, with crested

surge-white maned steeds of the rock-

bound barriers—marking the limit of the

vast domain, we love to call "This Cana-
da of Ours". So minutely do the scenes

of the land, that gave us birth, mingle

with the current of our life, that even

heartbreak results from nostalgia. Note

the homesickness, beautifully expressed,

in this, comparatively unknown.
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"CANADIAN BOAT SONG."

{From the Gaelic)

Listen to me, js when you heard our father

Sing long ago the soug of other shores;

—

Listen to me, and then in chorus gather

All your deep voices, as ye pull your oars.

Chorus—
Fair these broad meads—these hoary woods are

grand

:

But we are exiles from our fathers' land.

From the lone shieling of the misty island

^^ountaans divide us. and the waste of seas,

—

Vet still the blood is strong— the heart is High-
land,

And we in dreams I ehoM the Hebrides.

Chorus—
We ne'er shall tread the' fancy—haunted valley.

Where 'tween dark hills creeps the sni.Tll, clear

stream,

In arms around tlie patriarch bauner rally.

—

Nor see tie moon on roy.il tombstones gleam.
Chorus—

When the bold kindled in the time long vanis'.ied,

Conquer 'd the .soil and fortified the keeji,

—

No seer foretold the children would be banished.
That a degenerate lord might boast his sheep.

Chorus—
Come foreign rage—let discord burst in slaughter
Oh: then for clansmen true, and stern claymore,

—

The hearts that would have poured their blood
like water,

Bear he.ivily 1 eyond the Atlantic roar.

Cliorus—

Music, whose scale is found alone in

Nature's 'harmonies, is the highest ex-

pression of poetical ideas: of the true
poetry that uplifts man from earthly lev-

els, and hring^s him nearest to the stars.

-Antonio Stradivari with handiwork of

superhuman craft, fashioned a wooden
shell through which resonant chamber
the very soul could wander and e.xpress

its emotions in \ibratory movement.
Paganini Niccolo, the great magician of

the my.stic caves, where dwell .^olian

airs, and Ole Bull, the light haired, blue
eved Norseman, filled it with the song of

th.c resistless sea, with the roar of the
hurricane, and the gentle cadence of a

Summer breeze, and with ear attuned to

the very whisper of all earthly sounds
ravished the senses of the listening world
with melodies akin to something verging
on the Divine. Temperament has much
to do with the appreciation of the beau-
ties of Nature: what shall we say of the

man who passes through life so fretted

with fevered care o'er hoarded hcaiis

of gold, that he knows not that there is a

fragrance in the rose's heart, and forgets

how sweet a dinner of herbs is where
lci\e is in the ascendant?

"let them that list these pleiisures then purine,

.\nd on their foolish fancies feed their fill:

So I the fields and meadows green may Tiew,

..nd by the rivers fresh may walk at wille,

.\mong the daisies and the violets blue.

Red hyacinth and yellow daffodil.

Purple Narcissus like tlie morning rayee.

Pale gauderglas, :inil azure culvcrkaye'^.

'I count it better jileasuip to behold
The goodly cnmpasse of the lofty sk e:

.Vnd in the midst thereof, like burning gold.

The flaniinj; chariot of the world's great eye,

Tlip wat 'ry clouds that in the ayre uprol 'd

With sundry kinds of painted colours flie.

And faiie .Aurora lifting up her head,
.Ml blushing rise irom old Tithoiiuv' led.

''Tlie hills and mountains raised from tiie plains,

Th3 plains extended level with the ground.
The ground divided into sundry va-ins.

The vains enclos'd with running rivers round,
Tl;p rivers making way thro' nature's chains.
With he-idlong course into the sea profound;
The surging sea beneath the vallies low,

The vallies sweet, and lakes that gently flow.
'

'

The scenic effect of the landscape is

not always the same. The vision of

youth is not identical with that of later

years. The Summer of cdir life is tin-

dimmed by lowering skies of long defer-

red and l)lasted hopes, nor has, soine un-
timely -\utumn frost, yet nipped tlie

flowers we fondly deemed would never
fade, or lose the sweetness of their scent.

Sometimes, when old age has obscured
the lustre of these earl\- scenes, an un-
known something stirs the nervous cells

where memory sleeps, and for a moment,
like a ray of sunshine lireaking through
the grey skirts of a lifting squall, a

"Fata !^Iorgana" n\ departed days un-

folds itself with all its pristine glow.
This is ch:. lingh- expressed li\' J;uiies

Wilson

:

"Oh: bright W in;;'uler. how tliy tar-

stretching beauty lies hefoie me. tin- hciut

o'ercanopied by loftiest mountains (gaze
in that magic mirror, behnld the vaulted

sky, the breathless woods, the grey gi-

gantic battlements of heaven.) thine is-

lands floating in 'blue cerulean calm like

things entranced, thy beaming splendour,

;is lessening from sight mid sweet uni-
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brag€Ous shores, thou seek"?t ihine

ocean of eternity ; ^^ h)-, in this murky
night of dark December, dost thou re-

visit thus my soul's recesses? Why in

the chambers of mine imagery art thou
with all thy pomp of Summer glory

brnught up before me? The lustre now
gri)ws dim and fades away, but not on
this green earth, on mossy bank, or high

uplifted mountain, can such eflfulgent

gleams as those surroimd me. For why?
Old man. the Summer of thy youth made
that portentous blaze."

Fancy, the wonder-worker, has its fac-

simile in gifted individuals who bear
youth, and youthful endeavor well be-

yond the medium line of life. Not to go
far afield for an instance in point, we
have Sir William Van Home—name for-

ever prominent in Canadian liistory.

linked for all time with the incipient

story of her marth toward imperial

greatness. His restless energ}-, and un-

daunted will carried through to com-
pletion the colossal enterprise of binding
this Dominion with a steel band of in-

separable union. Notwithstanding the

duties of a strenuous life, and the care

attendant upon vast, and important in-

terests under his control, he still finds

time to devote to the study of Nature, of

which there is no more ardent admirer,
and has transferred to canvas scenes
significantly expressive of the beauty of

the land of his adoption. These paint-

ings—artistic interpretations inspired by
his loyal and enduring faith in the future

greatness of this Realm—hang side b\'

side, in his gallery, with the master-
pieces of great artists.

As Nature is the expression of the

mind of the Creator, so art is the utter-

ance of the thoughts of men. .'simplicity

is the design of Nature's handiwork, and
the more closely Art takes this for her
pattern, the more beautiful will be her

creati.T.is. W hen Cicero enquired of the

oradc at Dfc.,"hi, what course of study
he shouH pur.-iu'. the aii-^wer was—Fol-

low Nature.

Fishing can boast of a poet laureate:

John Dennis, who died in 1734. Unfor-
tunately his disposition and habits ren-

dered him extremeh" unpopular and made
him manv enemies. His name, which

his writings could not have preserved,

will live forever in their contempt and

'hate. He is termed one ot the best

abused men in English Literature. I'ope

lampooned him in his "Essay on Criti-

cism"', and damned him to everlasting

fame in the 'T)unciad" I quote below a se-

lection from his writings, which has sur-

vived the rancour, and vindictive attacks

of Pope. It is remarkable in that it ap-

plies exactly to the condition- of the fish

at the present time and outlines the greai

progress made in the art of angling since

the "W'oll donnes" invaded the water-

in the vicinity of the Priory of St. .\lban? :

•'But when in time the fear and dreail of man,

Fell more and more on every living thing.

And all the creatures of the world began
To stand in awe of this usurping king,

Whose tyranny so far extended than

TLe earth and sea it did in thraldom bring.

It was a work of greater paine and skill

The wary lish in lake, or brookc to kill.

"So wor?e and worse two ages move did pHSs?

Yet still this more perfeet daily grew

;

For then tte slender rod invented was
Of til er sort than former ages knew;
.\nd hooks were niarle of silver and of brass.

.\nd lines of hemp and flaxe were framed new.

.\.nd sundry baites; experience found out more
Thau elder times did know or try before.

'
' But at the last the Iron age drew near.

Of all the rest the hardest and most scant

;

Then lines were made of silke and subtile liayre.

And rods of lightest cane and hazell plante.

And hooks of hardest Steele invented were.
That neither skill nor workmanship did nanr.
And so this art did in the end attaine
t uto that state where now it doth remaiiie.

'"

It is a fact that writers on the subject
of Angling are deemed the more agree-
able the farther thev drift from the prac-
tical application of the art. In the build-

ing-up of an artistic fly, which is, in reali-

ty, a lesson taught by Nature, devoid if

sentiment, it is not that we are really

getting away from Nature, for we are
approaching it very closely. But it is

quite possible that we may infuse so much
of the artificial into the subject, that we
absolutely destroy its identity.

Izaac \\'alton has been termed the

"Grandfather of all Fishermen," and yet
in the strict sense of the word, he was nrit

an angler, at least a scientific one. and
knew little, on nothing of its I'Mc.
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"No fisher

But a well-wisher

To the game. '

'

His writiiit^s have made an impression
on all hearts, by their quiet beauty,
charming- simplicity, and innate love of
the beautiful. Lamb recommended Wal-
ton to Coleridge:—"It breathes the very
spirit of innocence, purity, and simplicity
of heart.... It would sweeten a man's
temper at any time, to read it— It would
Christianize every angry, discordant pas-
sion." The troublesome times in which
he lived lent none of their asperity to his
writings, and the free speculation of the
age left his piety untarnished. Izaac
greatly loved the society of the Clergy
and had "A natural taste for a Bishop."
This would indicate him to have been a
Royalist, and a strong supporter of
Charles the First, his quiet disposition
rendering it unlikely that he took part
either in Royalist plots, or saintly con-
venticles. ^^'alton is really an Eliza-
bethan. He has the quaint freshness and
the artless music of language of the great
age. He is the friend of country con-
tents, no admirer of the city, or student
of urben ways. Charles Cotton, the
friend of Colonel Richard Lovelace and
Sir John Suckling, says:— "In him I

have the happiness to know the worthi-
est man, and to enjoy the best and truest
friend any man ever had." It was prob-
ably by his "Lives" rather than his
"Angler" that he won the liking of Dr.
Johnson, whence came his literary resur-
rection, the ^^alton of the "Lives", rather
than the Walton of the "Ang-ler," being
the man after Johnson's own heart.
"The Angler" he says, "is a picture of my
own disposition on holidays." It is, how-
ever, with his "Compleat Angler" that
our subject has to do. Franck has called
Walton a plagiary. He was so, in the
same sense as Virgil, Burns, Tennyson and
all poets. An important source of his infor-
mation is found in "The Treatyse of
Fysshinge wyth an Angle", by Dame
Juliana Barnes, mentioned before in refer-
ence to "woll donnes". In point of fact,

Izaac followed the ancient "Treatyse''

;

by some supposed to be a translation
from an unknown French original. It

opens:
—"Soloman in hys paraboles seith

that a glad spirit maket a flovvryng age.
That ys to sey, a feyne age and a longe,
and sith hyt ys so I aske this question,
wyche bynne the menys and cause to re-

duce a man to a mery spryte? "The Ang-
ler" schall have hys holsom walke and
mery at hys own ease, and also many a
sweyt eayr of divers erbes and flowres
that schall make hym ryght hongre and
well disposed in hys body. He schall
heyr the melodies melodious of the
ermony of byrds ; he schall se also the
yong swannes and signetes following
ther eyrours, duckes, cootes, herons, and
many other fowles with ther brodys,
wyche me semyt better then all the noyse
of oundes, and blastes of horns and other
gaymes that fawkners, or hunters can
make, and yf the angler take the fyssche,
hardly then ys ther no man meryer than
he in his sprites."

This is the very "sprite" of Walton

;

this has that vernal and matutinal air of

opening European Literature, full of

bird's music, and redolent of dawn.
Izaak Walton's book will be the most
thoroughly appreciated by those familiar

with the pastoral scenery of England.
The rugged aspect of the wild Canadian
landscape will not harmonize with the

ideallic flow of its polished metaphor, and
tlie exquisite beauty of its imagery. The
beauty of this imager}' chords with the

surroundings. Imagination must carry

us back to a time, with manners, customs
and thought totally at variance with our
own : when the folk lore of the fairies and
the superstition of long past ages were
not effaced : fleeting glimpse of the wood-
land Nymphs that stamped the impress

of their beautiful conception on the

speaking marbles of .Athenian art. This
realm of ^^'alton's was a romantic one,

his imagination has rendered it fascinat-

ing, "Not for a day but for all time''. The
Spring of everlasting hope is in it, its very

sleep is a dream of tearless joy, love

haunts all your footsteps thro' its flowery

ways, your ear can catch a sweeter song
than Adria's Gondolier ever sang.

"Peace, Cliloris: peace or singing die.

That together vou and I

To Heaven may go:
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For all we know
Of what the blesed do above
Is, that they sing, and that they love."

I must apologize for here introducing"

two selections poetical in the extreme, as

thej' perhaps are foreign to our subject.

I do so, as they are sug'.gestive of the land,

which was Walton's ideal, and chord per-

fectly with its sylvan landscape. The
lilt of their music is like the blowing of

far ofT Elfin horns :

THE MILK-MAID'S SONG.

<'onie live with me, and le my love,

And we will all the pleasures prove,

That valleys, groves, or hills, or fields.

Or woods, and steepy mountains yields;

Where we will sit upon the rocks,

And see the shepherds feed our flocks,

By shallow riveis, to whose falls

Melodious birds sing madrigals.

.\nd I will make thee beds of roses;

And, then, a thousand fragrant posies;

A cap of flowers, and a kirtle,

Embroidered all with leaves of myrtle;

A gown made of the finest wool,

Which from our pretty lambs we pull;

SJippers lin 'd choicely for the cold.

With buckles of the purest gold;

A belt of straw and ivy-bnds
With coral clasps, and amber studs,

And if these pleasures may thee move
Come, live with me, and be my love.

Thy silver dishes, for thy meat,
As precious as the god's do eat.

Shall on an ivory table, be
Prepared each day for thee and me.

The shepherd swains shall dance and sing
For thy delight, each May morning.
If these delights thy mind may move,
Then live with me, and be my love.

Sad indeed, the joys of these Elysian
fields are the special property of youth
alone. Buhver Lytton, in the impassion-
ed words of Claude Mellnott's appeal of

love to Pauline, limits the bounds of

earthly joys to but a portion of our life.

"While Heaven still leaves us youth and
love." What then? The answer is here.

If all the world and love were young.
And truth in every shepherd's tongue,
These pretty pleasures might me move
To live with thee, and be thy love.

But Time drives flocks from field to fold;

When rivers rage, and rocks grow cold

;

Then Philomel becometh dumb

;

And age complains of cares to come.

The flowers do fade and wanton fields

To wayward Winter's reckoning yields..

A honey tongue, a heart of gall,

Is fancy 's Spring but sorrow 's Fall.

Thy gowns, thy shoes, thy beds of roses,

Thy cap, thy kirtle, and thy posies,

Soon break, soon wither, soon forgotten

;

In folly ripe, in reason rotten.

Thy belt of straw, and ivy-buds.

Thy coral clasps, and amber studs.
All these in me no means can move
To come to thee, and be thy love.

What should we talk of dainties, then.
Of better meat than 's fit for men?
These are but vain: that's only good
Which God hath blessed, and sent for food.

But could youth last, and love still breed:
Had .in>s no date, nor age no need,
Then tliose delights my mind might move
To live with thee, and be thy love.

^^'aIton says with truth:—"No life sa
happy and pleasant as the life of a well-
governed angler; for when lawyers are
swallowed up with business, and the
statesman is preventing, or contriving
plots; then we sit on cowslip-banks, hear
the birds sing, and possess ourselves in

as much quietness as these silent, silver-

streams, which we now see glide so quiet-
ly by us. Indeed, m}' good scholar, we
may say of angling, as Dr, Boteler said of

strawberries: — "Doubtless God could
have made a better berrA^, but doubtless
God never did"; and so, if I might be
judge God never did make a more calm,
quiet, innocent recreation than angling.
I'll tell you scholar; when I sat last on
this primrose-bank, and looked down
these meadows, I thought of thent as

Charles the emperor did of the city of

Florence: "Tha't they were 'too pleasant

to be looked on, but only on holy-days."
.'Ks I then sat on this very grass, I turnecl

my present thoughts into verse: 'twas a.

wish which I repeat to you :

—

THE ANGLER'S WISH.

I, in these flowery meads would be:

These crystal streams should solace me;
To whose harmonious bubbling noise

T, with my .'Vngle would rejoice:

Sit here, and see the turtle-dove

Court her chaste mate to acts of love:
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Or, on that bank feel the West Wind
Breathe health and plenty

;
please my mind,

To see sweet dew-drops kiss these flowers,

Here, hear my Kenna, sing a song;

There see a blackbird feed her young.

Or a leverock build her nest:

Here, give my weary spirits rest.

And raise my low-pitched thoughts above

Earth, or what poor mortals love

Thus, free from lawsuits and the noise

Of Princes courts, I would rejoice:

Or with my Bryan, and a book.

Loiter long days near Shawford-brook

;

There sit by him, and eat my meat.

There see the sun both rise and set.

There bid good morning to next day;
Tliere meditate my time away,
And angle on, and beg to have
A quiet passage to a welcome grave.

Circumstances and inclination made
AX'alton choose the "fallentis semita vita"

and except for the ambition of being

found in good men's societ}^ he passed

through the turmoil of life with an even

contented mind, nor did he ever loose his

sweetness of heart. His was one of those

happy characters never disassociated

from unquestioning faith, a seeker after a

city, which to have sought through life,

with honesty, loyalty, and love is to have

found. His dreams of earthly happiness

were not marred by the tender melancholy

that pervades the pages of Horace, and

the dread of death which startles us, even

in the midst of his most careless strains,

the meaning of which is perhaps deeper

than that displayed upon the surface.

Walton had within his heart, the truer

philosophy, which taught him, that the

dread valley from which humanity re-

coils, is not that of reality, its apparent

Stygian darkness being, but the shadow
of the sable angel's wing. My reader will

pardon me for straying away from the

•subject—but not far—in quoting Father

Prout's beautiful translation of Horace's

Ode IV.

Xow Veiuis loves to group

Her merry troop
Of maidens.
Who while the moon peeps out, Dance
Dance with the Graces round about

Tlieir queen in cadence

;

While far 'mid fire and noise,

Vulcan his forge employs,
Where Cyclops grim aloft their

Ponderous sledges poise.

Now maids with myrtle bough,

Garland their brow

—

Each forehead
Shining with flow 'rets deck 'd

While the glad earth, by frost unchecked,

Buds out all florid,

—

Xow let the knife devote.

In some still grove remote,

A victim-lamb to Fawn ; or, should he

List, a goat.

Death with impartial foot.

Knocks at the hut

;

The lowly

As the most princely gate.

O favoured friend: life's brief date

To count were folly;

Soon shall, in vapours dark.

Quenched be thy vital spark

And thou, a silent ghost, for Pluts's land

emlark.

Where at no gay repast.

By dice 's cast

King chosen.

Wine-laws shalt tliou enforce.

But weep o'er joy and love's warm 9»urce

Forever frozen;

And tender Lydia lost,

Of all the town the toast,

Who then, when thou art gone, will Sro

.\11 bosoms most.

This introduces one of the most humor-
ous, kindly and genial authors, that it is.

at times, our pleasure to peruse. The
classical elegance of "Father Prout's Re-

liques" is not excelled in the language.

He was the Parish Priest of a village

.\uburn, in Ireland, and inust have keenly
felt the isolation of his condition. As a

matter of fact, he had nothing left, but to

talk and write, and occasionally intone a

genial song. The world is richer

for his singing, as his writings

have infused into it a picture

of life in its pleasanter aspects.

Even his sarcasm has such a gentle touch,

that it leaves behind it, not even the faint-

est impression of bitterness. He was a

lover of all mankind, a true student of

Nature, and knew the mysteries of the

human heart. The Father's rambles are

not limited by barriers of caste, his soul

is multilateral, while his writing is free

from garulity and exempt from credulity.

Brilliancy of thought, depth of remark,

pathos of sentiment, sprightliness of wit,

and aptitude of style are characteristic of

his pen. There never has been perhaps

an author who could so well translate a
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poem into a language foreign to our own,
giving us the exact equivalent in metre,

and leaving the sense of the original un-

impaired ; nay more, at times the inter-

change of tile vocabulary shows a bal-

ance in favor of the substitute. It is need-

less to state, he was an angler. He was
extremely . fond of angling; recreation

which, while it ministered to his neces-

sary relaxation from the toils of the mis-

sion, enabled him to observe cheaply the

fish diet imperative on fast-days. For

this he had established his residence at a

mountain source of a considerable brook,

which, after winding through the parish

joins the Blackwater at Fermoy ; and on

its banks he would be found, armed with

his rod, and wrapt in his cassock, fit to

personate the river-god, or presiding gen-

ius of the stream. His modest parlour

would not ill become one of the fishermen

of Galilee. A huge net in festoons cur-

tained his casement; a salmon-spear, sun-

dry rods, and fishing tackle hung round

the walls and over his bookcase, which

latter object was to him the perennial

spring of refined enjoyment. His taste

for the fine arts was more generous than

might be conjectured from the scanty

specimens that adorned his apartment,

though perfectly in keeping with his fa-

vorite sport. There hung over the mantle-

piece a print of Raphael's cartoon "The
Miraculous Draught" ; here "Tobith Res-

cued by an Angel from the Fish"' ; and

there "St. Anthony Preaching to the Fish-

es". Philosophically speaking he says :

—

"No blessing comes unalloyed here below ;

there is ever a cankerworm in the rose ; a

dactyl is sure to be mixed up with a spon-

dee in the poetry of life."

It was well known that he disliked

revelry on all occasions ; but if there was a

species of gourmandising which he more

especially abhorred, it was that practiced

in the parish on pancake-night, contrary

to his own better judgement, he, at a wed-
ding feast, was induced out of complacen-

cy to the newlv-married couple, to eat of

the profane aliment ; and never was the

Attic derivation of the—pan koko—more
wofully accomplished than in this modest
elegv :

—

Sweet ujilauil: wliere like berinit oKl. iu ceiue so-

Joiii-neil this priest devout

Mark where beueath thy verdant sod lie deep in-

urii 'd the bones of Front.

Xon' deck with iiinuumeutal shiiiie, or tapering

column his place of rest.

Whose soul above eartli 's honiaj^e, iiioi-k yet solemn,

sits 'mid the blest.

iluch was he prized, much loved ; his steru rebuke
o 'erawed s'leep stealers,

And rogues fear'd moie the good man's look than

forty peelers.

lie's gone; and diseord soon I woen will visit tlie

Iai:d-with quarrels;

And the foul demon vex with stills illicit the vil-

lage morals.

And all the neighborhood deplore his lose, except

the lishes

;

For he kept Lent most strict, and pickled herring

preferred to gammon.
Grim death has broke his angling-rod; his beeriiig

delights the salmon.
Xo more can he hook up carp, eel, or trout, for

fasting pittance,

—

Arts which St. Peter loved, whose gate to Front

gave promjit admittance.
Mourn not. I ut verdantly let shamrocks keep his

sainted dust;

The bad man's death it well lecomee to weep

—

not so the just.

Washington Irxing, the most successful

and entertaining author of the centur\'. ad-

mits that perusal of Izaac Walton infected

him with the angling mania, and that in

the same manner as Robinson Crttsoe has
induced many a youth to run away from
the parental roof and become a sea-ro\'er,

so he, as soon as Spring began to melt in-

to the verL;e of Surnmer, under the seduc-

tive influences of our Izaac sallied forth

into the country as stark mad as Don
Quixote, from reading books on chivalr\-.

But Irving had the overweening confi-

dence, which every individual possesses,

with whom I ever came in contact. This

class of mankind is impressed with the

idea, that any one can go out with a rod

and line and catch fish, that in it there is

no ar't, and that dexterity in manipulation

has no part whatever in the procedure.

It is difficult to conceive how such an er-

roneus idea ever incorporated itself, and
remained a permanent fixture in human
imagination. He remarks:

—"For rny

part I was alvvavs a bungler at all kinds of

sport, that rctjuired either patience, or ad-

roitness, and had not angled above half
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an hour before I had completely "satis-

fied the sentiment", and convinced myself

of the truth of Izaac Walton's remark,

that ansflin^ is something like poetry—

a

man must be born to it". 1 hooked myself

instead of fishes, tanojled my line in every

tree ; lost my bait ; Ijroke my rod. Now
this arijument is without logical premise.

It -tands as follows:—A man that can't

learn the art of angling in half an hour, is

unable to accomplish it at all, and only

those who can, who are born to it. The
absurdity of this statement is too appar-

ent for comment. I have made many an

ardent admirer of the art, by teaching him
the practical points of fly-casting, and

demonstrating to him the almost absolute

certainty of success attending it. During

Irving's ramble, he meets a veteran angler

of whom he says :—"I could not but re-

mark the gallant manner in which he

stumped from one part of the brook to an-

other ; waving his rod in the air to keep

his line from dragging on the ground, or

catching among the bushes : and the ad-

roitness with which he would throw his

fly to any particular place ; sometimes

skimming it lightly along a little rapid

;

sometimes casting it into one of tliose

dark holes made by a twisted root, or over-

hanging bank, in which the large trout

are apt to lurk". I recollect also, that,

after toiling and watching and creeping

about for the greater part of the da}% with

scarcely any success, in spite of our adr

mirable apparatus, a lubberly country

urchin came down from the hills, with a

rod made from the branch of a tree; a few

yards of twine : and as Heaven shall help

me, I believe a crooked pin for a hook,

baited with a vile earthworm—and in half

an hour caught more fish than we had

nibbles throughout the day."

Whether Mr. Irving was the originatur

of this freckle-faced Imp of the stream. I

know not, but tliis visionary whelp and

his string of fish, has wormed itself into

the very heart of all stories and writings

upon Angling: a veritable horse-leech of

the subject, with a grip ne\ er to be relax-

ed. In mv lifetime, as yet I have not en-

countered this demon. If I do— I will

murder him on the spot. I believe ^''^^

awful apparition to be the peculiar spectre

of bait fishermen, perhaps a judgment in-

flicted upon them, feir iheir unhallowed

and unsport.-^nianlike methods. Mr. Irving

follows directly in the footstep? of

Walton : in fact it is old Izaac from start

to finish, riie .style is pleasant, but from

an angler's point of view, not well handled,

placing this sport in a light where falla-

cies of reasoning are stated a? truisms.

I do not mean by this, that the inference

to be drawn, is that I do not consider him

a charming and accomplished author. .'K

man who knew as little about .Angling

—

as he himself admits— is not in a position

to have an intelligent opinion regarding

it, and the entire efiacement of the plea-

sure in catching a basket of fish, relying

entirely upon outside scenes for amuse-

ment, robs it of its identity. The combin-

ation of both is the Angler's delight. To
the general public he is more particularly

known in connection with his story of

Rip Van Winkle", and its dramatic popu-

larity in the accomplished interpretation

of it by the late Joseph Jefferson, an ar-

dent admirer of angling, with whom once

it was my i>lcasure to fish on a New Bruns-

wick lake, .\nierican literature cannot

boast of originating the Rip Van W inkle

idea. It occurs in the Classical poetry of

Japan, dating as far back as the year 707.

I offer it to your attention if not admira-

tion.

THE FISIIERBOY TJRASIUJIA.

" 'Tis Spring, and tlic mists come stpalin"

"er Suminoye 's shore,

.\na I stand by the sea side musing

On the days that are no more.

1 muse on the old world story.

As the boats glide to and fro.

Of the fisher-boy I'rashima

Who a fishing loved to go;

TIow he fame not back to the village

Though sev "n suns had risen and set.

But rowed on past the hounds of Ocea».

And the sea-god s daughter met.

How they pledged their faith to e.ivh .>tlier.

And came to Kvergreen T.and.

And entered the sea-goil 's palace

So lovingly hand in hand.

To dwell for aye in that country.

The oceanmaiden and he

—

The country where youth anil 1 eauty

Abide eternally.
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But the foolish boy said '

' to-morrow

I'll come back with thee to dwell;

But I have a word to my father,

A word to my mother to tell,"

The maideu answered, '
' a casket

I give into thine hand;
And if thou hopest truly

To come back to the Evergreen Land,

''Then open it not I charge thee:

Open it not I beseech: "

So the boy rowed home o 'er the billows

To Suminoye 's beach.

"What, in three short years, since I left it,

"

He cries in his wonder sore,

"Has the home of my childhood vanished

t

Is the bamboo fence no more?"

Perchance if I open the casket

Which the maiden gave to me,
My hoD'.e and the dear old village

Will come back as they used to be. '

'

And he lifts the lid and there rises

A fleecy, silvery cloud,

That floats off to the Evergreen Country;

—

And the fisher-boy cries aloud;

He waves the sleeve of his tunic,

He rolls over on the ground,
He dances with fury and liorror,

Eunning wildly round and round.

But a sudden chill comes o'er him
That bleaches his raven hair.

And furrows with hoary wrinkles
The form erst so young and fair.

His breath grows fainter and fainter
Till at last he sinks dead on the shore;
And I gaze on the spot where his cottage,

Once stood, but now stands no more."

In an imperfect way, perhaps with un-
certain footsteps, I have endeavoured to

lead my reader in a ramble through the
flowery by-ways of the Angler's land,

and the green pastures of its ideal. All

the authors we have quoted see it, as Na-
ture's vast Cathedral, whose roof is span-
ned with sunlight, and with starry skies,

aisles of umbrageous foliage, songs of

birds for anthems, with interludes of mtir-

muring streams and rippling brooks.
Throug'h it all there runs a golden
thread of love, and a sure, and
certain trust in the Creator of

it all. Sorrow and death are

looked upon by them with the calm equan-
imity of a philosophic mind, and while al-

luded to, have no sure abiding place with-

in this realm. Earth did not confine the

circle of their view. The\' so lived that

their eye could pierce beyond the bounds
of life's horizon, and rest upon brighter

scenes and fairer shores.

On the bank of a New Brunswick river,

—my river I call it— the river I love, there

is an unknown grave almost forgotten.

Unwritten story declares it to be the last

resting place of a Highland soldier, identi-

fied with the very earliest settlement of

the Province. Standing one evening at a

bend in the stream, near whose margin he
now so calmly sleeps awaiting the re-

veille that will wake a slumbering world.
I pictured the wild and stirring life he
must have endured, from the time when
the call to arms lured him from his native

glen, until at last, some kind hand, per-

haps rudely, but tenderly laid him here to

rest.

For toilsome the journey lie journeyed
To serve his liege and lord.

Till the single belt that encircled him
Was changed to a three wound cord.

And now, niethinks, lie was faring

Back home to the country-side.

With thoughts all full of his father

Of his mother, and of his bride.

But here 'mid the Eastern mountains
Where the awful pass climbs their brow,
He halts on his onward journey
And builds him a dwelling low."

After "Life's fitful fever," he sleeps

well, as soundly on the banks of this

flower-gemmed stream, as in some se-

questered nook of the heather scented
land, to which, perhaps, his last fond look
was turned. And why not?" The land of

death is kind, it smoothes the wrinkles,

and care worn furrows from all faces to

their complete effacement, and stamps
them with the \isible impression of the

peace of God. Has mortal eye, just be-

fore its last view of earthly things, ever
caught a premonitory glimpse of the reali-

t}' of this perfect peace ; or mortal ear ever

heard a strain of that ineffable music
blown off from the Canaan of our love?

Poor, little Paul Dombey, with soul en-

raptured by the majestic music of the sea,

asks:
—"\\hat are the wild waves sav-
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ing?'' Do we know the mystery of their

cadence?

Helmsman, for the love of Heaven
Teach me too, that wondrous song."

Yes, for his sister's answer, that reached

the inmost recesses of his lone, sad heart,

must find a resting place in ours. "The
voice of the great Creator dwells

in that mighty tone."' But to

the child, with footsteps on the

ver\- limit which bounds the now is.

from that which is to come, there was an-

other note, akin to a murnutr through a

rift within the lute. .V fell disease was
sweeping through his brain, tilling its ner-

vous corridors with an unknown sound:
preeminent in its distinctness, mixed with

the music of the sea w-hich swept along
the beach where time presides, iie heard

the plashing of a wave that Ijroke upi-u

the strand of an eternal shore.

Here's Another One!

WE fancy we can detect increduli-

t}' in the attitude of one of our
esteemed subscribers who has
evidently been perusing the

pages of our Medicine Bag Department
during the past summer months. Shall

we confess it? Even our own imagina-
tion is frequently appalled by the recital

of fishing 3-arns sent us by correspon-

dents whose veracity we have no reason
to doubt.

Mr. R. D. McDonald of Springhill. N.

S., writes as follows:

—

"In a recent issue of Rod and Gun I

noticed some queer fish stories. I like

to hear a lie sometimes—particularly a

fish story lie—but to be effective it must
have at least some semblance of truth.

I have listened to noted liars whom I

could scarcely believe were thej" to re-

peat the Lord's Prayer, j'et their story

has been told with so much skill and in

such a manner that in spite of myself I

have been at the time convinced of the

truth of the tale. I am going to give you
a little fish story from Sky Glen, Cape
Breton, which is noted for the large size

of the trout to be found in its streams.

A certain gentleman who is a resident

of Sky Glen told me that at one time he

owned a dog, of no particular breed, just

a dog, a very wise old fellow w^ho was al-

ways anxious to lend a helping hand
whenever his master needed assistance.

He was only a small cur but a terror to

anj- r.nimal w^hom he caught in the act of

trespassing. One day his owner made

up his mind to go fishing, a sport in

which he seldom indulged. The dog. as a

matter of course, accompanied him. The
fish were soon biting well and the dog
appeared to enjoy the sport as much as

the angler. Suddenly a monster trout

hooked on and the gear was not strong
enough to pull the trout out Cape Breton
fashion, which is to yank him out. if the

neck will stand the strain. In this case

the neck stood the strain all right but the

fish was bound to stay in its native ele-

ment and the nearest approach to land-

ing the trout was to see it raise its head
out of the water and then have it disap-

pear the next minute. This performance
was repeated several times while the dog
stood on the bank of the stream wagging
his tail and seeming to say, 'Don't lose

him. He's a beaut." The last time the

fish's head appeared above the water the

dog did not wait to see it disappear but

made a sudden spring and grabbed the

trout by the back of the neck. The addi-

tional weight added to the strain already

on the line broke it and away went trout,

dog and all. followed by a burst of very
unparliamentary language on the part of

the fisherman left standing disconsolate

on the bank. The dog held on with the
tenacity of a bulldog and after reaching

a shallow part of the stream he succeeded
in dragging his struggling captive safe to

shore, where after coughing out the wa-
ter that he had swallowed, he looked up
in his master's face with an expression

that plainly said. "Pretty nice trout that."
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certitude equal to that of a local tailor, take your own measurements in the privacy of your
Dwn home. Complete satisfaction or we refund money. Will your own tailor guarantee this ?

One Silver and Two Gold Medal Awards.
Read our unique list of unsolicited testimonials. $25,000 forfeited if not absolutely genuine.

WRITE FOR FREE PATTERNS.
Address for Patterns : CURZON BROS., c/oTHE CLOUGHER SYNDICATE (Dept. U4 ),

449 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO, ONTARIO.

The World's
Measure

Tailors,

60/62 CITY ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.
West End Depot :

Pembroke House, 133 and 135 Oxford Street, London, Bngland.
Please tiientiofi this paper.



A Remarkable Two Hours' Fishing

IIY R. D. McDONAI.D.

ALL through the summer months,
Dr. Clay and I had been plan-

ning a fishing trip to—well, to

tell the truth, we had not made
up our minds where. There arc so many
streams and lakes and ponds in Xova
Scotia that it was difficult to make a

choice. We were somewhat like the pro-

verbial jack-ass who, when placed half

way between two stacks of hay, starved
before he was able to decide which stack

he wished to visit first. \\'e kept right on
planning and scheming however until

the first week in September when the

Doctor thoug-ht of a happy solution of the

problem. lie had never fished on Foun-
tain Lake and he felt anxious to try his

luck there. Coming over to see me he
said, "Let us plan a trip to Fountain Lake
the week after the election. If E. X.

Rhodes is defeated and the I^aurier

Government sustained we will want to

hide in the woods for at least a week, and
if Rhodes -wins and Borden is made Pre-

mier, Springhill wont be able to contain
us. A. fishing trip will l)e a good thing
and a suitable way in which to celebrate
our victory.''

Fountain Lake is a beautiful sheet of

water on the Westchester Mountains,
thirty miles from Springhill. The drive

to the lake leads through the picturesque

scenery of Windham Hall which closely

resembles the suburbs of an .American
city. A charming dri\e of more than

two miles is taken between Roger's
Farm and Conn's Corners along a slight-

ly slanting road ; through a dense growth
of maples whose tops meet overhead
forming a beautiful avenue. Countless
numbers of squirrels hop hither and
tliither, chattering together as they gath-
er in their winter's supplies. I will not
attempt a description of the entire route
but if any of Rod and Gun's readers wish
to make a trip to Fountain Lake we will

show them the way.
On the morning of September twenty-

third we made an early start. W^e hired

lini McDonald's team, or "lini's grev

mare" as she is known in the neighbor-
hood and if Tam O'Shanter's grey mare
ever had an equal it was Jim's old mare,
for sure enough "a better never lifted

leg."

The weather looked very threatening
as we started out to the barn lo get the

mare. While we were harnessing her it

began to rain and thinking it luiwise to

make a start we decided to wait and ac-

cordingly began to take the harness off.

Before we had finished I looked out and
saw that the rain had ceased and that

the stars were shining. It was still in

the wee sma' hours of the morning.
"The weather is playing with us."

said the Doctor. "Let us harness up again
quick,"' and we did.

We were soon down on the road and
keeping our eyes on the stars which were
already fast disappearing. The sky be-

came very much clouded and our pro-

.gress was accordingly very slow, but
"We skelped on through mud and mire,

despising rain and wind and fire.". Be-
fore long however day began to dawn
and we were able to make much better

licadway. Xine miles from the lake we
stopped for breakfast and to await de-

velopments. The weather looked, if any-

thing, more threatening than ever, and
once more we emulated the animal re-

ferred to above in that we did not know
whether to proceed on our way or to re-

turn. At last we decided to strike for the

lake, rain or no rain. We reached it in

due course and when the team had been
cared for and the boat baled out it was
a quarter past eleven. I knew the lake

well and told the genial Doctor not to

cast a line until he heard from me.

"Stand by the Kelleg" I told him. I

took the oars and rowed to my spot.

"Xow put down your Kelleg." I com-
manded and the Doctor obeyed. The
boat svvu\ig round with a breeze that was
stroirg enougli to cause a beautiful rip-

])le. I told the Doc. to cast right there,

indicating the spot with my finger. Then
something happened, something like that
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which occurred in ilie well known scri])-

ture narrative on the Lake of Gennesaret.
The Doctor had three flies on his cast

and I feel sure that half a dozen trout

aimed at each flj' simultaneously, with
the result that each fly had a good sized

trout on .it. We fished until the trout
thought something was wrong and eased
up a bit. I tried to locate another spring-
hole further up and must have lost over
an hour in doing so. When I did locate
it it was only to find that there was no
fish in it and so we rowed back to where
we had commenced fishing. The fish

however, showed no inclination towards
our fiies or perhaps we had captured the
whole tribe on our first visit. We left

the lake at two o'clock, just two liotirs

and iliree quarters after our arrival and
in that length of time we had landed so
many that, as I anticipate some ones
crying, "Shame!''; I forbear to mention
the number. But what would you have
us do? Stop fishing before the trout liad

any notion of ceasing to bite? The trout

are not very large in Fountain Lake, us-

ually from eight to twelve inches in

length, though sometimes as long as four-

teen inches, and they are verj- gamey.
The rain which had obligingly kept oft

during our visit to the lake teemed down
as we were on our homeward way but as

we were well protected by rubbers we
did not mind and we arrived home at

10.30 that evening satisfied witli our out-

ing and determined to go again.

The Fall of 1!)11 will be recorded
among the many sportsmen who annual-
ly hunt the marshes and waters of Ron-
deau Bay in search of wild duck, snipe,
plover and other small game, as one of
the best seasons in the recollection of
some of the oldest hunters, .\lthough a
large number of marsh ducks, such as
blacks, mallard and teel. breed in the
marshes and ponds which extend for
five or six miles along fhe easterly shore
of the Eau and form a part of the Ron-
deau Provincial Park, the proportion is

exceedingly small compared with the
many thousands of red heads, blue bills,

canvas backs and numerous other spe-
cies which abound here during their
flight from the cold northern country.
During the month of October large num-
bers of ducks were shipped daily from
the little town of Blenheim, five miles
north of the Bay. Unlike the hunting
grounds in the vicinity of many other
towns these grounds have not been leas-

ed for long periods to cluibs and private
individuals but are available for local

sportsmen whether rich or poor. During
a certain period of the migratory season
every fall, a space from one-half to one
mile wide and five miles or more in

length down the centre of the hay. liter-

all}- black with ducks, is a common sight

and the fact of their coming in such ex-

cessive numbers this ^ear is attributed to

the favorable climatic and other condi-

tions which existed throughout the

Northwest during the breeding season, it

being the most fa\orable season recorded
in twentj- years. ^lany hides and blinds

along the shores of the F.au were con-

structed or staked out before the seasoTi

realh- opened. Many also began feeding
grain around tlieir choice spots before
the opening of the season as the birds

thus attracted for several days and e-.en

weeks before the opening of the season
are a comparatively easy prey. The
quantit}^ of grain used every Fall for tliis

purpose would aggregate many v\ a >on

loads but accounts to a large extent for

the bagging of so much game and from
the sportsman's point of view is consid-

ered a good investment. While the resi-

dents of Erieau, Blenheim, Ridgetown
and the adjacent country realize that

they have a fine body of water for boat-

ing, hunting and fishing the stranger is

alwa\'s welcome and will find himself

among friends of the genuine Canadian
type.
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Get the Master

Motor-Boat!
To own a Ross-built motor-boat is to

navigate among similar craft without

fear of humiliating comparisons. Every boat we turn out—large or small

—

has to add to our reputation.

Look a Ross boat over with special attention to materials, construction

and finish. Go into details — the apparently minor points which prove so

important when a motor-boat is in active service.

We build racers and runabouts, family launches and cruisers. Our
aim is "EVERY OWNER A BOOSTER" and — we hit the mark every time.

Ask for illustrated catalogue. It's worth having.

J H. ROSS BOAT & CANOE CO.
ORILLIA . ONT.

Motor-Boats Canoes Skiffs.

MOTOR BOATS

aamk^r^z:^coo

Cur 60 X 10 Cabin Cruitsr.

Any Size op Type Built to Order.
Hulls furnished : Knock-down

Semi Finished
and

Complete.
With or Without Motor.

Boat* in Stock from 12 to 30 feet. Send for Cataiojue and Price List.

Foot of Bay Street
Hamilton - CanadaROBERTSON BROS.



Partridge Shooting in Ontario

BT C. I.. CHAMBERLIN.

GLADLY did J answer in the affirm-

ative the invitation from my cous-

in who lives in that part of Can-
ada situated nearly across from

Port Huron, Michigan, only back from
the lake half a hundred miles, to join

him in a hunt for those noble game birds,

the ruffed grouse, as soon as the season
opened.

"I have been watching ten or twelve
broods all summer," wrote Cousin
George," and they are coming on nicely :

in two or three weeks when the season

opens—in twenty-two days, to be exact

—the}' will be in fine condition. They
fly like the deuce so you had better bring

a hard quick shooting gun and be in your
best mood for shooting if you do not

want them to make a get. away."
It is scarcely necessary to sa}' that I

accepted on the spot and took advantage
of his suggestion to the extent of getting

out my gun and doing a little practising

although I did not follow his advice as to

a hard shooting gun. I simply took

down my little twenty gauge hammer-
less Ithaca, a gun that had stood me in

good stead on Alichigan birds, even
ducks, and began to throw lead after

every English sparrow, haw-k, crow or

other bird which our honored law makers
declare to be obnoxious. The little gun
has twenty-eight inch barrels, one full

choked, the other modified. I had used
it one season on partridge, rabbits and
ducks though not on quails as these

have been protected the year round
in Michigan for some time past.

When the three weeks had passed I

felt ready to show Cousin George w^hat a

twenty gauge could do on Canadian part-

ridge. I found him just contemplating
the fall work about the place and pre-

pared to give me his whole time for the

few days I could spare to be with him.

I arrived at three thirt\' p.m. and by the

time I had ridden out to his place about
three miles from town it was too late to

do any shooting. That night when we
were speaking of the enjoyments of the

morrow George suddenly asked ; "By the

way C. L. what sort of gun do you shoot r

It should be a good one to stop those big
grouse when they once get under way."
By way of reply I opened my suit case

and took out the .gun which I had chosen
to carry in a suit case, which also held

several boxes of shells, cleaning outfit,

etc.

"This is the gun I have been using at

home. I do not doubt that it will serve

me here, "I said, watching him stealthily

as he took the little arm I had quickly

put together.

'"Well, of all things," he exclaimed, "a

twenty auge, a mere toy, a .gun for boys
and women to dally with, but not for a

man or a sportsman." George was real-

ly provoked but I assured him I was able

to take my side and keep it and that I

should prove it to be so on the following
day.

Morning came and an early hour found
us following George's high bred pointer

Juno into the field. The sun came out
through a faint haze, which was quickly

dispelled by its warm rays and left us a

perfect Canadian, autumnal day. The
first covey was supposed to lie about i,

mile from tlie house and we quickiy

reached the place. Here all was made
ready and we entered a piece of ground
containing tufts of low underbrush and
instantly froze into a statue. George
was nearer than I and I gave him the

shots. ^^'ith a whirr, whirr, they went,

eight or ten big birds. "Bang! Bang!"
and George's gun laid one in the grass

while another dropped low but managed
to keep going into a little swamp four

hundred yards ahead. Juno brought in

the bird and we followed her towards the

next tuft of brush.

But neither this one nor the next con-

tained the game. George had marked
the wounded bird as closely as possible

while I had endeavored to take the .gen-

eral direction of the other scattered

birds. ^^'e were now near w-here they

had dropped and George called the point-
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Splitdorf Victorious
AT ELGIN

The Middle West Road Classic won by an American Car

with an American Magneto.

Zengel in a SPLITDORF equipped stock National drove

to decisive victory in the great 305-mile race for the

Elgin Trophy in the fast time of 4.35.39, his car never

missing an explosion, and finishing more than six

minutes ahead of his nearest competitor.

Herr in a SPLITDORF equipped stock National won the

203-mile race for the Illinois Trophy in 3.05.55, shatter-

ing all records made on this course. His fastest lap, 8h

miles, was made in 07.15, which lowers the record

made on this track last year.

The same unrivalled Ignition which so recently swept
the boards in competition at Galveston, won the big Bak-
erstleld, Cal., road race and the recent Worcester, Cin-

cinnati and Ossining Hill Climbs again proves its sup-
eriority and shows why you should specify the SPLIT-
DORF Magneto for your car.

Please ask for Magneto catalog

G. F. SPLITDORF
Walton Ave. and 138th St

Branch, 1679 Broadway, NEW YORK
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er to him and started her in the direction

of the wounded bird, he following closely

after. I continued straight ahead keep-

ing the spots in mind where I had seen

two or three birds alight.

In a few moments, glancing over. I

saw Juno pointing a little spot in tlie

grass in which I could just discern some-
thing moving'. The next moment the

wounded bird rose and fell again to

George's right barrel before it had gone
more than a few 3-ards. The gunshot
brought two more partridges up, both
birds that I had marked, and both got
away as they were not in range of either

of us. I aproached the dog and reached

a suitable position in time to see her

make a point on a low cluster of fall as-

ters.

"Take them, C. L.,'' whispered George,
and I squared for my trial.

"Whirr! Whirr! Bang! Bang!" Xot so

bad, for I had made one clean kill, tlie

bird coming down like a stone while the

other three made a get away.
"You made a neat shot on that bird,

you did really," remarked George, and
was interrupted b}' a whirr, whirr and a

pair of big fat grouse who rose before the

dog could make a point. It was now or

never to show what tlie despised little

twenty could do. "Bang! Bang!" For
a moment I was not able to mark any
falling birds as the air seemed full of

birds which rose from one to three at a

time, roused b}' the report of m\- gun.
Then I saw Juno gallop forward and I

knew she was retrieving as she was too

well trained to run when searching for

live birds. Yes, she brought me a fine

fat cock and at once returned. Another
bird? Yes, the noble old girl had seen
more closely than I and brought me my
second bird, a fat young one of the sum-
mer's hatching.

"I wonder what George will say to

that," I thought. But just at the time

he was investigating a bunch of "Fox-
tail" grass for possibilities of singles from
our first covey. He looked up once 'how-

ever just as Juno started out for a new
covey.

"Well done, well done, indeed. C. L..

that little gun seems to possess unusual
power."

"Oh. no," I answered, "It's working
just as it always does at home. I just can-
not help killing them when I line up and
pull the triggers."

In the meantime Juno was searching a

patch of W'ild marsh grass in a low spot
and we both followed as closeh' as pos-

sible. However no results followed and
we proceeded in a similar manner from
one tuft or bunch of grass or brush to an-

other till noon came. Then George un-

slung a sack which I supposed he carried

for game but which now I was delighted
to perceive contained big. ham sandwich-
es, pieces of apple pie, a handful of gra-

ham cookies and a flask of milk. Quite a

laj'out for two men who had followed a

dog after partridges all forenoon and liad

the appetites of a dozen. The viands soon
disappeared and I followed George t<>

a little spring-fed brook where we each
drank a full, satisf3'ing, thirst-quenching

draught of nature's own beverage. This
done, we were both ready for action once
more.

The forenoon had been tine but tlie

sky now became clouded and gave prom-'

ise of a rainy night at least. After half

an hour's shooting, during which George
made a neat dou'ble and I a clean miss,

e turned our steps towards home as the

clouds were thickening in a way which
(presaged early rain. At three o'clock

a little drizzling rain set in, which grad-

ually dampened our enthusiasm, also

Juno's. One more covey was raised friim

which we took our toll of three. George
making one miss and I scoring my first

double since my triumph of the early

morning. We followed and got two
singles, one for each of us, then striking

for the highway near by we took the di-

rect road home, about three miles dis-

tant.

How unpleasant the rain seemed as

we trudged along on tired aching feet.

My .gun, that only weighed six pounds,

felt as though it weighed a hundred.
.•\nd the birds—surely they were mon-
sters to dra.g us down the way they did.

The rain fell more and more heavily and
poor Jimo trotted along, tail down, with

a little stream of water trickling down it.

and looking dejectedly at the ground,

which expression I may say was imitated
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SPARK
\ \m AND i INCH

"5l\
PORCELAIN

4 PLUGS
$3.00

POSTPAID

PLUGS
Guaranteed for

one year.

Send orders for

sample set and
ask for our cata-

logue of access-

ories,

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES LIMITED
'ffl TORONTO, - - ONTARIO.

rX¥'\T ¥|7 I\/ Won the International

Lyii^itli i V Trophy Race with

Propellers of

Hyde Manganese Bronze
This is the Metal of which are made the

Hyde Turbine Type Propellers

For Motor Boats

Manufactured

by Hyde Windlass Co., Bath, Me.

FOB SHOOTING^AND HUNTING LAKEFIELD CANOE
The Lakefield Canoe Company Ltd., has designed * canoe especially tot use by Hunters and Trappers. Light steady

and easily handled. WILL CARRY TWO MEN AND 400 POUNDS
TH.s^s^EAsoN

, HARPER'S SPECIAL
and get close to your game. Made in two sizes, 12 and 14 feet. Write (or prices to

The Lakcficid Canoe Company, Ltd. Lakefield, Ont.
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by the writer for an office desk six days
in the week is bad training for the jaunt

we had taken and aching muscles told of

a weakness which not long ago was for-

eign to them.

Home at last ! George found that the

hired boy who lived with him and his

wife, attending school and working at

odd hours for his board, had completed

the night's chores and so there was noth-

ing to do but sit down and dispose of a

supper fit for King George himself.

After supper we looked over the bags
and found seven in mine and eight in

George's.

"Not a bad beat for a man who only

uses a little twenty gauge," I suggested

and George looked across with his pe-

culiar smile and said, "Now, C. L. don't

rub it in. I'll admit you did splendidly.

That little g:un certainly far exceeded

my expectations. I have read some of

the talks about twenty gauge guns but
never took them seriously as an arm for

grouse or game of that kind. And you
say it will kill ducks, too?"

I assured him of the fact and after

some desultory talk we sought our beds
where I endeavored to get some of the

ache out of my tired muscles and make
them free and light as was my mind over
my good fortune that day.

I shot with George two da^'S longer
and at the end of three days my total bag
was twenty-two birds while George's
bag exceeded mine by one bird. I was
then obliged to return to my office but I

felt that I had a new lease of life that

would keep me refreshed until another
year when I hope to entertain Cousin
George by showing him the sport that

abounds on a Michigan lake in duck sea-

son.

Barnes Landing Net

Patented^Nov. 9, 1909

The Barnes Landing Net Frame, of

which the above is an illustration, put on

the market some two years ago, has be-

come very popular with anglers. The*

folding frame device allows it to be re-

duced one half in length when not in use

and it can be carried easih' and conven-

iently with very little danger of catching

or holding in brush or other obstructions.

For use its adjustment is simple, effective

and immediate, a new and improved

catch, introduced last year, adding much
to its strength and effective working. For

the season of 1912 the angler is offered an

improvement along the lines of light

weight, compactness, added strength and
utility. The new frame is constructed of

aluminum and can be buttoned by the

thong loop to the angler's coat or basket

strap. The net can be instanth' thrown
in position and locked ready for use by
manipulating it with one hand only.
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The purest form
/n wh/ch tobacco
can be smoked."
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Applied to the construc-
tion of B.B.B. Pipes are
sound hygienic principles
which positively assure a
coil, clean smoke- They
wom't crack, they won't
burn — with fair usapre.
And there are no pockets
to retain nicotine or sa-
liva.

kl^ dealers—all styles—
all prices.
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The Deer That Mooed

BY ASHLEY D. CONGER.

WHAT are delusions and imagina-

tion for in this world of hard

realit}- if they can not give a fel-

low at least a touch of the sen-

sations he strives so hard to receive from
the real thing itself? These are the con-

soling reflections whidh are mollifying

the mortified soul of a certain Z^Ietropoli-

tan tenderfoot who last fall returned

from the woods in quest of far more un-

domesticated animals than cows.

Whole-souled honesty and a New
England conscience dating hack to the

days of the Mayflower and Plymouth
Rock, are the causes for his unprece-

dented downfall as a sportsman. Profit-

ing from which is an Ontario farmer,

who sold a cow that he didn't take to

market. Although part of the bargain

was absolute secrecy, yet farmers are

farmers, and stories are alwaj-s at a pre-

mium in the backwoods where one's

social diversions are the pipe and camp-
fire conversation.

.\ccording to the story, the misguided

hunter, who paid voluntaril}' for his veni-

son ragout, started out earl}- in the morn-
ing through a pine swamp on a still-liunt

for deer. Now this same hunter, it is

truthfully recorded, could, from, exper-

ience, tell at a quack the voice of a mal-

lard, 'blue-bill, or canvasback duck, but

as for the precise identification of a

trail, such as diflferentiating the styles of

hoof affected by the various quadrupeds
of the forest, he possessed most marvel-

lous illusions of his own. His eager eye

first detected the delicate, clean-cut 'hoof

prints near the shore mud of the swamp.
"So-so," flashed through his susceptible

brain, as it was suddenh' exhilarated

with a joyous rush of blood, "signs, and
fresh ones too

!"

Searching out the trail, he followed,

hot-foot, his eyes now and then glancing

through the bush ahead in suppressed an-

ticipation of the vision that was photo-

graphed so vividly upon his imagination.

In holding to the trail he was indeed a

good hound, but his olfactories did not

measure quite up to the job, else as the

scent grew warmer, the subtle difference

in the two aromas would have been quick-

ly noticeable. So, rapidly and with

painful efforts at silence, he pursued the

falsifying foot-prints. And then—ah,

the thrill of it—he heard a twig crack far

ahead in the thicket.

Xow most careful indeed was his ap-

proach to the vicinity where he had
heard the noise. His was no close range
buck-shot double-barrel, 'but an auto-

matic Winchester, heavv with a cylinder

full of 30-3O's. Often 'he had heard of

the pitiful mistakes men made in shoot-

ing their fellows for deer, and he held

the resolution firmly in his mind to be

even sacrificingly careful. As his guide

of the day before had strongly advised,

under no circumstances would he allow

himself to shoot until he had seen the

proverbial hair.

Suddenly he heard something moving
quietly through the bushes a little to his

right. At last—ah, at last, the supreme
moment had arrived. Through a tiny

slip of a vista between the branches he

slovVly made out a glorious little splotch

of red fur. "There's the hair, all right,"

said his better judgement. "And now to

bag him without a hounding chase."

Quickly came the rifle to his shoulder,

and with careful aim through the con-

verging vista, he fired^—once, twice, three

times, in a succession almost spontane-

ous. Then, as he lowered his gun and

tore wildly through the bushes, a strange,

pitifully low "moo" emanated from the

spot in front of him. Horror-stricken at

what he believed to be the death agonies

of the deer, he stopped abruptly, listen-

ing ibreathlessly, fearing almost to pro-

ceed further lest the wounded animal

charge him from its seclusion in the

bushes. Then, weirdly through the si-

lence, came once more, and this time un-

mistakably, the dying bellow of a cow.
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The City that has increased in population 3,400 per cent, in 10 years, and that is now

increasing over 42 per cent, a year.

The Railway Focus of Western Canada.and for each of the next three years the centre

of the greatest and most energetic railroad construction in the world.

The Centre and Commercial Capital of the world's biggest and richest grain field, with

less than 6 per cent, of its area under cultivation.

Produced $140,000,000 of cereal crops.

Ranked third among all the states and provinces in America in grain production.

Grew one-eighth as much wheat as the entire United States.

The City that has a distributing territory of 45,000 square miles, of which its whole-

salers will have absolute control through three competitive transcontinental railroads and

eleven railway outlets.

The Wonder City of the great Canadian West—The Buckle of the World's Wheat Belt

—The City of Money Making Opportunity.

The future of this city as a great railroad centre is indicated by what the C.P.R. have

already done at Moose Jaw:

Their investment here is over $4,000,000

Their Freight Yards alone are costing 500,000

Their monthly pay roll comes to some 200,000

Their Stock Yards (the largest between Winnipeg and Calgary

—

and about to be doubled in size) cost 30,000

The length of track in their freight yards is approximately. . 40 miles

In their round house they can stall 36 Engines

They are double-tracking their line for many miles on each side of the

city in order to cope with the increasing traffic centering at and

converging from Moose Jaw.

Write us for our free Illustrated Circular, giviag full particulars of the best investment opportunities

in this marvelous Western City,

Address any Inquiries to

THE WESTEEK CANADA INVESTMENT COMPANY,

40 Victoria Street, Toronto.



An Order in Council has been passed
prohibiting for three years the purchase
or sale of snipe, quail, woodcock or part-

ridge in the Province of Ontario. This
is a forward step long advocated by
many sportsmen and is sure to meet with
their hearty approval. If the Order had
been extended so as to include wild ducks
the chorus of approval would have been
more hearty still. No one is injured by
these Orders except the market shooter
and the sooner he is put out of business

the better for the true sportsman and the

perpetuation of species we all desire to

see continued. These Orders show that

while at times we are discouraged with
the slow progress made, the cause of pro-

tection is still advancing and with furth-

er efforts we may hope to see—and that

not in the far distant future—the day
when adequate protection is given to all

our game birds.

Rod and Gun gratefully acknowledges
receipt of a birch bark invitation to the

Annual Smoker of the Claymont Winter
Camp which has its headquarters near
the pretty town of Branchton. In the

February 191 1 issue of Rod and Gun, Mr.
F. B. Doud of Branchton in an article en-

titled "The Lure of the Chase in Civiliza-

tion" fittingly describes the origin of the
camp. This year's invitation reads as

follows:

—

Harken! Ye Fellows of the Chase.
The Mystic Buck may once again appear
on November 15th, 191 1. After the run
our Third Annual Smoker will be in evi-

dence at Claymont Camp.
"In the wood-camp's sunlit clearing.

Where the brambles grow unfearing.

All about loom the maple and the

beech

;

There the timid deer are stirring.

The brown winged partridges arc

whirring
And the squirrels may scamper out of

reach."

.\ picture of the camp, a deer's head,

and a gun, appropriately illustrate the

invitation card and make it easy to im-
agine the atmosphere of jolly good fel-

lowship that will prevail at the coming
smoker.

A decidedly exciting and quite unex-

pected journey was that taken by Mr.
^^'ilIiam O'keefe of Chatham, X. B. Mr.
O'keefe was on his way along the road

to his brother's home when he saw a

moose in the woods close at hand. This
seemed an opportunity too good to be
missed and Mr. O'keefe at once hasten-

ed to the house, produced his brother's

gun and returning, shot the moose, as he
supposed, wounding it fatally. He then

walked up to inspect his trophy, when to

his great surprise the animal, which was
very much alive, jumped up and in a sec-

ond had caught the unfortunate man be-

tween its 'horns. Off they started

through the woods and it was not until

after travelling some distance that the

moose fell and Mr. O'Keefe was able to

free himself from his uncomfortable pos-

ition. Once again however the moose
made an attack and it was only after

much difficulty that Mr. O'Keefe was able

to get into a tree where he had to re-

main until the moose, who, although so

lively, was badly wounded, died. Apart
from being somewhat bruised and badlv

shaken up, Mr. O'Keefe suffered no
serious injury from his novel experience.

There is a possibility that a fish hatch-

ery will be installed on the St. Lawrence
by the U. S. Government. Dr. Bean.

the department's expert some time ago
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The Big
Circle Walerpaa

The Air's

Natural Humidity
on a balmy spring day is

from 60% to 70% but in
the average stove or
furnace heated house in
winter, the moisture in
the air drops as low as
25% or even less.

Such dried out, parched
air seriously affects the
throat and lungs and
general vitality of the
whole family, as well as
being destructive to
furniture, books and
woodwork. But the homes
that rejoice in a

**Good Cheer"
Circle Waterpan Furnace
have nature's moist balmy air warming—not parching—throughout
the entire house. They have a healthy heat because of the cons-

truction of the big circle waterpan.
This encircles the furnace—it is

big — commodious — sensible— it

holds several times as much water
as the makeshift pan in the average
Furnace—it is placed just at the
proper position to catch the incom-
ing air, to give it extra moisture
before it gets to the heating surface
and thus the air supplied to every
room is almost as humid as the
outside atmosphere.
You will benefit in Health and

save in Pocket by installing the
Good Cheer. We will gladly

send you our literatura

fully explaining
•U about it.

10

-^

The James Stewart Mfg. Co., Limited!
^odstodc^Ont. — Winnipeg,Man.
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visited points where the water is favor-

able t(i the propagation of black bass and
pike.

The Forestry Branch of the Depart-

ment of the Interior is taking a practical

interest in the farmer's woodlots of On-
tario, in an effort to make otherwise use-

less land supply hardwood lumber to an

eager market, with profitable returns to

the wood lot owner. Parties interested

in this matter should correspond with

the Department at Ottawa. Foresters

will be supplied bj- the Department to

look over tracts of timbered land, esti-

mate the quantity of timber, advise as to

what species to encourage or plant ac-

cording to the locality and general con-

ditions and suggest a general working
plan. Such scientific knowledge, the

result of former investigations, will be of

great benefit to private owners and
should be soug'ht after at once.

.\s noted in a pre\-ious issue the De-
partment of the Interior planned to stock

the district along the Mackenzie River

w^ith reindeer, supplanting the dogs
which have hitherto been used for carry-

ing in long reaches of the north. Three
carloads of Lapland reindeer left New-
foundland on September eig-hth and pas-

sed throug'h Quebec on September eigh-

teenth. Mr. E. F. Drake of the Depart-

ment of the Interior, wTio accompanied
the shipment from North Sydney to Fort

Smith on the Athabasca River, where the

herd was 'handed over to government
agents, had some considerable difficulty

in transit. When they reached Quebec
to which point they were conveyed by
boat the reindeer had to be transferred

from the boat to the train and a large

cage was hoisted to and from the dock
where they were first landed. It took

all kinds of coaxing to get the animals

into the cage, but even more trouble en-

sued in getting them from the custom
house into the car. A novel but effec-

tive method was introduced in which all

bystanders participated. A double line

was formed and they "rushed the line"

of deer into the car. Similar difficulties

were encountered along the remainder of

the trip. The reindeer left Newfound-
land on September eighth and passed

through Quebec on September eigh-

teenth. A week later they reached Ed-

monton. The three cars contained forty-

three reindeer and a fourth car was
stocked with reindeer food, moss and
grass. Mr. Drake returned to Ottawa
after delivering the reindeer up at I'ort

Smith and during the five weeks he was
away travelled 7,000 miles, much of

which was upon the western rivers and
lakes.

In Labrador it has been demonstrated

that one deer can readily do the work
five of the local dogs do with constant

urging. On one day for example, the

deer drew three logs each, while the

teams of from seven to nine dogs were
hauling not more than two, and these no
larger.

Everyone interested in the splendid

work being done b}- Dr. ^Vilfrid Gren-

fell in Labrador—and who is not?—will

sincerely regret with him, the loss of his

own costly auxiliary yacht, Andrew Mc-
Cosh, which was given to the Labrador
mission bv Princeton Universitv.

Most Canadia'n men will pray to be de-

livered from the fate which 'has overtaken

the men of a little town in Pembroke-
shire, Wales, called Llangwm. In this

small town no man is head of his house-

hold but the lead in all matters is taken

by the woman. The Llangwm maiden
is an expert fisherwoman. She rises

early and braves all weathers. She not

only catches her fis'h but sells it in the

neighboring towns. She is usually

stronger than the average champion
oarsman and can row with almost as

much -skill. As she earns the money
she naturally feels competent to spend

it to the best advantages. The hus-

band, who is known among fishwives-

as "my man," is not considered sufficient-

Iv elevated to buj- his own Sunday
clothes. The fisherwoman wife selects

such garments as she deems suitable and

her husband must perforce content him-
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FOR THE

Huntsman and Sportsman

Tents, Pack Sacks,

Dunnage and

Sleeping Bags,

Oil Skins,

etc., etc.

JOHN LECKIE LIMITED,

77 Wellington St. W.,

Toronto.

Steel FishingRods

No. 34 ADJUSTABLF | ,J
An entirely new departure i

rod making. FIv rod. bait cas-
ter, trolling and still fishin'
rod all in one Can be u-;

in any length up to 9 feet or
telescoped down tolJO inches
Handle is reversible— guide
removable and interchangi <

able from one rod to the
other. Come with maple
celluloid or cork handle—
crerp rod guaran-
teed for three p^ars '

Write for catalogue
describing this and other

,

'Bristol" Steel Fishing
Rods.

Send for a
"HONEYMOON"
This new Oliver Kemp

calendar in 12 colors will

be mailed to any addres;
upon receipt of 15 cent?
Measures 17x30. a strikirg
and appealing outdoi.
scene. Ready Decemb*
1st. Enclose name of
your dealer.

THE NORTON MFC. CO.
32 Norton St.,

Bristol, Conr

Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

To His Majesty King George V.

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane

built Trout or Bass Rod, 3 piece,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints,

cork handle, improved fittings, agate butt

and end rings— £4.19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.74. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50.

(2) 9 to 12 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout or

Bass Rod, suction joint agate butt end rings, cork handle
with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. sy^ "Uniqua" Reel
18/6 or $4.50. 30 yds. D. T. Tournament line S/6 or $2.07.

In all $21.79.

SEND CASH^COVERINC ORDER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE—16 plates of flies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHING ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Gold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

Illustration

our celebrated

eannot come
reel fitting is

shows handle of one of

cane built rods. The hand
against metal work. The
our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our
"Perfect" ball bearing

agate line guard regu-

lating check reels.

3% Diam.
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self with her selection. When a likely

youth arrives at an age and size that en-

ables him to make himself useful about
the house, in cooking-, washing, making
beds and such other duties as are usually

discharged by a woman, l.c i^ approach-
ed by one of the Llangwm maidens and
after a few simple preliminaries the pair

become engaged and without any un-
necessary ado a simple ceremony is per-

forned and the youth settles down to his

homely tasks.

There are still wolves in France and a

bonus of ten dollars per head is paid by
the State for an adult wolf while two dol-

lars and fifty cents is paid for cubs weigh-
ing less than nineteen pounds. When it

can be proved that the wolf has attacked
human beings the slayer receives a spec-
ial bonus of twenty dollars. Last year
the number of wolves killed was sixty-
eight.

The Faculty of Trinity University has
given Mrs. Charlotte Carson Talcott's

coronation ode a place—honoris causa

—

in Trinity University Library. This is

a distinction which has never been grant-
ed to any Canadan woman up to the pres-

ent time; which also has never been con-
ferred on any poet, man or woman who
is not either a graduate or under-gradu-
ate of that University. We extend our
congratulations to Mrs. Talcott who is

a contributor to Rod and Gun and other
journals.

Rev. C. F. Yates, a former contributor
to Rod and Gun has recently left Golden,
B.C., of which he has been a resident for

some years, to take charge of a parish
in the diocese of New Westminster. Be-
fore leaving Golden Mr. Yates was pre-

sented with an address and a purse of

gold.

A despatch from Newcastle, New
Brunswick reported moose as plentiful

at the opening of the big game season on
September 15th. A large number of

local sportsmen and a number of .Ameri-

cans were on the warpath and parties at

Chatham Junction and Canaan captured
moose soon after the opening. Among
the Americans were sportsmen hailing

from New York, Chicago, Dubuque,
Columbus, Etc.

The record for the largest fish caught
with rod and reel under the auspices of

the Kaslo Rod and Reel Club was mad«
on Saturday, September 23rd by J. J.

Fingland, who was successful in landing
one that tipped the scales at 18 lbs. 2 oz.

This is nearly two pounds ahead of the

record that had been held all summer by
W. E. Stevenson who had a 16 lb. 6 oz.

fish to his credit. Eighteen pounders
are not picked up every day even in Kas-
lo waters.

Within a mile of Alexandria Bay, the

well known summer resort, O. B. Eichorn
made a record catch of fish one Saturday
afternoon in September. Mr. Eichorn
plied his rod from 3.30 to six o'clock and
during this time succeeded in landing

twenty pike, six bass and three pickerel.

A heavy box which when opened was
found to contain between twenty-five

and thirty pounds of undersized brook
trout, was through the vigilance of the

officers of the Montreal branch of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, seized at the offices of the local

express company during the open season,

and was not allowed to reach its destina-

tion. According to the fish and game
laws it is unlawful to catch or kill any-

thing in the shape of brook trout less

than six inches in length. The average

length of the fish in the box seized was
only four and a half inches each and the

box contained a couple of hundred trout.

The trout were caught at St. Faustin,

near Ste. Agathe and were consigned to

a Montreal ladv bv her son.

An unwelcome visitor was that which
in some unaccountable manner became
an inmate of a laden grain car which
reached Port Arthur recently. When
the men who came to unload the car got
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A

SHIELD

BRAND

PIPE

Sent postpaid on receipt of

Price 35c
In any shape desired and guaranteed not to

crack or burn. Money refunded cheerfully if

not satisfied.

Illustrated book—The "History of Pipe

.Smoking," and catalogue of shapes free on re-

quest.

The Heyes Bros. Limited,

80 Bay St., Toronto, Can.

WE OUTFIT CAMPING PARTIES
There are several excellent canoe trips In Ontario, of which we can furnish serviceable charts, as well as proTld-
ing the ProTiaions. Taata, Utenaila, Blanketa and General Ootflt. For upwards of a quarter of a century, it ha«
been a special feature of our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thoroaglily
and invite enquiries.

Eatabliahed 1835.
M I C H I E & CO., Ltd.

7 Kins Street. We.t. TORONTO. Canada.

MEN'S DISEASES
Involuntary Losses, Nervous Debility,

Blood disease affecting throat, mouth
and skin. Unnatural Discharges, Lost
Vitali'^y, Kidney and Bladder alTectiona,

and all diseases of the nerves and genito-
urinary organs, a specialty. It makes
no difference who has failed to cure you.
Call or write. Consultation free.

Medicinvs sent to any address.

DR. J. E. REEVE, Kent Building,

Cor. Yonge and Richmond Streets, To-
ronto. 'Phone Main 943.

To Airedale Breeders

Who want to get the best—your attention it direct*

ed to Ch. Caerphilly Marvel, a dog that has won
over 250 prizes, cups and medals, beating most of

the present day champions, besides siring: many
winners in England and on this side. Ha is ac-

knowledged to be probibly the best stud dog in

America. Special fee to Western breeders and

members of the Airedale Club. Write for particu-

lars.

P. BAWDEN, Druggist,

Ridgetown, Ont..
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in its vicinity their olfactory nerves were

assailed bj- a most disaofreeable odor, the

unmistakable odor of a skunk. As they

commenced to shovel out the grain they

espied the animal peacefully and content-

edly "feeding away on a pile of hard

wheat. The skunk was loath to leave

its comfortable quarters and it was only

after sundry severe pokes with sticks,

long enough to prevent the men having

to get unreasonabl}' close to the animal,

that the traveller was dislodged. The
skunk was killed after being ousted from

his position.

Treasure trove, consisting of a meer-

schaum pipe, a pair of scissors and an old

wallet containing a solitary one cent

piece, W'as recenth- located in a codfish

which measured four feet in length and

was caught bv Andrew LeBlanc of Lit-

tle Bras d'Or,' N. S.

\\estern farmers and ranchers are con-

stantly complaining of the ravages of

those busy little rodents, the gophers, and

many a ranch displays a line of traps

which prove a means of destruction to

the annoying little animals. A youthful

correspondent, Hjortur Christianson, ten

years of age, writes from the Stoney In-

dian Agency at Morley, Alta., telling us

of his experience with "a wise gopher."

Master Christiansen's account, ortho-

graphy and all, is here reproduced. "I

set the trap for Mr. Gopher at a hole and

then went away. When I got back the

gopher was sitting outside his hole. He
had dragged away the trap and hidden it

in the grass. Next I tried to snare him
but he chued the string and got away
again. I set the trap once more and hid

myself where I could see him. The go-

pher came out of his hole and began to

drag the trap awa}' but it cot him round

the neck and choked him."

The interest of a walk taken by Mr.

Ned Marks of Fort William in September

last was increased by the appearance of

two moose who were moving quietly

along the road in front of Mr. Marks, who
was within a mile and a half of the town
at the time.

For the first time in four years, accord-

ing to one of the oldtime residents of
Lethbridige, Alta., wild ducks were seen

during the last open season on Duff lake,

which is within the city limits. Owing
to its being against the city ordinances

to shoot firearms within the city limits

the ducks were not molested to any ex-

tent by hunters and remained in the vic-

inity- of the lake for the greater part of

the day. A number of well filled bags
were brought back to the city as a result

of hunting which took place in the fields

and marshes in the vicinit)^ of Lethbridge
immediately on the opening of the season

on September isit last. Ducks of the

wild variety were reported as being
found in greater numbers this year than

for several years past. Among the dif-

ferent bags seen on the street were many
which contained teal, and mallard and
one hunter had a couple of wild geese.

Hares are reported as more plentiful

around Guelph this year than for 3'ears

past and \nsions of rabbit stew and ap-

petizing pot pie loomed large on the hor-

izon of GueLph hunters when the season

opened on September first last. The
big swamp near Aberfo3'Ie, known locally

as "the Willows,'' is one of the favorite

stamping grounds for the Guelph hunt-

ers. Two breeds of hound are used for

hare hunting around Guelph, the Beagle

being the favorite although some prefer

the larger fox hound, which although

speedier on the trail is not b}- any means
as sure as 'the little Beagle, which is not

as likely to over-run the trail or lose the

scent as his larger brother.

The American Ruffed grouse or part-

ridge \\ia.s also quite plentiful in the cedar

swamps and low wxjodlands in the vicin-

ity of Guelph and many a bird fell to the

shot of a gun during the open season.

One of the most interesting of the ex-

hibits at the Summerland, B.C., Provin-

cial Fair held from October 3rd to Oc-
tober 7th, was the exhibit of the Domin-
ion Fisheries Department. The display

was 'housed in a specially erected build-

ing and featured a miniature fish hatch-

ery in operation.
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A Christmas Morning

KODAK
All the child-world invites your Kodak. Wherever the children

are there is endless opportunity for a Kodak story—a story full of

hiinian interest to every member of the family. And there's no better

time to begin that story than on the home day—Christmas.

There are Kodaks now to fit most pockets and all purses and practical

little Brownies, that work on the Kodak plan and with which even the children

can make delightful pictures of each other. There are Brownies as cheap as

one dollar and Kodaks from five dollars up—no excuse now for a Christmas

without the home pictures. \\'rite for our cataloo;ue—or better still, let your

dealer show you how simple and inexpensive Kodakery has become.

Make somebodp happi} with a Kodak.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited, Toronto, Can.
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The Salmon industry on the Fraser

river is known the world over and it was
to pive visitors an idea of the great work
of propagation that is being carried on

by the department that the display was
made. The exhibit was under the pers-

onal charge of Mr. F. H. Cunningham,
chief inspector of fisheries for the Prov-

ince of British Columbia. The salmon

was shown from the first stages in the

egg or roe, through the different proces-

ses of hatching until the young fish is at

the age when it can be released from the

hatchery and compelled to take care of

itself. Besides all varieties of the sal-

mon many kinds of British Columbia
fresh and salt water fish were shown,

both alive in tanks and preserved speci-

mens. The display was free of charge

and Mr. Cunningham and a staff of as-

sistants were at the building during the

week of the fair to answer any questions.

Anglers have begun to take heart a-

gain and feel that there may once again

be good fishing in the Sauble River. The
depleted waters of this river have been

replenished by a further consignment of

fish, the latest arrivals being two cans of

small mouthed black bass from the Gov-
ernment hatchery at Newcastle. Prev-

ious to this consignment 60,000 pickerel

fry were received. Mr. A. W. McLeod
of the government fisheries department,

with the assistance of Mr. T. Stephenson,

secretary of the Angler's Association

transferred the bass to their new home.

An automobile party consisting of H.
McMillan, J. A. Perry and E. T. Carvel

after a couple of hours' duck shooting

returned to Lethbridge with fifteen large

Mallard ducks which later in the even-

ing formed an appetizing dinner for a

number of invited friends at one of the

cafes of that city.

Some splendid bags were taken by
local enthusiasts during the duck shoot-

ing season in the Nicola 'Valley.

pounds when caught. It was captured

with a trolling line in Loug'hborough
Lake by Alessrs. Knapp and \'anLuven,
Bettersea and is said to be the largest

trout ever taken in that vicinity.

A record "big fish" was that taken near

Chimney Islan'd in September last by
Leonard Howison, Albert Fitzpatrick and
Wm. Amo. The maskinonge was one of

the largest taken from the St. Lawrence
and on being weighed in Brockville was
found to tip the scales at 34 pounds sev-

eral hours after its capture. It measured

4 feet, Gyi inches in' length and 21 J^ inches

in girth.

Mr. A. T. Foot writing from Hartney,
Man. reports very good success at duck
shooting the first three weeks of the open
season.

Mr. F. Noble of Toronto, reports hav-

ing had a successful three days' fishing

at Waubaushene the last week in Sep-

tember. Mr. Noble was accompanied by
Mr. Dwj-er, and three 'lunge and several

fine bass were captured. The largest

bass weighed slightly over four pounds
and the smallest one and a half pounds.
Mr. Noble says that the fish preferred

the dew worm to the minnow notwith-

standing it was so late in the season.

James Stratford, a Kingston taxider-

mist had a lake trout exhibited in his

window recently which weighed 27^/^

Strict observance of the close season

during the last few years has increased

deer ten-fold in Spokane county. Wash.,
according to J. A. Uhlig, game warden,
who knows every section in the territory

as well as he does his own backyard.

"There are plenty of deer in the north-

eastern a-nd northwestern parts of the

county," said Mr. Uhlig. "Most of

them are in the foothills near Mount
Carleton. about thirty miles north of

Spokane and on the Little Spokane river

there are many signs as near as Dead-
man Creek beyond Peone Prairie. It

began to look as if the deer would all be
exterminated a few years ago. The law

was made very strict and is now being

enforced to the letter. When the deer

became scarce ten years ago one might
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The "Barnes" Folding Net
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have to go to Mount Carleton without

seeing- a fresh track. At present there

are many on the south side of the moun-
tain."

Mr. Uhlig is a sportsman of the old

schooi] ; believes in giving- every wild

animal a chance and what is more he
practices what he preaches. He has the

full support and co-operation of the

shooting club in the count}- and the of-

ficers and members of the various organ-

izations are as zealous as he is in prose-

cuting offenders.

near Paisley in October last. \\'hile his

companion was regulating a spring in

his rifle it went off, the bullet entering

the nose and pasing through the brain,

causing instant death. The two young
men had gone to locate coon trees in the

woods with the intention of hunting the

animals at night. They took along a

new 22 calibre repeating rifle. The me-
chanism was not working very freely and
a shell that had slipped unnoticed from
the magazine into the breech was dis-

charged.

A monster fish was recenth' captured

at Thorold, Ont. One evening during
October, James Field of Thorold, an em-
ployee of the Dav}- pulp-mill went out to

clear the rack and was astonished to see

a huge fish lying against it and held

there by the strong current. He called

Mr. Loftus the foreman and together

they pulled it out with considerable dif-

ficulty as the fish made frantic efforts to

get away up the stream again. \\'hen

safely landed the men examined their

capture and found it to be a sturgeon

measuring six feet, nine inches and
weighing 118 pounds. He was strung up
and dressed and provided meat for some
time to come. Just how a sturgeon of

such size should get so far away from
deep-water haunts is a matter of conjec-

ture. One piscatorial authority suggests

it may have come no further than Lake
Erie while another asserts it is a native

only of Georgian Baj'. At anj^ rate he

came down the old canal, slipping

through several valves and sluices but

finally becoming trapped.

William Barber of Hespler, shot a sil-

ver grey fox in Pu.glinch Township, ten

miles from Hespeler. The skin of the ani-

mal is considered worth $450. The fox

was a beauty weighing about twenty-five

pounds and was about seven months old

with a fine pelt.

One more sportsman, Mr. Joseph
Bradley, the twenty-one year old son of

Mr. J. J. Bradley of Ellengowan, was
accidentally shot and killed in the woods

Mr. Howard Sharpe of Belleville as

the result of a Saturday afternoon's fish-

ing in September last hooked a fine 12

pound lunge in the baj' near the Belle-

ville cemetery. The fish measured 38
inches in length.

Mr. Napoleon Cormier holds the dis-

tinction of having shot the first

moose of the 191 1 season at Adamsville,

N. B. The moose was shot and reached
Moncton, N. B. on the opening day, Sept.

15th.

AX'hile on a hunting party with some
friends Montagu Brown. 27 years old,

originally of Berlin, N. H. and manager
of the Quebec & St. Maurice Company,
La Tuque, P. Q.. climbed a tree which
was on the edge of a high steep mountain.

The tree broke under his weight and he
rolled down over a hundred feet amongst
rocks and other obstacles. His friends

carried him on their shoulders eight

miles in the bush to camp where they

telephoned La Tuque and from there doc-

tors were sent by special train to at-

tend him. The unfortunate man, how-
ever, did not recover consciousness and
died the following morning.

Ducks at Rice Lake were reported as

flying around like swarms of bees at the

opening of the season and it was ex-

pected to be a record year for duck shoot-

ing in that vicinity.
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A fishing^ party comprised of "Bill'

Bailey, Silas Lennox, "Bill" Lennox,
Sam Bongard, James Mouck, "Spence"
Clark, Officers Corrigan and Deshane
went up to Baker's Island from Belle-

ville in September and brought back
thirty-seven line bass. Mr. Spence was
the lucky one of the party landing a bass

which tipped the scales at four pounds
five and a half ounces.

Near Creston recently a pedestrian

met four cougars on the trail. A local

paper suggests that the Provincial Gov-
ernment increase the bounty on these ani-

mals so that it would be an incentive to

hunters to get after these pests, who are

fast depleting the deer and other game in

the vicinity.

This summer a colony of beavers es-

tablished themselves within two miles of

Brandon Post Office. An interested on-

looker observed the beavers from afar

with his field glasses and saw them cut

down a number of poplar trees in the vi-

cinity. Several of these trees were fully

six inches through. Some were carried

away, others left. Evidently the bea-

vers intended to form a pool with water
maintained at a constant height so as to

keep the mouth of their burrow in the

bank submerged in the event of the

stream lowering during the winter.

school-house, leaving their lunch baskets
behind them. She walked through the
open door and decided to do some sweep-
ing. In locating the broom, which was
behind the door, she swung the door
shut, and found that she was a prisoner,

the spring lock on the door having done
the deed. There was no key with which
she could unlock the door but the young
woman set to work to find a way of es-

cape. Looking about her she saw a lad-

der which had been used as a means of

access to the attic, ^^'ith this she hoped
to get up to one of the windows and make
good her escape. Just then s'he heard a

noise in a little room ofif the main apart-

ment and to her surprise and horror in

walked a full grown black bear. The
school marm stood not upon the order of

her going but clambered up the ladder

into the dark attic as fast as her trem-

bling legs could carry her. Once up slw
drew the ladder up after her so that

Master Bruin would have no means of

following her. There was but a small

wi.ndow in the attic and through this she
thrust her arms, waving them wildly and
calling loudh' for help. It was some time
before a passing teamster heard her

cries and came to her assistance. While
he hammered away at the front door the

bear embraced the occasion to tear ofT

the cover of a window which had been
used to throw wood through and when
the man entered by the front door Bruin
went out by the back window and made
for the tall timbers.

Two well known disciples of Izaak

Walton, Messrs. Wm. Rowe and W. K.
Nicolson of Brockville, hooked and land-

ed a maskinonge weighing fifteen pounds
near American Island.

Local fishermen of Kingston, Ont. re-

port fresh water salmon fishing in the

Frontenac Lakes this year as excellent.

One man caught three beauties in about
fifteen minutes.

An exciting bear stor}' comes from
Galeton, Pa. A youthful school-marm in

a countrjf school-house near Oleona had
gone to the school one morning to make
some arrangements preliminary to the

opening of the term and to get acquainted

with the place. She expected to find car-

penters at work making repairs but they

had gone by the time she " reached the

100,000 small mouth bass fingerlings

arrived at Clayton, N. Y. a few months
ago and were put in the river between
there and Alexandria Bay. These were
secured through the efforts of Congress-
men Mably of Ogdensburg, Mott of Os-
wego and Louden of Chicago. From now
on this part of the river is to be stocked
regularly.
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At Cape Vincent opposite Kinofston,

Ont., Anthony Denee, a well known river

sportsman residing at Cape Vincent,

caug-ht a thirty-five pound muscallonge.

This is the largest fish caught in the vi-

cinity this season. The fish was a splen-

did specimen and was eagerly purchased

by a departing guest as a trophy of Cape
Vincent.

The opening meet of the season of the

Winnipeg Hunt Club was held at Fort

Osborne barracks on September 25th and
despite threatening weather a large num-
ber turned out. On arrival at the ken-

nels and, after partaking of refreshments,

the president, His Honor, Lieut.-Gov-
ernor Cameron, addressed the members.

A live plump prairie chicken, evidently

driven by the fusilades of sportsmen to

seek sanctuary in the city, was caught

at the corner of Portage Avenue and
Main Street on October 6th in the city of

Winnipeg. The capture took place about

nine o'clock and created considerable ex-

citement. A. E. Sinclair of 157 Portage
Avenue after catching the chicken kept

it for a time on exhibition in his office.

The opening of the game season at

Blairmore, Alta. was heralded by a con-

tinuous volle\' of shots and the feathered

flocks were lessened considerably.

During a successful partridge hunt at

Keene, Ont. Mr. Wallace \\'ood of To-
ronto and Mr. Montgomery- of Peterboro

shot a porcupine weighing in the neigh-

borhood of thirty-five pounds.

Mr. Wm. Neilson, of L^-n, Ont.. an

account of whose serious accident while

out hunting last fall appeared in our June
issue recovered sufficiently to make one
of a fishing party to Aylen Lake from

July 27th to September 19th. During
that time, Mr. Neilson writes, they had
excellent fishing, finding it possible al-

most ever}' day they went out to return

with twent}' pounds of salmon and speck-

led trout. One daj' Mr. Neilson, him-

self, hooked on to a fifteen pound salmon
with three liundred feet of copper line.

The salmon gave him a hard fight for

nearly half an hour before he could gaff

him and when he did succeed in gaft'ing

the fish the oarsmen had to come to the
rescue and lift the salmon into the boat.

He was a beauty and the veteran fisher-

man—eighty years old—says he felt like

a hero.

An enormous sunfish, weighing about
six hundred pounds, and measuring eight

feet from tip to tail, was washed ashore
dead at Bangor Bay, County Down. The
sunfish is a denizen of tropical seas and
the death of this specimen is explained
b\' the fact that it could not live in water
of so low temperature as that surround-
ing the British Islands. As it would have
been an inconvenient task to bury the car-

cass it was towed out into deep water
when the tide was up. A smaller sunfish

was washed ashore on another part of

the coast and this gives rise to the idea

that these fish were attracted out of their

own waters by the great heat that pre-

vailed this summer.

A curious thing is the cuttlefish with
its long arms and bulging eyes. At sever-

al points on the British coasts there are

located cuttlefish farms where the little

creatures are kept in tanks to be 'milked'

of their ink. This ink, which is kept in

a little bag or sack, is very valuable and
each little cuttle will yield about ?3.50 a

year. The tank or pond is connected
with the sea b}- a pipe and a thousand or

more cuttles are kept in a single one.

When it is considered an opportune time

the sluices of the ponds are opened and
the water is gently agitated. The cuttles

then swim around the pond and as soon
as one passes through the sluice is closed.

The cuttle passes down a small channel

into a basin or metal receptacle and as

soon as it is securel}^ there the water is

drained off. This frightens the fish and
at once it squirts its precious liquid into

the basin. In this way, one at a time,

the 'milking' is completed.

According to a pamphlet—Forest Ser-

vice, Bulletin 99—issued recently by the

United States Department of Agricul-
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ture, \\'ashino;ton, D.C., there are thirty-

seven species of pine grown in the United

States. About 48 per cent, of the total

lumber output for the United States in

1908 was pine. The bulletin considers

each species separately, supplying de-

tails as to its physical properties, the

range of its supply, its early uses, the

quantity and destination of its exports,

its qualifications for purposes of ship-

building, 'heavy construction, railroad

timbers and manufactured products, its

by-products, etc.

It was stated at the close of the lobster

season in Nova Scotia that this season

had been the best the fishermen have en-

joyed. The men have received higher

prices than ever before. Cod fishing has

also been good. Two Louisburg fisher-

men with mackerel as bait went out one

morning and caught three quintals of tine

codfish in three hours. As each quintal

now brings $5.77 they did a pretty good

forenoon's work. There was a good run

of 'herring also. One man with two help-

ers brought home fifteen barrels of her-

ring saleable at $5.00 per barrel. There
were about fifty boats out and their

catches ran from eight to fourteen barrels,

so that nearly $3,000 worth of herring

were taken in in one morning.

A furious gale caused the collapse of

the Ketchikan cannery in Alaska recent-

ly. The cannery was built on piling over

the salt water of the harbor and 200,000

cans of salmon were thrown into the wa-
ters entailing a loss of $100,000.

Although the natural conditions for

growing oysters in the Maritime Prov-

inces are excdlent the annual production
has been steadily decreasing. In 1882

there were 64,646 barrels harvested while

in 1907 the production was only 27,299
barrels. The experience of other coun-

tries goes to show that the oyster industry

can only be put on a permanent basis by
means of oyster farms maintained by pri-

\ate individuals. There is at present in

Canada a jurisdictional dispute on this

question, as a result of a decision by the

Imperial Privy Council in 1898. The
provinces own the foreshore on which
the oysters are grown while the Domin-
ion has the right to impose regulative re-

strictions. By the same decision it was
held that both the Dominion and the

provinces concerned had the right to tax

the oyster culturist. Unless the Govern-
ments concerned can soon arrive at a

compromise, definitely settling matters of

jurisdiction so that the oyster farmer will

be enabled to engage in artificial propa-
gation, the oyster beds will be fished out.

A duck hunting expedition which end-
ed fatally was that taken by Mr. G. Mc-
Nabb of the Montreal Light, Heat and
Power Company in October last. While
hunting in the vicinity of Sorel, Mr. Mc-
Nabb's gun exploded prematurely and the

charge entered his body causing fatal in-

juries. Mr. McNab came from Battle

Creek, Mich, to Montreal two years ago
and had been very successful in the new
business department of the Light, H^at
and Power Company.

Several thousand black bass fry were
shipped during September from the Gov-
ernment hatcher}^ at Brantford to Brus-

sels and deposited in the river Maitland
just above the dam. R. Leatherdale and

John Hewitt looked after the liberation of

the fish from the tin cans in which they

were sent to Brussels. With good luck

this addition to the Maitland should con-

duce to the pleasure of the angler and
the profit of the table. '

,

"A grea' big b'ar" in the woods near

Ramsay Arm, B.C., attacked Thomas and
Harry Christy, Second Avenue, Van-
couver, who were out deer hunting, and
succeeded in cornering them in a rocky

defile. There was no means of escape

and it appeared that the life or death of
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the ivicn depended on the success of the

first shut. It was an awful moment when
the lirute rose on his hind feet to make an

attack. Thomas Christy raised his ritie

and fired. The ball, fortunately, entered

the grizzly's head between the eyes with

deadly results. Indians who saw the car-

case declared the bear was the largest

ever killed in that section. He weighed
1500 pounds.

One of the best known guides in tlie

neighborhood of Peterboro, Ont. died in

October last in the person of Percj-

Franklin, Chief of Alderville Reserve, a

fine specimen of an Indian weighing
something like two hundred and sixty

pounds. He was over sixt)' years of age

and died of pneumonia.

As a warning to other hunters that the

game laws must be observed a Gait man
who was charged with shooting a black

squirrel out of season, notwithstanding

his plea that he did not intentionally

transgress, being mistaken in the date

when the season opened, was fined five

dollars and costs, amounting to eight dol-

lars. This was the minimum fine that

could be imposed.

A seizure of partridge shot out of sea-

son was made at the Union Depot, Ot-

tawa, on October 17th last. The sports-

men who had concealed the partridges

—

one hundred in number—in a trunk

omitted to pack them in ice and decompo-
sition set in, revealing the presence of

the birds to the clerks, constable and bag-

gage men who were on hand when the

trunk was put off the train at Ottawa.
The fine for shooting partridge out of sea-

son is $25 per bird.

Mr. W illiam Donovan of Fairville, X.

B., has a somewhat troublesome pet in

the form of a bear cub which a friend

captured in the woods in September last.

The bear has l)een kept on the farm of

Mr. John Gallagher at Spruce Lake and is

secured by a muzzle and chain; notwith-
standing these he nearly made good his

escape some weeks ago but was recap-

tured b}^ Mr. Gallagher and his son. The
l)ear is to be trained and sold.

George Smythe, a well know mining en-

gineer of Cobalt, had the distinct honor of

being the first hunter from Cobalt to land

a bull moose for the past season. The
game was landed about twentv miles

from Temagami.
I'rom Parry Sound comes a report of

the prevalence of Sunday shooting and
fishing. On October 15th Game and
Fishery overseer Reid and Deputy Game
\\arden \\'oods succeeded in rounding up
a party of five from Depot Harbor who
were breaking the Lord's Day Act. The
officers confiscated three guns, one rifle

and two gasoline boats and had the men
up in the Police Court on Monday, when
a fine of S5.00 each and costs was imposed.
The guns and boats had been borrowed
for the occasion so the Sunda\' fishing

trip proved a dear one.

Peter McLelland of the Grand Hotel,

\\ ni. .Annand, Don Briand and Harry
Reid of Sydney, B.C., w^ent on a shooting

expedition to Malagavvatch and returned

with overflowing game bags. The bag
included ducks and partridges.

Sportsmen near Grenfell. Sask. report-

ed the prairie chickens as very wild this

vear.

Half a score or more of British and Am-
erican hunters were included in the

sportsmen who making their headquar-
ters, ^'ancouver. won prowess in the big

game hunting season Among these may
be mentioned Lord Lascelles of the Gren-
adier Guards and former military secre-

tarv to Earl Grey at Ottawa, and friend

of ^I. W. Ward of London, England, and
Capt. Douglas Pennant of the Grenader
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Guards, Messrs. Sheppard and Wilson of

London, England, Bond of Boston, May-
ette of St. Louis, Roach of New York and
Augsburg; of San Francisco. The base-

ment of the Hotel Vancouver was at one
time during the season piled high with

trophies of the hunters' achievements, the

collection including" goats, sheep, moose
and caribou heads, as well as grizzly and
other pelts destined to adorn the walls of

English castles.

Partridge in the vicinity of Clinton,

Ont. were more plentiful during the sea-

son of 191 1 than for many seasons past.

The members of the Hinck's Fish and
Game Club left Hull on the morning of

October iSth for their annual deer hunt at

the club headquarters about twenty-five

miles from Kazubazua. The party, num-
bering twenty, consisted of prominent
citizens of both Hull and Ottawa, and
took with them fifteen dogs, almost half a

carload of provisions and a small arsenal

of guns for the two weeks' hunt. Last
season this club was successful in bag-

ging seventeen deer besides getting sev-

eral baskets of fish.

lish a reputation as a Nimrod and it was
reported that he had been one of a party
who killed five moose near Kenora. Sub-
sequently it was learned that the train on
which Air. Ballantyne travelled from
Winnipeg had run into a herd of moose
and killed exactly that number, as well

as demolishing the steps on one side of

the car.

Messrs. Lloyd, Roets and Winkjer, of

Davidson, Sask., accompanied by two
American gentlemen in the course of a

shoot in the early part of October se-

cured a bag which included two wild

geese, weighing thirteen pounds apiece.

From Newcastle, N. B. come.s a record

of successful hunters:—Dr. Ellis of Bos-
ton, while hunting in company with Harry
North, \\'eIdon Robinson and Hubert
.Sinclair, with guide Jack Hare, on
Portage River killed a moose with a

spread of sixty-three and a half inches

and an old and large deer which is con-

temptuously described as "tough as

blazes.'' The party saw a lot of moose
but no others with large spreads.

Farmers in the vicinity of White Lake,

near Kingston, Ont. who were seriously

troubled by bands of wolves among their

sheep, organized a club to exterminate

the marauders.

C. A. Hammond, W. Baird, John Lowe,
W. A. Jackson, and D. Thornton of St.

Thomas, accompanied by Fred Webb as

chef were representatives of the St.

Thomas Hunting & Fishing Club, who
went north on the annual shooting expe-

dition to Pickerel Lake camp. Parry
Sound district.

Mr. Sandy Ballantyne of Stratford is

well known locally as a speckled trout en-

thusiast and also as a fishing story en-

thusiast. Recently he sought to estab-

It is learned that the Government has

given its assurance that the work of ex-

terminating ling and other pirate fish

from the Rideau waters and Bob's Lake
will be continued this year. Although
good work has been accomplished along

this 'line there is still more to do.

Messrs. J. R. Lawlor and James P.

Whalen of Newcastle, hunting near Ta-

busintac both secured a moose and a

deer, Mr. Lawlor's moose having a fine

spread of antlers, being about sixty

inches.

Messrs. Main of Mexico and Hamline
of Chicago, acompanied by Mr. Edward
Menzies as guide secured a moose with
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a fifty-eight inch spread of antlers and
one with fift}--four inches spread. 'Mr.

Main's head was a particularly 'hand-

some one and both gentlemen were de-

lighted with their trip, which was spent
with Air. Menzies at the Bald Moun-
tains.

As an intimation that Sunday shiTOt-

ing will not be allowed to continue in

that neighborhood three section men
were fined at Ignace, Ont., on October
i3th, for hunting on Sunday. Five dol-

lars and costs apiece was the penalty im-
posed and the men's guns were also con-
fiscated. On t*he same day an Ignace
constable secured the conviction of \Vm.
Brown, globe trotter, for having in his

possession two cow moose skins. The
constable arrested him at Gull Lake
while his dogs were consuming the

moose meat. He was fined $50 and costs

and his weapon was confiscated.

The Duke of Sutherland and party in

their pri\ate car enjoyed a few days'

hunting near Raleig^li, Ont.. with the

big game which abounds in that \-icinity.

Canada and Britain were represented

in an egg laj'ing contest which was be-

gun on November first last at the Con-
necticut Agricultural College for the

purpose of securing data as to cost of

egg production, laying qualities of dif-

ferent varieties of hens, quality of eggs,

and so forth. In one hundred hens, two
in each of fifty houses built especially for

the test, five hens were placed from
which the records were to be made.
There was also a reserve hen for each
pen, to be used in case of illness or death
of one of the contestants. The experi-

ments are to last for a vear.

Several Cobourg residents and their

Rice Lake guides were summoned to

court for infractions of the game laws at

Rice Lake. The guides had been hired

bj- the da)^ to shoot ducks and the Co-
bourg men who hired them sold the
ducks. One guide secured over five

hundred ducks.

Dr. Farncombe of Trenton enjoyed
the distinction of shooting an .\lbino

duck off Eionter's Point in October last.

The bird, which was identified as a great-

er scaup duck, more commonly known
as the large blue bill, had pure white
plumage, a pink bill instead of the dis-

tinguishing pale blue, while its feet were
yellow instead of the normal color, which
is dark blue.

A Wiarton sportsman about rhe same
time shot a freak hare which was perfect-

ly yellow with pink (Albino) eyes.

Some time ago dead carp in thousands
were found on the shore of the Lake at

Lakeside, Ontario, and on examination
it was found that the fish had been in

perfect condition a few hours before

they died. This led to the belief that the

cai"p had been poisoned by some one
throvi'ing poison, with malice of fore-

thought, into the lake. The matter is

being investigated.

If you stop to look at it, a feather is a

masterpiece of creation. The covering
of a bird combines in a wonderful man-
ner, liglitness and complete ventilation.

In addition it is a first class non-conduc-
tor of heat and repels dirt.

A party of Cobalt hunters camped for

four days in the district south of Rib
Lake and succeeded in landing two
moose. \\ . J. Crawford organized the

party and left three days in advance of

his companions to have everything in

readiness at the camp upon their ar-

rival. William Lonsdale shot one
moose while ^^'. Donaldson captured

the second one. The party reported hav-

ing seen no less than fifteen cow moose.
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After a trip of thirty-eight days in

which he travelled more than 6.000 miles

through Canada, touring with his family

in an automobile, John Santrinos, his

family and friends returned to their home
in Minneapolis. A large part of the

time on the trip was spent at Brandon,
where the party had several days' hunt-

ing. Ducks, geese and chicken were
plentiful in that region and large quan-
tities of game were bagged. The trip

was made by way of St. Cloud, Grand
Forks and Winnipeg to Brandon. L^ter
a. trip was made to Regina, Moose Jaw
and Calgary with occasional side trips in

the mountains. Seven days were con-

sumed in the trip to Brandon but heavy
rains and bad roads made the return trip

more difficult, and it took thirteen days.

Exceptional good luck was experienced
by Capt. Douglas Pennant, late of the

Grenadier Guards, who travelled all the

way from the Soudan to enjoy the big

game hunting between Telegraph Creek
and Dease Lake. After a brief holiday in

England the visitor, who has ample means
to enjoy his favorite sport of big game
hunting, will return to Africa. His sole

companions on the recent outing were a

number of Indian guides. Capt. Pen-
nant went in via. Fort Wrangel, .\Iaska.

ascending the Stickine to Telegraph
Creek, and thence hunting northwards in

the direction of Dease Lake along the

route of the Yukon Telegraph line. He
left Telegraph Creek on August 22 and
reached there on the return trip on Octob-
er 12. The Captain when interviewed in

Vancouver, with characteristic modesty,
refused to enumerate his various achieve-

ments but admitted that he had had splen-

did sport. He was fortunate enough to

secure one grizzh^ besides g^oat and sheep

and two varieties of deer.

John Gibson and Thomas Slack, two
well known residents of Mallorytown had
the honor of landing an extremely large

maskinonge during the past season.

While trolling near Chimney Island Mr.

Gibson made the strike and the efforts of

both men were required to make the prize

safe. After a battle which lasted almost
three-quarters of an hour, the 'lunge gave
up the struggle and quietly submitted to

capture. It tipped the beam at 42 pounds.
Mr. Gibson, who is a veteran oarsman of

the island region was more than delighted

with his success.

Foxes are not the only animals which
are being bred in captivity for commerc-
ial purposes. From Australia comes the

information that a farm exclusively for

opossums has been started in Gippsland,
\'ictoria. This farm is said to contain

2,000 acres of eucalyptus bush land. An-
other farm comprising 500 acres has been
started in southern Tasmania and another
of 150 acres in New South Wales. The
chairman of the Sydney Stock Exchange
has become much interested in the possi-

bility of commercial breeding of opos-

sums for their fur and expects to start a

large farm for this purpose near Sydney.
In W'estern Australia there seems pros-

pects of a company being formed for the

breeding of opossums on a stretch of

eucalyptus country comprising about
200,000 acres. Many instances are also

being reported of farmers in various

parts of Australia taking up the breeding

of opossums as a special feature of their

farms, in this way using the timbered sec-

tions of their land which would not have
much value for any other purpose.

Fred Knights of Kingston, accompanied
by his wife and son, Morris, caught a 40

pound muscallonge at the head of Watch
Island in October, one hour being taken

to land the fish.

The work of a section boss on the

Transcontinental, it appears, is not always
merely a matter of watching the track.

The section boss, fourteen miles east of

Cochrane, was recently visited in his

shack by a pack of twenty timber wolves,

who after killing his two dogs devoured
an old cache of meat that 'had been left
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by the railway constructors. One of tlie

wolves fell a victim to the section boss'

rifle shot. The following day the same
pack resumed their attentions, to escape

which the man took the only available

method, which was to climb the nearest

telegraph pole.

The Ketchecum Lake and the Jack's

Lake fishing parties of Peterboro had a

most enjoyable two weeks' outing at their

respective fishing and hunting camps in

October.

A further nute received states the hunt-

ing parties have had excellent sport, one
partv getting a deer within a few days,

d'espite the fact that wolves were plenti-

ful. One da}', snow had fallen and at

a place no less than seven wolves had
passed a few hours before. It is certain,

steps will be taken during the coming
winter months to get rid of these pests.

Some members attribute the good results

obtained after deer to the fact that no
hounding is allowed and everything pos-

sible is done to have the game laws strict-

Iv enforced.

Mr. E. E. Lemieux of Ottawa, after a

recent trip to Petawawa, writes as fol-

lows :

"Although we heard the wolves howl-

ing almost daily at our resort at Peta-

wawa and saw numerous fresh tracks we
did not succeed in capturing any. I am
not the least discouraged, however, for I

likely will spend a week in March, with

another party, and our entire time will be

given to goring after the wolves. I have

strong liopes we will then be successful.

On this last trip, I saw very few fresh

deer tracks and found skulls of two de-

voured deer. Partridges, or properly

speaking, grouse, were plentiful. There

are also lots of beaver and I am glad to

say they are well protected."

*j4BnBl. '..-',

TBAPPERS GET BUSY
BIG MONEY IN FURS
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become one, write to us to-day. We will help you.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO.
CREATEST FOR HOUSE IN THE WORLD

73S Fur Exchange Building, St. Louis, Mo.

\\'ithin two years it is said the number

of the kinds of wood used for laths has

been doubled. This increase is illustra-

tive of the extent to which lath produc-

tion is becoming an adjunct to larger

wood industries. Small quantities of

lumber of odd sizes, slabs and what

would otherwise be mill waste are con-

served and used to advantage in this way.

The Forestry Branch of the Department

of the Interior has compiled statistics for

1910 showing that twelve species of wood

were used in the production of the eight

hundred and fift3--two million pieces of

lath produced in 1910, worth one million,

nine hundred and forty-three thousand

dollars. The first six species in import-

ance were spruce, white pine, cedar,

douglas fir, hemlock and balsam which

also are the woods used for some time

in the manufacture of laths. The re-

maining six; jack pine, red pine, yellow

pine, poplar, basswood and larch are the

new species increasing in importance.

Spruce and white pine laths, the two

most important species, show a decrease

in 1910 from the year previous, but to-

gether form nearly seventy per cent, of

the annual output. Some million and

a half more pieces of cedar were cut in

1910 than in 1909 and the amount for this

species of seventy million pieces made up

one-twelfth of the total. Prices ranged

from $1.25 for yellow pine to $3.18 per

thousand for pojalar.
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Trap Shooting In Canada

The Growth of the Recreation ; it's Past, Present

and Future.

BY CANUCK
Billy Barnes

Probably no recreation lias the same hold over

its devotees as the sport of shooting clay birds

at the present day over modern traps. It is cer-

tain that none of the present-day pastimes hold

tlieir followers so consistently as this form of

sport, nor do any of them yield anything in the

direction of beneficial resnlts to nerve, body and
brain surpassing 'the results given to the scatter-

gun enthusiast.

Trap shootiitg has had a growth in Canada par-

alleling practically in every detail that experienced

in the United States. In fact the game is prac-

tically the same with no national boundary be-

tween the American and Canadian enthusiast.

Such must of necessity be so, as the Inter-State

Association, which has fostered and built up the

game in the States, has likewise mothered it over

here.

Nor has the Dominion failed to produce its

quota of expert shots at the clay flyers. In pro-

portion to our population as compared with that

'across the line', we have turned out men that we
have reason to feel proud of. In fact some of

the greatest professional shooters today, repre-

senting many of the bigger ammunition manu-
facturers are Canadian-born and learned their

A, B. C.'s over here. Sim Glover, for instance,

one of the cleverest men shooting over the traps

today, is a Carleton Place product. His latest

performance in Canada, was to win high profes-

sional at the D. C. T. S. A. Eleventh Annual
Tournament in August of this year, representing

Du Pont Powder, Remington Automatic gun and
Dominion Imperial shells, averaging on 350 targ-

ets something over 94%—some class, surely!

Nor need we to complain from the standpoint of

a;nateurs. There are few men in the United

Wm. Slaney

States today tliat can outpoint .Jennings of To-
ronto, Beatty of Hamilton or Ewing of Montreal,
while Throop of Ottawa has held Dominion
Championships with scores that were fully up to

the best anywhere in America. In the live bird

division, there is not a known shooter that has
anything on Harold Bates of Ridgetown—in fact

he is to all intents and purposes the Champion
of the World, undefeated. ilany of the best-

known American shooters have competed against

him in the Grand Canadian Handicap at Hamil-
ton for years, but they have yet to produce a
man who can outshoot him.

The history of the game is very interesting to
follow up from the early days of the crude traps

and still more crude targets. The first prac-

tical step in the direction of making disc shooting
popular was when glass balls were substituted in

the United States to take the place of live birds,

by ,1 number of then prominent shooters, among
tnem the still famed Capt. A. H. Bogardus and
Dr. Carver; but it was not until 1880, when the

Ligowski trap, invented by Mr. Geo. Ligowski of

Cincinnati, was placed on the market—this be-

ing the first using a clay target or disc—that the

recreation really may be said to have begun to

grow. In the ensuing thirty years the propor-

tions reached are such as were undreamed of by
the old-time devotees.

Under the original system of five traps, one
man up, it was a physical impossibility to run oflf

any large entry such as is now done without

thought or bother. For instance, the Twelfth

Grand American Handicap held in Tune last,

during the five days, five automatic traps threw
some 1.53,940 targets, an average of 30.788 per

day or 6157 per trap each day. To accomplish
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this feat both trap and target miift be of as per-

fect manufacture as has yet been devised and it

also requires intelligent handling by pullers,

trapjiers and lieliirrs. In faot. so far as degree

UUM R I

rv ly month. This year the larger powder and
ammunition manufacturers are using advertising
space to promote tliis biggest asset of their busi-
ness; all over Canada little towns are organizing
clubs, while through the West almost every set-

; lenient has its seatter-gun aggregation formed
into a gun club.

Over ninety-five percent of the members of the
Trap iShooting Clubs are field shooters as well.

.\fter shooting for twelve .vears every autumn on
t'le marsh, over decoys and on the upland, the
writer started into breaking clay birds as an
avenue whereby he could mako greater use of the
gin. After close following of the game, I have
no hesitation in claiming that until one shoots
over the present traps he has but little inside
knowledge as to gun fitting, gun handling and
"gun physiology," if I may coin the term. Then,
ton. it teaches much that takes years afield to ac-
ipiire. That it increases one's accuracy afield,

whether shooting duck, grouse or snipe, by a very
great percentage one who has "been there" weil
knows. As a wholesome, health-producing and

The Dining Tent is a Favorite Spot at the Inter-Club
Tournament.

of excellence is concerned the present-day auto-

matic traps seem to have reached the acme of

features desired. It has been a long step from
the old Ligowski invention to the perfected model
of trap now used, and to the writer the Western
Automatic traps such ' as used at the Dominion
Tournament this .vear leave little to be sought
in the direction of perfection.

In the United States there are, speaking very
roughly, approximately some 10,000.000 sports-

men; of this total there are approximately 1-20

or 500,000 trap shooting enthusiasts. In Can-

Beattie "Smashing Them."
treat Watching Him.

Wm. Carruthers of Mon-

ada with a population of at present some 7,:i00,-

000, we have some 340 Oun Clubs with a total

shooting fraternity of approximately 23,000. But
the sport is gaining followers by leaps and bounds

Throop, Ottawa, and Lewis, llontreil, Talking Over the

Game at an Inter-Club Heet.

i.crve-steadying recreation, there is no other

phase of amateur sport that can equal this ever-

niscinating pastime.

Its future has immense prospects. Another
ten years should see double the number of fol-

lowers oJay has. Despite the essential draw-
b.r.; of ammunition cost—the one big expense
that is attached to the game, every town in the

St.ates ncnv has its regularly constituted Club,

while from Xova Scotia to British Columbia one
afternoon a week finds the smokeless cracking

behind the fl.ying discs with persistent regularity.

The first essential learned at the traps is posi-

tion; despite, perhaps, years of field shooting, one
generally finds that, when put behind a trap-

house and asked to locate with regularity the

targets, he has several little things to pick up.

There are various attitudes assumed by trap
shots, some efTective and others very much the

opposite. Then, too, gun fitting has to a large

degree considerable bearing on one's position.
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Some men shoot with exceedingly straight stocks,

often not more than 2% heel and IVi comb
drops, catching their barrel alignment almost at

the muzzle and actually holding their gun feet un-

der the birds; others again, go to the other ex-

treme and use too great a drop, necessitating over-

shooting to centre—one of the great dislikes of the

average man. Of eour.se coming down to actual

facts, one man's gun will not properly fit another.

Length and drop of stock, pitch of barrels, trig-

ger pull, snapping targets and following them,
using heavy powder charges and light, preference

of dense powder and of bulk, are a few of the
many items every trap-shot is a crank about

—

for the enthusiastic trap-shot IS a crank.

Then, too, mention might properly be made of

this wholesome recreation as one that the ladies

can take up. There is no reason why they

cautionary safety that would stand him in good
stead when afield, and which would, possibly,

save his own or a friend's life at some time when
carelessness causes an accident and the loss of
human life. One of the preliminary experiences
taught every trap-shooter at every Club is care-

ful handling of his gun, careful loading of such
and consistent removal of shells save when ac-
tually ready to fire, at the shooting stand in his

turn. This, in itself, is alone worthy of having
hammered into you—even though the ability to
make long runs and stand on top as regards
scores does not make itself evident for a long
time—for the same handling of firearms is some-
thing not always picked up from field shooting.
Another feature of organized gun clubs has

been the co-relative interest shown by members
in game protection and propagation, for as I have

George Beatty Shooting.

should not—for it is clean, not too strenuous, and
health-producing in every way. Using fairly

light, well-balanced guns, such as are on the

market today, with easy loads, women will find

it not too fatigue-producing and certainly a nerve-

tonic and a mental stimulant. Such women as
Mrs. Topperwein and llrs. Troup Saxon have
demonstrated convincingly that such is possible

—and neither of these two ladies are above med-
ium stature. The idea is being developed along
such lines just now, and I believe another year
or two will show a considerable percentage of

ladies' events at the Club .shoots.

If the young beginners at shooting—I mean the
boy who has just gotten his first gun—and, I

may add, also—many older field shots—started in

with (he f!un Clubs, lie would learn rules of pre-

already said, the great bulk of members are field

shooters as well as clay-bird enthusiasts. As
such—and generally, being practical, level-headed,

sportsmen, much intelligent and beneficial advice

is given by them on such subjects, and organized

as the Clubs are today, such advice has much
weight with the Administrative Powers that be.

The existing of such conditions also fosters and
builds up a wholesome respect for the game laws

in the younger clement, a respect that ever re-

mains and ever tends to widen out in ^cope until

it reaches farther and farther among field shoot-

ers and others.

Considering the future prospects from a practi-

cal standpoint. I believe it is safe to predict a
great increase in interoet and in the followers of

Trap Shooting within the coming few years,
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One Piece Hammer
In The New Model

Tthaca
^ Take out the locks of any other make of shotg-un and

compare them with the Ithaca— if we haven't the sim-

plest lock will give you the grun—you be the judge and

jury—we'll let the gun talk for itself.

1] If you see more thin one hole in a hammer you know
that extra parts are fastened to the hammer whether

shown or not. Our hammer is all one piece, only one

hole, no toggles or stirrups attached.

^ We have cut out all cocking levers, bars, push rods

and hammer-stinwps and cock the gun direct from toe

of hammer.

U Our hammer travels less than half an inch taking

only 1-625 of a second to operate.

11 Stocks are not cut awiy for hammers or lock plates

and are dovetailed into frame to prevent splitting and
spreading.

II The speed of our lock will increase your score at

trips and kills in the field: the simple, scientific con-

stniction of the gun makes it practically fool-proof,

and will last you a lifetime if you take care of it and
a good many years if you don't.

^ Catalog Free; 18 grades, $17.75 net to $400 list.

H Our 5^4 lb. 20 bore is a hummer—be down-to-date
and shoot one.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N. Y.

SOME GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD SHOOT

TI1E PARKER QLN

Be high man at the traps.

Shoot the finest brush gun made.

Mechanical construction perfect.

Send today for Illustrated Catalogue.

N. Y. Salesroom, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Heriden, Conn.
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Joe Jennings at the Bat. Kote His Eisy Position.

and from any outdoor viewpoint one surely can-

not find better returns from any sport than regu-

lar attendance at the traps and active meniber-

sliip in a Gun Club.

December l^Live Bird and Target shoot at

Clinton, Ont.

December 5, 6, 7 and 8—International Tourna-
ment at St. Thomas, Ont. C. B. Taylor, Secre-

tary, St. Thomas, Ont.

THE INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT AT ST.

THOMAS.
The programme of this very interesting event,

which has been organized by the members of the •

St. Thomas Gun Club, has now been issued and
everything promises well for a successful meet.
On the opening day, December 5th, there will

be ten target events with a gun for the high aver-

age winner, and a similar program for the second
day.
On the third day the Grand International Handi-

cap will be contested and some notable shooters
will compete in this event.

There will also be two events of ten live birds

each with proportionate prizes.

On the fourth dav the shooting in the Grand

International Handicap will be concluded and the

result declared.

There will also, as on the previous day, be two
events of ten live birds each.

The following are the officials: President,

H. W. Searff; V'ice-President. Robt. D. Emslie;
Trea-surer, Dr. R. M. Lipsey; Secretary, Dr. C. B.

Taylor; t'aptain. Robt. Coffey; Manager, Geo. R.
ilcCall; Assistant Manager, "W. J. McCance.
Tournament Committee—E. H. Flach, W. Hill,

Jos. Coffey, M. Xorsworthy, C. G. Bowker, Geo.

Robinson. "j. O'Dell, J. H. Young, W. K. Sander-
son, J. R. Gilhula, Wm. Eupp, E. Davey, W.
07.«ne, H. Madden, W. Wardell, the officers.

J.

E.

E.

Dr
G.

F.

E.

jr.

F.

Dr
G
.J.

E.

Dr.

•T.

F.

M
E.

,r.

Dr.

WOODSTOCK GUN CLUB.

A Thanksgiving Day Shoot.

10 Live Bird~

Dutton 8

.Jacques 6

Dougal . . 7

Kav . 8

Walker . 7

Harrington 4

2nd—10 Live Birds.

.Jacques 10

Wilson 4

Collins 8

Kav 9

Walker 7

Maynard 6

3rd Event— 10 Live Birds.

Jacques S

Kay 10

Dutton 6

Harrington 6

Wilson 4

Blue Rocks.
.lacqur s 8

Dutton 8

Kav 10

The Canadian Indian Shoot at Niagari is Something of a
Social Event.

THE RIFLE.
The following were the scores made at

range at Sydney, C. B. on the occasion of
shoot. E. H. Cossitt was the winner
spoon, his second for the season.

200. 500.

E. H. Cossitt :i3 .t:!

G. G. Cossitt .. .33 3.3

D. McD. Campbell ..30 32

H. W. Karn . . .28 29
N. B. Coatcs . 31 32
W. A. Creelman 26 23

C. Hutchinson 28 32
G. G. Crovvson . .21 28
A. K. Libbiis ...27 30
F. C. Bell . .30 31
O. Miller . .26 27

•J. C. Dawson .28 31

.T. McKury . . . .28 32

S. Bla«k . .30 28
W. Flynn ... 20 29
.r. .\. Dawson 31 23
I r. TT. ALinn 19 28
.1. T. Ai-chibald 24 24

the
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"Have Your

Shells Loaded

A ik'iise powtloi" that is ali-

solutely uniform in velocity

and pattern. It is waterproof

and not affected by climatic

changes. Always in perfect

condition everywhere and al-

ways reliable,—two requisites

gjiving it clear and undisputed
title — "Infallible". Being

emically pure, it will not pit the gun barrel, Safety to the shooter and protection
These features appeal to the experienced shooter.

with

Shotgun Powder
to gun barrel.

The Result of Over a Century's Experience
The advantages of "Infallible" and all other Du Pont Brands of Smokeless Shot-

gun Powders are largely due to the accumulated experience of 109 vears of powder
making. The most scrupulous care in the selection of raw materials, the employ-
ment of skilled labor exclusively, and the use of the best mechanical equipment are
the means adopted to make Du Pont Smokeless Shotgun Powders

Unequalled for Field and Trap Shooting
Send for "Infallible" Booklet No. 59. Gives best

,
loads for various game and other valuable informa-

'•. tion for shooters.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Powder Company,

Pioneer Powder Makert of America

m Established 1802. WilminKton. Del.

ForeiYian in

Lumber Camp
Had to be taken from Camp in a

Wagon -so bad with Eczema.

"I had eczema nearly all over the body," writes

Mr. John Gordon Campbell, foreman Holland

Grove Lumber Co., Sudbury, Ont., "head, neck

and wrists were blistered and itching with it. 1

could find absolutely no cure until I obtained Dr.

Chase's Ointment. After using this ointment 1

was almost instantly relieved and soon complete

ly cured."

"So bad was the eczema that I had to give u]<

work. Could not shave. I was so bad that

they had to take me out of camp in a wagon and
send for a new foreman. I cannot recommend
this ointment too highly.

'

As a means of soothing raw, flaming, irritated

skin no treatment can be compared to Dr. Chase's
Ointment. It often heals in a single night. You
.can see for yourself each day the good it is doing.

Sample box free. 60 cts. a box, at all dealers or

lEdmanson, Bates & Co., Limited, Toronto.

Throws any powder load

!

From a .22 cartridge to a
10-gauge shotgun charge

The Ideal Universal Powder Measure meas-
ures all rifle, pistol and shotgun powders,
high and low pressure, dense, hulk and black,

any charge wanted, from
2 grains to 14(1 grains,

and from ^S dram to 5
drams. It is very ac-

curate; price $3.00, pre-
paid.
By hand loading and re-
loading your cartridges you
have better ammunition than
machine loaded (the real
experts ahnost without ex-
ception use hand-loaded
c;iitridges in important com-
petitions) ; you have just
the right load for any shoot-
ing; and you cut your
shooting expense in half,

a few Ideal tools are needed;
cost is small.

The Ideal Hard Book tells
all about the loadir.g and re-

g of rifle, pistol and shotgun
cartridges—tells how bullet moulds

are made—how to ca^t your own bullets—how to
save money and do better shooting, 140 pages of
useful information for shooters. Sent free for
three stamps postage by

7^e2^ar///z^rearms Co.

IDEAL
UNIVERSAL,

POWDER
measure:

N05

67 WilJow Street New Haven, Conn.



"THE HONEYMOON."

Tlie Newly-weds are each year departing more

and more from the custom of going to Niagara,

Washington or other resorts, and are spending

their honeymoon in the wilds in camp.

The Horton Mfg. Company of Bristol, Conn.,

manufacturers of the famous Steel Fishing Rods

are issuing a new calendar, reproduced in twelve

colors from a painting by Oliver Kemp, entitled

"The Honeymoon." It shows the first camp of

the trip and the bride and groom are preparing

the evening meal, when they are startled by a

jumping fish. The color scheme is unusually ef-

fective and the calendar is very beautiful indeed

The accompanying illustration is a reproduction of

the calendar.

Anyone wishing a copy of this calendar may
have same by writing The Horton Mfg. Company.
enclosing 15c in stamps or silver. When writ-

ing kindlv mention Ro] and Gun in Canada.

.-i^iSI

The men who have investigated the problem of

"Why is ammunition so expensive" and 'Ts there
any way of rediicing ammunition cost so that I

can do the same amount of shooting at less ex-

e.xpense or more shooting at the same expense?"
have found a practical solution in the reloading

of their shells.

In a speei«l circular on this subject just issued

by The Marlin Firearms Co. they show (taking
the .32-40 cartridge as an example) by giving the
actual prices of shells, powder, bullets, etc., how
a surprisingly large saving can be made in the
cost of high power, medium and short range
loads. Every shooter should have a copy.
The process of reloading is very simple; a

simple compact tool will decap and re-cap shells,

size the bullets, open mouth of shell to receive

bullet, crimp shell on to bullet, and a powder
charge cup is furnished with each tool, the entire

set costing $3.00. The Ideal Hand Book publish-

ed by the Marlin Firearms Co. contains full in-

formation regarding powders, bullets, primers and
reloading tools for all standard rifle, pistol and
shotgun ammunition, tells how bullet moulds are
made, how to cast bullets, how to measure powd-
ers accurately and in fact gives information on
everything relating to loading and reloading of
ammunition. It contains 140 pages of useful
information for shooters and with the special
circular above mentioned will be sent without
charge to any shooter who will send three stamps
postage to the Marlin Firearms Co.. 67 Willow
St., New Haven, Con.

Among the trophies and championships secured
liy the Stevens Shotgun during the season Just
closed were the National Amateur Championship—
G. A. H. Tournament. High Amateur Average

—

Wisconsin State Shoot, Dupont Trophy—Western
Connecticut Trap Shooters' League" Maryland
Handicap, High .\mateur Average—.Jewell. Iowa,
'.)fl% Tied for High Score at Western Handicap,
Omaha. Nebraska, Score 98x100. Du Pont Trophy
,it White City Gun Club. Centralia. 111.

BY THE HORTON MFG- CO

Before several members of the Manhattan
Rifle and Revolver Association during the after-
noon of October 7th, Mr. John A. Bietz shooting
cartridges loaded with Lesmok Powder made
scores of 92, 97, 98, 99, and 100 on the Standard
-\merican target at 50 yards.
At the championship match, March 15, 1911. at

the Zettler Rifle Club. New York City, Mr. Hu-
baleks. shooting cartridges loaded with Lesmok
Powder made a score of 2434 out of 2500. Prev-
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Tnarlin
REPEATING RIFLES

Big

Game
Model

1893

The Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep

on the Ballard system, creates perfect combus-

tion, develops highest velocity and hurls the

bullet with utmost accuracy and mightiest

killing impact.

The mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly ad-

justed. It never clogs. The protecting wall of solid steel between
your head and cartridge keeps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign

matter from getting into the action. The side ejection throws shells

away from line of sight and allows instant repeat shots, always.

Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibers,

it is a quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.

Every hunter should know all the 77lar//n characteristics.

Send for our iiee catalog. Enclose 3 stamps for postage.

Tjie ^?ac/ijz^r&ar/ns Co.
67 W^illow Street. . . , NEW HAVEN. CONN.

LYMAN MICROMETER WIND-GAUGE
RECEIVER SIGHT (Patented July II, I9il)

Four Models 1903 and 1906
No. 4S Price, S8.00 Sprlngrield Rifles

Send for Catalog

The Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
Middlefield. Ct., U.S.A.

Daniel's Patent Concentric

--'"^-i^*-"!^
^o-^^^*"

Sight

As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Note the clear
cut, beautiful deffin-

ation. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in

the way of the tang
mail $2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRES.S

Cl\as. Daniel
Melbourne, Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3

HIGH GRADE TAXIDERMY

S P O R T S M E N
Send me your trophies fc r mounting.
Expert work done on game heads
and rugs.

Deer and moose feet mounted into
ash trays and jewel cases.

Birds and fish mounted true to
nature.

D. A. FOSTER, Taxidermist,SUDBURY, ONT.
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$25°°:= GUN CABINET
$12.50

Height, 70 inches, Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

If interested, write for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.

Send us your address for our illustrated Gun Catalog.

THCH. n. KlffC COMPANY, '^15r°Y"SSSi'^

The LUGER
The World's Beit

Automatic Pistol
It is tbe simplest, safest and fast-

est automatic pistol made. Easy to

dismount and assemble—three safety
devices—IIG shots per minute.
Lu^er Automatic Pistols have been

adopted by the German Army
and Nivy and seven other Governments.

H. Tauacher Co.. 320 Broadway, New York
Solo Representative for Genuine Mauser Rifles.

ious to tilis remarkable exhibition of Mr. Hu-

balek'S at the Sixth Annual Tournament of the

Indoor .22 Calibre Rifle League of the Uniteil

States, at Brooklyn, N. Y., January 31 to Febreu-

ary 4th, 1911 Dr. W. G. Hudson made a notable

score of 2482 out of 2500. In a series of matches

held under the auspices of the United States

Revolver Association League, the highest

total individual score was 2913 or an average of

224.1 for each match. Mr. Parmly Hanford, a

member of the ilanhattan Rifle and Revolver As-

sociation, is the possessor of this exceptional

record.

Lefever gun won high average at the tourna-

ment of the Winchester Gun Club held at Win-
chester, Ky., Oct. 24th. Wolfolk Henderson

shooting his Lefever gun broke 194 ex. 200.

In the great test at St. Louis, the Lefever gun
won the gold medal and first prize in competi-

tion with 17 different makes of Foreign and Am-
erican manufacture. The guns were judged on

their simplicity of mechanism, strength, balance,

graceful outline, shooting qualities. This was
some victory for the Lefever gun, but it was only

additional evidence of the foremost position held

by the Lefever gun among sportsmen.

Lefever Arms Co. are now equipping their guns
with their Single Trigger. We suggest that you
address a letter to Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse,

X. Y., a.sking them to send you one of their beau-

tiful art catalogs and full information on their

famous Single Trigger. It absolutely cannot be

doubled or balked. It is the Single Trigger the

whole shooting world has been waiting for. \^^len

writing kindly mention Rod and Gun in Canada.

The all day re-entry match of the Dayton.
Ohio. Trapshooters Association 200 yards, off-

hand was won on October 14th with a Stevens
No. 49 Rifle. This is the latest link in the long

chain of Stevens successes.

Sheard's Famous "Gold" Front Si

THIS is without question the most
oiiikTful and best Gun Sight ever io-

•nted. If you want to do better sUoot-
15 than you ever did in your life, order

Win. 30-30 Carbine

PRICE $1.50
DISCOUNT TO DEALERS

S. & W. Revolver
hroni View
Rifle Sight

one stating what MAKE, CALLIBER and
MODEL gun you wish to use it on. so the
proper size wiU be sent you. Put it

on and use it in the dark woods where
you could not see another sight, try it in
all conditions of light and under all

cirniDistances. and if you do not say it

is the best sight ymi ever ii«i\. I will
give you the sight n-id r fund your
money. Price, Mail Paid. $1.50.

These sights are made the proper sixc,

height and shape to fit any Rille. Car-
bine. Target Pistol, Automatic Pistol or
Revolver.
Send for Sight list. Sporting Goods

catalogue and Raw Fur price list.

WF ^HFADH 908 and 910 ''A" street
, I. JIILrtl\U, Tacoma. Washing:ton,
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REMINGTON

UMC
22
REPEATER

^'i'^aiviP^*

fe.^g^.-

r
^
(•^

Give your boy healthful holidays in the

open with a /̂ em/ngtorirL/MC .22Repeater.

The solid breech hammerless features

found only in Remington:UMC rifles, in-

sures his safety.

Its accuracy, guaranteed by expert sighting 'and

rifling, insures his fun.

The J^emingtonrUMC .22 Repeater cleans visibly

from the breech. It shoots .22 short, .22 long and. 22
long rifle cartridges without adjustment.

Insist on the rifle in the red ball gun case.

^
Pem/ngton.-UA/C—the perfect shooting combination.

\ REMINGTON AFMS-UNION METALLIC CAKT ID JE COREMINGTON
299 Broadwsy

AFMS-UNION METALLIC CAUT ID _

Mq^^0 ^Q^^^^PllQAt^H^^^^EdHH £ I [WW^ PMM DWW tWBM ^a^B [^BM tJiM

GUNNER GUMPTION'S LANTERN LECTURETIES CN

GREENER <ilJN» i

SHOOTING: No other eun can equal the Greener for regularity of pattern (i.e. even

distribution of the shot) combined with efficient penetration "The force that Kills." W.
W. Greener was the first Gunmaker to "harness" the shooting of a gun. Prior to the

introduction of his world famed system of choke boring, "pittern" had been the Gun-
makers "will o' the wisp," W. W. Greener made it his servant. All the world's greatest honors have
been won with Greener ffuns, and today it is the only system guaranteeing a pattern of 80% of the
charge in a 30 inch circle at 40 yards, this means hard hitting as

well.

Note the almost mathematical regularity of the miniature tirget,

the thirty inch circle looks just as regular. Such a result cm
only be obtained with Greener guns.

Remember that all the world's great champions—old and new—Dr. Carver,

Capt. Brewer, Fulford Elliott, Pennell, Mackintosh and a host of others, made

their reputations with Greener Guns. Don't you think it's worth whilij

following their example!

Let us send you our descriptive catalog R. 4.

,iiif!lW3»«™.a«{H£

W. W. GREENER
63-65 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.

and London and Birminsham,
Englaod.

\\rym3 \ \ a^ii 1 Ii'BtCTI Ifcifafl WffBiTl '^ff'^ BIHfr'-'7
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FOR BIG GAME
The "ROSS" knows no
superior in killing power

The low trajectory of the Ross Kitle, iis speed and accuracy

in loading, make it the sportsman's favorite.

Made in Canada, you not only secure the best value, but

avoid all customs difficulties when seeking duplicate parts, etc.

See the "ROSS" models before purchasing.

We will send illustrated catalogue and name of nearest dealer in

Ross Rifles on request.

Prices from $25.00

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY- QUEBEC.
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YOU know mallards— -wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can y^ j get them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes
to a mallard country' takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he
does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the jf2S

gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.
Upwards to jfl,000. Send for free catalog
and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,
20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00

- ON THE LOOKOUT ! !
-

Every Sportsman, too, ia oD the lookout for the

latest and best. We offer them to him in

the shape of an up-to-date

«lCLABROUGH GUN"
No matter what class of Sport he seeks, we can

provide bim witb a weapon, aud provide him
quickly, wblch will assist bim towards success.

He calls for a gun which will stand hard usa^e,
—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do the same
after .rears of wear.
We are petting shoals of letters from friends In

Canada who have owned "Clabrough" Guns for

years, and who give them nothing but praise, the
only complaint is that "they wnn't wear out."
Mr. G. B. Greone. Ottawa wriies June t4ih, 1911.

re a "CLABROUGH" lit- has shot constantly at the
traps ami In the field for thirteen years:

—

"I shall be very glad indeed to send you a

testimonial letter, PhouM you wish it. relative to
the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of hanl usage and with the
exception of a broken stock, which was due to no
fault of the gun. It Is in almost AS GOOD CON-
DITION as the day it left the factory."
There are plenty who wish to become possessed

of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, for

Duck—and for shooting at the Traps—to these
we now address ourselves.

It is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "CLABROUGH," the name was popular on
guns before other makes were heard of In Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock it, or has not
the right grade—we never bear of this Inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you mf-et with any trouble in getting our guns,
or particnlars of them from your Dealer, let us help
you. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are fllled.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced In Dollars, will
Interest yon. we mall It free!

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. Clabrough Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works,

Birmingham.
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Simplex Guns

Made in Canada

Guaranteed

Superior to Any Made Elsewhere

This is a standard of quality that requires some class to live up

to, however we are prepared to show you that we make the article

—

1911 Catjdogue now ready. See about our new

departure, no long list prices—Tobin guns will be quoted at net prices

that ensures the customer's getting what we guarantee

—

the best

hammeriess gun value in the market Another pointer—guns

built to suit the taste of the shooter. This is the time of year to have

your order entered. Have your gun delivered in time and when you

want it. Prices $20.00 to $210.00. Send for Catalogue A.

and full particulars.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Onteu-io.
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The Dunne Diamond Tube Hockey Skate

The Skate of Quality, Elegance and Dura-

bility—proved by test of past 13 years.

Fully guaranteed. Manufactured by

W. H. DUNNE, 1492 Queen Street W., Toronto, Canada
WPITE Fr>R f^ATA'OGUE

VACATION COMPANION
No. 602 *'ULERY" Pocket Knife Tool Kit

Every one has use for a Knife,

Reamer, File. Saw, Chisel, Screw
Driver or Cork Fuller. This out-

fit is practical, yet so small, be-

ing coQtnlned in a Leather Foc-

ket Book 4>4x3H Inches, is, by
carrying It In your pocket, al-

ways at hand for Immediate use.

whether Camping, Boating,
Teaming, Driving, in the Shop,
Factory, Office, Store, Ware-
house, Automobile, on thp Farm,
Bicycle, or around the Home.
Any Tool firmly attached or

detached to the Focket Knife In

a second.

Sent Fo3t Faid on receipt of
12.50.

Use it five days and if not
satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.

Sporting Goods Dealer,
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIOW.H.MART1N

food's Phosphodine,
TTie Great English Hcmidy,

' Tones and inviguraLes the wholo
.nervous eystcin, makes new
Blood in old Veins. Cures NerV'

ou-fi Dcbilitu, Mental and Bruin Worry, Des-
poTulenry, iSexnal Jf'eafc7ie.-<s, KmisKiona, Sper^
viatorrhtea, and Effects of Ahiiseor Excesses.
Price $1 per box, ei k for $5. One will pi ease, six
will cure. Sold by all drug-^ts or mailed in
plain pkg. on receipt of price. New pamphlet
mailed free. The Wood Medicine Co.
s/orvfierly Windsor) Toronto> Onts

Sha"'' *^ Pnptimatic Smoker

SMOKE OUT. In cold weather Iraiipers smoke out

more mink, "coon." skunk, etc.. in one day than they
can take In traps in a month—besides they get prime fura
worth the most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells how. Giving

the first time In print the treasured secrets of the wisest
old triippors in this country. It's worth dollars to you.

TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO., Oak Park, 111., U.S.A.

GETTHIS-MOW
Write at once for free sample

bottle of this wonderful household
necessity.

r^B'|n "3 in One" is the best and only

p Trl. oil on earth for oiling everything

\ fcJ : :

properly. Cleans and polishes and
positively prevents rust. No house-

wife should try to get along without it.

If you have never used "3 in One"
on sewing machines, piano cases, fine

furniture, bathroom fixtures, brass rail-

-4^ ings, doorplates, hinges, cutlery, etc., try

m it

—

now— at our expense. When you
write for sample send name of your dealer.

I -3 IN ONE" OIL CO.
S5 New Street, New York City

THREE BEAUTY POSES 25 CENTS
Decorate Your "Den" with "Art Gemi"
Exquisite portrayals of female loveliness.
THREE liewltching poses 26c; 6 for 60c.
Olio O'L- X SV™ pbotograpb FREE wltb
every order for six.

OUR DOLLAR SPBCIAI^Two 6V4x8!^
rhotograpbs, 6 cabinet size and 32 small
photos, all for $1.00. Our pictures are
all real pbotographs. No reproductions of
paintings or otber cheap trasb. Money
t);icl< if not pleased.

ART PHOTO CO.. 2018 R. G., Grind Rapids, Mich.

Baldness is a Handicap
In business and social life

Toupees and Wis,
guaranteed to fit and match,
made by experts from the
tinest mateiials.

With Toupee
Prices $12.50 to $18 00 for a
quality usually sold for J25 to

550. Order from the manu-
facturer and save middle
mail's profit.

Call or write at once to

F UVEBER & CO.
27 Gerrard St. W., Toronto

Mail Orders carefully attended to

Without Toupee
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Modem Sporting Gunnery
|

«•

A Manual of practical information

for sportsmen of today

Bf EEXRY SHARP
Author of "^ The Gun Afield and Afloat " ''Practical Wildfowling" etc.

With Over 250 Illustrations

*
+

<•

PREFACE Page V.

CHAP. I.—A RETROSPBCTT 1

CHAP. II.—MODERN SHOTGUNS.. 22

Barrels, Actions, Fore-end Fasten-

ing Locks—fixed and hand de-

tachable

CHAP. III.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued) 43

Safety-bolts, Ejector, On€-Trigger.

CHAP. IV.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued) 66

The Processes of Manufacture and
the Gun Complete.

CHAP, v.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued) 92

Sizes, Lengths, Weights and Char-

ges, oring. Shooting- Power and
Performances, Pattern, veneration

and Recoil.

CHAP. VI.—SHOTGUN AMMUNI-
TION i: j

Cartridges and Cartridge-Loading,
Primers, Gunpowders, Powder
Pressures, and Barrel Bursts. Shot
Velocity and Sizes.

Double Rifles.

CHAP, vn.—MODERN SPORTINO
RIFLES lez

CHAP. Vni.—MODERN SPORTING
RIFLES (Continued) 191

Single-loading, Magazine, and

CHAP. IX.—THE NEW ACCELER-
ATED EXPRESS RIFLES AND
AXITE POWDER 215

CHAP. X.—BALL AND SHOT GUNS
AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT — 231

(3HAP. XI.—THE SIGHTING OF
RIFLES 26fl

Trajectory.

CHAP. Xn.—SPORTING BULLETS. 295

CHAP. XIII.—mNIATURE RIFLES
FOR MATCH, TARGET AND

SPORTING PURPOSES

C3HAP. XVra.—LADIES IN THE
FIELD
(By the Duchess of Bedford.)

CHAP. XIX.—SHOOTING ABROAD
The Necessary Armament; The
Import Duties on Guns, Rifles and
Cartridges; The Sport to be Ob-
tained ; Arms Suitable for Killing

Bi Game.

322

CHAP. XrV.—GUN-FITTINu 364

The Try-Gun and its Uses, Stock
Form and Measurements, Second-

hand Gun-Buying.

CHAP. XV.—GAME SHOOTING IN
GREAT BRITAIN 373

CmAP. XVI.—WILD FOWL SHOOT-
ING IN GREAT BRITAIN 410

The Various Species, Guns and
Loads.

CHAP. XVII. — THE SP0RT8-
W01L\N; HER RATIONALE IN
THE FIELD AND HER EQUIP-
MENT 430

441

440

Will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, $2.00, or FREE in return for 5 new yearly
•ubtcriptions to Rod and Gun.

Address Book Department, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ontario
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..Hotel Directory..

LA CORONA HOTEL
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Motor, ,

Craw
ENorLOPrnn

iS»*

No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy
of This Reference Book Price, $1.25

If ynu own a motor boat or ever expect to. you should not be without a copy of this

book. It costs only §1.25. but Its worth cannot be estimated. It is endorsed by the

leading boat and engine manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs. The
largest firm of marine engine builders Id the world, after reading a copy of Motor Craft
Encyclopedia, said: "We never expected that such a useful^ practical book would ever

i
be published. Instead of $1.25 you ought to charge $5.00. The information it contains
is invaluable.

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines

Written in popular language from a non-tecUincal standpoint. Contains over 150 pages
•"•f valuable information. Twenty-seven chapters, covering every phase of motor boating.
Tells a thousand-and-one things every motor boatman should know. Helps you to over-

come all motor boat and engine troubles. Handsomely illustrated and bound In attractlTe
three-color stiff board cover. A useful reference book for any library.

STJMMAEY OP CONTENTS.
Tha history of the internal combus-

tion motor.
Explanation of two and four-cycle

motor.
Internal combustion motor auxiliar-

ies and their functions.

How to operate an internal combus-
tion motor.

Engine trouble.

Propeller wheels.
Reversible equipment.
Furnishings and fittings.

Navigation rules.

The evolution of the motor boat.

Various types of motor boats in
common use.

The Built to Order, Stock and Knock
Down Boat.

How to select a motor boat.

Points to be observed in buying a
second-hand boat.

How to build a motor boat.

Smoothing off and calking.

How to paint a motor boat.

How to install a marine motor.

TEOUBLE CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch.

"WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU WANT" SECTION

Distress signals.

Harbor regulations.

IT, S, Life Saving Service Signals.

National Motor Boat Bill.

What to do in case of accident.

Rules for determining horse power.
How to lay up boat and engine for

the winter.

How to remove carbon deposits, and
other useful receipts.

How to build a mntnr \<^^ boat.

Dictionary of Motor Craft terms.

This if a vflry uieful feature for anyone interested in the purthase Of a motor boater pqulpmcDt. Uj
turersanl "uiply hiusi-a of everything needed by the motor boatman. Tolls where to get what you want,

the latest and best things on the marKet.

ivesA classiiletl index of mantifac-
DescribeB and illustrates many of

Address Orders to Book Department W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT.

ABSOLUTELY FREE
This Handsome Nickel-plated

"Radiant" Toaster

Will be sent to anyone sending in EIGHT new Subscriptions to Rod and Gun
Magazine for 12 months at $1.00 each.

Without the subscriptions Toaster will be sent, express prepaid, on receipt

of $4.00.
Address Premium Dept.

ROD AND GUN MAGAZINE. TORONTO, ONT.
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Mr. Frowde announces a tremendous demand for

TWO NOTABLE BOOKS
BY

TWO CANADIAN WRITERS
and one by DR. GRENFELL

ROBERT E. KNOWLES "The Singer of the Kootenay."

"It is a clever piece of tale telling."

"Mr. Knowles is growing in power as a character (ieliaeator. The queer mixture of humanity to be

found in a new country or locality is suggested by the diversion of types presented in his pages, and the

picture given of the life in such a community is no doubt accurately drawn. It is a satisfaction to add that

the 'Sioger of the Kootenay' has an ending that leaves a sweet taste in the mouth, and one that presents a

Canadian counterpart to the stories of human redemption chronicled in 'I>wice-born Men.' "—Toronto Globe.

"The norel brims with human sympathy, and it is this quality that will make its strongest appeal."'
Boston Transcript.

The scene of action for Mr. Knowles* latest novel is in the Crow's Nest Pass of tiie Kootenay Mountains
of British Columbia. The author has been aptly called "the Ian Maclaren of Canada," and with each suc-

ceeding story, since "St. Cuthbert's," ho has perfected his literary form and increased his popularity. Cloth,

net $1.25.

NORMAN DUNCAN—"The Measure of a Man." ATaleof the Big Woods.
SincL- llu- ihiys wbc-i tlie clergy sat bcinw the salt—pprhaps before— Uicy have tif^ured much in novels.

Indeed, their status among Qien might easily be traced in the fiction of each periotl. The 'Sky Pilot' is a

type born within the present geoeration, and his stalwart work among rough miners and woodsmen has been
celebrated by several writers, the latest good example being 'The Measure of a Man.'

"It Is a capital story. Mr. Duncan's play of humor and pathos in the incidents of making the flrst

funeral at Swamp's End, and of finding a father for the stray baby are delightful reading. Undue senti-

mentality rarely mars the progress of the par-^on's labors. The reader is able to believe him a man among
men."—Boston Transcript.

Extract from letter to Mr. Norman Duncan:

"1 have read 'The Measure of a Man* with gladness. It is a good measure of a real man. So thank
you agaio."—Heury Van Dyke.

"The Measure of a Man" is Mr. Duncan's first full-sized novel having a distinct motif and purpose since

"Dr. Luke of the Labrador." His latest work Is that same inimitable style that has given Mr. Duncan's
writings such high rank in literature as to compare his works with the classics of Dickens and Stevenson.

Illustrated, net §1.25.

Wilfred T. Grenfell, M. D."DOWN NORTH ON THE LABRADOR."
A new collection of Labrador yarns by the man who has succeeded in making isolated Labrador a part of

the known world. Like its predecessor, the new facts in Dr. Grenfell's daily life, is full volume, while con-

fined exclusively to romance, adventure and escitemoot. Illustrated, net $1.00.

Write for Complete Catalogue

AT ALL BOOKSTORES Toronto : HENRY FROWDE
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Sharp Spark
The One Perfect Plug

WHETHER you manufacture, sell or drive auto-

mobiles, you want your machine to produce the

best possible results. You want the most pow-

er. A mighty lot of power is lost when just one

cylinder is missing.

The first essential toward accomplishing this

condition is to use the one PERFECT SPARK
PLUG and the principle of the "SHARP SPARK"
spells perfection.

The metal shell being hollow, forms a gas cham

ber inside the plug. There are two narrow slots

across the bullet shaped nose, through which the

gas is forced by the compression stroke of the

pistons, into the gas chamber inside the plug

The Sharp nose causes a concentration of heat

around the firing points, and as the gas is forced

through this extreme heat, it becomes intensified

and consequently ignites more readily than the

gas inside the cylinder. When the spark takes

place the gas inside the plug chamber is ignited,

and finding no other escape the flame is shot

through the four slots of the sharp nose, into the

very heart of the gas in the cylinder, thus creat

ing instantaneous and complete combustion, with

resiiltant increase in engine power. The shooting

of this charge of gas. through the nose of the

"SHARP" with each igntion. scours the vital

points of the plug, and thus prevents short-circuit-

ing or fouling with either soot, oil or water, and

maintains a constant perfect performance.

See the Secondary Combustion Chamber.

A trial set of "SHARP SPARKS" will convince

the user that they are the best plug that ever

entered an engine cylinder, and YOU, Mr. Dealer,

will receive more satisfaction from the sale of

SHARP SPARK PLUGS than from any spark

plug you have ever sold.

AN ABSOLUTE ONE YEAR GUARANTEE WITH
EACH PLUG.

All threads in both regular and long lengths.

Price, Mica insulation, ?1.25; Porcelain, $1.00.

Manvifni-tured bv

The Sharp Spark Plug Co.
3:!.';'.l r.ri>:\flviow IM, Clov.-l.uhl. Ohio.

CANADIAN SFLUNG >GENTS
Canadian General Electric Co.. Limited,

Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, Ottawa, Cobalt,

Wi7iiiipcg. Calsary. Vancouver. Nelson.

I

A sectional view of THE SHARP
SPARK showing construction of the

secondary combustion chamber. Owing
to its closed nose, this plug will stand

more abuse from soot, oil or water than

any plug in existence.
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This is by far the

best open end proposi-

tion ever offered the

Automobilist.

The porcelain used is

the best that can be

purchased, and the end

is so protected as to

practically eliminate

the probability of

breaking.

The Meteor wire used

in

THE FIRE FLY

is of the same high

quality that helped to

make the SHARP

SPARK famous.

Neither extreme heat

nor magneto current

has the slightest effect

on it.

IT ABSOLUTELY

WILL NOT BURN
DOWN.

"ur'-e^br THE SHARP SPARK PlliO CO. CLEVELAND, OHIO
3339 Broadview Road

(AN-.VL»I.VX SKI.I.IXt; ,\(;I-;Nts

THE CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY UMITED
Toronto Montreal Halifax Ottawa Cobalt WinnipeeCalgary Vancouver Nelson

^

i
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/Automobile

Sl^stes
Absolutely Guaranteed
Automobile Skates if you value LIGHTNESS.

" Ounces ligliter than any other
"

Automobile Skates if you value STRENGTH.
" Ounces livJitcr tlian any otlwr and stronger"

Automobile Skates have Aluminum Alloy Tops and

Blades of Nickel Steel—the same wonderful steel used for

battle ship armor plates.

The day of the old-time skate is gone—heavy old skates

that lost their edge and broke. The Automobile Skate with

its light weight has immensely decreased fatigue and with its

keen, tough blade has fairly made a new sport of our grand old

winter pastime.

Thousands have been set skating again by the "Auto-

mobile," who once had dropped it, and among regular skaters

this splendid skate has made an everlasting hit.

Send for the Free Catalogue and Hockey Rules

V/e have prepared a striking new catalog of our big range of skates for men,

women and children, which will be sent, entirely free, to anyone requesting it. Send

for a copy to-day. "Automobile" Skates are sold nearly everywhere, but if there

isn't a dealer in your town we will fill orders direct by mail at regular prices. Each

Bkate is illustrated in the catalog and plainly priced. Write for your copy of the

catalog now.

CANADA CYCLE & MOTOR CO., LIMITED,
WEST TORONTO.

Branches: Winnipeg and Vancouver.

V^
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Write to-day

for

Illustrated

booklet

Once witnessed being worn by children you will agree
that no child should skate without them.

Ladies' size suitable for children.

The "Perfection" is made of best quality steel,

and by means of a simple sliding attachment

permits the foot to move freely backwards and

forwards, but never sideways.
Why not enjoy this splendid Canadian winter

pastime to the full by using the "Perfection"

Support? It is easily adjusted to the boot

and entirely prevents the fatigue experienced

by so many skaters.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE "PERFECTION " SUPPORT,

AND IF HE CAN'T SUPPLY YOU WRITE US DIRECT.

THE OWEN SOUND STEEL PRESS WORKS
Owen Sound, Ontario

WHEN YOU SKATE

you will experience a com-

fort and sense of security

unknown before, if you are

wearing the

Perfection
Steel Ankle
Support

Whether you are a beginner

or an expert skater, you need

the "Perfection" Support

—

it is the only really efficient

stay for the ankles.
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ENORMOUS SUCCESS
The highest grade Hockey

Skate, which has helped Senior

League Players win many
matches, is the reliable

u
VELOX M

This Skati has the "double standard," en-

abling Hcckey Players to get better work
from the ball of foot than from any other

skate in existence. All Hockey Players know
the value of this important feature.

They are highly tempered, light in weight,

and very fast. The Velox is also made for

Ladies in a Specially Light Pattern.

(Design registered, and Trade Mark "Velox"

Copyrighted).

Ask your dealer for the incomparable
"Velox," made in famous "Starr" quality.

THE FAMOUS "STARR" SKATES, INCLUDE
THE FOLLOWING —

MIC MAC Featherweight Hockey. .

REGAL Hockey, SCOTIA Hockey,
REX Hockey, (Ladies - Gentlemen).
STARR FIGURE Skates, LADIES BEAVER,
LADIES GLACIER, LADIES VELOX, STARR
TUBE, and the GENUINE ACME CLUB
Skates, etc.

Makers of the Celebrated "Mic-Mac" and
"Rex" Hockey Sticks. Write for catalogue,

containing "Rules of the Game of Hockey,"

sent free.

THE »TARR ^FO. CO. LTD.
Dartmouth, N. S. Can.

Branch 122 Wellington St. West, Toronto.

United States Agents, Harry C. Lee & Co. 98 Chambers St. New Yoik City.
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A—Patent Flap.

B—Perfect Pouch.

C— Small amount of
75c material between thighs.

Absolute comfort while exercising^.

Finest quality extra heavy welt-bound
elastic webbing'.

Can be cleansed by boiling without injury

to rubber.

Ack your dealer or send 75c (stamps ac-

cepted) and your waist measure to

^
The Walter F.

Ware Co.

Dept. C. Philadelphia

A CHRISTMAS GIFT
FOR

Your Sportsman Friend
A Camera Ho Can Always Carry With Him

THE "UNIQUE'
The smallest and most compact camera

made in the world.

FILM PACK OR PLATE
Fitted with Automatic Shutter and Fast Lens.

Catalogue on Request.

The Canadian Camera Exchange
352i Yonge St., - Toronto.

Stories of the Taking of IQlfs Record Game Fish

A .14-r.l:, ( HANNEI. HAS'^

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

' Telling How, When, Where and with what Tackle

the Record fresh and salt water game fish were
caught during 1911, including a 91b. Brook Trout,

11-4 lb. Large Mouth Bass, 7 '4 lb. Small Mouth
Bats.kS lb. Pike, 40 lb.3oz.Striped Bass, 44 lb. Chan-

nel Bass, 175 lb. Tarpon, 42 lb. Muscallonge,

13 ^- lb. Weakfish, 680 lb. Tuna, the world's record

with light tackle.

Field and Stream
America's Magazine for Sportsmen

i& e'iving 203 prizes for Records o( the biggest fresh and salt water

game fish caught during 1911.

(H, Don't miis these slor es of the prize winners, published in FIELD
AND STREAM each month, beginning with the July number.

Buy a copy from your newsdealer or take advantage of our Special

'"onlest Offer of a three monlhs' trial sub ciiption to FIELD AND
STREAM, together with the 191 I Angler's Guide, the best book

on fishing published, telling How, When and Where to fish, including

the latest Game and Fish L aws. and a I All for $L00
fivefootsplit Bamboo Bait Casting Rod I Regular Price $2.00

See condilions and list of Prizes for 1912 Contest

which Will be published shortly

S'? East 21st Street, NEW YORK CITY
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GARAGES
AND HOW TO BUILD THEM

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated,

Artistically Bound, Price $i.oo. Postpaid.
EVERY Auto owner is vitall.r interested In the sabje^t of wliere to keep bis machine. The un}<t ctMiveuiciit

place is on jrour own property in a private garagt. the architecture of which Is in keeping with your
house.

This large 158 page book Is the onU one of its kind and shows a standard coUectloD of New. Orig-

inal and Artistic Designs for Up-to-date Private and Public Ga-iges adapted to Frame, Brick. Stone. Cement
Stucco, or Concrete Construction, together with Estimates of Cost.

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES 55
are shown by perspective views and floor plans giving dimensions, etc. Also remarks on GARAGE CON-
STRUCTION, explaining the advantages of each form of construction and giving details about the manner of
erection, selection of materials, hints on supervision, etc., oto.

There is also an extensive chapter on GARAGE EQTJIPMENT and ACCESSORIES In which Is described the
construction and operation of turn tables: gasoline storage and pumping; oil cabinets; constructing a repair
bench and tool cabinets: lockers: rules to prevent freezing of water in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing ap-
paratus; lighting apparatus: etc., etc.

It Is Just the book to give you important points and ideas If you are about to build a garage. Its Infor-
mation will save you money.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG DESCRIBING OUR BOOKS SHOWING PLANS OF

Bungalows, Cottages, Cement Houses, Barns, Etc.
Wo can supply complete working plans and specifications of any house, barn or garage shown in our books

for only $5.—up.

RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL CO..
178 FULTON STREET. NEW YORK

Canadian Agent: W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, Woodstock, Ont.

11

II
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HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND

IN PLEASURE?
If one-half the amount were wisely invested one year in

CALGARY HEIGHTS
THE PROFITS would take care of expenses of succeeding year

XwT WW Y 1^ /^ 1^ INVEST $10.00 PE« MONTH IN GOOD
^^ ** ' 1^ ^^ i West-End RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

We are selling lots in the best, most progressive Western City

CALGARY
( The C P R. CAR SHOPS CITY )

CALGARY has grown from 17,000 to 60,000 Population in Five Years.

Canadian Northern and G T. P. are building into Calgary.

C.P.R. Building $1,000,000 HOTEL—Hudson Bay Co. building $1,500,000 Store.

POPULATION CREATES LAND VALUES
Next year's growth should exceed all previous years.

LOTS FROM $75 to $125

Terms: $10.00 Cash, $5.00 per Month, on single lots

$10.00 Cash. $10.00 per Month, on double lots

WRITE US FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

THE B. & R. CO., LIMITED
Room 106-14 King St. East, Toronto, or MacDougall Block, Calgary
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FOR SALE—For $50.00 cash, a boat alUiOst new, very
suitable for gasoliDe cngiue; dimensions as follows:

Length 21 ft. 6 in., beam 5 ft. 6 In., depth 2 ft. Anchor
and full sailing equipment with her F.O.It. I'ort Rowan.
Ont. For full parllculars apply at once to W. n. Martin,

Sporting Goods Dealer, Woodstock, Ont.

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kitten*.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman.*" llne-l>reo black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E, Rewltl. 708 Dovercourt Rd.,

Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—Fresh
Port Hope, Ontario.

SPECIALS.

Wild Rice St.-d. Gilchrist.

3t.

WANTED, Live Canadian Mink. Must not be Injured in

any way. Also other wild animals. State sex and price.

F. W. Strother. 437 Sherbourne St., Toronto. 2t.

AL'TOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built and Btted at

cording to specifications at a considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Austen. 25 Front Street, B..

Toronto. T. F.

FOR SALE—Four large mooseheads, six deer heads, also

one freak deerhead. 23 points. Write for photos and
prices. H. B. Baker, Taxidermist and Naturalist. Union-

ville. On^ tf

FOR SALE—For your home, otflce or club. Two extra

large and tine mounted moose heads, 58 and 56 Inches spread

of horns, 26 and 22 points. Full description upon request,

Very reasonable prices. Duty free. Edwin DL^on, Ontario's

Leading Taxidermist, Unionvllle, Ontario.

Large mo untcd Manitoba Elk head (Wapatlt for sale, a

perfect specimen of the highest class. Mounted by the best

known methods. Very reasonable price F.O.B. anywhere.
Write me. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's Leading Taxidermist.
Unionvllle, Ont.

FOR SALE—Large mounted deer, caribou and mountain
sh'i-p heads, bear, wolf, fox and other rugs with mounted
heads, polished bufTnlo horns, elk tusks, large sets of horns,

etc. Very reasonable prices. What are your wishes? Write
me. Edward Dixen, Ontario's Leading Taxidermist, Union
viUe, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tall. Never been used. N. Austen. 25 Front
Street, B.. Toronto. T. F.

WOLF HOUNDS FOR SALE—8 Pups. % Russian, »-4

Irish Stag, pair $15.00. 7 Pups, % Russian, % Grey
Hound, $15.00 pair. Parents are both large dogs and good
killers. Will guarantee Pups to kill at one year. For full

particulars apply to R. S| Cruicksliank, Herschel, Sask.

Chesapeake Bay Retrievers, a few pure bred puppies either
SOX. very fine strain, registered, ready to ship In three
weeks at $20.00 each. Also registered bitch 2^ years,
$50.00. Write quick If you want them. E. S. Bishop,
284, Battleford, Sask. tf.

MODE RN
BUSINESS
COURSES
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Alex Johnston G. K '~i<rmore

Whv not have your

GUN REPAIRS
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guarantee our work.

Johnston ^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Worka,
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bin down to Bennett, Caribou and the

terminus of the line.

The old sourdough or experienced

musher, as he sits in the hotel office or

jflances from the steamer's deck to the

\Vhite capped rugged mountains will tell

you to take it easy the first day, not to

rush j'ourself. so as to be better prepared
for the last stages of the journey which
are always the stiffest and seemingly the

longest. It is good advice but it is diffi-

cult unless you are a really experienced
musher to hold 3'ourself in the first few
days. We hit up a good pace on the long-

climb up the grim, once dreaded \Miite

Pass, and when coming to the eighteen

mile post felt bound to reach the summit
by noon. Below in the river bed and
close beside the rails runs the old trail,

made famous by the great rush to the

Klondike in 1898. The mushing was bad
as the soft snow prevented sure footing.

It was after eleven o'clock and every few
steps seemed to tell on our alreadj' tired

legs and hungry stomachs. Rock and
Shorty had dropped behind out of sight.

A\'e looked back and had our last view
of the salt water, shining blue through
the mountains by Skagway, then pushing
on we managed to get to the summit by
noon where we fell upon a dinner at the

section house that was the best to us in

many a day. The W. P. & Y. train flash-

ed past us up the grade as we were satis-

fj-ing our appetites and although we were
unaware of it at the time Rock and
Short}' were aboard having jumped the

rear coaches in the snow bank at the

eighteen mile post the other side of the
big cantilever bridge two hundred and

five feet high.

We struck out again after lunch but it

was some time before we got the terrible

stiffness worked out of our legs. We
still were on the up grade with a white

world on every side. It was truly a scene

of grandeur almost indescribable and one
I shall never forget. In one vast area of

unbroken rolling mountains covered with

deep snow the only dark spot visible was
the shining rails winding away ahead
and liehind. Back of us lay the majestic

peaks and crags of the mountains on
either side of the White Pass. Then
there was the great silence. Never be-

fore had I been in a world of such awfu'i

silence. The boundary line crosses here
so we were now on Canadian soil.

\\'e maintained a steady pace now
though the mushing was the worst yet.

Behind like black dots, came more mush-
ers. Italians, Slavs and Swedes, chiefly.

For over eight hours we had been on an
unbroken upgrade. Behind us were
twenty-seven miles of the most tiring

part of the journey yet in front of us lay

four times the distance. The track about
Fraser is level at intervals and afforded
us welcome relief but soon ran upgrade
again towards Log Cabin (thirt)-two and
a half miles) the highest point, over
twent3--nine hundred feet, on the White
Pass. This we reached before six p. m.
to find our partners 'had departed only
thirty minutes before. A wash and a

meal refreshed us but our stiffened limbs
were too sore to allow us much sleep, es-

pecially as the bunk-house was stifling

hot and packed full of men of almost
every nationality that travel these lands.

These weary mushers were augmented
))>• others who arrived every half hour or

so. glad to find a resting place for the

nig'ht. Parson and I went down to Ben-
nett, eight miles, next morning before

breakfast. We encountered no more
snow shortly after leaving Log Cabin ex-

cepting on the lake ice and a feeling,

something like early summer, was in the

air. We foimd Rock and Short)' await-

ing us but while we breakfasted they con-

tinued on their way and we followed
about an hour later. The track runs
along the right shore of Lake Bennett.

\\'e took the ice but it was gruelling work
mushing through the soft snow and not

a little disheartening. Ten miles of it

was all Ave wanted and we cut across to

the shore and the track again well fagged

out, reaching Pennington station at

three-thirtv o'clock where we had the

mortification to be turned down by the

Jap cook, who refused to give us even the

slightest thing to eat. Parson's feet

were blistered badly : both of us were
hungry and tired and our spirits were
low. The location was bleak and inhos-

pitable as a penetrating Avind chilled us

while we rested. \Mth no stopping point

or a chance to get anything to eat for
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fifteen miles, at Caribou, we stag.sfered

out on to the platform and once more
hobbled ofT down the track. Of all the

miles this section to Caribou was by far

the worst we had encountered. Parson
was stumbling- along behind with lowered
head and I dared not look up too often

as the mile post seemed never to come.
Each little rest was torture as the stiff-

ness laid hold Iiard and the chilly wind
searched every spot under our clothes.

Our feet were heavy and sore from the

continual mush and often we stubbed

maintained a good pace, reachin;^ Rob-
inson road-house at seven-thirty in the

evening with the draughty cabin full to

overflowing with mushers. Before noon
next day (Sunday) we passed the fa-

mous Miles Canyon, below on the right

side of the track, and entered Whitehorse
at one p. m. in company with three oth-

ers. Thus we completed the first stage

of our journey.

We found Parson had secured the

boat for the river trip and buying the

outfit we got away Monday p.m. on the

Fort Selkirk.

our toes against the ties which did not
improve our feelings any. Persever-
ance finally won out however, and well-

nigh all in, in the darkness we passed at

ten o'clock the sixty-eight mile post,

stumbling into Caribou just a few min-
utes behind Rock and Shorty. A good
rest till noon next day left us in a much
improved condition except Parson, who
was so crippled that he was obliged to

ta'ke the train on to White Horse while
Rock, Shorty and I .struck out at noon,

Yukon, camping in the evening above
an ice jam twenty-seven miles below
Whitehorse, where a large number of

boats were drawn up for a considerable
distance along the shores further down
and more continued to come afterwards.
Beside us were camped an American,
his young wife and brother. All were
awaiting the breaking of the jam and as

this came about during the night all the
boats left by nine o'clock next morning
reaching the head of Lake Laberge early
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in the forenoon where a still larger num-
ber of boats were beached awaiting the

news of the ice on the lake. Our Ameri-
can acquaintances made their temporary
camp alongside of ours. That evening

a large barge crowded with men and

women to the number of one hundred
and twenty, with heaps of baggage,

swung down the river from Whitehorse
and ran in alongside our boats. There
was a lighthearted crowd aboard and
the sand point camp was consequently

greatly increased and enlivened with the

bustle and noise of many people, and bril-

liant at dusk with the light from the nu-

merous camp-fires. We had no sleep to

speak of as we lay in our blankets with

the stars twinkling down on us and the

flickering light of the camp-fire at our

feet. The whole camp was up and alive

early next morning and every few min-

utes a boat would slide out from the bank
and row away down to the ice about a

mile distant. The ice was reported good
and the crossing of Lake Laberge was
looked forward to eagerly. Few expec-

ted difficulties. How little any of us

knew what we had to encounter. At
two-thirty o'clock or thereabouts we
rowed out to the ice and our American
friends, the Gideons, Grover and his wife

and his brother Clyde had just preceded

us. Both the men were far from being

well and ready for a hard trip as one was
sick and the other was only recovering

from sickness. The brave little woman
who was beside them must have buoyed
them up. They were on a prospecting
trip to Alaska and were coming from

Washington State.

To tell all the happenings as they

should be told during that eventful week
that we were crossing Laberge would
mean a much more lengthy story than

I intend to write. There was something
doing every day from that gruelling

Wednesday through to the end of the

six days succeeding it and never was a

party more happy than ours when we
came to the head of the thirty mile river

and had seen the last of Laberge. Yes,

Laberge will always give us food for

many a tale. It taught us to attempt and
overcome obstacles which at any other

time we would have balked at. It gave

us a hint of the hard ways of the North
and it seasoned us in more ways than
one for some time to come.
The whole trouble lay with the uncer-

tain state of the ice. Whh good and bad
ice at intervals the difficulties were many
and varied.

W'e got away on Wednesday morning
with a good start and were happy but
soon after came the green (rotten ice)

that cracked all about us. A moment
more and Shorty and I went clear

through saving ourselves by gripping
the sides of the boat which we were pull-

ing. With difficulty we wrenched the

boat out of this nasty 'hole but a black
despair seized upon us when we found
we had lost one of the irons from the

runner. Our trials had begun. Profit-

ing by our misfortune and also by that

of another party in front of us, all the

crowds following beaded away to the
right shore where they came to good ice

close in and continued on down the mid-
dle of the lake. Patching our runner as

best we could we got out again to the

trail already made by the sleds and boats.

Oh, the pull ! Shall I ever forget it ?

\\'ith every boat and sled on the ice pas-

sing us—that hurt us the most—we pul-

led strained, sweated and tired out. It

was horse work for the broken runner

made the boat drag with an ever increas-

ing weight as it wore down. We spoke

little for we all knew each other's

thoughts. Tired from lack of sleep we
dozed at each stop almost before we
could sit down. The sun's rays struck

down hot and the load pulled harder and
every boat continued to pass us and go
ahead out of sight, every boat but that

of our American friends who had a great-

er task on their hands than even we had.

\\'ith three heavy trunks aboard, patched

runners and two sick men, but full of

grit straining themselves to keep on, it

was a sight that made us pity them low

as our own spirits were. We passed

along in the afternoon and finally they

were left out of sight in a damp fog that

crept up all round, settled over the lake

back of us and eventually turned into a

thick drizzling rain. With the courage

of despair we dug and scratched our way
along, stopping sometimes every few
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yards, sometimes soing' one hundred
yards before we pulled up, blown and
tired. The snow made it cruel pulling.

Away ahead near a rocky point we made
out a camp fire smoke and as dusk came
on we discerned the fire twinkling so we
headed up in that direction. It looked

cheerful and brought back our hopes and
some strength, enough for us to finally

make the beach after a stubborn struggle

through a sheet of soft snow and rotten

ice. We were all almost ready to fall in

our tracks from sheer exhaustion. It

was ten p. m. when we made camp and

by the previous daj^'s fierce grind. The
night's rest put new life in me. The
Indians unable to carry all of the Gid-

eons' outfit left one trunk containing the

grub. This they were to return and get.

I may state here that the trunk was nev-

er seen again by its rightful owners nor

the Indians either. It contained the

Gideons' entire supply of provisions. We
afterwards learned that the amount of

'booty the Indians made away with, or

rather the valuables in trunks and valises

that -were lost by various means in this

manner on the trip over Laberge would

The Author's Party on Upper Lebarge.

rolled in our blankets on the wet beach.

We had completed a twenty-two hour
task with the elements.

The Gideons came along at nine o'clock

their boat and outfit loaded on a sled

pulled by four lively malamutes in charge
of two Indians. We joined them and
our boats were pulled down as far as

nine mile point, further than which the
Indians could not go on account of the

rotten ice ahead. Clyde was suffering

agonies from cramps and Rock was lamed

total many hundred dollars. Our
bunch and the unfortunate Americans
now joined into one party and sharing
the trials together we overcame many ob-
stacles that otherwise might have been
unsurmountable. That evening we se-

cured a sled from a part}' camped near
by and drew all our outfit across the bay
to a camp at a creek mouth. While cros-

sing this bay we came on wealc ice and
more than once had to make dashes over
the cracks when the sled seemed readv to
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ffo down. The next morning; ushered in

the most eventful day of the whole trip.

Gointj headlong over the mushy ice at the

mouth of the stream we once more gain-

ed the white ice to the next point (it is

a succession of points in this locality)

and caught up to several boats that were
being put into the narrow strip of water
a few feet wide along the shore. V\ e

paddled down this, reached a rocky bluflf

round which an animated scene was
going on, where some thirty boats
stretched out in a straggling line were
being stubbornly propelled forward by
their desperate occupants. We were
soon in line with them and what a time
and a sight it was. Picture to yourself
a narrow strip of open water, broken
every few yards by cakes of ice along a
rocky blufif intersected here and there
with a flat beach line and a fleet of boats
endeavoring in every possible manner to

get along. Never was such a struggle
to get boats through experienced on that

lake. Here we waded along straining to

get tiie craft ahead over the gravel and
round the rocky bluffs. The cakes of ice

would next interfere and another tussle

ensue. Foot by foot we pressed along.

Good ice allowed us to get up and pull

the boat but not for long. With it

cracking and heaving we dashed ahead
on to another cake while the last one
sunk beneath the water's surface. We
were all in the water, first one then an-
other, in the endeav"or to get ahead. It

was hazardous all along around the
steep bluff's and 'we climbed and pulled

with lines. We grew desperate as each
point we reached and rounded showed
still another further ahead. We had no
conception of the time but our stomachs
told us it was late. The lighter boats work-
ed past us slowly and I thought many
times the bottom of our fourteen footer

would be gashed and scraped through by
the rough usage. All day we pulled and
strained and pushed, now wading, now
breaking through. Yawning cracks be-

tween the cakes showed before us but
with enough strength and determination
left we lowered our heads, grasped the

ropes and dashed over the rapidly sink-

ing ice. Finally about eight o'clock in

the evening we passed an ugly sloping

beach on rocks and came in sight of the

Steamer Evelyn, three hundred yards
away, which we reached some twenty
minutes later. Seldom has a meal seem-
ed better to me than the one we cooked
that night and we were a tired and wet
crew that gathered round the camp
fire. The steamer went up the lake

a mile or so for wood and we
all (there were four parties left on
the beach) agreed to put our boats
aboard to be taken down the river with-
out further task or delay. The steamer,
however, refused to take any of us so as

she broke her way slowly through the
ice our four boats put off behind her and
endeavored to follow. It was the stiff-

est proposition we had yet encountered.
If we moved ahead foot by foot the day
before, this was inch by inch. We put
every ounce of strength that was in us
at the oars but the closely packed, broken
pieces of ice held against the boats so
strongly that we had to give up every
few moments. For two hours we fought
with the broken ice, then seeing it was
impossible to follow the steamer's chan-
nel, we cut across to the shore one hun-
dred yards away. Here again the ice

sank slowl}' as we worked our boat slow-
ly along with an oar under each foot to

prevent going through. It cracked all

round with our weight and we expected
every minute to get stuck. It bore us to

the shore and also the Swede's boat that

was beside us. Grover and Parson in

our other boat had cut across to shore
quite a distance back. In the meantime
two prominent Dawson citizens in a

heavily loaded canoe, who had been some
thirty yards in front of us in the steam-
er's channel, called out for help, as the

ice was closing in on them fast and the

canoe would crack like an egg. Empty-
ing the Swede's boat and attaching a

long line to it, one of their crew and my-
self pushed it off and worked out to the

canoe over the very ice we had a few
moments before come throug'h. One
can well imagine it was by this time none
too firm, and how we gained the shore

again with the canoe's heavy Ijurden.

the two men, not to mention ourselves,

on that ice without mishap is more than

I can tell.
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\\ e enjoyed a well earned rest the

next day—Sunday. Rock left us to go on

a laro;e bara:e that afternoon. That night

we pulled up stakes as a fine sheet of wa-
ter opened up and a musher informed us
it was clear to the foot of the lake. We
rowed along in the gathering darkness
till eleven o'clock when we ran into

floating ice and had a ticklish time forc-

ing a passage in the dark and penetra-
ting cold. It looked like a night for us
on the ice but we got out in the floes

twice, dragged the 'boats over and
through and camped near Lower Laberge

time dreaded Thirty Alile River. Our
grub had run short and it was a hungry
crowd that ran into Hootalinkwa post

late that afternoon for provisions.

Though not as thrilling as the crossing

of the lake the trip down the four hun-
dred and fifty miles of river was none the

less interesting. Nor were such gruel-

ling obstacles encountered. Instead we
had a week of steady rowing, each one
taking turns of about an hour's duration

at the oars, from seven in the morning
till after eight at night when we kept a

lookout for good camping ground. By

at midnight when we lighted the fire and
lay on the pebbly beach in our blankets
with the Yukon sky overhead. The
hoarse cry of a loon on the lake and the

answering call of a coyote beyond the

farther shore, the crackling of our camp
fire, and we were soon asleep. A slight

fall of snow covered our blankets in the
grey dawn of the early morning and the
air was chilly. We saw the last of La-
berge at nine o'clock greatly to our sat-

isfaction and at once we were on the
rapid waters of the famous and at one

the time we had unloaded the boats,

cooked the evening meal and put up the
tents we were ready to turn in. We
camped about ten miles below Hoota-
linkwa the first night on the river, passed
Big Salmon next forenoon and pitched

our tents that evening four miles above
Little Salmon which we reached next
morning. W'e came up to Tantalus
Mines in the afternoon and Cormack's
roadhouse, where we put in a few min-

utes later. Our boats had by this time
reached the double loop that winds about
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for five miles yet is not more than a few
hundred }^ards across. \\'e were all anxious
to get to Five Finger Rapids before

camping. We reached these at eight-

thirty o'clock. All those who have voy-
aged along the Yukon know that the

right channel next the shore is the best

one to pass through. Disaster has over-

come some who have attempted the oth-

er channels between the cluster of little

islands that stretch across the river and
indicate the five fingers. \\'e camped be-

low the rapids and in sight of them and
Grover cooked French fried potatoes and
delicious hot biscuits that night. We
made Rink Rapids after an hour's run
next morning. These rapids are not as

turbulent as the Fingers and may be
eluded entirely by hugging the right

bank. Yukon Crossing came in sight

about ten o'clock and we all got out and
sent letters to our homes outside. The
old Hudson Bay post, Fort Selkirk, with
its Indians was reached in the evening.

We sta3"ed there for half an hour and
camped two miles below the post. The
next forenoon a wind and rain storm
sprang up as we made a hasty dash to

shelter near a creek where we pitched
our tents at noon spending the rest of the
day and night there and on till noon the
following day. It was our last camp
till we came in sight of Dawson. Taking
on wood at ColTee Creek that evening we
lighted the fire in the camp stove, lashed
the two boats together and had our sup-
per while we floated down the current.

At night we passed White River and
came up abreast of Stewart in the dim
light of midnight. A twinkling light on
shore recalled to our minds a cheery
home outside. The river widens con-
siderably here where the Stewart joins

and it was ticklish work navigating the

boat amongst the islands and sand flats

in the darkness. I was not sorry when
Grover woke up and began his hour at

the oars. Continuing all through the

night half asleep we came to Ogilvie at

five next morning and were glad to see

the famous Dome and Slide above the

once famous cit\' of Dawson which we
entered that afternoon and thus brought

to an end our long trip of five hundred

and fiftv miles.

A String of Pickerel

The gentlemen in the accompanying
illustration are Messrs. Wm. Sutcliff and
James Willson of Banning, Ontario, and
the string of fish displayed are pickerel

which abound in the lakes near Banning
which is on the Canadian Northern Rail-

way in the Rainy River District. In ad-

dition to good fishing there is good hunt-
ing also to be had in the vicinity of Ban-
ning, many kinds of game being found
there. Anj'one wishing further particu-

lars regarding the attractions of this

neighborhood as a hunting and fishing

ground can receive same by making ap-

plication to Mr. B. E. Hogan, Postmaster
of Banning.

Messrs. Wm. Sutc v,d T.^nies Willson and

Pickerel.

a String of



In Algonquin Park

The Sport of the "Seventy-Five Per Cent"

BY OLIVER OLDSIAN.

The Preparations.

VERY many persons enjoy an out-
ino^ in the woods, or a fishing

trip to some of the many lakes

or streams where game fish

abound, but comparatively few have
w'hat may be termed "Exciting Adven-
tures."

The simple account of the ''enjoyable

common place" has a charm for the
many who find in such tales like exper-
iences to their own and useful hints for

the better preparation or greater plea-

sures of another season.

It has been estimated that not over
twenty-five per cent, of the lovers of the

rod and reel are at all expert in the art of

fly casting and seldom if ever, have ex-

perienced the thrill so ably described by
Henry Van Dyke as the salmon or the
speckled beauty strikes the fly. Yet this

seventy-five per cent, go out each sea-

son, visit the remote places, employ
guides and with more or less success
(usually less) in fishing, return to their

usual vocations brown from the sun, with

muscles hardened from tramping or pad-
dling, and are the better fitted for the

work of the year before them.
As a rule, the "Seventy-five per cent."

may be depended upon to faithfully ob-

serve all of the rules and ordinances so

wisely enacted for the preservation of

fish and game. They rarely, if ever, kill

a deer out of season or catch fish in im-
provised nets when game wardens are

out of sight and can be depended upon to

use great care in the building of fires or

the thorough extinguishing of them
while on the poftage through the forest.

James Hartwell and his friend Remsen
Woodward are classed in the "Seventy-
five per cent." They 'have been close

friends since their college days. They
. are prosperous lawyers living in western
New York, each the father of two boys
.and two girls, and each loves to fish, to

tramp through the woods and to paddle
a canoe.

They had taken about four weeks each
year away from clients, and telephones,

away from the making of briefs or argu-
ment of causes, or the trial of issues and
the recounting of the pleasures of

their last outing was hardly over before
the joy of preparation for the next began.

They might be said to be expert in the
art of preparation or more properly the
skill of selection, an art so little known by
the novice, which enabled them to carry
only just the number of pounds of neces-
sary articles, and thus a long portage of

a mile or two had no dread for them.
They disdained hotel accommodations
and much preferred their own camp and
the very stillness of the star lit heavens
to the best beds or the revelry and danc-
ing in any of the tourists' hotels.

These two friends had together fished

the Buck Horn region in Ontario for

small mouthed, black bass and muscal-
longe. They had broken the record at Tom
Eastwood's for big stories, as well as big
fish always caught on a light rod. Neith-
er would demean himself in the use of a

trolling line. They had together, as mem-
bers of the Tourwilli Club, fished in the
club's waters on the upper Saguenay ; to-

getherthey had been almost eaten alive by
the black flies in that region in early June

;

had struggled with their pigeon-french
to make their wants known to their

French-Canadian guides, and usually re-

turned with renewed health and many in-

teresting stories. Each had a sturdy boy
growing up and imbued with his father's

spirit ; the boys were now of the age to

accompany their fathers on their annual
fishing trips.

Of recent years they had gone to Al-
gonquin Park in the Province of Ontario,
Canada. They had become familiar with
the lakes and portages, hdth north and
south of Joe Lake Station. They had
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found some small mouthed black bass

south of Joe Lake, that is, in Canoe Lake,

Smoke Lake and near Whiskey Falls.

They had cau.2;ht the large salmon or lake

trout with which those waters abound,

but to find just the place, not too diffi-

cult of access, where the speckled beau-

ties could be caught had cost them many
a long portage in their explorations.

They were desirous of finding a small

lake, quite out of the usual line of canoe
travel, one which had not been fished out,

and their desires in that regard were sat-

isfied some four or five years ago. They
had had the same men for guides each

year but not until 1910 did they blaze a

trail to their own little lake. They had
kept its location a secret and still hope

to do so for some years to come.. To
reach this little lake from Smoke Lake
required four portages— three rather

short ones but one a long portage and a

mighty tough one at that, nearly two

miles up hill and down dale through the

dense unburnt bush. It was here they

went with their two boys in June, 1910.

Their trip was most enjoyable and unus-

ually successful. The little lake which
they called their own was full of speckled

trout, land locked, and none that w^ere

caught weighed less than one and one-

half and usually from two to three pounds
each, and were great fig'hters. The wa-

ter was cold and clear and the fish could

be caught with live minnows easily ob-

tained near shore. An hour's fishing in

the morning gave them abundant sport

and all the fish required for the day and
sportsman-like they would kill no more.

When they broke camp in 1909, they had
buried a can of maple syrup and a small

pail of butter and when in 1910 they re-

turned with their boys they found the

syrup all right and also the butter, but as

to the latter Hartwell said, he "had eaten

worse."

During the season of 1910, Woodward
had taken his wife and the children to

Joe Lake and that was their first exper-

ience in Algonquin Park. The wife and
children stopped for four weeks at Mer-
rill's. The}' had comfortable rooms at

the hotel, the use of three canoes and
the services of two experienced guides.

The old Major, the "Grandpa" at the
children, had accompanied them, and
each pleasant day they started out from
Merrill's soon after breakfast to camp
out for the day. The Major would usu-
ally catch from one to three salmon
trout by using a two hundred foot copper
wire and an "archer spinner''. They
would select some quiet spot in one of
the numerous lakes in that vicinity to
be reached by canoe and without portage,
Buck Lake being their favorite. The
children would go in swimming, catch
minnows and all help the guides in the
preparaton of the noon-day meal, which
was always abundant and pronounced
most delicious.

Thus, it was, that on the return of

spring this 3'ear, 1911, when Hartwell
and \\ oodward began their usual con-
ferences as to the time and place, the
families quite insisted no plans should
be finally decided upon which did not in-

clude the mothers and children, one and
all. Joan, the elder of the Woodwards,
and just past fourteen, scouted the idea

that the children and mother could net
make the portages into the interior.

Harold, twelve A^ears the older of the

\\'oodward boys, w^ho had "been in"

with his father the year before and with
Hartwell's boy, Jim, of about the same
age, with a wise look doubted if little

Horace, nine years, and little Alice, sev-

en years, could stand the trip. These
youngsters laughed at the very idea of

their inability. Yes, they could sleep on
1:)alsam bough beds. Yes, they could
climb over fallen trees and tramp through
the thicket on the long portage. They
could go anywhere fkther and mother
could 00 and must not be left behind at

Merrill's with grandpa. The INIajor just

simply w-eakened. No balsam bough beds

for him. No tough portages, no stowing
away for him in a little tent during a day
or two of rain. He'd had his tenting

time during the Civil War, nearly fifty

years ago. Hartwell's family had had

some experience "in the bush" and did

not hesitate.

Now began those delicious days of

preparation. \\'hat joj'ous times they

were. Very much of the pleasure d( such
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an outin.sf is in the weeks of preparation.

The correspondence with their old fjuides

and securing in advance their services for

the trip ; there must be three of them with
four canoes ; the actual lyinor down of the

six Woodwards on the drawin.s;' room rug

and measuring- the square feet to deter-

mine the best sized tent to bu}- : the selec-

tion of such articles as the aluminum ov-

en, the aluminum nest of pails, cups and
plates, and the joy of opening and exam-
ining them on their arrival from New
York City where they were purchased.
Even the new tanalite tent, weighing

but seventeen pounds, must be actually

pitched on the lawn. It was so admired

cept ^Ir. Hartwell and his son Jim, and

the party consisted of six Woodwards,
two Hartwells and three guides.

Everything except the supplies was now
ready and spread out or piled up on the

billiard table off the library of the beau-

tiful home of the \A'ood\vards. The list

of supplies had been sent to a well known
firm in Toronto and the great day of ac-

tual packing the duffel bags came. Each
bag was numbered as packed and Joan
kept an accurate list of its contents.

"You know, mother, we simply cannot

look over all the dui?el to find some need-

ed article if we must camp out for a night

or two on the long portage," said Joan.

"The Lake was Most Beautiful to Look out upon.' "Then the Swimming and Diving Began in Ernest.'

with its ground cloth, its mosquito bar
front and its little mosquito barred win-
dow in rear, and its capacious fly, which
served as an awning or as little Alice

called it, "the front porch". Now for the

selection of the supplies for a four weeks'
stay in the 'woods. Frequently both ad-

dition and subtraction were applied to

the list. Additional duffel bags must be
purchased. Then 'the joy of the children

in looking over the fishing tackle and oil-

ing of the automatic reels! At the very

last of those delightful days of prepar-

ation sickness prevented all of the Mart-
well family from joining the party, ex-

When the last bag was packed and in the
wagon ready to start for the train Harold
called out, "Say, mother, did you put my
tooth brush in the bag?" Being assured
on that important point the "duffel" was
started for the train.

The party arrived at Joe Lake Station

on schedule time and there found waiting,

their guides, canoes, duffel and the boxes
of supplies from Toronto. Then came the
unpacking of the supplies from the boxes
and the judicious distribution of them in

burlap bags for convenient carry, not

alone in canoe but over the portages,

.^nd now the party was off, down through
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Canoe Lake and on throuo;h other lakes

and over portag;es to their own little lake,

the name and exact whereabouts of which
for obvious reasons they still wish to con-

ceal.

The Camp.

The tents were pitched on the west
side of "our lake," this name being as-

sumed for the purposes of this article.

The spot chosen had been used each year

for several years before by Hartwell and
Woodward and the undergrowth had been
pretty well cut away. The tall hemlock,
spruce and second growth pine furnished

abundant shade. The lake itself was like

a mirror and surrounded as it was by rath-

er high hills, clothed in verdure down to

the water's edge, -was most restful to look

out upon. The guides, with the assis-

tance of the children, soon had an abun-
dance of balsam boughs cut and the beds
prepared. A fire place was arranged be-

hind a large rock and with his axe, Billy,

one of the guides, had fashioned pot
hooks of different lengths. The fire was
kindled, the potatoes peeled and washed
in the cool, soft lake water and after

their long journey, as one of the children

said, "Life began to take on anotlier hue."

The duffel was unpacked and mother was
even now stirring up the corn meal for

the first Johnny Cake in the woods. The
aluminum oven was placed before the

fire at the proper angle and the heat was
being reflected upon the corn meal mix-
ture, while it was faithfully watched by
little Horace that the cake should not be
burned. The Johnny Cake was a great

success from the very first, browned on
top and delicious. Even the ginger

bread, baking powder biscuits and raisin

cake, subsequently baked in the same
oven, while always delicious, never quite
excelled that first Johnny Cake. The
fishing was not so good as in former
years, owing, doubtless to the extreme
hot weather of June and July. Each
day, however, enough trout were caught
for the family use. The conventional

method of cooking a trout and the only

way apparently known to the guides is to

fry' it with the bacon, but all agreed that

the big three pound square tail, which
mother caught on an eight ounce rod and

herself successfully landed, was most de-
licious when cooked in the following
manner: the potatoes being peeled and
washed scrupulously clean are put in the
clean aluminum pail and covered, and
hung over the fire. When the potatoes
are about half done, put the trout in a
cotton bag leaving both head and tail on
its body and put the bag on top of the
potatoes in the pail to boil. In about
twenty minutes both the potatoes and the

trout are fully cooked then drain off all

the water and when all are ready the pail

is brought to the rude table, the cover re-

moved and out of the steaming bag is

carefull)' rolled upon the largest plate on
a piece of white paper the delicious fish.

With butter, which immediatelj^ melts,

a little salt and pepper, you then have a
fish dinner fit for the gods.

The supplies were kept in a small "A"
tent near the guides' tent and one night

a porcupine proposed to share with the
party the supply of corn meal. Billy rig-

ged a dead fall for him but he did not
come into the camp again, although fre-

quently seen at a respectful distance. The
most annoying visitor was a large black
and white skunk. It seemed to have no
fear, would call every evening and rum-
mage around and even climb up on the

table for bits left from the evening meal.

A consultation was he'ld. The guides
and the boys were for killing the thing

with a club. No fire arms were allowed
in the Park, but just here mother's advice

proved wisest. She said, "\\'e're going
to be here nearly a month and simply
must not be driven out of this beautiful

camping spot by a skunk. I suggest we
cut off the food supply by carefully put-

ting away every scrap of food beyond its

reach and let it alone."

This seemed most sensible under the

circumstances, but it was very trj'ing to

the boys to see by the light of the camp
fire, and for several evenings, that thing

nosing about the table in its vain search

for food. Mother's plan was a success.

The visitor went away and left no odor
behind.

The water was very deep near shore

and there was no good place from which

to go in swimming. Billy with his axe

?->nn remedied this apparent defect iui
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otherwise perfect conditions, by cutting

out some dry cedar logs which had es-

caped the loggers when the timber was
taken out some twenty years ago. These
he lashed together as a raft is lashed

with long strips of green birch bark, and
this furnished a good swimming raft,

capable of holding afloat several persons.

It was anchored with a long line and a

stone and the canoe was used to go out
to it. Then the swimming and diving

began in earnest. Billy gave an exhi-

bition of his dexterity as a log driver by
standing on a single round log, then with
a pole for balance he would run from one

ronto. She had seen them toss the cake
up in the air and seen it come down on
the frying pan the other side up, and she
was heard to declare that her education
would not be complete until she could
toss up a "soaker," as the guides called

the pancakes, and see it reverse in the

'air and come down with the uncooked
side in the right spot in the frying pan.
Truthfulness requires the statement that

her first efforts usually shot the pancake
up in the air, all right, but alas, it came
down in the ashes and not in the pan.
Harold who had watched the operation
said she was no good as a catcher. She

"These were Lashed Together with Strips of Green Birch
Bark."

"The Major Would usually Catch from One to Three Salmtn
Trout."

end of it to the other and finally "burled"
it by turning it under his feet, keeping it

revolving rapidly until at last, losing his

balance, he and his pole went splash into

the lake only to swim to the log, climb on
again and to the great delight of all re-

peat the performance. Of course, there

was fishing every morning and evening
and while the catch was not phenomenal
in any way, there was enough and what
more could good sportsmen desire?

Joan had watched the guides as in the
morning they would bake pancakes made
from the pancake flour bought in To-

did however succeed after some practice

and told her brother if he could be equal-
ly successful in his frantic efforts to rival

Billy on the log he might also count his

education complete.

It was the accurate description of the

portable canvass bed which finally induc-

ed the old Major to join the party for

their third and fourth week. He pur-

chased a piece of sail cloth 54 inches

wide and 6^ feet long, had a lap of six

inches on each side turned down and
firmly stitched. This was done at the

sail loft where the material was pur-
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chased, and cost in all one dollar and

forty cents. This also served as an out-

side wrap for his four barred mackinaw
blankets, and the bundle could be check-

ed with the other dufifel. at least over the

("rand Trunk. The supplies had been

somewhat reduced in bulk during the past

two weeks and the Major could have the

•A" tent and the supplies could be easily

stowed in Dan's tent. Dan was the

cook and one of the most experienced of

the guides in all matters pertaining to

camp life as well as the art of fishing,

while Billy and Dick were woodsmen and

expert with the axe and paddle.

One bright afternoon a shout from a-

cross the lake and at the end of the long

portage announced the safe arrival of the

Major for whom Dan had gone to Joe
Lake Station. Not even the King of Eng-
land could have received a more royal and
joyous reception. Billy had prepared two
birch poles four inches in diameter and
eight feet long, and these were each

run through the broad hem of the can-

vas which had been spiked to a log about

eighteen inches through, and in less time

than one could tell about it, the Major's

bed was in the tent and his mackinaws
spread upon it. The bed sagged a lit-

tle in the middle like a hammock, but

did not touch the ground and the Major
pronounced it perfect, and declared he

slept like a top that first night, and did

not mind the downpour of rain which al-

so welcomed him. The tent shed water

like a duck's back, and the mosquito bar

<loorway improvised by his daughter

kept out annoying visitors. Then fol-

lowed the days of exploration in the

neighborhood. Hartwell and Wood-
ward with Dick had found one or two
other small lakes, had found a runway
leading into a marshy lake and Hartwell
would wander off alone to sit for hours

and watch the habits of the numerous
deer coming down there to feed. The
Major enjoyed the camp life and he it

was who unlocked in the presence of an
admiring and assisting audience the mys-
teries of a delicious fish chowder. Joan
declared it contained a little of every-

thing in camp except the boy's "shoe
packs."

The Stories.

In the evening and after the supper
dishes had been washed, the food put up
in the trees out of skunk harm and the

beds made in the tents, all gathered a-

round the camp fire and either Billy or

Dan or both were "wound up'' and the

stories of adventures in the woods be-

gan. Billy was fort3'-eight years old,

and as a boy he had accompanied his fa-

ther in trapping for furs in all of the

southern parts of what is now Algonquin
Park long before the establishment of the

park by the Provincial Government. He
and his father had assisted in cutting out

the pine some twenty years ago. He
had run logs in the spring and was re-

puted a dead shot with his rifle before

shooting in this locality was forbidden

and before game laws were enacted. He
had trapped the beaver, mink, otter and
other fur bearing animals. Dan, an

equally good shot, was expert in the use

of snow shoes and most successful in his

annual hunts for deer and moose.
The children in wide eyed silence list-

ened to the stories and always insisted

for "just one more" long after time for

bed. Billy's star story ran something
like this:

—

"You see it was this way. One winter

I had built a shack and had set and bait-

ed ni}- long line of traps extending about

a mile each way from my camp. One
of those cold winter days when the snow
was about a foot deep, I had worked hard

and had found little time to hunt for a

deer to supply myself with fresh meat.

In the evening, tramping along towards
my shack, I spied a fine buck not a hun-
dred yards away. He had not seen or

heard me, my snow shoes made no noise,

such as broken twigs might make, ex-

cept for the snow. The wind was quite

strong in my face as I advanced. My
first bullet went through both of bis front

shoulders and down he went. In a mo-
ment I was upon him and finished him
with my knife. It was long past dark
when I had him skinned and after two
packs carried to the shack. I put the

skin inside and hung up the carcass out-

side in the below zero air, made myself

a cup of tea and tired and sleepy had
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crawled into my blankets in the shack
with the tent fly door partly open. My
rifle was by my side and its magazine
filled with cartridges. Sometime in the

night I was awakened by snarls and
growls and there not five feet away were
four or five wolves fighting over the car-

cass of my buck which was hanging
near the door of my shack. Evidently
they had not smelt me or my gun in their

hungry efforts to trace the carcass from
the place where its blood had run out
upon the snow to the door of my shack.

The moon was well up and the clean

white snow gave added light so I could
see the critters very plain. I felt for

my rifle, my feet were not more than a
yard from the door. Just then the larg-

er one stuck his head through the door
and his bright eyes seemed to light up the
interior of the shack. He seemed very
hungry and his look was fierce."

Just here each of the children moved
a little closer to Billy and all shouted, "Go
on Billy!" as he stopped for a moment to

replenish the sticks on the camp fire.

"Well, resumed Billy, I'm here you
see telling you about it, so I was all

right. As I raised up and brought my
rifle to my shoulder it startled the critter

in the doorway and he withdrew with
a growl, but stopped again, facing me
while his companions were kicking up a

fearful racket in their efforts to tear down
my deer. I thought they might even
tear down the side of my shack. My
first shot hit the saucy cuss who had
been looking through my door-way. and

it hit him square between the eyes. As
he dropped I sprang to the door just in

time to get one more of the pack as they
dashed away into the bush."

This story of Billy's seemed more real-

istic from the fact that frequently at night
the cries of the wolves could be heard as

they chased a deer through the woods
in that vicinity, probably running the
fleer into one of the many little lakes in

that locality.

Dan war. not to be out-done in stories

of adventure after moose and deer. He-
told of a fight with a buck which he had
run down in a little lake. His rifle lay

in the canoe in front of him but in his

rapid paddling he had shipped some wat-
er and it was thoroughly water soaked.
He managed to keep his canoe away while
with his knife he had after a severe fight

killed his struggling buck. He told of

long trips on snow shoes following the
trail of the moose, of their capture and
the hard work in "packing in" of the
capture.

Thus did the days pass, oh! so rapidly.

Interspersed they were with both rain

and sunshine. Then came the packing
up and the regretful goodbye until an-
other season to "our lake" and its pleas-
ant memories—the long portages, with
much lighter duffel. The children how-
ever carried out bows and arrows which
Billy had fashioned and pieces of beaver
wood taken from some new beaver dam.
But best of all the party brought out
with them browned faces and arms, and
renewed strength as mementos of "the-
verv best vacation."

GOOD-BYE TO THE RIVER.
BY DR. HENRY GOVE.

The wind and the wave had died together,

Together had lingered and passed away.
Spoken farewell in the sultry weather
Over the streamlet, over the heather.

The dying wind and the dying day.

Never again, ah never, never
Shall I watch and wait—where so oft I've stood-

The low good night of the hill and the river,

The faint light fade and the wan stars quiver

—

And I alone in the solitude.



The Keewaydin Campers Ride On Moose In The

Temagami Country.

BY J. H. R.

WE were six days out from Kee-
waydin Camps and had been
working hard all day, having
paddled past the opening into

Florence Lake at about ten o'clock in

the morning, and now four o'clock found

us back at the entrance with that tired

feeling that is always present when time

and labor are wasted in doubling back,

after the trail has been missed.

stood staring at us. He was a beauty
and made a beautiful picture, his sleek

glossy brown hair having a fine setting

in the green back-ground. He stood
staring at us in dumb surprise until

Campbell George gave his warwhoop and
then he tore loose through the woods
like the Twentieth Century Limited.

By this time the O-U-Kid had caught
up to us, and four canoes abreast, we pad-

'Speedy" Hush Who Rode the Moose.

"Speedy" Rush, Scovil and Haselton
were in the lead, when rounding a point

they saw a big bull moose standing in

"the water one hundred yards away feed-

ing on lily pads. They glided quietly up
behind some reeds and holding up their

paddles (the signal of silence for those fol-

lowing), they watched for half an hour
the monarch of the forest enjoy his even-

ing meal. \\'hen all the canoes except

the crew of the "O-U-Kid," whose speed
was somewhat retarded by Little Eva
(three hundred pound Jack McGuire),
"had come up we paddled out and snapped
pictures of the surprised moose as he

died into the Florence Lake outlet. Sud-

denly, in a place where the lake widened
to about a half a mile, a cow moose and

calf were seen swimming across about

three hundred yards away. Every crew
threw on top speed and although all

thought the}' were tired, they flew through

the water like racing shells. A semi-circle

was formed to keep the moose headed out

into the middle of the lake and then be-

gan a pretty race between the evenly

matched crews and the object of the

chase, which had a good start. In a

short time they were caught, as the mo-
ther did not swim at her full speed, pre-
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A Little Spotted Fawn Caught by Keewaydin Campers.

ferring to stay near her calf. When
they were surrounded, pictures were tak-

en and every one paddled close enough
to take a whack at the moose with his

paddle. During this the cow and calf

were separated and then followed the
most exciting part of the whole episode.

Speedy had at various times intimated
that he would like to ride a moose. This
equestrian wish had never been made,

however, when there was a chance to

have it gratified. Some one suggested
that the longed for opportunity had
come. He didn't look as though he
wanted to accept the chance when called

upon, especially when that wise old

guide. Jack Green, shook his head dis-

approvingly. Speedy was in the bow of

his canoe with Scovil in the stern and
Haselton in the middle and by hard pad-
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dling and good canoemanship they had

drawn alongside of the moose. Sudden-
ly Speedy threw off his sweater and leap-

ing from the canoe landed plump astride

the back of the frightened beast. To
keep on he grasped the huge ears and
dug his heels in her sides and amid

On the Moose Here, but the Canoe Cuts Off the View.

shouts and laughter kept his unsteady
seat. The moose, finding itself unable

to get rid of its rider by plunges and
twists, started to dive. Speedy held

on to the ears until almost drawn entirely

under, and then decided not to visit the

bottom of the lake ; he placed his feet on
the back of the moose, aud gave a down-
ward ]nish to the disapjiearing animal and
swam back to a canoe. Zint, Hall and
Jack Green were close by trying to get

some pictures, and as the moose came to

the surface it hit the bow of their canoe,

which caused Zint to shout wildly:

"Speedy, Speed}', don't let her come un-

der the canoe."

In the meantime George LeClair,

known as the human propeller, with his

crew took after the calf and succeeded in

lassoing it with a tum[) line and while

Speedy was riding the cow, the calf was
ferrying a crew to a small island. After

the moose rider and various paddles had
been picked up, all hands set after

George. The calf had landed by this

time and George was having a rough and
tumble wrestle all over the island. More
tumps were brought and the husky calf

made fast. Pictures in various poses
were made, after which the captive was
turned loose, although moose veal chops
were very tempting.

We arrived at good camping grounds
before dark, tired and hungry, and voted

it the best day we had.

Note:—The Keewaydin Camps are the

Celebrated Summer Camps for Boys on
Lake Temagami, Ontario.

An Unusual Incident

A very unusual incident—^the hunting

and shooting of a cougar in a city park

—

took place at Vancouver. In the world-

famed Stanley Park the keepers some

time ago discovered a dead deer. Poison

was laid and traps were set, but the ma-
rauder escaped and the continual toll of

dead animals, despite all night watching
and various other expedients, baffled

every one. At length a hunt on a large

scale with dogs and experienced hunters

took place. The animal was "treed" and

one shot fired, with the result of wouuil-

ing the animal. The cougar dropped from
the tree, wounded one of the dogs badly

and escaped up another tree. Four more
shots were put in and the animal fell dead.

For a hunt like this to take place in a

park near a city the size of Vancouver
shows how near we are to the time when
wild animals roamed with perfect free-

dom over the places where cities now
stand. Apparently the animal crossed the

Inlet at low water and looked upon the

Park as his own preserve.



Wolf Hunting On The Prairies
BY 0. P. RLMS.

One of tlic finest sports in the prairie

provinces is wolf hunting which is follow-

ed in a manner altogether unknown in

the east. Hunters and dogs are taken to

the hunting grounds in sleighs and as

soon as the wolf is sighted the dogs are

loosed and the hunters follow as best

they can.

An enthusiastic wolf hunter of this

type is George McKay of Kenton, Mani-
toba, whose life in the open has kept him
strong and healthy. One day last winter

I had a fine hunt of this kind in Mr. Mc-
Kay's company.

Tliree wolves had been picked up by
Mr. McKay and another hunter on the
previous da}- and everything promised
well for sport when I joined him. We
drove thirty-five miles out to Miniota,
only sighting one wolf which proved too
much for the dogs. The fastest hound
caught up to the wolf but he was not

After tho Hont.

Trophies of the Chase.

the killing dog and could not hold him
till the latter came up. As a result the
wolf escaped.

We followed the railroad to Hamiota
and sighted another wolf which was run
down and killed after a fine run of about
half a mile. .Just after leaving Hamiota
we sighted a further wolf and secured
him after a similar run. As Mr. McKay
had now five wolf pelts he felt that he
had done well in the two days and I can
certainly testify that we enjoyed the best
of good sport on the day when I was
present.

The greatest drawback to this kind of
sport consists in the wire fences which
are now becoming numerous in Manitoba.
Both wolves and dogs take these fences
easily but the hunters with the sleighs
cannot follow and the best of enjoyment
is only obtained in what is known as a
straight run.



Twin Falla near Field, B. C.
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The Yoho Trip

BY J. J. WniTE.

WHEN during the Camp at Sher-

brooke Lake J caught from the

summit of Mount Niles a

glimpse of the beautiful Yoho
Valley, a longing, somewhat akin to the

feeling one has for a trip when the fish-

ing season opens in the Spring
—

"he will

not be happy until he allays the fever by

taking one"—overcame me. I casually

and humbly mentioned my desires to Mr.

T. P. Forde, C. E., the Club's chief moun-
taineer, and he, in his usual courteous

manner, immediately set about to gratify

them. This was Monday evening, July

thirty-first, just previous to "help your-

self and pass it along." After dinner

I sauntered up to the bulletin board and
found a notice amongst others to the ef-

fect that applications, limiting the num-
ber to five persons, would be received for

a three days' trip, commencing the fol-

lowing Wednesday, into the Yoho Valley

from the Camp and ending at the Mount
Stephen House, Field. Two applica-

tions had already been made and as there

were three in our party I immediately at-

tached our names, which completed the

party as originally intended. So popu-
lar was this trip, however, that others

continued to put down their names un-

til the total reached the number of twen-
ty-three, notwithstanding the fact that

the notice also stated that every male
member would have to carry his own
blankets, food, etc., and his share, in ad-

dition, of the outfits of the ladies accom-
panying the party.

VVhen the roll was called shortly after

daybreak on the day of departure, all

answering to the call, it was found that

there were five ladies and that we were
to be guided by Rev. Alex. Gordon of

Lethbridge, assisted by Mr. C. B. Sis-

sons of Victoria College, Toronto. The
party was made up of three units or

"ropes," the second and third ropes under
the charge of Mr. A. R. Hart and Mr. L.

C. Wilson, both of Calgary. We also

found that the weight of the packs ranged
from forty to fifty pounds each, mine be-

ing too close to the latter to suit me.

Although I have had considerable exper-

ience in packing I am always averse to

carrj'ing any more than I can possibly

avoid and have been guilty of throwing
away a handkerchief in an attempt to

lessen the load. We were told by Mr.
Forde that we were to obey our leaders

and that we were all to keep together for

the first two days, at least. The third

day we should be on the other side of the

Yoho Valley on the park trails and could

then do practically as we pleased.

We started about seven a. m. Our
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route lay up the left one of the two val-

leys—which converge at the camp. Mount
Niles lying between, separating the Daly

and Ogden ridges, the latter also separ-

ated us from the Yoho. We ascended

Niles Creek, which is a beatuiful stream

and rises just under the summit of Mount
Niles, from which it takes its name, and

from whose snow slopes it is fed. Mount
Ogden a'lso assists with a series of beauti-

ful small falls tumbling down from its

glaciers to flower carpeted bench mead-
ows below and immediately along our

route. About one mile from camp we were
apprised of the fact that the Camp, itself,

had almost been visited by a band of

mountain goats the night before, while

we slumbered. A little further on, near the

snow line, we were shown where some of

the members, the day previous, had met
three cinnamon bears, and all along our

way the first half day we were apparently

weicomed, and saluted by the whistling

marmots, as we passed through their ter-

ritory.

At noon we were on the summit of the

Pass and our climbing was ended, at least

for that day. We were now overlooking

the great \\'aputek icefields above the

glacier on our left. Still the Ogden
ridge shut out any view of the Yoho. On
our immediate right, and just above us,

towered the summit of Mount Niles and
still further on to our right and higher,

Mount Daly. In front of us across the

ice-field Balfour and Pulpit Mountains
were in full view and to the left of them
President and Vice-President, and many
others, which I am unable to name. \\'e

proceeded to partake of a cold lunch with

a prospect ahead of glissading from the

summit to the ice-field below. Our an-

ticipations were realized and very much
appreciated after a hard half day's steady

climbing. Our guides showed good
judgment in crossing the ice and we
were not compelled once to retrace our
steps. All crevasses encountered could

be negotiated at the spot selected by
them. In places the slush was bad Init

on the whole we were very comfortable

and happy. After about three hours on
this great ice-field v^'e found ourselves

looking down the glacier and very near

its snout, which we negotiated by drop-

ping down to the rock to about the centre

of the glacier's depth and at the entrance

of a cave. One of the two Swiss Grand
Trunk Pacific's engineers, who accom-
panied the party, and two of the ladies

entered the cave for about one hundred
feet while the other engineer went up on
the glacier again and communicated with

those inside the cave, through a crevasse.

After a ver}- light lunch the party com-
menced negotiating some good rock

work, descending to a lower level, when
we found we were on the ground of the

second camp of the British party which
the Club piloted through the Yoho in

1909. A magnificent view of the glacier

was enjoyed while we partook of a second
meal and we were fortunate enough to

witness about half a dozen avalanches at

close range. The whole view of the val-

ley of the Yoho was laid before us and
across from us we could see the Twin
Falls, seemingly only a short distance

away but which we did not reach until

about twenty-four hours later. We
could also hear the roar of the waters of

the famous Takakkaw Falls but as yet

could not gee them and did not see this

magnificent sight until we passed the

Yoho glacier. We reluctanth' left this

spot to proceed along a wooded slope and
had an uneventful afternoon, tedious on
account of the loads we were carrying

and the fact of the view being shut out

by jack pine growth. Tiie thing that

most interested me was the flushing of a

ptarmigan, the first bird of this species I

had ever seen. It perched itself on the

limb of a tree a few feet from the caravan

and seemed quite unafraid. We trudged
along through this growth until we reach-

ed a stream tumbling down through a

canyon from an un-named lake above.

Here we decided to remain over-niglit.

A tent was pitched for the ladies and the

men hunted a bed, each for himself. I

crawled under a leaning tree, piled brush

around it and kept dry although rain fell

both nights we were out. Not many
others fared as well as I did. One mem-
ber got up during the night and built a

fire to dry his blankets. Lieutenant

Arthur of Calgary, suddenly awakened
from sleep, seeing the fire imagined the

whole bush was ablaze and put in an
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alarm. A inimber of the men arose and
partially dressed themselves before they
discovered it was a false one but many
errors can be forgiven this soldier for he
was the life of the party and under all

circumstances was brimful of joy and
good nature and managed to infuse a

good deal of it into others.

Thursday the Swiss engineers asked
and were granted leave to make an at-

tempt to ascend ^Mount Balfour. In
this they were successful and they re-

joined the party at eleven o'clock the

pect as steps would have to be cut and
the party roped, which would necessarily
delay us. You can readily imagine our
gratification at seeing two men crossing
and cutting steps ahead of us. We
stopped for lunch, very thankful to our
then unknown benefactors. We after-

wards took up our packs and walked to

the glacier, had a look at Mr. Wheeler's
marks for measuring and shrinkage of the
ice, crossed over the snout without rop-
ing, which was very flattering to all the
members of the party, and alsci tn the

Yoho Valley.

same night. Our forenoon was a repe-

tition of the previous afternoon but our
reward came when at twelve o'clock,

noon, we arrived in sight of the Yoho
glacier. This, with the mountains in

the background, was a glorious sight and
sufficient compensation for our labors
thus far. We were now down to the
level of the valley and close to the snout
of the Yoho glacier, which we must cross,

as the river was too high to ford. We
were not at all pleased with this pros-

men who cut the steps, which were well

made. We were soon enabled to thank
the maker who proved none other than
Dr. Bell, the Camp's efficient head of the
Commissariat who, accompanied by Mr.
Billy Pierce of Calgary, had left Camp
that morning, overtaken and passed us,

and was leisurely boiling the water for a
billy of tea about a mile beyond the cros-

sing. \\'e were now walking on the
pony trails of the park. While crossing
the glacier the party was photographed
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by an American tourist, he and his wife

being very much amused and excited on

seeing us emerge from the bush to the

ice. I think perhaps the costumes of the

ladies of our party were responsible for

the greater part of their elation. -Shortly

after meeting the Doctor we passed over

a bridge at the foot of a gorge of the

stream fed by the Twin Falls. The
waters of this stream have cut their way
to a depth of at least one hundred feet

through the solid rock and in places not

more than two feet in width, which was
very interesting. Every attraction of

this valley seems to be striving to outdo

the other in grandeur. Shortly after we
walked close to and under the Twin
Falls and oh, what a magnificent sight

greeted us. Two falls almost identical

in size and shape, with only a few feet

dividing them at the top, racing and
tumbling down a great height from the

rock bound glacier above, embracing
each other at the bottom and fighting the

battle together, forcing their way through

the gorges below and finally dropping

into a beautiful and comparatively quiet

river. This river drains the valley into

the Kicking Horse River, near where the

waters divide, where they are again

struggling to force their way to the sea,

some westward to the Pacific Ocean and
some destined to finall}' mix with the wa-
ters of Hudson Bay. On their way they

assist in the production of "No. i hard,"

which should be proof to some, who
seemingly need it, that the mountains
have other uses besides to be admired
and climbed and should not be disdained

because they cannot be flattened out by
the hand of man into a wheat growing
district. Members of the Club and many
others will appreciate and understand

this little outburst.

About a mile beyond the Falls we
reached a small lake and as it was start-

ing to rain again we decided to camp
here for the night. While there two
j'oung gentlemen, tourists rode past us

looking for the C. P. R. Camp, which we
discovered the following morning was
about three miles further on. As they

failed to find the Camp they returned in

about three hours leading their horses to

our camp which they reached about nine-

thirty, just as we were retiring. They
were hungry and wet, and thankful when
\ye allowed them to sample a pot of beans

we had on the fire cooking for our
breakfast. \Mien the Swiss climbers re-

turned during the night, also hungry,
and further sampled the beans, we found
it was short rations for everyone in the

morning. We ate what food was left,

mush, fried bacon and some stewed ap-

ricots, knowing that our next meal must
necessarily be a civilized one. We start-

ed again, some of the party deciding to

take the Burgess Pass trail into Field and
the remainder, myself among the latter,

choosing the longer route through the

Little Yoho, by way of Emerald Lake,

where the C. P. R. Chalet is situated. We
had an early start, soon passed the up-

per C. P. R. Camp or canvas hotel, pass-

ed through some beautiful alpine mea-
dows carpeted with gorgeous bloom of

flowers and after zigzagging up a mor-
aine below the Emerald glacier we
reached Summit Lake where the first

Club Camp was held in 1906. This lake

is a beautiful sheet of water with plea-

sant surroundings lying just under the

summit of Mount \\'apta. The trail here

divides, one branch skirting the summit
of Mount Wapta down to Field, the oth-

er leading to Emerald Lake. While
crossing the moraine though the walk-

ing was bad, some compensation is giv-

en as the absence of growth opens up a

glorious view of Takakkaw Falls and a

beautiful background of the mountains
we had been traversing the two days
previous. About two miles beyond Sum-
mit Lake we caught our first glimpse of

Emerald Lake and the Chalet at the out-

let. Everything that I have read con-

cerning the lieauty of this spot is true.

One can hardly exaggerate and I believe

we approached it from the best vantag:
point. In front of us lay the lake with

about two miles of level loose rock which
at one time must have formed part of

the lake : on our left stood Mount Wap-
ta, where we could at intervals see the

other half of our party making their way
under and around the overhanging
clift's; to our right could be seen Mount
Vice-President and a beautiful cascade.

From here the trail drops down quickly
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over loose rocks and between a stunted
growth to the gravel below. We were
walking at a good pace as we were hun-
gry and anxious to reach the Chalet be-

fore lunch. We reached the hotel, as we
all thought, at one o'clock but found we
had crossed the line and should have put

our time-pieces back an hour. We were
just in time to partake of an excellent

luncheon and were welcomed by an ex-

cdlent hostess and treated like princes

and princesses. We hardly glanced at

the menu card but to save valuable time

of their little adventure. Lieutenant
Arthur, as usual, furnished most of the

talent for the concert. Some of the

gentlemen were desirous of securing an
automobile from Field to take the party

down but the ladies disdained such mode
of travel and we started once more at

three o'clock to cover the remaining six

miles, picking strawberries along the

first half of the excellent road cut through
a beautiful growth of tall timber and ar-

riving at Field in time to shed our climb-
ing clothes, take a much needed bath.

Emerald Lake From Chalet Near Field.

ordered some of every item on it. We
were shunned by the tourists with the ex-

ception of one excellent old lady who re-

mained in the dining room and with us
thoroughly enjoyed an impromptu con-
cert while the gentlemen smoked their

cigars. We learned from our hostess that

the two young men who were lost and
whom we had befriended the previous
night were this lady's sons but as they
had not yet returned, and thinking she
might be alarmed, we did not apprise her

and get into city garb before dinner. We
had been out three happy and long to be
remembered days and had walked during
the last day twenty-two miles. The
whole of the party, including the ladies,

proved themselves good "sports."

A most interesting event to a large

number of the Toronto and Ontario
members of the Canadian Alpine Club
took place on Monday evening, Novem-
ber 20th last when the annual dinner of
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the Toronto members was given at the

St. Charles in that city. Unusually in-

teresting were the after dinner speeches.

Mr. John B. Kay acted as chairman and
among those who spoke were Mr. J. D.

Patterson, Sir Edmund A\'alker, Presi-

dent Falconer, Prof. Coleman. Mr. C. B.

Sissons and Dr. Morley Wickett. all of

whom emphasized the splendid asset

Canada possesses in her wonderful .Al-

pine region. Mr. W. S. Jackson of Upper
Canada College, Toronto gave a de-

lightful account of climbing in Switzer-

land and Miss ^^'ilson, also of Toronto,
representing the graduating members of

the 191 1 camp, described entertainingly

the impressions of a first camp and a first

climb upon the amateur woman climber.

Reports received by the C. P. R. re-

specting the number of visitors to the

Rocky Mountains showed a great in-

crease over the figures of 1910. Nearly
thirty thousand were cared for at Banff
and the same applies to the Hotel Van-
couver. Never, it is said, has such heavy
business been done. For the three
months ending September 30th, the num-
ber of arrivals at the hotel was 25,799.
At \^ictoria, Glacier, Lake Louise and
Emerald Lake the numbers were equally
satisfactory. In consequence of this sev-

eral of the hotels are to be extended to

meet the requirements of the season.

Master Harry Bonner, aged eleven, of Fainesville. 0., with his string of hass caught March 27th. 1910.

sixteen pounds, largest three and a half pounds.
Total weight

A Youthful Fisherman's Success

The accompanying illustration shows

the success of a youthful angler who
some day will probably show his prow-

ess on the Canadian side of the border.

At present his youthful energies are con-

fined to a stream flowing through his

home town of Painesville, Ohio. It will

be noticed that his catch exceeds the

legal limit in Ontario. The bass, nine in

number, weighed sixteen pounds and the

largest was three and a half pounds.

1



A Satisfactory Hunting Trip In Northern Ontario.

BV JOHN R. WATSON.

AS the days of October gradually be-

gan to slip by, one by one and
the leaves gathered themselves

together in the gutters and hol-

lows as if for protection from the chill

that seemed to permeate the atmosphere,
and make the nostrils distend and the

muscles respond with new life and vigor,

that feeling of restlessness, of the call of

the woods took hold of me and my eyes

lingered more frequently on my rifle and
my visits to my friend for consultation

became more frequent.

But, like all good things which end
happily, the anticipation at last became
a realization, and we found ourselves en

route for North Bay. Here, we were to

meet two brothers by the name of John-
son, Jack and Bill, who, along with Har-
ry Mundy and myself made up the party.

I will pass over the short stop at North
Bay where we got together our grub-
stake, campstove and whatever of our
outfit we still needed.

At last we were ready and pulled

away from the Bay on Monday morning.
Our last year's camp had been burned
during the summer, so we decided to go
as far as Osborne on the T. & N. O. Ry.,

a distance of but thirty-six miles from
North Bay. Arriving at our camp about
noon, the rest of the day was spent in

fixing up our shanty and getting settled.

We had no trouble getting a good sup-

ply of firewood and were soon comfort-

ably fixed, ready for the night and with a

fiae appetite for our first supper in camp.

One of our party. Bill Johnson was
missing, being away in Kingston and
not getting back to be with us until

three days before the end of the hunt.

Another brother, a lad of about fifteen

years came along and we found him in-

valuable at mealtime, as he found many a

surprise for us with the aid of a small

rifle which resulted in a fowl-dinner
when we came in at night.

We only remained at Osborne four

days. As vet there had been no snow

and the woods were so thick, so inter-

spersed with swamp and muskeg, alder

and beaver meadows, that, although we
found many signs of both red-deer and
moose, also, in one instance the marks
of bear-work recently engraven on the

side of a balsam, we decided to move
back to our old ground at Mulock, only

eighteen miles from North Bay, where
we knew there would be lots of deer,

although we expected fewer signs of

moose.

However, before leaving Osborne, I

must tell you a funny ex|:)erience that be-

fell Jack and the cook. About four miles

from our caniD was a small lake, known
as Spruce I.ake, on the shore of which
was an oUl lumber camp. Having seen

a lot of fresh moose tracks around the

camp, Jack decided to spend the follow-

ing night there and Charley went up
with him. The\- made themselves a

bunk and were not long in getting to

slee[). .\ few hours afterwards, Char-
lie was awakened bv hearini;" some-

From Left to Right: J. R. Watson. St. Cxtharines, J. 0.

Johnston. North Bay. Wm. Johnston, North Bay, Harry
Mundy, St. Cithirines.
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thing gnawing in the corner near his bed.

He called Jack, who told him he was
crazy and to go to sleep. But it wasn't

so easy to convince Charlie that he was
a victim of nightmare and in a very short

time Jack was also convinced of the fact

by feeling something run across him on
the bed clothes. Reaching out to where
he had left a candle and striking a match
to light it, what should he discover but
that his visitors were three skunks that

had dropped in just for sociability.

Realizing this and not being desirous of

The night before we left we also had a
visit from a lynx, but he wasn't even
as hospitable as the skunks, for he just

jumped on the roof, ran across it, and
when we moved to the door to let him in,

disappeared as quickly as he had come.
\\'e reached Mulock and the first

morning drew our first blood, Jack get-

ting a fine, big, six-point buck of about
two hundred and fifty pounds. Being
lucky enough to get him within a short
distance of an old cadge-road it was not
a difficult matter to trail him to the rail-

Johnston and Big Buck. The Author and his Two Hundred and Twenty Five Found
Buck.

their company' at that hour of the night,

the boys covered themselves up, heads
and all and left the skunks to their own
devices. When morning came they
awakened to find them gone without
having so much as left a card saying
they had called. On account of leaving

a day or so after we were unable to re-

turn the visit as Charlie was very desir-

ous of doing, especially as he wished to

show them some new traps he had just

obtained.

road. That night he went to North Bay
on a flat car, Johnson going down with
him and coming back the next day with
a bag of fresh bread and some other good
things which we had found to be getting

low.

The first week ended with only one
deer but we were by no means discour-

aged and as we were on more familiar

ground we felt very hopeful. Here, the

railway runs North and South and when
the hunter knows that all he has to do is

I
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to travel east or west to reach it, he
feels a good deal more confidence about
entering the woods and passing over un-

known trails. I know some people pre-

fer the runway and the dogs, but when
one goes on a still hunt, matching his

senses against those of the deer and
comes home at night with a fine, big

buck or a fine, fat doe, there cannot help

but be a feeling of satisfaction that could

never come from shooting a running
deer on a runway.
Monday morning we all started in dif-

ferent directions with keen hopes of

"Something Doing" in our minds. About
ten o'clock I was making my way
around the base of a hill working toward
a strip of hardwood which lay on my left

when I felt, almost rather than heard,

some brushes snap just over the brow of

the hill. Climbing as quietly and as

quickly as possible to the top, I stopped
between two scrubby pines just

On the ridge and began to

examine tlie further slope, which
fell away from my feet and gradu-

ally met and gave place to a winding
stretch of alder swamp, which followed

the course of a stream at the foot of the

hill. I had not been watching long when
near to the edge of the alders, I saw a fine

buck lope out from behind some bal-

sams. I immediately raised the .303

Savage which I use and fired, but in my
eagerness, made the common mistake of

shooting too high. Realizing what I had
done, I was not long in getting the sec-

ond shot away and this brought him
down, passing obliquely through the hip

to the front shoulder. Having decided

to go back to camp for help as I had
about a mile and a half to bring him to

the railroad, I began to make my way to

an old winter road which I had passed a

short time before. Reaching it, I met an
Indian, who asked me what I had shot

and when I told him he went back with
me to see it, and I was fortunate enough
to be able to get him to help me take it

out to camp. While not as large as the

one Jack had shot it was a fine, big, four-

point buck, as fat as butter.

Neither Jack nor Alundy were success-

ful that day, although both brought in

four or five birds apiece. The following

day, Jack did not say where he was go-

ing until he was leaving camp when
he turned and said, "Boys, I saw some
fresh moose tracks yesterday in that

swamp at nineteen-and-a-half and I am
going to get that fellow to-day." Little

did we dream he would have any such

luck, but he came back about four

o'clock that afternoon, with a grin on his

face that spoke louder than words and
admitted that he was going back the

next morning for a six hundred pound
bull moose. Getting a team and a jump-
er from a lumber camp at twenty-and-a-

half we brought it out to the railroad and
that same night sent it down to the Bay
on a freight train.

That night it started to snow and it

snowed continuously until Saturday.

Not until the snow came did we realize

how many deer there must have been in

the woods as the tracks were quite thick

even though the steady snow kept filling

them as fast as they were made. On
Friday, Mundy came in trailing a fine,

big, fat doe with a nice clean hole through
the neck.

Although the season did not close un-
til Tuesday the snow was about a foot

deep, and we were well satisfied, having
got one moose, three deer and about
three dozen partridge (ruffed grouse) to

bring back with us.

One incident happened to our cook
which must be told. He never got over
the way the skunks had used him, so set

his traps at Mulock in some likely places.

Several times he found a couple of his

No. i'/2 traps sprung and didn't like the

look of it. He was sure that he was go-

ing to land something big as there were
indications but unfortunately no skunks.

At last however the culprit got into a

No. 2 Hawley and Norton, double spring,

and when Charlie arrived his disappoint-

ment can be better imagined than expres-

sed when I say he let out a fine big tom-
cat belonging to the section men at Mu-
lock. He gave it a good start, but his

feelings were so badly hurt, he could not

resist the temptation after giving it about
twenty-five yards, to empty his twenty-
two repeater in its rear as an especial in-

centive to get out of sight as quickly as

possible.



Chicken Shooting In Manitoba.

BV GEORGE HARPER.

GROUSE or chicken shooting open-

ed on October firft in Manitoba
and considering the amount of

shooting that has been done
for many years by the sports of

Carman, the bags secured were
very good. Chicken shooting in

this district is now confined to the coun-

try to the west and northwest of the town
where the scrubby sections are mixed in

with the open prairie, thus afTording bet-

ter breeding ground for the birds. A
few years ago the birds were very nu-

merous in Carman district, and the

sports in the early days were in the habit

of putting them away in barrels for use
during the winter months. There was
then no limit to the bag a shooter might
secure; the birds were found in great

numbers adjoining the town, and the

writer trained his first pointer dog in

Clark's field at the south end of the town.
Cultivation has driven them back, and
there are now few if any birds to be
found between Carman and the American
boundary, or in any of the States to the

south. Years ago they were plentiful in

Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin. In the

sixties, the late King Edward, then the

Prince of Wales, enjoyed his first chicken
shoot on the prairies of Illinois, not very

far from Chicago. A few years prior, be-

tween 1850 and i860, prairie chicken
were so common in Kentucky that they
were fed by slave owners to the negroes,

until they tired of them and begged their

masters not to make them eat them. The
chickens in the south were commonly
known as "nigger birds." They were
despised as food by the whites, at that

time, but now in many places they are

an unattainable luxur}'. It is said by old

settlers in the Western States tiiat they
were once more plentiful than the Eng-
lish sparrow is now. There are two var-

ieties of prairie chicken in Manitoba, the

siiarp-tail and the roimd-tail grouse.

The former appear to be native to this

[jrovince ; while the latter first made
their appearance in Southern Manitobi
about eighteen years ago and by lOnie

they were ca'lled the Minnesota grc>iise.

If anything they are a little heavier than

the sharp-tails ; they fly faster and start

oft" with a rocking motion that often fools

the shooter. At one time they were vcy
plentiful along the confines of the Boyne
marsh. They keep well to the grass, and
appear to like a wide-open country, dif-

fering in this respect from the pin-tail

chicken, which prefer a bluffy country.

A few years ago it was thought that the

prairie chicken was becoming extinct in

-Manitoba, but the Provincial authorities

have wisely curtailed the open season to

twent}' days in Octol^er, and the bag to

twenty birds a day. With this restric-

tion the birds appear to be holding their

own as well as increasing population and
closer cultivation of the land will permit.
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though they are being driven farther

from towns and centres of population.

No game bird has so much to con-

tend with as the prairie chicken. Breed-

ing as they do on the prairie, their eggs
are stolen by that thief among birds, the

crow ; their young are preyed upon by
skunks and other animals; and the old

birds frequently make a meal for the

prowling wolf, more especially in the

winter time, when they burrow in snow
drifts for protection against severe wea-
ther. Added to all this, they are potted

l)y sportsmen in October, many of whom
make a boast of the number they are able

to shoot on the first day of the open sea-

son.

A Deer Hunt At Night

BT FRED CABROLL.

E
\"EX were there no laws against

fire hunting, I would not use this

method of killing game, and I have
always been adverse to any kind of

hunting at night. Two years ago, how-
ever, a number of deer put themselves
in my way so often that I put aside my
prejudices and took a night hunt.

I was spending some time on a ranch
in south Texas, and upon becoming ac-

quainted with the surrounding country,
was surprised to hear of the depredations
on -the crops made by deer. I had al-

ways considered the deer an animal too
shy and easily frightened to trouble any-
one, so I listened with eager interest,

while the farmers told of the nightly

raids of these animals.

As summer came on I had some leisure

time, and I spent it tramping over the

woods, familiarizing myself with the

haunts of the numerous deer, and noting
the more or less ingenious way each farm-
er had of protecting his crop. Almost
every field had a number of "scare crows"
in it, but I was t6ld that these did very
little good unless the garments they were
made of had been recently worn by a

human being. At one of these farms 1

noticed a large bell in the centre of the

field with a wire running from it to the

front porch of the farmhouse. The own-
er of this place, a bohemian, said that

he, his wife, and daughter had regular

hours each night to get up and ring this

bell.

I had planted a field, myself, of about
ten acres, but did not take the trouble to

try to keep the deer out ; for I had plant-

ed it more for experimental purposes than

any other reason so I did not care if they

took a nibble now and then. Further-

more it was situated in such a conspic-

uous place that it seemed to need no pro-

tection. The railroad ran along within

about one hundred yards of one side, and
the little station was less than a half a

mile away.
Until it was well past the middle of

summer not a track did I see in the field.

Then some old buck must have strayed

oflf his regular trail and found it, for

thereafter every morning showed num-
erous fresh tracks. The field was plant-

ed in various truck, including peas, pea-

nuts and sweet potatoes. These three

latter crops seemed to be preferred to the

others and here is where the tracks were
always thickest. All through the late

summer and early fall they fattened at

my expense, and I almost quit looking on
them as wild game, although I had not
seen a single one.

But at last the lazy, hut summer days
were gone, and we awoke one morning to

face a cool norther, and November first,

the beginning of the open hunting season.

It was then that I decided I would take

toll on the deer I had been pasturing, so

I prepared accordingly. A tall hickory
tree stood on one side of the field, and,

although I had never seen a track under
it, yet I knew almost every night some
of the deer would pass within shooting
distance of it. Tliis seemed the best

stand, too, for at this time of year all of

the crops were dead except the sweet po-

tatoes, and this tree had full view of the
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patch. With a few boards I built a plat-

form in the topmost branches of the tree,

and the first moonlight night found me
starting out for an all night vigil.

I found the platform quite comfortable,

a large limb served as a back to my seat

and a few handfulls of moss made the

cushion. The first few hours were un-

eventful, but I hardly expected to get a

shot before midnight. There were serv-

ices at the little church in the village and
every sound was brought plainly to me.
Finally the last hymn was sung and I

could hear the rumble of the vehicles as

they jolted along the several rough roads.

After this all was quiet and I began to

pay more attention to the field. High
above the ground as I was, with only the

moonlight to see by, everything had a

wierd, unnatural appearance, so I strain-

ed my eyes to see every part of the clear-

ing. I suppose I had watched about an
hour longer, when my eyes rested on a

shadow I had not seen before at the edge
of the field. For fully two minutes I

watched it, then as it did not move, I

persuaded myself that it was a stump or

bush I had overlooked before, and I was
about to turn away, when noiselessly it

walked into the field, and I realized that

it was a deer. Not caring to risk a shot

at this distance, about eighty yards, I

watched the deer for about thirty min-
utes, and was then disgusted to hear an
approaching freight train and see my
deer steal quietly away.

I knew if any others came in the field

they would probably feed for some time,

so I decided to lie down and take a "cat

nap." For some time I dozed this way,
waking to look around the field every
few minutes, but at last, in spite of my-
self I fell into a sound slumber.

Several hours later I awoke, cold and
shivering. As I came to my senses I

realized that some sound had awakened
me, but could not tell what it was.
Perspiration stood on my forehead and
I was trembling and horrified. I opened
my e3'es and looked around. The moon
hung low in the west now, a little dim-
med by the fog that had arisen : the breeze

that had been blowing earlier in the night

was gone ; and the only sound to be heard
was the dripping of the water from the

trees. Suddenly from a knoll a hundred
yards or so oflf, there arose a diabolical

howl, followed a second later by a chorus
of mad yelping. Wide awake now, I

realized what had startled me. A bunch
of wolves returning from their night's

hunt had stopped near the tree I was in,

to howl their defiance at the coming
dawn, and had, incidentally, awakened
me. But when I looked across the field

I certainly was glad this pack of wolves
had come ni}' way, for there stood three

fine deer. I could see them only indis-

tinctly, but was certain all were poised,

ready for flight, listening to the same
sound I had heard. After a minute or

two they began feed again, unsuspic-
ious of the other danger near them. Or
to be more exact I should say they be-

gan feeding naturally, for I believe a deer
is always suspicious of everything around
him. I noticed the manner in which
these fed, particularly. Instead of keep-

ing the head close to the ground, like a

cow or horse, after each bite the deer

would raise its head and look around the

field for several seconds, until satisfied

it was in no danger.

It was getting near daybreak now so

when I saw a glow in the east I decided

it was beginning to get light ; but upon
consulting my watch found that it would
be an hour or more before any color could

be seen in the sky. It must be the head-

light of a locomotive, I thought, and sure

enough, a few minutes later I heard it

whistle for the nearest station six miles

away. Closer and closer it came, until I

could hear the rumble of the wheels. The
deer still maintained their same position

in relation to the tree, just out of range

of my shot gun. I was losing patience

and decided to fire anyway. The larg-

est deer, which I took to be an old buck,

was standing broadside, evidently trying

to locate the noise of the approaching

train. This was my chance. There
was no use in trying to take aim in the

uncertain light, so I took a good look at

him, then fired, quickly and naturally,

following with the second barrel as he
landed from his first leap. For an in-

stant there was a crashing of brush as

three lithe forms dashed away into the

darkness; then all was quiet and the only
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thing to show what had really taken

place, was a light smoke hanging over

the tree I was in, and further down the

field a little dust rose in the damp air. I

climbed down somewhat discouraged, but

knowing how hard it is to kill a deer on
the spot I hurried home to get my horse

and borrow a dog.

For the next hour luck was with me.

The pony stood behind the corral wait-

ing for his breakfast. In a minute he

was saddled. Next thing was to get a

dog. I remembered a little blue hound
that belonged to a neighbor, so I picked

up a rope and started after him. Since I

was a stranger, at any other time I guess

I would have been bitten, but I was in too
big a hurry to think of this, so I just

climbed the fence, grabbed the dog and
tied the rope around his neck. He did

not try to bite me, but was so sullen that

I had to literally drag him to the place

where I had left the horse ; but when we
stopped here and I picked up the gun and
climbed into the saddle, there was a sur-

prising transformation. He had evi-

dently "been there" before, and the gun
and horse were all that were needed to

put us on a friendly footing.

From here to the top of the hill the dog
led the way, and when we came to the

edge of the field and he caught the scent

of the deer in the air, it was impossible

to hold him any longer. With a whine
of eagerness he leaped forward, circled

over the field where I had shot, then was
ofif toward the railroad. The track ran

through a deep cut here so I was almost
sure the deer had not crossed it. If they
had turned back into the woods, I knew I

could cut across the hill and gain several

hundred yards. The riding was pretty

rough but I gave my pony the steel a

time or two, and when we struck an open-
ing at the top on the hill, and I heard
the dog coming around below, I saw that

we had gained enough so that we would
be even with the dog when we reached
the bottom. Just then, as I crashed into

a bunch of live oak bushes, something
leaped up in front of the horse, and I was
astonished to see a big deer dodge like

a rabbit back the way I had come. I

fired both barrels as we plunged past, but

it was an impossible shot and I knew I

missed both times. I waited to let the

dog pass by, then followed him down
to a little thicket where he bayed. He
did not hold the deer there very long

though, for just as I came up there was
a crashing of brush and out came the dog
with the deer close behind. At the first

opening just a few yards off the dog turn-

ed and began to put up a pretty good
fight ; however the deer seemed very lit-

tle disturbed by his furious barking and
quick manoeuvres, and kept up his guard

so well that the dog never managed to

hang his teeth in it anywhere. It was
impossible to shoot without endangering

the dog so I climbed off the horse and
stepped up quite close. Dropping upon
one knee, within about ten feet of the

deer, I could see its form very plainly

against the sky and could shoot above
the dog. For fully a minute I crouched
here, watching the deer as he stood mo-
tionless above me, nostrils dilated and
eyes flaming. The dog, too, was quiet

for a time, and I had a chance to take in

the full eft'ect of the scene. I believe as

the deer stood there in the moonlight it

was the noblest looking animal I ever

saw. He seemed to realize that he could

not get away, and was standing there, un-

flinching, waiting for the end. I could

not help wishing that he might sud-

denly dart away, so that I could shoot

him running. But it was the same old

order of the woods, the stronger animal
preying on the weaker; so after the first

wave of pity had passed, I raised my gun
and fired unhesitatingly. In a moment
he was dead.

An hour later when the sky in the east

was beginning to get grey, and the occa-

sional twitter of a red bird could be
heard, I crept into my room at home.
In the barn hung the carcass of the larg-

est deer I had ever seen. The beautiful-

ly shaped ten point antlers told of the

number of- years in the wilderness that

had enabled him to attain his present

size, but I knew that only the nearby
fields could have given him such great

weight. It was, indeed, a splendid ani-

mal.

My night's hunt was ended. In every

wav it seemed to have been a successful
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one, with no hardships. The pony coukl

be heard, contentedly crunching his

breakfast of corn out in the lot ; the dog
had been fed his share of the game and

I was about to lie down for a good rest,

but for some reason I was not elated.

over my success. Often I had returned

home after ten or twelve hours of hard

hunting in a cold rain, and if I carried

even a small deer, I felt ten times as

proud as I felt now. For some time I lay

there go ing over the details of the night;

then I made a decision. This was to be
my first and last night of deer hunting.

For, is a kill made in this way sport?

Xo, it is nearer murder.

A Trip To Trousers Lake
BT S. B. MARCH.

IT
was the result of an after supper

discussion at Residency i6, District

A. of the Transcontinental Railway.

Two years of office work of a not over

arduous nature had resulted in consider-

able adipose tissue instead of what had
once been muscle. The chief and staff

were discussing their physical fitness to

undertake railroad location work involv-

ing as it did long tramps over rough un-

broken territory.

Several times during the summer we
had talked over a fishing trip to Trousers

and adjoining lakes but heretofore there

had always been something cropping up
in connection with construction which
had deterred us from carrying out our

plans. Just now, the work being well in

hand and going smoothly, there seemed to

be no reason why it should not be un-

dertaken and the chief suggested that we
make it on foot, packing our grub and
other impedimenta on our backs.

Trousers Lake—famed far beyond the

Province of Xew Brunswick as a Big
Game centre and for its trout fishing—is

situated at the head-waters of the right

hand branch of the Tobique River and in

close proximity to Blind, Mud and Long
Lakes in which togue abound, and can

be reached from Plaster Rock, the ter-

minus of the Tobique Valley connecting

at Perth, X. B. with the C. P. R., in two
ways, namely

:

By the Portage Road used by the

Fraser Lumber Co., which separates

from the main road at the company's
store—a distance of about twenty-four

and a half miles, and by the main road

from the railroad station crossing and
continuing up the left side of the Tobique

River about twelve miles, then turning

to the right by the Ogilvie road to their

main sporting camp at Gullquack some
two miles further.

Trousers Lake is eighteen miles long

as measured by the Canadian Geological

Surve}'.

From our Residency to Plaster Rock
is nearly seven miles. To go from it to

the lake in one day and pack a week's
provisions ; fishing rod, landing net, a .22

rifle wherewith to supply ourselves with a

bird, and last but not least a camera

;

spend several days and return upon our

own pedal appendages, should furnish a

good and .sufficient test for our physical

fitness to take the field again. Although
considered a pretty fair athlete around
the nineties I confess to many inward
quakings lest I should "fall by the way-
side," and this in presence of my chief

and Douglas W. the third member of our

party, both of whom were my seniors in

3'ears.

Personally I should have much prefer-

red to have had the teamster hitch the

pair of sorrels to the buckboard and take

the up river route, but I had assented

to the proposal and there was nothing

for it but to see it through. Consequently
the young day found us upon the Fraser

])ortage, our grub and outfits on our

liacks making for the unknown at a very

leisurely gait.

Portage roads being made more with a

view to winter than to summer travel,

avoid the higher ground where possible

and are rarely ever dry. Even where the

ground would otherwise be dry the tall

trees shut out the sunlight leaving little

chance for evaporation, consequently the
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ruts are deep and filled with mud. Walk-
ing here is altogether a different proposi-

tion from walking upon ordinary roads.

Our progress was slow and several times

we threw off our packs, boiled and
lunched, until, "Don't you think we ought
to boil?" became a standard joke. Our
slow progress did not appear nearly so

funny when night drew on with no desti-

nation in sight. There was no danger
of getting lost, even though there were
several roads branching off, for the main
portage was well defined and showed
signs of recent travel made by guides

who had been getting their sporting

camps in order for the hunting season,

which was now open, but we had not an-

ticipated putting in a night on the road
with only the heavens for a canopy. Mr.
Eraser had extended to us the freedom
of his depot camp near the lake and con-

sequently we carried no tent.

We kept moving until half an hour
after darkness had fallen, then after con-

sultation decided to make camp. Select-

ing a dry portion of the portage not far

from a little spring we gathered a goodly
quantity of firewood, put up a wind-
break with wings of small spruce and
fir—this did double duty as a shelter and
a reflection of the heat from the fire—and
laid a good thick bed of the same mater-

ial. Then with camp-fire leaping and
crackling, bacon frizzling and sputtering,

tea bubbling, the weather clear, though
frosty, there seemed greater misfortunes
than being benighted without a tent.

After a good hot supper pipes came
out and man}' anecdotes mingled with
fragrant tobacco as the evening wore
away, till at last overcome by sleep and
fatigue we surrendered ourselves to the

arms of Morpheus.

It was broad daylight when I awoke
and judging by the fragrant smell which
assailed my nostrils my companions
must have been stirring for some time.

After we had breakfasted and cleared

away all signs of our encampment we
continued our journey and were all very
much disgusted when we made the Eras-
er Depot Camp within the hour. Here we
left the bulk of our traps, selecting only
those things which we should need for

the day, including of course the frying

pan, and after anotlier half hour's walk
arrived at the dam at the foot of Trous-
ers Lake.

It was nearly noon. Douglas started

a fire while the Chief and I assembled
our rods, he going to the rim below the

dam while I made for the boom above.

The boom was very slimy and somewhat
startled by the splash following a pre-

carious back hand cast, I lost my bal-

ance and paid for rny awkwardness by
breaking my tip as I came down astride

the boom, wetting m^'self to the waist.

However, I got my fish, a good pounder,

and several others. The Chief did even
better having seventeen ranging from a

pound and a half down, in twenty-five

minutes, ^^'ithin a very short time the

fish were prepared and cooked and five

men sat down to a well earned repast, our
party of three having been augmented by
two men whom Mr. Eraser had emjjloyed

in the building of a scow. Good fel-

lows they were, giving us their company
the following day and showing us many
haunts of moose, deer and beaver. I

have fished for trout in many places in

Xova Scotia and New Brunswick but
have never seen them assembled in such
numbers as below this dam in the shal-

low water among the timbers. Of course

our visit was late in the season and this

may have been a spawning ground. We
were disapointed in not hooking some of

the larger fish, fish from three to five

pounds in weight, for which the place is

famous, but there did not seem to be any
limit to the number of fish from one and
a half pounds downwards that might
have been caught had we been trying to

establish a record. We obtained all we
needed for cooking by keeping only
those that had been badly hooked, put-

ting the others back into their native ele-

ment. These accumulated so rapidly

that in order to avoid wilful waste we
were compelled to stop.

The canoe, which we had been told

would be at our service, could not be

found. There was however an old boat

filled with water which we resurrected

and in which we paddled about the lake,

casting in various places and finding trout

almost everywhere, but not of a size to

suit our now critical taste.
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In this- way we spent the next two
days, fishing here and there, bagging a

grouse now and again, looking over the

work done by the beavers, or kodaking,

as our inclinations led us.

We started back on the afternoon of

the third day putting up at a lumber
camp, half way home, for the night.

Here we met a ranger and a game ward-

en and the tales that were told around

that camp fire would make many "an-

other story." The next afternoon found

us doing business at the old stand. \\ e

found that we had averaged fifteen miles

])er day for the few days away from the

Residency and had thoroughly enjoyed

our exploits in new territory.

To those who might wish to go over

this ground with as many of the creature

comforts as are possible I might say that

there are a number of licensed guides in

this district of New Brunswick, with com-
fortable and commodious camps, who
give their time and experience, and sup-

ply canoes and "tuck" on very reason-

able terms. Gentlemanly fellows they

are, thoroughly reliable and trustworthy

and where once emplo3'ed they are sure

to be sought out again at some future

date.

In fishing the Tobique and tributary

waters I have found the Parmachene
Bell, Partridge-wing, Hackle, Jockscott

and Professor to lead as killers, in the or-

der named.

The upper reaches of this stream have
many salmon pools and the steps taken

by the New Brunswick Government to

preserve this lordly fish have been so suc-

cessful that their number is on the in-

crease. Last summer fish were taken in

pools which had previously been consid-

ered worthless.

An Order-in-Council was passed abol-

ishing the close season for whitefish dur-

ing the month of November in the waters

of Lake Erie oflf the counties of Norfolk

and Elgin.

Bare Tracks

BY BILL RIVERSIDE.

Having killed our allotted number of

deer—or rather, bought a couple

—

Kingsley and I decided to break camp in

the morning.
We would walk out to the settlement

and send a team back for our belongings.

When we arose in the morning we
found it had snowed some during the

night and as the wind had been blowing
the ground was well whitened in some
places, wliile in other places it was quite

bare.

Kingsley had gone down to the spring

for water and I noticed him coming back
hurriedly.

"A bear ! A bear !" he cried as he

rushed toward me.
"Where?" I asked.

"Down by the spring," he gasped.

"Tracks, fresh tracks, a whopper."
"Keep cool, keep cool, Kingsley," said

I. "Let's get out our guns and follow it

up."

"All right, Bill," he answered, "he's

our meat sure, but it's going to be dan-

gerous work. He's a monster. Why,
Jumping Jehosaphat, Bill, he makes
tracks a foot long."

"The larger he is the more meat we'll

have, Kingsley."

In a few minutes we were down at

the spring examining the tracks. Neither

of us had ever seen bear tracks before.

I remarked on the immense size and
length of the toe-nails, at which Kings-

ley stood aghast.

Finally we started on the track, our

\\inchesters being well loaded. Kingsley

took the lead. 1 preferred that he should

although he showed some hesitancy in

accepting the honor. Kingsley drew my
attention to the cunning of the beast in

keeping on the bare places to avoid mak-
ing tracks. We had however no trouble

in following it. We had an altercation

as to who should take the lead. Kingsley
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insisted that as I was the best shot I

should be in advance—this was the first

time I had ever heard him admit I could

shoot. I stoutly maintained that as his

rifle was heavier it was better adapted
for bear than mine and that I was an in-

different shot at best. We had followed

the track a mile or two when an unusual

sound smote on our ears.

"Hush!" said I. "What's that, Kinsjs-

ley?"

Kingsley grabbed me in his excitement.

I was glad he did—not that I was afraid.

"The bear!'" he whispered, but it was
only a limb which had broken from a

pine tree with the weight of the snow,
and had fallen near us. We spent some
time in screwing our courage up to the

point of advance, each insisting that the

other was entitled to the honorable posi-

tion of leader.

Finally I was reluctantly pressed into

the advance although I always dislike

people who push themselves to the front.

In the present instance however I pre-

ferred to go ahead myself and be chewed
up by the bear rather than see the

mangled remains of friend Kingsley after

the bear was done with him. I took the

precaution not to get far enough ahead
to lose him, however. In fact we kept
so close together it was hard to say
which was really ahead.

We heard a lot of uncanny sounds
from time to time as we passed along.

Often we hesitated, not knowing wheth-
er to go ahead and take chances on our
lives or break back for camp. I entreat-

ed Kingsle}' not to be afraid. He said he
wasn't afraid to meet a bear but had a

sort of creepy feeling about having one
come up behind him. I told him I would
protect him from the front and he had
better walk backwards to protect him-
self from the rear.

We heard something again.

"We must be right close on him now,"
said Kingsley. "One of us had better

climb a tree and see if we can spy him
out. Kingsley said he was always consid-

ered the fastest climber in his part of the

country and before I had time to reason
with him as to my climbing ability he

was up in the branches of a hemlock tree.

He left his hat and gun at the foot. As
I looked up at him in the branches I

could see terror depicted in his expres-

sion. Putting his hand to his mouth to

convey the sound he whispered, "I see

the branches of the underbrush shaking."

A tree was my first thought. As a gener-

al rule I am not much on the climb but

when there are bears around I seem to

become endowed with a desire and an
ability to climb above normal.

\\'hen we reached the very pinnacle of

our respective trees—which were only

about two rods apart—I asked Kingsley
if he could see anything now.

"Yes," he answered, "Look near that

big pine," and just beyond where he
pointed, about one hundred yards from
us, out into a little opening, walked an old

bare-footed squaw with a big bundle of

something on her back.

I looked over and saw Kingsley laugh-

ing. I was down first and at the foot of

Kingsley's tree.

"Why, Kingsley, I knew all the time
we were following an old squaw's
track.''

"So did I,'' said Kingsley, "only I

thought I would have a joke on you."

"Say, Bill, you wont say anything
about this will j'ou?"

"Not on your life, Kingsley," was my
reply.

The rapid exploitation of lumber in

British Columbia is increasing yearly
and almost made this Province the equal
of Ontario in point of lumber production
during 1910. Statistics of the Domin-
ion lumber cut for 1910 collected by the

Forestry Branch of the Department of the

Interior state that one billion, six hun-
dred and 'twenty million feet of lumber
worth nearly twenty-five million dollars

was cut in British Columbia in 1910. As
a result of greatly increased cutting in

the fir and cedar forests the total amount
cut was more than doubled in one year.

Nearly forty-five per cent of the total

was made up by Douglas fir ; cedar com-
posed one-fiftfh of the total and was the

second wood in masrnitude of cut.



Louis H'an De Bear

Louis Miron is Light House Keeper at Gargantua, a lonely fishing station and harboi'

on the east shore of Lake Superior, some one hundred viiles north of the Soo. A tourist to

whom Louis told the story of his adventure with the bear h-as embodied his narrative in the
following lines.

'Twas h'early morn oft' Mamainse Point,

Wit sail-boat h'an canoe,
W'en Louis Miron h'an hees Onk'
Dey set sail for de "Soo''

—

De boat she's load wit feesh.

—

Beeg trout h'an wite-feesh fine,

—

Canoe, she's load wit blue-berry,

—

—She's drag alon' behin'.

To trade the feesh for grub,

Dey pass on Sault Marie;

—

Aunt}', he's wait on Gargantua
For de sugaire h'an tea.

De win', she's blow ver' leetl :

—

De main sail flap, h'an de fore,

W'en Louis, lookin' h'on de beach,
See black h'objec' h'on de shore.

He's tak' one long, hard look ;

—

See beeg bear h'an leetl' one:

—

Den he's tell on hee's Onk,

—

An' hee's reach heem for hees gun.

Louis, he's tak' de oar,

(For de win' she's die clear h'out)

H'an' row h'about quatre mile.

Den turn de boat about.

Dey mak' de boat fas' on de shore
H'an' sneak h'up on de bear:

—

Onk', he's ver' brave man

—

But Louis,—he's hardly dare.

Onk' he's carry he's rifle, so,

—

Intent on get de game

;

But Louis wid de ammunish
;

Lag behin' and 'tend hees lame.

\^er' cautious, Louis, for he say

—

"Onk' h'is de prime all r—right?

Cause if de gun she's not go off,

Dat bear she's sure to fight.''

"He's always read}'," he's Onk' say,

—

"I nevaire feex heem twice,"

(For he's been ver' great hutitaire

H'am, not like tak' h'advice.)

Dey pass on through de brule,

Ontil de groun' she's higher

;

Till Onk' he's git good place for shoot,

H'an he raise hees "un to fire.
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Louis he's lag alon' behin'

;

Though he's not like for say,

He's leetle bit afraid de bear,

H'an' keep safe deestance "way.

De bear he's stand on hin' feet, so,

—

H'an' smell an' look ar-roun'

She's see man wit' gun approache
But brave ! she's stan' 'her groun'

!

Onk', he's tak one long, good h'aim,
Den pull de trigger, so,

—

Mon Dieu ! Only de cap explode !

De shot she's fail to go!

To mak' de matter worse,
Anoder bear is come out

From 'hin' de rock, h'an' look ar-'roun'

For see what's all about.

De bears dey growl so awful mad
H'an' mak' for man h'an' gun

;

De cub, he's scairt an' climb a tree:

Don't wait for see de fun.

Both bear ron on de Onk', fas'

H'an Onk', he's get excite.

To Louis he's throw h'up hees h'arm,
H'an shout wit all hees might :

—

"Bring me de powder an' de cap,

'Tis de he-bear's gr-reat beeg wife
!''

But Louis, he's tink w'at he say,

"Ron! h'an' save your life!"

So, Louis, he's hike for de boat
As fas' as he kin ron

;

Onk', have noding else for dcj,

Come apre wit' de gun.

Louis, he's ron so ver' fas'

He's easy win de race,

Onk' h'an' de bears were lef behin'.

He's mak' it fas', de pace.

Onk' he's comin' apre,

Was laugh like tak' a fit:

—

De bears dey like not ron so fas'

Dey soon get tire an' quit.

Wen Louis see he's Onk' laugh
He's ver' mooch relieve

:

He's tink a ver' bad talking

Was w'at he would receive.

Onk' he's only laugh h'an' say,

"Wat gr-reat beeg jomps you mak'

!

I guess we go h'an' measure
How long dem steps you tak ! !

!"

"Has ronner, you're de champion
Of Algoma, Louis Miron:

But w'en h'it comes to hunting bear,
H'am 'fraid \-ou are no hero

!''



Adventures With A Grizzly Bear

The Story of "Old Three Legs"

BY J. L. PEARSON.

MY first experience with Three
Legs, as I have come to familiar-

ly call him, was in 1896, when I

first started as a guide for big

game hunters in British Columbia.
After considerable correspondence with

a Mr. B. of California, a bear hunt was
arranged. An outfit consisting of eigh-

teen horses with myself as guide, an In-

dian help as packer, and a Chinese cook,

set out with Mr. B. for the headwaters
of the North Bonepart River. We trav-

elled three days before we reached our
camp on Long Lake near our intended
hunting ground.

On the following morning, "Ping
Pong," the Chinese cook, arwoke us at

break of day. A hot breakfast was
ready for us and it was not long before

we started, each having a good lunch

made up by the cook. With our guns
all prepared we made our way to Mc-
Kinley Creek and placed our watch on
Blue Grouse Ridge. From here we
were able to watch the slides on the sur-

rounding high mountains. Our first

day's watch was very interesting but af-

ter continuing the same kind of thing for

twelve days running it became monoton-
ous. The twelfth day, however, we
sighted a grizzly feeding on one of the

slides about half way up the mountain.

Just as we were ready to stalk him Mr.

B. found that he had left all his rifle shells

in the camp, five miles away, having emp-
tied the magazine the night before, in

order to clean the gun. We did manage,
however, to crawl above the bear and
take some snapshots, Mr. B. promising to

send me copies upon his return. He
told me that he was convinced the bear

was Three Legs, a grizzly with one hind

leg shot off above the knee, that shot hav-

ing been fired in Southern California three

years before. He further stated that he
had seen this bear in Utah two years be-

fore and the previous year in the Cascades
in Washington—these incidents supply-

ing proof to him that the grizzly was
travelling north.

Around the camp fire that night the

conversation turned on this bear, his

size, and other characteristics, particular-

ly his swinging walk. Ping Pong de-

clared that he had seen the bear near
camp but on close enquiry it proved to

have been only a porcupine he had imag-
ined to be a bear.

In six days more the hunt was over and
proved a success in so far that we killed

three grizzlies though we did not again

see Three Legs.
It was in the fall of 1900, when on a

fishing and hunting trip with a Mr. H. of

New York, that I again heard of Three
Legs. This trip was made to the Goat
River country, about six hundred miles

north of North Bonepart. From Barker-
ville we drove a team three hundred
miles north and thence by saddle and pack
trail over a rough country to our camp-
ing ground. In the course of the journey
one of the pack horses was so badly used
up that we concluded to kill him and use
his carcass for bait. The brush was
very thick but we managed to find a place

where we could get an opening for a dis-

tance of one himdred yards and began our
watch. On the morning of the third

day we found that a bear had taken nearly

half of our bait.

Five days later, about six o'clock in the

evening, a large grizzly bear showed up.

Mr. H. fired at his head and made a miss.

In the excitement that followed his gun
jammed and with a peculiarly swinging
run the grizzly charged us ! We had
barely time to clamber up near by trees

out of his reach. Both noticed that he

was minus one hind leg and I knew that

we had seen Three Legs again.

When we returned to camp we tried

Mr. H.'s gun and found, as a result of his

sights having shifted that he had shot two
feet to the right at one hundred yards. I

made a vow never to go bear hunting
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again without carrying a gun myself.

Better luck accompanied us during the

next two weeks.and with two bears to his

credit Mr. H. was satisfied and returned

to civilization.

In the following fall, 1901, two China-
men left a camp on Snowshoe Valley to

.go to the forks of the Quesnall River.

They never reached their destination.

Later in the season the remains of two
human beings and unmistakable traces of

a grizzly bear with only three legs were
found.
The winter of 1904 found me at Tele-

.graph Creek, eight hundred miles north.

I had gone so far afield with pack horses
for a Mr. C. who rents them to sportsmen
calling there to attempt to hunt the

Stoney sheep. About two o'clock in the

morning of January twenty-second the

man in charge of the ranch heard a great

noise in the horse corral. When he went
to investigate he found that the horses

had broken out and as it was too dark for

him to follow he had to wait till the fol-

lowing morning when I accompanied him
on snowshoes in a search . Three miles

from the ranch we found all the horses

with one exception and they were return-

ing to the ranch. Two miles further on
we found the bones of the missing horse.

At once the man said "wolves'' but I

made a closer examination of the ground
and found clear tracks of a large grizzly

having only one hind leg. The bear was
heading straight south. We followed
his tracks all day but did not succeed in

catching sight of him again. When we
reached the ranch at eleven o'clock and I

told the story of Old Three Legs the men
laughed at me.
Examining some bear tracks we dis-

covered next morning we found that the

bear had come on to the ranch during the

night. There were the distinct marks of

three legs and three legs only and the
doubting Thomases no longer doubted.
The bear had come in from the north and
after due investigation had gone on his

way. Although we followed these
tracks for some distance we finally gave
up and returned to the ranch.

In the fall of 1905, I was out with a

Mr. S. of Blue Island, Illinois. The idea
was to hunt bear until the sheep season

opened, .\ccordingly a start was made
on August tenth and the party included

an Indian helper and a Chinese cook.

\\'e selected our ground among the

snow-slides and glaciers high up the

mountains at the head of Stoney River
about two hundred miles north from our
starting point. Upon that territory we
knew that if we found any bear they
were sure to be very old and large. Mr.

S. was a sportsman of considerable ex-

perience and it was "Si-Jo" and not num-
bers he wanted.
For six days we hunted without a kill

although we came across tracks of

large bears. On the seventh day it rain-

ed and Mr. S. elected to stay in camp
while I went out alone. After a ride of

five miles I tied my horse near the edge
of a slide and proceeded to hunt on foot.

I found the small brush too thick for

hunting and after trying for an hour I

turned back and was just remounting
when I heard something breaking through
the bush near by.

I walked along the steep slope of the

mountain for about fifty feet, keeping a

keen look out below. Suddenly I heard
a growl and saw standing twenty feet

above me two bears. The front one was
a black bear and five feet behind stood a
grizzly. Without a moment's consider-
ation I fired at the neck of the first ani-

mal. With a prolonged growl he rushed
ofY, passing about ten feet behind my
iiorse. Aiming just behind the shoulder I

fired at the grizzly, hoping to break his

backbone, but the shot was too low.

With swinging strides he came straight

for me, and I could see that he had lost

one of his hind legs. Even when I was
in danger from him I felt a kind of thrill

at meeting Old Three Legs once more.
I ran to one side and he tried to grab me.
As he made a miss he slipped over and
rolled down the mountain like a great
ball of fur. I fired another shot after him
but the brush was thick and apparently

I fired without any effect.

Not caring to follow either of the ani-

mals alone I remounted my horse and re-

turned to camp. Next morning the whole
party went out to see if either or both of

my shots had had any result. The first

bear had only travelled a couple of hun-
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dred yards when he fell dead. For five

hours we followed the trail of Three Legs
and then had to give it up as she had al-

most stopped bleeding. W'hen we reach-

ed camp "Ah Nervy", our Chinese cook,

was sure he had seen the wounded bear

pass close by. On investigation we found

it was a mountain goat he had seen.

A fishing and hunting trip with three

gentlemen from St. Louis was arranged

for the fall of 1909. We started on Aug-
ust twentieth intending to fish until the

season for big game opened. For sever-

al days we camped at Kellj^'s Lake, a

notable fisliing resort. Every time bear

was mentioned Mr. F., a real estate busi-

ness man, would claim an option on all

the surrounding trees.

Later on we shifted our camp to Big

Bar Lake, about thirty-five miles north

west. One day we climbed the mountain
and viewing our lake through our glasses

we discovered a bear feeding near the

shore. Mr. F. wanted to try for him
from the position we then occupied. I

warned him that it was Old Three Legs,

but he laughed my suggestion and
warning to scorn and began to stalk.

While watching progress through our

glasses, which we did for an hour, we
saw the bear suddenly turn and run for

the timber. We were all anxious to know
what happened and used our glasses to

the best of our ability.

Some one said the bear was climbing a

tree but on closer examination the clim-

ber was discovered to be Mr. F. No
sooner was this fact made clear than we
also learned that the bear was at work
leisurely digging the tree out by the

roots. At once we rushed to Mr. F."s

assistance and arrived on the scene by
no means too soon. As we drew near

the tree began to sway. The noise we
made soon dro\'e the bear away and as

he went off the tree fell into the lake.

Mr. F. proved a good swimmer and be-

fore long was amongst us again, none the

worse for his experience but "one op-

tion short."

In retailing his experience Mr. F. said

he fired three times at the bear and hit

him on each occasion. These shots

seemed to have no other effect than to

exasperate him. When the bear charged
him he appeared as big as an elephant.

The description given was that he was
brownish-grey in color, with a white strip

on his back as far as his shoulders, and
that he was as fast as a locomotive. He
liad only three legs, one of the hind legs

being off at the knee—our old friend

Three Legs, without a doubt. When we
returned to camp we found our cook,

Jervoise, trying to bake bread in a dutch
oven that had no legs.

Now, judging from past experience, an
experience stretching over four years, I

know just where Old Three Legs can be
found and I hope to be fortunate enough
to have some good sportsmen with me at

the kill. The animal will prove a trophy
of which anyone may be proud.

I am anxious to assist in the kill as I

know when that event happens there will

be excitement enough for two of us. Un-
til tlien my interest in him will be main-
tained at high water mark but at that

point it will cease for should I secure him
I could not afford to have him mounted,
being only a guide for Big Game Hunters
in British Columbia.

Mr. J. E. Cotter, Secretary of the Ar-
kansas Pass Tarpon Club, whose head-
quarters are at Tarpon Inn, Port .Aran-

sas, Texas, was recently successful in

landing a 5 ft. ^-inch Tarpon on Stan-
dard Tuna Club 3-6 Tackle, the regula-

tions of which are wood rod not less than
6 feet long, weight of the entire rod not
to exceed 6 ounces, and a Standard Six
Thread Linen Line. Many of the mem-
bers had tried this feat but without suc-

cess. Mr. Cotter therefore may well be
proud of his achievement. Now that the
possibility of landing Tarpon with so light

a tackle has been demonstrated, undoubt-
edly many others will make strenuous
efforts to outdo Mr. Cotter and thereby
secure one of the most tempting prizes

which are offered by the Aransas Pass,

Tarpon Club.



A Fishing Trip In The Scottish Highlands

BY C. P. I..

HAVE 3'ou ever promised yourself

a good, long sleep in the morn-
ing, and when morning came
found yourself wide awake and

ready to get up an hour before the usual

time? Such was my case one morning
some years ago.

The previous day had been the last of

my final Law Examination, and I planned
to have spent the first morning of a two
weeks' holiday in bed. Beyond that I

had decided nothing except that I meant
sport to be the main object of the holiday.

When I found I could not sleep naturally

my thoughts were all on the subject of

what to do with the remaining fourteen

days. The main trouble in making a de-

cision was the time of year. It was Feb-
ruary, and in England this time does not

offer many attractions in the outdoor
line. I was just arriving at the conclusion

that I should have to cross the water in

;search of any kind of a holiday, and had
practically abandoned the idea of the rod

.or gun, when the landlord knocked at my
door with some letters.

The first I opened solved my difficul-

ties. It ran as follows :

—

Dear Charlie:

—

I wonder if by any chance you can get

away from town for ten days (longer if

possible). The Borgie is in fine trim,

and Hughie reports that the "fish" are

running well. Furthermore you can have
the river all to yourself for the next

month if you like, as there is no tenant at

present. I am too busy, worse luck, to

enjoy it, and anyway there is, as you
know, plenty of room for two rods, so if

you can spare the time, start at once and
you know how welcome you will be. Just
send a wire when you start and the

horses will meet vou at the station.

Yours,

Jack.

I may here remark that the remaining
letters were not opened till I was in the

train.

If I had possessed Alladin's lamp I

could not have asked anything better

than that invitation. No need to look up
trains. I knew that the eight-thirty that

night would find me on board, but I had
plenty to do in the meantime. Clothes

had to be hunted out and packed, fishing

rods examined, and the fly-book carefully

gone over. Then there was the joy of an

hour or so to be spent in the tackle shop,

and sundry other purchases to be made.
No more bed. I was up in a moment
with a shout to the lower quarters to get

my worthy landlady to hurry up break-

fast.

I need not go over the events of that

day. Any fisherman who reads these

lines will know that each moment was a

joy, as there are no blank days, or sulky

fish in the joyful time of preparation for

the fun, and as the train steamed out of

the Great Northern station on a wet, cold

evening, the weather could not down
one person's spirits.

The next thing I remember was the

porter saying "Breakfast Sir". My eyes

opened, not on a London Square, but on
the glorious scenery of the Scottish High-
lands. We were at Kingussie in the fair

county of Perth. Opening my window I

drank in great gulps of the pure moun-
tain air, the finest appetizer in the world,

and heard the dear Gaelic accent that to

my mind is connected with Heather,
Rivers and Fish. One of the joys that

the cubicle sleeping berth arrangement
affords is the luxury of being able to

have one's breakfast in bed, and it need
hardly be said that the porridge, te,a,

toast and eggs, straight from the station

master's house, were fully appreciated,

while the cold, crisp air from the moors
brought back memories of other days. By
the time breakfast and a cigarette had
been disposed of, and day costume don-
ned, Inverness was reached. Again was
I struck by the voices around me, for In-

vernessians speak the English language
without any trace of dialect or Scotch
brogue, making a first-time visitor dif-
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fident in handing his baggage to a porter,

whose language would lead to the sup-

position that here was some University
Professor who had fallen upon evil times.

Three hour's journey amid lovely scen-

ery brought the train to Lairng, and,

alighting, I saw before me faces of old

friends well remembered as welcomers of

the arriving and speeders of the parting

guest.

The 'horses were waiting and while

Alec put my impedimenta in the four-

wheeled dog-cart, I partook of a hasty
lunch with my friend the stationmaster.

Taking my seat beside Alec we started

on our forty-two mile drive across the

county of Sutherland. Twenty miles

through undulating moorlands with only

a stray shepherd's cottage here and there,

brought us to the little settlement of Alt-

na'harra, made world famous by Wm.
Black in his charming book "White Hea-
ther."

At the door of the hotel stood the

keeper holding a fifteen pound sal-

mon he had just caught trolling on Loch
Navor. How I feasted my eyes on that

silver body, which I found was to accom-
pany us as a present to my host. An
hour's rest was all the horses were allow-
ed, so after an excellent meal, we set out
on the last stage of the journey. How
hospitable the lights of the old home
looked as at last we drove down the
avenue of elms that led to the front door,

and what a royal welcome I received.

The next morning I awoke to look out
upon as fair a scene as nature can sup-
ply. The immediate foreground was an
old bowling green, surrounded by a mas-
sive stone wall. Just beyond the wall
and across the road, the boat pier jutted
out into the bay, and at the end of the
pier, tugging gently at its painter, lay the
dear old fishing boat, and there too was
old Ross placing the rods, net, bait, etc.,

in their proper places. Beyond the
gleaming bay, the rocky crags of Ben
Loyal reared their snow capped crests to
the heavens.

Ross knew well the chances were that
the moment I awoke he would be pester-
ed to come out for an hour before break-
fast, and though he, like the gentleman

he is, would never have thought of dis-

turbing his master's guest, yet there he
was ready should the said guest awake.
Just one shout to let the old man know
his early rising had not been in vain, and
I tumbled into my clothes, leaving the
finishing, and some of the necessary
touches to be performed between the re-

turn and breakfast.

The flood tide was setting in on the
bar at the mouth of the bay, just the
thing, should there be a "run" that morn-
ing. I took the oars to warm up my
blood as the morning air was iced cham-
pagne, while Ross attached the sand-eels

to his liking. Fifteen minutes brought us
to our starting point, and here, relinquish-

ing the oars, I took the stern seat and let

out my lines. Having settled the rods
where either could be snatched up in a

moment, I started to light my pipe. Just
as the match flared up, r-r-r-r-r went a

reel, and forgetting my smoke I seized

the wrong rod. Before matters could be
rectified ^Ir. Trout, needless to say, had
got rid of his prickly sand eel, and as I

wound in, to place a new bait on the

hooks, I could feel Ross's eyes piercing

my back and imagine his thoughts, but
concluded that this was no time for con-

versation. Baiting having been accom-
plished and both rods again in position,

I decided that the smoke must wait till

we had drawn blood, and well it was that

wise communings prevailed. In half a

minute both reels sang out, and with a

rod in each hand I struck home, quickly

handing one back to Ross. Then ensued
ten minutes of real glorious fun. How
a sea-trout, just up from the sea, can
fight, and what a sight for eyes that

have only seen fish on the fishmonger's

slabs for months, is the first glimpse of

a three pound fish as he jumps into the

sunlight. In due time both fish came
safely to the net, the scales showedthem
to be twins, and fine twins, as they
weighed over three and a quarter pounds
apiece. Of course such luck had to be
christened in Highland fashion with a nij)

of the wine of the country for the cap-
tors, and a "wee drappie", dowa the
throat of each fish.

This was good enough to go home
with, but on our way up the back chan-
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nel another beauty was added to the

score, a fine fish of two pounds.

Jack having seen through his glasses

that we had been busy, we found, when
we reached the house, a fish pot full of

boiling water ready to do its part.

The spoil was speedily cleaned, trans-

ferred to pot, and in twenty minutes pro-

vided a breakfast fit for the gods, some
of those twenty minutes having been
spent in consuming big bowls of real

Scotch porridge and thick cream. The
inner man having been satisfied, Jack
having decided that the morning was too

fine to work, and furthermore the tide

being unsuitable for fishing, a proposi-

tion that we go to the lower wood to

thin out the rabbits, was carried unani-

mously.
Here again everything seemed to go

right. The bunnies bolted as soon as the

ferrets reached them, and we were kept

busy for three hours, till on calling a

halt the count disclosed the fact that we
had twenty victims. Enough execu-

tion had been accomplished. After an
early lunch, Jack had to make up in the

office for his morning's play and the tide

not being right till four o'clock, I de-

cided to devote an hour or so to corres-

pondence.
At four o'clock, just as I was going to

have another try at the trout, the vil-

lage half-wit, who acts as general mes-
senger boy, brought down a telegram, a

perusal of which informed Jack that he

must be at Bettyhill early the following

morning. Therefore it was decided that

we should drive over slowly as soon as

the horses were ready, the plan being to

drop me at the shepherd's but at the

mouth of the Borgie. Jack would then

proceed to his destination, and after com-
pleting his business would call for me
on 'his way home the following day.

A message was sent to Hughie McKay to

meet me at the Falls Pool, at seven
o'clock the following morning, and hav-

ing put fishing tackle and the inevitable

bottle of Scotch in the dog cart, we set

forth. On arriving at the shepherd's

hut, we found that all available bed ac-

commodation was occupied, but with
bhe true 'hospitality of Highlanders, both
the shepherd and his wife wished to give

up their room to the stranger. Needless

to say the stranger would hear nothing

of the sort, and a most comfortable nig'ht

was spent in the hay loft above the sta-

bles, so comfortable was it that it is cer-

tain I should never have awakened in

time 'had not my friend the shepherd in-

formed me that it was time to make a

move if I would meet Hughie at the ap-

pointed rendezvous.

A breakfast of porridge was iiastily

swallowed and I set out on my three mile

walk to Fall's Pool. The path lay along
the bank of the river, and it was hard
work indeed not to try a cast or two in

the various pools passed on the way.
These impulses were restrained with dif-

ficulty, despite the knowledge that even

should a fish be hooked there would be
little chance of landing it without assis-

tance. At last the trysting place was
reached, and there sat Hughie looking
through bis own assortment of flies and
carefully selecting the pattern and size

which he considered suitable for the da}'.

The putting up of the rod was the work
of a moment, and while we allowed the

cast ten minutes to soak we discussed

old times. Every knot was tested and
Hughie's choice of fly was at last ad-

justed to his satisfaction, though what
name that fly owned I have not the least

idea. Never had the pattern found a

place in any tackle shop, but I knew that

Hughie's judgment was beyond criti-

cism. The fourth cast and there was a

swirl just at the tail of the white water,

but he came short. Of course I knew
that I had to rest that fish for the cus-

tomary five minutes, but had it not been
that my watch was reliable, I would have
sworn that an hour had passed before
the minute hand told me that I might
try again. Starting ten yards above
where the boil bad been, every inc-h of

the water was fished with a care and ex-

actitude worthy of the eventual result,

and just as my fly came across the old

spot the boil was repeated and a gentle

tug told me that this time connections
had been made. I immediately struck,

and how the reel screeched ! Up and
down the pool that fish went like a mad
thing. Next he decided he had better

have a rest which procedure neither
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Hug-hie nor I agreed with, so a split ring

was passed over the line which settling

on Mr. Salmon's nose, changed him from
an inanimate log into a bunch of elec-

tricity.

How necessary it is to know a river

thoroughly, for complete success, was
then illustrated. There was a big boul-

der whose lower side was as sharp as a

razor. The salmon knew this too and
slowly swam up the stream edging his

way towards the rock. I judged what
' was going to happen, and I judged right-

ly. As he made a dash to go on the far

side, at the risk of breaking, I held him,

and could feel his head shake at having

been foiled. A second time he tried the

same tactics with a like result, and then

the rushes became fewer and shorter, till

finally with an unearthly yell Hughie
placed the steel in his silver side, and
threw out on the shingly beach my first

salmon, a fresh run fish scaling over six-

teen pounds. I wonder if there was a

more satisfied mortal on the face of the

globe at that moment than the writer of

these lines. What did it matter whether
the examiners decided legal matters ad-

versely, or if nations were at war? Pipes

were charged, the fish and its captors

were each allowed a nip, and for the next

quarter of an hour Hughie and I talked

over old times and enjoyed the perfect

scene before us. Eventually we decided

that we had better try the Shepherd's
Pool, but just as we were gathering our
belongings together, Hughie's keen eyes

detected a fish coming into the lower
end of the pool. I had not seen it myself
but guessed what had happened when
Hughie handed me the rod and suggest-

ed that I try three or four casts. How-
ever only one was necessary, the first

time the fish seized the lure like a tiger.

The fight was however a short one as

the long journey from the sea up the

swift water had exhausted his strength,

and five minutes were sufficient to bring

ashore a fine eight pound male fish with
the sea lice still on his gills. The Shep-
herd's Pool yielded no results, but at the

Black Bank another fight ensued result-

ing in a third specimen weighing twelve
pounds.

In between times we had consumed

lunch and it was now time to start out for

the bridge to meet Jack and the horses.

We arrived a quarter of an hour before

time, and not being satisfied, even yet, I

decided to try a cast or two in a small hole

which could not really be called a pool.

Hughie did not predict any success, but
here for once he was wrong, and the fight

of the day, nay, of my life, began. I may
state here that the Borgie is a small river.

Its total length from source to mouth is

only seven miles, and the said mouth be-

ing within a half mile of its larger sister

the Xaver, the big fish go up the Naver,
and ten or twelve pounders are the heav-

iest that may be expected in the smaller

stream.

The third cast I made in the Hole (as

it has ever since been called) was answer-
ed by a slight tug, and I knew that I was
into something beyond the ordinary.

Xot long was it before I was able to

make an estimate of his size. Xo salmon
could stay in such confined quarters for

long, but I got a sight of his lordship

before I expected, as immediately the

barb went home he leaped clear of the wa-
ter, and oh, what a monster he was. The
chances against landing him were heavy,

as both above and below, were long

stretches of rapids in which anj-thing

might happen when the fish decided to

go down or up, and one course or other

I knew that he must take. How I pray-

ed that I might have hooked him in one
of the other pools where the battle could

have been fought to a finish in the one
place. For some reason or other this sal-

mon seemed to wish to stay where he
was for a time, and a shout from the road

just above told me that Jack had arrived.

He immediately came down and would
not believe that I was into anything real-

ly big in such a place. Mr. Salmon de-

cided to convince him, as well as myself,

as to his size, for once again he jumped
clear of the water. "We must get that

fish" was all that Jack said, but the words
were hardly out of his mouth before

down the stream we were rushing as

hard as we could; running and jumping
from rock to rock and going over ground
we could never have traversed in cold

blood without a catastrophe. Fully a

mile was covered before we came to a
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stretcli of comparatively calm water,

which gave both us and the fish a much
needed respite, but it was only for a mo-
ment Or two, and down the stream we
went again. How I steered that fish past

rocks, over miniature falls, through a

thousand and one difficulties, I shall nev-

er know. At last a hundred yards ahead
I s-aw the Canal Pool—the last pool on
the river. If ever I prayed earnestly, I

prayed now that this hundred yards
might be passed in safety, knowing that

if once I got the fish into that deep water
he was mine. Aly prayers were answer-
ed, and into the pool he sailed, very near-

ly spent. Only one or two rushes was he
capable of, when Jack with a whoop
threw out on the bank the king of the

river, weighing twenty-two and a half

poimds, a fish which was and to the best

of my knowledge still is the record fish

for that river. Need I say that a proud

and 'happy man drove home that night,

and that the details of that struggle were
gone over, again and again, at pipe and
whiskey time in the evening. News
which travels with the most mysterious
quickness in the Highlands seemed to

have gone ahead of us, and ever}' native

for miles around came down to look at

the monster fish.

After this fight with the big fish any
other incidents in that holiday would on-
ly appear as an anti-climax. All I will

say is that I spent an ideal ten days and
never have I said good-bye to any one
with more genuine sorrow than my dear
friend Jack. It is always sad to feel

that a page of life's book is turned and
this page was one written in red letters.

If fate holds in store two other weeks as

good, I wish I could read the future, the
anticipation thereof would brighten days
of trial or difficulty.

STARTING from Edmonton this

summer the members of the Fish-

eries Commission made a thousand
mile journey through the lakes and

rivers of the north. The trip was made
by way of the Athabasca river to Fort
McAIurray. thence by Clearwater river to

Lac La Loche and by Lake Isle La
Crosse and the Beaver river to Prince Al-

bert. The principal lakes inspected were
Lac La Loche, Buflfalo Lake, Isle La
Crosse, Lac La Plonge and Green Lake.
An inspection of Lesser Slave Lake to

which the commissioners went via Atha-
basca Landing completed the summer's
work of the commissioners in northwest
Canada.
The object of the investigation by the

fish commissioners was to discover

whether the fish in the lakes were suf-

ficiently plentiful to allow settlers to sell

their catch and still leave an ample sup-
ply for their own needs. A tremendous
supply of fish in most of the north lakes,

with the exception of one or two points,

which have been overfished, is reported

by the commissioners. In many of the

lakes the fish are so numerous that they
are growing thin and small. In these

Fishing In The Far North
lakes they will die oflf in tens of thous-

ands and then the fish remaining will

grow to larger dimensions. Were these

lakes to be fished to a greater extent than
they are at present the quality of fish

would be improved.
Some of the larger lakes were found

to be capable of turning out enormous
quantities of fish, particularly such as
coiaJd only be fished in the winter time.

Only in a few places where the half

breeds and Indians fish season after seas-

on was the stock found to be depleted.

As a result of the investigation a general
revision will be made of the regulations,

which up to the present time have applied
without distinction to all waters, despite

dilTering conditions. The regulations
will now be framed so as to meet the re-

quirements of particular localities and
particular waters.

At Isle La Crosse a fish company will

be doing business this winter. The right

to fish in all waters is granted by license

only to actual residents. As the result

of the investigation of the commission a
profitable industry will likely be estab-

lished in which settlers of the north may



Singular Shots

BY REGINALD GODRLAY.

E\"ERY sportsman, whether he

hunts big game, or small—or both

—must have occasionally during

his pursuit of the same have made,
—or seen made—a certain number of

what I have termed above "Singular

Shots".

B\' these I mean shots that do better

than you expect them to do ; shots that

stop big or dangerous game at a critical

moment; s'hots where you get more than

you meant to or than you aimed at, or

indeed wished for. Of the latter kind

was one fired by a tenderfoot friend of

mine, who aimed at a wily woodcock,
missed him by several feet, and slightly

touched up with No. lo S'hot a previous-

ly unconscious farmer who had been
smoking a restful pipe "beneath the

maple hough.'' This can hardly be call-

ed a lucky shot, though the No. lo was
too small to do any harm to speak of,

and ni}' friend succeeded in adroitly

eluding the farmer, though he heard him
routing like a demon through the woods
for a long time. Some typical "Singular

Shots'' of this kind occur every fall in the

deer hunting season, the result of trust-

ing fools with firearms. But there are

other more harmless and even lucky

kinds of singular shots, which have come
under mj- observation, and upon a few of

which I am about to dilate. I have to

tell of but few shots of this kind at big

game, as in deer shooting I have always
practiced the still hunting method, where
the hunter who knows his business,-— if

he gets a shot at all,—gets it at reason-

able range, and at a stationary mark.

Even if the deer bolts, he either misses

clean (I have made some "singular mis-

ses" in that way,) or disables it so as to

eventually be able to "hang it up".

I once made a singular shot at a bear.

The whole circumstance is vividly im-

printed on my memory, since it was the

only bear. I ever shot in my life. Most of

my friends have heard all about it too.

Like Thackeray's unhappy love aflfair

"there are times, especially when I've

had a couple of glasses of anything it

will come out." So I'm going to "come
out'' with it now though not for the last

reason given.

A well known guide and myself were
shooting, or trying to shoot deer in North-
ern Muskoka a good while ago, before

that beautiful district was exploited and
vulgarized as it is now. We were beat-

ing a queer piece of dense cover called

locally the "Frying Pan," which utensil

it almost exactly resembled in shape. It

was about ten or twelve acres in extent,

surrounded on all sides by steep rocky
walls except, in one narrow pass cor-

responding with the handle, and having
a tiny streamlet running along it. Here
the guide posted me while he went a-

round to put in the hounds, three in

number, by a steep rocky path on the op-

l)osite side of the Pan, telling me to look

out, for any deer would almost certainly

bolt down this "handle" and as he put
it, "run slap over me."

I hadn't waited very long when one of

the liounds opened in the very centre

of the "Frying Pan," the sweet voices of

the other two chiming in almost im-
mediately. Then for some minutes such
a racket as I've never heard before or

since took place in that small piece of

cover. I waited tense and rigid, a min-
ute or so for the deer to bolt, but the

pow-wow in the cover still continued.

Now, at that period of my existence, I

was a first class green horn about deer

shooting. Still, I knew enou.gh to be
aware that with all that din, anything
in the shape of a deer would have been
out long before. I noticed also that the

racket was fierce and stationary, show-
ing that the hounds were not running a

trail, but were baying somethin.g, I re-

solved to go in and investigate. I did

so thinking the dogs had got hold of a

porcupine, and I was not desirious of hav-

ing the pleasure of spending an hour or

so in getting the quills out of their

throats and lips.

I crawled through a belt of the thickest
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and "meanest" scrub cedar and black or

prickly ash cover imaginable, and final-

ly came out on the edge of a small beav-

er meadow, formed by an old beaver-

dam across the little stream. Then I

saw what the row was about. Standing

on his hind legs in the center of the

meadow, and evidently in a sinful pas-

sion, was a black bear. Not a bear of

the largest size perhaps, but a good av-

erage bear for all that. The hounds
were baying him at a respectful distance,

and he was employing all his energies

to get hold of one of them, when I ap-

peared on the scene. I was armed with

a twelve bore gun loaded with cartridges

containing one heavy round bullet and

three and a half drachms of powder, the

best w-eapon in my opinion to use on a

run way in dense cover, \Vhere nearly all

the shots you get will be at close range.

The instant I grasped the situation I fired

the left barrel at Bruin without delay or

ceremony, but whether my hand was un-

steady from my arduous crawl through

the cover, or whether I was puzzled by

the quick movements of the brute,—or

whether I was experiencing a slight touch

of that ignoble feeling which school boys

denominate as "flunk," I know not. In

any event my shot struck far back near

t)he loins, not even crippling him. The
moment he felt the shot he dropped on

his four legs, and came straight towards

me. He knew well who had hurt him.

It is true that the black bear is a woolly

coward, and would rather run than fight

any day,—'but all wild beasts are danger-

ous when crippled or cornered as he was.

Luckily the hounds were animated by
the shot, and ran in on him, one of them,

the oldest and best, jumping on his back,

and trying to seize his neck behind the

ear. The bear rose on his hind legs, and
literally wiped the poor dog off like a fly,

killing him instantly.

As he did so, I fired, and the big bear

fell dead like a shot snipe. The large

round bullet made a hole you could have

put three fingers into. I had sighted at

his chest, but he was so near me that the

bullet had gone high, and entered the

base of his neck, breaking it, in fact elim-

inating one of the vertibrae altogether,

which accounts for his sudden extinction.

This was both a singular and a fortun-

ate shot for 1 might have hit him in many
other places which would have been
mortal wounds in time, and yet he would
have had plentj' of strength left to reach

me. Then it w'ould have been his turn.

It is in the wing shooting of various

game birds however, that the greater

number of "Singular Shots" occur.

.\11 sportsmen who know the habits of

the bird will agree that it is more than

a singular event to kill two woodcocks
on the \v\ng with a single shot. Yet I man-
aged to accomplish this feat some years

ago by pure accident. If a Air. White, now
classical professer at Ridley College, St.

Catharines, Ont., had not been shooting

with me and seen this happen, I would
have some diffidence about relating this

incident. \\'e were beating in a thin strip

of cover with a small open space between
it and the dense wilderness of tangled

bush be3'on'd. White was a little behind

me, and on the other side of the open

strip. Half w-ay up my dog flushed a

woodcock which flashed across the open-

ing and was almost instantly followed by
another. I was too late for the first, but

managed to "get on" to the last one, and

drop him just as he was disappearing.

He of course fell quite close to me.

Just then White called out "A good
shot—and a long one too!" "Not a very

long one," I answered. "I'm afraid he's

cut all to pieces!"'

"No he isn't" shouted White, he's flop-

ping about here five yards from me."

It was just as he said. A chance scat-

tered shot had winged the first wood-
cock after he had passed quite out of my
sight, and I had got two woodcocks with

with one
a singular

one barrel, "killed two birds

stone," as it were. Truly
shot

!

I once saw an American gentleman, a

Mr. Millar visiting Prince Edward Coun-
ty, Ont. (in which county this paper is

written) do better than that. We had
flushed a large pack of that splendid

game bird the Ruft'ed Grouse. They
were young birds and rose close with a

noise like a great wind rattling through

the trees. In the midst of the melee
Millar noticed two birds rise and fly so
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that their lines of flight would soon in-

tersect.

He held on one till they crossed, then

pulled, and got them both. This was
really a wonderful shot, for it was in-

tentional ; mine wa.s a pure accident.

A somewhat singular shot was made
by a school boy of my acquaintance only

last fall. One half holiday I had lent

him my gun and a small beagle of the

"slow but sure'' variety, and he had sal-

lied forth with a beating heart in search

of rabbits, but also with a wild uncertain

hope that he might get a grouse.

The hound soon started a rabbit, or to

speak more accurately, a hare, (lepus

Americanus.)
He saw the hare come down the run

way he was watching in quite a leisurely

way, as is often the way of the hare when
hunted by a slow hound. IL even stoo-

ped now and then and sat up on its hind

legs. The wildly excited youth brought
his gun to his shoulder, when probably

the good genius of the hare informed him
that there was danger in the neighbor-

hood, and he was off like a brown streak

of fur.

My young friend took a short waver-
ing aim, and of course fired a yard or

two behind it.

Bitterly disappointed he was putting a

fresh cartridge in his gun, when he was
aware of a tremendous commotion in a

clump of bushes just in line with his shot.

He hurried to the spot, just in time to

be present at the last struggles of a fine

Ruffed Grouse, whose evil star had caus-

ed him to come in for the better part of

the charge meant for the rabbit.

This "singular shot" was purely acci-

dental again, for the boy had no idea

whatever that there was a grouse in his

vicinity, his whole attention being oc-

cupied with the hare. Altogether, this

in its way, is one of the most extraordin-

ary shooting incidents I can remember.
But the most singular shot of all, with

which this short paper must terminate,

was made by a young married lady from
New York City, in the wilds of Northern
Muskoka.
She had accompanied her husband and

brother on a deer hunting trip. The
party consisted of her husband, her broth-

er and herself, a young lady friend, and a

servant girl. There was also a guide
from the neighborhood.
They occupied a comfortable shooting

lodge, not a cabin or shanty, but it was at

least twenty-eight miles from the nearest
village or hotel and was situated on the

edge of a great forest, in which was a fair

quantity of deer and other big game.
The only way to get to the village was

by canoe down a river that ran past the

lodge and up a lake.

It chanced one evening that they
found they were out of some requisites,

which necessitated an immediate trip to

the village. The lady's husband and her

brother therefore set out in the canoe to

get them. Tliey were to be gone all night.

The guide was oft" in the woods locating

some deer, so the ladies and the servant

were left alone in the lodge for the night.

.\ deer had been shot the day before and
its carcass was hanging up in the little

outhouse. This circumstance probably
accounts for vvliat followed.

The ladies retired to rest in perfect

tranquility, to be awakened about one
in the morning by a strange and ominous
sound. It was the peculiar snarling of

the great timber wolf.

Looking in consternation from the

windows, the ladies could see gaunt
shadowy forms slinking about a little

clearing, now and then, and gradually
drawing nearer and nearer to the little

outhouse where the deer was hanging up.

There were fifteen or twenty of them.
The lady I am speaking of was fright-

ened, very frightened, but she neverthe-

less possessed a fair share of that valuable

quality which is commonly called "grit.''

She took down a Winchester rifle of

her brother's and opening the window,
with both eyes tight shut and head
thrown back as far as possible, after the

"eternally feminine" manner of firing a

rifle, she distributed seven or eight bul-

lets to various points of the horizon. At
ever}' shot a chorus of screams from her

friend and the "hired gTrl" pierced the

shuddering ear of night.

Now both the courage and jersistence

of the timber wolf are very much over

rated.

Ill this case at anv rate, before the
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echoes had ceased to reverberate with the

shots and screams, not a wolf was in

sight. They went to return no more.

The ladies barricaded themselves in,

and waited the morning and the arrival of

their male relatives in fear and trembling.

When the gentlemen did come, the

first thing they saw on the edge of the

little clearing was a big gray wolf, stiff

and dead.

A Winchester ball had hit him be-

tween the shoulders and broken his back.

One of the lady's random bullets had
found a billet.

Mr. Charles Allen's Old Timer

AS TOLD BT JAS. E. OUR.

ABOUT eighty years ago, in the

Township of King, thirty miles

north of Toronto, or "Muddy
York," as it was then called, my

parents were among the early pioneers.

Many interesting- narratives of these early

days I have listened to when the old

people would gather together for a social

visit or to assist one another in some of

the 'laborious work of the new farms,

such as chopping, logging, cradling, flail-

ing or building the log house or barn.

When the work was finished the pipe of

peace would be smoked as the tired men
would cluster around the cosy old fire-

place. Here a roaring fire was kept up
on the hearthstone, throwing a weird
light throughout the small but comfort-

able living room. Toes were toasted

and stories of adventure exchanged and
occasionally a sip of hot toddy that the

women folk had prepared was taken.

Whiskey was then only seventeen cents

per gallon and nearl}- everybody drank
it. It v\'as the pure stuff' and nobody
appeared to have the blues as they have

to-day after drinking a few glasses of the

present day concoctions. During these

happy gatherings story after story would
be told of the hunting scenes passed
through and of the narrow escapes en-

countered among the wild animals that

so abundantly roamed over the pictur-

esque lands of King and the neighboring
townships. To all I heard I listened with
childlike enthusiasm and in early life be-

came possessed of a desire to hunt or see

for mj'self a bear, deer or wolf running at

large. Therefore when still quite young
I accompanied some men on their rounds
among their traps. These would be

hidden away in some very secluded place

and as neatly as possible so as not to a-

rouse the least suspicion. \\'olves are
very wary customers at best and it was to

catch them that the traps were mostly
set, for they were certainly a continued
source of annoyance to the early settlers.

On one particular fall morning we hur-
ried through the rustling leaves of the

heavy bushland and visiting trap after

trap found many wolves caught. We soon
dispatched them and securing hide and
scalp, for this is all that is of any value,

pushed on into the darker recesses of the
unending forest. To one trap we came
and found in it a beautiful specimen of a
swamp wolf which was not hurt to any
great extent. For the excitement and
fun of it, more than for anything else, the

men tied the big fellow's legs together
with strings of buckskin. We found
this no easy trick for the wolf would snap
and scratch viciously, although a wolf is

naturally a coward unless encouraged to

fight by its mates. After considerable
manoeuvring we eventually got Mr. Wolf
on his back and soon ran a pole between
his legs and turned our tired footsteps

homewards. All along our journey we
would stop at the little log cabins of the
settlers and proudly e.xhibit our trophy
to the women and children, and to fully

demonstrate my courage I would put my
hand on the wolf's head and carefully

stroke his soft fur. I was careful to see

that my hand never came in contact with
the wolf's mouth. In those days I was
full of mischief and fond of playing di-

does. At one place I caught another boy
and tried to make him put his hand on
the wolf but he would not and squealed
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A Kodak Lesson
from Motion Pictures

The exactions of the motion picture film business are un-

equalled in any other department of photography and, we
believe, in any other line of manufacturing on a large scale.

The maker of motion pictures requires high speed in the
emulsion, for every exposure is necessarily a snap-shot and
must often be made under poor light conditions. He requires

absolute dependability in the product, for he frequently spends
thousands of dollars to produce his picture play, and a failure

to get good negatives would mean not merely the waste of a
few hundred feet of film, but the loss of the thousands of dol-

lars spent for special trains, and actors, and settings, and the

weeks, perhaps months of time, spent in preparation.

The motion picture man must have a film that is free from
the minutest blemish. The picture that you see upon the cur-

tain, say 15 X 20 feet in size, is approximately seventy thousand
times as large as the tiny film upon which it was made. A
spot the size of a pin head upon that film would show as large

as your hat upon the curtain.

The requirements then, are extreme speed, fineness of grain,

absolute freedom from mechanical defects and dependability.

The price of the film is a secondary consideration. First of all,

it must be right. The competition for this business is purely a

competition of qualitg and reliability.

Ninety-five per cent, of the motion picture film used in

America, and at least eighty per cent, of the motion picture

film used the world over is KODAK FILM.

Those very qualities of speed, mechanical perfection and de-

pendability which make Kodak Film essential to the maker of

motion pictures, make it best for your use.

Then too, Kodak Film is properly orthochromatic (gives the
most practical rendering of color values) , is absolutely protect-

ed by duplex paper from the offsetting of numbers, and is

superior in keeping quality.

Be sure that it is Kodak Film with which you load your
Kodak, taking especial care when travelling that no substitution

is practiced at your expense. Look for " Kodak " on the spool

end and "N. C." on the box.

If it isn't Eastman, it isn't Kodak film.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, can.
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so much that his mother got a gad and
gave me a smart switching for my im-

pudence. This wolf was not kept long

after all the settlement had seen him but

met a similar fate to hundreds of his

comrades who at one time barked and
galloped through the swamps and for-

ests of York county.

Bears were also a torment to the origin-

al settlers. On several occasions my
father and some of his brothers had their

pigs carried away by bears. I can even
remember when a bear came and took a

one hundred and fift}' pound pig away to

the woods with him and while ]\Ir. Bear
and his family feasted on fresh pork in

the woods, my father and his family went
hungry for fresh pork. Another night

a two hundred pound porker met a simi-

lar fate for he was caught and bodily lug-

ged away, much to our chagrin and sor-

row, for pork in the olden days was a

staple product and much sought after by
the lumber camps and other places where
gangs of men were working. To offset

the losses which had been constantly oc-

curring among the settlers, about a dozen
met one fall day and built a log hut in a

dense piece of woodland, tp be used spec-

ially to entrap the pilfering bears. It

was made out of black ash logs, strongly

dovetailed together at each corner, and
at the foundation w-as about twelve feet

square. Above this the logs in each

succeeding tier were drawn in a trifling

degree so that when eight feet in height

had been reached the hut had diminshed
in size until at the top it was not more
than six feet square. This rustic en-

closure made an interesting place for a

bear out for a picnic to climb upon, as

they are naturally brimful of curiosity.

Once the bear got on top of it he would
not scent the bait that had been placed

inside. Sometimes the bait was the

offal of fish, or a deer's head that had
previously been thoroughly smoked by
hanging it four or five feet above the fire

in the old-fashioned fireplace, or a honey-
comb from which the honey had been ex-

tracted. Sometimes all these things

would be thrown in promiscuously and
combine to make an alluring supper for

a company of bears.

After the bear had got his head poked
through into the enclosure and had
scented the bait it was no trick for him
to drop to the bottom. But no bear
could possibly reach the exit again and
once in Mr. Bear was a prisoner. I

have seen bears try with their utmost
strength and cunning to gain their free-

dom but after reaching up nearly to the

exit down they would come with a rolling

Bop.

Sometimes when there would be a

couple or more bears caught the)- would
try and "boost" each other out. One
fellow would stand on his haunches while
the one who was trying to escape would
climb up on his back and head. But even
if the top bear could get hold on the up-
])ermost logs with his forepaws he could
find no foothold for his hind legs and so
of^ course he also would tumble to the
ground again.

As a result of the adoption of this plan

we soon cleared the township of all su-

perfluous bears. Bear meat was used on
our tables and made a very savory dish

when roasted, fried or made into a pot
pie. The hides did not go to waste by
any means l;;it were made use of in var-

ious ways, a good many being sold to

furriers.

After I attained my majority I moved
to Wellington county and there in the

thick bushland, not far from Drayton, I

started to farm. Again I had my ad-

ventures with bears. I do not recall

ever seeing a wolf or a rattlesnake in this

county but bears did much damage to our
sheep and pigs and trampled our ripening

grain down to such an extent that the

work of cradling it was greatly increas-

ed. The destruction wrought by the

Ijears increased so greatly that a dozen or

so of the new settlers organized a bear
hunting club and, arming ourselves with

a variety of weapons, we started forth in

hot pursuit of a gang of bears. In due
course we came upon one monstrous big

fellcnv. From his size I think he was
the "Royal Nibs" of the whole colony.

His hiding place was in a dense cedar

swamp, three miles north of Drayton,
which was just then beginning to grow
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MOOSEJAW
The City that has increased in population 3.400 per cent, in 10 years, and that is now

increasing over 42 per cent, a year.

The Railway Focus of Western Canada.and for each of the next three years the centre

of the greatest and most energetic railroad construction in the world.

The Centre and Commercial Capital of the world's biggest and richest grain field, with

less than 6 per cent, of its area under cultivation.

Produced $140,000,000 of cereal crops.

Ranked third among all the states and provinces in America in grain production.

Grew one-eighth as much wheat as the entire United States.

The City that has a distributing territory of 45,000 square miles, of which its whole-

salers will have absolute control through three competitive transcontinental railroads and

eleven railway outlets.

The Wonder City of the great Canadian West—The Buckle of the World's Wheat Belt

—The City of Money Ma'.iing Opportunity.

The future of this city as a great railroad centre is indicated by what the C.P.R. have

already done at Moose Jaw:

Their investment here is over $4,000,000

Their Freight Yards alone are costing 500,000

Their monthly pay roll comes to some 200,000

Their Stock Yards (the largest between Winnipeg and Calgary

—

and about to be doubled in size) cost 30,000

The length of track in their freight yards is approximately ... 40 miles

In their round house they can stall 36 Engines

They are double-tracking their line for many miles on each side of the

city in order to cope with the increasing traffic centering at and

converging from Moose Jaw.

Write us for our free Illustrated Circular, giving full particulars of the best investment opportunities

in this marvelous Western City,

Address any Inquiries to

THE WESTERN CANADA INVESTMENT COMPANY,

40 Victoria Street, Toronto.

Name .

.

Address
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into a village. This swamp, by reason

of its density, made a complete rendez-

vous for bears; here they were safe unless

a number of hunters made a deliberate as-

sault upon them.

At the time of our hunt our captain

stationed his men in the best way pos-

sible so that they nearly encircled

the marsh. One part was too wet and

miry for a man to venture upon. The
dogs were sent to the centre of the

swamp to rouse up its occupants. Then
the fun began. Although some of the

men were a little nervous and would prob-

ably have run had a bear taken after

them, our captain so cheered and en-

couraged them that they stood their

ground amazingly well. From my
watching place I heard after about an

hour's tirfte a great crackling among the

dry cedar branches. Cocking my old

army musket that had seen service, prob-

ably at Waterloo, I awaited with tense

expectation the coming of the bear.

Bang, went the musket and away went

the bear, back into the swamp.

In the meantime I rolled backwards
from the rebound of the overloaded mus-
ket and as I lay on the ground I wond-
ered if the bear would come back to

catch me. Before I had regained my
feet a rifleman got within range of the

bear and he ran no more. From a sig-

nal all hands were soon gathered togeth-

er, and out of the swamj) with fatiguing

labor, we broug'ht the bear which weigh-

ed over three hundred and fifty pounds.

By similar and other methods, we saw
the finish of many bears.

In both York and Wellington Coun-
ties deer were plentiful in the early days,

and we considered it no novelty to have

a supply of venison on hand, both fresh

and cured, for all occasions. Fo.xes were
also plentiful, as well as many other of

the smaller fur bearing animals. Oxen
were mostly used on the farm in the old

days. They were especially useful at

logging bees, and in plowing among the

stumps and trees. On Christmas eve in

the early times in King Township, sing-

ers and musicians with their instruments,

visited the homes of the pioneer settlers,

and sang sweetly the beautiful Christmas
carols, adding much to the pleasure and
enjoyment of both singer and listener.

Refreshments were abundantly served

to all, the very best that the small cabin

or more pretentious log house afforded.

This endeared old time custom appears

to be entirely eliminated from the busy
and more materialistic time of the pres-

ent day.

Those old days are long passed away,
but we had good and sociable times, and
as people gathered for a visit, or any
other occasion, all appeared to be equal.

A hearty hand shake awaited all, whether
dressed in silk, homespun, or buckskin

—

one was just as good as another.

During the war and eventful times of

1812 and 1814, my grandfather was a

participator in many of the engagements.
And when the families of his children

would gather together at Christmas and
i>ther festive occasions, we youngsters
were overjoyed as 'he related to us many
stirring incidents of the campaigns he
passed through. In the heart of one en-

counter a ball from an American rifle

came plump through the palm of his

hand, leaving a jagged and angry wound.
When the war was over, and the difficul-

ties straightened out, he received a grant
of land from the government as a mark of

appreciation for his loyalty and bravery.

In my young days, I also wore the

Queen's uniform, and like my ancestors,

when called on, stood ready to defend the

old "Union Jack."

Ontario will produce a little over one-

third of the quantity of the lumber cut an-

nually in Canada but its annual cut while

increasing is increasing more slowly each

year. The Forestry Branch of the De-
partment of the Interior has comjuled sta-

tistics showing that 1.642,191,000 feet of

lumber worth $30,011,000 was cut in On-
tario during 1910 but that British Colum-
bia will be Canada's premier lumber prov-

ince in a short time. The diversified for-

ests of Ontario have enabled this province

to hold its supremacy up to the present, as

illustrated in 1910 when the chief cut of

seventeen species came from Ontario.
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m OVERCOAT
to measure
(CABBIAGE & DUTY PAID)

FOR $8.60
Ourzon's $8.60 Overcoat has
been valued by olients at S20.

All Curzon clothing is sold with a guarantee (satis-

faction given or money returned) and is produced from
genuine British Textiles.

MADE FROM REAL
BRITISH MATERIALS.

Greatest attention is paid to the cutting of every

individual order, and the style of production is equal

to anything sold anywhere at twice and thrice the

money—at least, this is what the Curzon clientele

say about the Curzon 88.60 Overcoat.

Then there is the tailoring. As is well known,
London is the hub of the tailoring craft, and Messrs.

Curzon Bros., as practical tailoring experts them>elves,

are in a position to secure the most qualified work-

men in the trade. For all these reasons Curzon tailor

ing is sold with the following guarantee:

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY RETURNED IN FULL.
One Silver and Two Gold Medal Awards.

Our methods appeal to the thoughtful man: that is perhaps why we number
among our clientele such well-known men as the following:— Kev. R. J. Cninpbfll,
Hon. G. E. Foster, M.P., Horatio Bottomley, M.P., Lieut.-Col. A. E. Belcher!
Lieut. -Col. Dr. S. H. Glasgow, Hon. R. R. Fitzgerald, Rev. Canon Davidson^
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Lang, Mr. Montague Holbein.
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The Passing Of Our Ducks

BY FOUEST H. CONOVEU.

THE Question: "What will be-

come of our ducks unless a change

is made in the present legislation

regarding them?" has been asked

so often that at the present time even the

least observant Nimrod should be able to

answer quickly and accurately. Our
ducks are passing into oblivion on the

trail of the wood pigeon and other extinct

feathered game.

There has been so much written on the

conserving of the ducks and prospective

amendments, with so little apparent re-

sults, that the authors of the articles have
become disheartened. The hand-writ-

ing is gradually passing from the wall

and the warning notes are exhausted.

The deaf ear of the Legislature is im-

pregnable. The true sportsman's lang-

uage is unknown to local Parliamentary
members. How many members of Pro-

vincial Governments are sportsmen and
thoroughly conservant with the habits

and varieties of ducks, their source of

propagation and the evils which beset

their short period of life? Possibly not

one among them all could distinguish the

habits of a mallard or teal from those of

a scaup Or shelldrake or could tell wheth-
er the duck would be more palatable in

June or in November. Just a duck hatch-

ed to kill, either in Ontario or in the Gulf

of Mexico, by a winter market and pot

hunter!

Look back for a moment on the once
great resources of this country with its

mj'riads of water fowl, and its sparsely

settled districts, when a market for feath-

ered game was unknown. The stillness

of Autumn mornings was then only very

occasionally broken by the belch of black

powder from the mouth of some ancient

muzzle loader of a native settler who
was satisfied with a brace of ducks for

the day's repast. Those were days when
one thou,ght waterfowl would never cease

to be, so numerous were they.

Alas the benighted buffalo also fell, and
now the veil is lifted and the observant

sportsman is sickened when lie finds that

in five years more at the present rate our

ducks will be wiped oft the map and the

hard-ware dealer will seldom be asked
for a duck load. The aspirations of the

young Nimrod may, in a meagre way, be
satisfied at the Target Traps.

The resources of propagation are being
reduced every day and the means of de-

pletion becoming greater. The negroes

in tlie South hunt all winter as well as

the white pot hunter and not half the

numbers return to the north to restock

our barren marshes and streams.

The fifteenth of September is too early

to open the shooting season in the South
and western portions of the Province of

Ontario. St. Clair Flats, Detroit River,

and local grounds are not visited by
northern ducks before the tenth or fif-

teenth of October and Point Pelee not

until the fifteenth or twentieth. These
birds should have access unmolested to

the feeding beds for a short period be-

fore the season's shooting begins.

The great majority of sportsmen all

over the coimtry believe that ducks
should not be sold, marketing should be
stopped and the shooting days limited.

B)'' encouraging the birds to come to the

feeding grounds a few days before the

shooting begins the sport for the succeed-

ing days will be greatly promoted.

From the fifteenth of September until

the end of the season a constant warfare

is waged against the birds and this re-

sults in an absence of food and rest until

the}- are driven away to a more remote
section of the country.

The Point Pelee marsh has been com-
pletely barren of the diving class of

ducks for three seasons and only small

numbers of mallards, a few teal and pin-

tail may be found in limited numbers.

In order to prolong the period of this

fine sport of duck-shooting I would
strongly urge the non-sale of ducks
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III III

It stands to reason that air so dry that it shrivels up
house plants cannot be very good for the women and children

who spend nearly all their time in the home. Such air irritates

the throat and nasal passages, and even the lungs, causing
colds, sore throats, catarrh, pneumonia and similar troubles.

The furnace is to blame. It warms the air, surely, but
it dries it, and cannot replace the moisture because its

waterpan is not large enough, neither is it correctly placed.

Tbe
Circle Waterpan

OF THE

"Good Cheer" Furnace
is a worth while waterpan—not a makeshift—encircles the

whole firepot—placed where the

water can best be evaporated and
be evenly distributed, breathing a
"Nature's" air over the whole
house. In comfort and health-

fulness there's all the difference

in the world between the balmy
air from the "Good Cheer" and
the stuffy, dried-out air from the
average furnace.

If you value these things invest-

igate the "Good Cheer" thoroughly.

Its construction throughout is as su-

perior as is the Circle Waterpan. Give

us your address and we'll gladly send

you Booklet and full information.

The James Stewart Mf^. Co., Limited

WoQdsXocKOnt - Winnipeg. Man.
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throug"hout the Province and would di-

vide the Province into zones, allowing

the north to remain as at present but pro-

viding for the western portion opening
to commence on October fifteenth. I

would allow shooting onl}- four days in

the week. The greatest evil of all is the

sale of duck?, for which however we must
not blame market shooters but rather

censure the law makers.

Interesting Angling Queries And Replies

"Subscriber" writes from Toronto as

follows :

—

"Last summer I spent most of my time
on ^lary Lake, Muskoka. My time was
principalh' taken up in fishing for bass.

I found a very good bait in cray-fish but
the difficulty was to keep these little fel-

lows any length of time. I changed the

water in which they were kept twice a

day, keeping them in water about two
inches deep, with gravel on the bottom
and stones for them to crawl upon, but I

could not get them to eat anything.

If you can suggest any method by
which I may keep these little creatures

alive I shall be much obliged.

May I ask about grasshoppers as well?

These I kept in a shallow box, say, three

inches deep, ten inches wide and fourteen

inches long, covered on one side with
wire screen netting, but sad to say, after

a day's catch of grasshoppers, in the

morning half of them would be dead. I

have read several complete fishing and
hunting manuals without finding any
light on the subject and thought I would
apply to Rod and Gun for information."

The above questions were submitted
to Mr. W. Hickson, the well known ang-
ler of Bobcaygeon, Out., and the follow-

ing is his reply.

In catching cray-fish for bait it

should be done without injuring them.
The}- are delicate and consequently easily

wounded and if badly hurt thev lose their

vitality and will soon die. If they are

well caught, however, and put in about
four inches of water, which should be
kept at about the same temperature as

that from w'hich they have been taken,

with a few light shingly stones in the

bottom of the vessel, so that they may
take shelter from the heat of the sun,

w'hich is fatal to them, they will live for

days if some "meat of wheat" or cream

of wheat be placed under the flat stones.

A dessert spoonful of one of these fine

breakfast foods will feed three dozen of

these little fellows for two days. These
tenderfooted Crustacea are really a kind
of river lobster and are easily hurt so that

care must be taken in catching them and
in shielding them from any great heat if

they are to be kept alive for a long period.

2 The ordinary greenish grasshoppers
will live for days if placed among or on
top of some nice succulent green grass or

clover and protected from the hot mid-
day sun—if they have been well caught.

(The dusky brown grasshopper is the

only one of the difi^erent species of grass-

hopper that will stand the heat of a July
or .August mid-day sun. and he is not

easily caught.) If the ordinary grass-

hoppers be put in a box about ten inches

or a foot square, with some of their nat-

ural food placed in a cool part of the boat,

with proper ventilation they will live for

a week. Those who have observed the

habits of the ordinary grasshopper have
noticed how they get on the top side of

leaves in the early morning and evening
but are quietly seated on the under side

of a large leaf during the heat of the day.

They may be said to have a sort of "in the

shade of the old apple tree" proclivity at

times.

Another correspondent suggests that if

the cray-fish were put in a large perforat-

ed box with stones, sand and earth at the

bottom and placed in running water they

should live for a long time. The top of

the box, he thinks, would be better if out

of the water.

The grasshoppers, this same corres-

pondent suggests, ought to be put in a

large perforated box with grass and earth

on the bottom and the top covered with

mosquito netting, and then placed in the

sun.
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Splitdorf Victorious
AT ELGIN

The Middle West Road Classic won by an American Car

with an American Magneto.

Zengel in a SPLITDORF equipped stock National drove

to decisive victory in the great 305-mile race for the

Elgin Trophy in the fast time of 4.35.39, his car never

missing an explosion, and finishing more than six

minutes ahead of his nearest competitor.

Herr in a SPLITDORF equipped stock National won the

203-mile race for the Illinois Trophy in 3.05.55, shatter-

ing all records made on this course. His fastest lap, 8^

miles, was made in 07.15, which lowers the record

made on this track last year.

The same unrivalled Ignition which so recently swept
the boards in competition at Galveston, won the big Bak-
ersfleld, Cal., road race and the recent Worcester, Cin-
cinnati and Ossining Hill Climbs again proves its sup-
eriority and shows why you should specify the SPLIT-
DORF Magneto for your car.

Please ask for Magneto catalog

G. F. SPLITDORF
Walton Ave. and 138th St.

Branch. 1679 Broadway. NEW YORK
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Dr. Harry Gove of St. Andrews, N. B.,

writes as follows in further reference to

the fishing querj' contained in the Novem-
ber number of Rod and Gun.
"As regards the proper method of get-

ting a fish into a landing net, I believe

most inexperienced anglers think they

can land a fish safely before it is tired out.

More than half are lost by being in a hur-

ry. I pull out enough slack line to give

the fish a clear jump, if he undertakes it.

I restrain the slack with my hand over

the line, the line then is instantly releas-

ed if necessary. The net should be held

so the fish can be towed right into it. An-
other fool's trick is keeping a taut line on
a lively fish and assisting him in the ef-

fort to tear out a fly.

W. A. B. writes from Berlin as follows:

"I read with interest your fine sympos-
ium in the November number on "Angl-

ing Queries and Replies." In this de-

partment useful information may be ob-

tained from brother anglers. Through
the same medium I would like to have the

opinion and experiences of some of the

successful disciples of Isaak Walton on
what they consider the best bait for catch-

ing lake trout."

We submitted this request to Mr. W'm.
Hickson of Bobcaygeon who has had an
experience of twenty-four years' angling

for red and grey trout and feel sure that

his opinion on this matter will be of inter-

est, not only to "W. A. B." but to all Rod
and Gun's readers who are interested in

fishing.

Mr. Hickson's reply, which is in four

sub-divisions, is as follows :

—

(i) There are eleven months of open
season for salmon trout at present, No-
vember being the close season.

(2) If you wish to fish for lake sal-

mon through the ice or in the month of

October, use the real live minnow, and
keep him in 'fighting condition.' This is

certainly the best bait from the first of

October to the first of May.

(3) In the months of May and June
when they are rising in the evenings, use

a fly (artificial) say, a Jock Scott, Silver

Doctor or Black Ant.

(4) In the months of .\ugust and Sep-

tember use the real minnow or an Arch-
er Spinner, attached to two or three

hundred feet of copper wire which serves

as a line for deep fishing.

During our lake salmon fishing in Oc-
tober last we took three Archers with us
and in fishing for grey trout lost two of

our Spinners the first morning. We de-

termined to reserve the remaining one for

the last day of our outing, hence we tried

a white phantom which we were assured
was a 'great killer,' but we only got a few
light strikes with it while we had taken
fish right along with the real minnow.
Our inference was that the trout knew
the 'real goods,' when he came close to

it and so did not seize it voraciously, ^^'e

put the phantom back in its bo.x and fish-

ed from the bluffs with our rods and lines,

using the live 'fighting minnow' as bait

with splendid success till the last day,
when we used our Archer with the real

minnow with unqualified success on the
copper line."

St. Catharines hunters who had been
keeping tab reported that during the last

open season for English pheasants even
fewer birds than a year ago were killed.

The birds themselves appeared more able

to take care of themselves—to keep out
of the way of the hunter's shotgun—^and

many a himter failed to get so much as

a pot shot at a bird. One man reports

that he killed twenty-five, but this was on
his own farm and nobody else was allow-

ed to shoot there. Last year he only

got about half that number. It was al-

lowed to shoot the male birds only, the

killing of a hen pheasant making one li-

able to a heavy fine. It was feared that

when the Government last year declared

an open season there would be such a

slaughter that all the birds would be kill-

ed off but they 'have multiplied it is said

and are so hard to shoot that it looks as

tliough the species would be preserved.

I'nfortunately too many of the pheasants

die of cold in the winter and many a

lone bird shut off from its mates is killed

by famished crows who chase it till it

drops and then make short work of it.

The English pheasants around St.

Catharines were 'planted' in 1893 by some
local sport lovers who have done much
to preserve the birds. The season of

iQio was the first open season.
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"EVINRUDE" Detachable Rowboat Motor
Fits any canoe or rowboal, round or flat bottom,

square or pointed stern Requires no special

fittings. Adjustable for any angle of stem.

Adjustable tor depth. Steers with propeller.

Attached or detached in mid-stream in one

minute. Weighs 50 lbs. complete. Can be

carried to any point, making a motor boat out

of an ordinary row-boat or canoe, and will drive

same over 7 miles per hour. Runs through weeds.

A High-class Outfit Fully Guaranteed

Sold Wherever Boats Are Used

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

Write for circulars and export prices

Melchior, Armstrong & Dessau
Dept. 17-116 Broad St., New York City

EXCLUSIVE FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS FOR EVINRUDE MOTOR CO

WIZARD MAGNETOS
LEAD THEM ALL

The leading stationary and marine engine

manufacturers of the country have put their

O. K. on the Wizard by adopting it as stan-

dard equipment. Why not equip your

engine in the same way and know that your

ignition will be reliable and satisfactory in

every way ? Made for all kinds and sizes

of engines — make and break or jump
spark— belt or friction governor.

CANADIAN AGENTS

eaNaomN-FAiRBflNrs eo.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG ORONTO



A Merry Widow Fishing Trip
'

' Give me green fields and a shady nook.

Where fish take the bait hut not the hook."

BY UNCLE PIKE.

r
«« ISN'T the creek still?" said I. "Yes,"

replied Uncle, attempting to be face-

tious. "It's still there." The
words were uttered just as we round-

ed a sharp curve in the level country road

and came in sight of a beautiful wood-
land valley, through which ran as peace-

ful a stream of water as one would wish
to see. Uncle and I had for the past

four months been planning, writing and
dreaming about our two weeks' holiday

in September, where we should go and
what we should do. Here \\t were at

last, within sight of the dear old creek,

with waters long enough and deep
enough and wet enough to enfold the

wil}- trout and the mighty 'lunge—only

they didn't.

On September fifteenth I had left the

big and prosperous city of Toronto and,

after a two hours' ride across Lake On-
tario on the palace steamer Cayuga, had
landed at the historic village of Oueen-
ston. Here I packed all my baggage
on to the rear platform of the electric

car, and the motorman having received

the order to proceed, I was whirled along
at a lively rate, up the mountain-side,

past where General Brock, years ago,

pitched a game of cannon balls with the

Yankees and gave his life for the future

greatness of our beloved Canada, and on
up the steep grade until the car, having
given one mighty squeak in honor of its

victory over the law of gravitation and
having established to the satisfaction of

all on board that it was no backslider,

had reached the top of the mountain and
also level countrj'. Here it spun along
the dizzy brink of the scenic Niagara
where, through long ages, its ever rest-

less, untiring waters have cut a gorge in

the solid rock nearly two hundred feet in

depth and fourteen miles in length from
the Horseshoe Falls to Xiagara-on-the-

Lake.

A little less than an hour on the car

brought me to Bridge Street. Here I

met m\' first difficulty. I had telegraph-

ed Uncle to be sure to meet me at the

station, but he failed to appear at the

appointed time and this left me with a

wagon load of luggage and a bicycle to

manoeuvre for myself. However, small
things like this matter never daunt the

stout heart of a fisherman, and after con-
siderable telephoning, I at last succeeded
in receiving the desired assistance and
safely reached headquarters.
Xext morning I gathered together all

my paraphernalia (all great writers use
that word to describe their equipment)
which consisted of fish-hooks, fish-lines,

poles, sinkers, reels, books on "How to

Catch Fish," anchors and sundry other
things, including the now world famous
"Merry Widow."
No doubt the reader is pondering in

his mind what kind of a thing the Merry
Widow is. ^^"ell, it is not a hat, al-

though it is almost as large as the style

of hat to which this name was given. The
Merry Widow of which I speak is simply
a st3de of craft propelled by a bicj'cle and
screw. It consisted of two hollow wood-
en floats, ten feet long, one foot deep and
one foot wide, pointed at the bow and
rounded at the stern, something similar

to a canoe. Each float contained five

watertight compartments and, being cov-
ered at the top, it was impossible to sink

either of them in any way whatsoever.

These floats were placed parallel to

each other, about five feet apart and car-

ried on a platform of suitable shape and
dimensions, on which was secured an
ordinary bicycle frame, slightly altered to

suit the occasion. On the back of this

frame, where the driving wheel is situat-

ed, I placed a pair of mitre gear, one at-

tached to the chain and the other to a

three quarter inch shaft which ran from
the axle to the propeller. Running off

the chain half way between the pedals

and the back axle was a nine tooth sprock-

et. This sprocket was fastened to a

small steel shaft on which was a fly

wheel, which revolved at the rate of three
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iTA-RITE

Fo.4 A. half lach.
Price $1.

STA-RITE
Ijnition plujs have stayed

rijht the longest for eijht

years.

other plugs break when water
is thrown on them while heated
Sta-Rite Patented Double Por-
celain Plugs are not affected under
similar circumstances.

They simply cannot break.

That is one reason we make
themof double porcelain and they
are the only plugs in the world
made that way. To satisfy your-
self that this is a lire, present
benefit to you, just throw water
on any other porcelain plugs, then

THROW WATER
on our patented double porcelain
Sta-Rite. There i* practically no
breakage Repaired free at any
time. Most economical and effec-
tive for users, and bv long odds
the best seller for dealers. Order
right away.

The R. E. HARDY CO
Incorporated 1900

134 Austin Are., Cor. May St.

Chicago, Illinois

Suppose you are in crowded waters and the other

fellow's boat is right on you! You haven't room to turn--

you haven't time to stop the engine and reverse! Then is

the time you would be willing to pay ten-fold for a

Baldridge Reverse Gear
With it you can control your boat as you would an auto-

mobile—stop, go forward or backward in an instant. Insure

yourself against such emergencies by installing a "Bald-

ridge" NOW for next Spring.

The "Baldridge" is standard with nearly 11.000 enthusias-

tic motor boatmen. It is of enclosed type—can't sling oilor

catch your clothes like old style gears.

If you value your boat, get the

Baldridge Book and read it.

Baldridge Gear Co.,
(Formerly Smith and Baldridge

Machine Co.)

684 West Grand Bou e-

vard, Detroit, Mich.

Canadian Agents. Fair-

banks Co., Ltd.. Mont-

real. St. John. N. B..

Toronto. Winnipeg. Cal-

gary and Vancouver.

The Gear

to Bear

the Wear
and Tear.

EXPERT ADVICE and

REPAIRS by MAIL $1.00
Are you going to purchase an Automobile ? If so, do you not think it ad-

visable to get an expert's advice before doing so ? You may be lucky and

get a good car. You may be unlucky and purchase a lemon which will cost

you an unlimited amount. It is safer to spend a couple of dollars and find out.

Repairs by mail at above fee. Be your own expert.

Engines designed and Inventions completed at nominal fee.

E. A. Hall, \. C. E.

Phone M. 5185.

335-336 Telephone Bldg.,

76 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO, ONT.
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to one, that is, ever\^ time the pedals

made one complete revolution, the fly

wheel made three, as did also tlie pro-

peller. This fly wheel was a new ad-

dition to the boat and was suggested to

me by Mr. T. E. Best of Toronto. It

was found to be most satisfactory as it

ensured even running of the propeller

and a steady strain on the pedals. In-

stead of the usual forks on the frame
I had a single rod which was attached to

the handles and continued down under
the platform where it connected with a

chain and sprocket which regulated the
movement of the rudder. A railing was
]ilaced on each side to prevent any of the

voyagers from being yanked into the

stream by an ugly tempered fish. As
for speed, a man in a row boat could beat
me quite easily. It answered the pur-

liose for which it was built, however, for

I had not huilt it to run it over the Mara-
thon course, even though it was a "Long-
boat."

Having got the Merry \\'idow in good
running order in the back yard. Uncle
and I loaded it on the wagon and started

for the aforementioned creek. Arriving
at our destination we took a hurried sur-

vey of our surroundings and. after back-
ing, turning, twisting and backing again,

till the tears ran out of the innocent eyes
of Bonnie the horse, we managed to de-

scend a rather steep hill close enough to

the water's edge to launch the terrible

Widow. A good shove, a jump on board,

and I was out in the middle of the creek,

where I again anchored and again ad-

justed all the running parts. Everything
now being in perfect order, I shoved on
an extra head of steam, threw the throttle

wide open, and started down stream at

the rate of six miles an hour—or less.

While I was performing this grand
stand act Uncle hung along the shore,

close to the edge of the water, with his

eyes fi.xed on the Widow as though he ex-

pected the infernal machine to blow up or

do something equally exciting.

.•\fter I had "looped the loop, jumped
the .gap" and put the "figure eight"' to

shame, he was reconciled to the fact that

the thing would go, and with a little coax-
ing, was persuaded to step on board. We

sailed about for a while and then tied up
and went home.
We caught the sun coming up late the

following morning, and after digging
some bait for the fish and taking a little

ourselves we started for the creek, three

miles to the south. In half an hour we
were in sight of the landing and were
soon on board the Merry Widow and
comfortably anchored just outside the
lily pads, with our lines, hooks and nerv-

es, ready for the best that might come a-

long.

Just here I might say that we did not
expect to catch any twenty or thirty

pounders, such as the papers say they do
up north, but we did expect to get some
large river perch, rock bass, with perhaps
a five pound pike or two.
We were disappointed however, for fish

as we might we only succeeded in getting

three fish worth mentioning. Whether
it was the hot, dry weather that continu-

ed all through September that year, or

not, I cannot say, but this I do know,
with the exception of one day, this prov-

ed to be the poorest two weeks' fishing I

ever experienced on Chionewa Creek.

Becoming tired of sticking worms on
the hook and getting nothing in return,

we decided to take a few photographs of

our surroundings.

To tell the truth I had borrowed the

camera and had only shot it off once be-

fore in my life so it was, perhaps, not sur-

prising to learn that out of thirty-six

photos taken I had only six that were
worth printing, the others being blanks.

Having, as we fondly supposed, secured

a few photographs, we tied the Widow
to the North Pole, which unknown to

the Arctic explorers had floated down
with the ice the previous Spring, got a-

stride our bicj^cles and started for home,
sadder but wiser men.

The ne.xt day was Friday and Uncle
and I having nothing else to do, jumped
on our wheels and rode a mile to the old

homestead. Here we dug bait, which is

always a satisfaction when you cannot

get fish and having completed our task,

we went to the shed to get our bicycles.

Here I met a farmer who poured into my
ears the most heart-rending tale I had
ever heard. He told me how every seas-
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on for the last five years he had lost his

crops. His apple crop was poor, his

berry crop was a failure, his late potato

crop was not worth digging and so on.

Finally I got tired listening and so I said

to him, "Why don't you raise chickens?"

"Raise chickens?" he answered with an
expression of great surprise.

"Sure," said I.

"Not a bit of use in that," he sadly re-

plied. "Chickens always have crops."

After tea I went down to the station

to meet a friend of mine from Toronto,
and the next morning we went to the

creek. The visitor took to the terrible

Widow and Uncle and I went out in a

row boat. The fish, however, true to

their previous reputation, were loth to

bite. Neither a fat worm nor a soft shel-

led crab would tempt them. My friend

finally got a few good sized perch, and,

as for myself, I landed one good big bass,

after waiting an unconscionably long time
for it.

On Monday we changed our tactics

and went to the beech woods on a hunting
expedition. I use the word hunting ad-
visedly, because that was all we did

—

just hunted.

Next day was Tuesday and Uncle and I

again made for the creek. This was our
best day. Before starting out we had
decided we would try our luck' near the

old pump house as we had heard there

was good fishing there. We went out
in the row-boat. Opposite the pump-
house the creek gradually sloped to deep
water on a hard gravel bottom. Here we
anchored and unslung our implements of

war. Uncle and I were very anxious to

catch some large river perch which run

up the creek from the river every fall.

These fish, as all good fishermen know,
are excellent eating, being at this time of

the year both solid and sweet, weighing

on an average one pound each.

Having baited with a fat lively worm
and dropped it in a likely spot, I sat down
with my eyes fixed on the end of the

pole. Pretty soon down it went. I

gave a quick respectable yank and land-

ed perch number one. In a few minutes

more I had number two. Meantime I

could see Uncle eyeing my two beauties

as they made vain endeavors to jump over

the side of the boat into the water again.

I knew by this that he was fishing as

hard as he could and it would require all

my skill to keep ahead of him. Every-

thing was quiet for about half an hour,

when suddenly I felt the far end of the

boat shoot around and tug at the anch-

or. I turned quickly and saw Uncle pul-

ling for all he was worth at a big sheeps-

head. I knew in an instant that he
could never land it with the tackle he

had, so picking up the little .22 rifle I had
with me, I assisted at his finish.

After a good rest and lunch, which we
took on the bank under a spreading apple

tree, we tried our luck again and while

perch were scarce, we had no difficulty in

catching other kinds of fish.

At last our holidays came to an end
and once again backing poor old Bonnie
down the steep hill we loaded on the Mer-
ry Widow and later she was put away
to wait the opening of navigation in the

Spring.

Lionel Robinson of Leamington was
among the lucky hunters who went north
during the hunting season. He was for-

tunate enough to secure a 190 pound
buck on November 3rd.

Mr. J. Darius Rodgers of Salisbury, N.
B. is said to have shot the prettiest deer

ever seen in that locality. The animal is

full grown, has a beautiful head and ant-

lers and the skin all over the body is

beautifully spotted. Mr. Rodgers is just-

ly proud of his prize and expects to

realize a good figure for the head, skin

and skeleton for mounting purposes. The
animal well mounted and set up would be

an attractive addition to any stufifed ani-

mal collection.
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To the Consumer

THIS is a sectional view of the SHARP
SPARK, the best plu^ that ever entered
an eng^ine cylinder. You don't believe

it eh? We know it, and to prove our
confidence in it we will make you this proposi-

tion :

—

Send us the purchase price of a set of

SHARP SPARKS and we will send them to

you prepaid. Give them a FOUR MONTHS'
trial, and if at the end of that time you decide
that they are not the best plugs that you have
ever used, return them to us and we will re-

fund your money.

The Sharp Spark Is Absolutely

Guaranteed For One Year

To the Retailer

A satisfied customer is your best asset. Put in

a line of SHARP SPARKS, and at any time,

if for any reason you are not satisfied as to its

merits, you may return to us what you have
on hand, and we will refund your money bv
return mail.

To the Jobber

Now, Mr. Jobber, doesn't this listen good to

3'^ou? Satisfied customers, guaranteed plugs,
and the goods on your shelf convertible into

cash at a minute's notice?

GET BUSY
All threads in both regular and long lengths.

Price, Mica Insulation - - $1.25

Price. Porcelain - - - - $1.00

®1)? 01|arp 0park 5?lug (Ea.
3360 Broadview Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

Kimbail-Upson Co , Sacramento, Cal.

Western Rubber & Supply Co., Los AngetesrCal.

CANADIAN SELLING AGENTS:

Canadian General Electric Co., Limited,

Toronto Montreal Halifax Ottawa Cobalt

Winnipeg: Calgary Vancouver Nelson
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This is by far the

best open end proposi-

tion ever offered the

Autemobilist.

The porcelain used is

the best that can be

purchased, and the end

is so protected as to

practically eliminate

the probability of

breaking.

The Meteor wire used

in

THE FIRE FLY

is of the same high

quality that helped to

make the SHARP

SPARK famous.

Neither extreme heat

nor magneto current

has the slightest effect

on it.

IT ABSOLUTELY

WILL NOT BURN

DOWN.

,"urJt,r THE SHARP SPARK PLUG CO. CLEVELAND, OHIO
3360 Broadview Road

fA.NWDIAN KKI.I.I.Xt; ACiKNT.S
THE CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. LIMITED
Toronto Montreal "" '

'

Calvary
Halifax Ottawa

Vancouver
Cobalt 'Winnipeg

Nelson



The Era Of The Rabbit Skin

Awriter in Cosmos discusses the ex-

traordinary rise in the cost of fine

furs, and describes some of the ef-

forts now being made to rear fur-

bearing animals in captivity.

Recently a suit came up for pleading

before the English Court of the Tribunal
of the Seine. A furrier who had sold a

cloak of rabbit- skin as of "electric otter"

was sued for cheating his patron. The
explanations made by the accused are

worthy of being noted : "The furs we
sell," he said, "are all rabbit-skin, called

by various names by the houses dealing

in them."
"What is sold under the name of Hud-

son Bay otter is the best grade of rabbit.

Our patrons are well aware that we sell

nothing but rabbit. I had no intention

whatever of deceiving M. X." And, in

support of his statements, the president

and vice-presidents of the Fur Exchange
and of the Association of Furriers ap-
peared as witnesses.

We shall quote only the following testi-

mony: "I should say that in order not

to call rabbit by its name—for that would
not attract patrons at all—we use various

terms chosen more or less according to

the prospective patron. For example,
rabbit, for selling purposes, is called elec-

tric otter, Belgium otter, etc. And. final-

ly everybody knows that a 70 inch cloak
of real otter cannot be bought for $250.

A cloak of that length in real otter would
cost from $650 to $1,000.

From this the reader will appreciate

how difficult it is to secure a genuine fur,

and will understand the higher prices at

with such pelts are now sold. It must
be remembered that there are very fash-

ionable garments and that the furrier de-

mands high prices for the elegance which
he knows how to bestow upon whatever
is produced in his shop.

Yet it must be borne in mind that dur-

ing the past twenty years the cost to the

dealer in furs—the price paid to the trap-

per-—has advanced at least 500 per cent.,

and, to cite a single instance—the skin of

a black fox costs from $500 to $750.
The cause of the increased cost of skins

is attributed not only to the fashion and
popularity of automobiling which calls

for warm clothing, but chiefly to the grad-

ual decrease of animals which produce the

furs. These retreat before civilization,

which steadily spreads over the regions
once occupied by them.
They fall beneath the blows of the trap-

pers armed with all sorts of modern de-

vices and urged on by the craving for a

constantly increasing profit. It is not
difficult to foresee, unless protective laws
intervene more efifectively, the time when
a large proportion of these animals will

disappear absolutely. The rabbit will

then be left the sole provider of furs.

It is not to be wondered at that

thoughtful people have, in view of the

high prices paid for the spoils of these

animals, taken hold of the idea of. rais-

ing them in captivity, as has already been
done in the case of the rabbit.

The notion is not new, and for a long

time the trappers of Canadian fox, when
they have had the luck of catching a fe-

male a'bout to litter, have cared for her in

captivity until the young were born, then

raised them until their coats were in the

best condition. Many of these hunters

do this every year and secure good re-

sults. From this it is only a step to rais

ing foxes on a large scale.

One of the promoters of such enterpris-

es was T. J. Alorgan, who conceived the

idea of making use of some of the Sessu-

di IsL-iiid.';, 1.500 miles east of Pribiloff, for

raising fur-bearing animals. This com-
pany has secured the use of five islands

of a total area of 150,000 acres which will

be stocked with the blue fox from the

Pribiloff Islands and .\rctic silver fox.

An attempt, partly successful, has also

been made to raise the "royal Russian

sable" : but, according to the testimony of

Mr. Morgan, great difficulties are met
with. The company is compelled to feed

the animals in winter though they find

enough to eat in summer, for there is a-

bundance of birds along the coast and

vegetation upon the highlands where they

thrive: when *-''-- f-i'l'; thev are fed upon

meat, grain and other foods of that kind.
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r^lY 11^ I\/ ^^^ *^® International

Lli/V.llli 1 V Trophy Race with

Propellers of

Hyde Manganese Bronze
This is the Metal of which are made the

Hyde Turbine Type Propellers

For Motor Boats

Manufactured
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The writer also describes a plrint for

raising beavers. T'le farm. cnl'"cl Rpt-

vers Farm Hollow, is situaieil in the

midst of swamps formed by a crook which

is controlled by a dam and uui upon this

smooth sheet of water o;ien the houses

of the beavers. The latter have at their

disposal 4.54 hectares (1150 acres) of the

shore on both sides of the creek for

exercise. The space is not enclosed by

fences that the animals would gnaw at or

through which they would devote them-

selves to finding a way.

It is regarded as wiser to leave them

more or less free rather than to attempt

to keep them in captivity from which thev

show themselves canable of escapine. The
beavers, moreover, appreciating good

feeding and lodging, do not dream of leav-

ing their colony. The young are born

in" April or May, the litter consisting of

from two to four; the family increases

rapidly.

The young are fed with a mixture of

green food with a little corn which is

scattered for them along the shore ;
no-

thing is more curious than to see the little

animals gnaw the ears of corn, like pigs,

or carry them held tight in their teeth

to their huts for safe keeping.

They would seem to have become do-

mesticated, but nevertheless take to

flight if an attempt is made to take hold

of them. During its early development

this farm yielded a profit of over $23,000.

Impressed by those various attempts, the

Government of the United States has en-

couraged the establishment of farms for

raising fur-bearing animals, and a certain

number actually exist especially in

Maine and Ohio.

The Department of Agriculture has

published a bulletin upon "Silver Fox
Farming." All these new projects seem

to be yerv successful ; the returns which

the proprietors secure are large, and it is

noteworthy that up to this time no epi-

demic has come to decimate the animals

raised in captivity—which was the great

apprehension before the farms were start-

ed.

The muskrat was formerly held in con-

tempt by trappers on account of the small

sum brought by its skin—5 cents ; but

now that this brings from 50 cents to $t.

according to its quality a large trade in

these animals has been established. Thus,

in Ohio, a special farm has been started

for raising muskrats.

It suflfices to enclose a stretch of

marshy ground to see these rodents

swarm and, without other expense than

that of hunting and skinning, the farm

yields its owner $500 a }'ear. The musk-
rat is very prolific ; each female has two
litters a year of from five to ten young.

Besides, living entirely on vegetation,

they can easily be fed when their natural

food fails with the coming of winter. In

the Southern States, where the industry

is now thriving, the flesh is consumed and

is served in hotels under the name of

"marsh rabbit."

The raising of seals is not possible in

the hands of a private citizen, but the

Government of the United States is a-

about to put it into operation. A number
of voung animals will be taken from the

Pribiloff Islands to start a colony on the

Pacific Coast. In 1867 the number of

fur-bearing seals was estimated at four

millions. In 1890 the island was leased

to a company, and the number of seals

actually existing has fallen to 140,000.

The lease having expired, the Govern-

ment hopes to restock these shores rap-

idly.

If all these undertakings realize what
they promise, our furriers will not be per-

mitted much longer to sell rabbit-skin

in place of authentic furs.

Mr. John H. Ramer of "Deer Park
Farm", Mount Joy, Ont. recently return-

ed home from the Haliburton district

where he and his sons Enos and Peter

were deer shooting. Mr. Ramer is an old

and a successful hunter 'being eighty last

.\pril. During the past sixty-six years he
has onh' missed three seasons deer shoot-

ing. He has himself killed over 200 deer

and helped to kill as many more. Mr.

Ramer's father, the late Peter Ramer, was
likewise a noted hunter and during the

1840's enclosed a park on his farm in

which at one time he had 36 deer. Ever
since the farm has been known as "Deer
Park."
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Coyote Hunting On The Prairies

BY A. H. VISSBE.

H AVE you ever been coyote

hunting?" is a question very of-

ten asked any man with West-
ern experience. Whenever I

hear the query I am always reminded of

many exciting moments spent after the

wily coyote.

In the first place readers should not con-

fuse the coyote wolf with the prairie dog.

They are very different animals. People

have asked me the question: "Does a

prairie dog put up a very hard fight at

the finish?" Their knowledge on the

subject is very small or they would
scarcely have asked the question. The
prairie dog, which is very little larger

than a grey squirrel, nests on the ground.

It is very amusing to see the members of

one of their many colonies sitting up on

the little mounds of earth they throw up

in digging their holes. Paws are droop-

ed and they present the appearance of a

lot of little soldiers. At the slightest

motion of the hand they disappear as if

by magic.
There are also strong differences be-

tween coyotes and timber wolves. Any
coyote hunter whose dogs return badly

used up may know that they have been

trying conclusions with a lone timber wolf

an'd come off second best.

Coyote hunting is generally followed

in winter. In snmmer it is impossible

to locate these animals on the level plains

and even in winter it requires a sha*p

pair of eyes to see the grey animal stand-

ing like a statue alongside a straw stack.

The dogs used in coyote hunting are a

cross between a Russian wolfhound and

a staghound. Well bred dogs are very

expensive and sell as high as seventy five

dollars each. They are divided into two
kinds, known as rough and smooth. The
only training necessary is to run the

young dogs on a few occasions with the

old timers.

I have a particular recollection of one
morning when the thermometer stood at

twenty below and my friend Charlie pro-

posed a coyote hunt. I acquiesced at

once and we lost no time in making our
arrangements. With five dogs in leash

we started, the crisp air making our blood

tingle with new energy.

After driving five miles Charlie pulled

up the team and remarked: "Now use
your eyes for one of the fellows I know
saw a coyote here yesterday."

Carefully I glanced round and by the

time the horses stopped I caught a

glimpse of the game. The animal was
just on the edge of a coulee. Stepping
out of the cutter I loosed the dogs and
hied them away. With a few eager yelps

they were off, Old Killer in the lead and
Jock a close second. Away over the lev-

el stretch and down the coulee they ran.

the coyote well ahead. With a quick turn

the coyote circled back to us, striving to

gain the shelter of the coulee and soft

snow. The endeavour was unsuccess-
ful. Old Killer rushed him and in a few
seconds it was all over. Only rarely

does a coyote show much fight and this

case was no exception to the general rule.

Most people are under the impression

that the first dog up does the killing. This
is a mistaken idea. The leading dog
simply runs into the coyote, knocking it

down and then the dogs rush in on the

fallen animal speedily administering the

quietus.

After securing the pelt, which, with the

bounty offered, is valued at eight dollars,

we started on our return journey keep-

ing a bright look out for a second coyote.

However we had no further luck in that

way and arrived home hungry and hap-

py-
Often enough there are some laughable

experiences in coyote hunting. The bane
of this kind of hunting is the jack rabbit.

It is very aggravating just after sighting

game and loosening the dogs to have a

big jack rush out in front. Away go the

dogs making a mighty diversion and with

them all chances of a coyote. A wolf-

hound will run a jack rabbit down e-ither

on stubble or soft snow but on hard g©-

ing the jack will easily get away.

I

I
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On several occasions we had sighted a

coyote very close to the town but in

various waj's he was always able to give

us the slip. So often did this occur that

we got up a standing bet on who would
be the one fortunate enough to capture

the old boy. One day when I was out

on my pony, accompanied by tvi^o of the

dogs for the purpose of exercise, I was
more than surprised to see Mr. Coyote
get up about fifty yards ahead of me.
The dogs saw him and were oS like the

wind. In the short space of two or three

hundred yards they pulled him down.

The explanation of the short run was
speedily apparent when I examined the

carcass. The left front paw had either

been shot off or taken oft in a trap. On
other occasions when we lost him he must
simplj' have lain down in the snow and
thus escaped our observation.

One thing that always puzzles me is

the fact that the dogs will run a live coy-
ote to the death but will turn and run
away from the pelt of the animal. Per-
haps some of 3'our readers, with wider
experience than I have can give an ex-

planation of this apparent mystery.

Nova Scotia Big Game

DEER hunting is unknown in Nova
Scotia just now because there is a

close season for them. Deer were
almost extinct in that province but

they have been steadily increasing from
the fact that there is a close season until

October 1912. They have increased un-
til they are found in considerable num-
bers in almost all sections of the province.

Part of the increase is doubtless due to

migrations from New Brunswick. It is

possible that the close season will be fur-

ther extended for three j'ears. The
Game Commissioners and their repre-

sentatives are watching and last year
three residents of the eastern shore were
fined $25.00 and costs for having deer in

their possession. The interest of the public

in game protection seems to be increas-

ing from year to year and the value of the

game as a public asset is becoming more
appreciated. In addition to the Board of

Game Commissioners wnth its energetic

Chief Game Commissioner, John A.
Knight, there are several local game pro-

tective associations and a new branch of

the People's Forest, Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association was formed a year or

so ago. The Nova Scotia Guides Assoc-
iation which was organized about three

years ago is doing a valuable work in

the cause of game protection.

Reports from all sections of the Prov-
ince regarding the number of moose shot
during the season of 191 1 show that just

600 were legally killed, that is reported,

as the game law requires, as well as shot.

.\ny that were shot during the season
and not reported to the Chief Game Com-
missioner were illegally taken and per-

sons are liable to a heavy penalty for hav-
ing failed to comply with the require-

ments of the act, one of which is that

every person who kills a moose, shall,

within thirty days thereafter^ send to the

Chief Game Commissioner by registered

post, a notice in writing of where and
when he killed such moose.
The provision of the Game Act

liaving reference to the special protec-

tion of the cow moose has come in for

some criticism since it went into opera-

tion three years ago, it being urged in

some districts that the three years' pro-

tection of the cow was not as beneficial to

]iropagation of the species as was antici-

pated, but perhaps had a contrary ef-

fect. The yield of the three seasons

however does not seem to prove this con-

tention, as each successive year has seen

a greater number shot. The first year

the total legally shot was over 400, in the

year following nearer 500 and during the

season just past an even 600, all bull

moose. This would seem to show the

species to be multiplying, especially as in

many districts, independent of the number
taken, moose signs were reported plenti-

ful. In addition to the possibility of

the period of protection for the cow be-
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ing extended beyond 1912 it is possible

that a short open season in December will

be arranged for the benefit of people resi-

dent in the country but not for city or

foreign sportsmen. The numbers of bull

moose shot in the different counties of

the Province during the season of 191

1

were as follows:

—

Annapolis 77

Colchester 22

Cumberland 29

Digby 31

Guvsboro 44
Halifax 160

Hants • • 27

Kings 7

Lunenburg 32

Pictou • • 9
Queens 78

Shelbourne 52

Yarmouth ^7

600

It is probable that when the reports of

the wardens come in from the different

districts the total number of moose killed

will be increased by fifty or more, because
of illegal taking, for which there have
been several prosecutions, with possibly

more to follow, and that total will be a

pretty good showing for the province's

yield for the year. As will be seen, Hali-

fax leads as a moose hunting county, with

a yield of 160, over double the number of

either of the next two highest counties,

Queene with 78 and Annapolis, with "jj.

The yearly reports of the game ward-
ens show that the number of illegal kill-

ings are growing less and there seems to

be more general compliance with the pro-

visions of the Act than a few years ago.

In some cases the illegal killings are

shown to be due to ignorance of the re-

quirements of the Act, not in defiance of

the law, but there are still cases occurring

where lack of respect for the law seems
evident.

I

A Tragedy

BY L. W. BINGAY.

' Ke prayeth iest who loveth best

All things both great and small.'

Iwas born in the far Northland. We
were a large and happy family.

There were thirteen of us children

—

all the same age.

As with Moses, bulrushes played an

important part in my infancy. I was
born in a clump of bulrushes and I can

remember how they towered above my
head in those days, like giant trees. I

learned to swim before I could toddle.

My mother and father both said that I

took to the water like a duck.

A fierce animal killed two of my broth-

ers—a ferocious beast it was, swimming
in among us rapidly with only its nose

showing above the water.

A big fish made an end of tliree of my
sisters one day when we ventured too far

out in the lake, and I remember that after

that we changed our residence.

We were all precocious and grew rap-

idly, owing to an abundance of good food
and plenty of exercise and cold water.

Our mother and father knew how to bring
us up. Our father was a great aviator
and we youngsters were all taught this

art at an early age, and all became highly
proficient in it.

The days grew shorter and shorter and
colder and colder and one day a little flur-

ry of snow fell like— well, like feathers.

"Tomorrow," said our father, "tomor-
row we will leave for the far southland."
Early next morning we departed with all

speed for the South—in fact we fairly

flew. We were accompanied by a host
of distant relatives, many of whom I had
never seen before.

Many and strange were the sights we
saw on our journey to the Southland

—

sights that I cannot describe, for how
could I who was born in a clump of bul-
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rushes understand the wonders that we
saw, although my vocabulary is not so

limited as you might think.

I liked the South. I grew into a fine

upstanding fellow and could swim circles

around the best of my fellows and beat

them all at aviation.

Then I fell in love. I called her

"ducky darling," which I consider a most
endearing term. That settled it—our en-

gagement was announced.

One day we all tired of the Southland

and felt a longing for the distant North

where we had all been born.

There was quite a flutter of anticipation

when it was announced that the morrow
would see us on our way to that country.

We journeyed very rapidly as there were

no youngsters in our party this time and

we were all skilled aviators. Sometimes
we flew high up among the clouds with

the great smoky cities far below us and

at other times we flew low over swamps
and marshes.

Then we came to the Northland, where
my little wifie and I bade farewell to the

others and lived a whole long happy sum-
mer together. We watched thirteen dear

little creatures grow daily under our

watchful care until they too were pro-

ficient in the arts we taught them.

One day the message came—-"To the

South." We all departed one bright

frosty morning. There were hundreds
of us. All at once there was a commo-
tion, warning cries were heard on all

sides, then I saw two men stand up a-

mong the reeds with black shining tubes

in their hands.

Bang^Bang, Bang—Bang!—O horror!

—my little wife ceased flying and shot

earthward like a stone.

I knew she was dead—instinct told me
that.

How could I fly onward and leave her?

I wheeled in a great circle, calling wildly

to my dead wife whom I knew would
never answer. Suddenly the awful fear

of death made me forget all else and away
I shot. Fear lent me speed. I hissed

through the air like a meteorite. Bang?
Too late, alas, too late—a fearful agonv
rent my frame—the earth seemed to fly

up towards me—one convulsive shudder
and .

"For what we are about to receive, ma\
the Lord make us truly thankful, Amen"*'

"Will you have a little of the breast, or

a wing?'' "Cranberry Sauce?" "Thanks!"

A surprise was sprung in the police

court at Brantford a month or so ago

when County Constable Kerr and Game
Inspector Johnson appeared laden with

several diff'erent kinds of furs. The haul

was the result of a raid made by the offi-

cers on some unsuspecting farmers of the

county. The officers got word that if

they went to certain homes they would
find a number of skins of animals that

had been shot in the close season, and the

haul was the result of the raids. The
home of }ilr. Chester Tapley was visited

where it was expected that rat skins

would be found but a thorough search re-

vealed a bunch of twenty-one black and
grey squirrel skins. The animals had
been shot some time ago by Mr. Tapley's

son at a bush near Port Ryerse and had
been taken home where the skins had

been stretched. Mr. Taplej' stated that
he had nothing to do with the killing,

but the fact that the skins were found on
his property and to his knowledge made
it incumbent upon the magistrate to fine

him $39.03. The fine might have
been a great deal heavier. as
the law allows a fine of $5.00
for each animal shot out of season.
Among the other places visited was that
of Mr. John Stewart where eight musk-
rats and six mink skins were found. The
skins were all particularly fine speci-

mens and the mink skins are worth ap-
proximately $5.00 while the rat skins
would sell for a neat sum. The magis-
trate fined Mr. Stewart $33.69 for his il-

legal shooting. Both defendants ex-

plained that they thought the season op-
ened on October 15th instead of Novem-
ber 15th.
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OUR MEDICrNE BAG
We would specialh^ direct the atten-

tion of our readers to the article on the

Passing of our Ducks, contributed to our
pages by Mr. Forest Conover. Mr. Con-
over has been a life long observer of the

habits of the ducks on one of the best

shooting grounds in Ontario—the Pelee

Marshes, and his remarks upon the same
are well worth attention. Probably the

majority of sportsmen have long ago
come to the conclusion that the only hope
for the salvation of the ducks is to pro-

hibit the sale. As Mr. Conover says,

Governments and Legislators are apa-

thetic, but the only way is to keep ham-
mering at them and a policy that at one
time appears apparently hopeless will

succeed. The ducks must be saved.

Sportsmen are not afraid of international

negotiations in this matter and if neces-

sary the Federal Governments of both

Canada and the United States must inter-

vene. Why cannot sportsmen call the

attention of the Commission of Conserva-
tion to the subject and enlist their power-
ful aid in this highlv meritorious work?

Mr. Joseph Fullerton of Streetsville

while on a hunt during the last deer hunt-

ing season secured a fine buck weighing
200 pounds.

The pack of all kinds of salmon in Brit-

ish Columbia for the season of 191 1 it is

said, fell not far short of seven hundred
and fifty thousand cases. The total pack
of sockeye on the Fraser River, it was
estimated, approximated three hundred
and sixty-five thousand cases.

John Watt of Yarker, Ont, shot a jet

black bear north of that village on No-
vember 14th. Bruin stood seven feet

high and weighed six hundred pounds.
It was the largest bear ever seen in the

neighborhood. Mr. Watt shot the ani-

mal while it was in water swimming
across the river.

A record New Brunswick moose head
having a spread of 64 inches with 12 inch

blades and 33 points, and which was taken
in the vicinity of Moncton during the

season just past is being mounted by Mr.
Avery Morehouse, of New Zealand
Station, N.B.

A party consisting of Gearge Aitkin.

W'm. Mason, Dan Mannan, Frank Braith-

waite, George McKay, John Peregrine,

Robert Aitkin, Mort Holly, Henrv Ruth-
erford, D. A. C. Burnett, Dr. Cornell, Dr.

Burnett, Dr. Robinson and Dick Dunham
who acted as cook and "trained nurse,"

members of the Rainy River Hunt Club
enjoyed an outing in the French River
district recently and bagged fourteen deer.

Dr. Burnett of Gait got a nice fawn and
Mr. Rutherford, also of Gait, bagged a

265 lb. buck which was the finest animal
secured in the hunt. The head is be-
ing mounted. The party's camp was
pitched four miles from the landing place

on Restoule Bay and consisted of four

tents, two sleeping, one dining, and one
dog tent.

The annual meeting of the Canadian
Forestry Association at Ottawa which has
been fixed for February 7th and 8th, 1912,

promises to be one of special interest.

Topics of immeliate and vital importance
to foresters, hinihermen and the public
generally are on the roster for discussion.

Besides many of the most prominent men
connected with the movement in Canada,
it is hoped that several well known auth-

orities from the United States and from
England will be present and assist in the
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FOR THE

Huntsman and Sportsman

Tents, Pack Sacks,

Dunnage and

Sleeping Bags,

Oil Skins,

etc., etc.

JOHN LECKIE UNITED,
77 Wellington St. W.,

Toronto.

Telescopic Fly^^ Rod
A ytcel fishing rod that's collaps-

ible. Can be used in any lenf^tb

up to SMs feet, or telescoped down
to 'ZS inches. Joints lock into

place by an ingenious arrangement
of the giiirles. Rod is equipped
with "BRISTOL" Reversible han-
dle and each vA is GUARANTEED
THREE YEARS against any de-

fects in workmanship.
Tins rod can be used In any one
of a number of combinations; as

a bait-caster or troller; for still

fishing or as a fly rod.

With maple, celluloid or cork
handle, prices are respectively:

$4.50 $5.00 and $5.50. If your
dealer doesn't handle it, send to

us for catalogues.

"FISH STORIES" BOOK FREE

cleverest and most m
tert'sting books of iVh
stories ever pui.i-

lished. Free on re-

quest. Send for on«
today.

IheHorttn MfgCo.
32 Hoi ton .St.,

BRISTOL. CONN.

Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

To His Majesty

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane

built Trout or Bass Rod, 3 piece,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints,

oork handle, improved fittings, agate butt

and end rings— £4.19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.74. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50

(2) 9 to 12 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout or

Bass Rod, suction joint agate butt end rings, cork handle

with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. 3% "Uniqua" Reel

18/6 or $4. .50. 30 yds. D. T. Tournament line 8/6 or $2.07.

In all $21.79.

SEND CASH COVERING ORDER, BALANCE CAN'.BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE—16 plr.tes of flies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHING ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Gold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

King George V.

Illustration shows handle of one of

our celebrated cane built rods. The hand
eannot come against metal work. The
reel fitting is our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our
"Perfect" ball bearing
agate line guard regu-

lating check reels.

% Diam.
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discussions. The convention should be

well worth making great effort to attend.

The date for the meeting follows immed-
iately on that of the Canadian Lumber-
man's Association and it is proposed to

have a joint banquet of the two associa-

tions on the evening of February 7th.

A mighty hunter in the vicinity of

Monoton, X. B., shot a deer and on going

up to it found it was not quite dead. Not
wishing to put another shot in it he got

up to reach for a club with which to end

its sufferings and while thus laudably en-

sraeed the deer embraced the occasion to...
get up and run away. Now it is the

mighty hunter who is suffering.

.\s a result of information laid by Game
and Fishery Inspector Parkin, Messrs. J.

Carnegie and Charlie Bowerman of Port

Perry and H. Hodson of Toronto, were

charged with placing decoys for duck
shooting more than two hundred yards

from the shore or a natural rice bed. "Mr.

Parkin, game and fishery overseer for the

county of Ontario was the first witness

called and on being sworn said that he

found the defendants in canoes about 400
yards from the shore in Lake Scugog,

killing ducks from a hide, which he con-

sidered contrary to the game and fishery

act. On remonstrating with the party

for violating the act, the defendants re-

plied that they were within the limits of

the law as they were less than 200 yards

from a rush bed. This brought out the

legal point ; was this a rush bed or a rice

bed? If any farmer possessed a field

having a mixed crop of thistles and wheat

what would it be termed, a bed of thistles

or a bed of wheat? Lawyer Harris, by
whom the defendants were represented,

produced a sheaf of bulrushes and rice in

support of his claim, showing that

where the parties were shooting was a

rush bed and for that reason they could

kill ducks at pleasure without doing any-

thing in contravention to the game act.

The barrister showed and quoted the Cen-
turj' encyclopedia as an authority that

mostly anything outside of tame rice

comes under the head of rushes. Magis-

trate Moore's botanical ability was taxed

as he listened to the sweeping assertions,

which he evidently did not accept as cred-

ible. The Magistrate in giving his de-

cision said that while the decoys were un-

doubtedly placed more than 200 yards

from the shore they were only 30 yards

from the bed of rushes and rice. No
mention was made whether the bed of

rushes and rice would conceal a boat.

so the Magistrate took it for granted that

it would conceal a boat. The clause

under which the prosecution was being

made read, "natural bed of rushes." The
Magistrate said that the word "natural"

changed the meaning of the clause alto-

gether. To his mind the word "natural"

meant any place where rushes or such

plants w^ere likely to be found growing,
therefore as the decoys in question were
within 30 yards of such a place where
rushes and rice were growing the case

was dismissed, the only costs levied being

the costs of the enlargement which
amounted to $3.60.

That veteran sportsman, Mr. Wm. Neil-

son, of Lyn, Ontario, with the approach
of the season once again found himself

unable to resist the temptation to go a-

hunting. Accompanied by 'his son, Mr.
Neilson left Brockville on the last day of

October by the Grand Trunk train which
leaves Brockville at 6.15 a.m. They took

with them their dogs, guns and other

equipment, and making good connections

at Coteau and Ottawa, reached Opeongo
Forks Crossing at 3.45 p.m. This Cross-

ing is eight miles east of Madawaska
and a little over a mile from there is

Avlen Lake. Mr. Neilson speaks enthusi-

astically of the convenience of getting to

this hunting territory and of the courtesy

of the trainmen, who had been instructed

by the Grand Trunk officials to do every-

thing possible for the accommodation of

hunting parties. During the hunting sea-

son trainmen stop at any convenient

point to allow hunters to detrain. This

custom was responsible for Mr. Neilson's

arrival at the shack before dark. Mr. W.
H. Brightman and his brothers, with

three other friends, all from Peterboro,

were camped a short distance from the

railway and had a very large and com-
modious tent. The two parties hunted

together the day after the Neilsons' arri-
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THE "UNIQUE"
The smallest and most compact camera

made in the world.

FILM PACK OR PLATE
Fitted with Automatic Shutter and Fast Lens.

CATALOG SENT ON REQUEST.
Cameras bougbt. sulj or oxebaDged for new. We
carry a large assortment of all styles. Post Card
and Reflex Cameras, and are selling at bargain
prices.

Get our prices before buying.

Developing and Finishing for Amateurs.

Cameras rented. Open Evenings.

The Canadian Camera Exchange
352^ Yonge St., - Toronto.

A Business Career

If such is before you you need a good

business education— the kind you can

secure in our up-to-date and well-equip-

ped school. Write for copy of our hand-

some catalogue.

BritishAmerican Business College

Y. M. C. A. Buildings, Toronto.
NEW TERM BEGINS JANUARY 3rd

MEN'S DISEASES
Involuntary Losses, Nervous Debility,

Blood disease affecting throat, mouth
and skin. Unnatural Discharges, Lost
Vitali';y, Kidney and Bladder affections

and all diseases of the nerves and genito

urinary organs, a specialty. It makes
no difference who has failed to cure you
Call or write. Consultation free

Medicinca sent to any address.

DR. J. E. REEVE, Kent Building,

Cor. Yonge and Richmond Streets, To
ronto. 'Phone Main 943.

CllflLLENQE
COLLARS

EVERYDAY
COMFORT

is assured to every wearer of

"CHALLENGE"
Collars and Cuffs.

They have the same dull finish, texture and
fit as the best linen collar, and won't wilt
or crack.

"Challenge" Collars can be cleaned with a
rub from a wet cloth.

Always smart—Always dressy.
If your dealer doesn't sell "Challenge"

Brand send us 2oc for collar or 50c for pair
of cuffs. You'll be delighted.
New style book sent free on request.

THE ARLINGTON CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED.

54-56 Fraser Ave., Toronto.

Wood's rhosphodine,
I

The Great Englvih, Remedy.
Tones and invigorates the whole
^nervuu3 Fystein, niJikes new
Blood in old Veins. Cures Nei'V'

ous DebUitf/, Mentftl and Brain JVorr^y, Des-
pon-dencu, i'cxuaZ Jl^enkness, -Em-uisiojus, Sper^
7natorrhcea, and J-JXfpefs ofAhuseor Excesses^
Price $1 per box, sis tor $5. One will please, six
will cure. Sold by all druggists or mailed in
plain pkg. on receipt of price, Keto pamphlet
mailed free. The Wood Medicine Co.
{formerly tViiidsor) TorontOi Ont*

Shaw* s Pneumatic Smoker

SMOKE OUT. In cold weather trappers smoke out
more mink, "coon," skunk, etc., in one day than they
can take in traps in a month-—besides they get prime fure
worth the most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells how. Giving

the first time in print the treasured secrets of the wisest
old trappers in this country. It's worth dollars to you.

TRAPPER'S StrpPLY CO., Oak Park, 111.. U.S.A.
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val, and two deer were killed. In eight

days the full complement of deer had

been secured, both Mr. Neilson and his

son securing two nice ones. The Bright-

man party left on the loth. When on

Saturday morning ^Messrs. Neilson were

preparing to leave, Mr. Neilson, junior,

was horrified to find one of the deer

missing. He hurried on to look after the

other one and great were his surprise

and chagrin to find it also had disappear-

ed. After he had made a thorough

search he succeeded in locating it be-

hind a log, covered over with brush. It

did not take him ion.g to drag it up to the

track where the train for the east was
then due. When the train came along

it stopped and he was allowed to ship

the deer by express to Lyn. Mr. Neil-

son says a similar happening had not oc-

curred to him in thirty-five years of

hunting and he is prepared to "make it

hot" for the depredator, should he be
successful in locating him.

2klr. H. McConnell writes from Lind-

say, Ont., to point out that the record

for maskinorige in waters near that fa-

vored town was much higher last season

than the one caught by Mr. John Mc-
Crea. For the benefit of our readers the

following list of some of the catches last

season has been compiled and from this

list it is seen that the record made by Mr.
McCrea^one of fourteen pounds

—

has easily been exceeded:

Mrs. T. McConnell, maskinonge weigh-

ing 2554 lbs., length 51 in.

Mr. G. Jackman, maskinonge weighing

22.y2 lbs.

Mr. H. Brady, maskinonge weighing

iZy^ lbs.

Mr. H. Bradv, maskinonge weighing 22

lbs.

Mr. Roy King, maskinonge weighing 20

lbs., length 41 in.

Miss Helen Paton, maskinonge weigh-
ing 19 lbs.

Mr. Jack Spratt, maskinonge weighing
i6>4 lbs.

Many others quite as large were
caught but not reported. Probably Mr.
McCrea's fish was caught early in the

season and it should have been made
quite clear that it was only the record up

to date. We have every sympathy for

those jealous of the good reputation of

Lindsay waters and gladly make this cor-

rection and addition. With such a

record the Lindsay waters should never
lack anglers in the season.

Only lacking one of a dozen, valiant

hunters from Listowel and Atwood, Ont.
were early on the scene and had reached
their camp and made everything ship-

shape by the dawn of the first day of the

open season. The party went from Listo-

wel to Trout Creek where they were met
by the guide, Charlie Cresswell, who had
done good service from there the pre-

vious 3"ear. The outing was a highly suc-

cessful one, three deer being shot the

first day, the height of success being
reached on a subsequent day when seven
were secured. The party, overflowing
with energy, did Cresswell's threshing in

three hours a bank manager and an hotel

man feeding the machine and working
harder than if they had been paid for the

job. The others ably assisted them with
the result that the guide thought he had
better secure their services for next year.

.\mongst the trophies were two of the

largest bucks ever brought into Listowel.

The following is a list of the hunters :

—

J. Boehmer, J. A. Hacking, J. M. Camp-
bell, Alby Daum, Tom Haddow, George
Keith, Tom Mayberry and Hugh Walk-
er of Listowel and Jack Sanderson ( Dave
Graham and Bob \\'alker of Atwood.

I

•

A hunting party of three men from To-
ronto in October last invaded the Tema-
gami Forest Reserve with fire arms and
traps without license as required by law.

Game Warden Parks of North Bay got on
their trail and after considerable time
succeeded in rounding them up on Pick-

erel Lake. They were brought out to

Latchford and fined $200 and costs.

Their guns and equipment were confis-

cated.

Three residents of Albert County, N.S.

were in the woods moose hunting and
having shot one moose and sent the car-

cass out came upon and shot another,

just before nightfall. They went on a
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Do You Look Your Age?
The stranger, or prospective customer,

you meet in business, notes your appearand,
more closelv, than vour business card. IT
TELLS HIM MORE. If you are BAI.D,
you do not make that first favorable im-
pression, that counts so much. Perhaps
you are a comparatively younpman, made
to look years older through Baldness, 01

you are well on in years, and wish to regain «KiQ<f.
your youthful appearance. ^^ ^

^g*-*» \
Why not wear a -^fl^^ ^^

••DORENWENDS SANITARY "

PATENT TOUPEE."
You will be the only person, who knows, that you wear it, so natural is the ap-

pearance. Light in weight, perfectly ventilated, stionply constructed. The one per-
fect Toupee manufactured. They are worn and endorsed by physicians, and medical
men as a protection to the health.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 26 AND LITERATURE
It is not necessary to be fitted in person. Our measurement blank, filled in, sent

with a sample of your hair, will ensure a perfect fit and match.

The Dorenwend Co. of Toronto, Ltd.
(The House of Quality Hair-Goods) 11)3-1(1.-. YONGK STREET, TORONTO

'L^Al^^ Hams

and

Bacon
have been on the market for over fifty

years and are known from Atlantic to

Pacific for their uniform excellent

quality.

If your grocer does not keep these

in his stock, w-rite us direct.

Made under Government Inspection.

F.W.Fearman Co., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

CANADA

FIRST
EVAPORATED

CREAM
Inland Revenue Depart-

ment, Ottawa, Bulletin No. 208
shows Canada First Evaporated
Cream to be the richest on the
market. Manufactured and
guaranteed by British subjects;

Aylmer Condensed Milk

Company, Umited.
AYLMER ONT.
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short distance to the camp for some pur-

pose and when thej' returned to their

booty, found five other moose around the

body of their slain fellow, and so enraged
that the hunters thought it prudent to

seek safety by climbing the first trees

they could reach. They remained in the

trees till morning when the infuriated

animals disappeared.

In Central British Columbia lies Eras-
er Lake which with the Fraser River
and Xcchaco constitutes i,ooo miles of

navigable water. The lake is highly not-

ed for its salmon trout and other game
fish. Having long stretches of sandy
beaches, lovely islets and wooded shores
with large and small game of all descrip-

tions it has the makings of a charming
summer resort.

Judging by the Annual Report on
Highway Improvement in Ontario for

the present year, issued under the au-
thoritj' of the Provincial Legislature,

"Good Roads Campbell" has found a

worthy successor in Mr. ^^'. A. Maclean,
who succeeded Mr. Campbell as Provin-
cial Engineer of Highways when the lat-

ter was transferred to Ottawa. The
same enthusiasm and energy, in the face

of much inertia and some direct opposi-
tion, whidi distinguished Mr. Camp-
bell's career mark ^Ir. Maclean's work
and if he is reaping some of the advan-
tages from the consistent and persistent

efTorts of his predecessor, he is also mak-
ing 'heavy contributions on his own ac-

count. X'o section of the community
has shown greater interest or been more
ready with their contributions in aid of

the work of good roads than sportsmen
and they will all rejoice to note from this

Report how thoroughly in earnest Mr.
Maclean tias shown himself to be. The
Report throughout is a fine testimonial

to his zeal and ability in roadmaking. It

is a good deal more than a bare record
of what has been done, it is likewise a
treatise on what should be done and how
to do it and also brings up to date the
efforts made by others in the same good
cause. Some day or other the great pub-
lic, now largely indifTerent where they

are not hostile, will wake up to the value
to themselves of good roads and where
that is the case they will appreciate
at something like their real worth services

such as Mr. Maclean gives to the Prov-
ince. In the meantime we can only refer

readers to the Report itself and express a

hope for its wide circulation and an in-

telligent interest in the very important
matter with which it deals.

After an hour's fight, in which the fish

was perforated with rifle bullets, a dozen
men caug'ht and killed a giant shark near
Pensacola, Fla. which a few days before
had devoured a man. Members of the
crews of several ships saw the shark grab
the body of Jules Antoine, an old man,
when he fell overboard, and heard the

shark crunch it between its massive jaws.

This led to a general shark hunt. The
monster when captured was found to be
over twelve feet in length. When cut

open almost the entire body of the unfor-

tunate man was found inside.

The catch of the Lunenburg fishing

fleet in 191 1 was a record breaker. One
hundred and twenty-two vessels were en-

gaged in the fishery and the catch total-

led 216,450 quintals. During the last

)^ear the fleet has greatl}^ increased, main-
ly on account of the fish conditions in the

United States, the Gloucester fleet be-

ing iiandicapped in not being able to ob-

tain bait in Newfoundland. The fleet ex-

perienced mucl) .'ift'iculty this year in ob-

taining 'bait, the home supply would
scarcel)' do more than supply the vessels

for one baiting and if it so happened that

they were sliut out from obtaining bait in

Newfoundland the result would be most
disastrous to the prosperity of the port

and would bring about a marked decline

in the fisheries.

From Boston comes the story of a

fierce struggle with a 450 pound sword-
fish which five men of the little sloop

Klondike attempted to land. When the

fish was first sighted the captain of the

sloop threw the harpoon or lily iron into

it and the captain's brother set out in a

dory to bring it to the vessel. The fish

seeing the dory approaching swam to-
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Tne GRAND TRUNK SYSTEM is the only double tracRrffllway reaching dl ccnrrcs of ^
fradc in Eastern Canada. The GRAND TRUNK PAQFIG RAILWAY 15 fastDccomiiis a faclxjr in //

'

treirfic and is now the line par excellence into Canadian West. i

-, W. B. Davis. Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal. G. T. Bell. A»slsta..l l-fssenKcr ITalflc ^J
iV I Maiag4r, Montreal. W. P. Hantou. General Passenger Agent. Grand rriink Paciac, Wlnmpeg. ^i

aoager,
H. G. Elliott, General Passenger Agent, Grand Trunk Railway System. .Uuntreal
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wards it and stove a hole through the

bottom with its sword. The captain

then set out in another dory and succeed-

ed in getting the fish. Oilskins had to be
stuffed into the hole in the bottom of the

damaged dory to keep it afloat.

Two fine moose were shot by two Am-
erican sportsmen shooting in one party

under the guidance of Amos Gaunce on
Sisson Branch of the Tobique near Perth,

N. B. One moose had a spread of 56 in-

ches with 52 points and tlie other carried

a spread of 54 inches.

\N'ith Thomas Wright, a man 77 years
old, acting as guide, G. H. Sanderson of

Greenfield, Mass., obtained a fine speci-

men of moose near Perth. N.B. He
hunted from the camp of Charles Wright
on the watershed between the Tobique
and Miramichi. The men arrived in

camp on September 13th and Mr. Sander-
son shot his moose with a spread of 44
inches, 11 inch web and 24 points, two
da3's after he arrived. Mr. Hall, a com-
panion, was in the woods merely to re-

cover lost health.

George Adshade of Little River, N.S.,

shot a moose near his farm which weigh-
ed about 800 pounds. It took four bul-

lets to bring the big fellow down. His
antlers were a handsome pair measur-
ing four feet across. They were remark-
able from the fact that there was a deep
blade hanging from the lower side of

each antler.

Mr. Ernest Brown of Hespeler, Ont.,

and a companion had a streak of good
luck duck shooting at Puslinch Lake
when imder cover of the dense fog they
were able to secure eight ducks. Later
in the day they took to the woods and se-

cured a number of rabbits.

A party of Guelph Nimrods who were
out hunting hare secured a coon. While
beating around a bush the dogs treed Mr.
Coon and the party immediately proceed-
ed to fill him with lead. The Coon stay-

ed in the tree, apparently unconcerned

and there is no knowing how much long-
er he may have continued there had not
Mr. J. Doughty, member of the party,

summoned up enough courage to shake
the coon out of the tree, when the dogs
soon dispatched him. It was found upon
examination that two shots had taken ef-

fect in the anatomy of the coon but how
many missed him the parties who took
part in the capture wouldn't care to say.

Some fine moose were captured in the

vicinity of Newcastle, N.B. during the

open season. Among the non-residents
w^ho took out licenses from Mr. John Dal-
ton the local vendor, were A. E. Barstow
of Ithaca, Mich., Cyrus Thompson of

Melville, Illinois, who hunted with Guide
I\Ianderville and John Ford and W. R.

Comford of New York Cit}'.

Mr. Otto Forsyth has presented to the

Park Commission for their Zoo at Vic-
toria Park, Berlin, Ont. a fine large

"Coon" a native of Sudbury, Ont.
"Shaky"', as caretaker Fritz has named
him, will be a pet for the children next
summer as he is as playful as a kitten

and quite as harmless. The Zoo would
like to have a few more friends like Mr.
Forsyth.

The Park Commission has ordered the

erection of a tower above the game pen in

order that a number of pigeons may also

be kept. Several local fanciers have
promised to donate a pair of birds pro-

vided the necessary accommodation is

provided.

Messrs. Harr}' Grant, R. J. Macadam
and Harry Curry of Sydney, C.B., while
on an automobile hunting trip to the

woods secured about two dozen part-

ridges.

During the deer hunting season in the

Gatineau District which opened on Oc-
tober 1st and closed on November 30th

many hunters participated in this sport.

Hounds that were good deer hunters were
very scarce and several people who pos-

sessed good hounds before the deer sea-

son opened had them stolen from their
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HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND

IN PLEASURE?
If one-half the amount were wisely invested one year in

CALGARY HEIGHTS
THE PROFITS would take care of expenses of succeeding year

\mT Tf "V 1^ r^ TT INVEST $10.00 PEtt MONTH IN GOOD
^^ *^ * i^ U I We»t-End RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

We are selling lots in the best, most progressive Western City

CALGARY
( The C P R. CAR SHOPS CITY )

CALGARY has grown from 17,000 to 60,000 Population in Five Years.

Canadian Northern and G. T. P. are building into Calgary.

CP.R. Building $1,000,000 HOTEL—Hud.on Bay Co. building $1,500,000 Store.

POPULATION CREATES LAND VALUES
Next year's growth should exceed all previous years.

LOTS FROM $75 to $125

Terms: $10.00 Cash, $5.00 per Month, on single lots

$10.00 Cash. $10.00 per Month, on double lots

WRITE us FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

THE B. & R. CO., LIMITED
Room 106-14 King St. East, Toronto, or MacDougall Block, Calgary
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back yards during the night. "It is per-

fectly legitimate, said Mr. E. T. Love-
daj', the game warden for Ontario and
Quebec in the Ottawa district, "to use

dogs for hunting between October 20th

and November ist, so long as no attempt

to catch the young fawn is made." In

the country district adjacent to Ottawa
many hunters secured good bags of part-

ridge. Ducks were also plentiful.

During October extensive renovations

were made at the Moon Island club

house located in Dover Township near

Chatham, Ont. The 'building which is

owned by four members, three of whom
hail from Chatham, was erected about a

year ago. It is a substantia] structure

and has been further improved by re-

pairs to the interior.

Mr. C. H. M. Thring of London, Eng-
land, who spent some time in Winnipeg
during November thinks the Canadian
people do not sufficiently observe their

game laws. In an interview given to one
of the local papers he is reported as say-

ing, "You seem in this country to have
adopted a policy exactly the reverse of

that adopted by New Zealand, to which
countr}- I am going after I leave Canada.
When New Zealand was first settled it

was remarkably devoid of game, almost
the only wild creatures being the apteryx.

It is now, however, one of the best sport-

ing countries in the temperate zone.

This is due to the fact that the New
Zealand Government brought in deer

from America, trout from England, wild

birds of many kinds from Europe and a

hundred other varieties of animal life and
turned them loose in the country. They
were preserved for a long time and now
the}' have become acclimatized and thrive

well"
Mr. Thring went on to deplore the lit-

tle that had been done in Canada to pre-

serve its animal life and stated that when
down East he had heard men boasting rf

the number of deer they had shot in one
day notwithstanding the fact of its be-

ing contrary to the law for one man to

shoot more than two deer in a season.

a hunting trip up north in October se-

cured a fine moose and a deer. Mr. Ag-
new was accompanied by Airs. Agnew
and by Mr. James McPherson of Har-
court, who acted as guide and who is one
of the finest moose callers, it is said, in

the Maritime Provinces. Mr. McPher-
son himself got a fine moose with a

spread of sixty-three inches.

Capt. Alf. Hunter, Fish and Game In-

spector for Eastern Ontario was in King-
ston recently and in answer to an en-

quir}' as to whether or not the Govern-
ment would continue the good work of

exterminating ling and other pirate fish

from the Rideau waters, Bob's Lake and
Loug'hboro Lake he replied that he had
the assurance of the department that the

work would be continued. The destruc-

tive fish will first be taken out of the

Rideau waters and Bob's Lake and then
they will go after that kind of fish in

Louehboro Lake.

Two successful hunters, Mike Jerak
and Charlie Meka shot and killed two
goats near the Crow's Nest Mountain
while hunting in that vicinity in October
last. They brought the skins to Blair-

more to be dressed by the local taxider-

mist, J. S. Murray. The two huntsmen
reported having had a splendid time in the

woods and said they got the objects of

their search without much trouble. They
believe that many large herds of goat are

in the mountains only a few miles from
Blairmore.

A. N. Black of Dutton, Ont., who is

raising foxes for the sale of their pelts

sold in one week in November a number
of red and black foxes at a jirofit of

$2,000 and has an offer of $500 for two
exceptionally fine specimens which are

still in his possession.

Mr. Agnew of Moncton, N.B., while on

A party consisting of Alessrs. Wm.
Needier and B. F. Reesor of Lindsay

;

Chas. Needier, George Hetherington and
Thos. Campbell of Millbrook; Herbert
Heagler of Edmonton and John Din-

woody of St. Catharines had a deer hunt-

ing trip to Deer Bay back of Burleigh,
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Ont. when they were successful in get-

ting three or four deer. Although the

party considered the deer scarce this year

partridge were plentiful and many a good
meal was enjoyed in which partridge was
the chief item of the menu.

A party of hunters comprising Messrs.

Geo. Sutton, Ben Hollinger, M. J. Fitz-

gerald, J. Hollinger, Paul Lassman and
Wm. Hill had a very satisfactory moose
hunt near Deux Rivieres, Ont. All the

party were successful in getting a

shot at the wary moose and Messrs.

George Sutton and M. J. Fitzgerald

brought down two very fine specimens c:

the king of our northern forests. The
moose shot by Mr. Sutton was a magnifi-

cent animal and had a head and pair of

horns that would gladden the heart of any
hunter. The head was splendidly ''orme i

and the horns measured over six feet

across each having fifteen prongs. A
truly magnificent head was the verdict cf

a'll who saw it.

Mr. Ferdinand Frederick of Pembroke,
Ont., hunting on the north branch of the

Petawawa brought down a large black

bear which he dispatched while on the

run. The bear was an exception-

ally big one and extremely fat,

the skin being one of the

finest ever seen in town. "Mr. Freder-

ick stated that wolves in that district were
very thick and were killing off many of

the deer.

Dr. Comfort the veteran ex-police ma-
gistrate of St. Catharines is a great

sportsman. He usually gets the first fish

and the last of the season although he is

close to eighty years of age. On Novem-
ber 15th he was fishing for the last time

On the end of the pier at Port Dalhousie.

He had pulled in a couple of perch and
was about to reel up and go home when
around the corner of the pier swam a big

fat duck. Before it spied the fisherman

the latter, acting with great alacrity,

flopped a noose with his line over the

duck's head and jerking it up, was able to

grab the fighting, flapping bird before the
noose let go. The doctor says he never
knew wild duck to taste better. The duck
had lit in the harbour and was taking a

quiet little swim out around the pier when
he was snapped up by the doughty fisher-

man.

Owing to weather conditions fishermen
and trollers this year in the vicinity of

Owen Sound were particularly unfortun-
ate and their catches were very small. A
petition was forwarded to the Fisheries

Department with the result that an ex-

tension of ten days fro mthe statutory

closing of the season on November ist

was granted.

The Shawagana Hunt Club, most of the

members of whom hail from Peterboro,

Ont. succeeded in bagging about 150
partridge in addition to their full com-
plement of d'-i^r while on their recent

hunting trip. Another party hunting at

the same time succeeded in getting a bear.

The party followed the bear for some dis-

tance when it was rounded up in a hole

and a lady who was accompanying the

party shot the animal which weighed 250
pounds. Lynx were not very plentiful

but several wolves were heard howling
around the camps. Bear tracks were
seen but the animals kept themselves
pretty well out of sight.

Persons who attended Haileybury
market on November nth last were
treated to a somewhat rare sight when
the market opened. Lying on the wharf
were eight deer of a very large size. They
had been brought down by hunters re-

turning from the Kippewa section.

Lafountain Bros' hunting party from
Tweed, Ont. brought back with them
from their hunting trip in November a

very rare specimen of the red deer family

and one entirely new to the hunters of the

district. It was a spike-horned doe and
was shot by Mr. Geo. LaFountain. One
spike had been broken off but the other

was intact and about 7 inches in length.
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A—Patent Flap.

B—Perfect Pouch.

C—Small amount o f

75c material between thighs.

Absolute comfort while exercising.

Finest quality extra heavy welt-bound
elastic webbing.
Can be cleansed by boiling without injury

to rubber.

Asrk your dealer or send 75c (stamps ac-

cepted) and your waist measure to

1(
The Walter F.

Ware Co.

Dept. C. Philadelphia

Imported in quality

Domestic in price

A smooth luxurious smoke

Tuckett's Cigarettes

Three varieties

:

Club Virginias, 15c for 10

Special Turkish. 15c for 10

T & B. 10c for 10

The Sporting Boot
With the Patent Heel

The pleasure of many an outing has been
marred by careless selection of footwear. For
both

Comfort and Satisfaction

Buy the SPORTING
PATENT HEEL.

BOOT with the

style "SOS"
Price S 10.00 the pair.

Write for catalogue and price list of our
complete lines.

Beal Bros. Limited
52 Wellington St. E.

Toronto, Canada



With Do2 And Gun In Manitoba

nl" WIXGSHOOTER.

IT
is a morning in early September.

Calm and cool with just a touch of

frost in the air; a cloudless sky and
the sun just beginning to show himself

across a perfectly level expanse of stubble

lands. You shoulder j'our hammerless,
unchain your bird dog—which is prefer-

ably a water spaniel—turn your face in

the direction of the nearest creek and
strike out across the fields. One pocket
of your hunting coat bulges with a tasty

luncli. and no small one either if you are

experienced, the other pockets contain a

various assortment of shells. You will

need fifteen or twenty "eights," a box of

fives or sixes and perhaps a few goose
shells. If you are a crack shot you may
not need so many but you are likely to be

just an ordinary sportsman who enjoys

seeing a corkscrew snipe dodge your shot

occasionally or a swift teal get there just

ahead of \'Our charge of sixes.

Suddenly the ground dips before you
and a long stretch of glassy water reflect-

ing the sun and fringed with tall grass

comes to view. A pair of mallards rise

straight up into the air and start off east-

ward for the big marshes. They are

too far for a shot so you decide to walk up
the edge of the grass and not be fooled

again. Whish, whish. You throw up
your gun and endeavor to catch the sight

but you do not shoot. It is only a bittern

disturbed at his morning's frog hunting.

Here comes a pair of mallards straight up
the stream. You drop out of sight in

the grass and when they are opposite—

a

beautiful double and the splash of falling

birds is echoed by the "swash" of Don as

he plunges after them. A bright morn-
ing is not the very best day for ducks as

they sit close in the heart of the marshes

so a breakfast of es::g sandwiches shared

with the dog and washed down with clear

water from a near by farmer's pump, puts

you in shape for the two or three mile

jaunt to the nearest snipe bog.

Here is a likely place, a low marshy
spot with the grass eaten ofif and tramp-

ed down by the herd of cattle just be-

stirring themselves for the day's forag-
ing. The ground is lumpy and uneven
and as }-ou stumble over a grass tuft,

away goes a \\'ilson snipe, and another
and another, before you can recover 3'our-

self and swing your 12 bore into action.

But now 3-ou are on the alert, and having
changed to No. 8 shells your most expert

skill is tested as the wily "Jacks" try by
all manner of twists and drops to dodge
the swift lead. One must indeed be quick

of mind and hand to make a satisfactory

score of kills. You may, after bagging
snipe for an hour, add a little variety in

the shape of 3'ellow legs and willet, but

you will soon no doubt feel the urgent
demand of the inner man for sustenance

and having supplied its needs, a rest an i

perhaps a nap would be in order.

Further variety may also be had by
leaving the marsh lands for the higher

stubble lands where a few families of

pinnated grouse maj- be flushed and it is

just possible that you may find the feed-

ing grounds of a few flocks of Canada
Geese by asking some farmer, who is not

so busy but that he watched their daily

flights, where the_v light each morning
and afternoon.

Btit you do not wish to miss the best

of the duck shooting which is now before

you. As the sun lowers towards the

western horizon choose a spot in the tall

grass along the edge of open shallow

water well out in the marsh. You may
have to wade now, but if you are a good

sportsman 3-ou will not mind that. Should

the sky become overcast and a cold north

wind spring up then you are indeed fort-

unate and vou mav expect to have very

few duck shells left by the time it is too

dark to shoot.

Boom! Boom! The muffled report of

a distant gun tells of other hunters and

soon the ducks begin to fly. You miss a

big mallard with your right and catch

him on the rise with the left. Loading

quickly a swift teal strikes the water. You
wonder where all the ducks come from.

Ouick. behind vou. a flock of. blue bills
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World's Figure Skaters
Know the superiority, over

all others, of the famous

Fancy Figure Skates, the

"STARR"
owing to the rapidity and ease in making the most

difficult fancy figures, they are unequalled.

This is the most improved Figure Skate on the

market.

New front and heel plates, best radius blades for

fgure skating and waltzing.

Welded and tempered blades, fully nickel plated

^ and polished all over.

"Starr" Skates have won highest awards wherever

exhibited.

THE FAMOUS "STARR" SKATES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING :—

MIC-MAC Featherweight Hockey, REGAL Hockey, SCOTIA Hockey, [Ladies end
Gentlemen] VELOX Hockey, LADIES' BEAVER, LADIES' GLACIER, LADIES' VELOX,
STARR TUBE Hockey, and the CELEBRATED GENUINE ACME CLUB Slates, etc.

Makers of the celebrated "Rex" and "Mic-Mac" Hockey Sticks.

THE »TARR MFG. CO. LTD.
Dartmouth, N. S. Can.

Branch 122 Wellington St. West, Toronto.

United States Agents, Harry C. Lee & Co. 98 Chambers St. New York City.
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beat up against the wind and Don is busy
watchins;^ all sides at once. Here comes
a pair of mallards low over the grass tops.

A riojht and left and they are down, f'xe

sport comes in bunches. Vonr gun be-

comes warm and you find your shells

running low, but no matter. It is gett-

ing dark and you have enough
; you are

not a hog and leaving the birds to find

roosting places as best they may in the
dusk you wade to solid ground.

Just about this time a team and rig

which you hired the dav before looms ap
before you ; You tumble into the seat,

hungry, wet and tired but at abso!u>e
peace and harmony with all the world

!

Concerning Lady Evelyn Lake

As the result of a paragraph which
appeared in the December issue of

Rod and Gun voicing the com-
plaints of correspondents who

considered that the scenic beauties of

Lady Evelyn Lake in the Temagami reg- ,

ion were being destroyed, we have receiv-

ed a letter from Air. Aubrey White, Dep-
uty Minister of Lands and Forests, which
we have pleasure in reproducing here-

with.

"In your last edition of the Rod and
Gun in Canada, page 736, I observe an
item from one of your correspondents
who spent the vacation in the Temagami
Forest Reserve, stating that the scenic

beaut}' of Lady Evelyn Lake is being de-

stroyed owing to the raising of the water
on the lake by a dam at the outlet there-

of. In this connection I wish to state

that owing to the extreme low water in

the Montreal River, companies who have
developed large water powers at Ragged
Rapids and Fountain Falls, who are sup-

TRAPPERS GET BUSY
BIG MONEY IN FURS

<J\'T l.-tl liiilil.Mi .loii;n> \M.l l..'|'-Hai.ili,ipP''i>"llinh.-ar-

Int-'ftiiiiiialsdurint; lhn<-nmiii:: wiiilcr. Any rriaii ur Imv liv

int: In tlif nomUry oaii mUl a iz^oodly s jrn tn Ins faniitii:-- hy
tiappliiL' durlnt,' spare iiioiiioiits. \V<-rwrMt>li .\HStn.l I K-

LY KKEK a com plote Trapper's Oultle whicli ti'llsyou the
size of trap ami kiml of bait to use for the dillereiit animals,
how to n-move the skhis and prepare tliem lor market.
We also furnish the best traps and baits at lowest i>i let's.

We receive more Airs direct fi-om trapping- grounds tlian

any other house In the world. theref<»re can pay the hiKhrst
prices for them. Our price lists, sliipplnctatrs. etc.. are also
FHKE for the askiiiir. If .vnu are a trajip'T or want to
become one. write to us today. We will help you.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO.
GREATEST FUR HOUSE IN THE WORLD

735 Fur Exchange Building, SI. Louis, Mo.

plying the mines at Cobalt with power,
found their supply of water insufficient

to develop the power required and it was
found necessary to store water on Lady
Evelyn Lake as a reserve for the dry

season.

After having had the shore of this lake

carefully examined by a Forest Ranger,
it was reported that if the water was held

at a point not more than two and a half

feet above the low water mark no timber

along the shore would be destroyed and
the beauty of the lake would in no way
be impaired. The Company was then

given the privilege of constructing a dam
at the outlet of the lake and since reading

your article in the Rod and Gun I have
had another examination made of the

shore by a practicable lumberman and he

reports that no damage whatever has
been done to the timber along the shore

owing to the holding of the water in the

lake last season.

The Department is very anxious to pre-

serve the beauty of this lake as well as

Lake Temagami and has taken every pre-

cautioai so that the water has not been

raised beyond the high water mark ex-

cept for a few days during the freshet

season in the early spring. Such being

the case I am at a loss to know how your

correspondent could have written an

article like he did.

The development of the mines at Co-

balt is of very great importance to this

country and if the power plants failed to

supply sufificient power it would mean
the closing down of the mines during

several months of the year and in order

to obviate this it is found absolutely nec-

essary to store water on Lady Evelyn
Lake."
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OWN -YOUR-OWN -BOAT- HOUSE

Launch house, 14 ft. by 30 ft. 4 io. with 6 ft, walls, $344.35, f. o. b. Toronto. Equip-
ped with drop doors operated by rope and pvilleys from shore end of building. A
running plank through the centre separates the two apartments and allows for each
boat to pass in and out independent of the other. Frame is fitted with heavy casters
that provide for moving the house ba'-k on an extension track leading to the land
where the launches are stored high and dry during the winter. The house has capacity
for two thirty foot launches.

Everv part of a Ruby Steel building is positively Portable, Fii'e-proof, Weather-
proof, and Water-proof.

S ive the insurance, risk and difference in cost between our beautiful, substantial
steel buildinff and other stiuctures not half so durable. Buildings we manufacture,
complete aad ready to erect on the location are in the true sense portable. The steel

frame and heavy galvaniz»d steel enclosures are sectional. Every s-imilar part is inter-
changeable. The wall and roof sections fit together on the tongue and groove
principle in perfect, weather-tight joints. We make portable steel buildings any
siz'» for any purpose that a thoroughly substantial, weather tight and fire-proof
structure is de-^irtd.

GET OUR PRICES AND COMPARE THEM WITH THE COST
OF OTHER CONSTRUCTION.

We are sure that you will be interested in the big saving of money, time and
trouble.

Catalogue and estimates sent free upon request.

Ruby Mfg., Co. Sectional Steel Construction, JacksOH, MicH.

Canadian Agency
209 Kent Building, Toronto, Ont.

PHONE ADELAIDE 258



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun in Canada is the OfHciai Org^an of
the Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting: Association.

STRAY SHOTS. THE INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT AT
ST. THOMAS.

The International Tournament at St. Thomas
was a fine success. In all some seventy shooters

attended, and as most of them arrived the first

day and remained until the last shot was fired,

it is easy to see how success was achieved. The
manner in which the attendance began and was
maintained was a high testimonial to the at-

tractiveness of the programme and the efficient

work of those who prepared it.

The Fulford traps and the Blue Rock traps
worked well throughout and the unanimous opin-

ions of '"le shooters were that the whole of the

traps were the best possible of their kind.

Those who had experience at the present shoot
need no urging to prepare for next year's event.
They may be trusted to be on hand if it is at all

possible for them to make St. Thomas. Those
however who were not there may be told that
they missed a very good thing and should not
allow remissness to lead them to repeat the mis-

take. The autJiorities promise that next year
shall be even better than the present one if care
and forethought can bring it about.

The Hon. Secretary, Mr. McCance, was busy
the whole time and only shot in the big event
wlien he was unfortunate enough to have trouble
with his gun. Even then he managed to make
15 out of 20.

The shooters of the Maritime Provinces are to
be congratulated on tJieir success in forming an
Association for following their favourite pastime
and adding to it the important work of protection
of fish and game. The trap shooter almost in-

variably pursues some other branch of sport in

addition to trap shooiting and few are in a better
position to make their work felt in protection.
They add knowledge to interest and therefore can
do better protective work and exercise a wider
influence than the majority of men.

The account of the Ashworth Club may be
recommended to a wide circle of readers. There
must be many places where the example of the
Aohworth people could be followed with much
pleasure ..nd profit. Skill and exercise are most
desiirable for all of us and in no way can they
be better obtained than in trap shooting.

The International Tournament promoted and or-

ganized by the members of the St. Thomas Gun
Club was held on December fifth, sixth, seventh

and eighth, and proved highly successful. Among
the many crack shots present from Canada and
the States were: White of Ottawa, representing

the Dupomt Powder Co. ; Geo. Dunk of Hamilton,
the Dominion Arms Co. ; C. Thomson, Hamilton,

the U M. C. Co.; H. Marlatt and E. A. WilliamB,

of Toledo, the Union Arms Co.; R. Day, London;
Sim Coll, Ridgetonm; R. Emslie and Geo. S. Mc-
Coll, St. Thomas; F. Kerr of Exeter; S. Webb,
London ; Fred Miles, Ridgetown.

The Hamilton Gun Club rules, which are simi-

lar to the Inter-State rules, were adopted for the

shoot. Canadian made targets were used exclu-

sively.

On the opening day, Geo. Beattie of Hamilton
was high gun nith 191 out of 200 possible, and
carried off the Baker gun for the highest total

of the day 's shooting.

In addition to the blue rock events a sweep-
stakes event at five live birds was pulled off. In
this, H. D Bates, Ridgetown; "Bob" Emslie, St.

Thomas; G. S. McCall, St. Thomas; F. Kerr, Exet-
er, and George Dunk, Toronto, and F. Dolson,
Chatham, killed all five birds. Fred Galbraith,

Ridgetown, and H. L. Taylor. Morpeth, killed four
each; and R. Coffey, St". Thomas; A. McRitchie
and F. Miles, killed three each.

The contest for high gun on the second day was
remarkably keen. At the close of ten events of

twenty birds each Nelson Long of Hamilton and
F. Kerr of Exeter, tied for the position each
having smashed 179 out of a psssible 200. The
shoot off was at 25 birds. Kerr smashed 24 and
Long 21, Kerr thus winning the Stephens gun.

George Beattie was close up in the competition
with a score of 178.

The High Guns for Two Days.

The result of tvvo days' shooting at clay birds
showed Beattie in the lead. The following are the

high averages for the two days:

200 200—400
George Beattie. Hamilton 191 178—369
Fred Kerr. Exeter 185 179—364
N. Long. Hamilton 176 179—355
Professionals

—

Court Thomson. Hamilton 165 170—335
E G. White, Ottawa 152 175—327
II. Marlatt, Toledo 162 163—325
Geo. M. Dunk, Toronto 152 167—317
E. A. Williams, Toledo 128 137—265

There was also a live bird event on Wednesday.
it was at ten oirds, thirty yards, and the follow-

ing were the scores: F. Kerr, Exeter, 10; J. Cof-
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To excel

at Indoor Target

Shooting, requires pa-

tience, skill and the best

possible equipment in the way of

a rifle, sights and ammunition. Tak-

ing results as a criterion, the Win-

chester .22 Caliber, Take-Down

Schuetzen Single Shot Rifle, fitted

with a Winchester Telescope

Sight, and Winchester Cartridges,

constitute the most desirable combination obtain-

able for this kind of shooting. It meets all the

requirements of the most exacting experts.

Investigate the Merits of This Comhination

,22 Caliber Rifles

and

Cartridges

W
TRADE MARK

The '^Old Reliable" Parker

Gun Once More Victorious

At St. Thomas, Ontario, Dec. 5, 6, 7 and 8, 191 1, the PARKER GUN won
first and second in the Grand International Handicap at live birds, and tied
for third place,—Mr. Frank Galbreath, of Ridgetown, Ont., winning first, and
George McCall, of St. Thomas, Ont., second, with score of 19 x 20, and 5
straight in the shoot-off.

Send for catalogue.

N^Y.jaiesrooins,32warrenst. PARKER BROS., Heriden, Conn.
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fey, Port Stanley, 10; H Scane, Kidgetown, 9;
H. D. Bates, Bi<lgetown. 9; A. B. McRitchie,
Morpeth, 9; Fred Galbraith, Ridgetown, S; George
Beattie, Hamilton, 8; C. Scane, Ridgetonn, 8; F.

Dolson, Chatham, 7; G. S. McCall, St. Thomas, 7;

Wakefield, Toronto, 7; C. Thomson, Hamilton, 7;

Frank Galbraith, Ridgetown, 7 ; Thorold, 7 ; R.

Coffey, St. Thomas, 7; H. Taylor, Morpeth, 6; F.

Barclay, St. Thomas, 6; F Miles, Ridgetown, 6;
C. Mack, Tham6S\-iIle, 5; G. Dunk, 4; R. D.
Emslie, St. Thomas, 4.

The following are the scores

:

First Day.

E. G. White, Ottawa. 1.52; G. M. Dunk, To-
ronto, 152; C. Thompson, Hamilton, 165; H. Mar-
latt, Simcoe, 183; G. McCall, St. Thomas, 173;
F Kerr, Exeter, 185; H. L. Taylor, Morpeth, 182;
F. Dolan, Chatham, 166; R. Day, London, 168;
S. Coll, Ridgetown, withd.awn; Frank Galbraith,
Duart, 165; M. Long, Hamilton, 176; O. Beattie,

Hamilton, 191; F. Galbraith, Ridgetown. 173; E.
A. Williams, U. A. Co., 128; W. Hollingshead,
Dutton, 46; Fred Miles, Ridgetown, 89; S. Webb,
London, 75 ; Dr. Lipeev, St. Thomas, 41 ; R.

Emslie, St. Thomas, 9; W. Wardell, St. Thomas,
12; N. Shewel, St. Thomas, 14; G. Mannix, St.

Thomas, 14; E. Nichols, St.Thomas, 13; F. Bartlev
St. Thomas, 13; H. Bates, Ridgetown, 19; R.
Emslie, St. Thomas, 16; McRitchie, Morpeth, 17;

R Cobbey, St. Thomas, 13; Jas. Hanley, St.

Thomas, 12.

In t. sweepstakes event five live birds were shot

at, the following participating and their scores:

H. D. Bates, 6; R. D. Emslie, 5; G. McCall, 5;

F. Kerr, 5; F. Dolson, 5; H. S. Taylor, 5; Geo.
Dunk, 5; Fred Galbraith, 4; R. Coffey, 3; F.

Miles, 3; A. McRitchie, 3

Second Day.

Kerr, Exeter, 179 ; Long, Hamilton, 179

;

Beattie, Hamilton, 178; Day, London, 177; Bates,
Ridgetown, 176; White, Ottawa, 175; Fred Gal-
braith, Ridgetown, 174; Taylor, Morpeth, 172;
G. McCall, St. Thomas, 171 ;' Thomson, Hamilton,
170; Wakefield. Toronto, 170; Dunk, Toronto,
167; Tillson, Tillsonburg, 163; Dolson, Chatham,
161; Marlatt. Toledo. 1«0; Williams. Toledo, 160;
Frank Galbraith, Ridgetown, 158; Miles, Ridge-
town, 148; Rupp, St. Thomas, 147; Vance, Tillson-

burg, 118; Payne, Tillsonburg, 100; Pow, Tillson-

burg, 99; Leach, Tillsonburg, 96; Keiller, Tyr-
connel, 83; H. Scane, Ridgetown, 36; C. Scane,
Ridgetown, 29; C. Mack, Thamesville, 25; Man-
der, 12.

Third Day.

Guarantee Handicap.

Handicap Killed
R. A. Day, London 28 10
S. A. Webb, London 27 10

J. Wetherall, Blenheim 29 9
F. A. Dolson. Chatham 29 9

Geo Dunk. Toronto 28 9
D. Wakefield, Toronto 30 9
A. McRitchie, Ridgetown 30 9

R. D Emslie, St. Thom.is 30 8
L. Jacques, Woodstock 28 8

C. Scane, Ridgetown 28 8
H L. Taylor, Morpeth 28 8
W. Thorold, Ridgetown 28 8
F. Stotts, Essex 29 7
F. Kerr, Crediton 30 7
G. Gooeh, Toronto 30 7

C. Thomson, New York 30 7
R. Jordon, Hamilton 28 7
C Lampert, Buffalo 30 Q
W. Scane, Ridgetown 30
W. Knight, Blenheim 27 6
C. Mack, Thamesville 27
T. Lawrence, London 28 5
G. S. McCall, St. Thomas 30 5
H. Davis, London 28 5
A. S. Woodruff, St. Catharines. . . 27 5
T. K. Woodruff, Simcoe 27 3

Fourth day—$300 guarantee handicap:— ....

Handicap Killed
Frank Galbraith, Ridgetown 26 19
G. S. McCall," St Thomas 29 19
H. D. Bates. Ridgetown 31 18
McRitchie, Morpeth 30 18
.T. Wetherall, Blenheim 28 18
Thomson, New York 28 17
Stott, Essex 28 17
Kerr, Crediton 30 17
Taylor, Morpeth 27 17
R. Coffey. St. Thomas 30 17
E. W. Knight, Blenheim 26 17
R. Jordan, Hamilton 26 18
0. Lambert, Buffalo 29 18
G. Dunk, Toronto 29 16
G Beattie, Hamilton 30 16
Goooh, Toronto 29 16
('. Scane, Ridgetown 28 16
R. Day, London • 30 18
Tlioroid. Ridgetown 28 16
R Emslie, St. Thomas 30 15
IT. Scane, Ridgetown 28 15
F. Dolson, Chatham 29 15
Webb, London 28 15
C. Mack. Thamesville 26 14
W. J. McCance, St. Thomas 26 15
Woodruff, St. Catharines 26 11

Some ten shooters withdrew about half way
through.

Three other events were pulled off. In one seven
of the competitors made clean scores. The resulta:

—Ten Live Birds

—

Handicap Killed

J. Coffey 29 10
H. D. Bates 31 10
R. Coffey 30 10
Dolson 28 10
Dunk 28 10
Frank Galbraith 30 10
Kerr 28 10
W H Smith 28 9
Lambert 28 9
Stotts 30 9
Wakefield 28 9
Marlatt 26 8

McRitchie 30 8
Nichols 26 7

Gooch 28 7
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USE

DOMINION
G U A R A NT E E D

AMMUNITION
Good Marksmen Are Quick To Recognize Good Ammunition

Reasons why they insist on ammunition packed in boxes
bearing this trade mark.

Guarantees perfect quality and proper functioning in all makes

of firearms.

Guarantees extreme accuracy, high uniform velocity, flat trajec-

tory and great killing power.

Guarantees uniformity—each cartridge has the SAME velocity,

ensuring closest grouping of shots.

MADE IN CANADA.

Guarantees dependability—you will feel safer if your revolver or

rifle is loaded with New Dominion ammunition.

Guarantees use of best materials obtainable, up-to-date scientific

machinery and skilled labor.

Guarantees your success on the rifle range, at the traps and when

in quest of game.

HIGHEST QUALITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Dominion Cartridge Company Limited,
MONTREAL, CANADA.
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Emslie 28 7

Webb 27 7

O'Loane 26 6

Thomson . . . , 28 5

Woodruff .'• 26 5

McCall 29 5

McCoig 26 4

—Ten Live Birds

—

Handicap Killed

Stott 2S 10

H. D. Bates 31 9

Dunk 28 S'

McEitchie 30 9

Thomson 28 9

F. Galbraith 30 9

J. Coffey 29 9

Seane 29 8

Kerr 29 8

Gooeh 29 8

Webb 28 8

P. Galbraith 28 8

Smith 28 7

Lambert 28 7

G McCall 20 7

Marlatt 27 7

Taylor 27 7

EmsUe 29 6

R. Coffey 30 5

Woodruff 29 2

—Ten Live Birds

—

Handicap Killed

R. Day 30 10

C. Scane 29 10

Frank GaJbraith 26 10

H. Bates 31 9

C. Thomson 28 9

H. Scane 29 * 9

Wakefield 30 8

P. Galbraith 29 8

G. Beattie 30 8

Dolson 29 8

Webb 28 8

G. McCall 29 7

wcRitobie 30 7

Stotts 28 7

Smith 30 7

Kerr 30 7

R Emslie 30 6

Wetherol 28 6

Marlatt 26 6

Dunk 29 6

Mack -. 26 6

Lambert 29 4

Woodruff 26 4

Much credit for the success of the shoot was
due to W. J. McCance, the secretary of the club,

who worked hard in preparation for the affair.

Mr. McCance stood up well in the competition for

the $300 gaiarantee at the r.ose of the first day's
shooting-, killing all his birds on the first shots,

but on Tuesday morning he found it necessary to

use the second barrel of the gun and it was dis-

covered that it was "bucking." The referee

eould make no allowance for this and Mr. Mc-
Oanee was out of the running.

Mr. H. B. Vouell performed excellent service in

the office.

In the high shoot $100 was awarded between
Frank Galbraith and George S. McColl, each tak-

ing 19 out of 20.

After the regular events the members held sev-

eral miss and out events.

Messrs Pike & Co., of Toronto, had charge of
the sale of the shells. Mr. A. Tomlin, representa-
tive of the above firm, looking after the interests of
tile different shooters throuhgout the tournament.

TOURNAMENT AT CLINTON.

The twenty-first annual tournament of the
Clinton Gun Club was lield on the last day of
November and the first of December under its

usual unfavorable weather conditions, a strong
gale blowing from the southwest, and many birds
that under ordinary conditions would have been
scored dead were carried over the boundary. R.

D. Emslie, St. Thomas, won liigh average; F.
Kerr, Crediton; P. Philips, Toronto and J. K.

Cantelon, Clinton, tied for second. The scores
were as follows:—

First event, fifteen live birds, 30 yards :^
F. Kerr, 12; G. McCall, 10; G. Dunk, 9; R.

Emslie, 15; E. Kyler, 9; R. Day, 10; J. E. Cante-
lon, 11; Phillips, 13; Stuart, 12; C. Thomson, 13;

Second event, ten birds

—

Name Yards Score
G. MeCall 27 10
G. Dunk 27 10
R. Eonslie 30 8

H. Kyler 27 8
R. Day 27 9
J. E. Cantelon 28 9
Phillips 30 7

Stuart 29 9
Thomson 30 7

Third event, ten live birds

—

Name Yards Score
F. Kerr 20 8

jrcCiill ; 30 8

Dunk 30 9

R. Emslie 28 8

Kyler 28 6

Day 28 8

Cantelon 28 9
Phillips 27 9

Stuart 28 7

Thompson 28 8

The second programme was target shooting.

The principal event was the club's fourth annual
long distance championship, which was won
by H. L. Taylor, Morpeth. High average was
won by R. Day, Loudon, and Wakefield, Hovey
and Stuart tied for second high average.
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LYMAN MICROMETER WIND-GAUGE

RECEIVER SIGHT (Patenltd July II, I9il)

Four^Modeu^i^903 .n^d^906 Springfield Rifles

Send for Catalog:

The Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
Middlcfield. Ct., U.S.A.

One Piece Hammer
In The New Model

Tthaca
^ Take out the locks of any other make of shotgun and

compare them with the Ithaca—if we haven't the sim-

plest lock will give you the gun—you be the judge uid

jury—we'll let the gun talk for itself.

TT If you see more thin one hole in a hammer you know
that extra parts are fastened to the hammer whether

shown or not. Our hammer is all one piece, only on*

hole, no toggles or stirrups attached.

tT We have cut out all cocking levers, bars, push rods

and hammer-stirrups and cock the gun direct from toe

of hammer.
^ Our hammer travels less than half an inch taking

only 1-625 of a second to operate.

^ Stocks are not cut away for hammers or lock plates

and are dovetailed into frame to prevent splitting and
spreading.
S\ The speed of our lock will increase your score at

trips and kills in the field; the simple, scientific con-

struction of the gun makes it practically fool-proof,

and will last you a lifetime if you take care of it and
a good many years if you don't.

tr Catalog Free : 18 grades, $17.75 net to $400 U«t.

ir Our 5'4 lb- 20 hore is a bummer—be down-to-date
and shoot one.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N. Y.

J

Daniel's Patent Concentric Si^ht

As it appears while
aimiug through tang
sight. Note the clear
cut, beautiful deffin-

ati on. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in

the way of the tang
By mail $2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

CKas. Daniel
Melboarne, Wash, U. S. A. Box B—

3

HIGH GRADE TAXIDERMY

S PORTSMEN
Send me your trophies for mounting.
Expert work done on game heads
and rugs.

Deer and moose feet rno-^Tited into
a^h trays and jewo'

Birds and ^

nature.
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The scores were as follows:—
Bveuta— 12 3 4 5

Targets— 20 20 20 20 25

Dunk 11 16 19 18 21

Phillips 16 17 IS 17 15

Kerr 17 15 16 15 18

Taylor 17 16 19 14 21

Day 19 19 19 17 17

Stuart 17 15 18 16 IS

Hovey 17 14 17 18 IS

Graham 14 17 16 18 17

Cantelen 15 15 13 17 19

Thompson 17 14 13 14 13

White 19 16

Fritz 15 16

Paasmore 11 —

6
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-Have Your

Shells Loaded

Shotgun Pov\^det*

h

L

A dense powder that is ab-

solutely uniform in velocity

and pattern. It 13 waterproof

• 1 :. r ^ -2^:^^ ~^~ <.* ' -i iiicl not affected by climatic

^|m c^----^' -^-^.^ changes. Always in perfect

condition everywhere and al-

ways reliable,—two requisites

giving it clear and undisputed

, . „ title — "Infallible". Being
cliemically pure, it will not pit the gun barrel. Safety to the shooter and protection
to gun barrel. These features appeal to the experienced shooter.

The Result of Over a Century's Fxperierce
The advantages of "Infallible" and all other Du Pont Brands of Smokeless Shot-gun Powders are largely due to the accumulated experience of 109 vears of powdermaking The most scrupulous care in the selection of raw materials, the enment of skilled labor exclusively, and the use of the best mechanical

the means adopted to make Du Pont Smokeless Shotgun Powders

Unequalled for Field and Trpp Shooting
Send for "Infallible" Booklet No. 59. Gives best

h.l'
'"'"^^ ^°^ various game and other valuable informa-

'

,_
tion for shooters.

E. 1. du Pont de Nemours
Powder Company,

Pioneer Powder Makers of America
Eilabli.hed 1802. Wilmington, Del.

smploy-
equipment are

c^ tMMtjMMbi^ jjnM b»^ tWni t—rii I

GUNNER GUMPTION'S LANTERN LECTURETTES ON

GREENER CiLNd
No. 5—The Greener "Unique" Ejecting mechanism is but one of the many
unique points for which the Greener Gun is famous. Weight for Weight,
the "Unique" Ejector is the strongest gun that exists.
It has all the extra weight necessary to a fore-end ejector put into the
barrels.

It is the simplest and most scientifically constructed,
the most perfectly balanced, the easiest and most re-
liable gun to use.

It has a thoroughly sound hinge joint, not cut to a mere
skeleton by cocking levers and ej oting connections.
There is no thrust to force the fore-end away from
the joint.

The action frame, though light, has the metal so disposed as to offer
the greatest resistance where the strain comes.
It is the most compact form and is the handsomest of all guns.
It is made in the best quality only, and your new gun should cer-
tainly be made on this system!
Look at the drawing, its simplicity cannot fail to convince you that
the "Greener" is ihe best.

Catalog R5 illustrating and describing 38 grades : : Mailed free

W. W. CREENER
63 BEAVLR HALL HILL

MONTREAL
aod London and Bitmingliain,

Eoilaikd.

i

srtim I aauj Busaa BzaBTi^B'
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Beginners will find that this is a good time to

start at trap-shooting. Jixperts are always on hand
who are willing to give them all the instruction

they may desire. Shells can be purchased on the

grounds.

Balmy Beach Gun Club.

The first regular weekly shoot of the Balmy
Beach Gun Club was held on November eighteenth.

The weather was not very good for this kind of

sport, on account of the high winds, but neverthe-

less they had a good turnout of members and
friends, and some good scores were made. In Class

A, O. E. McGaw was high man, and in Class B, E.

R. Kteher. Scores:—
Shot at Broke

W. H. Cutler 65 32
.-. E. Craig 55 39

O. E. McGaw 75 50
M. Rosenthal 55 25
C. D. TenEyck 75 45
T. D. McGaw 55 33
E. R. Pitcher 55 32
T. F. Hodgson 55 28
E. Pingle 50 23
R. C. Harris 55 29
E. Springer 50 29
P. J. Boothe 65 38

W. ilcDufif 40 23

W. Lewis 25 13
W. Seager 25 16
G. H. Smith 25 15
H. V. Philpott 30 18
A. M. Bond 40 22

After the shoot the club presented to the secre-

tary a case of pipes.

The weekly shoot was held, as usual, on Decem-
ber second. The day was fine and some good
scores were made. A large number of members
and their friends were present. It was "spoon
day," which went to T. D. Mc-Gaw, with 24 out

of 25. Tile scores:—
Shot at Broke

M. Rosenthal 75 47

T. D. McGaw 65 58

T. F. Hodgson 45 36
W. Joslin 90 84
O, E. McGaw 75 52
A. G. Gourly 55 49

C. S. Watson 65 48

W. Scarife 30 22

P. J. Boothe 55 46
H. J. Trimble 45 38
J. A. Shaw 60 47
G. Orr 20 12

J. E. Murphy 55 39

I^. J. F. Ross 55 42

F. "W. Tanner 20 8

C. A. Davis 45 38
Dr. TenEyck 35 28
.1. G. Shaw 60 45

A. M. Bond 25 14
H. V. Philprttt 20 18
P. Foster 15 9

At the shoot on December ninth the day was as

fine as anyone could expect, and some good scores

were made. It was spoon day, which was carried

away by J. G. Shaw, with 23* out of 25. It was
also a great day on the goat medals, no less than
12 changing hands. There was also a good at-

tendance of members and their friends.

Shot at Bruko
E. K. Pitcher 50 28
M. Rosenthal 60 35
J. E. Murphy 50 32
T. F. Hodgson 50 28
O. E. McGaw 45 32
P. J. Boothe 45 37
L. Bovd 20 12
T. D. McGaw 45 37
A. E. Craig 70 58
J. G. Shaw 60 52
D. G. Boyd 20 14
G. Goldie 20 16
Rev. Dr. C. P. Smith 20 13
C. A. Davis 45 32
W. McDuff 80 62
H. J. Trimble 50 36
W. G. Watson 45 29
Dr. Graham 20 9
R. E. Elgie 45 32
J. A. Shaw 45 28
Dr. J. F. Ross 35 22
A. Boyd 20 11

J. F. Ross 45 32
E. R. Freeland 30 22
Deacon' Jarvis 20 14
W. McKnight 10 7
W. A. Bucke 20 16
G. Woolley 10 6

In addition to the above shoot there was a

match shot for a silver cup between the following
gentlemen, which was won by E. R. Freeland, with
the Right Rev. Archdeacon Smyth a close second
and Deacon Jarvis well up for third. This shoot
was for best score out of twenty.

Shot at Broke
E. R. Freeland 20 16
L. Bovd 20 12
D. G. Boyd 20 14

G. Goldie 20 13
Rt. Rev. Archdeacon Smyth 20 15
Dr. Graham 20 9

A. Boyd 20 11

Deacon Jarvis 20 14

Archdeacon Smyth, rot being satisfied, has
challenged E. B. Freeland for another match.

The annual Christmas turkey and spoon shoot

of the Balmy Beach Gun Club was held on
Christmas morning on their grounds, Eastern
Avenue. A good turnout of members and their .

friends were present. G. H. Smith won the tur-

key and J. A. Shaw the spoon.

Shot at Broke
J. A. Shaw 45 32

P. J. Boothe 45 33
J. G. Shaw 45 32

A. M. Bond 30 18

Alex. Thompson 20 14
II. V. Philpott 30 16
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You can rely on a

ROSS Rifle
to respond to your aim.

The barrels have the same wonderful accuracy which enabled

the Canadians to make such a fine showing at Bisley, while

the action is admittedly the quickest in existence.

Write for illustrated catalogue and name of nearest dealer.

Ross Rifle Co., Quebec.
Every sportsman should have a "Ross^Rifle." Prices from $25.00
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T. F. Hodgson 35

A. K. Craig 50

W. Joslin 70

O. Smillie 35

D. Addison 20

F. W. Lyonde 35

J. Smillie 35

F. Lewis 20

J. Smillie, Sr 30

,T. E. Murphy 35

22

36
64
26
12
28
23

10
26
25

Parkdale Gun Club.

The Parkdale Gun Club held a practice shoot at

their grounds on the Humber recently, at which

most of the members turned out, as the winter

series of twelve shoots starts soon.. Following is

a list of the shooters and their scores:—
Shot at Broke

Parker 75 51

Penton 100 79

McAdam 75 54

Pickering 125 84

Tr-thewey 75 50

Devins "5 52

Howe 50 35

Ward 50 38

Macintosh 25 20

NATIONALS' HOLIDAY SHOOT.

The Christmas fowl shoot of the National Gun
Club was held on December twenty-third. Scores:

Shot at. Broke.

C. B. Harrison 50 45

B. Springer 50 35

C Mougenel 50 31

— Hadley 50 27

W. McKean, sen 50 22

A. Could 30 27

H. Usher 30 24

K. Gould 30 18

E. 0. Coath 30 17

Geo. Wallace 30 14

.J. llonkman 20 17

F. Hooey 10 7

— Stouffer 10 4

— March 10 4

J. Lawson 10 4

— McKean. jun 10 4

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

Shot at

.r. Crooks 40

M. Kasberry 40

H. Richards 40
E. A. Cliflford 40
D. Deid 70

W. Wark 40

H. Potruff 25

E. Stuart 20

A. D. Bates 30

Geo. Beattie 20

T. W. Barnes 40
F. ^Y. Watson 40
Xelson Long 50

C. Thomson 30
.r. Oline 20
ir. Anderson 20

G. House 20
.T. Smith 40
W. Dillon 40
H. Spratt 50
.\. Parmenter 30

C. Syer 30

C. Swazie . 20

There was a good attendance at the opening

shoot of the Hamilton Gun club on December

ninth, and although the weather conditions were

none too good, some rery creditable scores were

made. The members indulged in practice events

in preparation for the club championship. Geo.

Beattie had a perfect score, while Nelson Long
was in great form also only missing two out of

50. T. H. Barnes and Court Thomson had good

totals for the day, and promise to be right there

in the championship. The totals for the day were:

Hit
35
25
25
28
53

31
20
16
25
20
36
33
48
27
16
13
12
26
26
30
19
14
9

ASHWORTH (ONT.) GUN CLUB.

A correspondent writes pleasantly of the begin-

ning of this club and of the fine entertainments

it provides for its members. The Club is named
the Ashworth Gun Club and its location is the

small settlement of Scott, near Uxbridge.

In the hope that others may follow the excel-

lent example set by these few we gladly find a

space for a description of the beginning of this

modest Club. There must he very few places in-

deed which could not do equally well provided the

will was behind the work.

The Club has been in existence for five years

and numbers seven farmers and their families as

members. Originally the membership was ten

but three moved away a couple years ago.

Each member furnishes ten live birds and as

many blue rocks as he requires for shooting pur-

poses, the number usually running from thirty to

fifty.

A tea and an entertainment in the evening fol-

lows each meeting.

At the end of the season an extra shoot and an

oyster supper, to which all the members contri-

bute, is held. For this shoot last year three valu-

able prizes were given by a local hardware com-

pany. Sovereign shells and Dupont powder are

reported to be the favorite combination.

The following are the scores of the last two
shoots:

—

10 Live Birds B Rock 25

C. Fairman 6 12

S. Kennedy 6 16
W. Barton 9 16

F. Ferguson 8 13

J. Blanchard S 11

T. Turner 9 15

M. Lapp 7 14

10 Live Birds B Rock 25

T. Turner 8 17

C. Fairman 8 13

S. Kennedy 7 20
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Write to-day for folder

describing

LEFEVER

SINGLE

TRIGGER
It absolutely cannot be doubled

or balked. It is the simplest

trigger made. Guaranteed for

five years. It's what the whole

shootmg world has been waiting

for. Also ask us to send you

one of our beautiful art catalogs.

LEPEVER
ARM» CO.

20 MALTBIE ST.

- ON THE LOOKOUT ! !
^

Every Sportsman, too, i* on the lookout for th*

latest and best. We offer them to him in

the shape of an up-to-date

liCLABROUGH GUN"
No matter what class of Sport he seeks, we can

provide him with a weapon, and provide him
quickly, which will assist him towards eucceae.

He calls for a guD which will stand bard aaa^e,

—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do the eame
after years of wear.
We are getting shoals of letters from friends In

Canada who have owned "Clabrough" Gans f«r

yeara, and who give tbem nothing but prmlse, the
only complaint la that "they won't wear oat."
Mr. 0. B. Greene, Ottawa writes June 14th. 1911,

re a "CLABROUGH" be has shot constantly at the
traps and In the field for thirteen years:

—

"I shall be very glad Indeed to send you a

testimonial letter, should you wish it, relative to

the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of bard usage and with the
exception of a brolien stock, which was dne t« no
fault of the gun. It Is In almost A3 GOOD CON-
DITION as the day It left the factory."
There are plenty who wish to become posAessed

of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, f»r

Duck—and for shooting at the Traps—to these
we now add ress ou rsel ves.

It Is like this—A buyer of a new gns would
like a "CLABROUGH," the name was popular on
guns before other makes were heard of in Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock It, or has not
the right grade—we never hear of this Inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you meet with any trouble In getting our gUBB,
or particulars of them from your Dealer, let us help
yon. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are filled.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced In Dollars, will
interest you, we mail it free!

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J. P. Clabrouch Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All commonlcaClonB to be addressed to Woske,

Birmingham.
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W. Barton 7

F. Ferguson 8

J. Blanchard 7

M. Lapp 8

22
16
12

14

A REUNION.

Members of the Hunt Club joined in a Pigeon

Shoot held at Charlie Halter's farm at New Ger-

many. There were about fifteen members pres-

ent and a real live time was experienced. Follow-

ing the shoot mine host gave a splendid dinner.

As usual Waterloo figured in the laurels. Eddie

Seagram tied for first place with Mr. Bljthe, a

local man, making five perfect shots out of six.

Mr. Hartman. a member of the Berlin Oub, also

won an event.

NELSON LONG'S BASEBALL CAREER.

Xelson L/ong, the crack shot of Hamilton, is a

Canadian ball player who made good in the big

leagues and one who is known to the St. Thomas
fans, he having teen a member of the St. Thomas
team in the Western Ontario League for a short

time. Long, during his career as a professional

pitcher, has seen service in half a dozen or more
leagues. He landed in the National League in

1903, and the first game he pitched for the Bos-

ton team was umpired by "Bob" Emslie of St.

Thomas, against whom at the present tournament
Long is now pitched in a contest of marksmanship.

After playing for a couple of seasons in the big

league. Long "s arm went bad temporarily and he

returned to his home in Hamilton. "Cap" Pons-

ford, then manager of the St. Thomas team in the

Western Ontario League, heard of Long and his

services were secured. With Ed. Killingsworth in

the box Long played third base at Woodstock in

one game, and before he had time to show what

he could do for St. Thomas as a twirler, the To-

ronto Eastern Leaguers, then in the cellar posi-

tion, wired for him. Long stayed with the Saints

one more day, but did not pitch, being seen at

Pinafore Park in the role of coacher and pinch-

hittei' in a game that was won by the locals in the

last stages. He won his first game for Toronto
against Buffalo and remained with the team for

the balance of the season, doing most effective

work.

Long has another reason for remembering St.

Thomas. As a member of the Hamilton team in

the International League of 1908, he was in St.

Thomas when the organization went up in the air

learing the ball players and a few others as credit-

ors. Long and the other Hamdltonians had to

send in a hurry call for relief in order to save

them from wearing out the spikes of their base-

ball shoes on the railroad ties between here and
the bnrg down by the mountain.

Long, while playing with Portland, in the New
England League, had the satisfaction of meeting
and vanquishing Prof. Bennett, a professional

crack shot, who traveled about the country dis-

playing his skill. The Hamilton man, however,
didn't stay at the task for any length of time, as

he discovered that he was doing the bulk of the

hard work and Bennett was pulling down the coin.

In conversation Long declared the present Can-

adian League to be one that looks as if it was
here to stay He also remarked that Chaucer El-

liott, the manager of the St. Thomas team, is one

of the most popular of fellows in Hamilton and

declares that there's many a fan in that town who
would like to see him at the head of the team
there.

Long, when at home, is engaged in the manufac-

ture of clay birds for trap shooting.

The Riverside Gun Club held their weekly shoot

on Saturday, December the twenty-third, at the

Grand Trunk Boating Club grounds. Two con-

tests were held, a 25 bird match and also a 15

bird match. Jim Kenyon proved to be the win-

ner of the 25 bird match, running out with a good
24; also tieing Tom Westlake with 12 in the 15

bird match.
The scores in the 25 bird match were: J. Ken-

voD, 24; T. Westlake. 21; A. Taylor, 16; J. Men-
chinton. 15; W. Barrow, 13; C. White, 13; J.

Grevy, 12; G. Jones, 11; S. Breaker, 12; J. Pur-

ness, 11 ; O. Bingham. 11.

In the 15 bird match the scores were: J. Ken-
yon. 12; T. Westlake. 12; A. Taylor, 9; J. Msn-
ehinton, 8 ; W. Barrow. S ; J. Grevy, 7 ; G. Jones,

7 ; S. Breaker, 7 ; J. Furness, 6 ; O. Bingham, 6

;

C. White, 6.

There was also a shoot held on Christmas Day
at this club 's grounds, a medal and two spoons be-

ing shot for. The medal was won by Tom West-

lake, also a spoon ; and the other spoon by C.

Aubin. This promises to be a banner year for

ttis club. The club members are paying especial

attention to the development of the novice trap-

men.
The results at the shoot at the Montreal Club

were given out as follows—Practice Match:—

•

Redman. 22; Dr. Wilson, 20; Watteau, 15; O'Con-
nor, 21; Carruthers, 19; Inglis, 18; Maher, 20

Wheatley, 17.

Dead Bird Handicap—Dr. Wilson (scratch), 21

Redman (1), 22; Carruthers (1), 22; Maher (2)

24; Inglis (2), 19; Wheatley (10), 22.

Distance—Carruthers (18), 20; Maher (18), 22

Inglis (18), 21; Wheatley (16), 19.

Dead Bird—Maher (2). 20: Inglis (2), 18

Carruthers (1), IS; Wheatley (10), 20.

The Dundas Gun Club held its annual shoot in

the Driving Park on December 25th. The wea-

ther was ideal for outside sport, and the atten-

dance was unusually large. The first contest, 25

birds, was won by Bert Housden, \vith 21; C. W.
Sealer. 20; Marshall Basplerry, 19; Dr. L.

Lauchland.. IS; J. Gompf (Hamilton) 17.

In the Consolation shoot. 15 birds each. Mat.

Hanes got 10, John E. Cummings 8, and George

Hustin 4.

Bert Housden. the winner, is one of the young-

est shots in the club. By his shooting yesterday

he retains the President medal, which he so suc-

cessfully defended. He also won the big goose of-
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Simplex Guns

Made in Canada

Guaranteed

Superior to Any Made Elsewhere

This is a standard of quality that requires some class to live up

to, however we are prepared to show you that we make the article

—

1912 Catzdogue now ready. See about our new

departure, no long list prices—Tobin guns will be quoted at net prices

that ensures the customer's getting what we guarantee

—

the best

hammerless gun value in the market. Another pointer—guns

built to suit the taste of the shooter. This is the time of year to have

your order entered. Have your gun delivered in time and when you

want it. Prices $20.00 to $210.00. Send for Catalogue A.

and full peuiiculars.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Ontario.
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$25°°== GUN CABINET
00 tURDWOOD,

n Finish

$12.50
Height, 70 inches, Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

If interested, write for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.
Send us your address for our illustrated Gun Catalog.

TMCn. n. KlffC COMPANY, »siar°v='Sssi'^

fered by Charles Towns, grocer, to the man making
the highest score.

On New Year 's morning the club will give an-

other shoot, when two events will be run off, the

total aggregate of Christmas Day 's and New
Year 's deciding the winner of the silver cup.

The Hespeler Gun Club held a big elay bird

shoot at Ellis' Flats on Christmas Day. There
was a large number of spectators present as well

as shooters. The shooting done by some of the

marksmen was marvellous. Mr. John Liersch was
the high man. being ahead from start to finish.

A good turnout of the St. Hubert shots took
part in the spoon competition Saturday, December
23rd, and some fine scores were in order, Mr. E.

G. White, professional, and Mr. Blythe Beattie
stopping 46 out of 50. The latter won the spoon.

Scores were as follows:

—

E. G. White 23 23—46
Blythe Beattie 25 21—46
W. C. Little 21 21—42

Dr. Seager 19 21—40
Dr. Smith 20 19—39
G. a. Greene 20 19—39
W. L. Cameron 20 17—37
V. V. Rogers 17 19—36
Mr. Allan 17 16—33
J. B. Shark 18 14—32
C. A. Cromwell 16 13—29
On the previous Saturday Mr. William Forbes

won the class " A '

' spoon with 36 out of 50, a
good score when one takes into consideration the

strong wind that was blowing across the trap.

Mr. A. Hergott, the genial proprietor of the

City Hotel, gave his annual live bird shoot on
Wednesday, December 20th, in Waterloo Park.

There were four sweeps and one hit and miss.

Mr. M. Fischer, of the Kuntz Brewery, who mov-
ed here recently from Chicago, made the highest

score in the sweeps, while Mr. E. Frowde Sea-

gram won the hit and miss event. The following

scores were made:—
6 Bird Event Hit and

1st 2nd 3rd 4th Miss

Hartman 4 6 5 4—19 110

E. F. Seagram 4 5 4 4—17 111

G . Bruce 4 5 4 3—16 10

C. Fisher 5 6 5 4—20 110

Kuntz 2 3 3

E. Bowman 5 5 3 2—15
Ezra Diimart 3 4 5 3—15 10

A. Hergott 3 4 4 3—14
C. Halter 3 4 3 3—13 110

P Ely th 4 5 2 3—14
Geo. Abery 5 3 5—13 10

W. Witt 2 2 2 3—9 10

Mr. Henry Sharp's book on technical gunnery,

Modern Sporting Gunnery, was awarded two gold

medals at the International Exhibition held at Tu-

rin, Italy. It was exhibited in two classes and in

one class was awarded a medal for its information

under Rifles and in the other class for its instruc-

tions respecting Shot Guns, This book can be se-

cured for $2.00 nostpaid by sending in an order to

W. J. Taylor Limited, Publisher, or can be se-

cured free in return for four new subscriptions to

Rod and Gnu.
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WarIin "Game.
REPEATING RIFLES

Model

1893

/^The Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep
jn the Ballard system, creates perfect combus-
tion, develops highest velocity and hurls the
bullet with utmost accuracy and rnightiest

killing impact.

The mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly ad-
justed It never dogs. The protecting wall of solid steel between
your head and cartridge keeps rain, sleet, snow and ail foreign
matter from getting into the action. The side ejection throws shells
away from line of sight and allows instant repeat shots, always.

Built m perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibers,
It IS a quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.

Every hunter should know all the 77Zar/in characteristics.
Send for our tree catalog. Enclose 3 stamps for postage.

7^e 2/lar///z/irearms Co.
67 Willow Street. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

The .oJ-lU High I'uwcr facti.ry cartritlgi;. Sl-11 t.ir

$3-1. aO net per tliousand. JJy reloading the same
shells with factory primers, factory bullets and the
same powder charge, your expense is $13.46;

You save $20.74 on 1000 cartridges.
Tlie .:;i?-!0 low power smokeless factory cartridges

cost $2S.«0 per thousand; when you reload, your
expense is only $11.31, making a savins of $17.49.
Factory ,32-40 smokeless short range cartridges cost
$25,20 per thousand; by reloading your shells, they
cost you only $7,05 per thousand. Make your own
bullets and you have 1000 short range cartridees
for $3.80.

You wouldn't throw away your pipe after smoking
it once: ycu waste money if you throw away your
expensive high-grade shells without reloading,

FREE—The Ideal Hand Book tells all about the
tn( Is and niethoils for reloading all standard rifle,
liistol and shotgun ammunition; 1 40 pages of prae
tical information for shooters. Mailed free to any
shooter interested enough to send three stamps
postage to

T^e T/lcrr/iTz/irear/ns Co.
67 Willow Street New Haven, Conn.

VACATION COMPANION
No. 602 "ULERY" Pocket Knife Tool Kit

Every one hns use fur a Knife,
Reamer, File, Saw, Chisel. Screw
Driver or Cork Puller. This out-
fit Is practical, yet so small, be-
ing contained in a Leather Poc-
ket Book 4^^x31,4 Inches, Is, by
carrying It In your pocket, al-
ways at hand for Immediate use,
whether Carapine". Boatinir,
Teaming:, Driving, In the Shop,
Factory, OfBce, Store. Ware-
house, Automobile, on the Farm,
Bicycle, or around the Home.
Any Tool flrmly attached or

detached to the Pocket Knife in
a second.

Sent Post Paid on receipt of
$2.50.

Use it five days and if not
satisfactory return it and we
will refund your money.W H MAR I I

N

Sporting Goods Dealer.vy
.
n. m/\i\. i ii'^ woodstock, ontahio

THREE BEAUTY POSES 25 CENTS
Decorate Your "Den" with "Art Oemt"
Exquisite portrayals of female loveliness.
THREE bewitching poses 25c: 6 for 60c.
One 6K' X SVs photograph FREE with
every order for six.

OUR DOLLAR SPECIAL—Two C^xSVi
photographs, 6 cabinet size and 32 small
photos, all for $1.00. Our pictures are
all real photographs. No reproductions of
paintings or other cheap trash. Money
back If not pleased.

ART PHOTO CO., 2013 R, G., Grand Rapids, Mich.



TRADE NOTES

If Sevmoiir Dane, the Malta, Montana ranch-

man, carries out his present plan, he will have one

of the most interesting trips ever taken in u

cruising motor boat.

Mr. Dane left Chicago a few weeks ago in his

60 ft. cabin cruiser "Montana' for a seven year

voyage. lie is now somewhere in the south, head-

ed' for the Caribean Sea and 'he Central Ameri-

can States.

According to Dane, he has spent twenty years

raising cattle out in the waterless area of ilon-

tana, and all that time has had a hankering for

the sea. He claims he has earned his passage and

is now out to enjoy himself.

For this lengthy cruise, Dane selected a pair of

40 horsepower, heavy-duty. Sterling engines, in-

stalled in a boat designed by himself and built by

the Racine Boat Company. The craft was launch-

ed at Racine, Wisconsin, and brought down

through a twenty-five mile gale to Chicago.

'She bucked the waves like an iron nerved lit-

tle broncho'', declared Dane after the trip.

Mr. Dane's boat, being an exceptionally large

cruiser, had some difficulty in getting through the

bridges along the drainage canal on his way
south. For this reason he was held up several

days until the Drainage Board made special prep

arations to lock him through and get him started

south. He makes stops all along the route, at

St. Louis, Memphis and New Orleans. He will

cruise directly across the Gulf to Havana, Cuba.

He has not decided what ports he will visit, but

will probably touch all the Central American

States, as he expects to be in the Caribean Sea

for the next year or two, till the Panama Canal

opens, when lie will cruise west to the Pacific to

Seattle.

It is Dane's intention to be one of the first to

pass through the canal, and the first to go througli

in a motor boat. Dane will probably then cruise

north to Alaska, following the various streams

inland, with a view to laying out mining claims

in that section.

Dane is well equipped for his trip and carries

everything possible -that tends toward comfort.

He carries a complete lighting outfit, electric

search-light and wireless apparatus to communi-

cate with other vessels and stations. He also car

ries a 15 ft. Racine Special launch and a cedar

dink aboard.

A fine new catalogue, that is issued by the C.

P. Goerz American Optical Company of 317 East

34th Street, New York, has just reached us. This

catalogue contains a good deal of information

that is both interesting and valuable. Besides

lenses the firm manufactures cameras, shutters,

binoculars and other optical instruments for

photographic and scientific uses. The book is

splendidly illustrated and a copy can be secured

free by writing direct to the Company and men-
tioning Rod and Gun in Canada.

.-\s "good wire needs no bush" the Winchester

calendar for 1912 requires no praise. It speaks

for itself. No reproduction of it in reduced size

W JANUARY 1912
SUN MON TUE WED TMU FRI

7
14
21

1

8
15
22

2
9
16

3
10
17
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18
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12
19

6
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20

23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

Made For All Kinds Of Shooting

printed in black and w liite can begin to do it jus-

tice for the fine color values are loSt. The illus-

tration does, however, ^how the motif of the pie-
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13 Years Under Water
Copyr't. by ^^^
Und.&Und. ^

REMINGTON

UMC
<r-d>

HE illustration showsaPemlngtOpTUMC
45-70 service cartridge as it looked

when found on the resurrected "Maine.

"

The case shows in a marked way the
- effect of its thirteen years' battering by

the sea. Yet tests proved the primer and

powder charge in perfect condition.

We have emphasized the sure-fire, ac-

curacy and penetration of Remington:UMC
metallic cartridges in all makes of arms under

all conditions for over fifty years.

We present this remarkable test of the

dependability of J?emi'ngtO/}.-l/MC as em-

phatic proof of our claim.

Can sportsmen the world over ask for

any more conclusive reason for specifying

Remington:UMC— the perfect shooting

comhination

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge
Company

299 Broadway New York

WE OUTFIT CAMPING PARTIES
There aro several excellent canne trips In Ontario, of which we can furnls^h serviceable charts, as well aa proTld-
Ing the Provisions. Tents, Utensils. Blankets and General Outfit. For upwards o^ a quarter of a century, it has
been a special festure of our business to outfit Camping Parties. and we know the requirements thoroucrhJy
and invite enquiries.

Established 1835.
M I C H I E & CO., Ltd,

7 King Street, We.t. TORONTO. Canada.

The

Luger
Automatic Pistol
Is the hest in the world for Big- Game, for
Small Game and for practice shooting'. 116
shots per minute—special safety devices.

Adopted by ten military and naval gov-
ernmental establishments including the German Army
and Navy.
Ask your dealer or write to

H. TAUSCHER CO.. 320 Broadway, NEW YORK
Sole representative for United States. Canada and Mexico.
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tur with its strength, lu-tion and vital interest.

Like its predecessors the Winchester calendar for

the coming year has a strong appeal in it not

only for sportsmen but for people generally and,

is therefore sure to be much admired and prized.

The original of the calendar was the work of N.

C. Wyeth who enjoys an enviable reputation as a

painter of scenes from life in the open.

At the recent Tournament (prone shooting) of

the Park Club of Bridgeport, Conn., sixteen out

of seventeen contestants shot Stevens Target

Rifles. Two high score men made 199 out of a

possible 200 points. The total of the first five

men was 987 points.

Stevens Rifles, Pistols and Rifle Telescopes con-

tinue to win honors for accuracy everywhere and

will be in active use during the indoor Winter

Season shooting now approaching. All target

shooters who have not yet seen the new Stevens

General Catalogue No. 53, should apply at once

for a copy to J. Stevens ^rms & Tool Company,

Chicopee Falls, Mass., mentioning Rod and Gun.

This interesting reference book illustrates and

describes in detail all the famous Stevens Target

Rifles and Stevens Telescopes.

The inventor Tvho thought of making a screw

driver that can be carried in the vest pocket had

a bright idea. It is a thing that, in the hackneyed

term, "meets a long felt want".

Nearly every day some occasion arises when a

man would give "a kingdom for a screw driver",

especially as there is never a screw driver at hand.

A screw driver is not usually a convenient thing to

carry in one 's vest pocket.

But this new device is as convenient to carry as

a pocket knife. It is flat and compact, with three

good steel blades that fold up into the handle and

lock in. Each of the three blades has a different

sized point to fit almost any size of screw. There

are no loose parts and it makes a rigid substan-

tial tool for any use to which an ordinary screw

driver might be put. The price is only 50c.

It is a great thing for everybody especially for

hunters, anglers, motorists, machinists, car-

penters, locksmiths, farmers, salesmen

and repairers of typewriters, adding machines,

sewing machines, or any mechanical device.

It was invented by Mr. Marble of the Marble

Arms & Mfg. Co. 581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.,

which company also makes sixty other popular

specialties for sportsmen and outers.

The wide variation in trapping laws in various

states makes it quite necessary for the trapper and

farmer to be in close touch with game legislation

at all times. The old saying that "ignorance of

the law excuses no man" has caused regret in the

heart of many only when it has been too late.

As a rule, the professional trapper makes it his

business to become acquainted with all new laws

regarding hunting and trapping, but there are

many farmers and amateur trappers who are not

ag familiar witK game laws as they should be.

These people will be glad to learn of a book
which is now being distributed free by F. C.

Taylor k Co., of St. Louis, Mo., the greatest fur

house. This book gives game laws of every state

in the Union and Canada. It also tells how and
when to trap, what baits to use for various ani-

mals, and reveals some trapping secrets which have
always been carefully guarded by trappers in the

past. We suggest that those of our readers who
are interested in hunting or trapping send for a
copy of the book, mentioning Rod and Gun in Can-
ada^

A copy of the new Trap catalogue of the Oneida
Communiti- Company of Oneida, N.Y., has re-

cently been received at this office. This booklet
will be found of much value to anyone requiring

information as to how to form a gun club, or-

ganize and equip it with club-house, grounds, etc.

It is also intended to help the beginner to select

his own trap shooting equipment. Several pages
are devoted to miniature plans of club-houses

ranging from $100 to $1300 in cost of construc-

tion and an offer is made of blue prints of same
free on application. When writing kindly mention
Rod and Gun in Canada.

The same firm have also issued a new Game
Trap catalogue which is a fine example of the
printer 's art. In addition to containing a finely

illustrated list of the various traps manufactured
by this Company the book gives an interesting re-

sume of the development of the firm 's business
since organization.

Goes "Non Plus Ultra" marten, mink and
weasel trap is a new invention in the realm of the
box trap. Its construction is based on the habit
of these animals in their nocturnal predatory ex-

cursions to crawl into all holes they may find in

search of food. When the trap is placed it has
the appearance of a piece of wood and is conse-
quently unsuspected by these animals because they
are accustomed to slip into such hollow pieces of
wood. Full particulars and prices will be furnish-

ed on application to Edmund Goes, Station E,
Milwaukee. Wis. When writing kindly mention
Rod and Gun.

Messrs Hardy Brothers. Alnwick, were honoured
recently with a visit from the Duke of Richmond
and Gordon, the Earl and Countess of March, and
other distinguished guests of the Duke and Duch-
ess of Northumberland. The Duke of Northum-
berland, the Countess Percy, and Lady Muriel
Percy, accomnanied the Duke of Richmond and
Gordon on the occasion of his visit. Mr. J. J.

Hardy showed the ducal party over the various de-

partments of their extensive establishment, and
explained their method of producing articles of
their craft by machinery and also by hand. Mr.
Hardy also explained that they manufactured
their own gas and electricity for working their

machinery, and also for lighting their establish-

ment. The Duke of Kiclimond is perhaps one of

the best known salmon anglers in the kingdom.
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1912 Dominion Fore Door Touring Car $1900.00 Fully Equipped.

1912 Announcement
1912 Dominion Cars and Dominion-Federal Trucks are not built to compete in price with

any other cars or trucks on the market. Extraordinary care has been taken in their design
and manufacture and the price set in accordance with their unusual quality.

No attempt will be made to manufacture a large number of "Dominion" cars or

"Dominion-Federal" trucks. We prefer to limit our output and lay special stress on quality
of our output.

We know that by devoting the greater portion of our efforts to making our product
as nearly perfect as money, brains and skilled labor can produce, rather than striving for a

large output, our cars and trucks will give such universal satisfaction that we will obtain
as Dealers the best selling talent in Canada—Dealers who will want to handle our product
year after year.

Dealers who are in a position to handle a high grade car and truck should get our
VERY ATTRACTIVE proposition immediately.

NEW DOMINION MOTORS, LIMITED,
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO.

Dominion-Federal One Ton Truck $2850 with stake body.
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$3.50 Recipe Free

For Weak Men
Send Name and Address Today—You

Can Have it Free and Be Strong

and Vigorous.

I have in my possession a prescription Tor nervous debility.

lack of vigor, weakened manhood, failing memory and lame
back, brought on by excesses, unnatural drains, or the
follies of youth, that has cured so many worn and nervous
men right in their own homes—without any additional help
or medicine—that I think every man who wishes to regain
his manly power and virility, quickly and quietly, should
have a copy. So I have determined to send a copy of the
prescription free of charge. In a plain, ordinary sealed en-

yelope to any man who will write me for it.

This prescription comes from a physician who has made
a special study of men and I am convinced it is the surest-

acting combination for the cure of deficient manhood and
vigor failure ever put together.

I think I owe it to ray fellow man to send Ihera a copy
in confidence so tliat any man aiiywhcre who is weak and
discouraged with repe.ited failures may stop drugging him-
self with harmful patent medicines, secure what 1 believe
is the quickest-acting restorative, upbuilding. SPOT-
TOUCHING remedy ever devised, and so cure himself at
home quietly and quickly. Just drop me a line like this:

Dr. A. E. Robinsou, 4343 Luck Building, Detroit, Mich..
and I will send you a copy of this splendid recipe in a

plain ordinary envelope free of charge. A great many
doctors would charge $3.00 to $5.00 for merely writing out

j

a prescription liije this—but I send it entirely free. '

-THIS V-

rTRAPPERS

GUIDE

FREE
Let ns send you this 6ne Trappers' Guide. All it will

cost you is time you like to wriie. Informaiion in it is

WORTH MANY $$ TO YOU.
With it we send absolutely free big illustrated 8-page
catalog, market report and price !:stof furs. Guide
tells bow tocaicb.care for and tan furs; tells wtiy and
how we pay from 10 to 30 per cent mote for furs tbap
other dealers. Send HOW and get more lot your furs.

CORRY HIDE & FUR CO./i03 Main St.. €orry. Pa.

Winter Term
Begins Jan. 2nd.

n The Centril Business College of Toronto, Yongo

and Gerrard Sts.—the school that trains more than

1500 young people a year for good positions. Send

for interesting catalogue to-day.

W. H. SHAW, President

Stories of tlie Talking of IQll's Record Game Fish

41 Telling How, When, Where and with what Tackle

the Record fresh and salt water game fish were caught

during 1911, including a 9 lb. Brook Trout, II lb. 9 oz.

Large Mouth Bass, 1\ lb. Small Moulh Bass, 25 lb.

Pike. 40 lb. 3 oz. Striped Biss, 44 lb. Channel Bass, I 75

lb. Tarpon, 42 lb. Muscallonge, 1 3f lb. Weakfish,

680 lb. Tuna, the world's record with light tackle.

Field and Stream
America's Magazine for Sportsmen

gave 203 prizes for Records of the biggest fresh and salt water

game fisfi cauglit during 1911.

CL Don't miss these stories of the prize winners, published in

FIEILD AND STREAM each month. Buy a copy from your

newsdealer or take advantage of our Special Contest Offer of a

three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND STREAM,
together with the 1911 Angler's Guide, the best book on fishing

published, telling How. \^ hen and Where lo fish, including the

latest Game and Fish Laws, and a five I ALL FOR $L00
loot split Bamboo Bait Casting Rod . . 1 Regular Price $2.00

See current issue for conditions and list of
I he wortd's Record Tuna prizes for 1912 Prize Record Fish Contest

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 37 East 21st Street, NEW YORK CITY

1
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LOOK AT THIS; AN UP-TO-DATE LIGHT WEIGHT DELIVERY CAR
THAT MEETS THE DEMANDS OF BUSINESS GENERALLY

Handsome, roomy body, built on the famous Ford Model T Vanadium Steel construc-
tion chassis. Simple in operation; light weight; exceedingly economical in upkeep:
a motor delivery car that is good for years of hard service.

The sime delivery car used by the John Wanamaker Stores in Philadelphia and New
York. The same car used b7 the Bell Telephone Co.. in their service departments
all over the country. The same used by the chiefs of the New York fire department.
It has a record for successful service in every part of the continent.

In addition to Ford Kodel T Delivery Car, we have for immediate delivery:

Ford Model T Torpedo, 2 Passengers,

completely equipped, F. 0, B.

WalkerviUe $775

Ford Model T Commercial Roxdster,

3 Passengers, {removable rumble

seat), completely equipped. F.O.B.

WalkerviUe $775

Ford Model T Touring Car. 5 Pis-

sengers. completely equipped.

F. 0. B. WalkerviUe $850

Ford Model T Town Cir. 6 Pas-

sengers, completely equipped,

F.O.B. WalkerviUe $1100

Catalog and illustrated books giving detailed descriptions of Ford cars mailed on
request.

OF CANADA LIMITED.

FORD

MODEL T

DELIVERY

CAR

$875
F.O.B. WalkerviUe, Ont.

Fully Equipped with

Automatic Brass Windshield.

Speedometer.

Ford Ka^neto Built Into the

Motor,

Two 6-inch Gas Lamps.

Generator,

Three Oil Lamps,

Horn,

Tools,

F.O.B, WalkerviUe.

Head Office and Factory, WalkerviUe, Ont.

BRANCHES AND DEALERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES IN CANADA
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A
CANADIAN PACIFIC

The hunter's coveted trophy is the head of the bull moose. The
finest specimens are found in the country along the line of the

Canadian Pacific, which abounds in big game of all kinds from

Gnzzly to Caribou. The waters teem with fish, from the fight-

ing maskinonge to the plucky bass.

For informatioo as to where to go and hew to get there, what supplies

to pack and guides to get, read our book, "Fishing and Shooting."
Free on application or mailed for 2 cents postage.

C. E. USSHER .'

Passenger Traffic Mgr.,

Montreal, Canada.
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NICHOLS STEEL LINED SHELLS loaded In bulk and
Dense powders. Write for prices. W. H. Nlchol, Chat-

bam, Out.

FOB SALE—Winchester Rifle, 38-55, in good condition.

Cost $21.00. Also canvas cover and 3 box cartridges. Will
take $18.00 casb. Paul Wbyte. Grimsby. Ont. It

LATTNCHES.
For Sale—23 foot bull, semi-speed type. new. For fur

ther particulars address N. Austen, 25 Front Street, B.,

Toronto. T. F,

FOR SALE

—

Two seventeen-foot painted basswood canoes.

Absolutely new. Will sell cbeap. N. Austen. 25 Front St.

Bast, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Launch Hull. Length 23 ft., Beam 3 ft. 9 In.

Semi-speed type. Address Bos D., Rod and Gun. Toronto,
Got. tf

FOR SALE—Cbeap for cash; 1 new single cylinder ver-

tical make and break marine engine, 5V. h.p. ; 1 second
hand single cylinder vertical make and breaii 3^-^ h.p.

;

1 1^ h.p. single cylinder jump spark motor suitable for
skiflF or canoe, weight 65 lbs. : one 2 h.p. vertical single
cylinder jump spark engine suitable for small launch. Will
sell at a bargain. W. H. Martin, Sporting Goods Dealer,
Woodstock, Ont. tf

MOTOR BOAT EQUIPMENT.
Seventeen inch two-blade bronze reversing propeller, with

six feet of T& inch bronze shaft, brass sleeve, stuffing box
and reversing quadrant. New. Regular price $20.00. Will
sell for $10.00. N. Austen. 25 Front St. East, Toronto.

Sixteen inch two-blade bronze reversing propeller with six

feet of one inch steel shaft, brass sleeve, bronze stuffing
box and reversing quadrant. New. Will sell for $10.00.
N. Austen, 25 Front St. East, Toronto.

FOR SALE—For $50.00 cash, a boat almost new, very
Bill table for gasoline engine; dimensions as follows:
Length 21 ft. 6 in., beam 5 ft. 6 in., depth 2 ft. Anchor
and full sailing equipment with her F.O.B. Port Rowan.
Ont. For full particulars apply at once to W. H. Martin.
Sporting Goods Dealer, Woodstock, Oot.

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kltteiw.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman."' line-bred black King at
Bervlce. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercoort Bd.,
Toronto. Ont.

SPECIALS.

POISON — TRAPPERS — POISON—Use Goes' New-
Liquid-Polson-Capsules, kill the animals on the spot, If

bajt la properly taken. Now the fifth season in market and
use, with excellent results. First class testimonials. My
capsules are a money maker to the trapper. Write for
particulars, I send free circular. Edmund Goes, Milwaukee,
Wis.. Station E. It

WANTED—Live, uninjured mink and otter. Nelson Wal-
droii. Tj-ne Valley, Prince Edward Island. It

FOR SALE—One large freab deer head, twenty-five points,
also one black bear. Prices low. Write me now. n. B.
Baker, Taxidermist and Naturalist. Unionville, Ont. It

FOR SALE—Fresh Wild Rice St^.
Port Hope, Ontario.

Chafl. Gllcbrlat,

3t.

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two irirt^

and one tall. Never been used. N. Austen, 25 Front
Street, E.. Toronto. T. F.

STAMP PHOTOGRAPHS—Perforated and gummed, just
the thing to attach to letters, cards and the like. Send a
cabinet or large figured post-card photograph. The photo-
graph will be return.^d uninjured with the order. Seventy-
five cents per hundred. Address Chas. Havball, Woodstock,
Ont. It

BOAT BUILDING AND BOAT LIVERY:

Situated in one of our local watering places where

in the summer time business is so great as to keep

everybody busy. This business shows a turnover of

between $6,000 and §7,000 a year with a net profit

of $2,000. Property and buildings go for §5,500.

Stock about $500 extra. Boat house is two storeys,

30 X 50, Store house 20 x 60. Canoe house 20 x 30.

There are 250 feet of frontage on the water front,

250 feet of docks, floats included. Bowser gasoline

tank and pump for supplying Motor Boats with

Gasoline. No opposition. Equipment includes 4

Launches, Canoes, Row Boats, etc., which of course

are to be valued separately from the property.

Would consider good land as part payment and is

only desirous of selling because his family are

growing up and he is desirous of moving to the

City where they cin have the benefit of college

education.

APPLY—THE LOCATORS,
62 & 63 Merchants Bank Building,

Winnipeg.

FOR SALE—Fine pair Field Glasses, quick draw focus,
russet leather case, best lenses, highest grade throughout.
$8.50. Sent on approval if deposit made with Rod and Gun.

HUNTERS—A beautiful colored picture 16 s 20, "The
ChalleDge**—postpaid 20 cts. All different 3 for 50

—

seven for $1—twelve for $1.50. Thos. J. Mears, 1148 La
Salle Ave., Chicago, 111.

TRAPPERS—HUNTERS—Get this FREE Illustrated
Polder. Shows new method of skinning game. Increases
the value of your furs. Cuts in half trouble of skinning.
Addreas: Kewanee Specialty Supplv Co.. Desk 22. Kewa-
nee, Illinois, U.S.A.

Save money, make your own smokeless powder, twice as
strong as black p4>wder, cheap safe and easily made. Re-
cipe 50c. C. E. Johnson, DemorestviUe. Out. It

WANTED, Live Canadian Mink. Must not be Injured Ib

any way. Also other wild animals. State sex and price.

P. W. Strother, 437 Sherboume St.. Toronto. 2t.

FOR SALE—^Two fine mooseheads mounted this season,
also ten deer heads. Will trade for raw furs. Write at

once. H. B. Baker, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont. It

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built end fitted ac-

'•'Tding to specifications at a considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Aaaten, 25 Front Street, B.,

Toronto. T. F.

TO ANGLERS ALL OVER THE DOMINION:—Dr. Henry
Gore of St. Andrews. N.B. will accept orders during the
present winter for tying dies. Dr. Gove can tie all kinds
of flies to the perfection of the art, particularly thoae
which Imitate the natural Insects of our rivers, bavinc
made careful and life long study of the same. The
construction of these flies will he founded upon fdeat
which will appear in articles contributed by Dr. Gore t«
the pages of Rod and Gun. In all cases If orders are not
flrat class In every respect money will be refunded. Ad-
dress Dr. Henry Gove, St. Andrews. N.B. Nov. 5t

DEERHOUND FOR SALE—My well known hound "Jack"
and my bitch "Judy." $20.09 for the two. 1790 St. Urbain
St., Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE—New 30.30 Winchester Repeating Rifle,
1^ magazine. Also leather trimmed canvas case with half
box of high power cartridges. 10 shots fired from It last
fall in Muskoka. Complete outfit $14.00. Box A, Rod
and Gun. Woodsotck, Ont. 2t
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The First Touring-Car Sold in Canada Under

$1500 With Self-Starter

R-C-H MODEL SS—"Twenty-Five" S-Passenger Touring Car
no INCH WHEELBASE

^ ^ ^ Equipped with SELF-STARTER, 32 x 3>^ tires, dual^11 #0 ignition, demountable and quick-detachable rims, gas

FOB Windsor Ont tank, extra rim, top, windshield, 5 lamps, horn, tools and
'

' DUTY PAID ^^'^ '^P^i'' kit—LONG STROKE MOTOR—3-SPEEDS
—ENCLOSED VALVES—MAGNETO.

There, as it stands, is the most startling motor-car announcement ever made. For no such
car has ever been offered at anywhere near this price—and many of these K-C-H features have
hitherto been confined to cars costing $3,000, $4,000 or $5,000. You who read motor-car adver-
tisements day after day will see this at a glance.

ADd remember that we could not build more staunchly or more sturdily tor a car at any price. $5,000 would
buy you no greater satisfaction, no better service—$2,000 cannot buy you as great value anywhere else.

Strong statements? Yes. But we want you to challenge them—we want you to compare the car. Item by
Item, with any other you have In mind at $2,000—or more. Will you do It? Can you afford not to do It?

How The R-C-H Is Built The Long-Stroke Motor
123 drop forgliigs are used In the R-C-O—more than The motor Is the first adaptation In this country ot

In any other car in the world, irrespective ot price. the long-stroke idea so successful abroad. It Is
Chrome nickel steel is used throughout all shafts and r . a 1 1 v Ion-stroke (3M s: 5) with lust the nroner
gears In the transmission and rear axle; hlgh-carhon

r e a 1 l y ion stroke (-iy^ ^ >» with Just the proper

manganese steel in all parts requiring special stiffness
relation of stroke to bore that the best engineering prac-

A feature of RC-H construction Is the ready ac- f'<^« '"»=* demonstrated to be most economical and cffl-

cessibllity of the parts, an<i the complete Interchange- cient.
ability of parts resulting from the extensive use of drop TU D J F^ '

forglngs. We do not think there is any other car In » ne DOdy UeSIgn
the world ot which this is so true—certainly there Is „, , , „ , .,„,,.. ,., ,.

none among so-called popular priced cars. This follows the roomy, graceful English type, which
The drive is left-side—the only sensible drive under has been recently adopted by some ot the very higli-

North American road rules; and the control is center priced cars on this side, but has never before been used
lever—out of the way, yet most convenient to the on a car at a moderate price,
operator's right hand.

. „ ,,,.,. ,^ ^ ,^ .

The spring arrangement is semi-elliptic front and full
^his Englu* body, as all who have seen it admit, has

elliptic rear, tilted and mounted on swivel seats. This the grace ot a greyhound and the same aristocracy of

Insures especially easy riding, with a mlnimuui of I'°e. " t""** " <'la*S possessed by few other automobile
strain. bodies, however exponislve.

R-C-H- "Twenty-Five" Colonial Coupe. Model SS
d>4^0|r Specifications:—Enclosed Ixxly; drop seat for third person; 100 ampere hour lightingVfr^a battery. Full equipment includes 2 electric lamps, combination electric and oil side

FOR ^Vinr4ftf^r Ont ^hd tail lamps. Other specifications and complete equipment same as roadster.
r.yj.D. y»ina»or, \jni.

^^ ^^ closed car at any price will you get greater comfort, service and beaut/
DUTY PAID than this.

R-C-H "Twenty-Five" Engflish-body Roadster. Model SS
^Qw I* Equipped with self-starter, 31^x3 V. tires, dual Ignitiou. demountable and qulck-de-
*•*" ' O tachable rims, gas tank, extra rim, top, windshield. 5 lamps, lioro, tools and

P O R W A O ^'""^ repair kit—long: stroke motor—3 speeds—enclosed valves—magneto.
r,KJ,D. wmasor, wni. TOURING ROADSTER, same equipment. $900. Extra large gasoline and oil ca-

DUTY PAID pjicity. Wbeel-base of roadsters, 86 Inches—other specifications same as touring car.

STANDARD MODELS SPECIFICATIONS

The standard models of the R-C-H are completely Motor

—

i cylinders, cast en bloc—3Vi Inch bore, 5
equlppe<l with top. side-curtains, wind-shield, lamps. inch stroke. Two-bearing crank shaft. Timing gears

generator, horn, tools and kit, but do not have the self- and valves enclosed. Three-point suspension. Drive

—

starter or other special equipment mentioned above. left side. Irreversible worm gear. 16 Inch wheel.

They are priced as follows, f.o.b.. Windsor, Ont. Duty Control—center lever operated through H plate, tnteg-

pald. ral with universal Joi.it housing just below. Springs

—

Touring Car. $1050 front, semi-elliptic; rear, full elliptic and mounie<l on

Touring Roadster. 1000 swivel seats. Frame—Pressed steel channel. Axles

—

Roadster, S50 Front, I - Beam, drop forged; rear, semi-floating type.

Roadster—J-passenger, 925 Body—Engtisb type, extra wide front seats. Wheel
Coupe, 1300 Base—110 laches. Full equipment quoted above.

R/^ fYfinn HJI r 1*1 LYCASTE street Distinct from and having no

. C. HUrP, Manutacturer oetroit, mich. ""„"„%r«or„??:';rTonr;X'''''
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sportsmen of this country have altogether
tailed in contributing' to the betterment
of the general situation although possibly
it may be alleged with a semblance of

foundation that many futile and puerile
means have been advocated and put into

practice. Nevertheless many meritor-
ious measures have been suggested, some
of which are now on the statutes. The
following comprise both advanced and
adopted schemes: A bag limit which is

but a matter of honor inadequate to con-
trol where no honor exists; a nominal tax
on gun and shooter; the Ontario limita-

tion of two hundred yards for decoys ; the
removal of same each evening; the pro-
hibition of shooting after sundown and
the banning of the automatic shot-gun

;

shortening the season but permitting the

effectual laws existing in, the land of
our neighbors to the south, but however
flagrant may be some of the legal enact-
ments governing phases of commercial
pursuits and domestic arrangements,
there has come to pass, through the inde-
fatigable efforts of Dr. W. t'^ Hornadav,
The American Wild Life Protective As-
sociation, The Camp Fire Club of Am-
erica, League of American Sportsmen
and many other kindred organizations and
faithful unattached champions, a revolu-
tion in the sentiment of that fair m.inded
majority of the public which gives a

thought and is willing to sacrifice some
pleasures of the present to the future.
The work accomplished, so far in the
United States, has, when all the factors
that militate against it are taken into ac-

-:-J^

The Bay From the Club House.

sale of game that emerges from cold stor-

age to tickle the palate of an arrogated
epicure, who, except for the nomenclature
of the menu, is ignorant of the difference

between the prized canvas back and a do-
mesticated mallard.

While the most immediate concern
would appear to be the game legislation

of our own particular province or state,

every sportsman over America who has
the practical as well as the ethical side at

heart is aft'ected by the progress of the
movement to conserve the native wild
life of this continent.

We Canadians are wont at times to re-

fer disparagingly to the want of, and in-

count, been nothing less than remarkable,
as recent statistics prove. In seventeen
States the sale of all game is now pro-

hibited, while in eight additional divis-

ions of the Union the sale of nearly all

game is contrary to law.

The most notable achievement yet re-

corded was the carrying to consummation
of the Bayne-Blauvelt bill to prohibit the

sale of all native game in New York State,

where one purveyor of wild game has ac-

knowledged having sold a million game
birds a year, to meet the demand of this

special vogue in the city of New York a-

lone.

There is another aspect to the subject
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1

prevailing in the United States that calls

for more than usual mention and that is

the "unique" prixilege of' the spring

shooting of water fowl. In twenty-sev-

en States the practice continues un-

abated in the face of the knowledge that

by preventing one duck reaching her an-

nual breeding ground eight to ten prog-

eny fail to increase their depleted kind.

In only two Canadian provinces is

spring shooting tolerated, Quebec and
Nova Scotia permitting the shoot-

er to kill until March the

first. While even this license

must be regretted the regular northerly

migration at this period of the year is

barely sufficient before the end of Febru-
ary to so appreciably work the ha^'oc that

conxiuced me that the. authorities (jf this

province by turning a deaf ear to the ap-

peals made to them to legislate against

the sale of wild ducks and the continued

use of the repeating or pump shot gun,

are assuming an attitude incompatible

with duty and that broad spirit which a-

lone constitutes real statesmanship. The
consensus of opinion held by the genuine

sportsman, who many times outnumlier

the market shooters, is that of all meas-
ures necessary to prevent the ultimate

extinction of the wild duck family, the

most essential and immediately impera-

tive is to render illegal their sale or im-

portation for sale in Ontario. As regards

the pump gun, its popularity will apprec-

ial^lv decrease with the cessatidii of tlie

Where the Sport Was Good.

is caused farther south where the dates

are open in some States until Ai)ril the

first and in others until as late as the

first of Ma}'.

Canadians are not then so deeply con-
cerned directly, in the matter of spring
duck shooting except in its intimate bear-

ing on the whole question of conservation.

There is every reason to believe that the

day is not far distant when our neighbor
nation will regulate this most undesirable
feature.

Personal knowledge gained from five of

Ontario's greatest duck shooting points,

St. Clair Flats, Mitchell's Bay, Point
Pelee, Rond Eau and Long Point, has

sale of game, for it is a ruthless weapon,
characteristic only of that class of shooter
whose three months' market pot htmting
makes him an idle citizen for nearly all

the balance of the year unless a little de-

sultory fishing entitles him to any further

recognition.

Only recently I have done shooting at

Rond Eau from points where many years

ago I have witnessed enormous bags
made, but on this occasion our luck was
so poor and so difficult to reconcile even
with the number of birds present, that we
instituted enquiries as to the cause. We
were informed that a party of four mar-
ket shooters, each with two pump guns.
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shot from blinds over a great flock of de-

coys set out where some two or more
hundred bushels of grain had been fed at

regular intervals since before the flight

birds began to arrive, and it was current

report that with this fusilade of forty-

eight shots, levelled by accurate eyes,

steadily from sunrise to sundown, the

day's destruction totalled around five

hundred ducks. Was it any wonder that

we, along with some sixteen others from
various parts of Ontario, who fared no
better, had exactly fifty ducks for a party
of four, for a two weeks' stay at this once
famous resort. Feeding may be an ex-

cellent method of insuring good sport but
when practiced for the purpose of com-

and always will remain, an enigma to al!

with whom I have discussed the matter.

'Sly own observation of the work of both
arms has conclusively convinced me that

the six shot pump gun in the hands of a

practiced market shooter is a much more
efl^ective instrument than the five shot

automatic with which to advocate the dis-

continuance of the sale of dead wild

ducks. Before the close of the campaign
waged in New York State against the sell-

ing of game, the Game Dealers and Hotel
Men's Associations acknowledged that

wild native game should no longer be sold

for food, a concession that should in-

fluence very largely, the contention of

those who labor under the belief that wild

Rice Bay Club House.

merce, absolutely, it constitutes the "in-

sult upon injury" and should decisively

appeal to the sejitiment that calls for fair

play and a general denunciation of such a

mercenary and selfish spirit. How long
will the ducks survive such deadly on-

slaughts is a question with such an ob-

vious answer that conservation seems im-
possible unless the marketing be forbid-

den by all the provinces and States of

North America.
How any practical student of gunning

can differentiate between the possibilities

of the Automatic and the .game .getting ef-

ficacy of the repeating or [uimp gun is

game is nothing but an edible commodity
and not a Providential trust of which we
must render an accoimt to posterity.

From an economic standpoint, which con-

sideration is the more worthy to present

to our Governmental authorities, the up-

holding and aiding in the certain ultimate

destruction of our wild game life by the

least desirable of our citizens, who render

dubious service to the state and from

whose mercenary gain the province re-

ceives no benefit, or the developing,

among our citizens, of a more ideal type

of sportsman by ending the sale of game
and stoiiping the use of all shotguns, cap-
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able of firing, without reloading, more
than two shots. This latter class of

duckshooters is generally conceded to be
no mean asset, in view of the amount an-

nually spent on shooting preparations

and expeditions from which everyone
along the line derives a measure of profit.

The ratio of good sportsmen to mar-
ket shooters is approximately twenty to

one, while the pot hunter, without hardly
an exception, uses the pump gun. The
man who shoots merely for the out-of-

door sport it affords is content to employ
only the double barreled firearm, and is

satisfied with, but does not always get,

six to ten birds a day during his one or

two weeks' outing, whereas the man who

the endeavor to right a wrong that ac-

tuates a country's best citizens to under-

take discharging obvious moral obliga-

tions. It is a matter of all-time history

that indifference causes submission to

conditions that at last reach a state of in-

tolerance. That is fast becoming the sit-

uation relative to the preservation of the

normal number of our wild ducks.

Public opinion is being very generally

expressed against the wholesale depletion

of these, our first game birds. Soon not

onl_\- will the genuine sportsmen of On-
tario take concerted action, but their

ranks will have the active and moral sup-

port of the whole community in an ir-

resistible move to have their cause crown-

The Result of the Party's Two Weeks' Shoot.

fills, or helps to fill, our cold storages, has
his ingrained avarice poorly satisfied un-
less his season's occupation tallies

around six hundred to a thousand dead,
to say nothing of crippled birds which
cannot be computed.
These are the days of conservation

throughout the whole range of our nation-
al resources, not because it has been pro-
moted as a fad. but absolutely by the
stern-fact realization that we have as
little right to exhaust this land's original

wealth, as a prodigal youth to squander
his parental estate without suffering the
censure of society. It is the principle and

ed with success, slow moving though the

law's machinery may be. A politician's

view may for a time prevail but it must
inevitably, in tiriie, broaden into the out-

look of a statesman.

Our authorities have, on occasions, rul-

ed for close seasons for several consecu-
tive years on other feathered game that

ex:hibited signs of lessening numbers.
Why not, when the proof is established

that such is the case with regard to wa-
ter fowl, take the most adequate measure
to prevent their sure annihilation?

Is Ontario, the province that prides it-

self on being one of the most equitably
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governed territories of North America,
to be behind seventeen of the States to

our south, particularly the State of New
York, from the capital city of which is-

sued this continent's greatest demand for

the market shooters' product?
Assuredly the brought-to-bay acknow-

ledgment of New York's game dealers

and Hotel Men's Associations that "wild
game should no longer be sold as food"
will leave our legislators with no ground
henceforth for any contention or excuse
along this line of argument, and as to

the pump shotgun we might ask why
tiiose duckshooters who have good claims
to be regarded as true sportsmen, declare

that no user of such a shotgun can be
held in great respect. A gun that costs a
man his fair estimation in the association
of high minded sportsmen should have no
part in the recreative pleasures of a coun-
try's citizens. There are many condi-
tions throughout this province peculiar to

certain localities that require special ad-
justment to curb abuses and further im-
provements, but the first and principal

need is the prohibition of both the sale of

wild ducks and the use of the repeating
or pump shot guns.
What the sportsmen, individually or

organized, have done in New York State,

where opinion is difficult to arouse, can be
accomplished in Ontario if the Protective

Associations and those concerned in the
wild game life of America institute a vig-

orous campaign and the sportsmen and
their friends in every constituency enlist

their representatives in the local 'Legisla-

ture actively in this most opportune and
important matter, the conservation of the
wild ducks.

There is probably no duck shooting
ground in Ontario so liberally patronized
by the migratory water fowl each Fall, as

Long Point, Lake Erie. Having recently

purchased a share in the Rice Bay Club,

one of the most valuable and best equip-

ped shooting and fishing properties in On-
tario, I had the pleasure of securing with
several other members of the Club, a

most enjoyable shoot in November last,

at the same time becoming intimately ac-

quainted with conditions now obtaining
there. While our success was exception-
al, the other members of the Club who

precetled and followed our stay, exper-
ienced, as is notorious in this sport, off-

times for good shooting, which most like-

ly, as in the past, will be the reversed or-

der next year. Considerable of the best
marsh land on the island is privately held
and being shot over by a limited number,
has retained its attractiveness for the

visiting fowl ; this in a very great mea-
sure has had its influence in inducing the
stop-over of the immense flights for

which Long Point has such an enviable
reputation.

Being precluded from marsh hunting
all the public sport is indulged in on the
main land shore and island sides of the
Bay which afford many stjdes of shoot-
ing, stationary and floating hides or

blinds for boats, stationarv platform
hides, which are being abandoned as too
conspicuous for the educated ducks of to-

day
;
paddling down, a method very suc-

cessful with a good flock of decoys from
a lee shore in ' a good blow

:

and skeg work. The changing
of the wind, which at some
shooting places so greatly varies the luck,

here only necessitates the running of the

launch across to Turkey Point, over the

Bay if a north or north-east wind, or

about four miles east to the bar at Ryer-
se Island, if the blow is from that direc-

tion. Here may be had splendid golden
plover, yellow leg and other shore bird

shooting, then down west on the Govern-
ment strip are at. times to be found in

plenty the elusive Jack snipe. Coots, a

real delicacy to those who know, are to

be had in numbers, swimming over the

marshes and among the reeds fringing the

shores.

Our bag, a characteristic one of Long
Point, had a considerable variety of spec-

ies, mallards, grey, black, canvas backs,

redheads, bluebills, marsh bluebills,

whistlers, ruddy, widgeons, hooded mer-
gansers and teal, with the usual quanti-

ty of saw bills and a number of coeen

and regular squaw ducks. There were
flocks without limit of pintail but we fail-

ed to secure any of this highly esteemed
bird. The shooting of this past season

was materially alTected by the most un-

usual turn of weather conditions that be-

gan on November the twelfth with a ter-
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rific windstorm and a lowering of the tem-

perature some forty odd degrees in six

hours, freezing over completely Rice Bay,

on which Rice Bay Club is situated, tying

up the Club's launches and rendering any

form of Bay shooting impossible. None
of the older members of this Club, estab-

lished since 1880, remember as early a

freeze-up as this just when the prospect

for a two weeks' good shoot

at canvas backs and redheads was
all that could be asked by the

most exacting crank of this par-

ticular sport, but in this eccentricity of the

elements there was, to the out and out

sportsman, the compensating aspect of

the side of the enforced curtailment of the

decimation that otherwise would have re-

sulted had the army of market shooters

along the lake fronts of Ontario plied

their trade, yet another year, until t!ie

regular departure of that south bound
host, which through the long winter and
the major portion of the Spring, is destin-

ed to run the gauntlet of merciless at-

tack and ruthless destruction in those

States not yet in line with the best pre-

cepts of sport and all that a timely restric-

tion portends for the future.

The whole question of wild duck con-

servation is one that should seriously en-

gage the shooter of to-day as well as the

shooter of to-morrow.

All that is required is a far reac.'ii'.ig

comprehensive and sportsmanlike united

action by those broad minded huntsmen,
both in the United States and in Canada,
who have a single conscience for the

preservation of oiir land's great heritages,

and not by those who are actuated by sel-

fish motives to increase their immediate
pleasures and further their pecuniary in-

terests but by those who will be content

to defer that pleasure to a future time

that they may enjoy with added zest and
increased enthusiasm the propagated
plenty that they have so zealously assist-

ed in making possible.

This concern of native wild game con-

servation is and should be far removed
from the realm of party and petty politics.

From every view point does it assume the

aspect of a timely political subject and
most emphatically does it take the form

The Author.

of a fundamental question of equitable,

wise, and prescient government. If those

empowered to consummate our laws can

in full cognizance condone and counten-

ance practices that are by honourable
citizens denounced as too ignominious to

exist, we must in consequence fall in uni-

versal esteem and relinquish our claim to

be considered ever in the forefront of

progressiveness and the observance of

the principles of just and adequate admin-
istration.

It is not a dispute as to whether On-
tario's legislators should favor the market
shooters or the thorough sportsmen of

the province, it is a matter of much deep-
er concern and more far reaching influ-

ence, for it means the wanton abandon-
ment or the preservation of an incalcul-

able asset of considerable present propor-
tion and future limitless development. In

the near and distant time to come will

that great order of genuine sportsmen, so

necessary to the equilibrium of our social

structure, be no more, because a band of

mercenaries have fattened under the neg-
ligence of the law? Is there even a re-

mote possibility that the annals of future

history will record such a reproach
against that province which is one of the

most worthy states in the most enlight-

ened as well as greatest empires of all

ancient and modern times?



A Moose Hunt On The Preserve Of The
Shawinigan Club, Quebec

BY L. A. BOYER.

^inigan Club House.

THE Shawinigan Club is situated in

the Laurentain Mountains forty

miles north of Three Rivers. The
club 'houses are built on Lake Xapi-

zagonke, which is tw'elve miles long and
famed for its scenery and its fine red

trout.

The game preserve for moose is found
four miles from the Club, on a chain of

shallow lakes where tall grass and lily

pads grow in abundance. It is surround-
ed by high moiuitains where maple trees

and other species of hard woods thrive

better than do either pine or spruce. The
high mountains give shelter and food to

the moose when in their winter quarters

or, as the French say, "where he makes
his ravages."

These lakes, seven of them in all, which
are called the Chicot Lakes, follow one
another at intervals of about one mile,

and are reached by canoe and portages.

Some of the portages are actually made
and tramped by moose and these we of-

ten follow when we wish to make a short-

er cut through the woods. On one of

the principal lakes the club has a cabin

hidden from view, the dimensions of

which are twelve feet hv twelve feet. The

cabin has a small window, a door, side

beds filled with long dried grass, with

boughs for a pillow, a good stove, a table,

seats, and a portable cooking kit in alum-
inum for four persons.

It was my good luck to start the first

week in October for these lakes, accomp-
anied by a friend and two guides. We
took with us two twelve foot canvas can-

oes, blankets, a commissariat for four

days, rifles, guns and ammunition.
\\'e reached the first lake in two hours'

time and killed two partridges on our
way up.

Arriving at the lake, we found the old

beaver dam which had been given up for

several years, being rebuilt and reinforced

in several places. This dam is at least

sixty feet long and all the way across one
could walk along on the top of it. A lit-

tle further on we found the beaver's cab-

ane. a large one with a great deal of new
and pretty brandies freshly cut, around it.

This dam and enclosure my friend looked

upon as a great novelty for although he

had heard of them he had never before

seen one. We continued on our way
and reached our cabin where we made
ourselves comfortable, lighting the fire
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and making a good meal out of Camp-
bell's soup, pork and beans, bread and tea.

In the afternoon we decided to stay on
this lake and call for moose. LeFebvre,

our best guide, blew his horn, which was
made of bark, giving a loud sonorous call

for a bull moose. This call was repeated

at intervals and towards five o'clock we
distinctly heard an answer and the break-

ing of the branches not very far away.
Though the guide repeated the cry in a

lower tone he could not induce the bull

to come to the shore. This is often the

one was tired we went to bed at nine

o'clock in order to rise at five a. m. the

following morning in time to prepare a

light breakfast and move on to some other

lake. We tried the second lake the next

day, choosing a point from which we
could see all about us. Here again our

calls were answered but they did not

bring the game. I certainly made up my
mind that this lake was the place for a

moose. We decided to return to camp,

which we reached at twelve o'clock. On
our wav home we saw, a hundred feet

View Taken From Top of Lake la Croix.

case with an old bull. We knew he had
come to the shore during the night as his

tracks clearly showed this. While wait-

ing to catch a sight of the moose I had
the pleasure of seeing, for the first time,

beavers moving about at not more than

three hundred yards from me. They
were carrying branches across the lake.

Even when carrying a large branch they
swim very fast. We returned to the

•cabin and had a good meal and as every

ahead of us, a cow moose who did not

take to the woods until we came within

forty feet of her. The portage was full

of deer and moose tracks. I bagged
three more partridges on my way to the

camp and my friend got a couple also.

We were quite hungry on our arrival and
cooked a first class meal of soup, pork,

potatoes, onions, following up a cup of

good tea with a delicious pipe. My
friend wished to go partridge hunting
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The Guide Waiting for an Answer.

with his guide and I decided to go back
where we had been in the morning and
probably to a lake further on. It was un-
derstood that there was to be no anxiety
if we did not return till late as it was
moonlight and we could easily find our
way back. My guide. LeFebvre and I

left the cabin and went straight through
to the third lake, having some difficulty

in reaching it, through the mud and deep
water. We had left our canoe at the

other lake and had to climb along the

mountain side till we got on a high place

overlooking the lake. We were wet
nearly to our knees but a drop of Scotch
warmed us up splendidly. The guide
began to blow his horn for a bull moose
and we immediately heard a grunt and
something disturbing the branches quite

near to where I was standing. Stretching
my neck to look in the direction of the

guide who had whistled the information

that there was a moose quite near us, I

saw a large cow moose come along the
shore and stop quite near us. A
second one followed and stopped ten feet

behind the first one. They looked quite
tame. A few minutes later along came
a third, a bull moose, about six years old,

wlio stopped at a distance of thirty feet

in the rear of the cows and only two hun-
dred feet from me. It was a grand and
rare sight. If only I had had my kodak
with me ! I paused to see what the bull

would do. He did not move for four or

five minutes and did not seem to have
any inclination to move on further so I de-

cided to shoot. The horns were not of

any size but I considered what a nice

steak he would make and so let go. The
first shot made him tremble and he nearly
fell. At the second shot he fell and stag-

gered, then got up to lean against a

spruce tree. My guide warned me to

shoot again in case he might take to the
lake and swim across. I handed my rifle

to him and after three more shots he fell

dead. Strange to say, while we shot

five times at that bull the cows did not
move and they only took to the bush
when my guide was within fifteen feet of

them and even then they did not run. Did
they understand, I wonder, that the law
protects them? Other examples of the

same thing have happened this year. One
member of the club saw on these lakes as

many as eight moose, six cows and two
bulls, the bulls being young ones. An-
other member saw two cows and four

^•oung ones.

I returned delighted with my success

and especially pleased at having had the

experience with the cow moose. We
came back on the mountain side to avoid

deep water and mud and killed some part-

ridges and were lucky enough to find

some of those delicious white mushrooms
that grow on pieces of hard-wood trees,

that have been resting on the ground. I

brought quite a quantity back with me
to the camp.
Having heard the shooting my friend

was eager to know what I had killed and
received me joyfully.

Mushrooms, roasted partridges and de-

licious bacon made a splendid combina-
tion.



A Holiday Trip In The Lillooet District, B. C.

RY KEITH WRir.HT.

Notth Fraser Canyon.

VISITING Lillooet in the Spring I

was so impressed with the beauty
of the district and its possibilities

from a sportsman's viewpoint
that I immediately decided that my next

furlough would be spent in further ex-

ploration. Returning to Vancouver I

looked up two kindred spirits and, with
the help of many maps and much talk,

we decided that July sixteenth would
see us on our way to this promised land

of scenic beauty, fish and game. More
discussions were necessary before we
had decided on the contents of our packs,

which must contain blankets, food, fish-

ing tackle, photographic outfits and, lest

we forget, mosquito netting. At last, all

arrangements complete, the morning of

July i6t'h saw us leaving Vancouver
eastbound via C. P. R. We had chosen
the hottest day of the year for a start and
the further we got from the Coast the

higher went the mercury until arriving at

Lytton. our jumping off place, in the early

ly evening we found the glass registering

102 in the shade, the difficulty being to

find the shade.

Lytton is perched on the banks of the

Fraser at the confluence of it and the

Thompson River and from a distance is

most picturesque. Early next morning
we boarded the stage and started up the

North Canyon of the Fraser.

A sad occurrence marred the day's

pleasure to a certain extent. At break-
fast it was found that there was not

enough porridge to go round and I was
the victim.

On leaving Lytton the road dashes
down a steep incline overhanging the

river, crosses the mouth of the Thomp-
son on a spindling legged bridge of con-

siderable height, up again to the bank of

the Fraser and turns into the woods on-

ly to emerge again on the river's bank at

a greater height. In and out it winds al-

ways climbing higher until finally you
find yourself runnin.g along a shelf on the

mountain side overhanging the river sev-

eral hundred feet below. Rounding
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sharp bluffs, dashing clown steep inclines,

across deep ravines, up hill sides, gener-
ally with the cliffs towering over you and
always with the river a raging torrent

far below, makes this forty-seven miles a

trij) long to be remembered, especially

when considering the magnificent pano-
rama of river and mountain ever in view
which entices one's attention from the

dangers of the road. We arrived the

same evening at the town of Lillooet, a

beautiful little hamlet nestling in the val-

ley and boasting well kept gardens and
lawns, which, with the flowing river and
towering mountains, made a picture de-

were able to look around with more ap-
preciation at the beauties surrounding us.

To the east the pass twisted through tre-

mendous sheer walls of rock. It was
ideal—the kind you read of but seldom
see. To the west lay twenty miles of

lake with huge surrounding mountain
walls, their snow-capped tops mirrored
in the clear waters beneath. When sun-
set came the riot of color presented was
gorgeous beyond description later toning
down into the most wonderful tints.

Morning saw us aboard a small steamer,
not speeding up the lake, but waddling
along rather importantly with plenty of

A Native Son.

lighting the artistic soul of one of our
party and appreciated by all. Next morn-
ing we had a taste of packing, walking
from Lillooet through the Cayoosh Pass
to the foot of Seaton Lake. The ther-

mometer registered ninety-eight in the

shade as we passed through a long defile

with the sun pouring down on us and re-

flecting from the rock walls on all sides.

The road bed was so hot that our feet

suffered considerably and all three hur-

riedly divested ourselves of the packs on
arriving at a suitable camping spot at the

outlet of Seaton Lake. After bathing we

time to gaze at the surrounding hill tops

and speculate as to the most likely places

for deer or big horn which are plentiful.

For these we were too early but we were
so pleased with what we had seen so far

that we were already talking of our next

trip. Reaching the head of the lake just

about noon we made the acquaintance of

Paul, an Indian, who undertook to show
us a good camping ground on Anderson
Lake, about one and a half miles away
and to take us up the lake next day.

Anderson Lake proved, if possible,

more beautiful than Seaton. A fine
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stream runs out of it and the prospects

for a big catch of fish looked bright. We
were, however, a little early for fly fish-

ing only taking a few fish, but trolling in

the evening was good. Paul and his dug-
out were on hand early next morning and

off we started up the lake. Crossing the

mouth of Three IMile creek a trout struck

carrying off our troll. It was an ideal

spot for fishing but as we had decided on
Roaring and McGilHvray Creeks we hur-

ried on.

At Roaring Creek the sport was good
and we soon landed some very fine trout

both of the rainbow and silver varietv.

game as could be wished for giving us
many an exciting fight in which we were
sometimes only second best. From here

on mosquitoes bothered us some at nights

but we suffered more from fear of them
than actually, and developed our powers
of ingenuity greatly in providing means
of protection. Next day proved very
windy and we had a pretty strenuous few
hours in the canoe before reaching the
head of the lake. There we picked up a
half-breed farmer who drove us across
the divide and down to the Birkenhead
Hatchery, a distance of twenty-two miles,

where we duly landed after a rough pas-

Up Anderson Lake in a Dug-out.

These were soon in the pan and provided
a most enjoyable luncheon. We then
paddled on to McGilHvray Creek and,
after fixing up our tent for the night,

again tackled the fishing. This creek, by
the way, is a mountain torrent rushing
out w-ell into the lake. A short distance
back it tumbles down several hundred
feet through a narrow canyon in a ser-

ies of splendid cataracts. At the mouth
of the creek the fishing proved excellent
both with fly and troll. We made a good
catch both as to size and number. The
water being ice-cold the trout were as

sage, stopping over night on the way at

a farm house. En route we passed some
very promising streams such as Pool
Creek and Black Water. Birkenhead
River is another beautiful stream. We
stopped here over night and enjoyed
some good sport although catching no
large fish. Those in charge of the Domin-
ion Government Hatchery here treated

us most hospitably. From this point we
again employed Shank's mare to carry

our packs to the Pemberton Indian

Rancheree where we obtained an Indian

and a small dugout. The Indian's
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klootch had to come along too, so in all

we had a good load for a small boat. A
short run down stream brought us out on
Lillooet Lake—a large expanse of dull

green water. Rugged ranges with high

snow-capped peaks rise on either side

with glaciers showing here and there.

Down the lake we paddled for many
hours stopping for luncheon on the way.

Arriving at the foot of the lake we were
obliged to run a very swift rapid of about

a mile. Dangerous enough to be excit-

ing at any time, striking rock with an
over-loaded canoe makes it doubly so,

and such was our experience. In the sec-

ond shoot we bumped, shipped water but

passed safely along doing the mile in less

than four minutes without paddling.

This brought us into Tenas Lake and six

miles further down the Lillooet River

runs out a roaring, seething torrent con-

tinuing for thirty miles until it empties

into Harrison Lake. Landing close to

where the river runs out we climbed to a

roadway a few hundred feet up the bluff.

Finding no horses available, the Indians

being away, we had to start out on foot

again. Camping on the way we came
next day to Skookum Chuck Indian Re-
serve where we obtained a team which
carried us to Port Douglas, eighteen
miles further, arriving at noon the fol-

lowing day. All the way the mountains
and river provided ever changing and in-

teresting scenes. At Douglas we camped
two days awaiting the chance of a boat
down Harrison Lake. At last we obtain-
ed a large dugout with a gasoline engine,
which, after much coughing and misfir-

ing, landed us at Harrison Hot Springs.
The trip down the Harrison Lake is ex-

ceptionally interesting, the mountains
rise in splendid formation to a great
height on all sides, while near the upper
end many fine trout streams come tumb-
ling in. From the Springs it is only a

few miles to the rail road which we reach-
ed after travelling exactly two hundred
miles from the time of leaving it at Lyt-
ton twelve days earlier.

We enjoyed every minute of the time
and to any one looking for scenic beauty,
fishing or shooting we advise the Lillooet

District, British Columbia.

An Antidote For Strychnine
BY P. BAWDEN.

SO many valuable dogs are lost every

vear by strychnine poisoning that I

am prompted to give my exper-

iences in the hope that their publi-

cation may be the means of saving some
one's pet from the evil designs of that

despicable person, the dog poisoner.

As soon as it is noticed that the dog is

suffering from poison prompt action

should be taken as time is very valuable

at this stage.

Instead of using the old fashioned

remedies such as mustard, sulphate of

zinc, melted lard, flour and water, etc. to

produce vomiting use a hypodermic in-

jection of apomorphia-tablets of one
tenth grain each—dissolving two tablets

in about twenty drops of water. This I

inject under the shoulder, or in any other

convenient spot. For small dogs one tab-

let is enough. This injection will cause

almost immediate vomiting. As a pre-

caution I usually repeat the dose in about
ten minutes, in the meantime drenching

with warm milk and water, which tends

to wash out the stomach. It is necessary
to keep the dog in a warm place and to

keep him as quiet as possible both during
and after the injections.

I have had si.\ cases of my own, in-

cluding the Airedale, Ch. Caerphilly Mar-
\el, and have yet to lose my first case.

To the uninitiated I would say that ap-

omorphia cannot be procured in the ordin-

ary way but may be procured through
your medical man or a veterinary. At
the same time you should get his instruc-

tions as to the use of the hypodermic
syringe.

This is a very simple method and may
be performed in a very short space of

time. .-Mthough this method maj' not ap-

peal to the ordinary dog man to the ken-

nel man or one who owns a valuable dog
it should appeal. M}^ advice is to al-

ways carry a hypodermic and a few tab-

lets in your hip pocket so as to be ready

for an emergenc}'.



Fox Farms In Prince Edward Island

BY T. G. WALLACE.

ALL over Canada the subject of

Reciprocity had recently been the

chief, almost the only, topic of

conversation in public places;

but in Prince Edward Island it did not

succeed in dethroning the subject of Fox
Farms. In smoking compartments of

trains, in dining rooms of hotels, and such
like places of public resort where groups
of men congregate and talk, one would
catch whifts of conversation, and the

stranger could not help recognizing that

the subject of fox ranching was running
Reciprocity a close second—and
this in the teeth of the gen-
eral election. This is not intend-

ed to convey to the readers of Rod
and Gun the impression that the citizens

of Prince Edward Island were not inter-

ested in Reciprocity—indeed such an im-

pression would be quite false and would
do scant justice to the intelligence and
patriotism of the people who dwell in the

"Garden of the Gulf," but it is intended
to show the importance assigned in "'the

Island" to the development of fox-ranch-

ing.

The breeding of black ''oxes has come
to be recognized as an important com-
mercial enterprise, an enterprise with a

future, for the fur of the black fox, bred

under suitable conditions, is unequalled

and possesses a high commercial value.

That the importance of this form of en-

terprise is being generally recognized is

evident from the reports of attempts at

fox-ranching that are being made at pla-

ces far apart from each other—such as

Guysboro' county in Nova Scotia, Grand
Valley and Wyoming in Ontario, one of

the Islands near Sitka, Alaska, etc. It

is in Prince Edward Island, however,
that the business has made greatest head-

way, and it is contended whether it be
from climate or soil or some other cause,

I do not know, that the best results are

attained, and the finest quality of fur

bred there. The "eastern" or Island

strain is considered by connoisseurs as

far superior to the "western"—the term
"western" being applied to foxes bred

west of the Island, and the fur of the

"eastern strain" brings a much higher

price on the market. Prince Edward Is-

land has become famous for the quality

of its black foxes, and fox-ranching is

regarded to-day as one of its leading in-

dustries.

As an indication of the commercial
value of the foxes the prices recently

paid for the animals are a revelation to

most people. A few years ago a pair of

young foxes might be bought for from
two thousand to three thousand dollars

but the price has steadily mounted to

from five thousand to six thousand and
at the last sale of which I have any know-
ledge a single animal was sold at four

thousand dollars. Indeed at the present

moment it is doubtful if live foxes lex-

cept those of inferior quality) can be

bought at all on the Island. The price at

present is kept up by the demand for. live

animals for breeding purposes. One own-
er is said to have refused an offer of sev-

enty thousand for his fox-ranch ; another
is said to have taken in during the last

twelve months well over one hundred
thousand, and the total amount of mone}-
that has changed hands in the business
the past year in the Island is not less

than half a million dollars.

The fur of the black fox, it need not be

said, is greatly sought after and highly

prized. In Russia, for instance, fur is a

necessary part of clothing, and amongst
the wealthy and official classes there is

an excellent market for the more higlily

priced furs, and the fur of the black fox

in addition to other qualities is said to

lend itself readily to gold or tinsel dyes.

The pelt of the black fox varies greatl}-

in quality. An inferior pelt will bring
five hundred dollars or even as low as

one hundred dollars, but the more su-

perior quality will bring as high as twen-
ty-five hundred dollars, or more. A
Prince Edward Island pelt was sold re-

cently on the London market for five

hundred and forty pounds sterling, and
the same pelt was sold later in Vienna
for five hundred and ninety pounds ster-

ling—which goes to show that the Lon-
don prices do not represent any infla''ed
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values. For a number of pelts recently

put on the Russian market the average
price was five hundred pounds or one
thousand dollars. It goes without say-

ing that quality is the important thing in

furs, and one must make a study of the

matter in order to make even an approxi-

mate valuation. Only a connoisseur is

able to note the color, thickness or other

fine points that make a valuable pelt

—

the novice is often deceived.

The pioneer in the business of ranch-

ing on Prince Edward Island was Mr.
Chas. Dalton, and he was first heard of

in the business about fifteen years ago.

One of the earliest ranches was owned
by Messrs. Dalton and Oulton near Tig-
nish. In the early days the fact was not

published—indeed no one outside of a

small and select circle knew anything of

the existence of the ranch or the possi-

bilities that lay ahead of the enterprise.

As a consequence of Air. Dalton's inter-

est in his dark colored friends he is not

by any means a poor man today ! The
thing, however, was too good to be long
kept quiet and by and by a few friends

were admitted into the secret, and gra-

dually others came to know of it, until

today there are probably a hundred fox

farms, large and small, on the Island. Of
these, however, there are not more than a

half a dozen well stocked and fully

equipped.

When I visited Prince Edward Island

recentl}' I made up my mind that one of

the first things I would like to see was a

fox-ranch. Although the Island fox-

ranches were spoken of all over Canada
I was in possession only of the vaguest

information concerning them. My inter-

est was whetted when I found out as I

approached the Island that only the fa-

vored few were admitted to the best

ranches, and I felt that after having
travelled so many miles I must not re-

turn disappointed. After making an en-

quiry I found that one of the best equip-

ped fox farms was that owned by Mr. F.

F. Tuplin of Xew Annan, near Summer-
side. Mr. Tuplin was not at home when
I called but I need hardly say I was most
courteously received by his wife and son,

and the latter acted as my host and guide

for the occasion. He verv kindiv con-

sented to my taking a picture, not only

of the ranch, but also of himself, in order

to illustrate this article. Late in the

afternoon Mr. F. F. Tuplin himself re-

turned from Charlottetown by train artd

I took a snapshot of himself and his

horse. The horse was too restless for a

time exposure and the light was not good
enough to produce the best results from
an instantaneous snapshot, so that un-

fortunately a picture of Mr. Tuplin him-
self does not appear with this article.

Mr. Tuplin did everything to make my
visit worth while, and I was also indebt-

ed for information to Mr. J. D. Jenkins
of Charlottetown, and others.

The foxes are housed in woods, usually

in thick woods, and as nearly as possible

in their natural surroundings. The sha-

dows of the trees made photography very
difficult, and the animals were liable at

any moment to scamper off and hide in

their kennels on the approach of a

stranger. The piece of woods in which
the foxes lived w-as fenced around with
chicken w-ire—strong wire is needed, for

foxes are very crafty in finding outlets.

The fence is at least ten feet high and
curves inward at the top some three or

four feet in order to prevent the animals
from jumping over it, and is carried be-

low the surface of the ground some four

feet or so, in order to prevent them bur-

rowing underneath. This wire fencing

appears in the illustration. The foxes

are divided off into separate divisions or

smaller pens and large kennels are pro-

vided for them. The foxes were not

looking their best when I saw them as

during the hot weather they had lost

their fur in the summer moulting and the

new fur was not full grown. The build-

ing of a complete pen costs from seventy-

five to one hundred dollars, including

fencing. The foxes may breed the first

3'ear, and the litter consists of from two
to eight pups. Litters are born between
the last of March and the fifteenth of

May. Mr. F. Tuplin informed me that

in four 3'ears he had bred fifty-six young
foxes from the original pair, that he had
lost none by disease, that he had only

lost one and that was because it had man-
aged to crawl underneath a partition into

an adjoining section of the pen and was

I
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killed by the other foxes. He estimated

his average cost of food for each fox to

be about three dollars and sixty-five

cents for twelve months, or about a cent

a day. This is not a very exhorbitant ex-

pense! On his ranch, besides black fox-

es Mr. Tuplin had a number of silver

grey.

As to feeding, opinions seemed to dif-

fer. Some recommended fish, but the

majority favored meat—not new, but

well hung, or even better, boiled. Breed-

ing, feeding, and raising—these repre-

sent the secrets of success in fox-ranch-

ing, and a great deal the rancher must
learn through his own experience. For
instance one rancher imported some
"western" strain and mixed them with

the "eastern" or Island fox. His unprac-

tised eye could detect very little differ-

ence between "eastern" and "mixed"
pelts—whereas out of five pelts (four of

them mixed) which he placed on the

London market, the one "eastern"

brought more than the other four com-
bined. Many of the ranchers find a pre-

vious experience in dog-raising or sheep

breeding most helpful. It is hardly

necessary to add that in killing the foxes

they are not shot or poisoned but smoth-

ered, or better still, chloroformed—so

that no damage may be done to the fur.

One can quite understand a certain

amount of reluctance on the part of own-
ers to show strangers over their ranches.

These ranches are located in woods, and

are as a rule some distance away from

the home of the owner. Considering

the value of the animals there must be a

serious danger of burglary. In fact dur-

ing my visit to the Island a reward was
being ofTered for the discovery of two
foxes which were alleged to have been

stolen. Moreover there is also the ques-

tion of value, if too many enter the game
the price may come down—so some
ranchers reasoned. Although more and

more are taking up the enterprise the

price of foxes keeps going up—but this

is undoubtedly due to the demand for

foxes for breeding purposes rather than

for their pelts. It is scarcely reasonable

to expect that the present prices will be

maintained after the demand for breed-

ing purposes ceases—nevertheless the

possibilities are in favor of securing in

the years to come a good return on money
invested in this industry. There are

some things that point to a maintenance
in the demand for the fur, if not an in-

crease, in the future. The Hudson Bay
Company's supply is falling off as the

white population encroaches on the fur

bearing regions. Then again, serious

and stringent measures are necessary in

order to preserve the seal from exter-

mination, and the seal being the most
valuable of furs rivals on the market the

fur of the black fox. For the seal a long

close season will be necessary and most
careful protection in order to preserve it

as an article of commerce at all. We
must also take into consideration the

growth of wealth, the making of many
millionaires, with whom money is no ob-

ject. This means that the demand for

expensive furs in commercial countries

like Canada, the United States and Great

Britain, will be greatly increased—and
of course fur is a necessary article of

winter clothing in our own country.

There are other features of this sub-

ject which are not without interest. The
black fox is a freak from the red and in

litters of black foxes an occasional red

will appear. It is said that red foxes

will always kill black puppies. The
whole story of the color of animals is full

of interest and well worth most careful

study, but that is a chapter b}-^ itself.

My interest in the fox farms of Prince

Edward Island was the source of a de-

lightful trip, and especially of a day
spent around Summerside, Kensington
and New Annan—but of this more in an-

other number.

A new company known as the Silver

Fox Ranching Company has been form-

ed whose authorized capital is $350,000

of which $100,000 is Preferred stock.

$150,000 of this stock has already been

placed. The shares are $10.00 each and

the Common stock is being taken up at

par. This Company, whose headquar-

ters are at Alberton, Prince Edward Is-

land, has been formed for the purpose of

carrying on the business of breeding and

selling foxes. They expect to own forty

pairs of foxes to commence with and to

build verv large ranches during the year.
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How The Cat Came To Grief

BY AVERY MOREHOUSE.

AS all big- game hunts read some-
what similarly the gentle reader

may not fancy he will be interest-

ed in mine. However as this one
terminated somewhat differently from
the ordinary hunt it is almighty interest-

ing to me and I am going to risk its be-

ing of interest to some at least of the

readers of Rod and Gun.
As my wife frequently accompanies me

on my hunts she is equally as fond of the

woods as I am myself and is a "stayer"

who was never known to say quit. We
got to.gether everything essential for our

comfort in the woods and set out for our
destination, which we reached safely, on
November first. Just as we got our can-

vas stretched the wind came around to

the north-east and it began to spit snow.
It was not a particularly pleasant be-

ginning that night as we lay in our tent

and heard the honk of the wild goose as

he wended his way to his Southern home.

The next morning did not bring much
of a change. It was cold and disagree-

able. The wife busied herself indoors

while I travelled most of the day seeing

very few deer tracks although other

years this section was teeming with all

kinds of game, deer especially being
plentiful. Just then the section men
came along and I interviewed them as to

game. They reported that it was very
scarce this season but could not tell why
this should be the case.

As the next morning broke fine and

clear I told my wife we would go further

back in the highlands and if there were
any game at all they would be found
there. It had frozen hard and every-

thing was noisy in the extreme. Under
these conditions most hunters would
have remained inside and complained of

too much noise and the impossibility of

successful hunting under the circum-
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stances. This however to my mind is all

bosh if you know how.
On coming to the height of land we

sat down on an old log and listened.

Prett}' soon we 'heard a deer pawing up
the leaves, getting some beech-nuts for

her breakfast. All things come to those

who wait and after a time Mrs. Doe cer-

tainly came our waj'. My 30-30 rang
out on the morning air and this meant
that we had secured deer number one.

After the necessary surgical operations

had been performed and just as we were

listen. Again my rifle spoke and there

lay prize number two. Simultaneously
my wife fired and our third prize was as-

sured.

Not so bad was it, two deer and a tig-

er cat in less than half an hour? "'They

lay in beauty side by side." \\'e con-
gratulated ourselves on our morning's
success and on having solved the mystery
of the scarcity of game. These cats are

certainly destroying the deer in our Xew
Brunswick woods all the ^ear round. In
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known to attack a man and is always
ready to put up a stiff fight. A dog is

beaten off quicker than one could say

Jack Robinson. A good sized cat will

weigh in the neighborhood of forty

pounds, forty pounds of solid flesh en-

dowed with all the cussedness that could

be bestowed on any living thing.

It is splendid sport to go out and stalk

the wary deer in his native wild but it

necessitates a lot of hard work. When
a man of small stature gets on his should-

ers an hundred and fifty pound deer and
attempts to carry same over a lumber
road two or three miles he certainly has

his work laid out for him. We got our
deer out all right however, and the cat

has been converted into a rug and will

alwa^'s be a pleasant reminder of the

Burtt Lake hunt.

A Picture No Artist Can Paint

BY JACK MINER.

ON October 27th I was in a burnt
country up in New Ontario about
three miles from the railroad

where the fallen trees and under-
brush were about as high as my head. I

came upon a place where ferns and leaves

had been scraped up in a small pile. This
I at once recognized as Bruin's work and
I began to investigate. I soon saw a lit-

tle yellow sand down between the cracks

of theTDurnt bark of a log and a few rods

away I noticed two trees that had been
blown up by the roots. One had fallen

north and the other south, leaving quite

a cavity in the sand and I could plainly

see that Bruin had been down in there.

.A.S there were no fresh signs however,
none that looked to have been made later

than six weeks previously I stood and
breathed a sigh of regret to think that I

could not come along and catch a bear
there. As I wanted to see just what this

hole looked like I laid down my rifle and
crawled headfirst into this likely looking
place. When I got in about the length

of myself the hole turned to the right

;

the mouth of it was overhung by a few

small roots, etc. As I turned my head to

look in this dark place the brown nose of

a black bear swung quietly around not

eight inches from my white eyebrows. If

only the gentle reader could have seen

my number ten cowhide moccasins pull-

ing back at full capacity and the way I

came out of that bear's nest (without be-
ing told) and the automatic manner in

which I reached for my rifle, he sure
would have seen a picture no artist could
paint.

Alore than seventy representative Can-
adian authors, the number being almost
equally divided between men and women
have contributed verse and prose to
"Canadian Days" the year book of Canad-
ian quotations which has been prepared
by the Toronto Women's Press Club.
This book affords a survey of the whole
of Canadian literature, including older
writers like Sam Slick (Haliburton) and
_voung writers such as Miss Pickthall and
Robert Service. This is a book which
is essentially Canadian and the selections
have been chosen with an endeavor to re-

veal the spirit of the country, gay and
earnest, hopeful and full of eagerness,
and it is believed, showing a love of beau-
ty and of the aspect of the land. A bet-

ter guide to Canadian literature one could
scarcely wish to have. The book, which
can be secured from all booksellers, is

printed in two colors and bound in cloth

?ells for seventy-five cents. It is pub-
lished by the Musson Book Company,
Toronto.



A Tragedy Which Caused The Siege Of Fort Ellice

BY MARTIN HUNTER.

II'"

the passenger journeying from Win-
nipeg to Edmonton by the Grand
Trunk Pacific, as he crosses the As-

siniboine at Spy Hill looks south-east

from the bridge he will almost see the

site of old Fort Ellice.

Fort Ellice, up to the early seventies,

was right in the buffalo country and at

this fort and the neighboring one of Fort

Pelly immense numbers of hides, dried

meats, pemmican and tallow were barter-

ed.

These two forts supplied most of the

dried meat and pemmican used by the

Northern Posts for their voyageurs and

CDuriers' subsistence when transporting

in canoes or on the long snow-shoe

tramps. Next to Fort Garry these two
posts were the best fortified of any in the

interior. It was necessary that they

should be so for they were
visited for the purpose of barter by the

Sioux and Black Feet Indians, the most
fearless and turbulent aborigines of Brit-

ish North America.
The staff and laborers of the Hudson's

Bay Co. stationed at these forts were al-

most prisoners within their stockades

that is even when peace was supposed to

exist. A single man or two never ventur-

ed out of sight of the gates for they could

not know at w-hat moment they would
hear the war-whoop and be ridden down
by a party of Indians watching in the vi-

cinity of the fort.

In cutting the winter's firewood along

the banks of the Qu'Appelle and Assini-

boine, an armed guard was constantly on
the watch over the choppers.

Some years, when the buffalo were
more numerous than at other times the

dwellers of the fort were continually har-

assed by small parties of Sioux or Black

Feet hovering about.

The boats that brought up the next

year's supplies and took down the returns

to Fort Garry had to have an armed con-

vey of horsemen following the rivers as

they laboriously forced the ladened crafts

up stream. The boats were secured each

night close to the bank and a guard kept

on each and changed by the captain of

the party every four hours. The rest of

the crews slept on top of the bank with
the horsemen, where, also, one or two
men stood guard over the camp and hors-

es. Those were trying times and men
slept with their arms ready for instant

use were an alarm sounded.
The horsemen, owing to the crooked-

ness of the river, had plenty of time to

hunt as they followed the boats. They
thus supplied the crews as well as them-
selves with abundance of game such as

elk, prairie chicken and sometimes a buf-

falo.

At the time of which I write Fort El-

lice was garrisoned by the following men :

Air. Arch. McDonald, the officer in

charge, three clerks or traders, one stew-

ard and four gunners to work the small

cannon that poked their muzzles out at

each corner of the stockades. Besides

these principal men there were eighteen

others for working small arms when oc-

casion demanded and at other times to

do the work about the fort.

As the seasons came round these men
cut hay, chopped and rafted the fire-wood

and engaged in many other kinds of em-
ployment. Several of the men had wives
and so had one or two of the officers, all

of whom lived inside the stockades in

their respective quarters.

One of McDonald's men by the name
of Pierre Nault had a most beautiful dau-

ghter. Nault, himself, was a Bois Brule

so was his wife and consequently his dau-

ghter. This girl, Nanette, with another
woman were down at the river one day
washing when those at the fort thought
there was not an Indian within miles.

They were suddenly swooped down upon
by a party of four savages and carried off

into captivity almost from within gun
shot of the fort. As the Indians mounted
their ponies on the river bank where they

had been hidden in a clump of trees, Nan-
ette sent forth a piercing cry which reach-

ed the ears of the guard on duty at the

time who strange to say happened to be

her own father.
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All was at once confusion within the

stockades ; a party was hastily told oft' by
Mr. McDonald and the charge given to

Nault.

Even with the utmost haste it took the

would-be-rescuers considerable time to

equip, mount and be oft'. When at last

the little party of eight rode out of the

gates, the kidnappers were already out of

sight. ~ But they left a clear trail which
the fort party had no trouble in follow-

ing at a lope.

Nault who rode at the head, urged his

party to keep up the pace. As they top-

ped each rise on the prairie they scanned
the land in advance for the party they

were following. Even with the advan-
tage they had had of half an hour's start

two of the horses, at all events, were car-

rying double and ought soon to show dis-

tress.

As the pursuers topped the next rise

on the prairie they espied the kidnappers
urging their ponies across the hollow to

the ne.xt rise. With a cheer Nault and
his men dashed down in hot pursuit but
ere they reached the bottom they saw sev-

eral mounted Indians riding into view on
the brow of the rise ahead of them, who
by their shouts and waving of guns and
head dress were manifestly friends of

the party with the captives. .Almost at

the instant of the two parties joining, the

fort people heard as they descended the

back slope a piercing war-whoop ring

out from the Indians.

Nault saw they were outnumbered and
immediately gave the order to wheel and
retreat. Then ensued a hot pursuit by
the Indians with the half breeds fleeing

for their lives towards the fort. Several
shots at long range were sent by the pur-

suers but luckily without doing any harm.
At last the fort loomed up in the dis-

tance. Those on guard saw the horse-

men getting nearer and nearer and un-

derstood that the small party was being
driven in by the larger one.

This could be none other than their

own men and immediately the gates were
swung wide open for their safety and
men placed at each leaf to close them as

soon as their companions had entered.

The Indians rode within half a mile
of Ellice, waved their blankets, turned

their ponies and disappeared over the first

rise.

One morning just as daylight was dis-

persing the gloom of the night the guard
on the western tower perceived objects

he had not seen the night before. As the

day declared itself, these proved to be In-

dian tepees to the number of over twenty.

The lodges had been silently erected dur-

ing the night within sight of the fort at a

distance of half a mile.

It was true the spot where the lodges

appeared was the usual camping place of

the several bands that came to trade.

Glasses were levelled at the camps by
those within the fort, but no signs of life

appeared and all the Factor could do was
to prepare his men for any eventualities

and await disclosures later on.

Along about ten o'clock movements
were noticed amongst the Indians and
shortly afterwards forty or fifty men of

the band rode slowly towards the fort.

They drew rein just out of gun shot of

the fort and two only came on. When
half way between their friends and the

gates of the stockades they drew rein and
hailed the fort, announcing their desire

of a parley with the officer.

As they thus stood at ease, as it were
with the bright, morning sun shining on
their well oiled bodies, (for both men
were naked to the waist) their head gear
of eagle feathers and leggings of fancy
bead work, they presented a sight not to

be seen on the W'estern Plains at the
present day. Each rider sat his horse
as if part and parcel of the animal and
thus they remained till the answer they
awaited came back from the chief officer

who stood on a raised platform near the

gates. This elevated position enabled
him to see clearly the two delegates and
the rest of the band in the background.

j\lr. McDonald, making a trumpet of

his hands, called saying, "You two. if you
have business may ride into the fort

unarmed."
Immediately the two warriors cast

their guns and knives on the prairie and
rode boldly towards the gates which at

that moment were thrown open for their

entrance. At the same time McDonald
descended to receive them in person as

was customary at that time for the ofii-
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cer in cliarge when meeting the head men
of any tribe visiting the forts.

The head chief of the two rode half a

horse length ahead of his companion
when passing through the gates. All col-

lected within the hollow of the yard ad-

mired these two noble specimens of the

red men decked out with their savage

finery.

I have heard the narrator of the whole
incident enlarge on his admiration of the

beauty of the horse ridden by this man.
The horse was a beautifully marked pie-

bald with magnificent tail and long flow-

ing tail of a rich cream color.

As this man rode clear of the gates one
of the fort men stepped from behind one
of the wings and shot the brave through
the heart with an arrow. McDonald saw
at a glance that this treachery on the pari

of one of his people would be met by ui:e

vengeance on the part of the Indians. To
offset this an hostage held by them would
be a powerful lever to stay hostilities. No
sooner did this conviction flash through
his mind than he bounded forward and
with his great strength pulled the other

or,', >e from his horse. Dragging him
vMtnm tiie stockades he ordered the gates

closed and secured.

My narrator of the occurrence, who was
a joung clerk attached to the fort and
who stood amongst the men, told me that

a more dramatic picture could not be

conceived than that which faced them at

the moment of the gates being closed.

There stood the men of the fort agape

and wondering at the suddenness of

what had taken place. The dead chief

lay as he had fallen from his horse, the

beautiful beast gazing down at his mo-
tionless master. The otiier Indian whom
McDonald had released as soon as the

gates closed stood gloomily looking down
at the earth, expecting no doubt that his

fate was sealed also.

McDonald ordered two of his men to

conduct the savage to the strong room,

lock him in and stand guard at the door.

He then retired to his own quarters

leaving orders that Sauve, the young
man who had done the murder be

brought to him forthwith.

Sauve on being ushered into the pres-

ence nf the Factor was at once taken in

hand by that officer and questioned as

to wh}' he had committed his rash act.

McDonald explained to him that while

he, Sauve, was revenging himself for a

supposed wrong, his act would imperil

the safety of all those within the fort

He pointed out to the poor trembling
man that when the main body of the

Indians became aware of the fact that

their chief was- slain they would de-

mand the life of the man that killed him
or wreck dire vengeance on the people

in the fort for their seeming treachery

"While you richly deserve all you
would get at their hands for your rash

act yet I cannot give you up to their

fiendish tortures, but if no other way
will appease them you will have to pay
the penalty by being hanged by your fel-

low whites.''

Saying this McDonald rang a bell.

A big Orkney man appeared. "William,

chain this man in the kitchen and keep
him under your eye. I hold you respon-

sible for his being produced when re-

quired."

McDonald then summoned his chief

interpreter, Turner, and they made their

way to the strong room to assure the

captive of his safety and explain what
had taken place. At the dictate of his

master Turner delivered himself of the

following to the captive Indian.

"The Big Trader knew nothing about

the killing of your chief. It was done by
one of his lowest of men. No Indian

brave would think so meanly of his tra-

der to suspect him guilty of such trea-

son. You two demanded a parley and
you rode fearlessly into our gates to

pour your words into our ears, had we
suspected what would happen we would
either have refused your entry or taken

extra precaution for your safety."

"Your fellow Indians will become un-

easy at your long absence. If they ride

near to attack the fort the Trader will

appear by your side on the ]ilatform over

the gate and you will explain what has

happened."
"Your life is in perfect safety so long

as you make no efi^ort to escape. When
we arrange peace with your band you
will be released."

McDonald and his interpreter had
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hardly locked the door on the prisoner

when a man came running towards them
saying, "The Indians are riding for the

fort."

It was a critical moment for further

bloodshed must be avoided if possible.

Knowing full well the danger he would
encounter even under a white flag, with

the Indians excited as thej' were Mc-
Donald did not hesitate a moment.
Seizing a white cloth hanging nearby he

mounted the platform and waved it

about his head.

His action proved futile for no sooner
was he perceived in his exposed position

than a volley of arrows and bullets rain-

ed about his person. Ducking below the

top of the stockades McDonald dropped
to the ground convinced the Indians

were in no mood to be reasoned with.

The men at their different stations

saw through the loop holes, the Indians

shaking their war bonnets in defiance

and firing from time to time at the fort.

Xo man was visible from without but

all were ready and on the alert only

waiting an order from the Factor to op-

en fire. This word McDonald was re-

luctant to give for once real war was es-

tablished no man could tell where it

would end. However the Indians be-

came so menacing, drawing nearer with
each circle they made, that something
had to be done and done quickly.

McDonald had among his men about

ten who were noted- rifle shots, these he

stationed in the towers at each corner

with orders to cripple the horses but to

avoid aiming at the riders. Very soon
Indians were being unhorsed on all sides

and they learnt the lesson that distance

was safer than close pro.xiniity and for

the time being retired to a knoll about a

quarter of a mile distant where they

clustered in parley.

This respite gave those in the fort

time to confer and McDonald and his

interpreter once more repaired to the

strong room to talk to the prisoner.

Turner now explained to "White
Blanket" the events that had just taken

place and said ; "The Trader could have
ordered his men to kill many Indians,

but he did not for he desired not their

lives, but only that they should keep

their distance and have their troubles

settled by council." "Now he wanted
his brother, 'White Blanket' to show
himself on the ramp and make the usual

signs for one of the band to approach
near enough so that 'W^'hite Blanket'

could converse with his fellow red and
arrange for a cessation of hostilities, till

both sides had held a meeting of dele-

gates."

Those within the fort could take no
chances of White Blanket deserting so

it was explained to him that while they

had full confidence that for his own in-

terests he would attempt no such step,

yet as he was to them a host of power
they were compelled to take proper pre-

caution that he did not rejoin his peojile

till this unfortunate afTair was settled,

therefore, while he harangued whoever
came to his call, three men of the fort

would keep him covered with their

rifles.

He made no objections to this covert

threat. Borrowing a blanket from a

nearby woman in the fort he mounted
the ramp, gave a prolonged trill call,

waved the blanket about his head twice

in succession and after a pause once
more. This was repeated w'hen he saw
he had the Indians' attention.

Then spreading his blanket on the

ramp he made motions as if embracing
an imaginary person dropped to his

knees and reclined full length. The
meaning of these signs being apparently

well understood, two of the Indians rode
slowly towards the fort.

White Blanket noticing this rose has-

tily to his feet and extending both arms
straight up into the air suddenly drop-

ped one and kept the other elevated.

On noticing this one of the advancing
pair halted in his tracks while the other
drew nearer. White Blanket now
clasped and unclasped his arms in quick
succession. When the Indian saw this

sign he rode briskly forward without
hesitation and was soon near enough to

enter into conversation.

Turner, the interpreter, was reclining

unseen close by White Blanket's feet

and could and did follow the conversa-

tion between the two reds.

White Blanket explained to his wait-
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ing brother that the killing of their chief

was the work of an individual and not

countenanced by the officer of the fort.

This man was now in irons and would
be tried with all fairness between whites

and red men. He himself was well treat-

ed and had no fear for his life. He was
kept in the fort as a hostage for the In-

dians' good behaviour and if the band
would repair quietly to their tepees, on
the morrow things w'ould be gone into

by the Big Trader and two of the band
when they could decide on when to make
treaty.

The Big Trader had no desire to have
trouble with his good friends the Indians

and if trouble was brought about it

would be none of his doing.

Cantering gently back the Indian

picked up his companion and the two
were soon surrounded by the main body,

where commotion and wild gestures pro-

claimed that an animated discourse was
going on. However prudence and good
council prevailed for one man broke
from the mob and rode towards the fort.

He delivered his message to White
Blanket and rode back from w-hence he
came and the latter dropping down from
the ramp informed Mr. McDonald that

the Indians would retire to their camps
and hold a "Pow-wow" on the morrow.
A vigilant watch was kept throughout
the night but it passed without event.

During the armistice of the night Mc-
Donald called his junior officers together

and framed the terms upon which they

would meet the Indian envoys on the

morrow. This being debated and set-

tled a tour of the guard was made and
the chief men retired for a much needed
rest w'ith considerable uncertainty as to

what the morning would bring forth.

As the sun burst over the rim of the

Eastern Prairie the braves began to ride

back and forth and in circle? in view of

those within the fort. Only when \Vhite

Blanket by the command of McDonald
stood outlined in full view of the Indians

did the agitation amongst the reds

cease. Then they bunched up and re-

mained at rest on their horses at the

same place as the previous evening.

Two of the head chiefs who had been
selected as delegates separated them-

selves from the others and rode slowly
towards the fort while at the same mo-
ment McDonald, with an interpreter

rode to meet them. They met about
midway between the band of Indians and
the fort and there the parley took place.

The elder of the two stepped his horse

a half length in front of his companion
and said:

—

"One of our chiefs was treacherously

done to death within your gates, and his

friend and companion is at this moment
held a prisoner. These are the terms we
offer the white men not to make war.

"First—That \\'hite Blanket be given

his liberty at once, that for the injustice

you have done him he shall receive ten

blankets and one keg of tobacco.

"Secondly—That the man who killed

our chief shall be delivered to us. He
shall run the gauntlet between fifty war-
riors, twenty-five on each side. If he

escapes out at the end no further efTort

will be made to take his life and we will

be friends and trade with you whites as

before."

The old man backed his horse in line

with that of his companion and said, "I

await the white chief to speak."

McDonald delivered himself as follows,

all of which was duly delivered by his in-

terpreter in the Indian language.

"I have lived and traded among you
for several years and I would that this

unfortunate occurrence had not happen-
ed, but we have got to face the fact that

it has happened and look for means to

settle our difficulties without recourse to

arms. You have never known me to

break my word to one of you in the years

w'e have dealt together. When I have
said 'Yes', you could alwaN's depend on
my fulfilling my promise, and when I

thoug<ht the proper thing was to say

'no' I adhered to it and never changed
m}' mind. I have thought over what I

would say at this meeting. The white

man does not countenance murder; when
a person takes another's life he is tried

before a very high chief and if found
guilty is hanged. It does not matter if

he kills a babe, a white man, a red man
or a negro, the same law applies to all.

We punish our murderers by death not

by torture but death quick and sure."

1
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"The conditions of peace we propose

are these. When you 'have heard them
ride back to your people and say we will

await their reply till the sun hangs in the

south. At that time our terms will be
agreeable to you or we defend ourselves

to the best of our ability. I trust the

Great and Good Spirit will put such

thoughts into his children's hearts that

war will be averted."

"First—Providing no harm has over-

taken the two young girls that 3'our peo-

ple hold and that they are delivered to

us we will in exchange hand over to you
your brother White Blanket."

"Secondly

—

We will not give the

goods you mention as a solace to White
Blanket, but we will give twice that

number of blankets and two kegs of to-

bacco to cement the good will of the

tribe."

"We owe no recompense to White
Blanket. \\"hile in our hands he has
been well and honorably treated whicli

he will himself acquaint you of, either by
signs from the stockades or in person
after the exchange is made."

"The man who took the life of your
chief is a prisoner in our hands and such
he will remain until his case is tried by
our Governor, The Big Trader, who lives

at Assiniwakagan (Fort Garry).

"Rest assured he will have a fair trial

and if found guilty will be as severely

punished for taking the life of an Indiaii

as if he murdered a white man. You
know I never break my word, you your-

selves have christened me 'man-of-one-
word.' Well, I give you my word now
and call on the Great Manitou, as you
Indians do to bear me out and punish me
if I break m}^ promise."

Saying this McDonald sprang from h'-i

horse and extending his right hand on
high called on the Great Spirit to wither

his arm, make him childless and to feed

with the dogs in his old age if he broke
his promise to his red brothers.

This terrible and binding oath being

taken he clambered on to the saddle and
awaited the effect on his hearers. There
came a grunt of satisfaction and approval

from both the envoys, and the elder who
had acted as spokesman said :

—

"My white brother's words seem

straight and come to our ears like truth.

We are satisfied his tongue is not crook-

ed and we will tell our friends. We are

only two sent to parley with you and can

promise nothing. We will though advise

peace and the acceptance of your terms.

At the hour you fiave fixed things will be

clear." Saying which they touched

their foreheads to their horses' manes,

turned and rode swiftly towards the as-

sembled braves, McDonald and his in-

terpreter returning to the fort.

McDonald had good hopes that things

would be amicably settled, yet knowing
the Indian nature as he did any loud

mouthed orator amongst the tribe might
sway the band to hostilities. He there-

fore on returning to the fort called his

principal men about him and explained

the ultimatum he had given the red-

skins and desired them each to see to

their respective departments that all

might be ready for the worst.

However good councils {prevailed for

about three o'clock a band of five or six

warriors rode towards the fort bearing a

white flag and in the centre of the party

walked the two abducted girls.

The gates were thrown open and Mc-
Donald and a few men stood there ready

to receive the advancing party. The
mounted men drew rein within speaking

distance of the whites and the girls were
ordered to stand in front of their line.

McDonald questioned the girls in French
as to the treatment they had received

while in the hands of the Indians, and re-

ceiving assurance that no indignities had
been offered them the exchange of them
for White Blanket was soon effected.

As White Blanket passed through the

gates a free man he gripped the hand of

the Factor and said, "White Blanket is

the friend of his white brothers and he

will make things straight."

The spokesman of the waiting band
now spoke up and said, "I have given
the Trader's words to my fellow Indians

and they say it is well, it is good. They
will trade peacefully as before and await

the coming of the Big Trader, (The
Governor) to hold his court."

All this being satisfactorily concluded

orders were given by Mr. McDonald to
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bring forth the blankets and tobacco

which were handed to the envoy.

At once, the same day, two trusty

plainsmen were dispatched from Ellice

to Fort Garry with official report from
Mr. McDonald with a request that the

high official would repair to the fort on
the plains and hold high court to try the

prisoner.

A week after the departure of the mes-
sengers, on a bright, clear morning a

party was discerned from the fort wend-
ing its way over the prairie towards El-

lice. This proved later on to be Mr. Dal-

las, the Governor, and his party.

Notice was sent to the the head chief

and three of his chief warriors, amongst
whom was White Blanket, to ride into

the fort next day to attend court.

On a raised platform in the guard
room sat the Governor and his clerk.

On his right on the main floor were
grouped the attending Indians in all their

bravery of beads and feathers, while on
the other side sat Mr. McDonald with

his principal men and officers. The first

command from the Governor when all

were settled at attention was :

—

"Bring in the prisoner."

The chief witness for the prosecution

was of course White Blanket who des-

cribed, through an interpreter, how he

saw this man jump from behind the

gates and shoot his fellow brave through
the body with an arrow.

White Blanket was the only one of the

Indians called on the stand, but several

of poor Sauve's fellow whites and half-

breeds had to corroborate what White
Blanket had testified to.

They could not help it, they were on
their oath and were eye witnesses of the

deed. The Governor as presiding Justice

summed up the evidence and addressed
Sauve in the following terms:

—

"Sauve, I am sorr}- it falls to my lot to

hear this case against you. You have in

a moment of time taken the life of a fel-

low being. Your victim was an Indian,

the more reason wh\' you should have re-

strained yourself from violence. Here
in the heart of the Indian country, had
not good councils prevailed, the lives of

all your fellow employees of the Company
might have been sacrificed for your rash

act."

"We must continue to hold our good
understanding with the people amongst
whom we live and barter. W'e cannot
but hold our own men as well as those
of the tribes responsible for any act they

perpetrate."

"In j'our case you committed this

treacherous crime in revenge for some
personal injury. This you had no right

or e.NCUse to do while in our employ and
within the shelter of our fort."

"I have no choice in meting out sen-

tence. Justice must be done as an im-

partial magistrate trying this case be-

tween man and man."
"You are condemned to be hanged on

the walls of this fort at sun rise three

days hence and may God have mercy on
your soul."

At the break of day on the eventful

morning the Indians—men, women and
children—were assembled in a semi-

circle near the fort in plain view of the

scaffold that had been erected during the

night hours.

The Governor had deferred his return

to Garry until after the execution. The
office of hangman had to be taken by
some one of the employees and the selec-

tion was made by drawing lots. The lot

fell to the chief herder of the Company's
horses, a Scotch half breed of a phleg-

matic nature who made no demur at his

gruesome office.

As the raj's of the sun illuminated the

Eastern horizon of the plains, Sauve was
led forth, pinioned to the scaffold. He
was placed at once on the drop and as

the sun burst into view in all its gran-

deur McG— pulled the bolt and poor

Sauve shot down outside the stockades

and remained suspended there five feet

from the ground. He hung there for half

an hour in plain view of the Indians and
was then cut down and interred inside

the fort..

The Indians were very much impressed

with this swift dealing out of justice and
as long as the Company kept Ellice open
no further trouble was ever experienced

by them with the Indians.

There is no doubt tire saving of the

fort and the lives of all those under him
was attained by the thorough reliance

the Indians had in McDonald, the "man-
of-one-word."
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Camp Experiences And a Qualifying Climb

BY BLANCHE B. HUME.

WHEN it was decided tliat the

writer was to attend the an-

nual camp of the Alpine Club
of Canada to 'be held from July

twenty-sixth to August fourth, the plan

was to go straight through to Hector,
reaching there the opening day of the

camp. In the interval, however, there

were reiterated many fearsome tales of

the effect of sudden transfer from several

hundred feet above sea level to several

thousands. Nose bleed, mountain sick-

ness, awful pressure on the chest

and other pleasant little ex-

jieriences were predicted. The two
Woodstock women climbers therefore de-

cided to spend a day in Banti' in order to

become acclimatized. Though we never
regretted our stay in Banff the beautiful,

we found that when the time came for the

dire predictions to be fulfilled they prov-

ed to be as visionary as "little orphant
Annie's" threat, "An' the Gobble-uns'll

git you ef you don't watch out." For the

fact is that lassitude and lack of breath

are the only bad effects of high altitudes

to people at all sound in wind and limb,

and even these effects are not noticeable

in the moderate altitudes of our Canadian
peaks.

Of the journey across the continent
along the C. P. R.'s line of steel there re-

mains surely nothing new to be said.

One can only repeat that it is a trip which
no Canadian should miss taking. There
is a Japanese proverb which says, "The
person who has not beheld Nikko should
not make use of the word splendour," and
the Canadian who has not yet seen tbe
glories of the mountain region of Canada
would do well to reserve a portion of his

vocabulary for that occasion.

Not long after leaving Calgary, in the

early morning of the twenty-fourth, I

rose, for was it not to be my first view of

the mountains? I had read of the first

glorious view of the uplands one gets as

the train swings round the curves, and
leaving behind the broad sweep of the

prairies, drifts beyond the Gap, the gate-

way to the mountain realm. I had pic-

tured the mountains as rugged, wild and
sharply outlined, grey and austere, and
I was not prepared for the sight that met
my eyes that lovely morning in July.

Before me, apparently only a few miles

away, rose the mountains, richly glowing
like a sunset cloud, a cloud of lavender
and pink, mystic, wonderful, that melted
into the 'blue of the sky. I turned my
back on the glory, as I believed, only for

a moment, till I could reach the observa-

tion platform and get a more unrestrict-

ed view, but in that short time, alas, the
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From the Club House Verandah at Banff.

Photo by J. J. Wliitc-.

miracle of color had vanished, no longer
bright and luminous there loomed up
stern and uncompromising the Rockies
of which I had read.

Reaching Banit at six thirty a.m. we
climbed into the high seated vehicle that
had been sent from bur Club-house to

meet us and after a winding drive we
reached the Club-house, which is pic-

turesquely situated on the side of Sulphur
Mountain. W'e were cordially welcomed
by the Secretary, Mr. Mitchell, and ush-
ered into the spacious hall, where a cheer-
ful grate-fire was burning. After break-
fast, at which we met a number of Club
mcml)ers. we set out under the guidance
of Mr. Watt of Toronto, to walk up Tun-
nel Mountain, an isolated blufT rising

about one thousand feet above the town
of Banff. To save time we crossed the
flume below the Club-house, covered by
a narrow board some fifteen feet above
the ground, beneath which runs the

tubing that conveys water from the Sul-
phur Springs to the C. P. R. hotel at

Banff. At frequent intervals the boards
were broken, reducing the width by one-
half. I registered a mental note that if

ever I got safely to the other end, a di.s-

tance of some two or three hundred
feet, I should never fear anything
in the way of a mountain climb.

It was a hot day and we found
the walk along the wagon road that

leads up the side of Tunnel Moun-
tain quite exercise enough. Reach-
ing the summit we stayed to enjoy
tlic glorious view one gets of the
surrounding valley of the Bow and
the panorama of mountain peaks,
including Rundle, Cascade, Stony
S(|uaw and vSulphur; then like the
king of France with twenty thous-
and men. "marched down again."

Occasionally on the return I permit-
ted myself to think of the flume. I

fervently hoped that something-
would intervene to keep us from
going back over that route, but of

course nothing did. When I saw
where we were heading I hurried
on with the idea of getting over it

as soon as possible. I was the first

one to start across. Midway over I

became temporaril\- unconscious,
or so it seemed, and clutching the air

madlv for support—there was nothing
else to clutch—closed my eyes and wait-
ed to hear myself drop with a dull sicken-
ing thud on the ground beneath. "No
qualifying' climb for me," I murmured
and an intolerable disgust for a person
so chicken-hearted filled my soul. Then
I opened my eyes and was astonished to
find that I was still in an upright posi-
tion and that although my knees were
wobbling horribly, my high heeled shoes
were clinging tenaciouslj' to the crack in

the board. The next thing I knew Mr.
Watt had put his steadying hands on my
shoulders and was .gently but firmly guid-
ing my wavering footsteps. No after ex-

perience, including nine days' climb-
ing and the subsequent walking
of the flume over the Capilano Cain-on at

North Vancouver, fazed me as did this

ridiculous board walk performance on
my first morning in Banff.

W^e were .glad, after lunch, to retire to

the seclusion of the delightfully airy and
spacious tent-houses which are the sleep-

in.g quarters of members visiting the

Club, and to sleep like tops until it was
time to .get ready for dinner. Dinner over
we wandered along the trail to the Sul-

i
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phur hot springs a short mile

away, coming back as darkness

was settling down over Banff

and surrounding Mounts Rundle
and Little Tunnel, the scene of

our initial struggle as mountain-
eers. Presently lights began to

twinkle out in the town below,

and, receiving the intimation that

all were to be on hand at six

o'clock the following morning as

a suggestion for early retiring,

we said good-night and climbed
the hill that led to our tent-

liouse.

Next morning about twenty of

us set out by train for Llector

station, which we reached in two
hours' time, and after an interest-

ing tramp through forests cf

spruce, first across tiny brooks
and later past rushing mountain
torrents, over logs and stones.

sometimes even through water,

secure in the fact that our climb-
ing boots were impervious to the

wet, we reached Sherbrooke Lake,
an exquisite mountain gem,
and a mile beyond, Sher-
brooke meadow, flower strewn and inter-

sected by two small glacier fed streams,
in which the tents for intending climbers
had been pitched. Everything was in

such excellent order that it was hard to

realize all the work it had meant for the

hard-worked committee who had had the

camp arrangements in charge. The Vice-
President, in camp costume and a red and
green silk kerchief draped gracefully

about his neck, came out to greet us.

Soon we were conducted to the huge can-

vas canopy sheltering the dining tables.

It was a question on that first day which
.got the most bites, the mosquitoes or we.
Unlike the eastern mosquitoes these lit-

tle mountaineer's are perfectly silent.

They sound no warning note, and so get

in their deadly work before one has a

chance to annihilate them. When some
one exclaimed at the indifference to their

stings displayed by the more experien-
ced mountaineers, they only laughed and
said, "Oh, we do not mind them at all,

besides they do not bite us when they
can get new blood." Assuredly the "new

A Mountain Stream.
Pboio li.v C. I!. Si^sons.

blood" found the intruders distinctly of-

ficious that first day. Subsequently they

grew less obnoxious and finally seemed
to disappear almost entirely.

Once settled in our comfortable camp
quarters it was interesting to watch the

new arrivals com.ing up the trail. Those
of us who had come in on the twenty-
fifth felt quite like old timers. The Swiss
guides did not reach camp the opening
day, which was, properly speaking, the

twenty-sixth of July, hut under the guid-

ance of several experienced climbers a

party of amateurs were taken for a first

delightful climb up Mount Ogden.
Through the spruce and up the rock,

across the Alpine meadow where we
found anenomes growing luxuriantly,

over the snow, up a steep rock face and
on to one of the lesser summits—this was
our first expedition from camp. And
when we reached the summit, what a vis-

ion! Below us lay the green Alps and
sombre forests of the famous Yoho val-

ley ; winding through them a narrow yel-

low ribbon, the Yoho wagon trail ; be-
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yond the valley swelling hills and iron

rocks, range on range, snow crested and
glowing in the sunlight. A world of

peaks ! Surely now we can use the word
"splendour." Far in the distance we
caught the gleam of Summit Lake, an
emerald gem that marked the site of the

first Canadian Alpine Club Camp.
That night the camp-fire was officially

lighted and our first camp-fire program
was given. This included cordial words
of welcome from the Vice-President, Mr.

J. D. Patterson, and some interesting in-

formation regarding climbing by Mr. J. P.

Forde, head of the climbing committee.
Although it was not known that Mr.

ing of the teeth I rose and donned my
climbing costume, augmented by a
skirt, which I had read was fashionable
round the camp-fire. There was no time
for loitering round the camp-fire this

morning, however, pleasant as it might
have been to do so. Already the clans
were gathering and in subdued groups,
that they might not waken others who
were sleeping they made their way to-

wards the dining tent where an early
breakfast had been prepared by the faith-

ful Jim Pong. On the way I met the Sec-
retary-Treasurer.

"Good morning," he exclaimed and his

eve travelled down from the ancient felt

Photo b.v P. .M. McGregor.
On Mount Ogden.

Forde w-as acting in collusion with the

manufacturers of Peter's, Toblers and
Cadbury's chocolates, he might well have
been accused of it, when he counselled

the climbers to eat at all times. The
amount of chocolate consumed as a side

line during the following eight days
would have sustained a regiment.

At four o'clock on the following morn-
ing, grey, silent and cold, a voice outside

our tent summoned me to action for I was
one of those who had put my name down
for the first qualifying climb of the Great

Divide Camp. With a staccato chatter-

relic I wore on my head to those beau-

teous new accessories, my climbing boots.

"Ah, er, you were not thinking of wear-

ing your skirt to"'

—

"Just to breakfast," I modestly inter-

posed.

"Oh, ah, quite so," and he smiled ap-

proval as he passed on to his numerous
duties.

Breakfast over, the guides took their

places and the names of those who the

night before had signified their desire to

attempt the qualifying climb the follow-

insT dav. were called..
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Shortly after five o'clock we started.

I had always considered that Excelsior

chap of Longfellow's a little bit of an

idiot and for the first hour out my opin-

ion did not change. Here we wefe, far

away from the placidity of that region

impolitely referred to as the "efTete East",

attired in garments unsanctioned by cer-

tain elect bodies, plugging away for dear

life through the shin tangle that constitu-

ted the initial part of the climb up Daly.

Our party, unlike subsequent ones, start-

ed out to the east of the camp. Before me
marched with steady, persistent, tireless

stride, Fritz Brawand, Swiss guide. In

of green which he held out with an en-

couraging smile and the single word,

"Varmint". The nasal test, apart from
any ability to translate his patois, would
have enlightened me as to its English

name and for soriie minutes I refreshed

myself with the bit of spearmint he had

picked. Assuredly I needed refreshing

just then for already I was beginning to

feel like the ancient mariner when
there was not a drop to drink. Another
thing Mr. Forde had told us was that we
must not drink the water from the

streams that ran down the mountain side.

These contained glacial silt and it was in-

Photo by Prof. F. W. Freeborn.
Crossing the Glacier Between Niles and Dily.

my rear a little Englishwoman toiled

bravely onward and upward. Five men
followed hard behind, completing Fritz'

rope. My heart was pounding in an out-

rageous manner and I almost choked in

trying to conceal the fact. The little

Englishwoman also sought to deceive me
by turning a gasp into a smile when I

glanced behind to see how she was com-
ing on. Fritz, of course, appeared ut-

terly unconscious of the breathing exer-

cises being gone through in his immediate
vicinity and marched stolidly ahead.
Once he so far relaxed as to pick a sprig

timated we ran the risk of spun glass

"innards" if we yielded to temptation.
Personally I would willingly have -sacri-

ficed my internal workings for a good
long draught, but it was not to be. Fritz

would not stand still long enough to al-

low me to indulge. On those rare occa-

sions when he did allow us to rest for a

moment or two he chose an arid spot out
of the way of temptation.

The rope was put on when we encoun-
tered our first steep rock face which was
negotiated without any mishaps. There
was verv little time during the ascent to
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admire the glories of snovvfield and gla-

cier and far off mountain peaks, for truth

obliges me to state that our eyes were
seldom lifted above the level of the boots
ahead of us. After hours of steady
climbing we reached a ledge where we
could sit down without fear of falling ofif

and here the guides unpacked their ruck-
sacks and took out the individual paper
lunch bags. Each bag was found to con-
tain sandwiches of generous proportions,

two of jam and two of ham, a piece of

Ping Pong's cake and a portion of good
Canadian cheese. When I reached the
ledge I dropped listlessly upon it. feeling

more like the ancient mariner than ever
and it was much worse than askmg for

bread and being given a stone to want a

drink and be given a ham sandwich. I

intimated as much to Fritz when his

eagle eye fell upon me and he exclaimed,
"You are not eating your lunch, you must
eat your lunch," in a tone which was
meant to be very severe indeed. Fritz

afifected surprise. "Oh, you want a drink,

A Swiss Guide.

do you?'' Forthwith he pulled from his

pocket a black bottle and removing the

cork poured into my little drinking cup a

draught of sweetened tea. At any other

time I would have scorned sweeten-

ed tea, but this was nectar

fit for' the gods. I drank and was
like a giant refreshed. I reduced the con-

tents of the lunch bag to an insignificant

detail and when the others were read}' to

move on, resumed my way with a buoy-
ancy of spirit and a fascination of delight

that no one who has not experienced it

can possibly imagine. Soon we were on
the snow slope moving slowly and stead-

ily towards the crest. It was a long

climb though neither dangerous nor diffi-

cult. As we plodded ahead, single file,

straight up the steep snow grade, I

glimpsed about at the vast area of snow
and thought of my perfectly good snow-
shoes hanging up at home. What glor-

ious sport we could have had with them
had they been available just then.

As we approached the summit we en-

countered a magnificent snow cornice, a

huge overhanging mass of snow, several

hundred feet in depth, that projected over

the arete at one side. Like a giant's

head it looked, ominous in its magnifi-

cence, when we reflected that to break
through it would mean a sheer drop of

a thousand feet.

We reached the summit about twelve-

thirty and while a mist obscured to some
extent the splendour of the outlook it was
joy enough to us who had made our first

qualifying climb to know that we had
achieved without accident and with so

little real difficulty the ascent of a "truly

Alpine glacier hung peak" ten thousand,

three hundred and thirty-two feet -above

sea level. The exhilaration of spirit oc-

casioned by this accomplishment made
easy the descent and we reached camp at

five p. m., twelve hours after we had set

forth.

"Great Mountains, towering over all the earth,

Serene, unchanging, beautiful and still,

I know no better name than Fastnesses,

Divinel.v ordered by Almighty will,

God's Fastnesses.

We call them Monarchs, with their snowy crowns.

Their wealth of mineral, forest, treasure trove,

And yet they own a Lord who bid them be

And reigns all other earth and sky above,

God's Fastnesses.

We call them Heights, and climb and climb each

day.

To reach some spot where man has never been.

But still unnumbered peaks stand forth unknown,

While unsolved mysteries safely hide between,

G^d's Fastnesses.

We call them Monarchs, Mountains, Heights or

Hills,

Their name may change, but not their form or place.

Unmoved they stand, though centuries wane and die.

Xo hint of fear upon their rugged face,

God 's Fastnesses.
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TO PAULINE JOHNSON.

BY MILDBED LODISE GOULD.

Proud descendant of a nation
Fallen now in its decay,
Even as the year is waning,
Thou art passing now away.

Dying, but behind thee leaving
Record of thy sire's race
Loyal-hearted, in our annals
Thou shalt also find a place.

Thou, the daughter of a chieftain
From a line of chieftains sprung,
Told the story of their daring
Of their deeds of prowess sung.

Showed them in their primal passions
Bloody raids and deeds of woe.
Truest friend where friendship plighted,
Cruel, relentless to a foe.

In thy heart there burned desire
That thy people should be known
As they were when free, untrammelled,
This fair land was all their own.

When they roamed the plains and forests
In a ceaseless quest for game.
Lords were they of wood and prairie
Till the conquering white man came.

Drove the Indians from before'him
With his vices and his greed

:

Ah! the harvest from that sowing.
Bitter fruits from bitter seed.

Patriot too ! thou lov'st our Country
Hunting Grounds of long ago

;

Lovest it in summer's verdure, ,(

Lovest it in winter's snow.

Ah, how goodly is that country.
In your verses you have sung
Of its mountains, lakes and rivers
Named by liquid Indian tongue.

Bearing thus an impress ever
Of an earlier nation's sway.
When the people that bestowed it

Long have passed from earth away.

Now, thou go'st to join thy people
In the shadowy spirit land
^^'aiting where the long trail ehdeth
Canst thou see the beckoning hand?

Woman's heart and poet's fire

Intermingled in thy frame;
Ere the flickering flames expire
Take this tribute to thv name.

I



A Week In Alberta With The Prairie Chickens

BY DR. HALL.

WE were very restless indeed the

night preceding our start for the

hunting grounds. It seemed al-

most too good to be true that the

time for our long looked forward to chick-

en shoot had at last almost arrived.

The following day we gathered to-

gether our hunting clothes, purchased four

hundred rounds of ammunition, took our

two setter dogs, Queen and Grover, and
started for the station. Every minute
seemed an hour as we waited for the

train to arrive. With its coming we
called the dogs and saw to it, ourselves,

that they were put into the car, for we
were not going to take any chances at

this late date. Without them our trip

wrould have been a failure. The signal

being given by the conductor the great

iron horse sped over the rails soon leav-

ing Cranbrook, B. C, in the distance

while we discussed the fine sport we were
to engage in on our arrival at Nanton,
Alberta.

When the train at last pulled into Nan-
ton we hurriedh^ picked up our traps and
stepped of¥ upon the platform where,
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and we moved forward. Up went two
chickens. I dropped mine, but my son,

contrary to his usual luck, when he gets

a good clear shot, missed his.

Part of the time we were out Mr. Rich-
ards and his son \^'alter accompanied us.

The latter was a ver}* good shot and my
son was also the heavyweight when it

came to shooting. While I did not have
unusual luck I enjoyed the outing im-
mensely and took the greatest pride in

watching my dog Queen work, which she
did faithfully from morning till night day
after day. There was not a lazy bone in

her body and she was very careful not to

flush a bird. When Queen set, it meant
chicken. She was truly a Queen amongst
setters.

To a true sportsman, there is nothing
in my opinion, to equal or excell a chick-
en shoot with a good dog.

The town of Madoc was visited not
very long ago by Mr. J. M. Hurley, Fish-

ery Inspector of the Bay of Quinte Dis-

trict, and a meeting held at which a num-
ber of the citizens met the Inspector for

the purpose of conferring with him as

to the best means of preserving and in-

creasing the supply of game fish in the

waters of Moira Lake. The Inspector

stated that the waters of the Moira are

unexcelled for pickerel, and that if the

lake were restocked and the fish properly
protected the citizens of Madoc and vicin-

ity would have a very valuable asset. He
ascribed the present scarcity of game
fish to the presence of large numbers of

suckers, ling, eels, billfish and catfish,

which devour the spawn, and suggested
the advisability of petitioning the Gov-
ernment for permission to use nets for

the capture of these fish that are especial-

ly destructive to the spawn of pickerel,

bass and maskinonge, these nets to be
used under strict government supervis-

ion. It was unanimously agreed to sub-

mit a petition for signatures.

WINTER'S REIGN.

BY MISS CAROLYN B. LYMAN.

Chill blows the wintry blast.

Dark frowns the sky

;

A world of feathery flakes

Goes whirling by.

'Tis winter's reign, and yet

My heart holds queen,
The past bright Summer in

Her trailing green.

The robin and the rose,

The prattling rill.

They loved her when she smiled-

I love her still.



A Mammoth Eagle

"The accompanying cut is from a

photograph of one of the finest speci-

mens of a bald eagle ever killed in Brit-

ish Columbia. The eagle was shot in

West Vancouver, just opposite Stanley
Park by Mr. C. B. McCallum. It meas-
ures seventy-two inches from tip to tip

and thirty-six inches from head to tail.

People who are acquainted with the
habits of the white headed, or bald head-
ed eagle or haliaeetus leucocephalus as it

is variously known, are of the opinion
that it is quite within the range of possi-

bility that this very bird had something
to do with the recent killings in Stanley
Park all of which were blamed on the
cougar. Chas. E. Mink, representative
of the Dominion Cartridge Co., the well
known shot, who is a student of wild life

is inclined to agree with this view. The
bald headed eagle he says, is first, last

and all the time carnivorous. From
where it was killed it was as simple a mat-
ter for it to cross over to Stanlev Park

as for a man to cross the road, in fact,

simpler, because it would not have to

dodge autos or street cars, and aero-

planes in that vicinity are rare. This
bird would require from five to six pounds
of fresh meat a day for subsistence. This
does not seem much but this class of eagle
is like some carnivorous animals. It

does not kill just what it wants to eat.

It kills a Iamb, a fawn or a kid, eats what
it needs for the immediate present and
leaves the carcass never to return to it

again except when under most excep-
tional circumstances it has cleared up
the immediate wild and is driven by
hunger. \Vhen it is hungry again it

kills and sometimes it kills just out of

pure maliciousness or as a matter of ex-

ercise.

Bald headed eagles have been known
to carry away babies. Their lifting

power is about twice their own weight.
There are authenticated instances where
thev have killed a man.''



Salmon Fishing and Partridge Shooting at Lake Massasaga

BY W. HICKSON.

AS one who sees a light in the dim
vista, on a dark night, a light

w*hich he knows marks the end of

his journey, and plods along till

he reaches it, so I wrestled along with my
winter, spring and summer work, know-
ing that the first of October would bring
me the much desired and well earned
fishing and shooting trip to the beautiful

lakes and forests of Cavendish.

A party of four had been arranged in

the summer, consisting of Mr. B., Milton
M., Mr. D., and the writer so I kept right

on at my multitudinous duties in high
hopes until the last week in September,
when I received the following telegram
from Milton M.
"Cant get a supply in my station

—

Can't go. Very sorry !"

As Milton is a station agent on the C.

P. R. I knew he was down and out so

far as the trip was concerned, so I went
right to Mr. B. with the telegram and I

had no sooner read it to him than I saw
he had caught the contagion, "stay-at-

home." Mr. B. is a contractor and as he
measured, sawed and nailed, he remained
mute until I said, "Whom shall we get in

Milt's pfece? Then he broke out with,

"I'm afraid I can't go." I guess I'll be
shy." And shy he was.

Mr. D., who was working with Mr. B.

on the job, had kept a golden silence all

the while but finally he broke it with the

remark, "I don't believe I can go either."

Some unsurmountable barrier had sud-
denly presented itself and he also had be-

come infected with the dire malady,
"Stay-at-home." Mr. B. ventured to sug-

gest that Harry P. would be glad to go
so I lost no time till I rang Harry's door-
bell. Mrs. P. came to the door and I

made known the object of my morning
call at once. She assured me that Harry
would have been glad to go with me but
he had gone on a week's trip up the

Squaw River. You know, Harry is our
local game warden and he had gone to

look after some families of beaver that he
was jealously guarding lest some person

should drown them. I am told he was
very successful in his vigils.

Alone, a'll alone ! But not in a lone

land. Gladstone once said that disap-

pointment and opposition only put a man
on his metal. So it was with me on this

occasion. I hastened back down the

street, where I met Mr. J. R. Moyle, man-
ager of the Bank of British North Ameri-
ca at Bobcaygeon. Air. Moyle was hav-

ing his holidays and at once I asked him
how he would like to go on a trout fishing

and partridge hunting trip to Lake Mas-
sasaga.

"Why, that is just the kind of an out-

ing I have been looking for," was his

quick response. "When do you intend

going?" came in the next breath.

"To-morrow," I answered.
"Well, then, let us make out a list of

the ammunition, fishing tackle, bed
clothes and camp supplies we will re-

quire and I will get part ready and you
can get together the remainder so that we
may have an early start to-morrow
morning."
This was done systematically and ev-

erything augured well for the trip.

What a beautiful October morning!
Xo cloud, no wind, no fog, no haze.

Clear, bright, roseate red, the sun shoved
himself up over the eastern hills and
shot his long rays out like plumes to-

wards the west, just as the wagon trun-

dled up to the door for my portion of the

dunnage.
When everything had been carefully

loaded on to the wagon one of last year's

party, who could not go this season,

came round to see us off. His first query
was,
"How manv Archer Spinners have

you?"
"Three," was my response.

"You'll need them all."

We shall see that he was no false

prophet.

After we had said good-bye to our
friends we mounted the spring wagon
and at the crack of the whip the team
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dashed off down the main street of the

town, then along a winding road through
the scenic woodlands of the township of

Harvey. Each of us was on the lookout
for partridge but we had only gone a few
miles when we met two men in an auto
with two shot guns between them. We
did not see a bird along the road over
which the auto had passed and yet there

were still four days before the open sea-

son for partridge. We had more than a

faint idea that the men in the auto had
done a good morning's shooting as they
passed through those twenty miles of

ideal partridge haunts. In fact, the peo-
ple in the neighborhood of Cavendish
seemed to have reversed the open season
for partridge. Their open season appear-
ed to be from November the fifteenth to

October the fifteenth for on the first four
days we were on the Massasaga there
was a continuous fusilade from shotguns
in the woods. On Sunday it reached its

climax and there were hundreds of shots
discharged around the lake. On Mon-
day, however, which was the first legal

day to kill these birds there was a com-
plete cessation of the fusilade and all the
air a solemn stillness held, save for the
few shots we fired ourselves.

If the residents of this district know
there is a game law they must regard it

as a gigantic farce and the local game
warden as a huge joke. A trip through
this township nearly any time in Septem-
ber would afford the warden ample op-
portunity to show these poachers that he
really had been appointed game warden.

We arrived at the lake at twelve fifteen

p.m. and found a small steamer with two
scows lying at the landing, waiting for

two loads from the cadge teams. In a
few minutes the teams arrived and all

was bustle for a short time until the
scows were loaded. Then with a parting
toot of the whistle the steamer was off up
the lake bound for the lumber camps
near Gold Lake.
As we sat around a temporary table on

the top of a bald granite rock overlooking
the lake, enjoying a good warm dinner,
we could not help admiring the scene that
lay before us. The lake was perfectly
calm. The islands and trees were per-
fectly mirrored on its surface. The forest

had donned its most beautiful garb ; the
bright yellow of the birch and aspen dot-
ted it in patches far as the eye could see

;

the oaks interspersed the hills with their

rich brown foliage ; the soft and hard
maples mingled their different hues of

red and scarlet on the hillsides and in the
valleys ; while the various shades of

green of the conifers were woven here
and there among the numerous tints of

brown, yellow, red and crimson. As we
feasted our eyes on this bright sunlit

landscape we truly wished for the skill

of a landscape painter, but alas the
thought ended with the wish.

After dinner we soon transferred our
duff'le to our island camp ground and in a

short time the tents were pitched and ev-

erj'thing was comfortably and complete-
ly arranged for our eight day's outing.

The next morning we hied away to get
a supply of minnows, the staple bait for

trout at this season of the year and in an
hour or so we had all our can could ac-

commodate. By feeding the minnows we
kept them in prime condition for taking
salmon. Mr. ^loyle was very anxious to

secure a fresh trout for our dinner but I

felt confident that we would have to fore-

go this luxury as the lake was as tran-

quil as on the preceding day. However I

steered to an excellent point where we
baited with "fighting"' minnows and made
a number of casts but were not gladdened
by a single strike, ^^'e returned to camp
and made a dinner out of bacon and eggs.

At four p.m. we were at Green Point
and I had no sooner made a cast than my
line was whipped off towards the bot-

tom and the struggle was on. I effected

a landing in a short time. My pard fol-

lowed suit and we were both soon enjoy-
ing royal sport as in an hour and a half

we landed nine beauties.

Mr. Moyle had set his heart on being
out early next morning, the "early bird"

idea having infected him with energy and
enthusiasm. I must confess the thought
of early rising possessed little charm for

me. However my companion was confi-

dent that we would take some of those
large grey trout in the early dawn on our
Archer so I had to jneld to the inevitable.

When, all unconscious, I was enjoying a

sweet repose in dreamland, I was rudely
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awakened by a quick rustle in our cosy

bed, then in an instant the glimmer of a

match shone right in my eyes and I heard
the clarion call, "half past four." As the

sport of landing a few grey trout now fil-

led our minds, sleep, ease and personal

comfort were cast to the winds. We soon
donned our garb, picked up our tackle

and in the morning twilight strode down
to the landing whence we set out to look

for salmon. We had not paddled more
than a mile when the eastern horizon as-

sumed a beautiful saffron color and the

morning light rapidly pushed the dark-

ness towards the land of the setting sun.

As we were passing an excellent spot for

red trout I said

:

place, got three vicious strikes and land-

ed three salmon in a few minutes. Then
Mr. Moyle exclaimed

:

"I have never had such fishing as this

since I fished in Lake Shoneghan in

British Columbia.
In a little over an hour we had landed

eight trout, lost two of our Archer spin-

ners and were two and a half miles from
camp and "hungry as hunters," as we had
only eaten a biscuit and taken a drink of

tea before starting. Nevertheless we de-

termined to try a white phantom minnow,
which we had been told was a "great
trout killer," and reserve our last Archer
for our last day's fishing, before leaving
camp for home.

Good Sport With Salmon and Grouse.

"Let us try our Archer here,"

Mr. Moyle was only too willing so he
sent the Archer spinning overboard
among the trout and in less time than I

can write it the reel was screeching and
he called out,

"I have him! You just keeo pad-
dling."

I acquiesced and soon saw the water
break about fifty feet from the stern of

our canoe and Mr. Moyle remarked

:

"Here he comes, trout like."

I managed the canoe till he effected a
landing. W'e made three turns on this

Tlie white phantom was tossed over-
board and we circled round and round
on the same place we had taken trout a
few minutes before in rapid succession
with the Archer. The only encourage-
ment we received, however, was a faint

nibble every now and then but not one
of them seized it voraciously as they had
done the Archer. We came to the con-

clusion that the trout knew the "real

goods" when they came close to it and so

could not be fooled with our glittering

phantom. As tfhe white phantom proved
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a "white elephant" in our case we return-

ed to camp.
It being then Saturday and as Mondaj-

was the opening day for partridge shoot-

ing, we spent the afternoon in cleaning

our guns and getting in a good supply of

wood so that we might be ready for an

early start on Monday.

Sunday was an ideal autumn day and
Nature was contributing lavishly to the

happiness of her creatures. Flocks of

wild ducks moved gracefully along the

bosom of the placid lake while at times

the active birds flapped their pinions but

moved not. The red squirrel dashed

along till he came to some food which he

secured and then went off at breakneck

pace rustling through the dead leaves.

The cock of the woods winged along

through the atmosphere uttering his well

known note, "Hoh!, hoh!, hoh!," till he

alighted on a dead conifer, where he dili-

gently set to work to extract his daily ra-

tions. The proud ruffed grouse strutted

over the velvety moss, through the copse-

wood in quest of food. The cotton-tail

rabbit sat leisurdy in the sunlight on a

mossy bank in a cosy nook. A family of

young otters played on a yellow sandy
beach near by. The sly mink paced along

the logs on shore in search of prey. Yes,

all the creatures of the wild were enjoy-

ing the serene autumn day, the young by
active gambols, and the old by calm re-

pose. Thus will it ever be on all such

calm October days. The great Parent of

Creation has provided happiness suitable

for all his creatures, of whatever age, and

unless the}- are troubled with pain or

some of the ills to which the flesh is heir

they will take pleasure from the good
things with which He has surrounded
them. Happiness is as natural to the pur-

ring cat as to the frolicsome kitten.

On Monday morning we were seated

at breakfast just as the sun's upper rim

rose above the eastern granite ridges, its

golden yellow color foretelling the sort

of day we were to have. Breakfast over

we were oft' to the east shore of the lake

to try our fortune with the grouse. Mr.

Moyle had not gone far before he killed

his first bird of the season and I soon

evened honors with him. In a little \vh:*e

he bagged another and these three com-

prised the sum total of our bag before

dinner. In the afternoon we went after

the chesty birds again and added two
more to our number. They were quite

plentiful but pretty wild so that we did a

good deal of wing shooting. We wound-
ed two which we did not get. A dog
would have been most acceptable at this

juncture as in all probability he would
have found the wounded birds.

Tuesday morning was dark and lower-

ing with a strong east wind blowing.
Notwithstanding which we started out on
the west side of the lake and killed a cou-

ple more birds before the rain drove us
back to camp. At noon a terrific storm
of wind and rain came on and we were
obliged to remain in the camp beside our
stove the remainder of the day.

After the storm of wind and rain the

next morning broke bright again and we
started early down the east side of the

Massasaga River where we added a few
more birds to our number. In the after-

noon we landed at Green Point at about
four o'clock with all our fishing parapher-

nalia. Green Point is a noted place for

taking salmon with rod and line and many
a fine red trout I have landed there. Rath-
er an amusing incident occurred shortly

after our arrival. There is a large gran-

ite boulder out in the water off the very

Point. The crown of this boulder is-

worn perfectly smooth by the ice grind-

ing over it in the spring and the waves
washing over it. The water is three or
four feet deep between it and the main
shore so that by a nice leap from the
main rock an angler can get on

this boulder and have a fine

chance for a good cast. One of us

had made a cast from the boulder with-

out a mishap but while he was baiting

his hook on the main rock his companion
leaped out on this "perch"' as we have
named it, and had a good strike at once.

In the struggle of landing it he lost his

balance, slipped off the smooth rock and
was soon up to his armpits in the lake.

With characteristic presence of mind and
love of sport he clutched the boulder with

one hand and held his rod with the other

till his companion caught his hand and
helped him out to terra firma. Then he

turned round and landed his trout like a.
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true angler of the "first water." We had
good sport and captured a fine string of

fish.

As Thursday was to be our last day in

camp we were out early with all our fish-

ing tackle and a can of "fighting'' min-
nows that had been stall fed for four days.

We soon arrived at the grey trout

grounds and as it would take too much
time and space to recount the exper-

iences of that day's angling I shall con-

tent myself with saying that the sport

was all that we could have desired.

By eight-thirty a.m. on Friday every-

thing was packed and then Mr. Moyle
proposed that we should go to the Green
Point till our team arrived. With a gun
and all our fishing outfit, we pushed our
canoe out in a dense fog, the writer be-

ing in the stern steering. We kept mov-
ing on towards the Point, as we thoug'ht,

until we saw the outline of an island

which we recognized and this revealed to

us the fact that we were in the wrong
end of the lake. We now paddled along
the shore line till we came back to our
starting point and as Mr. Moyle peered
out into the dense fog toward the Point
he said:

"I believe I can guide you to Green
Point."

"All right," I replied, and off we went

at a steady stroke. I soon heard the or-

der, "Starboard!" which I instantly obey-

ed. The next moment, "Port" echoed

over the granite hills and I obeyed sharp-

ly. Then came a succession of com-
mands, "Starboard!" "Port!" "Star

board!" "Port!" I began to think my
friend was taking me on an expedition to

the north pole for I well knew we had
gone two or three times the distance that

should have brought us to the Point.

Nevertheless I obeyed as every good sea-

man should and soon the joyful news
rang out, "Here's the Point." I strained

my optics for some time before I could

see any land. When it did finally loom up
before us we both broke into a loud

laugh for we recognized the Point we had
left an hour before. We had made a com-
plete circle in the lake and were back
where we started. We had learned the

lesson that everyone should know, name-
ly that on a trip of this kind it is safest

to carry a compass. With the aid of one
we could have gone to the Point in twen-
ty minutes. The rattle of our wagon told

us that we had better go to the landing
and prepare dinner. After a hearty mid-
day meal we mounted the loaded wagon
and were off for Bobcaygeon where we
arrived at six p.m. having had a fine out-
ing with excellent fishing, good shooting,
and ideal weather conditions.

Don't Miss This Series

The March issue of Rod and Gun will

contain the first of a series of articles on
the Culture of Black and Silver Foxes.
This series, w'hich includes articles of

practical information on breeding, mat-
ing, feeding, etc. has been prepared by
Messrs. R. B. and L. V. Croft, B. A., M.
D. of Atwood, Ont. who have made a

study of this subject both in theory and
practice for a number of years. During
the last twenty-five years the culture of

foxes, particularly in the Province of

Prince Edward Island, has gradually but
sureh' been assuming the proportions of

an industry until there are now more than
one hundred fox ranches on the Island in

addition to several ranches in the Prov-
ince of Ontario. Until quite recently

however, available information concern-

ing the culture of foxes for breeding pur-
poses has been of a legendary character,

but with the publication during the past
year of certain facts concerning the es-

tablishment and progress of the industry
there has been created a demand for more
specific information. Rod and Gun has
been fortunate enough to secure the pub-
lication rights o>f the articles referred to

which will appear in consecutive numbers
of the magazine throug'hout the current

year under the following headings : The
Silver Fox, Heredity, Origin, Breeding,
Mating and Gestation, Pens and Dens,
Food and Feeding, Hygiene and Care,

Value.
Each article will be appropriately illus-

trated and the series should prove of

great interest to all our readers.



A Long Snowshoe Tramp

BY ARTHDB LANORIOOB.

T HE rising sun was shining witli a

silvery sheen on the morning of

March twenty-fifth last when Jack
and I left Preston, Ontario, on our

way to the famous Highlands of Ontario
where we were to take a snowshoe
tramp.

In the course of the journey many cur-

ious glances were cast upon us and our
outfit and once when changing cars I

overheard a fellow traveller asking,
"Who are they? Where are they go-
ing?" to which some worthy son of Ire-

land made reply: "Sure, they must be
angels. Don't j'ou see the wings folded
on their backs?"' Evidently Jack also

overheard as during the rest of the trip

I noticed that his snowshoes were car-

ried well out of sight. W'e arrived at

Sundridge late in the evening and were
fit and eager for the next day's work.

Fortifying ourselves early in the morn-
ing with a good breakfast of porridge
and sausage we boarded an ancient sled

with an equally ancient outfit. Doubtful
as we were about the whole show we
suppressed our misgivings and found the

going better than we expected. At three
in the afternoon we were landed at a

guide's house and enjoyed a good time
with him till breakfast on Sunday morn-
ing—said breakfast consisting of two fine

"prairie oysters" which were so good
that Jack ceased to sigh for the fleshpots

of Preston.

Snowshoes were laced on feet guiltless

of previous experience and with light

pack we set off, little anticipating the
hard experience before us. Jimmie, our
guide, made light of the twenty-three
mile tramp arranged for our edification

and with him in the lead we went off at a
swinging pace. As we made steady pro-

gress we thought of the lines:

"Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys went
marching.

With joyous hearts free and gay."

The sun was just showing through the

trees when we left old Jack's and the
snowshoes went swish, swish, with ex-

hilarating music and we were at Blue
Lake at half past eight in the morning.
A quick and pleasant run was made
across Blue Lake and in an hour we
were at Wolf Lake which we traversed
from end to end. Both lakes are long
and narrow, hemmed in by high hills on
both sides and famous for good trout

fishing.

Snowshoeing was still good and short-

ly after ten o'clock we arrived at Island

Lake where we called a halt for lunch.

Our exertions induced big appetites and
we made a fine meal. The lake in its two
and a half miles' length has three islands,

small but beautifully wooded, and add-
ing much to its picturesque beauties. In
the summer months the fishing is of the

best.

We crossed this lake and embarked up-
on a sea of troubles. The snow which
had hitherto been crisp and firm became
soft and soggy and before our next stop

at Bill's shanty Jack's smile had almost
vanished. By the time we struck Chris-

tie's shanty Jack appeared fagged out
and it was with heavy feet though light

hearts we struck the small but pretty

Cedar Lake. A series of small hills came
next and Jack passed over them -with

many sighs. Rough country followed
till Clear Lake was reached and after

passing over we found more rough coun-
try awaiting us. It was now

—

"Tramp, tramp, tramp, our snowshoes
feel like lead.

Tramp, tramp, tramp, Jack's wishing he
was dead."

The sight of Cherry's clearing was
most welcome and here we had a long
rest. Jack's case was so bad he even
turned poet and produced the following

—

"How still and peaceful is the grave
Where snowshoe trampings cease."
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Still we 'had to go forward and with

feet heavier than ever we left Cherry's

and finally after some arduous struggles

crossed our starting point some hours

ahead of schedule time.

On the whole the journey was a splen-

did one with the possibilities of summer
fishing and fall hunting most alluring.

When we had bathed and massaged
Jack's played out limbs we put him to

bed and in the morning he was as fresh

and feeling as jaunty as when he started

out.

At daybreak we embarked on the Rip

Van Winkle sled, reaching Sundridge in

five hours. Here we had dinner and put

Jack to bed again. At two o'clock in the

morning we mounted the cars of the

train which pulled in on time, arriving at

home at noon with a stock of stories and
experiences which will long be pleasant

and valued memories.

Lost In a Snow Stoirm

G. S. L.

SEVERAL years ago while hunt-

ing in Algoma with two compan-
ions I had an experience which I

would not care to undergo again,

although I must confess it was my mis-

fortune once before some seventeen years

ago, to have a similar experience in the

Chilliwack Valle}', B. C. However that

is another story, which I hope to give my
readers at some future time.

We were camped on the occasion about
twenty-five miles back from the village

of Ekaba, near Stewart Lake, and were
having fairly good luck, all of us having
a deer apiece, up till the time I speak of.

My partners knew the country in that

vicinity much better than I did and es-

pecially was this the case with the one
whom I shall call Buckskin. He, I be-

lieve, knew it ofif by heart. He would
light out some mornings and it would be

dark as ink at nine or ten o'clock at night

when we would see a finger thrust

through a hole that a spark had made in

the tent and Buckskin would very short-

ly appear in our midst, wearing a little

peculiar smile which was a characteris-

tic of his. How he got across the river

and into the clearing where our camp
was pitched without breaking a leg is

more than even my fertile brain can fig-

ure out.

Breakfast over, at the first indication

of dawn I struck out alone one morning
intending to hunt that day in a different

part of the country from that which I had
been in the previous days. Working" my
way along the edge of a swamp I heard

a deer start several times but could not

see him. Making a circle to the right

as quietly as possible, I saw from be-

hind the tree where I was- standing, about

twenty yards away, what looked like a

pair of horns. Taking a second look to

make sure what I was shooting at, the

object seemed to change till it resembled
somewhat a man with a wide yellow hat,

who appeared to be leaning up against

a tree with his back towards me. I nev-

er had a better chance to get a big buck
than I had at that very minute, for a

buck it subsequently proved to be, and a

big one too. While I was standing

there complimenting myself on being

careful in the bush the animal which I

had mistaken for a man suddenly bound-

ed away. I was not greatly disappoint-

ed, however, for I felt that I had done
the right thing in not taking any chances

on its being a man. Determined to get

a shot at the buck I took another circle.

Unfortunately I never got sight of him

but he led me into a place where it was

elected that I should spend the evening.
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About the time I got through with that

old yellow hat it started to storm. Get-

ting into the shelter of an old turned up
root I spent half an hour, hoping in the

meantime that the storm would abate

and make it possible for me to get back

to camp without getting very wet. I had
no coat with me and the snow flakes were
the size of quarters and melted as quickly

as they fell. Instead of abating, how-
ever, the storm grew worse, so leaving

the old root behind I headed for camp.
After about an hour of slipping and slid-

ing I came upon the old dead root again.

Marking it with my jack-knife I once
more left it behind. After tramping
for about another half hour I saw a hill

I thought I knew and set out hurriedly

for it. Straight ahead I saw an old

turned up root. Glancing at it I thought
to myself, "at any rate it is not the same
one," but looking at it at closer range I

saw my first impression had been a mis-

taken one for there were my jack-knife

marks plain to be seen. By this time I

was fully convinced that I was lost, so

with a parting kick at the old turned up
root I declared my intention of leaving it

never to return. It was now getting

late in the afternoon and storming hard.

Seeing that it was impossible to get out

before dark I decided to make the best of

it. You have no doubt often heard the

remark, "Why didn't he build a fire?"

Building a fire sounds as though it might
be an easy matter, when one is sitting

around a good warm fire in the house,

but outside when it has been snowing
hard for hours it is almost impossible to

start a fire in the bush where nearly

everything is green timber. I had no
hatchet, only a jack-knife and if I had
been excited I would not have been able

to get a fire going no matter what length

of time I had to make it in. When I

got ready to use my matches they were
soft and almost unfit for use notwith-

standing the fact that I had put them in

the driest pocket I had when I first came
to the conclusion that I was lost. After

a time I did succeed in lighting a fire and
kept it going in an old tree tlat had fal-

len down hill. There "were only a few-

moments left in which to gather wood
enough to last me till mominq; for it soon

became as dark as a squaw's pocket. That
surely was a long night. I bent two
small trees down and tied them together,

then pulled brush up against them, but it

was little better than nothing for shelter.

I employed my time in wringing out my
socks, putting them on again and then

going through the same process with my
sweater. I then took a turn at running
around the big maple tree in an endeavor
to keep warm. In this way I passed what
was the longest night of my life for it

had stormed from noon and did not

cease until morning. How many miles 1

walked around that maple I do not know,
but I was glad of one thing, I did. not

again come in sight of the old turned up
root even though I did run in a circle.

Xext morning I was wringing the water
out of my sweater when I heard a rifle

shot away to the north of me, a shot that

sounded as though it might have come
from Buckskin's 30-30. Quickly picking

up my rifle I answered the shot, then

waited half an hour, when I heard an-

other, which I answered. Shortly after-

wards I hallooed and received an answer
from Buckskin, for it was truly he. He
walked up to my fire wearing his pecul-

iar little smile. The laugh was, of course,

on me and Buckskin did not spare me. I

informed him that I had once got lost in

an orchard. We were about four miles

from camp, I learned, which we reached

in due course and after a hot drink and a

roll in the blankets I was as good as new
although I had not had a bite to eat since

daylight the morning before. You may
be sure I got many a broad smile from the

boys after that but revenge is sweet.

Coming down the side of the hill into our

camp one afternoon I heard three shots

fired in rapid succession. Looking up I

saw Buckskin endeavoring to shoot a

whiske}' jack that was sitting on a stump
about twenty-five yards from him. Com-
ing up to within about forty-five yards
of the jack I took quick aim and fired.

A few feathers marked the spot where
the brave little birtl had stood. This
helped me out a little bit for when the

boys made a reference to some one's be-

ing lost, I would retaliate by drawing
their attention to some poor shooting I

had seen dor,e.



Hunting Deer In The Riding Mountains

BY COURIER DE BOIS.

WE had all preparations made by
the Thursday night. Two
sleighs loaded with our tents,

grub, fodder, ammunition, etc.,

stood at the side of the house, and all that

was now left to do was to hitch up the

teams. There were to be three of us in

the party, Bill, myself, and Jack Smith,

(who spent nearly all the year round
hunting or fishing). He arrived at an
early hour next morning, and we immed-
iately set off for the bush, where we were
to put in ten days at that sport for Kings,

which can be equally enjoyed by their

subjects, namely, shooting big deer.

The season did not commence until

Monday the 15th, but if we were to start

shooting by that day it was necessary
that we should go up two or three days
ahead of time in order that we might be
well established by the opening day.

There had been two good snowfalls"

and the roads were in splendid shape for

sleighing. For the first fifteen miles we
made the best of time, but after that the

roads commenced to get rougher and
rougher. At eleven o'clock we stopped
for a meal which consisted of fried bacon
and coffee. Then we jogged slowly on
again. The stopping place for the night

was to be at a farmer's some thirty-five

miles back, w'ho incidentally, happened
to be one of the game guardians. We
reached Mr. Hodgson's, the farmer's

about eight or nine o'clock, and there we
stabled our tired horses and betook our
hungry selves to the house for supper.

It has always seemed to me that those

appointed to look after the carrying out

of the law should be the very strictest ob-

servers of the law, but apparently our
worthy host thought otherwise, for al-

though he attempted, after his own fash-

ion, to see that the game laws were prop-

erly executed, he gave us a hot roast of

fresh, choice venison for supper, while it

still lacked two days till the opening of

the season. I didn't care to ask him
where the best shooting was, or any other

remark that might have been sufficient

grounds for my ejectment, so I casually

remarked that that was the finest piece of

beef that I had ever tasted. I don't think

that he twigged, but to this day he still

has his suspicions.

In the morning we again started on our
wa}'. Everything went smoothly for

about three hours, when, without the

slightest crack or sound to warn us, the

second sleigh broke down. One of the

bunks had given way and the load, shift-

ing quickly, had broken the reach. We
were about five miles from camp when
this happened, so we tied the other team
on behind the first sleigh, which contain-

ed tents and some food, and then pulled
into camp with that load. It did not take
long to put up our tents (one for our
horses, and the other for ourselves), and
once that had been done and the sleigh

was unloaded, we prepared supper.

I have tasted food in hundreds of plac-

es, in the finest of Cafes in the poorest of

camps, but I don't think that ever in my
life I ate with the same relish or enjoyed
meals so much as those which we hunt-
ers, untutored in the culinary art, prepar-

ed for ourselves during our two weeks'
stay in the bush. Everything in plenty

;

eggs, bacon, beef and potatoes, comprised
for the most part our commissariat, and
from these and numerous partridges

which we potted now and again, we con-

cocted the most delicious of dishes. I

remember the favourite, especially for

supper, was Crow Bouillon (in name on-
ly, because game guardians had a very
nasty habit of dropping in unawares,)
composed of boiled partridges, or prairie

chicken, salt, pepper, water, and thicken-

ing.

As soon as supper was over Jack and I

hitched up the team, and, leaving Bill to

straighten up the camp, we started back
to bring in our derelict. It was rapidly

growing dark when we arrived at the

scene of disaster, and we had to work
hard at transferring the load from the
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broken sleigh first on to the ground, then

having put the sleigh box on the good
sleigh, repacking the load and then, hav-

ing placed the broken runners on the top

of the load, we headed for home.

Of all the trips I ever had, I never yet

discovered a way of putting in a holiday,

which was so enjoyable as that of life in

the bush. Apart from the excitement of

hunting big game, everything is so large,

so full of life, and yet so grandly silent,

that one's whole being is carried away,

he throws himself, heartand soul into the

life and ways of his surroundings, and al-

most becomes a part and parcel of them.

I think I can now readily understand the

life of a hunter of the early days, how
free and easy he must have been, and yet

how deep had one but taken the pains to

fathom him.

On the third day up there, which was
the day the season opened, we all shoul-

dered our rifles, and hit the trail in dif-

ferent directions. Bill struck east, myself

due north, and Jack northwest. I saun-

tered along for about two hours, carry-

ing my rifle loaded and ready, but more
in a philosophical mood than a blood-

thirsty one, and finally struck a first class

trail, almost fresh, running directly in

the path that I was travelling.

I scattered my thoughts to the four

winds and hastily came to my senses.

Having carefully examined the tracks I

hurried along them on a dog trot for

about two more hours, and then having

decided that my deer was still some dis-

tance in advance, I called a halt for din-

ner. The meal was a hasty one and not

over cheerful. Quickly washing it down
with a long drink from a thermos (con-

taining hot Bovril) I resumed my chase.

Mr. Deer led me over some pretty rough

countr)', going through muskeg, and over

hills, and through dense brush until you
would think he was tired ; I know that I

was. However, about six p.m. I began
to see signs that my quarry was at hand
and therefore grew more careful. Finally

I came in sight of him, a magnificent elk,

bearing a marvellous head of something
like a five foot spread. Creeping around

the small knoll, I came at him up the

wind, and when I thought that I was

within easy range I fired point blank at

him, aiming for a spot just behind his fore

leg. He let out a snort of rage, jumped
in the air, fell, then scrambling to his

feet he tore oft' at that wonderful, tireless

pace, for which the tribe is rightly

famous, crashing through the trees, his

head held back, his great antlers resting

on his withers, until he was soon lost to

sight among the trees. I followed him for

some time but when, on account of dark-

ness I was forced to quit, he was appar-
ently going as strongly as ever, and bleed-
ing very little.

The others had fared even worse than

I had. jack had seen a herd of moose,
mostly cows, in the hazy distance, and
Bill although he had followed several

tracks, had never so much as seen a

single deer, despite which fact he was the

lucky one, destined to make the first kill,

as was proven to us on the third day of

the hunt, tie achieved his ambition un-

der rather peculiar circumstances. I had
been tracking a nice sized elk for some
three or four hours, and just as I was
carefully circling around to get in my

. shot, having no desire to repeat my form-

er experience. Bang! went a gun and the

deer dropped, dead as a door nail. I

jumped up, feeling very cross with some-
one and even more astonished, when who
should step up to the fallen king, but old

Bill. As soon as he saw me he let out a

roar of laughter that almost shook the

tall and sombre spruce trees from their

roots, but I was in no mood to appreci-

ate the joke.

However I got over my grouch suffi-

ciently to help with the sticking and skin-

ning of his prize, which happened to be a

four j'ear old. We left him there, covered
over with spruce boughs and snow and
hit the trail for camp. This was deer

number one.

The next day neither Jack nor myself

had any luck and Bill occupied himself

with hauling in his deer. On the Thurs-
day, Jack and I decided to hunt together,

but after some two hours' company,
striking three or four good trails we sep-

arated, each one following the trail that

he fancied. This happened to be my day,

for, after tracking the great brute, I came
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to where he had evidently considered
himself safe, for he had slowed down to a

walk, and browsed as he sauntered along.

I took a squint around and surmised that

Mr. Deer was in a dry muskeg, some four

hundred yards to my right. Circling

around and coming up the wind I wasn't

over long in proving my theory. He was
one of the finest specimens that I had ev-

er seen. I took my time and got in a fine

shot. Down he went, then up again, then
tearing, jumping, and bellowing, he
showed himself off to magnificent ad-

v"antage. For myself, I remained well

hidden in a spruce clump as vain though
I may be, I had no inclination to be seen

by an enraged elk of that size. Finally,

he cooled down, and I walked up closer,

put a second shot in his brain to finish

him, and then started to prepare him for

his ride back to camp.

There now remained only Jack to satis-

fy. It seemed rather curious that he
should not have secured a head while
both Bill and m}-self, who were younger
hunters by far, had been successful. How-
ever, he said that his time would come,
and when it did we might wager that he
would outdo us both. Of course we
didn't believe him but he was soon to

prove that he was right.

He got his deer, two of them in fact, al-

though the law in this country permits
but one to each hunter, under the most
extraordinary of circumstances, and I'll

wager that such an occurrence has never
been duplicated. I was with him at the

time and we had been on the tramp all

day, in the wake of a large herd. It was
almost five o'clock, and for myself, I was
about to suggest that we give up and re-

trace our steps when Jack raised his

hands for silence, then beckoning to me
he started forward on his hands and
knees, and I followed. We were ascend-

ing a fairly deep knoll and apparently

Jack thought his game was just over the

top. At about seventy yards his guess
proved itself to be correct, for a fine pair

of antlers were slowly raised and finally

the head appeared. Jack, who was all

ready, fired, and the head apparently
dropped. He quickly ejected his cart-

ridge, reloaded, and had only just done so

when the head was again raised, this

time very quickly. Again Jack fired and
again the head dropped. Then came the
sounds of his victim's death struggle, to-

gether with that of the stampede of the
remaining herd. We hurried to the top
of the knoll, when what should meet our
gaze, but one very large elk. stone dead,
and another, the one that we heard strug-
gling, bleeding and bellowing some twen-
ty feet away. The first one had appar-
entl}' looked up, received the deadly bul-

let, and dropped ; whereupon his mate,
startled by the shot, had followed suit,

and received the second. Here was not
the most unusual of circumstances but
also somewhat, of a dilemma, for who
would believe such an apparent cock and
bull story as that which had actually hap-
pened. Hov^-ever, we decided to take all

four deer and run the risk.

We spent the next day hauling in the

last two deer, tidying up the place and
making all preparations for the start

home on the morrow. The morning sun
found us well on our way as we had far

to travel. The roads were much worse
than when we came in as about two and
a half feet of snow had fallen, and there

had been no one to break the trail. For
this reason the day was far advanced
when we arrived at Hodgson's, the stop-

ping place, and we ate our second supper
there. Our luck didn't stay with us
though, for no sooner was the supper over
than we saw our host go and look in our
sleighs at our meat. We prepared our-
selves for a few words, but were surpris-

ed when none came. Our host acted as

though he had never looked into the
sleighs at all. This, however, was ac-

counted for very soon after we reached
home. Jack, as leadec'of our party got a

letter informing him that one of our
bunch shot two deer and that such being
the case, he was liable to a heavy fine.

The epistle went on to say however that

if he, Jack, would send the writer ( no oth-

er than the worthy game guardian) twen-
ty-five there would be nothing said. This
upon discussion, we decided to be very
good for us, as did he now dare to try and
fine us, we would produce his letter. As
we supposed, we heard nothing more
from that source.
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At Canadian Dealers.
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However, when swearing in our affi- ed all his meat, but left him the heads

davits, on the back of our licenses. Jack (which happened to be all that he desir-

set out the exact state of affairs. The re- ed) and what is more refrained from fin-

suit was that the Government confiscat- ing him.

The Hunt Of 1911

BY E. J. McVBIGH.

LET us first of all thank Heaven that

in our time anyway there will be

bush to go to. and game to kill, to

say nothing of the many other plea-

sures we enjoy during the annual fall

hunt. I feel safe in saying that to the ma-
jority of the hunters this past season will

be marked with a red letter. The wea-

ther was quite good enough. Partridge

were plentiful, and all reasonable men
could easily secure all they should want.

Deer really do seem to be on the in-

crease, and there is just sufficient trouble

in getting them to keep up the interest.

It is true of course that there were the us-

ual number of good fellows, who did not

secure their count, but even they will tell

you that it was not because there was
any scarcity of deer. In some cases they

could run them everywhere except just

where they wanted them, and in other

cases,—Well let me give you an example.

I stepped out of a canoe in front of a

hunting camp, and shook hands with a

few chaps I know, and with one I had not

met before. To him I said, "Are you hav-

ing a good time?" " Oh sure," said he,

"I am having a H of a fine time, yes-

terday three deer came and stood about

forty yards from me, I emptied my rifle

at them, then filled her up and emptied it

again. Then they ran away, I never

touched one of them." Now I don't care

whether that fellow could shoot or not,

he was all right.

I had the pleasure of meeting our old

friend "Dad" Neilson at the spot where
he broke his leg last year ; and though

one year older than he was then, there

was nothing about him to indicate such

was the fact. I am glad to say he was
well and hearty, but was sorry to learn

that he was again in trouble. Some mean
two-legged animal had stolen two of the

deer belonging to his party. He found
out where they had hidden one, but the

other lie did not get. A rotten piece of

business, but talking did not mend a thing

of that kind.

Bears were fair'ly plentiful this year,

but I did not have the luck to see one.

I met a trapper w'ho was talking bear

very hard. It seems he had caught a

fair sized bear in a trap, and wlien he got

round to it a huge monster of a bear had
killed the one in the trap, and eaten part

of it. He showed me the ragged rem-
nants of the skin and the things he said

about that big thief and bully would
singe his hair. But there you are, just

when you think you know something
about wild animals, one of them comes
along and starts you guessing all over

again. I didn't know a bear would do a

thing like that. But that big fellow had
better look out. his tracks were not hard

to follow, and that trapper was still mad
when I saw him last.

I had been reading a book on wild

birds and animals, during the early fall,

and was much struck with certain state-

ments made by the author relative to

the comparatively happy life they led, in

spite of the fact that they live in constant

danger of losing their lives, constant

danger did not mean constant fear in

their cases. He also ridiculed the idea

that a hounded deer was the poor help-

less creature, running madly and blindly

through the bush that it is often pictured

by people with more imagination than

knowledge, or experience. I was interest-

ed in much that he said as I could check
considerable of it, by my own know-
ledge, and from what I had learned from
older, and much better informed bush-

men than myself, and I had his statements

in mind while in the bush this season.
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A mechanical engineer of long experience recently spent the better part

of two days watching the building of Standard Engines before placing his

order. When leaving he said— '

' Of course, I have always known that the

Standard gives greater power than any other marine gas engine, but never

before could I understand why. Now I know. The Standard is a practical matthine.

Every little detail is brought to its highest development."

STANDARD MARINE ENGINES
Sizes from 8 to 1,000 H. P. have been built

Bated horsepower and actual horsepower do not always mean the same thing. It is

easy to build an engine of any given bore and stroke and with a rated horsepower

—

but the greater power in the Standard for the same bore and stroke can be gotten only

by the slow, careful development of the engine to the min-
utest detail.

This high stage of development in the Standard accounts

for the much greater work done by it—work done with no
suggestion of the power exerted, no noise, no vibration, no
odor.

This is why experienced boating men have Stand-

ards in their boats. This is why the Standard Com-
pany is now adding about one acre more floor space

to their shops to meet the rapidly increasing demand.

Our treatise catalog is not a price-list. It ia a

book fuU of valuable technical information. Write
for it to-day.

Back of the Guarantee is the

STANDARD MOTOR CONSTRUCTION CO.,

190 Whiton Street, Jersey City, N. J.
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I hunted )-ears ago in a flat country
where there were neither lakes nor

streams for the deer to take refuge in,

and a hound would run a deer, at times,

all day. Now undoubtedly such hunting
is hard on both deer and dogs, the deer

does become, in time, a creature running
madly and blindly, but it is vastly dif-

ferent on the hills and among the lakes

and streams of the Ontario Highlands.

If you don't believe me, just have some
good man take your old reliable dog out
on the mountain and slip him on a good
big deer track, while you watch the lake,

with your canoe ready for the fun if Mr.
Deer comes within range of your glasses.

You can hear the old dog as he winds
back and forth on a hot scent, and you
feel that Aour chances are good ; but the

sound comes from further and further

up the mountains, further and further

away, still more faintly it sounds until it

is gone, and you know that the deer has

gone over the top and down the other

side with the old dog after him. It

might seem that "all is lost but honor"
now, but keep watching ; xVhat is that

way down in the bottom of the little bay,

that wasn't there when j'ou located the

dead-heads, loons, etc., on your arrival,

or was it— ? No b}' all the red gods it

wasn't, and now you can see his horns,

it's a deer, and a big one. You get the

glass on him as steady as your excitement
will permit, and you will see that he is

coming 'out on a line that will bring him
past where you stand. All right old chap
come right along, for I want to get in be-

tween you and the shore.

And now }ou hear the dog coming
back, the deer could make him go over

the hill all right, but he couldn't shake

him off. But never mind the dog now,
he doesn't know where the buck is, as

yet, but you do. See him come along.

and now he is close enough to see him
as clearly through the glasses as if he
were fifty feet from your nose. Does
he look scared to death, is he swimming
for dear life, with wild eye and panting
breath? Not much he isn't. Just look

at him, the darling. Half swimming.
half floating he comes quietly along,

stopping to listen to the dog still running
on his track, then going on again, and if

you are cool enough to note such things,

you will see that he is keeping in the

shelter of the point, but aiming^ steadily

for the closest land on the other side of

the lake.

But now he is out far enough to allow
you to slip in between him and the shore,

and go after him. He doesn't see you
until you are close on him, and now he
is frig'htened. See him plunge, and try

to run in the water; but his flurry is soon
over, and he settles down to swim, and
can't he go. But the canoe can go fast-

er, if the wind is not too strong in your
face, and you turn him round to drive

him closer to your side of the lake. When
you are close enough, you pick up your
rifle, and, if j'ou know your business, kill

him with one shot in the back of the head
or neck. And how quickly he dies, he is

dead at the crack of the gun.

Is this so very bad? Compare this

death with the one he may meet during
the winter if you don't kill him, when the

wolves run him down in the snow, and
eat him while he is still alive. And j'ou

don't waste a pound of his good meat, no
sir, why should you.

And if for some reason the buck gets

clear away and lands on the other side

he will walk a short piece into the woods
and lie down quite happy and content.

Should you take the dog over and put
him on the trail again Mr. Deer will take

a short turn and, entering the water a-

gain, will coolly return to where he came
from. He knows just what he is doing
all the time.

It is true the same thing does not hold

good in the case of a young deer, they do
become somewhat rattled. But even
they have a way of their own of doing
things that is very hard on dogs, and most
annoying to hunters. They will run and
hide, and run again, make up their mind
to take water, go to the lake, change
their mind, and away off to another, will

not like the looks of that, try another, and
so on for many hours, finally swimming
away in some lake where no one is watch-
ing and you will have your dog come
home all used up, while you have lost

3'our day, so far as getting a deer is con-

cerned. You didn't want the blamed
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PROOF!
$25,000 GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS. I

*' Fit and Finish Equal to a 23-dollar Suit.'*

47, YoNGE Street. Toronto.
Dear Sirs.— I received suit and found same satis-

factory' in every detail ; the fit was perfect and finish

as good as any $25.00 suit I ever had made in this
country. I wish, at your earliest convenience, you
would send samples of light greys for summer
suiting, also raiticoat samples.
Hoping that your Canadian trade will prosper as

it deserves, and trusting to have the pleasure of
future dealings with you,— I am, sirs.

(Signed) J. WARDIN SHAW

*' Tailoring Is First-class.**

Glacf. Bav. N.S.. Canada.
Dear Sirs.—I am in receipt of my suit a few days ago.

and I am very well pleased with the same. The tailor-
ins is first-class in every 1 espect. and the fit the same.
Thanking you for the way you made all the changes
I asked for. The same suit here would cost, tailor
made. §24. So v.ishing you all success in your
business.^I am, respectfully vours.

(Signed) DAN. J. McKENZIE.
Order No. C.F. 2125.

'* Better Satisfied after Testing in Actual Wear."
Bridgetown, Nova Scotia.

Gentlemen.—Last year I got from you some cloth-
ing, and afterwards wrote for spring and summer
samples. I might now say that after fifteen months'
experience with your clothing I am better satisfied
with it than I was at the beginning, if possible.
The tweed suitings have worn wonderfully well,
retained their colours and shape, and after fifteen

months of "strenuous life," they look almost as
good as new.

I would now like samples of some steel grey
worsteds and light-weight summer and spring cloths.
and also some for raincoats.—I remain, vours iruly,

(Signed) M. E. ARMSTRONG.

WE HAVE RECEIVED THO JSANOS

OF SIMILAR LETTER J.

SUIT OR OVERCOAT TO MEASURE
(Carriage and Duty Paldi

from $8.60
(Valued by Clients at $20).

Most Wonderful Tailoring Creation of the

Cenlurr, Perfect Style. Perfect Cut
Perfect Finish. Perfectly Trimmed.

MADE ROM RUL BRITISH MATERIALS.

It will pay you to write for our explanatory
booklet and free oattems of cloth, fashion
plates and unique list of testimonials. With
these will be found our registered system of
self-measurement and tape measure, so that

you may, with perfect accuracy and a degree
of certitude equal to that of a local tailor,

take your own measurements in the privacy
of your own home. Complete satisfaction

or we refund money. Will your own tailor

guarantee this ?

One Silver & Two Gold Medal Awards

Read our unique list of unsolicited testi-

monials. $25«©00 forfeited if not absolutely
genuine.

We have a Specially Arransed Self-

Measure Chart, which puts the risk of

error outside the pale of possibility.

AildreM (or Paltornt:

CURZON BROS., o/o Tlw Cloughar Syndloata (Dept 94 ). 449 $3i4lia Av^ Torotto, Inlarls.

The World's

Measure

—^—,——^^^^^—^^^^— Tailors.

60/62 CITY ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.
West End Depot: Pembroke House, 133 & 135 Oxford Street, London, England.

Please mention this f'af'er.
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thing anyway, and you do wish it would

keep out of the way of your dog.

I am still a lover of the still hunt, and

do not feel that I have done much in the

hunting line until I kill my deer in the

woods. But it sure has its drawbacks in

a rough country. One of our party killed

a fine buck back over the mountain from

the lake, and we made up a party of six

to go and bring him in. We could get

within less than a mile of where he lay

by water, but even so when we got to

him the sweat was dropping off the end

of our noses, and our work had not com-
menced yet. We were now on the sec-

ond mountain back from the lake with a

spruce swale between us and the first

mountain. The ground was so rough

that carrying the deer was out of the

question, so we hitched a long rope to

him, the ends to his front feet and horns,

and the loop to pull by. Then away we
went in the following order: One man
ahead with an axe to pick out the least

worst road, and cut a few of the many
branches, snags, etc., three men on the

rope, to pull, one man at the 'horns to

clear them from roots, and raise them over

logs, and one man holding the hind feet

to pull back on down grades, and help

steer.

Oh I know all about the fellows who
throw a buck on their back and walk off

with him, I have seen them do it, and I

know it sounds foolish to say that six

men had a bad time with one, but to any-

one who thinks he could have done better

I can only say don't speak too quick until

you have seen the place we brought that

two hundred and forty pound buck out of.

I could just as easily say he was three

hundred, or two hundred and fifty, but

he wasn't, he was two forty with the in-

sides out of him.

In the middle of the spruce swale when
it looked as if we had at last reached a

sure enough no thoroughfare, one of the

chaps remarked "I sure would like to

have one or two of those sure enough
still hunters on this rope, and a picture

of this place to send to some others." And
I didn't have a word to say. The sweat

was dropping off my nose and chin, and

the snow from the trees was sifting down

my back. I didn't have any wind to

spare for conversation, so I just rested,

and wondered how much that deer was
worth an^'way. Oh yes, we got him
out.

If I were to ask a number of men who
go hunting each year, what is the most
difficult thing in connection with a hunt,

I wonder how many different answers I

would get? I don't know, but as one
having some experience I would answer
this way. The most difficult thing in

connection with a hunt, and a mixed
crowd is to see the thing through to the

end without a "grouch."' When I was
very young I had an idea that every man
.who loved a gun, and went to the bush,

was a good sport. But alas for our
youthful ideals, human nature is human
nature everywhere, and nowhere more so

than in the bush. How are we to always
keep clear of the fellow who is not so bad
as long as everything comes his way, but

who can't stand a little hard luck? Are
there no ear marks by which we may
know him before he has done all possible

to spoil the pleasure of a whole party?

Do I need to describe him, is there a party

of hunters in Canada who have never had
him with them? If there is such a party

I envy them. There are times when you
escape him of course. I did myself this

year, and that is one reason why I had
so good a time, but I have met so many
of them.

I have been approached by a number
of sportsmen again this season with sug-

gestions as to changes in the game laws.

One point they all seem to agree on is,

that the law be made that no man must
kill more than ten partridge in one day.

The idea is all right, but just how to en-

force such a law is a puzzle. Perhaps
Rod and Gun could help with a sugges-

tion.

Then, there is the old question of the

wolf bounty. Can we induce the Gov-
ernment to increase that to $25.00? The
number of these brutes are increasing all

the time. \\ith a bounty of $25.00 for

the wolf, and $10.00 for the lynx, some-
thing might be done. To-day there is

practically nothing doing in this line.
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The object of the Furnace Waterpan is

to give back to the warmed air the natural moisture
that the fire has dried out. But in the average Furnace
the Waterpan is made insignificant and insufiicient

and placed in the least effective position. But the

GoodCheer^
Furnace

Has A Big Circle Waterpan
entirely encircling the fire-pot. This waterpan holds 4 to 6

gallons, and is placed where it will evaporate the water rapidly.

It keeps the humidity of the air up to the normal 60% or 70%
while the air from the average furnace often contains less than

25% of moisture.

Besides the vast improvement this makes in comfort

and healthfulness, the house

feels as warm at 65° as it

does at 70° when the air is

parching and dry. The con-

sequent saving of coal is a

big item.

"Good Cheer" Furnace

construction throughout is

of the same high standard

of excellence as the Circle

Waterpan.

It's well worth your while

to write for Booklet and full

information about the advan-

tages of the "Good Cheer"

Furnace.

the James Stewart Mf^ Co.y Limited
Woodstock^ Ont — Winnipe^yMan
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An Outing On The Ottawa

Bv P. E. Bucke.

IT
was a calm day in early September

when my friend, Charley Doubieyew,
and I, took the electric railway to

Britannia, eight miles from Ottawa,
passing on our way several pretty ham-
lets. This little suburb of Canada's capi-

tal lies at the foot of Lake du Chene.
We had with us our fishing rods and the
usual camping outfit, with sundry and
divers cooking utensils and blankets, an
axe, water pails and so forth.

My "main holt" was a strip of heavy
canvas, nine feet long by two and a half

feet wide, hemmed down each side. Into
these hems good stout islets are inserted,

nine inches apart. One end was turned
over, leaving an opening four inches
wide ; the other end was doubled over
eighteen inches and firmly sewn. This
canvas I spread on the floor for packing,
putting into it all soft stuff, such as

blankets, extra dlothing. and rubber sheet,

also such articles as hammer, nails, small
saw wrapped in paper, fishing tackle and
other desirables. When all are in order
the canvas is rolled up and laced at the
ends and tied round the middle with a

piece of sash cord—hard rope. This
closes up the ends and a most compact
parcel is made and one which is easily

handled. When the camping ground
is reached the contents are placed in the

tent and the canvas is converted into a

very comfortable bed by driving four
crotched sticks into the ground at proper
spaces, for the side pc/les. The foot and
head poles have a crotch at one end and
are flattened at the other. These are
passed through the hems at the ends of

the canvas before mentioned. The flat-

tened ends are securely nailed to the side

poles to keep them the proper distance
apart. The canvas is then laced to the
side poles, the wide hem at the head stuf-

fed with grass, twigs, or extra clothing,

which serves as a pillow, and the whole
arrangement constitutes a most complete
and comfortable hammock bed.

At Britannia we embarked in a good
sized sailing dinghy but as the wind was

light we did not reach the Chats Falls,

some twenty miles up the river till four

p.m. On the way up we did a little trol-

ling and this and the prevalence of weeds
retarded our progress somewhat.
At Fitzroy Harbor we unloaded and

made the portage into the Upper Ottawa,
finally reaching a lovely sandy bay with
a shelving beach stretching up to an
abrupt bank four to eight feet high, be-

yond which grew pines and poplars. As
the ground was dry and sandy we decided
to put up our tent there as the fir trees

would make a shelter from the sun and
wind. The Ottawa river, as everyone
knows, is the dividing line between On-
tario and Quebec. We chose the Ontar-
io side of the river for two reasons. First,

because the fishing was better aifd sec-

ond, that we might get a better view of

the Laurentain hills which run from
Labrador along the north shore of the St.

Lawrence, up the Ottawa river to Hud-
son Bay.
Having fixed up our camp and made

ourselves comfortable by erecting a table

and seats out of some boards picked up
along the shore, we set to work to catch

some minnows with a fifteen foot seine

constructed out of mosquito netting, with

corks tied along the top for floats and B.

B. shot placed in the lower hem for sink-

ers. The affair was fastened to sticks

by means of tapes which were attached

to the corners of the netting. Charley

pulled off his boots and rolled up his

trousers and, as the minnows were plenti-

ful in the shallows along the shore, he

soon made a haul of about a peck of

shining little fellows, two to three inches

long. These he turned out of the net

into a minnow pail which was set in the

water for future use. Just as it was
getting dark we were not a little surprised

to hear quite a commotion along the

beach—a sound like that made by the rip-

pling of waves on the shore. As there

was no wind we could not at first ac-

count for the agitation but on closer in-

spection we found the bass were taking
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SWEET
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Tact purest form
in wh/ch tobacco
can be smoxeo."

I

There's No Sub-

stitute for a B B B
The critiral smoker who thoroughly un-
derstands a pipe and is able to distin-
guish between the various brands eab-
mitted to his judgment, always selects a
BBI3. He knows from its construction
that his BBB will provide fuller and
moro lasting smoking pleasure than any
other pipe he has ever tried. Com-
parison enables him to appreciate the
special, exclusive features of the BBB.
He can see at a glance that the bowl is
flawless briar—not "seconds" or com-
position-filled. Examination will show
him that a BBB draws easily, is easily
cleaned and is strictly Jiygienic—no
pockets to retain nicotine or saliva.
These are a few of the features that
make this pipe a prime favorite with
"fussy" smokers.

AH dealers—all styles—all prices.

WIZARD MAGNETOS
LEAD THEM ALL

The leading stationary and marine engine

manufacturers of the country have put their

O. K. on the Wizard by adopting it as stan-

dard equipment. Why not equip your

engine in the same way and know that your

ignition will be reliable and satisfactory in

every way ? Made for all kinds and sizes

of engines — make and break or jump
spark— belt or friction governor.

CANADIAN AGENTS

eaNaomN-FftiRBANKs eo.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO
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advantage of the indistinct light to fol-

low the minnows into the shallow water
and make their evening meal. Charlie and
I decided we, too, would get busy without
any further delay. We speedily put our

rods together, put floats on the lines to

keep the bait off the bottom, as the wa-
ter was quite shallow, and cast out into

the bay. Laying our rods on the beach
we sat down on a stranded saw-log to

await the result. We had not sat long
when Charley saw his rod gradually mov-
ing along the sand and into the water.

Not wishing to lose his valuable equip-

ment he made a dash for the reel end just

in the nick of time. The arrested prog-
ress of the fellow at the other end of the

line was followed 'by a tremendous tug, a

spring out of the water and a heavy i^op.

"A bass ! A bass !" cried I
—"and a big

fellow, too. Now, Charley", I warned, as

he seized the butt end of the Kaliki rod,

"handle him gently or he'll make a hole in

the sand and get awaj' into China."

"China, nothing," he replied, "and as

to the 'sand which-is-there' he is quite

welcome to it. Stand aside for a mo-
ment and you'll see a tussel that will sur-

prise you." I must say he had the poor
fish at a disadvantage in about a foot and

a half of water, but at this moment I

heard my own reel beginning to "cheep".

As I had placed my rod over a half bur-

ied pine saw-log it could not be displaced

as the reel caught on it. "Business is go-

ing on down my way," I excla'med, "so
please excuse me for a few minutes."

I tackled the tiger but it only proved to

be a cub of one and a half pounds.
Charley landed his after considerable ex-

ertion, towing him out of the water on
the shelving sand. \\'hen we put him on
the scale he drew out the wire to four

pounds, seven ounces. As it was now
quite dark I took him up to the camp fire,

butchered and skinned him and laid him
tenderly away for breakfast then turned
in for the night. The balmy "breezes

through the trees-es" lulled us off into the

land of Nod in a very short time indeed.

At daylight we were up and out by
eight o'clock. Charle}^ got three fine bass
while I secured two bass, a pike and
some good sized perch. The smaller ones
we returned to their native element. \\'e

also landed some very fine pickerel. A
skinned perch cooked in boiling lard to a

nice brown is as good as any fresh water
fish that swims. Friend Charlie, among
his many other accomplishments
numbers that of being a good
cook and can beat most pro-

fessionals. Pork and beans is his master-
piece and for the benefit of the uninitiat-

ed I give the modus operandi of his

preparation of this delicate dish. The
first thing to do is to build a good big
fire on the beach where it is high and
dry. The fire should be kept going an
hour or more so that the earth may be
thoroughly heated. Take two pounds of

white dry beans, being careful to pick

them over on a board or newspaper to

see that all sand and gravel is eliminated,

then boil for twenty minutes. When the

sand under the big fire is well heated
place the beans in a vessel with a tight

fitting cover to exclude the sand, burying
a piece of pork three or four inches

square therein, and covering up tightly;

a table spoon of sugar and salt to taste

should be added. Dig a hole in the hot

sand with a paddle or piece of board,

place the pot in the hole and cover it up
with a few inches of sand. Let it remain
there for six or eight hours or all night.

It will keeo hot for many hours and when
served will be pronounced fine and dandy.

One evening after dark we were sitting

over our camo-fire recounting various ex-

periences and talking over the events of

that particular day when, to our great

surprise, a wild hare joined us, attracted

presumably by the light of our fire. We
threw him some potato peelings but I do
not know whether he ate them or not.

Every little while he would disappear in-

to the pines, only to return and watch us

and the fire. He was within a few feet of

us and looked very comical.

The tree toad was another interesting

denizen of the woods. Many hunters have
spent years in the bush without noticing

them, they are so like the bark and lich-

ens of the trees they inhabit, and so still

that they escape notice. When they be-

gin to chirp it is considered by some a

sign of rain.

A rainy day in a tent is anything but
pleasant. Thank goodness it does not
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Your Name and Address, Please

And we'll send you a superb, new
catalog of motor boats

/^UR latest catalog is just off the press. It's

^-^ a superb edition. A picture book of the

various styles of our launches. The illustra-

tions are from photographs and give a true-to-

life idea of the beauty and artistic appearance

of our motor boats. You would like to have

a copy of this catalog we are sure. And it

will be a pleasure to us to mail you one direct-

ly we receive your name and address.

Our motor boats have earned a high rep-

utation for their beautiful lines, and for the

excellence of material and workmanship en-

tering into their construction. No expense is

spared to make them the most beautiful and

durable of boats. Yet the prices we ask make
our boats simply unbeatable value.

We'll equip a boat with any engine you

select. If you prefer to depend on our judg-
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you buy.
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boat requirements, to your entire satisfaction.

Just put us to the test.

Dept. 124, The Gidley Boat Co.
Limited
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often rain all day in September—there is

not so much precipitation of moisture

here as there is on some parts of the Pa-

cific Coast. A friend of mine tells a story

of his experience while survej'ing some
land in the vicinity of Prince Rupert. It

had been raining every day and all day
for several weeks. He had become tired

drenched and discouraged, so he went to

an old resident and asked him if there

was any month in the year that it did not
rain as much as it did in August. The
surveyor had made up his mind to go
home and return during the dry season,

"Oh, yes", said the old man, after a little

thought, "there is not so much rain in

February." "All right"', said my survey-

or friend, "I'll go down to Vancouver by
the next boat and come back then."

"Well"', replied the old fellow, with a

grin, "You must remember there are not

so many days in February." The theodo-
lite man concluded to stay on and finish

his job.

But while it does not often rain all day
we have occasional severe thunder-

storms. One night during our stay in

camp we had one of the most violent

electrical displays I ever experienced.

The lightning was almost continnou<.

the thunder came with crash after crash,

the wind blowing a hurricane, trees

which were bent against each other

groaned and creaked a wild symphony
to the continued bursts of thunder. The
rain poured down threatening a washout
of the everlasting wilderness, the water
in the river was white with foam and
crested waves. It was nearly three a.m.

before the storm subsided and I fell

asleep. W'hen I awoke, a little before

sunrise, I was surprised to find not a

breath of wind, not a cloud in the sky,

not a ripple on the water. I could hardly
believe I was on the same earth ; all Na-
ture was as beautiful and placid as a

sleeping child. The Laurentian hills on
the opposite side of the river showed up
fine and grand in the beautiful clean air

that had had all the dust washed out of it

the night before. I entered the tent, shook

up Charlie, and we started out for a fish

but the finn\' tribe had evidently not
quite recovered from the previous night's

storm as we only made a verv small bag

during the two hours we were out before
breakfast. We put in an idle day, read-

ing some magazines we had brought with
us and dozing at intervals. At three p.m.
we started for the evening's fish as we
wanted to try a new place some distance

off. We were fairly successful but as

dusk came on the carnivorous catfish

—

known to a scientific friend of mine as "le

chat maritime"—began to bite, so we gave
up in despair. On our way home Charlie

espied some ducks in their early flight

from the north alighting in some reeds

and rushes and, as the next day was the

fifteenth, we decided to camp and make a

daylight start for the marshy ground. We
had only one double barreled barking
iron and as Charlie was a first class man
at the rear end of a gun, I took the pad-
dle and he did the bulldozing. At or be-

fore daylight we were up and out. We
made a cautious sneak to the weeds from
whence came many quacks and some
splutter which indicated a much larger

duck contingent than we had watched on
the previous evening. We stole quietly

along and were more than surprised when
a flock of over fifty rose with consider-

able noise and flutter. I felt a good deal

confused but my brave Charlie was cool

and calm and with a right and left knock-
ed five birds out of the lot. We secured
our game and pulled into shore. Charlie

took a stroll along the marshy edge and
returned in half an hour or so with three

snipe and a couple of yellow legged plov-

er. On our way down we stopped at

Twelve Mile Island to take a look over it

as my friend was in treaty with the Que-
bec Government regarding a lease of the

same.

On our way home we were surprised

to see the Ottawa River literally strewn
with a winged ant insect. Where they

came from was a mystery. It seemed as if

they had been brought like the locusts in

the time of Pharaoh by an "East wind."

For twelve miles down the river, without

any cessation, we passed through these

ants who seemed to be unable to rise

from the water, but if there were myriads

of ants, there must have been hundreds of

thousands of shad fish to feed on them :

the water for the whole twelve miles kept

continuously moving in circles, caused by
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the shad coming to the surface to devour
their prey. I put on an enticing cast of

flies that seemed to be tempting but the

poisson blanc, as the Frenchmen call

them, would not look at anything but the

natural insect. These shad had become a

perfect nuisance. At times they will bite

at any mortal thing. I have caught them
with flies, worms, minnows and spoon.

They make very pretty fly fishing when
they first come in at the end of May or

the beginning of June. Later on they on-
ly take the fly towards evening until dark.

Many people do not care for them as the

flesh is soft and they have the usual

amount of bones. If properly dressed
and served however they are quite delic-

ious. I give your readers my experience.
As soon as possible after the fish are tak-
en from the water scrape off the scales

;

these come off so easily you would almost
wonder how the poor beasts keep their

overcoats on. Split the fish down the
front and back, remove the intestines and
all the fins, then take the fish by the head
and scrape the flesh oS the bones on one
side, roll it in flour, both sides, and when
you have enough fish prepared for a meal
cook to a nice brown in boiling lard. See
that the grease is hot before the fish is

put in and then it will not penetrate the
flesh. Serve hot and you will find that a
nicer breakfast dish could not be imagin-
ed.

Primitive Methods

Bv R. D. McDonald.

THE reading of an article in the

November issue of Rod and Gun
on the pioneer life of some of the

forefathers or the early settlers in

Ontario, has inspired me to give this

little bit of unwritten history concerning
pioneer life in Antigonish, Nova Scotia.

There lived many years ago in the Kep-
poch, Antigonish, a man named Donald
Mclnnes, or "Dhomhnal an fh'idair,'' as

he was commonly called in the language
spoken in that neighborhood, which was
of course the Gaelic. Donald's farm was
in close proximity to the lake that is

known far and wide as "Loch au
t'Sholais'' or the "Lake of Hafipiness,"

which latter does not by any means sound
as poetic as the Gaelic way of saying it.

On one occasion Dhomhnal Beag hired a

young lad, who is still living, to help him
cut his grain which was done in those
days by using a sickle. It may interest

that portion of Rod and Gun's readers

who do very little more than tour around
in their autos and patronize the hotels

and cafes that put up the best meals, to

learn how Donald and his wife got the

first dinner for their hired man.
Long before Donald had any thought

of dinner he noticed that his man paid

more attention to the progress of the sun

than he did to his work and finally he ask-

ed him, "Are you getting hungry, my
lad?" "Not very," was the reply where-
upon Donald called his wife, who was
also one of the workers in the field, and
handed her a sheaf of good dry ripe oats

or straw, accompanied by the injuction to

go and get the dinner. The good wife

obeyed as all good wives should and Don-
ald took his fishing rod, which was no
split bamboo or lancewood or any of your
fine rods, but just a plain fishing rod

broken from its roots with the hands
without even the aid of a jack-knife. The
limbs of the rod had been trimmed off

with the fingers and a rude line made of

hair taken from the tail of a horse had
been fastened to one end and a hook.

And ye gods, what a hook ! Not a lim-

erick or any of its ilk but a common pin

bent round as much like a hook as Don-
ald's fingers could shape it. A good fat

grasshopper having been impaled on the

hook Donald was ready for a fishing trip

and turning round he called to the lad to

go home to dinner in an hour's time.

This command the lad was prompt in

obeying and when he got there he found

hot oat bread made from the sheaf the

good wife had received from Donald and
half a dozen large trout which had been
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caught with the pin hook in "Lock au
t'Sholais" and boiled in water into which
a handful of salt had been thrown.

"How did she make the bread?" you

ask. The first process was to singe the

seedy part of the sheaf of oats on a flam-

ing fire until the grain was dried enough
to be ground. Then it was threshed
and shelled, after which if the elements
were at peace with the world and there

was not enough wind to separate the

chaff from the grain, the latter was taken
up in handfulls and allowed to escape
tlirough the fingers, at the same time
blowing away the falling grain with the

breath. This done the quern was

brought forward. The quern was noth-
ing more or less than two round stones,
one on top of the other. A hole was
made in the top one to admit the grain
that was poured in with the left hand,
while the right was engaged in turning
the top stone by means of a wooden pin
inserted in the top edge of the stone, the
crushed grain falling out promiscuously
all around the stones. ^^'hen the grind-
ing was through a sieve was brought to
the fire and the meal was separated from
the hulls, after which it was no trick to

get up a good meal, or what was consid-
ered a good meal in those days.
And this is how Donald's wife got the

dinner.

Old Time Stories Of Old Ontario

TOLD BY JAMBS E. ORR.

THE following reminiscences of past
times were told me by Mrs. Wil-
liam Baker. She says

:

In the early part of the thirties,

about seventy-five years ago, my people
settled in the northern part of London
Township. To their new- home, about
twenty-five miles north of the then little

town of London, they were guided by a

blazed trail only. During all of those
early years of roughing it in the bush they
met with many peculiar adventures.

Bears were quite common in the long
ago and numbers were caught in differ-

ent ways and their meat afforded a supply
of welcome food in manv a needv hou.-e-

hold.

Frequently on sunny winter days the

men while busy chopping took extra pre-

cautions against prowling bears that had
got suddenly thawed out of their dormant
sleep.

The panthers were the most feared of

all the early wild animals. Their cries of

distress used to be blood curdling to all

who heard them. In very early times they

used to come down from the north along
the shores of Lake Huron and aimed
seemingly for Lake Erie. One of their

peculiar traits appeared to be that they

did all their travelling over the treetops.

These immense catlike fellows could by
springing from limb to limb, with seldom
a miss, make very good headway. They
were great night rovers, for darkness has
no terrors for any of the feline family.

When a company of them would come '

along jumping through the heavily wood- 1

ed countryside, occasionally snapping ofT k

a dead limb, and continually meowing,
howling, spitting and screeching they ad-

ded no pleasure to the night slumbers of

the hardy settlers. Still they could sleep

on for they knew full well that their sol-

idly built log cabins could withstand any f

assaults of bear, wolf or panther.

The early settlers found the most dan-

ger in the panther's habit of dropping
from his resting place in some treetop

and either catching or frightening the

wits out of his unlucky victim. There-
fore when the distressing cries of the pan-
thers were heard in the forest everyone
keDt well under cover after night.

These animals might not be heard more
than three or four times in a season and
as settlers became more numerous they

gradually disappeared. The wild cats re-

mained forty years after the panthers

were gone.

North of my old home in the Town-
ship of Biddulph there were big cedar
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swamps. In these dense swamps the

wolves had their secure hiding places and
out of them they would come in a half

famished condition in quest of food. As
they came around they played havoc with
the settlers' sheep. We frequently had
some of ours destroyed and tried many
plans to outwit the hungry snarling .crea-

tures. We always found the trap or rifle

the surest way to conquer these fleet foot-

ed bandits.

One of our 3'earlings came home one
night badly worried by the wolves. On
examination we found on one cow, which
had very long and sharp horns, consider-
able blood and wolf's hair. \\'e came to

the conclusion she had fought the wolves
away from the smaller animals as the old-

er cattle invariably assist the younger in

an attack of this kind. That cow never
had to undergo the dehorning process of

more modern times. At night wolves
often came around our home bark-
ing and hunting for anything that

would appease their hunger. ^\'e

therefore made it a practice to keep
all stock well enclosed for the
wolves always avoid anything like a pen.

One night as they came out of their lair

and were nearing our place they found
the dog outside. What did they do but
take after him? Yes, the whole pack ran
him around the house several times when
suddenly bang through the window jump-
ed our poor frightened dog. Then in our
little home consternation took possession
of us all from father and mother down to

the smallest tot. We momentarily ex-

pected to see a wolf bound in also. Now
the spinning wheel's hum ceased, the

playthings were ruthlessly left on the

floor, and we huddled together in one cor-

ner of the room, the dog meanwhile howl-
ing piteously for protection, from his hid-

ing quarters under the bed. The rifle in

my father's hands was quickly thrust

through the broken window and a bullet

from its muzzle instantl}^ caused one wolf
to turn up his toes and the rest to disap-

pear. All that winter the wolves had
been particularly noisy and destructive.

We could distinctly distinguish night af-

ter night one bark more commanding and
far louder than those of the common pack.

For this reason Mr. Thomas Langford

set his traps more cunningly than ever
before with the express purpose of catch-
ing this captain of the wolves" arm3\ He
did not fasten one trap as usual to a tree

but hid it away more in the open, and did

it so well that it was beyond the judg-
ment of the most suspecting wolf. Mr.
Langford in visiting his traps, next morn-
ing, found this one gone, block of wood
and all. He carefully scrutinized all

around a clump of bushes and soon found
a big grey wolf, which began snapping
its teeth menacingly at him. The wolf
was secure in the trap which was caught
in the roots of a nearby sapling. The rifle

soon dispatched him and the hunter found
the wolf to be all he could carry. It was
long after this 'before the remaining
wolves gathered courage enough to mo-
lest the settlers ; their ranks having been
broken and their courageous leader fallen

their fighting propensities had received a

set back almost beyond retrievement.
The Government's bounty was a great

encouragement for hunters to capture the

wolves and incidently added considerably
to a hunter's income.

My grandfather, in returning from his

son's home to his own, got lost in the

woods and concluding it would be impos-
sible for him to find his way out, began
making preparations for remaining over
night. He gathered an abundant supply
of wood and with flint and punk started a

fire to keep wild animals away. Beside
this fire he staj'ed throughout the night

unmolested save by lonesomeness that

would not be driven away and was glad

when morning came once more. Now
carefully examining the bark on the trees

and noting the sun's shadows, he finally

extricated himself from the dense labj-

rinth of woods he had been lost in.

One time two deer came across our
farm, and my sister and I saw them run-

ning over the fields on top of the crust of

snow. The grace and poise of those two
deer racing "neck and neck'' over the

white snow was an inspiration to us

young girls. They ran on freely as none
cared to rob them of their freedom and
beauty.

One of my uncles while passing

through a heavy piece of timber came
suddenly upon a half grown deer. Before
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the deer knew what had happened he was
caught and my uncle started to bring him
home. He soon found out that this was a

difficult job to undertake as the deer

jumped and plunged, bunted and pawed
to regain its liberty, but the sturdy young
bush farmer held on to his possession and
brought it home. The task nearly ex-

hausted him, however, as the perspiration

was dripping from every pore while his

clothing would not afterwards make car-

pet rags. They soon found that the deer

was too old to tame properly and in time

it was given its freedom.

One of our men while running over the

snow on snowshoes caught a little fawn
which was just a tiny morsel of pink.

This little fellow was tamed and became
a companionable pet, equal in affection to

a dog. He could run around the neigh-

borhood and continually added a bright

ray of pleasure to the otherwise quiet and
prosiac doings of the farmhouse. The
deer would never think of getting over an
obstruction or fence except by jumping
over it and no matter how high or diffi-

cult the task, the deer had agility to

spring over it. It always wore a red

leather band around its neck and would
eat hay, bran and oats like a sheep.

Wild turkeys were very plentiful

around the northern part of Middlesex
County and made many a tempting din-

ner to those who were lucky enough to

secure them. The plan that was mostly
observed in catching them was by trap-

ping pens. Hundreds were made prison-

ers in this way. In color they were gener-

ally very black, in size large, and for the

table their meat was sweet and juicy with
a peculiar nutty wild flavor. Our home
flock of turkeys had about one third

strain of wild blood in them. This added
considerably to their hardiness and size

and also their habit of straying away for

we frequently lost some of them. In

weight the wild turkey would average
about eighteen or twenty pounds each.

I never saw a rattlesnake but must tell

you something about black snakes. These
snakes were quite common years ago and
I can tell you I always evidenced a decid-

ed horror towards them. Among their

many distasteful characteristics was the
habit of charming with their eves certain

j'oung persons, and then coiling them-
selves around the victim and thus destroy-

ing them. A neighboring farmer and his

two boys were in the woods and while
the father busied himself with logging
the boys played hither and thither, back
and forth as boys of ten and twelve would
naturally do. Suddenly the smaller boy
left his playmate and began walking,

walking, with measured steps and eyes
straight in the direction of a small sap-

ling. The older boy realizing the danger
the other was in shouted: '"Father, Chris
is being charmed by a black snake."

The father sprang to his son's side and
with one swing threw the boy to one
side among the half blackened logs, then
with one blow from the axe he snapped
the sportive snake asunder before it had
time to uncoil itself from the tree. Soon
young Chris was asked why he was go-
ing toward the snake and his innocent

and boylike answer was, "Why it had the

prettiest eyes I ever saw." He then re-

ceived a lesson on the absurdity of al-

lowing a pair of eyes to captivate him
on an}' future occasion.

In the early home of one of my relatives

the mother had rocked her baby to sleep

and gone to the bed to lay the child down
for a quiet afternoon's nap. When she

went to remove the coverings, horror of

horrors, there lay a black snake curled

around snugly and fast asleep in the bed.

A downward fling of the coverings and a

few screams from the terrified mother
not only awakened the baby but also

brought the head of the house to the

scene to see what the commotion was
about. Quickly mother and babe were
assured that no danger would befall

them and then plans were laid to dis-

patch the unwelcome intruder, now so

comfortably occupying the bed. To
shoot the snake would be a dangerous
proceeding and might possibly soil the

bed and might accidentally start a fire

which would destroy the snug little home
in the bush. To hit his snakeship with a

club or other weapon would under the

circumstances be equally unsatisfactory.

At last a lassoo was made out of buck-

skin and as the snake was uncovered he

raised his head then we dexterously
swung the lasso and he was caught. In |
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ONE AND A HALF HORSE
POWER single cylinder, man-

ufactured by Midland Engine

Works Co., Midland, Ont.

Suitable for canoe or skiff,

weight 65 lbs. Jump spark

type. Complete boat equip-

ment. New.

THREE AND A HALF
HORSE POWER single cylin

der, manufactured by Palmer

Bros., Cos Cobb, Conn. Make
and break type. Bare engine

without boat equipment. Used

for a short time but in per-

fect running condition.

FIVE AND A HALF HORSE
POWER single cylinder, man-

ufactured by Hamilton Motor

Works, Hamilton, Ont. Make
ana break type. Complete

boat equipment including

TWO BLADE BRONZE RE-

VERSING PROPELLER AND
SHAFTING. New.

TWO HORSE PlWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Racine Boat Mfg. Co., Mus

kegon, Mich. Weight 175 lbs.

Jump spark type. New.

Equipment includes two blade

reversing propeller.

FOUR HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Guarantee Motor Co., Hamil-

ton, Ont. Jump spark type.

Bare engine without boat

equipment. Second hand but

in good order.

SIX HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Automatic Machine Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn. Weight 500

lbs. Make and break type,

suitable for large cruiser,

fishing or working boat. Self

contained reverse gear. Used

only a short time.

THREE HORSE POWER

single cylinder, manufactured

by Detroit Engine Co., De-

troit, Mich. Jump spark

type. Complete boat equip-

ment. New.

FIVE HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Palmer-Moore Co., Syracuse,

N.Y. Jump spark type, open

crank case. With muffler

and three blade propeller.

New.

EIGHT HORSE POWER twin

screw, manufactured by Van

Auken Motor Works, Bridge-

port, Conn, This type of

motor is used in United

States Life Saving Service,

Weight 375 lbs. New.

Write to-day. The prices at which the above engines
will be offered are going to effect quick sales. Delay may

mean lost opportunity.

Marine Engine Exchange
25 Front St. East, TORONTO
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a few moments his remains were being
cremated in a burning log heap of the

nearby fallow. The removeables of the

bed were then put through a purifying

process, in a tub of scalding water and a

plentiful supply of soft soap. From then

on a determined raid was made on the

distasteful and poisonous snakes and
soon all danger from them was over.

A little girl was playing around in the

garden while her father was at work hoe-

ing. The little girl also had a hoe which
her father used for hilling up purposes
when he did not want to hurt his back or

stoop over too much, so this particular

hoe had a very long handle. The little

girl found a black snake which quickly
began to charm her but instead of yield-

ing the little girl slipped up to the snake
and with the hoe cut oft its head. The
first wheat my father grew he put in with
the hoe. This was a crop of half an
acre all worked up and covered by hand
and the only tool used was the hoe.

At one time the pioneers could buy a
hundred acres of land for an axe. Just
think of a hundred acre farm being sold

for an axe. The land was not needed
then while the axe was badly needed and
was the settler's best friend.

The Three Bears Of Thunder Bay

BY SAR.i STAFFORD.

FOR many years an old black bear
and his mate lived on Thunder
Cape, the great promontory at the

head of Lake Superior that runs
out boldly into the sea and assists to

form Thunder Bay. Their home was
within a few miles of the great revolving
Light House that stands on Xanna Bi-

jou's toe and lights the many steamers on
their way to Fort William and Port Ar-
thur.

Many times had the light house keep-
er caught a glimpse of the bears but as

they never molested him or his family in

any way they were left in peace. In a

dark cave several miles up the shore the

bears had for years taken their long win-
ter sleep. In front of the cave lies Hare
Island, a small islet where the fishermen
pack their fish when ready to ship them
on the tugs to be taken to their destina-

tion. In this neighborhood the bears
found many a good meal, as the fisher-

men when packing rejected all inferior

fish which were thrown into the water
and dashed by waves high up on the

beach near the cave.

Mr. and Mrs. Black Bear had brought
up numerous youngsters who had left

their parents to make their own ways in

the world and the old bears were now
living alone.

In the early spring of 1908, when Fa-
ther Black Bear came home one morning
after a night's ramble, he was surprised

to be met with a growl from Mrs. Black

Bear as he poked his nose in at the en-

trance of the cave. A small bundle of

black fur lay at the back of the cave and
when he tried to investigate a little fur-

ther old Mother Black Bear demonstrat-
ed that she was cross and hungry by
showing her teeth and growling him
away. When he returned some hours later

with a young, fat rabbit she was glad to

eat for she was weak and hungry, having
been without food for many hours.

Of all Mother Black Bear's children

this one proved the quickest and as soon

as his eyes were open he wanted to wan-
der to the front of the cave. Mother
Black Bear had to cuff and slap him many
times before he would lie down quietly

at her back. As the days became warmer
it was impossible to keep in the cave and
he would crawl out and roll about every
chance he would get.

With the advance of summer the par-

ents took the cub on long trips over to

the other side of the Cape, near the old

Silver Mine. From this point they wan-
dered far into the interior of the woods
but always came back and stealthily

watched the summer tourists as they
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wandered to and fro from the boats. A
favorite place with them was a walk
deepl}' shaded with evergreen and beech
trees going from the shore up to the

house of the President of the IMining

Company and known as the Lover's

Walk.
Here Father and Alother Black Bear

would leave their cub at nights while
they made foraging expeditions amongst
the cottages, from which they often re-

turned in the early hours of the morning
with a toothsome bit for the cub's break-

fast.

A sea wall ran along the back of the

cottages and here it was the people im-
provised ice boxes. It did not take the

old bears long to discover what these

places contained and they helped them-
selves liberally.

Near the dock lived the caretaker in a

house he had occupied for thirty years.

His big family had all grown up and gone
out into the world, some of them return-

ing each year to visit their parents and of-

ten bringing children with them.
With cooler days the bears thought

more of their comfortable winter home
on Thunder Cape and at length, when the

trees took on their 'beautiful colors, de-

cided to return. On their arrival they
found everything as usual and rejoiced in

a safe home coming. Birds were gather-

ing for their southern migration and a

nutty flavor filled the air. As this was
the fishermen's busy season there were
quantities of fish on the shore and all

seemed perfect for enjoyment.
The cub, however, proved the unset-

tling element. He was continually wan-
dering abroad and despite all cautions

and warnings persisted in this habit. A
mother partridge once bewildered him so

much that he was glad to run away from
her.

One morning when the bears returned
home the woods were full of smoke and
fire and they were very uneasy when they
found that the cub was away. Visiting

some of his favorite haunts in an attempt
to find him they were cut of¥ from the

cave by the fire. The great trees were
blazing to their tops and the roars of the

flames could be heard for miles, while the
heat was intense.

The bears were terrified and travelling

away from the fire as fast as they could
gave up all hopes of seeing their cub a-

gain. A moan however led them to the

cub which was lying beside a log with
his tongue hanging out and his eyes
smarting so much he could hardly see.

Knowing a small stream near by the

bears carried the young one to the cool-

ing waters where he soon recovered. As
there was no better place while the fire

raged the trio remained by the stream
for several days subsisting on birds which
they found easy to capture in consequence
of their fright.

Later on they left for the old sea wall

at Silver Islet and remembering the cot-

tages they had raided with success on
previous occasions they halted, adjuring
the cub to remain quiet while they forag-

ed and promising him something good if

success crowned their efforts.

No glimpse was to be seen of the old

caretaker and his family while ducks and
geese were swimming gracefully and
peacefully on the placid waters of the

lake. The bears caught some young gos-
lings and the cub had his promised meal.
Next day all three visited Surprise

Lake and hearing no sounds bathed in

in the waters and thought they were free

to wander without danger where they
pleased.

The same night the cub was again left

on the sea wall while the parents went
for a look around the cottages. The cub
was cautioned not to stir and the old

bears set out. It was a bright starlight

night and while they crouched on the sea
wall the stars glittered over the Cape like

jewels and the Great Dipper shone like a

necklace of fire.

Amongst the cottages was one known
as the haunted house. Here, some years
before, a domestic tragedy had occurred
and from that time till the previous sum-
mer the place was not inhabited. On one
of their visits the bears obtained a good
dinner here but on this occasion every-

thing was bare. Adjoining the grounds
of this house was an old church, the

doors and windows of which were gone,
leaving simply old walls standing upon a

high foundation of stone.

Hearing noises the bears climbed the
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Give i^harp S^parks a Four Months'

Test at Our Expense

GET a set direct from us or from your

dealer, try them four months and if

they are not the best plugs you ever

had in your engine, return them and

get your money back.

An offer of this sort ought to prove

the worth of the plugs to you quicker

than all the ad writer's arguments in

America. However, they will not soot

up, crack or miss unless your batteries

are worn out or your magneto off time.

We have an interesting book on

"Automobile Ignition.' It tells you

about SHARP SPARKS, as well as giv-

ing information regarding general ig-

nition problems. It's yours for the

asking.

Mica Insulated Sharp Sparks. . . .$1.25 each

Porcelain Insulated Sharp Sparks. $1.00 each

If your dealer can't supply you get them

direct from us.

®Ip i>i|arp i^iJark Plug OI0.

3360 Broadvieiw Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

CANADIAN SELLING AGENTS :

Canadian General Electric Co., Limited,

Toronto Montreal Halifax Ottawa Cobalt

Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver Nelson
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"FIREFLY" PLUGS ARE REGULAR
EQUIPMENT ON "STEARNS" AND
"ELMORE" CARS
THAT'S the best talking point we

can use in favor of "FIREFLY"
PLUGS.

When the engineers of the

"Stearns" and "Elmore" automo-
biles were deciding upon their

equipment for 1912, they made a

rigid test of all spark plugs on the

market. After this severe test, they

declared "FIREFLY" PLUGS the

best.

Now here are two extremely

different types of engines, the

"Knight" Type Motor and the "El-

more" two cycle. The "FIREFLY"
PLUG proved the most satisfactory

for both.

If it proves best for these ex-

tremes it is safe to assume that it

is best for your motor. Order a set

now. We absolutely guarantee this

open-end plug against burning down
or breaking.

Porcelain Insulated "FIREFLY $.75

®lj? i>l|arp ^ptLxkflug OI0.

3360 Broadview Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

CANADIAN SELLING AGENTS:

Canadian General Electric Co., Limited,

Toronto Montreal Halifax Ottawa Cobalt

Winnipeg^ Calirary Vancouver Nelson
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wall and crouched low in an open window
frame. Suddenly there was a crash fol-

lowed by a wailing cry. The cub in his

restless motions had fallen off the wall

and his cries could be heard for some
distance. Footsteps and voices added to

the excitement caused by the moaning.
Mother Black Bear leaped from the win-

dow and landed upon the trunk of a

large beech tree, tearing the bark with
her great claws. A flash, and a bullet

pierced her brain laying her low by the

side of the moaning cub.

A hoarse voice from the open cried out,

"Jump, Jules, jump, there is another!"

and the new comer sent several bullets

into the body of Father Black Bear, kil-

ling him instantly.

A moment sufficed to stop the whim-
perings of the cub and the three bears
were taken down to the warehouse at the
dock at Silver Islet.

While they were being weighed several

pretty cousins, who were visiting the old

care-taker's home, appeared upon the
scene and made great rejoicings over the
courage and prowess of Jules and his

brother and congratulated them on the
coolness and nerve displayed at a time of

great danger.

An Alberta Deer Hunt

BY M. E. SCARBOROUGH.

MY two companions, Billy and Buz
with myself, our two trusty Win-
chester rifles, and last but not

least, Billy's dog "Pup", started

up the North Saskatchewan River from
Strathcona in Billy's canoe for a bear

hunt. "As coming events cast their sha-

dows before", we felt confident that we
were going to bag some big game, as one
of our party dreamed the night before

that he had shot a moose, and we went
up the river full of expectancy.

We had been, from the time school clos-

ed, engaged in learning to manage a canoe.

We soon learned to pole and paddle, so

felt we were prepared for our trip. We
took plenty of good camping food along.

Billy and I were the hunters of the party

and took Buz for cook as he was known
far and wide for the way in which he
cooked pork and beans. It was not long
before the canoe was packed and we were
ready for our expedition.

We were obliged to pole and track

(tow) which is the native way of going
up stream in a canoe as the current was
too swift to paddle against, and we only
paddled across the stream to get good
places for poling.

We camped at Powell's Flat for din-

ner, Billy and I going out to examine the

flat to see if there were any game tracks.

There were few bear tracks but a good

many deer tracks and we decided to go
up there in the fall for a deer hunt.

When we arrived at camp, Buz had the

dinner cooked up in fine style, and we
were not long in putting it out of sight.

We proceeded on our journey making
prett}' good time considering the swift

water, arriving at Big Island, a distance of

fifteen miles from Strathcona, at dusk,

—

just in time to put up camp. Billy caught
some fine, large fish and Buz fried them
for supper. After supper the three of us
gathered spruce boughs for our bed,

sleeping very comfortably that night be-

tween our Hudson's Bay blankets. We
did not move camp next morning as it

was raining, but it cleared up at noon, so
we pulled stakes and started on again,

reaching Hudson's Bay Creek about sev-

en o'clock, where we camped for the
night.

Early next morning we got in motion
and reached Conjuring Creek at sundown.
This was as far as we were going, being
about thirty miles from Strathcona. We
looked around but could not find any
traces of game, so thought we had better

give up our hunt as a failure. The next

morning we started down the river, mak-
ing better progress than when going up,

camping at the lower end of Bear Island

for the night. The camp was soon fi.xed

up. Billy and I took a look around and ,
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Beautiful Specimens FREE
Yes, you can save all the beautiful trophies of your hunting or fishing trips free. They are the
choicest of Nature' s art and unexcelled for decoration. Wouldn't you like that moose-head in

your dining room^ No need of paying a taxidermist a large sum for having it mounted. You can do it yourself—free.

Learn to Mount Birds and Animals Zl'tVZ^^^T
rii^' vmir -p,\r<' rirne by mail—how to mount all kinds of birds, animals, fish, etc. Our school is endorsed by all the
lL,iii;..fc .in.bL 111!^, naturalists and sportsmen. 35.000 graduates—every one an euthiisiasuc, successful taxidermist.

D|0> Pf*f|fifG You can easily make from SJO to S^^O a month during your spare time doing mounting
•"*& * "'•O for othcrf, or ?iU'JfJ to S5000 yearly if you go into the profession. Hundreds arc doing

much better than this. ExccpUuiiaJly atiractiie openiDga arc now offered to taxidermists.

Wl'll'A lUnvu ftf\B" l7l*AA Rnnlr ^^^ "'" ^^^'^ y^^ o""" ^*S new book on taxidermy, absolutely
wlllC mUW tUl rice AJUUn £r-eanJ prepaid, it you wnie at once. It tells you all about this

most fascinating protession, and how ynu can get the complete course ot instruction on our great, new. rock-bottom offer.

We will aUo send you the Taxidermy Magazitie ii you v*rite at once. Do not delay—but write to us at once

—

mjw—while
we are making this special offer.

NORTHWESTERN SCHOOIL OF TAXIDERMY 10 ELWOOO BUILDING, OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Enioy the Freedom
of the Big Outdoors

THERE are no barriers to the complete enjoy-
ment of the woods and lakes and rivers if

you own a good canoe. There is no flare back
to complete canoe enjoyment if your canoe is an

§M^cwnCano&
The "Old Town Canoe"is the modem perfection
of the red man's birch bark. It is true in line,

true in balance, light, strong and durably con-
structed. Properly cared tor, it never warps,
bulges, splits or leaks.

It is the choice of experienced campers, hunters and
professional guides. It is known the world over.

Wherever canoes are much used the owners of Old
Town Canoes are the envy of the others. We have
agents everywhere. 2000 canoes in our storehouses
insure prompt deliveries.

Our illustrated catalog, full of canoe pictures
and rnnof facta, sent free for a postal.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO. 62Middle Sf.. Old Town. Me., U.S.A.

Partridges and Pheasants

The Celebrated Hungarian and English
Capercailzlea, Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Qaalla.

Rabbits. Deer, etc.. for stocking purpose*. Fancy
Pheasants. Peafowl, Swans, Cranes, Storks, Orna-
mental Geese and Ducks, Foixes, Sqaltrels, Ferrets,

etc. All kinds of birds and animals bought and
sold.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRY & GAME PARK, YARDLEY, PA.

Shaw' s Pneumatic Smoker

SMOKE OUT, In cold weather truppers smoke out
moj-e mink, "coon," skunk, etc., in one day than they
can take In traps in a month—-besides they get p-rlme furs
worth the most money.
A DIME brings Illustrated guide. It tells how. Girlng

the flrst time In print the treasured secrets of the wisest
old trappers In this country. It's worth dollars to yon.

TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO., Oak Park, 111., U.B.A,
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saw lots of bear signs and also that the

woods bordering on the flat were full of

berry bushes loaded down with fruit.

When we got back to camp we told Buz
that there were good prospects of a bear

hunt ; we did not think that it was so

near at hand. W'e went to bed and were
soon sleeping soundly. The following

morning about five o'clock Billy awoke
with a start, caused by a crashing in the

brush close to our camp. He gave me a

few pokes in the ribs, yelling in m}' ear

furiously, "Charlie, Charlie, get your gun,

don't you hear that noise out there? I

tell you it's a bear, don't wait to dress."

I managed to scramble into my trousers

in some kind of a fashion and we hurried

out with our rifles. The dog ran into the

brush and soon we saw two bear cubs
climbing two trees about fifty yards

apart : then there was a rush and the dog
ran down the bank to the beach with a

large black bear in pursuit. The dog ran

the length of the beach, which was about
sixty yards long, then turned back. Billy

and I each took a snap shot at the bear,

through the brush, hitting her through
the ears and hips, but with the persis-

tent vitality of her tribe she ran on fully

bent on the destruction of the dog that

had insulted her familv. The dog bv this

time began to think that the pace was
too hot and turned to us for protection.

He came for us up the bank with the

bear only six feet behind him. Billy fired

at her at less than ten feet and made a

lucky shot hitting her through the top of

the shoulders and also breaking her back,

which finished her career and saved the

dog.

We then turned our attention to the

cuibs which were still in the trees. I fired

at one and it fell. Pup immediately grab-

bing it by the throat pulling at it and
growling viciously. I turned around to

get a shot at the other cub but it had
moved camp and I could not find it, al-

though we were satisfied with what we
got.

\\'e did not think of Buz during the ex-

citement but found that he had been
dodging from one of the tents to the oth-

er in his bare feet with his trousers half

on.

We then had breakfast and packed up,

putting the bears into the canoe, which
made quite a load. It was a long paddle
for home but with our trophies we did

not mind the work though we were not

sorry to reach our destination at six

o'clock in the evening.

The Boy And The Bear

BY 0. H. F.

HAVING left home in the early

days of youth and travelled con-
siderabh' over the eastern part of

the United States and Ontario,
the latter being my home Province, I be-
came dissatisfied with the condition of

things in m\' home town and, having
heard of the golden opportunities that

were to be found in the great lone land of

the West, I made preparations for de-

parture. I informed both my mother and
father of my intentions and they tried by
all their might of reason and persuasion
to dissuade me from going so far from
the parental roof. Determined, however,
to take advantage of the opportunities
which were advertised as opening up ev-

erywhere in the \\'estern country, I part-

ed with home and friends and left with
glowing expectations of becoming rich in

a very short time and then returning to

enjoy the acquired wealth.

In the early days of my childhood I had
heard father and our neighbors tell of the

thrilling experiences through which the

pioneer settlers of our Province had pass-

ed and I took it for granted that similar

conditions would exist in what was then

known as the "wild and woolly West." I

therefore purchased the best arms to be
had at the time and went out looking for-

ward to the acquiring of a fortune and, in

the interval of amassing this, some good
sport with the rifle. I took with me to
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LEIPZIG LONDON ESTABLISHED 1831 PARIS BERLIN

G. GAUDIG & BLUM
IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF

RAW FURS
We Pay Express and Freight Charges

HIGHEST PRICES PROMPT RETURNS FAIR ASSORTMENTS

ON REQUEST, ALL SHIPMENTS KEPT SEPARATE UNTIL REMITTANCE IS FOUND SATISFACTORY

REFERENCES: MERCANTILE AGENCIES AND BANKS

125 WEST 27th STREET NEW YORK

"Star

Brand''

Hams

and

Bacon
have been on the market for over fifty

years and are known from Atlantic to

Pacific for their uniform excellent

quality.

If your grocer does not keep these

in his stock, write us direct.

Made under Government Inspection.

F.W.Fearman Co., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

CANADA

FIRST
EVAPORATED

CREAM
Inland Revenue Depart-

ment, Ottawa, Bulletin No. 208
shows Canada First Evaporated
Cream to be the richest on the
market. Manufactured and
guaranteed by British subjects.

Aylmer Condensed Milk

Company, Limited.
AYLMER ONT.
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the West a .45 Winchester, a .38 Smith,

and a Weston revolver, eleven inches

long, and a knife more nearly like the .45

than the .38 in length. Armed with these

weapons I had full confidence in my abili-

ty to cope with the most dangerous ani-

mal the earth afforded, to say nothing of

the West. The more dangerous the ani-

mal the greater the sport and glory that

would accrue to me. How often, in my
own mind, I condemned the man who
with a weapon such as the .38, with six

death dealing bullets in it, would climb a

tree or run from "any old thing." I had
heard of men being treed by vicious ani-

mals but as for myself no band of bears
should turn me from my way unless to

overtake them, halter break, and tame.

Not only did these thoughts pass through
my mind but they were freely discussed

with others and my opinion of such lack

of fearlessness was freely expressed,

along with a solemn adjuration as to my
conduct should such an opportunity be

presented to me.

In the summer of 1884 I secured the

dignified position of cook for the late T.

Canes, D. D. S., who, under contract, was
to outline the townships in the neighbor-
hood of Beaver Hills, east of Edmonton,
Alberta. The party left Calgary with the

cook's cart a glittering mass of deadly
weapons. The party arrived at the point

where the work was to be done without
anything having happened to necessitate

the use of any weapons. It was along in

midsummer and the men were running
the meridians up into the hills, which are

full of lakes, when the Chief one day ask-

me to go up to a large lake that had re-

cently been discovered, and which was
too large for the small transit to traverse,

and bring back a large one that was re-

quired. It was a golden opportunit}' for

me. I could get any number of partridges

and as signs were everywhere, perhaps a

bear. W^ith my favorite .38 and a lunch I

started with the party, leaving the camp
to take care of itself. Having arrived at

the end of the line, and the work done, I

returned with the transit and some soft

wire with which to catch the innocent
birds. Though I carried the trusty .38,

one did not need to have a gun to bag the
birds. On the return trip I filled the game

bag with partridges and on arriving at

the tent took off the transit and took hold

of the flap to enter. Of what happened
next I have never had a very clear recol-

lection. Something made a noise, a

sound that resembled neither a snarl nor

a growl, nor yet a bark. I saw something
about as tall as a small dog, but it was
black. I stood not upon the order of my
going but hit for the tall timbers, about
fifty yards away, and put forty feet of

good Cottonwood between the earth and
myself. The tree's lack of hei.ght was all

that prevented the distance being greater

than forty feet. This spurt was made in

less time than a champion foot racer

could have accomplished half the dis-

tance. The bear, being a rank coward, re-

fused to come up and fight it out fairly

with me. No, he took to the thick brush in

the opposite direction and, although the

distance to the hiding place was just half

as far as to my perch I had the extreme
pleasure of seeing him canter into the

timber. I have alwa)-s attributed his

want of speed to the amount of bread, ap-

ple sauce, sugar and boiled pork that he
consumed before I came upon him in the

tent.

I consoled myself by reflecting that the

bear had not onh' played a trick upon me
but had revealed the fact that I was a foot

racer of no mean order, an acrobat of a

high class and that, although not a monk-
ey, I had demonstrated my ability to get

to the high branching of a small tree.

After keeping the secret of my adven-
ture to the limit of human capability—

I

was fairly bursting to relieve myself by
relating the incident to one of my con-

freres— I took the Chief into my confi-

dence. He promised sacredly to tell no
man and he kept his word—but he told

the boys. You can guess what they did

to me, but I got partly even with them. I

killed a Ivn.x and called it rabbit stew.

Captain Ecclestone of 112 Tisdale

Street, Hamilton, a member of the Vic-

toria Yacht Club, on Christmas morn-
ing at the yacht club dock caug'ht 18 fine

perch.
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Our first article this month is a con-

tribution that succintly and pertinently

presents the case of wild duck conserva-

tion. The author, Mr. Frank Hyde, is a

well known writer on sport subjects

whose many years of practical indulgence

in the gunning sport render him particu-

larly conversant with past and present

conditions. His strong arraignment of

permitted practices is based upon recog-

nized authority and reliable statistics,

and we believe will strongly appeal to the

readers of this magazine, who desire such

laws as will best serve the general inter-

ests of not only Ontario's sportsmen but

the Dominion's citizens as a whole.

It has been the policy of Rod and Gun
to at all times encourage a full discussion

of matters pertaining to the welfare of

our native wild game and the mainten-

ance of the natural supply of fish within

our national waters. The subject of con-

servation is, at the present time, the most
important that is engaging the attention

of the sportsmen of America, In these

days when the stress of close business ap-

plication makes more imperative each

year the need of outdoor vacation, the

ideal recreation of fishing and hunting

holds out incalculable prospects to the

increasing numbers in quest of health

and recuperating energj-.

Of all a nation's assets its wealth of

game is not the least inconsiderable.

When we know that each succeeding sea-

son marks a great increase in the ranks

of the followers of both rod and gun and

we are confronted with irrefutable evi-

dence that our stock of fish and game is

fast becoming depleted, we must perforce

either take action in reforming this dis-

crepancy, or acknowledge ourselves un-

worthy of this great trust. It goes

strongly against the grain of Canadians

to have to admit that any other coun-

try's citizens have a hig'her sense of duty

to or a keener appreciation of, their

land's heritages, but we must recognize
that in the matter of game conservation
many of the States of America have much
further advanced regulations for the

preservation of an all-time sufficient sup-

ply of native wild game. The commend-
able work done and signal victory

achieved in New York State recently, re-

ferred to in these columns, should revive

activity among the Game Protective As-
sociations and energize the sportsmen of

Ontario to promote the cause of wild
duck conservation by prohibiting the sale

or importation for sale of such game in

this province. It is up to the sportsmen
of Ontario to arouse public sentiment
against practices that are repugnant to

our spirit of fairness and opposed to the

rightful privileges of the generations to

follow.

Rod and Gun will welcome a free dis-

cussion in its pages of this very impor-
tant subject by its readers or others who
are deeply interested in special or general

conservation.

Readers who are interested in the de-

struction of wolves may remember that

yir. Milchi Swalm of Silton, Sask., who
is now seventy-one years of age, and has
had much experience in hunting in his

younger days in Northern Ontario, offer-

ed in our October number to supply a

secret by which wolves can be eflfectively

cleared out, for a monetary consideration.

Mr. Jack Miner of Kingsville. whose
article on fliis subject drew out the offer

is going to take up the challenge, com-
municate with Mr. Swalm and see if the

secret is such as will come within the

pale of practical work. Mr. Miner's in-

terest in the big game of the Province
dates a long way back but never assumed
a more practical form than the present

proposal. Mr. Miner is undertaking what
the Government or the organized sports-
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men of t?he Province ought to do and nev-

er was he engaged in better work. Mr.

Miner adds that the wolf question is too

important to be allowed to drop. In his

opinion the clearing out of the wolves

will be the determining factor in the per-

petuation of the deer in Ontario.

Many of our readers will remember an

article which appeared in the December,

1910, issue of Rod and Gun, contributed

by Dr. Edward Breck and entitled Euro-

pean and American Hunting Methods, al-

so the subsequent discussion to Which

this gave rise. Pertinent to this discus-

sion is the following anecdote

:

A prominent American, travelling

abroad, w-as the guest at a royal hunt

when hares, pheasants and other game
were driven before the emperor and his

followers, and the servants picked up the

victims of t'he sport. Among all the

members of the hunting party, the Am-
erican alone had no trophy to display.

"How did this happen?" asked some-

one.

"Where game is so plenty," replied the

American, gravely, "the merit of a

marksman seems to be in hitting nothing.

So I fired between the birds."

The new ^Minister of Lands, Forests

and Mines for Ontario, (the Hon. W. H.

Hearst) has signalled his accession to of-

fice by an order which will give every

s—>rtsmati a thrill of hope that he will

distinguish his administration of a very

important department by increased atten-

tion to their interests, which are those of

the Province at large. The order to which
special attention is directed is one with-

drawing the numerous islands in peerless

Lake Temagami from being prospected

for minerals any further. When this

beautiful reserve, the wonders of which
are not yet fully realized, althoug'h tour-

ists within its confines have been count-

ed by thousands per annum for several

years past, was set aside, the Govern-

ment adopted the policy of leasing and not

selling the islands, although very strong

pressure was brought to bear upon them
to carry out the latter policy. The further

step of closing these islands to prospectors

ensures the continuance in all its present

loveliness of this wonderful lake, with its

1200 islands and its magnificent stretches

of shore line and will give delight to pres-

ent and to future generations of visitors.

The beauties of Temagami are so en-

trancing that any interference with them,

even from the material standpoint of in-

creased wealth to the Province from
minerals, would almost amount to dese-

cration. It is good to know that no great

temptation is held out to the Government
in this regard. At the same time we com-
mend the polic}'' of the ^Minister and hope
the strong support of sportsmen through-
out the Province will encourage him to

take similar steps upon the lines laid

down by his predecessor.

At a meeting of the Windsor branch of

the Ontario Game and Protective Asso-
ciation held on December 5th an in-

crease in the Government bounty on
wolves from $15 to $25 was recommend-
ed and it was also decided to recommend
that the open season for big game be ex-

tended from November 1st to November
20th or five days later than the present

regulations.

When two young sons of Joseph Gir-

ardin were hunting muskrats in the Pelee

marsh, the Friday before Christmas, they

captured a monster snapping turtle, prob-

ably the last of its kind that had not yet

penetrated the muck for the long winter

hibernation. As it was doubtless some-
what benumbed its capture was easy.

The big "mossback" measured nearly

three feet from head to tail and was con-

sidered by old marsh residents to be the

largest found in recent years. Savory
turtle bouillon was the order of the day
subsequent to this find.

It is stated that Rondeau Park has be-

come so overrun w-ith deer that the ani-

mals are now roaming over the neighbor-

ing farms. T. W. Gibson, Deputy Minis-

ter of Mines, who is in charge of the Ron-
deau Park stated in December last that

the rangers would kill some of the ani-

mals and sell the venison after arrange-

ments had been made for its disposal out

of season. A herd of deer was placed in

Rondeau Park some years ago by the
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Provincial Government and the animals

have now so multiplied that they are run-

ning at large in the adjoining territory.

Mr. Geo. Vanderwater of Corbyville,

Ont., while hunting in a swamp on the

5th Concession of Thurlow, killed a beau-

tiful silver fox, the skin of which is very

valuable.

Hunters from Bear River, X.S. had a

good time during the open season for

moose. Mr. James E. Banks of Lake

Jolly started out one morning and in two
hours' time had a moose down and was
back home. His success gave two 16-

year-old lads, Howard Balcom and Car-

men Banks the fever and on Saturday

morning, they, with many cautions from

their elders about getting lost, took to

the woods on their first moose hunt and

at twelve o'clock they shot a nice three-

year-old near the Crousse Lake. On the

same day Mr. Jesse C. Berry, who had

ju.-t returned from an unsuccessful hunt

heard the call of the wild again and with

two companions left home in the morn-

ing, returning that night with a fine

moose. Messrs. Walter Purdy and
Frank McClelland of Deep Brook were

also among the successful hunters, cap-

turing a moose the antlers of which hatl

a spread of 56 inches.

Charles Dalton, millionaire fox ranch

owner of Prince Edward Island purchas-

ed in December last from J. C. Calhoun

of Gaspe, three black foxes, the price paid

being over $9,000. The sale w-as effected

at Moncton. Mr. Calhoun, who has quite

an extensive fox farm at Gaspe, arrived

in Moncton with the foxes en route to

Prince Edward Island, but was met at

Perth by Mr. Dalton and several other

owners of fox ranches on Prince Edward
Island. Mr. Dalton was the successful

bidder for the valuable animals.

A party of Gait hunters comprising

Messrs. West Pickering, John Dryden
and Albert Willard, went to the swamps
at Harriston for a week's hare hunting

in November and returned having bagged

93 hare. They stated they could have

doubled the bag had the snow, which was
about two feet deep, not interfered with
the running of the hounds. During the

trip they were the guests of Mr. and ^Irs.

Walter Dryden of Harriston, w'ho own
two large sawmills near the place and the

Galtonians cannot speak too highly of

the hospitality of the host and hostess.

Messrs. Charles Rooke, Oscar Brick
and Harry Smith of Preston in the course
of a two days' hunting trip secured fifty-

five rabbits. They hunted in the wilds of

Luther countv.

Mr. Thomas Amos of Second West-
cock, N.B., w'hile in hot pursuit of a cari-

bou saw a moose suddenly appear about
thirty yards awaj-. Mr. Amos fired and
hit the animal in the throat. He was
just about to go close up to his moose-
ship when the animal got up and charged
at him. Mr. Amos fired again hitting the

moose in the nose. Again the moose
went down but soon got up and this time
charged Air. Albert Amos who had ac-

companied Mr. Thomas Amos. One
more shot broug'ht the moose down to

rise no more.

Messrs. John and James McDade of

Newmarket, X.B. were successful in rid-

ding the neighborhood of a bear who had
committed many depredations on farms
in the vicinity of Xewmarket. Three
shots were necessary to kill the bear
which was a big fellow w^eighing when
dressed 340 pounds.

A Government expedition consisting of

Professor A. E. Barlow of McGill, Pro-

fessor Guillin of Queen's, Mr. Fairbault
of the Dominion Geological Survey, J.

H. Valiquette, engineer of the Provincial

Department of Mines, spent three and a

half months in Northern Quebec, in the

region between Lake St. John and James
Bay. While the members were largely

engaged in prospecting they found the

waters abounding in many varieties of

fish. In some of the lakes members of

the party took speckled red trout up to

five and six pounds in weight. Huge
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grey lake trout or touladi were captured

as well as white fish, pike and pickerel.

Plenty of feathered game was seen. The
only big game killed was a bear, the ani-

mals being numerous along the route fol-

lowed by the explorers. This route tra-

versed some of the hunting ground of

the Montagnais Indians and numbers of

the latter were secured as guides for the

expedition.

The Alberta Government has made
important amendments to the Game Act.

Perhaps the most important of all are the

provisions for the protection of prairie

chickens, the slaughter of which has been

so common in the past. In future hunt-

ers will be limited to ten chickens per

man per day. The opening of the duck
season will be changed from August
twenty-third to September first.

In future a residential bird license of

$1.25 will be necessary before game birds

can be shot. Provision is made for the

protection of Hungarian partridge.

Game wardens in the future are to pos-

sess the power to make arrests. Fines of

not less than $50 or more than $100 are

provided for offenders under the Act.

Non-residents, the guests of settlers,

must pay $5 for the privilege of hunting

as under the old Act. A provision is also

made that residents accompanying non-

residents without licenses, are equally of-

fenders under the law.

Apropos of the fellows who go into

the woods and shoot at noises and sha-

dows, and also of the blighting lack of

appreciation manifested by the fair sex

for deeds of prowess performed, or

claimed to be performed, by their sports-

men friends, Mr. Jack 3>Iiner relates the

following little incident:

While up north this Fall my two little

boys came rushing into the tent on their

return from the Post Office in an highly

excited state of mind.

"Oh, mama," they exclaimed, '"Dr.

McKenzie"s brother had two shots at a

bear !"

"Um-m. is that so?'' queried the doubt-

ing Mrs. Miner. "Did he see it?"

Air. Nelson Cronkwright of Tweed, a

veteran hunter eighty years of age, re-

sponded to the call of the wild during the

past hunting season and filled his place

in the party most admirably. He won
laurels from some of his younger com-
panions for lie was successiul in shoot-

ing a deer.

Tlie Waterloo Hunt Club during a

three weeks' trip in the Nipissing Dis-

trict and along the French River brought
back with them twenty-two deer, making
one for each member. Considerable
partridge and pheasants as well as hare

were also captured and brought back.

Air. E. E. Bowman of Berlin slew the

largest of the deer.

An exuberant party was that of three

Americans who came to Wabigoon from
the United States for three moose
and returned with the required

number after a couple of weeks
of the best sport. The lucky

party consisted of A. D. Dormas, W'es-

tern Manager of the Union Drawn Steel

Co., J. Warner and C. C. Jones, all of

Sandwich, 111, with August A. Nelson, of

Lutsen, 111., as general factotum. Be-
fore leaving with their prizes for the

south the intrepid hunters desired to say
that they had hunted in many parts of

the continent but only in this section of

New Ontario had they encountered the

sport they loved.

The Park Commission of Berlin, Out.
have been presented by a Petersburg
farmer with a splendid specimen of a

bronze horned owl which will be caged
at the Park. The Commission is also de-

sirous of securing a white owl.

A bald-headed eagle which stretched a

little over five feet from wing to wing
was captured three miles east of Brant-
ford in December by John Dempster, a

resident of St. Catharines. The captor of

the bird said that Saturday afternoon

while he was standing at the kitchen

door of the friend's house where he was
visiting he noticed the bird making long
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detours around the house, at rather a low

flight Owing to the fog which prevailed

at the time the bird did not display the

cunning that is usually noticed when

making descents. Twice the bird, which

is a male, lighted on the ground a short

distance from the house. It was evident-

ly in search of food, and was about to

land for the third time when Dempster,

who in the meantime had procured a

shotgun, succeeded in winging it. He had

the bird partially stuffed, and will pre-

sent it to some museum.

legal limit and Messrs. A. J.
Creighton

and Wm Schwan who were at Point au

Baril with another \\larton contingent

also met with success. Mr. A. W. ^Ian-

lev's party which were also in the vicini-

ty of Pointe au Baril, secured their limit

of deer.

The black bears in Riverdale Park, To-

ronto, have become too numerous, and as

their 'aopetites threatened to beggar the

city of Toronto it was decided in solemn

conclave by some of the city fathers to

exchange bears for ornamental water-

fowl and squirrels, of which the city of

Yardley, Pa. has a superfluity.

A beautiful swan, white as

out a speck of color upon a

er, was shot in December on

Lou Malott. lake shore, near

by H. Milkins, Jr. It wei

twenty-five pounds and mea

five feet from the tip of one

tip of the other.

snow, with-

single feath-

the farm of

Leamington
ghed about

sured nearly

wing to the

Owen Sound hunters who went north

on expeditions during the big game hunt-

ing season were unusually successful and

were favored with good weather. All

the parties reported having 'had a splen-

did time without any accidents to mar

the holiday. Two large parties who

went to tlie Harrison townships of Stri-

ker and Long near Algoma Mills, met

with splendid success each returning with

the full limit of deer. The party of

which Mr. ]. S. Findlay and Mr. G. Ban-

nerman are" members secured four deer-

one for each man—and also a small bear

and a fox This partv was at Nairn on

the Spanish River. Mr. Fred Angel and

his son who were at Bruce Mines return-

ed with the finest buck which had been

brought back to Owen Sound in many

years Messrs. J. C. Foster and R. Mc-

Dowall who were with a Wiarton party

on the Bruce peninsula, secured their

Bert Girardin a one-armed hunter and

trapper of Point Pelee brought into town

recentlv six beautiful specimens of the

White swan which he had shot m the

Pelee marsh. The largest of the birds

measured seven feet from tip to tip and

four feet eight inches in height. Mr.

Girardin also killed a black duck with a

spread of thirty-seven inches which

weighed nearlv five pounds. Mr. Girard-

in savs this is the largest duck ever shot

by him in his many years' experience in

the marsh.

A partv of hunters from Peterboro

which included L. D. Letellier, J.
Loucks

and Jos. Rogers accompanied by Ld.

Nolan of Bridgewater and two well

known hunters, Ae LeTendres, father

and son, had a very successful hunting

trip during the big game hunting season

in which thev secured their full comple-

ment of deer and in addition had an ad-

venture with a wolf. Mr. Rogers while

waiting peacefullv on a runway for a

deer to appear was rudely shocked to

find himself facing two savage looking

<Trev wolves An attack of buck fever de-

veloped immediately and Mr. Rogers

made a rapid trip back to camp without

even looking back to see where the

wolves were going. The next day how-

ever he was again on the runway when

one of the wolves made its appearance

and this time the doughty hunter placed

a bullet where it would do the most good.

Mr T J Spillett of Fort William writes

as 'follows concerning Interlocked Moose

Horns: at t r
When acting as guide to -Mr. J. c.

Brown of Monmouth, 111., last October

on a moose hunt up the G. T. P west o

Fort William I discovered two dead bull

moose with horns interlocked. Their re-
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spective measurements are fifty and fifty-

two and a half inches. The horns are

so firmly locked together that it would be
necessary to break them in order to separ-

ate them. The moose had evidentlj'

fougiTt to the death. The point of one
horn on the largest moose had penetrated

to the brain through the eye socket of his

less fortunate rival. The victor, unable
to extricate himself from his dead oppon-
ent had miserably perished. The skulls

and horns were in excellent condition but
the scalps had been destroyed.

The South Essex Game and Fish Pro-
tective Association at its fifth annual
meeting by strongly worded resolutions

expressed its regret at the conditions
which permit the merciless slaughter of

game by the "'^ame hog" and more espec-

ially by the market s'hooter.

•Communications were read from game
wardens and prominent sportsmen in

widely separated parts of the Province
and in every case the report of the game
situation was the same—feathered game
are becoming scarcer every season and in

nearly every case the correspondents ex-

pressed the 'hope that the sale of game
would be prohibited and a bag limit im-

posed.

Instances were cited w^here one man
had killed up to date, November 27th be-

ing the date of the letter, 375 ducks and
was still shooting ; another had killed 43
partridge in one day. The use of the

pump gun by market shooters who have
concrete hides built in the Eau and who
by means of these guns batter down 50
ducks or more at one fusilade was refer-

red to in scathing terms.

An effort will be made to have the

county council petition the lieutenant-

governor for an order-in-council prohibit-

ing the shooting of quail and pheasants
in South Essex for a period of three years.

The views of local members presented
by Mr. Forest H. Conover and supported
by members of the sister organization in

North Essex regarding the division of the

province into zones in order that the open
season could be made more suitable to the

varying climatic conditions of the prov-

ince were embodied in the following reso-

lution :

Moved by J. F. Miner, Kingsville, sec-

onded by F. S. i\Iass, Leamington, "That
the province be divided into at least three

zones and that a new close season be es-

tablished in each zone suitable to the

climatic conditions of that zone." The
majority of the members present seemed
to think that October 15th to December
31st would be the proper open season for

Essex, Kent and Lambton.

Mr. J. E. Goodrup of Moncton, N. B.

writes that the 191 1 hunting season in his

part of the countrj- was a very pleasant

one, the weather being fine nearly all the
time and both big and small game plenti-

ful. ^Ir. Goodrup, who is in his seventy-
first year, accompanied by his wife, tent-

ed during the past season at a place called

Busby's siding in Northumberland Coun-
ty, N. B. A good moose and two deer
were secured. Mr. and ]\Irs. Goodrup,
who have been in the habit for five or six

years of tenting in the northern section

of New Brunswick during the shooting
season, intend to continue these pleasant

outings as long as their health will permit.

A writer in the "Ledger" of Greenwood,
B. C, tells a bear storj' in which Mr. Dav-
id MacKay, now proprietor of the St.

Francis Hotel, Vancouver, figures prom-
inently. Years ago Mr. MacKay was a

C. P. R. conductor in the mountains and
in the early days he ran a train between
Nakusp and Sandon. Although a native

of Nova Scotia Mr. MacKay loved a gun
more than a fis'hing rod and always had
his rifle cached somewhere on the train.

for fifteen years ago game was thicker a-

long the N. and S. railway than clams in

Vancouver. On one occasion the writer

of the story was sitting in the passenger
coach just as the train was pulling into

the suburbs at Nakusp when he felt the

brakes go into emergency and heard a

rifle shot. He was sure that the train

was being held up and carelessly threw a

package containing $100,000 in crisp bank
notes on to the next seat and rushed for

the baggage car, in this way expecting to

fool the robbers and save his roll. When
he got to the front end of the train it was
to find that Mr. MacKay had shot a three

hundred pound bear from the side door of
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the express car and had put on the air so

that he could pick up Bruin even if he

were a deadhead. After the deceased

bear was taken aboard the narrator went
to pick up his roll but found that tlie wind
had blown it all over the townsite, "which
eventually started a boom in that town
when the story got abroad that money
could be picked up in the streets."

The following letter was received in

November last by Mr. L. O. Armstrong,
Colonization and Tourist Agent of the

C. P. R.

:

Dear Sir:

—

About half a year ago I asked you in a

letter dated New York for some informa-

tion regarding hunting in North West On-
tario. I received from you by return

mail the address of Mr. F. C. Armstrong,
Jackfish, Ont. I would like to express to

you my sincerest thanks for your court-

esy. I have been with Mr. F. C. Arm-
strong from Oct. 8th to Nov. 26th at his

hunting grounds near Dinorwic, O. Our
party had the best success, as every hunt-

er shot his moose and had the opportunity

to take snapshots of game. Game seems
to be very plentiful in that part of the

country and we saw moose almost every

day. I personally counted 48 moose in

all. 32 were bulls, a very high percent-

age if considered that of these 32 bulls

only 3 were spike horns. Small game as

well as animals of prey were also plenti-

ful. Altogether seven parties have been
here this fall and all brought out their

moose heads, mostly only after a few
davs" Iiunting. The services as well as

the guidance we received by Mr. F. C.

Armstrong were first class and we all

expect to repeat our trip in later years.

Again thanking you for your courtesy,

I remain, Yours trulv.

(Sgd.) C. BOMCKE.
Ad.—Schumann Strause 63, Dusseldorf,

Germanv.

Three processes were used to manufac-

ture into wood|)ulp the six hundred thous-

and cords of jiulpwood used in 1910. These
are the mechanical or grinding process

and the two chemical processes, which de-

pend upon the use of the sulphite and

soda. Statistics supplied by the Forest-

ry Branch of the Department of the In-

terior show that wood used by the me-
cihanical process formed over three-quart-

ers of the total during 1910, a greater per-

centage than at any time in the past. Un-
limited supply of clean water is a neces-

sity in the manufacture of wood by the

mechanical process so that Quebec is the

province best adapted for it. Spruce
furnished over four-fifths of the wood
used for mechanical pulp. Balsam con-

tributed one-sixteenth, with small quan-

tities of hemlock and poplar making up
the balance. The sulphite process ac-

counted for one-fifth of the pulpwood and
was used slightly more in Ontario than
in Quebec.

Xearh' seventy per cent, of the wood
used in this process was spruce, mostly
from Ontario. Balsam furnished thirty

per cent., about three-quarters of which
was from Quebec and the same province

used a small quantity of poplar in this

process. Barely two per cent, of the to-

tal amount of pulpwood was manufactur-

ed by the soda process, although Canada
has the distinction of having the oldest

soda mill in America. Quebec manufac-
tured over three-quarters of the pulp

made by the soda process. This process

was the principal method used in the re-

duction of hemlock. Of the total used

by the soda process spruce formed seven-

ty per cent, hemlock seventeen per cent.,

and poplar ten per cent. Balsam is not

adapted to the soda treatment.

A bulletin issued by the Commission of

Conservation having reference to Fish

Culture in Canada says:

—

Hatching fish by artificial means to

stock the waters of Canada is engaged in

on a large scale b}' the Dominion Govern-
ment. In 1909. the Dominion fish

hatcheries planted no fewer than 1,024,-

282,000 fry in various waters throughout
the country. In 1900, only 271,996,000

fry were planted by the Government fish

hatcheries, so that the plant of young fish

has increased by nearly 277 per cent, in

the past ten years and the number of

hatcheries has increased from 12 to t^J, or

208 per cent. Of the 37 hatcheries now
in operation. British Columbia and Que-
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bee have 8 each, Nova Scotia, Xew
Brunswick and Ontario, 5 each ; and
Manitoba and Prince Edward Island each
have 3.

The amount voted by the Dominion
Parliament for fish culture purposes in

1900 was $322,300, and of this $180,345, or
approximately 56 per cent, was expended.
The importance of carrj'ing on this work
can not be emphasized too much in a

growing country like Canada, where the
increasing population is making greater
and greater demands on the fish supply.

The process is beautifull}- simple, and

—

such are the vicissitudes of life—one can
never tell when the foregoing informa-
tion might "come in handy."

"Bizarre information may occasionally
be gleaned from the most serious scien-

tific literature," says the Scientific Ameri-
can. "The title of the Report of the
Northumberland Sea Fishing Committee
for 1910-11 suggests routine statistics on
trawling and seining, sea temperatures
and salinity, plankton and the like : hence
it is somewhat disconcerting to find there-

in more or less valuable directions as to

the best way to mesmerize lobsters."

"The usual method (we quote from
'Nature') is to 'hold the lobster head
down, with the claws arranged so as to

form a support with the rostrum, and to

stroke it rapidly Avith the tips of the fin-

gers," i. e., to stroke the back of the car-

apace, or shell covering the crustacean's
head and thorax. "In about a minute
the lobster succumbs, and remains with-
out movement in this position for a vari-

able period. In order to see whether
the reversed position, as driving the blood
to the head, was essential, a lobster was
treated in the horizontal attitude, and so
successfully that it remained without
movement for three hours. A Norway
lobster subjected to a similar treatment
was quiescent for fifty minutes. A lobster

can be put to sleep on its back." Other
crustaceans are amenable to the same
treatment. "The crab goes to sleep usu-
ally in the tucked-up condition, and may
be left in the natural position or on its

back. They all recover when disturbed ;

but the recovery of the lobster appears
to be quicker if the under surface of the
cephalothorax is disturbed. Placed in sea
water lobsters recover immediately, but
in one such case a crab took ten minutes
to come round completely."

There is said to be a man in California
who has spent his life among the Sierra
Nevadas and who claims proficiency in

fifteen animal languages. His studies in-

clude the vocal sounds made by bears,
squirrels, lizards, rattle-snakes and crick-
ets. He has a peculiar palate, with no
tonsils and entirely lacks the cord con-
necting the teeth with the lips. To these
peculiarities he partly ascribes the ease
with which he imitates the sounds of in-

sects and animals.

Hjortur Christianson of Cochrane,
Alta. writes as follows:

—

"Once I was trapping gophers and
went to look at my traps and there was
some kind of an animal in the trap. I

did not know what it was so I went back
home and told some women about it and
they came down but were not able to tell

me what it was. It would spring at our
throats but it could not get a hold. It

hit me in the face once. There was a man
going past and I called to him. He came
and killed it and said it was a weasel. It

was a good big one too; my father said

it was the biggest one he had ever seen.

He skinned it for me and I hung it up
in the stable where the rats ate it. I was
only six years old when I caught the
weasel."

"Are weasel skins any good for sale?

\\'hat are they worth and what time of

the year are they best? .\lso is the skin

of the mountain rat of any value?"
An experienced trapper advises us that

the skins of the white weasels, "No. i

large," are worth 75 cents to $1.00; "No.
I, medium," 40 cents to 60 cents; "No. i

small." 15 cents to 20 cents, and that they
are at their best during the months of

January, February and March. The
skins of brown weasels are of no com-
mercial value.

Will some of our readers answer Mas-
ter Christianson's query re the commerc-
ial value of the mountain rat?
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Through The Great Kootenay And Arrow Lake Country

BY W. CHESLBIGH BENSON.

TO grind away toward the North
through the great mountain pyra-

mids that stand as ramparts cloth-

ed in perennial robes of Nature's
loveliest, is to pass through one of the

most beautiful productions of the hand
of Nature.

During the earlier part of the day the

train winds around and through valley,

gorge and canyon, following gushing
mountain streams, falls and cataracts

that foam and splutter in majestic splen-

dour to splash over a chaos of stones and
sparkle down into deep blue pools con-

tinuing on their way in crystal spray.

All of these enchantments are far more
wonderful and inspiring than the pen can

possibly describe—a paradise and a

thousand wonders—and although the

sightseer passing along the line of steel

obtains but a mere moment's glance the

memory ever after retains a picture of

that ever changeable and awe-inspiring

formation of rill and shadow-strewn vale,

pine clothed and moss grown ; of twi-

light hills capped with silver lined clouds

that hang in mystic ghostlike shrouds

over hills that are sprinkled with a blan-

ket of snow and kissed by golden shafts

of sunlight.

Down into the valley moves the slow

haphazard train, covering the miles in a

most weary fashion indeed; stopping at

the various places en route, among which

is the station of Wigwam, an historicical

hamlet where during the stormy days of

the earliest pioneers the Kootenay tribes

stormed the rustic blockades and ravaged

and plundered the wnld lands and drove

off the few cattle that were at large,

leaving the pioneers at times to starve

and thus obliging them to come into the

open and do battle or search for food

whereupon the Indians would set upon
them and annihilate them in their cruel

and savage fashion.

Around the mountain-passes the train

continues and after half a hundred miles

down steep grades it arrives at the an-

cient village of Arrowhead, which at one

time was the headquarters of the Hud-
son's Bay Company. Arrowhead derived

its name from the legends of the dwellers

in the forest glades upon the banks of the

beautiful Arrow Lakes.

According to an Indian whose state-

ment so far as I could learn was authen-

tic, at one time in the early days before

the Hudson's Bay Company invaded the

country with their religious followers

and Catholic missionaries, the Blackfeet

tribes, whose home was on the other side

of the mountains, invaded the region

which is at present known as the Arrow
Lake country, and made war upon the

Kootenay and Colville tribes who had
lived in peaceful harmony in the moun-
tain valleys. The motive of the Black-

feet in doing this arose from the fact that

during the severe winters upon the prair-

ies on the other side of the Rocky Moun-
tains, game was scarce and manj' mem-
bers of the tribe died for want of food.

This food was plentiful in the mountain
valleys for beaver, caribou, and moose
abounded there.

For many winters in succession the in-

vaders sought to rout the Colvilles and
Kootenays from their rightful domain
and to drive them to seek hunting

grounds further to the West. On various

occasions they made invasions through,

what is known at the present time as the

Crow's Nest Pass, through which the

Canadian Pacific Railway runs, which

was primarily made passable by the In-

dians in their wars among themselves,

long before there was a white man in the

western hemisphere. Through this pass

came the warlike tribes of the prairie to

make war upon the little brothers of the

valley and to take away from them the

beaver and the deer. They were never

able however to withstand the fearful at-

tacks made upon them by the defenders

and were always driven back to the bleak

snowswept prairie country from which

they had come.
It was during one particularly cold

winter on the plains when there was no
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g^ame to supply the demand of the Black-

feet nation that they made the arduous
journey into and over the mountains tak-

ing with them the whole tribe, including
women and children and old men. After

arriving at the crossing point of the pass

the best and strongest fighters were se-

lected from among the young men and
these were sent through the pass to take

the valleys. Those who were left behind
to await the capture of the promised land
had no food and were forced to eat their

dogs and when this source of supply be-

came exhausted the few remaining young
men boiled leather and hides taken from
the wolf and buffalo. At this juncture a

runner came into camp with the news
that the braves who 'had gone over the

pass had not been victorious in their at-

tempt to conquer the valley tribes but
that notwithstanding they had not given
up hope but had escaped to the north and
were planning another assault by com-
ing down unexpectedh' upon the Col-

villes and Kootenays from the northern
portion of the valley.

Once again the}" were unsuccessful and
after a severe repulse in which they lost

many braves the Blackfeet retreated to

the Columbia River district, now known
as the Big Bend country, where they
planned to come down the tributaries of

the Great Arrow Lake, and from there

direct the course of their invasion down
the lake and attack the Kootenays and
the co-tribe from a different direction

than that expected by the valley Indians.

After making a successful and stealthy

journey through the Big Bend country
they arrived without discovery upon the

other end of the lake and then proceeded
in a series of night advances down the

lake in a fleet of newly constructed

canoes. When they arrived at what is at

the present time known as Cape Horn, an
unexpected storm overtook them and
caused great confusion by upsetting the

tiny craft and drowning many of the

warriors. The Blackfeet apparently for-

got to take precautions in gathering to-

gether the wreckage of canoes, war wea-
pons and blankets from the water and as

a consequence some of the upturned
canoes and a great many arrows were
washed down the lake bv the terrific wind

and storm and the Colvilles and Kooten-
33-5 found the greater part of the floating

remnants and the arrows. Immediately
they went forward to meet the Blackfeet
whom they annihilated, only a few es-

caping and these few either returned to

the prairie or were frozen to death in en-

deavoring to cross the mountain passes.

For many j-ears following upon this

period the Colvilles and the Kootenays
came each Autumn to the place where
fortune had decided for them, celebrat-

ing their decisive victory over the enemy
by holding festivities and a powwow at

Cape Horn. ^lysterious Indian writings

are still visible upon the rocks at the cele-

brated Cape Horn and a guide who is of

the Colville tribe asserts that these hiero-

glyphics were written by the greatest

medicine man of the tribe and that, fur-

thermore, the inscriptions were reverent-

ly written to the great Sun God, the great

Father of the People whom they thought
had protected them from the malign de-

signs of their arch enemies.

Later the word Arrow was the name
given the lake by the tribes. This lake is

hedged in snugly by snow crowned moun-
tains which are reflected in vivid beauty
upon its mirror-like surface where once
the canoe of the Colville and Kootenay
Indian glided silently. Even at the pres-

ent day the bull moose may be found oc-

casionally standing in the gloaming and
issuing his call to combat, while the bald

eagle seated on a towering crag searches

the great bleak infinite with piercing ken.

At Arrowhead the journey by rail is

ended but most comfortable and delight-

ful is the trip taken down the Arrow Lake
upon the large and commodious steamers

which are owned and operated by the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
These steamers can go easily over the

most shallow places for they do not take

more than fifteen inches of water when
loaded to their fullest capacity.

Gliding along through the calm, sleepy,

water is a delight and much more pleas-

ant than the somewhat arduous journey

over the rough inter-mountain railroad.

Slow is the passage through the timbered

and silent places haunted by muskrat and

beaver. Over sandbar and lagoon the

steamer makes its wav, through melan-
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choly patches of wilderness, emerging
again into sunny straits where great pali-

sades rise up from the shining water,

eventually changing into broken, moun-
tainous coast line. At the water's edge
are small green patches of forest lawn
that further back disappear into a resist-

ing tangle almost impenetrable to anyone
but the native inhabitants of that remote
country, places that are shunned even by
the regardless trapper and Indian, both of

whom during the close season are to be
seen fishing at the rapids and off the reed
grown pools.

In this part of the country can be seen
the birch bark canoe colored as was the

canoe of Hiawatha, painted and stained

in many hues. These frail craft have to

be manipulated with exceeding precau-
tion as they are of the frailest texture be-

ing made from a carefully chosen and pre-

pared bark taken from the birch tree

which abounds upon the shores of Arrow
Lake. This bark is carefully sewed with
the sinews and the tougfh hide of the cari-

bou and makes a silent craft for the hunts-
man, giving access to the various other-

wise difficult waterways.

One can float through these waters on
the lake steamers over many treacherous
riffles that snarl and foam. At times the

huge wheel that drives the boat is stop-

ped and the pilot guides the craft to safety

in the calm water' beyond, where no
dangers lurk in the placid greenness of

its depths. At one point of the trip the

staunch boat scrapes the gravel bottom
of the bars, causing some of the passen-
gers to peer from the windows with
startled expressions or sink deep into

their cushioned seats and draw the maga-
zines or papers which they have been
reading over their faces. There are sev-

eral dangerous places where dark water
covers gigantic pieces of rugged stone,

shaken in all probability from the tower-
ing cliffs that rise straight up from the

water's edge during the volcanic dis-

turbances of the middle ages. Having
passed this spot the pilot's face assumes
a noticeably composed expression and he
is ready once more for the continued
flow of interrogation regarding geogra-
phical points, wild game, trapping, and
the many other questions that seem to

fall involuntarily from the passengers'
lips.

"You see, it's this way," he began, on
one occasion, and as he spoke he twisted
the wheel and simultaneously peered
straight ahead to see the steamer's

course. "It aint like it used to be here
'bouts ; one reason is that all these fel-

lers is comin' in too fast with them new
fangled guns. That's what puts the
game back into the hills. Why I kin re-

member when it was an ever' day occur-
rence to see a herd of them big-eyed Cari-

bou swimmin' the narrow straits. That
wasn't so long ago either an' any old

night that there moon was shinin' j-ou

could hear them pesky timber wolves
makin' a big fuss over nothin'. Some-
times you can hear 'em now but 'taint so

often now-a-days ; there's lots of 'em
about all right for them young bloods that

are alwa^'s a'ter 'em."

This old pilot was a man of much so-

phistication, one of the so-called "old

timers". He had lived in the North the

greater part of his life and during this

trip the old superanuate told in rough
and picturesque language the tragedy of

the Klondike and his recollections of the

rush for the Eldorado of the north. He
detailed for us his personal acquaintance
with notorious characters who had been
chronicled and featured by the various

eminent feature artists of the flaming

Sunday color sheets.

The old man termed them common
drunks and gold-mad tin horns. "It's

strange, he ejaculated, but you very sel-

dom see or hear of a decent fellow that

strikes it rich ; it's gener'Ily them gamb-
lin' vultures that makes the big finds."

The old pilot was silent from that time

on. The conversation seemed to have
awakened some strange and fantastic

memories of other days. ^lingled with

them was, perchance, some sorrow which
we could not comprehend.

Argument and debate among the pas-

sengers who were with the pilot in the

wheel house, following the old pilot's

stories, after a time gave way to tran-

quility and silence. In a meditative

mood the figures sat watching the moon-
light shadow effects upon the water,
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hearing tlie occasional scream of the

great northern loon or catching a glimpse

of the great white northern owl as he

passed by in the silvery moonlight. For
hours those in the wheel house remained

quiet—the silence being broken only oc-

casionally by the imprecations of the

old skipper when something went wrong.

Finally a light gleamed far to the south.

Then the pilot lifted the steam clutch

and a mournful blast re-echoed across

the lake and among the timbered hills.

"That there light is where the journey

ends," remarked the old pilot. "Ever'

one is getten' ofT there. An' say, mister,

send me some of them pictures you was
takin' off the aft of the boat this after-

noon, will you?"
The pictures were promised and after

making the landing we all shook the old

man's hand and wished him a good voj'-

age on his return. Then began the rattle

and rush down the gang plank ; heaps of

baggage and supplies were piled upon
the landing and following this came a

human jam of half breeds, trappers and
travellers, sleepy-eyed and chilled by the

cool pine scented mountain air. Waiting
for us was a battered looking engine and
four old discolored and out-of-date

coaches which appeared as though they

might have been in vogue when the first

trains came across the newly built tracks

to the ^\'est in the early days. Loaded
with freight from the boat the train pro-

ceeded on its short journey of forty miles

to its destination, the city of Xelson a

thriving hamlet situated at the head
waters of the great Kootenay Lake
which extends far into the vast and wild

interior.

Rough and dangerous as this country

is it has its charm for the strong man
while the dreamer finds in it that won-
derful Utopia, a "Sportsman's Para-

dise." Here moose and caribou are to be

found in abundance : the country is la-

den with mineral wealth and great tim-

ber resources ; its forests and waterways
are stocked with any amount of game
and fish of all varieties.

In Autumn time, especially in the mel-

low month of October, the caribou and
the mountain goat come down into the

vallevs where the snow is not dee ) and

where it is a great deal warmer than in

the mountain fastnesses. In the valleys

they are able to find plentj' to feed upon
during the severe winter and will range
in herds not exceeding eight and live on
tender shoots of cedar, moss, bark and
various nutritious forms of plant life.

Moose also are to be found at this per-

iod of the year on the lake shores and in

the valleys and this species of antlered

game, the monarch of them all, is most
ferocious.

One Autumn evening while hunting
for this animal in the Kootenay district

I had the opportunity of witnessing
something that few persons have ever

seen and which gave me some slight idea

of what a battle between the Roman
gladiators in the Arena at the great moth-
er empire capitol, Rome, might have
been like. Standing on the shore in the

dusk)- evening shadows cast by the ray~

of the golden moon stood a large bull

moose, a rugged appearing fellow in-

deed. Suddenly he tossed his huge head
and sent a challenge that broke like a

blast upon the silent evening. Then he
stood with head high as though endea-

voring to catch the scent of any lurking

danger, ears protruding, waiting eagerly,

anxiously, it seemed, for an opponent to

answer the challenge.

Two of us crouched in the scant}

growth under the shade of a towering
pine not more than three hundred yards

distant. For fully a quarter of an hour

the great animal thrashed and rent the

shrubs growing at the lake's edge Then
suddenly he ceased his rampages antl

stood as silent and motionless as a sta-

tue—listening. Again he raised his head
and sent another call to combat and
stood listening. We listened also, fear-

ful less the bull would detect us but anx-

ious to see the battle scarred king of the

forest in action.

Faintly from the distant pine growths
on the other side of tlie lake came a

smothered reply. Following this could

be heard distinctly the snort and splash

of the challenged that indicated there

was no cowardice in the makeup of the

bull who was ploughing through the

lake towards his adversary. The waiting

bull l)egan to })ound and thrash the lush
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with still greater vigor than before. This

attracted the swimmer to the battle-

ground and it was not long until the on-

coming monarch came splashing

through the lily pads and charged upon
the waiting bull. A great battle was on.

The huge forms swayed from side to

side. The crack of the massive antlers

could be heard as they crashed together

as well as the deep breathing of the fight-

ers and an occasional bellow. Back and
forth they swayed across the beach,

sometimes falling to their knees, circling

and crashing in deadly lock. Neither one

seemed to have any decided advantage

and they fought to the death of one or the

other. It was a furious combat.

The only way in which we were able

to distinguish one from the other was by
the wet and shiny skin of the one that

had swam through the lake. At last en-

tirely exhausted they stood still, heads
down and breathing in snorts and
coughs. While we were waiting for the

battle to be resumed three dark figures

moved cautiously by in the shadows.

One of them, a timber wolf, bared a pair

of malicious fangs at us that gleamed
fiercely in the light of the moon, but the

figures passed on without endeavoring to

molest us. They were satisfied doubt-

less with the prospect of the remains of

at least one of the participants in the

fight. Suddenly there was a rattle of

gravel and we saw the opponents draw
apart. Like trained gladiators in the

forum they circled about watching for an
opening—an opportunity to drive home
the vital thrust, and as though every

muscle had been poised in readiness for

the critical moment, like a flash one ant-

lered monarch sprang in an unexpected
and sudden charge and drove his adver-

sary to earth. Almost at the same mo-
ment the victor drove a pair of cruel

hoofs into the sides of his antagonist,

then tossing his proud head toward the

starlit skies he stood listening. Only for

a short time, then this master of untold

victories, flushed with the heat of the

battle, splashed into the rippling waters

of the lake and vanished into the thick

pine growth on the opposite shore. In a

moment the snarling pack of timber
wolves were upon the dying bull in the

clearing, tearing the splendid beast to

shreds.

Brousseau, the French Canadian guide,

touched me on the shoulder and motion-
ed me to follow him. Noiselessly he led

the way in the opposite direction from
that of the horrid feast. On we went
through pine and fir, gradually changuij.

our course until we came to the shi te

line. After advancing some distance he
stopped and gave me explicit directions

to follow him very cautiously. A slow,

tedious crawl on our stomachs over briers

and other obstructions brought us out
upon an embankment some ten feet above
the lake, and upon peering through the

thick-set low hanging boughs, I saw the

pillagers of the forest and the dread of

the northern trails, snarling over their ill

begotten meal. The gaunt, grey timber
wolves with bristling manes and ears laid

back were devouring the spoils of battle,

fighting as though there were not enough
of the huge carcase for each. The French
Canadian sized up the situation at a

glance. Then drawing his Winchester
brought it into play. Choosing the larg-

est wolf in the pack, the one which seem-
ed to be the leader and to domineer most
over the others, he directed me to watch
and when the large grey wolf devoted his

attention to a particular portion of the

carcase Brousseau took careful aim and
fired. The big leader jumped straight

into the air and fell to the ground lifeless.

The rest of the fiends disappeared like

spectres.

"Dey go now, dey stay, not cum bek,

cause dey all has one full belly," an-

nounced Brousseau. Saying which he

led the way down the rocky decline to the

clearing in which lay the mutilated body
of the unfortunate bull moose.

"He's beeg un, by George!'' exclaimed
the Frenchman.

We removed the skin that night when
we arrived at the log house. Later in the

week when I came back to arrange for an-

other hunting trip Brousseau brought
forth the pelt of the grey wolf stretched

on a frame-work where he had cured it.

Later it was taken out with me to so call-

ed civilization where I compared it with

others of the same species finding it far

superior and in my opinion the largest
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and most beautiful ever brought out of

the northern wilds.

In this romantic environment where a

man is a man and is considered and val-

ued only by his usefulness and his ener-

getic capability to do things a new comer
will feel a stranger. Primarily he will

find a chasm of estrangement and cool-

ness existing between himself and the si-

lent brooder of the primeval parts of the

country. These men, or a large majority

of them, are dift'erent in every way from
the products of civilization. They are

not in the least conventional, nor are they
sociable to any marked degree. This is

of course due to their method of living in

a sort of e.xile while making their living

by trapping for sometimes a man buries

himself in the wild interior of the bleak,

snow bound north for two or three years,

having for his sole companion a husky
dosr.

Our Deer Hunt Near Algonquin Park
BV CH.YRLES WILKINS.

IT
was on the thirty-first of October

that we started for our hunting camp
on the borders of the Park about ten

miles north of Sand lake. A wagon
took our provisions and camping outfit,

while we walked. Our party consisted of

ten, eig'ht of whom came up from the

shores of Lake Erie. W. S. and C. How-
ie, G. Olden, D. Fable, P. Lome, H. Grif-

fin, F. Wilson, A. Griffin, C. AVilkins and
niyself constituted the members of the

part}".

We found it a pretty rough road to

travel but arrived at the camp in due
time well pleased to get there and also

good and hungry-. Judging from the ap-

pearance of the camp there had been a

hunting party there before us and we
found that porcupines 'had pretty well

chewed up tables and benches which we
at once set about to repair. The top of

the stove was so warped that it was im-
possible to make a very satisfactory fire

in it. Wilson said he would fix it and
thereupon he took the top oft', turned it

upside down and jumped upon it. The
result was as might have been expected

—

three pieces instead of one. However we
got it fixed up some way and in fairly

good working order. Our first dinner in

camp tasted good I can assure you. For
the first day or two we found the shack
beastly cold but after the logs got thawed
out it was very comfortable.

The first day of the hunt we were up
bright and early. H. Griffin was nearly
run over by a fine doe and I expect must
have had buck fever for he did not at-

tempt to fire at it. The following day he
left for home and the boys accused him
of 'having got homesick for the girl he
left behind him. The second day we had
better luck two deer being brought into

camp. The third day two more were se-

cured and Saturday night we had the sat-

isfaction of seeing six fine deer hanging
up at the camp.
Sunday we stayed around camp all

day swapping yarns and telling our ex-

periences. One would of course require

quite a stretch of imagination to believe

them all. Dave Fable, an elderly man,
finally got tired of it and said he was go-

ing out for a stroll. He did not come
back as soon as we expected and as it was
getting dark we began to fear that he
might have lost his way. Lome then sug-
gested that several of the boys go out
and make a search for the missing mem-
ber of the party. About eleven o'clock

they returned with the prodigal who was
pretty well tired out. He had been found
four miles from camp headed in the

wrong direction.

Only one deer fell to us during the week
which made the boys feel rather down in

the mouth. One nig'ht after a strenuous
day with nothing to show for it four of us
were sitting on a bench by the fire when
it suddenly collapsed and we were just as

suddenly mi.xed up, like a hasty pudding.

It made a break in more ways than one.

however, and we all felt better after the I

mix-up.

Olden did most of the cooking although
we all took a turn at it. One night he
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promised us pancakes but his efforts were
not highly successful. In fact it would
have taken a man with an iron jaw to

make an}' impression on those same cakes.

Olden however was not discouraged. He
said he would make pancakes or die and
after considerable practice he did turn

out a batch which all hands declared to

be very creditable.

Towards the end of our outing we
were more successful and succeeded in

getting one deer apiece which of course

gave us great satisfaction. We had to

track the deer as we had no dogs. It is

astonishing how the deer manage to get

through such thick underbrush. The last

deer we shot about five miles from camp

and it was no small undertaking to get
him out.

On our way out we were very thirsty,

one after another wanting a drink. Wil-
son, anticipating this had made some tea

but alas it was quite undrinkable and its

only effect was to cause those who at-

tempted to assuage their thirst to break
out into expressions that were far from
parliamentary.

We reached Sand Lake about four

o'clock and the boys drove to Ravens-
worth the next morning taking the tram
there and returning to their homes well

pleased with their success and the en-

joyable outing.

The Sage Grrouse

A SUBSCRIBER from Sunny View,
Sask., submits the following

query

:

"\\'e have a game bird here on
the prairies which we call a sage hen. It

is a member of the grouse family but I do
not know its proper name. It is marked
and flies like the prairie chicken, except

that it is as large as a good sized Ply-

mouth Rock hen. It also differs from the

chicken in that it has a large black spot

on its breast. This bird apparently lives

on sage bush leaves to a large extent as

its crop is generally found full of these

leaves. It is mostly found where sage
bush is plentiful."

"By answering this question in a subse-

quent issue of your magazine you will

oblige an admirer and reader of your
magazine."
The following reply has been received

as a result of submitting the above query
to Mr. R. A. Darker of Calgary, Alta

Air. Darker was largely instrumental in

introducing the Hungarian partrdige in-

to Alberta.

"The bird referred to is the Sage
Grouse (Centrocerus Urophasianus) be-

ing twenty-nine inches from tip to tip as

against eighteen inches, the length of the

prairie chicken or Sharp-tail Grouse. The
female is of a duller and paler plumage
than the male. They are found principal-

ly on the dry sage brush plains through

the western prairie States. Their princi-

pal food in summer is insects and buds
similar to the Sharp-tail Grouse. In win-
ter they live almost exclusively oft' the

sage brush, consequently are not much
sought after as an article of diet. They
have a few wiry hairs on each side of the

neck covering the naked sacs that corres-

pond to those of the Ruffed Grouse.
Their tails differ from the Sharp-tail

Grouse and Pinnated Grouse in that

while they taper to a point, they straggle

off into a number of ends tapering to a

point.''

Reindeer meat from Alaska may be a

food common to the American table in

the near future. This opinion was ex-

jiressed recently by William F. Lopp, in

charge of the government's reindeer serv-

ice, who has just returned from a tour of

inspection through Alaska on behalf of

the U.S. bureau of education.

"A commercial shipment of reindeer

meat, the first brought into this country,

has just been received at Seattle" said

Mr. Lopp. "In twenty-five years hence

at the present rate of increase there

should be three million prime beef rein-

deer in Alaska on which the people of this

country can depend for much of their flesh

diet. In taste reindeer meat is a cross

between mutton and beef, but more palat-

able than either."
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The donation of a cup by the newly elected

president, Mr. V. V. Rogers, was also accepted

and the conditions of competition referred to the

same committee appointed to deal with the above

trophy.

Votes of thanks to the retiring officers for their

services in 1911 and to the press for their kind-

ness in publishing reports of meetings were pas-

sed. The following officers were elected for 1912.

President, V. V. Rogers; 1st vice-president, F.

A. Heney; 2nd vice-president, Dr. I. G. Smith;
treasurer Blyth Beattie; secretary, William

Forbes; field captain, Robt. A. Sibbitt.

Committee, Geo. Esdale, J. B. Harkin, W. J.

Corby, William Little, A. W. Throop. Auditors,

W. L. Cameron, and Ainslie W. Greene.

THE RIDGETOWN ANNUAL.

List of Winnings.

The annual meeting of the Ridgetown Gun Club
was held in the parlors of the Arlington Hotel on
January eleventh. Although the thermometer
was hovering about the zero mark quite a num-
ber of the "Scatter Gun" enthusiasts were pres-

ent.

After the reading of the minutes of former
regular and special meetings and general routine

of business was disposed of the financial report

of the club was presented by the treasurer. This

showed a handsome sum to the credit of the ciub

in addition to numerous other assets.

The election of officers for 1912 put the follow-

ing members in executive positions:—President,

H. L. Taylor; Vice-President, Wm. Thorold; Cap-

tain,, Geo. Laing; Secretary and Treasurer, C. H.
Eastlake. Committee of Management Sim Call,

W. Thorold, Jas. Scane, Herb McDonald and H.

Ferguson.
As in former years it was decided to hold prac-

tice shoots each week beginning Friday, January
19th, and for eight consecutive weeks.
Conditions: 2 man team, 16 yards, 2.5 targets

each. Best six scores to count. $30.00 of club

money to be appropriated to the purchase of suit-

able trophies.

After deciding on May second and third as the

dates for the annual shoot the meeting adjourned.

The following is a short synopsis of the win-

nings of some of the members during the past

year, which speaks for itself and shows tlie con-

dition in which a few members of the club keep
their eyes and nerves:—
January 16th-20th—iMidwjnter shoot at Hamil-

ton at which H. D. Bates won the Grand Canad-
ian Handicap at live birds.

March 18th—Annual shoot at Duart at which
H. D. Bates won high average Fred. Galbraith 2nd
and Frank Galbraith third.

May 1st and 2nd—19th annual shoot of the

Ridgetown Gun Club at which H. L. Taylor won
long distance race, H. D. Bates second and Harry
Scane 3rd. The two man team race was won by
Wm. Thorold and E. G. White of Ottawa, S. Coll

and H. D. Bates second, and C. Scane and D.

Wigle of Kingsville 3rd. The miss and out event
went to Fred Galbraith with Bates second.

On 2nd day—H. D. Bates won high average
with 190 X 200 while Fred Galbraith nosed Frank
Galbraith out for second place.

ilay 24th—At London Gun Club shoot, H. L.

Taylor won 2nd average with 145 x 150 and made
a consecutive run of 93.

June 20—At Harrow, H. D. Bates, high average,

H. Taylor second, Fred Galbraith third and Frank
Galbraith fourth. Also won four man team race

with 90 out of 100.

June 29, 30 and July 1st—Sixth annual shoot of
Canadian Indians at Xiagara-on-the-Lake, where
H. D. Bates carried off the honors at the doubles
getting 55 out of 30 pair, also tied for first money
in the $100 purse given by Canadian Indians with
97 out of 100; also landed 4th average both days.

Jul.v 30-Aug. 2nd—Eleventh annual shoot of

Dominion of Canada Association at which H. D.

Bates won Spring Brewery trophy for 3rd aggre-

gate average and also Baker gim for 3rd average
in special events. \\Tiile H. L. Taylor captured
the Maltcrs and Brewers Trophy with a perfect

score and also ran a good race on the individual

championship getting 47 out of 50.

Xov. 30-Dec. 1st.—21st annual shoot of Clinton

Giui Club at which H. L. Taylor won the coveted
trophy in the race for the long distance cham-
pionship. This making the third time out of a
possible four that the trophy landed in Ridge-
town.

Dec. 5th-8th—^International shoot at St.Thomas
at which Frank Galbraith proved the star in the

big event at live birds by winning out over Geo.

McCall of St. Thomas in a shoot off each having
got 19 out of a possible 20. At the targets H. L.

Tavlor won 3rd average the first and 4th average
for both days.

At the December live bird snoot in Essex. Cna"!.

Scane won making a straight score in the first

event.

TWO SWEEPS AT BERLIN.

The Twin City Gun Club held a good shoot at
Bridgeport on New Year's Day. The scores in the
two sweeps were as follows:

—

1st Sweep—6 Birds.

M. Fischer 1 1 1 1 1 1—6
W. H. Duraart 1 1 1 1 1—5
A. Hergott 1 1 1 1 1—5
H. A. Dietrich 1 1 1—3
M. Bean 1 1 1 1 1—5
W. Blavr 1 1 1 1 1 1—6
D. Kuntz 1 1 1—3
E. E. Bowman 1 1 1 1 1 —

5

2nd Sweep—6 Birds.

M. Fischer 1 1 1 1 —}

W. Dumart 1 1 1 1 1 1—6
A. Hergott 1 1 1 1-4
H. Dietrich 1 1 1 1-^
M, Beam 1 1 1 1 1 0—5
W. Blavr 1 1 1 1—4
D. Kuntz 1 1 1 1 0—4
E. E. Bo\vman 1 1 1 1 —i
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DOMINION
RIFLE AND REVOLVER

CARTRIDGES
Cartridges for every variety of game and every make of firearm.

Recommended by expert marksmen for target shooting and by experienced
guides and sportsmen for all kinds of hunting.

GAME GETTING BULL'S-EYE KIND
You will make no mistake in buying Canadian made ammunition as it is ab-

solutely guaranteed to you as equal in every respect to any manufactured.
High uniform velocity, flat trajectory and close grouping of shots combined
with its absolute dependability and the economical less-duty price make a
combination you can't beat.

Shoot a box and prove our guarantee.

HITS HARD & KILLS
Catalogue sent free upon request.

Dominion Cartridge Company Limited,

MONTREAL, CANADA.
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A BRITISH COLUMBIA CHAMPION.

- The accompanying portrait is that of a young
trap shooter who has made his way into cham-
pionship ranks with surprisingly short apprentice-

ship. Archie Bishop, of Kelson, is the crack trap-

shooter of the Kootenay after only four years in-

troduction to the traps, and in the last two years

he has annexed considerable silverware and hon-

ors, in three provinces and one state.

It was eight years ago that Archie Bishop, then

eighteen years old. was induced to come to Xelson

from Xiagaraon-the-Lake, to play hockey. For
Years lie was a teani-niate of the famous Patrick

trophv of the Nelson Gun Club, and repeated in

1010 and 1911

In 1910 and 1911 he was high British Columbia
shot at the meets of the Revelstoke Gun Club,
winning the Maltese cross medal shown.
The British Columbia honors recorded for 1910

did not satisfy young Bishop, and he went fur-

ther afield. He was high amateur of the Pacific

Coast shoot at Seattle, winning the three-handled

cup in the right of the picture. At Calgary,
Alta., he merely took high standing. At Leth-
bridge. Alta., however, he annexed the great cup
with mug, shown in the centre of the picture, the

emblem of the Alberta and British Columbia
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-t- luijiurlaut,
«T rhiuk ot the speed of a flying bird—they will not
wait for a slow lock or a hang-flre load to operate.
*T The speed of our lock was seientiflcally timed at
Oie Lniversit.v of Cornell and it was found that ourhammer fell in 1 /625 of a second. «
*r It was also found, at the time hammer struck
It was travelling at the rate of 233 inches per
second.
«T This greased lightning speed is sure to increase
.voiir score at trap or kills in the field.
fl Hammer is all one piece—no toggles attached-
main spring power is applied directly down oa ham-
mer—not endwise on toggles—and it travels less
than half an inch—that's why it's so quick.
f The simple scientific con.strurtlon of the lock
makes it practically fool-proof and it will stand
all kinds of use and a whole lot of misuse.
»r Rrand new catalog FREE: IS grades sn.To net
to $400 list.

*r New addition to the Ithaca family is a little ""S
hore. weight 4"', to 5>1 pounds.
ITHACA GUN CO., Box 1 3, ITHACA, N.V.

REPEATER
Model
1897

The best-made
.22 rifle in the world

!

Shoots all .22 short, .22 long and .22 long rifle

cartridges without- change in adjustment; ex-

cellent for rabbits, squirrels, hawks, crows,

foxes and all small game and target work up
to 200 yards.

It's a lake-down, convenient to carry and clean. The tool

steel working parts cannot wear out. It's Ivory Bead and
Rocky Mountain sights are the best set ever furnished on any
.22. Has tcver action—like a big game rifle ; has solid top

and side ejection for sa/ety and rapid accurate firing— the
real lest oi a repeater.

Note the beautiful case-hardened finish and the superb build

and balance Examine at your gun store or send three

stamps postage for new big catalog of all Marlin repeating

rifles and shotguns. Do it now!

/%e 2ffar//ji/irearms Co,

New Haven, Conn,67 Willow Street.

The .32-40 High Puwcr factory carlri.^r? ^rll Lr
$34.i;u r.Kii per thousand. Uy reloading the sair.e
shells with factory primers, factory bullets and tlie
same powder charge, your expense is $13.46;

You save $20.74 on 1000 cartridges.
The .32-40 low power smokeless factory cartridges

cost $28.80 per thousand; when you reload, your
expense is only $11.31, making a savine of $17.49.
Factory .32-40 smokeless short range cartridges cost
$25.20 per thousand; by reloading your shells, they
cost you only $7.65 per thousand. Make your own
bullets and you have 1000 short range cartridges
for $3.80.

Vou wouldn't throw away your pipe after smoking
it once: you waste money if you throw away your
expensive high-grade shells without reloading.

FREE—The Ideal Hand Book tells all about the
tools and methods for reloading all standard rifle,
pistol and shotgun ammunition; 140 pa^es of prac-
tical information for shooters. Mailed free to any
shooter interested enough to send three stamps
postage to

TZff 2ffar///z.firecwjizs Co.
67 Willow Street Have
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raier standing. At the shoot of the Winnipeg
Gun Club, held during exhibition week, he was
high Canadian shot.

The Bishop family is prepared to star almost
any time at hockey, base-ball, track sports, and
the traps. At all of these, the subject of this

sketch holds up his end. The Bishop boys are
probably the most popular young men in Nelson
—or in the Kootenay, for that matter—and for

reasons apart from their prowess at sport.

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Gun Club.

The annual meeting of the club was held on
December eighth and was attended by a large and
eithusiastic lot of members. Tho financial state-

ment showed the club to be in a flourishing con-

dition, notwithstanding the fact that the club was
under heavy expense for some uuforseen items.

About 50,000 targets were shot at during the sea-

son. Many valuable prizes were donated and
were well contested for in the various handicap
events, and much credit is due the committees
who were in charge. The different offices were
eagerly contested for and resulted as follows:

President, W. T. Ely; Vice President, J. Massing-
ham, Seoy.-Treasurer, F. W. Martin; Field Cap-
tain, Albert Hulme. Executive Committee, F. Hal-
ford, Dr. Van iJuzer, T. Sawden, W. Joselin and
A. Edkins. Official scorer, E. Hirons. Score re-

porter, Geo. T. Scheibe.

Visitors interested in trap shooting are always
welcome. Shooting takes place every Saturday
at 2 p.m. The grounds are located on the marsh
at the foot of Saulter St.. Toronto.

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

The King Edward Rifle Club defeated the
Hagersville Club by the following score on the
New Year's holiday.

King Edward—W. Depew, 66; W. Glover, 64;

E. Anderson. 6.t; J. Rogers, 62; J. Freeburn, 65;

J. M'Cov, 65. Total 3S7.

Hagersville—W. Frank, 60; J. Robbins, 64; R.

Smith. 59; W. Halligan. 64; H. Hammond, 66:

W. "Wright, 62. Total 375.

Gun Club shoot on
The poultry shoot held at the Hamilton Gun

Club on the last Saturday of the old year was a

big success, and there was a splendid turnout of

the members. The strong wind made the clays

very uncertain, vdth the result that there were only
straight scores made in two events by A. Bates.

T. W. Barnes and A. King. The members were
divided into two classes, with three prizes to each
class in each event, and on account of darkness
only four events were shot off. Those who landed
in first places were James Crooks, A. Bates, T.

W. Barnes, H. Spratt, A. King, F. Pottruff, F. Mc-
Donald and A. Parmenter. Captain E. V. Spencer
refereed to the satisfaction of all. The scores

were :
—

Shot at Hit
H. Marshal 40 28
Wm. Dillon 40 27

H. Kretchman 50 28
J. Bowron 40 26

JL Reardon 50
F. Baxter 50
H. Spratt 60
A. King 40
H. Gardner 40
D. Konkle 60
F. Pottruff 30
J. Crooks 50
D. Reid 60
W. Wark 60
E. Sturt 50
T. W. Barnes 60
F. McDonald 60
C. Syer 50
E. A, Clifford 60
L. Franks 40
A. Bates 50
J. Hunter 40
X. Long 40
M. Rasberry 40
J. Cline 40
.\. Goodale 50
F. Depew 40
A. Parmenter 60
C. Thomson 40
I. Smith 4

38
27
39
32
28
33
25
40
41

50
41

48
35

27
38
28
43
33
30
32
32
3

THE ASHWORTH CLUB.

The Ashworth Gun Club held their third shoot
at the home of Jlr. D. Ferguson on Xovember 29th.

A good time, good birds, good day, at least that
was what most of the birds appeared to say as
they left for the barn. A goodly number of miss-
es, in fact a record.

A good tea followed by a good social evening,
ended a day that will be pleasantly remembered.
Score:

10 live birds 10 B.R.
F. Ferguson missed 5 missed 10

T. Turner 2 5

C. Fairman 8 9

W. Barton 6 6
,T. Blanchard 8 7

W. Lapp 4 4
« * •

'Old Xim'' writes as follows of this Club:
While quietly driving up the 7th Con. of Scott
one day last week, I noticed about a dozen fellows,

apparently very busy in a field by the road side.

I suspected they were preparing for a shooting
match. Being something of a sport myself I went
in to see the fun and was informed it was the
Ashworth Gun Club (at Mr. S. Kennedy's). Recog-
nizing most of the members, also Mr. Wra. Thomp-
son, who in years gone by was one of the best
wing shots in Ontraio, Mr. and Mrs. F. Thomp-
son, Miss Z. Thompson and Miss Kennedy of Ux-
bridge, I quietly sat down to enjoy m,vself.

Mr. Kennedy opened proceedings by killing the

first bird of his ten; then he went along very
nicely imtil he remembered that he might want a

few for another .vear, so he let a couple of pair

away. Ferguson got five out of his lot. Turner
accounted for nine (pretty good for him). Fair-

man 3 (poor luck, going to do better next time).

Barton 6. Lapp 4 (very nervous).

A strong side wind and the presence of two old

shots like Mr. Thompson and myself must have
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UMC

Rifles From $4.00 to $12.65 List

The No. 6 Remington-UMC Single Shot Rifle at $4.00 (List) represents

real gun value for every dollar asked. In this small calibre arm you find an accurate take-down

rifle chambered tor shorts or longs. Made in .22 and .32 calibres. A barrel made of Remington- UMC
rifle steel accurately sighted and rifled. A case-hardened frame—the whole superbly finished.

In .22 calibre Repeating Rifles the Remington-UMC No. 1 Grade at $12.65

(List) easily leads. Its handy take-down, easy cleaning features and well-balanced lines sell it on

sight. And for accuracy—well, ask your dealer to show you one.

Remington-UMC—the perfect shooting combination.

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO. 299 Broadway, New York Cily

i^

WE OUTFIT CAMPING PARTIES
There are severaJ excellent caooe trips In Ontario, of which we can furnish serviceable charts, as well as proTid-
Ing the ProTisions, Tents, TJtensils, Blankets and General Outfit. For upwards of a quarter of a century. It has
been a special feature of our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements thorouchJy
and invite enquiries.

M I C H I E & CO., Ltd.
EitablUhed 1835. 7 King Street, West, TORONTO, Canada.

Be prepared for

any emergency

!

Have a

Luger Automatic Pistol

handy. Powerful, Safe,

Special Safety Devices,

shots per minute.

Adopted by ten military and governmen-
tal establishments including the German Army and Navy.

A»k Your dealer or write to

H. TAUSCHER Co., 320 Broadway, NEW YORK
Sole representative for United States, Canada and Mexico.

GET THIS-MDW
Write at once for free sample

bottle of this wonderful household

necessity.

't'^mm %f\
*'3 in One" is the best and only

|tJ1 'y oil on earlh for oiling everything

p 'DJ ; B properly. Cleans and polishes end
- positively prevents rust. No house-

wife should try to get nlong without it.

H you have never used "3 in One
on sewing machines, piano cases, fine

furniture, bathroom fixtures, brass rail-

^ ings, doorplates, hinges, cutlery, etc., try

m it

—

nou^— at our expense. When you

write for sample send name of your dealer.

I ^-3 IN ONE'' OIL CO.
55 New St., New York City
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helped tlie birds in getting away. Then followed

a blue rock match of ten birds each. Best score

8 by Ferguson, aiso some doubles and 5 bird match-
es, of which no score was kept. The shooting

over everyone started for the house, seemingly
without an invitation, so I went too, merely to see

if the second part of the program wasn't better

than the first, and it certainly was. Everyone
enjoyed the lovely supper provided by Mrs. S.

Kennedy. The boys made a perfect score. After

a few games and some music I slipped quietly up
the road, thinking over the pleasant day which
sometimes seems to come to a fellow accidentai.y.

CLUB SHOOTING AT GALT.

A very successful shoot at clay birds was held

at Gait on Xew Year's Day, there being a good
crowd in attendance, and a number of valuable

prizes were shot for. The scores were as follows:

Shot at Broke
F. Despond 25 23

H. Teat, jr 25 20

W. Clark 25 18

J. Gibson 25 20

W. Fairless .' 25 15

A. Smith 25 24

A. Watson 25 17

W. Marshall 25 19

H. D. s>nerwood 25 16

W. Smith 25 14

J. Clark 25 16

H. Xewlands 25 17

G. Evans 25 7

F. Clark 25 18

F Houseman 25 8

A. Xewlands 25 10

N. Hawley 25 16

A. E. Dunn 25 10

W. Pickering 25 9

The Gait Rifle and Gun Qub held the sixth

shoot for the club medal on the first Saturday of

the Xew Year. Mr. William Clark won the medal
for the second time. Mr. A. Fulton won the hat
in the noveltv shoot. The scores were as follows,

out of a possible 100: J. Clark, 68: W. Clark, 80;

E. McDonald, 69; E. Clark, 75; J. Clemens, 71;

H. Teat, sr., 64; W. Fairless. 72; X. Hawley, 74;

H. Teat, jr., 77; H. D. Sherwood, 73; A. Harvie.

73; J. Fulton, 68; A. Fulton, 53.

TWO DAYS' SHOOT AT MONTREAL.
The last Saturday of the old year and Xew

Year's Day were busy ones for the Riverside Gun
Club at the Grand Trunk Boating Club's grounds,

Montreal. There were matches galore to suit

every grade of competitor, and the season of 11 li

promises to be a most successful one for this popu-

lar gun club. The principal event of the two
days' shoot was the Dubois cup competition, which

is a match of 150 birds. "The first fifty birds

were shot on Saturday and resulted in a tie at

40 each for Tom Westiake and Jim Kenyon. 'i^ie

results:

10 Bird Match.

J. Kenyon, 7; S. Brakcr, 3; W. Barrow, 3; T.

Greek, 3; T. Keaugh, 7; H. Cheeseman, 5; D.

Murray, 9; T. Westiake. 7; A. Taylor, 3; J. Grevy,
5; John \\'hite, 4; J. Fumiss, 4; G. Jones. 6.

50-Bird Cup Match.
J. Kenyon, 40; T. Westiake, 40; H. Cheeseman,

37: D. Murray, 36; T. Kearegh. 33; J. Grew, 28:

J. Wilson, 24; J. White. 24; W. JBarrow, 22: S.

Braker, 21: C. White. 21; H. Taylor, 18; J. xuom-
as, 16; P. Fiu-ness, 14.

Xew Year's Day was another busy one. Sev-
eral members of the Montreal Gim v.ab were pres-

ent and participated in the open event. The re-

sults :

1. Practice match, 25 birds—'Braiver, 9: Bing-
ham. 11; Ta.vlor, 10; ^rown. 14; Redman. 18:

Kenvon, 18; Westiake, 18; Murdock, 14; Upton.
11.

2. Merchandise matcu. ^5 b.rds.—Every com-
petitor received a prize—Braker, 4; Taylor, 11:

Brown, 12; Upton, 10: Kenyon, 14; Westiake, IS;

Murdock, 21 ; Dubois, 5.

.3. A spoon shoot (open), 25 birds. Consider-
ing the very high wind blowing and the poor light,

the scores were exceedingly good. In the shoot
off both Wilson and Westiake were equal at the
21st bird, each having 17, but Wilson was success-

ful in obtaining 18 to iV^estlake's 17. Scores:

—

Dr. Wilson, 21; Westiake, 21; Champ, 16; Reid.

14; Inglis, 9.

4. Spoon shoot (open). 25 birds—Braker, 11;

Upton, 11; Dubois, 8; Redman, 12; Thomas, 10;

West, 17; Kenyon, 19; Taylor. 7: Murdock. 20:

Brown, 13. "

INTER CLUB SHOOT.
The members of the Montreal Gun Club and the

members of the Westmount Gun Club met in a
series of friendly matches on the former's grounds,
at the Country Club, on Xew Year's Day. The
morning was a very cold one, with a south-west
by west wind blowing at the rate of 60 miles an
hour, and in addition the light at the traps was
very poor. Four events were on the programme.

Practice, match (20 birds)—Westiake, 11: Car-
ruthers, 14; Maher, 8; Lyall, 14; Strachan, 8;

Redmond. 11; Inglis. 12; Kenyon, 14: Reid. 12:

Dubois, 11; Clark, 9; Johannot, 7; Wheatley, 2;

Ta.vlor. 15.

Merchant event (25 birds)—Everv contestant
receiving a prize—Carruthers. 14: Westiake, 14:

Maher. 9; Lyall, 16; Strachan, 11; Tilden, 3:

Inglis, 11; Kenvon, 11; Reid, 14; Dubois. 5; Clark,

13; Johannot," 17; Dr. Wilson, 21; Taylor, 10;

DaA'ies. 15.

Spoon shoot, handicap (25 birds)—Carruthers
(handicap 1). 20; Westiake (2), 19; Maher (2),

16; Lvall (2). 13; Strachan (11), 24; Redman
(1), 12: Inglis'(2), 15: Kenyon (11, 18: Reid (11),

21; Dubois (11). 12; Clarke'(6,) 17; Johannot (2),

16; Halson, 16; Tavlor (2). 20; Dacies (1), 16;

Dr. Wilson, 20; Tilden (11), 19.

In this match W. Carruthers made the best run

of the morning, his score being one miss out of

twelve shots.

Spoon shoot handicap (25 birds)—Dr. Wilson
(handicap 22), 13; Davies (20), 12; Carruthers

(20). 12; Kenvon (20). 16: Westiake (19), 17;

Tavlor (IS), 15; Johannot (IS), 16: Oarke (18),

13: Inglis (18), 15; LvaU (18), 14: Reid (16), 12;

Tilden (16), 9; Dubois (16), 4.
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Dupont Smokeless Shotgun Powders
The Result of Over a Century's Experience

Perfection in Powder-making is only achieved by exercising the most scrupu-
lous care in the selection and preparation of raw materials, employing skilled

workmen exclusively, and using only the most improved modern mechanical
equipment. This is the Du Pont method and accounts for the unequalled
reputation among sportsmen.

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR OF THESE BRANDS IS

a dense powder that is absolutely uniform

in velocity and pattern. Waterproof—Not
affected by extremes of heat or cold.

"Infallible" Smokeless Shotgun Powder
will not pit the gun barrels.

UNEQUALLED FOR FIELD AND TRAP SHOOTING
See that your shells are loaded with " INFALLIBLE."

Send today for "Infallible" Booklet No. 59. It gives best loads for various
game and other information of value to shooters. It's free.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company,
ESTABLISHED 1802. Pioneer Powder M&kers of America WILMINGTON, DEL.

GUNNER GUMPTIONS LANTERN LECTURETTES CN

GREENER GLNS
THE GREENER FACILE PRINCEPS ACTION.—"Facile Princeps" is a Litin phrase

meaning 'EASILY FIRST,' and no better name could have been chosen for a gun that his
been winning the principal shooting events of the World for three generations. The
•Facile Princeps' is eisily first for strength, reliability and simplicity. The lockwork

consists of a hammer, a scear. a lifter and a spring, the weight of the barrel cocks the tumbler,
everything works smoothly with the minimum of friction, and th*> striker is iust a fraction cf a

second quicker in its blow than any other type of mechanism: this

point alone should be sufficient to secure its adoption by the man
who knows.

Have you ever calculated how fast a bird travels? If instead of

being able to pull the trigger (i.e. fire the cartridge) in l-200th of

a second, you need 3-lOOths of a second, the bird will have flown

16 inches further. Think this over, it may account for some of those 'lost'

birds.

The "Box" action of the "Facile Princeps" gun is perfectly watertight,

yet eisily get-at-able for cleaning purposes, only one screw has to be removed

to expose the lock mechanism.

Look at the drawing, its simplicity cannot fail to convince you that the

"Greener" is the best.

Catalop: R.
38 graded.

illustrating and describ'ing

: Mailed free.

W. W. GREENER
63 BEAVER HALL HILL

MONTREAL
and London and Birmingham.

England.
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Write to-day for folder

describing

LEFEVER

SINGLE

TRIGGER
It absolutely cannot be doubled

or balked. It is the simplest

trigger made. Guaranteed for

five years. It's what the whole

shooting world has been waiting

for. Also ask us to send you

one of our beautiful art catalogs.

LCfEVER
ARM» CO.

Syracuse, N. Y.,U.&><4.

20 MALTBIE ST.

r ON THE LOOKOUT ! !

Erery Sportsman, too, is on the lookout for tli*

latest and best. We offer them to him in

the shape of an up-to-date

itCLABROUGH GUN If

No matter what class of Sport he seekH, we can
provide bim with a weapon, and provide blm
quickly, which will assist him towards eucceae.

He calls for a gua which will stand hard osage,
—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do the eame
after years of wear.
We are getting shoals of letters from friends la

Canada who have owned "Clabrouffh" Gons f«c

years, and who give them nothing but praise, tbe
only complaint Is that "they won't wear out.**

Mr. G. B. Greene, Ottawa writes June 14tb, 1911,

re a "CLABROUGH" he has shot constantly at the
traps and In the field for thirteen years:

—

"I shall be very glad Indeed to send you a

testimonial letter, should you wish It, relative to

the service this gun has afforded me. It has
withstood a great deal of hard usage and with tha
exception of a broken stock, which was doe to »•
fault of the gun. It is in almost A3 GOOD CON-
DITION as the day It left the factory."

There are plenty who wish to become possessed
of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, f*r

Dock—and for shooting at the Traps—to tbeae
we now address ourselves.

It Is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "CLABROUGH," the name was popular on
guns before other makes were heard of 1b Casada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock It, or has BOt
the right grade—we never hear of this Inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you meet with any trouble in getting our gam.
or particulars of them from your Dealer, let us help
you. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are filled.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced in Dollars, will
Interest you, we mall It free!

Clabrough & Johnstone
(L««e J. P. Clabroush Bros.)

London and Birmingham , Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works,

Birmingham.
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hibition, and Dominion Exhibitions at various
times whenever entered.

They are also makers of the celebrated Genuine
Acme Club Skates.

A well known big game hunter recently wrote
to the ,J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., as follows con-
cerning the Stevens High Power Repeating Rifle:

"The design, shape and balance of this gun suit

rae the best of any I ever had—and I have had
nearly every known make. In my opinion it is

the best in this respect of any rifle made in the
world today. As to its good qualities. I cannot
say enough for it."

The Marlin Firearms Co. anounce their new
Model 29 Marlin Repeater. This rifle is similar
in construction to the well known ilarlin ilodel
"20. It is a take-down, convenient to clean quickly
and thoroughly and can be packed in a small space.

It has the popular trombone action, quick and
easy in operation. The modern solid top, side

ejection and closed in breecu insure greatest saie-

ty, comfort and convenience. A circular giving
full description of the Moael 29 rifle will be mail-

ed free on request by the Marlin Firearms Co.,

67 Willow Street, Xew Haven, Conn,

Mr, J, R. Elliott of ->'ew York writes as fol-

lows :

'T take this means of advising my friends
through the columns of your esteemed Journal
that I am no longer employed by the Winchester
Repeating .\rms Co., my connection with that
Company having been disconimued January first.

During the nineteen years they have given me
employment my relations with both officers and
fellow employees have been most agreeable. I

desire to express my thanks to my friends and to
a generous public for their kind support an,, pat

ronage during the years gone by.''

$10.00 MILITARY SPRINGFIELD-MAUSER i REPEATING 7.65 m/m CARBINE.
$2.00 Hundred Cartridges. ^ [k^a—=a— f-—t-t^

The German Army Manser stotk .inj loLk nie:hanisni. Fitted
.viih U. S. Amy S mgfield Eifle Barrel. Str ngest. Lightest^

Eigbest Grade Rifle—at $10 \Mth slini,- and br.-s su'ht j)ri>tcc-

tor. lessth:i: ' . ! cost manulacmre With japply of tnillioiis t'.ernian ,B(.st ^Tri,.kele-^s pow-
der, steel cu\^ik.j L-.i;W.;iiriiii:es at S2 oo a hundred SiS.oo a loco. Greatest Bargain £ver Offered.

ColtB U.S.A. Revolvers 6 inch barrel, double action, with holster and lar,\ ..ni s^ b;.

Large cataloijue. >ooo lUusirations. with IQ12 supplement 3SS pages. Regular military encyclopedia 26c mailed.
FRANCIS BANNEEMAN, Miiitarv Goods from Govt. Auctions, 601 Broadway, New York.

Stories of the Taking of IPll's Record Game Fish

4L Telling How, When, Where and with what Tackle

the Record fresh and salt water game fish were caught

during 1911, including a 9 lb. Brook Trout, 11 lb, 9 oz.

Large Mouth Bass, 71 lb. Small Moulh Bass, 25 lb.

Pike, 40 lb. 3 oz. Striped Bass. 44 lb. Channel Bass. 232
lb. Tarpon, 42 lb. Muscallonge, 1 3jf lb, Weakfish,

680 lb. Tuna, the world's record with light tackle.

Field and Stream
America's Magazine for Sportsmen

gave 203 prizes for Records o( the biggest fresh and salt water

game fish caught during 1911.

d. Dcn't miss these stories of the prize winners, published in

FIELD AND STREAM each month. Buy a copy from youi

newsdealer or lake advantage of our Special Contesr Offer of a

three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND STREAM.
together with the 191 1 Angler's Guide, ihe best book on fishing

published, telling How. ^X'hen and Where to fish, including the

latest Game and fnh Laws,

BOTH FOR 50c

Current issue contains conditions and list of
prizes for 1912 Prize Record Fish Contest

1 lie UorlJ ^ Record Tuna

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 37 East 21st Street, NEW YORK CITY
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= The Tobin Gun ^=

A well made satisfactory firearm that gives

the best account of itself and is everywhere

recognized of superior quality.

You want the best article obtainable. We have

a staff of the most skilled workmen and the best

machinery to produce it.

Strong Shooting

Fine Finish

Simple Construction

Reliable

Absolutely Guaranteed

Send for Catalogue 211

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Ontario.
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"17 Cents a Day" Offer
Stirs all Canada!

The Whole Country Applauds the "Penny Purchase Plan"
Typewriter, and you have an overwhelming total

ot tangible reasons for its wonderful success.

A Business Builder
The Oliver Typewriter is a powerful creative

force in business—a veritable wealth producer.

Its use muUiplies business opportunities, widens
husiness influence, promotes business success.

Thus the aggressive meroliant or manufacturer
can reach out for more business with trade win-

ning letters and price lists. By means of a "mail-
ing list

' '—and The Oliver Typewriter—you can
annex new trade territory.

Get this greatest of business aids

—

for 17 Cents

a Day. Keep it busy. It will make your busi-

ness grow.

Aids Professional Men
To

TTjc.

TypoWri*fer
The Standard Visible Writer

From a thousand different directions comes a
mighty chorus of approval, voicing the popular-
ity of The Oliver Typewriter "17 Cents a Day"
Purchase Plan.

The liberal terms of this offer bring the beneiits

of the best modern typewriter within easy reach of
all. The simple, convenient "Penny Plan" has
assumed international importance.

It opened the floodgates of demand and has
almost engulfed us with orders.

Individuals, firms and corporations

—

all classes

of people—are taking advantage of the attractive

plan and endorsing the great idea which led us

to take this radical step—

•

To make typewriting the universal medium of
written communication.

Speeds Universal Typewriting
The trend of events is toward the general

adoption of beautiful, legible, speedy typewriting

in plaee of slow, laborious,

illegible handwriting.

The great business inter-

ests are a unit in using type-

writers.

It is just as important to

the general public to substi-

tute typewriting for "long-
hand." For every private

citizen 's personal affairs are

his business.

Our popular '
' Penny Plan '

' speeds the day of

Universal Typewriting.

A Mechanical Marvel
The Oliver Ty]iewriter is unlike all others.

With several hundred less parts than ordinary

typewriters, its efficiency is proportionately

greater.

Add to such basic advantages the many time-

saving conveniences found only on The Oliver

Join the National Association of Penny Savers!
Every purchaser of The Oliver Typewriter for 17 Cents a Day

is made an Honorary Member of the National Association of

Penny Savers. A small first

pavment brings the magnificent

new Oliver Typewriter, the

regular $125 machine.
Then save 17 Cents a Day

and pay monthly. The Oliver

Typewriter Catalog and full de-

ta'ils of "17 Cents a Day" Pur-
chase Plan sent on request, by
coupon or letter.

Address Sales Department

The Oliver Typewriter Co.

Oliver Typewriter Bids.

CHICAGO

the professional man the typewriter is an
indispensable assistant.

Barristers, Clergymen,
Physicians, Journalists, Ar-

chitects, Engineers and Pub-
lic Accountants have learned

to depend on the typewriter.

You can master The Oliver

Typewriter in a few min-
utes' practice. It will pay
big daily dividends of sat-

isfaction on the small investment of 17 Cents a Day.

A Stepping-Stone to Success

For young people, The Oliver Typewriter is a
stepping-stone to good positions and an adx-ance-

ment in business life.

The ability to operate a typewriter counts for

more than letters of recommendation.

Start now, when you can own The Oliver

Typewriter for pennies.

COUPON

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.

Oliver Typewriter Bldg.,Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send your
Art Catalog and details of

"17-Ceiits-a-Day" offer on the
Oliver Typewriter.

Name
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U^ ROSS
''High Velocity'' Rifie is tiie

Aristocrat of Sporting Rifies!

It is the rifle for great events in the sportsman's
career. It leads in power, mechanical

perfection and style.

Price $70.00 Other Ross Rifles from $25.00 up

If your dealer cannot show you the ROSS "HIGH VELOCITY"
— write for catalogue direct to

THE ROSS RIFLE CO.,
QUEBEC, P. Q.

A112
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_ mtrlt
THE ENGINEyREFINEMENT

/inest boats t£a€/Yoat

"Bug" the 23 foot duck boat owned by S. R. Martin of Memphis,

Tenn. Powered with an 18-25 H. P. STERLING. Speed

1\ miles per hour.

Facts That Convince
A CAREFUL EXAMINATION of the

niateriais used and the STERLING
niothixi of building engines would dis-
tlose more reasons why you should buy a
STERLING than the cleverest adrertlse-
ment we could write.

Backed up by the STERLING GUAR-
ANTEE, the STERLING FACTORY, and
the enviable name this engine has made

—

a safer investment could not be found.

Let us tell you about our factory,—our
methods, and the materials we use. Let
us send you our catalnj* and aid in select-
ing the proper power for your boat.

Clinton Crane's Choice

Tarns, Lemoine and Crau-.* .ire placing
on the market a one design, 20 foot, "class
h.vdroplane." powered with STERLING en-
gines with wh.ich they guarantee a speed
of better than 35 miles per hour.

Mr. Crane, designer of the famous
Dixie's engines, and the machines that
have won every Intem.ational Champion-
ship, has picked the STERLING as the
prnper power for these boats.

Could anything be more convincing as to
STERLING endurance and quality?

Sterling Engines are b.\, from

8 to 240 horse power.

Sterling Engine Co.
1252 Niagara St., Buffalo. N. Y.

JAEGER COAT SWEATERS
Four Popular Styles For Men

Golf Coats, open neck, in all sizes.

Derby Coats, with Turndown Collars and Pockets.

Hunting Sweater Style, button at neck with loops.

Motor Coat Style, double across chest, collar to turn down or button

round throat.

This list includes twenty different styles in all sizes and

variety of coloring.

There is something to suit every man under all conditions in

which a coat sweater can be used.

Dr. Jaeger Sanitary Woollen System Co.,
LIM ITED

231 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

316 St. Catherine Street, Montreal

Steele Block, Portage A /e., Winnipeg, Man.
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SALMON LEAP ON THE BULKLEY RIVER, B.C.

(On the line of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.)

Salmon run up this river and attempt to jump the falls in such shoals that the Indians are able-

to spear them in large numbers from a rock approached by means of the platform here shown. An
cNpert will land as many as ton or twelve iu a minute. See page 1177.
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were swuns; into the hold of the vessel,

for it is upon provender of this kind the

crew must feed during their sojourn in

the North. The interior economy of the

ship would not appeal to a person of fas-

tidious taste. Little attention is paid to

such luxuries as comfort or means for

cleanliness during the voyage. Long
rows of bunks line the sides of the hold

of the vessel, rising from the top level of

the freight to the deck, and into these the

men 'have to find their way as best they

may, and a comrade below is often re-

quested by his friend who owns the berth

above to give him a "leg up" to the roost-

ing place. Every inch of available space

about the decks or swarming the rigging

and to the accompaniment of tooting of

whistles and booming of farewell guns,
the fleet steamed majestically down the
lagoon shaped harbor, out through the

Narrows, and headed their prows to the

North on the first leg of the sealing voy-

age.

This seal hunt has been prosecuted for

hundreds of years. It yields a harvest of

fish of from five hundred thousand dollars

to seven hundred and fifty thousand dol-

lars annually, and like the cod fish in the

same waters, the seal 'has defied all at-

tempts at extermination. This is all the
more remarkable when we find that to-

Getting Reidy for Seal Fishing.

is filled with food and coal, the latter

rivalling in importance the necessaries

for maintaining life during the trip. The
voyage usually lasts about two weeks,

and the crew are not expected to spend

any large amount of time looking after

their toilettes or other unnecessary bodi-

ly aiifairs.

Finally the long looked for morning
dawned and before old Sol had pushed
his golden rim over the summit of the

near-by hills the fleet of twenty ships

decked in bunting from water line to

truck, with their hordes of men lounging

day the famous Behring seal fishery is

now reduced to a mere skeleton of its

former importance.

Less than fifty miles north of St. John's

the ships entered the ice fields and the

"amateur hunters" on board began to

have an inkling of the dangers which are

to be met in the pursuit of this arduous

calling.

High up near the top of her fore and

main masts, the Terra Nova, 'had set twxD

barrels and from these perchs look-out

men, with the aid of powerful glasses,

scanned the white distances in search of
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the sea] herds. Only the most experi-

enced hunters were entrusted with this

responsible position, as it depended large-

ly on their good sight and ability to dis-

tinguish the quarry over long distance

that saved many a mile of detour.

For two days we moved through loose

fields of drift ice that is, the floes were
sufficiently open to allow of the steamer
forcing a narrow channel through which
she could steam. Previous to making
this trip I had been impressed with the

idea that a sealing steamer in making her

way through loose ice, either steamed
straight into the pans and broke them up,

or following the impact slid up on the ice

ship orders were given for full steam
ahead and the huge mass slowly wheeled

to the right about giving the ship the re-

quired opening through which to pass.

Arriving off the Funks, the most noted

section of the seal hunting grounds, about
one hundred and fifty miles north of St.

John's, we ran into a terrible storm of

wind and snow, which threatened our

ship with destruction. The open ice

rapidly closed up into a tight packed ir-

regular field, groaning and crunching as

it strained to pack closer together and
with the evident object of crushing the

sides of our craft to pieces. The scream
of the north wind as it tore through the
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and the word was passed among tlie crew

to be ready wifh the flush of dawn to

turn out for the first hunting ex-pedition

of the voyage.

After a hasty "snack", the bos' uns"

whistle piped us to quarters and after the

order had been given "git yer gaffs and
over board" the crew swarmed onto the

ice prepared for the day's slaughter.

Each hunter was provided with a short

stick fitted with an iron point and a coil

<if short rope, that being all the para-

phernalia recpiired for the hunt. The
animals are killed by a sharp rap on the

nose from the stick and the rope is used

slaughter those unoffending innocents.

The animals stood for the most part per-

fectly quiet and gazed up at the hunter

with large, appealing eyes as much as to

say : "W'hat have I done that you s'houk!

take my life?" However, the lust of

slaughter soon took hold of us and in a

few moments we were into the fray and
striking down the quarry with as sure

and relentless aim as the most hardened
of the hunters. After the work of slau-

ghter had finished, the pelts were remo\-
ed and the carcases left to rot on the ice

field.

1j\' nightfall we had "panned" ten
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mothers, the father keeping guard daily

while she dives into the sea in search of

food. The herds are absolutely count-

less in number. On occasion as many as

two hundred thousand 'have been seen in

a s'ingle "patch" and yet each mother
will return at nightfall to her own in-

fant, and find the particular hole in the

ice by which she went down, even though
the floe has shifted man}" miles, and
changed its position entirely. The young
seals are termed "white coats," being fat,

downy, pallid little masses of blubber,

with voracious appetites, growing with
such amazing rapidity that within a fort-

night their pelt with fat attached weighs

A "close" season for these seals is now
established by law. Sailing vessels can-

not clear for this fishery before the first

of March, and steamers before the tenth.

After the young seals have taken to the

water, the steamers on their second
trips engage in the pursuit of the old

seals till the middle or end of May. This

practice, which is most injurious to the

fishery, has of late been abandoned, by
an agreement between owners of vessels

not to continue operations beyond April

thirtieth. The failures and disappoint-

ments of the business are numerous,
many vessels returning to port with few
seals or none. The prizes, however, are

Weighing Seals.

from forty to tift}- pounds. It is at this

time that the seal hunt begins.

A century ago it was prosecuted in

small boats by means of nets set along

the coast, then larger smacks were em-
])loyed and went further afield among the

floes. Later stout schooners were built,

and then square-rigged vessels, and fifty

vears ago a fleet of four hundred sails

]iut out from the various ports of New-
foundland in quest of the greasy spoil.

In 183 1 as many as three hundred and
seventy-four thousand seals were broug'ht

in, while in 1864 the smallest catch on
record was caught, one hundred and
twentv-one thousand.

so enormous there is no hesitation in em-
barking capital in the enterprise, as it is

not uncommon for a vessel to return to

port after two or three weeks' absence
laden to the gunwale with seals. In the

early eig'hties the Neptune, Captain Sam-
uel Blandford. brought into St. John's the

largest catcli in the history of the trade,

forty-two thousand skins, the value at

two dollars and fifty cents pev seal, be-

ing one hundred and five thousand dol-

lars. The men on board share one-third

of the proceeds of the voyage among
them ; the remainder goes to the owner

who equips and provisions the vessel. In
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sailing vessels the men get one half the

proceeds.
When the ship reaches port the skins

are separated from the fat and salted for

export to Great Britain, where they are

converted into leather. Of late years fur-

riers have succeeded in converting some
of the finer skins into ladies' tippets.

The fat was formerly thrown into huge
vats when its own weight and the heat

of the sun extracted the oil, but in the

improved modern process, the fat is

ground into minute pieces by machinery,
and then steamed ; the oil, after being ex-

posed for a while in glass covered tanks,

to the action of the sun's rays, is barrel-

led for exportation. The greater part of

it goes to England, where it is employed
both as an illuminant and a lubricant. It

is also used for tanning purposes and in

the manufacture of the finer kinds of

soaps.

"PALS"

BY WALTER L. THURTELL.

It's not the fellow who calls you friend

When the skies are bright and clear,

It's not the chap with the ready lend

If your pay-day's drawing near.

It's not the fellow who's at youT side

W^hile the way is straight and fair,

—

It's the chum who's true whate'er betide.

When you're crooked or on the square.

The boy who has known your heart of hearts

And swears that you're still O. K.,

Though you've stained your soul and conscience smarts

Like the lash of an Arctic day.

It's the pal who's a pal through thick and thin.

Though the whole world's going wrong,
Who's there with his hand and a cheery grin.

And the lilt of a brace-up song.

Oh, many and many a friend will swarm
When things are going right,

\\'hen the grub-pile's high and the weather's warm.
With a bottle on ice, in sight.

Oh, they're all good sports until some grim day

Your happy pipe-dream ends,

—

Then you're all alone, and they fade away
Like the mists when the sun ascends.

But the chap who counts, is the chap who's there

Though Life be a Heaven—or Hell,

Who shares his last sou and will never care

If in palace or hut you dwell.

And I tell you, boys, when you've such a pard,

W'ho'll stick till the Long Trail end.

Just freeze to him and freeze real hard

;

Thank God, vou can call him friend.



The Culture Of Black And Silver Foxes
Articles of Practical Information

BY R. B. AND L. V. CROFT. B.A., M.D.

PART

I

Introduction.

"¥ N the estimation of trappers of the

Canadian Northlands as well as in

the eyes of the nobility of Russia,
there is only one King of beasts

—

the highly prized "Black Fox."
Within the last twenty years a number

of wealthy men who have owned fenced
game preserves have spent vast sums of

mone)' in buying young foxes alive and
turning them loose within the private en-

clostires."

"To those who are familiar with the

facts it is well known that he who can
find the secret of breeding Black Foxes is

assured of riches past counting."
Never has fox culture been as popular

as at the present time. The demand
greatly exceeds the supply. Only a limi-

ted num'ber can be secured to sati.sfy the

incessant appeals. Hundreds of letters

are received by editors of newspapers,
magazines and by men who are fortunate

enough to own Silver Foxes. There is a

dearth of practical information about the

fox itself, the breeding, feeding, food, the

proper construction of pens and kennels
and the methods used for securing and
shipping it.

In this series of articles we will en-

deavor to supply a long felt need by giv-

ing those who are beginners the A. B. C.

of the subject and providing for those
who are already in the business or who
intend to enter it, a practical working
knowledge.
We have given both our own practical

experience as well as that of other breed-
ers and the sources of information from
which material has been gathered are au-

thentic. We are indebted to the United
States Government Bulletin, E. T. Seton,

Shaw and Buck's Reference Handbook
on Medical Sciences, etc., etc.

The Silver Fox.

Our American Silver Fox belongs to

the mammalia, the highest class of fauna,

to the order carnivora, the flesh eating

animals and to the family canidae which
include the dog and the wolf. It is the

common fox (Vulpes fulvus), a burrow-
ing canine mammal of which Professor F.

Baird and others thought it might be the

lineal descendant of individuals of the

European Red Fox, introduced many
years ago.

The silver has no red, the whole skin

being dark and overlain with grayish
white, more or less heavily. Some are

all silver, others vary in degree being all

black except a few white barred or ringed
haired on the back, rump and on the face.

On the black phase there is no silver ex-

cept the tip of the tail which is white in

all foxes.

Foxes weigh from five to twenty-five

pounds, those ranging from five to ten

are too small and light, from fifteen to

twenty-five too heavy ; the medium weight
ten-to-fifteen are most suitable for breed-
ing purposes. In the different breeds of

foxes, some are larger than others conse-
quently weigh more without being obese.

Fur buyers claim the best skins No. i

have no fat while No. 2 have some. On
the average they measure three feet from
the nose to the tip of the tail.

They have elongated pointed muzzles
and long bushy tails. "Right at the base
of the tail between the brush and the
back is a little bristly, emotional hair-

patch, usually of a peculiar color but
black on the Silver Fox." Some breeds
have longer ears than others. These are
more or less pointed resembling a cat's.

On eac^h foot they have four toes termin-
ating in sharp curved horny nails or
claws and the dew-claw of ungulates in

general.

The fur is not silver tipped as many
people suppose; but if carefully examin-
ed will be found to be silver barred or

ringed that is, there is the black hair, then
more or less of a silver band with a small
tip of black on the end—black, silver,

black. When warm weather comes the
fur falls out beginning at the head, and
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in the summer patches of old hair may be

seen tag-ginef here and there. It is hard
to realize that they can present such an
exquisite robe in October and November.
The fur is at its greatest beauty in De-
cember and January when furriers con-
sider it prime.

Stories abound of the cunning, wary,
suspicious nature of Reynard, "as cute as

a fox". This no doubt accounts for their

survival in the face of persistent hunting
and trapping, and also the difficulty in

taming them.
The silver seem to be harder to tame

than the red.

The young are very playful but when
old seem to pine away in confinement.
They are anything but sociable, being-

very shy, snappish and given to feigning—"as dead as a fox". In handling foxes
one should alwavs be on the alert. Thev

Our American Silver Fox.

are always on the qui vive either to avoid
enemies, look for food or to seek for

mates.

In the daytime foxes lie out, asleep on
mounds, stumps and rocks, sunning
themselves on exposed places. In sum-
mer they hide in the long grass or among
clumps of weeds and brush. The coldest

and stormiest days of winter seem to

hold no terror for them, rather do they
delight to curl up with their nose buried
in their bushy tail which with their

thick fur coat affords ample protection.

Foxes are nocturnal in their habits roam-
ing about from the setting of the sun un-
til tlie early morning. They are probab-

ly more active in the wee small h.iurs

when other small animals and birds unon
whom they prey are the more easilv se-

cured.

Their dens are generally in the crevi-

ces of rocks on the side of sandy hills and
in 'hollow logs, always in secluded places,

away from the haunts of man.

Three or four miles is the longest dis-

tance travelled from their homes. When
chased they usually go in circles round
their own locality. The raids are usuallv
directed to distant barn-yards, tlieir

crafty nature warns them to use discre-

tion. A fox rarely inhabits a den alone
usually Iia\ing a consort. If he has
found a safe place of abode, he may re-

turn to it time and again. But if he has
in any way become frightened for the
safety of himself and family, leaves it at

once for a new den.

"The intelligence of the fox is often

shown by the way he refuses to be head-
ed when he has made up his mind as to

the safe course to take. The \\'est Som-
erset have an excellent fixture at Kilve
but it has one drawback—the sea is not

far oft' and foxes naturalh^ often make for

the clift's, a secure refuge. A fox can be
easily headed at times, but that is nearly
always when to be seen would betray
him to his enemies the hounds and gi\'e

them an advantage ; but when if he make<
his point the advantage is on his side,

then nothing will turn him.

"To return to West Somerset at Kihc:
they found a fox and the whipper-in see-

ing that the fox meant to go to the cliffs

if possible, started to head him off. The
ground was open and for half a mile the

whipper-in and fox were taking parallel

lines the fox clearly meaning" to slip by
and find a refuge in the cliff's. The man
turned the fox away at last but in a s'hort

time the hounds lost him and I belie\e he
got back after all."

The American Silver Fox is found
probably in the greatest number in New-
foundland, Labrador, Northern Quebec
and Northern Ontario, but an odd speci-

men is occasionally met with in all parts

of Canada, One was seen as far nortli as

Cape Colquhoun and another at Merc\'

Bay, latitude 76° north, ^^'ith the ex-

ception of the Blue and \\ hite Foxes, no
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others have been reported in these Arctic

regions. They are quite plentiful in the

interior of Alaska and the Yukon.
"Among the farms of New England

alone" says a noted naturalist, "there are

at least a thousand pair of foxes. Each
and every pair raises a family^ ever}- year

So furtive are thev so clever, and

'^o unremitting are father and mother that

not more than one man in every one hun-
dred thousand has the good luck to see

this family group that charms us by its

appeal to the eye and touches our hearts

by showing how very near these crea-

tures are to us in their affections and
their trials."

Havelock Deer Hunters

On October thirty-first a party of six.

including Messrs. J. Jeffs, T. Pizer, W.
Wilde. C. Killbank, J. Ruttan and A.
\\ hite, set out from Havelock for a deer
hunt. Their destination was Monmouth
Lakes, sixty-five miles north of Have-
lock. Reaching camp at four o'clock in

the afternoon all the party were ready
for a good hot. meal and a night's rest.

out success. After a rest on Sunday and
a look over new ground they went out on
Monday morning with brighter hopes and
anticipations of better luck. In this they
were not disappointed for by eight thirty

a.m. Mr. ^^'ilde had a fine buck and doe
hanging up which were brought to him
by two separate sets of dogs. Owing to

the disagreeable wet weather the party

Havelock Party and Camp.

Next morning being the first of Novem-
ber all were at their watches before day-
break and by the time the dogs made a

start Mr. Pizer had killed a fine buck
which was found to weigh two hundred

and ten pounds. Although the deer were

quite plentiful, on account of the large

number of lumbermen they would not

keep their old runways. The party

hunted the remainder of the week with-

were unable to "land" any more but all

the boys had the pleasure of seeing other
deer at different times at long range.
Camp broke up on Sunday morning and
the men started out in a heavy downpour
of rain, arriving home Tuesday at three
a.m. After travelling twenty miles they
encountered a heavy snow storm, snow
falling to a depth of twenty inches and
making it necessary for the party to walk
all but the last twelve miles.



The 1911 Hunt Of The Maple Leaf Hunt Club

BY A. L. JAMIESON.

IT
may be interesting to the readers of

Rod and Gun to hear of a successful

big game hunt indulged in by the

members of the Maple Leaf Hunt
Club.

Several different places in Ontario

were represented by our members. Our
objective point was Birch Lake, near

Shawanaga, Ontario, on the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway.
We left our respective homes on the

thirtieth of October, picking up our

members at different points of intersec-

tion. When our party was complete and

we had all been introduced we secured

one end of the car and relieved the rest-

lessness that attacked us by the recount-

ing of past experiences, and the discus-

sion of anticipations which we had for

the two weeks' sojourn in the bush, to-

wards which the train was bearing us.

Our spirits ran high as we drew near

our destination. I noticed that the near-

er we got to Shawanaga the more inter-

esting the stories told by my companions

became. Xo doubt a casual listener

would have gone away with the impres-

sion that we were an all-star club for I

can recall very few instances of a story

being told where a shot had missed.

We reached the station at last and were

much surprised and chagrined to learn

that the Indian we had hired as guide had

departed on a fishing expedition and was
even then some miles away. We had ar-

ranged with him by letter to have every-

thing in readiness for our immediate de-

parture but we soon learned that no

preparations had been made, the Indian

having evidently misunderstood our in-

structions. There was nothing to be

done but to spend the night in the sta-

tion waiting-room. A more monotonous
night than we put in there it would be

hard to describe. We chose the softest

planks on which to lie down and used the

softest parts of our luggage as pillows.

We did manage occasionally to get in

"forty winks" but it was hard work for

most of us to get to sleep at all under

such unfavorable conditions.

"Mac" I believe was the first to drift

into slumberland, where he entertained

the rest o£ us by a fairly good imitation

of a trombone solo. Gradually the solo

became a chorus as one by one the oth-

ers fell asleep, until the orchestra was al-

most complete. We were not sorry when
the night was over and indeed greeted

the dawn with a 'hearty welcome.
Bright and early we were of¥ and rout-

ed out a teamster who undertook the task

of moving our supplies nine miles in to

our camp at Birch Lake. A severe task

it proved to be. Our teamster went
ahead, bumping over rocks and down
timber which he called a road, we follow-

ing, carrying our rifles and leading the

dogs. \Ve were obliged to halt many
times and tie our luggage more securely

to the wagon. On the suggestion of one

of our party, Mr. Scutt, we finally adopt-

ed the binding pole, a pole similar to 'hat

which is used on a load of hay. Mr.
Scutt's suggestion proved a good one and
we made much better progress after hav-

ing followed it out.

We arrived at the camp at two p.m.,

averaging a little better than one mile an

hour for the trip in. It is needless to say

that by this time there was a keen edge
on our appetites and we lost no time in

setting up our collapsible cook-stove and
building a fire. Soon afterwards we
were enjoying to the full our first meal
in camp.
The camp, which had been used by

lumbermen some years before, proved a

ver}' comfortable one and we soon forgot

the hardships of the trip in.

As it was then late in the day, too late

to have a run with the dogs, and as the

ground was new to us, we arranged to

hunt separately for that afternoon and
spy out the land for good hunting places.

.•\s one by one we straggled back to

camp at sundown we all found that we
had the same story to tell. There were
plenty of tracks and other evidences of

deer but no one was able to report hav-

ing had a sihot. We fell to and prepared

the evening meal and Mac, who proved
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to be a past master in the culinary art,

was unanimously elected head cook with
the remaining ten members as assistants.

Our attention was next directed to

our sleeping apartment. Sweeping the

debris out with an improvised broom and
filling our ticks with swamp hay and
evergreens, we spread our blankets and
turned in, sleeping as only men can
sleep who have had as strenuous a trip

as 'had we that day.

We awoke very much refreshed, and
partaking of an early breakfast made an
€arly start for our first run. We travel-

led in single file. Rev. T. Scott acting as

guide. About a mile from camp we
struck a likely looking gully, where we

ther down the gully. The dogs came on
and stopped. I drew a breath of relief.

Surely we had secured our first deer of

the season. W'e made our way down the

gully and were pleased to be able to con-

gratulate Rev. Mr. Scott, who had hit the

deer in the neck, and Mr. James Miller,

who had dropped him with a bullet in the

shoulder.

This first kill proved to be the largest

buck of the season secured by us and
weighed over two hundred pounds, hav-

ing as fine a head as I have ever seen.

We snapped him where he fell, tied him
securely to a pole and started for camp
in high spirits.

After this, our first run, a heavy rain

The Members of the Hunt Club.

•strung out in such a manner as to cover

the runways fairly well. Captain Alick

•Conron made a detour with the dogs and
we had not long to wait for presently the

bus'h resounded with the music most
hunters delight to hear; the deep bay of

-old rattler and the young dogs following

vibrated on the clear frosty air and sent

the blood tingling in our veins. The dogs
had started a deer and were fast ap-

;proaching our firing line.

I waited breathless, speculating as to

Whether or not he would come to me.
Why did not some one s'hobt, was my
mext thought. Was he going to get by?
'Then a rifle cracked, then another fur-

set in and we were confined to our camp
for two days where we passed the time
by engaging in many unique forms of

amusement. The inclement weather
drove many little visitors into our camp,
in the shape of deer mice. These little

animals have a peculiar jumping run
which greatly resembles that of the deer.

I presume it is owing to this fact that

they are known by this name. As a di-

version some one suggested a mouse
hunt. We accordingly placed Captain
Conron on a box, terming it his runway,
with a lantern in close proximity, w'hich

enabled him to see the sights on the rifle.

Two of the party, acting as dogs soon
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Mr, James Killer and Buck Weighing Over 200 Founds.

liad the mice scampering about. One ap-

peared on the cupboard and the Captain
opened fire, making a clean miss, but put-

ting a hole through a can of tomatoes.

We all declared that this bad shot was of

course due to an attack of buck fever.

That night it turned cold and when we
went out in the morning we found four

inches of snow covering the ground.
We were about read}^ to make another

start when we received a visit from an
Indian, whom we w^ere successful in hir-

ing as guide for the balance of the season,

lie proved a worthy fellow and we had
splendid luck for the remainder of our
stay in the woods, securing the last deer,

which made up our full complement, on
the morning of the fifteenth. We broke
camp that afternoon and bade good-bye
to the scene of so many happy days.

Our teamster arrived at a late

hour with a sleigh which we
loaded with our supplies and ten deer.

\\"e were favored by a moonlight night
and started on the trail, walking beside
the load to keep it uprig'ht. Our progress,

was \ery slow as the depressions had be-

come mud-holes. We had gone about
three miles when, despite our frantic ef-

forts to keep the load upright it tipped
over. The trail had become so bad that

we were obliged to leave half our load be-

hind. We made little headway even with
tlie lighter weight and reached the sta-

tion just in time to miss the train. We
then settled down for a sixteen hour wait

and put in the time somehow. We greet-

ed the arrival of our train when it next
came along with much relief. Our trip

Iiome was uneventful and when the time
came for us to separate many were al-

ready looking forward with pleasure to

another vear's big game hunt.

The ^lanitoba Department of Agricul-

ture isssued over 4,000 licenses to shoot

big game last year. The sportsmen who
procured these perimts scattered to vari-

ous parts of the province, the majority go-

ing to the Riding Mountains where yearly

hundreds of big heads are taken. ^lany
went to the Broken Head region south

of Winnipeg, where the biggest moose in

Manitoba are said to abound. Hunters
were also seen in the Toulon country
and in the Duck Mountains and the

Turtle Mountains in Southern Manitoba.

At the last session of the Provincial

Government four large game preserves

were set aside in the heart of the Riding

Mountains. There is also a large re-

serve in the heart of the Duck Moun-
tains, while smaller reserves have been
set aside in the Turtle Mountains and in

the sand-hills south of Carberry, which
is known as "Spruce A\'oods"' Reserve.
It is said that when a certain half-breed

in the Riding Mountain district heard
that part of the mountains were to be
set aside for the protection of the deer he
remarked that if the deer were protected
he could grow no crop. This is a pretty

good argument, showing that deer in the

Riding Mountain district are yet very
plentiful, though they have been hunted
so persistently for man}^ years.



Blackfeet Bringing in Branches for the Sun Lodge.

The Sun Dance Of The Blackfeet

nv CALVIN McQUE&TEX.

THE Sun Dance gatherings of the

Blackfeet are the last surviving

remnants of the tribal life of a

people who once ranged supreme
and untrammelled over a stretch of terri-

tory as large as the whole of England.
To-day their numbers are more than deci-

mated by war and disease. Crowded to

the wall by a foreign invader whose civi-

lisation they seem utterly unable to as-

similate, they drag out a miserable ex-

istence cooped up within the narrow lim-

its of their reservations, and huddled to-

gether round the distributing offices of

the Government which feeds them.

But at these annual gatherings are to

be seen the last broken outlines of their

unique social organization, the last spirit-

less performance of their weird and frenz-

ied religious rites, and the last faint gleam
of the wild, fierce and almost heroic spirit

which has made these and other red men
of North America appeal to the imagina-

tion of the world.

Here the Ikunuhkahtsi (comrades-in-

arms), the ancient warrior bands bound
together by oaths as solemn as those

which held the knightly orders of mediae-

val chivalry, once more sit in social circle

and pass the memory-stirring pipe from
lip to lip, as they talk of battle and of

buffalo hunt, of scalping and of pony
raiding, until the ofd fierce flame lights

up their faces and flashes from their eyes,

and the crop-haired school-boys slink

away to 'hide their shameful store-clothes,

or cover them with the blanket toga of

their race. Here are performed the frag-

ments of that mystic ritual by which the
worshippers of the ancient Sun-God seek
to win his favour. And here are seen
in all their barbaric splendour of naked-
ness, paint and feathers those weird, un-
couth dances, a blending of the social,

the martial and the religious, which are so
common to primitive peoples and so in-

comprehensible at first to the minds of

modern civilisation.

The Blackfoot nation proper is really

composed of three tribes—Bloods, Peig-
ans and Blackfeet, all speaking the same
language, and recognizing one another
as kinsmen. Their hunting grounds
formerly lay just to the east of the more
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northerly chains of the Rocky Mountains,
where the level stretches of the prairie

rolled up into the foot-hills, and were
tempered by the warm winds of the Pa-

cific coast, so that ponies and buffalos

grazed in the open all winter long.

Of the three branches, the Bloods, who
now occupj- a reservation on the Canad-
ian side of the international boundary
line, cling the closest to their old life and
customs. Their Sun Dance, celebration

usually lasts for three or four weeks, and
it is this now almost obsolete spectacle

that the writer proposes to describe.

edge of the circle of ordinary tepees stood
the somewhat larger assembly lodges of

tihe various bands of Ikunuhkahtsi refer-

red to before. These, as has been already
suggested, appear to resemble in a crude
way the knighted orders of mediaeval

Europe. Like them their functions were
originally of a military nature, but are
now of a purely social character. As a

matter of fact, they seem to have no long-

er any actual existence apart from these
annual gatherings ; and a number of them
have become altogether defunct. The
'"Crazv Does," "the Pis-eons," the

IHE SUN DA>iCE OT

The gathering of the tribe commenced
about the beginning of June, and for days
the winding trails which led through
wooded river bottom and over rolling

prairie were alive with rumbling wagons,
trotting ponies, and scraping travois

poles. The spot selected for the camp
was a southern slope of prairie. Each
day the number of tepees grew, until fin-

ally nearly the whole tribe of some 1,200

souls was collected there.

When completed, the camp formed a

huge circle, with an irregular circumfer-

ence of tepees surrounding the open
space, which served as the arena for the

various performances. Along the inner

"Horns," the "Prairie Chickens" still sur-

vive, but there are several others, such
as the "Bulls," the "Mosquitoes," the

"Little Birds," which appear to have pass-

ed out of existence ; and those which still

remain are perpetuated by younger men
buying out the older ones, as they in turn

retire or purchase membership in a more
distinguished order.

The "Horns" are considered to be the

most ancient and honourable order of all,

and membership in them costs many pon-

ies and blankets. A part of the initiation

ceremony of the "Horns" is public. The
novices, accompanied by their squaws,
carrying the blankets and leading the
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ponies, which constitute the purchase
price of membership, approach in proces-

sion the place vvhere the rest of the mem-
bers are seated in solemn assembly, and
after the master of ceremonies has made
certain mystic passes over their heads and
bodies, they are formally received into

the number of the elect, and the transfer

of property takes place. But it is also

understood that there is quite an exten-

sive secret ritual involved, including a

severe and shocking test of virtue and
self-control, in wihich, if the candidate
fails, he is believed to die within a year.

ingly simple, and would make a Parisian

belle in evening dress feel like a colour-

less prude. It consists simply of a

breech cloth and moccasins, with a single

feather stuck in the flowing hair, and a

full coat of paint covering the body from
head to foot. The colour worn by the

officers is a brilliant yellow, while that of

the rank and file is brick red.

The dance, in order to be properly per-

formed, appeared to occupy the time of

the devotees for the greater part of the
day and night. The "Pigeons" begin to

assemble in their lodge earlv in the fore-

THE BLACKFEET.

The lesser orders also have somewhat
similar ceremonies, but the most interest-

ing feature in them all, from a spectacular

point of view, is that each has a special

form of dance peculiar to itself, to depict

the patron animal, after which that par-

ticular order is named.

These dances, together with squaw
dances, buffalo dances, and war dances
form part of the regular daily programme
of the camp, preliminary to the great cli-

matic event, the Sun Dance itself.

One of the most picturesque of them
is probably the Pigeon Dance.
The dress of the "Pigeons" is charm-

noon. Each one as he arrived proceeded
to disrobe and adorn himself, mixing the
dry paint in a cup or saucer, and applying
it with liis fingers. Evidently, several

coats were required to produce the re-

quired tint, and it was two or three o'clock

in the afternoon before the plumage of all

was finally preened to their satisfaction.

About this time it was discovered that
there was not a sufficient number present,

and deputations were despatched to bring
in recalcitrant members, who from lazi-

ness or other cause 'had failed to appear.
If verbal inducements proved insufficient,

a convenient blanket was brought into
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use to convey the dissenting gentleman to the

post of duty. When the number was finally

completed, and all were duly arrayed, the lithe-

limbed dancers gathered their blankets about

them, and made a tour of the camp in a body,

soliciting contributions of fuel and eatables for

the all-night seance.

It was about 6 o'clock in the evening before

a sufficiency of supplies was secured, and the

"Pigeons" at last seated themselves in the open
space in the centre of the camp, while the

tom-tom beaters struck up their monotonous
music. Suddenly throwing oft their blankets,

the dancers leaped to tbeir feet as one man, the

red fellows standing in one long line, with

their backs to the setting sun, while two or

three canary-hued officers half-faced them, at

either end. For a minute all tripped it where
they stood, with a sort of "balance-all" move-
ment. Then in a flash the red line faced about,

and with bows extended and arrows strung,

and their black hair flowing about their necks

and faces, they seemed almost to fly with wing-

ed feet toward the setting sun. At about
thirty yards they stopped and turned, and in a

moment were once more beside the yellow fel-

lows, keeping time to the tom-toms. In an-

other minute all were seated on the ground,

with their blankets about them, and the first

iium'ber on the program was over.

While they rested, three other naked braves

])erformed a Bear Dance. Squatted on the

ground, but with bodies erect, the trio paused
for a moment, each with both hands to his ears

as if to listen. Then with a quick movement,
they drew up their blankets over back and
head and threw themselves prostrate on their

faces, while all the small boys around them
pelted them with chunks of mud. For a mo-
ment the jjelting ceased, and once more the

"Bears" raised their heads to listen, only to

throw themselves down again, with blankets

drawn over to protect them from the showers
of missiles.

This was repeated some half-dozen times.

And then the "Crazy Dogs," who had during

the day been going through preliminary prep-

arations very similar to the "Pigeons," took a

hand, and, whirling round in eddying circles,

most suggestive of a dog trj'ing to catch his

tail, gave vent to sharp, delighted yaps and
liarks. Once more the "Pigeons" made their

birdlike flight. Again the "Bears" performed
their little part, and so the evening passed un-

til as it grew dark and chillv. "Pigeons" and
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"Crazy Dogs" withdrew to their respective

'odges, to pass the nig'ht relating deeds of ad-

venture and smoking the friendly pipe.

Otlier dances filled in other days. In the

women's lodge, squaws stepped in solemn
circle round the altar pole which bore their

votive offerings. Men and women, their

heads half hidden with huge horns and s'haggy

hair, went through the grotesque Buffalo
Dance. And in the \\'ar Dance one-time war-
riors acted out their mig'hty deeds in vivid

pantomine.

These preliminaries lasted for the better part

of three weeks. And then, as the Sun-God
reached the zenith of his power, the serious

preparations for the great event began. The
feast of Sacred Tongues was eaten, and in the

might of this "big medicine," the construction
of the Sun Lod.ge was commenced.

First, the great centre pole was cut and
dragged in by ropes tied to the saddle horns of

a dozen riders, while a hundred other borsemen
circled about it, and riddled it with rifle bullets.

As soon as it was set in position, devout
worshippers proceeded to cover it right to the

top with offerings consisting largely of wear-
ing apparel, s'hirts. leggings, dresses, hats, belts

and moccasins, with an occasional pot or kettle

thrown in for variety. For the most part, they
were things of little or no value, and suggested
a decided decline in religious fervour since the

days, when before the intervention of white
law, these red-skinned stoics would, in the ful-

filment of their vows, hang their own bodies

on the sacred pole by thongs tied to wooden
skewers thrust through the flesh of breast or

shoulders, and would throw themselves back
until the tearing of the flesh set them free

Around the centre pole, and at a dis-

tance of some twenty-five feet from it, were
set shorter posts about seven feet high, on top

of which a circle of logs was laid, while others

sloping upward from them were lashed to the

central pillar like the rafters of a dome.
Against the outside of this circular framev\-ork,

which was some fifty feet in diameter, were
laid one upon another until they formed an
opaque covering, long, leafy bows of cotton-

wood, with their heavy ends resting on the

ground, and their feathery tips waving within

a few feet of the centre pole. The bringing in

of these boug'hs by calvalcades of horsemen
from a coulee about half a mile away from the

camp was one of the prettiest scenes of the

whole gathering, and occupied the afternoon
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"Good &ider"

of the first day and the forenoon of

the second. The branches were
carried on the backs of ponies.

By noon of the second day the

work was pretty well completed. An
opening had been left on the east

side ; and within, facing it, had been
built against the opposite wall a lit-

tle inner booth for the accommoda-
tion and comfort of the presiding

"medicine man."

This eminent personage was specially im-

ported for the occasion from the Blackfoot re-

serve many miles away, and his chief duty was
to prevent the festivities from being spoiled by
rain. To accomplish this purpose it Vv'as

necessary for him to remain for the entire three

days and nights in his little airy bower, about
six feet square, not once leaving it, but sleeping

on the ground at night, and having his meals
broug*ht to him during the day.

About five o'clock in the afternoon, the

building of the lodge having been completed,

the preliminaries to the dance commenced. The
tune of the tom-toms, which had been droning
at intervals all afternoon, suddenly quickened,

and at the signal the various bands of Ikunuh-
kahtsi poured out of their assembly lodges, and,

drawing up in rude companies, made their way
toward the Sun Lodge, merging into one mot-
ley procession as they approached its portals.

The variety and ingenuity of the costumes in

this curious dress parade beggar description.

The classic simplicity of the "Pigeons," with

their lithe bodies and shapely limbs reflecting

the sun's rays like living bronzes, and the

single feather fluttering from their flowing hair,

contrasted strangely with the huge head-dress-

es of bristling eagle feathers and dangling er-

mine tails mingling with long plaits of stiff,

black hair; the loosely-fitting heavily beaded
buckskin shirts, and the fringed and flapping

leggings of the "Crazy Dogs" and other danc-

ers, and still mnre strangely, with the cropped
heads, shabby felt hats, and commonplace coats

and trousers of the crowds of tribesmen, who
were content to play the part of spectators in

this sacred rite.

In that procession there were aged chiefs,

who wore their blankets with the stately dig-

nity of Roman Senators, robed in the classic

toga, and carried in their faces an expression of

stoical serenity, which marked a noble spirit.

Side by side with them were men of middle age,

whose faces showed them old enough to have
known the old free life of the buffalo days,

young enough to have a cordial hatred of the

race which made that life impossible, and wise
enough to see the hopelessness of ever know-
ing it again. But out-numbering both of

these were the young men who look upon the

present performance as no more than an en-

joyable entertainment.

Arrived at the Sun Lodge, the participators

in the procession squatted themselves in groups
within the leafy tabernacle, and listened in stol-



"Moon Chest"

id silence \Vhile the aged chiefs, in impas-
sioned, if somewhat quavering, accents,

urged the members of the tribe to per-

form the worship of the Sun-God faith-

fully and carefully. It was the neglect of

this that 'had wrought their downfall in

the past ; and it was only the careful ob-

"Fly Like a Bird'

servance of sacred rites that could save
them from further calamity in the future.
The harangues concluded, the tom-toms
sounded once more, the squaws took up a
droning c'hant, and the braves, leaping to
their feet with whoops and yells discharg-
ed their rifles in the air to purge the place



Scene at the fii

of evil spirits. For several minutes pan-
demonium reigned supreme, while the

horses of the spectators reared in terror,

and children shrieked with delight. Then
for a moment there was a lull in this bom-
bardment of the powers of the air, and
the worshippers, issuing forth, formed a

square about the entrance, and fired an-

other prolonged volley, with similar ac-

companiments. This put the wavering
forces of evil completely to rout, and the

ceremony of dedication, having been de-

clared complete, there was a brief inter-

mission for refreshments.

Tust as the Golden God was disappear-

ing behind the mountain peaks to the

west, the Sun Dance proper began. At

first the performance was somewhat per-

functory. An elderly devotee would rise

from the squatting circle, which lined the

sacred lodge, and. swaying his body
solemnly, would lift first one foot and
then the other slowly and ponderously,

with all the air of a man performing a re-

ligious duty. A younger brave would
throw back his blanket from his naked
shoulders, and, leaping to his feet, would
trip it lightly, lifting his knees high in

front of him, and giving each foot a lit-

tle shake as it touched the ground, with

all the zest of a man who is thoroughly

enjoying himself. Others would join on
the floor until it was well crowded, and
then, one by one. the}' would ?lip back to

Society of Honis Receiving New Members.
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theif places, and resume their blankets.

This went on until, with the fall of dark-

ness a fire was lighted in the middle of

the earthen floor.

With this the pace grew faster, and the

scene waxed weirder. To one coming
suddenly upon it, it was a spectacle suffi-

ciently startling to satisfy the most lurid

imagination.

The din was deafening. The glare uf

the fire and the w'hirl of figures dazed the

eyes. The paint on the faces of the

dancers made them positively diabolical

in the hideousness of their expression,

while the flickering firelight added to the

gliding figures a grotesqueness whidi was
almost unreal in its weirdness. Over
the fire there poised itself for a moment a

naked red figure and a leering face crown-
ed with a pair of nodding horns in the

ver}' image of the Mephistop'hlean master
of ceremonies bimself; and as the sha-

dowy forms emerged from the blackness
of the background, hovered for a moment
in the firelight, and disappeared once
more into the night, they seemed to con-

stitute themselves from the very dark-

ness itself, only to be dissolved into it

again. Now crouching, now creeping,

now gliding, the dancers swayed like men
intoxicated, and sprang into the air with

gleaming tomahawks, or brandished
rifles, while the head of the onlooker
whirled with the weird chanting of the

squaws and the wild war whoops of the

frenzied braves.

When one dancer sank exhausted into

the circle of spectators, who sat like dim
spectres beyond the radius of the fire-

lig'ht, another sprang into the dizzy whirl.

And so the wild dance went on until far

into the morning, when the excitement
finally wore itself out and the weary
dancers retired to rest.

The dance was renewed after a similar

fashion on the following evening, and
this concluded the festival. Next day
there was much bustling about, catching
of ponies and taking down of lodges,

when the cam]) melted away as quickly

as it had gathered.

In regard to the accompanying illus-

trations, it may be explained that most of

the "Bloods" are decidedly superstitious

about the camera. Many of the older

ones believe that if they are photographed
they will certainly die within a year. So
that it was only with the greatest diffi-

culty and after being several times hus-
tled out of camp by angry redskins that

even these were secured.

The New Garden Of Canada

Written in a picturesque and forcible

style, "The New Garden of Canada" by
Mr. F. A. Talbot is an important contri-

bution to the ever increasing number of

books which deal in an entertaining man-
ner with the opening up of 'hitherto un-
travelled Canadian territory. The book
gives a glimpse into the fascinating

country which is now being opened up by
the new Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.
Therein Mr. Talbot graphically describes

the journey by pack horse trail into Brit-

ish Columbia, a thousand miles from
WoU Creek, the then "end of steel"

through practically unknown country,

where the telegraph had not penetrated

and where even the insidious mail had not
yet forced its way. As the first book to

"be written on the journey through vallev

and slough, o'er plateau and mountain, by
the banks of the Eraser, Nechaco, Bulkley
and Skeena Rivers to Prince Rupert, it

should be of absorbing interest to ever}^

Canadian. One must read for himself to

appreciate the interest of this story of

Canada in the making and as the reader
passes from page to page he will find it

difficult to realize that the country he is

reading about is really his own country
and not some far away fascinating land
of romance. "The New Garden of Can-
ada" is published by Messrs. Cassel & Co.,

Ltd., Toronto and is embellished with
forty-eight full page illustrations, one of

wlnich "Salmon Leap on the Bulkley Riv-
er," has been utilized as a cover cut and
frontispiece for tiiis issue of Rod and Gun
in Canada.



R. E. Gooch in Indian Birch Bark Canoe

A Plea To Prohibit The Use Of Dogs For

Partridge Shooting

BY F. n. GOOOH.

THE writer being one who fully ap-

preciates the many advantages of

the Canadian sportsman has plea-

sure in submitting a few snap shots

taken after a hunt of one week's duration

in the wilds of Madawaska River, a hunt

in which he and his son participated. For

reasons the exact location and the means
of ingress or egress are not given. The
house seen in the picture has been owned
and occupied by the same family of In-

dians for sixty years. The old gentleman
sitting in front of the main entrance is

the grandfather ; the others on the veran-

dah are the son and his family. The writ-

er appears in front of the "result"' of the

week's hunting. Seventy-seven part-

ridges, nine black duck and one hare

were secured by hunting with a gun and
making use of one's eyes. No partridge

dog, which sometimes reduces what is

good sport and wholesome exercise, to

pot hunting of the worst kind, was used

on this expedition. While there may be

an excuse for running deer with dogs, I

believe no dog should be allowed for part-

ridge shooting for in my opinion there

is no surer way of exterminating the

noble and toothsome bird than by the use

of dogs. No true sportsman can take any
pleasure in having a dog tree a bird and
hold it there for the hunter to slaughter

with shot when, in many cases, he could

kill it with a long stick were it not for

the intervening branches making this im-

possible.

I, myself, and many others to whom I

have spoken are unanimous as to the un-
doubted ultimate extermination of part-

ridge by the use of dogs and I should
much like to hear from others throug'h

your interesting publication their opin-

ions on this subject.

I enclose in addition a snap-shot which
illustrates the thirst that may be acquired

on a morning's hunt when it is a real hunt,

and the enjoyment of a little mild re-

freshment. As the snap of the game was
taken by my son I enclose one of him
canoeing on the Madawaska, 'he being a
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"Pouring out" after a Moniing Partridge Hunt.

paddler of some notoriety and known at

his club, the Toronto Canoe Club, as a

pot hunter. This term is not used in this

connection as a term of disapprobation

but because he has won so many cups at

the regattas during the season.

In conclusion let me say that on field

or marsh shooting I love a good dog
where the bird is located and flushed be-

fore being ''potted", then retrieved by the

dog, but I cannot but condemn the prac-

tice of using dogs to tree partridge, to

bark at them and hold them spell bound
till they are shot sitting in a tree at some
fifteen yards. This is "impossible'' sport

to any true sportsman and only the man
who is thinking of pecuniary gain will

countenance it.

One Week's Partridge Shoot (Two Guns.)



A Fight To The Death

liY VINCENT E. CKOSS.

w E tr>' our luck to-morrow,"

Rene prophesied, as he

wound the battered alarm
clock and painstakingly set-

ting the alarm, rolled into his bunk and
was soon wafted away into the sound
sleep of the man who has lived all his

life in the open. Sleep did not come so

easily to me however. For hours I lay

awake, going over in my thoughts every

detail of my new surroundings.

This was an altogether new experience

for me. True, I had been born in the

country and I belonged here as much as

any of my kind, but while in my teens

the lure and fascination of the city had
called me and 1 had heeded the summons
and gone out into the world to take up
the great battle of fighting my way to

fortune. This fact explained the reason

of my coming back, for after years of

work and the wear and tear of the ever

changing life in the city I began to feel

the strain, and the need of a prolonged

rest. As a result I wrote my old friend

and school-mate, Rene Du Lac, and re-

ceived an invitation to pay him a visit.

After settling my business affairs as

speedily as possible I once more turned

my face toward my native land and here

in this little cabin on the shores of Bear
Lake, in northern New Brunswick, I had
come in quest of health and enjoyment.
prepared to stay as long as the hospitali-

ty of my friend warranted or until I grew
tired of the wild open life of the woods.

At last I must have fallen asleep for,

as it seemed to me, about twenty minutes

later, I was awakened by Rene who was
vigorously shaking me by the shoulder.

'"By Gar, I think you dead sure", he mut-
tered as I sat up and rubbed the sleep

from my eyes, blinking at the smoky
lamp.

Rene was soon busy prepairing the

early breakfast, after eating which we
made ready for our journey.

I must admit it was with a sense of

pride that I possessed myself of my new
rifle, a Winchester Special of thirty-thir-

t}' calibre. My compaion selected his

favorite gun, a Savage, a deadly weapon
with its short barrel and powerful am-
munition, and throwing it through the

bend of his elbow he stepped through the

door into the darkness of the early morn-
ing. I followed and, swinging the canoe
over our heads, together we started for

the lake.

It was not until I was seated in the

bottom of the canoe which my companion
was sending over the smooth surface of

the water with his long, powerful
strokes, that I could appreciate my sur-

roundings.

The little lake, long and narrow, set in

a cleft of the deep forest, led off in a pale

pathway of light in the glare of the full

October moon, which was slowly sink-

ing below the hills of impenetrable black-

ness that rose on either side and cast

their dark shadows on the .glassy surface

of the lake.

Everything was as still as death save

for the dip, dip of the paddle as we glid-

ed swiftl)^ through the shades, keeping
close to the .'^hore where the gloom was
blackest.

^^'e soon came to a small outlet wind-
in.g its way through the hills down which
our canoe glided like a spectre in the dark.

Here the deeper forests gave place to the

lighter foliage of the beech and maple,

with a tangle of undergrowth skirting

the shores. Presently we emerged into

a smaller lake, its water lying still and
unbroken and here, rounding a sandy
point, we landed and pulled the canoe
out upon the sand and noiselessly con-

cealed it amongst the tangle of the under-
brush. As we started oft' rifles in hand
not a word was spoken. We made our

way alon.g the shore and turned on an
old log road whicn led oft" through silent

forests.

Just as the gray streaks of dawn ap-

peared in the east we came to a small

clear space and Rene, selecting a large

birch tree, with his sheath knife, slit a

piece of bark from its trunk and. with-

out a word, pointed to a huge spruce

which stood on the ed,ge of the clearing
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and together we made our way thither

and concealed ourselves beneath its pro-

tecting branches, which 'hung down from
the trunk on all sides, forming a rude
roof and reaching down to the ground,
through which we could see without be-

ing seen. I watched my companion as

he rolled the bark into a cone and. plac-

ing it to his mouth, sent forth one of

those harsh, wild, yet appealing calls, a

correct imitation of a cow moose call-

ing for its mate. Again and again he
called and then we listened, straining our
ears to catch the slightest sound. At last

there drifted to us on the light morning
breeze the faint rise and fall of an answer-
ing call. My compaion called now at

regular intervals but he received no
answer and after waiting what seemed
to me an unreasonably long time I began
to think his calling had been in vain.

Presently, as cautiously and noiselessly

as had been his coming, there stepped out

into full view, not a 'hundred feet awa}',

a magnificent young bull, not overly

large, but a powerful looking creature

with formidable antlers and high muscu-
lar shoulders, .\fter advancing a few-

steps into the open he stopped and gazed
about him with an air of mild curiosity,

then thrusting his huge head forward he
sent forth a loud rasping defiance to all

who might be within hearing. I waited,

breathless. It seemed to be an exertion

for me to breathe. Rene was in the act

of raising his rifle, when suddenly from
the direction of the lake there came an
answering call followed by a terrific

crashing of the undergrowth. "Xow
we'll see something to remember?" Rene
muttered as we waited, our eyes on the

voung bull, who was tearing the earth

with long ])owerful strokes of his sharp

hoofs, at the same time snorting and
blowing in angry defiance.

By this time the crashing had ceased

and save for the angry demonstrations of

the young bull everything was quiet,

.suddenly without any warning there

broke through the bushes on the oppo-
site side of the clearing a second visitor,

much larger and more powerful looking

than the first. We could see at a glance

that he had come on a mission of con-

quest and as he advanced, shaking his

enourmous head, his little eyes glowed
green with rage. \\'hatever the other

lacked in strength and size, however, he

made up for in courage. Advancing a

few steps he stood waiting his adver-

sary's attack. The larger bull was cau-

tious; many years of conquest had taught

him to proceed with care. In his en-

deavor to find an opening he had formed
almost a complete circle round the other

who never for a moment ceased to fol-

low every movement of the larger bull

but watched for a chance to get at close

quarters. Suddenly with an awful snort

the younger bull reared high on his

haunches and struck at his opponent
with his sharp front 'hoofs. The old war-

rior was not to be caught so easily.

Jumping to one side with an agility one
would think impossible in such a clums}'

creature he rushed head down with a

force that would have carried the other

off his feet had he not turned in time to

receive him. The crash as they came to-

gether w-as like the noise made when a

huge tree falls. How the}' shoved and
rushed, sometimes one and then the oth-

er gaining ground. The young bull was
fighting against terrible odds ; the great-

er weight of his opponent sometimes
bore him to his knees but he would al-

ways recover in time to save himself.

Xow with a sudden twist of his head he

disentangled his antlers and rearing high

he struck the other a glancing blow on
the shoulders which opened a deep gash
from which the blood flowed. This had
the eflfect of maddening his opponent be-

yond all caution and backing away a few
steps, his little eyes blinking viciously,

the older bull rushed against the younger
with tremendous force and carried him
to his knees, failing however to follow

up this advantage so that when the

strain slackened the other rose. Then
back and forth they fought until their

nostrils were distended and their sides

heaved with the exertion. The ground
was torn u]) in all directions, the place

looked like a shambles, and still they

struggled. Backing away they eyed

each other vindictively, then with heads

down they met and both were carried to

their knees by the terrific impact. When
thev rose the larger bull started to rear
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but he seemed to cliange his mind and
an exclamation from Rene made me turn

inquiringly. "It's all over now, he in-

formed me, "they will never fight again.''

"Going to put an end to it?"' I asked,

throwing the lever of my rifle.

"They have put an end to it them-
selves," was the reply, "the}' have locked
horns."'

I looked at the two huge beasts, now
standing quiet with heads down, and I

understood what my companion meant.
In their mad etTorts to destroy each other

they had by chance forced their antlers

together in such a way that they could
not be released and each was the other's

prisoner. As I looked they appeared to

realize their predicament. It seemed a

shame that two such magnificent speci-

mens of God's handiwork should be
doomed to such a fate. We were there

of course to put an end to the doomed
lives of these particular two but just as

these two had met sureh' others had and
would again and be doomed to die as

these might have died had we not been
there to dispatch them. With two wen
directed bullets we brought the con-

testants down and it was not until we
had romoved the hide and severed the

heads that we were able to separate the

blocked antlers.

The older bull proved to be the largest

brought in that season but with all the

glory that was ours I could not forget

that awful fight to the death.

An Old Colt Revolver

BY A LOVER OP COLT'S.

BEFORE me as I write lies an old

thirty-six calibre Cap and Ball re-

volver of a model which dates back
to the forties and which has seen

constant service both in the Texan war
with Mexico and in the late Civil War.
It is now in almost perfect condition and
a marvel of accuracy. The shape of

this weapon is extremely beautiful—

a

great contrast to some cumbersome and
ugly arms on the modern market.

Perhaps a detailed description might
not be amiss and might be of interest to

the readers, wherefore the same follow-

eth, "exhaustive and complete" as the

catalogue hath it.

The 'heavy octagon barrel is seven and
a half inches long and is equipped with a

small bead like front sight. The ramrod
attachment lies close to the barrel and
adds greatly to the fine balance of the

arm. On the barrel is stamjied the world-
famed inscription "Address Col. Sam'l.

Colt, New York. L'.S.. America.'" a clever

and a paying advertisement, by the way.
The chamber which is unfluted is six-

chambered and is highly engraved with
the naval battle of 1843 between the Mex-
ican and American fleets and is inscribed

"Engaged May 16, 1843."

It might be interesting to know that

"Col. Sam'l." had this little naval scene
engraved in honor of his friend Commo-
dore Moore who commanded the Ameri-
can fleet in this engagement.

The guard and brass straps of this re-

volver are of a most beautiful German
silver finish, which adds greatly to the

beauty of arm, vvhile the stock, which is

of the finest walnut with a splendid finish

is of a beautiful shape which fits natural-

ly to the hand and gives a full grip.—

a

great contrast to the ridiculous little

handles on modern pocket revolvers.

It would interest me to hear throug'h

the columns of this magazine from any-

one who owns a similar revolver.



The Diary Of A Hunting Trip In Addington

County, Ontario

BY J. W. MORDEN

iiD lARIES" of hunting trips are

not always of interest to the

general public, but by the ma-
jority of the readers of Rod

and Gun, I think they are enjoyed. It

is considered not to be a wise thing al-

ways for a married man, unaccompanied,
b)' his wife, to keep a record of his pe-

rergrinations, but the average hunter
can be trusted, particularly when going
among a people who lead "the simple
life." My outing last year was not all

sunshine. What promised to be one of

the most enjoyable of our many hunts
ended in an accident which befell one of

our party.

Friday morning, October twenty-six
last, found me starting on my seventh an-

nual trip to the upper part of Addington
County, and as I trundled along over the

line of the C. P. R. a recent publication

by Edgar A. Guest came to my mind

—

I 'm going away from the noise and smoke,

The rush and turmoil of the city life;

Where few men are flush and others broke,

Where no one borrows and keeps your knife.

I 'm going away to a spot I know-

Where men are different, and women too;

Where no one waits for ,a chance to blow,

And brag of the things he's going to do.

I 'm going away from the city grime,

Where no one knows what I ought to do;

Where no one can find the time.

To mind his own, and my business too.

Some comforts may be I '11 miss out there.

But while I bask in a sunny spot,

It's certain that I'll be free from care,

And the folks who know such a mighty lot.

At Sharbot Lake I was joined by mj^

old "college chum". Dr. Sparks of Kings-
ton. Both he and myself developed the

shooting instinct early in life \yhile try-

ing to exterminate ground 'hogs and wild
pigeons on our fathers' farms, and this

annual reunion brings up old reminis-
cences of boyhood, which bear repeat-
ing every year. The doctor, always pos-
sessing the greater nerve, was the first

to take to "dear" hunting, and not infre-

quently in those days could be found on
runways along the side lines in East and
West Flamboro well on in the evenings.
I cultivated the habit later.

Arriving at Lavant Station at four-

thirtj- p.m. we transferred our baggage
to a stage in waiting, and with our two
deer hounds and two bird dogs, started

on a twenty-two mile drive to the village

of Plevna. The driver vouchsafed the
cheery information as darkness was com-
ing on, that he could travel as far in half

an hour in daylight on that road, as he
could in an 'hour after dark. This re-

minded me of the saying of an old set-

tler on one of our former visits, that "the
worst of that countrv was. the moon
never shined on a dark night". We ar-

rived safely at nine-fifty, and after some

James Irvine, Pioneer and Captain of the Pleasant Valley
Hunt Club.
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Our Host, Thomas Irvine.

light refreshments, slept the sleep of the

just. Xext morning we were taken in

charge by St. Hubert Elkington, an en-

thusiastic hunter, and spent the day plea-

santly in the vicinity of Plevna, partridge
shooting.

Sunday morning found us in a small

quaint Episcopalian Church, where the

popular clergyman in charge, Rev. Glen
Lloyd, preached to a congregation num-
bering eighteen. The choir was com-
posed of six girls under fifteen years of

age, and the fres'hness and sweetness of

these native voices was very pleasing in-

deed. Mrs. Elkington, the leader, ac-

companied them very skillfully on a
small organ. In the evening we attend-

ed the Methodist Church, which was
tastily decorated, it being their Thanks-
giving service. The congregation here
numbered about fifty. The Rev. Mr.
Huyck, minister in charge, has eight oth-

er preaching appointments, covering an
area of fifty-two miles. When coming
out of church, I was approached by a

settler, who asked me if my name were
not Morden, saying he had seen my pic-

ture in the February number of Rod and
Gun, and had read the account of our
hunting trip with a good deal of interest.

—A testimonv to the fact that Rod and

Gun is read and enjoyed in rural districts

also.

Monday a.m. we were driven to Ven-
nachar, fifteen miles distant, by John
Douglas, a man with rings in his ears,

whose memory could not carry him back
to the time he settled in that country.
On the way we passed through a place

called Wensley. I doubt if it can be
found on the map, but it was considered
important enough to have a poll opened
there at the last Federal election. The
total vote cast was six, three Conserva-
tives and three Liberals. It cost thirty-

six dollars to open the poll, and judgin.g

from results the money might as well

have been saved. We had dinner at Ven-
nachar with Mr. and Mrs. Connors, who
keep the postoffice. If any of 3'our read-

ers should ever pass that way near meal
time, don't fail to sample Mrs. Connors"
home-made doughnuts. They are

worth the extra time spent.

In the afternoon, Mr. James Irvine,

who had kindly driven in for us, took us
on to his home, where a welcome by Mrs.
Irvine awaited us, and a fine supper wa-^

being prepared on an old "Xorthern
Farmer'' cook stove, a stove which had
done duty for the family for the past

thirt}' years, and not a crack in it was
visible.

On the afternoon of the next day, Mr.
Irvine drove us to the home of his broth-

er Thomas Irvine, which was our final

destination. This made a drive of forty-

nine miles all told, the part driven in da\-
light not being uninteresting or tedious.

All along the roadside lay an untold

number of boulders and rocks partly hid-

den by withered bush' and a brown drap-

ery of fallen leaves. The hills, and
twists and turns, and the beautiful au-

tumn tints in the trees, served to make
the trip very enjoyable. Additional in-

terest was lent to the drive from the fact

that every now and again a partridge

loomed up, at which we would get a shot,

and we were successful in pickin.g up
quite a number on the wa}'.

Our greeting by Mr. and Mrs. Irvine,

wliere we have made our headquarters
during the deer hunting season

for years. was as cordial as

ever. It was like getting home to
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us. The house, while prettily situated,

is shut off from the view of the main
road. There is a wild tangle of spruce

and cedar in the rear, and a beautiful out-

look over water and valley, with majestic

hills looming up in the distance, on
which may be seen rugged rocks and
towering dead pine trees. The spot is a

very picturesque one, and the C[uietness

of the place most impressive. It is truh-

named. Pleasant Valley.

Our club, which is known as the "Plea-

sant Valley Hunt Club" is composed of

James Irvine, who is looked up to as

captain. Dr. Sparks, secretary-treasurer.

\\ . H. Irvine and John Pettiford, guides.

Thomas Irvine and the writer, members
of the Cabinet without portfolio.

As the season opened the next dav,

Wednesday, we were on our watches
about seven o'clock. I was located on
Louse Creek, a tributary of Killpecker

Creek, which empties into Quinn Lake.

I had hardly got accustomed to my sur-

roundings before a nice doe came my
way. It was so sudden that my shot

went wild, but the deer continuing its

course down the bed of the creek, was
intercepted at the Lake by Dr. Sparks,

where it fell before his Lee Enfield. Our
afternoon chase was just as successful,

in fact more so for me. Before two
o'clock a large buck came bounding over
the same course. Profiting by my morn-
ing experience, I was prepared for his ar-

rival, and as 'he was passing put a bullet

in his neck which caused him within a

short distance to reel and tumble into the

water's edge. We were surprised as well

as delighted, with our luck.

Thursday and Friday were oflf days,

the dogs not getting a start. On the way
in from one of the watches on Friday,

we came across a man who was lost. He
was trying to find Bear Creek, which to

his surprise was within twenty-five

\'ards of him. The}- tell of a hunter get-

ting lost in that district, who found it

impossible to get his bearing. Bewilder-

ed, he put a couple of i>egs down in line

to find which way the sun was moving,
and after sighting over them, decided it

was going the wrong way. He then

took oflf his socks, turned them inside out,

and after putting them on again, walked

David Waddington's Cabin.

Straight out to the point at wliich 'he had
entered.

Saturday was again a lucky day for

the Doctor. He had scarcely .got his

boat on shore and field glass focussed
over Lake McEvoy, when he heard a

crackling in the bushes. It was a deer
to ihis left, plowing itself down a steep

incline, through a thicket to the water's

edge. As it came within speaking dis-

tance, the watcher hesitated to shoot
knowing unless the charge struck a vital

spot, he was taking some chances, so de-

cided to await its going into the water.

After taking a survey of the Lake and
seeing nothing, it glided into the water
like a propellor. She proved to be a
regular "side wheeler" as the Doctor dis-

covered before finally overtaking her.

Does, are much more shifty in the water
than bucks, therefore more difficult to

capture.

The end of the week found us with on-
ly one more deer for our party to get.

Sunday was exceptionally quiet. Not a

sound of any kind save the tinkling of a

cow bell was heard until four-thirty when
the report of a few shots, supposedly
fired by boys at partridges, fell upon our
ears. Sunday evening we were pleasant-

ly entertained at the home of one of our
party, Mr. Pettiford. The Pettiford 'home
is somewhat isolated, and wolves come
\erv near at times. Mrs. Pettiford, who
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Mr. Morden and Br. Sparks with the 200 Pound Buck.

is a brave woman, spends most of the

winter months alone while her husband
is away lumbering, and not unfrequently
fhe wolves come so near at night, she can
hear them snarling. A fine deer was
found on the ice near by last winter,

while yet warm, the wolves after killing

it, 'having left most of the carcase behind.
Wolves seldom stav long in one place,

but keep on the move, worrj'ing a deer to

death, then leaving it to pick up another.

They are very wily, never run in a beaten
path, and if on the road, keep to either

side of the track.

Monday proved to be our unlucky day.

Mr. Pettiford, who had been less fortun-

ate than the rest, not having got a shot

remarked as he started out with

the dogs that he hoped his luck

would come that day, when we would
have our full complement, viz : five deer.

The 'hounds were not long in getting

busy, and Mr. Pettiford thinking the

deer was heading for Quinn Lake, ar-

rived there in time to see it enter the wa-
ter. With rifle in hand, he jumped into a

boat on the shore in which lay a double
barreled shot gun loaded with buck shot.

He crossed the lake, and after succeeding
in heading ofT the deer, drew his rifle up
to shoot. In some unaccountable way.

one barrel of the gun was discharged
the whole charge of buck shot entering
the muscular part of his right arm be-

tween the elbow and shoulder, knocking
the rifle out of his hand into the water.

Seriously wounded as he was, he picked
up the shot gun and fired the other bar-

rel after the deer, which was then some
distance away, hitting it however, as was
evidenced by the blood on the ground
where it had made its escape into the

woods. \\'ith his left hand pulling first

one oar and then the other, the suffering

man succeeded in pulling himself to shore
in a heavy boat, a distance of about a

quarter of a mile, after which he walked
half a mile to the nearest house. The
party were all summoned from their

watches, and the family physician im-

mediately sent for. The doctor living

some twelve miles away, and there being
no telephone or telegraph communication,
about four 'hours elapsed before he arriv-

ed. It was decided at once, if there was
a possibility of saving the arm, it would
be necessarj' to remove him to Kingston
hospital. No time was lost, and at six-

thirty p.m. with darkness setting in, and
in the face of a pouring rain, a start was
made for Kaladar, the nearest station,

the young man lying on a stretcher in the

bottom of a democrat wagon. The dis-

tance was thirty-one miles over very
rough roads not any too safe to travel on
by day-lig'ht. His father-in-law and Dr.

Sparks accompanied him. The station

was reached at two a.m. Leaving Kala-
dar at three a.m. it was not until eight

a.m. that the train reached Kingston.
The doctors at the hospital, finding the

poor man in such a weakened condition

from fatigue and bleeding, decided to let

him rest for a time, but realized after

waiting twenty-four hours that as his

temperature was rising so rapidly it

would be necessary to perform an opera-

tion at once, and the arm was amputated
at the shoulder.

The fact of Mr. Pettiford's being a

young man; only thirty-four years of age,

with a splendid p'hysique and constitu-

tion, was .greatly in his favor. He at-

tached no blame to anyone for the acci-

dent, saying he had been brought up with

a gun in his hand, but in a moment of ex-
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citement had probably forgotten danger.

"Jack" Pettiford, as he is known and his

wife and three little children have the

s)'mpathy of a large circle of friends in

the Northern country. As has truly

been said:

—

Life's just a toss between pleasure and pain,

One minute sunshine, the nest minute rain;

Hope flies along, pursued by despair,

One minute pleasure, the next heavy care.

I remained behind a couple of days,

getting our things packed up and loaded,

and on Thursday noon with our deer,

dogs and a nice bunch of partridge start-

ed for home via Kaladar. On the way
out we passed the habitation of David
Waddington, a small cosy log cabin on
the roadside, with a clearing of a couple

of acres around. David, wbo is an
old settler, makes his livelihood by hunt-

ing and trapping. He grows his own to-

bacco and vegetables, and with bear meat
and a little venison in season, on the side,

manages to survive, and is quite content
with his lot. I secured a nice trophy
from Mr. Waddington this year, a bear
skin, the animal having been trapped by
himself in the woods, on the property of

Thomas Irvine. A few miles further on,

at the bead of Lake Massanoga, we came
to the summer residence of Mr. Leavens,
the genial post master of Belleville. Mr.
Leavens is an enthusiastic hunter, and in

the deer hunting season may always be
found with a few of his friends in his

cosy retreat, which is certainly a pictur-

esque spot. Lake Massanoga is a lovely

sheet of water, some miles in length, not

wide but immensely deep in places, with

for the most part, densely wooded shores.

The road runs parallel with the lake, and
as 3'ou travel along you are charmed by
the view of the calm water, and on the

opposite side with what is designated as

"The Gibralter of Canada." This great

stone mountain, nearly a mile in length,

hundreds of feet high, rising perpendicu-
larly out of the waters of the lake, is in a

manner awe inspiring, but withal im-

pressively beautiful. In its s'hadows

nestles what is called Bon Echo Inn, said

to be a popular summer hotel, though
known to comparatively few. If easier of

J. W. Morden and His 200 Pound Buck.

access and more in touch with civiliza-

tion, it should be a charming resort for

those who wish to get near to Nature.

Arriving at Cloyne in the evening, we
drove into a barn belonging to the stage

driver, where our game and dogs remain-

ed for the night. Cloyne is as far north

as the stage ventures on that road. Early
next morning after transferring our bag-

gage to the stage, and saying good-bye to

Mr. James Irvine, who had kindly driv-

en me out that far, I headed for the sta-

tion, a distance of sixteen miles. While
mail was being changed at a post office

called Northbrooke, I was approached by
a stately elderly gentleman, with rifle in

hand, who after scanning the game in the

wagon turned his eagle eye on me. An-
swering satisfactorily some interroga-

tions on his part, he vouchsafed the infor-

mation that 'he was a game warden. Be-
ing found "not guilty" I was allowed to

proceed, and about the noon hour sighted

Kaladar Station. After feeding and
checking the dogs, and expressing the one
deer to Dr. Sparks at Kingston, and the

other to Hamilton, I was ready for the

two-thirty west bound train when it ar-

rived. The closeness of the car was very
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noticeable after revelling so long in the

pure fresh air of the out door world.

I arrived home safely about eight-thir-

ty p.m. As I got off the train a friend re-

marked that he supposed I was "glad to

get back."" He had never been on a run-

way.
"Do you want to eat, sleep and enjoy

life as you did when a boy?" I asked.

"Then go on an outing such as the one

I am just returning from. Barring acci-

dents, which enter into all true sport.

there is really no diversion quite so

health giving or so lasting in its effects.

The rural simplicity, the freedom and the

natural attractions of the backwoods en-

chant and linger with you as the days go
marching on."

Xo "diary" is quite so interesting as

that kept b}'' old mother earth. You see

the writing on the rocks, on the sand, and
on the trees of the forest. It is a great

book and its pages are ever open that he
who runs mav read.

Turkey Hunting In Central Saskatchewan

The accompanying illustration repre-

sents a couple of days spent with the gun
in Central Saskatchewan. The top row
consists of four varieties of wild geese

:

the bottom row are "turkeys. " or sand

hill cranes. The sand hill crane is one

of the wildest and wariest of game birds

;

its habits are very similar to those of the

wild goose, with which it consorts. It

attains a weight of twelve pounds or more
and a wing spread of fully six feet. The
flesh of the vounger birds is most excel-

lent. This row of some twenty turkeys

was secured in one hours morning
shoot. The method of hunting is similar

to that used for the wild goose—a hide is

made in the unthreshed shocks of wheat,

or a straw-covered pit is used in the stub-

ble field, decoys are set out, and a "call"

is used. The hunters in this picture are

from the reader"s left to right—Mr. W. H.

Lee of Vonda, and Rev. A. W. Mcintosh,
^lessrs. H. M. Earle and .A. H. Shannon
of Saskatoon."

A Saskatchfwan Bag of Geese and "Turkeys.'



An Antelope Hunt In Alberta

BY P. N. GRAHAM.

WHEN travelling across Canada by
the Canadian Pacific Railway
from a hunting trip in Cassiar

some five years ago, it occurred
to me I would break the journey at Medi-
cine Hat and endeavor to add to my col-

lection of North American game a speci-

men or two of the pronghorn antelope
Antilocapra americana), for although
some years pre\'iously I had worked hard
to obtain one in Wyoming, I had not suc-

ceeded.

Pronghorn are seldom met with singly,

but go about in bands, and, whether rest-

ing or feeding, sentinels are invariably

posted. As far as my experience goes,

they are blessed with better long distance

vision than any other animal I 'have hunt-
ed. Probably this is owing to the fact

that they are dwellers of the plain, but I

have noticed that where much hunted
they are most frequently taken
near the edge of timber, such as

in the foothills of the rockies. A good
buck will weigh from one hundred pounds
to one hundred and ten pounds ; the meat
is the most excellent of the wild meats,
and a supper of roast antelope ribs by the
camp fire is a repast not to be forgotten.

The trans-continental east-bound train

deposited me at Medicine Hat at 6.30 a.m.

on Oct. 16, and after breakfast I lost no
time in calling on Mr. Bray the Canadian
Government inspector of cattle, and ex-

plaining my wants to him. He kindly
sent for one of his sons, who volunteered
to accompany me, and very excellent

company I found him ; a bright fellow,

equally useful with horses, rifle or fry pan.

We spent the day in getting together the

necessary bedding, cooking utensils, pro-

visions for two weeks, and arranging for

the hire of a pair of horses and light

wagon, his idea being to drive some forty

miles to a deserted cabin on the prairie to

the north-west of the town. This we
were to make our headquarters, and hunt
the surrounding country.

We decided to start on our drive early

next morning, but when the day came it

was too rough altogether, snowing hard,

with a high wind, so we deferred our de-

parture. I had, therefore to kick my
heels in the hotel all day, and kill time as

best I could, but met some of the genial

leading inhabitants, whom I found, Can-
adian-like, most enthusiastic about their

city.

The next day it was snowing and blow-

ing still harder. However, we decided to

make a start in the storm rather than face

another blank day in town. We got ofif

in good time, and fortunately, soon after

crossing the Saskatchewan River by the

ferry, the storm moderated, and it turned

out quite a fine day, though bitterly cold.

\A^e drove till 3.30, when we left the trail,

and made across the prairie to inquire at

a ranch for directions to the cabin we
were seeking. Bray not being sure of his

w*hereabouts. We were told it was five

miles away and in a basin in the prairie;

but at five o'clock we had not found it,

and were getting desperately cold and
hungry, having only taken a few sweet
biscuits for lunch and having nothin.g to

drink. We therefore made our way back
to the ranch, where we arrived at 7 p.m.,

and were gladdened by the sight of its

lights and thoughts of supper, as it was
now quite dark, freezing Jiard, and we iiad

been driving for hours aimlessly over the

prairie and of? any trail. At one time it

looked like our spending the night out in

the open, and for this I was not prepared,
having only a light covert coat and no
prospect of fuel or water for ourselves or
horses. They, poor beasts, were dead
tired, to say nothing of ourselves.

A\'e were hospita'bly received by the

rancher and his wife, and by the time the

horses were unharnessed and in the stab-

les and fed we were informed that supper
was ready. We required no second bidding
to the feast, and after a chat and smoke
turned in early. It was a desperately cold

night, clear and frosty. The copious sup-
ply of flies on the ceiling of our room soon
got reduced by the cold, and I felt them
falling on me. Once I got up, struck a
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Reginald Bray and Antelopes.

match, and found my host's fur coat

hanging on a peg. This I put over me
and returned, to sleep the sleep of the

just. Breakfast next morning was ready

at daybreak or a little sooner, and Bray
and I got off quickly, after thanking our

host and hostess for their hospitality and
getting particular directions of the cabin.

Our host seemed much impressed on
hearing, in answer to his enquiry as to

where I hailed from, that I had come from
near London to shoot antelope. He at

first thought I meant London, Ontario,

and thought that an extraordinary dis-

tance, but when he learned that it was
from London, England, he looked unut-

terable things and evidently thought mine
a hopeless case.

A drive ot a couple of hours or less

brought us to our destination. This I

found, as described by Bray, to be a de-

serted cabin, except for mice, on the

slope of a hollow in the prairie, a spring

of somewhat doubtful water, infested

with vigorous wrigglers, being about
eighty to one hundred yards still further

lower down and immediately opposite

the door of the hut. The furniture con-

sisted of a good stove, two chairs, a table,

and a wire mattress supported at the cor-

ners on four wooden boxes. The first

thing to do after unharnessing, tethering,

and feeding the horses was to sweep out
the dirty cabin with a broom I had
thou,ghtfully provided, and we then got

our beds made and stores carried in and
^towed away. The process greatly 'dis-

turbed the mice, but we had the satisfac-

tion of considerably reducing their num-
bers. Firewood for the stove seemed a

problem, as apparently there was not a

tree within miles, but a few poplar rails

off a dilapidated fence solved this. Early
in the afternoon we started off on foot to

some slightly higher ground, where we
obtained a good view of the prairie, and to

the south could see the Cypress Hills.

We only sighted one solitary antelope; it

was a long wa\' off and trotting quietly

towards a hollow which probably con-

tained water. Suddenly he stopped on
some slight eminence, stared hard in our
direction for a few seconds, then turned

and made off towards the north-east,

whence he had come. \\'e decided to go
in that direction ourselves the next da}',

and take the wagon, and so make a long

round.- At supper that night we found

that our bread, meat, bacon and potatoes

had got rather frozen the previous day,

and every drop of water had to be boiled.

Even then it added a peculiar flavor to

the tea. The mice were rather disturbing

to our rest that nig^ht, for they scampered
about in all directions, and quite fre-

quently over O'.ir bed. Next morning was
dull, but not so cold, although my sponge

was frozen and the water pails had a thin

coating of ice over them. It was not sur-

prising to find that the horses, with only

blankets to shelter them, had broken

loose from their pickets during the night

and strayed away. \\'hile Bray was
cooking breakfast I went after them, and

had no difliculty in finding and bringing

them in, thereby raising a healthy appe-

tite. After driving for a while towards

the north-east we sighted a band of about

fifteen antelone, some distance off, and on

almost absolutely level ground, with no

hollows or cover of any sort to help us to

approach them, except for very slight un-

dulations and tiny mounds. We unhar-

nessed the horses and tied them to the

was:on, round about which lav several
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^Id buffalo skulls with the horns still on.

We then began our stalk. Creeping for

some hundreds of yards, snake-like,

through the grass, and pushing the rifle

a few inches ahead, I soon found became
tiring and irksome, especially-as there was
a species of dwarf cactus with prickl}

needles growing in frequent patches. \\ e

scarcely dared to raise our 'heads to see if

we were going in the right direction, but

eventually got up within about two hun
dred yards, when the antelope saw us anil

went bounding off in a bunch, a goo'd

sized 'buck bringing up the rear. To him
I devoted my attention, and had the satis-

faction of seeing him collapse after run-

ning some distance. On getting up to

him I found he was stone dead and the

head a good one. This was an excellent

start, and the stalk was a success, consid-

ering there was not much cover. Bray
went back for the wagon and horses. We
then loaded up, lunched and drove back to

the hut, keeping a look-out on the way,
but failed to see any more.

The rest of the afternoon was spent in

?kinning and dressing the meat and pre-

paring the head. This I undertook, and
dusk found the job still uncompleted. In-

deed it was ten o'clock the next morning
before the skull was cleaned and the

scalp hanging up to dry in the sun and
wind, and I regretted having to stop and
do it 'on such a fine 'hunting morning, but

as it happened it was fortunate I did so,

for otherwise I should have missed one of

the greatest pieces of good fortune that

ever fell to the hunter.

We had decided to take an early lunch
and then a long drive in a different direc-

tion to that which we took yesterday.

Bray was cooking and I was embarking
on a much-needed shave, in fact had coat

and vest off anrl face lathered, when, on
looking out of the little window, I saw to

my surprise and joy, a small band of an-

telone, walking sedately towards the

cabin and the water spring. I imagine
.>:ome of the other springs in the neighbor-

hood were frozen that morning, and that

the animals knew that this one, in its

s'heltered position, would be open. Call-

ing Bray's attention to them, I cautiously

turned the door handle and opened it an
inch, then got the soap off my face and
snatched the rifle from its coveT, and was

ready for them. They seemed entirely to

ignore the presence of the old shanty or

to be aware of any danger. It was extra-

ordinary that their sharp noses had not

detected the smell of the fire and cooking

and that they had not noticed the horses.

Jus't as the leading buck reached the

spring I opened the door wide, knelt down
and had the easiest shot in my life, firing

down 'hill and at a range of not more than

eighty yards. He fell dead, and I then

selected what appeared to be tlie

next best buck, the third in the little pro-

cession. This one I also secured eventu-

ally, but not until he had gone some dis-

tance and several cartridges had been ex-

pended. The remainder were now in the

full run. But in the meantime Bray had
not been i'dle. W'hilst I was kneeling and
shooting he was standing behind and
shooting over my head, and thus secured

two bucks on his own account. I had

now got all I was entitled to and all I

wanted. Two of the three heads were
quite goo'd ones, and the third up to the

a\'erage. We 'had a busy afternoon

bringing up the carcases and carefully

dressing them. The next day was spent

in cleaning and drying heads and scalps

and putting things to.gether for the jour-

ney to town. Thus ended a short but

sweet hunt, which I thoroughly enjoyed,

and not the least part of the satisfaction

was the knowledge that every bit of the

good meat would be utilized and none
wasted. A couple of days later I had
wished Bray good-ljye, and was once
more on the train homeward 'bound.

—

From the London Field.

i

George H. Bradbury, M.P., for Selkirk,

has been taking up with the minister of

marine and fisheries the question of

fish hatcheries on Lake Winnipeg. The
principal ''hatchery on the lake at present

is set at the mouth of Berens river.

Mr. Bradbury has been discussing with

the minister and officials the wisdom of

moving it to the mouth of the little Sas-

katchewan river which is the natural

ground of the white fish. This year the

'big hatchery at Berens river has been idle,

while if it had been located at the mouth
of the little Saskatchewan river it would
have been invaluable to the fisheries.



Ontario's Game and Fishery Laws, 1911.

Part II. Game.

g. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make regulations :

b. Forbidding the hunting, shooting or sale of any migratory game which

may at any time be in danger of extinction, for the same period and in

the same manner as the same is at any timeforbidden in any two or more

of the United States of America, one of such states being Ne-w York,

Pennsylvania or Michigan.

Mr. Alfred Hunter, one of Ontario's two Game Inspectors, ''recommends the prohib-

ition of the sale of wild ducks for three years."

Extract from last report made by Ontario's Superi?itc>ide?it of Fish and Game, Mr.
Edwin Tinslev.

Game Conservation Department
EDITED BY FRANK HYDE

Ontario's Time For Action

IT
must be admitted by all good sports-

men that the government of Ontario,

while, to some apparently dilatory of

movement, have 'been awaiting the

present opportunity for the putting into

active legislation a similar enactment to

that passed by New York State last June
for the adequate protection of America's

native wild game. The fact of one of

Ontario's two game inspectors having

recommended the three-year—a techni-

cal period—prohibition of the sale of

wild ducks, is ample proof that our

Provincial authorities are fully appreci-

ative of the urgent need of steps to pre-

serve this branch of our native migra-

tory wild fowl as shown in the reserva-

tion they have made and embodied in

their game laws permitting a prohibiting-

sale order-in-council to be passed, when
any two or more of the United States of

America, of which New York must be

one, have enacted a law against the sale

of migratory game, which they are satis-

fied stands in danger of extinction. Con-
fining our direct concern to the great-

est of all the whole family of migratory

native wild game, the duck species, we
have contributing to their depletion a

train of circumstances and conditions,

natural and man-made, aside from the

animal and bird enemies that have in

the past and will continue to each year

take their toll, principally throughout
the breeding grounds, and the inev-

itable and inexorable contraction of

breeding area that yearly takes place be-

fore the press of human occupation and
tilling of virgin soil. At the present

time the extent of territory throughout
which breeding is done is approximately
two-thirds that of but a few years ago.

To-day it is practically encompassed by
a line drawn east from the Rockies
through the northern parts of Alberta

and Saskatchewan nearly to Hudson's
Bay, south through the counties of

Rainy River and part of Thunder
Bay in the Province of Ontario,

passing west out of Canada through the

north section of Minnesota, taking in

half of North Dakota, and a small dis-

trict of Montana in the United States,

where at one time this same line dipped

south to Indiania, Illinois, Iowa, and
South Dakota. Those ducks that inhabit

the Pacific Coast and breed in Canada
up to Alaska, west of the Rocky Moun-
tains while existing in little dread of

extirpation from natural causes are a

matter of interest mainly to the far

Western portion of the continent. With
the natural and rapid influx of popula-

tion into those provinces that now afford

wild ducks their only "paradise," has

gone the psual ratio of shooters and un-
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Iji remarking on the Legislation of that cotmtry as being one of a markedly

progressive nature in game protection makes this statemetit.

' ^ The marketing of dead game 7vas still further restricted through the adoption

by \eio York of a measure closing its markets to all but a few foreign species and
game raised in captivity ; this was the most important step taken in this direction

since Missouri, by similar latvs passed in igo^ and igog, closed the markets of St.

Louis and Kansas Citv.

fortunately every known method of des-

truction from the pump or repeating

shot gun dowTi to the waste of dead left

ungathered over the slews after a shoot
far past the prohibited hour of sundown.
With this aspect of the situation in full

view, the present law permitting the

marketing of wild ducks, the augmenting
of the ranks of the market shooter with
his development of pump-gun avarice

and ingenious methods and devices for

pot work there can be little wonder at

the alarm over the ultimate destruction

or small occasion for surprise at the

growing sentiment being aroused against

the continuance of licenses that time has
shown some men so absolutely uii

worthy of. It is inconceivable, although
some claim it to be so, that the prohi-

bition of the sale of wild ducks and the

disco'ntinued use of the pump or repeat-

ing shot guns, can have been retarded by
the co-operative influence of the pump
gun, cartridge and ammunition manu-
facturers and the mercenary market
shooters of our land. Let me state some
facts and figures bearing most obviously
on the contention that these parties find

it undoubtedly profitable to expend their

efforts to continue the practices all our
better and true sportsmen are indignant
over and waging inevitably successful

war against.

In 1910 the output of pump or repeat-

ing shot guns from the factories of Am-
erica's largest manufacturers was close

to one hundred thousand while in that

same year there were sold by four com-
panies alone, seven hundred and seven-

ty-five million shot gun shells, two-

thirds of which were shot away on game
on this continent. What do these "mat-
ter-of-business" concerns care for tiie fu-

ture supply of game so long as "trade"
is good to-day? They, with the market
shooters, should have no place in the
economic construction of a land peopled
with a moral and respecting citizenship.
Every Province in Canada has legislated
against the use of the automatic shot
gun, and Prince Edward Island has been
the first to this year move against, by
banning the pump arm. Those interest-

ed in the game life, native to this contin-
ent, throughout the United States, began
a vigorous campaign against this form
of shot gun which they recognize as
unworthy of any sportsman and as fully

accountable for the thinned stock of
game as any other uncontrolled prac-
tice. Xot only has the State of New
York legislated for the prohibition of the
sale of all species of native wild game
but seventeen other units of the Repub-
lic across our international boundary
have practicable laws enforcing the abso-
lute non sale of dead American wild
fowl. In eight other divisions of the Un-
ion laws now exist against the sale of
most native game while in these senti-

ment is fast pressing for the stoppage in

entirety of all traffic in birds and animals
listed as game. Throughout those re-

maining parts of the United confederacy,
yet insufficiently touched by the spirit of

fair sport, is being carried by the legion
friends of wild life, an uncompromising
and ultimately successfully campaign for

the timely salvation of our whole cata-
logue of feathered and furred wild game.
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All that is asked of the sportsman, the real

huntsman who is worthy of the name, is

that he gives earnest thought to the only

object of game conservation, which is

but, and no more, the maintenance of a

normal number of game birds, and ani-

mals having this vast continent the land

of their nativity. To Canada's credit

stands the almost total prohibition of

Spring wild fowl shooting: the illegaliz-

ing of the automatic shot gun : the short-

ening of the open seasons for practically

all game shooting ; restrictive measures
on many shameful methods of taking
game; the closing for a term of years the

open seasons on such game migratory
and non-migratory, that exhibited a fall-

ing off in numbers, and also ma'king it

a.gainst the law to sell manv snecies in

danger of extinction; the establishing of

national parks for the propagation and
protection of wild life; the observance of

no shooting on Sundays ; the limiting of

the gauge of guns ; the governing of the

types of boats used for duck shooting
and the proper regulating of the exDorta-
tion of game from the Dominion. Under
the separate jurisdiction of each Prov-
ince a fairly uniform, adaptability con-

sidered, set of game laws has been insti-

tuted. The wisdom that prompted our
law makers to jilace the automatic shot

gun outside the realm of good sport

should now be evoked to stamp out the

iniciuity consequent upon the past tise

of the equally disgraceful pump or re-

peating fowling piece. Its employment
a few more years means extermination
of the finest game birds that Providence
has given as a splendid heritage. In tlie

words of that great champion of wild

life protection, \\'illiam T. Hornaday,
there is an appeal to the conscience of

all true sportsmen. "The wild life of

to-day is not wholly ours, to dispose of

as we please. It lias been given to us in

trust. \\'e must accotmt for it to thoi^c

who come after us and audit our
records."

Are you desirous of remaining inac-

tive in this movement to conserve our
wild ducks for the sport of the future as

well as that of to-day or are you going
to res]3ond to the dictates of a loyal

sportsman's inherent love of fair jiiav

and with the outlook of a broad minded

citizen put forever from our social fabric

that superfluous member the market
shooter, who lives in the shame of a rob-

ber of posterity. Two measures to ac-

complish this are necessary ; Ontario.
Canada and the United States must stop

the sale of wild ducks and legislate

against the further employment of the

re;3eating or pump shot guns in the cer-

tain and early extinction of our indigen-

ous wild fowl. The wild life of Canada
is a national asset worth the personal ef-

fort of every honorable citizen in main-
taining, and in this appeal to Ontario's

soortsmeri'let this fact be seriously con-
sidered that e\ery law-making body on
this continent is ([uick to act in the pres-

ervation of any public asset as soon as it

is thoroughly assured that a great major-
ity of the neo'ile desire it. Every sports-

man in this Province will greatly assist

in the cause of conservation by address-

ing a personal letter to this department
expressing fully his views on this sub-

ject uppermost to-da}' in the mind of

every thinking and conscientious sports-

man over .America.^ Reiuember these

concrete facts:

Already seventy-five per cent, of our
wild ducks have been destroyed.

If market gunning and the sale of

game continues ten years longer all our

water fowl will be swept away.

There is to-day in this Province no
demand except by the "rich, high livers"

for wild game as a food. Do you believe

that the laws of this Province should be

made for that class of undesirable citi-

zens, the pot hunting market shooter?

Are a few hundred market gunners
going to arrogantly dictate our game leg-

islation?

\\"here are those thousands of Ontario

sportsmen who will soon have no use

for their ethical double-barreled shot

guns? Will they not by raising their

voices, aid in bringing" about one of the

most comprehensive blessings ever en-

acted into law for the rightful preserva-

tion of our supply of the finest of game
birds, the wild duck?

Eighteen of the United States of .\m-

erica now [irohibit the sale of wild

ducks, wlien will Ontario join this honor
roll?
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M. R, M. Qii.irn. , A. Bishop, \V, J. Tovh and Their Kootenaj" Mixed Bag.

A Kootenay Mixed Bag

As a fine sample of a mixed bag, tlie

accompanying photograph from
Xelson. B.C., is submitted. It

represents the "opening of the sea-

son" slioot of three well known Xelson
sportsmen, ]\Ir. R. McOuarrie, A. Bishop,
and W. J. Toye, and also illustrates one
of the charms of life in the \\'est Koote-
nay, the overlapping of the fishing and
fowling seasons.

'Messrs. McQuarrie, Bishop and Toye
left the city on September first

in a launch, and on the third

day were back with three Cana-
da .geese, three ducks, ten grouse, one
cock-o'-the-\voods (the giant woodpeck-
er), four Kootenay lake trout (colloqu-

ially called salmon), about twenty rain-

bow trout, and a rabbit. The Kootenay
lake trout, Salmo Kootenai Kamloops,
were taken with the troll, and the rain-

bow trout witli the fly.

Of cour.-e this is not'an extraordinarilv

large bag. Individual sportsmen who
went to the Kootena}- Flats later on

—

the Big Slough, as that twenty mile

stretch of shaHow water is called

—

brought into the city as many as ninety
ducks, for a few days' sport. On the

whole, 'however, this bag still has its

points. To anyone who knows the
Kootenay Lake trout a single specimen
of that species is proof of some sport.

Apropos of this bag being secured on a

little launch trip, Xelson has a fleet of

one hundred and twenty-five motor
boats. The West Kootenay, with its

three magnificent lake systems, is an
angler's and fowler's paradise. As Xel-
son is on the Crows Xest Pass route, and
has eig^ht rail and steamer routes to var-

ious points in the territory, the angler or

fowler on tour is assured of sport if he
bends his course to British Columbia's
lake region.



A Few Days With The Black Brent In B. C.

BY J. B. BELL.

IT
was along toward the middle of

March that G. met me one day and
after the preliminary exchange of

® shooting anecdotes asked me what I

thought of a few days' brent shooting
down at Sooke Bay.

G. and I had s'hot together for several
seasons and were not only slaves to the
fascinating sport but there also existed
a kind of rivalry between us and on our
many expeditions we each sought sur-
reptitiously to wipe the other's eye if pos-
sible.

As it was just about the time of year
when the weather is fine and the birds
plentiful I decided to accept the invita-
tion. G. suggested that we should start
next day at da^vn as we had a twenty-five
mile drive before us so I accordingly set
to work making preparations at once,
much to the delight of my Irish setter,

"Snoozer" who actually stood up on his
hind legs with satisfaction when he saw
me running a rag through my gun and
thrusting sweaters, shells and all the rest
of the paraphernalia which goes to make
up a few days' shoot into the spacious in-

tervals of my shooting bag.

G. called for me punctually next morn-
ing as the first roseate hues of the rising
sun suffused, as wi'th a crimson flood, the
snow clad slopes of Mt. Baker. Never
shall I forget that morning as we drove
off through the crisp morning air which
sent the blood pulsating through the
veins—the old horse pulling the miles
down in great shape and the dogs running
alongside in joyful anticipation.

We soon left the city behind us and
were presently bowling along the coun-
try road between the stubble, where ev-
ery once in a while the dogs would flush

some conceited old cock pheasant, wtio
would betake himself to the tall timber
with much cackling and beating of wings
at being so unceremoniously disturbed at
his morning meal. However the season be-
ing out we paid but little attention to

their antics.

At the expiration of a three hours'
drive we eventuallv arrived at the old

tumble down homestead at the head of

the Inlet, christened "The Grousenest."
Here, after making the old 'horse com-

fortable, we proceeded to load the canoe
with sacks of hay, blankets, decoys, etc.

and were presently on the second and last

stage of our journey which would bring
us, after a six mile paddle, to our destin-
ation and scene of operations—a long
sand spit stretching across the mouth of

the Sooke Inlet.

As we slipped along over the even sur-
face of the Inlet, from time to time we
would see strings of brent flying in search
of feeding grounds and we frequently
heard the cackling of others even when
we could not see them

;
great long necked

loons flew boldly over us as if knowing
that no powder would be wasted on their

oily carcasses; while over our heads high
in the air a couple of bald headed eagles
poised motionless as if suspended from
the clouds.

And now we were at the spit and as we
grated on the sand, out sprung the dogs,
eager for the fray and we after them ; out
came guns, decoys, hay sacks, blankets
and the rest of the necessary junk, all of

which we quickly installed in the old

fisherman's shack which was to serve as a

home for the ensuing days. It prov-
ed to be a typical old hermit's abode. It

had a couple of coal-oil tins where the
stove should have been. This defect

however was redeemed by a couple of

wooden bunks which when we had
spread hay in them, made splendid sub-

stitutes for spring feeds and in which we
subsequently slept like tops while we
were there. After a good square meal we
lit our pipes and lounging in our bunks
whiled away the time resurrecting remin-
iscences of shooting trips we had made
and shooting them all over again.

\\'ith the first blink of daybreak we
were up and in our blinds which were
about a 'hundred _yards apart and made
out of driftwood, of which there was a

regular layer all along the top of the spit.

\\'e had set out the decoys midway be-

tween the two blinds and on the inside of
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the spit where the water was cahn and
where it would be a natural place for

birds to be feeding. This we considered
preferable to setting them outside where
any wind produced a slight surf whic'h

has a nasty knack of turning the decoys
upside down and making them look like

dead ones.

For the benefit of those who have never
been fortunate enough to participate in a

brent shoot, I might here premise that

the success depends almost entirely on
the tide. Brent feed on what is common-
ly known as eel grass—a long green weed
which grows up from the bottom, ^^"hen

the tide is low or nearly so the tops of

this weed are on the surface. It is at this

stage that the brent are able to obtain it

and it is therefore advisable to be on the

feeding ground and ready for them any
time after the tide begins to ebb. As soon
as the tide turns and rising begins to put
them oS their feed, they are usually of?

to their roosting grounds, which may be
anywhere within a radius of five or ten

miles.

A\'e had not been long sitting in our
blinds when, straining my eyes out over
the straits I thought I could faintly dis-

cern a dark line against the horizon. I

called to G. who picked them up with his

glasses and declared them to be either

surf-scooters or brent and also informed
me that they were coming low with full

speed ahead—as they loomed up closer,

we recognized them for what they were

—

black brent—and coming dead on at a

low elevation. As they neared the spit

they saw the decoys and executed a cou-
ple of snipe-like swoops which brought
them still lower and then—over they
came, cackling and chattering midway
between the two blinds. It was a moment
to be remembered. I stood up in my blind

and as they passed abreast of me, the

rising sun glinting on their sleek bodies

and shining necks, I fired a quick right

and left into them with my twelve bore
and quickly seizing my eight I managed
to take toll once more out of their ranks
before they were out of range.

Jumping out of our blinds we ran down
to the water's edge and found that we
had bagged eight out of the bunch, in-

cluding the wingers that the dogs were

bravely doing their best to capture. Not
bad for the first crack out of the box, so

to speak, and a happy augury for further

sport to come.

As we were in the act of gathering up
the birds something impelled me to

glance backwards over my shoulder and
to my horror I saw another band coming
in over the spit and bang over our heads.

I started a warning to G. but, alas, it was
the same old story. Our guns were in the
blinds and there was no time to get them.
We stood like a couple of stuck pigs
while the black beauties streamed over
our very heads with a derisive cackle.

I looked at G. and he looked at me and
we then swore solemnly never to leave

our blinds again unless armed to the
teeth. Meantime the dogs had succeeded
in retrieving the wingers and bringing
them in. One of them had only the tip of

his wing broken so I put a heavy weight
on 'him and staked him out as a decoy and
a great drawing card he made as he swam
around at the end of 'his tether. We kept
him in a rack at night and it was amus-
ing to see how greedily he would devour
the eel grass with which we plied him.

Having once more ensconced ourselves
in the blinds we did not have long to wait
before three brent came flying in. They
came directly over me at about a thirty-

yard range. I stopped one of them with
my first but missed with my second. The
remaining two seeing the decoys prompt-
ly wheeled around and flew right over G.,

who made a clean right and left. From
this on for an hour or so we bagged only
a brace and then adjourned to the shack
for lunch. Afterwards we rolled into our
bunks and slept for a few hours, well sat-

isfied with our morning's sport.

^^e took our blinds again at about four
p.m. but by this time the tide had risen

and the birds were oft' their feed so we
had nothing to do but amuse ourselves by
throwing stones at the myriads of salt

water ducks that were flighting out to sea
for the night.

Of a sudden we heard a tremendous
roar up the Inlet and looking to see the
cause of it discovered that our friends the
eagles had started a vast gaggle of brent
and they were coming straig'ht out over
us as fast as their wings would carrv
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them. They were too high for the twelve

bores but I ijrabbed the eight and a? they

came over let them have it with B.B. and

had the satisfaction oi pulling; down a

brace out of the clouds. This ended the

day's shooting and we once more wended
our way to the shack and proudly strun.g

up ten brace of birds as the result of the

first day. The days that followed were a

repetition of the first day with slight vari-

ations such as rounding up wingers with
the aid of the canoe and dogs, to say noth-
ing of rounding up occasional decoys
which every now and then broke loose

and drifted away with the wind.

G. and I arrived back in town in great
fettle after our enjoyable outing and once
more ready to do battle with the world
till I'he next honk ! honk ! of the black
brent should lure us awav.

The Black Fox

IIV K. \V. n.^RDY.

J3HX
and Herbert Strang were known

localh', as sports. During their

school days any competitive game, es-

pecially one in which the element of

danger was introduced, was welcomed by
them. Their home was on a farm in

Xorthern Haliburton, a land of rocks and
trees and scattered ihomes so that after

finishing their rather slim education at

the local fount of knowledge i.e. the dis-

trict school, their opportimities of ming-
ling with young people of their own age,

were rare. Whenever such meetings took
place as they did, for example at the an-

nual Xew Year's parties, the Strang boys
were recognized as leaders whether in

mischievious pranks or in the ,gentler arts

of the 'sittin'-room."

But their supremacy over ordinary lads

was most apparent during the fur season.

The country abounded in red foxe<, mink,
ermine and an occasional otter, the pelts

of which were prime in early winter so

the lads invariably made good wages dur-

ing the cold months. Their utter fear-

lessnes.s of distance and inclement weath-
er lent them success in capturing the
wily fox, while their resourcefulness and
perserverance stood them in good stead
with their traps.

One mild January evening Herb went
out with the lantern to put away the horse
for his brother who had just returned
from town. As he drove up to the barn,
he called excitedly to Herb,

"Great piece of news to-night. Met
Tom W'ilks'this afternoon in town an' he
told me that he saw a black fox crossing

his stump lot yesterday."

"A black fox?" broke in Herb incredu-
lously.

"Yes, a black fox." repeated John.
"Said he knew it for a black sure, for he
was hid back of a clump of cedars and
got a good look at it. He wanted to
know if we wouldn't take Sport and
Hunter back there to-morrow to see if

we couldn't start him.''

"Will we? I guess very likely p'raps
we will. It's a good six miles back to

Tom's though and we'll have to get an
early start. If we sihould get him,—why
his hide would be worth more than a

team of horses.''

"Yes, and if we can't hit his trail, we
can run any amount of reds. Tom says
his stump lot is just pasted with tracks.

Xdbody much hunts- back there, he says.

The dogs ain't been out fer two davs so
there'll be doin's when they start."

By mutual consent, nothing was said

in the house of their hones for the next
day, and as Mr. and Mrs. Strang saw
nothing unusual in the preparations for

the hunt, no questions were asked. The
already polished gun-barrels were given
a rub with an oiled rag, shells were sort-

ed and counted and snovvs'hoes laid in

readiness, for the boys expected to start

before daybreak.
"Goin' to be a crackin' good day.'' said

Herb, peeping out over the moon-lit
fields long before sunrise next morning.
Just soft enough to make the scent lie

well, and yet not enough to make heavy
travellin'."
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Jumjiing- up, both lads were soon dre.^s-

ed and after lighting the kitchen fire, ran

down to the barn to feed the stock, not

forgetting the two beautiful dogs. Then,
after snatc'Iiing a hasty breakfast them-
selves, they strapped on their home-made
snow-shoes, shouldered their guns and
set off. Each boy carried a small lunch

in his pocket as they did not expect to

be home before nighpfall.

By sunrise, they were half way to the

woods of which Wilks had spoken. They
crossed several fox tracks, some fairly

fresh, but did not start the dogs on any
of them.
As they approached ^^'ilks" house the

barking of his only dog, a collie, warned
liim of the boy's approach. He met them
at the gate.

"Thoug'ht ye'd be l)ack." he said. "Ye'll

see his track acrost the west end of the

>tump lot. Take a look at it, and ye'll

know it wherever you see it. If it wasn't
for m_\- game knee I'd be out after him,
myself. Good luck to ye." The last

words were shouted for the boys had
been moving steadily along.

Sure enough, when they reached
spot mentioned, there was the old

track.

"\\ onder how Tom thinks we'll know
it anywhere else?" asked Herb. But
they were not long in doubt. A brief ex-

amination of the trail .s'howed that two
toes were missing from one foot. This
gave the track an appearance that made
it easy for eyes, such as the boys had, to

distinguish it readily from any numlser of

others.

"I propose," said John "that we pros-

jiect around this here woods. Then if

we don't find his trail out, we'll know he's

in here yet. You go that way round and
I'll ,go this and we'll meet back of Tom's
-ugar bush. If either of us sees anything,
we'll blow down the gun.''^—a method by
which either boy could produce a roar

that mig'ht be heard for miles.

ScTarating, they began their two
hours' tramp around the huge old swamp.
To leave their arms free, each had tied

(ine of the hounds to his belt. The eager
l)rutes understood the game thoroughly
and tugged violently at the collars,—not
always in the ri.ght direction, for they

the

fox

deemed it necessary to explore for a dis-

tance at least, every one of the numerous
fox tracks crossed. Bounding along, now
in front, now halting with a sudden jerk

or springing sidewa3'S, the\- made travel-

ling difficult. However, the Ijoys were
well used to them and made good time.

John, trudging stolidly along with his

keen eyes scanning the snow for the

marked track of the black fox was near-

ing the spot where he expected to meet
Herb. Suddenly, a deep muffled roar
from tlie woods close ahead made him
start. Shouting in reply, for he knew
that Herb must be within reach of his

voice, he set of¥ at a run. Soon he saw
his brother, who was having a hard job
to restrain Hunter's eagerness.

"Hurry up, John," he called. "Here's
liis trail smoking hot! The beggar ran in

here not fifteen minutes ago. Saw him,
just as I was coming round that gully
Come on with Sport and we'll soon see
the color of the villain's hide."

"By this time both dogs were nosing
tlie fresh trail with such eagerness that it

was all the boys could do to unbuckle
their collars. Away they sprang, giving
tongue furiously, with Sport a little

ahead.

"They'll quiet after a couple of miles,"
said Herb, tightening the thong of his
snow-shoe as he spoke. "Now, that

brute will likely circle through the woods
and follow his back tracks in an effort to

get back to the Long Swamp where he's

just come from''—an almost unexplored
tract of forest that stretched indefinitely

away north from the sugar bush. Now if

he does, he'll cross just about here at the
narrowest place. Listen !" The dogs
were heard away in the distance and east
of where they were standing.

"Yes sir,'' ejaculated John excitedly,

"That's just what he's doing! You go
away up just back of that hemlock stub
and I'll stay back 'here and I bet he
comes between us."

Away went Herb, without answerin.g.

^^'hen he reached the stub, he crouched
beside it in such a way, that while it con-
cealed him from anything approaching
from the woods, it did not limit his view
of the ground in front.

John meanwhile had concealed
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himself a quarter of a mile

to the west. The baying of

the hounds was now very in-

distinct. It was not the continuous roar

with which they had started out but a

series of intermittent yelps. Anyone, less

skilled in the art of fox-hunting would
probably have felt discouraged. Not so

the boys. With nerves on edge, both

were crouching, with guns levelled, for

the crisis of the hunt was approaching.

The dogs were near the eastern extremity

of the swamp. A couple of farms ob-

structed Reynard's progress in that di-

rection. Would he circle back to his old

track or would he, in the terror of the

chase dash across the fields to enter the

Long Swamp on the other side? If he

did, the hunt would be fruitless as it

would be impossible for man or dog to

follow him there.

For fully fifteen minutes the dogs were
entirely inaudible. Even Herb was be-

coming a little uneasy, fearing that their

plans had failed, when his quick ear

caught their bay. In a few seconds, he

heard it again. "Come along," he whisper-

ed to himself, 'A\"e're ready for ye."

"Bang! Bang!"
"John's missed !" groaned Herb, "for

he's standing up with his mouth open,

looking this way like a—Oh !"

The black was coming straight toward
the hemlock stub. Stung, but unhurt by
John's long shot it was flying along with

all the speed that supreme fear of death

could inspire in its fleet limbs.

In telling of the next few seconds that

night. Herb said that they were the most
trying of his young life. The very kntnv-

ledge that a whole year's wages or mo'-e

depended on his steadiness, made it more
difficult to control himself. "I just made
up my mind," he said "that soon as Mr.
Fox shoved his nose past a little cedar

bush 'bout twenty-five yards away, he

was going to stop two charges of double-

B.—and so he did." he added just a little

proudly.

Two weeks after, the boys disposed of

the hide for seven hundred dollars. After
the buyer had driven away leaving a slip

of blue paper in place of the glossy hide.

Herb turned to his brother with the sus-

picion of a smile.

'"Twas me killed him, so of course I

get two-thirds, John, that's square."

"Aw, who was it sent him down to

you?' returned John, dryly, "Come on
and get the chores done before dark."'

Willie Baldwin and His Citch

Two Bass From Surprise

Lake

A Rod and Gun subscriber, Mr. E. D.
Calvert of Rainy River has kindly furnish-

ed us with the photograph of a sturdy

little fisherman, Master Willie Baldwin,
twelve years old. In the accompanying
illustratio)! Master Baldwin appears with

his trophies, two bass weighing together

five and three-quarters pounds. These
fish were caught at one time on a phan-
tom minnow, one on one treble hook and
the other on another. Surprise Lake
near Rainy River was the 'home of the

fish before their capture.



The Wolf That Wobbled

BY W. W. FOX.

FOUR years ago old man M. lived

up near the 'head of Lake Kushog.
He was known as "the hermit"

for with the exception of a dog
and a cat, he was the sole occupant of

"Skidoo Castle", as the boys of the village

of Charlton had named his cabin. It was
civilization's last outpost then for beyond
it one could travel for days north-west or

south without meeting with any trace of

settlement.

Once a week the old man would visit

Charlton to sell the fish he 'had caught

—

by trolling of course—for despite some
markings about the gills of his catch, he

stoutly denied ever using a net. "It's

agin the law," he used to say, "an' I'm a

law abidin' citizen I want you to know."
But unfortunately for him civilization in

the shape of a game warden crossed his

trail one day and to make a long story

s'hort the old hunter and trapper pleaded
guilty to using nets illegally and also to

having moose meat in his possession
when at that particular season it was sup-
posed to be roaming wild amongst the

aisles of the forest.

He gave up the fish business for a

time but not his visits and when properly

lubricated could reel off tall yarns of the

old days when he first pitched 'his tent on
Kushog Lake.

It was one day last summer that 'he

told one of 'his stiffest stories to a bunch
of us as we sat dangling our legs over the

water at the little red dock by the river-

side a short distance above the Long Lake
Go's mill. Amongst our number was a

tenderfoot who was absorbing the usual
hunting yarns we were in the 'habit of

handing out to such as he. They would
'have made the late lamented Annanias
purple with envy but he seemed to take

them all in as gospel truth. The old man
had paddled all the way down the lake and
after hauling his canoe out of the water
sauntered up to where we were.

"Nice day," he remarked, looking at

the tenderfoot and apparently addressing
him as the most respectable looking one
of the .outfit.

"Yes, very fine", replied Mr. Tender-
foot. "Come far?" he queried.

"Head of the lake'', was the answer.
"How far's that?"
" 'Bout twenty-five miles, left at three

this afternoon." (It was then about six.)

Of course we all knew he had done
nothing of the kind but we said nothing
as we knew the old man would 'have

something more to say after sizing up the
stranger.

"Must be pretty lonesome that far up,"
ventured the well dressed one.

"Well, just at this season it is, I admit,
but you'd orter be there in the depth of

the winter when the wolves is a-howlin'
all round."

"\^'olves !" and the stranger's eyes got
bigger and rounder, "are there many of
them?"

"Yes, lots of 'em.''

"Ever see any or kill any?"

"Sure", Why last winter I pisened six

an' got the bounty.

"Were you ever chased by them? I

mean did they ever follow on your
tracks?"

"Just oncet. That was five year ago
when I was comin' down the ice to the
village here."

"How did you escape for I suppose they
were after your scalp ?"

"Yes, blood, bones and boots too, mis-
ter. Well, you see it was this way. I

had a good team of three dogs an" the
goin' was fine. It was a bright moonlight
night like to-night will be if it don't cloud
up. Everything went alright till we got
to Gregory's narrows when I heard a ki yi

off to the left. I knew it was a wolf and
so did the dogs. They clapped their tails

down tight and put on a spurt. Just as
we cleared the narrows and got out on the
lake I looked back and there were
five of the critters trailin' out behind us.

I didn't have to tell the dogs to git, tliey

were gittin' fur all they was worth, but I

could see the devils were gainin" on us
and after a little the foremost one was
right up clost to the sleigh. Well, I kind
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of laid over on my side and took a chance

shot at him and he doubled up like a

jack-knife. His friends and relatives were

on top of him the next minute dividin'

him up amongst theirselves. This gave

us a bit of a start and for a mile or two
we seemed to be gettin' away. But we
weren't. The ki yi came across the ice to

us again and later another big brute got

clost up. My dogs were gettin' kind of

tired by this time and I made un my mind

that 1 'had to do somerhin' mighty sud-

dent. Well, mister. I bowled over wolf

number two and his three friends did for

him what the four had done for the first

one. We had another start and a longer

one this time and had nearly reached De-

cous wihen thev were up to us agin. The
leading wolf made a dash at the back of

the sleigh but missed and then tried to

pass on the left to get at the dogs. Just

as he was level with me I fired again. I

didn't kill him but I must have hurt him
bad for he had no show when the two
that was left pounced on him. \\'e got

pretty near down to Bummells before the

last two caught up to us. I let them get

right onto me almost and blew the top

of the head off one of them. There was
only one left then but after eating his

companion he kept up the chase, howling
in a sorrowful kind of way and we lost

him as he turned olt into the woods just

above the bend there," and he nodded in

the direction indicated.

"That was a pretty close call,'' said the

visitor looking rather incredulously at

old Annanias. Why that last wolf must
have had his four companions inside of

him."
The old man hesitated, but only for a

second. He felt hurt that his veracity had
been questioned even indirectly and in a

tone more of sorrow at the stranger's ig-

norance, than anything else, he continued.

"Mister you don't know perhaps that in

winter a timber wolf is more hide, hair and
bone than anything else. That last wolf

of course had the four others inside him
but then he didn't eat either the hair or

the bones and I guess a wolf could get

away with what was left. I did notice

though the last sight I got of him above
the bend that he was going kind of slow

and wobbling like. He sure had a full

stomach for oncet."'

Another instance of modern heroism
is furnished by a story which comes from
the Hudson Ba}" region. Harry E. Fen-
nel lately of Denver, but who until six

years ago resided iii Guelph, Ont., saved
the lives of seven girls and a couple of

men by fighting a pack of timber wolves
single handed all night long. Fennel and
a chum were trapping up near Hudsoii

Bay and went to a part}" or dance given

by some of the half breeds. They were
the only people near and on the way
home were given a ride with another man
and some girls in a bobsleigh. It was
late at nigin and they were chased by
wolves. Mr. Fennell got out an.l up a

tree and told the others to run the horses

to their cabin and he would stay and
fight the wolves. The others ofifered to

stav but he begged them to go on and

not to take any chances with the girls.

All night they could hear shots and at

daybreak the men went back and found

that Fennell had killed nine wolves. ITe

was so cold he could hardly walk and
succumbed before help could be brought.

The nearest doctor was sixty miles awa\'.

His friend believing him to be dead set

out for Regina to make preparations for

his bnrial. While he was away the

watchers heard a slight sound and on in-

vestigation found that life was not yet

extinct. .\n Indian doctor was called in

and was successful in keeping him alive

until the mail stage came. Fennell was

then wrapped in furs and brought out to

where he could be properly nursed. His

face, hands and feet were badly frozen

but recovcr^ is exoected.
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Wherewithal Shall We Be Clothed?

Suggestions on Equipment for the Woman Climber.

BY BLANCHE B. HIME.

IF
there is anything unpleasant about a

trip to the Rocky ^Mountains and the

Alpine Club Camp, the writer has so

far failed to discover it. Even the

outfitting process is unique and, on that

account, unusually interesting. Clothes
that would be quite suitable at the ordin-

ary summer resort are decidedly out of

|)lace at the camp in the mountains.
Laundered shirtwai.sts are tabooed while

a simple silk frock, patent leather shoes,

silk stockings or a chapeau of the prevail-

ing fashion would each and all be consid-

ered absurd. One of the most cherished

traditions of the camp is that which re-

cords the sensation provoked by a little

lady who appeared on 'her first day in

camp attired in high heeled shoes and op-

enwork lace stockings.

It must be remembered too, that al-

though one's outfit may be gathered to-

gether w'hen the temperature is ninety or

more degrees in the s'hade, it must be se-

lected with a view to being worn, per-

haps, where the temperature may
drop very much below freezing

point. At the camp held in Para-

dise \'alley a party returned on
July fourth from climbing Mount
Temple with a choice assortment of froz-

en ears, cheeks and wrists while two davs

later, on the same mountain a gentleman
had a foot frost bitten. .\lthough I do
not recall that anyone complained of the

cold at the S'herbrooke meadow camp in

July and August 191 1, I think most of us
found that we required all we took in to

keep us comfortably warm
;
particularly

was this the case during the nights we
spent in camp.
Upon proper equipment or the lack of

4t depends to a great extent the comfort
or discomfort of a holiday in the moun-
tains and where the possibilities for a

really splendid outing are so great no one
wisihes to detract unnecessarily from the

enjoyment of others by being carelessly

or inadequately outfitted.

AA'ell nailed cHm'bing boots are the bas-

is of comfort. They must first of all be
large enoug^h. Xo mere woman's mind
can grasp the significance of "large

enough" in this instance until she learns

that she should have 'her climbing boots
fitted over three pairs of socks. Yea.
verily. S-o-c-k-s ! Two pairs of men's
woolen socks, such as may* be purchased
for twenty-five cents per pair, and over
these a pair of boy's long woolen stock-

ings, or, if procurable, a pair of men's golf

stockings, make a first class foundation.

Boots that fit comfortably over this un-
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usual aggregation are about right. The
boots should fit closeh' at the heel but
there should be absolute freedom for the

toes as these members are liable to freeze

on the glaciers or snow fields if cramped.
The boots, which must have low, straight

heels, should reach only about two inches

above the ankles, and the soles should be

a'bout five-eighths of an inch thick.

Spiral puttees, worn over the three

pairs of socks and coming down an inch

or two over the boot tops, form an addi-

tional protection to the leg and ankle so

that with this combination there is very

little danger of sprains or of abrasions

from contact with the sharp edges of

rocks. Puttees can 'be procured from any
outfitting or sporting goods dealer. The
writer was fortunate enough to be loaned

a fine pair which had seen service in the

South African war. These were made of

heavy all wool kharki cloth and were
warm and firm. Puttees are invaluable

in keeping out snow that would other-

wise work into the boot tops when cross-

ing extensive snowfields. While one
may feel some slight embarassment, per-

haps, on appearing for the first time clad

in the habiliments of a man this is soon
forgotten in the ease and comfort that is

experienced when properly shod, and
clad, in crossing streams, stepping

from boulder to boulder and
travelling lightly along over broken rock

and shale. I do not think I shall soon for-

get the mild though perfectly palpable

disapprobation evinced by my shoe man
when I called to inspect the boots which
a mountaineering acquaintance had kind-

ly selected for me.

"I do not think any lady can wear sudh
boots as these," was his remark, as he
held them up to view.

However, I decided to pin my faith to

the mountaineer's verdict and so purchas-

ed the boots he had chosen, notwithstand-
ing their somewhat uncouth appearance.

I was never sorry that I did so for I can

truly say that at no time during the nine

days' stay in camp were they at all bur-

densome. Actually I felt "light on my
feet" though perhaps the fact that I

weighed considerably less than one hun-
dred pounds may have contributed to this

result. The most suitable boots are, of

course, those of Swiss manufacture, but
for a nine days' outing a ready made pair

of Canadian manufacture, if selected with
care, will be found very satisfactory and
can be secured for a very modest sum.
Mine cost me only two dollars. Swiss
nails can be procured at camp and the

guides will see that they are properly put
in the soles and heels of the boots.

The piece de resistance of the woman
climber's costume is, of course, the knick-

erbockers which she is compelled to wear
w'hen climbing for women wearing skirts

or bloomers are very rightly not allowed
a place on the ropes. Both have been
found distinctly dangerous and one has

to consider not only her own safety but
the safety of others when climbing. To
illustrate the unsuitability of bloomers it

is related of one w-oman w"ho attended the

first annual camp and who attempted to

make the qualifying climb attired in this

manner that before she had climbed far

up the jagged rocks the baggy part of her
bloomers, where t'hey overlapped the

knees, were in shreds. Fortunately one
of her companions was a person of re-

source and the possessor, as well, of a

supply of shoe laces. He received per-

missions to act as repair man and tying

the superfluous cloth into bunches the

happy lady was enabled to proceed on
her way with considerably less discom-
fort. The knickerbockers should be of

very strong material, and not too light in

color, ^^'oolen kharki cloth is excellent

and heavy blue serge or cheviot can also

be used to advantage. It is difficult to

secure knickers ready made and if made
to order by a clothing house they are of

course fairly expensive. An ordinary

dressmaker can be relied upon to fas'hion

a pair if she is made to understand clearly

what is required. The old fashioned

knickerbockers with plenty of over hang
at the knee to allow perfect freedom of

movement are most suitable. They
should be fastened below the knee with a

strap and buckle and not with buttons.

I know one woman who improvised a

really charming pair out of her husband's
discarded bicycle knickers. She consider-

ed them her masterpiece and they were
certainly most becoming. Knickerbock-

ers are to be worn only when climbing or
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The MEDICAL PRESS and

Experiments with

BOVRIL
The "British Medical Journal" of Sep-

tember 16 devoted some six pages to giv-

ing a detailed account of recent experi-

ments, in which it was shown that in the

case of human beings the body-building

power of Bovril was "even more marked"

than had been previously shown in the ex-

periments with animals.

The "Medical Times," speaking of these

experiments says the results "were simply

startling. It was found that in all cases

the administration of the extract (Bovril)

caused an immediate increase of weight."

The important point is the fact that this

increase in weight is in tissue and muscle.

ALWAYS IN SEASON
Clark's Famous Foods

Much worry could be prevented by keeping a supply of Clark's on
hand.

Week end trips become an easy matter to arrange when you have
Clark's to help you out.

Insist on Clark's. Refuse substitutes.

WM. CLARK
MONTREAL

Manufacturer of the Celebrated

PORK AND BEANS
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tramping over the passes and along the

trails. "Skirts are fashionable round the

camp fire,"' to quote the circular which is

issued each year just previous to the an-

nual camp. It is customary upon reach-

ing camp after a climb to retire to the

modest seclusion of one's tent and there

exchange the knickerbockers for a short

walking skirt.

A sweater and a sweater coat are both

desirable and necessary. The sweater

takes the place of a shirtwaist both when
climbing and when in camp, and the

sweater coat is useful in the evenings

and on cool mornings and also when rest-

ing on the summit of a mountain where
one very quickly becomes chilled through
unless some extra garment has been pro-

vided.

An ordinary toque suc'h as is worn by
skaters is affected by many climbers. It

keeps the hair strictly within bounds and
is neat and comfortable. Man}-, however,
prefer a broad brimmed soft felt bat

which is to a greater extent a protection

against sunburn. In case a hat is worn,

and this is decidedly to be recommended,
it is well to sew a wide tape on either side

so that if overtaken by a windstorm on
the mountain side it can be securely tied

on. But even when a hat is worn a toque

should be invariably carried along for

the warmth it ensures for the ears in case

one should be caught in a blizzard on the

tops of the mountains.

Dark snow glasses of the ""goggles" va-

riety are indispensable.

It is a good thing to rub zinc ointment
on the face before starting out on a long

expedition as this prevents sunburn
which is often very painful.

A pair of ordinary cotton or canvas

gloves are a distinct adjunct as they pro-

tect the hands and fingernails when
climbing, but a pair of warm woolen
gloves or mitts should be carried where
they may readily be got at if the hands
become cold wdien climbing.

In theory, a rucksack which can be

used for carrying one"s lunch, an e.xtra

sweater and a camera, is very useful and
makes its possessor independent of the

services of a man, who usually has his

own extra articles to look after. In prac-

tice, however, the guide carries the

lunches and the man nearest you insists

upon carrying your rucksack. Personal-

ly though I w-as rather proud of my own
brand new little sack, it being the com-
bined achievement of myself and a local

harness maker and constructed after the

pattern supplied by the aforementioned
mountaineer, I was never once allowed

to get further than the adjusting of the

straps a'bout my shoulders. At this junc-

ture some gallant gentleman always step-

ped forward and politely 'but firmly in-

sisted upon appropriating the burden,
though doubtless inwardly "blessing" me
for my too ready compliance.

Occasional!}' a woman climber—a nov-

ice let us in all charity, hope—comes to

camp in a woeful state of unpreparedness
and then the wise virgins who have ex-

pended time and thought upon 'the selec-

tion of a suitable outfit feel it incumbent
upon them to share up and so suffer by
reason of some one else's lack of thought.

The extra camp clothing, bedding,

toilet articles, etc. should be packed in a

stout canvas dunnage bag, the total

weight of which when packed must not

exceed forty pounds, and on which your
initials in large plain letters should be

painted.

The following list of desirables is fair-

ly complete for a nine days' stay in camp
and may be of value to some amateur
wlio plans to attend the camp of 1912.

Baggage :—

I Canvas Dunnage Bag (to be sent up-
• on a pack horse to the camp).

I Suit Case (to be left in base camp at-

the railroad).

In Suit Case:

—

I light rucksack.

I pair knickers.

I short skirt.

I pair stout walking boots with heavy
socks and puttees.

I old felt hat.

I sweater.

I pair cotton gloves.

I rubber drinking cup.

I pair dark glasses (put these in a

round cocoa or baking powder tin in

rucksack along with your camera
and drinking cup).
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Ifyou'd rise early, just say when
And leave your call with him. Big Ben

DOWN in our hearts we' re

punctual men but we
can't help oversleeping

now and then any more than we
can help talking in our sleep.

For man is only partly con-
scious when he first opens his

eyes after a heavy sleep.—He
needs help to get wide awake
at once. He'd get up on time
if he only realized the time.

Big Ben makes him realize it.—You

can try for yourself. Go to sleep and
sleep your best, forget the rising hour.

He'll call you on the dot at any time

you say.

And if you roll over and try just one
more nap, he'll remind you firmly that

it is breakfast time and keep on calling

until you're wide awake.

If you sleep heavily—and you very likely

do, if you are a heavy vrorker— see Big Ben at

your dealer to-morrow. His price is $3.00
anywhere. — If you cannot find liim at your
dealer, a money order addressed to his makers,
IVestc/ox^ La Salle^ Illinois^ will bring him to

you duty charges prepaid.

$3.00
jft Canadian Dealers.
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In Dunnage Bag:—
1 small pillow.

2 pair double blankets (not less than

"jYi pounds to the pair).

I eiderdown quilt or sleeping bag,

toilet articles—towels, cold cream,

small mirror, etc.

I pair old shoes to wear when climbing

boots get wet.

I pair cloth overshoes or high rubbers.

I sweater coat.

I old rain coat.

I pair woolen mitts.

Extra woolen socks.

Cashmere hose.

Warm woolen toque.

1 silk bandana handkerchief (^largest

size procurable to wear about neck
or to tie hat down in storm.)

2 sets woolen underwear, one winter
weight, one medium.

I rubber sheet about 4 ft. wide x 7 ft.

long to place over boughs to prevent
damp coming through blankets.

I tin of dubbing for waterproofing the

climbing boots.

I or 2 shirtwaists (outing flannel or

raw silk suggested).

An Alpenstock, if arranged for in ad-

vance, can be rented by the week
and if desired purchased at the end
of the camp.

If the portion of 3-our outfit packed in

your dunnage bag weighs less than the

limit of forty pounds you will not re-

gret it later if you smuggle in a little pri-

vate supply of seedless raisins (in one
pound packages), figs, 0x0 cubes, some
sweet biscuits and a lemon or two.

On arrival at the station where intend-
ing climbers detrain to take the trail for

the camp the travelling costume must be
exchanged for the camp costume, the
former being then transferred to the suit-

case which may be left at the station or

in the A. C. C. supply tent near by. Those
who have charge of the transportation of

baggage prefer not to take suit-cases and
will not take boxes into camp.

Photo, b.v Howard Chapman, Victoria. B. C. Cornice on Mt. Sally.
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In a marine engine you really buy WORK.
You do not pay for rated horsepower, nor even actual developed horse-

power—but for the power delivered from the propeller—the power that
determines the speed of your boat and the distance she will travel on a
given amount of fuel.

STANDARD ENGINES
Sizes from 8 to 1,000 H. P. engines have been built

A glance at Lloyd's Register shows you how much larger boats a Standard drives

than does any other engine of the same rated horsepower.

Then, when you compare the cost of the Standard engine, doing this work, with
the cost of another make necessary to do the same work, you see why so many prom-
inent boating men are Standard owners. You see how low in cost per unit of work

the Standard is.

Simplicity of design and construction are visible signs

of the Standard's efficiency—from gasoline tank to pro-

peller the power travels in the shortest, easiest, most prac-

i'5'>-°' \ tical way. The greater diameter, pitch and blade area of

the Standard propeller shows its greater driving force.

Our treatise catalog is not a price-list, but a
book full of technical information, illustrated with

pictures of many famous yachts. Write for it today.

If interested in prices ask for them too.

Back of the Standard guarantee is the

STANDARD MOTOR CONSTRUCTION CO.,

190 Whiton Street, Jersey City, N. J.
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The Organization Of A Vancouver Island Committee

THE Canadian Alpine Club contin-

ues its vigorous growth. Already
tlie work of management has be-

come so onerous that it has been

found necessary to organize local com-
mittees in Vancouver, Calgary, Winni-
peg, Toronto, Xew York and London,
England. On Tuesday, December nine-

teenth the members on \'ancouver Is-

land met in \'ictoria and organized a lo-

cal committee for the furtherance of the

work erf the Club. The Chairman is Mr.

W. VV. Foster, the Deputy Minister of

Public Works for British Columbia and
the Secretary, from whom all information

can be obtained is Mr. F. Heim. Box
1 129, \^ictoria. In the course of the pro-

ceedings the Chairman read a letter from
the Hon. Price Ellison. Minister of Agri-

culture for British Cokrmibia, expressing

most cordial aopreciation of the excel-

lent publicity work tJie Club is doing and
calling tlie attentidn of local members to

the mountain glories of Stratlicona Park.

As soon as an expedition can be arranged
there is no doubt that a party of Club
members will spend some time in wdia*- is

knowm to be a most fascinating region.

Probably this can be managed in the

early summer.

At the request of tlie Chairman, tlie Di-

rector, Mr. A. O. \\''heeler, gave a short

summary of the history and growth of

the Club which was organized with sixty-

seven members in March, 1906. It has
now si.x 'hundred and sixty-three mem-
bers. These may be found scattered

through eight of the nine Canadian Prov-
inces in eighty-eight towns and village;

;

in nineteen of the United States. 1 forty

towns ) ; twenty-four towns in England :

three in Scotland and three in Ireland.

Also in South Africa. Australia. Italy.

.\ustria, Xewfoundland, etc.

The oldest and most distinguished of

Alpine Clubs, that of England, has no
less than twenty-one of its members on
the list ci the Canadian Club—men of ac-

knowledged standing.

The Club Journal goes to clubs and
learned societies all over the world, in-

cludincr Ta'ian.

The above facts give an idea of tlie

widespreading influence of this Cana-
dian Association.

The Island members will meet every
month during the winter, less often dur-
ing the summer, to discuss matters con-
cerning the Club and the mountain re-

gions of Canada. Papers will be read
and addresses given : thus the interest

will be niaintaineil.

During the evening Mr. W. W. Foster
and Mr. J. P. Forde gave a most interest-

ing account of a journey made during
the past summer through the \'ermilion

and Sinclair Passes to the Kootenay
country. It is practically decided that

the Provincial Governments of Alberta
and British Columbia will continue the
l^resent motor road from Calgary to

Banff, along this route to join the inter-

pro\incial road \Vhich it is intended to

make from one coast of Canada to the

other. This "great white way" as Mr.
Foster called it will at last realize a

dream of Sir John .\. ^lacdonald's. Tlie

gift of great men is the power to make
more ordiiiarv folk turn their dreams in-

to future realities.

Several members called attention to

the too little known beauties of the Up-
per Columbia \alley and its tributary

districts, the Spillamacheen. Toby. Creek,

the \\'ells Pass and many another lovely

al'iine nei.ghborhood. not difficult of ac-

cess, but little appreciated.

The large and successful meeting clos-

ed with much enthusiasm for future

work and for the Club.

The First Meeting of Vancouver Island

Members.

On the evening of- the Sixteenth of

January, the \'ancouver Island members
of the Alnine Club of Canada lield the

first of their regular monthly meetings in

\ iotoria. It was well attended and sev-

eral members brought guests interested

in the work of the Club to hear the ac-

counts and see the pictures of different
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expeditjons among the mountains. The
Chairman. Mr. W. W. Foster, Deputy
Minister of Public \\'orks, after such bus-

iness as was 'before the meeting had been

transacted, gave a most interesting ac-

count of a strenuous trip made by him-

self and some friends in the summer of

1908 by way of Lake O'Hara and Opabin
Pass down the Prospector's Valley to

KaufPman Lake, and on to the big snow-
field which lies at the ba^^k of the Ten
Peaks. The first part of the trip was
well known to many present, though
more ice was found on Lake McArthur
than is usual in summer. A storm set in

on Opabin Pass and the party camped
for the night in the exiguous shelter of

the slender monolith known as the

Eagle's Eyrie, from the curious eagle-

shaped rock which is perched on its sum-
mit. The original plan of the party had
been to cross the W'enkc'hemna Pass, but

in the storm the route was missed, and
the party proceeded down the Valley.

Kauffman Lake was described as one of

the most beautiful of the many beautiful

lakes which are tlie distinguishing glory

of the Canadian Rockies. Here, too, was
a land of plenty. The food the party had

brought with them had been consumed,
and on the shore of the lake one fool-hen
was killed after sundry attempts with a

revolver. Thence the snowfield at the
back of the Ten Peaks was reached and
magnificent views of Moraine Lake Val-
ley, Mt. Temple, Mt. Pinnacle and Mt.
Aberdeen were obtained. Time and a

lack of supplies necessitated a speedy de-

parture, and there was no chance of mak-
ing any ascents which abound in that at-

tractive region. The return journey
was made by the same route.

^Ir. Howard Chapman then showed an
interesting selection of his many lantern

views of mountain landscapes and climb-
ing incidents extending from the western
Selkirks to Banff, the summer home of

the Club. Mr. W'heeler, to whom, of

course, these were all as familiar as

household words, described and com-
mented on the scenes as they passed, and
those present who did not know the

mountain country, began faintly to

realize what treasures Canada possesses.

At the close of the meeting several

new applications for membership were
put in.

N. Hollister, assistant curator of the

division of mammals. United States Na-
tional Museum, announces the discovery

of four new animals from the Canadian
Rockies, in a paper just published by the

Smithsonian Institution. During last

summer a small party of naturalists from
the institution accompanied the expedi-

tion of the Alpine Club of Canada, which
under the direction of Mr. Wheeler, ex-

plored the famous Mt. Robson region,

where they made the first natural history

collection ever taken in that vicinity.

The paper mentioned is the first

publication issued by the institution in

this expediton, although J. H. Riley, a

member of the party, has written a de-

scription of two new species of the spar-

row family, discovered on the trip, which
has recently been published in the pro-

ceedings of the Biological Society of

Washington.
The natural history work of the expedi-

tion was under the charge of Mr. Hol-
lister. He paid especial attention, how-

ever, to the mammals, four of which he
describes, a chi])munk, a mantled ground
squirrel and two bats. All the specimens
come from the neighborhood of Mt. Rob-
son, which lies in one of the wild and un-
explored parts of British Columbia, at

about 14.500 feet elevation.

The chipmunk is a new species, and
all the specimens of it come from the re-

gion along the boundary line between
British Columbia and Alberta, from Yel-

lovvhead Pass northward. The ground
squirrel is a beautifully marked and high-

ly colored form of the genus, and was
found living in the alpine meadows and
rocks of the snow-covered region above
timberline. The head and shoulders are

a rich and glossy Mars brown, and the

sides are marked by conspicuous lateral

stripes.

^^"hile the two new species of bats re-

semble some well-known forms, external-

ly they are quite distinct and readily dis-

tinguishable by the shape of the skull.
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Our Still Hunt

Still Hunting Versus Dog Hunting

HV W. HICKSd.N.

To ask an old deer hunter: "Hnw
would you like to go to Lake Xi-

pi>sing for a deer hunt?"" seems
like asking a hungry epicure how

he would like some nicely cooked quail on
toast. Such was the question put to the

writer a few days after he had returned

from salmon fishing and partridge shoot-

ing in the wilds of Cavendish. I did not

find this a hard question to answer as

the deer hunters of our burgh were all

preparing for the fray and the air was
epidemic with the deer fever. As there

seemed no chance of escape I replied that

I would go, whereupon 'my interrogator

added ; "W'e will take both our rifles and
our shot-guns and when we are tired still

hunting deer we will shoot partridge.

To this I ventured the reply: "I think I

can kill my deer still hunting.""

\\ith our dunnage, we boarded the

train at Bobcaygeon at seven fifteen a.m.

and landed in Callander at six-twenty,

p.m. the same day, October thirty-first.

We were kindly received by friends in

this north town who assured us that we
would be able to get both deer and part-

ridge. The first three days of November
we hunted partridge in the vicinity of

Callander and bagged six birds. With
only this very moderate success we felt

anxious to get over to the mouth of

South River to try our fortune at the

deer away from all settlements.

Xexrt morning, Saturday, Mr. Thomas
Darling called 'Sir. S. up on the telephone

to inform him that we could get to the

mouth as the boat, which is called the

Alligator, was going up Lake Xipissing

to the landing at the mouth. Xeedless to

say we soon had all our paraphernalia on
board and were landed at the foot of the

cadge road at four p.m. that evening. We
made our way. to t']ie camp, where we
were to remain for the rest of the hunt,

reaching it just at dusk. Mr. V. Darling,

the foreman, was the embodiment ol

kindness and courtesv and made everv-

thin,g most comfortable and jdeasant for

us.

After breakfast on Sunday Mr. S. and
I set out for a walk to Sand Lake, a dis-

tance of four miles, to see Floyd"s hunt-

ing party, but when we arrived at the

place on the lake where we expected to

find their camp, we discovered that it was
a mile further down. To walk to it was
out of the question, to row td it was also

a difficult problem as the only boat avail-

able was an old leaky skiff. After a close

scrutiny of this craft we found that water
shot up in jets toward the bow but it did

not leak so badly towards the stern. I

perched myself up on the stern while Mr.

S. gently deposited himself on the rear

seat and with a piece of board which we
used as a paddle, we each oawed the wa-
ter while the bow of our skiff pointed near-

ly towards the zenith. Xotwithstanding
these adverse circumstances we managed
to navigate as far as the camp, only to

find it vacated. The party had not been
long gone as their stove was still warm.
After resting for a time and viewing the

five nice deer they had hung up, having
secured these in four days" hunting, we
took our respective seats and resumed our

nautical operations, which in due course

brought us back again to the landing.

Xear by was a lumber camp and the fore-

man \ery kindly invited us to dinner,

which invitation we very graciously ac-

cepted. After dinner we had a pipe and
a chat with our benefactor and later k>n

set out on the return trip to camp which
we reached at four p.m

Li the grey dawn on AI jiiday niorni:ig

we shouldered our rifles, took our com-
passes and made a reconnoitre for two or

three miles to the north. W'e found i)len-

ty of deer signs liut at ten a.m., as the

lowering clouds and south east wind pre-

saged rain, we turned towards camp
which we reached in a pelting rain which
]3ersisted until Wednesday morning. On
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Wednesday we set out with lunches in

our pockets for an all day still hunt. We
travelled through brules, o\er bald gran-

ite mountains, through thickly wooded
valleys and dense swamps, but not a deer

flag gladdened our sight. The only en-

couragement we received was to hear

three or four at different times bound
from thickets at our approach. We could

hear dogs on all sides of us but none
came our way. In fact the only thing

these dogs did was to keep the deer on
the alert so that our chances were greatly

lessened to secure one by "stalking."

Rain prevented us from taking the trail

on Thursday but on Friday the writer set

out with his rifle for a whole day's tramp
while Mr. S. took his shot-gun in quest

of the chesty grouse. Xight brought
both of us home, the writer with his rifle

and a tremendous appetite, but nothing
more. He was able to report having
started two deer and had seen many signs

but Mr. S. had secured a couple of brace
of nice birds.

At the end of the week we were rein-

forced by four more Ximrods. They
seemed to bring success for the first ev-

ening of the week we were gladdened to

hear two of them report that they had
killed two bucks. Nothing succeeds like

success it is said and three more were
killed, and even the writer succeeded in

knocking over a nice large doe on the

fourteenth. This made up our legal num-
ber so the fifteenth was spent in getting
the deer out to points where they could
be reached with a team and "jumper" and
a strong double rig was in readiness to

take us out to Callander, a distance of

nineteen miles. We walked out to the
villa,ge of Xipissin.g, a distance of five

miles, as the cadge road between this

place and our camp was almost impass-
able. With one exception I never passed
over a worse trail than this.

At Nipissing we all climbed into the

double rig. Our driver was a veritable

Jehu who dashed along through mud,
over granite rocks, bad corduroy, and
swamps at such a furious pace that each
had to hold on to the seat lest he should
be landed in the ditch by the wayside.
We passed along in silence until we
reached the Wassev in time for dinner.

After dinner we drove to Callander
where we shipped our deer to Bobcay-
geon and the writer waited till night for

the Cobalt express which brouglit a host
of hunters to Orillia. We changed at

this point at eight a.m. and were off for

Bobcaygeon, where we arrived at twelve-
fifteen p.m., having had a delightful out-

ing.

Since my return I have met a number
of deer hunters who hunted in dift'erent

localities of our north countries with
dogs and I find that we 'had better luck
than they, and we were still hunting.

The two large parties, consisting of

eighteen or twenty persons, at Bass Lake
killed only three deer ; a large party at

Long Lake did not even draw blood, a

party of about sixteen at Lake Ketche-
comma hung up four deer ; a large party
in Anstruther only secured two or three,

and thus it went Large parties where
the full limit of two deer were killed

seven or eig'ht years ago we found had
killed scarcely any deer this year. They
all had dogs but what was the use? There
were few deer for either dogs or hunters
in these districts. W'hat does this prove?
The self evident answer is that the deer
are fast vanishing from these haunts
where they were quite numerous about
eight years ago.

The writer hunted in these localities in

1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 and 1907 with the

result that we got our two deer limit gen-

erally with ease and other parties were
just as fortunate as we were. Now deer

hunters must go back to the last north-

ern belt of the red deer to ensure getting

the present limit of one deer per hunter.

There is scarcely a red deer to be
found in the north latitude that runs

across our north country about the Por-

cupine district. -This is the 'home of the

moose and the remnant of our red deer

is being hemmed in to a comparatively
narow belt whidi runs across the middle
of the districts of Nipising, Parry Sound,
^luskoka and Algoma to Lake Superior.

As the deer grow fewer every year in the

.great southern belt the hunters are fol-

lowing them every year in increased

numbers to exterminate them in their fi-

nal retreat. The writer was informed
that between seven and eight hundred
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carcasses of deer were shipped from
Gravenhurst alone this past season and
this is not taking into consideration the

lars^'e numbers shipjied from other towns
all through these districts. The Cobalt
Express of eight coaches was so crowded
W'ith hunters coming out on the sixteenth

of Xovemiber that numbers had to stand

in the aisles. Other trains were the same
and this all goes to show the large num-
bers of hunters wdio are flocking into

these localities for their annual deer hunt.

There is a sufficiency of birch and
maple in this belt on which the deer may
subsist during the winter months. All

e.xperienced hunters know that the deer
frequent the hardwood forests and I am
informed that there is very little hard-
wood in the northern regions in the same
latitude as Porcupine. If this be true

the deer cannot be driven back any fur-

ther than we find them at present, ^^'hat

can be done to conserve our deer is a

question which is being asked by scores

of deer ihunters. They are agreed that

something must be done before many
years more have passed in order that the

deer may increase in numbers in this

southern belt which was formerly the

red deer's Paradise, but out of which
they have been shot, dogged and poached.

There are two general opinions among
hunters 'here as to how this should be ac-

complished. One is to close deer hunt-
ing altogether for a period of two or
three years, and the other is to make it

illegal to 'hunt with dogs for a period of

four or five years. If one of these has to

be done, and it is pretty generally con-
ceded that one or the other will have to

be put into force before another decade,
I would say. stop the dog hunting. The
following are my reasons for the opinion
given.

—

1. It is the dog that drives the deer
from their natural home and feeding
grounds.

2. It is the dog that makes possible the

merciless slaughter of deer in our lakes

and rivers every open season.

3. There will not be over one-third as
many hunters go to the woods to "still

hunt."

4. Still hunting does not drive the deer
from their natural haunts.

5. If deer were closed off for a period
of sa)' three years and then the same
amount of dogging allowed when it is

opened then only a few years would pass
till another close period w'ould be requir-

ed as the same condition of things as now
would prevail.

6. If a close period were adopted by
the Department it would be more than
probable that a large number of deer
would be killed by still hunting if the
(rovernment did not engage a large ad-
ditional number of alert wardens to en-

force the Game Laws.
Before closing this article I wish to re-

mind Rod and Gun and its readers that

when I wrote on "Our \'anishing Deer"
in the .Xovember, 1907, issue of the maga-
zine I favored the use of dogs and I freeh*

confess that the music of the dogs
possess a oharm for me that I shall not

attempt to reproduce in words. Xever-
theless, along with many others who love

to hear the dogs and see the fleet-footed

(leer dance along the runway, I willingly

forego this pleasure in order that our
noble red deer may return to his native

'haunts where he roamed at will from
time immemorial until driven from them
by the dogs and the poachers.

Geo. Goodwin of Lindsa}", Ont., who
made a trip to Algonquin Park last sum-
mer, going via Haliburton and returning

via Dorset, reports man\' of the portages
and streams in poor shape. Mr. Goodwin
thinks that if the rangers and guides
would devote some of their spare time to

cleaning out portages and making small
log dams to back up the water on shal-

low streams so as to make them navigable
it would make conditions much better

for tourists. He would also like to see

the streams of Haliburton County stock-

ed with brook trout, german trout or

rainbow trout. In the many fine streams
there are no fish though in the adjacent
waters of the Madawaska, the York, the

Muskoka and the Black there are brook
trout and the lakes of Haliburton con-
tain plenty of fine salmon trout. On the

return trip 'Sir. Goodwin paddled from
near Dorset to Sturgeon Point near
Lindsay—a distance of about se\enty
miles—in two davs.
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Run, Run, He's Coming With A Gun
BY MILAN WIXSLOW RUSSELL.

WHEN a man secures a license to

kill game and pays a nominal
sum for it, it is too horribly

cheap at any price if he does

not solemnly agree and satisfy those issu-

ing it that he will not murder any fellow

creatures by authority of it.

If he does make such an irreparable

"mistake," the full term in the peniten-

tiary for manslaughter ought to be added
to the cost of it. There never was such

an "accident" for which there was a sane

excuse and never need be one if persons

who go hunting are made to appreciate

their responsibility when alone with a

loaded gun.
In probably every case it is a fact that

the killer did not know surely what he
was shooting at ; he did not delay till he

knew positively. Why? He might, for-

sooth, miss a shot and some one would
say he had "buck fever." He
could get the animal, whatever it was,

positively, and to hesitate a minute
might result in its getting out of range.

Bang!
That fatal shot will echo in the shoot-

er's heart every day he wakes up for the

remainder of his life. He will hear the

groan that followed. It will not even for-

sake him in his sleep. The terror of

hours that set in when the smoke of his

powder floated away will haunt him.

Why could not the frightful drama have
all disappeared as easily as the smoke?
To ensure against ever shooting an-

other in the woods is such a simple thing

that to offer "accident" as an excuse for

a fatality of this kind is unpardonable.

What human foresight and due careful-

ness might have prevented cannot be so

accounted for. The preventive is so

simple and practical too, so entirely

adaptable to all cases and hunters. All

you who value human life, your own life

or that of your wife, your child or the one
most precious to you on earth, mark this:

Determine never, never, never, to shoot

at an object anywhere without knowing
positively what it is.

This determination adhered to will pre-

vent the all too frequent gunning slau-

ghter of men by license holders who
shoot things according to their own
judgment and without knowledge. But
why should a hunting license be issued

to one who is incompetent to handle a
gun without menace to others? Men
are not licensed to take charge of other
dangerous things without some proof of

competency, as, for instance, a man who
is put in charge of a stationary engine.

The old English law is very stringent,

simple, and easy of comprehension to any
mind. It defines the responsibility of

men in respect to accidents, sets forth

that some one should answer for it, un-
less it be an "Act of God or the King's
enemy,"' provided any human foresight

could have prevented the injury. All

over this continent, in Canada and else-

where the spirit of that wholesome old

law has pretty nearly died out. The
writer has strong personal feelings on this

subject and so far as he can see law-mak-
ers and venders of hunting permits are

positively indifferent to consequences.

There are- plenty of feather brained gun-
ners stalking the woods every season. If

a responsible person could be compelled
to go in their midst a few times each year
there would quickly be remedies propos-

ed and adopted.

It may seem hardhearted for anyone to

be so unsympathetic as to heap denunci-
ations on the unfortunate innocent who
kills another by mistake when hunting,

but when the fatality could have been pre-

vented b}- the shooter's taking the time

to make perfectly sure what his target

was, one feels that strictures are in order.

It fell to the writer on one occasion to

have a most sensational little experience

of his own. in which however no one was
injured in the least. The e^ca^e neverthe-

less was a very narrow one. It occurred

many years ago now in the State of Mich-
igan, up in the pinery districts when they

were dense and exhaustless in space.

Early one morning the writer swung into

a saddle and rode into the great forest

that surrounded the railroad station
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where he worked. This was no new per-

formance with him although he was not

what one would term a "hunter". In two
or three hours he had reached one of the

small inland lakes which are very com-
mon everywhere in that country. At that

point he dismounted, unslung his accou-

trements and provided for his horse.

Shortly afterwards, loaded for bear, or

an}^hing, he started around the lake

among poplars and willows, which were
abundant along the shore. It was a slow,

noiseless progress with frequent

long rests and constant watchful-

ness. It was well on in-

to the afternoon before half the distance,

a few hundred yards, had been covered

and the roots of a large turned up tree

were answering, one for a screen and the

other for a seat, while the hunter rested

and, with the hammer of his gun back,

watched through the fluttering yellow

leaves, the coming of the expected game.
All about were wild birds and he watched
them too for they were his game finders

and unfailing locators. Soon up in the

higher branches he noticed some signs of

restlessness among them. The}' were aL'

looking in one direction and to an expert

in bird waj-s this meant that there was a

good sized something near by which inter-

ested them. He got his vision centred

with the birds' ; a bush moved ; its size in-

dicated that no small object had stirred

it. Nobody lived within fifteen miles oi

that place. Of course there were no oth-

er large creatures about but bear and

deer. It was not necessary to consider

that question further. More bushes mov-
ed. The man with the gun sized it up
that he could have brought down the ani-

mal by pure calculation finding the range

by the constant motion of the boughs.

His breath came hard ; would not the ani-

mal hear the throbbing of 'his heart? If

he waited longer his nerve would collapse

with the strain. What was the use? Now !

But no, he
ing a resolve

remembered mak-
once never, nev-

er, to shoot imtil he saw and
identified the object at wliich he was aim-

ing. He was getting shaky with suspense

and he knew his game would get away
and then the joke would be on him. At
last ! There was the deer ! He saw its

color. There it was now, no chance for

mistake. He saw it. The gun seemed
able to find his shoulder without help. In

fact he had to struggle to keep it away.
That resolution to positively know had
not had every chance for testing so far.

He restrained his arms and broke into a

sweat of excitement. It seemed as

though he were almost insane with the de-

sire to shoot. Sometimes, he thought,

people do become temporarily unbalanced
under such a nervous strain. On his part,

however, with the perspiration rolling

down his face, his gun clutched, and fairly

consumed with the desire to shoot, he
still hesitated, with the echo of that reso-

lution to know still in his heart. There
it was! In full view at last! Whilliker

Jenks ! Did he fire then? No! It was a

man I He was wearing reddish grey
clothes and a hat very much the color of

a deer. Only a little excitement was re-

quired to make it a perfect match in that

respect.

\Miere streams of sweat had coursed

over the body of the man on the root

chills were now in full possession and
when he greeted the new comer his teeth

were actually chattering. He offered no
explanation but promptly accepted the

new arrival's remedy which he produced

from an inside pocket. It was a specific

—whatever it was.

Muskoka Lakes will probably be given

a restocking with bass and other fish in

time for next summer's tourist business.

"If the Muskoka people would only ob-

literate the use of nets, the fishing in

those parts would be vastly improved,"

said Game Superintendent Tinsley rec-

entlv.

On the Senaca River, in New Bruns-

wick, Philip Fisher, of Syracuse, hooked

a black bass weighing four and three-

quarter pounds. He had plenty of deli-

cate work to do before he landed this

beauty. Four others, good ones, though

smaller than the one mentioned, were

brought in at the same place shortly

afterwards.
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The Land Of The Bug

BY DR. HARRV GOVE.

"Vou never see such darned gret Bugs"—It may not be irrelevant to say—I've seen a Scarabaeus

Pilularius big as a year old elephant."

THE Realm of Trumpery would per-

haps be a more appropriate title

than "The Land of the Bug"' for

the subject we are about to inves-

tigate, as it justly conve)"s the idea of the

material from which its inhabitants are

evolved. The latitude and longitude of

this mysterious land lie far beyond the

boundaries of common sense. It is the re-

gion of the inartistic, artificial fly, a fairy

realm of the Bans'hee of the flying insect,

the hunting ground of the Ghoul of the

stream, the habitation of the Harpy of the

lake, an expanse over w'hicli flit the fea-

thered \ampires of warped imaginations.

This awful Sahara of wool and feathers

is shrouded in a mist of impenetrable
guess-work without a milestone to guide
the traveller over its limitless area. Now
and again some lunatic grasps a handful
of debris from the heterogeneous mass of

material blown into heaps by the vagrant
winds that sweep over its surface, and
fashions it into some new, and horribly

grotesque idea of life. Imagination will

allow us to conceive this locality as an
immense cocoon of profound ignorance
from which vast swarms of insect hob-
goblins emerge hatched from the chry-

salid of immature reasoning, with a

chance admixture of color for a vivifying

element. There is nothing lacking in the

pretentious nomenclature of this Harle-
quin Brigade :

—"The Grizzly King",
"Lord Baltimore". "Colonel Fuller",

"Queen of the Water", "The Parson",
"The Silver Doctor", with "Parmachene
Belle" in glittering attire, move majestic-

ally forward, after "Toma Joe," and
"Rhube W^ood" the watchful scouts of

the piebald host, the tag rag and bobtail

of angling. Their varied uniforms are

the products of the shoddy factories of

the "Land of the Bug", and include

Tyrian purple, scarlet and gold, indigo

and silver, onion skins and soot, diamond
dyes, feathers of all kinds and the ravel-

lings and waste of all known substances

of the earth.

This fabulous zone is the possession of

the "Fraternity of Anglers" from the

Circean charm of which some few, by
blessed dispensation have escaoed. Most
of us I regret to state, have become per-

manent residents, possibly never to issue

safely from its portal. Like the labyrinth

at Crete, everything facilitates the in-

gress, while to retrace one's footsteps,

and find the exit is arduous and extremely
perplexing I feel a pardonable amount of

pride when contemplating the extensive

collection of effete material I have raked

together (a great portion thereof, the re-

sult of twenty years of predatory incur-

sions on hen roosts). This pride is owing
to the fact, that out of my stock I can tie

a fly that will frighten a fish to death, or

I can design a bug with the awe inspiring

characteristics of a prehistoric pterodac-

tyl. Strange to say, these collections are

really valuable in the hands of an expert

who knows how to use them. Every col-

lector, however, is responsible for the

manufacture of more than one monstro-

terialized entire swarms. The pain, the

conscientious remorse now experienced

as a great factor in destroying the plea-

sure of my brother anglers, will not efface

the record that must stand against me in

the big, black book.

\\'e are all inclined to be more or less

egotistical. To avoid this unpardonable
error, it will be my pleasure to introduce

to the reader the views of some writers

bearing on the subject. I, therefore,

make no apology for calling your atten-

tion to the ideas my friend Jim Grimes en-

tertains in reference to bugs in general.

Mr. Grimes lives on a farm, situated in a

charming rural district, and is the rever-

ed sage of a locality known as the "Chop-
pins". I am very anxious that his view
of the subject should be well aired, em-
bracing, as it does, the etymological pe-
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culiarities of San Dermingo, to which is-

land, when a young man, he made a

"vige"', filling the arduous position of

cook in a schooner (in his vernacular, a

lime juicer). By some mysterious dis-

pensation of Providence, beneficent be-

yond the range of human conception, he
was permitted to regain the homeland.
On this momentous question Grimes has

an idea to wit :

—

What yer want to make them bugs for?

Gurus lot: you fishin' fellers,

Compoundin butter—flies and hornets

Outen wool and turkey feathers.

What's the sense inventin buzz-bugs

When you can't plant out a cabbage

That a worm wont chaw the roots off

Or a cussed bug won't ravage?

I've a notion that in futur

Fairmers need'ent be surprised

If they want to hairvest turnips

They'll hev to get 'ein galvanized.

You can't make no flyin critter

Like I see in San Dermingo

Yaller bugs with horns like pitch-forks

Big as any boss, by Jingo.

Ain't yer satisfied with nothin?

This yer country's full of vermin

Everything but weeds and cordwood

With some dod-gasted bug is squirmin'.

Fish yer trout with worms and minnies

This is my advice to you luis,

When we're et alive with insects

For God's sake don't make no new ones.

The gravity of the situation looms up
and assumes appalling proportions in the

last stanza of his poem and shuts it off

from all avenues of criticism.

As much cannot be said of the follow-

ing quotation from the work of an au-
thor of no little authority on angling.

"\^'hether we are unusually deficient in

the sense of perceiving similitudes, or

are more than usually endowed with the
perception of dissemblances we cannot
say but this we know ; that possessing
the largest collection of insects in Scot-
land, we recently desired to be brought

to us the whole stock in trade of an ex-
tensive and skilful fly-maker, and on
comparing his collection with our own,
we could not find a single specimen in

the one which in a reasonable way tal-

lied with a single individual in the other
We really could not help it. We desired
to ascertain the fact, and having ascer-

tained it, we now state it,—^meaning no
offence. But it is actually true, that

flies made of fur and feathers, with sil-

ver heads, golden ribs, worsted bottoms.
hair legs and steel tails bear no resem-
blance to winged insects instinct with
life."

I perfectly agree with the writer, ex-

cept that he is in error as to the material
which enters into the construction of ar-

tistic flies. He again remarks:- "We can-

not conceive whj' our beloved brethren of

the angle, should persist in the belief

that their success depends on the special

licenses which their own garish gear
bears to any fixed form of insect life.

That the successful practice of the art

depends at least at times, in some small
measure on the choice of flies, is admit-
ted for we know that determinate rela-

tions exist between artificial flies of a

certain color, and particular conditions

of a river as to size and season, but these

relations are rather connected with ang-
ling as a peculiar art, than as bearing
reference to any special analogies of na-

ture."

It is very unwise to make such cast

iron statements in reference to the ques-
tion under consideration, more especial-

ly as this opinion lacks clear reasoning.

Practical treatises abound with vaunted
truisms regarding it. There are none in

which, later on in the extension of their

argument, the authors have not been
compelled to modify their positive af-

firmation, by statements of a completely
negative character. It is impossible to

separate the art of fly-tying from the sci-

ence of entomology. To do so means its

absolute divorce from Nature. The in-

ference drawn, that inasmuch as he failed

to find in the large collection of artificial

flies shown by the maker, a single one
that tallied with natural insect entomolo-

gy, they had no connection with the art of

angling is arrant nonsense. I venture the
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remark, that neither the gentleman who
blundered into the mistake, nor the prac-

tical exponent of the fly-tying art. knew
anything whatever, intelligently consid-

ered, regarding the subject. My opinion

thus expressed in fairness demands a sat-

isfactorj' explanation.

An artificial fly to imitate Nature, need
not be accurate in its minute detail, the

resemblance, however, must reach the

point of positive deception. How this

desideratum is attained is as follows :

—

A bowl with a mirror at the bottom is

filled with water, the fly to be imitated

placed on the surface, and the general

impression of the reflected image careful-

ly studied. The accuracy of this copy in

its interpretation, duplicated through
the medium of any material whatever,
provided shape and size are taken into

consideration, determines the practical

value of the lure. It must be remember-
ed that trout under advantageous cir-

cumstances, see our fly for but one criti-

cal moment, we can easily believe that

after a certain stage is reached, each de-

gree of closer resemblance to Nature has

a smaller value than the last, and if the

leading characteristics of the natural flj"

are expressed, the substitute is good.
For example, the "Olive Dun" has a

body of olive green down the back, olive

yellow underneath, and sides ribbed

with both colors ; but since the sides are

most exposed to the fish's sight, their ef-

fect on the eye 'must so predominate as

to make it sufficient that the whole body
of the artificial fly may uniformly resem-
ble them. A feeding fish is not in an or-

dinary state of casual consciousness ; by
virtue of being a feeding fish, it is in a

condition to receive one certain sensa-

tion, the image of the fly on which it

is feeding, and is relativel}^ impervious to

all other impressions of no greater inher-

ent magnitude. Kindly notice that these

remarks apply to fish that are feeding,

and success cannot be hoped for except

with a lure in which the general impres-

sions are not those of the insect which is

the object of its pursuit. You will see.

when we deal later on with the subject in

a scientific manner, that the fish possesses

selection. Some years ago, looking over
a number of flies I had constructed in ac-

cordance with the idea here e.xpressed of

imitating nature, bj- the usual eflfect af-

forded the eye by the insect to be dupli-

cated, I was struck vs-ith the strong re-

semblance one bore to the other, with
the exception of color there was a life-

like appearance common to each. I

judge this to be most essential in the

make-up of all artificial lures. With my
imitation of the May-Fly and also of

those of the best foreign artists I was
dissatisfied. There was a bunglesome
crudeness about them which did not har-

monize at all with Nature. I spent

years of experimental work in the direc-

tion of improvement, and while perfec-

tion is not yet reached I can tie an imi-

tation that will kill fish in any of our wa-
ters and odd to sa}'. at all seasons. I ac-

count for this peculiarity by the strict at-

tention paid to detail, as regards shape
and size. When lifelike movement is im-

parted to this the illustration is perfect,

with the single exception that the color

may not be identical with that of the in-

sect the trout may be pursuing. If it be
of the class of the ephemeridae we have
their characteristics strongly in evidence
with the exception of shade, which
through the perfection of the general

whole becomes a minor factor. I wish it

understood that this single instance of

efficiency, b}- no means, establishes a

point against the advantage of correct

color. Let it be taken as. granted that

hunger is the strongest incentive to ac-

tivity in the lower animals, and when
this ceases to exert its influence we must
look for something sufficiently potent in

its character to arouse a fish lethargic,

from perhaps over feeding. In the imi-

tation of the natural insect we cater to

appetite and predatory instinct, which in-

cludes selection. I term this the single

appeal. The extension of this, I desig-

nate the double appeal. My theory is

that, in making this double appeal, the

identity of the natural insect should not

be lost sight of, as it is in the freak-fly,

but that something must be added to our
imitation, acting strongly upon its ner-

vous irritability in such quantity only, as

will be insufficient to destroy the likeness

of a favorite article of its diet, conse-

quently obliterating selection. A mistake
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made in this procedure gives us the

freak-fly, and what is more it contains

but a single appeal, of a very questionable

character. The nicest points of fly tying

are involved in this distinction, and the

difficulty of attaining a happy medium
apparent. It is my practice to tie two
flies, one, a direct imitation of Nature,

the other constructed with due regard to

the salient points of the first, but infused

with an allurement that arouses into ac-

tivity the dormant nervous organization

of the fish. The lure must retain the

identity of imitation strongly character-

istic, as this eliminates any feeling of

distrust, the natural result of a grotesque
and unfamiliar image.

Having reached this point we are a

long way on the journey, which ultimate-

ly will bring us to the green pastures

which lie outside the limit of "The Land
of the Bug". At all events we shall get

rid of the empiricism of the freak-fly, the

present great annoyance and bugbear of

the angler, placing him in the condition

of an individual who aimlesslv attaches

fly after fly to a cast, to attain a desider-

atum which is suspended in the balance
of remote chance and wildest guess work.
There is a beautiful oasis in the Sa-

hara of the "Land of the Bug", the de-

vious way is comparatively unknown.
Before you reach it you will bear the

note of the Starling—the love of the

fly-maker—predominating all the songs
of the variegated birds, that flit among
the umbrageous foliage of its sequester-

ed shade. In a temple where art reigns

supreme are inlaid cabinets, filled with
dainty and costly material, the product
of all climes, scrupulously guarded from
rough and inartistic touch by the de-

votees who worship at Nature's shrine.

I shall have most signally failed if I can-

not convince my brother anglers that

from this material flies can be evolved

—

feathered poems, mute lyrics copied from
Nature in all ber moods, reflection of her

suns'hine and her shadows—and that the

hand that makes them must learn the les-

son by the shore of the placid lake and
the margin of the flowing stream.

"Never Touched Me
BY H. G. T.

I first met the old fellow when we were

leaving the livery stable for a shoot out

in the marshes, when someone jestingly

asked us if we were prepared for Indians.

The old man evidently thought that the

question was intended to be taken ser-

iously because he said "You don't need

to be scared, there are no bad Indians

here now, but if you had lived forty years

ago you would have had your fill of

them." "Why, I was once coming in

from Fort Ellice when I saw a band of

twelve or fifteen Indians racing across

the prairie on their ponies, so as to cut

me of? before I reached the Little Sas-

katchewan River. My horse was fast

and I rode over the bank, which was
about one hundred feet high at that place,

tied my horse to some bushes, and waded
out in three or four feet of water, and as

the Indians came over the top of the hill,

on their ponies, I picked them off one
after another until I had emptied my
ma.gazine. when I ducked down under
water and re-loaded, rose again, and kept

picking them off until I had about a

dozen of them altogether, by which time
they had enough of it, and withdrew."
Somebody said, "By Jove, old man, you
must have been pretty badly scared."

Bracing his shoulders, he replied, "Not a

darned bit of it, I was smoking my pipe

all the time."
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OUR MEDICINE BAG
The Yarmouth Branch of the Xova

Scotia Game Association held its annual
meeting in January last. It is now about
five years and a half since this organiza-

tion was formed. During the past five

j'ears the game laws have been amended
and revised, and many new ones added
so that the present code of game laws
bears but little resemblance to those old

laws except in name. To-day the Prov-
ince boasts of game commissioners and
wardens, prosecutions for poaching are

quite frequent, where once the revenue
for this work was counted by hundreds
it is now counted by thousands of dol-

lars, and there is a crusade all over Xova
Scotia to get new varieties of game for

the woods, to get fish for the waters and
for game and fish protection. In some
counties very little sawdust gets into the
streams and dams are either provided
with passes or opened sufficiently for

fish to get through. The Association
has planted fully two million salmon and
one hundred and fifty thousand trout fry

in the waters of Yarmouth County.
There are very few main waters not
touched.

Owing to their experience and famil-

iarity with game and game matters the

advice of the Guides has been of great
value in framing game laws. Through
the Guides Association the\- have been a

powerful factor in carrying out those re-

cently enacted and salutory laws defin-

ing the close or open seasons, limiting

the "bag" or "kill", protecting the cow
moose and preventing poaching. Three
j-ears ago the Association started a

movement to secure the appointment of

a special fishery guardian on the Tusket
and Salmon and other rivers and after

strenuous opposition a good man was
finally appointed in 191 1. His work has
been eminently satisfactory so that now
those who once opposed the appoint-
ment most stronglv are anxious that his

good work should go on. Salmon were
caught in 191 1 for the first time in twen-
ty years off Kempt Bridge. The matter
of establishing a game preserve near
Boundarv Rock is under consideration.

The annual meeting of the \\'indsor

Branch of the Ontario Forest, Fish and
Game Protective Association was held

in the parlors of the Crawford House on
the evening of January nth, and the

election of officers resulted as follows:

—

Hon. President, Mavor Chater, W'alker-

ville, Ont. : President, E. R. Iverr, Walk-
erville, Ont.; ist \'ice-President, F. S.

Moss, Leamington. Ont.; 2nd Vice-Presi-

dent, Jos. Jones, Windsor, Ont. ; Sec-
Treas., A. B. Drake, Windsor, Ont.

The President remarked that he had
been continuously bringing to the atten-

tion of the department of Fish and Game
at Toronto the need of a more stringent

enforcement of the game and fishery reg-

ulations along the shores of the Detroit

River and Lake St. Clair but his efforts

so far have been fruitless. In his exper-

ience he had found it very difficult to get

the paid oiificials of the .government to

check violations and enter prosecutions
in the face of sufficient evidence to con-

vict. He wondered why the viola-

tions of the game laws and the

abuses of the commercial fisheries were
permitted, and if those entrusted with

the enforcement of the regulations were
appointed for political purposes. He
urged the sixty members present to de-

vote all their spare time to membership
and hoped that the other branches
throughout the Province, who had be-

come discouraged would pull themselves
together again and make their pressure

felt in their respective constituencies.

He also named the following committees
for the year's work:—-Large Game: John
Miner, Kingsville : H. Crouchman, Walk-
erville and W. L. Perkins, Windsor, Ont.
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Small Game: Dr. \Vm. Revell, Windsor,

Ontario; A. S. Biggar, Walkerville, and

T. W. Brooke, Windsor, Ont. ; Game
Warden Committee: H. Crouchman.
Walkerville; A. S. Biggar, Walkerville,

and A. W. Reid, Walkerville ; Financial

:

Mayor Chater, Walkerville. Thos. Reid,

Walkerville; C. J. A\"all, Windsor, A. B.

Drake, Windsor and E. R. Kerr, Walker-
ville.

Following this the gathering adjourn-

ed to the dining room and partook of a

banquet during which Mr. Kell}' Evans
of Toronto spoke. He stated that the

Fish and Game department was one of

the most important departments of the

government and that he considered it

large enough to be conducted as a depart-

ment in itself and not coupled with the

department of Public ^^'orks. He also

stated that he had made his final report to

the government some eight months ago
and that Sir James P. Whitney had
promised to have it printed and brought
down before the house at the next session

in February.

Mr. S. F. Burgess of Detroit, Mich,
prominently connected with the Michi-

gan State Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation was the next speaker and gave

.a very instructive talk on large game
which contained practical advice. Mr.

T. W. Brooke, Mr. Thos. Reid, Mr. H.
Grouchman, Dr. W^m. Revell, Mr. Brad-

shaw and Mr. A. B. Drake also spoke.

A vote of thanks was tendered the

xhairman Mr. C. J. Wall of Windsor.

At a meeting of this branch held Feb-
ruary 2nd, with the Hon. J. O. Reaume
and the two North Essex Game Wardens
present matters were opened up and
thoroughly discussed. The Hon. J- O.
Reaume stated that the government
would co-operate with this association.

He also stated that it would be his first

.endeavor to divide the Province into

zones so that regulations could be made
suitable for the northern portion not to

conflict with the southern and western
portions of the Province. He also prom-
ised a system of patrol for the Detroit

River and Lake St. Clair. The branch
recommended the following:

—

1st—The division of the Province into

Kones.

2nd—Stricter enforcement of the Fish
and Game regulations along the Detroit
River and Lake St. Clair as elsewhere.

3rd—Muskrat season in the southern
and western portions of the Province to

date from February 15th to .\pril 1st.

4th—Bag limit on duck to 150 per man
one season.

5th—Duck season to date from Octob-
er 1st to December 15th.

6th—Increase in the wolf bounty to

twenty-five dollars per head to equalize

with the present bount)' in the State of

Michigan.
7th—Extension in the season for Deer,

Moose and Caribou from Nov. ist to 20th

instead of ist to 15th as at present.

8th—Abolition of the Pump Gun as it

is believed to be as destructive as the au-

tomatic.

Jack Miner, the well known hunter of

big game and Vice-President of the

South Essex Fish and Game Protective

Association, is not only classed as a
mighty hunter but a firm believer in the

protection of game, both large and small,

and he practices what he preaches. Mr.
Miner is a lover of everything that per-

tains to the wild, as a visit to his farm in

Gosfield South will testitV. In a little

patch of woodland on the back end of the

place shelters are arranged here and
there for the quail and partridge, which
he feeds during the winter. A large flock

of wild geese and a family of the beauti-

ful wood ducks are also taken care of in

the same way. Owls and hawks are a

terror to quail and song birds, such as

blue birds, robins and others. Jack Miner
has found a waj' to protect and feed the

birds and make the hawks pay for their

trouble. He builds feeding places for

the quail ; this attracts the hawks and
owls and they sit around the feeding

places and pounce on the little birds

when they come out to feed. Traps are

set and the intruders caught. These can

be sold for two dollars a piece for mount-
ing purposes. Thus every hawk caught
and sold provides over two bushels of

wheat for feeding his happy family.

Recently we received the following in-

teresting communication from Air. Min-
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er with reference to four mallard ducks

which left Kingsville in Januar\' last:

On Sunday evening:, January 7th my
wild mallard ducks circled very high in

the air and as they appeared to be act-

ing somewhat strangely I stood and

watched them. Finally the old ones, fol-

lowed by two or three of their young set-

tled down. Four others that I had rais-

ed with a hen, by hand, started straight

south. I waited anxiously during the

next week, hoping to hear who the lucky

man was that had secured the birds. On
January 17th I received word that David
Stout of Circleville, Ohio had shot a wild

duck on January i.^th on whose leg had

been found a band bearing the address

Box, 48, Kingsville, Ont. The next day

I received a letter from S. W. Lawson,
Saluda, Va. stating that he had shot a

dark mallard duck on January 12th

around whose leg was a band bearing

the address Box 48, Kingsville, Ont. It

seems rather odd that the one in Vir-

ginia should have been shot on the 12th

and the one in Ohio not until the 15th.

The Ohio shooter states that there were
nine in the bunch that he shot his one

out of. It may interest you to know that

I am positive these four were all young
birds and the}- left home without a

guide.

King George during his visit to India

enjoyed some big game shooting in the

northern dependency of Nepal, during

which he killed thirty tigers and thirteen

rhinoceroses. The Queen in the mean-
time made a long tour in the various

provinces of India, during which she

visited many of the historical spots.

Game \^'a^den W. H. Griffiths of the

Fish and Game Protective Asociation of

Quebec on December 24th arrested thir-

ty-one men at Caribou Lake in St. Mau-
rice County and seized nearly a ton of

red trout, a beaver just as it had been
trapped, a number of beaver skins, musk-
rat, mink, marten, weasel and partridge.

The fishermen had gone out on Sun-

day and had set their lines on the ice of

Lake Caribou and their catch had been
enormous. At this season the red trout

are sluggish, having just passed their

spawning season and the law forbids

their being taken through the ice. The
game warden and his men had got wind
of this incursion into the country and
set themselves at the fork of the only

road in that district. The men with the

trout came along with their sleighs load-

ed with barrels of trout and fur. On ar-

rival at the fork in the road they were
stopped by the game warden and his men
who had been armed with revolvers in

anticipation of trouble and sworn in by
Judge Choquette. When the last man
had driven up, Mr. Griffith conducted his

strange retinue into the village where he
relieved them of their own game and
each man was identified. He then let

them out on their own bail and or-

dered them to appear at Three Rivers
for trial the following Friday. As a re-

sult of the trial. Arthur, Emile and Henry
Matton of St. Genevieve were each fined

S5.00 ; Arthur Normandin of St. Luc was
given the option of paying a fine of $2.00

or spending a month in jail ; Henry Houle
of St. Etienne de Grand was fined $2.00

and had to pay $1.00 costs; Hector Do-
maine of St. Barnabe was fined $5.00;
Louis Deschene and Arthur Lacent of

St. Mathieu and St. Eli were each fined

$5.00 and costs: Louis Berthiaume and

Jos. Berthiaume of Lac Belleuer $5.00
and costs ; Philius le Couriers of St.

Paulin S5.00 and costs ; all for illegal par-

ticipation in trout fishing. Jos. Ots-
camps of Grand Piles who was found
with beaver, muskrats, mink, partridge

and fish was fined $60. Jos. Boisvert of

St. Barnabe and Frederic Bellemore of

St. Severe for partridge shooting out of

season were fined $2.00 and Si.00 costs.

Others were let go on suspended sen-

tence.

The belief that the Indian population

is dying out in this country seems to be

discredited by figures recently published

by the Department of Indian Affairs.

The Indian population of Canada is esti-

mated to be 103.661 while the Eskimos
number 4.600. The Six Nation Indians

alone have increased t^"] per cent, during

the last thirty years.
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Further figures go to show that the In-

dians are entering more and more into

the industrial life of the country. Last
year, from farming, trapping, hunting,

fishing and other labors, their revenue
was estimated at $5,600,000. There are

324 Indian schools in operation, with an
enrollment of 11,190 pupils.

One of the Rangers writing from Al-
gonquin Park expresses the belief that

the public generally are taking an inter-

est in the wolf question and that the re-

sults may be a campaign that will do
good service in lessening the numbers of

these animals. While sorry to lose Mr.
Cochrane, who took a personal interest

in the Park and in the welfare of the

staff, all are hoping for similar considera-

tion from his successor in office. In the

areas from which the beaver were trap-

ped they appear as plentiful as ever. Last
winter the deer suffered from some dis-

ease which disappeared as the warm
weather came on, and no finer animals
than those now in the Park can be seen

anywhere. The other game did extra

well. Fishing was very good during the

whole season. On the Canoe and Joe
Lake sections considerable trouble was
caused by fire from lightning. Little

damage was done, as the Rangers, assist-

ed by tourists, were able to control the

fires. Several fine new shelter homes
have been built by the Rangers and also

a 'building for cold storage. Eleven wolf
pelts were brought in by the Rangers
and as many baits were reported taken.

There is no doubt manv more fell victims
to the persistent efforts made to destroy
them.

The fiat has gone forth that there will

be no more students employed as fire

rangers. The new Minister of Lands.
Forests and IMines has taken up the task
of partially reorganizing the S3-stem of

ranging in Ontario's great natural play-
ground, and as a first step has decided to

employ whenever possible onlj' experi-
enced bushmen. By giving the prefer-

ence to experienced bushmen the park
will be looked after by a staff of men
who will be available j'ear after year.

The rules governing park rangers have
been made much more stringent and the
rangers will have to give an accounting
of their movements and the manner in

which every portion of their time is

spent.

Aduc Parent, who was captured on
January 13th at Temagami by Provin-
cial Policemen Cauldbeck and Lefebvre
with 61 beaver skins and a number of

other furs in his possession, pleaded
guilty before Magistrate Waegard and
Game Warden Parks. He was fined $500
and costs or one year in jail and expects
to raise the monev.

In view of the rapid disappearance of

the herds of elephants which formerly
roamed in Africa and the limited num-
ber of those animals remaining in .\sia,

attention has been called to the enor-
mous supply of ivory which exists in the
frozen tundras of Siberia, and which, it

is thought, will probably suffice for the
world's consumption for many years to

come. This ivory consists of the tusks
of the extint species of elephant called

mammoths. The tusks of these animals
were of great size and are wonderfully
abundant at some places in Siberia,

where the frost has perfectly preserved
them and in many cases has preserved
the flesh of the animals also.

The dingo is to Australia what the wolf
is to Eastern Europe and the coyote to

America. Hunting in packs or alone, he
is a constant menace to Australia's chief

industry, the breeding of sheep.

Many are the schemes evolved for the
wild dog's destruction, but his capture or
death is a comparativeh'^ rare occurrence
when set against his constant depreda-
tions. There are dog trappers who spend
their whole lives trying to catch dingos,

men who have studied every aspect of

their work and who spare no pains and
avoid no hardships in a constant warfare
with the wile and cunning of the sheep
slayer.

Though the dingo is met with from
time to time in almost every part of the
Australian bush, his principal habitat is
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the rough range country in the centre and
north of New South \Yales, and the deep,

dark scrubs of Queensland.
The dog trapper's life is of the lone-

liest kind. For weeks, perhaps months,
he camps in the desolate ranges, setting

his traps and watching with ready rifle

in the moonlit nights for a chance shot

at his enemy. In the bush there is a

price on the head of every dingo. In

some parts a dingo is worth £ lo, or even

£15, to the man who delivers his scalp to

the pastoral board or to the squatter.

This is made up by sums contributed

among the sheep breeders and allowed by
the district councils, so generally recog-

nized an enemy is the wild dog. With
such handsome emoluments to encourage
him, the professional dog trapper is not

easily daunted, and his patience and per-

severance are remarkable. Sometimes
he may get as many as three or four dogs
in a week, but as a rule if he gets three

in three months he is doing very well.

As a rule the dingo confines his mur-
derous attacks to sheep and weakling
calves, but in the far-out Queensland dis-

tricts, where large packs travel together.

hunger has been known to make them
bold, and one hears of them attacking
men in lonely camps in the manner of

wolves.

The dingo never barks, but his weird
howl is a familiar sound in the bush,
nights, and is blood-curdling in the ex-

treme and trying to the nerves of the new
man camped alone in the bush for the

first time. Owing to his cunning and swift-

ness in changing quarters the dingo holds
his own in central Australia, and is likely

to do so for many a da}^ to come, even
though the price upon his head—already
a generous one—should be doubled or

trebled.

We have received a small booklet is-

sued by the American Game Protective
and Propagation Association, whose
headquarters are at 11 1 Broadway. New
York City. This Association was formed
in order to satisfy the demand for a strong
national organization which should har-

monize and amalgamate the sportsmen
of North America and so furnish a means

whereby reasonable protection and in-

crease of the game supply might be ob-

tained. The Association stands ready to

lend its aid for securing the enactment of

good laws and to give expert advice when
deserved. It has been asked to assist in

the codification of the game laws under-
taken by the State of New York and its

services are being given freely in other

States as well. The Association aims
to co-operate with the various Commis-
sions of the country to secure a more vig-

orous enforcement of the laws. It also

aims to create among the wardens and
protectors and others whose dut}' it is to

enforce the law, a spirit of emulation and
pride in their profession and with this end
in view it ofifers gold and bronze medals
for meritorious service.

The Association believes in the protec-

tion of the forests and in modern forestry

methods, in the propagation of game and
food fish, in the stocking of the waters
with the varieties most suited for the lo-

calities and in the effective enforcement
of laws designed to protect the angling
and fishing interests of the country.
Among its Honorary and Advisory mem-
bers occur the names of Hon. Theodore
Roosevelt, Mr. John Burroughs, Mr.
George Bird Grinnell, Dr. Henry Van-
Dyke, Mr. Charles Hallock, Mr. Casper
Whitnev, etc., etc.

Mrs. M. Slieppard Bell, newly appoint-

ed game warden at Monkton, Marjdand,
is the only woman in the State who holds
such a position. She has a substantial

well stocked farm in which she takes

pride. She is familiar with the haunts
and habits of game and occasionally hunts
in the open near her home.

The differences of opinion between Fed-
eral and Provincial authorities regarding
fishery regulations are to be submitted to

a conference in the near future, when the

Provincial officers expect to secure chang-
es that will make the enforcement of the

fishery regulations more practicable than
it is now.
The Dominion Gevernment is vested

with power to issue all fishery regulations,

but the Provincial departments issue lie-
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enses and see to the enforcement of the

regulations. The chief cause of com-
])laint is said to be that the regulations

sent out from Ottawa have often been of

such a nature that it was impossible to

enforce them. Another cause of friction

is said to be the fact that the Dominion
Government collects all fines, although

these have not amounted to a great deal.

Mr. Oliver J. Wilcox of North Essex
wants the supply of food fishes in inland

waters increased. For this purpose he
will move in the Dominion House, "That
in the opinion of this House the exten-

sion of the fish hatchery upon the Great
Lakes and other waters in Canada, and
the operation of these controlled by the

Government to their full capacity would
be of great assistance in replenishing

these waters with the various species of

food fishes, and that such a measuTe
would be beneficial and should receive

the favorable consideration of the House.''

Old Don, a famous foxhound owned by
Monroe C. Smith, vice-president and sec-

retary of the L. C. Smith & Bros. Type-
writer Company, is dead.

A large number of Syracuse men who
at different times have been entertained

at the Smith camp near Williamstown, N.
Y., were acquainted with Old Don, and
'had often heard his musical voice in the

woods when he had the scent of a fox.

He had the "tenor" voice that is music to

the sportsman's ear.

Don was stricken three miles from the

camp. He was carried in by hunters and
placed by the open fireplace, where he
passed away.

Several years ago when he was in poor
health and went to the camp to recuper-

ate, Mr. Smith bought Old Don. While
On his sick bed he heard the sound of a

dog on the trail. Later he traced the dog
to its owner and bought him. Mrs.
Smith attributes his cure to his rambles
through the woods with Don. The dog
now rests under a tree near the camp.

A prominent gun manufacturer of Itha-

ca who had hunted many times with Don
sent the following poem to Mr. Smith
yesterday

:

Don.

Hold on, Partner, take your hat off,

Set your gun against that tree,

Yonder lies my good Old Don dog;
A better hound you'll never see.

I have run gray fox in Dixie,

And the red ones up in Maine,
Trailed the grizzlies in the Rockies,
Caught the possum in the cane.

Rode to packs in Merry England,
Hunted jacks out on the plain,

But as good a dog as Don was
I ?hall never own again.

Dogs aren't human, I'll admit it.

But they're truer than your wife.

Kick and cuff them—even starve them.
Yet they'll stick to you through life.

What about Don ?
' Well, I'll tell you

:

I was broke and sick and blue
When I first heard Don a-running,
\^'ith his voice so sweet and true.

I'd been thumped by all the doctors.

Taken dope and pills galore,

Then they sent me to the North Woods,
Said I had a few months more.
Nothing up there seemed to help me

—

I was feeling pretty sore.

Fifty hard-earned "plunks" Don cost me.
Yet his music sweet and clear

Bro't me back to health and fortune.

So at fiftv was he dear?
Yes, I sure am good for eighty,

But I never can den}'

That mv tramps and haunts with "Old
Don"

Stopped the church choir singing "Sweet
By and By."

See that log camp over yonder?
That's my home when I'm up here,

That's w"here Don lived, fed and cared
for,

'Twas his home for many a year.

Partner, I'm a little lonel}',

.'\nd I've shed a tear or two.
If you'd lost a pal like "Old Don"
Tell me. Partner, wouldn't you?

A writer in one of the Newfoundland
papers recently wrote a long letter to the

[)ress in which he soug'ht to convince his

readers that the killing of whales on the

coast of Newfoundland would ruin the
codfishery. His argument was as fol-

lows : The whales drive the caplin to

the shore and the codfish follow the tail-
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end of the procession to have a go at the

caplin when the whales are through. If

all the whales are killed the caplin will

'have no one to drive them shorewards

;

they will stay out in deep water and so

will the codfish and the inner ledges and
shoals will know them no more. The
argument, a writer in the Newfoundland
Trade Review, points out, is an ingenious

one, but unfortunately will not stand

the test of common sense, experience or

natural history as the caplin do not come
to land because they are driven by the

whale but in obedience to their procrea-

tive instincts. The whale and the cod-

fish follow because the caplin are their

natural food. This being so the caplin

will come to shore every year though
there were never a whale from the Gulf

of Mexico to "Greenland's Icy Moun-
tains."

A recent number of the Scientific Am-
erican contains an account of some freez-

ing experiments on fish and other ani-

mals which reads as follows :

—

Some remarkable experiments were
made not long since at the University of

Geneva b}- ]M. Raoul Pictet, whose name
is intimately connected with the produc-

tion of -artificial cold. He was, in fact,

one of the pioneers in this field, which has

now taken so wide a development. In

the course of some recent work he was
able to take live fisli, such as goldfish and
many of the fresh water varieties with

which we are familiar, and place them in

a tank. Then he freezes the water in

which the fish are swimming, so as to

form a block of ice. Then he freezes

the ice block still further, down to a

low temperature, about 20 deg. C. be-

low freezing point, and keeps the whole
at this point by means of a freezing ap-

paratus for two or three months. After

this time the block of ice is thawed out

very slowly, and the seemingly dead fish

come to life and swim about as usual.

This is the sir' /le but most remark-
able experiment v'hioh Mr. Pictet realiz-

es, adding a ). ;w discovery to the im-

portant ones l.e has already made. How-
ever, these hitter relate mainly to indust-

rial processes, while the present experi-

ment is one of far-reaching interest to

science in general. In a recent inter-

view with the Matin, of Paris, M. Pictet

states that his first experiments upon life

at very intense cold date nearly eighteen
years back. He became convinced that

if the chemical reactions of a living org-
anism could be suspended without caus-
ing any organic lesion, the phenomena of

life would disappear, but these would
come back as soon as the organism was
restored to the usual conditions. Great
cold will suspend the operations of life as

far as we are able to observe, but with-

out losing it totally. He made some
\-ery conclusi\e experiments upon fish, as

we already noted, and these could be
completely frozen and then thawed out
without causing loss of life. On one
occasion, while working on this subject

at the university, he put twenty-eight
fis'h in a deep glass basin, and left them
for twenty-four hours in water at about
the freezing Doint. Then he froze the

water to a solid block, together with the

fish, going down to 20 degrees. By
breaking oft' part of the block, one of the

fish could be taken out, and he found
that it could be broken in small pieces

just as if it were made of ice itself. After
thawing out the block, it is found that

no harm has been done the fish, and they
swim about just as if nothing had hap-
pened.

The freezing must not be carried down
too far in the case of fresh water fish,

and the temperature indicated above is

about the lowest which can be used, oth-

erwise the fish will be killed. How-
ever, there are other animals which can
stand a much greater amount of cold.

Frogs come next in order to fish in this

respect, and can be frozen down to 28

deg. C. below the freezing point. Some
water lizards or salamanders will stand

more cold, or 50 degrees. He finds that

snails will resist the greatest amount of

cold among the specimens which he tried,

and they can be frozen as low as 120 deg.

C. below the freezing point, and will then

come back to animation.

To start a full modern fish shop one
has only to make a trip around Winni-
peg, if the names in the latest directory
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published by the Henderson Co., can be

taken as any criterion. In it may be

found t'he names of fish of all kinds both

tropical and arctic, shelled and finny.

Jack are well represented, for there are

no less than twenty-two listed, and four

of them boast John for their first name.
There are also eight Piqe, but no Picker-

el, although there used to be several ac-

cording to old directories. There are

no Finnie-Haddies, but there are two
Pinnies and a Haddock as well as a whole
family of that name. There are a dozen
or so people in Winnipeg who confess

to the name of Salmon, four Whales, but
no Shark, although there is a Sharko, and
he lives in the north end.

Herbert Codd is the only man of that

name in the city, and he describes him-
self as an actor. There are four Bass,

six Trout, a Skate and one Sole who is

named Louis, and he is a laborer. A
Carp, surnamed Harry, is a carpenter for

the C. P. R., and Jack Perch perches on
a stool in the civic offices. W. Place is

also a laborer. Sturgeon, the fish of

kings, is represented by thirteen names
and there are three Roach. There
are also a Clam, three \\'ilks. sev-

eral varieties of Crabs, but no Lobsters,
the nearest approach to that name being
a Lobstick.

There is an Alex. Kipper, and he is a

clerk for a department store, there are
neither Herrings nor Bloaters to be
found in the big book. Minnows- are al-

so missing, but there is hardly a page in

the whole 1,953 on which some minnies
(as they call minnows in England), may
not be found. There are lots of just

plain Fish, there being Alexs. and Johns,
and Roses and many other names, but
no one in the city has his letters address-

ed Mr. Somebody Sucker, for the name
does not appear.

An aviary could also be started for

there are dozens of Birds of all descrip-

tions and names. The three Doves giv-

en are all men, but the Sparrows are of

both sexes and so are the three Herrons.
Twenty-four Partridges but no Pheas-
ants although there is an Albert Snipe,

an S. Duck, who is a baggage man, and
nine by the name of Drake. William
Hawk is a caretaker at a cemetery, and he

is the only one of that name given in

Winnipeg. There is no Hen but one
Ilennv, a Christopher Raven, and a Wil-
liam Rook who works for the C. P. R.

;

there are also five by the name of Crow,
and eleven Crane with ten Eagles. A
Daw, which is commonly called a Jack
Daw, can be found five times and one of

them is a Jack. There is also a Jimmy
Quail and two Robins, Chris and Ed.

The annual report of the Fisheries De-
partment shows that last year the market
value of all fish and fish products taken
by Canadian fishermen broke all records,

the total catch being valued at $29,965,-

433, an increase of $336,263 over the prev-

ious year's high record. To tlie total

the sea fisheries contributed $26,122,596
and the inland fisheries $3,842,837. In
the industry there were employed, in ves-

sels and fishing boats, 68,610 men, while

24,978 persons were employed in the var-

ious canneries, fis^h houses, etc., on shore.

One of the most important develop-
ments noted during the year was the in-

creasing use of gasoline engines for boats
in the shore and inland fisheries. There
are now nearly five thousand fishing

boats using such engines.

Nova Scotia again heads the list of

fish-producing Provinces, with a phenom-
enal increase of a little over two million

in the value of the year's catch. Brit-

ish Columliia shows a decrease of $1,151,-

520, New Brunswick a decrease of $542.-

171, Ontario a decrease of $151,692, and
Quebec a decrease of $115,961, Prince
Edward Island shows an increase of

$299,394-
The total value of the fisheries produc-

tion during the year bv Provinces was as

follows: Nova Scotia, $10,119,243;
British Columbia. $9,163,235; New
Brunswick, $4,134,144; Ontario, $2,026,-

121; Quebec, $1,692,475; Manitoba,

$1,302,779; Prince Edward Island, $1,153,-

708.

The increase in Nova Scotia is largely

accounted for by the big catch of the

Lunenberg deep sea fleet and the high

prices paid for dried fish throughout the

year.

The report concludes with a statement
that anv decrease recorded in the value
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of the catch apart from the salmon fish-

eries of British Columbia, is due rather

to the scarcity of bait and unfavorable

weather conditions than to any diminu-

tion of the abundance of fish in Canadian
waters.

Most of us have our own pet fish stor-

ies but while we may not all go so far as

to confirm the accuracy of the heading
under which the following story recently

appeared, namely, "The ^\'o^ld's Best Big
Fish Story" most of us will concede that

it bears the ear marks of one of the "fish-

iest."

Henrik Dahl of Aalesund was a reader

and follower of Darwin. W'ishing to ap-

ply his theory to the limit of adaptability

of a species to its environment, Henrik
procured a herring from a neighboring
fjord and carried it home in a tub of sea

water. He renewed the water daily for

some time, and gradually reduced the

quantity, with so little inconvenience that

the fish might, in time, learn to breathe

air undiluted with water, like the cat and
man. It turned out as he expected, and
the water was finally emptied out of the

tub never to be rejilaced. Henrik next

removed the fish from its tub and placed

it on the ground, wfhere it flopped about
very awkwardly at first, but soon learned

to move freely and rapidly. In a little

while the herring was able to follow its

master without difficulty, and then it be-

came his constant companion about the

streets of the city.

On a certain unfortunate day, Henrik
had occasion to cross a dilapidated bridge,

which spanned an arm of the harbor.

The herring, coming gracefully along,

heedless of danger, now and again spring-

ing at flies, for which it had acquired a

great fondness, missed its footing, slipped

through a crack into the water and was
drowned.

The following is a list of sportsmen
w'ho hunted in New Brunswick during the

past season under the guidance of Alan-

derville Bros., and a list of their succes-

ses:

Dr. C. A. Vosburgh and John Rey-

mershoffer of St. Louis, AI., succeeded in

getting two large moose, one bear and
two deer.

W. Krippner of New York City, two
deer.

Air. R. Kleiryring of New Jersey, ac-

companied by his wife and brother suc-

ceeded in getting three large moose, three

caribou, three deer and one bear, one
caribou having forty-two points, the finest

ever caught in New Brunswick.
Messrs. R. H. WoUt and C. Pearl Ray

of Philadelphia got one moose, two
deer and two large caribou and one bear.

Messrs. Eastman and Howard of New
York City, one fifty-five inch moose-head,
two deer and a red fox.

Messrs. Thompson and Baiston of

Belle^'ille, III., one large moose and two
deer.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bowns and
chauffeur of New York City, one bear
and two deer.

Mr. H. R. Diedel of New York one
moose and two deer.

Messrs. Brockmeyer, Mellon and Smith
Bros, of Philadelphia, tw^o fifty indh

moose heads and one fifty-six inch head,

six deer and one bear.

A young man who lives in Aylmer,
Ont., and a companion who lives in the

country went on a little shooting jaunt

on Christmas Dav and liad the bad luck

to kill ten squirrels. The matter was
brouglit to the attention of the local Game
Warden with the result that a fine of $50
was imposed by the magistrate. This
amount was the lowest that it was pos-

sible for the magistrate to assess the law-

breakers.

The game returns for district No. 2 in

New Brunswick, which embraces West-
moreland, Kent, Albert and Kings, shows
a large increase over last year. In these

four countries there was an increase in

game killed over 1910 of 120 moose and

109 deer. The total moose, deer and
caribou killed in the four counties was as

follows; Kent 345, an increase of 104;

Westmoreland 355, an increase of 136;

Albert 278, an increase of 69; Kings'255,

a decrease of 76.
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Up in Cobalt a paper that bears the

alluring title of "The Nugget" publishes

an amazing" storj' as follows:

The talk is going around that the fish

have been attending schools, since the ice

cut them off from communication with

the outside world, and they are so much
wiser than they have ever been before

that they are not going to bite on shoe-

buttons any more at all.

One of the most prominent, accomplish-

ed, and all-round line-looking of Cobalt's

fishermen (who would not hear to his

name being used after all those undeeerv-

ed adjectives) has returned from New
York with a story that has made Cobalt

fishermen pretty thoughtful. It goes

like this:

In Tarrytown, New York, there is a

man who, like several Cobalt sportsmen,

just loves to sit on the ice and pull fish

out of a little round hole in the ice and
carry them home later in vans. So one
night, the story goes, this man was fish-

ing through the ice, assisted by the rays

of a lantern. He put the round chunk
of ice that he had taken out of the hole

through which he was fishing, down upon
the line in order that no extra strong

fish might take the bait and pull him and
the lantern and the moving van througli

that hole in the ice to kingdom come for-

ever more.

But when a big whopper jumped out

on the ice to investigate the lantern this

man, whose name was Bub \\'icks, had
a bad time of it chasing it around on the

ice. He says now that the fish had

skates on its fins. And after he had fled

wildly around the pond yelling "sook,

bossie ! Sook, bossie !" for a much
longer time than he really wanted to do
it, he suddenly stopped and rubbed his

eyes.

There was no fish, and no line and no

hole.

The line had frozen to the chunk of ice,

and when the fish jumped back down the

hole, after its little frolic, the chunk,

which fit the hole exactly went plunk into

the aperture and froze there solider than

all get out.

So, now that Cobalt fishermen liave

learned of that trick, thej' are going ahead
with their plans for fishing through the

ice very cautiously. They are prepar-

ing to deal with fish of a high order of

intelligence. They expect to drop notes

through the holes in the ice inviting the

fish out on top and promising them, per-

haps, that Theodore Roosevelt is expect-

ed to pass that waj- soon. They are go-
ing to assure the fish, in properly spelled

messages, that the lake water is not con-

sidered healthy. They are going to dis-

regard that old lantern trick and are go-

ing to have baby grand pianos placed near

the holes in the ice so that these highly

educated fish may really have something
to come out for.

Rod and Gun is in receipt of a short

manuscript accompanied by three photo-

graphs. The manuscript is modestly
signed "R. W. H." but there is no post-

mark attached or any method whereby we
may identify the sender. .\ two cent

stamp was thoughtfully enclosed in case

of non-acceptance. The question natur-

ally arises, ''To whom shall we mail a

cheque?"

Within two miles of the village of Min-
den, Out., near a public road, an interest-

ing family of squatters have located. They
have built a large dam and an ideal beav-

ers' home which has been visited by many
curious persons interested in the engin-

eerinsf feats of Canada's first engineers.

A party of Winnipegers. composed of

O. Roy, John Euston, John Dubois and

M. Bishop had some splendid sport in the

White River District succeeding in bring-

ing down four grand specimens of moose
in three days. The one shot by Mr. Roy
after being out only two hours was an

especially fine animal and weighed over

i,ioo pounds.

It is announced that the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught and Princess Pat-

ricia will spend some time salmon fishing

in New Brunswick next summer and that

for their accommodation a ma.gnificent

lodge will be built on the Tobique River

bv Lord Strathcona.
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18/6 or $4.50. 30 yds. D. T. Tournament line 8/6 or $2.07.

Tn all $21.79.

SEND CASH COVERING ORDER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE—16 plateg of flies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHING ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Gold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England

Illustration

our celebrated

cannot come
reel fitting is

shows handle of one of

cane built rods. The hand
against metal work. The
our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our

"Perfect" ball bearing

agate line guard regu-

lating check reels.

% Diam.
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The annual meeting of the Saskatche-
wan Game Protective Association was
held on January 30th, 1912 at Regina,

Sask. The officers elected were as fol-

lows :

Honorary President—The Hon. Mr.
Motherwell.
Hon. Vice-President—T. N. Willing,

Saskatoon.
President—Dr. D. Low.
Vice-President—J. A. Wetmore.
Board of Directors

—

M. Sharon, H. C.

Lawson, J. T. Stemshorn.
In reply to a communication from the

secretary of the association requesting
particulars of the game licenses issued

during the season of 191 1, the following
reply was sent from A. F. Mantle :

—

"In compliance with your request of

the 4th instant, I beg to submit herewith
the information you desire. Our returns
from issuers of licenses are not yet com-
plete and I estimate that there are still

about 1,000 more bird game licenses to

account for.

"Resident bird game licenses 6,500
"Resident big game licenses 750
"Non-resident bird game licenses

(6 days) 55
"Non-resident bird gaine licenses

(season) 17

"The convictions on attached list are

for the calendar year of 191 1."

Revenue from Licenses.

A statement submitted to the meeting
by the secretary showed an estimate on
the above statement of the revenue to the

Government from licenses and convic-

tions for the year.

Resident bird (estimated net) ... .$5,625
Resident big game (net) 1,125

Non-resident bird (6 days) 550
Non-resident bird (season) 425

Total (net) from licenses 7-7~5
Convictions (net) 299

Total receipts 8,024

These figures are the receipts by the

Government with commissions, etc., de-

ducted. There Avere 51 convictions ob-
tained during the season for which the

fines totalled $598.

Summary of Convictions.

Of these convictions the following num-
ber were obtained on the various charges
named :

—

Shooting on Sunday 14
Shooting out of season (or possessing
game) 14

Shooting without license 12

Shooting out of hours 3

Shooting on private property without
owner's permisson 3

Total 51

Mr. VanValkenburg remarked in pre-

senting the report that the majority of

these convictions had been obtained
against non-English speaking persons
who were probably unacquainted with the

laws covering shooting.

Little Interest Taken.

Dr. Low made mention of the attempt
he had made during the year to interest

residents of the northern section of the

province, around Saskatoon and Battle-

ford, in the work of the association, but

there seemed to be little interest in the

work in these districts, as the claim is

made that there are too many chickens

there now.
"They'll find out when it is too late,"

commented the doctor, "that they would
have done well to help us in the protec-

tion of the game of the province. It may
be plentiful now, but it will not remain so

forever. Our aim is not to retard sport,

but to conserve the game for the good of

sport."

After some little discussion it was de-

cided that the association should make no
recommendations to the Legislature this

year for amendments to the game ordin-

ance.

Towards the close of the last hunting
season Wm. Bradley and Wm. Turcotte
of Thorne, P.Q., were out in the woods
looking for deer when they came across

a bear's den in which they knew from ap-

pearances that old Bruin had snugly
stowed himself away for the winter. They
promptly poked him out of the liole and
ended his career with a well directed bul-

let or two. He was an old animal and
very large.
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THE "UNIQUE"
The smallest and most compact camera

made in the world.

FILM PACK OR PLATE
Fitted with Automatic Siiutter and Fast Lens.

CATALOG SENT ON EEfttTEST.

Cameras bought, s-ild or excbaJQged for new. We
Carry a large assortment of all styles. Post Card
nd Reflex Cameras, and are selling at bargain
prices.

Get our prices before buying.

DeveJoping and Finishing for Amateurs.

Cameras rented. Open Evenings.

The Canadian Camera Exchange
352^ Yonge St., - Toronto.

or

En'ioy the Freedom
the Big Outdoors

THERE are no barriers to the complete enjoy-
ment of the woods and lakes and rivers if

you own a good canoe. There is no flare back
to complete canoe enjoyment if your canoe is an

The "Old Town Canoe* 'is the modem perfect ion
of the red man's birch bark. It is true in line,

true in balance, light, strong and durably con-
structed, properly cared tor, it never warps,
bulges, splits or leaks.

It is the choice of experienced campers, hunters and
professiona I guides. It is known the world over.

Wherever canoes are much used the owners of Old
Town Canoes are the envy of the others. We have
agents everywhere. 2000 canoes in our storehouses
insure prompt deliveries.

Our illustrated catalog, full of canoe pictures
awi canoe facts, sent free for a postal.

OLD TOWN CASOE CO. 63 Middle St.. Old Town,Me. .U.S.A.

\iiipdh

A—Patent Flap.

B—Perfect Pouch.

C—Small amount o f

75c material between thighs.

Absolute comfort while exercising.

Finest quality extra heavy welt-bound

elastic webbing.
Can be cleansed by boiling without injury

to rubber.

Ask your dealer or send 75c (stamps ac-

cepted) and your waist measure to

^
he Walter F.

Ware Co.

Dept. C. Philadelphia

Partridges and Pheasants

The Celebrated Hungarian and EngUlb
CapercaUiiee. Black Game, Wild Turkeya. Qualla,

Rabbits. Deer, etc., for stocking purpose*. Fancy

Pheasant*. Peafowl, Swan«, Cranes, Storka. Oma-
mental Geese and Ducks, Foies, Squirrels, Ferrets,

etc. All kinds of bird* and animals bought end

sold.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRT i GAME PARK, YASDLEy, ^A.

Shaw's Pneumatic Smokcr

SMOKE OtTT, In cold weather trappers smoke out

more mink, "coon," skunk, etc.. In one day than they
can take In traps in a month—besides they get prime furs

worth the most money.
A DIME brings Illustrated guide. It tells how. GWng

the first time In print the treasured secrets of the wisest

old trappers In this country. It's worth dollars to yon.

TKAPPEE'S StTPPLY CO., Oak Park, 111., U.S.A,
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.22 Caliber

Rim Fire Cartridges

Loaded with Sinokeless,

"Lesmok" or Black Powder

Winchester .22 Caliber cartridges

are made with the same painstaking

care and by the same modern system

as the Winchester Rifle cartridges

which were pronounced " The Most
Accurate" by the Government
Board of Experts two years in suc-

cession. That is why they are so

ACCURATE, UNIFORM and CLEAN

The '^Old Reliable" Parker

Gun Once More Victorious

At St. Thomas, Ontario, Dec. 5, 6, 7 and 8, 191 1, the PARKER GUN won
first and second in the Grand International Handicap at live birds, and tied

for third place,—Mr. Frank Galbreath, of Ridgetown, Ont., winning first, and
George McCall, of St. Thomas, Ont., second, with score of 19x20, and 5

straight in the shoot-off.

Send for catalogue.

N^Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Heriden, Conn.
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of Nobel's Explosives, Limited. Both put up very

good scores, Mr. White running 48 out of 50 birds.

The shooting of the members was also creditable.

Dr. Seager making the top score of 44 out of 50

birds.

The following are the scores:

CLUB SHOOT, 50 BIRDS.

Edward G. White (pro) 24 24 48

Walter H. Sutton (pro.) 2® 23 45

Dr. Black 22 22 44

J M. Cromwell 19 18 37

Dr. Smith 20 17 37

Wm. Forbes 15 21 36

R. A. Sibbitt 20 15 35

Geo. Easdale 13 21 34

Geo. R. White 17 16 33

Dr. Birkett 13 9 22

EXTRA EVENT, 50 BIRDS.

Edward G. White (pro.) 23 24 47

R. A. Sibbitt 19 24 43

Walter H. Sutton (pro) 18 24 42

J. M. Cromwell 20 21 41

Geo. Easdale 16 20 36

Wm. Forbes 18 19 37

The usual weekly shoot of the St. Hubert Gun
Club took place on Saturday, February 17th, imd-

er most favorable conditions, the weather being

almost ideal for trap shooting. A very success-

ful meeting resulted, in which some fifteen mem-
bers participated and considerable interest and
amusement was created by the competitions be-

tween members for their "goats." These "goats"

it might be explained, are metal discs purchased by
the members from the club, the money being de-

posited in a pool to be divided at the end of the

season pro rata among the competitors according

to the number of "goats" won by each. Satur-

day saw the inauguration of this system of com-
petition at St. Hubert's, and it proved a decided-

ly successful plan of increasing the individual int-

erest of the members, as they were able to ar-

range matches for themselves outside of the com-
petition for the spoon. E. G. White, professional,

was high gun, with 46 out of 50. Mr. B. Beattie

being second with 45. The spoon went to Mr.

J. M. Cromwell, however, as Mr. Beattie had a

handicap of four birds to overcome, which added
to Mr. Cromwell's score and gave him 47 to Mr.
Beattie's 45. The following are the scores:

(Club Shoot) 50 birds—E. G. White, 46; B.

Beattie, 45; Cromwell, 43; Dr. Black, 43; J. B.

Bunn, 42; R. A. Sibitt, 40; G. B. Greene, 39;

Lumsden, 38; Treaudeau. 38; V. V. Rogers, 37;

A. W. Greene, 37; Geo. White, 36; Wm. Forbes,

33; A. T. Phillips, 32; F. W. Birkett, 30.

(Extra Event) 25 birds—B. Beattie. 24; E. G.

White, 24; G. B. Greene, 24: R. A. Sibbitt, 21;

J. B. Bunn, 21; V. V. Rogers. 20; Wm. Forbes, 20;

F. W. Birkett, 19; A. W. Greene, 18; J. M. Crom-
well. 18; Geo. White, 14.

(Doubles) 12 pair—E. G. White, 19; G. B.

Greene, 16; J. B. Harkin, 15; R. A. Sibbitt, 12;

F. W. Birkett, 11; A. W. Greene, 11; W. Forbes,

10; V. V. Rogers, 7.

Rules Governing Competition for "McCallum Per-

fection Trophy."

Following are the rules governing the competi-
tion for the 'McCallum Perfection Trophy," as

furnished by the Secretary of the St. Hubert Gun
• Club of Ottawa, Mr. William Forbes.

This trophy shall be emblematic of the two-man
team shotgun championship of Eastern Ontario.

Eastern Ontario, for the purposes of this compe-
tition, shall comprise all the counties of Ontario
east of and including the counties of Prince Ed-
ward, Hastings and Renfrew.
The competition shall be open to any two ama-

teur shooters resident in Eastern Ontario or in the

City of Hull in the Province of Quebec.
The competition shall be at one hundred targets,

fifty per man, at sixteen yards rise, and imder
the then current rules of the D. C. T. S. Assn.

The competition shall be won by the team mak-
ing the highest aggregate score. All matches shall

take place on the grounds of the holders who
must satisfactorily provide for trapping, birds,

etc. The manner of the settling for the birds

shall be settled by the contestants.

In shooting competition for this trophy all four
contestants shall go to the score at me same
time. In case of a tie the match shall be shot

off the same day at fifty more targets, twenty-five

for each contestant. Should either team make de-

fault or not fulfil any of the conditions, the tro-

phy will go to the other team, but will not count
as a defence. A record of each competition shall

be engraved upon the trophy or upon a suitable

shield attached thereto.

The first competition for the trophy shall be

held on the grounds of the St. Hubert Gun Club
at Westboro on the 16th day of March and must
include at least five teams.

The teams then making the highest aggregate
score shall be entitled to hold and defend the tro-

phy.
Challenges for the trophy must be in writing

and sent to the Secretary of the St. Hubert Gun
Club. A challenge must be accompanied by a de-

posit of $2.00 to cover cost of engraving if de-

feated.

A challenge must be accepted and shot off with-

in two weeks of date of notification to the hold-

ers. Should more than one challenge be received

the same week the defenders shall not be expected

to shoot more than one race in the specified time.

Each competition shall be for two teams only,

that is, the defenders cannot shoot against more
than one team at a time. The Secretary of the

St. Hubert Gun Club shall be responsible for the

keeping of an accurate record in the books of the

Club of all competitions for this trophy and shall

arrange all matches.
The Secretary of the St. Hubert Gun Club shall

immediately on nceipt of a challenge notify the

holders, who will in turn deposit with the Secre-

tary the sum of two dollars, which will be re-

turned in case of a successful defence. The tro-

phy shall become the property of the team which
first scores ten successful defences not necessarily

consecutively.

The Secretary of the St. Hubert Gun Club must
be satisfied that the challenging team shall be in

a |)Osition in the event of the winning to provide
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SHOOT
NEW DOMINION

It has proved its

superiority both

on the rifle

range and

when in

quest of

game.

Extreme

accuracy

and great kiU-

ing power have

made it the choice

of discriminating

marksmen.

But to know
NEW DOMINION

You Must Shoot It.

We will be pleased to answer all

questions in detail and furnish full

information in reply to any inquiries.

WRITE US TO-DAY

Dominion Cartridge Company Ltd.
MONTREAL, CANADA
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suitable grounds and traps for defence of the tro-

phy.

The holders of the trophy shaU be personally li-

able to the Secretary of the St. Hubert Gun Club
to the extent of one hundred dollars ($100.00)

for the safety of the trophy while in their pos-

session until such time as the trophy shall be
finally won outright.

In case this trophy is won by members of the
Maple l^eaf Gun Club or Country Club the then
holders will have the privilege of defending it on
their own grounds, which are situated in the
Province of Quebec.
Any disputes arising in connection with the

competition for this trophy shall be settled by a
majority vote of the e.xecutive of the St. Hubert
Gun Club, and such decision shall be final.

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Club.

The Stanley Gun Club held a pleasant shoot of
their handicap series on January twentieth. Spoons
were also given and won by E. Springer and N.
Xorman with a splendid score, each with 23 out
of a possible 25. Considering the weather, the
shooting was good. The following are the scores;

Shot at. Broke.
A. Lundy 65 55

T. Sockett 55 43
W. Macdonald 75 50
R. Buck 35 27
0. Macklam 90 71

N'. Norman 85 72
Mr. Singer 60 48
T. Sawden 45 36
A. Hulme . 45 38
E. Springer 50 45
P. Wakefield 50 37
F. Hogarth 50 3„

G. Vivian 40 28
J. Ingram 75 60

E. Hirons 25 19

W. Ely 45 39
.4. Edkins 40 32
Fritz 25 21

At the fourth high average handicap shoot on
February fifth, spoons were also given. Fritz,

Class A, was winner, with a score of 24 out of a
possible 25. A. Lundy, Class B, won with 23.

The scores:

Hep. Shot at. Broke.
W. Stevens . . 19 130 102
W. Black 19
NT. Norman 20
0. Macklam 18
W. Jennings 23
T. Sawden . 20
F. Hogarth 19

W. Macdonald .

.

i:i

W. Elv 19

Iv. Buck .; 21

.\. Edkins .
'. 14

E. Springer . 22
T. Ingham 16
T. Sockett 18

A. Lundy 23
A. Hulme 23

100
90
85

75

75

75
75

65

55

50
50
60

45
60
50

79
73

64

68

57
62

53

59
44
34

45
48
32

55

^2

G. Vivian 19 45 36
Ten Eyck 21 35 30
Fritz 24 25 24

In spite of very cold weather on February tenth
there was a fair attendance of members at the
shoot. Springer broke 36 straight. Fritz won
the class A spoon shoot, with 22. Mr. Goffatt of
the Orillia Gun Club was a visitor. Scores:—

Shot at. Broke.
Macklam 100 63
Macdonald 95 72
Lundy 80 54
Sockett 70 61
Hadley 65 44
Springer 60 50
Sawden 60 47
Scheibe 55 38
Ingham 55 30
Fritz 50 44
Halford 50 40
Hogarth 50 39
Hulme .45 36
Buck ... 35 27
Ten Eyck 35 26
Goffatt 45 25

National Club.

The National Gun Club held a program shoot on
February third, when the following scores were
made:

Hep Yards. Shot at. Broke.
Brunswick 20 SO 60
W. Hayward 17 75 49
J. Dean 16 60 23
H. LTsher 17 55 38
E. Coath IS 50 35
J. Harrison 17 50 33
C. McKenzie 16 50 31
L. Brooker 17 50 2.1

S. Hadley 17 40 27
Stouffer "

17 40 20
C. Beare IS 30 21
W. Lemon 16 30 15
Geo. Wallace 17 30 14

W. Taylor .18 30 12

J. Turner 18 30 12

McKeand sc. 20 9

The prizes were three medals. Winners were.
A Class, Brunswick; B Class. C. Beare; C Class.

C. McKenzie.

The weeklj' handicap shoot for three silver cups
was held on February tenth. The extreme cold

was against good shooting. The scores were:

Hdc. yds. Shot at. Broke.
E. Coath "I8 50 35
H. Usher 17 40 35
Brunswick 21 40 28
J Harrison 17 50 36
W. Hayward 17 80 67

C. McKenzie 17 40 23
A. Gould 17 40 19
J. Monkman 16 30 18
J. Dean 16 30 9

C. Beare 19 20 14

R. Gould 16 30 9

L. Limpard . 16 20 11

Wm. Taylor 1(5 30 18

T. Woodburn 16 30 9
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3DZ.
3 IN ONE
FREE

To get 3 oz. of "3-in-One'* oil free
buy a neu' size 50c bottle. It contains
8 oz. or 8 times as much as the dime
bottle! Saves you money just the same
as "3-in-One" saves your gun! The
first, the best, the only gun oil that
lubricates, cleans, polishes and pre-
vents rust all at once. Makes maga-
zine—trigger—shell extractor—hammer
— break joints work without fault or
falter. Cleans barrels inside and out.
Removes burnt powder residue. Won't
gum— dry out—or collect dust. Con-
tains no acid. Recommended and
USED by alt famous gun manu-
facturers.

Send for FREE liberal sample and
"3-in-One'* Dictionary. FREE
LIBRARY SLIP given with each bottle.

"3-IN-ONE" OIL CO.
55 New St., New York City

LYMAN MICROMETER WIND-GAUGE
RECEIVER SIGHT (Patented July II, 1911)

Fouj^Mod|iy 903 .^n^^i906
Springfield Rifles

Send for Catalog:

The Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
Middlefield, Ct.. U.S.A.

fT A quick lock and a fast load are important.
^ Think of the speed of a flying bird—they will not
wait for a slow lock or a hang-fire load to operate.
<T The speed of our lock was scientificnlly timed at
the University of Cornell and it was found that our
hammer fell in 1 /02o of a second.
^ It was also found, at the time hammer struck,
it was travelling at the rate of 233 inches per
second.
^ This greased lightning speed Is sure to Increase
your score at trap or kills in the field.

ff Hammer is all one piece—no toggles attached

—

main spring power is applied directly down on ham-
mer—not endwise on toggles—and it travels less
than half an inch—that's why it's so quick.
fT The simple scientific construction of the lock
makes it practically fool-proof and It will stand
all kinds of use and a whole lot of misuse.
fj Rrand new catalog FREE; 18 grades $17.75 net
to $400 list.

fT New addition to the Ithaca family is a little 28
bore, weight 4^i to 5V4 pounds.

ITHACA GUN CO., Box 13, ITHACA, N.V.
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J. Turner 18 20 11

C. Harrison 18 25 14

K. Beare 16 20 12
Wm. McKeand 16 20 11

The cup winners were: A. Class—J. Harrison.
B. Class—C. Beare. C Class—Wm. Taylor.
A special feature of interest at the regular

weekly shoot on February 17th was a long-dist-

ance sweepstake shoot, starting at 27 yards and
going back one yard after every bird, finishing at
36 yards. The winner was E. C. Coath. The
scores were as follows:—
E. C. Coath 1111101111—9—10
C. Mougenel 1100011111—7—10
Brunswick 1111110100—7—10
W. Hay^vard OOIOIUOIO—5— 10

Next Saturday the club will hold the annual
supper shoot, when all members are requested to
be on hand bright and early, as there are to be
a few prizes to shoot for, as well as the supper
shoot. The shoot is called for 1.15 p.m. sharp.
In the programme shoot Saturday the winners

were:

—

A class—Brunswick 19 20
B class—R. Beare 20 20
C class—L. Brooker 18 20

The prizes being three silver medals. The scores
were as follows:—

High. Shot at. Broke.
Brunswick 21 75 66
E. C. Coath : 18 70 64
W. Hayward 17 60 51
L. Brooker 17 40 33
R. Gould 16 55 26
George Vivian 18 50 44
J. Harrison 18 50 40
C. B. Harrison 18 45 36
C. Mougenel 18' 45 35
C. McKenzie 17 45 34
W. Taylor 18 40 33
A. Gould 17 40 28
J. Stouffer 18 SO 26
W. McKeand, jr 17 30 24
J. Turner 18 30 18
J. Monkman 16 30 17
R- Beare 18 25 24
W. Fegan 18 25 22
W. Erwood 18 25 18
W. McKeand, sr 16 25 9
C. Beare 20 20 14
Moody 10 7

Balmy Beach Club.

The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach
Gun Club was held on January twentieth. A
large number of members and friends were pres-
ent. The day was stormy, but nevertheless some
good scores were made, W. H. Joselin winning the
silver spoon with 23 out of 25, and W. H. Bucke
the special prize in the rabbit shoot." The scores:

0. E. McGaw 85 65
L. G. Hillary 80 58
L. G. McGrory 30 18
F. G. Foster ; as 16
H. V. Philpott 25 15
T. F. Hodgson 60 4il

W. H. Joselin US 98

P. J. Boothe 75 58
H. J. Carter 20 8
J. E. Murphy 75 48
F. A. Tanner 30 20
A. E. Moore 35 2-1

J. A. Shaw 75 54
A. S. Butchart 15 9
W. S. Bucke 35 34
A. M. Bond 30 18
Alex. Thompson 25 14

The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach
Gun Club was held, on February third. The day
was fine and some good shooting took place, </.

A. Shaw winning the silver spoon, with 25
straight.

0. E. McOaw 75 52
L. McGrory 45 89
F. Foster ". 25 16
W. H. Joselin 120 98
T. D. McGaw 45 37
H. Hirons 46 37
T. F. Hodgson 20 12
P. J. Boothe 45 41
J. A. Shaw 70 65
E. Pringle 50 31
C. S. Watson 35 18
J. Boothe 30 12
A. M. Bond 30 18
H. V. Philpott »5 14

On account of the cold weather on February
tenth the attendance was small. The following
are the scores:

W. Joselin 130 113
T. D. McGaw 80 74
J. G. Shaw 70 65
C. Watson 60 57
E. Hirons 55 48
G. Smith 25 20

C. Watson won the spoon, with 25 straight.

The regular shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun
Club was held on their grounds. Saturday, Feb-
ruary seventeenth. The day was fine, and it

turned out to be one of the best shoots in the
history of the Club, no less than seven straight

25 by McGaw, Trimble, Boothe. Shaw, Jennings,
Lyonde and Watson being made. Scores:

W. Joselin 140 128
L. ]\IcCirorv 50 38
O. E. McGaw 90 85
C. D. Ten Eyck 65 52'

T. D. McGaw 70 68
H. J. Trimble 106 98
E. Pringle 25 14
P. J. Boothe 60 57
J. A. Shaw 60 53
W. H. Cutler 60 4«
C. Dixon 70 57
F. W. Lyonde 155 139
,T. Jennings 105 101
J. E. Murphy 45 39
F. W. Tanner 30 18
C. S. Watson 35 33
F. T. Fox 60 38
0. Smillie 45 38
E. A. Farncomb 30 23
W. H. Bucke 30 28
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Here's the Rifle you have
been waiting for

—

The New Model 29

2/Iar/m

_ Repeater
It's an up-to-date

.22 caliber repeater that handles

without change or adjustment the

.22 short, .22 long and .22 long-rifle cartridges of all

makes and styles, yet sells at the surprisingly low price of $8.50.

IT It's a take-down, convenient to clean quickly; U It has 23-inch barrel, long enough for all

packs in a small space. H as popuW trombone requirements; it is a thoroughly accurate and
action, quick and easy in operation. Themodero efficient arm for rabbits, squirrels, hawks,

solid top, side ejection and closed-in breech crows, foxes, and all small game, and for target

insure greater safety, comfort and convenience. work. IjGuaranteed in accuracy emd reliability.

Circular free on request, or complete i:2-paEe caulog Y/tGyi/Hn/TZ^UV(Z/'/nS (jtX
of all .^ni2« repeaters mailed for 3 slarapsposlaee. g, WILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

t

r^ ^t—hi^l

GUNNER GUMPTION'S LANTERN LECTURETTES ON

QREENER GtNd

I

I

!

I

THE GREENER TUMBLER BOLTING SAFETY.—Of course you are convinced that
the Greener Side Safety is a sine qui non of the perfect gun, yet to make assurance
doubly sure your gun should be fitted with an internal or "tumbler bolting" safety,
operated automitically ajid entirely independent of the shooter's volition. A safety

that will safeg^uard the user of the ^n and his companions against all risk of accidental dis-
charge.

THE GREENER TUMBLER BOLTING SAFETY is almost human
in its ingenuity, yet consists of but two limbs operating in such
a manner that it is a mechanical impossibility for a Greener Gun
fitted with this safety to be fired unless the triggers are actually

pulled. Should the locks by any mischance jar out of bent, the
"silent sentinel" checks the fall of the tumbler instantly and effectually.

Should the tumbler through dirt or other cause fail to go properly into bent,

the safety prevents its fall upon the rap. When the trigger is pulled volun-

tirily a projection of the trigger blade depresses the rear end of the Safety,
lifting it clear of the tumbler's path and permits the gun to be fired in the

usual manner.

Look at the drawing. It explains the simple working of the device exactly;

of course you will have this safety fitted to your new Greener gun. Catalog

R. 2. free.

W. W. GREENER
63 BEAVER HALL HILL

MONTREAL
and London aad Birmiasham,

Enflaod.
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After tlie regular shoot, President McGiiw put
up a large silver cup for a rabbit shoot of live

birds, which was won by F. T. Fox on the second
round, from C. Dixon.

Parkdale Club.

The Parkdale Gun Club held their sixth shoot
of the season on February fifth, Marsh winning
first with 25 straight, Devins second with 23 out
of 25. Mr. F. Smith of Tillsonburg was a wel-

come visitor. Following are the scores:

Marsh 50 45
Fenton 50 41

Parker 50 39
Devins 50 43
McAdani 60 47
Pickering 35 29
Duff ; 50 41
Ward 50 41
F. Smith 10 8

The weekly shoot of the Parkdale Gun Club
brought out a good crowd, all of whom had a

good time. Thirteen shooters made it lucky for

some and unlucky for others.

Montgomery carried home the cake receptaeh',

and Pickering the spoon. Fenton, Parker and
Devins made 25 straight each. The series is

nearing the end and enthusiasm is keen.
Following are the scores:—Montgomery, 24;

Pickering, 23; "Ward, 20; Duff, 22; Parker, 18;
Fenton, IS; Hooey, 21; Marsh, 21; Howe, 18;

McAdam, 19; G. Wolfe, ai; A. Wolfe, 22;
Devins, 21.

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

Presidents' vs. Vice-Presidents' Shoot.
At the Hamilton Gun Club on January thir-

teenth the annual President and Vice-President
shoot was held and it will go down in history as
the most successful ever. The zero weather did
not effect the attendance much, the bright sun-
shine and absence of wind made it an ideal after-

noon for shooting as the scores will show.

The big event was between teams chosen by
President F. W. Watson and Vice-President T.

W. Barnes, and the later won out by a score of

239 to 217. It was a twenty-five bird race and
Ntlson Long and D. M. bcott were high for the
winners with 23 each wnile Long's dark horse,

M, Ryckman, who "never shot before", c ntribu-

ted 16. For the losers J, (Jline was high with 23.

The twenty-five bird sweep looked good to E.

Sttirt and he took it down with £3 while J. Cline

was second with 22. In. the ten bird events John
Hunter had two straights, while J. Crooks. W. P.

Thompson, D. M. .Scott and E. Sturt had one eacli.

besides having good totals. J. J. Cline was high
for the day with 54 out of 60.

After the shoot the members adjourned to the

Jockey Club, where Host Kretchman excelled him-
self and the members did ample justice to an
excellent banquet. There was an informal
toast—The King, proposed by F. W. Wat-
son, responded to by J. Crooks; Canada, by H.

Marshall and J. Hunter; Our Host, by F. Oliver
and H. Kretchman; and "The Ladies," by Capt.
E. V. Spencer.
The proceedings were enlivened with a program

consisting of songs and recitations by Mr. Mitchell,

stories and recitations by M. Cleworth and M. E.
Stewart, songs by H. Marshall and piano selections

by Mr. Thomson, all of which were most enjoy-
able. President Watson outlined the plans for fu-

ture shoots and announced that several trophies
would be put up for competition on class shoot-
ing, and from the enthusiasm shown the club will

have a most active season.

Past President Hunter, D. M. Scott and Capt.
Spencer, who is the oldest office holder, and W. P.

Thomson, gave some very pointed remarks which
should prove helpful in more ways than one, even
if they were reminiscences of the past.

The success of the affair was due to efforts of

the eommitt e consisting of F. W. Watson, T. W.
Barnes, and E. Sturt, and they were accorded a

most enthusiastic vote of thanks, together with
those who took part in the program.

Scores were

:

^5 Total Total
25 bird birds for day for day
sweep. Pres.-V.P. shot at. broke.

President's Team

—

W. Wark 19 10 80 57

J. Crooks .... 10 22 70 56
H. Spratt 17 45 29
A. Parmenter 15 45 30

J. Bowron ... IS 17 70 50
H. Marshall .17 17 70 48
J. Hunter 16 20 70 56

F. W. Watson. 15 20 70 48
I. Smith .... 18 35 24
J. Cline 22 23 60 54
F, Depew 15 35 15

M. E. Stewart. 16 35 15

Total, 217.

Vice-Presidenfs Team

—

Geo. Crawford. 17 45 29
N. Long 21 23 70 60

C. Choate 16 .45 25
A. Bates 21 22 60 61

Court Thomson 20 22 60 51

W.P.Thomson 21 21 70 61..

F. Oliver 16 35 22
D. M. Scott... 17 23 70 56

M. Raspberry.. 20 20 60 47

T. W. Barnes.. 21 22 60 52

E. Sturt 23 21 70 62

M. Ryckman . 16 25 16

"Total, 239.

The regular shoot was held on the afternoon of

January twenty-seventh, when there was a good
turn-out. W. Wark went straight in the Fulford

trap event, with Court Thomson; J. Hunter and

M. Reardon tied for second place. In the regu-

lar events, E. A. Clifford went straight in the

first ten-bird race, and dropped one in the second,

being high for the day with 19 out of 20, A.

Bates got 30 out of .3.5, while H. Spratt and W.
Wark had 27 out of 35 each.

Scores:
Shot at. Hit.

E. Sturt 45 32

A. Parmenter 30 21
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Simplex Guns

= The Tobin Gun —
A well made satisfactory firearm that gives

the best account of itself and is everywhere

recognized of superior quality.

You want the best article obtainable. We have

a staff of the most skilled workmen and the best

machinery to produce it.

Strong Shooting

Fine Finish

Simple Construction

Reliable

Absolutely Guaranteed

Send for Catalogue 211

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Ontario.
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H. Spratt 45

C. Thomson 45

F. W. Watson 60

A. Bates 45

E. A. Clifford 30

C. Syer 30

J. Hunter 60

W. Wark 45

S. Marsh 35

M. Reardon 20
D. Reid 35

G. Crawford 20
F. Oliver 25

I. Smith 25
H. Smith 25

In a friendly match between the Hagersv
King Edward rifle clubs, on the ranges

Red Hill, the King Edward team won
points.

Scores:
Hagersville.

A. Hunter
R. Smith
J. S. Robins
C. B. Almas
W. C. VanLoon
B. Griffith

W. Mason
J. H. Hammond
W. Swing

34
36

45

37
26
17

4S

37

25
14

24
12

15

17

20
ille and
at the

bv 19

64
62
60
62

60

62

60
61

63

554
King Edward.

W. E. Glover 66
E. Anderson 61

C. O. Nichol 63

J. Freeborn 67
E. J. McCoy 65

J. Rogers 85

E. Steadman »... 61

W. Depew 60
J. J. Freeborn 65

573

Inter-Club Contest—Close and Exciting Game.
A team from the Toronto Gun Clubs journeyed

to Hamilton on February seventh to try conclu-

sions with a team selected from the Hamilton
Gun Club, and after a most exciting race the

local exponents of trap shooting nosed out ahead
with two points to the good, the totals being 123

against 121. The wind made things most interest-

ing for the shooters, and it was anybody's race

up to the moment the last shot was fired. Joe
Jennings was high for the visitors, going straight,

r.nd he certainly takes no chances, but gets them
right off the traps. G. W. Ward, C. Crew, F.

Marsh and J. Fleming were next up with 13

each. For the locals M. E. Fletcher was high and
he went straight also, which is most creditable,

as he has not had any practice to speak of for

the last year. Dr. Wilson and J. Stroud were
close up with 14 each, the former missing his

tenth bird and the latter his first.

Afterwards the losers tendered the winners a

dinner at the Waldorf Hotel, where a very sociable

time was spent. One very pleasai.t feature of the

evening was when President AA atson, on behalf
of the H. G. C, presented Capt. E. V. Spencer, the
honorary official referee, with a very handsome
club bag, in recognition of the services he has
rendered the club from time to time. The cap-
tain, who is one of the oldest members of the
club, was taken wholly by surprise, but he made a
most suitable reply, thanking the members for
their thoughtfulness.

Messrs. Marsh, Vivian and Jennings, and other
members of the Toronto team, made speeches of
a congratulatory nature, and challenged for a re-

turn match in Toronto. The challenge was ac-

cepted and a close match is anticipated. The
visitors had to leave early to catch their train,
and carried with them the best regards of the
Hamilton Gun Club for their display of good
fellowship.

The scores were as follows:

Toronto

—

Shot at. Hit.

P. Wakeneld 15 U
L. N. Devins 15 12
Joe .lennings 15 15
C. Crew 15 13

J. Fleming 15 13
Geo. Dunk 15 10
T. W. Carey 15 12

F. E. Marsh 15 13
•K. S. Van Black 15 13
Geo. Vivian 15 9

121

*Van Black dropped out and G. Ward finished

the last ten birds straight.

Hamilton

—

T. W. Barnes 15 13
A. Bates 15 12
M. E. Fletcher 15 15

Dr. Wilson 16 14
J Hunter 16 13
M. Reardon 15 13

J. Singer 15 6
J. Stroud 15 14

C. T. Thomson 15 13
F. W. Watson 15 10

123

ENJOYABLE SHOOT AT PORT ROWAN, ONT.

A shooting match of live pigeons was held under
the auspices of thp Port Rowan Gun Club on
January eleventh. It was a great success. The
pigeons. 150 in all, were furnished by Wm. Leigb-
field and Culver Myers, Pt. Royal.

At 130 p.m. the sports assembled at Hotel
Central and picked as captains Archie Price of St.

Williams and Elgin Rockyfellow of Pt. Rowan,
who chose their sides. The score is as follows:

Birds Shot at, 5.

Price—A. Price, 1; F. Mason, 3; A. Bailey, 3;

Asa Hclmer, 5; Wm. Nobb, 5; Clyde Rockvfellow,
4.

E. Rockyfellow—Elgin Rockfellow, 4; H. Fer-
ris, 3; I. b". Pick, 4; Jim Smith, 4; Der. Brown, 2;
Chas. Saxon, 2.
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Write to-day for folder

describing

LEFEVER

SINGLE

TRIGGER
It absolutely cannot be doubled

or balked. It is the simplest

trigger made. Guaranteed for

five years. It's what the whole

shooting world has been waiting

for. Also ask us to send you

one of our beautiful art catalogs.

LEfCVER
ARM» CO.

Syracuse, N. Y.,L.8.A.

20 MALTBIE ST.

r ON THE LOOKOUT ! !

-

Every Sportsman, too, is on the lookout for the

latest and best. We offer them to him in

the shape of an up-to-date

ilCLABROUGH GUN"
No matter what claaa of Sport he seeks, we cao

provide him with a weapon, and provide him
quickly, which will assist him towards euccess.

He calls for a guo which will stand hard usage,

—shoot a close and even pattern, and—do the same
after years of wear.
We are getting shoals of letters from friends In

Canada who have owned "Clabrough'* Guna for

years, and who give them nothing but praise, the

only complaint Is that "they won't wear out."

Mr. G. B. Greene. Ottawa writes June 14th, 1911.

re a "CLABROUGH'* he has shot con.<!tantly at the
traps and In the field for thirteen years:—

"I shall be very glad Indeed to send you a

testimonial letter, should you wish It, relative to

the service this gun has aflforded me. It has

withstood a great deal of hard usage and with the

exception of a broken stock, which was due to no
fault of the gun. It Is in almost AS GOOD CON
DITION as the day It left the factory."
There are plenty who wish to become possessed

of a British made "Clabrough" for Game, for

Dock—and for shooting at the Traps—to these

we now address ourselves.

It is like this—A buyer of a new gun would
like a "CLABROUGH," the name was popular on
guns before other makes were beard of In Canada.
Perhaps his Dealer does not stock It, or has Dot

the right grade—we never hear of this Inquiry and
lose a customer and friend.

If you meet with any trouble In getting our gunfl,

or particulars of them from your Dealer, let us help
you. Write direct to us and we will see that your
requirements are filled.

Our New Art Catalogue, priced In Dollars, will
Interest you, we mall It free!

Clabrough & Johnstone
(L«te J. P. Clabrouch Bros. )

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communlcatlonH to t»e addressed to Works.

Birmingham.
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Birds Shot at, 4.

Price—CrcUen Overbaugh, 2; Chas. Cline, 1;

Jas. Hutchinson, 2; Allan Procunier, 2; Blake

Brown, 4; Ernest Leedham, 2; Fred Jackson, 3.

E. Rocky fellow—Earl Bailey, 1; Hedley Abbot,

J; Dr. E. ilcek, 3; H. A. Countryman, 2; Chalmers

J^eighfield, 4; Austin Becker, 3; Lome Anker, 2.

Totals-

Price's team 37

J2. Roekyfellow's team 35

Asa Helmer, Wm. Nobb, C. Leighfield and

Blake Brown killed all their birds, while Dr. Meek
won great praise for getting" three birds out of

four at his first bird match. Asa as usual was

ithe clown, and kept the crowd laughing. A
shooting match without Asa would be a poor af-

fair. C. A. Terhune, as secretary and referee,

gave entire satisfaction for his fairness in decis-

ions, showing no favors. No outside shooting was
allowed; the missed birds were allowed to go

back to their homes.
Supper was served at the Hotel Central, and a

very enjoyable repast it was, under the efficient

supervision of Mrs. Cjaise. The shooters and

their friends were afterwards entertained by Dr.

Craise for a few hours.

AH round this was one of the best days we have

had, nothing but good feelings prevailing, and

none but kind words for the management.

INGERSOLL GUN CLUB SHOOTS.
IngersoU trapshooters held their first shoot of

-the season on the afternoon of February ninth,

when they defeated Tillsonburg by a small mar-
gin. There has been no activity whatever in Gun
Club circles since the trap was closed last fall,

but despite the fact that the members have not

been looking over the sights, most of them had no

.difficulty in linding the targets.

The shoot was a decidedly pleasant one, weath-

er conditions being very favorable and the gen-

iality of the visitors greatly appreciated. The
Tillsonburg Club certainly has the shooting fe-

ver, and if present enthusiasm is maintained for

another year or so it will undoubtedly be one of

the best in Western Ontario. The Club has only

been organized for a couple of year-;, but in this

period the members have made rapid advancement
and several of them are shooting between eighty

and ninety per cent.

Tillsonburg brought six men, and as IngersoU

had eight on the grounds, the contest was held

under the percentage system, IngersoU winning

by 37 3-4 per cent, to 37 1-2 per cent.

A feature of the shoot was the splendid work
.of F. McMulkin, who had not been at the trap

for three years, and who was high gun with 44

.out of 50."

Tbe scores: ,

IngersoU.

Staples 39

Fortner 34

McMulkin -ri

Kirbyson <-. .•
3'(

Janes s- '•i'i

Xichols 40

Dodge 38
Ireland b3

Total 3u2

Tillsonburg.

Vance 43
Xeal 1-
Payne 37

Taylor 31

Pow 31

Leach 41

Total 225

CHATHAM DOINGS.

A correspondent from Chatham writes as fol-

lows:

"For several years the Riverside and Harwich
Gun Clubs have held yearly club matches, and so

evenly matched are the teams that at this writ-

ing they stand a tie in wins and losses. The
score below does not represent the difference in

the teams, but Riverside was decidedly on and
rather outclassed the Harwich boys on mis occa-

sion. Each team at the conclusion of the match
entertains its guest, and the banquet provided

by the ladies of the Club are very fine indeed.

One of the boys fitly expressed it when, after

taking into camp all the courses, he sighed ard
said, 'Xow, Lord, let me die in peace, for I would
fain go into heaven with the memory of this

banquet untainted by earthly remembrance of

what I have at other times dined on?' His wife
has had him in her care ever since.

The Riverside Club will hold a one-day shoot

open to all on May 9th on their own grounds,

which lie four miles below Chatham on the banks
of the River Thames. Launches will run between
the city and shooting grounds, furnisning free

transportation for all shooters; free lunch will

be served at noon, and an ideal day's sport is as-

sured to all. The club use the Western Auto-
matic Trap, and the grounds are nearly perfect.

Score:

Riverside—

•

S.A. Broke.

H. O'Loane 25 22

F. Dolson 25 20
D.Smith 1 25 20

W. O'Loane 25 22

J. .Johnston 25 17

W. J. Dolsnn 25 24

J. Flemming 25 17

W. Pallucei 25 12

W.Nichols , 25 20

W. Hodges 25 18

H. Smith 25 18

P. Hodges 25 18

T. Williams : 25 18

Geo. Crow 25 20

W. Fullerton . : :...-.'. 25 19

P. Dolson ...-..... 25 13

S. Clements 25 17

M. Williams 25 12

327
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It is made up of sections
"Composed of soft brass cauze wash-

'^ers on a twisted spring-steel wire. This
spring presses but one side of each section

airainst the bore, and tlie twist makes the

cleaner follow the rifling, cleanins down into the very
corners of tlie angles. Fits any standard rod.

^MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO., 581 Delta Ave., aadstone, Mich.
cessor \o Marble Salety Axe l-O,

jg

The Clean Gun is the Sure Gun
The bullet that goes straight to the mark does

not first forge thru a mass of lead, burnt powder, etc.,

in the barrel. Keep your gun bright and clean by using

MARBLE'S Rifle Cleaner
Marble's Rifle Rod is made with three brass

sections and two steel joint connections. Wob-
bling, bending or breaking is out of the questioa
See picture below. A.sk your dealer. Sample
Nitro-Soh-ent Oil for his name. Send forcat.alojr of Marble's
6U(iutniv:S,K-.-i.iU.e'.; :.Km art [..M.-r ...ii MARBLE'S GAME-GEnER
GUN. Ui.;..'_-r t>arrL-Uh."..i^.^J. l.n'.cr .41. bh-M.'r t>,:ill.

Ti^'WUf,

Between Man and Man, at the last, there

is but one law—the Law of Self-Defense
When life hangs on its instantaneous

response— it is for that balanced instant

that you buy a revolver. Will a dollar

saved seem worth while then, if a

spring fails; if bad alignment clips the

bullet and poor rifling twists it far from

the mark?

The Iver Johnson is the most accurately

made revolver in the world; the only

revolver with a full equipment of un-

breakable, permanent tension wire springs

—the surest, truest revolver; above all,

it is the only revolver in which accidental

discharge is rendered absolutely impossible

by the famous "Hammer the Hammer"
safety firing device.

Price $6.00—Ask any Hardware or Sporting Goods Dealer, or send for Catalog

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS. 157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
Ni-K York; '.m cluiiDbiTs Street. PaciSc Coast Brauch: PUl. I;. Di keart Co.. 717 .Market St.. Sail Fraiiiii,eo.
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Harwich

—

S.A. BroKe.

A. McCormick 25 11

J. Houston 25 16

J. McCormick 25 Is

H. Hunter 25 15

R. Arnold 25 16

H. Jenner 25 17

S. Stewart 25 15

G. McGarvin 25 16

J. Rouse 25 17

J McKinney 25 16

J. Leatlierdale 25 20

Q. Burk 25 16

R. Butler 25 11

K. Coltart 25 19

A. Ferguson 25 16

R. Houston 25 15

L. Jenner 25 14

A. McDougald 25 11

Majority for Riverside, 48 birds.

279

INTER CLUB MATCH.
Peterborough v. Keene.

The Peterborougli Gun Club were in Keene on
February eighth paying a visit to the local gun
club.

The Peterborough men were most hospitably
received by the Keene club, and a good after-

noon's sport was enjoyed at the traps. A match
at 25 clay birds was shot off, and considering the

cold wind, some good scoring was made, resulting

in a victory for the Peterborough Club. A re-

turn match will be held at a later date. Scores:

Keene Club—H. Elmhirst. 11; J. Foley, 20; G.

Dinsdale, 15; J. Elmhirst. 8; R. J. McCanns. 15;

A. Elmhirst, 18; W. Elmhirst, 9; E. Foley, 9;

M. O'Keefe, 11; J. McFarlane. 12. Total, 128.

Peterborough Club—C. Wood. 19; R. Nivey, 9;

C. James, 10; C. I.;ech, 12; H. Routlev, 12; H.
Cook. 13: C. Hill. 19; C. Mills, 17; S. Mclntvre,
14: W. Folev. 21. Total, 146.

A GOOD SHOOT AT BEAMSVILLE.
With eight events on the program, the Beanis-

ville Gira Club had an enjoyable day's sport on
February third. Competition was keen, the Ham-
ilton delegation, however, getting away with near-

ly all the prizes. There were eight events, four

each of sweepstakes and merchandise. A sum-
mary of the more important scores follows:

Shot At — 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 25

Jas. Culp 10 13 12 . .

N. Long 13 14 13 14 15 14 12 24
C. Thompson . . 13 13 15 14 14 14 12 21

M. Raspberrv . . 13 12 12 10 14 13 15 20
D. Konkle ." 9 11 13 9 6 12 9 9

E. Fisher 9 8 10 14 14 12 12 . .

C. Prudhomnie . 9 . . 14 . . 12

F. Potraff 10 . . 10 -

W. Merritt .... 8
W. Levy 10 . . 12

E. Sturt 12 13 8 11 14 14 12 22
J. Hunter 15 13 11 12 15 15 14 20
F. Watson .... 11 10 13 12 13 11 13 17

A. D. Bates 15 14 15 14 14 15 14 22
W. Reid 10 . . 12 . . 9

H. Robinson 10 14 14 14 11 21

A GOOD PROGRAM AT BELLEVILLE.
The members of the Belleville Gun Club started

on January twenty-sixth in a shooting competi-
tion which will extend for fifteen weeks longer.

A shoot will be held every Friday, every alter-

nate Friday being what is known as practice day.
For this day a silver spoon will be given, and
at the first shoot ilr. M. Sprague won the prize.

There will be four valuable prizes given for the
tournament for the highest scores made every al-

ternate Friday. On the opening day there were
eleven competitors who shot at 25 clay birds

each, and the scores were made as follows: A.
Mott, 20; M. Sprague, 20; H. Day, 20; J. Thomp-
son, 20; W. Andrews, 18; J. Miller, 17; J. Wood-
ley, 15: R. Boulter, 15; W. Hart, 14; R. Day, 11;

R. Stafford, 10.

In the shoot-off at ten birds, M. Sprague and
A. Mott tied again, each breaking 8 birds, luey
again shot oH, and Mr. Sprague broke 10 and
Mr. Mott 9.

The third shoot of the championship series was
held February sixteenth. Messrs. D. Young, A.

Mott and Geo. Bennett tied with 23 out of 25
for the silver spoon. In the shoot-off Mr. Mott
won out by 9 oul of 10 birds. The following fine

scores were made: A. Mott, 23; G. Bennett. 23:

D. Young, 23; H. Day, 21; E. B. Harris, 19; J.

ililler, 19; M. Sprague, 19 ; J. Woodley, 19; H.
Howie, 18; W. Andrews, 18; J. Thompson, 18;

W. Hart, 16: R. ,Mafford, 13.

A COUNTY SHOOT.
The Riverside Gun Club of Raleigh, Ont., en-

joyed one more of its closely contested shooting

matches on Jan. 12. The prize was an oyster sup-

per, and two former captains, Messrs. W. J. Dolsen
and John Johnston, acted in the same capacity

over again.

The targets were, for each marksman, fifteen

sparrows and .en blue rocks. Throughout the race

excitement ran high. At the close of the first

quarter, Capt. Johnston's team led by four points.

AMien the half was over, Capt. Dolsen's team
were ahead by the same number of points. At
the finish, the same team was in the lead by
the close margin of two points.

The scores were as follows:

First Captain.

W. J. Dolsen 15

Geo. Crow 13

H. O'Loane 24
J. Fleming 18

C. Pullin II

J. Cameron 13

D. Smith 17

Totals Ill

Second Captain.

J. Johnston 15

F. Dolsen 20
P. Hodges 20

P. Dolsen 13

M. Williams 18

Wm. Little 5

H. Smith ... 18

Total 109
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Mr Big Game Hunter
Would You Like to Know About

the Rifle that has

—the flattest trajectory

—the greatest accuracy

—the most smashing

power

— the strongest action

—the fastest action

—and the most all

round durability

of any rifle in the

world ?

If so, write us for "The Story of the Ross," which
tells you the facts about a rifle with three and one-

half inch 300-yards trajectory, 3 1 00 feet per second

velocity, and a blow of a ton and a half.

"Ross" Rifles are sold at $25.00 and upwards at all leading
Sporting Goods Stores.

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY, QUEBEC
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After the shoot, the supper was held at the

home of Perry Dolsen. The evening was a most
enjoyable one to all present, and the host proved

an excellent one. Before the close, all voted the

day a huge success from start to finish and Mr.
Dolsen a vote of thanks for his genial hospi-

tality.

G. F. Harrison 1 " 3.14

C. Stephenson 1 " 8.33

T. B. Phillips 1 " 20.00

A NEW YEAR'S SHOOT IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

On New Year's morning a good muster of gim-

men turned out at Merritt, B.C., to try conclusions

with the clay and live pigeons. In spite of the cold

weather some good shooting was made, especially

in the live pigeon shoot. In addition to the prizes

generously donated by the tradesmen a couple of

sweepstakes were shot off. The following are

the results in the various competitions:

Class 1— 1st, Charles Graham, 4 out of 15,

watch fob, presented by J. A. Bland; 2nd, H.
Priest, 5 out of 17, sauce ladle, presented by llr.

Galbraith of Wood, Yallanee & Leggatt; 3rd, G.

F. Harrison, 4 out of 17, pair suspenders, present-

ed by Captain Stephenson; H. Greig, 1 out of 10.

Class 2—H. Greig, 3 out of 10, pipe and case,

presented by Diamond Vale Supply Co.; J. Wade,
2 out of 10, gent's tie, presented by F. A. Reid &
Co.; 3rd. C. Stephenson, 1 out of 10. collar box,

presented bv A. F. Rankine: T. B. Phillips, 0.

Class 3—1st, C. Graham, 7 out of 10, set of

carvers, presented by Wood. Vallance & Leggatt
of Vancouver; 2nd, Harold Greig, 6 out of 12, nut
crackers, presented by Merritt Mercantile Co.; 3rd,

G. F. Harrison, 5 out of 12. box of cigars, given

by Co-operative Society; H. Priest, 1 out of 10.

Class 4— 1st, .J. Wade, 4 out of 10, brass jar-

diniere, given by Harold Greig; 2nd, C. Stephen-

son, 2 out of 10, cuff links, given by Simpson &
Cranna; 3rd, T. B. Phillips, 1 out of 10, box cigars

given by Alex. Hoggan.
Class a— 1st G. F. Harrison. 4 out of 5. 5 pounds

tea, given by Braid's; 2nd. H. Greig, 3 out of 5.

pie knife, given by A. N. B. Rogers; 3rd, H.
Priest. 3 out of 6, pair suspenders, given by J.

S. Morgan; J. Wade, 2 out of 6; Stepheni=on,

out of 5.

Live Pigeons—1st. G. F. Harrison, shooting coat

and vest, given by B. Browitt and H. Priest; 2nd,

C. Stephenson, hunting knife, given by G. B. Arm-
strong, and 50 cigars given by Alex. Hoggan:
3rd, C. Graham, keg of beer, given by Louis
Forchner.
Sweepstake of 50 cents each (five rounds)—1st.

C. Graham 4 birds: 2nd. J. Wade, 2; 3rd. H.
Priest. 1; 4th, G. F. Harrison 1; 5th. H. Greig, 1;

6th, D. Anderson, 1 ; A. Livingston 0.

Sweepstake of 25 cents each (five rounds^—1st,

H. Priest, 5 oirds; H. Greig. 2: T. Mathieson. 2;

D. Anderson. 1; W. LangstaflF, 1; G. Harrison, 0;

A. Livingston. 0; E. Ewart, 0.

The analysis of the day's shooting by the club
members shows Charles Graham to be most suc-

cessful. The following are the figures:

C. Graham 1 hit in 2.00

H. Priest ^.1 " .2.87

H. Greig 1 " 2.9.'?

J. Wade 1 " 3.01

A FIRST SHOOT AT FORT GEORGE, B.C.

The first prize shoot of the Fort George Gim
Club (B.C.) was held on January fifteenth and was
a decided success. The weather was pleasant and
many ladies were among the spectators.

Event No. 3, which was a ladies' event, brought
forth rounds of applause from the ladies. \Mien
the tie was shot off at the close of the event,
excitement ran high. Interest was so keen that
the ladies outnumbered the shooters, so that quite
a number of them were disappointed in not being
able to compete for the prizes, all of which were
appropriate and valuable. The following is a list

of events and winners.
Event No. 1—10 birds, practice—Jacobs, 9;

Gross, 6; Andrews, 6; .Jackson, 6; Jorgenson, 6;
Dewar, 6; Bookhout, 5; Angell, 4; Lazier, 4;
Brown, 3; McElroy, 1.

Event No. 2—10 birds handicap, 4 prizes—An-
drews, 8; Gross, 7; Angell, 6: .Jacobs, 6; .Jorgen-

son, 5; Lazier, 5; Jackson, 4; McElroy, 4; A\ right,

3; Brown, 3; Bookhout, 3; Dewar, 2; Armstrong,
2.

Andrews first prize. Gross second, Jacobs and
Angell shot miss and out for third and fourth
places; result. Jacobs third, Angell fourth.

Event No. 3—15 birds (ladies' event), handicap,

4 prizes—Jacobs, 12; Jorgenson, 11; McElroy, 9;

Bookhout, 9; Andrews, 9; Lazier, 8; Jackson, 8;

Gross, 8; Dewar, 6; Angell, 5; Armstrong; 5;
Brown, 3.

Bookhout. McElroy and Andrews shot miss and
out for third and fourth places, resulting, Book-
hout third. McElroy fourth.

,

•Jacobs first, shooting for Mrs. Goddard; Jor-

genson second, shooting for Mrs. Streach: Book-
hout third, shooting for Mrs. Scott; McElroy
fourth, shooting for Mrs. Wilks.

Following is a list of general averages:

Yds.
Handicap, S.A. Broke. %

W. S. Jacobs 22 35 27 77

H. W. Gross 20 35 21 60

R. Andrews 18 35 21 60

N. C. Jorgenson 18 35 22 62
Geo. .Jackson 18 35 IS 51

W. Bookhout 18 33 17 48
Dr. Lazier 1« 35 17 48

E. Angell 16 35 l.i 43
F. Dewar 16 35 14 40
ilcElrov 16 35 14 40

C. Brown 16 35 9 26
Armstrong 16 35 7 20

E. Bright 16 25 3 12

NELSON GUN CLUB'S ANNUAL MEETING.
Mr. W. A. Ward, Secretary-Treasurer of the

Nelson. B.C.. Giui Club, writes interestingly of

that Club's recent doings:

On February 11th the Nelson Gun Club "got to-

gether" for tlie season at a nio-t successful din-

ner at the Hume hotel and later elected officers

for the season. It was decided to hold the first

shoot at the club traps the following ."Saturday,
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REMINGTON

UMC
>AOE Uh^t

Revolver and
Pistol Cartridges

The Rcmmeton U-M-C Cubs at the Revolver M:iich,H

The red ball brand is chosen by the majority of revolver and pistol

experts because they know that—
the ignition is prompt uniform and sure,
the accuracy is guaranteed by records
World's Indoor Fifty-Shot Pistol Record held by George Armstrong, score 473 ex 500.
World's Indoor Twenty-Five Shot Pistol Record held by A. P. Lane, score 240 ex 250.

World's Seventy-Five Shot Rapid Fire Record held by A. P. Lane, score 605 ex 750.

World's Outdoor Pocket Revolver Record held by A. P. Lane, score 211 ex 250.

World's Grand Aggregate Individual Record held by A. P. Lane, score 1236.

World's Military Record held by Samuel Peterson, score 215 ex 250.

made with Remington-UMC ammunition.

Remington-UMC— the perfect shooting combination.

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 299 Broadway, New York City

WE OUTFIT CAMPING PARTIES
There are several excellent canoe trips In Ontario, of ^lilch we can furnish serviceable charts, as well as prorld-
iog the FroTisions, Tents, Uteosila, Blankets and GeneraJ Outfit. For upwards of a quarter of a centnry. It has
been a special feature of our business to outdt Camping Parties, and we know the requirements tboroag'hly
and invite enqalries.

M I C H I E &
Eitablished 1835.

CO., Ltd.
7 King Street, West, TORONTO, Canada.

Be prepared for

any emergency

!

Have a

Luger Automatic Pistol

handy. Powerful. Safe,

Special Safety Devices,

shots per minute.

Adopted by ten military and governmen-
tal establishments including the German Army and Navy.

Ask Your dealer or write to

H. TAUSCHER Co., 320 Broadway, NEW YORK
Sole representatire for United States. Canada and Mexico.

-J(Sr-

Daniel's Patent Concentric Sight

As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Not* tiie clear
cut, beautiful deffin-
ation. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in

the way of the tang
mail $2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

Chas. Daniel
Melbourne. Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3
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and the executive committee were authorized to

communicate with opokane, Seattli', Leiiibridge,

Calgary, Kevelstoke, Grand Forks and Greenwood
with a view to forming a leagvie circuit. Officers

elected were:

President—H. R. Cramer.

Honorary Vice-Presidents—Mayor Annable,

George Steele.

Vice-President—C. D. Blackwood.

Secretary-Treasurer- W. A. Ward.

Executive Committee—R. Grubbe, B. C. Hay,
G. C. Foster, Carl Larson, M. J. Morgan.

Field Captains—D. R. McDougall, H. R. v.ramer,

Carl Larson.

The annual membership, fee was fixed at $1.

It was decided that all birds which are not set-

tled for at the time of shooting must be paid

for by delinquents before participating in the

next shoot. The field captains were asked to en-

force this rule.

Our membership last year was 55, but we ex-

pect a larger increase in 1912.

The dinner on February 11th was the first an-

nual one of the club, and it is the intention to

open the season each year with a similar func-

tion. H. R. Cramer was in the chair. Others

present were Carl Larson, G. C. Foster, B. Fos-

ter, D. R. McDougall, C. D. Goepel, A. M. John-

son, L. G. Drake, C. F. Archibald, W. A. Ward,
C. D. Blackwood, I. Hamilton, G. Armstrong, M.

J. Morgan, B. C. Hay and R. Grubbe.

Our President, Mr. H. R. Cramer, is a good trap

shooter and a first rate fellow. Within a month
or 80 he expects to open up in Nelson an up-to-

date sporting goods store.

Increased business having made necessary the
securing of premises in the heart of the city in

touch with the business people, Mr. Walter Dean
of Toronto, manufacturer of Launches, Cano s.

Boats, etc., has been fortunate enough to get
two buildings at the foot of York street, one of
which was lately occupied by the Canadian Gas
Power and Launches, Ltd., and another one im-
mediately south. The first one is 135 feet x 35,

and the other 100 feet x 25. These will be used
for store house, sales room, and canoe and boat
livery, where a complete line of launches, skiffs,

sailing dinghys and canoes will be on hand. The
factory will still continue to be at Sunnyside.

An innovation designed to save spark plug users
thousands of dollars in broken porcelains is being
manufactured by the Emil Grosman Company of

250 West 54th Street, New York City. The "Red
Head porcelain is made of selected clay, properly
aged, hand-turned and baked scientifically to avoid
brittleness and at the same time porousness.

Heat cannot crack it, but a carelessly handled
wrench, with a jaw big enough to loosen a hub,
will.

The Red Head Spark Plug Wrenches were de-

signed to eliminate this useless expense. When
you have occasion to take out the plug, all that
is necessary is to place the hexagon flat wrench
on the shell and pull to the right. L'se the same
method when you want to loosen the hexagon
bushing. It is frequently necessary to take out
the porcelain to learn if any carbon deposit in-

terferes with the spark, or to see if the point

has burned away, or if the gap is too small or too
wide. The Red Head Spark Plug Wrenches are
furnished free with every set of four Red Head
Plugs by every dealer throughout the country.

CUl TF N S FOSTF

R

BOAT tops, boat cushions. boat trimmings
Our goods are stylish and classy. Write for Boat Top Catalog.

179 Queen St. West, ^^ ^^^^ manufacture Automobile Tops, Lamp Covers, Tire

TORONTO. . - ONTARIO Covers, and solicit your trade.
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JOIIV A GUN CLUB
M O need to worry about game laws. The "Clay Bird" is always in season and

ready to make its elusive and delusive flight.

An afternoon at the traps in competition with enthusiastic trapshooters strengthens
you mentally and physically and better fits you for the daily "grind."

Trap-shooting is

MOST FASCINATING AND INVIGORATING.
If you have no gun club in your town, we will help you organize one. Our interesting and in-

structive booklet "Gun Club Organization" sent free on request. Send for this booklet and we
will work with you to have your Club in readiness for an early shoot.

ADDRESS DEPT. 59

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company
Pioneer Powder Makers of America

-..^ Established 1802 Wilmington, Del.

it) CO

GAULOIS TYRES

Attracted unusual attention at the Shows. They are made in France in one of the largest rubber
factories in the world and actual use has demonstrated that for both service and satisfaction they

are unexcelled. Made in all American sizes.

"^HRASlftr THE GAULOIS TYRE AGENCY OF CANADA, "
^'j^fo^NTRlIt^'^^-

AGENCIES Manitoba &. Saskatchewan—T. Eaton Co., Ltd., Winnipeg. Ontario—Electrical Specialties,
Ltd., Toronto, Quebec City— J. M. Landry, Quebec.



^
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Just Out!

The Angler's

and Sportman's Guide for 1912

(Formerly the Angler's Guide— The only

Resort and Guide 'Directory in America)

Completely revised with tlie following new features

"WHERE TO GO DIRECTORY," containing the best hunting, camping
and fishing- places in America, giving railroads, steamships, hotels, camps,
guides and best accomn:odations.

SPECIAL ARTICLES. Dry Fly Fishing, by E. M. Gill, 'lournament
Casting, by R. Johnston Held. Surf Casting, by E. B. Rice, Jersey Coast P'"ish-

ing, by F. B. Alexander. Pacific Coast Fishing, by Charles Frederick Holder,
^lounting and Skinning fish. Fishing knots, colored plates showing most ef-

fective flys, together with a complete record and photographs of the winners
in Field and Stream's Record Game Fish Contest, giving weight, size,

place and tackle used in taking the Record Fish caught during 191 1.

You .ibsolulcly can't get along without it. In the three
years we have been publishing this hook we have been
collecting little tips on the various phases of fishing from
expert anglers everywhere and the 1912 edition, rewritten
and improved from cover to cover, is the most complete
and authoritative book of the kind published. The Fish
and Game I-.aws for 1912, included in the "Guide," are
alone worth the price of the book. But the book will also

tell you When—the best season,—\\'h?re—giving many
virgin water?.—and How

—

telling the best methods of
angling used by tlie most successful fishermen everywhere.
Read the partial list of contents given above.

Prize Fishing Contest for 1912

In order to give new readers an opportimity to read
the list of iJrizes in Field and Stbea.m's Prize Fishing

Contest for 1912. together with stories by the prize win-

ners in ion's Contest now running each month, we are

making the following special offer:

Reg. Price

ANGLER'S GUIDE 1912 Edition . . $1.00] Our Special Offei

FIELD AND STREAM for one year l.SO

Total value . . . $2.SoJ

uur special uiier

$1.75

Field and Stream Publishing Co.

24 East 21st Street New York City
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41,000 Miles on One Set of

§I|arp ^parka
THINK of it, Mr. Auto Owner, a distance

of almost twice around the earth and this

is only one of the many instances where
SHARP SPARKS have stood up under the

most trying conditions.

Here is what Mr. C. G. Percival, who is in

charge of the 100,000 mile Abbott-Detroit
"Bull-Dog" Tour, says in regard to SHARP
SPARKS:—

"The Sharp Spark Plug Co.,

Broadview Road,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:—
I am writing you to evidence my appreciation of Sharp

Sparks—truly the one perfect plug.

On our recent "Bull Dog" Trip, we equipped with Sharp
Sparks. They stood the gaff in rain, snow, sand and
mud—in temperature from 120 above to 40 degrees be
low, a great deal of time on low gear, and never once
did your plugs show the slightest signs of wear or miss
a single explosion.

I can truthfully recommend them as absolutely the
best plugs I have ever used.

Yours very truly,

.(Signed) CHARLES G. PERCIVAL.
In charge of 100,000 mile trip of the Abbott-
Detroit "Bull Dog." Total miles to date,

41,000."

Let us put a set of SHARP SPARKS in your
car on a four months' test. Get a set direct

from us or from your dealer. Try them four
months and if they are not the best plugs you
ever had in your engine, return them and get

your money back.

Mica Insulated SHARP SPARKS. .$1.25

Procelain Insulated $1.00

Send for our free, interesting booklet on
"Automobile Ignition." It tells you about
SHARP SPARKS, as well as giving inform.a-

tion regarding general ignition problems.

®1|? #l|arp ^park plug OIo.
3360 Broadview Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

CANADIAN SELLING AGENTS:

Canadian General Electric Co., Limited,
Toronto Montreal Halifax Ottawa Cobalt

Winnipeg: Calgrary Vancouver Nelson The Plug that Stood the Gafr-Sharp Spark
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(( 17 Cents a Day" Offer
Stirs all Canada!

The Whole Country Applauds the "Penny Purchase Plan"
Prom a thousand different directions comes a

mighty chorus of approval, voicing the popular-

ity of The Oliver Typewriter ''17 Cents a Day"
Purchase Plan.

The liberal terms of this offer bring the benefits

of the best modern tj-pewriter within easy reach of

aU. The simple, convenient "Penny Plan'' has

assumed international importance.

It opened the floodgates of demand and has
aJmost engulfed us with orders.

Individuals, firms and corporations

—

all classes

of people—are taking advantage of the attractive

plan and endorsing the great idea which led us

to take this radical step

—

To make typeivriting the universal medium of
written commiaiication.

Speeds Universal Typewriting
The trend of events is toward the general

adoption of beautiful, legible, speedy typeicriting

in place of slow, laborious,

illegible handwriting.

The great business inter-

ests are a unit in using type-

writers.

It is just 05 important to

the general pulilic to substi-

tute typewriting for "long-
hand." For every private

citizen's personal affairs are

his business.

Our popular "Penny Plan" speeds the ilay of

Universal Typewriting.

A Mechanical Marvel
The Oliver Typewriter is unlike all others.

With several' hundred less parts than ordinary

typewriters, its efficiency is proportionately

greater.

. Add to such basic advantages the many time-

saving conveniences found only on The Oliver

TTi©-

Typewriter, and you have an overwhelming total

ol tangible reasons for its wonderful success.

A Business Builder
The Oliver Typewriter is a powerful creative

force in business—a veritable wealth producer.

Its use multiplies business opportunities, widens
business influence, promotes business success.

Thus the aggressive merchant or manufacturer
can reach out for more business with trade win-

ning letters and price lists. By means of a "mail-
ing list

'
'—and The Oliver Typewriter—you can

annex new trade territorj'.

Get this greatest of business aids

—

for 17 Cents

a Day. Reep it busy. It will make your busi

ness grow.

Aids Professional Men
To the professional man the typewriter is an

indispensable assistant.

Barristers, Clergymen,
Physicians, Journalists, At
chitects. Engineers and Pub-
lic Accountants have learned

to depend on the typewriter.

You can master The Oliver

Typewriter in a few min-

utes' practice. It will pay
big daily dividends of sat-

isfaction on the small investment of 17 Cents a Day.

OLIVE'R

The Standard Visible Writer

A Stepping-Stone to Success

For young people, The Oliver Typewriter is a

stepping-stone to good positions and an advance-

ment in business life.

The ability to operate a typewriter counts for

more than letters of recommendation.

Start now, when you can own The Oliver

Typewriter for pennies.

Join the National Association of Penny Savers!
Every purchaser of The Oliver Typewriter for 17 Cents a Day

is made an Honorary Member of the National Association of

Penny Savers. A small first

payment brings the magnificent

new Oliver Typewriter, the

regular $125 macliine.

Then save 17 Cents a Day
and pay monthly. The Oliver

Typewriter Catalog and full de-

tails o'f "17 Cents a Day" Pur-
chase Plan sent on request, by
coupon or letter.

Address Sales Department

The Oliver Typewriter Co.

Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

CHICAGO

COUPON

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.

Oliver Typewriter Bldg*.,Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send your
Art Catalog and details of

"17-Cents-a-Day" offer on the
Oliver Tj-pewriter.

Name
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Compare the Tudhope
with higher-priced cars

OMPARE them on a value basis. There is more
real value in Tudhope Gars—more service, more
equipment, more refinement—than in any other

Gar sold in Ganada at the same price.

A broad statement? We can prove it; Tudhope
buyers save the customs duty on imported Cars
—35 per cent—$500 to $700 on the average car.

This saving is wholly effected by the elimi-

nation of the duty, not by using cheaper
grades of material, nor the employment of
less expert workmanship, nor economizing in

the finish of the cars. The capacity of the

Tudhope factory and the modern machinery
with which it is equipped make it possible

f jr us to build cars at Orillia at just as low
cost as they can be built in the United States.

And just as good cars.

Compare a Tudhops 30-36 h.p. Car that

lells for $1,625 with other cars that sell for

over $2,000.
The Tudhope at $1,625 has chrome-nickel

steel transmission gears; long-stroke motor
with cylinders cast en bloc, getting maximum

power from the gasoline and allowing no waste

of power ; double-drop frame, giving riding

comfort with high road clearance, and strength

without extra weight on tires; extra large

tires, lessening tire-wear and jolting. Such
features as Continental Demountable Rims
and Bosch Dual Ignition System are not us-

ually found in any but high-priced cars. None
but the highe-pric d cars use chrome-nickel

steel to the same extent as the Tudhope.
Then there is the extra Tudhope equipment.
Besides the genuine mohair top and wind-
shield the purchaser of a Tudhope car gets a

speedometer, steel tool-box on the running-

board and an extra tire and rim in a water-

proof case.

Tudhope "Six" . $2,150 Tudhope "30-36" . $1,625
F.O.B. OrilUa

Two Years' Guarantee—Elxtra Tire with Every Car

igi2 Catalogue on request.

The Car Ahead"

Branches at Toronto. Ont.,

Hamilton. Ont.. St. John.

N. B.. Winnipeg, Regina,

Saskatoon, Calgary. Swift

Current, Brandon, Leth-

bridge, Vancouver.

The Tudhope Motor Company, Limited Orillia
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Marine Engine
BARGAINS
The following engines must be disposed of at once.

Write for prices and further particulars.

ONE AND A HALF HORSE
POWER single cylinder, man-

ufactured by Midland Engine

Works Co., Midland, Ont.

Suitable for canoe or skiff,

weight 65 lbs. Jump spark

type. Complete boat equip-

ment. New.

THREE AND A HALF
HORSE POWER single cylin-

der, manufactured by Palmer

Bros., Cos Cobb, Conn. Make
and break type. Bare engine

without boat equipment. Used

for a short time but in per-

fect running condition.

FIVE AND A HALF HORSE
POWER single cylinder, man-

ufactured by Hamilton Motor

Works, Hamilton, Ont. Make
and break type. Complete

boat equipment including

TWO BLADE BRONZE RE-

VERSING PROPELLER AND
SHAFTING. New.

TWO HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Racine Boat Mfg. Co., Mus-

kegon, Mich. Weight 175 lbs.

Jump spark type. New.

Equipment includes two blade

reversing propeller.

FOUR HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Guarantee Motor Co., Hamil-

ton, Ont. Jump spark type.

Bare engine without boat

equipment. Second-hand but

in good order.

SIX HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Automatic Machine Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn. Weight 500

lbs. Make and break type,

suitable for large cruiser,

fishing or working boat. Self

contained reverse gear. Used

only a short time.

THREE HORSE POWER

single cylinder, manufactured

by Detroit Engine Co., De-

troit, Mich. Jump spark

type. Complete boat equip-

ment. New.

FIVE HORSE POWER single

cylinder, manufactured by

Palmer-Moore Co., Syracuse,

N.Y. Jump spark type, open

crank case. With muffler

and three blade propeller.

New.

EIGHT HORSE POWER twin

screw, manufactured by Van

Auken Motor Works, Bridge-

port, Conn. This type of

motor is used in United

States Life Saving Service.

\V eight 375 lbs. New.

Write to-day. The prices at which the above engines

will be offered are going to effect quick sales. Delay may
mean^ lost^ opportunity.

Marine Engine Exchange
25 Front St. East, TORONTO
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LAUNCH HULL FOR SALE—A snap for anyone waatlng
a launch to use 00 Lake of Bays where bout is now stored.

Big reduction in price and all freight charges saved. Used
only a few weeks last summer. Address, Box 1, Rod and
Gun. Toronto.

Eighteen inch two-blade bronze reversing propeller, 2S
Inch pitch with six feet of % inch bronze shaft, brass
sleeve, stuffing bos and reversing quadrant. New. Regu-
lar price .1:20.00. Will sell for $10.00. N. Austen, 25 Front
St. Bast, Toronto.

FOR SALE—For $50.00 cash, a boat tlmost new, very
iultable for gasoline engine; dimensions as follows:

Length 21 ft. 6 in., beam 5 ft. 6in., depth 2 ft. Anchor
and full sMiling equipment with her F.O.B. Port Rowan.
Ont. For full particulars apply at once to W. H. Martin,
Sporting Goods Dealer, Woodstock, Ont.

PET STOCK.

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize-winning stock, "Rahman." line-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt. 70S Dovercourt Rd.,

Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE—Fresh Wild Rice Seed.

Port Hope. Ontario.

Gilchrist.

3t

FOR SALE— Fresh Wild Rice Seed, also Parched Rice
for Cooking. Robert H. Campbell, Keene. Ont. TF

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been wsed. N. Austen, 25 Front
Street. E.. Toronto. tf

E. F. R. Zoellner
INDUSTRIAL BROKER

1106 TEMPLE BLDG., TORONTO

Canadian Factories a Specialty

Locations Secured

Loans, Exemptions, Etc., Negotiated

first class in every respect money will be refunded. Ad-
dress Dr. Henry Gove, St. Andrews, N. B. Nov. 5t

HUNTERS' LOOK! I want Live Foxes, any colors;
Coons, Mink and Martens. Wire prices and sex to Jno.
Murray, Breadalbane, E.E.I. 2T

Wanted—Live uninjured Mink, Marten, Otter, Dark
Red Foxes for breeding. Nelson Waldron, Tyne Valley.
Prince Edw-aud Islaud. . M6T

FOR SALE-18 FOOT LAUNCH, well Bnished, and com-
plete with 5 H.P. engine. Speed eight miles per hour.
Only -used two months. Price $200.00. K. J. Carter,
Gaspe, Que.

BROTHER accidently discovered root will cure both to-

bacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars. J.

K. Stokes. Mohawk, Florida.

THE FUR DEALER'S DIRECTORY.—A Practical Guide
to the Fur Markets of the United States. Price 10 cents,

postpaid. Address, William Bivins, Rlchmondville, N.Y. It

TRAPPERS—HUNTERS~Get this FREE Illustrated
Folder. Shows new method of skinning game. Increases
the value of your furs. Cuts in half trouble of skinning.
Address: Kewanee Specialty Supply Co., Desk 22, Kewa-
nee. Illinois, U. S. A.

FOR SALE—Fine pair Field Glasses, quick draw focus,

russet leather case, best lenses, highest grade throughout,
$8.50. Sent on approval if deposit made with Rod and Gun.
Box Mc. Rod and Gun.

HUNTERS—A beautiful colored picture 16 x 20. "The
Challenge"—postpaid 20 cts. All difiTerent 3 for 50

—

seven for $1—twelve for $1.50. Thos. J. Mears, 1148 La
Salle Ave., Chicago, 111.

WANTED, Live Canadian Mink. Must not be Injured in

any way. Also other wild animals. State sex and price.

P. W. Strother, 437 Sherbourne St., Toronto. 2t.

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built and fitted ac-

cording to specifications at * considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Austen, 25 Front Street, E.,

Toronto. tf.

T0 ANGLERS ALL OVER THE DOMINION:—Dr.. Henry
Gove of St. Andrews, N.B, will accept orders during the
present winter for tying flies. Dr. Grove can tie all kinds
of flies to the perfection of the art. particularly those
which imitate the natural Insects of our rivers, having
made careful and life long study of the same. The
construction of these flics will be founded upon ideas
which will appear in articles contributed by Dr. Gove to
the pages of Rod and Gun. In all cases if orders are not

FOR SALE—Two islands and building lots at Baker
Lake, N.B., the nicest and most convenient summer resort
on the Transcontinental Railway. Apply John Costlgan.
Ottawa. Ont., or Edmunston, N.B. 4T

STAMP PHOTOGRAPHS—Perforated and gummed, just
the thing to attach to letters, cards and the like. Send
a cabinet or large figure postcard photograph. The photo-
graph will be returned uninjured with the order. One
dollar per hundred. Send for samples. Chas. Hayball.
Woodstock, Ont. IT

FOR SALE One 5 H.P. one cylinder, complete outfit,

never been out of crate. Price $104.50.
One 5 H.P. two cylinder, complete outfit and Baldridge

reverse Gear. Only used two months. Price $149.50.
One direct current. 110 volt dynamo, 170 watts, almost

new. capacity of 15 to 20 eight candle power lights.

Highly suitable for yacht. Perfect co ndit ion. Price
$41.00. Apply to K. J. Carter, Gaspe, Que.

For Sale or To Rent—Farm and Summer Resort, 500
acres of land and water, four lake fronts, gooil boating
and trout fishing—finest beach in Northern Ontario. Good
partridge shooting and plenty of deer. Short portage to

three other lakes to nice summer cottages, good roads
and clear deed of property. Will sell in lots or all to-

gether. Apply to Frank Groom, Kearney, Ont. IT

1. Sioux Indian Method of Catching Fish. Neither
hook, line or seine. Fish in abundance caught by this
method. Simple and sure.

2. Japanese method of Tanning Skins in one hour, hair
off or on. Soft and pliable. Good money making rugs by
this method. Wash-ta Pa-shu-ta (Good Medicine) was a

trap scent used by "Cherokee Tom" the most successful
trapper In the Western States, I saved bis life teu years
ago and in gratitude he gave me the secret of his wonder-
ful success in luring fur bearing animals to his traps. I

have used it ever since with unfailing success. All three
formulas, only $1.00. Don't buy trap scent at $1.00 per
bottle when you can make the best for one quarter that
price, and tan skins from deer to rats at 5 and 10 cent*:

a piece. Address Vic. G. Smith, 511-RR-Ave., Grants
Pass. Oregon. 35 years experience. IT

.
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THE ENGINEykEFlNEMENT
Tor- ^^e inj

/inest boats t/ta€/Yoat^

"Bug" the 23 foot duck boat owned by S. R. Martin of Memphis,

Tenn. Powered with an 18-25 H. P. STERLING. Speed

2 miles per hour.

Facts That Convince
A CAREFUL EXAMINATION of the

materials use<i and the STERLING
method of building engines would dis-

close more reasons why you should bay a
STERLING than the cleverest advertise-
ment we could write.

Backed up by the STERLING GUAR-
ANTEE, the STERLING FACTORY, and
the enviable name this engine has made

—

a safer Investment could not be found.

Let us tell you about our factory,—our
methods, and the materials we use. Let
us send you our catalog and aid in select-

ing the proper poT^er for your boat.

Clinton Crane's Choice

Tarns. Lemoine and Crane are placing
on the market a one design, 20 foot, "class
hydroplane.*' powered with STERLING en-

gines with which they guarantee a speed
of better than 35 miles per hour.

Mr. Crane, designer of the famous
Dixie's engines, and the machines that
have won every International Champion-
ship, has picked the STERLING as the
proper power for these boats.

Could anything be more convincing as to
STERLING endurance and quality?

Sterling Engines are built from

8 to 240 horse power.

Sterling Engine Co.
1252 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Club Cocktails
Are scientifieally blended

from the choicest old

liquors, and are further im
proved by aging in wood.

They appeal especially to

the sportsman, as they are

always ready and so easily

served. They can be cooled

by laying the bottle in a

spring hole or exposing to

the cold air. What is more
appreciated than a delicious

cocktail as a prelude to

your dinner after a day's

fishing or shooting? You
can have it by buying the

"Club Cocktails."

5T Most popular kinds: Ifan-

h«tt«n (whiskey b»se>,
Martini (glo base!. Por
sLle by all reputable dealers.

AVOID IMITATIONS

Sole Proprietors

:

G. F. HEUBLEIN & BRO.
HARTFORD NEW YORK LONDON

CANADA

FIRST
EVAPORATED

CREAM
Inland Revenue Depart-

ment, Ottawa, Bulletin No. 208
shows Canada First Evaporated
Cream to be the richest on the

market. Manufactured and
guju'anteed by British subjects.

Aylmer Condensed Milk

Company, Limited.

AYLMER - ONT.
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An Afternoon'3 Catch of Big Fish. The Fishermen who Caught Them and Their Guides.

mote period of the world's history, this

district was created by some mighty up-
heaval of Nature.
We camped on a small point project-

ing out from the southern extremity of

Moon Island, and it might be well right

here to give you some idea of our camp.
We had three tents, one for the guides,

one for the provisions, and one for the

ten members of the party. We brought
our own trusty cook, as our camp would
not be complete without this culinary

artist, he having been with us for some
years.

' Our suit cases held what few toilet

articles and changes of clothes we re-

quired, and also did duty as pillows. W'e
hung our rain coats on the trees outside

through the day, and wore them at night.

N'o one thinks of taking good clothes

with him on a fishing trip.

Our table was a rude affair built of a

few boards, and a dry goods box, and for

table-ware we had the usual camper's
outfit—tin plates, pans and cups, that is,

all but the President, and he was given a

real cup and saucer by the cook as a

mark of respect. The cook's outfit was
very complete. His stove consisted of a
good oven, and two cooking plates. The
oven enabled him to make many savory
dishes otherwise out of the c|uestion, and

was the outcome of previous exper-

iences. One drawback in the usual fry-

ing pan method, is the frequency with

which the wind blows dirt and ashes into

the pan, which does not, you may be

sure, improve the flavor of the fish. By
the use of the oven, the cook was able to

bake many of the fish caught, and we
found them verj' delicious when prepared

in this way. Thus you see, our house-

keeping arrangements, though primitive,

were entirely adequate for a crowd of

hungry fisherman.

For guides we had four Indians and a

white man. One of the Indians was
known as the Chief, who was educated

to a certain degree in a mission school

when a boy. Here he learned to read

and write, but not to figure, for as he

said, "I could not learn that one." The
Chief always referred to the topic of bis

conversation as "that one.'" He proved

to be a very intelligent Indian, but like

most of his race, none too willing to

work. He told us one day in confidence

that the two occupations that he loved

best were eating and sleeping. There
are doubtless others who are not Indians

who belong to this same class, but who
are slow to make the statement.

Two of the other guides were quiet, in-

offensive, lazy loafers ; another proved
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handy about the cam]), and was retained

as sort of an assistant cook, and the

fourth was more ragged and disreput-

able than atiy of the others, but he had
one redeeming feature—he knew more
about the fishing grounds than any of

the others.

The first day in a fishing camp is usu-

ally a strenuous one, and not a great

deal of time is found for fishing, for each

member has numerous duties assigned

to him, which he must perform before he
earns his holiday. However, we all

found time after dinner for our favorite

sport, and all caught fine strings of small-

mouth black bass. Doc caught the

largest ; w'hich, by the way, was the first

fish he had caught in many years, he be-

ing a new member of the club this year.

Can you imagine the thrill of nleasure he
experienced as he landed this big beauty?

After supper, which the cook insisted

on calling dinner, after the manner of

civilized man, preparations were made
for beginning the old "Army Game."
Those who did not care for this amuse-
ment, lent a hand in building up a huge
camp-fire, and this we sat around telling

yarns until a late hour. At last the full

moon swung up into the clear sky and
cast a silverv mantle over forest and

stream, and put tu shame the flickering

light of the fire.

It is wonderful to lie on your blanket

near a crackling camp-fire and look out

over the river, and listen to the sounds
that emanate from the trackless forest,

and wonder what lurks just outside of

the zone of the camp. Perhaps out there

in the darkness a few yards from us is a

hungry bear, or the crouching form of a

panther. Perhaps a timid deer coming
down to the river for its customarx-

drink, gazes at the fire with startled e3-es

and darts away in the underlirush
;
per-

haps—but one's imagination runs riot

when out in the woods on a night like

this. The things that back in civiliza-

tion mean so much to us—'war. love, the

getting of the almighty dollar—^all dwin-
dle into nothingness, and we are able to

account for nothing but the present

moment of happiness—happiness born of

the primitive instinct in us, handed down
through generations for hundreds of

years.

One by one the party' made for the

sleeping tent to seek the softest place to

lie down in pleasant dreams. Now, go-

ing to bed in camp and preparing to re-

tire back in civilization are two different

propositions. In the first place you must



The First Afternoon's Catch.

forget your soft felt or hair mattress,

your downy pillow and your immaculate
sheets.

The guides gather a great quantity of

balsam, fir and pine twigs and spread

them liberally over the space inside the

sleeping tent. This is covered with two
long blankets, and here we slept—five on
each side of the tent, feet to feet.

'At home you disrobe before retiring.

but here the order of things is reversed,

you proceed to put on more clothes. On
goes your sweater, and your rain coat,

then your overshoes or boots if you have
any. Next, 30U pull your cap over your
ears, place your suit case in proper posi-

tion for a pillow, cover yourself with as

large a share of the blanket allotted to

yourself and neighber as possible, and
lie down to pleasant dreams. That is

what you are supposed to do. according

to "Hoyle", but the transition from a

soft mattress to the uncomfortable and
unyielding earth, is disconcerting to the

tenderfoot, and although he may swear
under his breath, not a word of complaint
will the rest of the party hear. Indeed,

the amateur might even go so far as to

feign sleep.

.-\bout three o'clock the whole camp
was aroused.

"A skunk!- A skunk !'' cried our illus-

trious president, as he proceeded to lay

about with a fishing pole. "He ran right

over my head.'' insisted Poddy, where-

upon everyone cussed and turned over to

await daylight and relief.

At breakfast the next morning all ad-

ventures of the night before were discus-

sed with great relish. Referring to the

skunk episode. Doc said it reminded him
of the story of the German, and here it

is:

Some Federal officers in the Civil War
once sought shelter for the night in an

old. tumble-down hut. About two
o'clock a polecat announced his presence

in his own peculiar way. A German sat

up and looked helplessly about him. The
others were sleeping peacefully

:

"Mein Gracious!" he exclaimed in

tones of despair, "AH the rest ashleep,

und I've got to schmell it all!"

After breakfast while the guides pre-

pared for the day's work. Poddy gathered

us around him and began to lay down the

law. And here are the Ten Command-
ments he drew up for us to follow.

1. Thou shalt not talk business.

2. Thou shalt not tell big fish stories.

3. Thou shalt not steal thy neighbor's

blanket.

4. Thou shalt not swear unless thou

sweareth well.

5. Thou shall not covet thy neighbor's

fishing rod.
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6. Thou shall not get up early in the

morning.

7. Thou shalt not weigh thy fish by his

scales alone.

8. Thou shalt not break the law.

10. Thou shalt not be jealous of thy

neighbor's big fish.

The most important event of the day's

fishing was the catching of a forty-two

inch muscallonge by Billy. He, the

Keeper of the Log and Charlie the white
guide, were fishing in a narrow channel,

fifty feet in width, where the wide French
River flows through making a deep chan-

nel. \^'e had gotten a number of bass,

and were about read}- to go to camp for

dinner, when the Keeper of the Log
hooked a pickerel about fifteen inches

long. He played him back and forth in

the water until Charlie got the landing
net in position. Just as he was about to

net the pickerel, an enormous fish arose
from the black waters and seized the pick-

erel in the middle, at the same time begin-

ning to tug viciously at the line. It was
one of the largest fish that either of us

had ever seen, and we were very much
excited, but the guide remained cool,

and endeavored with a small landing net

to dip both fish into the boat. This he

was unable to do, because of the pickerel

being so long that it would not .go into

the net crosswise. After several unsuc-

cessful attempts, the steel rod of the

landing net struck the big fish, and he

promptly let go of the pickerel and dis-

appeared.

In short order we netted the pickerel

and began to formulate ideas as to how
big the monster that escaped was, and
how much he would weigMi. A few min-

utes later we lifted anchor and rowed out

of the channel where Billy caught a

large channel cat fish. After the manner
of his kind, this fish took hook and all,

and the guide rowing the boat into deep
water, allowed it to float while he took

the hook from the fish's stomach.
In the meantime, Billy put out his trol-

ling line on which was an ordinary spoon
liook. When we stopped, of course the

trolling line sank to the bottom of the

river. As soon as the cat-fish was dis-

posed of, the guide continued his row-
ing, but had gone only a few rods when
Billy shouted:

"Stop ! I've got a big fish !" Then in

the next breath, "Ashore! Ashore! He's

as big as a log." B}' which you may see

that Billy is a man of a few words.
But he didn't wait for us to go ashore.

He calmly pulled the big fish in hand
over hand, and when it neared the boat,

pulled it out of the water and dumped it

'Where the Mile Wide Rivei Flows throiign a Twenty Foot Channel.
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into the boat like a sack of wheat! As
soon as Mr. Fish was inside of the boai,

he rose up in his dignity and declared

war. He flopped and tore around until

it took all three of us to hold him down
while the guide bored a hole in his head
and let his brains out. Even then he had
serious intentions of getting away and
leaving his brains behind.

When we finally got him subdued, and
safely back under the seat of the boat
where we were sure he could not get

away, Billy began rolling up his trolling

line and said he was through fishing for

the day. "This fish," said he, "is big
enough for anyone."

Doc. JVIace and \\'int had taken a long
canoe trip up the river in search of 'lunge

that afternoon, and when they came back
and viewed the monster caught at their

very door, they informed us that they
thought that was carrying a joke too far.

Jack came in that evening with tales of a

marvelous fish that had gotten away, and
many were the arguments between him
and the Keeper of the Log of the deni-

zens of the deep that had escaped. Verily,

the big fish always get away.

The next day was Saturday and it

proved to be an eventful day. Every-
body was in for dinner but Jack, Doc and
O. P. We waited until twelve-thirty
and were just going to eat when we heard
Jack singing, "Has anybody here seen
Kelly?" We knew what that meant.
Jack had caught his 'lunge, ^^'hen he

pulled up, he displayed to the camp a

fine thirty-eight inch 'lunge.

About five o'clock Doc. and O. P. came
up stream singing, "Merrily, merrily we
roll along,"' and we made up our minds
there was something doing in the way of

big fish with them too. As they neared
the shore. Doc called loudly for the Of-
ficial Photographer, and as proof of his

assertion that he had cau.ght the grand-
daddy of them all, he held up a ma.gnifi-

cent forty-eight inch 'lunge, the largest

fish caught in the French River for many
years.

This fish measured almost twenty-four
inches in circumference and as the guide

said, he was ''some fish". He made such
a fight that he could not be landed in the

canoe, but it was necessary to land on
the rocks and even then they were com-
pelled to shoot Mr. "Lunge before he
would surrender.

Sunday was a day of rest and more
yarn telling, and the day closed with a

terrific storm. We all went to bed early

in order to be ready for the next day's

fishing, and although the tent leaked a

little and the water ran down underneath
our beds, in spite of these discomforts,

everyone was asleep by the time the

storm had passed. '\\'e were now becom-
ing used to roughing it.

The next day dawned bright and clear,

and we spent the forenoon in fishing for

big fish. However, our luck had turned,

and no one got a bite. In the afternoon
the boys decided to lay of?, some for a

quiet game, some for a much needed
snooze, and the rest for more >arn tell-

ing.

And here is where the Chief succeed-
ed in getting us excited by the narration

of a tale of buried treasure. Over a hun-
dred years ago, he said, some French
traders, being hard pressed by the In-

dians, buried much valuable treasure

composed of guns, beads, household
stufif, etc. somew'here in this locality.

This story, it seems had been handed
down in his tribe, and the Chief claimed
to know the exact location of the spot

None of the boj^s had ever experienced
the joy of a treasure hunt, so some one
proposed that they institute a search in-

stead of going fishing.

In less time than it takes to tell they

all disappeared into the forest, closely

following the Chief, who stalked majes-

tically ahead, a man of importance
When they arrived at the top of the hill,

he pointed out to them a mound about
six feet in height, twelve feet in diameter,

underneath which was the supposed
treasure.

Two Indians came back to the tent and
.got a couple of axes and a bucket, and
everybody was soon busy burrowing in-

to the mvsterious mound. .All the after-
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noon they worked like beavers, while the

sweat poured from their innocent noses,

and their backs ached with the unaccus-

tomed labor. And the Chief was the big-

gest toad in the puddle. Indeed, he

seemed more eager, more interested than

the others. The hole widened, and deep-

ened until it reached the depth of about

six feet, but not so much as a bead or a

moccasin showed up. About a quarter

to five the Chief said he must go down to

the camp to get a flat board which he

needed. While he was gone, everybod}-

sat down to rest, but he did not return.

After waiting half an 'hour, the entire

party came back to camp, and we all

gave them the merry haw-haw ! The
Chief had worked all the afternoon him-
self simply to see the other fellows hustle.

Talk about the guileless savage

!

The next day we began breaking camp,
and it was like breaking home ties. \\'e

tished a little in the forenoon, but all re-

turned to camp early and began to put

away tackle and pack suit cases. While
we were so engaged, Jack always poetic.

got upon a stump and called in everyone
to listen while he struck an attitude and
inflicted the following poem upon us:

Pull up the stakes and drop the pole

—

It's time for the homeward track.

You've lost your pallor and found your soul.

And welcomed your gladness back.

It's time for the job that is yours to till

And the .same old stunt for me;

It's back to the rush and flurry, boys.

Back to the human sea.

So scatter the fire while I load the boat;

Now, one last look right here;

Then off on the homeward trail we float

—

But we're coming again next year.

So we bade farewell to our camping
grounds and paddled up stream to

Wanikewin, where we slept in a

real hotel. Just as the Keep-
er of the Log was dropping
off into dreamland, he overheard the fol-

lowing conversation between the Presi-

His Mijesty. The Big Fish, 48 Inches in Length, Estimated
Weight, 40 Pounds. Caught by E. G. Caflisch.

dent and Jack who were in the next

room

:

The President
—"A real bed."

Jack
—

".A.re you sure? Perchance you
tlream."

The President
—

''It is a bed forsooth!"

Jack
—"

'Tis so, but what is this?"

The President
—''Methinks it is a

washbowl."

Jack
—

"I have heard of it. Behold, I

will try it."

The President (later)
—

''Knave! What
art thou doing?"

Jack
—"Mighty leader, I am shaving."

The President
—

"Fool ! Thou art fin-

ed."

Plebians and others who are trying to

sleep
—"Shut up! Give us quietness or

give us death !"



The Lake of Bays, Highlands of Ontario

A Land Of Enchantment

By Robert Wilson

IF
scenic attractions rank as an asset

to any country, surely this great and
fair Dominion of Canada must in-

deed he acknowledged the possessor
of prodigious wealth. The old-time adage,

"a prophet is not without honour save in

his own country," is just as true today
as it ever was, and to that fact must be
attributed the attitude of complete in-

difference taken up by so many Canad-
ians in connection with the great natural

charms and allurements of their own
land. Thousands leave the shores of

Canada yearly, in quest of rest, recrea-

tion and recuperation, for other lands
which, in all essential qualifications can-

not com])are with their own home-land.
Not only do these disloyal ones show a

preference to that which, is foreign, and
display an unwonted interest in things

which they have in abundance at home,
but they spend Canadian money in chan-
nels which most assuredly cannot always
be described as redistributive. Others
again come from these very countries, to

revel and glory in that which, to an ap-

preciative eye and understanding, is with-

out compare, and leaving the shores of

Canada, invariably depart with a deter-

mination to renew their acquaintance
with that land, at the very earliest oppor-
tunity, and wax enthusiastic over that

which they have seen therein.

That a bounteous nature has been al-

most wastefully prodigal in the variety

of attractions and beauties she has so

lavishly displayed in this wide, wide land,

there cannot be a shadow of doubt. A
reservation might be made, however,
with those who insist in neglecting their
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own countn', and ignoring the indisput-

able claims she sets forth. To them the

magnificence and grandeur of their own
land will ever remain a sealed book, while

they will exult over some paltry, well ad-

vertised resort of another country. This
is the class which insists that a prophet

is not without honour, save in his own
country ; so to prove the veracity of the

aphorism, in case a doubt should linger,

they fly to other fields and pastures new,
paying homage where it is not due, and
more often than not becoming maudlin
with the most eloquent enthusiasm over

that which would virtually pale into in-

significance were it set down in their own
land.

Few countries in this world possess a

greater variety of attractions than Can-
ada. Everywhere one goes there is

something striking to see. From the

mystic charm of the far distant Olympics,
to the enchantments of the majestic St.

Lawrence is a far cry, yet every mile of

the way is pregnant with interest ; the

most fastidious taste is catered for.

Is there anything, however, in this

land so richly endowed, so generously

treated by nature in her most prodigal

mood, nay more, is there anything in the

world, to compare with that which is call-

ed the -Highlands of Ontario? Here is

something distinctly unique, a revelation

of nature in an exceptional frame of mind,

and the fact that it is within such easy

access of the large eastern cities, trebles

its value as a provincial asset. There is

a charm and fascination about this lovely-

country which beggars description.

Words fail to convey to the stranger one
iota of the inspirations which may be de-

rived from a visit to Muskoka or the Al-

gonquin National Park of Ontario. Were
these delightful resorts in the possession

of the United States methinks they would
receive more worthy consideration, but
for some inscrutable reason, a great pro-

portion of those who live with these Isles

In The Muskoka Lakes District.
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of Enchantment at their very door, fly to

fields unknown, there to obtain, in a very
much modified degree, that which is

guaranteed them within a few hours rail-

way journey of Toronto.

South Africans talk of the delights of

Natal, the Garden Colony of Africa

:

Cape Colonists are ever loud in their eu-

logies of the great dark mountain which
at all times frowns and casts its shadow
over Cape Town beneath, while Rhodes-
ians dilate upon the weird mysteries of

the mig'hty Zambesi and Victoria Falls.

Australia, in the most praiseworthy man-
ner, tells her story of the wonderful Blue
Mountains, lUauarra, and the Gipps-
land Lakes, while New Zealand rests

serenely upon her oars, cognizant of the

fact that her claim is incontestible, to the

distinction of being the \\'onderland of

the A\'orld. Every one. therefore, of the

great self-governing dependencies, makes
a claim of one kind or another, and while
each and everv one of their claims is

amply justified, yet, in not one of those

countries does there exist the faintest re-

semblance to that which Canada offers to

the most exacting, in her gorgeous is-

land-studded lakes, stealthy, mighty,
tree-fringed water \va3'S, with here and
there a lake thrown in at intervals, as

though with no other intention than that

of positively astounding the visitor.

Muskoka may be, as we are told, an In-

dian name, but it would be hard to des-

cribe its significance in English, particu-

larly among those who have once ex-

perienced the health-giving jileasures

and fascinations to be found there.

Many Americans and Europeans jour-

ney to far distant New Zealand specially

for the fishing that country offers, yet

never has the writer seen anywhere in

the Land of the Maori, such prodigious

quantities of fresh water fish as the Mus-
koka Lakes yield so generously to follow-

ers of the "gentle art". ^^"ild boar or

red deer in New Zealantl, with Kangaroo
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in Australia, while affording sport of a

certain class, cannot be expected to rank
with the hunting provided by Ontario's

Highlands.

The Muskoka Lakes possess character-

istics which are entirely their own; no
adequate expression can be given to

their claims. Beautiful stretches of wa-
ter dotted over with the most c'harming

islands, whereon the daintiest of cottages
are erected as summer resorts, look cold

and unattractive in print, yet the plea-

sures and memories recalled are beyond
belief. The delights, to be derived from
a stay in this fascinating country, which
at a few 'hours notice may be augmented
by the Georgian Bay and Thirty Thous-
and Islands, truly needs to be exper-
ienced to be believed. The words of an
eminent Irishman, are brought forcibly

to one's mind, with any allusion to this

Land of Enchantment. "All sparkling'

with gems in the ne'er setting day", and
if inspired by the thoughts of his own
dearly beloved Emerald Isle of the Sea,

they are none the less applicable to this

particular portion of the Highlands of

Ontario.

Shadow Ri\-er should not be omitted
for here the most perfect reflections may
be seen, which remind the writer of

Lakes Kanieri and Mahinapui in New
Zealand where reflections of the South-
ern Alps, over a hundred miles distant

may be clearly seen. Shadow River is,

however, 'but one of the many features

of profound interest in a district verit-

ably teeming with delights.

It was in Melbourne, some si.\ years
ago, that a discussion took place in con-
nection with the beauties of the Gipps-
land Lakes in Victoria, Australia. Every-
thing went well and satisfactorily so far

as these southern lakes were concerned,
until a stranger in the far corner of the

smoking room interjected, "I guess none
of you gentlemen have seen .Algonquin
Park." This was a perfect revelation,

for not one of us had ever 'heard of the
name until then. Tlie conversation took

Among The Thirty Thousand Islands of Georgian Bay
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a turn, with the stranger as spokesman.
It will be unnecessary to add that his en-

thusiasm combined with his eloquence,

left no doubt in our minds that he him-
self was convinced of the truth of his

own views, although it extended no fur-

ther. It has, however, been left to many
who have visited this vast country to

completely endorse the opinions vouch-
safed by the Canadian in Australia that

before giving expression to any opinion

as to lake scenery, it will be just as well

for that one to make sure of seeing

Muskoka in the meantime.
No more delightful, no more entranc-

ing trip can be conceived by any one,

than a visit to this charming country.

The relentless march of progress, and
the subsequent spoliation at the hands of

man, have as yet not been displayed in

Ontario's Highlands. Here everything
is just as Nature intended. No hand pro-

fane has disturbed the general serenity of

this attractive region. Let Canadians ap-

preciate the true worth of such resorts,

not fly to lands which, in response to

their request fur bread, present them with

a fashionable and well advertised stone.

Muskoka is a name to conjure with, a

name to be proud of, and the man or
woman who ignores its attractions, or
who treats it with a silent contempt, by
paying homage at the shrine of that

which another country offers, is not made
of the stufif which counts for so much in

the upbuilding of a nation. Canada has
hosts of attractions, of which she is

rightly proud. Let us hie then to one or

another of the resorts within the Domin-
ion. Regret or disappointment are words
with which we shall 'have no dealings.

Let us remember the Highlands of On-
tario, when next we are talking of a holi-

day. What though we have visited that

delig'htful spot, it will take a long life to

exhaust its resources.

The slanting rays of a summer sun
across some cool stream ; the fading

light, filtered softly through a canopy of

delicate green, with the creek trickling

mysteriously at our feet or joining the

great lake be}ond ; the leap of a gamy
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black bass, bolder than his fellows, with

ten thousand other thoughts, convey no
idea to the stranger's mind of the glories

of this land of enchantment.

Be assured, however, that a visit to Al-

gonquin Park will have the effect of cre-

ating far more than an inexhaustible sup-

ply of happy memories. Xature is a

strange physician, and wields her magic
wand of 'healing, indiscriminately. Her
panaceas are many and varied. The
most stubborn complaint must yield to

her gentle treatment, and the visitor will

find, in addition to the pleasures derived

that this northern land, with its clear.

star-lit skies, bright invigorating days
and health-giving atmosphere, -will have
endowed him with a new lease of life.

Much might be said of the country
through which the visitor must pass, en

route to this northern elysium. Barrie.

Allandale and Orillia, are three of the

most charming towns in Canada, and
their respective situations on Lake Sim-
coe would be hard to describe. There is

no denying the assertion that Montreal,

Ottawa and Toronto, together with the

host of other towns and cities in Ontario,

are distinctly blessed in having such a

countrv within such easv access.

'IN PROCESS OF THE SEASONS."—Shakespeare.

BY LIU.A DU.NLOP NEASE.

Ready-armed, from the heart of the rose. Summer
Sprang with mystical powers.

Close blending the marvellous sunshine
\\'ith the spell of the indolent hours.

To the hum of the wandering brown bees, we
Mated a blithe roundelay,

And the birds from the odorous ether joined

The chorus with harmony gay.

When, lured by her languorous beauty, came
A gallant in russet and red ;

At the storm of his boisterous wooing, summer
Hid her shy blushes and fled.

While we mourn for the passing of Summer,
This wooer with dark sullen face,

Xot content with the spoils of the victor.

Steals from us e'en sorrow's sad grace.

O'er the tree-tops and desolate valleys, he
Echoes our penitent moan.

And mockingly mimics our wailings and
Claims the sad plaint as his own.

But his triumph is short: the avenger. King
^\'inter, is close on his train

^^'ith a stroke he lays low the usurper and
Mounts to the throne of the slain.

But so harsh is the rule of this monarch that

Tired of his rigor, we bring

Our homage to greet the sun-maiden
That melts his hard lieart. It is Spring!



A Short But Delightful Fishing Trip

Through Tusket Lakes, Nova Scotia

BY J. R. EUJJNWOOl).

"A'
LL ashore that's going ashore."

The familiar call rang ont and
soon afterwards the cables

were loosened and the good
steamer "'Prince George" swung out
from her pier and steamed down Bos-
ton's beautiful bay, pointing her nose to-

ward Nova Scotia, the "Land of Evangel-
ine"—and trout. Sixteen or seventeen
hours' sailing broug-ht her to Yarmouth,
the beautiful seaport and western gate-

way of Nova Scotia. Here you are at

the door of one of Nature's gardens for

the true sportsman, the beautiful Tusket
River, a river which is navigable ten

miles from the sea and from there

becomes a series of lakes, large

and small, bounded by hills which
are covered with spruce fir

and hemlock, and joined bv short

streams which, especially in the spring-

time, become swift running rapids. These
waters abound in trout, salmon and gas-
pereaux and finally conduct you, after

a winding, serpentine course of thirty

or forty miles, to the country where
moose and deer await the fate which
hunters bring. It is indeed a spot where
Nature has been lavish in providing fiir

the sportsman, not only sport and ad-

venture but rest and recreation as well.

From Yarmouth to Brazil Lake is a

short ride of about half an hour by rail-

road. Here you will find one of those
good old fashioned stage drivers who, of

course, carries the mail. He will take
you in, whether he has room or not, you
and all your dunnage. From here you
drive fourteen miles to Kempt Bridge,

through a country sparsley settled, in-

teresting because of its bigness, pretty
lakes, winding streams and evergreen
trees—more beautiful still later in the
season when the hard wood trees are in

full foliage and the farms are showing
their fruitage. Your driver will point
out with pride the oldest settler, ninety-
six j-ears of age, who built all the roads

and who still walks two miles every day,

winter and summer.
Arrived at Kempt you are far enough

up the lake course of the Tusket River to

give you a four or five days' leisurely

trip down the stream to near the head of

the navigable part, giving you time to

fish, to enjoy the scenery, to camp at a

different point each night and to exper-

ience that delightful relaxation that

comes to a tired business man who loves

Nature, when he throws off care for a

while and plunges into the wilds. When
you leave the homes of Kempt village be-

hind you you must not expect to see a

house again for a third or fourth day.

Your dunnage has comprised fishing

gear, provisions and blankets, with a lit-

tle medicine in case of emer.gency and,

as an after thought, do not forget to take

a little fly oil.

When you arrive at the Bridge you are

ready for an immediate start, having pre-

vioush' arranged with your guide to

meet you there with his boat and tent

and as soon as you load up you are of?.

If you are wise you will have engaged
Cant. Dave Marling as vour guide. I

As We Looked At The Finish
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say "Captain," not because he has been
declared so bj' any Board of marine of-

ficials, nor yet because he holds the Gov-
ernment license as a . guide, which
of course he does, but because

of his genial, patient and his

considerate and thoughtful ways and his

untiring efforts to make your trip a pl>.a-

sant one. An old river man himself, well

acquainted with the river and exper-

ienced in handling not only a boat, but

logs as well, on their tortuous trips

through the falls, one feels perfectly safe

in trusting to his able guidance. An old

hunter and fisherman, he is who can en-

tertain with stories of exciting times

in landing the elusive salmon or tracking

the wily moose. Oh. yes, these stories

are fine around the camp-fire and no one
who knows him will dare say that Capt.

Marling cannot talk. He can talk and
will tell 3'ou so himself. With all these

fine traits it would be hard to conceive a

better guide than he.

It was at this Kempt Bridge that the

writer and a friend found themselves one
Monday afternoon in May about one
o'clock in the afternoon. Soon our boat

was loaded and we were off. The first

lake is Eel Weir Lake. There was a

drive of lumber logs in this lake, which
the river men were working down the

river to the mill at the head of naviga-

tion, a job which would occupy several

weeks. We soon got our boat past the

boom which was holding the logs and
made our way toward the first falls,

where we found the river men "Spilling

the Boom," or sending the logs through
the falls to the next lake, called the Xine
Branches, because of its nine outlets to

the following lake. Sometimes the logs,

in going through the swift running falls,

will become jammed and then it is that

the river men experience their dangerous
work in breaking up the jam. One could

spend hours watching them as they

spring nimbly from log to log and dex-

terously release the logs which are

caught, using their long pike poles with

wonderful precision. However we did

not dare delay too long. We went on
shore to make tea and eat our lunch and
by the time we were through Eeel Weir
Falls were clear enough of logs for us to

pass through with our small boat. This
was our first experience in running the

falls and we could not help but feel that

the artificial "shoots" at our seaside re-

sorts were indeed tame when compared
with the exhilaration experienced in run-

ning through those natural running wa-
ters, swift and noisy, secure in the know-
ledge that our boat was being ably guid-

ed. Our Captain stood in the stern, and
with his long pike pole skilfully guided
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the boat, steering her clear of the many
rocks and bringing her safely to still wa-
ter again. These falls however were not

to be compared to some of the rougher
ones which we were to pass through a

little later. B}' this time we had got

ready our lines and were prepared to

take in any trout that might be around.

W'e had not long to wait as they seemed
in the mood for worms that day and
long before supper time we had secured

our first beauty, thus assuring for our-

selves a good trout supper for that night.

In the meantime we had passed on down
the second lake and were waiting at the

door of the Branch Falls. Here the logs

were so thick we were obliged to wait
for a little w^hile. The Captain pointed
out a spot where we could fish from the

shore while he interviewed the river men
for a right of way. W't had only a few
minutes to fish, as the Captain was soon
back with assurances that we could get
through, but in those few minutes we se-

cured another beauty. We re-embarked
immediately and in a few minutes a road
was opened for us among the logs and
soon we were completely surrounded.
With the aid of the generous, good-heart-
ed river men we slowly made our way
toward the entrance of the Falls. When
we approached the swifter water two of

the river men were stationed to keep

back the logs while our boat was allowed
to drift faster and faster towards the

rapids. Captain had his eyes "peeled"
and when she struck the current was
quite ready. In the midst of the roar

caused by the water rushing over the

rocks and through the narrow passage,

our boat bobbed easily on the little

waves and almost in a twinkling we were
through the Branch Falls and into the

more quiet waters again of the next lake.

Here, at the foot of the Branches, we de-

cided to halt and camp for the night. Our
guide, anxious that we get all the pleas-

ure possible from our trip, set us to fish-

ing again from the bank while he landed
and prepared camp. Before dark we had
filled our basket and were hungering for

a taste of fried trout. How can I de-
scribe that first real supper. Trout pre-

pared as only a true guide can prepare
them, skinned and fried in bacon and
butter; potatoes, bread and butter and
cofTee ; seated on the grass near the blaz-

ing hardwood fire, the roar of the near by
falls as a fitting accompaniment. Who
can measure the enjoyment, the real

pleasure, the delight of that first supper in

nature's own open dining room where
after we had eaten the good Captain re-

lated to us his tales of the hunt. Dish-
es are soon washed in camp. Fir boughs
were gathered for bedding, wet socks

Dipping For Alwyves,
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removed, a bountiful supply of hard wood
was gathered, tent flaps were opened
wide and a blazing fire built immediately
in front of the opening so as to get the

tent well warmed for the night. Before
turning' in the Captain brought out his

checker board and we sat until the mid-
night hours thinking over the problems
of this time honored game. W'hen we
did finally turn in it was with gladsome
and light heart and a prayer of deep
thankfulness to the dear God who gives

such good things to us, and even if it did

rain, we were well covered and with no
business cares to trouble us we slept

sound and healthfully even though it was
not on soft and downy pillows.

There was important business on hand
for the morrow—trout to be caught and,

who could tell, perhaps a salmon might
take our fly. We moved on down the

lakes, further down the river toward our

final landing. The morning broke fine

and beautiful. We took some pictures,

caught some more fish and treated the

good river men to some of our trout. Then
we loaded our dunnage and, in the fam-
iliar phrase of the New York policeman,

but under far different circumstances, we
"moved on." The next falls we came to,

of any particular size, were the Little

Bad Falls, and just beyond them, the Big
Bad Fall.':. Even in Nature one finds

degrees of badness. We could manage
the Little Bad all right but when we
came to the Big Bad, it was a case of

portage. In our minds we were carried

back to all the good old Indian stories

we had read. Our dunnage was all re-

moved from the boat at the head of the

Falls. We loaded our backs and fol-

lowed our guide through the woods for

a (juarter of a mile, stopping now and
then to view some particularly tortuous

part of the Falls and finally emerging at

its foot and locating a most beautiful

camp site at the foot of some magnifi-

cently green fir and pine trees which
made a splendid background. We then

returned to our boat and, in her lighten-

ed condition, lifted her over the dam.
Then followed an interesting half hour
or so when we took our boat through
those Bad Falls, carefully choosing our
way, now sailing merrily over one part,

now 'holding her up to a rock, disembark-
ing and, while we held the painter, al-

lowing the empty boat to glide over some
particularly shoal or rough spot. So,

little by little, we gradually got through
this interesting part of our journey, while
the continual roar of the water, the

beautiful scenery, the excitement of the

run. and the strangeness of the whole
situation, made the experience one not

soon to lie forgotten. At the foot of
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these Falls we lingered and fished all the

afternoon and part of the next morning.
Reluctantly we left so fine a camping

ground and moving on, passed through
the Crooked Falls, Flat Falls and
Moody's Falls. Somewhere along this

route a pretty little stream called Peter's

Brook empties into one of the lakes. If

ever you should take this trip, and espec-

ially if you have Captain Marling as

your guide, you must be sure to have him
give you a little diversion in the shape
of a short tramp through the woods,
"about half a mile" to this Peter's Brook.
You will be sure to catch some trout. In

fact Captain Marling will not let you
come out until you do. Do not miss
this.

At Moody's Falls we halted for dinner.

Here we came across a real lumberman's
camp. The cook was baking biscuits in

a regular out-door oven. This oven was
made of sheet iron, open at one side, and
had a slanting roof. An enormous pile

of hard wood logs was kept burning and
the biscuits placed in the oven which was
placed near the fire so that the heat struck

the open side and reflected from the slant-

ing roof to the biscuit, baking them, in a

very short time, to a beautiful brown.
They did look good and we looked long-

ingly towards them, asking for them with

our eves, but it was evident the lumber-

men did not understand that language
for never a biscuit did we get. Had we
but used our tongues we should have been
bountifully supplied, so our guide told us
later when we expressed ourselves freely

to him.

After a short stop we passed throug'h

Moody's and through Frank's Falls and
passed Cold Stream river, fishing as we
went along. Our objective point for

camping that night was Indian Falls.

Here, if anywhere, our guide told us, we
should find salmon. Xot until nearly
nine o'clock in the evening did we reach
there but we could not resist the desire

to make a little try for that salmon before
camping. However, we got no bites, so
landed and soon had a bright camp fire

to give us light for pitching our tent, ^^'e

had landed and got our supper farther

up the lake and after so long a day we
were not in very good trim for checkers
that night. We prepared our beds, ar-

ranged for lots of wood for our fire and
laid us down and slept, happy and well
content. Early in the morning we were
up and through breakfast arid making
another eft'ort to get that salmon. We
knew, of course, just where the fellow
w-as, just the exact pool, but the trouble
was he would not bite. He would not
even jump out and show himself. We
tried the Falls, however, for trout and

Fording or Swimming—Which?
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Last Camp, Head of Bennet Falls.

certainly got some beauties, with splen-

did sport going up and down the Falls,

our good Captain taking us up and down
several times.

The necessity for moving on toward
our landing point always being on our
minds and as our time was limited, we
packed our boat again, our boxes of pro-

visions being by this time materially re-

duced. The breakfast at Indian Falls

saw the last of our pancakes. In loving

remembrance we mention them. Push-
ing on, our next Falls were the Forks.

Here we stopped for lunch and had an-

other taste of fried trout and also a gas-

pereau we had caught—with an interro-

gation mark after the "caught," for this

fish never takes a hook. The interest-

ing industry of catching gaspereaux is

carried on by many of the farmers along
the lakes. At the Falls they build a

narrow sluice way, sometimes roughly of

rocks, and sometimes more carefully of

logs and rocks together. The fish, in

making their waj' up the Falls, follow

the sluice way, at least large numbers of

them do, instead of the main Falls, and
the fisherman sits, sometimes in a boat,

sometimes on the blocking of his sluice

way, with a dip net, dipping down stream,

so as to catch the fish as they are mak-
ing their way up. It takes great pat-

ience. Sometimes they will dip for hours
without any success whatever, then sud-
denly they may have their nets full of

fine fish. Sometimes they will get sev-

eral barrels a day and sometimes scarce-

ly any. Once in a while they are fort-

unate enough to secure a salmon.

Once more we moved on, passing
through the Forks Falls, the Gridiron
and Wilson's. When passing through
Wilson's we found ourselves in one of the
largest lakes. Xo outlet was anywhere
visible. We felt that we should natur-

ally go to one end. But this is not the

thing to do. The right thing is to point

the boat almost directly across the lake

from the point at which we entered. The
shore is so irregular that we did not see

the outlet until we were right up to

it and even then we could scarcely be-

lieve it 'was there. It is called Ben-
nett's Falls. We reached it about nine
o'clock at night, tired and hungry, after

a hard row and a long wait for dinner,

\\'e pitched our camp at the first landing
spot which, picked out in the dark, de-

veloped, after we had lighted our camp
fire and made an inspection, into one of

the funniest camp sites we had ever seen.

When pitched, the back of our tent was
about two feet higher than the front so

that when we lay down to sleep we were
almost standing up. However, when
we did turn in, after a very impromptu
supper, we slept the sleep of the injured

just, not to be disturbed by such minor
details as an unfortunate camp site.

Morning found us fresh and happy. Good
natural sleep is man's best tonic, espec-

ially when administered in the open. We
had a more deliberate breakfast and then
took a picture of our last camp. Then
we packed and moved on with the cur-

rent. Bennett's Falls gave us no fish so
we passed on to what is known as the
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Long Falls and here we not only enjoyed
the shooting of the Falls but had also

some fine fishing. We lingered along
these Falls some two or three hours,

loath to leave, knowing it would be our
last chance for any good fishing. ^^ e

went up and down the rapids, now in the

boat, now on the logs which lined the

shore on both sides. Some of our trout

were beauties. We landed for dinner
and soon afterwards were simply forced

to move on, as we were really due at

Roger's Lake, our final landing place, at

one or two o'clock, which we could not

now reach before five 'clock.

As we moved on down the next lake

we were fortunate in seeing rather an odd
sig'ht. A team of oxen, yoked to a cart,

were being driven across the river at a

point where it is usually low enough to

ford. The water was, however, pretty

high, and the oxen were more than half

submerged and the cart nearly wholly so.

We snapped a picture just as they reach-

ed the middle of the river.

During the rest of our trip we had little

or no fis'hing and most of the time were
just enjoying the scenery and all nature's

good gifts. We had one more good falls

to shoot, called Gavelton's and this, while
not being very long, was a good swift one.

Finally we reached Roger's Lake and a

row of two or three miles brought us to
the cottage on the lakeside where our
friends awaited us. They had been look-
ing for us and now came down to the
shore to give us a welcome, taking our
picture as we neared the shore. When
we reached the shore we posed for a fi-

nal picture, our three sun-burnt, fly bit,

dirty and grizzled, but happy selves, the
good Captain being placed in the centre,
with our rods and baskets, net and gun
grouped around us. together with a good
string of trout, making a picture which is

highly prized, for the pleasant recollec-

tions it brings to our minds.
Seated around the supper table at the

litttle lake cottage that e\-ening, we talked
of our five day trip with enthusiastic de-
light. \\'e had gone into the lakes, not
to see how many fish we could catch
and then throw away, but to drink in all

the good sport and pleasure such a trip

affords to those who love Nature as we
did. Our total catch amounted to some-
thing over sixty for the five days but we
did not waste any, and had a good show-
ing to bring home. We took leave of
our kind guide that evening and drove to
Yarmouth, the old home of the writer, a
pleasant drive of about ten miles, and
never shall we forget the fishing trip we
took through Ihe Tusket Lakes in Xora
Scotia.

APRIL

By Lalia Mitchell

Because a bird is singing
Outside my cottage door;

Because the elms are flinging

Their shadow on the floor;

By boughs that bend and beckon,
By winds that whisper clear,

I safely, surely reckon
;

At last the Spring is here.

Because a lilly brightens
Within the garden's gloom.

Because a locust lightens

The wood with her perfume,
By rivulet and river,

By mists above the mere
By reeds that bend and quiver

I know that Spring is here.



A Fishing Expedition To Sugar Lake, B. C.

IX
June of last year I found that I

could spare a little time from the

strenuous life I 'had been leading as

an Alberta prairie farmer and at once

I began to look about for something that

would provide a thorough change. .My

thoughts naturally turned towards a trip

across the Rocky Mountains into beau-

tiful British Columbia. One could

scarcely imagine a more pronounced
change from the bleak, treeless prairie

than the fertile valleys and flowing rivers.

thick forests and snow-capped hills of

British Columbia. Accordingly, my de-

cision made, I journeyed from Calgary to

\'ernon, there to jiay a long promised
visit to a friend who had a fruit farm in

that part of the country. What a gorg-

eous trip it was across the mountains

!

Xo words of mine can express the beauty
and grandeur of its scenery. I was com-
pelled to spend a night at Sicamous
Junction to take the branch line down the

Okanagan Vallev. The C. P. R, have

Our Stiy was Enlivened By The Visit of Three Gold
Prospectors."

built a magnificent hotel on the banks of

Shusvvap Lake and had it not been for the

mosc|uitoes I should have liked to have

made a longer stay there as the fishing

in the lake was in full swing at the time.

I found that my friend at Vernon was as

willing as I to take a holiday so after

spending a few days on his farm w-e de-

cided to put in a fortnight camping out

and fishing on Sugar Lake, which sheet

of water is about sixty miles east of Ver-

non.

\\'e collected our equipment and bor-

rowed a tent in Vernon, going on from
there to Lumby. Lumby is a small vil-

lage reached by motor stage and is about

twent}' miles on the way to the lake. We
spent a couple of days there fishing the

numerous small creeks surrounding it

;

the sport was good though the fish were
all small. With considerable difficulty

we succeeded in hiring a man with a

team and rig to take us the balance of the

way. The latter part of the trail was
bad and only fit for pack horses we were
told. However we found a man who was
willing to try it and we had the wisdom
to charter him for the return journey.

It was both hot and dusty but we made
good time the first twenty-five miles.

After that it was wretched travelling.

Just a rough trail had been made by the

settlers for sleighing in the winter time

and some of the trees had been left a foot

or two high. In some cases we had to

chop these down and had also to chop a

couple of windfalls out of the way. The
least said about the holes and grades the

better. Fortunately the horses were
willing and the rig strong so no harm was
done. We arrived at last on the banks
of Shuswap River and found our way up

to the lake barred by a swiftly flowing

creek, w-hich our driver refused to cross.

We bundled out our stufif and as the rig

returned to a stopping house about fif-

teen miles on the road home we struck up
to the creek to try and find a w^ay across

without getting our blankets and provis-

ions wet. Fortunately we found a wind-
fall stretching right across the creek and
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following a track for about three-quart-

ers of a mile we came to the lake side.

There we found an old Norwegian living

in a log shack he had built himself. He
was more than seveniy years old and
had just taken up a homestead there.

Fancy going to live alone sixty miles
from a railroad, and voluntarily under-
going all the hi..dships and insecurity of

a pioneer's life at that age! Yet the old

man was as pleased with his homestead
as a child with a new toy, but I trembled
to think what would happen to him when
some of the ailments one naturally assoc-

iates with old age, should attack him.
He lent us his boat to fetch our baggage
up in. It was easy enough to take the

boat down but when it came to pulling

her up again heavih- laden it was an-

other matter. We each took a turn at

it but the current was too strong and
each time we were washed down stream
and had to creep up the side again to

hang on to a convenient tree. \\'e

could hear the falls roaring about one-
quarter of a mile lower down so carried

our stufT over the creek by hand to a con-

venient site close to the old Norwegian's
shack where we pitched the tent. I had
no difficulty in bringing the boat up
empty the next day. It was a beautiful

spot in which to camp. By the time we
had things fixed up the old man had a

delicious supper of fried trout and fresh

bannocks ready for us, to which we did

full justice. After supper we lighted a

big fire and lay on our blankets, pipes

full on, at peace with the world, watch-
ing the flickering flames, listening to the

croaking of the frogs and dreaming of

the big fish we would catch on the mor-
row.

The following day after a hearty break-

fast we got ofi' up the lake in the boat.

The lake is about nine miles long by six

wide with an island in the middle and is

fed b>- the upper Shuswap River and
numerous creeks, off the mouths of which
there is excellent fishing. The weather
was perfect and in a little while we both

stripped to the waist to enjoy a delicious

sun bath. \\'e had two trolls out, a long
and a short one. The long one, which
was a large spoon bait, which we always
found the most successful, caught the

The Fish Can Be Seen Cooking."

first fish, a fine Dolly \'arden trout which
weighed eight pounds. It was the only
big fish we caught that day but we got
numerous smaller ones varying from
half a pound to three pounds. Some we
caught trolling and some with fly rods.

I always think fly fishing is much better
sport and more exciting than trolling

and would rather catch a two pounder
with my rod than a six pounder on the
line. \\'e landed at Rainbow Creek and
had an enjoyable bath though we had to
light a smudge to keep of? the mosquitoes
while we were drying. We boiled a
couple of the trout we had just caught
for dinner—the fish can be seen cooking
in the photograph, in front of the boat.
We had no luck in the afternoon hut in

the evenmg we caught a lot of fish with
our rods in front of the tent at the mouth
of the lake. It was here that we always
had our best sport, rowing gently up
and down under the bank we never failed

to have some luck. We found the best
bait was the natural moth or butterfly.

The lake was really too high to get the
v'ery best fish.

One night we awoke to find ourselves
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lying in water and our tent pitched on
an eminence, an island. The lake had
risen nearly two feet during the night and

we had to shift our tent back into the

woods. One day we tried fishing below
the falls where, when the water is low,

one can catch any quantity. We had no
luck however. Although a terrible place

to approach, the Shuswap Falls are a

magnificent sight and worth the trouble

of getting to. There is a scheme on

hand to harness the falls and use the

power for an electric railroad.

Our fortnight passed all too .quickly.

Once our stay was enlivened by a visit

from three gold prospectors whom we
photographed, along with our Norweg-
ian friend, standing in front of his shack.

We listened to many an interesting tale

of the country with which they were
familiar.

Our hunting was a disappointment for

a couple of loons and as many chipmunks
and water snakes as we liked was the

sum total. There are manv deer and

bear, a few goats and an occasional griz-

zh' bear to be met with but unfortunately
we never met any. We had some glor-

ious fishing however and long shall I re-

member the taste of the beautiful pink

trout fresh caught from the lake.

Our driver came for us as arranged. We
should not have been greatly surprised

if he had not turned up on the date speci-

fied. This time we did not drive the

first ten miles ; our first experience had
been quite enough. We plodded behind
the horses lending a hand when neces-

sary to extricate the ri.g or assist the

horses. Our driver, a French Canadian,
whose language was picturesque, would
never have returned for us had we not

chartered him for the return trip and re-

fused to pay him anything until he had
delivered us safely back at our destina-

tion. We broke our journey at Lumby
and reached Vernon the next day. I

paid a brief visit to Kelowna, returning

to the prairies after a thoroughly enjoy-

able holidav.

Interesting Angling Queries And Replies

A CORRESPONDENT asks if

there is any way whereby suck-

ers can be got out of a trout

pond.
Mr. W. Hickson of Bobcaygeon is au-

thority for the following reph' to this en-

quiry :

Suckers can be got out of a trout pond
only under certain conditions.

(i) If the pond is situated on a

medium sized or small stream which
flows into it at one end and out at the

other the suckers can be eliminated with-

out too much expense.

(2) If the pond has an outlet and no
inlet, or is on a large stream the abolition

of the suckers is practically impossible

for any means that will destroy them will

also destroy the trout.

(3) If the pond is on a medium sized

or small stream that flows into it at one
end and out at the other, then put a rack,

built of boards, on the bottom, with up-

right slats (a wire netting may be used

instead of the upright slats) of about an

inch square placed closely enough so that

the suckers cannot go through, below
your pond, to prevent any more coming
into it. In the Spring when the suckers

all run up to spawn, in the first fine wea-
ther, wait till they are all up, which
takes about a week, then put the same
kind of a rack just above your pond and
if it is properly built and closely fitted

on the bottom of the stream j'ou will im-

prison all the suckers on their return

from their spawning. This plan cannot
be adopted if there are maskinonge in the

pond or stream as they run about the

same time as the suckers ; but if lake

trout or bass are in the pond it can be
adopted as they do not run up stream to

spawn as early as the suckers.

If this plan be adopted there must be

no holes left under the floor of the rack

nor any holes for the water to flow around
it. The rack should be emptied at regu-

lar intervals if the suckers are at all nu-

merous.



Mississaga "Many Mouths"

By H. E. Dobson

FOR those who have at some time

traversed the Mississaga Reserve
and have caught a glimpse af Au-
brey and Kenney Falls this will be

but a pleasant recollection of times that

have to be lived to be enjoyed, and
events which pen at best can but imper-
fectly describe. Again, for those who
have fallen under the magic of Tema-
gami, and become enthralled. I wish to

bring to their notice and to all the dwel-
lers of Ontario—yes and beyond the line

—the fact that there is a place within hail

and there is a retreat right at their door,

love of which three summers' sojourn

has but deepened.

The Mississaga Forest Reserve owned
by the Ontario Government comprises
some three thousand square miles of

bush, rock and lake. Roughly, it lies

east of Lake Superior and north of Sault

Ste Marie. The way of approach lies

through Biscotasing on the C. P. R., a

jumping-oft-place whose only item of in-

terest lies in its situation on Bisco Lake,
part of the Spanish River, and which we
must recognize as our supply station.

With outfit secured at the popular
store of Booth & Shannon, who by the

way are most obliging and solicitous after

your every comfort, you find yourself
midst a wild cluster of duffel on the lit-

tle rude wharf built especially for the old

alligator locally known as ''She". This
is the transport which is to give you a

lift up Bisco Lake and speed you on your
way into the woods. Instinctively the

dwellers gather in lazy groups about the

landing, Indians, Hudson Bay Company
factors, prospectors.

For the last time you go carefully over
item after item of your outfit to guard
against later regrets and possible sacri-

fice while the clumsy craft "She", with a

deal of puffing and with clouds of black
smoke from her broken-backed funnel,

laboriously gets under way. We slowly
leave Bisco and civilization behind.

Rounding a point the Mississaga Rang-
ers' shack springs into view, and a khaki-
clad figure waves us parting salute.

At Shannon's dam our joy ride sud-

denly ends, and we unload our fifteen

foot chestnut and dunnage. Here the
parting begins from things ordinary -and

commonplace. This is as far as "She"
runs, since she is only a supply boat for

the lumber camps in the neighborhood.
We put our canoes into Ramsay Lake,
lug out our pots and pans and prepare
for the encounter with rough weather,
rough portages and huge appetites. The
trip to the Reserve is some seventy-five

miles by canoe, a round-about way to be
sure, but mostly straight paddling, a con-
dition of things that appeals to every
bushwhacker. We paddle up Ramsay
Lake and the treacherous Cat Bay, so

much dreaded by the Indians because of

the old legend of the evil spirit which
haunts the long, deep bay, and the dis-

aster that overtook a Chief named Cat
and his family.

Then comes the long dreary paddle up
the Spanish River to Canoe Lake ; across
Mississaga Lake, the head-waters of the

river, to Upper Green with its old Hud-
son's Bay Company post, whose factor

for eighteen years was the famous Link-
later.

We pass through Kas'habagoma and
Three Island Lake to the headquarters'
shack of the Rangers, situated just with-
in the boundary. Here we enter the Re-
serve proper and begin our down stream
trip. Here the sharp look out for rocKs
begins, as rounding a point we take the

first of a series of four rapids, missing
the only bad boulder by a margin and
riding safely the long string of rollers at

the foot. The last of the four rapids is

particularly bad and great care 'must be
taken by the bow man in choosing the
proper channel. A long paddle and the
first portage, "Hanging Stone'' comes in-

to view, so called from the odd looking
rock with a large round hole directly in

its centre, and hung on a broken limb to

mark the portage. Indians have run the
rapids but the wreck of a grizzly canoe
piled upon the rocks is ample evidence of

their dangerous character. Bv all means
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The Author

take the portage. Several lift-overs fol-

low each other in quick succession, lo-

cally distinguished by "mountain port-

age", "blue-berry", "wolf portages".

There the "hogs' trough" aptly named,
consists of two long shelving ledges of

rock with some five feet of a gradual
slope through which the whole Missis-

saga is squeezed into a long flume of wa-
ter, which boils and whirls in a mad race

to the quiet pool below.

The "U" which the river makes, doub-
ling back as it winds through a flat

marshy country, grown rank with reeds

and water grasses, affords one a view of

a country the monotony of which is re-

lieved only by the sight of a moose or

two and many deer. Nov^diere has one
greater opportunity for camera work as

when rounding a sharp curve you sur-

prise a deer or moose feeding on the bank
or wallowing in the water. Yes, camp at

the mouth of the Abinette looks good
after the long strenuous day.

Lower Green Lake, the next stop over,

is some half day's paddle from the Abin-
ette—rightly named, if ever a lake was.

from the reflection of the nonlars and
birches on the banks, and the peculiar

green tinge of the water. Everything
seems green, even to the wretched pike,

the only fish the lake can boast of. But
apart from its fishing possibilities don't

fail to point 3'our canoe into a deep rocky
bay, turn sharply to the left and behold
the ruin of the H. B. Co. post with its

little clearing in the background, its

little enclosure of ' weed tangled

graves with their rough worm eaten

crosses, the decayed timber of the at one
time strong jointed building, and over

all the time worn flag pole. How it

stands as a sentinel even yet, grey and
L,''aunt. ready to take up arms again for

,1 dead and dying cause. What a different

-^cene has been its wont to see. in the

spring when the Indians even from the

.shores of Superior itself made the long

trek by lake, river and portage to get

their debt at Green Lake Post. Never
again will the silence be broken by the

harsh voices of the squaws and the yelp-

ing of dogs. Nothing is left but a life-

less, homeless solitude. The men are

gone, the place is forgotten.

Alinnesinaqua is a goodly lake of seven
by two miles, abounding in sandy beach-

es and high rocky shores, but has no
reputation for fishing to recommend it.

We spend camp in a delightful grove of

Norwa}^ pine, and turn in early in antici-

pation of a hard day following in order

to make Aubrey Falls by night. The
falls were named after Aubrey White of

the Department of Lands and Mines.

For two miles above the cataract you
can clearly hear the dull roar of waters.

Dunnage, canoe, tumplines and paddles

are left in disorder at the portage, and
we make a bee line to catch a first glimpse

of the falls. There it roars from year to

year in its rugged splendor, untouched
by the "spoilers'' devastating land. Some
day its power will be harnessed to obey
the will of man. Let us hope it will be

spared for decades yet. The main fea-

tures of the falls are its sheer drop of

some one hundred feet, the white water
on the dark rock, the overhanging cliffs,

and a lonely evergreen islet in the centre

of the fall-scene only at times looming
up through the spray, and protected by a

huge black boulder upon which the wa-
ter dashes, breaking into foam on either
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side. Above the g'orge a delicately tint-

ed rainbow rests like a veil. For hours
you study the fall, viewing it from all

positions, until the gathering dusk warns
you of camp yet to be pitched, and it

dawns on you suddenly that you are

good and hungry. After the best of sup-

pers with a feeling of great contentment
you swap yarns around the glowing
campfire until one by one seeks the com-
fort of the blankets and is lulled to

sleep beneath the dull droning of the fall.

Some six miles below the foot of the

long rapid (ten miles) we turn our ca-

noe sharph' to the right towards the

portage into Masamaja Lake, marked by
a fire ranger's noster.The porta,ge is about
one and a half miles and begins with a

hill which you practically have to creep

up with your canoe or pack nestled close

—but it is worth it. Days of the best

brook trout fishing imaginable can be en-

joyed in this lake. The fish run uniformly
from one to two pounds. In an hour we
had taken ten of the prettiest fish afloat.

The lake is disturbed only by moose or

deer.

Three quarters of a mile below the

portage the swift flowing Abinadong
joins the Mississaga on the north. Abina-
dong means swift water and it is no mis-

nomer. Here we cache half our sup-

plies to make a side trip up the river in-

to the great Aubakagania or Ranger
Lake. Poling up the river it takes some
four hours to reach the portage. Leaving
the lake till our return trip we push on
up river and with a deal of paddling,

poling and cussing we pass the forks and
continue up the west branch. With the

long portage over the river is deeper, and
fiy-fishing begins in the deep sandy
holes. I have caught with a troll or any
way when our next meal 'hung in the bal-

ance, but the best way is with light rod
and silk line. Kinney Falls is one of the

prettiest of north country cataracts. A
mile distant the white water can be seen

dropping from ledge to ledge of rock
down a winding terrace of a quarter of a

mile. No particular attraction is offered

to the tourist for going farther up the

river, especially if time is limited. Last
summer my friend and I passed beyond
the upper lakes to the front of the river

a large clear, onion-shaped lake, fringed

with shores of towering rock. While on
the lake a peculiar incident occured
which opened my eyes to the "freak'"

ways of moose. From our camp we sight-

ed a bull and a cow swimming across the

widest part of the lake—some five miles.

My pal and I at once launched the ca-

noe and got close with the camera well

to the fore. We took several snaps and
then coached them from behind. The
bull turned suddenly and made for the

canoe. By nipping the bow quickly

around he missed us by a margin. We
decided not to give the "monarch"' an-

other chance to put his foot in our ca-

noe, and we discretely paddled back to

camp.

Aubakagama Lake is well worth a

stay of two or three days, and no lake

has the repute for size of trout as has it.

They run from one to fifty pounds. You
have to go deep for the big ones, but

they surely are there! Speckled trout

are plentiful along the shore. Towards
the southern end of the lake the Garden
River has its source, and down the Gar-
den River is the Indian reserve famous
as the Hiawatha country of Longfellow.

A 25 Pound Trout.
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Be sure to visit the Rangers' camp on
the lake, and a royal welcome will be
yours. They know the lake, and can
give you much useful information in ex-

change for such delicacies as cheese,

maple syrup, etc. as peace offering.

But our three weeks are nearly over.

Once more we are camped at the Abina-
dong's mouth. In the morning we go
down the fortv miles to Mississaga sta-

tion. It has been three weeks full of in-

terest. Something new and full of

charm each day, the changing scenery,

new camp sites, lake and river. You
forget the hard portages, the gnawing
tumpline, the relentless canoe, and as the

last campfire flickers and dies each of us

swear by the glowing coals that these
are the times of which the majority of

people wot not.

"Not One Shark But Two"

nv or.ivER 0Lr>M.\N.

AT Clearwater, Florida, there is

quite an industr)-^ in the "Mullet-
Fisheries." Large quantities of

this sea food are daily shipped
north and are sold at reasonable prices.

It is about two miles across Clearwater
Bay to the inlet or channel coming in

from the Gulf of Mexico. Separating the

bay from the gulf is a long sand bar, up-

on which there is some vegetation and a

few scrub oak and stunted pine. Here
also are the liuts of the fishermen.

It was a beautiful warm morning in

January. The bav was like a mirror and
the air was filled with the fragrance of

the flowers so abundant on all sides, .rhe

writer had walked down to the dock and
sat looking c>ut upon the quiet waters ^ f

the bay when his attention was attracted

to old Capt. \\ hippie and another fisher-

man running for their scow motor boat.

Believing something unusual had occur-

red, and having fished with Capt. \\'hip-

ple in the bay for trout, the writer ran

after them and jumped into the scow as

it was about to set out. "\\"hat's up?"
1 asked. "The boys are in trouble at the

inlet," said the Captain as our little

boat chugged away across the still wa-
ter. It soon became apparent that the

fishermen were having trouble with their

net just outside in the Gulf. We could

see that their boat was pushed up on the

sand beach and they were in the water up
to their waists and evidently fighting for

dear life. It seemed but a few moments
before our boat was also in the midst of

the afTair and both Capt. Whipple and
his companion had jumped overboard,
pushing the boat and the writer well up
on the sand. Here was a situation ! The
net fully five hundred feet long was be-

ing towed into shallow water and it was
filled with mullet—it also contained two
lively shark which had evidently followed

up the school of mullet to feed upon
them. The problem was to save the

catch and kill the shark before too much
damage was done to the net. The shark

would rush from end to end of the semi-

circular enclosure and often make a dash

at the ojiening in the shallow water, but

a mighty crack on the head from the

stout oar wielded by one of the fishermen

detained them in their course. Now
there were four men and four oars; two
at each end pulling in on the net and
fighting the shark with an oar, and two
in tlie middle backing up and occasionally

getting a good crack at the shark. Of
the two sharks one was five feet long and
the other seven feet long; finally both

were killed and the catch saved. There
were three thousand, five hundred mul-
let in that catch. They would average

over one and one-half pounds each. They
sell for two cents a pound, live weight at

the dock and as Capt. Whipple said

"That's a pretty good catch, boys, but

damn those shark."



Beaver In Algonquin Park

BY MARK ROBINSON.

ALTHOUGH twenty years have
passed away I can still recall the

pleasure I found in following the

outlines of old beaver dams on a

small stream near New Flos. Ontario,

with an old and experienced woodsman.
In later years I ploughed up the bed of a

branch of this stream that crossed my
father's farm and in doing so ploughed
through an old beaver dam. Perhaps
fifty years had passed since that dam was
first built by the busy beavers and yet

there were there tag alder sticks quite

sound. This seemed strange for tag al-

der decays very rapidly if exposed unless

it is cut and the bark removed when it

will keep sound for many years. Yet
when under water or damp earth it will

apparently keep sound for an indefinite

period. As I ploug'hed I wondered if I

should ever become acquainted with the

habits of the beaver.

It was but four years ago that I first

saw beavers in their native haunts. At
this time I was stationed at Whitefisli

Lake, in Algonquin Park. I went one
day for a walk with Ranger Balfour who
pointed out a likely spot for beaver. The
following day I visited this place and
was repaid by seeing four beavers swim-
ming around in the open water at the

foot of the rapids. They crawled out up-
on the ice and fed upon some of their

stores. Their house was most disap-

pointing. I had always been led to be-

lieve that they built nice conical

shaped houses but this house
resembled a rough and tumble
down brush pile |)lastered with

mud. I have since learned that this was
nothing more than a dining hall. Doubt-
less their living apartments for the cold

weather were in the banks close by. As
I sat in the warm sunshine watching
them I 'heard a rustle in the snow behind
me but thinking it was a deer I paid no
attention to it. On leaving for the shel-

ter house I was surprised to see the

tracks of a large wolf that had followed
my snowshoe tracks along the river

banks to within fiftv feet of where I was

sitting, then taking friglit it had dashed
away, which accounted for the rustle I

had heard when watching the beavers.

Since this first experience I have seen

mudi of these animals and observed their

habits and w'ork. The general outline

of the beaver is well known to even the

children of Canada. It is covered with a

thick coat of brown fur ; the guard hairs

shade from a dark brown to a reddish

brown color. The animal is shy, its

sense of smell is highly developed, also

its sense of hearing. Its eyes are small

and it is very quick at observing
at twilight time or at night

though its eyes are dull in

strong daylight. In the front of the

mouth are the incisor teeth with which
the beaver fells trees, cuts them up and
peels the bark oft" them. The mouth is

constructed so that when feeding a bea-

ver can cut a stick two or three inches in

diameter in several feet of water without
inconvenience. The outer surface of the

incisor teeth are^covered with a brown
enamel that appears to grow as required
and keeps the teeth in repair. These
teeth are four in number while the grind-

ers number sixteen, four on each side,

top and bottom. When feeding the jaws
work forward and backward ; not side-

wise as is the case with mosi animals.
The legs are short, the fore paws are not
webbed and are used to hold their food,

to wash themselves with and also to

Beaver Dam and Pond Near Dorlano Lake. Algonquin Park



Beaver Getting A Fresh Supply of Food

carry mud, stones, etc. when building

dams. The hind feet are large and full

webbed and furnished with strong claws.

The second toe from the inside of each
hind foot has a double claw, the upper
claw being quite sharp. Old trappers

claim that these claws are used to pick

water fleas olT the beaver, others say
they are used to pick chips out of their

teeth,—a sort of providentially supplied
tooth-pick, as it were.

The tail of the beaver in full grown
animals is about fifteen inches long by
six inches wide and is shaped like the

blade of a good paddle. It is not used
to carry mud as some writers claim but
is used along with the hind feet in swim-
ming. The tail is also of value as a

danger signal. Should you be near a

beaver if he hears you or gets scent of

you it is inevitable that you will

hear a splash as though some
one had thrown a stone into

the water. If you watch closely

perhaps you may see him rise again and
give the signal once more but he is more
apt to rise beside a log or piece of brush
and watch you quietly until satisfied,

when he will retire to a place of safety.

The signals referred to above are all made
with the tail and everv beaver within

hearing will be on the alert when these

signals have been given.

An}- trapper or person who has dis-

sected a beaver knows the sex of the bea-

ver cannot be distinguished by outside

appearance. Just inside the vent in both
sexes are two semi solid egg-shaped
glands known as oil stones. The oil

from these is supposed to be used in

dressing their fur coats and is possibly

curried and combed into the fur with the

double claws mentioned above. In front

of the oil stones in both sexes lie the

castors or scent sacs. These are removed
when the beaver is trapped or shot and
are then dried and later sold as a base for

perfumes. They are worth about eight

dollars per pound, .\mong the Indians
and northern people beaver castor placed

in liquor is used as a medicine which is

warranted to cure most of the ills to

which the flesh is heir. The castor also

makes an excellent salve when mixed
with lard or vaseline.

In front of the castors in both sexes

lie the organs of reproduction. In our
northern country beavers usually mate
in April, the young being born in the lat-

ter part of May or the early part of June.
The young are from two to four in num-
ber. The mammary glands are upon the
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breast. W'hen the youno^ are about six

weeks old thev are brought out iuto quiet

nooks and pushed ashore where they are

taught to cut milk thistles, tender

shoots of raspberry canes, etc. Thus
their training continues throughout the

summer months.
During the month of September the

beavers repair their dams and houses for

winter, or if the food supply is getting

scarce in the neighborhood the parent

beavers move to other sections farther

up stream or upon fresh streams where a

suitable supply of food is to be obtained.

A suitable place for a dam is selected at

the head of a shallow or rapids where ad-

vantage will be taken of every stone,

stump, tree, etc. to form supports for the

dams. Brush is cut, old logs and sticks

are floated to the scene of operations, the

brush being firmly placed in the ground
mud with tops up stream. Other brush
is allowed to jam against these, the cur-

rent forcing the sticks more firmly into

the mud. Old grass, moss and mud is

now piled against the brush, then more
brush, always with the ends down stream
resting in the mud below. Thus the

building goes on. As the water rises

large poles and logs are in some manner
floated over the dam until the end rests

on mud below the dam when thev are

firmly built around and form strong sup-

ports. When the dam is completed the

upper side will be found to resemble a

rampart. The water coming over this

has a downward pressure holding every-

thing firmly. On the lower side the wa-
ter falls over the hundreds of sticks

which break all force ere it reaches the

I)ed of the stream, thus preventing a

washout. There are numbers of dams in

Algonquin Park that are from fifty to a

hundred yards in length and in ravines

we find some fully ten feet high. These
are usually not more than thirty to fifty

feet long. Some dams are built in convex
form but the greater number are built

concave. Quite often the season after

the dam 'has been built the tag alder us-

ed in its construction will send up green
shoots all along the dam, forming a

hedge which makes the dam very strong
and beavers seldom cut any trees grow-
ing along their dam, evidently realizing

the benefit of them.
Wbile the dam has been building the

house has also been receiving due atten-

tion. At some selected point sticks have
been carried and piled upon each other
until a strong foundation is built. Then
as circumstances permit a room is built

and covered with sticks and mud, except
for a small place which is left open for

Ranger James Sawyer Stretching Beaver Pelts.



Beaver House in Winter

purposes of ventilation. There is one en-

trance to a house from the water. The
floor is covered with wood fiber torn up
by these clever chaps. Among these

shavings they make their beds. Where-
ever possible beavers will also make a

home in the bank by burrowing. In these

bank houses the beavers sleep, using
their house as a feeding room. Near to

the entrance will be found their winter
supply of food stored in immense piles

underneath the water. Their winter

food consists of the barks of various

trees, the trees being cut and drawn
down paths cut out by the beaver to the

water, then taken to their store-room for

winter use. In low and marsh lands we
often find canals and tunnels cut out

through which beaver draw their supply
of food. At a point two miles east of

Joe Lake a family of beavers cut their

food suppl}' and draw it across a piece of

marsh up the railroad embankment,
twelve feet high, across the road and
down into the road ditch. From this a

canal is cut a short distance, then a tun-

nel about two hundred feet in lengtli is

built to another canal which leads into

the pond where their home is. Over this

course they take their suppl)' of food.

Xear this place I saw where beavers

draw their supply of food upstream and
over a high dam. This seldom occurs
however. In the summer they feed on
roots of water plants, wild fruits, tender
shoots of raspberry canes and dig many
roots out of the earth. Thej- appear to

be very fond of the roots of the huckle-

berry. Among the woods I have found
cut and stored for winter use are maple,
elm, ash, birch, poplar, willow, alder,

hazel, hemlock, cedar, balsam and red

and white pine. Old trappers and In-

dians say the beavers use the evergreens
as medicine but perhaps this is only in-

tended as a joke. After the ice forms
snow falls and all is quiet. No trace of

the beaver is to be seen, unless his home
is near open water. He travels under
the ice in suitable places along the banks
of his pond. Holes are dug out into

which the beavers escape in time of

danger. At other times they make use
of them as resting places. Such holes

are known among trappers as washes.

\\'ith the approach of Spring on fine soft

days the adult beavers leave their ponds
and break a road through deep snow and
then select their timber which they cut

and take under the ice where no doubt
the fresh food is much enjoyed.

There is no animal that affords more
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pleasure to, or exacts more patience of,

the student of Nature than the same bea-

ver. Its habits around its home vary ac-

cording to circumstances, and are appar-

ently very contradictory. All through

Algonquin Park beavers are to be found

in lakes, streams, ponds and marshes and
on the tops of the highest hills where wa-
ter can be found to store their supply of

winter food. Very few people are aware
that Algonquin Park is nothing more nor

less than an immense mound or hill cov-

ered with hundreds of lakes and with

streams that flow east and north and
south. In the springtime when all Na-
ture is rampant the beavers leave their

ponds and travel many miles down
stream (the pregnant females seldom
leave the home ponds.) The young two
year olds are doing their courting. The
year olds get out of the way feeding

along the streams pending the arrival of

their younger brothers at the home. At
this season the scent piles of small

sticks and mud are made by them and
every beaver passing will call and place a

little more mud upon the pile and vent

their scent upon the piles (this scent is

the contents of the castors). These
facts the experienced trapper takes ad-

vantage of and as a result is enabled to

secure a great number of beavers.

Two years ago the Government de-

cided that under the able direction of

Superintendent G. W. Bartlett, assisted

by Rangers Jos. Sawyer and S. Waters,

a limited number of beaver would be

taken out by way of experiment. The

pelts were stamped "Algonquin Park"

and there was also another stamp placed

upon the head of the pelt. These were

placed upon the market and sold the pro-

ceeds going into the Government Treas-

ury. The trapping has proved a success

and 'has not been attended by any of the

dire effects that were predicted by
"kickers".

At Canoe Lake Ranger J. S. Bartlett

and a companion, with less than twenty
traps took eighty-two beavers in three

weeks within an area of two square miles,

leaving plenty to restock this area so

that last Autumn they were apparently

as plentiful as before the trapping of the

eighty-two. Only eight pregnant fe-

males were taken and there is every rea-

son to believe that at least four of these

would not have been taken had no traps

been set upon dams. Last Spring, Rang-

er J. S. Bartlett and his chum with thir-

teen traps took fifty beavers in Potter

Creek in nine days in an area of one and

a half square miles. Four pregnant fe-

males were taken in this buncJi. Other

Rangers met with similar success.

In Algonquin Park there is an area of

over two thousand square miles. Those

in a position to know make a low esti-

mate of one pair of beavers to the square

mile raising young and on an average

these will bring forth two young bea-

vers, making an increase of four thous-

and beaver per year. Allowing that one

thousand fall victims to wolves, bears,

foxes, etc. each year ; that one thousand

leave the Park via the streams in the

springtime, not to return again, that, say,

five hundred fall victims to disease,

poachers, etc. (for there is poaching

among the lumbermen and professional

trappers that will, notwithstanding the

vigilence of the Rangers, be very diffi-

cult to stamp out so long as lumbering in

the park is permitted ; there will still be

fifteen hundred of an increase to supply

the number that are taken out under
Government supervision. That quite a

number of the beavers that leave the

Park are captured by trappers would
seem to be a fact. Owing to the close

season they are obliged to sell the pelts

to traders for half value and often less,

from which it will be seen that it is the

trader who reaps the harvest and not the

trapper or the people to whom they by
right belong. This would seem to be a

good reason for the Government's clear-

ing out a limited number each year from
the Park as under these circumstances

they are legally sold and bring their full

value and the people of the Province, as

a whole, receive the benefit from that

which justly belonged to them.



When Fishin' Season's Here
-Bb-

Adelaide Allen Andrews

You needn't talk t' me o' heaven
When fishin' season's here,

Of harp and song,

Joy all day long,

And ne'er a thought of fear.

'Cause I ain't got no time to waste
On such celestial things

As music sweet
An' golden street

\\'here everyone has w'ings.

An" this here swell society—

•

It ain't no place fer me,

It's pomp an' show
Its greed fer dough,

An' lack of sympathy
Who can't keep up th' race.

—

The hull danged show
Ain't worth th' blow

That's made t' keep th' pace.



But when you talk of God's green earth.
Of trees, and all things growin',

Of woodland cool

An' sparklin' pool

—

You've cert'nly got me goin'

!

It makes me feel all wobbly
'Round th' region of my heart,

It makes me shirk

All thought of work
An' for th' garret start.

Where I hunt up my j'inted pole,
Dig up a can o' bait,

—

An ol' tin pail

With wobbly bail,

—

A pipe full of "First Mate."
A slab o' bacon, long an' slim,

A fryin-pan an' knife.

A birch canoe,

A guide 'r two,

—

That's what I call high life.

An' then I hike fer Canada
With Pop and Jim, I 'low,

An' good ol' Speed
T' cook th' feed.

Gosh ! I kin smell it now !

Our camp is pitched beside a lake,

'R river, swiftly flowin'.

Where bass and pike

Just fight to bite,

Now, honest, I ain't blowin'

!

An' when th' cold, gray mist of dawn
Creeps o'er us one by one,

Then someone snores,
An' Jim he roars,

"Get up! You son-uv-a-gun !''

Ere long th' fish begin f bite

;

What's that bright, shinin" mass?
A fight! Quick, someone get
Th' landin' net!

Great snakes ! A five-pound bass !

We fish an' eat 'till th' sun goes down,
Then th' good ol' "army game." we play,

While Pop he smokes
An' tells us jokes.

An' then we hit th' hay,

—

An' sleep, Lord bless you, how we sleep!
A\'hile tribulation takes a rest.

An' I'll allow,

You're with me now,
That fishin' season is th' best.



Some Speckled Beauties

A Canoe Trip On The Restigouche, P. Q.

BY CLAUDE MACDOXALD.

MY friend and I having been kept
very closely at business all win-
ter, when the lovely spring
weather came we began to long

for a good trip up the river. We re-

joiced, therefore, on receiving a letter

from an old friend, Lem Johnson, advis-

ing that he was starting for the head-
water the following week and would be
glad to have us accompany him if we
were thinking of a trip. We very gladly
accepted this offer without delay. John-
son was an old crony of ours. Some
years before when he was buying his

trapping supplies we had thrown in a

substantial pair of snow-shoes '^or good
measure and in this way we had made
him our friend for life. ]\Iany a good
time we had with him after that in the

forests and on the waters of the old Prov-
ince of Quebec.
When we got to the old chap's shanty

we found him ready to start. After an
excellent meal—I thought I had never

tasted a better anywhere—we launched
our boat and started for our goal. We
reached a place called Chain of Rocks
that night, having poled our boat twelve
miles. The next morning we procured
milk and butter from an old farmer, and
thus fortified started on our way again.

We passed under rugged overhanging
rocks and through pools which were
teeming with trout and salmon. The
beauty of the hillsides, green with ver-

dure, will long linger in my memory.
That night we reached Pine Island. Here
we got our rods and were successful in

landing seven large trout, some of which
w-eighed as much as four pounds. We
built a camp-fire and after supper sat

around it listening to the tales Johnson
told us of the time many years before
when he had fought the Indians and killed

the buffalo. Suddenly the story-telling

was interrupted by a splashing sound, and
on jumping up to see what had caused
the commotion we saw a large moose
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calmly drinking not far away from us.

He looked at us as though quite undis-

mayed and after finishing his drink waded
ashore and took to the woods.

Bright and early the next morning we
were up and that night we reached the

mouth of the Patapedia, called by the

Indians, Patamejaw (River of Plenty).

Certainly the term is a justifiable one, for

the river abounds in fish, and game is

plentiful in the woods that line its shores.

Many a speckled beauty fell to our hook
and line in the deep pools for which the

Restigouche and its tributaries are so

well noted. We visited several meadows
(low, marshy ground) where all game
had to come for water. We saw many
wild animals who apparently were not

used to being disturbed in their domains.

After the old trapper had unloaded his

supplies we started for home, enjoying

the splendid scenery along the river as

we leisurely paddled along. We reached

home the second day, tired but happy and
with pleasant anticipations of another trip

with our old friend next year. Unfor-
tunately he will never travel again on
this earth, for he has since gone to the

happy hunting grounds. We went to see

him during his last illness, and, holding

out his hand, he said

:

"Well, boys, you'll have to guide your

canoe yourselves next year, but here is a

little memento for you." So saying he

handed us a cedar chart of the rivers

which it must have taken him fully a

year to make. My friend Jim and I will

always regard this chart as one of our

most valuable possessions.

Many consider it remarkable that the

beaver can remain beneath the water for

so long a period. But he can remain

under the ice much longer. It has

puzzled many to know how these animals

can do this and still live.

A beaver rises to the under side of the

ice and there casts a quantity of its breath

up against the crystal covering of the

body of water. A wide, flat bubble is

formed. This is permitted to remain

against the cold ice long enough to be-

come somewhat purified, when the ani-

mal takes it into its lungs once more.

This strange operation is repeated from

time to time, and the creature is thus en-

abled to remain beneath the ice for hours.

The muskrat does the same as the beav-

er, but cannot remain without fresh sup-

plies of pure atmosphere ?o long.

Supplies Going to Camp on The Restigouche



The United States Sportsmen After a National Law For
the Protection of Migratory Game Birds.

Officiiils of the American Game Protective and Propagation Association have Just
returned from Washington, -where they arrangedfor a hearing in the matter of a

national lawfor the protection of migratory game birds. Three bills for this are

no'v pending.

Conferences were held with Senator .McLean and Congressmen Jl'eeks, Anthony
and Lamb. It is announced that the hearing will be given as soon as the appropria-

tion bills arc out ofthe way-
It is generally believed that nothing short of federal regulation will save the

country s migratory birds.

Through the ej^orts of the association a hearing on the Weeks Bill for federal

protection of migratory birds has been secured before the House Committee on

.Xgriculturc at Washington, D. C.

.IIthough the matter offederal protection of migrants has been agitatedforyears,
it has never before been given a hearing.

Since many states refuse, or are unable to protect the birds, the only way they

can be saved frorn extermination is for the National Government to step in.

Game Conservation Department

Edited By Frank Hyde

Ontario's Legislators Favor the Movement

IT
is highly gratifying to the sportsmen

of this Province to learn that already

expressions of commendation and
promises of assistance have been re-

ceived from a great number of the mem-
bers of the Legislature of Ontario, re-

garding the general movement now on
foot to have reformed those game laws
that are at present so destructive to the

supply of native wild fowl. Proffers of

help have also come from Gun Clubs,

Game Protective Associations and prom-
inent and influential sportsmen over the

whole province. Letters have been re-

ceived condemning in the strongest
terms, the belated action of our authori-

ties in the matter of proper and adequate
conservation of wild ducks. One and
all are in full agreement on the subject of

^topping the sale, and all but two con-
demn the repeating or pump shot gun,
tho.se two while anxious for the prohibi-

tion of the sale of ducks, are loth to have
to surrender their repeating guns, but
leclare their willingness to do so if it

\\'\\\ materially conduce to the establish-

ment of a sufficient supply of this migra-

tory bird. It will be of pertinent moment
to state that communications have reach-

ed us from every Canadian Province east

of the Rocky Mountains, all telling the

story of the growing scarcity of our wild

ducks. It is interesting to the duck
shooter of to-day to note the causes of the

present depletion of our North American
wild ducks, and to consider the legal

measures already- taken by the United
States and Canada to remedy the evils.

The evolution of diminishinfr numbers.
while in a primary sense beginning out-

side the memor\' of the present genera-

tion, e.xtends back only some thirty odd
years, well within the practical exper-

ience of the fifty year old duck shooter of

our day. In the initial years there were
two factors that at the time failed to ar-

rest serious thought, the first being the

developing indulgence in Spring shooting,

then the superceding of the muzzle by
the single and double barrelled breech
loading shot guns that have since so

enormously augmented the ranks of our

sportsmen. During and since those

3-ears the exploitation of new country and



An Estimate of the Immense Importance of New York
States's Good Work Done by Stopping:

Indefinitely the Sale of Ail

Native Wild Game.

Dr. Honuiday declares tliaf '^Xeiv York" is llie Gettysburg of the ivnr bet7veen

tlw Army of Destruction and the Army of Dejeiise. From this time henceforth, the

tide of slaughter of wild life ivill be steadily rolled back. We will gain more

Atlantic Statesfor the Bayne-Blauvelt law, and keep everything that we gain. It is

now time for Pennsylvania, J/assaehnsetts and other states to enact our law to stop

the sale of 7vild game, and gi^'c the game a chance to return to our desolated fields,

woods (Did waters.

its rapid settlement with increasing popu-
lation over the whole continent made
<leadly encroachment both at the migra-

tion feeding as well as breeding grounds,

the use of large bore and swivel guns,

shooting from batteries and sunken
punts, running and netting, the whole-
sale use of the automatic and pump or re-

peating shot guns, feeding, market shoot-

ing and slaughtering them by every

method that ingenuity could devise, and
until recent years placing practically no
limit on the open season. Gradually the

laws of the two countries have abolished

large bore and swivel guns, the use of

batteries and sunken punts, the netting

and have corrected in large measure the

too long open season, and here and there

specified bag limits of varying sizes help

to control the stock of game, but statis-

tics, gathered from the most authorative

sources, point to one conclusion ; ultimate

extinction of our native wild ducks unless

every State in the American Union and
every Province in the Dominion of Can-
ada prohibit the sale of every species of

migratory wild fowl native to North
America. That the matter of wild duck
conservation is strong!}^ agitating the

people of the United States is shown by
the effort to have federal laws protect the

migratory game birds of that country.

The first hearing such a measure has ever

succeeded in securing from the authori-

ties at Washington was granted some

time in March. This is a matter of great

significance and constitutes the most im-

portant move yet made in this direction

and will be so far reaching that Canada
Ntill, in all likelihood, be approached with

a view to an international understand-
ing on the question. The matter of sav-

ing the wild ducks of America is after

all of vastly greater concern to Canadian
sportsmen than to those south of the

international boundary line, for every one
of the sixteen best species breed in Can-
ada, eleven in our Western Provinces and
five in Labrador. Why then should On-
tario with its small wild duck market, as

shown by the Department's report of last

year, be behind New York State with

its market, the greatest in the world.

Think what it means to the sportsmen
duck shooters of Ontario and the Domin-
ion as a whole, to have the sale of their

favorite game bird stopped in Ontario,
where less than a hundred market shoot-

ers kill and cripple each year more of this

kind of fowl than would efford every good
sportsman in this province three seasons'

good sport, providing a sportsman's two
barrelled shot gun be used. But this,

concrete as it is, is not the only aspect of

the improving situation that must appeal

to the duckshooters of Ontario the prem-

ier consideration is this, while over half

of the United States now prevent, by

legal means, the marketing of nearly all
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wild game birds, close to half of the units
of our neighbor nation absolutely prohibit
the trafficking in dead native wild game,
particularly wild ducks and other migra-
tory fowl. But, this is not only where
the benefit to our local sportsmen rests,
greater things are yet to follow, as the re-
sult of the enlargement of that campaign
which terminated so successfully last
June in the State of New York, the cen-
tral wild duck market of the world.

With the success attendant upon their
efforts in passing the Bayne-Blauvelt bill
in Xew York, Dr. Hornadav and the
Camp-Fire Club will avail themselves of
the impetus gained to extend the move-
ment into other states. The present plan
is for the Doctor with his Wild Life Asso-
ciation to take Pennsvlvania and Massa-
chusetts while the Camp-Fire Club will
undertake no-sale-of-game bills in
Xew Jersey and Connecticut. While Illi-

nois, particularly Chicago, is a big
consumer of the people's game
as shot by the market hunter
and sold for his profit, it was
felt that conditions in the East, where wild
life is threatened with absolute extinction
were more urgent and required first atten-
tion without in the least losing sight of
the essentially national scope of the
movement.

It is the Eastern and Atlantic States
where, except in the State of Louisiana,
the greatest slaughter is taking place bv
the market shooters, who. devoid of con-
science and moral restrictions, supply
those markets, that are yet open, with
several hundreds of thousands of dead
wild ducks alone, as well as geese, each
season. With the prospect of ending the
sale of all game in Pennsvlvania, Massa-
chusetts, New Jersey and Connecticut
and the propaganda of migratorv game
conservation assuming a national im-
portance in the American Republic, there
appears on the horizon of better sport,
and national asset a promise sufficientlv
great to arouse the sportsmen of the pres-
ent, and the future, to an active participa-
tion in the cause of duck conservation as
it affects their home province. The per-
mitted sale of wild ducks has developed
the professional market shooter, the
market shooter made possible the auto-

matic and repeating or punip shot guns,
and supplementing this fowling piece, we,
have the practice of feeding, a combina-
tion that, left unhampered, will bring
about certain annihilation of the present
remnant of every species of the wild duck
order. Think of those hundreds of good,
fair and ardent sportsmen who frequent,
the duck shooting rendezvous of Ontario,
after a year of pleasant thought and hope-
ful anticipation, and in happy spirits, pre-
pare and depart for their all too short
holidays, in quest of healthy recreation
and the full enjoyment of good sport.
How can we estimate their keen disap-
pointment as they look out over their
nearly obsolete decoys and view flock
after flock of canvas back, red head, blue
bill and other open water ducks pass by
and pitch among the decoys of a market
shooter whose trade makes it profitable
to feed that spot within range of his two
deadly pump guns, his kill some days
would make satisfying bags for nearlv'

a

score of genuine sportsmen.
Unless the sale of wild ducks and the

use of the pump gun are stopped, this
state of things will grow rapidly worse
until it ends in the complete extirpation
of this special migratory fowl.

X'o State or Provincial Government,
without ulterior motives, should longer
hesitate in stopping the sale of wild ducks.
Ontario is the Canadian Province that
should take the initiative, in this matter
of splendid statesmanship, not only as the
premier province of the Dominion but
because it is the most deeply and directly
concerned. Canadians will not stand idle
while the citizens of the United States
execute reforms as fully required here as
they are badlv needed in that democracy.
Our native wild ducks are a national as-
set belonging as fully to the future as to
the present citizens of our land, from
them comes the call for Ontario to do its

duty.

That duty consists, absolutely in re-
sponding to an appeal, created by the fin-

est of sentiment and most profound
economic consideration on the part of
this Province's sportsmen citizens, who
desire to see Ontario take no secondary
place in the fullfillment of an obligation,
recognized over the whole of the contin-
ent of Xorth America.



Give Our Game A Square Deal

BY "GREENER"

Few tilings there are that give more pleasure

than to witness a good act well done in a good
cause. Mr. Frank Hyde's article in February
Rod and Gun on the conservation of wild duck
deserves more than passing notice. A great deal

of trash is written on the subject, mostly by
cranks on both sides of the house and it is with
pleasure we are treated occasionally with such

a letter as tliat referred to, it is chuck full of

common sense and sound reasoning, no frills or

puffs, just a simple demand for justice, probably

few shooters are better acquainted with the

ground he makes special mention of than myself,

viz. Rond Eau. For years as a boy I learned

my first lessons on duck there and now as a
middle-aged man I occasionally "try" for a little

sport over the same grounds. To me looking

back for nearly thirty years the change is as-

tounding, Jlr. Hyde rightly says that the killing

of a dozen duck in a day's shooting at the pres-

ent tinu', i.e. getting them in a legitimate and
sportsmanlike manner is by far the exception.

I positively believe tliat of all the shooting

grounds in Ontario, Rond Eau is the most abused.

Tlie methods used here for killing duck cannot
be censured in too strong terms, the shooting on
this beautiful sheet of water is monopolized by
less than a dozen people, one bunch I believe

coming all the way from Hamilton to put into

practice a method for killing duck that would not

be tolerated on Burlington Bay. This bunch and
tlieir kindred begin early in the season to sow
grain on the feeding grounds, using hundreds of

bushels for this purpose. On the opening of the

shooting season they erect their batteries—they

are nothing less, and the duck being accustomed
to finding food here in plenty without labor are

slaughtered in hundreds, no amount of shooting

will drive them away from a ground where food

is so easily obtained and the pot hunter settles

down to a season of continuous murder laughing

at the efforts of hundreds of sportsmen who try

to kill a few duck for their tables, and killing

them in such a manner that it brings no blush of

shame to his face.

Why do these pot hunters go to such an ex-

pense erecting slaughter houses and throwing
tons of grain into the water? Why, gentlemen,
the laws of our country permits ihem to do so

and further, our laws give them the privilege of

going into the open market and selling their

gains at such a price that they make great sums
of money out of the investment. Is it any won-
der that auck are on the rapid road of extinction?

A few more years of such work and the thing is

done and the lost ground can never be recovered.

I would say to our government, "Close the

market," this is the rock foundation of all game
protection. Take away the feed and the hog
dies a natural death, "the market or death fits

him."

ilr. Hyde mentions the kind of gun he would

bar from being used, I admit the market shooter

uses the pump gun in his business but still I

would like to say a few kind words for the pump-
er, I use hira myself and so do eighty per cent,

of the members of the two clubs to which I be-

long and invariably they are of the same opinion.

Viz.: they are not killing any more duck with
the pump than with the double gun , and in favor

of the pump, is the fact that "they let few crip-

ples get away", nearly half the ducks a shooter

knocks down are not killed outright and require

shooting again. All hunters know the majority
of ducks on striking the water hesitate a short

time before they dive. These can be killed im-

mediately with a pumper, while the motion and
noise of reloading a double gun will put them
under the water at once and in a great many
cases leave a cripple to linger for days perhaps,

then die and rot on the beach. Personally I am
in favor of giving all game a square deal and
if I thought I were taking an unfair advantage
I would discontinue the use of a pumper. I have
shot a double gun for a great many years and
really in the hands of a great majority of shoot-

ers I cannot see that the pump gun has any ad-

vantage only in the point referred to; of course
in the hands of an expert there is no disputing
the fact that he is using a very deadly gun, but
if you close the market to him his skill is of
little use, he gets his skill from long practice,

firing in a day more shots perhaps than Mr. Hyde
and myself combined would in a year's time.

Of perhaps sixty shooters whom I know are using
pumpers the combined lot do not kill four hun-
dred duck in a season. Why a Rond Eau market
shooter would say that that was just "one"
good day's shooting for him alone. I don't thinic

the poor pumper is all to the bad. I have been
shooting him for two seasons and I find in shoot-
ing at duck I have to step lively to get in more
than three shots that are of any use, it might
surprise some who are knocking the pump gun
so hard if they took one out and tried to double
or triple a few times even after they had con-

siderable practice. No gentlemen, close the
market and you have pretty nearly solved the
problem of game protection. Mr. Editor have we
got to get down and petition our government to
pass a just and humane law, surely they and all

fair minded men can see this is but common
justice and should need no urging. If we have
to urge I would suggest that a petition be drawn
and mailed to every gun club in Ontario taking
care it is mailed individually to some one who is

personally interested in the matter and who will

get the signatures, mailing it when signed to

some one appointed, to put it into the hands of
his member to place before the house. I hope
our government will take the matter up and
make this extra work unnecessary.



The Pump Or Repeating Shotgun

If there was ever an implement de-

signed by the ingenuity of man for the

sole purpose of ""hogging" the game sup-

ply of a land, that instrument was none
other than the six shot repeating or gen-

erally termed "pump" shot gun which
has, for eighteen years, largely contribu-

ted to the de[)lction of America's stock of

native wild game. While it is principal-

ly the "pet" ally of the market shooter

for whom it was originally intended, it

is not in any wise strange that this

weapon has found friends among the

amateur pursuers of game. With some
of us there always is a tendency to try a

new device, while others find it difficult

not to envy the man who gets things, and
often we go so far as to covet the means
by which he accomplishes that end. The
principle of "'the more one gets the more
is wanted" influences men in their sport-

ing indulgences. Frequently ethics and
sentiment are overlooked in our selections

and our pleasures. Occasionally are we
semi-conscious of departing from our
better promptings, and then sometimes
are we wholly of the belief that what we
have performed bears no taint of wrong.
To this latter persuasion, I am convinced,

the author of the above user of the pump
gun has allegiance. In this opinion of

the members of his clubs and self, they
are killing no more ducks with the re-

peating than they would be with
a double barrelled shot gun. This infor-

mation I am glad indeed to obtain, for it

has been an entirely different exhibition

that has for many years come under my
personal observation. I have seen the

professional shooter annihilate flocks of

six to ten and frequently, more with his

one magazine of shells, while around me
I have viewed the amateur gunner pump
two shots within and four after the birds

were going and then out of range, the

result being three known cripples and on
occasions hit ducks that ultimately die

unseen. It is the tendency for a shooter

of a double barrelled arm to select and
kill outright two birds when well in

range taking a chance on securing any
additional within the scope of pattern.

As to getting cripples that dive when de-

tecting unnatural sounds. I should af-

firm my belief in the reloading of a

double being more noiseless than the

sound caused by operating the mechan-
ism of a repeating gun. I must say that

having seen the pump gun under all cir-

cumstances and in the hands of all man-
ner of shooters I do not detect any one
commendable feature that mitigates the

evil it is capable of, in the possession of

either expert or novice. Many shooters

of good intentions are now using them,

feeling that they have been, by the pot

hunter who supplies our markets, com-
[)elled to adopt method for method, in

order to secure a successful day's count

of dead, but when the sale of wild ducks
is prohibited and the pump guns banned,

all sportsmen true and otherwise will be
again placed upon equal terms, then the

best sportsmen, now being robbed, will

be able to bag his old time number of

fowl. Assuredly the repeating shot arm
is all that the makers advertise it to be,

"the game getter".

It would be, I feel, quite unfair to cen-

sure every shooter of a pump gun as

long as the law of the country, which
fails to call a halt in the extermination of

our game, plays into the hands of our

market hunter and his slaughtering

methods, baiting and pump gun skill.

But when this undesirable class of citi-

zens, bent on creating a gameless land,

for the rightfully entitled sportsmen who
follow our day, are forced out of their

nefarious emplo3"ment I think that the

entire fraternitj' of genuine sportsmen
will entertain that excellent sentiment of

fair play that now discourages the use of

this type of shot gun and yet, as in years

past, renders the manufacture of such a

non ethical weapon, within the British

Empire, an impossible industry.

The abolition of such firearms will

place all shooters on an equal basis in the

matter of securing sufficient sport to

satisfy the keenest and most ardent lover

of water fowl hunting, at the same time

it will bring as much unqualified praise

to our Legislature as was expressed when
that body prohibited the further use of

the automatic shot gurt.



The Culture Of Black And Silver Foxes

Heredity

By R. B. and L. V. Croft. B. A., M. D.

PART II.

M[OST people think of Heredity as

similar to inheritance of goods
and chattels. To' them a son

has received from his father the

color of his eyes, very much in the same
way as he may expect to receive his seal

ring or his watch. Such an idea is en-

tirely foreign to the scientific conception
of heredity. Scientifically, heredity is

merely a special case of the correlation

of variations."

It relates to all kinds of transmission
as well as to the transmission of like

qualities, and is the correlation between
the variations of characteristics in indi-

viduals related to one another by birth.

There is Direct Correlation as between
the dog or vixen, and male or female
whelps, between the father of the dog
and the whelps, etc. Collateral Cor-
relation as between male and female
whelps, brothers and sisters of the dog
and vixen, and the whelps of these bro-

thers and sisters, etc. ; in other words be-
tween brothers and sisters ; uncles and
aunts; nephews and nieces, cousins, etc.

The oflfspring of higher animals always
have two parents, that is, inheritance is

biparental. There are three different

types of direct inheritance.

1. Blended Inheritance, that is the
whelp is intermediate in character be-

tween the two parents as in size, color,

etc.

2. Exclusive Inheritance, that is, the

character of the whelp is like that of the
dog but not like the vixen or vice versa,

if they differ as in color or size.

3. Particulate Inheritance, that is, the
characters of both dog and vixen appear
in the whelp, but do not blend, as a whelp
may have spots some of which are the
color of the mother, while others are like

the coat of the sire.

There is also Variation which is a tend-
ency in animals to produce characters

dift'ering from the parental type, that is.

they deviate from the t3^pe. Deviations
are of two kinds. Abnormal as sports
and monstrosities and normal variations
which may be observed in every group of

individuals.

"Two variable organs are said to be
correlated when the variation of one is

accompanied on the average by more or
less variation of the other in the same
direction" (Galton 1888). Thus the
dogs and the whelps are related by birth
and when we study the correlation be-
tween them, it is called Natural Inheri-
tance.

The first thought that would occur to

us is that, like produces like. So we
would expect exceptionally fine silvers

to produce equally exceptional whelps.
But according to the laws of regression,
the tendency is for the mean of the.
whelps to deviate from the type of their
parents toward the type of foxes in gen-
eral. The reason there are so many red
foxes is, that there are so many red par-
ents. If no selection is made the foxes,
in one generation will be the same, in

color as in the previous one.
Neither is their color of the so called

"Galton type" following his law of an-
cestral heredity, that each parent con-
tributes on an average one-quarter, each
grandparent one-sixteenth, etc., or par-
ents determine fifty percent of the an-
cestry, the four grandparents together
twenty-five per cent., and earlier ances-
try altogether determine twenty-five per
cent. Although sometimes the color of
the whelps seems to follow fairly well the
law of Blended Inheritance, the color
appears to belong to either the Particu-
late or Exclusive Inheritance. When one
parent is black and the other light or
cross, the fur of each whelp will be eith-

er light or black, seldom intermediate in
color.
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It is especially well shown when two
foxes are crossed, one dark or silver and

the other red or cross, some of the whelps

are silver, some red, some cross not even-

ly blended. A good example of Exclus-

ive Inheritance was shown in the Middle-

ville Fox Ranch in 1909. A silver was
mated with a cross and produced a litter,

four silvers, two males and two females,

all similar to the dog but possibly darker.

In 1910 the same pair gave birth to one
dark silver male and two cross, a male
and a female, both lighter than the moth-
er.

In a Lambton Fox Ranch there wa.^; an
illustration of Particulate Inheritance.

In the year 1909 a wild red vixen was
paired with a silver dog and gave birth

to a litter of four cross foxes, very simi-

lar in appearance, with dark patches like

the dog, and the rest red like the mother.

In other words, the character of both

were present in the whelps but did not

blend.

When the offspring on the average re-

semble one parent more than the other,

the parent with which correlation is the

greater is prepotent, that is one parent

possessing superior prepotenc}' will trans-

mit in a greater degree than the other its

own properties to the progeny. The males

are generally said to be more prepotent

than the females. Certain breeds may

be more prepotent than other breeds.

.Abnormal variations are said to be high-

ly prepotent. The fox breeder will find

as a rule that pure bred animals are pre-

potent over mongrels. This prepotency
may affect all offspring alike or it may
affect only one sex.

Re\ersion, according to Pearson, is a

departure from the peculiarity of the par-

ents toward the peculiarity of some par-

ticular ancestor.

"A pointer bitch produced seven pup-
pies, four of which were marked with blue

and white, a very unusual color for point-

ers. One of these puppies was preserv-

ed and it was found later that he was the

great- great grandson of Sappho, a pure
bred pointer bitch which he closely re-

sembled."'

"A black hull in Kincardineshire, the

son of a black cow with white legs, white

belly, and part of the tail white, had in

1870, a calf which was the great, great,

great grandchild of the bull, and had the

same very peculiar markings of the bull's

mother. All the intermediate ancestors

of this calf were black like the bull itself."

"Darwin showed that the crossing of

distinct breeds of animals may result in

the appearance of Atavistic characters,

that is a return to the peculiarity of the

ancestral form of the species. In his ex-

periments with pigeons he found when

"Long Bushy Tails"
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he crossed two distinct breeds even when
they showed no trace of blue colors or

bars on the wings, the mongrel offspring

^vould frequently exhibit some of the

blue color or trace of the wing bars, of

the wild rock pigeons, which species he
regarded as the ancestral form of the do-

mestic pigeon. More striking results

were obtained by again crossing the

mongrels. The best case was the result

of pairing a mongrel female barb fantail

with a mongrel male barb spot, neither

of which mongrels had the least blue a-

bout them. The offspring exhibited the

general blue colour and every character-

istic mark of the wild rock pigeon."

In the Lambton ranch, 1908, two wild

silver foxes were paired, the vixen gave

birth to two red foxes, male and female

;

these were mated and produced two red,

like themselves male and female; a cross

male and a silver black which was a great

deal darker than either of its grandpar-
ents. It was probably a case of atavis-

ion but not knowing ancestry could not
be certain.

"When individuals of separate races or

species are crossed the mongrel or hy-
brid offspring of the first generation may
be more or less intermediate in character
between the two parents or they may re

semble one parent only in some respects

But in subsequent generations there is

greater diversity among the offspring and
reversion to one or the other parental

type is common. When the parents pos-
sess certain contrasted characters one
characteristic of each pair would fail to

appear in the first generation of offspring
but would reappear in subsequent genera-
tions. The character that appeared ex-

clusively in the first generation would be
dominant, while the one that appeared in

later generations would be recessive or
latent."

Black Bass Fishing

-Mr. A. W. r^IcFaul of Owen Sound
sends us a litle account of an excur-^ion

made by his brother and 'linisell to the

Saugeen River.

"I was just recovering from a severe
illness, writes Mr. AlcFaul, "and was not
yet in trim for anything strenuous. My
brother, who was spending his holidays
with me, and I, decided we would do a

little black bass fishing in the old Sau-
geen. We had no anticipation of mak-
ing a very good catch so only took along
one rod—mine. My brother intended
to cut a young sapling when he reached
the river. We had been there only a

short time when I took him to a hole

where I had always had good luck. Bait-

ing with the old familiar worms I tossed
the line into the water. Scarcely had my
hook touched bottom when I knew I had
a bass on it of some size. Gradually
working my bass I brought him in to

shore and, not trusting to my line to lift

him very far, I gently flopped him upon
the bank. When my brother saw the
fish he dropped his rod and leaped for the

fish. Coming in contact with me he
sent me heading off into the water so that

I landed like the frog "half in and half

out." As I emerged dripping from my
sudden emersion ] saw that we still had
the fish, a beauty weighing over four
pounds. M}' brother intimated that he
intended to beat this catch and shortly

afterwards with his old crooked sapling
he threw his line out near by where I had
made my catch. Looking around I saw
a beautiful fish somewhat larger than the
one I had secured hanging in the branches
of the tree. As soon as he saw that he
had a bite Jack had thrown his rod
straight up, bringing the fish directly over
his head. I have often wondered how he
did it with his old pole and line. Anyone
who has caught a black bass weighing
four pounds or over knows how they will

try a line. I often jolly Jack about pick-

ing bass from the river as though they
were apples on a tree. We fished every
day during the week but had no luck.

It was all confined to our first day's suc-

cessful efforts."



A Catch of Dolly Varden and Cutthroat Trout.

Trout Fishing On The Chilhwack River, B. C.

BY A. P. CUMMINS,

1
N your August issue you gave a pic-

ture of a beautiful fishing stream
and a fine stream it undoubtedly is.

I am sending you a picture

showing a catch of Dolly \'arden

and Cutthroat trout recently taken out

of a stretch of the Chilliwack River

by two resident sportsmen. Messrs.

S. Moats and P. H. Parker. Good sal-

mon fishing is to be had from this

stream in the Spring, when we take fish

up to twenty pounds in weight with the

Devon minnow and spoon. The Chilli-

wack is a rus^hing mountain stream, cool

on the hottest day in summer by reason
of the melted snow that comes down in-

to it from the mountains. It has swift

rapids and dark silent pools, in places

shaded by immense furs and cedars.

Fishing up this river one notices the

work of beaver and the tracks of otter,

coon and mink and at the bend of the

river may be caught a glimpse of a bear
and her cubs feeding on the salmon ber-

ries or. perhaps, a deer drinking. For
the sportsman and naturalist this river

would be har<l to beat. An experience

which happened to myself last summer
will give a still further idea of the sport

we got on the Chilliwack.

One morning last June there was a

good run on of Dolly Varden trout. Hav-
ing bought a fift\' yard line the day
before and some Devon minnows, also

a couple of wire traces, I started to fish

a long stretch of broken water at the

end of a deep pool. At the third or

fourth spin there came a mighty strike;

a huge silvery body rolled into the wa-
ter; then the fish (Spring Salmon) made
a dead run down stream ; the reel scream-
ed and the next second he was gone. He
had taken every inch of line. Going back
to the Vedder Hotel up the river I tried

to buy or borrow another line, but the

only one to be had was the one the stable

boy produced from his trousers' pocket
and which had been given him by a de-

parting guest. With this and another
minnow three Dolly Varden trout, one
of six pounds, were takeii. On my next

visit to the river a longer line and a new
reel were on the rod. Startinsr at the
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tail of a pool a salmon was hooked, and
a big one it was ! The fish ran the pool

up and down for a few minutes and then

made for the rapids at the bottom end.

There was a pile of brushwood on the

shore that I would have to get over to

follow him to the next pool, so I tried

to turn him back by putting the strain

on. Alas, the line came back, the two
eyes on the brass swivel straightened

out wit^h the strain. The big fish was
gone. Without moving from the pool I

fitted up another minnow and cast and
almost at once was into another fish at

t'he same spot. He did precisely as the

other fish had done, but this time I took

the obstacles on the bank on the run

—

they were not so bad as I had antici-

pated—and landed, still holding my fish,

at the next pool. Here there was a long

gravel stretch and plenty of room to play

him ; his dashes grew weaker after a

while and a brother fisherman helped me
to land him. He was a beautiful fresh

run Tyhee or Spring Salmon weighing
fifteen pounds.

The Kaliki wood that the new rods are

made from grows on this river's banks.

In olden days the Indians used it for

their fish spears.

The Year's Round On Manitoulin Island

BY A. E. GRAHAM.

s
LOW LY the wheel of the year re-

\ olves' and spring comes back to

us. First the fog and the wind,
then the breaking of the ice and

melting of snow banks; afterwards the

blowing of the south and west wind and
then one morning we behold the mist
of green upon the brave trees that have
defied the winter's storms. Xew color

creeps through reeds and rushes; the

frogs awake and thrill with some joy of

life t'hat stirs even their cold blood.

There is a flashing of silver wings in

the sunlight and the gulls are back. W' ild

ducks fly fearlessly across the bays and
through skies that were never stained

with village smoke.
This is the opening season for trout

fishing in which sportsmen of the Island

revel. The many streams abound with
these beauties and the angler never re-

turns home empty-handed, while our
hearts are made glad by the feathered

songsters that pipe from every bush, for

this majestic island is bird haunted, bird

beloved. The robins come in legions and
unrivalled are the magic flutes they blow.

The sand piper calls to his timid mate
as they tilt and balance on the reeds.

The Canadian grey-birds return from
some far country, golden songs they
bring in their tiny throats and many of

these rest their mile-weary wings on this

piece of God's good earth to gain

strength for the flight still further north

that some unknown force compels them
to take.

The summer goes with its sunrises

and sunsets of golden colors. The reeds

that Pan mi'i'ht have cut to fashion his

A. £. Graham, An Expert Angler.
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ancient pipes grow tall and of a deeper

green. The many tinted leaves appear

and Manitoulin presents an appearance

of Autumn in all its loneness.

The swallows resting on the telephone

wires like living beads are one day miss-

ing. They were waiting only for the

wings of the young birds to grow strong

enough to carry them upon their long

journey to the south.

The mail boats Winona and Bon Ami
still ply between the Island and north

shore, but the motor boats have ceased

throbbing and once in a while the soft

dip of a paddle is heard and an Indian

in his canoe glides past and away into

the shadows.
A lonely owl haunts Vhc marshes and

there is fear in the hearts of those little

wild folk, the field mice.

The leaves of the Balm of Gilead carpet

the sand with n rurr of Persian colors and
across the nest, where, in July lived the

gold-iindh, a spider has spun his web.

Morning and evening a white mist
rolls in from the lake and no longer does
the mail-boat's whistle cut the air with
its welcome blast. Christmas comes and
goes and the Island is left to itself.

niiose who know its charms and love

it must now settle down to their own
winter occupations with thoughts of

siiring and those happy hours when the

blast from the whistle of the first boat
announces that communication with the

outside world has been resumed for an-

other six months, while from across the
channel they behold the Island, a

southern 'horizon.

Fishing In Antigonish County, N. S.

April Trout Fishing

BY R. D. Mcdonald.

APRIL is a little early for fishing

but nevertheless it is the month
when one begins to feel the symp-
toms of fishing fever. I had a

bad attack about the middle of April last

year when my friend Pat Macmanaman
showed me about one dozen beauties he

had caught in the Johnston brook, the

geographical position of which will be
given later.

"I caught this one at the upper end of

Jack's intervale," Pat explained, as he
held up a nice sized trout by the lower
jaw in order to display the fish to the best

advantage. He remembered where each

trout had been caught and gave a detailed

account of its capture. Throughout the

whole narrative a bright smile illuminat-

ed his face.

"But, begorra, Rory if you could've

seen the one I lost," he almost moaned,
while I was sure I could detect the forma-

tion of a tear in the e3'e that was nearest

me. It was then that I felt the most
alarming symptoms of the fever. If I

could not see snakes I could see angle

worms and they were squirming alluring-

ly before my eyes.

"Pm going to have it bad," I said to

myself. "Say, Pat," I asked, when he had
finished talking; "When are you going
again?"

''Let me see," he answered. "The
missus is going to wash tomorrow and
the next day. Well, I'll go day after to-

morrow."

That was all I heard though I strong-

ly suspect he followed up his announce-
ment with a long string of orders.

On the appointed day we were early

on the road and the wind and sky and
conditions generally promised an ideal

day for fishing. We had to travel eight

miles and before we got to the fishing

ground the weather had changed. The
wind shifted blowing from the east and
it became cold. When we finally reach-

ed the brook my heart was in my boots.

The color of the water, the appearance
of the sky, the rawness of the wind, all

appeared to indicate "no fish." We fish-

ed for a long time with no results. Each
time I went near my companion he was
ready to show me where he had caught a

trout on his last trip.
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"They are here, all right," he would
persist in saying. "There's where I lost

the big one." and he pointed to a sickly

looking hole where a rotten tree all cov-

ered with slime was lying lengthwise a-

cross the stream.

"Well, you had better catch him while

I am here." I answered moodily, nothing

else will persuade me that there were
ever fish in this stream."

I could see that Pat was just as disap-

pointed as I at the way in which our trip

promised to end.

"I am done fishing," I told him at last.

"Well," he replied, "I am going up as

far as Carrie Black's hole and if you have

a mind to go, come along with me."

"How far up is it?"

"About one mile."

"How does it compare with this stream

for fishing?"

Pat's only answer to this was. "Come
along, I am going."

I followed in his wake and for the

benefit of Rod and Gun's readers who
may at some time be travelling along the

line of the Intercolonial Railway I will

describe the situation of the famous
Carrie Black's hole. After you leave

Springhil] Junction, travelling from St.

John to Halifax, seat yourself on the left

hand side of the car you are in and face

towards Halifax. If you are on a fast

train she wont stop at the next station,

which is Saltsprings. Before coming to

the station the first house that is seen

after leaving Springhill, on the left hand
side, is "Mother Dyken's" home. Moth-
er Dykens is the female champion rabbit

shooter of Nova Scotia and besides be-

ing an expert at this sport she also picks

blueberries. I think it is no exaggera-

tion to say that during the last ten 3"ears

she must have picked enough blueberries

to load a schooner.

After passing the station keep your
eye "peeled"' and you will soon see "the

upper end of Jack's intervale" where Pat
lost his trout. Watch the high embank-
ment over which you are passing ; keep
your eye on the railroad fence. There!
There! Did you see that beautiful round
hole? I know you only got a glimpse
of it. That is where Pat and I went
after our first disappointing efforts on the

day of which I have been speaking. I

stood on the east side of the hole while
Pat took up his position on the west.

Surely from this hole we would get some-
thing worth coming for.

Is there anything more pleasing than
to get the very thing you are expecting
in a fishing pool? On my second cast

(fishing with bait) I felt a pull. I gave
a quick jerk to hook him and then the

"tug of war" began. I saw the point

of my Bristol steel rod bend towards the

water in a series of quick jerks. Then
there was a strong pull and a long pull

and the tip of my rod received its first

baptism for the Spring. I let out more
line and my fish went right across to the

opposite side where friend Pat was
standing with mouth and eyes wide open
enjoying the struggle as much as though
he held the fish himself. I saw a big
swirl in the water but the fish kept out of

sight and I found that his strength was
slowly waning. Then I commenced to

reel him in. holding the point of my rod
well up. .-Kbout three or four feet down
I got the first glimpse of him and I was
at once reminded of a big brindle bull

dog holding on to the end of a rope and
pulling for dear life. \\'e had no land-

ing net and my only chance was to play
him out. After crossing and recrossing
the pool he became exhausted and show-
ed no fear when I put my hand down
to lift him out. I did not weigh him but

I was satisfied and more than satisfied

with my trip even though I should not

get another fish that day. Just as I got
him safely landed I heard a yell from Pat:

"I got one! I got one! I got one
Rory!"

Looking around I saw Pat on the op-

posite bank engaged in a death struggle

with a trout fully as big as the one I had
just secured.

"\\'atoh him pull ! Look at the

strength of him !" These and similar

exclamations burst from Pat's excited

lips.

Alas there is "many a slip, etc." When
I next looked around I saw Pat with a

smile which was as nearly like a crying
grin as a smile could be, and

—

"I lost him," he said in response to my
look.
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But no, there he was again. Letting

down the rod Pat grabbed the line and
pulled him in hand over hand. He sure-

ly was a beauty. This was the turning

point in our luck. Before we left we
had each secured about a dozen fine trout

though none of them were as large as the
first two. We set out on our homeward
way mightily pleased with ourselves.

Occasionally we would take the cover off

the basket and take a fond and lingering
look at the "big ones."

How Our Big Sturgeon Got Away
A Unique Fish Story

By William Carrell

HAVING read and heard a great

many fish stories of how it is al-

ways the biggest fish that gets

away, reminds me of a unique ex-

perience which happened to a friend of

mine. I venture to say that it has never
fallen to the lot of any of your fishermen

readers to hook a big fellow under simi-

lar conditions and then lose bim.

In the latter part of June, 1889, the

order came to get the wrecking outfit and
crew ready to leave as soon as possible

for Sandy Islands at the mouth of Batch-
awaring Bay on the north shore of Lake
Superior where a vessel loaded with iron

ore had gone ashore the night before. We
were not long in getting the crew togeth-

er and all hands turned to and soon had
the steam pumps, diving outfit, and camp
supplies loaded on the lighter and that

afternoon saw us on our way up the Soo
River. Just before dark we put into

Whitefish Point where we tied up for the

night.

Bright and early the next morning we
made another start and after an unevent-
ful trip arrived at our destination and
found the vessel lying easily and nearly

on an even keel. After finding a place

to land we unloaded our camping outfit

and soon had the tents up and everything
made ship-shape. While the cook was
preparing dinner we took a walk over to

have a look at the wreck and found that

although she was pretty well out for-

ward she was apparently uninjured. Her
spars and rigging were all standing. On
removing the hatches we found she was
pretty well filled with water and so after

dinner we put the dress on the diver and

sent him down to see if he could locate

the leak. There was about fifteen feet

of water at her stern and as it was as

clear as crystal we could see the diver's

every movement as he poked around
searching for the leak. After he had
out in about two hours looking around
he signalled he was coming up and said

he could find nothing wrong where he
could get at her. He guessed we would
have to get to work in the morning and
take out some of the ore and start the

steam-p-amps to try and lighten her up.

Some of the crew immediately turned
to and rigged up the tackle for hoisting
out the ore. After seeing all was ready
for work in the morning we adjourned
to the camp for supper after which we
had a smoke and talked over the work
for the next day. One by one the crowd
dropped off into the Land of Nod and
soon all were enjoying a well earned sleep

which did not seem half long enough
when the cook's call of "turn out there,

hearties" came next morning.
After a good hearty breakfast we start-

ed to work. W'hile most of the crew
were told off to get out the ore the div-

ing crew prepared the diver read)' to go
down. The pump men had started the
air supply and after final instructions

were given, the tender screwed on the
face plate and away the diver went. He
appeared a very ungainly looking ani-

mal on land but could move spr}' enough
when he was in the water. The tender
seated himself on the rail of the vessel so

as to be sure of getting the proper sig-

nals, as the least slip in them might cost

the diver his life. He was quietly sit-
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ting there smoking, and drinking in the

beauty of the morning, the glorious sun-

rise and the sparkle of the water, when
casting his eyes downward to see where
his charge was he was amazed to see a

long dark body moving slowly through

the water and approaching the diver. The
latter who had also seen it straightened

himself up and watched the fish. It

came on until scarcely a foot separated

it from the head piece of the diving dress

and then stopped as if wondering what
kind of company it had got into. The
tender called the rest of the crowd, and
with the exception of the two at work on
the air pump all gathered round watching
the unusual sight. One of the crew, a

Scotchman, said "Lor, mon, I didna ken

ye had sharks in Lake Superior." The
fish from its size might well have been
taken for a shark. The diver stretched

out his hand and tickled the fish under
the belly, but whether the fish enjoyed

it or not we could not say though it re-

mained perfectly still with the exception

of a slight motion of its fins. After re-

maining for nearly twenty minutes it

moved slowly off in the direction from
which it had come and shortly after the

diver came up to say he had found the

leak. As soon as we got the head piece

ofT him we started in to joke him about
not catching the fish for our dinner. "Go
on!'' he said. "You fellows don't know
what you are talking about. I have
seen a good many sturgeons in my day
but that fellow was the Grand-father of

them all. Great Scott ! but he was a

monster and I would just like to have
'him out here so vou fellows could see

him."

All hands turned to on the ore and
were soon hard at work getting it out.

This was a slow, tedious job as each
piece has to be lifted and put in the buck-
ets by hand, and as the ore was red hema-
tite it was not long until the whole crew
were painted like Indians. After the

day's work all hands were ready to re-

tire early.

Xext morning we sent the diver down
again to see if he could get at the broken
plank which had caused the leak. At
about the same hour along came his vis-

itor again and after staying for some

time moved oft in the same direction as

the previous day.

Day after day for nearly a week the

same thing occurred until we dubbed the

fish "the Inspector." On Sunday we
knocked ofT work and spent the day
combing the beach of the Islands for

agates. At dinner when we were all to-

gether we talked over the work of the

past week and wondered if Mr. Sturg-

eon would show up again. The diver

said that if he did he would get hira if he
had to blow him up with dynamite. If

he had a good stout gaff hook he would
prefer to 'hook him. The Engineer, who
was also our blacksmith said he would
try and make one the next day if he could

find a piece of steel among his stores. On
looking them over in the morning all he

could find was a piece of half inch round
iron which lie made into a good service-

able looking hook with a good heavy barb
to prevent the fish getting ofY when hook-
ed. He bolted the shank to a piece of

oak about two feet six inches long and
an inch and a quarter square, bored a

hole through near the end, to which 'he

made fast a half inch line.

At about his usual time of calling a-

round came Mr. Sturgeon. On Tuesday
morning the diver took down the gaff

hook but there was nothing doing as the

old fellow never showed up. The pecul-

iar thing about his visits was that he nev-

er came around in the afternoon.

On ^^'ednesday morning the diver said

he would not take the gaff down but ar-

ranged a signal with his tender to send
it down to him in case he needed it. At
about the usual time of the sturgeon's

previous visits, the tender, who was sit-

ting quietly smoking his pipe, got the

signal which caused him to lower the gaff

in a hurry. All hands were called to see

the fun and to hoist in the sturgeon when
caught. All eyes were turned anxiously
to watch the movements of the diver who
slowly made his way towards the gaff

and the fish, appearing to be fascinated,

was following him. At last the diver

secured the gaff and made his way to the

ladder so as to be in a position to get out
of the way in case of emergency, the

tender shortened up the hose pipe and life
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line to prevent the fish fouling them after

being gaffed.

Ever)- thing was now ready for the

climax. The diver's hand holding the

gaff went out under the belly of the fish

and with a quick forward jerk it was
sent home. The fight was on—a fight

that would have tried the skill of the

great tarpon and sea bass fisherman, and
taxed the strength of four of the crew
who had grabbed the line as soon as the

fish was hooked.
Nothing could be seen of the diver or

fish. There was nothing visible down
there but bubbles, sand, and blood. Any-
one looking down would 'have thought
that a cyclone was at work. Finally it

resolved itself into a tug of war between
the four men and the fish.

The diver released himself from the

turmoil and reached the deck. After
getting his weights, shoes and headpiece

off he seated himself on the rail to watch
the fun. The fish had lots of fight in

him and would make the line smoke in

his rushes for freedom. It was a battle

royal. One minute victory appeared to

be in favor of the men and the next the

fish had gained the advantage. The men

were working hard to land the fish and
the fish was working hard to get away.
Suddenly something gave away and the

four men went sprawling on the deck.

The men picked themselves up and some
of them expressed themselves in forcible

language at losing the fish. The rest

hauled up the gaff which on being landed
on deck was found to be straightened out

as straight as a gun barrel. This show-
ed the fish was not of the small fry order.

Disappointment was stamped on the

faces of all as we had all been longing for

a feed of sturgeon steak which is not a

bad decoction when properly cooked.

The diver was the most disappointed of

the lot. He had had the novel exper-
ience of hooking the fish while under wat-
er and then losing it. He expressed
himself as sorrj' he had not used the

dynamite for then he would have been
sure of it. Xow it would die and no-
hod)' get the benefit of it. The diver

said it was the largest sturgeon he had
ever seen.

During the rest of our stay at the Is-

land we kept a good look out to see if it

would come ashore but never saw any
more of the fish.

The attention of science has been at-

tracted recently to a queer species of fish,

called the archer, which captures its prey

by the use of what might be called a wa-
ter gun. It shoots bullets of water with

deadly aim at insects, and, having thus

knocked down, promptly gobbles them
up.

Many kind of toothsome insects hover
over still water, and alight upon the

plants growing out of it or along its

banks. When one approaches sufficient

ly near, the archer fish carefully chooses

a good place to shoot from and then, ris-

ing to the surface, fires a bullet of water
from its mouth at its prey. If the first

shot is not eft'ective it discharges bullet

after bullet.

It is able to shoot with accuracy from
a distance of a foot or perhaps twenty
inches—sometimes even twice that far.

The aim is almost alwavs true. The in-

sect, if not 'blocked off the leaf instantly,

is quickly drenched by a shower of such
shots, and falls into the water—to become
the prey of the clear marksman.
A well knowr. Russian scientist. Dr.

Zolotnisk}-, has been making experiments
with these little fishes, which are only five

or six inches long, in an aquarium. He
observes that, instead of an expressionless

stare which is characteristic of fishes gen-
erally, the archer's eyes sparkle with in-

telligence.

Although chiefly day-feeders, the arch-

ers are active during a bright moonlight
night. One hot summer evening Zolot^

nisky left the acquarium in the open air,

and near it a lamp with a great moon-like
.globe, which attracted many insects

—

mosquitoes, moths and others. Some of

these came within reach of the archer's

shots, and the fishes became .greatly elat-

ed, feeding to repletion.
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Deep Sea Fishing In The Bermudas

As Told By Jonathan Talcott

By Charlotte Carson Talcott

IT
was my good fortune not long since,

while on a visit to the Bermuda Is-

lands, to have a day at fishing in

Hamilton Harbour and out beyond
"the reefs." I expected to be success-
ful, having fished for years in West Lake,
Prince Edward Co., Ontario, for small-
mouthed black bass, with as much luck
as the average fisherman experiences.

I was staj'ing with Charles Wilson,
who, by the way, was an all round sport.

and who kmew how to give a fellow a

good time.

The principal fish caught in Bermuda
v^'aters, are the Sentinal, Rock fish and
Yellow-tail. These are caught both for

food fish and for other commercial value.

The fishing grounds for these fish, are

ten miles from the mainland, out beyond
the "reefs," in deep water, where Coral
juts out in over-hanging ledges, and in

holes from fifty to one hundred feet

deep.

\Vilson was the owner of the only gaso-
line launches and fishing boats in Ber-
muda. The latter, fitted for this special

purpose with tanks in the centre, and
holes on either side, in which the fish are

placed, in order to keep them alive until

required for shipment or home use. \\i\-

son and I had arranged for a day out, but
jealous fishermen or unscrupulous "nig-

gers" had gained access to Wilson's
boats, and the engines had been tampered
with—put out of business. It was not
easy to locate the trouble. After work-
ing a day without success, an idea struck

Wilson. He would decoy a darke}' boy
whom he suspected of knowing all about
the matter, into his fish-market, on a cer-

tain evening, and if possible learn from
him, what had been done to the engines.

The building where \\'ilson sold fish,

was a "one-ston.'" building, with a groc-

ery in front, the stock-in-trade consisted

of a few bunches of bananas, a barrel of

sugar, a cpiantity of tea and other articles

in limited quantities.

Into a room at the rear, \\ ilson enticed

the "suspect," and plied him with many
questions, without obtaining the desired

information, until a threat to hang him up
b\' the thumbs, worked wonders with

"Little Joe," who, half scared to death,

"owned up," to \^'ilson's satisfaction.

On the following day the engines were
in working order, and we were in a hap-

pier frame of mind.
The next move was for bait. In the

harbour is found a small fish resembling
a herring; of this kind we caught a sup-

ply for a day's fishing. That night

A\'ilson announced that all was ready for

an early start in the morning. At eight

o'clock we were oft, only to proceed
about forty rods, when the engines

stopped. This time some packing had
blown out, so, with the aid of a pair of

spliced oars we managed to get ashore,

opposite the Princess Hotel.

A hurried trip to Queen Street for ma-
terial to repack the leaking valves, and we
finally set forth again.

It was now nearh^ twelve o'clock. The
day was all that could be desired, with a

light breeze blowing from the west—pro-

verbially the best wind for fishermen, and
the most prevalent in the Bermudas.
We took a short route—Ijetween Ire-

land Island and Somerset—passing be-

neath the bridge which connects the two
islands. As we sailed along, we regaled

the inner man. \\'e arrived at the fish-

ing ground at one o'clock. Wilson pro-

ceeded to arrange my fishing tackle,

which consisted of a small clothes line.

about one hundred and fifty feet long,

with a two pound sinker on the end and

four hooks, the size of the largest fence

wire—made of steel. These were attach-

ed to the main line, with leaders, each

about two feet long and two feet apart.

When all was ready, Wilson informed

me, that in these waters—at this point

—

there were sharks. "It is necessary," he

said, "to drop your line rapidly, in order
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to prevent them getting the bait in its

descent."

A shark turns on its back to bite, and
when you get one, he has no commercial
value, but there is some fun in landing

him. Sharks are mostly used for bait

in the fishing "pots" or "traps," they are

only eaten by the poor among the colored

people.

\Ve cast anchor in about one hundred
feet. The sky was over-cast. Wilson
remarked, "just the day for luck!"

Our hooks no more than reached the

bottom, when we began hauling in Rock
fisih, some times two at once—weighing
from five to twenty pounds each.

These fish resemble our black bass in

color and shape. They are different only

in their enormous size and the absence of

visible scales. They are never found in

fresh water. After fishing for over an

hour, \\'ilson remarked he "never knew
fish to bite so well." I replied

—
"in

Canada a cloudy day, or just before a

sitorm is most favorable for bass."

There is not much sport in landing a

fifteen pound Rock in the Bermudas; all

the fun one can get, is a few sharp jerks,

and by the time the fish reaches the sur-

face it is practically dead ; drowned—and
the "landing" is no more than the lifting

of fifteen pounds dead weight over the

edge of the boat.

After fishing about two hours, and
landing some five hundred pounds, I nat-

urally beganto lose interest in fishing for

Rock fish. I longed to hook a shark.

Now, when a shark is hooked, every man
must pull in his line to avoid entangle-

ments. There is great excitement—the

anchor is immediately lifted. My sport-

ing instinct got the better of me, and I

threw over my hooks, with about twenty
feet of line, with the deliberate intention

of hooking a shark. It was not long be-

fore I felt a sharp jerk, which took the

line through my hand—almost to the

burning point.

I said to Wilson, "there is something
on my line that's going some!" He re-

plied, "It's a shark!" He gave the com-
mand, "Haul in your lines! up with the

anchor, Joe, Talcott has a shark!"

It took some time to carry out W^ilson's

orders. It was an anxious time for me.

The shark started straight away. For-

tunately I had but little of my line out.

I was in a position to give him quite

a run, with a play of about one hundred
and twenty-five feet, with all the tension

I dare put on—for fear of breaking my
line or hook—and there was great pos-

sibility of an accident of this sort.

I succeeded, under Wilson's directions,

in turning the shark to one side, when
he began circling around the boat at the

rate of forty knots an hour. Meantime
I was taking in line ; not that the shark

was coming nearer the boat, but that the

boat—having no anchor—was being pull-

ed nearer the shark.

After making a half circle, he started

for the bottom. Joe shouted, "He's gone
down. Mass' !" This was better for me,
as he gave me some rest. In his "diving"

lay the certainty that we would land him.

All this time, I was manipulating the

line and endeavoring to check the shark's

mad and sudden rushes.

The darkies were quiet, all, excepting

"Joe," who showed the whites of his

eyes, and screamed with terrror, as he
endeavored to maintain his equilibrium,

when an abrupt, heavy side-lurch of the

launch precipitated us to the leeward.

After twenty-five minutes of hard pull-

ing I managed to get the shark near

enough to the boat for Wilson to "gaff"

him with a heavy hook. A few minutes
more, and he was safely landed in the

boat. Wilson then bled him. We decid-

ed he would weigh between one hundred
and one hundred and forty-eight pounds.

The sky looked threatening, and the wind
began to "breeze up."

Wilson said, "We have a fine catch,

boys, for the short time out!"

W'e were, at this time, about twelve

miles from Hamilton; and Wilson had
offered to show us his "fish pots." "We
must be near them!" he said. He had
obtained his range from the point of

Somerset Island, to a large tree farther

on. No buoys are used, as dishonest

fishermen might lift the "pots" and steal

the fish. He finally located one—threw

out a grappling hook and hauled it on
board. It contained two sea bass, weigh-

ing eight pounds each, evidently a pair.

The "traps" were about four feet

f
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"EVINRUDE" Detachable Rowboat Motor
Fits any kind of a rowboat, round or flat bottom, square or
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square, made of woven willow, with a

hole on one side, about one foot across,

for an entrance ; with a woven passage

to the centre of the "trap," the shape of

a cow's horn, smaller at the inner end.

After takina: the fish from the trap,

Wilson cut of? a piece from my shark,

placed it in the trap for bait and threw
it back into the water.

We set out for home, well satisfied

with the day's sport. The darkies were
kept busy skinning fish. The fish are

skinned in the boat—^practically alive

—

that they may be ready for market, soon
after we are on shore. This practice pre-

vails in many Southern countries, notab-

ly in Italy and Southern France.

^^ hen we reached the harbour the wind
was blowing a gale from the west, and
that night Bermuda experienced the most
disastrous storm within many years.

Boats were wrecked and the waves wash-
ed the shores of the "Coral Isles'" —
mountains hig^h.

Nova Scotia Guides

The annual meeting of the Yarmouth
County Branch of the N. S. Guides' As-

sociation was held in Forresters' Hall, at

Kemptville, Friday evening, Feb. 9th.

President Ellison Gray occupied the

chair, and invited the visitors ; Game
Commissioner Charles R. Kelley, special

Fishery Officer Arthur Sims and Clarence

Burrell, Vice-President of the Provincial

Organization, to a seat on the platform.

After opening remarks by the Presi-

dent, reading the minutes, and other de-

tail business a discussion took place in

reference to the Big Game Law.
1. It was resolved that in the opinion

of the Association the season for moose
should remain as it now is, viz., open sea-

son from i6th September to i6th Novem-
ber.

2. That the protection of cow moose
should be continued for three years long-

er.

3. That red deer should be protected

for at least three years longer.

4. That the export of moose hides

should be allowed.

Discussion on small game resulted as

follows

:

I. That rabbit snaring should be pro-

hibited during the month of November,
but that rabbit shooting should be allow-

ed from 1st of October to ist of March.
Upon Inland Fishery regulations be-

ing brought before the meeting it was
resolved:

1. That a suitable fish pass should at

once be placed in the power dam at Carle-

ton, and all other dams in the Tusket
River.

2. That the protective work of Special

Officer Arthur Sims is having the desired

eft'ect, and that the memljers should do all

in their power to assist him in enforcing

the laws.

3. That the Association re-affirm its

position in reference to a fish hatchery

for Yarmouth County.

Election of officers resulted in the fol-

lowing officers being elected

:

Hon. Pres.—Ezra Gray. Central

Kemptville.

Pres.,—Ellison Gray, East Kemptville.

Vice-Pres.—N. B. Hatfield, Deerfield.

Secy.-Treas.—-Roy S. Kelley, Yarmouth

Council—Fred Gould, Ouinin ; Clarence

Burrell, Carleton ; Forman Gavel, Gavel-

ton; Norman Crowell, East Kemptville.

Votes of thanks were extended to the

Dominion Cartridge Co., Montreal, for

the donation of shells used at the Guides'

Sports during Old Home ^Veek ; to the

Secretary for his competent and pains-

taking work.

Game Commissioner Charles R. Kel-

ley and special officer Sims then address-

ed the meeting, dealing in detail as to the

enforcement of the law, in reference to

Game and Fish Protection.
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Chestnut Canoes ^Vill CarryYou
Wherever You W^ant To Go

through heavy rapids, riding large waves or running swift rivers. They
are the easiest paddlers and polers made, and can be twisted or turned
about at will.

These canoes represent the climax of all that is neiw and good in canoe
building. Only the very toughest New Brunswick cedar is used in the
framework and this is covered by one seamless sheet of specially woven
canvas, which is made waterproof by our special preparation. Our
canoes are lighter and stronger than any all wood canoes of equal size
and they are particularly adapted for rough usage, as they will stand
more hard service than those of any other type. They are also better
for pleasure purposes, as they are always tight and never become leaky
as frequently happens with canoes made from wood only.
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Free

Booklet
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Cruising
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Before
deciding on a
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scriptive booklet. It contains
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"^ Chestnut Canoe Co., Ltd., Box 445 Fredericton, N.B-
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Fishing In Nova Scotian Waters

Good Sport on the Medway River

BT W. H. FITZMAURICE.

JUDGING from its appearance the

Medway is an ideal river for fish-

ing from a boat, but when I ar-

rived at Mill Village on the first

of May the water was too high and dark

from a freshet, so I waited patiently for

a fortnight. The fish were not taken in

the nets yet, one angler was constantly

fishing, mostly from clear places along

the bank. He had come there for the

past five years and had never landed a

fish. The guides who had gone out with

him seemed to shun him, partly, perhaps

for fear of losing their reputation, mostly
because he insisted on using his own flies.

He was an Englishman and spoke of pur-

chasing land along the river. He made
his own rod. not a badh' made rod at all

for an amateur, with a top of hornbeam,
but when he showed me the flies he tied

and fished with I can only say I sup-

pressed my laughter. The flies were a

conglomeration of fur, feathers, tinsel and
tea lead, the latter in quantity sufficient

to enable a long line to be cast and cause

it to sink unless held up by a quick mo-
tion from a dexterous hand. A red ter-

rier always accompanied him, and ru-

mor had it that he had one fly tied from
the hair of this dog and one day after

commencing to fish he scared a salmon
right into a net close at hand.

The river is systematically netted all

along the banks by the farmers and net

men. Piers are built into the river to

hold the nets, trees are cut and held in

position to lessen the current and place

a net below, nets are placed within fifty

yards of each other. This is all above
the tidal portion. I do not know what
havoc is going on below. It is a sin to

see such a fine river ruined, the law set

at defiance and no person caring to act.

One person had a stretch of land along

the river far up and this place has a good
reputation and there is no netting. One
person tried to fish there and said the

owner had not bought the fishing rights.

There was some talk of the case going

to the court, perhaps the sport who fished

without leave would like to see netting

going on there instead of fishing. The
owner is good natured, giving leave when
asked by friends. At last I got three

daj's of good weather for fishing and
fished from a boat from eight a.m. till

six p.m. with Dr. Mack as guide, the

river being in perfect order. On over a

mile of river there were only three other

boats fishing and each had plenty of room.
I fished for half an hour when a farmer
came down, drew his net in the pool I

was fishing and landed two salmon. I

left the place in disgust. The evening
of the third day I rose and stuck in a

fish and after long and good play Dr.

Mack gaffed a fine salmon weighing
twelve pounds. I had been the only lucky
one of the sports so far. It was just

above the village and as it was almost as

the stores were closing I had a congrega-
tion along the bank and they all enjoyed
the sport. That ended my fishing there.

Two days later I drove to Caledonia, re-

mained at the hotel a couple of daj's,

where I hired a guide, and with tents

and canoes and provisions we drove
twelve miles to the first of the chain of

lakes, reaching Fairy Lake first and later

Lake Rossignol, twelve miles in length.

I got to the eel weir on the river flowing

out of one of the lakes. It was a beau-

tiful moonlight night at eleven p.m.

when we had the tent pitched. The canoe
was loaded to within two inches of the

gunwale and we had to wait before cross-

ing or we should have been swamped.
The ne.xt day I fished all day
and had a good day's sport, land-

ing two dozen, all of which, with the ex-

ception of three. I put back. Of these

three the largest weighed one and three-

quarter pounds. The next day we were
off again as we had fine weather and
wished to get to Indian Gardens and
leave all the lakes behind on account of

a small loaded canoe. We camped for

a day in one or two places and arrived
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Why experiment with propellers of doubtful
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just before noon on a very hot day. We
pitched our tents, had something to eat,

a smoke, and then a sleep. At four

o'clock I started fishing in a splendid

pool below the dam at the head of the

Mersey river, and at one side it was clear

casting for twenty-five yards along the

bank. I never had a nicer bit of trout

fishing. At eight p.m. the take was over
and in the four hours I stranded twenty-
nine trout. I returned fifteen to the

water and the fourteen I kept weighed
fourteen pounds. It was a sight to see

the trout rising all over the pool and in

a strong current. I would have returned

them all to the water, but the sports-

man's desire to see a dish of trout and
admire them was too strong. Some of

the trout I saw rising would weigh three

pounds, but I could not persuade any of

these to rise to mj' flies. I salted the

trout and sent them to a friend and none
of them were wasted. Next morning I

went down half a mile to the next pool

and having rapids to pass had to sit on
the bottom of the canoe for fear of over-

balancing. The canoe shipped water and
I got drenched. I fished for an hour and
got four trout averaging one pound each.

I had two on the cast at one time that

would fully average that weight and had
them exhausted, but the guide forgot the

landing net and lost both trj^ing to land

them. The next day we packed up and
started down the river for Liverpool. I

walked along the bank most of the wav.

It takes a very skillful navigator to man-
age a canoe in some of the rapids and
even if the canoe were empty I would
not venture.

A fortnight previous to this an Ameri-
can got wrecked there and lost all his

rods, tackle and grip, escaping with his

life. The Indian guide also escaped. Two
days later I arrived in Liverpool and got
back to ^lill Village, staying there a

couple of days to pack up my things. I

had a most enjoyable camping out time,

nine days in all.

Some years ago trout were slaughter-

ed on the streams between the lakes

where I fished and some persons used to

take a barrel of salted trout back with
them. At the place where I boarded
Dr. Mack and his wife told a capital

story, and as they always told the truth

I never for one moment doubted their

word. The story was to the effect that

they had had a party of friends out boat-

ing; one young man took a rod but had
never caught a trout ; at last he was re-

warded with a rise and stuck in a small

trout weighing about a quarter of a

pound. He was in such a state of excite-

ment that he reeled up until the leader

came down the rings and the trout was
firmly pressed against the top ring. It

was fortunate the hold gave or the top

would have been smashed. He abused
Dr. Mack for not landing the trout but
the Doctor and the rest of the party were
helpless from laughter.

From the Fisheries Department of the

Dominion Government, whose duty it is

to replenish the Canadian rivers with the

commercial varieties of fish, come some
interesting facts concerning fish-hatching.

The work is carried out b}' a series of

points on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts

and on the Great Lakes.

The largest of these—^indeed, it is said

lo be the largest of its kind in the world
—is the hatchery at Harrison Lake, drain-

ed by the Fraser River in British Colum-
bia, which deals exclusively with the

hatching of salmon. There are always
10,000.000 fish in the building—7,000,000

sockeye salmon eggs and fr\- (the fish

principally used for canning purposes),

and 3.000.000 spring salmon.

The building contains 160 hatching

troughs, each averaging 90,000 fish. Dur-
ing September and October the eggs of

the female are expressed into a pan and

the fertilizing "milt"' of the male thor-

oughly mixed with them. The eggs are

then carried to the hatchery and placed

in troughs set in flowing water.

When ready to be liberated the fish are

placed in a specially-constructed semi-

submerged boat. This is towed to a

chosen spot, and when in proper position

is allowed to sink below the water.
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WIZARD MAGNETOS
LEAD THEM ALL

The leading stationary and marine engine
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The Canadian Alpine Journal

Members of the Alpine Club of Can-
ada in particular, and lovers of "the

ro\-al sport of mountaineering" in gen-

eral, will be interested in the third edi-

tion of the Canadian Alpine Journal re-

cently issued. The Journal is divided

into four sections, comprising Mountain-
eering, Scientific, Miscellaneous and Of-
ficial sections. Copies may be secured

from the Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. S. H.
Mitchell, Sidney, Vancouver Island, B.C.

"An Expedition to the Freshfield

Group," by J. E. C. Eaton, opens the

Mountaineering section. Immediately
following is a description of a First As-
cent of Mt. Hammond by Chas. D. El-

lis. Then follow: "Across the Purcell

Range of British Columbia," an account
by Dr. T. G. Longstaff of an expedition

made by himself, Mr. A. O. Wheeler and
Mr. Byron Harmon, the well known
photographer of BanfT, in which they

were accofpanied by Konral Kain, the

Austrian guide engaged for the summer
by the Alpine Club of Canada ; "Two
First Ascents in the Rockies" — Mt.
Douglas and Mt. Quadra—by J. W. A.

Hickson ; "An Expediton to Mt. Mc-
Kinley," by Herschel C. Parker and Bel-

more Brown; closing with the account of

a solitary glacier climb on Mt. Sugarloaf

by W. D. Holway. Each article possess-

es individual interest and attraction for

the reader.

In the Scientific section pride of place

is given to extracts from Dr. T. G. Long-
staff's Doctorial Thesis entitled "Moun-
tain Sickness and Its Probable Causes."

This thesis is a very valuable one, en-

tailing as it does, a tremendous amount
of research and hard work on the part

of the writer, and regret is expressed by
the editor that owing to lack of space
only parts of it could be published.

Those extracts w*hich have been included

have been selected with a view to in-

teresting the mountaineer rather than
the scientist. There are other notewor-
thy contributions in this section, among
them lieing observations on glaciers by
Mr. A. O. \V'heeler and by Miss Mary
\'aux and and Botanical Notes by Mrs.

Mary T. S. SchafTer and Mrs. Jul'ia W.
Henshaw.
The Miscellaneous section, which is

opened by a very entertaining account
of the 1910 Camp in Consolation Valley,

contributed by Mr. A. C. Gait of W'inni-

peg, contains much that is of interest.

A biographical sketch of the late Dr.

Arthur Kendall of \^ancouver, Who
graduated to active membership on Mt.

Huber at the O'Hara Camp, will recall

to many Club members the loss of one
of its most enthusiastic supporters.

The Official section is devoted to Club
records.

The gathering together into perman-
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Get one of our Rowboats. You will want one for this summer. Please send

us your name and address and we will mail you our price list folder.

J. G. GIDLEY & SON, MIDLAND, ONT.

Strength — Beauty — Durability These Qualities Make Our

CANOES
the standard of Canoe Perfection We have a model for

every requirement. Write for Catalogue.

THE WM. ENGL ISH CANOE CO.
PETERBOROUGH, CANADA

En'ioy the Freedom
of the Big Outdoors

THERE are no barriers to the complete enjoy-
ment of the woods and lakes and rivers if

you own a good canoe. There is no flare hack
to complete canoe enjoyment if your canoe is an
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The "Old Town Canoe' ' is the modem perfection
ot the red man's birch bark. It is true in line,

true in balance, light, strong and durably con-
structed, properly cared for, it never warps,
bulges, splits or leaks.
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professiona I guides. It is known the world over.
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agents everywhere. 2000 canoes in our storehouses
insure prompt deliveries.

OuriUustrnted cntahfg.fuU of canoe pictures
and cmioe facts, sent free for a postal.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO. 64 Middle St.. Otd Town,Me., U.S.A.
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ent form of these mountaineering ex-

periences enables the Club to more fully

carry out its policy of educating Cana-
dians to an appreciation of their moun-
tain heritage wtiile at the same time it

encourages a love of mountaineering in

the people of countries outside of Can-
ada by bringing to the attention of those

interested what has been accomplished
by their Canadian confreres.

The fourth volume of "The Mountain-
eer," published by the Mountaineers of

Seattle, ^^'ash., which was issued several

months ago, contains a pleasing account
of the Canadian Alpine Club camp held

in Sherbrooke meadows in July and Aug-
ust last. The account was written by
Mr. P. M. ^McGregor, who was the offi-

cial guest from The Mountaineers to the

.Alpine Club of Canada on that occasion.

.\mong the many fine illustrations which
embellish this journal are several from
photographs which were taken in the

vicinit)' of the Canadian camp. These
include reproductions of photos of Lake
Louise, Lake Mc.Arthur and Mt. Biddle,

and a view from Mt. Daly of the mead-
ows, taken by Mr. McGregor, also a pic-

ture of Mt. Huber and ^^'ivva.xy Peaks
by Mr. R. D. Glisan. who represented

the Mazamas of Portland at the Sher-

brooke meadow Camp.

Improvements In The Vicinity Of Lake Louise

To all visitors who in previous years
have visited Laggan, Lake Louise and
the surrounding mountains, it will no
doubt come as welcome news that con-

siderable improvements were made in

that locality during the summer season
of 191 1. Nearly twentA'-five miles of

new trails were built, opening up new
country and offering to the visitor a

splendid program of round trips, leading
through some of the most beautiful

mountain and valley scenery which had
hitherto been seen only by the more dar-

ing mountaineers who could with prop-

er equipment, penetrate the forest, climb
over rocks and overcome obstacles which
to the average unequipped and unguided
tourist would seem unsurmountable.

.\ new trail was put in to the well

known Lakes in the Clouds, the object

of this new trail being to eliminate the

old steep grades and also to offer good
views while climbing to the upper lakes.

.Amongst other new trails, the one up
to the top of Sentinel Pass will prove
one of the most interesting to visitors.

This trail has been completed from the

Moraine Lake side and only a short

stretch remains to be done on the Para-

dise Valley side, which it is expected
will be completed next season. In con-

nection with this trail a nice shelter cab-

in, equipjied with heating stove, bunks.

table, seats and a kitchen and cooking
stove, has been erected on the shores of

Moraine Lake, and climbers will now be
able from there to undertake some of

the longer climbs, as Temple, Pinnacle,

Eifel or an}- of the ten peaks in the val-

ley of the Ten Peaks, without taking

along a large camp outfit. The trail up
Sentinel Pass, from whence the climb of

Mt. Temple and Mts. Pinnacle and Eifel

ma}' be undertaken, has been put in at

a very easy grade and ponies may be

taken to the top of the Pass. This trail

leads up through the beautiful Lodge
A'alley, where two little lakes are located

right on the base of the final climb. The
views to be had from the top of the Pass
or all along up on each side, are exceed-

ingly fine. The Paradise \'alley trail has

been entirelv relocated, avoiding all the

annoying swampy and rocky portions

that existed. One of the finest views of

terraced rock formation, the well known,
but by few people seen. Giants' Steps,

have also been opened by a branch trail

from the Paradise X'alley trail. Another
trail leads now from Paradise \'alley di-

rect up to the Saddleback Cabin ; this

follows up past Sheol Mountain and up
to the Sheoul Creek, to its source and
thence zigzags up to the cabin. This

cabin, as well as all others that have so

far been built, has been renovated, stoves

put in and tables, seats and hunks erect-
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ed. Tins for carrying water and an axe
for chopping wood have been left at the

cabins for the use of the public.

At all road crossings direction signs
have been erected for the guidance of

visitors, so that even the people unac-
quainted with the locality will not be
able to find their way without guides
or danger of being lost. Mile signs have
also been put up and a list of mileages
along the different trails has been placed
in the Lobby of the Lake Louise Chalet.

It is to be hoped that the work which
has been carried on during the past sea-

son will be continued this year so that

places of natural beauty and grandeur
will be made accessible to all visitors

and that when they go away they will be
impressed by the vastness and beauty of

the Rockies to such a degree as will make
them want to bring their friends back
with them.

ALPINE CLUB NOTES.

The Director has been visiting the
Local Committees of the Club in Vic-
toria, Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg
and Toronto, and was able to report to

the President, Professor Coleman, in-

creased enthusiasm and practical interest

in the work of the Club.

In Vancouver Mr. D. N. McTavish
has been re-elected Chairman and Mr.
C. H. Gillis (Box 490) Secretary of the

Local Committee. In Winnipeg, Miss
Norrington (Havergal College), is kind-
ly acting as Secretary, Mr. A. C. Gait,

K.C., continuing to act as Chairman.

The Club library grows steadily. Mr.
A. C. Gait, of Winnipeg, has recently
presented Croll's "Climate and Cosmol-
ogy," being a treatise on the Physical
Theory of Secular Changes of Climate.
In view of the many antarctic expeditions
now attracting public attention, the chap-
ters dealing with the continental ice

sheets will be found of especial interest

Mrs. H. J. Parker has given us "A Fish-
erman's Summer in Canada," by that well
known fisherman and writer on sport, V.

G. Aflalo. The main object of the trip

was tt) catch a tuna, bat the hope was in

vain. Still, a most enjoyable summer
was spent on the waters of eastern Can-
ada, the author managing to convey part
of the enjoyment to his readers. In
August of last year Mr. J. K. L. Ross of

^Montreal, at last managed to catch one
of these Cape Breton giants. The tuna
weighed 630 pounds, and' was only cap-

tured after five hours" fight. Captain
Longstaff has presented the library with
the "Active Service Pocket Book" by
Bertrand Stewart. Much of this is pure-
ly military, but a large portion dealing
with Camp Arrangement, Field Sketch-
ing, and Map Reading, and First Aid
Notes is of the utmost value to the

mountaineer.

A most serviceable gift to the library

would be an Atlas of good modern maps
of the countries of the world, especially

the countries of Europe. Many members
ask for Abraham's Complete Alountain-
eer. It would be gladly accepted.

To Lady Members. The Club House
badly needs some more cushions. After

a hard day in the open air a chair with

a comfortable cushion or two is greath'

appreciated. The cost is not great ; it is

rather a matter of a little thought and a

little work. Surely there are some la-

dies who use the needle still.

The Director and Secretary continue
to be deluged with correspondence.
Among the latest enquiries is one from
the United States asking for the best

route for a walking tour, starting in the

Kootenay country, near the bounadry,
and ending at Banff. Another correspon-
dent, writing from Germany, is anxious
for complete information on the subject

of Canadian Alpinism, together with
characteristic illustrations. To reply to

the latter fully would entail writing a

large book. However, the letters were
duly answered with much condensed in-

formation—mental pemmican, in short.

Our pastors and masters are always
preaching to us that we should make full
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use of tlie natural resources uf tiie coun-
try. How largely this is being done is

evidenced b}' an advertisement which
appeared recently in one of the impor-
tant Canadian papers. "Wanted—Two
good glaciers. Apply," etc. The com-
pany advertising did not appear to be
in the cold storage business.

Proper boots are the most important
item in a mountaineer's wardrobe.
Members who propose climbing during
the coming season should purchase suit-

able boots as soon as possible and "break
them in'' before starting on a long day's

climb.

NOTICE—Members who desire an
ice axe this summer should write immed-
iately to the Secretary-Treasurer, Sidney,

B.C., enclosing five dollars, and stating

whether they wish a lady's or a gentle-

man's axe—heavy or light.

Mrs. J. \V. Henshaw, the Hon. Sec-

retary of the Club, has gone to Eng-
land. While there she will lecture be-

fore the Eady's .\lpine Club and other

representative bodies on The Rockies of

Canada and also on Canadian Mountain
Wild Flowers, a subject she has made
peculiarly her own.

The President of the Club, Professor A.

P. Coleman of Toronto, has been made an
Honorary Afember of the Alpine Club of

England. This rare honour is only paid

by the greatest of all mountaineering
clubs to the most distinguished in alpine

circles. There are we think only sixteen

altogether, of whom Canada now claims

two. A good showing indeed for a club

only just six years old.

THE DIRECTOR IN THE EAST.
In February the Pirector, Mr. A. O.

Wheeler, visited Toronto and on the even-

ing of the 27th addressed some twenty-
five members and friends of the Toronto
section of the .\lpine Club of Canada,
showing a series of excellent pictures

which had mostly been taken by Mr.
Harmon, Mr. \\'heeler's own pictures be-

ing at the time in Ottawa. The views
shown and Mr. Wheeler's clear descrip-

tions of them gave his hearers a very
good idea of the extent and mountaineer-
ing possibilities of the Mt. Robson region.

-Much ground had apparently been cover-

ed in the 191 1 expedition and the party
were favored wit fine weather for the

most part. Some splendid views were
given of Mt. Robson. Mr. \Mieeler's

calculations however have reduced the

previous estimate of this great Canadian
giant's height made by Mr. McEvoy, by
about six hundred feet. Various routes

were shown and although it is improb-
able that Mr. Kinney's route will be again
attempted it v. as made apparent that from
a high level camp the ascent of the moun-
tain miirht be accomplished in one day.

A fine location for a subsequent .-Mpine

Club camp w-as pointed out. Among the

most attractive of the views vv'hich were
greeted with frequent applause were, per-

haps, those of Berg Lake and the water-
falls in the valley of a Thousand Falls.

From Toronto Mr. ^^'heeIer went to

Woodstock, Ont., where he was the guest
of Mr. J. D. Patterson. His brief visit

there was made the occasion of a very de-

lightful dinner party to which the local

members of the Club and a few friends

were invited. Mr. Wheeler gave a hint

of the interesting climbs and expeditions

that might be expected to take place at

the annual camp of IQ12 which it was in-

timated would be held in the Vermilion
Pass, at a point some miles south of the

main line of the C. P. R. between Banff
and Laggan Castle Mountain being the

station w'here those who come to attend

the camp will detrain. Full particulars

concerning this camp will appear in a

subsequent issue of the magazine. Mr.
Wheeler told many entertaining and
amusing stories of his experiences with
mountains and with mountaineers and at

Mr. Patterson's request spoke particular-

ly of his last expedition to Mt. Robson,
which wonderful region will, on the com-
pletion of suitable trails, be made acces-

sible to tourists, whom it is expected

will come in by the thousands over the

new Grand Trunk Pacific Railwav.
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The Wolves And The Game Laws

BY JACK MIXER.

I

REGRET that my anticipations have

not been realized in some significant

manner through the columns of Rod
and Gun by a reply to Mr. Swalm's

article on The Destructiveness of Wolves,
which appeared in the October, 191 1,

number. I fear that the fire that should

have flamed vividly is but faintly smoul-

dering. In justice to the subject I shall

replenish the fuel.

To be quite frank with the writer of

the article referred to, I am greatly sur-

prised that a man who 'has "hunted in

Ontario for more than fifty years and
whose opinion should therefore be of

much more value than that of the ordin-

ary sportsman, should apparently be so

penurioii.s as to with-lioid information of

so much moment to the country which
has contributed so materially to his

pleasure.

Experience must have revealed to Mr.

Swalm the fact that the most deadly ene-

my of our native deer is the pesky timber

wolf, that one wolf can destroy more deer

in the course of a year than any Game
\\arden was ever able to protect. To the

experienced deer hunter it is clear that

the wolf is the greatest hindrance to the

propagation of the deer.

The inexperienced hunters that came
out last year without having secured

their deer might have killed them within

gimshot of the railroad track had it not

been for the prevalence of those howling
cowards, the wolves.

A fine thing is it not, this furnishing of

provender for the wolves? The bounty
is not large enough to induce a wholesale

destruction of these marauders. In my
opinion it should be doubled. This would
be some encouragement to hunters to

destroy these pests.

Mr. Swalm intimated that 'he could

wipe out the wolves in Algonquin Park
within three months' time. I am going
to accept his challenge and if Mr. Swalm
will send the "recipe"' to which he refers

to the Editor of Rod and Gun for publica-

tion. I s'hall, in the event of the wolves

being exterminated in twice the time

specified by Mr. Swalm, hand him the

sum of twenty-five dollars, this amount
to be deposited, in the meantime, with the

editor of Rod and Gun. By this it will

be seen that I mean business. The publi-

cation of Mr. Swalm's secret would make
a worthy gift to Ontario sportsmen
wliich should call down upon Mr. Swalm
the blessings of all deer hunters. Wealthy
men in our own and other countries are

giving away annually thousands of dol-

lars to aid humanity. The making public

of a plan whereby the destructive wolves
might be made away with would be a

matter for like rejoicing.

I would further implore the sportsmen
and readers of this publication to keep on
fighting and exerting every possible in-

fluence that will tend towards the preser-

vation of our game resources. Let us
hammer and batter away until the whole
of the enemy's palisades are broken down.
Eternal vigilence and determination will

win out in the end. Go to your local

representative and state the plain facts of

the case. Tlie chances are that he has
not yet awakened to the danger by which
we are surrounded. He may be intelli-

gent enough on the subject of bridges,

sub-ways and other commercial enter-

prises but woefully ignorant on the sub-

ject of the conservation of game.
The bounty on wolves in the opinion

of the writer should at once be
increased to thirty dollars. Delay is

dangerous. Why delay? I intend to sup-

port the member who will defend the

sportsmen. I do not belong to those

careless men who see no virtue in Na-
ture's great gift of animal and bird life

and in the matter of influencing others to

do what they can to preserve our natural

resources and in doing what I can myself

I intend to "stay right here until the

stake is gnawed oflF."

\^'ith reference to the present small

game law, does it seem reasonable that

the same open season that prevails in the

northern counties should prevail also in

the southern and western portion of On-
tario? In my opinion, and in the opinion:
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of a good many other sportsmen with

whom I have discussed this matter, On-
tario should be divided into at least three

zones, the open season in each to corres-

pond with its temperature and varying
climatic conditions. Is it right that the

same open season which applies to the

most southern counties of Essex and
Kent should apply also to those portions

of the Province on which lie North Bay
and Jamei Bay? I have seen the lakes

and rivers fairly well frozen up in the

northland and twent3'-four hours later

have reached my home to find the roses

still in bloom. Sportsmen in this thickly

populated western division where a more
equable climate exists, demand a shorter

season for ruffed grouse and no open sea-

son for ring necks until they are plenti-

ful. There should be only one open sea-

son for all our ground game in the

western zone, i. e. for grouse, quail and
pheasants (when they are plentiful

enough), this season to be in November.

I look back with pride to being the first

to propagate and liberate the English

ring neck pheasant in the western county
of Essex. By dint of hard work I pro-

cured a stock of these birds from England
for my breeding pens here and reproduc-

ed with the American birds from over the

border. After a few season's successful

returns with a fine lot of birds I was
shocked, disgusted and discouraged to

read in the Ontario Game Laws that

"one month's pheasant shooting" was to

obtain.

I am informed that in eastern Ontario
there never were more than a limited few
of these birds which had been placed for

the purpose of giving them a start. Before
this was well accomplished the declara-

tion of an open season caused them to be
wiped out.

This will serve as an illustration of the

need for a division into zones and the al-

lowance of only thirty days' shooting of

all small non migratory game. It is not

intended of course that the sportsmen of

the north should be subject to the same
restrictions as those which are to be im-

posed upon those of the south and west.

Feathered game is on the decrease and a

few more years under present conditions
will bring about the disappearance of the

majority of the migratory birds. All

thoughtful sportsmen, I think, will read-

ily see that a territory as extensive as the

Province of Ontario should be divided in-

to zones or separate districts which
should be governed by separate laws.

However slow and discouraging the

progress we must not despair even though
we believe that the changes for which
game associations all over the country
are agitating should have been incorpor-

ated in the Game Laws of the country ten

years ago. Our legislators cannot much
longer turn a deaf ear to the appeals of

the better class of sportsmen and already
some of them have signified their willing-

ness to do what they can to bring about a

better slate of affairs.

North American Fish and Game Protective Association Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the North .\m-

erican Fish and Game Protective Associ-

.a/tion, previously called for the 26th and
27th of March, in Boston, has been post-

poned till the 24th and 25th of April, the

first mentioned dates having been found
inconvenient for many of the members.
The Association covers both Canada and
the States and the membership includes

the cream of the sportsmen of both coun-
tries. The amount of good done bv the

members in inOuencing legislation in both

:the Provinces and the States is not easi-

ly estimated and the international good-
will promoted thereby is of distinct ad-

vantage to both countries. The Associ-

ation meets annually, one }'ear in Cana-
da and the next year in the States and
this year it is the turn of the States, tho

meeting being fixed for Boston in compli-

ment to the President for the present

year, Mr. G. FI. Richards, a valiant work-
er in the good cause, whose home city it

is. Next year is Canada's turn and the

Canadian city to be thus favored will be

selected at Boston.
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"Lonstaiit reader from Fort \\ illiam

has the following to say of the dreaded
timber wolf:

The grey timber wolves are very nu-

merous in this district and in some cases

they are very ferocious. Towards the end
of P'ebruary a mail carrier who was work-
ing the camps north of Lake Xipigon,

seventy miles east of Fort \\'illiani, was
reported missing and a search party

started out from Sand Point to see if

there were any traces of him to be found.

Just off the track about eight miles from
Sand Point one of the party noticed that

the snow was somewhat broken up and
altering his course he made for- the spot

and signalled the rest of the party to

come on. About the trampled snow was
the evidence of a terrible struggle having
taken place. Here and there were blood

splashes which covered a considerable

area and upon this being carefully search-

ed—a thin film of snow having blown
across the more solid drift concealed the

blood to some extent—part of a hand and
a shin were discovered. The remains of

four big wolves were found close by
showing that a struggle must have en-

sued before the man had given up his

life. There were indications that other

wolves had been wounded. Further

search left little doubt that the remains
were those of the missing man for widen-
ing the circle of investigation one of the

party picked up two letters and another
found a brass lock that had fastened the

mail bag. The bag itself had evidently

been devoured, leather strap and all and
though it was known to contain dozens
of letters no more were discovered. The
wolves had either eaten them or they had
blown away.
A wire from Nipigon substantiated the

fact that this was the second mail car-

rier to fall a victim to the wolves. The
first was a half breed. A reign of terror

exists it is said throughout the construc-

tion and survev camps and no one dare
leave the shelter of the tents or shacks

at night. Wherever there are human be-

ings the unearthly chorus of howls con-

tinues all night long until it seems as

though each spot must be girdled by
packs of these denizens of the woods.

On February 21st as Provincial Con-
stable Stringer was walking towards
Rowan on the C. N. R. 25 miles west of

Fort William, he came up to a pack of

five wolves in a rock cut on a sharp

curve. The wolves w'ere busily engaged
in fighting over the remains of a dead
rabbit. The constable fired at them with

a small calibre revolver which scared

them out of the cut and they sneaked
off into the bush where they lay for a

time and watched the constable pass,

when they came out and followed him at

a distance until he reached the shelter of

the section house about half a mile dis-

tant. The section men say they frequent-

Iv see them and sometimes come across

the remains of dead deer which have
been killed bv the wolves.

Resolutions were adopted at a meet-

ing of the South Essex Fish and Game
Protective association, held at Kingsville,

Ont., as follows:

I.—To prevent the sale of game on any
market.
2.—To prevent the shooting of quail

for three years.

3.—To prevent the shooting of the

mourning dove entirely.

4.—To prevent the use of automatic
guns and of powder or any other ex-

plosives to kill fish.

Mr. Burgess of Detroit, state commis-
sioner of Michigan gave an excellent ad-

dress on the protection of birds. There
are eighty-seven kinds of noxious weeds
and thirtyseven different varieties of in-

sects that the quail eat and destroy. In
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the summer the quail's favorite food is

the potato bug. The quii' also feed on

the j-cjuare jaw beetle. \vhi.:h does a great

amount of damage to the farmer, but will

not touch the sharp nose beetle, which
kills other insects. Eight of the United
States do not allow quail to be shot at

any time.

Mr. Burgess also spoke of wild ducks
and geese. The)' were becoming ex-

tinct because of wanton destruction.

Jack Miner made a plea that the mourn-
ing dove be spared. It destroj's thousands
of weed seeds.

Forest Conover deplored the destruc-

tion of fish by dynamite, and condemn-
ed the use of automatic pump guns as

well as the sale of ducks on the mar-
ket. Others wdio spoke were W. A.

Smith and Gordon Wigle.

During the summer of 191 1 Field and
Stream introduced a prize fishing con-

test scheme to their readers offering val-

uable prizes for the biggest fish caught

in any part of America. The first Grand
Prize was given for Lake Trout weigh-

ing 28 pounds, caught in Lake Temagami,
Ontario. The first Grand Prize for a

Black Spotted Salmon Trout was award-
ed to an angler who caught his fish in

Algonquin National Park, the fish weigh-

ing 12 pounds. The ladies' Grand Prize

was awarded to a fair angler for a Small

Mouth Black Bass, weighing 6 pounds.

4 oz. caught in Georgian Bay.

In the discussion in regard to the reso-

lution on hunting on wilderness lands

which took place at the annual meeting
of the Victoria Countv Board of Trade,

held at Andover, N. B., views were ex-

pressed that the recent action of the New
Brunswick Land Company might entail

attempting to restrict the public hunting

on wilderness land now in private hands.

The government was asked to impose a

prohibitive tax on wilderness land should

any effort be made to establish private

game preserves in the wilds.

The following is the resolution

:

Whereas the Game Birds and Animals
of New Brunswick have become a source

of great revenue to the Province and
\\hereas the privilege of hunting the

same on wilderness land has always been

enjoyed by the people of New Brunswick
subject of late to a contribution towards
the cost of protecting them in the form
of a licenese fee paid to the government,
and
Whereas the property in the Game un-

doubtedly vests in the Crown and
Whereas, if. in the granting of wilder-

ness lands and title to exclusive rights to

hunting on those lands passed to the

grantees no value has ever 'been given by
grantees or received by the Crown from
the grantees for such rights and at the

time of the grant there was no intention

of passing such exclusive rights nor was
the receipt of same expected, and subse-

quent purchasers could acquire no rights

not held by the original grantees and

Whereas since the time of such grants

the government has for and to the great

benefit of the Province greatly enhanced
the value of such privileges by spending
large sums for the protection and in-

crease of the game and advertising the

advantages of this Province as a sports-

men's rendezvous and

Whereas certain holders of large

tracts of wilderness lands have recently

by an agreement with certain guides at-

tempted to parcel out the hunting pri-

vileges on those wilderness lands among
the said guides, the latter under said

agreement not to attempt to exercise

rights against the public which have not

heretofore been exercised

Therefore Resolved That, while this

Board of Trade is not prepared to say

that the said agreement between the said

owners of wilderness lands and the said

guides as the said Board understands
it is a menace to the privileges which have
always been enjoyed by the citizens of

New Brunswick and while this Board
even leans to the opinion that the agree-

ment as explained to them may be so used

as to be a wise measure, without inter-

fering with public rights, for the protec-

tion of the forest, in +he opinion of this

X'ictoria County Board of Trade it is

very important that a careful watch shall

be kept by the people of this Province
and all organizations having at heart the

welfare of this Province to see that none
of the privileges hitherto enjoyed by the
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Mr. J. Quinlan, Dist. Pass. Agent, Montreal, or Mr. A. K. Duff, Dist. Pass.

Agent, Toronto, Ont.

W. E. DAVIS, G. T. BELL, H. G. ELLIOT,
Passenger Traffic Mgr., Asst. Pass. Traffic Mgr., Gen. Passenger Agent,

Montreal, Que. Montreal, Que. Montreal, Que.

LAKE «/P/SSI«S-^^V ^-^ , 3

K::"-:^

cj y ^ V '^^ N
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people of New Brunswick shall be in the

smallest degree incroached on

And Further Resolved, that on the

premises herein cited there would be no
injustice done the owners of wilderness

lands by the Government in passing legis-

lation perpetuating the privileges of the

people of this Province and that if any

attempt should be made by any holders

of wilderness lands to establish private

Game preserves such attempt should be

promptly met either by a declaratory Sta-

tute or by imposing such a tax per acre

on game preserves on wilderness land as

to be prohibitive.

With the passing of Mr. Edgar Dey.

of Ottawa, son of Mr. E. F. Dey of the

Capital Boat Works, good clean sport lost

a devoted follower. The late Mr. Dey,

whose death occurred in February last,

was an enthusiastic sportsman, as a

hockey player he was hard to beat, as a

paddler. until he entered the professional

ranks, he was at the top of the ladder,

having twice been champion single blade

paddler of Canada and once champion of

America. He was also a motor boat en-

thusiast and spent the greater part of his

time in his boat enjoying long cruises

and indulging in his favorite pastimes

with rod and gun.

A correspondent writing from the

French River country states that owing to

the deep snow a good many deer have fal-

len prey to the wolves in that vicinity.

A large pack has been living all winter on
the south shore of the Pickerel River

west of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Elijah Aushegausha, an Indian, was for-

tunate enough to shoot two of these

pests in broad daylight. It is believed

that if the bounty were raised so as to

make it worth while for the Indians to

hunt them, a material lessening of the

wolf population would be the result. The
Indians appear to be the only people who
can manage to get within shooting dis-

tance of a wolf in davlight.

Out. Mr. L. C. Jones of St. Louis, Mo.,

was fishing alone from a canvas boat
when he struck a large fish opposite Wa-
nikewan House. The fight lasted over
an hour during which time the trout cov-

ered over a mile of water. At length the

fish appeared played out and Mr. Jones
administered the happy despatch with a

revolver. When examined the fish was
found to be 38^ pounds in weight, 1934

inches in girth and 48 inches in length.

The fish obtained third prize in the com-
petition promoted by Field and Stream.
In the waters of the Freacli and E'ickerei

'lunge obtain a larger size than appear
possible in small lakes and rivers and the

sport is consequently all the keener and
the more enjoyable.

A propos of a crow call and crow de-

co3's forwarded by our Premium Depart-
ment to a subscriber in Moosomin, Man.,
he writes :

—

''\\'e look upon the crow as the sports-

man's greatest nuisance and the greatest

and most destructive natural enemy of

the prairie chicken and duck. He drives

the old birds off their nests and wantonly
destroys the eggs. I have watched the

crow at this work and inside of one min-
ute after the old bird left the nest he had
smashed everv egg in it."

Mr. Geo. Goodwin of Lindsay, Ont., a

subscriber to Rod and Gun, sends us an

old photograph which shows Joe Kenese,
a former chief of the Rama Reservation,

and three of his braves one of whom, Sam
Ingersoll by name, was a noted paddler.

The Indians appear with old time

smooth bore percussion cap rifles in their

hands and on the floor are several musk-
rats. These Indians trapped and hunted
on the waters from Lindsay north to

Hollow Lake. A lake in Haliburton
county south of Hollow Lake is named
after the chief.

An exciting struggle with a maskin-
onge is reported from the Pickerel River,

The five hundred guests of the Canad-
ian Camp, in their recent annual banquet
at the Hotel Astor in New York, enjoyed
one of the most varied entertainments in

the history of that association, and one
that rivalled and almost puts to shame
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"17 Cents a Day" Offer
Stirs all Canada!

The Whole Country Applauds the "Penny Purchase Plan"
From a thousand different directions comes a

mighty chorus of approval, voicing the popular-

ity of The Oliver Typeiwriter "17 Cents a Day"
Purchase Plan.

The liberal terms of this offer bring the benefits

at the beet modern typewriter within easy reach of
oil. The simple, convenient "Penny Plan" has
assumed international importance.

It opened the floodgates of demand and has
almost engulfed us with orders.

Individuals, firms and corporations

—

all classes

of people—are taking advantage of the attractive

plan and endorsing the great idea which led us

to take this radical step

—

To make typewriting the universal medium of
written communication.

Speeds Universal Typewriting
The trend of events is toward the general

adoption of beautiful, legible, speedy typewriting

in place of slow, laborious,

illegible handwriting.

The great business inter-

Mti are a unit in using type-

leriters.

It is just as important to

the general public to substi-

tute typewriting for
'

' long-

hand." For every private

citizen 's peorsonal affairs are

his business.

Our popular "Penny Plan
Universal Typewriting.

A Mechanical Marvel
The Oliver Typewriter is unlike all others.

With several hundred less parts than ordinary

typewriters, its efficiency is proportionately

greater.

Add to such basic advantages the m:iny time-

saying conveniences found only on '; an Oliver

TTic.

speeds the day of

Typewriter, and you have an overwhelming total

of tangible reasons for its wonderful success.

A Business Builder
The Oliver Typewriter is a powerful creative

force in business—a veritable wealth producer.

Its use multiplies business opportunities, widens
business influence, promotes business success.

Thus the aggressive merchant or manufacturer
can reach out for more business with trade win-

ning letters and price lists. By means of a "mail-
ing list

'
'—and The Oliver Typewriter—you ean

annex new trade territory.

Get this greatest of business aids

—

for 17 Cents

a Day. Keep it bu£y. It will make your busi-

ness grow.

Aids Professional Men
To the professional man the typewriter is an

indispensable assistant.

Barristers, Clergymen,
Physicians, Journalists, Ar-
chitects, Engineers and Pub-
lic Accountants have learned

bo depend on the typewriter.

You ean master The Oliver
Typewriter in a few min-
utes' practice. It will pay
big daily dividends of sat-

isfaction on the small investment of 17 Cents a Day.

A Stepping-Stone to Success
For young people, The Oliver Typewriter is a

stepping-stone to good positions and an advance-
ment in business life.

The ability to operate a typewriter counts for

more than letters of recommendation.

Start now, when you can own The Oliver
Typewriter for pennies.

OLIVE'R

The Standard Visible Writer

Join the National Association of Penny Savers!
Every purchaser of The Oliver Typewriter for 17 Cents a Day

is made an Honorary Member of the National .Association of
Penny Savers. A small first

payment brings the magnificent
new Oliver Typewriter, the

regular $125 machine.
Then save 17 Cents a Day

and pay monthly. The Oliver

Typewriter Catalog and full de-

tails of " 17 Cents a Day '

' Pur-
chase Plan sent on request, by
coupon or letter.

Address Sales Department

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
Oliver Typewriter Bid?.

CHICAGO

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.

Oliver Typewriter Bldg:.,ChJcagro

Gentlemen: Please send yoor
Art Catalog aDd details of
"17-Cents-a-Day** offer on the
Oliver Typewriter.

Name
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the wonders related in the Arabian

Nights entertainment. Sportsmen of

world-wide fame from all over the world

had been invited, and many were present

to tell by means of moving and other pic-

tures the story of the wild life of many
countries, with vivid word pictures of the

thrilling experiences of the men who fol-

lowed and saw them.

Mr. L. O. Armstrong and Mr. Geo.

Ham, of the C. P. R., were both present,

and the former supplied the Canadian end

of the entertainment with an illustrated

talk on the Nipigon River and its lure in

game and fish for the sportsmen. This
part of the programme was further en-

hanced by the fact that two Canadian
bear had given up their lives and accom-
panied the Canadians to New York, and
there formed a most acceptable part of

the menu. The sister colony, Newfound-
land, supplied squid, or devil-fish, and the

majority after overcoming their reluc-

tance to investigate the gustatory possi-

bilities of this animal, pronounced it very

excellent food indeed. The Camp, of

which ninety per cent, is composed of

Americans, showed their interest in Can-

adian sport and attraction by passing a

unanimous resolution that they should

make an appropriation for the purpose of

protecting game and fish in Canada. This
will be done without hope of return pri-

vately, except that the districts in which
they are especially interested would re-

ceive the greatest attention.

The chairman was the Rev. Dr. Allen,

of New York City, and the programme
included among other things, some re-

markable moving pictures taken by Mr.
Paul J. Rainey in Africa. Getting near

the only water-hole within sixty miles,

and hiding themselves behind an arti-

ficial screen of thorns and bushes, this

explorer took pictures of giraffes, rhino-

ceri. hippopotami, monkeys, zebras, and
all the varied life of the region in their na-

tural habitat, and all unconscious that

they were posing for their pictures. He
worked under the protection of two ele-

phant rifles, which continually kept all

the larger animals like elephants and so

on covered for fear of a possible charge.

One hippopotamus was killed within fif-

teen yards, when its actions began to look

dangerous.
Pictures of the Andes and tiie Amazon

were shown by Prof. Hiram A. Bingham,
who headed the recent Yole Peruvian Ex-
hibition. Melvin \'anniman told of bal-

looning across the Atlantic. Oth-
er speakers were: Dr. William T. Horna-
day, of the Bronx Zoo ; Dr. John D.

Quackenbos, Dr. Robt. T. Morris, and
lames A. Cruickshank.

The Thirteenth Annual Convention
and banquet of the Canadian Forestry
Association, held in the Parliament
Buildings, Ottawa, Feb. 7 and 8, 191 2.

was rnost successful. The numbers at

tending exceeded the seating capacity of

the Railway Committee Room and the in-

terest was sustained throughout.

The Convention was held under the

patronage of H. R. H. the Duke of Con-
naught. The chair was occupied by the

President, Mr. George Y. Chown of

Kingston. The proceedings were opened
by the Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden, followed
by .Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Both have for

many years given strong support to the

Canadian Forestry Association, and both
em])hasized the importance of its work in

maintaining this great source of wealth
for Canada for all time to come. The
President in his address referred to the

progress made during the year and also

to the loss suffered by the Association in

the death of Mr. E. G. Joly de Lotbiniere,

a past president and one of the founders
of the Association.

The plan of the business for the two
days was to have one address or paper at

each session, followed by discussion.

This part of the program was as follows:

Paper: Mr. H. R. MacMillan, M.F.,

Forestry Branch, Department of the In-

terior, Ottawa, "A Progressive Forest

Policv Requires an Investment of Capi-

tal."
'

Report of the Committee on Forest

Fire Legislation presented by the con-

vener. Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the

Faculty of Forestry, University of To-
ronto.

.Address: Mr. Gilford Pinchot, Presi-

dent of the American Conservation As-
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PROOF!
$25,000 GUARANTEE OF GENUINENESS

"Fit and Finish Equal to a 25-clollar Suit."

47 VoM-.K STRthr. Toronto.
Dear Sirs.— I recei\ed Miit and found same satis-

tactor>- in every detail ; the fit uaspcrtect and finish

as g:ood as any S'io OU suit I ever had made in this
country. I wish, at your earliest convenience, >ou
would send samples o( light greys for sitntmer
suiting's, also raincoat samples.
Hoping that your Canadian trade will prosper av

it deserves, and trusting to ha%e the pleasure ot
tuture dealings with vou,- I am, sirs,

(Signedl J. WARDIX SHAW

"Tailoring is First-class."

Glace Bay. N.S,, Canada
Dear Sirs.— I am in receipt ot" my suit a few days

ago. and I am very well pleased with the same, 'ihe
tailoring is first-class in every respect, and the fit the
same. Thanking you for the way you made all thi.-

chang^es I asked for. The same suit here would cost,
tailor made. §24. So wishing you all success in \ our
business,— I am, respectfully yours.

(Signed) DAN. J. McKENZIE.
Order No. C.F. *212o.

"Better SatisfiedafterTestinginActualWear
Bridgetown, Nova Scotia.

Gentlemen,—Last > ear I got from > ou Mime cloth-
ing, and afterwards wrote for spring and summer
samples. I might now say that alter fifteen months
experience with your clothing I am better satisfied
with it than I was at the beginning if possible.
The tv\eed suitmgs have worn wonderfully well,

retained their colours and shape and after fifteen
months of "strenuous life," they look almost as
good as new,

i would now like samples of some steel grey
worsteds and light weight summer and spring cloths,
and also some for raincoats.— I remain, \ours truly,

(SignedJ M. E. ARMSTRONG.

WE HAVE RECEIVED THOUSANDS
OF SIMILAR LETTERS

SUIT OR OVERCOAT TO MEASURE
(Carriage and Duty Paid)

from $8.60
(Valued by Clients at $20)

Most Wonderful Tailoring Creation ol the

Century, Perfect Style, Perfect Cut,

Perfect Finish, Perfectly Trimmed.

MADE FROM REAL BRinSH MATERIALS

It will pay you to write for our explanatory
booklet and tree patterns of cloth, fashion
plates and unique list of testimonials. With
these will be found our registered system of
self-measurement and tape measure, so that
you may, with perfect accurac\ and a degree
of certitude equal to that of a local tailor,

take your own measurements in the privacy
of your own home. Complete satisfaction
or we refund money. N\'ill >.>ur own tailor
guarantee this ?

One Silver and Four Cold Medal Awards

Read our unique list ol unsolicited testi-

monials. S2S,000 forfeited if not absolutely
genuine.

We have a Specially Arranged Self-
Measure Chart, which puts the risk of
error outside the pale of possibility.

Address for Patterns

:

CURZON BROS., The Clougher Syndicate <
nept.94) 449 Spadina Av., Toronto, Ont-

The World's

Measure
Tailors,

60/62 CITY ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND
West End Depot: 133 and 135 Oxford Street, London, England

Pleast' >}ir>itio}i this P^hfr
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sociation, Washington, D. C, "The
Groundwork of a Forest Service."

Paper by Mr. E. A. Sterling, F.E., For-

ester, Pennsylvania Railroad Company,
"The Attitude of Railroads towards For-

est Fires."

Paper: Mr. E. Stewart, F.E., "The
Aims and Objects of the Canadian For-

estry Association."

* *

Mr. MacMillan's point was that Cana-

da and the provinces in setting aside for-

est reserves had only begun the work of

forest conservation, and that in order to

get financial returns an investment must
be made in protecting and developing

our forests to their highest state. He
showed that increased investment meant
increased returns.

The Committee on Forest Fire

Legislation showed what the va-

rious laws in Canada now were
and how they should be im-

proved, especially in regard to the inspec-

tion of locomotives, fire patrol and equip-

ment of the reserves with trails and tele-

phone lines.

Mr. Sterling gave almost similar advice

so far as railways were concerned, and

showed the great interest the railways

had in the protection of the forest.

Mr. Pinchot in his addresses, which
were a feature of the meeting, laid down
four principles for an efficient forest ser-

vice: (i) freedom from political control;

(2) trained men
; (3) enough money, and

(4) federal, as contrasted with state or

provincial control.

Mr. Stewart, who was the first Secre-

tary of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion, and later on its President, urged

that the .Association should keep to edu-

cative and advisory work and not enter

politics or undertake an)' administrative

functions.

The plan of leaving plenty of time for

consideration was most successful. The
discussions were participated in by edu-

cationists, administrators, lum^bermen

and others and were of the most informa-

tive character.

The banquet on Wednesday evening,

February 7th, in the Parliamentary Res-

taurant was a most successful and enjoy-

able function.

The sessions concluded on Thursday
afternoon with a business meeting when
the resolutions debated during the meet-

ing were voted upon and the officers

elected.

"I notice in the February number of

Rod and Gun," writes Mr. Robert Cape
of Vancouver Island, B.C., "a sketch giv-

ing the measurements of a mammoth
P.ald Headed Eagle! Mr. C. B. McCak
lum's bird measures seventy-two inches

by thirty-six. I have in my possession a

bird of the same species the measure-

ments of which beat Mr. McCallum's.

My bird was shot in the act of carrying

away a fourteen pound goose and its

measurements are:

Tip to tip of wings 74M in-—6-1^
Beak to Tail yjYi in.

—

yiYz
The beak alone measures four inches.

The whole bird has been mounted and is

a perfect specimen. I regret that I am
unable to send a photograph of same."

Still another subscriber, Mr. James B.

Whiteoak, who is a Game Guardian at

Steveville, Alta. writes that he possesses

a photograph of an eagle which he cap-

tured in what is described on the Govern-
ment survey as Deddhodge Canyon on
the Red Deer River north of Brooks,

Alta. This eagle measured seven feet,

six inches from tip to tip of wing and
was four feet six inches from head to

tail. It was shipped to Nottingham, Eng-
land and was a specimen of the golden

eagle Mr. Whiteoak advises.

A j'oung sportsman of Dartford. ont.,

writes as follows regarding a partridge

hunt he engaged in last season :'

Dartford, Ont., Feb. -12, 1912.

Dear Sirs:

—

Although I only just subscribed for

Rod and Gun I feel like telling your
readers about one of m\- experiences.

Partridges were quite plentiful last Fall

and I certainly got m}- share of them.

I am only fifteen but have been using a

gun for several j-ears. I own a 16 gauge
shot-gun and a 32 Stevens Favorite. I

like hunting better than .any other sport.

Mv father sometimes call me an Indian
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The Shop That Makes
Correct Clothes for Men

Coleman's
Spring Styles

Everything this season will

be very quiet and neat—nothing

fancy or strongly marked.

—Steel-Greys

—Blue-Greys

^ —Purple-Greys

—Ginnamon-Browns
—Lovat Shades

These are some of the most
popular materials of the season.

Write us for samples and
self-measuring chart with all

particulars how to take your

own measure.

Every suit made to customer's

own measure and fit guaranteed.

Prices from $22.50 to $35.00

'

People trom the Atlantic to

the Pacific wear Coleman's
Clothes.

Coleman's, Limited
101 KING STREET, W.

TORONio . CANADA

j

Caoable Salesman Wanted in

Unrepresented Districts

THE "UNIQUE"
The smallest and most compact camera

made in the world.

FILM PACK OR PLATE
Fitted with Automatic Shutter and Fast Lens.

Catalog mailed on receipt of 5 cents to cover postage
Oameras bought, eold or exchanged for new. We
carry a large assortment of all styles. Poet Card
and Reflex Cameras, and are selling at bargain
prices.

Get our prices before buying.

Developing and Finishing for Amateurs.
Cameras rented. Open Evenings.

The Canadian Camera Exchange
352^ Yonge St., - Toronto.

Parlridges and Pheasants

The Celebrated Hungarian and Enslish
Capercailzies, Black Game. Wild Tiirkeys, Quails,

Rabbit 3, Deer, etc., for stocking purposei. Tkdcj
Pbeasaata, Peafowl, Swans. Cranes. Storks, Orna-
mental GeeRe and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels. Ferreta,
etc. AU kinds of birds and anltuals bought And
sold.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTEY & GAME PARK, TARDLET, /A.

Shaw's Pneumatic Smoker

anOKE OUT. In cold weather trappers smoke out
more mink, "coon." skonk, etc.. In one day than they
can take In traps In a month—besides they get prime fnrg
worth the most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tella how. Qlrlng

the first time la print the treasured secrets of the wisest
old trappers In this conntry. It's worth dollars to y»n.
TRAPPEE'S StrPPLY CO.. Oak Park, 111., tl.g.A.
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but he cannot say a great deal as he is

fond of hunting himself.

Last Fall about the first of the part-

ridge season I took my shot-gun and
started off to hunt on a side hill just in

front of my home. I took our big

hound, "Swift", along with me for I

thought he might start a rabbit. Just as

I entered the thick cedar second growth
"Swift", being ahead of me, raised three

partridge and they treed. I shot one of

them and the rest flew. After going
some distance further I saw one running
through some bushes. I fired but missed.

A\'ith the second shot, however, I bagged
him. Then I worked around the woods
till I came to where I had gone in. As
I was looking around I noticed one sit-

ting at the foot of a stump quite a dis"

tance from me, but one shot from my
trusty i6 laid him low. Then I worked
around the woods again ; the dog treed

another fine cock bird which added an-

other to my morning's bag.

I was only gone an hour and a lialf and
killed four cock birds with five shots. I

went home as proud as a peacock. My
father teased me and wanted to know if

the birds had been stuck in the bush but

I think perhaps he was a little jealous;

don't you agree with me?
Yours truly.

Fred. H. Denike.

A copy of a booklet entitled "Califor-

nia for the Sportsman'' has been received

at this office. The publication which
treats in detail with the advantages for

hunting and fishing in California has

been prepared with the aim of being a

guide and instructor especially to the

stranger with the State. Practically the

entire book has been written from the

personal experiences of .A. M. Cumming,
a noted California hunter and. fisherman
who has spent over thirty-five years in

California fields and by her streams.

\^'e were also interested to receive by
the same mail as "California for the

Sportsman" copies of a German publica-

tion entitled "W^ild und Hund" published

in Berlin, Germany, to which a German
subscriber to Rod and Gun has contribu-

ted an account of a canoe and fishing

trip undertaken for the purpose of view-

ing the beauties of Temagami and sur-

rounding country. The article is splen-

didly illustrated and sets forth in an en-

tertaining manner for the benefit of the

sporting fraternity of Germany the at-

tractions of this beautiful part of Cana-
da.

A new journal which promises to be of

much interest and value to French Can-
adians interested in jjoultry has just

made its appearance and will be publish-

ed hereafter on the fifteenth of each

month. "La Basse Cour Canadienne".
as it is called, is published by Joseph For-

tier, Sainte-Scholastique, P.Q. and is the

only French Review in Canada devoted
to poultry.

A gang of French Canadian navvies

working on the Grand Trunk Pacific

road were much incensed on having an

Italian foreman placed over them. Fath-

er Lettellier, the parish priest, was tak-

ing a quiet rise out of Jean, one of his

flock, and enquired how Jean liked his

Italian foreman.
"Oh, not too bad. Father—and how do

vou like vours?"'

A monster measuring lo feet, 2 inches

in length is on exhibition in Vancouver.
This huge specimen of a sturgeon was
caught b\' two fishermen in the Fraser

off Steveston. They were fishing for

spring salmon with a net and the monster
became entangled in the net. It was taken

after a terrific struggle, in which their

boat was damaged, an oar I^eing broken,

and it was necessary to repeatedly gaft

the struggling fish and finally use an axe

before the men were able to put it out of

business and disentangle their net.

which was ruined in the struggle. This

sturgeon is one of the largest that has

been caught in recent years, although

sturgeons weighing 200 to 300 pound.--

are often secured.

A fine specimen of silver fo.x was shot

and killed while attempting to make its
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SUCCEEDS THE EMPIRE NO. 1

The Empire No. 2 is the Empire No-
I improved and embodying the hig^hest de.

velopement in typewriter construction.

Empire No. i will do all that a type-

writer need do.

Empire No. 2 will do all that a type-

writer can do.

Price ot Empire No. i $60.00.

V. Price of Empire No. 2 $80.00

Ask for our illustrated booklets.

The Williams

Mfg. Co. Ltd.

New P. 0. Box 31.30

Montreal, P. Q.

A—Patent Flap.

B—Perfect Pouch.

C—Small amount o f

material between thighs.

Absolute comfort while exercising.

Finest quality extra ' heavy welt-bound
elastic webbing

Can be cleansed by boiling without injury

to rubber.

Ask your dealer or send 75c (stamps ac-

cepted) and your waist measure to

75c

T?^

The Walter F.

Ware Co. *^'

Dept. C. Philadelphia t

Jaeger Overwear
There is more known of Jaeger Underwear than of

Jaeger Overwear—but Jaeger overwear is just as much ap-

preciated by those who use it.

Jaeger Overwear amongst other lines includes Knitted

Coats, Golfers' Sweaters, Cardigan Jackets, Spencers, Waist-

coats, Smoking and Lounge Jackets Dressing Gowns and a

score of other articles.

Visit a Jaeger store and see just what Jaeger lines include.

It will be to vour advantage.

Dr. Jaeger Sanitary Woollen System Co.,
LIM ITED

231 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

316 St. Catherine Street W., Montreal

Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
and all stores where Jaeger Goods are sold.
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way across the Detroit River on the ice

floes. It is thought the fox had come to

the river to drink and had been carried

away from the shore bv the moving ice-

field.

A bear stor\- that savors of the pioneer

days but without the old time setting is

to hand and furthermore is an authentic

one. While out shooting in North East-

hope in the neighborhood of Amulree,
Ont. Mr. A. \V. Fisher shot a black bear

after a short chase. The bear was of a

good size, hitting the scales at over 190
pounds and was the first that had been
shot in the vicinity for several years.

Representative Edward E. Towns-
end's plan for the preservation of the seal

herds in the Pribiloff Group in Alaska
has been accepted by the committee on
foreign attairs of the house and will be
presented to the house as an amendment
to the bill recommended by the state de-

partment. The bill would limit the

slaughter of male seals to 5,000 a year

for five years, to 7.500 for the next five

years and to 10,000 annually for a period

of five years following. At the expir-

ation of fifteen j-ears new regulations are

to be adopted.

A monster black bear was captured by
George Lamarche on his farm near Egan-
ville, Ont. For several days Lamarche's
dog kept uo an almost continual barking,
making efforts to direct attention to

some close underbrush in the bush. La-
marche investigated and with consider-

able difficulty broke through the brush
after the dog. The dog drew back and
Lamarche received a shock when he

faced a big bear. He made a hasty de-

parture and secured the assistance of a

couple of chums. They organized a bear
hunt and eventually got bruin dead
enough. Mr. Lamarche was offered $35
for the skin but values it at $75. The bear
weighed 750 pounds. The carcase was
sent to butchers to dispose of.

the Cheniong Lake road near Peterboro,

Ont. bringing to the city on a large hand
sleigh from three hundred to four hun-
dred pounds of bass and 'lunge. The men
who presumably did the illicit fishing es-

caped.

I-'rom Waterford, Ont., comes a fish-

ing tale which is on a par with some early

robin stories we have heard. There is a
spring flowing out of the bank at the
west side of a pond in the vicinity of

\\'aterford and this is the first place

where open water shows when mild wea-
ther comes. During the interlude of

mild weather which occurred about Feb-
ruary 17th last hundreds of green bass
could be seen sunning themselves. A
number of persons about town spied

them and caught several of them. They
seemed to be somewhat torpid, so the

story goes, and one could simply drop in

a hook and give it a pull and it would
catch in some part of the body. No bait

was needed.

Port Stanley, Ont., has grown to be
one of the most important fishing ports

on the lakes, as the official returns for the

eight months of last year. May to No-
vember, show that some 1.883,750 pounds
of fish were shipped from that point, with
a value of $75,360. Most of the fish was
shipped to Buffalo and New York. For
last year the amount collected by the

Customs was $77,000, although Port
Stanley is a port of entry, not a port of

collection, and it is estimated that if the

duty was collected on all imports of

goods passing through this way it would
amount to $200,000.

Fishing Inspector \\'att and Carson on
February i6th surprised three men on

Desperate for the want of food, wolves
and foxes were driven nearer to civili-

zation this year than for many years and
farmers in the district surrounding
Kingston, Ont. were forced to arm them-
selves with rifles to protect their famil-

ies and their live stock. The district was
over-run with foxes who were so famish-
ed that in their desperation they invaded
stables and robbed hen-roosts. The
farmers sent out a general invitation to
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Era

London made Clothes
at Readymade Prices
The services of London's greatest and smartest

Tailors are now at your disposal. The "REGO'
CLOTHIERS, Ltd., have 23 branches in London

alone, and already supply upwards of 200,000 business

men with made-to-measure tailoring in best London

style at less than f^^ ^^\
ready-made prices. *fcT jjjg ^/\^^^0
"FASHIONS ^<^<^^W ^1>^-^

FOR MEN" /sMM Buckingham
the seasonal style - book

and tailoring magazine,

issued by this famous

House, shows the new
Models for the coming

season and gives you the

most up-to-date mforma-

tion as to what smart men
are wearing m 1912.

FREE.
We offer you a free Com-
plimentary Copy. Write

for it to-day : you will

find it an invaluable and

reliable guide to up-to-

date dressing at econom-

ical pnces.

The

$10
Made to Measure

will be the favourite wear for

London men this year : it is

one of the most effective

Lounge models ever designed.

We make it to your measure

for 1 dollars inclusive.

No Extras
The price includes everything;

carriage paid and duty free,

with the "REGO" guarantee

of satisfaction or money back.

FreePatterns
Fine seleclion of new season's pat-

terns rogelher with style book and
self-measurement form sent post free

on application. Canadian address :

'REGO" Clothiers, Ld., Oept. R box 2554 Montreal

^ BssaBffiiiaaii
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the city hunters to come and rid them of

Mr. Reynard. The winter just past is

said to have been the coldest one in that

district in fift)' years.

and the association. The birds, it is un-

derstood, were divided among the poor of

the citv and \-arioiis charities.

Passengers on the C.P.R. trains run-

ning through the irrigation block in Cal-

gary district were much interested some
little time ago to see roving bands of

antelope grazing tranquilly along the

main line of the railway between Brooks
and Bassano. The animals in bands of

from 200 to 500 were attracted to the lo-

cality by the feed which was furnished

by the grass adjacent to the railway. The
provincial game regulations are extreme-
ly strict and allow an open season only in

October, each hunter being allowed to

kill but two males under one year old.

Sunday shooting is prohibited and under
these regulations the specimens are

rapidly increasing.

Rabbits are well known to be the curse of

Australia, savs the Scientific American:
notwithstanding the fact that, according
to the view of the commonwealth meter-

orologist, Mr. H. A. Hunt, the burrows
of these animals, by keeping the ground
broken up, make it more retentive of rain-

fall—a philosophical consideration that

strongly suggests Mark Tapley. Latter-

ly, the Australians have been trying with
considerable success to turn their curse

into a blessing by marketing their surplus

rabbits (dressed) in European countries.

r

After months of effort the Province of

Quebec Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, scored a signal triumph
on February 26th when Secretary Innes

and Chief Game Inspector Grififiths raided

the store-house of Messrs. Gunn, Lang-
lois and Company and after a search in

the extensive cellars, found and confis-

cated 1250 dead partridges, weighing al-

most a ton. The seizure was a serious

matter for the company as it involved a

fine of $1.00 per bird, the amount to be

divided etinallv between the Government

M. W. Scott, one of Leamington's old-

est and best known citizens was recently

appointed fish and game warden.

When a Chinaman wishes to catch

wild ducks he mixes an intoxicating spir-

it made of rice with corn and leaves the

mixture for the birds. They become in-

toxicated, and are taken in their cups,

so to speak. Another way is to put a

gourd on his head and swim gently

among the ducks. They are not frighten-

ed, because they only see the gourd and
are accustomed to that, and the artful

John pulls one duck after another by the

legs into a bag attached to him. Every-

one knows that John Chinaman trains

cormorants to catch fish, not for them-
selves but for him.

According to information recently giv-

en to the press from New Orleans, La..

Marsh Island, a tract of 73,000 acres, on

\'ermilion Bay, Iberia Parish, has been
purchased by Mrs. Russell Sage of New
York, and is offered to the United States

Government as a game preserve.

The Colonial Government of Bermuda
recently paid the Conservation Commis-
sion of the L'nited States the compliment
of asking its assistance in the scientific

classification of the fishes of Bermudan
waters. The State Fish Culturist, Dr.

Tarleton Hoffman Bean, one of the most
noted ichthyologists in the world com-
pleted his work in Bermuda during the

last week in February. Dr. Bean's ac-

complishments in practical fish culture

and scientific researches have been re-

cognized bv many foreign governments
and scientific societies. By .'sportsmen he
is known as a genial and delightful com-
rade and bv scientists as a man who im-
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What the Leading Authorities on Black Bass Fishing Say About the "Coaxer."

WILL H. DILC says: "The 'Coaxer' is undoubtedly the best surface bait ever invented."
DR. HENSHALL says: *I cheerfully endorse the Weedless 'Coa-xer* as not only successful in practice but sportsmanlike."
LOU'S RHEAD savs: "The 'Cna.xer' Is thoroughly practical, catches fish a plenty and has come to stay as a general favorite."
ROBERT DAVIS ,«id: "If that 'Coaxer' don't catch fish 111 eat it myself." But he didn't have to do it.

Winner of World's Championship
LARGE MOUTH BASS CONTEST.

Remove this
Hook and it's

Weedless.

Convertible "Coaxer" (like cut)
Weedless Luminous "Coaxer"..

\
v.^

Postage, 2c each.
PRICES:

.75c VV'eedless "Coaxer" (no under hook).
. 75c Bucktail Weedless "Coaxer"

50c
50c

The No. 1 Convertible "Coaxer"
easily defeated the "Declter" Bait
in a three days' match for the
World's Championship at Con-
ress Lake, Ohio, by a score of

28 to 16
The "Coaxer" also won the big match
at Congamond Lake, Conn., with the
record-break'ng score of 29 to 8 against
the combined score of the "Dowagiac,"
"Decker" and^Cooper's "Porker."

**Nuff scd."

Grand Prize Winner
IN SMALL MOUTH BASS CONTEST

Conducted by Field and Stream. The Red Bass Fly
shown here tied for Second Grand Prize and also won
Fourth August Prge, getting two out of the four prizes

awarded to arti-

ficial baits. Has
stiff hair hackel, lar]

turkey feathers and
goose tail f e a t h e i

wound body, absolutely water
proof. Will outlast

other fly made. Send stamp tor Catalog ol laTTs, Files, etc., In^lors,

/A X
\ Double Sgoon and

J
Special Fly - 50c

iFlj alone - Sc

736 S. California Ave..
CHICAGO. ILL.

FISH BITE
quick as iightniofi if you use ELEC
TRIO FISH LURE. Catch loads of
them anywhere. Write to-day for
FREE box offer and Catalogue of
Natural Baits. Minnows, Shiners,
Frogs, etc. Enclose 2 cent postage.

IMPERIAL'SUPPLY^^O*.
Dept. H. PORT HURON, MICH.

\\Sf

HILDEBRANDT SPINNERS
Made in four finishes and three styles. For bass,
rock bass, trout, pike, pickerel, muskellunge, sal-
-mon, or any game fish. We also handle a high-

_c grade line of Rods, Reels, Lines, etc.
Send for Catalogue

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.,
Dep-t No. 8

Logansport, Ind.

X
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parts his knowledge to others with rare

modesty and grace. Dr. Bean is the au-

thor of many important works in ichth}X)-

logy among them, "The Fishes of New
York", "The Fishes of Pennsylvania",

"The Salmon and Salmon Fisheries"

Oceanic Ichthyology", etc., etc.

Members of the Ontario Forest, Fish

and Game Protective Association will

petition the Government next Thursday
for a fish hatcherj- in London, such as

has been established in Brantford. The
idea is to restock the Thames, once plen-

tifully supplied with bass but now almost
fishless, and in this way stimulate interest

in angling, as well as allow a better op-

portunity to observe the laws of protec-

tion laid down by the Onario statutes.

The Legislature will also be asked to

compel the opening of the dams on the

river by the construction of "fish-ways",

through which the fish could pass.

The sportsmen of Leamington and
Mersea are being asked to donate to a

fund for the purpose of purchasing about

ten pair of the above birds for propaga-

tion to supplant the loss of the Quail

—

Bob White.

Overseer Henry Johnson, of Brant
County, Ontario, in his official return as

Fishing Overseer and Game War-
den, reports that the angling

in his division is as good or better than

last year, bass and pickerel, he thinks, are

better than last year, trout about the

same. He also finds that sturgeon are

getting quite plentiful in the Grand Riv-

er. He thinks if the dams had proper

slides that the angling would be still bet-

ter.

He had several fines the first of the

season, which he thinks had a good ef-

fect, as he has had no complaints since

then. He has had good assistance from
the deputy game wardens.
As to game, rabbits and black squirrels

are plentiful ; muskrats not as good as

last year. Would recommend license on
guns and traps.

He has paid several visits to the hat-

chery at Mount Pleasant, and found

things there in good shape; witnessed

the hatch of bass, and says it was beyond
his expectation.

In conclusion he wishes to state that

from Gait to Caledonia in his division,

the Grand River has become a cesspool

from sewage, mostly from Brantford, and
while no fatal results to fish have been
noticeable, it is, in his opinion, a menace
to the general public at large.

The following is taken from the "Cow'-

ichan Leader" of Feb. 15th, 1912.—Is a

Steel-head a Trout or a Salmon? The
Dominion Government says it is one and
the Provincial Government says it is the

other! But everyone knows that they

are in their best condition and are run-

ning up the rivers during February.
Nevertheless the law forbids the angler

to fish for them at the very time when
they would afford the best sport. A
fresh run silvery fish who will take a fl)'

is a very different customer to deal with

(and to eat) from the red and discoloured

fish one finds in the pools later on. As
the sport of angling is one of the induce-

ments to many intending residents, may
I ask you to use vour powerful influence

to obtain a removal of this restriction?

\\". H. White.
Duncan, B.C.

"The popularity of the pheasant, as a

game bird and as a valuable assistant to

the farmer in keeping down insect pests,"

says a bulletin issued by the Conserva-
tion Department at Albany, N.Y., "is

manifested in the statewide demand for

eggs and birds which the Conservation
Department is sending out from the state

game farm. Despite the fact that the

department will more than double the

number of pheasants and eggs distribut-

ed last year the supply for the present

season wll not be sufficient to meet the

demands. Sportsmen have found the

pheasant to be hardy, prolific and game.
Farmers testify that they like to see the

beautiful birds in their fields, for pheas-

ants are the active and tireless foe of all

kinds of insects and worms that prey on

crops."
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Our Expert Casting Line
Ham Braided, of the Highest Grade of Silk. The Strong-

eat Line of Its size in the World. Used by Mr. Decker In

contest with Mr. Jamison. Nuf sed.

Every L,ine Warrante<l. 50 Yd. Spools 1.00

tTout flies
Samples For Trial—Send Li

10. tor an assorted dozen. Regu QualitV A'^^ lar price 24c. ^ J

30c '^: ^^icr"""^.
'"":...''eoc: Quality B

60c I'^'S/eT!"^. *"";...
''Il^:

Quality C

65c Z ^ricT".'"'..*.°'.™.'...''96U: Bass Flies

75c \:i ^,ce"!'.'.'^..'!".™.-...''i'oo Gauze Wing
2. 5" f^ pricr.°'!'^:'.T:. . ""fso English Salmon

ORIGINAL AND GENUINE

OLDTOWN CAMOES
Introduced and made famous by u«

16 to 19 ft.

The H. H. Kiffe Co.
525

Broadway.
New York

Illustrated Catalogue free on application

y

mj.i }-)M-}tymumiKwuwim

SteelBM Rods
Section
sbowing
versible
handle.

of rod
re- No n- "The

Old Reliable."
The best all around fish-

ing rod made—good for any-
thing from perch to muscal-

longe. It is made of our exclus-
ive "BRISTOL" tool steel, hanl-
ened in oil and clock-spring tem-
pered. CAXNOT WARP. Handle
reversible. Guides are all two-

riiig, nou collapsible. Tip has an all-
ways guide, which can never get tang-
led up. "No. 11 '• is 81/. feet long, and
weighs 10 ounces. Joints measure 32
inches each. Comes with three Btvles of
handle—maple at $4.50, celluloid at $5.
cork at $5.50. Guaranteed three years.
If your dealer can't supply you. write to
us. Send for catalogue of this and other
styles of "BRISTOL" Steel Pishing
Rods.
"Fish Stories" Book-
let Free--Clever. fas-
cinating little book
of "true and other
fish stories." Real
live ones that set
your blood n tingling
with the fishing fev- «;.

er. The Horton Mfg. ^
Co.. 32 Horton St.,

Bristol, Conn.

5sh ^.
Stories

^^^^\|
-23

Specially Appointed Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

To His Majesty King George V.

PRICES OF TWO
USEFUL TROUT

OUTFITS

(1) 9 to 12 ft. cane
built Trout or Basg Rod,3pieee,

2 tops, pat. lockfast joints,

cork handle, improved fittings, agate butt

and end rings— £4.19.0 or $24.11. 3%
contracted "Perfect" Reel with Agate
Line Guard £2. or $9.74. Double Taper
"Corona" Line 35 yards, 15/ or $3.65. In all $37.50.

(2) 9 to 12 ft. cane built 2 piece "Perfection" Trout » r

Bass Rod, suction joint agate butt end rings, cork handle
with pat. Screw grip, £3.2.6. or $15.22. 3% "Uniqua" Reel

18/6 or $4.50. 30 yds. D. T. Tournament line 8/6 or $2.07.

In all $21.79.

SEND CASH COVERINC ORDER, BALANCE CAN BE ADJUSTED.

CATALOGUE—16 pU,te» of flies in Color FREE.
THE GREATEST FISHINC ROD AND TACKLE MAKERS IN EUROPE.

51 Oold and other medals.

Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England.

Illustration

our celebrated

cannot come
reel fitting is

shows handle of one of

cane built rods. The hand
against metal work. The
our Pat. Screw Grip. The

reel is one of our

"Perfect" ball bearing

agate line guard regu-

lating check reels.
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THE TRAP
Rod and Gun in Canada is the Offtctal Organ of the Dominion of Canada
Trap-Shooting Association. All Communication Should be Addressed to

the Editor, Woodstock, Ontario. :::::: I
TOURNAMENT DATES.

April 5th—Annual Tournament, Dundas Gun
Club, Ten events of ten targets each.

Fifty dollars will be divided in ratio

6:5:4:3:2 Class System. Hamilton
Gun Club Rules. A. R. Donalds, Sec-

retary-Treasurer, iJundas, Ont.

May 3rd—Annual Tournament of Ridgetown
Gun Club Ridgetown, Ont.

May 24th—Annual Tournament of the Stratford
Club. The 100 Bird Championship of

Western Ontario will be contested at

this meet. William Boles, Secretary,

Stratford, Ont.

.\Iay 24th—The Thousand Island Gun Club of

Gananoque, Ont.

STRAY SHOTS.

The Secretary of the Calgary Gun Club, in

speaking of the increased interest taken in trap
shooting in the West, attributes no small shun-

to the articles that have appeared in Rod and
Gun. Our pages bear testimony to the fact that

such interest is certainlj' increasing and we are

delighted to know that cur friends in the West
appreciate what we are trying to do for them.

The winter in Alberta has been mild and ;n

murkcd co'itricst to the severity exiienenced in

O.itario. .A.s a result Ike'e hiis been a good d al

of frapsho.H.ug througiiciit the Proi 'iice and this

!;!« is eiptoti-l 10 favourably aFf'ct i*'. shoi/t' ig

at the tournament of tiie Calgary C 'ili when so ii >

g'^od scores are looked foi-, if indeol s-oine smash-
'i.g of reeo.-c's do"s not t;ikc plac.'.

It will be a 'thousand pities if some arrange-

ment cannot be arrived at by means of which the

best representative team can be sent to represent

Canadian trapshooters at the Swedish Olympia.
There is no better way of reaching the good
graces of the sportsmen of the world than by
paying them the compliment of sending the best

shots in the Dominion to meet them on their own
ground. All the talk about the cliqueism should

be dropped and the men who it is felt will best

represent the Dominion should be chosen. Mon-
treal, Ottawa, Toronto and Hamilton can alone

supply such a team but the choice should not be

restricted to these shooters. There are good men
at Winnipeg and in other Western centres and
the team should as far as possible represent the

whole Dominion.

marks. Trapshooters are all good sportsmen and
good sportsmanship means, if it means anything
at all, that merit and not favoritism shall be
the deciding point in all selections made. Trap-
shooters are not only sportsmen but are also

democratic in their methods and the selection,

while of course tue cnampions must not be over-

looked, should be wiue enough to include some ot

the young blood now so rapidly coming to the
front. We have no wish to enter upon any par
ticular phase of this matter and purposely con-

fine our remarks to generalities. We believe all

trapshooters will recognize the necessity, in tne

interests of the game, of acting in the most
open manner possible in this connection and mak-
ing the selection botu fair and representative.

The Balmy Beach Gun Club of Toronto have

sent out a special invitation to novices to join

their combination and try t.icir skill at breaking

ing targets. "R.i.u and poor, great and humble,
old and young_ meet on a common ground of mu-
tual interest, each strongly drawn by personal

inclinations to the newest gun. and all devotees of

the healthful cult of the outdoor life." The officials

of the Club believe that before the season closes

100,000 targets will be shot at. It is a good

record an>. mav even be e.Kcelled.

Toronto and iiamilton men can always frater

nize at trap shooting whatever may be their dif-

ferences on other matters and tue inter-club shoot

between the Toronto Wanderers and tne ilamil

ton men, although it tested endiu-ance severely,

had no other eiiect than to increase the mutual

feeling of good will and esteem. Rivalry in the

field of trap shooting is singularly free from bit-

terness and the memories of the meeting are al

together pleasant. We all find that strenuous

work, however disagreeable at the time, is worth

looking back upon. The hardships are softened

by time and distance and we have the feeling of

gratification that we did sometuing worth while

and stood the test when it came. The Wanderers
who rose to the occasion may yet justify their

other name, and if not Millionaires in a mone
tary sense may enter that class by reason of their

virtues.

The invitation to Sweden and the reported at-

tempt at restriction of choice prompts these re-

Toronto still maintains its pre-eminence as a

trap shooting centre but the local men will have

to look to their laurels now that the Western

men are entering the field in earnest. WTien the

men of the West do that seriously everyone else

has to look out. Ao doubt the Toronto men feel

themselves safe so far but they should not allow

tiiat feeling to lull them to resi too long.
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w/iMffMmsrmm
Repeating Shotguns and

Shotgun Shells

WIN
THE OFFICIAL A3IATEUR
SEASON'S AVERAGF FOR 1911

Dr. W. S. Spencer of St. Louis, Mo., won tJie

Interstate Association's contest for the Amateur
Season's Average for 1911 with a record of 96.28'n. In

winning this great trap shooting honor, which so many
amateurs annually strive for, Dr. Spencer shot a Winchester
Repeating Shotgun and Winchester Loaded Shells. Dr.

Spencer's victory and the ivinning of the Professional
Season's Average for 1911 by J. R. Taylor, with Winchester
Repeating Shotguns and Winchester Loaded Shells, empha-
sizes the wisdom of shooting the make of gun and shells that

always helps and never handicaps skill.

THE RED W COMBINATION IS SUPREME

PARKER GUNS Wear Well,

Shoot Well,

and Handle Well

Wear well because they are made of the best material by the

most skillful craftsmen. Shoot well because they hold the charge

compactly together at extreme ranges. Handle well because the

greatest attention has always been paid to the distribution of

wood and metal, to insure perfect balance and the most sym-

metric^Tl outline. Twenty-bore Parkers have set the pace for

small bores in America, and are growing in popularity every year with the most progressiye

sportsmen. For furthor information regarding guns in gauges ranging from 8 to 28, address

PARKER BROS., Herlden, Conn. N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.
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GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.

Despite the rather unfavorable weather of

March second, with the prevailing high winds
which made good scores difficult, eleven of the

active lupmbers of St. Hubert Gun Club faced the

traps when a thousand birds were thrown and
the shooters liad a chance to try their skill on a

very erratic series of targets. Under the cir-

cumstances the shooting of Mr. G. B. Greene, who
won the spoon with a score of 45 out of 50 birds,

was reniar]<ably good, while Mr, Blytu Beattie's

run of a straight twenty-five, made with the wind
blowing half a gale, was a performance exceeding-

ly difficult to equal.

On March 16th the competition for the McCal-
lum Perfection Trophy opened, this trophy having
been donated to St. Hubert Gun Club. The mem-
bers have decided that it shall be emblematic of

the two man team, amateur, shot-gun champion-
ship of Eastern Ontario

Scores:

—

CLUB SPiX)X SHOOT (50 BIRDS 1.

G. B. Greene 23 22—45
B. Beattie 16 25^1
K Sibbitt 17 IS—So
V V. Rogers 20 1-i—34

J. B. Bunn 19 15—34
E. Fuller .... 11 17—2S

A. W. Greene . . 14 14—38
Geo. \Yi\\te 14 13—27
W. Williams 15 12—27
Wm. Forbes 13 12—I2i5

Geo. O'Connor 17 7—24

EXTRA EVENTS (25 birds each).

G. B. Greene 21 22 20—63
R. A. Sibbitt 21 20 21—62
Wm. Forbes 16

A W. Greene 13

J. B. Bunn
V. V. Rogers
H. O'Connor
Geo. O'Connor

DOUBLES (12 pair).

G. B. Greene 11

J. B. Harkin 10

Wm. Forbes 6

A. W. Greene '2

17
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SHOOT

DOMINION
TRAP LOADS

Used and recommended by all the best shots and noted throughout Canada for their
UNEXCELLED QUALITY, HICH UNIFORM VELOCITY, PERFECT IGNITION and pattern.

We make a specialty of trap loads using the world's most famous smokeless powders
loaded in waterproof, gas-tight cases with steel reinforced heads.

Primers are perfectly adapted to the powders used, wads and shot are of the highest
quality and every load is thoroughly tested before leaving the factory.

Loaded with both, bulk aud

dense powders, either 3, 3-}i, 3-/4

drams bulk or 24, 25, 26 dense

powder and 1-J4 ozs. 7 or 7>4

chilled shot.IMPEHIAI,
(Purple in Colour>

Loaded with either Ballistite

of Infallible 24, 25 or 26 grains,

1-M ozs. 7 or lyi chilled shot.

Loaded with either du Pont or

Empire 3, S-Vs or 3-% drams, 1-J4

ozs. 7 or 7-yi chilled shot.

SOVTEEIGN
(Green in rolinin

ALSO ALL STANDARD GAME LOADS.
Organize a gun club in your town.

We will be pleased to aid you in any possible way, sending rules governing trap shoot-
ing, score books, blue prints showing the proper lay-out of grounds and traps, and have one
of our shooters call on you when next in your territory.

Send us the names of your officers and members and we will place these on our mailing
list for advertising and entitle your club to any trophies which we may have to offer.

SOLD BY ALL HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS STORES
Catalogue sent free upon request.

Dominion Cartridge Co. Ltd.
MONTREAL,
CANADA
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TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Gun Club.

The following were the Stanley Club
February twentv-fourth.

Shot at
Macdonald 90
Xornian 90
Edkins 75
Ingham 75
Scheibe 75
Hadley 70
Hogarth 60
Douglas 60
Macklem ... 60

Eby 50
Sawden 50
Wakefield 50

Hulme 45
Lundy 4.5

Halford 40
Lewis 40
Ten Eyck 35
Buck 35
Fritz 25

Broke
7*^

66
57
58

58
45
49
43

42
48
42

41

37
36
34
32

31

30
23

The Club held its high average and spoon shoot
on March second. W. Lundy winning Class A..

F. Hogarth, Class B and J. Ingham, Class C. The
following are the scores:

—

Doubles
Class. Yds£dc. (10 p'r).

W. Lundy A 17 23 8

C. Hadley B 18 IS 16

.v. Norman B 17 19 12

W. Stevens A 17 21&17 IS

W. ilacdonald B IT 12 12

A. Hulme A IS 20
Fritz A 18 19

J. Ingham O 18 21
A. Edkins C 16 19

Dr. Ten Evck A 19 20
F. Hallford A 17 19

E. Springer A 16 21&20
W. Elv A 19 20
0. Macklem C 17 25
P. "Wakefield A 17 22
G. Vivian A 16 2a&20
.J. Douglas B 17 20
T. Sawden A 17 18

F. Hogarth B 18 21

On March sixteenth the trap-shooters had a
big time and for four hours the report of the gim
was continuous Most of the shooting was done
from the 18 and 19 yard mark, and, considering
the wind, some very creditable scores were made.
The three spoons donated by the club were won
by Buck, Black and Edkins. The complete scores

are as follows:

Shot at Broke
Dunk . .85 74
Ely 85 72
Ingham .75 58
Norman 75 59
Ward 75 52
Sawden 60 45
O. Macklem 60 43
Douglas 60 38
Liuidv 55 40

Ten Eyck .50 46
Black .50 45
Jennings 50 44
Stevens 50 42
Edkins 50 39
Hulme 50 39
Scheibe 50 39
Wakefield 50 36
Hadley 50 30
Macdonald 50 26
Halford 35 28
Shepherd 35 23
Buck 25 23
Springer 25 22
\'an Duzer 25 22
\\ells 25 21
Hogarth 25 19
Fritz 25 19
Tomlin 25 17

G. Macklem 10 6

At the conclusion of the regular sho>?t, doubles
were indulged in, with Stevens high gun. Scores:

Shot at Broke
Stevens
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The Cushion Frame
Makes Rough Roads Smooth
Absorbs the shock. Takes up the vibration. Completes the work

only begun by the pneumatic tire.

Can be had on any of the following famous makes
"MASSEY", "BRANTFORD", "PERFECT."

'CLEVELAND'

Send for the catalog of

any or all of these cele-

brated bicycles.

CANADA CYCLE
e. MOTOR CO.»

LII^ITED,

West Toronto.
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Balmy Beach Gun Club.

Saturday, February twenty-fourth, was visi-

tors' day at the Balmy Beach Gun Club, and
judging from the turnout one would think that
the older generation of this country was getting

younger. All of seventy-five were in attendance
from all over, and a good day's sport was spent.

The Club house was beautifully decorated for the
occasion under the watchful eye of 0. E. (Tiny)
McGaw. It is situated on Eastern Avenue, just

west of the Woodbine, and has a membership of

forty. The shoot is held every ,:>aturday, rain or

shine, sleet or snow, starting from December, and
ending the first of May. It is fine sport for the
tired business man, and anyone wishing to take
part will be made welcome. Scores:

Shot at Broke
W. H. Joselin 105 97
G. Mason, New York 45 34

G. Dunk 65 64
H. Hirons 55 44
H. J. Trimble 120 115
W. R. Draper 50 36
E. R. Pitcher 55 31
O. E. McGaw lOO 95
C. Thompson 115 105
T. D. McGaw 100 95
Alf. Shrubb 80 38
E. March 100 83
W. Lowe 55 40
P. J. Boothe 70 57
J. G. Shaw 70 58
0. J. Smillie 65 51
H. Harrison 50 38
J. Boothe 50 28
G. Dixon 45 39
C. H. Smith 60 56
W. H. Scott 20 13
J. E. Murphy 25 21

A. Cox 30 22
C. S. Watson 60 57
G. Vivian 35 34
E. Springer 35 30
W. Brunswick 60 50
J. Saunders 20 12

W. Hendley 20 8

A. M. Bond 30 26
F. Foster 25 12
B. Cleveland 25 14

The Canadian Indians took the Balmy Beach
Gun Club into camp on March second, in a match
shoot between them and all comers. The Redmen
won by 42 birds, the score being—Indians 806;
Allcomers, 764 for nineteen men a side. After
this match the regular shoot took place, with
most of the Redmen staying to see George Dunk
perform a few stunts with his new gun. He was
successful in getting two 25"s straight. It was a
fine day, and a good turnout of old shooters was
on hand. The scores:

—

Shot at ilroke

W. Seager 70 54
A. E. Millington 60 56
E. Marsh 85 73
W. H. Joselin 85 72
G. Vivian 60 53

M. Singer 85 65

F. W. Lyonde 70
George Dunk 85
M. Spragge 85
H. J. Trimble 60
C. Thompson 85
P. Wakefield 60
0. E. McGaw 85
W. McAdam 60
F. W. Watson 85
G. Pickering 60
T. D. McGaw 60
E. Pringle 60
G. Parker 50
A. Wolf 50
W. Fenton 50
G. Wolf 50
G Barber 25
W. Ely 75
J. Douglas 50

A. Devins 50

C. A. Davis 50
C. S. Watson 75

F. I. Fox 75
W Scheibe 50

G. W. Ward 50
T. Duff 50
H. Harris 50
C. Dixon 35

W. Lowe 50

J. A. Shaw 50

A. Haywood . .» 75

J. Jennings 75

J. Hooev 50

G. Mack'lem 25

F. Mathews 50

.J. Logan , 25

Dr. Ten Eyck 25

J. Boothe 35

A. M. Bond 25

54
80
74
46
73

49
61
50
60
51

56
48
37
39
45
34

14

66
27

31

36
48
46
35
40
45
41

18

45
45
70
71
45
16

42

21

21

28
16

The regular weekly shoot was held on ilarch

ninth. The day was fine and a good turnout of

members and friends were on hand, and some good
scores made. The scores:—

Shot at Broke
W. Seager 75 59

H. J. Trimble 85 78

W. H. Joselin 105 94

P. .J. Boothe 45 38

J. G. Shaw 60 54

S. A. Davis 45 38

L. H. Hillary 70 53

F W. Lvonde 45 38

Alf. Shrubb 65 42

J. C. Brown 65 56

J. H. Sutton 25 18

J. A. Cotton 25 14

G. Barber '.

. 30 25

W. H. aitler 95 92

M. Rosenthal 65 44

C. S. Watson 90 87

F. S. Fox 70 49

A. M. Bond 20 16

C D. Ten Eyck 55 45

G. H. Smith 60 46

A. E. Craig 45 41

W. H. Bucke 20 15

T Forde 25 16
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Simplex Giins

= The Tobin Gun
A well made satisfactory firearm that gives

the best account of itself and is everywhere
recognized of superior quality.

You want the best article obtainable. We have
a staff of the most skilled workmen and the best

machinery to produce it.

Strong Shooting

Fine Finish

Simple Construction

Reliable

Absolutely Guaranteed

Send for Catalogue 211

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Woodstock, Ontario.

S
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March sixteenth at tlie Balmy Beach Gun Club
was a big day, no less than 42 shooters taking
part. Fred W. Watson of the Hamilton Gun
Club arrived at 3 p.m. with his 18 shooters and
took the local club into camp. Out of 450 birds

they won out by 14. Hamilton, 366; Beach, 352.

Unfortunately a few of the Beach team lost their

shooting eye. For instance, H. Trimble only got

10 out of 25. He has been getting an average of

80 per cent, all season. However, the boys had a

chance to look over the great George Beattie, and
the way he performed at a strange trap should
warrant him a place on the Olympia team. Out
of 100 shot at he broke 98. Scores:

P. J. Boothe
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Write to-day for folder

describing

LEFEVER

SINGLE

TRIGGER
It absolutely cannot be doubled

or balked. It is the simplest

trigger made. Guaranteed for

five years. It's what the whole

shooting world has been waiting

for. Also ask us to send you

one of our beautiful art catalogs.

LCfEVER
ARM» CO.

8yracu»e, N. Y.,IJ.8.A.

20 MALTBIE ST.

Free

The Ideal Hand Book
New Edition—160 Pages—Just Out.

Shows in detail the enormous saving by hand
loading and reloading your cartridges; factory

.32-40 High Power cartridges cost

$.34.20 per 1000; hand
loaded, buying new
primed shells, etc.,

$2(i.0t) per 1000; re-

loaded, only $13.40

per 1000 (you save
$20.74). 1000 .32-40

smokeless S. R. fac-

tory cartridges cost $25.20; by reloading you
can have lOOO short range loads for $3.80.

It pays to reload.

The Ideal Hand Book contains full information
regarding powders, bullets, primers and reloading
tools for all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun am-
munition, tells how to measure powders accurately,
and gives information on everything relating to

loading and reloading of ammunition.
It lists hand-cast bullets; tells all about gas-check

bullets (which take the place of metal-jacketed bul-

lets, giving increased accuracy with less wear of
barrel); gives tables of shotgun or smooth-bore
gauges; round ball for shotguns; tables of velocity,

penetration, etc. ; twists in rifling in rifle barrels

made by the various arms companies; tells how to

find the twist in any rifle barrel; tables reducing
drams to grains, tables of powders, primers, etc.

160 pages of information every shooterneeds; sent

free to any shooter for three stamps postage by

T^ff 7/^JU^ln /irecwmsCo,
67 WILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Danid's Patent Concentric

sight.

BIG GAME calls for a goud tjun

"j.in=One" keeps any
gun good—oils trigger.

lock, action perfectly—cuts out
all residue of black or smokeless
powder—keeps all metal parts
bright and free from rust . Gen-
erous samDle free. Write to

Sisht

As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Note the clear
cut, beautiful deffin-
a ti on. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in
the way of the tang

mail $2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

Chas. Daniel
Melbourne, Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3
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Ben Pears 16 40 20

George Vivian 18 30 26

C. Mougenel 10 26 18

J. Monkman 16 20 19

C. Beare 20 20 18

J. Lawson 17 20 13

W. McKenzie 17 20 9

The National Gun Club held the president and

vice-president shoot for supper on March ninth.

There was a large attendance of members on hand
when some twelve or thirteen hundred birds were

shot at. Brunswick leads again with 25 straight.

In the shoot-otf he got 53 out of 55. Standing at

21 yards, where he did some remarkable shooting,

he won six first prizes and one second prize out of

the last eight shoots. The scores for President^

Mr. J. Lawson were 251, and for the Vice-Presi-

dent, Mr. C. Bear, 250, winning by eight birds.

The scores for the day were as follows:

Shot at Broke

W. Hayward 75 66

iN. Smedley 75 53

J. Harrison 70 51

C B. Harrison 60 60

C. Mougenel 55 47

T. Woodburn 55 27

George Vivian 50 43

E. C. Coath 50 43

L. Springer 50 43

C. McKenzie 45 37

H. Usher 45 36

W. Taylor 45 36

Ben Pears 45 33

L. Limpert 45 31

F. Stanley 45 31

McKeand, sr 45 29

C. Beare 35 31

J. Lawson 35 25

C. Moore 35 25

L. Brooker 35 27

Geo. Wallace 35 23

J. Turner 35 21

J. Dean 35 19

K. Gould ; 25 21

F Peacock 25 23

R. Beare 25 19

C Beare 20

J. Lawson 17

W. McKenzie 17

20
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Sure Fire

Accuracy
Penetration

The World's
Record Holders
J?em/ngtonrUMC .22 cal.

cartridges have broken
two records in two years.

The present world s 100-shot galler>' record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22"s.

They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.

PemingtonrUMC .22s are made, too, with hollow point bullets. This

increases their shocking and killing power.
Look lor the red ball on ever>- box you buy.

21 shorts .22 longs .22 long Rifle Black, smokeless and Lesmok powders.

Remington-UMC~the perfect shooting combination.

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALUC CARTRIDGE CO., 299 Broadway. New York City

The RemiQilon-l'MC cubs make t

NEW LYMAN WINDGUAGE
RECEIVER SIGHT
Patented Aug. 29th, 1905

NOW ACCOMPUSHED FOR THE

Ross Rifles

PRICE S8.00 TAP AND DRILL SOc

Send for Catalogue

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation,

Middlefield, Conn , U. S. A.

Mr. Trout ! YouVe IT
"It's 'all over v.\\en I get these nippers on you,

You for camp and the frying pan."

They're light, weigh 4 ounces, spread 5 inches.

Carried in pocket or on rubber band. Convenient
—always open—controlled by one hand—close "in

a wink.'' Can't open till you release them.

MARBLE'S TROUT NIPPERS
are away ahead of anything j'et presented. They
hold trout up to 2% lbs. Action of jaws is posi-

tive; they hang on like a vise. Fish is forced

against projections in throat of nippers and is

held secure despite writhings and twistings. Nip-

pers are heavily nickled and resist rust. Spread

j inches; length 9 inches. Price $1.50.

See your dealer.
Sample Nitro-
Solvent Oil for

his name. Send
for catalog of

Marble's 60 Out-
ing Specialties.

All guaranteed.
Knovc about oui
"Game - Getter"
Gun '?"

MARBLE ARMS

& MFC. CO

581 Delta Ave.,

Gladstone, Mich.
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J. Machoff 25
R. Montgomery 2o
A. De Rome .

' 25

19 .
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RALLISTITFm^ A PERFECT ba
"DENSE" SMOKELESS POWDER

FOR FIELD AND

TRAP SHOOTERS

Ballistite is a perfect "dense" smokeless powder for Shotguns. It has a
moderate recoil which commends it to all shooters. Shoots clean, no un-
burned grains to "blow back." Age does not affect its shooting qualities,

which are further enhanced by its waterproof characteristics.

In addition to these essentials of a sporting powder, IS THE GUARAN-
TEE OF QUALITY WHICH IS ASSURED TO EVERY PURCHASER
of Ballistite Smokeless Powder. no years as powder makers enables us to

combine practical experience and materials in a manner to insure the produc-
tion being exactly as required and of uniform quality. Ask your Dealer
for shells loaded with Ballistite.

Send for Ballistite Booklet No. 59 showing proper loads for various game.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company,
PIONEER POWDER MAKERS OF AMERICA

Established 1802 Wilmingrton, Del.

OUTFITTERS
Campers — Surveyors — Pros-

pectors, Etc., Etc.

We Carry a Complete Stock of

OUTFITTER REQUIREMENTS
TENTS
BLANKETS
DUNNAGE BAGS
PACK SACKS
SAMPLE BAGS
RUBBER SHEETS

BOATS
CANOES
SAILS
FLAGS
HARDWARE
COMPASSES

OILED & CANVAS CLOTHING

CUNS
AMMUNITION
FISHING TACKLE
NETS
FOLDING STOVES
FOLDING FURNITURE
LARRICANS, ETC., ETC.

WRITE US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS
EVERYTHING IN CANVAS

THBD.PIKEG2LiMim
123 Kino St. E.,

TOROlfTO.
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J. Gorman, 40. This Club is open to arrange

competition with neighboring clubs.

Winchester Gun Club.

The shoot of the Winchester Gun Club was held

on JIarch second. Oilman, a new man at the

game, did some splendid shooting, tieing with

Freeman and N. Long. Scores:

F. Baxter 60 36

K. F. Oilman 60 49

X. Long GO 49

.J. Dillon .50 35

C. Freeman 60 49

I. Smith 25 19

Hunt . 15 10

.T. Smith ... 35 18

L. Long 10 3

R. N. Hall 25 20

GOOD SHOOTING AT GALT.

The Gun Club held their weekly shoot on March
second at the club's ranges on Hogg's Flats. The
following were the scores out of a possible 25:—
W. Marshall, 21; H. Neylands, 19; W. Clark, 18;

F. Despond, 16; G. Evans, 15: H. Teet, 15; A.

Watson, 15; A. O. Heriott, 13; E. Clark, 13; J^.

Hawley 12; A. Hawley, 10; W. Fairlcss, 10; M.
Smith," 10; H. D. Sherwood, 9; J. Gibson, 9; J.

Clark, 6.

SHOOTING AT KINGSTON.

The weekly shoot of the Kingston Gun Club
was held March sixth. As some of the members
were shooting at the Thousand Island Gun
Club's grounds at Gananoque, onh- four of the

members shot, with the following scores out of a

possible 25—E. Ashley. 19; E. Webster, 14; L.

Robinson, 14; J. Janell, 12. The members who
were at Gananoque were highly pleased with
their visit. Thov were royally entertained.

THE COLLINGWOOD CLUB.

The Collingwood Gun Club had their first shoot

on March 1st, when the following took part.

Scores:

—

Shot at Broke
H. Langrill 25 18

W. Swain 25 17

H. Storev 25 17

IT. Layers 25 16

J. Jardine 25 14

W. Courts 20 11

R. Pickering 15 8

In place of meeting at the golf grounds, as in

former years the shoot took place from the ice

in front of Watts' boathouse.

Reorganization Meeting of Sombra Gun Club.

A meeting of the Sombra Gun Club was held in

Davis' Hall on March 16th, when the club was
reorganized, a form of rules and regulations draft-

ed, and the following ofHcers elected for the en-

suing year:

—

President—Capt. G. F. Burnham.
Vice-President—D. Davis.

Secretary—S. Helmer.
Treasurer—J. P. Smith.
Field Captain—Jas. Stover.

The Club leased Davis' Hall for club rooms,
which will be open all day and part of the even-

ing to members only It starts off with a mem-
bership of 26, and anyone, altliough not an ex-

pert with the gun can become a member by pay-
ing a small initiation fee. This is good sport, and
there ought to be a large number of names on the

roll before many weeks. The club has many
good shots, and after a few matches with outside

clubs will make a name for itself among the trap
experts of the country.

BLUE ROCK SHOOT
The Sombra Gun Club held a match shoot

Tuesday, the prize being a valuable gun case pre-

sented by Zimmerman Bros., of Marine City, which
was won by Mr. Chas. Cattanach. The score:—
Chas. Cattanach 22
Con Shea 51

Jas. Stover 20

Geo. Burnham 19

.J. P. Smith 15

Carl Mitchell T 15

Herb Dupuis 14

W. Helmer 14

J. Thompson 13

Jas JIurphy 5

A GOOD SHOOT AT CALGARY.

The Calgary Gun Club held a practice shoot on

Feb. 24th. The shoot was well attended by the

old members and tyros and some good scores were
made considering that this was the first shoot

held since Christmas.
A. Huddell (President) was high man with 43

out of 50 shot at. Mcl^ren and iJowlert tied for

second honors, having broken 41 birds each.

The scores were as follows:—
Shot at Broke

A. Huddell 50 43

Leo Dowler 50 41

Ben McLaren 50 41

F. C. Johnston 50 40
O. D. Louden 50 33

Bert Monteith 50 32

F. Xancarrow •. . . '50 32

Bob. Bone 50 2>7

D. J. McKay 50 2«

J. Neilson .' 25 11

Ed. Grice 50 20

Owing to business engagements A. K. Morrison,

R. G. Robinson, jjr. Gunn. H. Pride. E. Hall, L.

Orr, Alex. Martin, H. C. Andrew, Mr. Libby and
others of the club's best shots were unable to at-

tend.

There was a large turnout to the Saturday af-

ternoon shoot on March second. Members to the
number of thirty or more with their friends took
advantage of the nice weather and although no
records were broKen the shooting was fair and
everyone had a good time.
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The True Sportsman

Wants the Best Rifle Made

The Ross "High Velocity"

leads in all rifle

essentials.

-^^-r--^??^

The possession of

a Ross High

Velocity is a

matter

of

pride and its use

a matter of

enjoyment.

Price $70.00.

Other Ross Rifles

from $25 up.

ROSS RIFLE CO., QUEBEC, P. Q.
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The unsteady wind made some of i^e targets

very difficult to hit ana even the older members
were not shooting up to their average.

The scores were as follows:
Shot at Broke

H. Mven 30 25

A. Huddell 75 65

Ben. .McLaren 75 61

L. Dowler 50 34

L Orr 25 15

Dr. Steadnian 100 68

Ed. Grice 50 34

J. Neilson 50 25

K. Bowen 50 30

T. Bruce 50 23

B. Bowden 50 22

F. T. Phipps 50 12

Mr. Rcvine 50 22

B. Monteith 50 28

O. D. Louden 50 37

O. B. Goodwin 50 36

Mr. Bryson 25 17

The Saturday afternoon Visitors' Shoot is

proving very popular and will be continued

throughout the season.

The Club has a good sport and live member in

the person of .J. M. O'Rourke, who although just

recovering from a serious illness attended the

shoot and worked hard to make it a success.

REORGANIZATION AT PINCHER CREEK,
ALTA.

The Pincher Creek Gun Club held a successful

reorganization meeting on February twenty-sec-

ond, when the following officers were elected:

President, R. Harris.

Vice-President, Dr. Wright.
Secretary-Treasurer, W. H. LTpton.

Captain, F. W. Lindsay.

Committee: E. Fowler, R. Ormand and J.

Perrier.

SHOOTING AT MERRIT, B.C.

The llerrit Gun Club has been reorganized

with a membership of seventeen and the follow-

ing officers:

President, B. Browitt.

Vice-President, H. Priest.

Secretary -Treasurer, T. B. Phillips.

Mr. Phillips resigned his office and was suc-

ceeded by ilr. G. F. Harrison a former resident

of Toronto, where he was prominent in trap

shooting being a member of the Kiverdale and
later of the National Gun Clubs.

At a winter prize shoot of the Club, when the

thermometer registered sixteen below and it was
a difficult matter to handle guns the following

scores were made:
Event No. 1—10 targets. Class A.—Charles

Graham (17) 8; H. Priest (18) 7; G. F. Harrison

(19) 7; and H. Grey (18) 6.

Tie shoot, miss and out, wen bv H. Priest on

the fifth bird.

Event No. 1—10 targets. Class A.—Charles

son (15) 5; J. Wade (17) 7; T. B. Phillips (15) 6;

S Hvland (16) 5; William Mclntyre (17) 5.

Event No. 2—10 targets—Class A.—C. Graham
(17) 10; H. Grey (18) 9; G. F. Harrison (19) 8;

H. Priest (18) 8.

Tie shoot of miss and out won by G. F. Harri-

son on the third bird.

Event No. 2—10 targets—Class B.—J. Vv^ade, 9;

C. Stephenson, 8; T. B. Phillips, 8; S. HyUnd, 6;

and William Mclntyre, 6.

Live Bird Event—Ten birds.—G. Harrison, 10;

C. Stephenson, S; C. Graham, 7; H. Greig, 7; J.

Wade, 7; H. Priest, 7; S. Hyland, 6; T. B. Phil-

lips_ 5; and William Mclntyre, 5.

Event No. 3—15 targets—Open to all.—H.

Priest (19) 12; C. Stephenson (15) 7; J. Wade
(17) S; G. F. Harrison (21) 13; H. Greig (20) 14;

T. B. Phillips (15) 8; and C. Graham (20) 11.

The prizes, which consisted of a fine array of

useful and fancy articles were contributed by a

few gentlemen friends, merchants of the city and
the club members.

THE RIFLE.

Success of the Midland Club.

Midland Rifle Club has again been successful in

two shoots with WyeBridge Rifle Club for a

silver cup. Midland winning it with eleven hun-

dred points over WyeBridge., Dunn, being high

man in both events with his Stevens, using Do-

minion shells, making a score of 900 out of a

possible 100 each time.

^Vhat a mighty "draught of fishes" it would be

that included all the "big" fellows that got away
because no adequate means were at hand to land

'em!

It's a severe strain on one's vocabulary to wait

and work for hours then

—

Well—here's how to avoid that disagreeable

ending, says the Marble Arms Mfg. Co. "Get one
of the new Marble Trout Nippers and be forearm-

ed. They weigh but 4 ounces. Spread 5 inches;

length 9 inches. They are carried in pocket or

on rubber band. Controlled by one hand; close

"in a wink'" and hang on like a bull terrier. They
tear neither clothing nor fish. The action is posi-

tive, direct and immediate. The fish is forced

upwards against the two projections at throat of

nippers and held securely. They are heavily

nickled and do not rust. Fishermen get enthus-

iastic over their handy, always-ready nippers be-

cause they '"come to the rescue" mighty quick

when a "beautv " is liable to snap your line.

Write the Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., 581 Delta

Ave., Gladstone, Michigan, for full description,

mentioning Rod and Gun. Dealers sell these

nippers for $1.50.

The \A'onder Manufacturing Co. of Syracuse,

N.Y., manufacturers of Marine and Stationary

Gasoline Engines, Lighting outfits. Motor Boats,

etc.. were responsible for an output of nearly six

hundred engines last year and of this number it

is interesting to note that about one-third were
shipped to Canada. This year they are building

a line of single cylinder heavy duty engines and
a 6 h.p. and 10 h.p. and also are equipping all

their outfits with water cool ignition, without
extra charge.
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We Pay the Freight

DURING APRIL
In order to relieve our shipping dept. as much as possible, from the great May and June

rush of rowboat orders we have decided to make you this offer:

Send us your rowboat order now, and we will pay the freight to any railway station in

Ontario during the month of April. By doing so you will save the transportation charges.

You will do us a good turn. And you will have your boat ready to slip in the water the

first warm day.

Our rowboats are staunchly built of clear Ontario white cedar and straight-grained

white oak. Durable, yet light in weight. Designed on easy-rowing lines. Beautifully

finished throughout.

Here are the direct-from-factory cash prices:

16 ft. X 3 ft. 9 in. x 14^ in. Copper nailed $50.00.

16 ft. X 3 ft. 9 in. x 14^ in. Tinned nailed $45.00.

Weight of above boats, 130 lbs.

14 ft. X 3 ft. 6 in. x 14 in. Copper-nailed $43.00

14 ft. X 3 ft. 6 in. x 14 in. Tinned nailed $41.00.

Weight of above boats, 120 lbs.

Georgian Bay Special Shoal Row Boat, 16 ft. x 3 ft. 10 in. x 16^ in. Copper-nailed $60.00.

Get your order in early. Save the freight.

Dept. 124 The Gidley Boat Co.
PENETANG, ONT. Limited

''The Penetang Line'' Launches, Rowboats and Canoes
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Lakefield Motorcraft

A LAKEFIELD FAMILY LAUNCH

A Complete Launch for
HULL, CLEAR CYPRESS

OAK TRIMMED $175
ENGINE 2i/i H. P.

STANDARD MAKE

ENGINE AND HULL GUARANTEED

Specially adapted for fishing and camping. Will seat six comfortably. Speed

over seven miles an hour. Staunch in any sea.

The Best Launch Value Ever OfTered

The Lakefield 22 foot Runabout and the Lakefield Family Launch, 28
feet, equipped with any make of engine desired are the best boats of their class.

Lakefield Launches are built with the same care and attention that for sixty

years have made Lakefield Canoes the standard of the world.

Here is one of our models, a

Lakefield Canuck
Canoe

The Most Popular Canadian Canoe

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO

THE LAKEriELO CANOE COMPANY, LTO.
( Contra.ctors to the British Admiralty )

J

LAKEFIELD, CANADA,
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BALDWIN CAMP LAMP
The handiest device ever made for fish-

ermen. A g^-eat lure for fish. Casting
at night easy as day. Fine for giginj;.

Concentrated circle of light upon fish.

no light in your eyes.

Bums acetylene. 14-candle power,
can't blow out, no glass, oil, wick or

breaiable parts. Absolutely safe, each
lamp gTiaranteed perfect. Clean,

simple. Can be made ready in the dark.

Carried in cap or belt leaves both
hands free for rod, gun or knife. Oau
be carried in hand, set upon a bos or

hung upon a tree.

Height 3% inches, weight ready for

use 6 ounces.

IDEAL LAMP FOR
CAMPING i^~ HUNTING CANOEING

TRAPPING FISHING DRIVING
It cheers the camp at night, makes

reading and writing possible. Safely

packed, no kerosene in '

' duffle.
'

'

On the water, motor boats see you.

Picks out sunken rocks, and snags, finds

landing spots. Light always just where
you are looking,—both hands free.

Coon and Possum hunters use it to
'

' shine '

' eyes of game. Finds turkies

in highest trees. Makes forest trails

safe as day.

Safety on Night Koads. Saves you
from being run down or driving into

ditches.

For Sale at leading Hardware
and Sporting Goods Stores or

sent prepaid upon receipt of
price.

Brass $1.00
Polished Nickel with hinged

handles $1..")0

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK

JOHNj SIMMONS COTi
19 Franklin St., - - New York Citv.

310 Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal. Can.

t

THE PIPE OF
QUALITY

Every pipe smoker knows the joy of a cool. swc«t
pipe, and those who are experienced prefer the
-weet briar pipe to anything else in the world. Our
H. B. B. Special London Made Briar Pipes are of
the best quality selected briar, highest grade work-
manship, and give the utmost satisfaction to the
most fastidious smoker.

SEND FOR INTERESTING BOOBXET
on the History of Smoking.

Dept. R.

THE HEYES BROS., LIMITED
TORONTO, ONT.

"Flying Water Witch" Bait
We are at the front a^ain with the very latest

invention in Baits for TROUT. BASS and LONGE.

(Made in sizes 2 in.. 2!4 in., 3 in.)

The Lure of All Lures
The "Flying Water Witi;h" Bait is a deadly lure

for Trout, Salmon, Pike. &c., and suitable for
River. Sea or Lake. It is composed of a series of
graduated metal balls with flanges, each a separ-
ate unit, which spin independently, revolving on a
single metal bar running right through the centre
of the bait, and when dnwn through the water
whilst spinning gives the most attractive Bait ever
put into water. It makes the Fish fairly wild to
see this Bait with five Flanges all spinning at the
same time in the water being equal to five ordinary
Baits.

AILCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD CO., Limited
Fishing Tackle Minufacturers

78 Bay Street, TORONTO, Ont.

and REDDITCH, England.
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RECREATION'S BIG FOUR
APRIL MAY JUNE • • • JULY

These four numbers of RECREATION are popularly known
as the "Big Four." They contain just the sort of informa-

tion desired by those who are interested in fishing, hunt-
ing, canoeing, motorboating, camping, and other delights

of the outdoor season ^::=

RECBEATON

It

RECREATION for April will make an>

outdoor man glad with its varietj- of interest-

ing matter and superb illustrations. Mere arc

just a few of the good things in the April

number

:

"How TO Live Coiifortably in a Tent,"'

with photographs and description of the best

tent for a permanent family camp. "Tm:
Leetle Cabaxe" is a story of a stone recrea-

tion cabin built at a cost of less than S50. Illus-

trated with pen and ink drawings and with

plans. "A JklississiPPi Cruise" tells about the

building of a boat used for a family home on
a cruise from St. Paul to New Orleans.

"Transcontinextal Automobile Touring."
Illustrated with photos of a trip from New
York to Los Angeles. "Sprixg Fishixg at
Sei!.\go." a story of fishing for the famous
land-locked salmon when the ice goes out.

"Aeroplanixg Unawares." An experience

of the runaway sort with an untried aeroplane

in a young blizzard. "The Dinner-Plate Shoot." An innovation in long

range revolver and rifle target shooting, cheap porcelain dinner plates being used

for the targets. "Week-Exd Walks of the Sierr \ Club." "Public Shoot-
ing Grounds."

Then there are a dozen and one other articles, each full of information

and human interest, and most of them copiously illustrated.

The May, June and Julv numbers will be wonderfully good: they are the

great vacation numbers which everv outdoor man should read.

OUR "JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED" OFFER
Wd want you to know RECREATION, and offer you an opportunity

to get acquainted at sn^all expense. RECREATION is 25 cents a

copy, but we will mail you the BIG FOUR—April, May, June and
July numbers—as published, for only 50 cents. If to Canada, 60 cents

RECREATION, 24 W. 39th St., New York
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Hotel Directory..

ALL CARS TRANSFER TO

"LA CORONA"
MONTREAL'S POPULAR WEST END HOTEL

453-463 Guy St.

LOOKING OUT ON MOUNT ROYAL
European Plan One-fifty per day upwards

Under N. Y. Management

PRINCE GEORGE
TORONTO, CANADA.

Magnificently Furnished.
Liberally Condact«4.

OolfllBe Uneicelled. Ooorteoos and Prompt Serrlce.

Baropean Plan, Amerlcail PlaA,

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor.

HOTEL LENOX
BVrFALO, ^. Y.

HIGHEST GRADE. IDEAL L0CAT1«I*, rimiPEOOF
EUROPEAN PLAN

SI. 50 per d»7 and ap.

31 aCIAL WEEKLY AND MONTHLY ATBB
3PBCIAL—Take public tailcab from 4ei>st to k«te( at

onr expenae. Instruct drlrer to cbarce scfTle« to Hotel
Lenox. No extra cbarge in betel rates.

Write for "Guide of Buffalo aad Niagara Falls." It

will be Bent wltb our compUoaeBta.

C A. MINER, Manacar

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
ABSOLCTJDLT IlKBPROOr

Cor. Adams ATanao aad Park Staaat.

Haa lane
CosTaatiaa Hal).

Grand Koaf
Oardea Gate.

Oar Calqae
Cr^Btal OttU.

Moalo 4.M to
12.00 P.M.

BeaatlfaUr and
Qslattr Bltaated

« Orand Clrou-

Park.

In tbe centre of tbe Theatre, Sbop^lag and
Baslness District. Senrlee anexceUed. Brvy room
with Bath.

European Plan. Rataa 11.50 pat day and of.

L. W. TTTLLEH, Propristar.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Chicago

In the heart of whole-

sale, retail and theatrical

district.

Fireproof Construction
SI. 00 and Up Per Day

Remodeled and refurnished at an

expense of over $150,000.

OPPOSITE LA SALLE
DEPOT

Cor. Clark & Van Buren Sts.,

ELMER C. PUFFER.
Managing Director.
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Compare the Tudhope
with higher-priced cars

OMPARE them on a value basis. There is more
real value in Tudhope Cars—more service, more
equipment, more refinement—than in any other

Car sold in Canada at the same price.

A broad statement ? We can prove it ; Tudhope
buyers save the customs duty on imported Cars
—35 per cent—$500 to $700 on the average car.

This saving is wholly effected by the elimi-

nation o( the duty, not by using cheaper
grades of material, nor the employment of
less expert workmanship, nor economizing in

the finish of the cars. The capacity of the

Tudhope factory and the modern machinery
with which it is equipped make it possible

f jr us to build cars at Orillia at just as low
cost as they can he built in the United States.

And just as good cars.

Compare a Tudhope 30-36 h.p. Car that

•ells for $1,625 with other cars that sell for

over $2,000.
The Tudhope at $1,625 has chrome-nickel

«teel transmission gears; long-stroke motor
vrith cylinders cast en bloc, getting maximum

power from the gasoline and allowing no waste
of power; double-drop frame, giving riding

comfort with high road clearance, and strength

without extra weight on tires; extra large

tires, lessening tire-near and jolting. Such
features as Continental Demountable Rims
and Bosch Dual Ignition System are not us-

ually found in any but high-priced cars. None
but the highe-pric d cars use chrome-nickel
steel to the same extent as the Tudhope.
Then there is the extra Tudhope equipment.
Besides the genuine mohair top and wind-
shield the purchaser of a Tudhope car gets a

speedometer, steel tool-box on the running-

board and an extra tire and rim in a water-
proof case.

Tudhope "Six" . . $2,150 Tudhope "30-36"
. $1,625

F.O.B. Orillia

Two Years' Guarantee—Elxtra Tire with Every Car

igi2 Catalogue on request.

The Car Ahead"

Branches at Toronto. Ont..

Hamilton. Ont., St, John.

N. B.. Winnipeg, Regina,

Saskatijn. Calgary. Swift

Current. Bra^d^n. Leth"

bridge. Vancouver.

The Tudhope Motor Company, Limited Orillia
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PIS'*

MGLAUGHLIN
MODEL "43" $2,350 F. O. B. OSHAWA

The automobilist who delights in a motor that hums a steady though
quiet tune—that is responsive to his controlling touch—that seems to laugh
at hills and sandy roads—and who appreciates the little conveniences that add
to his comfort—the Self-Starter, the Complete Electric Light Plant, with
separate dynamo—such a man should inspect McLaughlin-Buick Model "43".

The 40 to 50 H.P. Buick motor provides ample reserve power for all

emergencies.

^ The dependability to the manufacturer is

more to be trusted than the cleverest ar-

guments of the salesman. That is why the
cautious purchaser of an autmobile places
more reliance on the reputation of the
McLaughlin Car and its makers than on the
the most glowing promises of a salesman,
however well they may be founded.

ff
Your future satisfaction demands that

your choice be a McLaughlin Buick.

OTHER MODELS.

AH prices f.o.b. Oshawa..

"28" Roadster $1,430
"29" Five-Passenger Touring Car . . $1,530
"34" Torpedo Roadster $1,150
"35" Five Passenger Touring Car.. $1,350
"43" Berline Limousine de Luxe.... $4,000

All above Top and Windshield Extra.

McLaughlin CARRIAGE GO.,

Oshawa, Ontario
LIMITED
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BROGKVILLE-ATLAS $2000
Fully Equipped F. O. B. Brockviiie

THE BROCKYILLE-ATLAS the advent of which has

been so anxiously awaited by the automobile world is

now ready for the market. It is the Car par excellence

for Canadians.

Built in Canada, by Canadians who for more than half a

century have handled and solved the most difficult transport-

;ation problems of the Dominion. Designed especially for Can-

ada by men who with their unparalled knowledge of conditions

Jiave made it the ideal car for the discriminating buyer of mod-

erate means as well as for those who desire a Model-de-Luxe.

BROCKVILLE ATLAS AUTO CO. LIMITED,
BROCKVILLE, ONTARIO.

I
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HUPMOBILE LONG-STEOKE "38" TOURING CAR, Jl.OOO
F.O.B. Windsor, including equipment of windshield, gas lamps and generator, oil lamps, tools

and horn. Three speeds forward and reverse; sliding gears. Four cylinder motor. 3% inch

bore X 5V; Inch stroke. Bosch magneto; 106-Inch wheelbase; 32 i 3% Inch tires. Color

—

Standard Rupmoblle blue.

"LONG STROKE" MEANS LONG STROKE IN THE NEW HUPMOBILE

We have always figured that it was the wisest kind of enlightened selfishness to give more
than the public expected.

Thus, only one motor in America has a longer stroke than the engine in the new Hup-
mobile "32".

And this car sells for several times the Hupmobile price of $1000.

The relation of stroke to bore in the new Hupmobile is the mean average of the best and
latest European practice ; and is positive assurance of greater pulling power.

The cylinders are cast en bloc ; the crankshaft, of special drop forged high carbon steel, is

equipped with three especially liberal bearings, instead of two ; the valves— all on one

side— are completely encased, oil-tight and dust-proof, yet instantly accessible.

Note these evidences of extra-generous construction, please, and compare them with other

cars at the Hupmobile price.

You will see in the engine and transmission unit a triumph of mechanical adaption, which
makes for increased efficiency and space economy.

The full-floating rear axle, in itself, places the Long-Stroke "32" in an exclusive class.

You can ascribe all these constructive advantages to the fact that the Hupmobile organ-

ization has always been held practicallv intact.

The chief engineer, E. A. Nelson, designed the original Hupmobile runabout—whose priority

in its own class has never been seriously disputed. The department heads, and the

skillfull workmen who have executed his designs, have remained with us in our pro-

gressive development.
We should be glad to send you 4} x 8J photogravures and full description of the handsome

Long-Stroke "32."

HUPP MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1271 Jefferson Ave , Detroit, Mich,
CANADIAN FACTORY—WINDSOR, ONT.

STANDARD 20 H.P. RUNABOUT, $850

F.O.B. Windsor, with same pawer plant that

tcMjk the world touriog car around the world
—1 cylinders. 20 h.p.. eliding gears, Bosch
magneto. Equipped with top, windshield,

cas lamps and generator, oil lamps, tools

and horn. Roadster—$950. Coupe—$1300.

• « •

A recent exhaustive report of the efficiency

of the Hupmobile Runabout in nearly a

year of army service is contained in a book-

let entitled "A Test of Service," which wq
will gladly send on request.
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Trappers, hunters or dealeri cannot afford to sell

their RAW FURS without having out prices,

sent free for the asking Write us to-day. We
want your shipments. We pay all express or mail

charges on shipments and remit promptly day
goods are received. Canada's Largest Dealer.

JOHN HALLAM, 111 Front St. East, TORONTO
FURS

FREE Rod
FOR 17 NEW SUBSCRIPriOl\i> TO

and Gun in Canada
A PAIR OF "WITCH ELK" HUNTING BOOTS

A prize worth any sportsman's winning.

Prem. Dept. W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publisher, ... Woodstoc'i Ont.

ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to mount

Expert Animal, Fish.

Game Head and

Bird Mounting
promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in

Moose Head Mounted by Edwin a'l Styles.

Dixon

Elk Head Mounted bv hUwin Dixou.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance
and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,
Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,
birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Toronto. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun ; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U, .S. A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST
MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO
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CANADIAN PACIFIC
The Muskoka Lakes and Islands of Georgian Bay

The Muskoka Lakes, 125 miles north of Toronto, on the Canadian PaciSc

Railway, and the Islands of Georgian Bay are ideal locations for a summer
vacation. These charming lakes and thousands of wooded islands are a veri-

table paradise for those who camp, fish, paddle, motor or sail.

Excellent hotels for those who prefer hotel life and a fleet of fast steamboats

running to all points of interest. No place on the American continent

offers so much to the summer vacationist.

Call or teod 2 ceots polta(e for booklet, "The Mukoka Lakej and Gcorftan Bay."

C. E. E. Usslier. Pass'r Traffic

MffT., Montreal, Can. ^ , _

T^ T^ WJ^ T^ Iiv Return for 2 New Subscriptions tor KIL,!!, j^^^ ^^^ Q^j^ jj^ Canada
Any ONE of the Following Desirable Articles

AN EVER-REDDY INK PENCIL. A SINGLE SHOT KING AIR RIFLE.

A COPY OF "RADFORD'S GARAGES AND HOW TO BUILD THEM. "

A SANITARY PIPE.

Prem. Dept. W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publisher, Woodstock, Ont.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
FIRE, THEFT, EXPLOSION, TRANSPORTATION—IN ONE POLICY

Columbia Insurance Companp, of Jersev Citg.

Geo. McMurrich & Sons, Toronto, Canadian General Agent

Anderson, Lunnep & Co., Regina,
Provincial Agents for Saskatchewan

Hornibrook, Whittemore <2 Allan, Calgary,
Provincial Agents for Alberta

Correspondence from agents and brokers solicited.
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1

SPECIALS.

FOR SALE—Good buUdiug sight on Lake Joseph. Splen-

did beach. Apply J. J. Harner, Gordon Bay. Ont. IT

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been Bsed. N. Austen, 25 Front
Street, B.. Toronto. tf

BROTHER accideutly discovered root will cure both to-

bacco habit and Indigestion. Gladly send particulars. J.

E. Stokes. Mohawk, Florida.

TRAPPERS—HUNTERS—Get this FREE Illustrated

Polder. Shows new method of skinndng game. Increases

the value of your furs. Cuts In half trouble of skinning.

Addreae: Kewanee Specialty Supply Co., Desk 22, Kewa-
nee, TlUnals, U. S. A.

FOR SALE—Fine pair Field Glasses, quick draw focus,

ruaeet leather case, best lenses, highest grade throughout,
$8.50. Seat on approval If deposit made with Rod and Gun.
Box Mc, Rod and Gun.

HUNTERS—A beautiful colored picture 16 x 20. "The
Challenge"—postpaid 20 cts. All different 3 for 60

—

seven for $1—twelve for $1.50. Thos. J. Mears, 1.148 La
Salle Ave., Chicago. 111.

WANTED, Live Canadian Mink. Must not be Injured In

any way. Also other wild animals. State sex and price.

F. W. Strother, 437 Sherbourne St.. Toronto. 2t.

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built and fitted ac-

cording to specifications at a considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Austen. 25 Front Street, E.,

Toronto. tf.

FOR SALE— I island in Georgian Bay containing 15.42
acres in front of Township of Carling near the mouth
of the Shebeshekong River, east of the Narrows. Island
would make n fine place for Gun Club. Finest of bass
fishing In summer and fine duck shooting in the fall. Ap-
ply for particulars. Wm. Laughorn, Hamilton, Ont.

TO ANGLERS ALL OVER THE DOMINION:—Dr. Henry
Gove of St. Andrews, N.B. will accept orders during the
present winter for tying flies. Dr. Grove can tie all kinds
of flies to the perfection of the art, particularly those
wliich imitate the natural insects of our rivers, having
made careful and life long study of the same. The
construction of these flies will be founded upon Ideas
which will appear in articles contributed by Dr. Gove to

the pages of Rod and Gun. In all cases if orders are not

first class in every respect money will be refunded. Ad
drese Dr. Henry Gove, St. Andrews, N. B. Nov. 5t

GUIDES—Two Yale undcrgradutes desire to guide hunting
or fishing parties for this summer in any part of Ontario,
British Columbia or Wisconsin. Have had five years' ex-

perience as guides In these territories. Rates reasonable,
references furnished. Write W. Seymour, 124 Prospect St.,

NVw Haven. Ct. IT

HUNTERS' LOOK! I want Live Foxes, any colors;

C-oona. Mink and Martens. Wire prices and sex to Jno.
Murray. BreAdalbane, P.E.I. 2T

Wanted—Live uninjured Mink, Marten, Otter, Dark
Bed Foxes for breeding. Nelson Waldron, Tyne Valley,
Prince Edward Island. M6T

FOR SALE—18 FOOT LAUNCH, well flnished. and com
plete with 5 H.P. engine. Speed eight miiles per hour.
Only used two months. Price $200.00. K. J. Carter,
Gaspe, Que.

Wesley Richards Ejector 12 gauge 7 lb. 10 oz., stock
IV[:, 2%. Choke average 236, 40 yards, absolutely new.
Price $110.00 or near offer. Charles Roswell Hammerless
Pigeon Gua, new, $65.00. English Double Express Rifle.
$75.00. Address Box 16, Swan Lake. Manitoba. It.

FOR SALE—One Winchester target rifle, special. One
Remington taf^et rlfie, special. One Double English
Express rifle, special. One Swiss Rifle, with 190 rounds
cartridges. Three Canoes. Two Camp stoves. Two Bear
Traps, Newhouse make. For full particulars apply to
-Tohn C. Fretton, Chesterville, Ont. 3t.

FOR SALE—Two islands and building lots at Baker

Lake, N.B.. the nicest and most convenient summer resort

on the Transcontinental Railway. Apply John Costigan.

Ottawa. Ont., or Edmunston. N.B. 4T

FOR SALE One 5 H.P. one cylinder, complete outfit,

never been out of crate. Price $104.50.

One 5 H.P. two cylinder, complete outfit and Baldrldee

reverse Gear. Only used two months. Price $149.50.

One direct current, 110 volt dynamo, 170 watts, almost

new, capacity of 15 to 20 eight candle power lights.

Highly suitable for yacht. Perfect co ndit Ion. Price

$41.00. Apply to K. J. Carter. Gaspe. Que.

E. F. R. Zoellner

INDUSTRIAL BROKER

1106 TEMPLE BLDG., TORONTO

Canadian Factories a Specialty

Locations Secured

Loans, Exemptions, Etc., Negotiated

Fresh Bait
Always

INCRESCENT BAIT BOX
for your outfit this season. Fast-

ens to your belt—just where
you can reach it easily and
keeps your bait alive even

on the hottest summer days.
Its strongly made — will last for

years — is extra big and roomy —
holds plenty of bait — is perforated and

has self-locking hinged cover. Ask your
dealer to show you this bait-box— or if ho

hasn't it — write us for free cstalog on
fishing tackle.

GUEDER. PAESCHKE & FREY CO.
109 3t. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, U. S. A.
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THE ENGINEykEFlNEMENTl

/inest boats t£a(/Yoat ^^

Engine Service

That Pays

FISHING SCHOONER '*TRIDENT'*
70 ft, X 13S fi.-6U H. P. Heavy Duty Sterling.

Owned by Neptune Packing Co..
Booth Bay Harbor. Me.

STERLING heavy duty engines are built to give constant

economical service in work boats or cniisers. How well they suc-

ceed owners can tell you.

BEFORE YOU BITY get real facts from the men who own them.

Profit hy their experience. "Write and we'll tell you who they are.

One of the New Ones
The long stroke. 25-35 H.P. heavy duty michine. Four cylinders,

5^2 inch bore, 8 inch stroke. The engine without an equal on the

market. The biggest proposition ever offered a yachtsman.

Here's Another
The 8 cylinder, 150 H. P. racing engine. Manganese bronze base,

three point suspension and many new improvements. Let us send

you complete specifications of these machines and tell you more

about them.

Sterling engines are built from 8 to 240 H.P.

STERLING ENGINE CO.
Power Plant for Schooner "Trident." 6 cylin-

ders—64 in. Bore—8 in. stroke.

1262 NIAGARA ST. BUTFALO. N. Y., U. S. A.

The Mark of Quality
RBCtAI UUS TTtADCnARK

This is the Quahty Stamp that appears on the majority

of Canoes, Skiffs and Motor Boats in this

country as well as abroad.

Because "PETERBOROUGH" Boats Have Been Right

We are satisfied with a smaller profit per boat than any other

company in the business because we are in the business to stay.

As to whether our boats show this we are willing to leave to the

public to decide. Our New Illustrated Catalogues Are Ready.

Peterborough Canoe Co. Limited, Peterborough, Canada. I
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steamer Waubic at Minnicogan ishene.

An Ideal Canadian Holiday

By Robert Wilson

NO country in this old world of ours,

possessing such vast tracts of ter-

ritory, is so happily endowed as

the Dominion of Canada. That
inherent love of the sea, which has been
transmitted to us through our forefathers,

whether we dwell in the exhilarating

Xorthland. or the balmy isles of the

Southern Pacific, is our joint inheritance.

One of the greatest deprivations suffered

by settlers and visitors to other lands, is

the absence of the pleasures and inspira-

tions derived from proximity to the

ocean. That these pleasures are a po-

tent factor in the lives of most of us, no
one will deny ; and their witlidrawal is

almost irreparable.

It is exactly in this direction that Can-

ada i.s unique. To the sea-lover, nature

manifests herself in her most generous
and most thoughtful of moods. Hardly
have we lost the flavor of t!ie ozone-
laden breezes of the ocean, than we are

confronted with the fact that a wondrous
provision has been made by a bountiful

Providence who, anticipating this defic-

ienc}' from the beginning of all things,

and that the scions of a sea-faring race

would inhabit these wild domains, be-

stowed upon them the coveted possession

ot the world's greatest inland seas.

The kingdom of Scotland, whose great-

est length and breadth are two hundred
and eighty-seven, and one hundred and
eighty-two miles respectively, with an
area of thirty-one thousand square miles,
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could be carefuly deposited in Superior,

the gfreatest of all land-locked lakes.

This, to Scotsmen unfamiliar with such

a prodigious disparit}', will appear incon-

ceivable
;
particularly when they have to

face the discouraging fact that their own
beloved Loch Lomond, '"sung in song and
famed in story," is the merest pigmy in

comparison. This latter, the '"Queen of

Scottish Lakes," measures but twenty-
four miles in length, seven miles in

breadth, and has an area of nothing more
than forty-five square miles, from which
it will be readily seen, her great Cana-
dian rival is nearly eight hundred times

as large.

These gigantic inland water-ways of

Canada, connected at the Soo by the larg-

est lock in the world, yet another instance

of the vastness of everything in this coun-
try, measuring one thousand feet in

length, are not only sailed b}' magnificent

liners, possessing an enormous capacity,

and replete with all the comforts of the

however, is done
The}' receive but

the majority of

This, most assur-

finest vessels afloat, but are also the higii-

way for innumerable ponderous freight

steamers which ply between all the great

Canadian and American cities on their

shores.

Xothing like justice,

to these mighty lakes,

scant attention from
dwellers in this land,

edly, is not what the}' are entitled to, for

Canada ofYers no more delightful holiday.

to those with a predilection for the sea.

than a voyage on the jjlacid waters of

her great lakes. Countless numbers of

Canadians, for some reason known only

to themselves, while complaining of the

tedium of the railway journey to the

west, refuse the temptation so generous-

ly presented by the alternative of the

steamers of the great lakes, which con-

vey passengers, amid an environment of

luxury, as far as Fort William.

The writer, speaking from considerable

experience in ocean travel, feels compel!-
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ed to pay a tribute to that lake-route con-

nected with the Grand Trunk Railway,
whose steamers ply between Fort Wil-
liam, Port Arthur and Sarnia. The
"Huronic,'' "Saronic," and the more
sumptuously appointed "Ham'onic" offer

all the comforts and luxuries of the most
perfectly equipped ocean liners. The
voyage through these inland lakes is

truly a delight, and surely, it behooves
those on holiday "bent," to give them
serious consideration.

There is ever an incomprehensible feel-

ing of delight inseparable from an ocean
voyage, which by virtue of Canada's
great lakes, is not denied the dwellers in

the interior of this land. It is not neces-

sary to draw upon our imagination, to

believe in very truth, we are ploughing
the majestic waters of the Atlantic, or

the silent depths of the loneh' Pacific,

as the log reels off mile after mile of

fresh water, in a manner worthy of emu-
lation bv manv of her salt-water rivals.

From the moment we embark at Sarnia
until we disembark at Fort Wil-
liam, ocean customs, ocean pursuits and
ocean amusements are ours. The
rhythmic throb of the leviathan engines
with their regular pulsations ; the pala-

tial saloon ; the allurements offered by a

superbly fitted and upholstered smoking
room ; the observation room, promenade
deck, and a host of other attractions in-

separable from ship-board life, appeal to

the vo}ager in a manner peculiarly their

own.

Monotony, together with dull care, are

left behind. Everything is bright as it

can be in this world: the life, perchance,
is novel, and despite the fact that we are

surrounded by hundreds of miles of fresh

water, there is a decided smack of the
ocean about the whole.

One has only to sit silently watchful
comfortably ensconced in a deck chair,

to observe the effect produced on the
worn and tired who have decided to

An Altrrnoon s Citi h ot Maskinonge at Parry Sound.
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avail themselves of a "Superior Outing.''

Every liour spent on these bracing wa-
ters, tells a silent tale, and it might be
truthfulh' stated that every passenger
bears eloquent testimony to their effi-

cac}'- in those insidious ailments which
are so hard to diagnose.

It is quite impossible to describe in a

brief sketch
;
probably impossible to de-

scribe in a succession of voluminous
sketches, the pleasures to be derived

from a sail on Canada's inland waters.

One thing is conspicuously absent, and
that is the artificial appetiser. Why court

an appetite, when under the influence of

the greatest of all appetisers, we eager-

ly await the sound of the bugle, and
measure time by the intervals between
meals? It is a good thing for the pas-

sengers that the Grand Trunk Railway, in

issuing tickets by these steamers, in-

clude meals, otherwise a heavy toll would
be exacted from all, at their terminal

point.

Let not the intending passenger be
hoodwinked into the belief that such a

voyage as this is fraught with the faint-

est suspicion of monotony. Nothing
could be further from the truth. If,

however, monotony consists of an in-

terminable repetition of varied incidents,

such as we are confronted with at every

hour of the day, what objection can we'
raise. This is exactly that which we de-

sire. This is exactly that which wej
came for. Incident, excitement, comfort,

pleasure, novelty, and the rest of the de-

sirable items, never absent from a lake

voyage, cause time to fly on swallow's

wings, making our voyage all too short,

our pleasures all too fleeting.

It is quite unnecessary to enquire of

the passenger alighting at Fort William
or Sarnia, how he enjoyed his holiday.

His face bears witness, even if it be only!

in the look of contumely and contempt!
he hurls at his less fortunate kinsmen in

the citv, whose harassed look and fur-
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rowed brow recall him once more to

the stern realities of life.

There is another route, however, pro-

viding equal enjoyment for that one who
is not altogether sure of those qualifica-

tions which are deemed to be of greater

or lesser importance in the general

"make up" of a sailor.

From many ports on the borderland of

Ontario's Highlands, excursions may be

made to a host of delightful resorts.

Connections are made by steamer with
Parry Sound, Midland, Meaford, Colling-

wood and Owen Sound, which embrace
the very heart of the world-famed Thir-

ty Thousand Islands, than which, there

is nothing more distinctly unique on the

continent of America.

If it be but little more than one hun-
dred miles from Penetang to Point au
Baril, there is, condensed into that dis-

tance, such a profusion of beauty and
loveliness, such a succession of verdant
slopes and tree-fringed islands, as may

be encountered in no other land on
earth. The visitor from far distant

scenes, stands mute in wonder, at the

glories here revealed. One is constrained

to think that some benign visitor from
the stellar regions, rudely surprised in

the distribution of his many charms in

the Highlands of Ontario, packed his

treasures too hastily, with the result

that in passing westwards, an abundance
of his heavenly gifts were reck'essly

showered about the coast.

Many foreign authors and writers

make allusion to the Thirty Thousand
Islands of the Georgian Bay, as well as

to the Thousand Islands of the St. Law-
rence ; thus indisputably testifying to

the impression made upon their nirnds

by these delightful resorts. Even Jules
Verne, the most descriptive of French
writers, speaks in no ungenerous way,
nor is he sparing in his praise of these
beauty spots.

This inland lake scenery, in and

Among the 30,000 Islands of the Georgian Bay.
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around the Georgian Bay, may indeed, terest, as would suffice for a whole con-

tor lack of a more descriptive designa- tinent. And this, if unexpressed is the

lion, be truthfully termed, incomparable, consensus of opinion of all who once be-

Go where you will. Nature in some come infected with the glamor of this

different humor is to be encountered in lake district.

this region, vet never is she tiresome or Tlie patriotic words of Wilfred Mills,

wanting in variation. The most exact- so admirably set to music by Laura G.

ing, leave these "islands of the blest," Lemon, and dedicated in a spirit of

with a set determination to renew their laudable loyalty to her "dear country-

acquaintance therewith, and at the men", come instinctively to mind:
earliest opportunitv make further ex- ^ ,. , . , . -, • , ,

. . Pure mooiuignt gleaming on wide inland sea,
plorations.

Pictures the home life most dear unto thee

:

There is as much scenery here, as Splendour of sunrise on peaks soaring high,

much charm, variety and surpassing in- Symbols thy glory in years drawing nigh.

"

IN PRAISE OF THE BASS.

BY. W. A. BEADLEY. B. A.

We've read in story of the briny deep,

Of sharks and whales, and serpents not a few,

We've met its monsters sometimes in our sleep.

And 'woke relieved to find it was not true.

We've sailed our rivers, and our inland seas,

And fished in many a stream and many a bay.
And greeted oft with joy the evening breeze,

That bore us homeward at the close of day.

We've listened to the tales that fishers told.

And noted how the fishes grew in size,

.\nd sometimes thou.ght that Ananias bold.

Was patron saint of those who cast the flies.

But while all this with reservation's said.

Of those who love this unsurpassing sport.

With emphasis the affirmation's made,
That fishing as a pastime, holds the fort.

Each fisher has his favorite, and he'll shout.

And strong affirm, that none can it surpass.

The pike, the 'lunge, the pickerel, or the trout,

But take them coinrades, I prefer the bass.

None can your expectations sooner wreck.
And his undaunted courage make you feel.

None makes the steel rod prouder arch its neck.

To listen to the music of the reel.

And when with net and pole you land him right.

And seek to free the deep engorged hook.
His dorsel spines will still keep up the fight,

And change from triumph to despair, your look.

Yet still we love him for the sport he gives,

And prize his flesh—done up in camper's style.

Recount his many virtues while he lives.

And plan new sallies on his haunts meanwhile.
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FINAL REPORT OF THE ONTARIO GAME AND
FISHERIES COMMISSION

1909-1911

To the Honourable John Morison Gibson,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Please Your Honour,—The iiiulei'sigiifd, appointed by

c-oiumissioii under the Great Seal of the Province, bearing date the seven-

teenth day of July, A.D. 1909, to make enquiries, take evidence, and
report generally upon all matters appertaining to the game fish, the

fisheries and the game of the Province of Ontario, which may injuriously

affect the same, and any methods possible to increase their economic and
other value to tlie masses of the people, begs leave herewith to submit his

final report.

The instructions accompanying the Commission direct that the in-

vestigation shall include the following particulars:

(1) The condition of the fisheries and game witliiu tlie Province of

Ontario and the adjacent waters, including:

(2) The advisability of establishing provincial fish hatcheries, in-

cluding the estimated cost of maintenance and construction, the best

methods of operation, and other matters relating thereto;

(3) The alleged existence of contracts between fishermen within the

Province of Ontario and foreign fish companies aud individuals, together

with the effect of such contracts (if any i upon the fisheries of Ontario;

(4) The matter of foreign fish companies and individuals encourag-
ing breaches of the law on the part of fishermen, and others resident in

Ontario

;

(5) The qualifications, conditions of service, skill, efficiency (physi-

cal and otherwise), desirable for fisheries and game officials;

(()) The condition of the present equipment of the Department, to-

gether with the additional requirements iii any) in this regard in the
matter of launches, boats, etc.

;

(7) The advisability of the co-operation by the officers of other
departments of the Government, and of other corporations, with the
officers of the Department of Game and Fisheries, in assisting in the
practical enforcement of the game laws and fisliery regulations;
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(8) Questions relating to the management of the public parks and

forest reserves, especially in so far as the tourist sportsman traUic is con-

cerned
;

([)) All matters and things relating to fish and game \\'hich may
assist in the efficient management of the Game and Fisheries Branch of

the public service in Ontario, or be of economic advantage to the Pro-

vince.

The Commercial Fisheries.

Depletion of the Fisheries.

It is hardly necessary for your Commissiuuer to call to your atten-

tion the fact that the commercial fisheries of the Great Lakes are rapidly

dwindling, for scarcely a week elapses but that the lamentable diminu-

tion in one or other of the once nourishing fishin^g areas is strikingly

recorded in the daily press. The grave significance of this state of affairs

is not yet fully appreciated by the general public, mainly for the reason

that, owing to conditions which will be hereinafter more fully discussed,

the citizens of Ontario have not been educated to the economic value to

themselves of the great fisheries lying at their very doors, or to the value

of fish food as a factor in the daily dietary. The population of the Pro-

vince, however, is rapidly increasing; the price of food rising higher and

higher; and it is impossible to conceive that the day can be very far dis-

tant when the citizens of Ontario will awaken from their present

lethargy, require from those in authority an accounting for the dissipa-

tion of their once splendid fisheries, and with no uncertain voice demand

that the most drastic measures be forthwith adopted to save for them

seh-es and for their children what is left of their fisheries, and, if pos

sible, to restore them to something of their former prolificness.

There are still living in the Province men who can well recall the

days wlien the waters of even Lake Ontario were literally teeming with

whitefish, and to anyone hearing or reading their accounts it must read-

ily occur that this magTiificent fish, had it only been properly conserved,

should have assumed in a populous Ontario the economic role of the

deep-sea herring in the English markets. What a high-class, wholesome

and, at the same time, cheap fish can mean to the welfare of the poorer

classes of a populous community can hardly be over-estimated, a fact

which can be attested to by anyone who has had experience of or even

visited the more crowded areas of any of the greater English cities.

As a food the whitefish is, in all probability, the superior of the

herring; the areas which it has inhabited are vast, and there can be little

doubt but that under wise regulation, even Avithout artificial assistance,

the annual crop of this most excellent fish sliould have been sufficient

to supply all the wants of the citizens of Ontario for a considerable time

to come, while at the same time yielding a fair margin for export trade.

That a neighboring nation should be consuming the great bulk of
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Outario's whitefisli, leaving but a small inargiu at a high figure for her

own citizens, will be discussed in a subsequent section; but the fact

remains, however, that the diminution in the annual catch of whitefish

has been so marked and persistent, in spite of increased and better appli-

ances, that it must be open to the gravest doubt whether, under the

present system of administration and regulation, the fisheries are not

being actually destroyed, instead of merely depleted, for it must be

remembered that to rehabilitate exhausted fisheries entails artificial

production on a large scale ; that artificial production on a large scale is

only possible when there is an abundant supply of parent fish, and that

the prolonged absence of schools of whitefish from certain of their former

habitats may result, under the adaptable laws of nature, in a transforma-

tion of conditions such as to render those watere no longer as suitable

for sustaining whitefish life.

In the Interim Eeport of this Commission reference was made to the

sworn testimony, given to former Commissions, in regard to the immense
quantities of whitefish that existed in the Great Lakes even forty and

fifty years ago, and amongst other instances was cited that of 90,000

whitefish having been landed on Wellington Beach in one single haul

of a net. What the average size of these fish may have been it is impos-

sible to tell, but it seems safe to assume that it cannot have been less

than approximately 2 lbs., thus making 180,000 lbs. of fish caught in a

few hours, witli a comparatively small amount of net, and with compara-

tively little effort or expense, in one tiny fraction of the whitefish area

of Lake Ontario. When it is realized that the whitefish area of the

Canadian portion of Lake Ontario is roughly one thousand foui- hundred
square miles, some idea of the vast quantities of fish that must have

existed in these waters can be gained, and the deplorable diminution

that has occurred is very vividly brought home by a compreliension of

the fact that, in spite of a steady increase in the quantity of nets used,

for the fifteen years. 1892-1906, the average yearly catcli for the whole

1,400 square miles of Lake Ontario's Provincial whitefish fisheries only

just exceeded 250,000 lbs. vStatistics are not available to show clearly

the exact percentage of decrease since the days when the whitefish were

so abundant, but. even if they were, it is doubtful whether they could

moi'e clearly emphasize the fact that it lias been colossal tlian the brief

comparison here made.

The decrease, however, far from having yet reached its limit, con-

tinues marked throughout almost all the whitefish areas of the Provin-

cial waters, as the following short tables will show, and it is this alarm-

ing state of affairs which so strengthens the belief, as almost to make it

a certainty, that unless stringent remedial measures are applied without

delay, the fisheries will be, not merely depleted, but irredeemably

destroyed.
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Caxadiax Waters of Lake Superior, 1892-1906.

Average yearly catch of whiteflsh :

1892-1896 1 . 123,000
1897-1901 591.000
1902-1906 462.000

CAXAniAX Waters of North Chaxxel axd Lake Hurox. excllsive of
Georgian Bay. 1892-1906.

Average yearly catch of whitefish:

1892-1896 1.657.000
1S96-190] 940.000
1902-1906 1 ,051 ,000

GEORGIAX Bay, 1892-1906.

Average yearly catch of whiteflsh

:

1892-1896 1 ,.535,000

1897-1901 450,000
1902-1906 423.000

Caxadiax Waters of Lake Oxtario. 1892-1906.

verage yearly catch of whiteflsh

:

1892-1896 291 ,000
1897-1901 245,000
1902-1906 238.000

111 dcaliiiii' witli lisliiiig stotistics it is always possible to jiainsay the

conclusions arriveil at from the comparison of any two particular years,

and in fact such comparison affords but a slender foundation on which

to base a sound argument owing to the fact that weather conditions and

other possible contingencies may greatly atl'ect the success of the fisher-

men in individual years. Indeed, on more than one occasion interested

parties have availed themselves of the opportunities afforded by such

comparison, when localized and restricted to two years, to proclaim

through the public press that the commercial fisheries of the Province

were still in a flourishing condition. A period of fifteen years, however,

eliminates to a .great extent this element of chance, and the averaging

of the catches in periods of five years enables a clear idea to be formed

of the extent of the loss or gain. It may, in fact, safely be said that out-

side of a few interested individuals whose desire for quick profit out-

weighs tlieir appreciation of truthfulness, no one with any knowledge of

the condition of the Canadian Great Lake fisheries to-day will deny that

a steady decrease is occurring which must, unless something is soon done

to prevent it, result in the complete exhaustion of the fisheries. The

following short paragraph from a Sault Ste. Marie journal of November

25th, 1910, well illustrates this fact

:

" Lake Superkir a Fishless Sea."

A despatch from Fort William says: " The catch of trout and white-

fish in Lake Superior has never been so light as in the season now clos-
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iug. The result of ;iii all days's trip with oue of the fish tugs is often

not more than 300 pounds of fish, which is not enough to pay operating

expenses. A half ton is considered an average catch on a single trip.

That Lake Superior, known as the abode of the finest whitefisli in the

world, is fast becoming a fisliless sea is a startling statement, but that is

what the fishermen assert. Fishermen have been doing less business

each year for some time. Tugs have been going farther and farther out

each succeeding season, and now nets are" set as much as five hours run

from shore, but even in these unfrequented waters there are few fish."

A'arious reasons have been advanced from time to time to account

for this decrease, some maintaining that the increased shipping on the

waters was largeh' responsible; and others that it was due mainly to the

pollution of spawning beds and feeding grounds owing to the sewage

poured into the lakes at various points and other deleterious matter car-

ried into them by streams and rivers boasting mills and manufactories

on their banks. Doubtless each of these causes has played its part, but

all the experts seem now to be agreed that without question the main

and outstanding reason has been and is over-fishing. With tliis view

your Commissioner is in entire accord.

In otiier departments of supply, such as domestic auinmls or plants,

measures can be taken to increase the production of any particular

species. Fresh land can be devoted to the purpose, new blood be intro-

duced, or quicker breeding varieties imported or grafted. But, in deal-

ing with fisheries, these channels of grappling adequately with the prob-

lem are closed for the reason that scientific knowledge of the life and
domain of the fishes is exceedingly limited, chiefly owing to the obvious

but greater difficulties that have been experienced in closely studying

submarine conditions, so that for practical purposes only those areas

already inhabited by any particular commercial fish are available for its

exploitation, and the effects of the importation of new blood or new
varieties are as yet so little understood as to be fraught with too much
danger to make it advisable to undertake the experiment. Consequently

to rehabilitate inland commercial fisheries exhausted through over-fish-

ing there would appear to remain but two possible methods, namely, (a)

by restrictive legislation, embracing alike the areas to be fished, the sea-

sons of fishing, size limits, methods of capture, and, finally, the disposal

of the fish when caught; {h) by artificial production, which in the sense

here used implies the collection of spawn in vast quantities fi^jm parent

fish on their natural sjaawning beds, its admixture, artificial incubation

and hatching of the spawn, and, finally, the placing of the enonnous
quantities of fry or fingerlings thus obtained in the waters to be re-

stocked.

The depletion of the fisheries of the Great Lakes has not been so

sudden an occurrence as to have escaped the notice of experts and others

interested in them on both sides of the boundary. Indeed the reverse

has been the case, and as a result of the control of these fisheries being
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vested iu luiruerous and more or less independent authorities, namely, the

Federal Government of the United States, the Governments of Indiana.
Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Xew York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wis-
consin, the Dominion GoTernment of Canada and the Government of th<'

Province of Ontario, many and various expedients have been resorted to.

scientific investigations made, laws, I'egulations and restrictions inti-o-

duced, and experiments in fish hatchery operations on a large scale in-

stituted and tried out, so that before entering upon a discussion as to

the best means of rehabilitating the commercial fisheries of Ontario it

becomes necessary to review briefly the results that have been obtained
under various conditions prevailing in different localities throughout
the Great Lakes, and it is plain, also, that what scientific knowledge
there is of the lives, habits and distribution of the various fishes under
consideration should be clearly borne in mind, for more than once in the

history of the Great Lakes legislation has been introduced and enacted

to meet supposed conditions, quite at variance Avith the laws of nature,

owing entirely to the machinations of those whose misrepresentations

were the outcome of purely selfish interests. It would seem, however,

hardly to fall within the scope of a report of this nature to delve deeply

into the mysteries of scientific research in regard to each individual class

of fish, even were your Commissioner a scientific icthyologist, to which
distinction he lays no claim, and it is deemed, therefore, sufficient for the

purposes of this report to set out the salient features within the knowl-

edge of present day science in regard to one most prominent variety, the

whitefish, while calling attention to the fact that, although all that is

said nmy not apply equally to every other variety of commercial fish,

much of it is directly pertinent and applicable in a slightly modified

form.

The Whitefish.

There are three species of fishes commonly referred to as whitefish,

namely, the true whitefish fCoregouus Chipciformis Mitchill), the Frost

Fish (Coregonus quadrilateralis I, and the Sault Whitefish (Coregonus

labradoricusK Investigation has disclosed that the true whitefish is a

bottom feeder, as also that the depth at which it occuis most abundantly

is 10-35 fathoms.

This range is that occupied by the fish during eight or nine months
of the year, and is, therefore, undoubtedly its main feeding grounds. It

is likewise the area over which commercial fishing operations have been
carried on profitably at other times than during the migrations of the

fish. In discussing, then, the common or true whitefish it becomes at

once apparent that the area available to this fish is comparatively limited.

It is probably true that young whitefish of less than I14 'bs. are to be

caught in depths of water ranging from 20 feet up, but as these are im-

mature fi.sh and con.sequently unsuited for commercial purposes, this

fact does not matciinlly affect the question of available wliitefish area.
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Turning to the charts of the various lakes, it is evidently possible

to mark clearh- thereon the area afforded by each which is available for

the sustenance of whitefish life. The result, including both Canadian
and United States' waters, is found to be approximately as folloxA^^:

AiiE.\, Whitefish Aee.\ a.xd Percentage of Wuitefish Area of Each of the Cheat
Lakes.

Total area.
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" School Spawner," approachiug tlie spawning beds either singly- or in

schools, the female voiding her eggs irrespective of the proximity or

other^^ise of a male fish. The life of an unfertilized egg in the water is

held to be exceedingly short, and it would appear to be a fair presump-
tion that the same would equally apply to the germ contained in the milt

(»f tlie male fish. The average number of eggs produced by the female
whitefish is computed at approximately 35,000, assuming that the nor-

mal weight of the average commercial female whitefish is 2i/^ to 3 lbs.,

but the larger the fish grows, the more eggs she will usually produce, as

many as 150,000 having been taken from a fi.sh weighing eleven pounds.
From the fact of the great quantities of eggs that must annually have
been deposited, it has been deduced that under natural conditions the

percentage of eggs hatched cannot have been very high, even in the days
before commercial fishing on a large scale had been instituted, and before

the spawning beds had possibly been polluted, for the normal ,vearly loss

to swimming fish can hardly liave attained such colossal proportions,

and, as already indicated, the depositing of the eggs in the honeycombed
rock affords considerable security against the ravages of enemies of the

eggs. Consequently, it would appear that there are considerable grounds
for the contention of many experts that only a very small proportion of

the eggs, deposited under natural conditions, become fertilized. By some
authorities this percentage is placed as low as one. On the other hand
there has never been any question as to the vast quantities of whitefish

that existed throughout the allotted areas in each of the Great Lakes
pl'ior to the advent of commercial fishing on a large scale, and from this

fact alone it would not appear unreasonable to draw the conclusion that

nature had perfected the spawning arrangements of the whitefish suffi-

ciently to maintain an optimum population of them under normal con-

ditions, in spite of the depredations of their enemies at the various stages

of their lives, and in spite of the loss from other natural causes, even

though such provision might obviously not be sufficient to meet the tre-

mendous drain caused by excessive commercial fishing. The belief in the

efficacy of nature's arrangements is strengthened, moreover, by sundry
investigations which have been made as to the fertilization of the eggs

of other school-spawning fish, in which it has proved exceedingly difficult

to find any unfertilized eggs amongst many thousands examined on the

spawning beds themselves, while the process of spawning was in pro-

gress.

What the actual percentage of eggs which are deposited and hatched
under normal conditions may be, it would seem impossible at present to

determine, but the percentage of eggs, collected from fish ripe for spawn-
ing, 'that can be hatched under artificial conditions, has been definitely

ascertained; 75 per cent, is placing it at a very con.servative estimate,
and it must further be remembered that the eggs whicli are taken to the
hatcheries are relieved of all danger from natural enemies, and the
devastations of silt and other filth during the process of incubation, so
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that a considerable saviiiy in ft^-itilized eggs is thereby most certainly

aftected. iloreover, the fry obtained under artificial conditions appear
just as liardy as those hatclieil in their natural state, although it would

be impossible to compare tlie c;ipal)i]ities of sucli fry in looking after

themselves when placed in tlic ii])i'n waters with that of the percentage

of fr}' naturally hatched and which have survived up to equal stages.

Conse(iuently, viewi:.v tiie comparative merits of natural and arti-

ficial hatching of whitef.sh .-[awn from an unbiassed standpoint, there

woul'l appear to be little doubt that the hatcheries can produce a very

much greater percentage of fry from tlie eggs deposited than can nature

unassisted, but that nature, which alone produced the millions of white-

fish which crowded the waters before the advent of the modern commer-
cial fisherman, is far too valuable an ally to be dispensed with alto-

gether.

The whitefish, unlike many otlier varieties of fish, is in fair condi-

tion for eating at the time of spawning, for the reason that, owing to the

low temperature of the water in October and November, the flesh is firm

and flaky, and coming presumably fresh from bounteous summer feed-

ing grounds, the fish itself is exceedingly fat.

From the above bidef outline of the habits, life and domain of the

whitefish, it would seem, then, that tlije following conclusions may be

justly drawn

:

(1) Under natural conditions only a comparatively small number
of the eggs deposited are hatched.

(2) A greater number of eggs can be hatched by artificial means.

(3j In view of the fact that the average female whltetish produces-

Sil.OOO eggs, and that a percentage of these will be hatcheil by natural

means, and a very high percentage can be hatched by artificial means,

the destruction of immature fish—that is, fish which have not spawned

at least once—is a great economic loss and detrimental to the welfare of

the fisheries.

(4) The spawning seasons, spawning beds, and areas occupied

mainly by immature fish can be accurately ascertained in each lake.

(5) The feeding grounds of the mature fish are known.

(6) The fish is largely local in its habits.

THE EFFECTS OF LEGISLATION ON THE WHITEFISH
FISHERIES.

When first the diminution in the catch became apparent, the ipost

obvious remedies were resorted to in the hopes of checking it, including

the regulation of appliances, methods of capture and size of the mesh,

the limitation of the numbers of nets in a given locality, the closing of

certain areas and seasons, and, lastly, experiment* in artificial propaga-

tion.
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It was not to be expected that conditions should be precisely similar

throughoot the vast extent of the Great Lake fisheries, nor that all the

authorities concerned in their control should see eye to eye iu the matter
of adopting the best possible means to suit their individual necessities,

for it must be remembered that from the beginning political considera-

tions have played no insignificant role iu determining these matters on

both sides of the boundary. Consequently, each authority having selected

the remedies that seemed best in its judgment, there arose a situation of

much complexity, in which the various regulations prevailing in adjacent

waters not only served to increase the difficulties of efficient administra-
tion and enforcement of these various laws, but also rendered it almost
impossible to test accuratelj' the efficacy of this or that measure, for while

regulations can obviously be localized to imaginary boundary lines, it

is but rarely that in practice the fishery areas will be found to conform
to the same, and to discover the real merits of a fishery enactment it is

plainly necessary to have it in force throughout the whole of the par-

ticular fishing area affected. Moreover, each authority could, under this

variegated system, attribute the continued decrease in its fisheries to the

foolishness of its neighbors' regulations, a situation which, while it may
be of temporary political convenience, plainly harbors a terrible economic
folly from the viewpoint of a perpetuation of the fisheries and the welfare

of the people concerned. For many years this fact has been recogni/Anl

by experts on both sides of the boundary, with the result that a Joint

Commission was appointed by the two Federal Governments concerned,

and there has at length been drawn up a code of regulations which are

to apply equally to all international waters of the Great Lake system.

The date for the promulgation of this international code of regulations

has not yet been fixed, but it would appear that it cannot now be much
longer delayed, and in view of the fact that, once promulgated, it will

remain in force for at least a term of five years, and that it deals de-

cisiveh' with the methods of capture and meshes of nets, it obviously be-

comes unnecessary for your Commissioner to discuss either of these

questions. The code, however, deals with the limitation of nets only to

the extent of defining the proximity of pound nets to each other, of series

of pound nets to each other, and numbers iu a series, and does not deal

at all with the question of close seasons, and only generally with that of

artificial propagation, and, since it is clearly stated in the opening para-

graph of the code that domestic legislation is not affected otherwise than

to the extent of the pi'ovisions of the code, it would seem reasonable to

suppose that all these matters are left to the judgment of the authori-

ties concerned. Consequently it would appear necessary to touch on
each of these matters separately.

The Limitation of Nets.

That in virgin waters teeming with fish there exists an indissoluble

relation between the amount of net used and the amount of fish caught
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is a fact too obvious to need explaining, and it is equally clear tiiat in

proportion as quantities of fish are removed from such waters, so will the

rate of catch to each unit of net diminish. Consequently, when inland

commercial fisheries have been exploited for some little while, even over

vast but, nevertheless, strictly limited areas, such as that of the Great

Lakes, there must come a time when the multiplication of nets ceases to

be commercially profitable. It has, in fact, been held by many authori-

ties that, since each area will only produce a certain amount of fish,

dependent more or less on the natural and artificially assisted increase

of previous years, it is extremely doubtful whether more fish are actually

captured where the proportion of nets to the area is excessive than if the

amount of nets was considerably reduced, and in any case that the situa-

tion is bound to adjust itself through economic causes, those weaker

financially amongst the fishermen going to the wall in due course. In

consequence, throtighout a considerable portion of the Great Lake waters

no effort at all has been made to restrict the numbers or lengths of nets

in use.

In theory this argument is, iu all probability, perfectly sound, but

in practice, under the conditions which exist, its logic is questionable.

In the first place it would seem to presuppose the prevalence of genuine

I'ivalry among fishermen, each working for his own interests, and takes

no stock of a condition where the vast majority of the fishermen are but

the creatures of a great and powerful corporation. Secondly, it deduces

that complete exhaustion will never actually occur, because such exhaus-

tion would be commercially unprofitable. Here, again, is an assumption

open to the gravest suspicion, for it takes no count of the operations of

a great corporation which, iu its avaricious cupidity for fat and im-

mediate dividends, is but all too willing to extract the last ounce of fish

f(X)d from any waters on which it can lay its grasp to-day. leaving to-

morrow and the dim future to take care of itself. Thirdly, no account is

taken of location by the champions of this argument, although it must

be plain that where nets are thickly set in channels, or across narrows,

along which the fish are wont to move as they wander over the area of

their particular feeding grounds, the numbers of fish in that locality will

of necessity very rapidly diminish. Undoubtedly, however, tftere is mucii

strength in the premises of the argument itself, namely, that each area

will only produce a certain amount of fish, and, even though extraneous

conditions may be such as to prevent the automatic adjustment of the

proper relation between nets and area, nevertheless the argument is use-

ful as demonstrating the fact that a limitation of nets to the minimum
quantity that will catch that amount must be an economic advantage, for

the less the expense at which the fish is caught, the less ought to be the

price to the consumer.

The price of fish has been rising steadily and there has been a corre-

sponding tendency of recent years towards an increase in the quantities

of nets, as the following table discloses:

I
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AVERAGE Fathoms op Pound and Gill Nets in Use in Canadian Waters 1892-1906.
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It must, uf course, be uuted thai very extensive lisli hatchery opera-

tions liave been iu force in the American \vatei"s above mentioned, whih-

on the Canadian side only comparatively trifling etTorts have been made
in this direction in the case of the North Channel, and none in the case

of Lake Superior, but, having regard simply to the question of the limi-

tation of nets, the tables above given are interesting as showing, firstly,

that the price of wliitefish in Canada should have been considerably

less to the consumer than in the States in view of the less cost of

production as proved by the higher percentage of catch of the Canadian

nets, although, unfortunately, this has not been the case, and secondly,

that iu the case of Lake Superior two apparently similar areas, in one

of which a considerably higher percentage of nets has been in use than

in tlie other, that is, an area with a limited as against an area with an

almost unlimited number of nets, both show a steady decrease, proving

apparently thereby that both were removing more fish than the avail-

able increase could withstand, which, again, should serve to emphasize

tlie very obvious fact that where the limitation of nets is carried to such

a point that the catch of the nets is less than the normal increase, the

result must be an augmentation of the numbers of fish in the waters.

It would seem then that in the limitation of nets there e.xists a

practical means of maintaining the balance between the yearly fish crop

and the annual increase to be anticipated in particular varieties of

fish, of affording the fish reasonable security against annihilation in

traversing narrows or channels, and, in a measure, of regulating the

cost of capture and in consequence, the price to the consumer.

Close Seasons.

Tiie main object of a close season for fish is to enable the fish to

perform its breeding functions in security. It is the habit of practi-

cally all the more valuable commercial fresh-water fishes to journey to

the shoal places of the lakes, or up into the creeks and rivers, to spawn,

and consequently, during the period in which the fish is passing through

narrows or channels on its way to and from the spawning beds, or is

occupied on the beds in the business of reproduction, it is peculiarly

vulnerable to the attacks of the commercial net fisherman. Conse-

quently, unless some protection is afforded to the fish at these periods

an enormous quantity of ripe spawn will remain undeposited, wliich

fact in its turn will evidently have a sinister effect on the natural

increase of a future year, that is, ou the quantities of young fish avail-

able to take the place of those disappearing through natural processes

or owing to the operations of the commercial net fishermen.

Eeference has been made in a preceding section to the fact that,

under the treatment of modern scientific hatchery equipment, a far

greater percentage of eggs can be hatched out than would take place in

the course of nature, but in the same section it was also attempted to

prove that under no circumstance could it be the part of wisdom to seek
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to dispense altogether with the natural processes of reproduction. The
success which has attended fish hatchery operations on a large scale

has not tended, however, towards making this latter theory acceptable

to the majority of fish-culturists. It has on the the contrary, had the

effect of creating a belief among them that the results obtained by
natural production were so insignificant that the process could safely

be neglected provided there existed sulficient hatchery equipment to deal

with the number of eggs obtainable. As a natural outcome of this

theory, not only has the close season for fish during the breeding season

been abandoned over a considerable number of the fishing areas in ^vhich

great quantities of artificially hatched fry cau be planted, but there

has developed, also, a school of ardent fish-culturists which claims that

inasmuch as the hatchery plants must be supplied with eggs to enable

them successfully to carry out their proper functions, the breeding

season of the fish is obviously the period in which, at all costs, fishery

operations should be most vigorously conducted, the commercial net

fishermen being instructed in the art of taking and mixing spawn,

licensed only on condition that they do so, and paid by the hatcheries a

small fixed sum for a given quantity of eggs, the fate of the parent

fisii being deemed immaterial in the light of the immense increase

which it will have contributed to assui'e. Further, in the opinion of this

school, even supposing close seasons to be deemed absolutely necessary,

the logical time for such would be during those periods when the fish

can be most readily caught, but when they are not laden with ripe

spawn, such as the spring migration of the whitefish, referred to in a

previous section. ^Vhatever may be the merits of this contention it is

quite plain that it must depend for its execution on the existence of

an ample hatchery plant.

It can be shown that in those Canadian waters where practically

no planting of fry has been effected, such as the fisheries of Lake
Superior, data of which have already been given, in spite of a close

season being in force during the alleged breeding season of the Tvhite-

fish, the catch has steadily diminished, and the same can be shown in

regard to Canadian waters, such as Lake Ontario, in which planting

of fry has occurred on a moderate scale. This, however, can hardly be

deemed proof that the close season is inefficacious, for a similar state

of affairs can be disclosed in certain of the American fishing areas,

where no close season is in effect and artificial propagation is in full

blast on a gigantic scale. It would seem, on the contrary, to suggest

that, as evidently the annual catch is still in excess of the available in-

crease, it cannot but be exceedingly unwise to neglect any possible

means of assisting that increase, or, in other words, that the close season

should be maintained until at least it has been demonstrated success-

fully over a period of years that it can safely be dispensed with. Most

particularly so must this be the case with Ontario, who herself possesses

no hatchery equipment at all. but is entirely dependent on the Dominion
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Goverumeut for eveu the modest efforts that are being made iu this

direction.

In dealing with this question, moreover, it must be remembered
that, although almost throughout the Canadian waters of the great

lakes there has existed a legal close season, this close season has been,

unfortunately, far from rigorously enforced, owing in certain localities

to the deliberate laxity or inefficiency of the officials whose duty it was
to do so, and in others, such as tlie north shore of Lake Superior, to the

lamentable lack of even the most obviously indispensable equipment
to enable the officials to carry out the duties they were appointed and
paid io perform.

Also, it is well known to those versed in fishery lore that the dates

of the close season, as at present existing, do not in most cases tally

with the actual period of breeding operations, for, firstly, the dates are

fixed for the fisheries as a whole, whereas the difference in latitude

will account for a normal variation of at least three weeks, and

secondly, climatic conditions will every year exercise a considerable

influence in hastening or retarding the general movement of the fish

to the spawning beds.

In support of at least the first of these contentions may be quoted

the conclusions arrived at by the Georgian Bay Fisheries Commission,

who reported that after an examination of practically all the fishermen

in the district, and those interested iu, or having knowledge of, the

fishei'ies they were forced to the conclusion that the whitefish spawned

on an average fifteen days earlier in the northern and western waters

of that area, than they did in the more southern and easterly, and con-

sequently recommended that the close season for whitefish iu the

Georgian Bay region, north and west sections, should be from October

1 to January 1 following, and for the southern and eastern sections

from October 15 to January 1 following. When such divergence as this

in the dates of spawning of one particular variety of fish exists in

waters so comparatively adjacent, it is easy to realize how much more

must it be the case when the latitude and normal temperature of the

waters are widely different.

It has been held by some authorities (amongst others the Georgian

Bay Fislieries Commission, which, of course, included so great an expert

as Professor Prince, the Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries), that

on account of its voracious qualities, and general hardihood, the great

lake trout does not require so much protection as does the more defence-

less whitefish, and consequently that, eA'en if the trout do congregate

on the spawning beds considerably earlier than provided for by the close

season afforded them for protection during this period, no great harm

will be (lone by netting them at such times. This, however, would seem

hanlly to be a logical deduction, for whatever may be the relative

defensive powers of fish in regard to each other, all are equally defence-

less against the operations of the commercial net fisherman when they
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are congregated iu tlirougs ou the spawning beds, and the result of

netting them at this period, must in each and every case be alike, namely
depletion, unless, of course, some provision is made to care for the

spawn.

It would appear then, that in so far as the fisheries of Ontario are

Loucerned, the time has most certainly not yet arrived for the' aban-

donment of the close season, but that on the contrary its continuance

remains a most vital necessity; that in view of the steadily diminishing

production of the Canadian great lake fisheries and of the absence of

adequate fish hatchery plants it is imperative to obtain the utmost pos-

sible benefits from the close season ; that these benefits can only be fully

secured by the most rigid enforcement of the close season, which implies

an adequate force of competent and honest officials supplied with an

ample and efficient equipment; and, lastly, that some measures should

be taken Avithout delay to secure a revision of the dates of the various

close seasons, so that they may tally with the actual dates of the spawn-

ing movements in the various areas of the Provincial fisheries.

Close Areas.

Nearly allied with the question of close seasons is that of close

areas. It has been pointed out that for the greater portion of the year

the mature fish inhabit certain areas which may be deemed their normal

feeding grounds; that the immature fish will be frequently found at

these periods in shallower water, and that the mature or commercial

fish leave their regular feeding grounds at certain known periods of

the year for the purpose of spawning, proceeding in general to certain

well-known, or at least easily located, areas to perform their breeding

functions.

The general principle of setting aside areas for the conservation of

natural resources has been widely accepted, and is applied to-day in the

matter of headwaters of river systems, forests, bird and animal life,

perhaps nowhere more extensively so than in the Province of Ontario,

but in the conservation of fish life in the great lakes it is conspicuous

only by its almost total absence. Why this should be the case it is hard

to explain, for plainly a principle, acknowledged to be so eminently

beneficial to other great but exhaustible natural resources, could not

well but prove itself equally advantageous in the conservation of fish

life.

In the Report of the Dominion Fisheries Commission on the Fish-

eries of the Georgian Bay, a recommendation was made as to the set-

ting aside of a considerable area, in which no commercial fishing what-

ever should be allowed, and rod and line angling only on the payment
of a special fee. Although this most excellent recommendation was
designed more particularly for the purpose of perpetuating in these

waters the sporting fish, the black bass, the mascalonge, and the pick-
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I'lvl, duubtless, had it bwu ;uled upmi. it wiuild have had a beuelicial

effect, also, on the other classes of fish, for though the area selected

did uot apparently include auy of the recognized feeding grounds of

tiie commercial whitefish or great lalce trout, ou which these fish are to

be caught in commercially profitable numbers, undoubtedly many of

the immature fish of both varieties inhabit these waters, and would

consequently have had complete protection. It would seem, indeed, that

wherever considerable areas of water are known to sustain for the most

part only the small or immature of the leading commercial fishes,

whether or not sporting fish exist in them, stich areas miglit all of them

be set aside with advantage, for there is nothing more certain than that,

if commercial fishing operations are conducted in such areas, the small

or young fish, which predominate, will be destroyed in great uumbeis,

for thfv will inevitably get into the nets, and this, even in the event of

the enforcement of the size limit being sufficiently stringent as to prevent

the fishermen getting them to the markets, must mean a most prodigious

waste, whose effects cannot but be felt throughout the nearby fisheries

in after years.

Tiiere are also certain other areas in which the fish are only to be

caught at those periods of the year when they are spawning, or proceed-

ing to the spawning beds. Unhappily, such areas, of which perhaps

the Bay of Quiute is the most prnmineut example, sooner or later

become the hunting grouuds of a baud of men who, appreciatiug the

ease with which money is to be made by removing the fish as they crowd

down the narrows, or arrive in scliools on the spawning beds, undertake

such operations regularly under the banner of legitimate commercial

fishing, although for the most part they would be both incapable of and

unwilling to pursue their normal calling on the open waters, and

remaining satisfied with the profits they thus speedily make at the

expense of the welfare of the whole fisheries are content to sit down for

a large part of the year in totally unprofitable idleness. That if a close

season is to be at all effective such areas should be definitely set aside

from all commercial fishing, must be Aery plain to any unbiassed mind,

for to allow fishing in them is at once to negative the results which are.

avoAvedly, being sought.

It is, of course, absolutely certain that the so-called commercial

fishermen in these areas would protest against the introduction of any

such measures to the limits of their power, but it would seem that the

interests of the public at large, Avhich suffer so terribly through their

operations, cannot but be held to outweigh the selfish interests of a com-

paratively small nund)er of men. Avhose principal occupation is to profit

by the slaughter of easily caught fish, to which every citizen of the

Province has as much right as they, at the very season when those fish

are about to be, or are actually engaged in, reproduction for the per-

petuation of the fisheries. MoreoA'er, the political significance of their

outcrv could not be but momentary, for even if the public did not at
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first appreciate that the claims of these men were unjust, the same
public would no doubt quickly realize that there is plenty of work
throughout Ontario for those anxious to find it, and Avould further

most willingly open its ears to the legitimate and seductive argument
of cheap fish food for the citizens of the Province.

The conclusions to be drawn from the above section would appear
to be, then, that so long as it is necessary to maintain a close season,

so long will it be highly beneficial to the general fisheries to set aside
from commercial fisliing such areas as are only made use of by the fish

for the purposes of spawning, or which for the most part are only

inhabited by the small or immature of the commercial fish.

A Close Period.

As a final recourse for the reliabilitation of an exhausted but not

completely annihilated supply of animal life, there is no more apparent
expedient tlian that of declaring a close period. This method has been

tried out in regard to game and game birds in several localities with

considerable success, but no government has as j^et made the experiment
in regard to commercial fisheries, althougli there are certain well known
instances where such a measure would long since have proved an inesti-

mable benefit. In the case of Ontario's Great Lake fisheries, althougli

the decrease continues to be alarmingly marked, it must be remembered
that at the present time tlie great bulk of the fish caught in Canadian
waters finds its way into the markets of the greater American cities.

Consequently, it would appear that the introduction of such a measure,

which could not but entail considerable hardship on the citizens of the

Province, need never be resorted to. until at least the experiment has

been made of retaining Canadian fish for Canadian consumption only,

an enactment which obviously would at once very considerably diminisli

tlie demand for, and consequently the drain on, the fish, for it would take

no doubt some considerable time to develop a really extensive fish mar-
ket throughout the Province, and this would afford the fisheries at

least a period in which to recover from their exliaustion.

THE EFFECT ON THE WHITEFISH FISHERIES OF
EXTENSIVE HATCHERY OPERATIONS.

In several sections of this report reference has already been made
to the fish hatchery operations which have been and are being con-

ducted in connection with the great lakes fisheries. It has been pointed

out that so far as Canadian waters are concerned the Dominion Gov-

ernment alone has engaged in this enterprise, and at that not very ex-

tensively throughout the major portion of the fishery areas. On the

other side of the border, however, a verv different situation exists, for
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tliere the various States concerued iu the eoutrol of the fisheries appear

to vie with each other iu the perfection aud increase of their plants,

despite the fact that the Federal Government is also largely inifristeil

in the same work.

Nothing that has been said in previous sections has been iu the

least intended to belittle the importauce of these operations, for it is

plain that if the fisheries are to continue to withstand the ever-increas-

ing drain of a growing demand, too much attention cannot be paid to an

undertaking in which seems to lie the greatest possible hope of prevent-

iug a fui-ther decrease without resort to very drastic legislative meas-

ui-es, and ultimately- of effecting such an increase as will be capable of

meeting the needs of a steadily increasing population.

In order to obtain some idea of the value of intensive planting it is

necessary to select two areas which are administered under the same
regulations, in one of which intensive planting has taken place, aud in

the other little or none. For this purpose the Canadian waters of Lake
Erie and Lake Superior have been chosen, on the former of which the

efforts of the Dominion Government fish hatcheries appear largely to

have been centred, while iu the latter no planting whatever has taken

place, in the period selected, with the exception of a few hundred thou-

sand fry on one occasion in the vicinity of Port Arthur, a present from

the American authorities in return for the courtesy of being allowed to

collect spawn from Canadian spawning beds during the close season.

It must be noted, however, that in the case of Lake Superior an enor-

mous body of deep water intervenes between the north and south shores,

which the true whitefish v.ill not cross, while in the case of Lake Erie,

since practically the whole body of the lake is suitable for whitefish,

there is no such intervening obstacle between the bulk of the Canadian

and American fisheries, so that, although intensive planting on the

American side has occurred in both lakes, it is only in Lake Erie that

it will be likely to have been, reflected in the Canadian fisheries, and,

indeed, allowance must be made for this fact in considering tlie great

divergence in the results disclosed.

Average Plants and Catch of Whitefish i.v the Canadian Waters of Lake Erie.
Whitefish Abea, 2,100 Square Miles.

Year. Plant. Pounds caught.

]892-189() 4."),9l)(l,0n0 199,000
1897-1901 (i0..i00.000 S^ 354,000
1902-1906 02. 000, 000 3.55,000

A\'erage Plants anh Catch of Whitefish in the Canadian Waters of Lake Superior.
Whitefish Area, 3,600 Square Miles.

Year. Plant. Pounds causht.

]892-189() 1 , 123,000
1897-19111 700.000 591.000
1902-190() 462.000
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These figures -would seem to demonstrate that intensive planting is

capable of producing great results.

It is not sufficient, ho^'ever. to have arrived at this conclusion.

There remains to be examined the extent to which these hatchery and
planting operations must be carried to produce effective results. An
examination of the records of the Canadian waters of Lake Ontario, or

of the American waters of Lake Superior, two examples of fishery areas

in which moderate planting operations have been conducted, will show
that in both instances the catch of fish has decreased, in spite of an in-

crease in the amounts of net used.

AVERAGE Yearly Plant. Catch and Fathoms of Net in Usk in the Canadian Water.s of
Lake Ontario. Whitefish Area. 1,400 Square Miles.
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taken place in American waters, wliere the division of control is so

great as to have rendered such systematic statistical research work
almost impossible up to the present, but on the <"auadiau side of the

boundary, over which there is, broadly speaking, but one control, the

only obstacle in its way would appear to be the absence of a siifiQciency

of hatcheries to produce positive results, for, although, as has been

pointed out above, owing to the peculiar disposition of the whitefish

area in Lake Erie, the enormous American plant would have to be taken

into consideration in that lake, in most other cas«>s the great bodies of

water intervening between the bulk of tlie Canadian and American fish-

ery areas would render such investigations both possible and conclusive.

It is interesting to note, however, that attempts have already been

made to determine the ratio from the statistics available, and although

the accuracy of the results obtained may not be altogether above sus-

picion, none the less they would appear to be most useful as indicating

the approximate figures that may be expected. Mr. Paul Eeighard, of

the University of Michigan, in a most interesting paper delivered befoir

the Fourth International Fishery Congress, worked it out as follows:

A plant of 30,000 per square mile of whitefish area, or of 100 i)er

pound of whitefish caught, is correlated, under existing conditions, with

an increase of 72 per cent, in the catch;

A plant of 10,000, or 32 to the pound of whitefish caught, with a

practically stationary whitefish product; a plant of 2,250, or 11 to the

pound of whitefish caught, with a decrease of 26 per cent, in the white-

fish product; pointing out, however, that as the whitefish increased

under intensive planting it was quite possible that a less plant than 100

to the pound of fish caught would suflice to maintain the fisheries.

Assuming the cost of producing fry to be 2 cents per 1,000, which

in all probability is placing it considerably too higli, if Mr. Reighard's

figures be taken as approximately correct, this would bring the cost of

producing 1.000 pounds of whitefish to .|2. In view of the fact that the

price paid to the fishermen at present is never less than 5 cents per

pound of whitefish, it would appear that extensive hatchery operations

could not but prove economically a most profitable enterprise, fur of

recent yeai-s the supply has never equalled the demand and the Cana-

dian markets are still capable of very considerable expansion.

From the above it would seem to be established that practical and

economically profitable results can be obtained by conducting fish hatch-

ery operations on a large scale; that in view of the continued decrease

in the Provincial fisheries, steps should at once be taken to establish

considerable Provincial fish hatcheiy plants; and that, hand-in-hand

with the establishment of such plants, scientific investigations should be

made to determine the extent to which the annual production of the

hatcheries must be carried to produce positive results throughout the

Provincial fisheries.

3 F.c.
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Scientific Eesearch.

Atteutiou has already been called to the fact that scientific knowl-

edge of the lives and habits of the fishes is all too meagre, and in the

preceding paragraph the necessity was established for proper statistical

research in order to discover the extent of the fi>?h hatchery operations

which it is advisable for the Province to undertake. It is obvious that

to solve problems affecting the supply of wild animal life, the funda-

mental necessity is an accurate knowledge of the life, habits and environ-

ment of the animal in question, be it fowl, beast or fish, and this neces-

sity cannot but be enhanced when considerable expenditures of public

moneys are contemplated, or actually being bom, in the effort to find a

satisfactory solution. Most particularly so must this be the case with

the fisheries, for the difficulties, which from the outset beset the path of

the scientific investigator, indicate only too well that his task can be

none too easy, and that, therefore, immediate and continued efforts in

this direction are indispensable if the desired results are ever to be

obtained.

The direction such investigation should take is. at first glance, ap-

parent in so far as the purely mechanical end of the fish hatchery opera-

tions is concerned, and to the extent, also, of methodical statistical

research and the study of the life histories of the various fishes. But
the field is by no means limited to these. Fishes, like all the other

creatures possessed of life, not only require food to support that life,

but are subject to a multitude of scourges and ailments which may not

only affect their continued existence, or their reproductive powers, but

may seriously impair their value as food for man, to the extent, even, of

rcndei-ing them positively harmful to him.

Thus it will be seen that the field of scientific knowledge must not

only embrace the care of the eggs or fry under its immediate charge, but

must also grapple with the lives of the fish hatched, after they have been

placed in the waters, in order to assist them against the ravages of dis-

ease, by attacking and if possible destroying its causes, and also to

secure for them an abundance of proper food at all stages of their exist-

ence, which, in its turn, must imply an accurate appreciation of sub-

marine conditions and an intimate acquaintance with the lives of an

infinity of aquatic plants, minute animals and insects.

There remains also to be determined the relation of fishes to each

other. Some fishes are known to be cannibalistic, and predaceous in

regard to other forms of fish life; while other fishes, such as the carp,

are accused of devouring the immature of more valuable species,

although scientific support to such accusations has never been forHi-

coming. Some fishes again, such as the whiteflsh, which subsist chiefly

on vegetable matter, such as is to be obtained on the bottoms of the

areas n'hich they inhabit, on insects and on the les.ser varieties of mollusc

and crustacean life, are known to be harmless; while others, such as the

sturgeon and sucker, are accused of de.structive spawn-eating propen-
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sities, although their guilt has never scieutifically beeu established. The
sucker, indeed, furnishes a good example of the comparative ignorance

of the attributes of many fishes at present existing, for wliile manv
authorities and practically all commercial fishermen will unhesitatiugi.v

classify the fish as a deliberate spawn-.seeker and eater, other authori

ties, including Dr. Forbes, and tlie well-known Provincial icthyologist,

Mr. C. W. Nash, disclaim this propensity on the part of the sucker

entirely. In fact careful examination of tlie stouiachs of uuiny suckers

taken on or in the vicinity of spawning beds failed to disclose any other

food than alg£e, entomostraca and other low forms of animal life, w hilc

Mr. Nash, who also made the interesting experiment of keeping suckers,

found that tliey refused at all times t)ie spawn of otlier fishes, which was
offered them, although they would greedily devour algix?, earthworms
and various forms of insect life.

Before the institution of commercial fishing on a large scale ap-

parently all the varieties of commercial fishes which now inhabit the

waters (witli the solitary exception of the imported carp), existed in

them in great numbers, and it would appear, therefore, reasonable to

assume that each species must have been assisting, to some extent, in

[)reserving such a balance in the natural conditions prevailing below
water as to render these suitable, not only for its own prolific existence,

but for that of other varieties also; in fact, that a direct relationship

(lid exist between the welfare of one variety and that of the other. On
land the direct relationship between various forms of animal, insecti-

vorous and vegetable life is receiving yearly ever-growing attention,

some varieties being cultivated, preserved or introduced by reason of

their beneficial influence or combative powers against some particular

condition, while relentless war is beiug waged against other noxious

species, often at enormous expense, but justified none the less by the

great profit which it is known will accrue. Doubtless very similar con-

ditions prevail below water as on land, but they are not at present under

stood. It is plain, however, that commercial fishery operations, when

conducted vigorously against certain species and less vigorously or nor

at all against others, must sooner or later effect a considerable trans-

formation in the normal conditions prevailing below water, bj- disturb

ing the natural balance. That this might easily result in a great increase

in the numbers of more or less commercially useless varieties, such as

the sucker, is but all too obvious, and if these fishes actually possess th(>

harmful spawn-eating propensities attributed to them by some authori-

ties, the direct baneful influence of their rapid multiplication on the

numbers of the finer fishes can be readily appreciated. On the other

hand, it is equally obvious that even such a fish as the sucker has its

place in the scheme of nature, for it is well known that they were in

great abundance when the white man first entered the country, so that,

although in view of the effects of commercial fishing on the fisheries at

large it might well be advisable to take steps to decrease the numbers of
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suckers and other coarse fish of little commercial value, it would not be

safe to jump to the conclusion that all such fishes could be ruthlessly

destroyed with advantage. In fact it is a matter for most careful, scien-

tific study.

It has been shown in a preceding section that the establishment of

a considerable Provincial fish hatchery plant is an urgent necessity if

the fisheries are to be improved or even only maintained on their present

footing, ard that the success which has attended fish hatchery opera-

tions in certain of the waters of the great lakes is sufficient of itself to

warrant such an undertaking.

From the present section it may be, then, concluded that in enter-

ing on this business there exists a real necessity to arrange at the same
time for the energetic prosecution of scientific research. In this regard

it may, perhaps, not be amiss to recall the fact that while Ontario has

as great an interest in the fisheries of the great lakes as all the Ameri-

can States combined, she has, as yet, with the single exception of Mr.

C. W. Nash's check list of the fishes of the Province, published by the

Department of Education, contributed nothing to the proper scientific

understanding of them, a condition which can hardly be held to become
her dignity or the enterprise of her responsible authorities.

The Licensing op Nets.

Attention is called in the Report of the Dominion Fisheries Com-
mission on the Fisheries of the Georgian Bay to the apparent anomaly
of charging a fixed license for a given quantity of nets, irrespective of the

area in which this license is to be operative, and consequently irrespective

of the catch, and it is recommended that, as a fair means of determining

the value of a license, the catch should be taxed to the amount of |2 per

ton of the finer species of fish and -fl per ton of the coarser varieties, the

fishermen being required to make a sworn declaration as to their catch

on an official form, which form, again, would have to be countersigned

l)y the responsible government fishery official. In view of the fact that

such a system would I'everse the present SA'^tem under which the value

of the license is collected into the Treasury before it is issued, and that

such a reversal is not altogether desirable, it is further suggested that

the value of the license applied for be estimated on the catch of the pre-

vious season, and paid for before issuance on ;tiiese terms, the balance

in favor of or against the Government being adjusted when the final

figures for the year have been compiled from the sworn returns of the

fishermen and fishery overseers.

At the present time the value of the pound and gill net licenses in

the Canadian waters of the great lakes is briefly as follows:

Pound Nets $50.00 per net
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Glll Nets, Lake Scperior a.nd Lake Hubon. North Chax.nel and Georgian Bay.

Sail or Rowboats with not more than 6,000 yards of net $10 00

Gasoline Launches with not more than 12,000 yards of net 25 00

Tugs with not more than 30,000 yards of net 75 00

Tugs with not more than 60,000 yards of net 150 00

I^K£ Erie.

Sail or Rowboats with not more than 2,000 yards of net $25 00

Gasoline Launches with not more than 4,000 yards of net 75 00

Tugs with not more than 10,000 yards of net 250 00

Lake O.n'tario.

Sail or Rowboats with not more than 4,000 yards of net $10 00
Gasoline Launches with not more than 6,000 yards of net 25 00
Tugs with not more than 10,000 yards of net 50 00

Bay of Quinte.

Between the Bridge at Belleville and the Village of Prinyer.

Sail or Rowboats with not more than 2,000 yards of net $25 00

The reveiiue derived from these licenses has been approximately as

follows:

1908 $46,000

1909 56,000

What exait jiroportiou of the expenditure of the Department of

Game and Fisheries is solely debitable to the commercial tisheries it is

impossible to determine, for a great many of its officials are largely con-

cerned in the carrying out of other duties, such as the protection of the

sporting fish, the collection of the non-resident anglers' tax and the pro-

tection of the game, while the same condition applies equally to the uses

to which much of its equipment is put. It is plain, however, that if the

expenditures on fish hatchery operations, which have been shown in pre-

vious sections of this report to be practically unavoidable if the fisheries

are to be maintained, have to be undertaken, the Province cannot aflford

to do otherwise than collect as great a revenue from the commercial

fisheries as they can reasonably bear, in order to meet, in part at least,

this added charge.

Under the ]tresent system it is extremely doubtful whether tlie best

results from the point of view of revenue are being obtained.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the Ontario fisheries of

the great lakes are largely under the domination of a foreign corpora-

tion, and that, in consequence, the great bulk of the fish secured

from these waters find their way to the American markets. It is perhaps

not so well realized that the Government of the United States imposes

a duty of Vj <^tMit per pound on imported fish, and is, therefore, collect-

ing yearly a very handsome revenue from the Canadian fisheries, whereas

the Ontario Government, which has to bear the cost of protecting the

fisheries, if not actually losing money on the transaction, is at least gain-

ing no appreciable revenue therefrom, and at the same time in allowing
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its commercial fisliei'ies to be dei)leted to tlie advantage of a neigiibur-

ing nation is failing to secure for the present population of the Province

the benefits that should properly be derived from this great asset, or to

assure a continuance of the same to future generations. In illustration

of this state of affairs may be cited the results of an investigation con-

ducted by a gentleman, who is much interested in these matters, in

regard to one particular fishing station on Lake Superior. He computed

that from the licenses issued to the fishermen operating from this station

the Government secured a revenue of .|310, and assumed that out of this

sum -would have to be provided the salary of the overseer, the cost and
maintenance of his equipment and in addition some portion of the cost

of the annual or bi-annual inspection carried out by a senior official of

the Department of Game and Fisheries, pointing out that the sum avail-

able was none too ample for these various purposes. On the other hand
he ascertained that from the duty levied on the fish imported from this

station in the year of his investigation the Government of the United

States derived a revenue of approximately .f2,600.

The price paid to the few would-be independent Canadian net fish-

ermen for their fish by the alien corporation which practically controls

the output of the Canadian fisheries, is approximately 4 to 5 cents per

pound, and the fish retails in the greater American markets at from 1-

to 40 cents per pound, so that the profit to the corporation is apparently

great. In addition to this, however, since the commercial control of the

fisheries lies principally in the hands of a foreign corporation, it is but

natural that citizens of a foreign nation should be largely concerned in

its exploitation, so that as the matter stands to-day it would appear that

while the cost of protection may be said to practically swallow up all

the revenue derived from the fisheries, not only is the United States

securing a considerable yearly revenue from them, the bulk of the pro-

fits and of the actual fish, but also no small proportion of the initial cost

of capture, a situation which is obviously most unsatisfactory.

It would seem, then, but just and reasonable that those who derive

the gi-eatest benefit from the fisheries of the Province should be assessed

for the privilege on a somewhat higher scale than is in force to-day.

In this regard tbe notorious fact must be noted that in a great many
instances far greater lengths of gill nets are still made use of by tugs

than are called for in their licenses, it being usually claimed that if the

nets used were restricted to the legitimate amount, fishing operations

would cease to be profitable. It is plainly not advisable that such a

state of affairs should be permitted to continue. If it be deemed desir-

able to restrict the nets in a given area to the quantities called for on

the licenses issued, and it is true that the present limitations of lengths

prevent, in certain areas, commercially profitable operations, then there

should obviously be issued a lesser number of licenses, sanctioning

greater lengths for those areas, and all such cases should be promptly

and carefully investigated by the Department responsible, but under no
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circumstances should a deliberate infringement of the privileges granted

by a license be tolerated, as is all too frequently the case to-day.

Reference was made at the commencement of this section to the

recommendation made by the Georgian Bay Fisheries Commission in

regard to the matter of assessing the value of licenses. It would seem

that such a system would undoubtedly be more equitable on the commer-

cial fishermen than that at present in vogue, and, inasmuch as the tax-

would be levied on the catch, and not merely on the class or extent of

net used, the Government would derive a proportionate benefit from any

measures it enacted, or any expenditures it undertook, which resulted

in an increased annual production of fish. Moreover, by adjusting the

tax to the necessary proportions, without causing any undue hardship

it could plainly be made to be profitable from the point of view of

revenue, as the following figures indicate:

Reventje Prom Net Licenses.

1908—$46,000 approximately (the Department was unable to furnish the exact figures).

Revenue Based on Bstim-\ted Catch.

1908—Fine Fish, 21,799,990 lbs. at $2 $43,600
1908—Coarse Fish, 5,800,651 lbs. at $1 5,800

Total Revenue $49,400

The tax being placed at $2 per 1,000 pounds of fine fish and .fl per 1,000

pounds of coarser fish.

By licensing the shippers and buyers, and requiring from them a

sworn declaration as to the amount of fish handled and from whom pur-

chased, in addition to the sworn declarations, before referred to, ob-

tained from the net fishermen and countersigned by the responsible fish-

ery over.seer, it would appear probable that a con.siderable proportion

of the illicit netting, which is at present being carried on, would auto-

matically be put a stop to, owing to the practical obstacle presented to

men so engaged of disposing of their catch, a fact whicli would not only

be beneficial to the fisheries, but would also tend to increase the revenue
of the Government, for it must always be remembered in considering the

available fishery statistics of the great lakes that a very considerable

quantity of fish is removed yearly from the lakes by illicit means Avhich

is never accounted for, and that in certain localities the licensed men
have been known to meet with but very poor success, owing entirely to

the extensive and successful operation of trap nets and other illicit con-

trivances in the waters in which they pursued their vocation.

It would appear, however, that the fisheries might justly be expected

to produce an even greater revenue than that obtainable by the method
above indicated.

In dealing with the timber resources of the Province it has become
customary, when throwing open limits to the public, to invite tenders
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for them, or, in other words, to put them up to public auction. Bv tliis

iiieaus a fair return for the privileije granted is assured to the public,

for if the prices are obviously insufficient, it remains within the power
of the Government to refuse the tenders, and under such conditions the

general law of supply and demand will, in most cases, ensure a satis-

factory figure being offered.

When the average cost of catching the fish, which may approxi-

mately be estimated at 3 cents per pound, all included, is compared with

the average retail price of fish, 8 to 15 cents per pound at a conservative

figure, it becomes plain that the concession granted by a fishing license

has a considerable value, and, consequently, it would seem reasonable

to conclude that there must exist therein a fair margin for public com-

petition—that is, that a fee for the privilege should be obtainable over

and above the regular tax on the catch, as suggested. It would seem,

moreover, that as the value of the particular fishing concession would
be liable to fluctuation, no better method than that of public tender

could be devised to secure it. Such a system would obviously require

a clear delimitation of the bounds of the concession, and a precise state-

ment of the number of licenses, with privileges granted by them, that

would be granted in any particular area.

The greatest desideratum in regard to the Provincial commercial

fisheries is plainly that citizens of Ontario should, as far as possible, pro-

fit by catching the fish, and that the population of Ontario generally

sliould profit to the greatest possible extent by the fish when it has been

caught. Attention has, however, been called to the domination of a

foreign corporation over the Provincial commercial fisheries, whereby a

precisely opposite result is being at present attained. Evidently, if

under prevailing conditions licenses were put up to auction, the bulk of

them would, in all probability, still fall into the hands of the corpora-

tion referred to. to the detriment of the few independent Ontario fisher-

men, although even so a little additional revenue would be likely to

accrue to the Government. If, however, it were possible to adjust

matters so that the domination of the fish trust over the commercial

fisheries of the Province could be curbed, and citizens of Ontario thereby

encouraged to enter on the fishing business on a considerable scale as

likely to prove a profitable venture to themselves, the system of putting

fishing licenses up to auction, while enforcing a fixed tax on the catch,

could not apparently but be profitable from the point of view of revenue,

as an incentive to legitimate competition and thereby to trade, and.

lastly, as an assurance that the exploitation of the fisheries would ulti-

mately fall into the hands of an enterprising class of citizens of the Pro-

vince. Various methods of producing such a situation will be discussed

in a succeeding paragraph.

The main difliculties which would be encountered in introducing

the system lie, ap]iarently, in the facts (n) that the commercial fishing

business has to be l('ariie<1 like any other vocation, more especially so in
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proportion as the water area increases in size, and that, consequently, it

is probably more economical, in the case of large water areas at least,

to encourage the development of a distinct class of commercial fisher

men than to jeopardize the existence of such a class througli the intru

sion of others, ignorant of the business, but attracted by its speculative

possibilities; (&) that after the elimination of the monopolies the un

certainty of obtaining licenses might deter enterprising provincial com-

panies or individual fishermen from acquiring a sufliciency of nets or

from erecting the freezing and storage plants necessary to conduct the

business; (c) that considerable labor and expense would be involved in

advertising for tenders; (d) that there are no doubt a number of men
in the Province who, while possessed of little or no resources other than

those obtained annually as the result of commercial fishing, have pur-

sued their calling so long and have attained such an age that it would be

impossible for them to turn to other means of livelihood in the event of

their being unsuccessful in tendering for a license; (e) that if discrim-

ination were instituted in one case—that is, if a higher tender was
refused in favor of a lower it would open the road to all the evils of

political patronage and influence. Undoubtedly some means of protec-

tion for the old fishermen would have to be devised, but this could easily

be effected by refraining from putting up to tender the licenses of those

who had engaged in commercial fishing in the Province any stated num-
ber of years. In regard, also, to the labor and expense involved in plac-

ing the licenses up to tender, these could be gi-eatly lightened by fixing a

term of years over which the license tendered for would be valid, sub-

ject, of course, to the licensee keeping within the law, and it is apparent

that the cost of this small franchise could be expected to operate in the

direction of securing a better obseiwance of the laws, seeing that the

licensee would have more at stake. How far, however, the other objec-

tions to the system would counterbalance its advantage can only be a

matter of opinion and conjecture, but the privilege granted by a com-

mercial fishing license is so great, and the advantages of such a s.^'stem so

attractive from many points of view, that, under proper administration

of the fisheries, it might well be worth while at least to make an experi-

ment in this direction.

It may be considered, then, from this section that the commercial

fisheries should produce a greater revenue than they do at present; that

a tax on the catch of fish would be more equitable on the fishermen than

a license in proportion to the class or amount of net used; that the estab-

lishment of reasonable competition in the fishery business is greatly to be

desired, and that such competition can best be assured by first breaking

up the domination now exercised by an alien corporation over the com-

mercial fisheries of the Province.
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Various Methods by which the Pkovincial Fisheries can be

Rehabilitated, and a Strong Fish Market
Developed in Ontario.

The situation disclosed iu preceding sections renders it apparent

that at the present time the Province is not deriving even a reasonable

amount of benefit from the possession of immense fisheries, either in

revenue or fish food, and that, worse still, the once prolific fisheries are

dwindling with alarming rapidity. It has been shown, also, that by a

strict enforcement of the close season, by seeing to it that the dates of the

close season tally with the breeding seasons of the various fishes, by the

establishment of a series of fish hatchery plants and other measures, a

great deal can be accomplished in the direction of preventing a further

decrease, and ultimately of effecting an actual increase, in the product

of the fisheries, but it has also been pointed out that so long as an alien

corporation remains iu practical control of the commercial output of the

fisheries, so long will the fish markets of the Province be of secondary

importance in comparison with those of greater American cities, and.

according to the measure of starvatiou that must prevail under such con-

ditions, so will their growth continue to be stultified.

Fish companies and individual fishermen, who would be indepen-

dent, have little chauce of remaining so for any length of time. The
trust, through its agents, coutrols the bulk of the plant existent in the

Province which is indispensable for the conducting of the fishery busi-

ness. It controls, also, in many instances the shipping facilities and the

ordinary channels of trade. For a time the independent fish company
or fishermen may succeed iu disposing of their catch locally, but in

Ontario there is at present but small demand for the coarser varieties of

fish, and at certain seasons of the year these comprise the bulk of the

fishermen's catch. Then, if they should desire to dispose of their catch

outside of their immediate locality, they soon are swept into the toils of

the corporation, for unless they are willing to sell iu the future all their

catch to it, the trust refuses to purchase any of the catch at all. It ap-

pears, indeed, that at no time will the corporation or its agents deal

with the independent men other than on the terms " all or nothing," so

that unless the company or fishermen are willing to lose their profits

and the fruits of their labors, or unless they can command sufficient

capital to make storage, shipping and market arrangements for them-

selves, which in some cases has been attempted but only with indifferent

and short-lived success, they must inevitably, sooner or later, bow to the

dictates of the corporation, and thus allow themselves to be swallowed

up l)y it. In certain cases definite contracts are drawn up, binding the

fishermen to sell only to the agents of the trust, and it seems more than

probable that in many cases also the corporation supplies the fishermen

with tlieir nets, boats and other appliances, extracting part payment in

kind, but holding always a sufficient balance over their heads as to

ensure the continuance of th(>ir allegiance.

I
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Contract or no contract, however, the result is the same, namely,
that the truly independent fish company or fishermen cannot exist under
the present conditions of the fishery trade for any lenj^th of time, and
it must be clearly understood that the possession of a Canadian sound-

ing title by a fish company is no guarantee either of Canadian proprietor-

ship or independency. In fact, the reverse is, as a rule, the case.

It is plainly necessary, therefore,- to examine carefully into what
available means present themselves of effecting such a radical alteration

in the situation as to place it on an economically sound basis, or, in

other words, of breaking the domination of the American fish trust, plac-

ing the control of the fish crop in the hands of the citizens of the Pro-

vince, and developing a proper fisli market throughout Ontario, so that

the people at large may profit by their fisheries and' not be robbed of the

profit for the benefit of the United States, while at the same time endea-

voring to improve the general condition of the fisheries to the greatest

po.ssible extent.

Markets cannot be created in a day, even though the advantage of

their establishment and rapid development were patent to everyone,

neither can a great vested interest be attacked and shorn of its pow'er

without a considerable outcry being raised. The achievement of both

objectives in the case of the fisheries would obviously involve the formu-

lation of a strong, clear-cut policy, embracing the fundamental prin-

ciples of conservation, economic exploitation and distribution, and the

sj'stematic and consistent execution of this policy over a period of years.

Such a policj- can only be evolved by a consideration of all the problems

presented, witliout regard to the various authorities who may be con-

cerned in its initial or subsequent introduction.

The control of the Canadian fisheries of the great lakes, however, is

divided between the Dominion and Provincial Governments in such a

way as to render impossible the adoption of a scheme, for the conserva-

tion and improvement of the fisheries and the development and regula-

tion of an Ontario fish market, at all adequate to the necessities of the

case, ^\ithont considerable collaboration between them, and thus, even

though, in all probability, the co-operation of the Dominion Govern-

ment is to be anticipated in the event of a forceful fisheries policy being

adopted by tlie Provincial Government, it becomes necessary, not only

to inquire into the methods available for obtaining the desired results),

but also as to how far these fall within the scope of Provincial legisla-

tion, and as to where it will be necessary to invoke the aid of the Do-

minion Government. Consequently the various available measures will

first be discussed, and subsequently the relative powers of the two gOA-

ernments in regard to their enactment.

Prohibition of Export.

It has been pointed out that the great bulk of the product of the

great lake fisheries at present finds its way into the markets of the
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Uuited States; 95 per ceut., in fact, woukl iu all probability prove to

be a faJJ'ly accurate estimate. It is evident, therefore, that in such a

measure as the prohibition of export there must, under existing condi-

tions, lie great capabilities of very materially reducing the annual fish

crop for a period of years, more especially in view of the fact already

brought to notice that, although the potentialities of a great fish market

in Ontario are apparent, actually the existing fish market is still in the

most elementary stage of development.

It must also be equally clear that the indirect effect of such a

measure could not but be the evolution of a far greater demand for fish

throughout the Province, for prices would inevitably fall during the

first periods of its enforcement, owing to the fact tliat many more men

are engaged in the fishing business at present, and would probably be

wishful of continuing it, than the demand under such conditions would

warrant for at least several years to come, and consequently the surplus

of supply over demand would bring about the usual result, a considerable

reduction in values.

That the general public would only too joyfully take advantage of

such a situation, is perfectly certain, and it is equally sure that the edu-

cation of the general public to the value of fish food, or, in other words,

the creation of a greater demand and thereby the upbuilding of a great

Provincial fish market, is economically sound from tJie point of view of

both business and health.

The introduction of such a measure, applicable to all classes of fish,

would obviously disorganize the existing arrangements of the fish trust,

and it would be compelled to seek other channels of supply, if the

demands of its present markets were to continue to be filled. But with

the troubles of this corporation the Province has no concern. It is true

that the trust might commence to interest itself in the exploitation of

the Ontario market, and tJius continue to maintain its gi'ip on the product

of the fi.sheries to a limited extent, but even so. at least the citizens of

the Province would profit by their fish to the extent of consuming them,

a privilege which, broadly speaking, they are denied to-day.

There is no doubt but that the enactment of such a measure woule^

meet with a storm of protest from the interests concerned, and from the

tools employed by them in the prosecution of their business, the commer-

cial net fishermen, for it is certain that the former would not relinquish

one of its main sources of supply without making a great effort to retain

it, and that it would be made to appear to the latter that their vocation

and means of livelihood were being wantonly attacked. That for a time

at least many of the net fishermen would have to seek other occupations

cannot be denied, and it would be necessary to give ample notice of such

a measure so as to enable the men to make suitable arrangements, or

possibly even to purchase from them at an equitable valuation their

boats, gear and other equipment, where such were beyond doubt the

actual property of the men, but it must be remembered that the average
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annual profit to the man who does the actual fishing lies somewhere
between |400 and |S00 only, so that, although work is conducted dur-

ing certain portions of the year only, and there are in consequence
periods of idleness, which doubtless lend an additional attraction to the

life in the view of many of those engaged in it, none the less it can hardly

be deemed a profitable occupation in comparison with others under the

conditions in which it exists to-day. There is, moreover, plenty of room
for those who would have to abandon their calling in other walks of

life in this Province, so that there would be no real hardship to them,

and it would seem that the at least temporary disappearance of some
proportion of them from this business could not but result in an amelior

ation of the condition of those who remained iu it, seeing that what
profits there were in the business would be divided amongst a less

number of men, thus tending to raise the' standard of life iu the classes

which engage in fishing, and creating a more remunerative and engag-

ing prospect for those who would enter or re-enter this calling in due
course as the necessities of a growing Ontario market required them.

It might be argued that if total prohibition of export were intro-

duced for a term of years, there would be sucli a rapid increase in the

numbers of coarse and predaceous fishes, owing to the lack of a market
for these at least at first, that the more valuable and defenceless species,

such as the whitefish, would derive very little actual benefit from the

measure. It must be remembered, however, that total prohibition of

export would, in all probability, only be introduced as one plank in a

broad scheme for the conservation and development of the fisheries, and
that accompanying it there would be, also; instituted an efficient system
of fish hatcheries, whose first and chiefest attention would obviously be

devoted to the more valuable fishes. It is indisputable, as has been

shown in a preceding section, that the fi^h hatcheries can by modern
scientific methods hatch a far greater percentage of the eggs of the

parent fish than would be effected under natural conditions, and conse-

quently, as the hatching system became perfected, the number of young
fishes in the water as the result of one season's spawning would be vastly

greater than the average now being attained by the same number of

parent fish. This alone would seem to be sufficient to counteract the

ill effects of giving the coarser and predaceous varieties even a somewhat
protracted period of security from the American markets.

The principle of the prohibition of export, however, is not only

capable of general application to the product of the fisheries, but in a

more restricted sense to individual varieties of fish. Indeed, the alarm-

ing decrease in the annual catch of whitefish caused the Georgian Bay
Fisheries Commission to recommend such a measure to the Dominion
Government in regard to that particular species. Naturally, if the

export of one or two varieties were proliibited by legislation, the fish

trust could continue to purchase from the fishermen all their catch

exclusive of the prohibited varieties, and probably would do so. go that,
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while the Ontario market was profiting to the extent of one or two of

the finer varieties of fish, the great bulk of the other fishes would still

be exported to the States.

By partial prohibition of export, therefore, unsupported by other
measures, it would seem that not only would the power of the trust
remain unshaken to a great extent, but that also tlie Ontario market
would not receive the requisite impetus, for in dealing with such sources
of food supply as the fisheries it is evidently necessary to take into

account the requirements of all classes of the community, and to accom-
plish this, equal attention would have to be paid to the coarse as to the

finer varieties of fish, for the former will in all probability always be
the cheaper and, therefore, in greater demand by a considerable section

of the population.

It must also be noted that the prohibition of export of particular

varieties only would entail very strict supervision of shipments for

export. The methods of packing fish in deep boxes and barrels are such
that inspection is by no means easy at any time. It is well known, for

instance, that no small numbers of black bass, the export of which
sporting fish has already been prohibited, at present find their way to

the fish markets of the States from certain localities, concealed in ship-

ments of coarser fish. To make the protection of particular varieties of

fi.sh effective, in fact as in law, would appear to necessitate, therefore,

a more thorough and searching inspection being carried out by a more
conscientious and efficient body of officials than under present condi-

tions is at all feasible.

If, however, such alterations were effected in the personnel and
methods of the Department concerned as to make effective inspection

possible of execution, and at the same time a methotl could be devised by

which the Provincial fish market could be fostered in all classes of fish

in spite of a continued export of large quantities of the coarser varieties

to the already established markets for them in the States, it would
seem that partial prohibition might have some weighty advantages over

total prohibition, for in the first place it would not disorganize so

abruptly the existing fishery business, and consequently would meet

with less opposition, and secondly it would not leave in any doubt the

possible undue increase in coarse fish referred to earlier in this section.

In any case there can be little doubt but that prohibition of export,

even if applied only in modified form, would be a powerful factor in

remedying the present deplorable condition both of Ontario's fisheries

and of her fish market.

A Provincial Fish Agency.

The condition under which the fisheries are at present being con-

ducted have already been indicated earlier in this report, and attention

has been drawn to the fact that under these conditions healthy compe-
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titioii is practically elimiuated, the yearly revenue of the majority of the

lishermen is kept at a very low figure, and the fisherman himself becomes
Utile more than the paid servant of the trust.

In other fish markets, such as those of the American Atlantic

Fisheries, a situation more favourable to the net fisherman exists, in-

asmuch as there have become established certain firms who receive and
market the fish of the individual fishermen on a fixed commission basis,

and consequently the fisherman retains his independence and is in a

position to profit directly by the fluctuations of the market, and a

greater incentive is thereby afforded to initiative aud enterprise. The
existence of several firms in this commission business ensures competi-

tion and, consequently, a fair deal to the fishermen. Such a system,

apparently, once prevailed over certain portions of the great lake fish-

eries, but it has completely disappeared in the evolution of the fish trust.

It is clear that the great bulk of the ordinary net fishermen could

individually never succeed in storing, shipping and marketing their

catch to advantage, for even were funds available, which is usually far

from being the case, the very nature of their occupation precludes the

possibility of their having sufficient leisure to attend satisfactorily to

such details. Consequently, the presence of some form of middlemen
who will receive, store and market the fish, either by direct purchase or

on lommissiou, would appear indispensable in connection with this

business. That under normal conditions the competitive form of middle-

man, as represented by the commission houses of New York, is more
equitable than the autocratic form, as represented by what might be

termed the Chicago Fish Trust, both from the point of view of the fisher-

man and tlie consumer, would seem highly probable, but it is plain that

if the profits of such commission houses could be reduced to a minimum,
so as to but little more than cover the cost of operation, the profit to

both fisherman aud consumer would be correspondingly greater. This

could be achieved only by the Government undertaking the work of the

commission houses, or in other words, by the establishment of a Gov-

ernment Fish Agency. A strong plea in favour of such a measure is to

be found in the report of the Georgian Bay Fisheries Commission, and,

as no more clear or concise explanation of its advantages could very

well be constructed, it is quoted at length :

—

"A fish agency, or several such agencies, would be a much simpler

matter (i.e. than the successful Dominion Government sea-fish dryer

at Souris, P.E.I. ). The agent would merely act as receiver of the fish,

as consignee from the fishermen, and paj- them at current rates on the

plan adopted at Souris, or at the government fish reduction works at

various Atlantic points; he would place them in the Government
refrigerator, unless the market required the fish at once, and would
thus fill the oixlers as they reached him from the various markets in

Canada and the United States. The fish agency would act as middleman
between the fisherman and the market buyers, and would leave out of

4 F.c.
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i-ousideratiou llie large mouopnlics, who st-oiii to crush uui all ssmaller

euterprises aud fair eompetiliou. These unscrupulous combines, who
try, aBd with some success, owing to the lethargy of the public and its

indifference to its best interests, to monopolize the whole lish business

on both sides of the line; keep the lishermen in their clutches; dictate

the price of fish in the wholesale and retail markets, and, from a

Canadian point of view, work ruin to the fishing population and the

fishing industries.

At least five advantages would follow from a fish agency scheme:

—

(1) The control of the United States combines and monopolies

would cease.

(2) The fisherman would have a central point to which he could

with confidence send his catch of fish.

(3) The fisherman could rely on receiving full valtie for his fish,

based on the current market prices.

(4) No waste of fish would occur, as the surplus of such fish as

were not at the time in demand would be stored in the

refrigerator until the demand came at a later date.

(5) The Canadian demand for fish would be met, and the large

surplus would reach the United States markets. The present

high price would allow of the payment of the duty imposed

by the United States. Pickerel, it may be stated, have

recently brought the surprising price in Chicago of forty

cents per pound. Of course, the Canadian demand for our

own fish would first be met before any foreign buyers were

supplied."

It will be seen from the above extract what a powerful means
would be afforded by such an agency, both for developing an adequate
fish market in Ontario and for regaining commercial control of the

fisheries by breaking the power of the fish trust, for not only would
Ontario demands naturally be met before those of outside or foreign

markets, but that demand could at the same time be carefully fostered

and cultivatetl, and also, with sufficient storage appliances at its dis-

posal, the Government would be entirely independent of the trust for

securing its markets, and thus the domination and dictation of the trust

would at one blow be annihilated. Moreover, from the existence in other

markets of several prosperous commission houses in this line of business,

it is obvious that, within reasonable bounds, the enterprise could not

but be as profitable as it was deemed advisable to make it.

The effect of such a scheme in conjunction with that of partial pro

hibition of export is ably recited by the Georgian Bay Fisheries Com-
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mission, with especial reference to the whitefish, and a further quot-ation

from that report is, therefore, made:

—

" As we have pointed out, tlie whitefish in the Georgian Bay, and in

fact all over Canada, so far as our knowledge and observation teaches

us, is becoming almost depleted, and there is no one but who will say

that the adoption of any measure, however radical it may be, which will

preserve and increase the whitefish of Canada, is justifiable. The only

class who can at all complain of such a measure would be United States

citizens, and a handful of fishermen in Canada. As to the first class, we
need not concern ourselves, and as to the fishermen, we firmly believe

they will get in any event as high a price for the whitefish sold in Canada
as thej" are now paid b}' the monopolistic companies who control their

catch. That this measure would redound to the benefit of the Canadian

citizen goes without question. We have met with innumerable com-

plaints from all quarters of the Province that Canadians cannot get

Canadian fish to eat, and the extraordinary^ fact has been brought out

beyond dispute that a large percentage of the Canadian fish which is

used by the Canadian consumer is caught in Canadian waters, goes to

the United States markets, and is then brought back to Canada and sold.

The great objection which the fishermen will have to the measure is that

there is no fish market in Canada to consume all the whitefish which

is caught, but we believe that such is not the case, and that, owing to the

fast diminishing catch of whitefish which is occurring from year to year,

and the vastly increasing population which is pouring into Canada, the

Canadian consumer, if afforded opportunities of purchasing, will totally

consume all the whitefish catch of the Dominion of Canada, and will

pay as good a price as can be had for the fish to-day. More particularly,

if the government fish agencies which we have recommended are estab-

lished, will it assist the fisherman in disposing of his catch. There is

no doubt that after the measure should become law, a great number of

fishermen will build their own ice-houses and their own fishing stations,

and not be dependent on the American companies for the necessities of

tJieir calling. But, for those who do not, if the government agencies are

established, to which the fisherman knows that he can at once, and with-

out extra trouble, dispose of his whitefish, it will, we believe, detract

very materially, and in fact do away altogether with, any objection ho

might raise to the prohibition of the export of whitefish.

If this recommendation be carried out, it must also be remembered
that the American market is still open for the vast quantities of fish,

forming two-thirds of the total catch of the Canadian fishermen, of

trout and pickerel and other fish of coarser varieties, which find a ready

sale in their markets; and we believe also that, as the Americans are

dependent on our fish, the cutting off of one-third of their imports from

Canada will necessarily raise the price to the Canadian catcher of those

fish which can be taken into the United States."
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It would seem, therefore, that tlirough the operation of the two
schemes together, the establishment of Provincial Fish Ageniies ami the

prohibition of the export of certain varieties, a nmximum of beneficial

results could be obtained at a minimum of disorganization and friction,

but that in any case the organization and establishment of Provincial

Fish Agencies could not fail to be extremely advantageous, alike to the

growth of the Provincial fisli trade and to the citizens of the Province

of Ontario.

The Imposition of an Export Duty ox Fish.

The chief advantage to be derived from the imposition of an export

duty on fish would appear to be the revenue that would thus be obtained.

It has been pointed out that at the present time the citizens of the United

States are profiting to a far greater extent than the Canadians, both in

revenue and in fish, from the Canadian fisheries of the great lakes, so

that, although the markets of the United States are so firmly established

and insistent in their demands for supply that in all probability they

would still require all the Canadian fish that they could secure in spite

of an export duty, the tax in itself would at least serve as a means of

securing for the Canadians a reasonable compensation for the loss of

the bulk of their fish.

It is improbable that the duty would in any serious way disturb the

power of the fish trust, for that corporation could confidently be relied

on to extract the amount of the tax from the consumer in the United

States, who, to judge by the price of forty cenfcs per pound, previously

noted as having been paid in Chicago for pickerel, apparently is pre-

pared to stand the cost, no matter almost what it may be, provided only

that he gets the fish.

Similarly the production of the fisheries would not be seriously

affected, as the demand would apparently continue to be as great as

ever in the foreign markets, and this cause also would tend to prevent

any general improvement in the condition of the Ontario fish market.

It is evident, however, that the above remarks are only applicable

to a comparatively moderate tax, for there must exist a limit in cost

which would break even the demands of the established American fish

markets, and there is obviously no limit to the amount to which the

export duty could be raised if desired. If such a measure, however,

were contemplated, it would jtrobably be on a broad general basis com-

prising all classes of fish, with an additional charge for the export of

certain of the fine varieties of fish. In such a case the finer varieties

would derive an advantage if the charge were raised sufficiently to effect

a decrease in the demands of the American markets, and it would seem

reasonable also to suppose that, in this event, the decrease in the quan-

tities shipped to the American markets might well result in the creation

of new and better markets in Ontario. The duty would have to be

placed very high indeed, however, to achieve such desirable results.
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lu foujuucliou with the establishment of Provincial lish agencies,

the imposition of an export duty on a sliding scale might prove advan-

tageous in dealing with the demands from across the border, although

it could never be quite so efficacious a measure as the total prohibition

of export of the varieties it was desired to protect. It must, moreover,

be I'emenibered that, although it is most highly desirable to break tiie

American commercial control of Ontario's fisheries, it would not be the

part of wisdom to destroy the American markets for Ontario fish

altogether, for during many years to come there should be, under a

proper system, profit to be made by citizens of the Province in selling

a considerable surplus catch of at least coarse fish to the Americans,

whicli it is quite proi)er should be removed from the waters each year,

but which otherwise would either be a drug on the Ontario market or

else, perhaps, completely wasted.

It must also be noted that the remarks made in a previous section

as to the inspection of fish would apply with great force should an export

duty on fish ever be imposed, for fish piracy could be counted on to

increase, and smuggling and juggling in varieties to be undertaken on

a large scale, so that, without very strict and efficient inspection carried

out by honest and capable officials, neither would the Government profit

to the fullest extent in the matter of revenue, nor would the Provincial

fish market or the fisheries themselves derive the fullest benefits to be

anticipated from such a measure.

THE PO\YERS OF THE DOMINION AND PROVINCIAL GOVERN-
MENTS IN RELATION TO THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

OF THE GREAT LAKES.

Under existing conditions, through the operation of the British

North America Act, the Dominion of Canada is governed and adminis-

tered as a whole by the Federal Government at Ottawa, and separately

and individually in Provinces by the respective governments of the vari-

ous Provinces. Naturally enough the British North America Act did

not provide for all the contingencies which should eventually arise

through the development of so vast a country in its allocation of power
between the Dominion and Provincial Governments, but, broadly speak-

ing, the lands, forests and waters within the boundaries of the respective

Provinces were handed over to their governments to administer and

govern, while to the Dominion Government was reserved the power of

inten-ening in such administration in respect of measures affecting

Canada as a whole.

In so far as the fisheries were concerned, whether maritime or

inland, the attitude v\'as taken by the Dominion Government that these

were national, and consequently to be administered by federal authority.

This view was ultimately accepted both by British Columbia and the
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Maritime rroviiues^. Tiie Cauadiau Fisberies of the irreat lakes, liow

ever, are conterminous with the southern boundaries of Ontnirio, and as

these fisheries developed in value, and more citizens of the ProA'ince

became engaged in their exploitiition. it followed that Ontario's interest

in these fisheries considerably augmented. Lying exclusively on the

borders of her territory, it seemed to her government that Ontario was
entitled to considerable voice in the administration of these "fisheries.

As time went on various matters of dispute in regard to them arose

between the Government of Ontario and the Dominion Government,

such an impasse being finally reached that the whole question was re-

ferred to the Privy Council for decision. On the basis of that decision

was enacted the present system of what may be termed dual control.

Under this system the Dominion Government may, generally speak-

ing, be said to regulate the conditions under which the fisheries are con-

ducted, while the proprietory rights in relation to the fishes are vested

in the Provincial Government, which issues licenses to those desirous

of engaging in fishing operations.

It is not within the scope of this report to discuss the merits of this

system, or to attempt to interpret in detail those points which, through

decision of the Privy Council, still remain open to doubt and contention,

but in view of the fact that glaring evils do exist in connection with the

fisheries, which only very drastic measures can adequately remedy, it

is necessary in this report to investigate carefully the extent to which

Provincial legislation could alone institute such measures, without

encroaching on the prerogative of the Dominion Government, and to

what extent it would be necessary to invoke the aid of the Dominion

Government in order to carry them into effect.

AX EFFICIENT PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT FOR A FISH-
ERIES PROTECTIVE SERVICE.

In the Interim Report of this Ctunmission attention was strongly

called to the fact that both the personnel and equipment of the existing

Provincial Fisheries Protective Service were in a lamentable state of

inefficiency, and certain general recommendations were made on these

heads with a view to remedying this state of affairs.

It is plain that in so far as the officials are concerned there can be

no question either as to the right of the Provincial Government
to appoint to these positions whomsoever it may select, nor as to

the advisability of selecting for these posts only such men as are physi-

cally and morally suitable for them; but in regard to the equipment,

the division of control of the fisheries somewhat complicates the question

and appears to render a further examination into it necessary.

At the present time the Dominion Government maintains one large

cruiser and emp^loys a limited number of fishery inspectors to see that
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the Doiniuion rulings in regard to the fisheries are observed, but the

actual enforcement of the laws rests chietlT with the Provincial Gov-

ernment, which maintains a large staff of wardens, fishery overseers and

inspectors, and incurs considerable expenditure in regard to the equip-

ment for these officials, for this purpose. The large cruiser of the

Dominion Government is eminently suitable for patrol work on the high

seas of the great lakes, and for the supervision of the fisli tugs engaged

in operations over deep waters. With tiie exception of the " Edna
Ivan," an ancient fish tug with indifferent cabin accommodation built

upon it, which the Provincial Government again leased this year, the

Province is possessed of no equipment in the very least degree suitable

for this class of work, and, indeed, it would seem that such work. Avliicli

is practically a policing of the fisheries against international fishing

piracy, is distinctly the province of the Dominion Government. But in

regard to all the vast extent of less exposed waters in which fishing

operations are conducted, the Provincial Government, as has been

pointed out, has assumed the burden of enforcing the general Dominion

reflations in addition to those governing its own domestic arrange-

ments, and by doing so has furnished conclusive proof not only of the

very great importance it attaches to the protection of the fisheries, but

also of a strong desire to retain as much control as possible over an

interest which can affect to such a great degree the welfare of its

citizens.

As previously recorded in this report, however, there has recently

been drawn up a series of international regulations between Great

Britain and the United States in regard to the fisheries of the great

lakes, which, when promulgated, are to apply equally on both sides of

the boundary, and there seems to be little doubt but that promulgation

of these regulations will not long be delayed. The Commissioner who
represented the United States in these negotiations has recommended
to the United States Government that a suitable staff and equipment

be provided and maintained by the Federal Government to enforce these

regulations in so far as the American waters are concerned, and it would
seem, therefore, reasonable to suppose that the Dominion Govei'ument
should contemplate some such step also, unless very well assured that

the Government of Ontario is prepared and willing adequately to under-

take this work.

That the present equipment at the disposal of the Provincial Gov-
ernment is almost entirely unsuitable to the purposes on wliicli it is

employed has been set forth in no uncertain terms in the Interim Report
of this Commission. In the face of a modern and efficient equipment,
such as recommended to the Federal Government of the United States,

it is evident that its lamentable deficiencies would become only the more
apparent.

The whole question then would seem to resolve itself into a matter
of policy on the part of the Provincial Government, to decide in fact
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wlietber it is expedieut to spend the money necessary for the acquisition

of an ample, suitable and eificieut equipment, in order to retain control

of the enforcement of the laws over what are practically its own fisheries,

or whether to let this control pass altogether into tht' hands of the

Dominion Government.
Duplication of the fisheries protective service would appear to be

unnecessary and wasteful, and yet, seeing that the Dominion Govern-
ment has entered upon an engagement with the Government of the

United States to enforce certain regulations over the fisheries, it would
seem unavoidable that it should take the matter into its own hands in

the event of the Provincial Government being unwilling to adopt a pro-

gressive and suitable policj-. both in regard to the selection of a staff and
the provision of a proper equipment. Even sihould the Dominion Gov-
ernment decide to increase its staff and equipment, after promulgation
of the international regulations, there can be little doubt but tluit the

announcement by the Provincial Government, of its intention materially

to improve its fishery protective service on modern lines, would be taken

into consideration in determining the extent of such increase. In any

case it is apparent that the more efficient and adequate the Provincial

service, the more will the actual control of the fisheries continue to be

exercised bv the Province.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FISH HATCHERIES AND FISH
AGENCIES.

In the United States practically all the individual States now main-
tain very extensive hatchery plants of their own, in addition to ;ii"'«e

supported by the Federal Government. It is plainly a purely domestic

matter for each Province or State to decide for itself, and uicie can be

no question as to the power of the Government of Ontario to do pre-

cisely as it chooses in this regard.

Similarly, the establishment of a Provincial Fish Agency would be

a purely domestic arrangement, and as such within the absolute jurisdic-

tion of the Provincial Government.

The Prohibition of Export of Fish.
"~

The decision of the Privy Council in i-egard to the division of control

in the matter of the great lake fisheries was a direct interpretation of the

provisions of the British North America Act, and it was definitely estab-

lished by this decision that the product of the gi'eat lake fisheries was
the property of the Province, irrespective of whether or not the Domin-
ion Government should see fit to levy a tax on the fisheries. The licenses

issued to the commercial net fishermen by the Province are endorsed with

the dates and areas for which the licenses are valid and other matters
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such as may from time to time be necessary, altlumgli, of course, such
licenses are issued only Avith the understanding tliat fishing shall be
carried on under the general rules and regulations enacted by the

Dominion Government. The possession of a license, therefore, presum-
ably entitles the licensee to the absolute poss^ession of such fish as he
may legally catch while fishing under the Dominion regulations and
further restrictions of the Province, so that he is entitled to market his

catch where and how he pleases. There is, however, no apparent reason

why the license sliould not be endorsed witli a provision to the effect

that the fish, or certain specific classes of fish, must only be sold for

home consumption, which, plainly, would be tantamount to a prohibi-

tion of export of the varieties of fish referred to. An analogous endorse-

ment of a license occure in the case of timber limits on Crown lands, the

provision being to the eljfect that raw timber shall not be exported but

must first be milled in the Province, and it is difficult to conceive that

there should be any legal differentiation between the products of the

forests and the fisheries, in so far as Provincial legislative powers are

concerned, seeing that both, under the British North America Act, are

the property of the Province, and consequently within Provincial juri.s-

diction.

In the case of the timber an Act was passed forbidding the export

of raw timber cut on Crown lands, so that in the matter of restricting

the sale of certain fishes to the home market a similar course might pos-

sibly be adopted by the Provincial Legislature, that is, indirect pro-

hibition of export legislation might be introduced, the particular pro-

visions of the Act in respect to the non-export of certain varieties of

fish being, as in the case of timber, endorsed on each license issued.

A difficulty might arise through the actions of middlemen who, hav-

ing purchased the fish from the fishermen on the understanding that it

was for home consumption, might none the less decide to ship it abroad.

In fact, under present conditions some such action on the part of the

monopolies could reasonably be anticipated. Hence, to make the

measure efl'ective under Provincial Law, it would appear necessary to

license the middlemen and retail fish dealers, and to endorse their

licenses with a provision similar to that on tlie license of the commercial

net fishermen. The Provincial Government can, of course, put tinder

license any Itusiness or occupation it may select, and the endorsation of

the license in the second and third channels of trade with a non-export

or home consumption provision would clearly be valid if it were so in

the case of the first, namely the commercial net fishermen.

Under the British Xorth America Act are defined the jurisdictions

of the Dominion and Provinces, but it occurs occasionally that, while

one section apparently places a matter within the jurisdiction of the

Province, another section can be interpreted as placing the same matter

under Dominion authorit.v. In such cases, if the question were con-

tested, the Dominion ruling would apparently be held to prevail.

!

I
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In regard to the question under review, although as has been shown
the Troviui-e ran pdssibly enact indirect legislation for the prohibition

of the export of lishes, and certainly can virtually effect sucli prohibition

of export by the endorsation of the licenses issued to the fi'shemien, there

seems nevertheless to be little doubt that under the British North

America Act the Dominion Government has authority to enact the pro-

hibition of an}- or all classes of fish. Already Dominion legislation for-

bids the export of black bass, mascalonge and speckled trout. The
Dominion authority to enact the measures prohibiting the export of

these fishes has never been challenged in the courts, so that the action

of the Dominion Government in these cases cannot be held to have

established a conclusive precedent, but the acquiescence of the Provin-

cial Government in the measures would at least tend to show tacit

acknowledgement on its part of their validity, and it is obvious that

there can be no legal distinction between sporting and commercial fishes

in so far as jurisdiction is concerned.

A Dominion enactment would naturally' affect all classes of the

community, and this would put a stop to all legal exportation without

recoui-se to the endorsation of tlie licenses issued to fishermen and fish

dealers. It is evident also that whether enacted under Dominion or Pro-

vincial legislation, the greater the percentage of the total Ontario catch

that w as handled by a Provincial Fish Agenc}', the easier would become

the enforcement of such a measure.

Ci.osK SioAsoxs, .v Close Piorioij, and Close Areas.

There is no question that the power of enacting close seasons falls

exclusively within the jurisdiction of the Dominion Government. Atten-

tion has been called to the fact that, owing to the dift'ereuce in lati-

tude and climatic conditions, the present dates of the close seasons do

not tally in many localities with the actual dates of spawning. The
general distribution of the fisheries of the great lakes renders it, indeed,

practically impossible to fix a slu)rt pei-iod for each variety of fish which

will cover the widely divergent dates of spawning in all the different

lakes, although no such difficulty would present itself if the duration

iif the close seasons were materially increased, as has been deemed
advisable by many authorities, and as was recommended to the Domin-
ion Government by the Georgian Bay Fisheries Commission in regard

to the whitefish.

While, however, the power of the Dominion Government to fix such

close seasons as its wisdom may direct is incontestable, and such sea-

sons could not in any way be abbreviated by the Provincial Government,
it is apparently within the powers of the Provincial Government to add
to the Dominion close seasons, if it should so desire, by endorsing the

commercial net licenses with dates which would niak(> them valid for a

shorter period than that allowed under Dominion regulation. Such at

least is the opinion of the present Deputy Attorney-General of the
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Province, Mr. J. K. Cartwrigbt. If this be so, the Province evidentlv

has it within its power to right the present unsatisfactory state of

affairs, for it cannot be claimed that the Dominion dates are not suit-

able to some, at least, of the fishing areas of the great lakes, or that

in a single instance they err either in commencing too soon or in being

unduly prolonged.

A study of local conditions would appear then to be all that is neces-

sary to enable the Province to institute close seasons which would tally

with the actual dates of spawning in each individual locality.

It is further evident that by endorsing the licenses to cover the

earliest possible dates at wlsich spawning might commence, it would be

possible for the Provincial Government to place the actual date on which
fishing should cease within the discretion of its local fishery overseers,

subject, of course, to the dates of the general Dominion close season.

A system such as this would seem to afford the most logical solution to

the problem of dealing adequately with the climatic influence on the com-

mencement of the spawning run, but obviously, to be effective, it would
be necessary for the Government fishery overseers to be considerably

more conscientious and more thoroughly acquaiured with fishing condi-

tions than is usual to-day, for even a few days delay would mean con-

siderable additional profit to the fishermen at the expense of the quan-

tity of spawn which should have been deposited.

If the Provincial Government, as it would appear, has it within

its authority to thus increase the close seasons enacted by the Dominion
Government, it must evidently also have the power to stop fishing

altogether by the refusal to issue licenses; in fact, of producing a longer

or shorter close period and similarly of closing to commercial fishing

any areas it may deem advisable.

A Provincial Fisheries Policy.

In the Interim Report of this Commission and in the preceding

pages of this report an outline has been given of the general condition

of the gre<at lake fisheries aud of the fish trade in the Province of

Ontario, and suflicient has been said to show that stringent measures are

essential to eradicate the glaring evils at the root of the present situa-

tion. The past history of the fisheries has furnished ample proof of the

inefficacy of attempting to bolster up an avowedly unsound system

with the flaccid pills of mildly remedial legislation, so that if it is desired

to save, conserve and develop the fisheries to the maximum of their

worth, and to obtain the greatest possible value from them for the bene-

fit of the citizens of Ontario, a broad general policy in regard to tliem

must be evolved and carried through systematically, despite the protests

of the monopolies and their myrmidons, and despite the denunciations

and vaporings of those more interested in retaining in their hands petty

political patronage than in advancing the general welfare of the com-

munity. Tlie rapidly increasing population of the Province renders the
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adoptiou of some such policy ouly the more urgent, for it i:s impossible

to deny that year by year in the larger cities amongst a great many
classes of the community the question of obtaiuing an abundance of

wholesome and at the same time cheap food is growing ever harder of

solution. Fish, which is admittedly the peer of any animal food, has

never yet played its true economic role in the dietary of Ontario's popu-

lation, and unless something is accomplished very soon in the direc-

tion of ellecting a change in present conditions, it would appear that it

would never have a chance to do so.

There can be no question that the Canadian fisheries of the great

lakes are amply sufficient to-day to supply all the demands of the

Canadian population adjacent to them, and, in spite of an increasing

population, would be so for many years to come if the bulk of the supply

was not diverted to other channels, but they cannot withstand the tre-

mendous drain imposed on them to fill the insatiable demands of the

great cities of the United States. The longer the present unsatisfactory

condition is allowed to continue, the harder will it become to take the

necessary measures to redress it.

In discussing the dual control in force over the Canadian fisheries

but slight reference has as yet been made in regard to their international

political aspect. It is plain, however, that this side of the question needs

as careful consideration as any in the formulation of a broad fisheries

policy. The situation which has arisen through the organization of an
American monopoly to control the Canadian great lake fisheries ren-

ders it as impossible to argue that any of the more drastic corrective

measures referred to iu the previous sections of this report could be

introduced without raising a howl of protest from the interests directly

concerned, as without incurring considerable political oppositiou from

the United States, for the deprivatit)n of many of the larger fi.>h markets

in the United States of even a proportion of their accustomed supply of

Canadian fish would be quite sufficient to ensure this latter, e\eu thougli

it is obvious that owing to the purely domestic nature of the measures

international interference would be an unwarrantable intrusion into

Provincial domestic affairs. Attention has been called to the fact that

an international code of regulations has been framed for the general

conduct of the great lake fisheries, and that the advantages to be derived

by both nations from a fundamentally identical system of administra-

tion of the fisheries are very considerable. It has also been noted that

the international code has not as yet been promulgated. How far the

determination of the Provincial Government to break the power of th.^

monopolies and to develop and exploit the Canadian fisheries of the

great lakes for the benefit of the citizens of the Province would tend to

further delay the promulgation of this code, or to produce modifications

in it, it is impossible to determine, but at least it is evident that, as both

parties to the code are greatly interested in its enactment, it would form

to a certain extent a political lever in the hands of the United States
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Govoi-nnieiit with wliicli to apiiroach the Domiuiou Government in any
attempts to aiTest the Provincial policy. The delay iu promulgation
has up to the present apparently been due to the efforts of representa-

tives of certain of the fishing interests in the United States Senate, who
claim tiiat their particular localities will sutfer through the restrictions

imposed by the code, and in view of the fact that total or even partial

prohibition of export of Ontario fish would adversely alfect a very much
greater number of American citizens than could the code, it is only

reasonable to suppose that the hands of the present opponents of the

code would be strengthened by many additional recruits, anxious to

weild the sword of a prospective international code against the buckler

of Ontario's domestic necessities. The Dominion Government, however,

on which the brunt of international pressure must fall, has in the crea-

tion of its Commission of Conservation and in many other ways given

evidence of the lively interest taken by it in all matters affecting the con-

servation of natural resources, and it is impossible to conceive that it

could view otherwise than favourably the determination of the Provin-

cial Government to conseiwe and exploit the fisheries of the great lakes

on a fundamentallj' economic basis. Indeed, the whole question of the

commercial fisheries of the great lakes is growing yearly in national and
international importance to such an extent that it is doubtful whether

any other course would be open to the Dominion Government than to

endorse, assist, and forward a progressive Provincial fisheries policy by

every means in its power, for obstruction on its part could not but l>e

adjudged a retrogressive action by the great bulk of the Canadian people

affected. The vital necessity for Ontario to secure for her present and

future population the economic benefits from a magnificent commercial

fishery must be apparent to every thinking citizen of Canada, and

especially to its administrations, as likewise that tinkering with this

gi"eat economic problem will never bring about its satisfactory elucida-

tion. Hence it may at least safely be deemed improbable that the

Dominion Government will either throw obstacles in the way, or chal-

lenge Ontario's authority to seek its solution by drastic measures, but

will tender the Province its cordial co-operation to the extent of itself

enacting such measures as the Provincial policy may require, and to the

extent also of withstanding any international pressure that may be

brought to bear to frustrate it.

In regard to the purely domestic political situation, it has already

been pointed out that outside of the monopolies tlie only class that could

be even temporarily adversely affected by tlie adoption of a forward and

forceful fisheries policy would be the commercial net fishermen, who
were either operating in certain restricted areas which it might be

deemed expedient to close against commercial net fishing, or else under

a prohibition of export measure were compelled to abandon their. calling

owing to a temporary lessening iu the demand for fish. The numbers of

these men are very small in cnni]iaiis()n witli the total population of the
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Province, aud although their distribution is sucli tliat in certain locali-

ties their influence is undoubtedly considerable, nevertheless il must
be conceded that the advantages to the I'roviuee, which would accrue

from the adoption of such a policj', could not fail to render it gen-

erally popular with the bulk of the population. Moreover, neither the

Provincial nor Dominion Government could be materially embarrassed
where both were conjointly involved in the adoption aud carrying out

of a scheme to rehabilitate and perpetuate the fisheries.

It would seem, then, that the field is open and the occasion on the

whole propitious for the introduction by the Province of a fisheries

policy adequate to the necessities of the case, and it is impossible to deny
that such a step would be in the best interests of the Province. There
remains, then, but to recapitulate briefly what the salient features of

that policy should be.

The two outstanding evils at the root of the present situation are

the absolute inadequacy of the equipment and inefficiency of the Staff

of the Provincial Fisheries Service, and the commercial control of an
alien corporation. It is, therefore, to these that first and most careful

attention should be paid. To correct them the reorganization of the

Fisheries Service and the provision of a modei'u and adequate equip-

ment should be undertaken Avithout delay on the lines indicated in the

Interim Report t>f this Commission, and simultaneously there should be

established in Toronto a central fish agency on the lines indicated in this

report. Immediate action should also be taken to prevent the further

export of at least the two most valuable food fishes of the great lakes,

the whitefish and the great lake trout. In regard to checking the present

annual decrease in the catch aud subsequently to effecting an increase

in it, the establishment of Provincial fish hatchery plants should be com-
menced forthwith, and side by side with this measure provision should
be made for adequate scientific superintendence of the hatcheries and
for scientific research work and statistical observations. The spawning
seasons of the various fishes in each and every locality should be closely

studied and provision made for the protection of the fish during those

periods in the manner indicated in this report. Such areas, also, as are

only inhabited by the commercial fishes when about to spawn, or by the

young and innuature of the commercial fislies, sjiould be carefully ascer-

tained and set aside against commercial fishing for at least a consider-

able period of years.

It is evident- that the policy outlined could not be carried out in a

moment, or without careful preparation and arrangement, and that not

only would the expenditures involved have to be spread over a period

of years, but that the whole question would require strong, consistent

and yet tactful treatment throughout the period of development, such

direction and impetus, in fact, as would be necessary in any walk of life

for the establishment of a great and prosperous industry. As was pointed

out in the Interim Report of this Commission, the method oi adminis-

1

I

i
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rratiou now in force is not adapted to the attainment of sueli an end.
The abnormal expansion in all directions necessitates the undertaking
of many other great public enterprises, and problems both diflficult and
intricate, but none the less leciuiring immeiliaie solution, are constantly
developing, so that it is impossible to conceive that a Minister, already
so overloaded with vast responsibilities as must be a Minister in charge
of so great and growing a Department as that of Public Works, should
be able himself to devote either the requisite time or energy to the intri-

cate and complex details surrounding the evolution of a fisheries policy

calculated to produce a machinery equal to the task and likewise to

foster and develop a demand for fish food among the citizens of the Pro-
vince, who are as yet to a great extent unappreciative of its inherent

economic value. Further, the delegation of such a duty to a subordiuate
official, even though that official were mentally and physically capable

of discharging, it would inevitably result in the matter being treated as

one of secondary importance, a fact which the present condition of the

commercial fisheries situation would appear clearly to demonstrate, in

so far at least as that where successive incumbents of a Ministerial office

have had neither time nor opportunity to master even the basic prin-

ciples of a problem, matters will be allowed to drift. <)r patchwork
legislative remedies be deemed amply sufficient. Consequently it would
seem apjiarent that the first step in the evolution of a new Provincial

Fisheries Policy must be the establishment of an efficient authority to

carry it out ; the creation, in fact, of an executive controlling ijower,

sufficiently stable to ensure the ultimate execution of plans laid over

several years, and with sufficient time at its disposal to attend to all the

intricate details on which the ultimate success of the policy must so

largely depend.

The advantages to be derived through the elimination of party poli-

tics in the matter of petty appointments to the fisheries protective ser-

vice were discussed in the Interim Report of this Commission, and it is

evident that in the institution of such important measures as the estab-

lishment of a chain of fish hatchery plants, the provision of adequate and
suitable equipment, the creation and development of a Provincial Fish

Agency and the fixing of close periods and areas, the less political lu-

rtuence could be brought to bear on the executive chief, the greater would
be the certainty of really permanent and satisfactory results being

attained. The most obvious method of removing the fisheries from the

sphere of party politics would be the creation of a small Commission to

control them in conjunction witli other matters of a somewhat kindred

nature, as previously recommended by this Commission in its Interim

Report, but, if such a course should be deemed inexpedient, at least

some attempt should be made to place the control of Ontario's great com-

mercial fisheries where they could receive the individual attention of the

executive head which they both need and merit. The people of the Pro-

vince cannot forever remain indifferent to the spoliation that is taking

5 F.c.
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place, so that it would seem to be but the part of wisdom for the Govern-
ment in some measure at least to anticipate their awakening.

General Recommendations in Regard to the Great Lakes Com-
mercial Fisheries.

In making the following recommendations your Commissioner de-

sires explicitly to state that in liis opinion tlie expenditure of money
involved in various of the proposed measures would not be justified

under the present system of administration of the fisheries, for without

efficient direction and control adequate results could never be obtained.

With this proviso your Commissioner would most strongly recom-

mend :

(1) That an executive power be created to deal with the great lake

commercial fisheries and other kindred matters; if possible, by the crea-

tion of a small independent Commission after the model of the Temis-

kaming and Northern Ontario Railwaj' Commission; or, failing this, by

removing the control of the fisheries from the Department of Public

Works and confiding it to some member of the Cabinet who is possessed

of sufficient leisure to devote personal attention to the solution of its

many great problems.

(2) That the reorganization of the outside service of the Depart-

ment of Game and Fisheries be forthwith commenced ; that only such of

the fishery overseers as are capable of adequately discharging their

duties shall be retained in the service; and that in future no man shall

be engaged for such service whose qualifications for the position have not

been definitely ascertained to be entirely satisfactory.

(3) That some form of Board be created to examine applicants for

positions in the outside service of the Department of Game and Fish-

eries, and issue certificates of proficiency to such of them as are found

to be suitable, both physically and morally, to undertake the duties they

will be called upon to perform, and that without such certificate of pro-

ficiency no man shall be considered eligible for a position in the outside

service of the Department of Game and Fisheries.

(4) That no official be employed in the outside service of the De-

partment of Game and Fisheries who lias any other business or occupa-

tion during such employment.

(5) That no official in the outside service of the Department of

Game and Fisheries be paid less than $500 per annum, or a pro rata

amount for limited periods.

(6) That steps be taken to acquire an adequate equipment for the

Provincial Fisheries Protective Service on the lines indicated in the In-

terim Report of this Commission.

(7) That a central Provincial fish agency be established in

Toronto with as little delay as possible, and branch agencies at such suit-

able ports as may be deemed desirable.
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(S) That steps be takeu to have tlie export of whitetisli and lake

trout prohibited for a terra of at least five years by Dominion regula-

tion, and that meanwhile the fui'ther export of these fishes be prevented

by the endorsation of the licenses issued to fishermen and fish buyers

with a provision to that effect.

(9) That the commercial net fisherman, as one condition of his

license, shall be required to furnish monthly to the Department of Game
and Fisheries, on a form provided by tlie Department for the purpose,

a sworn return, showing the classes of fish and the weight of each

variety caught, the number of shipments or sales made and the weight

of same, and the names of the parties to whom the fish was shipped or

sold, and that the signature of the local fishery overseer be required to be

affixed to the return in sworn testimony of its accuracy.

(10) That fish buyers or wholesale fish merchants be put under

license of f50 and retail fish merchants of |10 throughout the Province,

and that, if necessary, these licenses be endorsed with the prohibition of

export of whitefish and lake trout.

(11) That as a condition of license to the fish buyers and wholesale

fish merchants they be required to render monthly to the Department of

Game and Fisheries, on a form provided by that Department for the pur-

pose, a sworn return of all purchases made and shipments of fish re-

ceived, showing in each case the classes of fish, the weights of each

vai-iety. and the name of the consignor or vendor, together with a similar

return of all bulk exports and Canadian shipments and a summary of

local sales.

(12) That steps be taken to at once initiate a system of Provincial

fish hatcheries, on a system wliicii shall provide ultimately for a suf-

ficiency of hatcheries to meet the needs of the Province in this direc-

tion.

(13) That the services of a duly qualified icthyologist be secured to

report as to the suitability of sites for Provincial fish hatcheries, to

superintend the construction of same and the installation of the neces-

sary plants, and subsequently to exercise general supervision over the

scientific work of the hatcheries and organize and develop a department

of scientific research and statistical investigation.

(11) That a close study be made throughout the area of the com-

mercial fisheries as to the usual dates of spawning of various fishes in

the different areas.

(15) That the licenses of tlic commercial net fishermen in each

locality be endorsed with dates which will render them invalid during

the spawning of the more valuable fishes in that locality.

(IG) That such areas as are only invaded by the more valuable com-

mercial fishes during the spawning season or during other short periods

in the summer months be closed altogether to commercial fishing for a

term of at least fiA'e years.

(17) That such areas as are inhabited for the most part only by the
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young or immature of the more valuable commercial fishes be carefullj-

ascertained, and closed to all commercial gill or pound net fishing for

a term of at least five years.

(18) That the whole fisheries be divided into a number of fishing

areas for the purpose of carefully studying and determining the lengths

of gill nets and the number of pound nets which can safely and advan-

tageously be used in the same.

(19) That the value of each license be based on the value of the

catch of the preceding year, tlie charge being fixed at the rate of |2.00

per 1,000 pounds of whitefish, herring, lake trout and pickerel, and fl.OO

per 1,000 pounds of other fishes, and that the estimated value of each

license be paid in advance, the balance in favor of or against the Gov-

ernment being adjusted at the end of the year from the sworn returns

of the net fishermen attested to by the local fishery overseer.

(20) That, subsequent to the establishment of Provincial fish agen-

cies and the introduction of a more effective system of administration

of the fisheries, the experiment be made of placing the licenses in certain

selected areas up to tender, power as usual being reserved to select such

tenders as may be deemed the most advantageous.

Commercial Fishing in the Lessee Lakes of the Province.

The Province of Ontario is most liberally furnished with lakes of

every size and description, most of them abounding, or at least once

abounding, with fish of many varieties. In many of these lesser stretches

of water there occur varieties of the commercial whitefish and trout, as

well as the pickerel, ciscoes and other fish in more or less demand at the

different fish markets of the States and Provinces, and as the decrease

in the product of the great lake fisheries became marked, while the de-

mand continued to increase, thus materially raising the market value of

all classes of fish, it was but natural that the idea should be conceived

of making u.se of the fish to be caught in the smaller bodies of water

where such waters were reasonably accessible to adequate transporta-

tion facilities.

Experience in a short while proved tliat which was only to be ex-

pected, namely, that the smaller a body of water the less resisting power

has it to the drain of vigorous commercial fishing, and, consequently,

many of the inland lakes in which commercial fishing was carried on

were soon absolutely depleted of all the finer forms of fish life, to the

great detriment of the dwellers in the surrounding country.

There can be no doubt but that the logical economic function of the

lesser lakes scattered throughout the Province is to supply wholesome

fish food in the first instance to the poor settlere who open up the coun-

try and have at best a precarious existence, and subsequently as the

country becomes more settled to the increasing population of the sur-

rounding territory at cheap rates. In view of this fact it would seem
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most unwise to allow even one of the many lakes to be depleted of its

finer fishes, especially when it is remembered that the depletion is tak-

ing place, not for the benefit of citizens of Ontario, but chiefly for that

of a neighboring nation, for, as pointed out in previous sections of this

report, the great bulk of the commercial fish catch is being, and has been.

shii)ped abroad. Moreover, in such cases where sporting fish exist in

these waters, they also have suffered to a like degree as the finer commer
oial fish, in spite of a ban having been, in certain cases, placed on their

commercial use, for it is a well known fact that all is fish which comes
into the commercial fisherman's net, and a price is paid by the foreign

buyer for the interior contents of barrels and boxes laden with fish as

well as for the fish which adorn the tops and bottoms of such shipments.

The destruction of the sporting fish in these waters is greatly to be de-

plored, for it deprives the region of one of its chief attractions to the

sportsman tourist, whose ready cash is such a valuable asset to the

country at large.

It is usually argued by those engaged, or v.ishing to engage, in this

business that the normal increase in these lakes is, as a rule, in excess of

the sustaining or feeding power of the lakes and that, consequently, the

majority of fish remain undersized and thin owing to a lack of sufficient

food. It is also, of course, invariably and stoutly maintained that the

:Jporting fish can by no possible means suffer any harm through commer-
cial fishing operations. As to the latter of these contentions, experience

as noted above, has proved the exact reverse. As to the former, it cannot

be denied that there mav in many instances be a substratum of truth

in it. and yet it must also be acknowledged that if the fish now to be

found inhabiting the waters after countless years of unimpeded natural

reproduction are of such small size and poor quality as alleged, it is

ilifficnlt to understand how it can be worth anybody's while to under-

take commercial fishing for them as a means of profit making or liveli-

hood. Tlie probabilities would .seem to be that a limited amount of

commercial fishing might indeed result in the production of larger fish,

owing to the greater amount of food available for a lesser number of fish,

but that, on the other hand, the extent of reduction in quantities that

can safely be accomplished in the first instance is strictly limited, and

that thereafter to take more than the normal increase will result in the

speedy depletion of the \\aters of the classes of fish removed from them.

It would, of course, be impossible to lay down rigidly the exact amount

of fish that might be removed from any of the lesser lakes for which it

might be deemed advisable to issue commercial net licenses, but, on the

other hand, it is evident that if the licensees were required to make

sworn returns of the catch to the Government, the accuracy of the said

i-eturns being vouche<l for and attested by the responsible government

inspector, it would very soon become apparent when the annual catch

was markedly decreasing. Having once determined that the catch had

seriously diminished, it '\\ould be a simple matter to give the particular
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lake a rest from commercial fisbiug for a period of years in order to per-

mit of it restocking itself bv natural means, as it would inevitably do if

given tlie cbance in sufficient time. Tbat such a procedure would be the

most economic method of handling these fisheries is evident, as it would
eliminate all possibility of the lakes being depleted, and, at the same time,

would avoid the expense of ultimately having to stock these waters by

artificial means, a demand for which, in the case of those lakes which

have already unfortunately been depleted, is certain eventually to arise.

Owing to the natural tendency of a licensee to derive the greatest

possible benefit from the possession of his license, it is plain that the

great majority of the licensees, if licenses were, on application, renewed

to them yearly without question, could not be depended on to exercise

impartial judgment in deciding when a rest from commercial fishing had

become necessary and, consequently, the matter would have to be con-

trolled and managed by the Government in order to attain the desired

results, but it is interesting to note that in the western portion of tiie

Province there is one inland lake fishery which has been conducted on

these principles for many years by its regular licensees, with the result

that in the years in which fishing is conducted the catch is good both in

quantity and quality.

To ensure accuracy in returns from the licensees of inland la^e

fisheries, the inspection of their fisheries and shipments would have to

be effective and efficient and it is, consequently, apparent that in those

localities "nhere adequate inspection cannot economically be provided at

present, it would be advisable not to issue licenses for commercial

fishing.

In all cases where commercial net licenses are issued for the in-

land lakes, the greatest care should also be taken to see that the licensees

do not exceed the quantity or lengths of net called for on their license,

and a study should be made of each individual case to determine what
amount of net should be fixed by the Government, for especially in the

case of the smaller bodies of water so much harm could be effected by

excessive fishing in the short space of even one season that the fishing

might remain hopelessly depleted for many seasons thereafter.

As a general rule it would seem inadvisable to issue any commer-
cial net licenses whatsoever where there is not a clear water area of at

least ten miles square, for the normal production of lesser areas must
be too small to permit of profitable commercial fishing operations, ex-

cept at the expense of the future supply of fish. It would seem also that

in waters of even greater area than ten miles square, where sporting fish,

such as the black bass, the mnscalonge and trout, are to be found, it

would be far better to issue no commercial licenses at all, for the value

of the traffic attracted by the sporting fishes will ultimately, if it does

not actually at present, far exceed the small profits to be made out of

the commercial fishing of such waters, and it must, therefore, be the part

^f wisdom to safeguard the perpetuation of these sporting fishes. The
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only condition under which licenses for commercial fishing might pos-

sibly be issued in such cases with advantage would be where a local mar-
ket was sufficiently great to take the total catch of the number of licenses
issued. In such instances the waters would be but fulfilling their proper
functions, but the licenses issued for the purpose of supplying this local

demand should be endorsed to that effect, and the inspection should be
sufficiently potent to ensure this provision being enforced.

As with the great lake fisheries, so it would seem to be the case witli

the fisheries of the minor lakes, namely, that the value of the licenses to

the licensees must vary con.siderably in the ditl'ereut bodies of water.

Consequently it Avould appear that the system of licensing should not

be as at present a fixed sum applicable equally to any lake or part of a

lake, but should be an indeterminate sum to be fixed on the basis of the

previous or last year's catch, and adjustable subsequently on the results

of the returns of their catch sent in by the licensees; in fact, that the

system of licensing should be similar to that suggested for the gi-eat

lakes. It is also to be noted that the risks and difficulties attendant on

commercial fishing are, as a rule, very much lightened in the case of

smaller bodies of water, and that, consequently, a greater catch can be

secured for a considerably less effort than in the deep waters of the great

lakes. It would appear, therefore, reasonable to suppose that in many
instances there should arise competition for the privilege of fishing these

easy and profitable waters, and, consequently, that were the licenses put

up to public tender, a considerable profit would accrue to the public.

In regard to these waters, however, it must be confessed that, especially

in the less settled districts, it is more advantageous to the Province to

have the profits accruing from the commercial fishing of these waters go

into the pockets of some needy local settler or resident than merely swell

the banking account of some individual or company engag(Ml in other

matters, who undertake the enterprise purely as a speculation, have no in-

terest in the matter other than the quick returns to be derived therefrom,

and who are neither acquainted with the process of commercial fishing

or with the areas over whicli they are allowed to fi.sh by virtue of the

license they have obtained. In all cases in this class of water trafficing

in licenses should be most rigidly suppressed and the applicant or ten-

derer for a license should be required explicitly to state whether or not

he purposes himself to undertake the actual fishing, and whether or not

he is a local resident.

The same objections noted in regard to the introduction of this

system to the great lake fisheries undoubtedly exist, although in a some-

what modified form. The comparative ease, for instance, with w'hicii

fishing can be conducted largely discounts the necessity for the develop-

ment of a distinct class of fisliennen for these waters, and in the majority

of cases the equipment to carry on fishing operations would neither be

large nor expensive. The fact, also, that it might be necessary to close

down the fi.sheries in the event of a material diminution in catch being
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disclosed would raise a uew difficulty sliould the tender be, as recom-

mended in regard to the great lakes, for a term of years. Uuder reason-

able fishing and good supervision this, however, should not frequently

occur, and in the event of it doing so there would be no difficulty in

arranging a proportionate rebate to the licensi>e, or even, perhaps, of

changing the location of his license to suitable adjacent waters for the

balance of the term, iloreover. where a licensee in restricted waters had
conducted his business on lines best calculated to ensure a continued

product from the waters and had, in all probabilitj-, some considerable

capital, in proportion at least to his means, invested in nets, boats, store-

liouse and other equipment, not only would a distinct hardship occur

should he fail to secure a renewal of his license at the expiration of its

term, but it is doubtful whether it would be to the advantage of the Pro--

vince to risk obtaining a less satisfactory licensee for tiie sake of a few

dollars. This, however, might be adjusted by pro\dding that where a

licensee conscientiously fulfilled all the requirements of the law through-

out the term of his license, he should be entitled to a renewal of it on

the same terms on which he originally acquired it, or on payment -of such

additional fee as might be deemed just by the Government.

Your Commissioner would, therefore, most strongly recommend

:

(1) That no licenses be issued for commercial fishing in inland

lakes "W'hich have not a clear water area of at least ten miles square.

(2) That no licenses whatsoever be issued for commercial fishing

in inland lakes over which rigid inspection cannot be provided.

(3) That no licenses be issued for commercial fishing in inland

lakes other than the very large ones, which are the habitat of the black

bass, speckled trout or maskinonge, except where a local market needs

to be supplied, and then only and exclusively for the requiroments of

that market.

(4) That the value of a license be determined in the sJime way as

recommended for the licenses of the great lake fisheries.

(5) That subsequent to the e.«tablishment of Provincial fish agencies

and the introduction of a more etfective system of administration of the

fislieries, the experiment be made of placing the license issued for cer-

tain inland waters of the Province up to public tender, care, however,

being taken to prevent the licenses from falling into the hands of specu-

lators and to place them as far as possible with local residents or set-

tlers.

(6) That all licensees be required to render monthly sworn returim

of their catch on forms provided them for the purpose, and tliat such

returns must be countersigned on oath by the responsible fishery over-

seer.

(7) That careful study be made of each lake in which commercial
fishing is to be allowed in order to determine the extent or amount of

nets which it is expedient to allow to be operated, and the periods and

localities in -which spawning of the commercial fishes takes place in,

order that these may be ligidly protected.
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(S) That careful retiirus be compiled of the annual vield of eacli

lake in order that as soon as a marked decrease becomes apparent in

any one lake, no further licenses may be issued for it during a term of

years, so as to allow of restocking by natural processes.

Lake of the Woods.

The location and peculiar configuration of the area known as Lake
of the Woods have given rise to problems in connection with its fisheries

which require individual investigation.

A glance at the map will sliow that, broadly speaking, the area is

divided into two portions by the great neck of land called the Big Penin
sula, the body of water to the south of it being for the most part open,

while that to the north of it is merely a network of channels between
innumerable islands of all sizes and descriptions. The international

boundary, which runs almost lu^rth for some thirty odd miles from the

point where the liaiuy River enters the lake, places more than half of

the open A\ater area of the southern portion under the control of the

United States, but turning then to the west leaves the northern portion

entirely in Canada, while the Manitoba boundary line touches both the

northern and southern portions on their western extremities. For the

most part the lake, which lies, of course, in the Hudson Bay wat(;rshed.

is comparatively shallow, and with the exception of a small passenger

steamer plying between the towns of Rainy Elver and Kenora is not

used for commercial transportation purposes at present, nor would it

appear likely that its waters m iil ever serve to any great extent as a high-

way of commerce.

The waters themselves, however, were originally teeming with~fish,

of which the most valuable commercial s])ecies were the sturgeon, the

whitefish, the pickerel and the lake trout, and as the country opened up
great quantities of fish were removed from them on both sides of the

boundary line, with the result that to-day the sturgeon has practically

ceased to exist all over the lake, and the quantities of whitefish and trout

have very considerably diminished, especially in the American waters,

which have been fished far more strenuously than the Canadian waters

of recent years. The International Fisheries Commission, indeed, have
given weighty consideration to the state of the fisheries in these waters,

and in the proposed international code most excellent regulations haTc
been devised to be applicable to Lake of the Woods and Eainy River,

dealing with such questions as the mesh, class and disposition of nets,

classes of fish that may be fished for, methods of fishing and size limits.

These regulations, however, do not altogether dispose of all the dilficul-

ties peculiar to the Ontario fishery situation.

The bulk of the commercial fishing in Canadian waters is carried on

in the northern of the two zones already referred to, the headquarters of

the industry being located at Kenora at the northern extremity of the

lake, and the industry itself being vested in the hands of one company.
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Uiiuwu a.s iIr' Aimstroug Trading Compauy. It is evident that iu the

narrow cliannels aud waterways of this area, once the general movements
of the fisli have been ascertained, tiie operation of any commei-cial nets

is liable to prove peculiarly deadly. On the other hand the number of

licenses issued for ]iouud nets iu these waters is limited by the Depart-
ment of Game and Fisheries to 14, and this fact, together Avith the in-

numerable diverse routes open to the fish as they move about on tlieir

feeding grounds, has undoubtedly tended towards the maintenance of

the supply in Canadian waters. Indeed, in regard to wliitefisli, which
are to-day the most valuable commercial fish of the lake, it must be noted

tjiat under the direction of the Armstrong Trading Company the fisher-

men use a mesh of net for the gill net fishing considerably greater than

the minimum at present allowed by law, thus confining their catch

voluntarily to tlie larger fish, so that, although there has, iu all proba-

bility, been a marked decrease in the weight of fish caught as compared
with the initial years of fishing, when the waters were practically virgin,

the Northern Zone at least cannot be held to be in any danger of imme-
diate exhaustion Tinder the existing measure of fishing.

The town of Kenora and surrounding country do not as yet afford

a market suflicieutly great to consume the present commercial catch of

the Canadian waters of Lake of the Woods, so that if commercial fishing

is prosecuted on its present scale tl'.e fish obviously have to be shipped

to other nuirkets. To the East the markets of Port Arthur and Fort

William should not, apparently, be iu need of any outside shipments,

seeing that they should be able to avail tliemselves of the fisheries of

Lake Superior, so that tlie natural and logical market for the product of

these waters would appear to be Winnipeg, and it is, in fact, to Winni-

peg that the bulk of the fish is at present despatched. Whether or not

Winnipeg is the ulti'.nate nmrket of these fish is more than questionable,

tlie pr(;habili1^;-,s appealing to be that the major portion finds its way to

the south of the international boundary line.

In view, then, of the general measures for the conservatifni of the

commercial fisheries, and of whitefish and lake trout in particular, dis-

cussed in previous sections of this report, and especially in regard to the

recommendation in favor of the prohibition of export of these two varie-

ties, it remains to be examined what effect these measures would have

on the waters under discussion.

Under the proposed international regulations the capture of stur-

geon is strictly forbidden for a term of four years, so that in expectation

of their speedy promulgation this fish need not further be considered.

The species of lake trout inhabiting these watei"S would appear
from llie testimony of the manager of the Armstrong Trading Company
not to be of great value for export commercial purposes, as the fish, ap-

parently, softens rapidly on ice and loses its color, thus considerably

depreciating its market value. The variety of whitefish, on the other

hand, is commercially second to none, and, consequently, the vxhitefish

fisheries must be considered a valuable Provincial asset.
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In dealing with the question of the prohibition of export of white-

fisli and hike trout, the matter was discussed from its purely- interna-

tional aspect, and it is evident that if such prohibition were effected by
Dominion regulation and made applicable to all Canadian waters in

which whitefish at least are found, there would be no need for any
special precautions in regard to the whitefish of Lake of the Woods, for

it would be only to the advantage of Ontario to have a market for its

supei-fluous fish in the Provinces bounding it on either side. If, on the

contrary, the measure had to be elfecttKl by the Province through the

endorsation of licenses and other means already indicated, it is plain

that an avenue would still be open to the foreign monopolies at the East-

ern and Western extremities of the Province, for obtaining the bulk of

the Ontario fish whose international export the Province was attempt-

ing to prohibit, by causing the fish to be shipped to the nearest suitable

points in Canada outside the Provincial boundaries and thence trans-

shipping them across the border, thus defeating the objects of the Pro-

vincial measure, for no Provincial legislation could be framed to em-
brace the destination of the fish after it had legitimately left the Pro-

vincial boundaries. It would seem, therefore, that under these circum-

stances special steps would have to be taken to guard against this

eventuality. The establishment of Provincial fish agencies would, in all

probability, tend to achieve this object satisfactorily, but as far as Lake
of the Woods is concerned, the fisheries of which are so distant from the

moi-e densely populated areas of the Province and where there is only

one company in operation and that a Canadian company, chiefly owned
by Winnipeg interests, it would at first sight appear that the establish-

ment of a branch agency might entail a hardship on a legitimate Cana-

dian enterprise, for, although one of the chief purchasers of the Arm-
strong Trading Coi'iT'iany is, iu all probability, the American fish trust,

it would seem that the concern itself is operated on Canadian capital by

Canadians. Undoubtedly the surrounding territory will eventually

maintain a very much greater population than at present, for both the

agricultural and mineral possibilities appear to be considerable, and it

is, in consequence, essential to conserve these valuable fisheries. It is

also beyond dispute that the possible fish markets along both the Cana-

dian Pacific and Canadian Northern Railways are at present entirely

unexploited, so that there is a considerable field for commercial enter-

prise in this direction. Possibly some arrangement might be entered

into with the Company in regard to the disposal of its fish vs-ith a view to

securing its co-operation in fostering the market in Kenora and in the

lesser towns on both railways, and also in regard to the non-export of

the fish from Winnipeg. The existence of a Provincial fish agency might,

indeed, render this all the easier to bring about, for the company would

be able to ship to the agency, for ultimate disposal in the Province, all

fish in excess of the requirements of its own markets and be assured of

obtaining a fair average return. In the event, however, of the company
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being un^\-illiiig to enter into any such arrangement, the most obvious

means of achieving the desired end would appear to lie in the limitation

of the licenses issued, so that the total catch from these waters could not

be in excess of the actual present requirements of the surrounding ter-

ritory, and in endorsing such licenses as were issued with a provision to

the effect that the catch was to be disposed of for local consumption

only, or to the nearest branch Provincial fish agency, leaving it to the

superintendent of this latter institution to develop the fish markets in

the Kenora and Rainy Kiver districts.

In regard to the fact that the majority of tlie Canadian licenses

issued for commercial fishing in Lake of the "Woods are under the con-

trol of one company, it is to be noted that in view of the location of the

waters the present development of the surrounding territory and the

fact that it is a Canadian company, presumably catering to Canadian
people, so long as the fisheries are conducted on their present scale this

is probably the best method of operating these fisheries, in spite of the

fact that it might be held to constitute a monopoly, for it concentrates

under one Canadian control the disposal of the fish when caught and

thus should simplify the enterprise of creating and developing a good
local market throughout the surrounding territory, and, where neces-

sary, the problem of bulk shipments. It would seem, however, that the

Government might reasonably expect a somewhat higher revenue from

these fisheries than that at present derived from the sale of licenses at

fixed prices, as also that the introduction of a certain amount of com-

petition might result in placing those who engage in the actual business

of fishing in an independent, instead of practically a subordinate, posi-

tion without materially affecting the position of the Armstrong Trading

Company. Consequently it might be advantageous to place at least the

pound nets up to public tender, the district for which the license was

issued being specifically stated on the same. Sliould a branch Provin-

cial fish agency be established at Port Arthur or Fort William it is

plain that the competition thus created would at once become effective,

although without such an instittition it would, in all probability, remain

nominal. As the surrounding country becomes populateil, however, and

the local fish markets develop, the value of these licenses should increase

considerably, so that by the adoption of such a measure the Government

would be placing itself in a position to take a proper advantage of such

increase as it occurred.

In connection with the commercial fisheries of Lake of the "NA'oods

a problem has developed which has given rise to considerable local argu-

ment and discussion. Formerly there existed in these waters consider-

• able quantities of pickerel and mascalonge, both of which fish are

acknowledged to afford good sport to the rod angler and consequently to

constitute a material attraction to visitors and sportsmen. The pro.se-

cution of commercial fishing on a considerable scale has had, however,

the result alreadv noted in the section on the lesser lakes of the Province.
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namely, the rapid disappearauce of both these varieties. Tlie peculiar
beauty of the uortheru portion of Lake of the Woods, with its innumer-
able woody islets, enchanting scenery and practical immunity from very
high seas, renders it eminently suitable for a great summer playground,
and its accessibility has already resulted in attracting to it numbers of

persons from Winnipeg and vicinity, as well as a goodly proportion of

Americans, to pass the summer months in this neighborhood. The citi-

zens of Kenora have become alive to the gi-eat importance of this annual
influx of visitors, many of whom have built for themselves beautiful

homes on the mainland or on the islands, and, as must always be the

case, leave behind them each year tribute in the shape of cash for all the

necessaries and luxuries of life. and. by their very coming, create

enhanced values of real estate both in the town and surrounding: conn-

try. Although this traffic has already attained very considerable pro-

portions they are bent on further exploiting its possibilities by every

means within their power. Municipal enterprise is being directed to-

wards this end in the erection of a fine modern hotel and other measures
for the comfort and convenience of the visitors, and there can be little

doubt that under their energetic direction each succeeding year should

disclose a material increase in the numbers of persons attracted to the

locality. The value of the tourist traffic is held already to have greatly

surpassed the total possible value to be derived from the commercial
fisheries, and it is, therefore, with considerable indignation that the

rapid disappearance of the pickerel and mascalonge and the diminution

in the numbers of lake trout have been observed.

It is claimed that in the vicinity of Kenora it is now practically

-impossible to catch a pickerel or a trout, where both used to be plentiful,

and that an angler can now fish for a week over mascalonge grounds
without once getting a strike where formerly a good catch was assured

any and every day of the week, and that as a result of this the male sec-

tion of those visitors who have built their summer homes in the locality

spend yearly less time in them, and that others will not come for more
than a day or two at a time. This diminution is naturally attributed to

the baneful effect of commercial netting now carried on by legal and
illegal means, and, as a consequence, a strong movement is on foot to

abolish all commercial fishing practically throughout the northern

zone—that is, over the wliole of that area which affords such picturesque

and attractive cruising and camping grounds to the summer visitors,

and farther, to secure the erection of Provincial hatchery plants for the

purpose of restocking these waters with mascalonge, pickerel and trout

and introducing into them the black bass.

Undoubtedly the matter is worthy of the most serious consideration.

The value of the tourist and annual summer visitor traffic has been

strongly called to attention in the Interim Report of this Commission,

as also the potentialities existing in sporting fish as an attraction to the

same, and perhaps no better instance of this could have arisen than the

case under review.
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The tioiil in lliese \v;Ui'rs i-s, as before uieutioued. not paitkiihulv

valuable as a eomniei-cial feh, but it is, uevertlieless, held in local esteem

as a spoitiug fish, especially in the spring and fall when the waters are

cool. The niascalonge is not a commercial fish under present regula-

tions, and its disappearance is to be deplored alike from its attractive

qualities to the angler as from the evidence thus a(Jduced of inefficient

supervision of the fisheries. The pickerel, wliich is a commercial fish of

considerable value, is also highly attractive to many anglers, and its

presence throughnut tlie waters of this region is, therefore, much to be

desired. These fisli are all indigenous to these waters and formerly

abounded in them, and if the ambition of the citizens of Kenora to make

Lake of the Woods the great summer gathering place for the middle west

of America is to be achieved, something will have to be done to replenish

and maintain the supply of all these varieties, not only in the immediate

vicinity of Kenora, but also over a goodly portion, at least, of the North-

ern zone. To prohibit commercial fishing, however, throughout the

Northern zone, as desired by many of the citizens of Kenora, would be a

serious blow to the Canadian commercial fishing iuJustry of this lake,

for it would remove more than half the available area from the opera-

tions of the net fishermen, and, moreover, that area which is probably

the most prolific at the present time, the most easily fished, and the near-

est to the logical and actual headquarters of the commercial fishing in-

dustry of these waters at Kenora. Such a result would not appear to be

at all desirable or in the best interests of the surrounding district, for

the commercial fisheries, properly conducted, are an obvions and tangi-

ble asset of no small value, and with the local and adjacent fish markets

fostered and developed should prove of economic and material benefit

alike to the citizens of the region and to the summer visitors who might

be attracted thereto.

Compromises are proverbially unsatisfactory to all parties, but in

this case it would seem that some middle course is unavoidable if the

greatest value to the Province is to be extracted from the possession of

this uniquely beautiful, attractive and, at the same time, commercially

productive area of water and countless islands.

The key to the situation would appear to lie in control. At the

present time there is an overseer at Kenora burdened with a vast dis-

trict extending from the Manitoba boundary to Port Arthur, and in-

cluding the commercial and angling fisheries of Lake of the Woods, who,

be it noted, is not even provided with a boat of his own wherewith to in-

spect the fishermen at work or supervi-se the collection of non-resident

angler's tax, but has to depend on what craft he may be able to hire for

the purpose of the occasional tours of inspection which the care of so

great a district alone enables him to undertake. Obviously during the

fishing season there is ample work for at least one man patrolling the

lake to see that the licensed nets are properly set, that no illegal nets

are being u.sed, and that poachers from across the line are not fishing in
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Write to the following Agents for full particulars—How to get there,

maps, rates, etc.—A. E. Duff, Union Station, Toronto, Ontario; J. Quinlan,
Bonaventure Station, Montreal, Quebec.

W. E. DAVIS
Passenger Traffic Manager,

MONTREAL

G. T. BELL
Asst. Passenger Traffic Manager,

MONTREAL
H. G. ELLIOTT

General Passenger Agent,
MONTREAL
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Ontario waters through the southern portion of the hike; and to ensure
also that campers and canoeing parties are conforming generally to the

reg-ulatious and laws of the Province and of the Dominion. To enable
this work to be properly performed adequate equipment would plainly

have to be provided. In addition to this no commercial .shipment of fish

should leave Kenora or vicinity without rigid inspection, which would
entail the presence of an inspector practically continnou.sly in Kenora,
and it would appear that this official should also be ciiarged with the

collection of the non-resident anglers tax and the enforcement of the

angling laws in the vicinity of Kenora. for which dutit'S he would have

to be furnished with a suitable launch. Having once provided for the

adequate patrolment and protection of the fisheries generally, other

measures could be then introduced for tlie protection of the sporting

fishes as deemed necessary, with the certainty of their being carried into

actual effect.

It would appear advisable, as already stated earlier in this section,

to indicate clearly on each commercial license issued the exact area for

which it was valid. By this means an effective protection could be
afforded to the mascalonge grounds and localities particularly adapted
for pickerel or laJie trout trolling, as such could be excluded from com-
mercial fishing by the provisions of the license. An area within a given

radius of Kenora could be closed altogether to commercial fishing, and
an adequate hatchery plant could be installed within the closed district

to ensure the maintenance of the supply of the sporting fish therein, and
further, if it were deemed necessary', commercial fishing for the pickerel,

trout or any other variety of fish might be stopped for a term of years.

If such measures were put into active effect there can be little doubt
but that they would meet the needs of the situation as felt by those in-

terested in the development and exploitation of a great tourist traffic,

while at the same time they would not bear too hardly on the established

commercial fishery interests. It is evident, however, that as the value of

the tourist traffic will be eventually, if it is not actually at present, im-

measurably greater to the Province and to the vicinity than the direct

and indirect revenue to be derived from the commercial fisheries, if an

adequate staff, properly equipped to enforce these measures, is not pro-

vided, by which means alone such measures could be rendered effective,

it would be better to sacrific the commercial fisheries to the extent of

excluding them altogether from the nortliern zone, for although illegal

netting would, in all probability, still flourish under inadequate super-

vision, at least the legitimate nets would be eliminated, and with an in-

spector even occasionally at Kenora open shipments should become im-

possible.

In regard to the question of the introduction of black bass into these

waters, if it were possible to achieve it, it would undoubtedly add greatly

to the attractiveness of the district from the point of view of the visit-

ing sportsmen tourists. An experiment in this direction was made .some
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THE FISHERMAN'S
PIPE

Just the pipe for the man of the woods. A generous

bowl of the best briar, a vulcanite mouthpiece, and a

good shape, suitable to every smoker. We honestly

believe this is the pipe for you,— the best pipe you have

ever smoked. Order by number. Illustration actual

size.

52986, $1.50

Fine Briar Pipe, Sterling-silver

Band, Vulcanite mouthpiece.

Complete in Case.

And if you want a roomy pouch, made of tine Buckskin here it is:

Order by number.

Money cheerfully refunded, if when you see them, you

do not think these articles the best values ever offered.

52985, $1.00
Fine Buckskin Leather Tob-
acco Pouch, large size, with
best quality rubber lining.

Sterling-silver Shield.

( Illustration actual size )

Henry Birks & Sons, Limited,
Phillips Square, Montreal
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years ago, through the enterprise of local citizens, who caused a small

aud isolated lake in the vicinitv of Kenora to be stocked with some small-

mouthed black bass. The results of the plantation have been most satis-

factory, and the waters of this little lake are to-day said to be teeming

with bass. This, however, unfortunately constitutes no proof that the

waters of the Lake of the Woods are suitable for bass life, and, indeed, it

is questionable if such will prove to be the case. Except in a few cases

near the height of land the black bass does not seem to be indigenous to

the waters of the Hudson Bay watei-shed, although its occurrence in

some of the main waterways near the height of laud has obviously

afforded it opportunity to spread over the whole of this water system.

Cousequently before uudertakiug i)lantations of fry or parent fish, or the

institution of bass breeding ponds, it would be advisable to have a care-

ful scientific investigation made of the waters and food supply in them,

to ascertain if the introduction of this sporting fish into these waters is

feasible. Even Avere it deemed impossible in regard to the waters of

Lake of the Woods, the successful experiment above noted would seem

to point to the fact that many of the numerous smaller lakes of the dis-

trict could be advantageously made use of for this purpose, but even in

regard to these it would be wiser to conduct scientific investigations be-

fore incurring the expense of further experimental plantations.

Recosimendations.

Your Commissioner would, therefore, recommend:

(1) That the warden staff of the Lake of the Woods district be in-

creased by at least two men during the fishing season, aud that two

launches of the class C type, as reeoniineuded in the Interim Report of

this Connnission. he provided for tiiese waters.

(2) That the provisions lecommeuded in regard to commercial net

and other licenses in connection with the great lake fisheries be applied

also to those issued for Lake of tlie Woods.

(3) That the co-operation of the Armstrong Trading Company be

invited in the matter of developing an active fi.sh market in Kenora and
throughout the Rainy River District, and that if possible some arrange-

ment be come to with that company in regard t/) the export of whitefish

and lake trout.

(4) That commercial fishing for pickerel in this district be pro-

hibited for a term of three years.

(5) That within a radius of fifteen miles of the town of Kenora no

commercial fishing wiiatever be permitted.

(6) That areas of water which are or have been the favorite habitat

of the mascalonge be carefully ascertained, and dosed altogether to net

fishing of every descx'iption.
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(7) That in connection with the system of fish hatcheries, already

recommended in this report, a fish hatchery plant be installed in this

region to handle whitefish, trout, pickerel and mascalonge.

(S) That steps be taken to ascertain scientifically whether or not

the watei*s of Lake of the Woods and surrounding lakes are adapted to

the maintenance of black bass life, and in the event of this being found

to be the case, for the establishment of a series of bass broediug ponds in

the district.

(9) That the commercial net licenses issued for Lake of the ^^'oods

be endorsed with a clear statement of the district for which they are

ralid, and that subsequent to the establishment of Provincial fish agen-

cies and the introduction of a more eti'ective system of administration of

the fisheries, as recommended in the above and other sections of this

Report, the experiment be made of placing :it lonst tlie pound net licenses

up to public tender.

LAKE NIPIGON.

At the present time very little is know n as to the po!<sihiliries of thi'

commercial fisheries in this beautiful sheet of water. Some years ago a

company was formed for the purpose of exploiting these fisheries, but.

although the necessary licenses were obtained, no great efforts were

made to take advantage of them, owing chiefly to the difficulties of trans-

portation which at that time precluded the possibility of getting the fish

to the markets excepting during the winter mouths, and, in consequence,

after a short season of apathetic operation and indifferent financial suc-

cess, the company relinquished its undertaking. Since then no further

experiments have been made in the direction of testing these fisheries.

Froui these restricted operations, however, taken in conjunction with

the exjjcrience and observations of local inhabitants^ and Indians, there

is sufficient evidence to warrant the assumption that the lake contains

goodly quantities of the better classes of the commercial fishes, such as

the lake trout, whitefish, sturgeon and pickerel.

At the present tiuie a light steam railway, running iu connection

with a steamboat service on the lower reaches of the Nipigon Kiver, con-

nects South Bay on the lake with Xipigon Station on the Canadian
Pacific Eailway on Lake Superior. A mile or so to the north of the lake

the roadbed of the Grand Trunk Pacific Eailway is already in process

of construction, and a deviation has been built to Ombabika Bay on the

lake, while the proposed route of the Canadian Northern Kailway will

bring it within touch of the lake's eastern shores. Tt would seem, there-

fore, that the time is fast approaching, if, indeed, it has not actually

arrived, when serious efforts will he made to exploit the couimercial fish-

6 F.c.
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eries of Lake Nipigou, aud it leiuains, then, to be examined how far it

would be advisable to encourage such an enterprise.

The lake itself lies within the boundaries of the Nii)igou Forest Re-

serve and drains into Lake Superior through the channels of one of the

most beautiful aud extraordinary rivers in the world, the Kiver Nipigon.

This river, with its cold, clear-green waters, with its wonderful pan-

orama of exquisite forest scenery, its splendid waterfalls and series of

unnavigable, white-crested rapids, has long been celebrated as one of

the outstanding beauty spots of the contiuent. aud has been the Mecca of

many a tourist from all parts of America and Europe, not the least of

its attractions being, however, the fact that amidst all the charm of its

unique and entrancing scenery sport is to be enjoyed in the shape of

angling for speckled trout of such size and gameness as are to be found
in but few districts of the world. Naturally the ditliculties of trans-

portation and navigation in the past, combined with the excellence of

the sport on the river itself, have teudetl to keep the great majority of

the visitors on the river, and to prevent all but the most venturesome,

with considerable time at their disposal, from ascending northwards into

the lake, exploring its archipelagoes and shores, and testing the angling

possibilities of its waters and those of the numerous rivers and streams

flowing into it. It is known, however, that speckled trout of great size

abound in certain parts of the lake, and in most of the rivers which feed

the lake, and it is indisputable, also, that the beauty of the scenery over

a great portion of the lake and throughout the bulk of the surrounding

territory is such that the construction of easy transportation thereto

cannot but result in the advent of nuiuy visitors, anxious to see it for

themselves and to enjoy the magnificent sport of almost virgin waters.

It would seem, therefore, of the greatest ini]ti)rtance to safeguard the per-

petuation of the speckled trout in Lake >i'ipigon in the event of commer-
cial fishing operations ever being permitted in its waters.

There can be no doubt but that the coming of the Grank Trunk

Pacific and Canadian Northern Railways into this region will bo fol-

lowed by a considerable opening up of the country in the vicinity of Laki^

Nipigon, owing to the latent mineral, timber aud agricultural potentiali-

ties of the area. To the south, the fisheries of Lake Superior should well

be able to supply all the needs of an increasing population along its

shores and it would appear, therefore, that the ultimate destiny of the

commercial fisheries of Lake Nipigon should be to supply wholesome and

cheap fish to the future population of the country to the north, east aud

west of it. There can be no great material benefit to the Province at

large from the speedy exploitation of these fisheries, fur the revenue to

be derived therefrom would be but trifling aud, undei' the existing sys-

tem of administration and condition of the commercial fisheries situa-

tion, as disclo.sed in previous sections of this report, there would be

I
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considerabk' danger of these comparatively shallow waters beiug rapidly

depleted should they be given over to the greedy operations of the

monopolies or t"5ieir mymirdons. On the other hand, there should be a

material benefit to the Province to be derived from these fisheries in the

future in supplying a cheap fish food to a growing population in the sur-

rounding region.

It has been claimed that the lake is at present overstocked with fish

and that as a result there is a paucity of food which is reflected in the

size and quality of the fisli, and in consequence that commercial fishing

would be advantageous to the fisheries. It would seem, however, that ii

will be ample time to test the correctness of this theory when there shall

have been established in the region a Canadian population sufficiently

large to consume the fish produced by these waters. At the present time
it would appear that all the fish that is required by residents along the

shores of the lake cau easily be obtained by trolling and angling. No im-

pediment, however, should be placed in the way of local residents taking

advantage of the fish products of the lake, so that if the numbers of per-

sons locating in any of the existing settlements or surrounding territory

should warrant it, some form of license might well be issued as occasion

demanded to supply their wants. Licenses have, indeed, already been

issued for the benefit of the construction gangs along the line of the

Grand Trunk Pacific Kailway, and the extension of this system of prac-

tically domestic licenses would seem admirably adapted to the gradual

exploitation of these fisheries as, in due course, settlement occurs. It

would appear, however, inadvisable to issue very many sucli licenses

without making proA'ision for tlie inspection of the fish, as on no account

should the netting of speckled trout be tolerated.

Your Commissioner would, tlierefore, recommend:

(1) That no commercial net fisliing be allowed in Lake Nipigon for

the present.

(2) That as occasion arises a modified license be issued to meet

purely local needs, but that in general the domestic license, strictly for

family purposes, be the only license issued for tliese waters.

(3) That steps be taken to ascertain scientifically what classes of

fish inhabit these waters, as also tlieir main feeding grounds and spawn-

ing beds, in order that accurate knowledge may be available to guide

the subsequent development of tliese fisheries.

(4'l That special care be taken to issue no domestic or other license

for areas which are the habitual feeding or spawning grounds of the

speckled trout.

To be continued
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What the Leading Authorities on Black Bass Fishing Say About the ' Coaxer."

WILL H. DILG says: "The 'Coaxer' is undoubtedly the best surface bait ever invented."

DP. HENSHALL says: "I cheerfully endorse the Weedless 'Coaxer' as not only successful in practice but sportsmanlike." I

LOU'S RHEAD says: "The 'Coaxer' Is thoroughly practical, catches fish a plenty and has come to stay as a general favorite."

ROBERT D.<\V1S said: "If that 'Coaxer" don't catch fish I'll eat it myself." But he didn't have to do it.

^\^ Winner of World's Channpionship
LARGE MOUTH BASS CONTEST.

^v^
^^O:'Remove this

Hook and it's _^ -.ti*
Weedless. ^^^-Jf"^ Postage, 2c each.

PRICES:
Convertible "Coaxer** (like cut). .75c Weedless "Coaxer" (no under hook). .50c
Weedless Luminous "Coaxer" 75c Bucktail Weedless "Coaxer" 50c

The No. 1 Convertible "Coaxer"
easily defeated the "Decker" Bait

in a three days' match for the

World's Championship at Con-
;ress Lake, Ohio, by a score of

28 to 16
The "Coaxer" also won the big match
at Congamond Lake, Conn., with the
record-breaking score of 29 to 8 against
the combined score of the "Dowagiac,"
"Decker" and_Cooper's "Porker."

,f^'^~'~^, "Nuff sed."•^

Grand Prize Winner
IN SMALL MOUTH BASS CONTEST

Conducted by Field and Stream. The Red Bass Fly
shown here tied for Second Grand Prize and also won
Fourth August Prize, getting two out of the four prizes
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_^FIy alone - 2Sc
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CHICAGO. ILL.
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DIRECT
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FISHING TACKLE THAT STANDS THE TEST
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Special Four Ounce Fly Rod
now ready for delivery.

"Not the Cheapest but the Best" is our motto.

CHARLES F. ORViS
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MANCHESTER, VT.
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Montreal-Ottawa Easter Inter-Club Meets

The Annual Challenge Competition

By Canuck

AT MONTREAL—GOOD FRIDAY.
As has been the practice for years, the St.

Hubert Gun Club sent down teams for the Mont-
real Gun Club's Good Friday Tournament, chal-

lenging for the "Ayhvin" Ten-Man Cup and the

•'Montreal" Five-Man cup, in addition, this year,

there being the recently instituted '"Brainerd''

Trophy Shield to race for. Eleven men in all

went down.
Under almost perfect weather conditions, with

real, spring temperature and sunny light, a pleas-

ant day was spent at the St. Lambert (Ranleigh

Country Club) traps. Both teams were weak in

spots, the St. Hubert Club being shy several of

their high guns, including Messrs. Throop, Greene,

Sangster, Smith and Johnstone. Ewing, who has

been laid up with appendicitis, was missed from
the Montreal Club"s staff of scatter-gun experts.

Altogether, under the favorable shooting condi-

tions prevailing, the scores, both on the team
events and in the individual races, were below

average. The Ten-Man race for the "Ottawa"
trophy, which is shot one man- up from each

team right through, imposes a nerve strain that,

without doubt is responsible in the cases of the

younger, untried shots, for the poor averages.

Then, too, the Montreal traps were breaking the

birds continuall.v during the earlier part of the

meet, and the prevalence of broken birds and re-

sultant balks will try any shooter's nerves soon-

er or later.

The Ten-Man ("A.vlwin") Cup was retained by
the Montreal shots "with a total of 188x250 to

Ottawa's 170x250. Some very poor scores were

put on by both teams; while there were a num-
ber of 18's. onlv fi>ur shooters o>it of twentv

scored 21 and only one man, Rainville, ran Z2.

which was high score. The average of the win
ning team was but 18x25 per man.

Full team scores were— (25 birds per man) —

("Aylwin" Ten-Man Cup).
Montreal:—

Rainville 22

Hutcheson 21

Ken,yon 21
Aubin 18
Lewis 18

Westlake 18

Monk 18
Inglis 18

Carruthers 18

Maher 16

188

St. Hubert (Ottawa)—
Beattie 21

Sibbitt 2t

Forbes 20

Corby 20

Heney 1*

Seager 18

G. O'Connor 1«

Harkin 13

Easdale 13

H. O'Connor 9

170

In the Five-Man team race for the "Montreal"

Cup and the Championship of Eastern Canad\

the scores were closer, although considerably be

low average all round. The high guns were
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.22 AUTOMATIC RIFLM
To make your outing or vacation perfectly enjoyable, take along a

Winchester .22 Automatic Rifle. No better rifle could be designed for this

purpose. It operates by its own recoil and shoots a cartridge that has

accuracy and power. For small game, use the new Hollow Point

cartridge, w^hich upsets upon striking and delivers a hard, crushing blow.

The .22 Automatic is very simple, and just ordinary care will keep it in good

order all the time. It lists at $25.00, the retail price being much lower.

JUST THE RIFLE FOR AN OUTING

PARKER GUNS Wear Well,

Shoot Well,

and Handle Well

Wear well because they are made of the best material by the

most skillful craftsmen. Shoot well because they hold the charge

compactly together at extreme ranges. Handle well because the

greatest attention has always been paid to the distribution of

wood and metal, to insure perfect balance and the most sym-

metrical outline. Twenty-bore Parkers have set the pace for

small bores in America, and are growing in popularity every year with the most progressive

sportsmen. For further information regarding guns in gauges ranging from 8 to 28, address

PARKER BROS., neriden. Conn. N. Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St.
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The Race for the '

No. 5,

'Brainerd Shield"—"Bobby" Hutcheson,

H3LS Just Missed a Bird.

Aubiii ami Hiitcliesoii of tlu- M. G. Club with 21

apioco, with W. Forbes high on the St. Hubeit
Club with 20. Again the team average of tho

winning score only showed 19',/.% per man.
Team scores were— (25 birds ])i'r man).

("Montreal") Five-Man Cup)

^lontreal

—

Hutcheson 21

Aubin 21
Kenyon 19

W'esUake 19

R.iinville 19

99

St. Hubert (Ottawa 1

Forbes 20
Beattie ... 19

Heney 19

Sibbitt l'^

Corby IS

94

Things had broken blue indeed lOr the St. Hub-
ert Club, and what luck there had been was so far

against them Under the handicap they deserve

full credit, therefore, in pulling out a win for the

new 'Brainerd" Shield, which as a trophy is cer-

tainly worth the winning. The race called for

50 targets per man. thiee shooters each team,
and it was a see-saw up to the last shot, the St.

Hubert Club nosing out by two birds. The in

dividual scores in tliis race were:—

•

Montreal

—

Hutcheson
Kenyon
Rainville

St. Hubert (Ottawa).

Sibbitt

Beattie

Corbv .

("Brainerd" Shield.)

44
40
40

44

42
40

126

In the individual races only live events were
pulled olT, the last one being badly mixed up ow-
ing to breakage of trap and the official targets
allowed being 17 instead of 20 Here, too, the
shooting was below average, Kenyon being high
gun for the da,v with 83x97, with Rainville close

\ip with 82x97. Of the St. Hubert representa-

tives B. Beattie led with 77x97 with Sibbitt

next, 76x97.

Summary of Day's program shoot

—

Winners of "Aylwin" Cup. .. .Montreal Oun Club
Winners of "llontreal" Cup. . . .Montreal (iun Club
Winners of 'Brainera ' Shield St. Hubert Gun Club
High sun for dav Kenyon, S:{x97

At Ottawa, Easter Monday.

The fine weather which held over Saturday, end-

ed in an all-da.v rain on Easter Sunday, which,
when the wind finally worked into the north late

that evening, changed to winter-cold, Kaster Mon-

B:g Bob" Sibbitt—F.eld Ciptiin of St. Hubert's—In a

Characteristic Pose.
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DOMINION

METALLICS
Do You Know

that the following sizes in Canadian

Made Cartridges cannot be beaten

by any make in any market.

44 40 DOMINION 38 55 DOMINION

30 30 DOMINION 30. U. S. DOMINION
303 SAVAGE DOMINION 32. SPECIAL DOMINION

TRY A BOX

They Are Guaranteed

:] I =1 a I =: t=D c
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Westlake and Haher and O'Connor. Montreal. Discussin;?

St. Hubert's "Win of "Brainerd Shield."

day dawning cold and blustery, a gale from the
northwest at times blowing fiercely. Under such
conditions, vastly difl'erent from the spring-like
weather of Good Friday, the Monday meet at the
St. Hubert traps at Westboro commenced, and
these adverse climatic properties held consistently
throughout the day.

Some twenty-five shooters faced the traps dur-
ing the meet, the first event having an entry of

31 and the second one more. Five men showed
up from Montreal, neither the Gananoque nor
Ogdensburg Clubs being represented.

The St. Hubert Club put in two teams for tho
Lansdowne Cup race, their Xo. 2 team heading
the other two. Ottawa it will be seen, won back
this Cup and also retained the new Brainerd
Shield which they won at Montreal the previous;

Friday.

The scores in llie Lansdowne Cup competition
"ere^

(Lansdowne Cup—25 birds per man.)

St. Hubert, No. 2.—

Beattie

Greene . .—
Corby ...

Sibbiitt

Harkin

St. Hubert Xo. l^

Dr. Smith
Dr. Seager
Throop

22
22
21

19

18

102

21

20
20

Sangster
Viau

Montreal G C-
Hutoheson
Kearney . .

Westlake
Maher
Inglis

18

16

95

19

17

16

16

CO

lu the race for the Brainerd Shield the St Hu
bert Executive decided to have the same members
represent the Club as won the trophy on Good
Friday. Again the race was close, and at the end
of the first 25 birds per man the M. G. Club' team
was 4 birds ahead, as they were in the former
contest. Also the final scores showed the same
margin—2 birds. The total score of each team
was 3 less than in the original match. Thi<-

shield, therefore, remains with the St. Hubert
Club, pending a further challenge from the M. G
Club, which has to be forthcoming within siN

weeks. The team scores were

—

Brainerd Trophy Shield (50 birds per man.)

St. Hubert Gun Club—
Beattie . . 4."!

Sibbitt 43
Corby 39

123

Harkin Refereeing in

Very Serious Decision.
Team Hace-
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DoveTailed

Stock Fastening

IT Wood exposed to damp, moist
weather will swell—season it or dry

it all you like—this cannot be over-

come.

]\ You probably have seen high pric-

ed guns with stocks swelled away
from the frame making an open joint

—nothing to hold wood in place.

S\ To prevent thig swelling away—this

opening of joints and splitting we have
dove tailed our stocks into frame.

^ You can throw it around, drop it,

for a club if you want to—you
spread it.

11 Our stocks are exceptionally strong around
head—not cut away for lock plates or ham-
mers—examine cuts here shown.

II Brand new catalog shows section of our

No. 7 gun over 26 inches long.

tl New addition to the Ithaca family is a

little 28 bore, weight 4=J4 to 6% pounds.

TJ. We make 18 grades guns—$17.76 net to

$400 list.

^.Our little 514 lb. 20 bore is a howling suc-

cess.

ITHACA GUN CO., Box 13. ITHACA, N. Y.

Jaeger Light Weight Underwear

For Spring and Summer
It is a mistake to suppose that any liglit underclothing

will do for summer.

Many people who are very particular about winter un-

derwear are careless about summer underwear.

Summer risks are great from rain, dampness and chill-

ing after exercise.

Wool and Wool only—no matter how light weight— is

the only safe Underwear for Spring and Summer wear.

Jaeger Pure Wool Underwear in light weights for sum-
mer is safe and comfortable.

LIM ITED
Dr. Jaeger Sanitary Woollen System Co.,

231 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

316 St. Catherine Street W., Montreal

364 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
and all stores where Jaeger Goods are sold.
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Montreal (.^un Cluli—
Westlake
Hulclicsoii

Keariipv

43
38
38

121

III till' Iniliviihuil c'vi'iits six regular 20-biril

races Here prograinnied. to which was added on
completion of these a special swetp stake race of

25 birds into which 24 shooters entered. The
total, as programmed, called for 120 birds, or add-
ing the special event. 145. Kearney pulled out
high average in tluse regular events witli 100x120,
closel,v followed by Hutcheson with 99, Troo]) of

St. Jlulert's with 97, and Saiigster with O.'i. In-

oluding the sprc'al event, Kearney and Hutcheson
tied with 120x145 each, Throop with 118 and
Sangster with 117. Beattie, who missed the
first three events, ran 46xS0 and 70x105. Kearney
took high avpi:ige prize of the $3.00 gold piece.

The individual scores follow. Considering the
hardest of hard conditions imposed by the weath-
er, they are perhaps fair; certainly one had to

work every monu'nt to get anywhere near 83%.

Kvent No.

1 2 .) 4 5 6 7

Name Birds—20 20 20 20 20 20 23

Kearney 19 18 14 17 IG 16 20 120
Hutcheson ... 17 16 18 14 IS 16 21 120
Throop 16 17 15 13 IS 16 21 118
Sangster .... 17 16 15 13 18 14 22 117
Beattie 14 18 14 34 70
.':.-. Seager ... 15 13 13 IS 11 19 23 IIG
Dr. Smith 13 17 IS 18 16 22 104
Viau 13 14 17 18 14 16 17 111
Greene 16 14 14 14 IS 15 19 110
Westlake .. 16 10 17 1.1 17 13 20 110
Harkin 13 14 13 14 14 17 21 dlO
Corby 16 U) 14 13 17 14 23 107
Sibbitt 16 11 17 13 14 19 14 106
*E. C. White 16 IS 13 19 IS 19 103
Dionne M I'l 17 1,1 17 17 21 103
Easdah' M I-.' ll! 13 17 16 19 103
Forbes 17 13 11 14 13 16 18 102

W. C. i.ittle IS 12 13 13 15 17 88

G. O'Connor 17 15 13 21 6S

Cameron , . 13 12 13 13 13 13 SI

Maher 13 12 11 14 14 IS 17 99
Inglis 14 12 6 16 14 16 18 96
Henev 11 12 12 13 13 16 13 90
Bethune 13 13 15 13 34

Thicke 16 16

(* Professional).

Summary of Tourney:

Winners of Lansdowne Cup—St. Hubert Gun Club.

iViiuiers of Brainerd Shield—St. Hubert Gun Club.

High average tor regular events—D. Kearney,
100x120.

NOTES ON INTER-CLTJB MEETS.
The best race of all, bar none, is that for the

"Aylwin" ten-man Cup, one man from each team
up. It is always a severe test on the nerves too,

and likewise a pretty race to watch.

ilaher had his usual select array of stories

with which to keep the boys ill laughter. He is

a good story teller at all times, although he does
sometimes fall down in his shooting scores.

The birds did not get ten feet from the traps
before the wind took charge of them; and no two
acted just the same. Consistent scores were im-
possible.

Tluie was no straight score registered at any
time during the day at the St. Hubert traps. Sev-
eral 19's were put on, but they were the excep-
tion rather than the rule.

Kenyon, who was high gun on Good Friday,
could not get up to the St. Hubert Meet on Mon-
day. Kearney, however, proved an excellent

substitute.

Olympic Conditions were used in two of the 20
bird events at Montreal and in one at Ottawa.
Good scores were more prevalent in this than in

the others.

The absence, through illness and other press-

ing causes, of Throop. Saugster. Greene and some
of the other Class -'A' members of the St. Hubert
Club was sadly felt by the visiting team on Good
Fridav.

Davies was away olT form on Good Friday, and
ilid not catch a place ou the Ten-Man team. He
did not go up with his Club's representatives on
Monday.

Ewing, Hutcheson, Carrutliers, Iteyies and sev
eral others of the Montreal Gun Club purpose go-
ing across to the Olimpiad this year. They
should do themselves creilit under normal con-

ditions.

.-V good time was spent by the boys both on
Good Friday and on Easter Monday, although the

weather on the latter day made it unpleas;uit out
on the shooting stand The Montreal Club will

challenge for the "Brainerd Shield'' shortly.

1912 TOURNAMENT DATES.

.\Iav 3rd.—Annual Tournament nt the Ridgetowi;

Gun Club, Ridgetown, Out.

May 9th.-—Annual Tournam<'ut of the Riverside

(Chatham) Gun Club, ,)ohn Flemming, Sec
retary-Trcasurer. Chatham, Out.

May 24th.—Annii.il Tournament of the Blenlieim

Gun Club. Ten events of 20 l)irds. Theo.

Pickering. Pres., Bleuhe'ni, Ont.

May 24.—Annual Tournament of the Stratfonl

Gun Club. The 100 bird Championship of

Western Ontario will be contested at this

meet. William Boles, Secretary, Strat-

ford, Ont.
24th.—Annual Tournament of the Thousand
Inland Gun Club of Gananoque, Ont.

Mn\
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Solid-breech
Hammerless

.22REPEATER
Ibe RemiDeloD rab has a curve of beautj too !

Solid-breech Hammerless Side-Ejecting
Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy —And a Simple Rifle to Care For

The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted and tested for accuracy by expert
gunsmiths. It shoots as you hold. The simple, improved safety device on every
Remington- UMC .22 Repeater never fails to work. .Vccidental discharge is impossible.

The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. In taking down, your fingers

are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin and extractor, come out in one piece
— permitting the barrel to be cleaned from the breech.

The action handles .22 short, .22 long or .22 long rifle cartridges — any or all at the
same time without adjustment. Mix them as you will you cannot clog the action.

.\sk your dealer to quote you prices on this smell game and target rifle to-day,

Rerrjington-UMC — the perfect fhootinti combination

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE TO., 299 Broadway. New York City

The Mark of Quality
fSCisrcnB) rftADC MAWl

This is the Quahty Stamp that appears on the majority
of Canoes, Skiffs and Motor Boats in this

country as well as abroad.

Because "PETERBOROUGH" Boats Have Been Right

We are satisfied with a smaller profit per boat than any other
company in the business because we are in the business to stay.

As to whether our boats show this we are willing to leave to the
public to decide. Our New Illustrated Catalogues Are Ready.

Peterborough Canoe Co. Limited, Peterborough, Canada.
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SPRINGWOOD, (LONDON) TOURNAMENT.

The Spriiigwood Gun Club's Good Friday
Tournament was a decided success The weather
was perfect for shooting and the attendance was
very good, shooters being present from Hamilton,
Morpeth, Chatham, Ridgetown, Duart, K.xeter,

Crediton, Clinton, Simeoe, Stratford and Lam-
beth. One and all declared that they had en-

joyed a splendid day's sport. There were no
professional shooters present, but the amateurs
gave about as line a demonstration as could have
been given by any professionals in Canada.
The programme consisted of ten events of fif-

teen targets each, all shot at sixteen yards, and
the scores made were exceptional!}' good. The
race for high average prizes developed into a most
interesting struggle, and at the finish only four

birds separated the first seven men R. Day, of

London, finished first with 146; B. W. Glover,

London, and H. Taylor of Morpeth second with

144; A. S. Blackburn, London, third with 143,

(this being the first time Mr. Blackburn has
shown such good form at a tournament). George
Beattie, the Hamilton crack shot, Harvey O'Loane
of Chatham and the old reliable, H. D. Bates of

Ridgetown, were fourth with 142 each. Fred
Kerr of Crediton and J. E. Cantelon, of Clinton,

were well up in the race, but had to leav« before

the finish to catch their trains. Neither, how-
ever, could have won high average as they had
lost ten birds each. The London men did splen-

didly. Day made seven straights, Glover made
si.\ and also made the longest straight run of the

day. He got away to a bad start, losing three

in the first event but finished strong. He lost

the first bird in the sixth event and then broke
the remainder of the programme straight, giving

him an unfinished run of 94. Mr. Blackburn's

good work was a pleasure to his many admirers,

who hope to see him keep it up. His poorest

scores were the first and last in which he missed
two each time.

F. Galliraith did not get going in his usual good
style although in the day he was well up. The
Club served lunch to the shooters and while it

was a little late in arriving it was much apprec-
iated.

The complete scores follow:—
Shot at Broke.

R. Day London 150 146

B. W. Glover, London 150 144

H. Taylor. Morpeth 150 144

A. S. Blackburn, London 150 143

G. Beattie, Hamilton 150 143
H. O'Loane, Chatham 150 142-

H. D. Bates, Ridgetown 150 142
F. Galbraith. Duart 150 138

G. F. Miles. Ridgetown 150 138
G. Laing, Ridgetown 150 133

S. A. Webb, London 150 121
W. H. Nichols, Chatham 150 114
G. McGirvin, Chatham 150 139
F. Triebner, Exeter 120 106
D. B. Sanders, Exeter 130 104
F. Kerr, Crediton 120 110
J. E. Cantelon, Clinton 120 110
W. Arthurs, Clinton 150 97
T. K. Woodward, Simeoe 45 39

W A. Brock, London . 120 94

Remington, London GO 51

H. Gibson, London 60 44
C. Gibson, London 45 36
P. Spence, London 45 39
A. Johnston, London 45 22
W. H. Davis, Lon..on 45 34
Jordan, London 45 38
K. C. TurnbuU. ' tratford 75 72

W. Boles, Stratford 75 59

J. Aitcheson. Stratford 75 73

E Wein, Exeter 60 55

D. Hartleib, Exeter 45 35
A. Wein, Exeter . 30 23

E. Bourne, Lambeth 15 12

1st high average—R. Day, London, 146; 2nd
high average, B. W. Glover, London, 144; H.
Taylor, Morpeth, 144.

THE SPORT IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES

The Dartmouth, N. S. Rod and Gun Club held

a successful shoot on Good Friday, when ten

events were shot off. The high gun was Mr. C.

L McNab with 35 straight. The Grand Aggregate
from event No. 2 to 7 inclusive was also won by
Mr. C. I. McNab with 91 x 100, the second prize

falling to Mr. A. Stewart with 89 x 100. Scores:

9 17

9 20
7 18

5 16

5 14
5 13

4 12
8 19

15

9

6

3

15

12 121

15 16

13 14

10 13

11

10

Event 1 2

Birds 10 20

Hill 6 14
Egan
McNab
Prvor
W'illiams, V. T.

Hendry
Jacques
Williams, W. B
Stewart
Maclnnes 7

Franklin 3

Bell 5

McFatridge ... 2

Merril, Dr
Fortt
MacKav
Edwards 11 20

4 5

20 15

5

10

6 7

20 10

13 ..

18 10

10

13 20 10 19

9 17

10 10

9

16 13

15

15

6 .. ..

8 12 .. ..

13 20 11 18

13 15

11 13

9 . .

10 9

11

9

8

16 6

10 5

11

17

9

12
9

13

11

9 . .

9 12

. . 13

The shoot off in event No. 1 between Egan and

McNab resulted in 8 for Egan and 9 for McNab;
in event No. 2 the tie between McNab and V. T.

Williams, who was conceded 4, resulted in Mc-
Nab scoring 19 against Williams' 16, the latter

winning the event; in event No. 3 Pryor tied

with Egan and in the shoot off both scored 8, the

concosson given to Pryor giving him the victory;

in event No. 4 the shoot off between McNab and
Stewart again resulted in a tie both scoring 17,

but on a second attempt to break the tie McNab
scored 10 aganst Stewart's 8: in event No. 7

McNab tied with V. T. Williams through the lead

given to the latter and in the shoot off Williams
scored 10 against McNab's 9 and thus won the

event; in event No. S the tie between Stewart
and Maclnnes was won in tlie shoot off by Stew-
art who scored 5 against Maclnnes' 2.

In the five pairs of doubles the scores were as
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EXQUISITE MECHANISMS
Arms and cycles are either perfect—or worthless; there is no middle

ground. Unless every measurement of every part is true to one-
thousandth of an inch and unless every atom of steel has exactly the rijjht

density, tensile strength and hardness, the revolver is daogerous and
unreliable and the cycle runs hard and is short lived. Their splendid

popularity proves that Iver Johnson products possess, in unusual
degree, every requisite quality of design, substance and construction.

HAMMER
THE

HAMMER IVERJOHNSON
TRUST
THE
TRUSS

Motorcycles

C_f_|.w DAvrklv^KQ '^''^ Iver Johnson cannot be acciilent.illy clisrliarged. It has
'

a lull eqiiipnieiit of unbreakable, permanent tension wire

springs. The action is smooth and rapid. It is accurate and hard hitting. Catalog A.

AL.^a. /^iinc '^'^^ Iver Johnson Champion single barrel shot guns have a world-wide

reputation. Barrel and lug are drop forged from a single bar of steel.

Coil springs wherever possible. All gauges up to 44 calibre. Catalog A.

HiOV€*l<»^ The Iver Johnson is an absolutely perfect bicycle. The crank and hubs
' are marvels of mechanical design and construction. Five coats of enamel.

Best equipment. Catalog C-

The Iver Johnson
Motorcycle is a won-

derful example of engineering design and

construction. It has tremendous speed,

very flexible control and rides like
(^S'^y-^

a to\uing car. 4-5 horse-power,

free engine clutch, magneto.

C\itaIog C.

Iver Johnson's
Arms & Cycle Works

157 River Street,

Fitchburg, Mass.

New York:
99 Chambers Slreet

San Francisco:
Phil B. Dc:;rart Co.

717 Mark;.! St.
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THE PIPE OF
QUALITY

Every pipe smoker knows the joy of a cool, sweet
pipe, and those who are experienced prefer the
sweet briar pij>e to anything else In the world. Our
H. B. B. Special London Made Briar Pipes are of
the best quality selected briar, highest grade work-
manstilp, and give the utmost satisfaction to the
most fastidious smoker.

SEND FOR INTERESTING BOOKLET
on the History of Smoking.

Dept. R.

THE HEYES BROS., LI
TORONTO, ONT.

M ITED

follows: Egaii. 5; McXab, 7; Williams. V. T.. 2:

Hendry. 7; Stewart, 8: Macluiies. 4; Franklin, ."

;

Merrill. Dr., 4; and Fortt, 6. Stewart winnirg
the event with 8.

The 9th event was a two man team wtili ten

birds the following being the scores: JIcFatridge.

and Williams. 9; Hendry and McNab, 9; Egan and
Franklin, 9; Stewart and Pryor. 7; Maclnnes and
Fortt, 7; and McKay and Merrill, 5. In the shoot

off Hendry and MeXab scored 10, Egan and
Franklin, 9 and McFatridge and Williams, 7.

THE SPORT IN CALGARY.
There was a large turn out nf trap shooters

on the afternoon of March twenty-third at the

practice shoot of the Calgary Gun Club.

The weather was ideal for this fascinating

sport and was taken advantage of by the shoot-

ers and their friends.

The scores were as follows:

Shot at Broke
McLaren 100 84

Stedman 125 96

Neilson .50 30

Andrew 50 42

Ph^pps 75 22

Monteith 75 26

nowler 75 65

Hunt 75 .10

Moxam .' 50 22

Bowen ,.
50 35

Laddler 50 40
Moodie 125 88

Barr .50 27
Johnston 75 55
Loudon ; . . 25 20
Martin 25 15
Orrley Louuen 50 38
Rust 50 28

Orrley Louuea who is just ;. young lad did

some very creditable shooting, breaking 23 out of

his last 25 birds.

The othce oi the Secretary is 45 Elma Blk.,

Calgary,
Stray PeUets

The breaking oi one of the springs ol the trap
oicasioned some little trouble which promised to
tie up the fun for a while, but .Jimmy Neilson
tame up strong and proved that he was a me-
chanic of no mean ability and through his efforts

the trap was soon working and the shooting re-

sumed.
.\Iemliei-s of tne Club were pleased to have D.

.1. McKay back among them and to know that he
has fully recoverea from tne accident in Wj..ch he
suffered the iracture of three ribs and a badiy
sprained wrist.

R. C. Robinson is still confined to liis bed with

a severe attack of rheumatism, but is speedily

recovering and it is expected that he will be able

to resume his place in the club's best squad short-

ly.

The events were for 25 birds and the scores

as follows: Dowler, 20; Martin, 13; Monteith, 7;

McKay, 15; Bate, 11; Xeilson, 16; Johnston, 17;

Second event, 25 birds: Dowler, IS; Martin, 10;

-McKay. 13; Bate, 9; Xeilson, 15; Johnston, 13.

Third event, 25 birds: Dowler. 17: Martin, 17;

Xeilson, 14; Bate. 9; Johnston. 21.

A SHOOT AT PINCHER CREEK.
On good Friday, Pinoher CreeK and Bellevue,

Alta. had their lirst match on the Pincher Creek
grounds. Bellevue winning out. The day was
cold and stormy and poor shooting resulted.

The following is the score:

BELLEVU]': Shot at Broke
Murray 40 30
Burnett 40 29

Bower 40 20

Holmetz 40 20
Lyons 40 14

Winston 40 14

Boselev -10 12

PIXCHER CREEK Shot at Broke
Farlev 40 24

Hinsler 40 26

Tucker 40 12

Upton 40 15

\'rooin 40 16

Dapper 40 8

Lindsay 40 S
H. •j". Perrier, Scorer; E. Fowler. Referee.

A NOTE OF REGRET.

Owing to pressure on our space this month we
regret that we have been unable to include in this

department all the notes and news of trap-shoot-

ing that have reached us since the last isstie of the

magazine appeared. We hope to make up for all

ommissions in our next number.
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"GLABROUGH" GUNS FOR CANADA

Send for our

Full List

Exdmpid 950 ^ell made, hard shooting, finished to lyour own re-

^^=^:iiiiiiii^^=iiii quirements. $40. Through your dealer—or, failing
him, direct from us. Freight and Duty Paid. Order now ! ! Immediate
delivery.

Works, CLABROUGH & JOHNSTONE, Birmingham. Eng.

J^^^

SUCCEEDS THE EMPIRE NO. 1

The Empire No. 2 is the Empire No-
I improved and embodying the highest de.

velopement in typewriter construction.

Empire No. i will do all that a type-

writer need do.

Empire No. 2 will do all that a type-

writer can do.

Price of Empire No. i $60.00.

Price of Empire No. 2 %%o 00

Ask for our illustrated booklets.

The Williams

Mfg. Co. Ltd.

New P. 0. Box 3130

Montreal, P. Q.

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Regulates to Step and Registers Exact
Distances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable

Indisiieiisable to every lover
of outdoor sport, and especially"
to those who love WALKING.
Instructive because of value in
determining distances: a neces-
sary adjunct to compass and as
useful to SPORTSMEN. It

furn'ishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
liow far it is to or from various

points. Best of all it

is a wonderful health
promoter because it^
interesting notations
afford real incentive
for WALKING.
Whether you walk
for health, business
or pleasure — any-
where, everywhere,
the AMERICAN
Pedometer tells the
whole story of just
how far you have
travelled.

FI'LLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer, $1.50

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E. & A. CUNTHER CO.
TORONTO - CANADA

agents for the Dominion of Canada.
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New
Model

27 Ttlarlin
Repeating

Rifle

The only gun that fills the demand

for a trombone ("pump ) action

repeater in .25-20 and

.32-20 calibers.

Shoot?

high ve-

locity smoke-

less cartridges,

also black and low pres-

sure smokeless. Power-

ful enough for deer, safe to use in

settled districts, excellent for target

work, for foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc

Its exclusive features : the quick , smooth working "pump" action ;

the weai-resisting Special Smol^etess Sleel barrel; the modem
solid-top and side ejector (or rapid, accurate firing, increased safety

and convenience. It has fa^e down construction and loonf Bead
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these calibers.

Our 136 page catalog describes tbe full T^arfin
line. Sent for three stamps postage. Write for it.

7jie2^2ai//n/irearms Co.

67 WILLOW STREET; - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
FIRE, THEFT, EXPLOSION, TRANSPORTATION—IN ONE POLICY

Columbia Insurance Compang, of Jersey Citg.

Geo. McMurrich & Sons, Toronto, Canadian General Agent

Anderson, Lunnep & Co., Regina,
Provincial Agents for SaskaCchewan

Hornibrook, Whittemore ^ Allan, Calgarg,
Provincial Agents for Alberta

Correspondence from agents and brokers solicited.

IVIAIN 3827

Avoid Road Delays and Inconveniences

USE

Stepney Spare Wheel
^ And Stepney Tires C:;^f

)

VULCANIZING A SPECIALTY

THE STEPNEY MOTOR WHEEL OF CANADA, LTD.
130-132 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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THE "ROSS" RIFLE IS A

RECORD BREAKER

^

Its accuracy is the wonder of experts.

"Ross" Bisley records have excited the

jealousy of all rifle manufacturers—and in

India and South Africa Ross Sporting Rifles

are favorites for big game.

The Ross High Velocity is offered as the

best rifle a sportsman can buy.

It shoots dead on at 300 yards and when

it hits it anchors the game.

The price $70.00 is cheap for this arm.

Most High grade dealers in Canada can

show it— if yours cannot, write for free

illustrated catalogue.

Other Ross Rifles—every one guaranteed

accurate and reliable at from $25.00.

ROSS RIFLE CO., QUEBEC, QUE.
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Write to-day for folder

describing

LEFEVER

SINGLE

TRIGGER
It absolutely cannot be doubled

or balked, it is the simplest

trigger made. Guaranteed for

five years, it's what the whole

shooting world has been waiting

for. Also ask us to send you

one of our beautiful art catalogs.

LEPEVER
ARM» CO.

Syracuse, N. Y., IJ.8.A.

20 MALTBIE ST.

Mizpah
A—Patent Flap.

B—Perfect Pouch.

C—Small amount o f

75c material between thighs.

Absolute comfort while exercising.

Finest quality extra heavy welt-bound

elastic webbing
Can be cleansed by boiling without injury

to rubber.

.^sk 3-our dealer or send 75c (stamps ac-

cepted) and your waist measure to

S
The Walter F.

Ware Co.

Dept. C. Philadelphia

Daniel's Patent Concentric Sight

As it appears while
aiming through tang
sight. Note the clear
cut, beautiful deffin-

ation. It's the
quickest, most reg-
ular, and you can
see it anywhere
there's light. Not in
the way of tlie tang

$2.00. Booklet free.

ADDRESS

Cl\as. Daniel

sigh

Melbourne, Wash. U. S. A. Box B—

3

Can You Shave?
Rub a little **3in One"

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and ijii

pliable ; draw razor blade
jj

, bet%veen thumb and finger Jjl

I
~ moistened with "3 In One"; JJ/i

f^ then strop. The razor cuts ^/j

»» 5 times as easy and clean;

holds the edge longer. "A
' V Razor Sa\'er for Every

^P>^ Shaver" which gives the

scientitic reasons, and aj
• generous trial bottle senti

C. free. Write to-day.

3 ID One Oil Co.

:,:. Se\y it.. N>w V.^r
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Simplex Guns

= The Tobin Gun =
A well made satisfactory firearm that] gives

the best account of itself and is everywhere

recognized of superior quality.

You want the best article obtainable. We have

a staff of the most skilled workmen and the best

machinery to produce it.

Strong Shooting

Fine Finish

Simple Construction

Reliable

Absolutely Guaranteed

Send for Catalogue 211

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Woodstock, Ontario.
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"Flying Water Witch" Bait

We are at the front again with the very latest

Invention in Baits for TEOTTT, BASS and LONOi:.

(Made in sizes 2 in.. 2% in., 3 in.)

The Lure of All Lures
The "Flying Water Witch" Bait is a deadly lure

for Trout, Salmon, Pike, &c., and suitable for
River, Sea or Lake. It is composed of a seriei of
graduated metal balls with flanges, each a lepar-
ate unit, which spin independently, revolving on a
single metal bar running right through the centr*
of the bait, and when driwn through tho water
whilst spinning gives the most attractive Bait ever
put into water. It makes the Fish fairly wild to
see this Bait with five Flanges all spinning at tht
same time in the water being equal to five ordinary
Baits.

ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD CO..

Fishing Tackle Minufacturers

78 Bay Street, TORONTO, Ont.

and REDDITCH, England.

Limited
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EPM0NT0N*5
Best Subdivision

BEAUTIFUL BRAEMER
Sale of lots opened in Edmonton with a rush on

the 6th March.

Two Hundred Lots sold in five days to Edmonton
people.

Only two miles from the Post Office, on a high
level plateau overlooking the City.

A number of bungalows to be built at once on
this property and sold right in the City. With its

close proximity to the business centre, its magnificent
outlook, and its careful building restrictions, BRAE-
MAR promises to be Greater Edmonton's finest home
district.

It is absolutely the closest in property being
offered at subdivision prices, and only a limited num-
ber of lots are being placed on the market.
BUY NOW PRICES- $225.00 to $300.00 per Lot

INVESTIGATE AT ONCE, using accompanying Coupon.

Western Canada
Properties Limited
30', victoria Street, Toronto
Offices: Toronto, Edmonton, Hamilton and Montreal

Western Canada Properties,
LIMITED

30 Victoria Street, Toronto.

SEND ME PARTICULARS OF

BRAEMAR, EDMONTON

Name

Address
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Lakefield Motorcraft

mm^Wt^^d-i':' ;*S^is>";i -

LAKEFIELD 16 FOOT LAUNCH

The Last Chance
of securing one of these complete little launches for

$175
will expire on May 31, The launches will be advanced in price

to $200 on June 1st. Remember these launches are as perfect

in every detail as a boat costing five times the money. The
hull is of selected southern cypress—ribs of rock elm and the

decks and combing of seasoned oak.

The engine is 2i H. P. of a standard make. The launch carries

6 passengers at 7 miles an hour.

Both Engine and Hull Are Guaranteed

For fishing, hunting, camping or general utility boats these little

launches are unsurpassed. They make ideal tenders for larger

boats. For particulars write immediately to

THE LAKEFIELD CANOE COMPANY, LTO.
(Contractors to the British Admiralty)

LAKEFIELD, .... CANADA.
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= Road A waits You

THE 1912 PIERCE-ARROW

The road is open today for your summer automobile tour,

North, South, East and West. A car is here waiting for

you. A car to make the trip a pleasure jaunt because it

has been tried out and acknowledged perfect.

We have sifted the whole catalogue of automobiles and

find these perfect few to offer.

PIERCE-ARROW
HUPMOBILE

STODDART-DAYTON
REO

Write for particulars and catalogues.

The Automobile & Supply Company Ltd.

18-24 Temperance Street, Toronto.
TELEPHONE MAIN 6825
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Go— go— go — a - Fording.

Not a "joy ride" but a Ford
ride—with "class" and speed

and sane economy. For'd in

a Ford—that's the cry ! And
it's going to take seventy-five

thousand new Ford cars this

season to satisfy that world-

wide cry.

Satisfy yourseli that there is no other ear
like the Ford Model T. It's lightest, right-

est—most economical. The two-passenger

car costs but $775, f. 0. b., Walkerville, Ont-

ario, complete with all equipment—the
five-passenger but $850. Today get latest

catalogue- from the Ford Motor Company
of Canada, Limited, Walkerville, Ont., Can.
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BROGKVILLE-ATLAS $2000
Fully equipped with Top, Windshield and Speedometer,

Nickle & Black Lamps. Choice of Enamelled

or Dull Leather.

Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension Motor

Full Floating Rear Axle

114 in. Wheel Base

56 in. Tread 35 x 4 Tires

with Non-Skid on rear wheels.

Enclosed Valves

F & S Annular imported bearings

in clutch and transmission. Hyatt

Roller Bearings in all other parts.

Thirty Horse Power

Motor Enclosed, adjustable Valves

Bcsch High Tension

Magneto and Batteries

Schebler "L" Carburator

Forced Feed Lubrication

Parsons White Bronze Bearings

Multiple Disc Clutch cf Saw Steel.

Fifteen 9 in. Plates Running Oil

Finish & Equipment of the finest. Bodies and upholster-

ing by Canada's oldest and best firm of coach builders.

BUILT BY CANADIANS IN CANADA

Brockville Atlas Auto Co. Ltd.

Brockville, Ont.
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Hupmobile Long-Stroke "32" Touring Car—$1000
F. O. B. Windsor. ineliHlin^ e(]iii|inieut of win(ls;liiel(l. giis lamps and generator, oil lamps, tools and
horn. Three speeds forward and reverse; sliding gears. Four cylinder motor, SV^-mch bore ami
5%-ineb stroke: Bosch magneto; 106 inch wheel base: 32x3i,4 inch tires. Color, Standard Bine.

Not the Price ; Not the Specifications ; But

the Name added to both
u "ouUl i.io this car Itfs llinn justice il'

,'ou .iudged it by its price.

11 would fail to do it full justice even it

.'ou .iudgeil it by the generous specifications.

is what t'.'e ear has always stood for, thai

enders the price remarkable.

is the Hupmobile record; and the Ilupnio-

sile reputation ; that emphasize the extra-

)rdinary character of the 9peciiicr.tions.

e jirice is not, in itself, sensational—but

he high standard of Hupmobile practice,

it that jirice, is sensational.

u do not buy certain

arge cars of highest

jrice because they

"oast a longer wheel

lase; or more gecer-

lus proportions in any
oart of the chassis.

u buy them because
;heir name and their

rtord have always been

synonymous with ser-

,-ice and worth.

F. O. B. Windsor with same power plant that took
20 H.P., 8lidii3g gears, Bosch magneto. Equipped
lamps, tools and horn. Roadster, llO-incb wheel

And, in its class, tlie Ilui>uiobile has aiway-

held its ideals as high as cars of the higli-

est worth.

It has shown itself worthy of a place besddt

them—worthy to share the same garage; it

lias fulfilled its mission as efficiently as they

fulfill theirs-

Bear these things in mind as you study tin

cars in detail—then, and not till then, will

you fully realize the remarkable value em
bodied in the price and in the speoifieatious

We are quite willing that you should compare

this new Hupmobile with cars which sell

for several hundroil

dollars more.

We will cheerfully abide

by your decision, if it

does not demonstrate
either equality or su-

periority in any defin-

ite and positive test

which you may desic

nate to the dealer.

Standard 20 H, P. Runabout, $850
the world-touring car around the world—1 cylinders.

with top, windshield, gas lamps and generator, oil

base, J950.

^

\

I
^

\
\

\
\

\

\

HUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1271 JEFFERSON AVE., DETROIT, MICH. \
CANADIAN FACTORY, DESK K , WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

^''-^•" " ~ -
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CANADIAN PACIFIC
Bass, trout and other game fish teem in the waters of Georgian Bay
in Canada. Within a few miles of hotel comfort are waters
practically unfished. Wooded islands invite to tent life. The varied

scenery offers novelty to the most experienced. Georgian Bay
and its 30,000 Islands are unspoiled. Its canoe trips are limitless

with fishing grounds everywhere.

These are only a part of the great hunting, fishing and Summer
Resort territory reached by the Canadian Pacific Railway

—

the only line along the shores of Georgian Bay.

K|,^^^>!P9%X^ ai^SsL
Call or send 2 cents postage for

S?iK.^''»igwfc^^ Lt^^F booklet, "Fishing and Shooting."
ALLA>i CAMfcRON. Ceft. Traffic Apt.

4S8 T?roa»1w3y and 28i Fitta Ave,. New Vwrk
C. E. E. USSHER. Pass TfafSc Mei.

Fisl;in£ on the Frendi Rivev*

Fish Bite
like hongrry vrnlves and keepyoalmsv if too po
after them with mv wonderful fish-luring bait

MAGIC-FISH-LURE.
Best fish bait ever invented. You catch a bip
string- of fish while the other fellows are wait-
ing for a bite. Price SSp. a box. Positively
puaranteed. Write for Free Booklet and my
special offer of one box to help introduce it.

J. F. GREGORY, Dept. F . St. Louis, Mo

E. F. R. Zoellner

INDUSTRIAL BROKER

1106 TEMPLE BLDG., TORONTO

Canadian Factories a Specialty

Locations Secured

Loans, Exemptions, Etc., Negotiated

The only strop-
per that strops
any razor diag-
onally.
Guaranteed for
life.

Brandt's Patented Auto-
matic Razor Stropper. automatically puts
a perfect edge on any razor, old style or
safety. Big seller. Every man wants
one Write quick for terms, prices and
territory.

R. N. Brandt Cutlery^ Co., 42 Hudson St., N. Y.

For Sale or To Let
SUMMER PROPERTIES AND COTTAGES

Also Beautiful modern two story summer
home located on Lake L'Achigan, Terrebonne
County. 16 rooms, 4 bathrooms. All neces-

sary outbuildings, boat house and motor boat.

Winter lodge, 30 acres land, fine Lake, brook

trout and black' bass fishing, partridge and
deer hunting in season, completely furnished.

For particulars apply to

CHAS. E. SPRAGGE,
REAL ESTATE AGENT,

151 St. James St. Montreal, Que.
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McLaughlin

A smart, roomy, Roadster, with 30-h. p. Buick motor, walwe-in-head type ; 108 in. wheel

base ; splendid finish and upholstery ; NICKEL FINISH ; demountable rims, including extra

rim, standard equipment; concealed horn and coil; and patented control as described

below. The snappiest car of its kind produced this year.

PATENTED FEATUIffl

[/or 1912.

ENCLOSED
CONTROL

This is one of the

greatest single im- ^
provements ever em- ^i

bodied in the con- '-'^/^.Vu

st ruction of an auto-

mobile. It brings

the brake and control

levers to the most

convenient position,

without chafing or in-

terfering with the

movements of the

driver's limbs.

McLaughlin Carriage'^Co.,
OSHAWA Limited ONTARIO

Branches and Agencies

in all the leading towns and cities in Canada.
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Shaw' s Pneumatic Smoker

SMOKE OUT. In cold weather trappers smoke out
more mink, "cooa," Pkunk. etc.. In one day than they
can take In traps in a montJi—be^ldea they get prime furs
worth the most money.
A DnCE brlnga lllnatrflted eolde. It tells how. Olring

the flrat time In print the treaanred secrets of the wisest
old trappers In this coontry. It's worth dollars to yoo.

TEAPPEK'S SUPPLY CO.. Oak Park. lU.. U.S.A.

Partridges and Pheasants

The Celebrated Hungarian and English

Capercailzies, Black Game, WUd Turkeya, QaalU,
Rabbits. Deer, etc., for stocking purpoees. P«icy
Pheasants, I'eafowl. Swaoa. Cranes, Storks. Orna-

mental Geese sod Ducks. Foses, Sqalrrels. Terrtta.

etc. AU kinds of binla sod animals bought and
sold.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRY 4 GAME PARK. YARDLEr. /A.

ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me yotr Game Heads to mount

Expert Animal, Fish.

Game Head and

Bird Mounting
promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in

Moose Head Mounted by Edwin ^^^ Styles.

Dixon

Elk lIiMd Mounted by Edwin Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance
and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,

Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,

birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles X. E. of Toronto. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank. Unionville; \\'.
J. Taylor, publisher of Rod

and Gun : sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U. S. A.

EDWIN DIXON '^""tr^r'"''
MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO
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The Letter Tells The Story—The Diagram Tells Why

/^ bboir-Perroir
100000 MILE
I'BULL DOG'tOUR / /li|J^

riie Sbarp Spark Plug Co.. .Tamiar.r ITtli, 1912.
Broadview Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir.s.— 1 aui writing .voii to evidence my ap-
preciation of Sharp Sparks—truly -lUe one perfect plug.
On our recent Bull Dog Trip, we equipped wijth

.Sharp Sparks. They f^tood the gaff in rain, snow and
mud

—

in temperature from 120 al>nve to 40 degrees
tielow. a great deal of the time on low gear, and never
once di<l your plugs show the slightest signs of wear
or miss a single explosion.

I can truthfully recommend them as absolutely the
he^t plugs I have ever used.

Yours very truly.
CHAS. r,. PEKCIV.\L.

In charge of 100,000 mile trip of Ilic

Abbott-Detroit "Bull Dog." Total
miles to date 41.000.

'TQY KKJi is tlic iinsolifitiHl testi-

Jnl nion\- of tlip man who tried"" SHARP PLUGS in Alaskan
wildernes.ses and Arizona deserts, in

temperatures ranging from 40 below
to 120 above. After 41,000 miles of

continuous service under conditions
far more severe tlian ordinary city
and country trav(d, he testifies

"They never missed a singie explos-
ion,"

Hadn't you better give SHARP
PLUGS a tryout on your car?

4 MONTHS FREE TRIAL Cet
a set of SHARP PLUGS from your
dealer or order direct from us. In-

stall them in your car. Give them a

'Im

four montlis' tryout. Tlien if they
are not the best plug you have ever

tised, return them and get your
money back by return of mail.

Vni\ ARE SHARP PLUGS BET-
TER THAN ANY OTHER PLUG ON
THE MARKET?
1. The gas is heated and exploded in

a secondary combustion chamber.
:.'. The flash is ejected from four

openings into the cylinder. The
force of the flash keeps the plug
free from oil and soot. It is self-

cleaning.

:;. Four copper-covered gaskets take
up all expansion and contraction

and prevent cracking of porcelain.

4. You have a choice of Mica Insu-

lation at $1.2'.) or Porcelain Insu-

lation at Sl.OO in any thread desired.

\\'RITE FOR [liSJtlTON BOOK-
IjET—Our new text -book. 'Antorao
bile Ignition" will help you locate

and do away with ignition troubles.

We will be glad to send it to you by
return mail. Drop us a line to-day.

CANADIAN SELLING AGENTS:—

Canadian General Electric

Co., Limited.
Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, Ottawa, Cobalt,

Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver, Nelson.

©lie ^harp ^park |llny (Cn..

3360 Broadview Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Copper-Covered As

bestos Gaskets.

Two more in inter

ior of Plug.

SPARK*-
PAT,

Secondary

Combustion

Chamber

Porcelain

or Mica

Insulation
I 13 '

as Desired

Four Flash

Openings—

Self-Clean-

ing.
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FOR SALE—15-foot cedar canoe, canvas covered, good as

iivw, and a dandy. Bos 3S0, Hghgate, Ont.

FOB SALE—Caieap for cash; 1 new single cylinder ver

itcal make and break marine engine, 5^^ h.p.; 1 second

band single cylinder vertical make and break 3^ ti.p.

;

1 1% h.p. single cylinder jump spark motor »alta.t>le foi

skiff or canoe, walgbt 65 lbs.; one 2 b.p. vertical ainsi«

cylinder jump sipark engine mltable for small Imnnch. Will
sell at a bargain. W. H. Martin. Sporting Qooda Dealer,

WoodBtock, Ont. tf

One of our customers have a 29 In. x 7 fln. cabin top

Uuncb, 18 H.P. Fairbanks engine. Cost, new $1300.00.

and has been used very little. He wants a 21 to 25 ft.

open boat with 5 to 10 H.P.. will take such a boat as part

payment. Is offering present boat at $1000. Have other
bargains. Write us—H. Ditchburn Boat Mfg. Ck).. Ltd.,

Gravenhurst. Mus:koka.

POE SALE One 5 H.P. one cylinder, complete outfit,

oever been out of crate. Price $104.50.

One 6 H.P. two cylinder, complete outfit and Baldrldfe
reverse Gear. Only used two months. Price $149.50.

One direct current, 110 volt dynamo, 170 watts, almost
new, capacity of 16 to 20 ei^ht c«ndle power lights.

Highly writable for yacht. Perfect co ndlt Ion. Price
$41.00. Apply to K. J. Carter, Oaspe, Que.

MOTOE BOAT EQTJIPMEKT.

LAUNCH HULL FOE SALE—A snap for anyone wanting
1 launch to use on Lake of Bays where boat Is now stored.

Big reduction in price and all freight charges saved. Used
OBily a few weeks last summer. Address, Bex I, Rod and
Oon, Toronto.

Btghteen inch two-blade bronze reversing propeller. 28
inch pitch with six feet of % Inch bronze shaft, brass
sleeve, stuffing box and reversing quadrant. New. Regu
lar price $20.00. Will sell for $10.00. N. Austen, 25 Front
3t. East, Toronto.

PET STOCK.

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.
f rire-wlnnlng stock. "Rahman," Ilne-bred black King at
service. Address:—Mrs. F. B. Hewitt, 708 Dovereourt Ed.,
Toronto, Ont.

WILD EICE SEED.

FOR SALE—Fresh Wild Rice Seed, also Parched Rice
for Cooking. Robert H. Campbell, Keene, Ont. TF

SPECIALS.

FOR SALE—Eggs. Wild duck decoy. $2.00 for 11

fggs (Mallards). Sam Holmes, Chatham. Out. IT

FOR 8ALB—6et of Electric automobile lamps, two side
*nd one tall. Never been used. N. Austen, 25 Front
Street. B.. Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—One female cub bear one year old—will sell

cheap. Apply W. F. Dutcher, Ardbeg P. O.. Can., Deer
Lake Station C. N. O. IT

BROTHER acoldently discovered root will cure both to-

bacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars. J.

S. Stokes, Mohawk. Florida.

Will exchange two deer heads, fine specimens, for 114 or
2 H.P. marine gasoline engine. For particulars apply
Stanley Batman. Shegniandah. Ont. TP

WANTED, Live Canadian Mink. Must not be lajured In

any way. Also other wild animals. State sex and price.

F. W. Strother. 437 Sherbourne St.. Toronto. 2t.

Wanted—Live uninjured Mink, Marten. Otter, Dark
Red Foxes for breeding. Nelson Waldron. Tyne Valley.
Prince Edward Island. M6T

FOR SALE—Artz Folding Tonneau, to fit any size and
shape of car. upholstered and painted to match. Send for
further particulars bo Box L.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock.
Ont. TP

A. C, HAMILTON
REGISTERED GUIDE

FOREST CITY, N.

'HUNTING, FISHING AND CANOEING
PARTIES" A SPECIALTY.

FOR SALE—Edison Phonograph, good as new, 19 four
minute recoi-ds. Box 3S0. Highgate. Ont. IT

AUTOMOBILE OR LAUNCH TOPS—Built and fitted ac
cording to Bpecifications at a considerable discount off

regular prices. Address N. Austen, 25 FroDt Btreet, B.,

Toronto. tf.

FOR SALB—I island In Georgian Bay cantalnln« 16.43
acres 4n front o€ TownBtkip of Carllng near the moutb
of the Shet>eehel£one River, east of the Narrows. Island
would make a fine place for Gun Club. Finest of baaa
tehing in summer and fine duck shooting In the fall. A4^
ply foe particulars. Wm. Laughorn, Ham41ton, Ont.

HUNTERS' LOOK! I want Uve Foxee, any coJort;

Ooona, Mink and Martens. Wire prices and sex to Jao.
Murray. Breadalbane, P.B.I. 2T

FOR SALE—18 FOOT LAUNCH, well finished, and com
plete with 5 H.P. engine. Speed eight miles per hoot.
Only used two months. Price $200.00. K. J. Carter.
Gaspe, Que.

Japanese Pish Decoy er. Catch fish by the barrel with
this magic mixture, no nets. bo«ks or lines required. Works
like a charm, satisfaction guaranteed, particulars free.

H. Reasbeck. Vankleek Hill. Ontario.

Hydrophane for sale—23% ft., Hand V. Bottom hydro
plane, same as Grizzly Bear. Complete, ready for motor,
made 25 M. P. H. with 40 H. P. machine, weighing 600
lbs. Price $150.00. The St. Lawrence Engine Co.. Ltd..
Brockvllle, Ont. IT

FOR SALE—Large mounted deer, caribou and mountain
sheep heads, bear, -wolf, fox and other rugs with mounted
heads, polished buffalo horns, elk tusks, large sets of horns,
etc. Very reasonable prices. What are your wishes? Write
me. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's Leading Taxidermist, Union
vllle. Ontario.

FOR SALE—For your home, office or club. Two extra
large and fine mounted moose heads, 58 and 56 Inches spread
of horns. 26 and 22 points. Pull de.scriptlon upon request.
Very reasonabl** 'prices. Duty free. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's
iveading Taxidermist. Unionville. Ontario.

Large mounted Manitoba Elli head (Wapatl) for sale, a

perfect specimeii of the highest class. Mounted by the best
known methods. Very reasonable price P.O.B. anywhere.
Write me. Edwin Dixon, Onitario's Leading Taxidermist.
Unionville. Ont.

TO ANGLHRS ALL OVER THE DOMINION:—Dr. Henry
Gove of St. Andrews. N.B. will accept ordera during the
present winter for tying flies. Dr. Grove can tie all klnda
of flies to the perfection of the ari, particularly those
w^hich imitate the natural Insects of our rivers, having
made careful and life long study of the same. 'Hxe
construction of these flies will be founded upon ideas
which will appear in articles contributed by Dr. Gove to
fhe pffges of Rod and Gun. In all cases If orders are not
first class 5n every respect money will be refunded. Ad
dress Dr. Henry Gove, St. Andrews, N. B. Nov. 5t

FOR SALB—^One Whicheeter target rifle, special. One
Remington target rifle, special. One Double English
Bxpreea rifle, special. One Swise Rifle, with 190 ronnda
cartridges. Ttiree Canoes. Two Camp stoves. Two Bear
Traps, Newhouse make. For full particulairs apply to
.Tohn C. Pretton. Chestervtlle. Ont. 3t.

FOR SALE—Two islands and building lots at Baker
Lake, N.B.. the nicest and most convenient summer resort

on the Transcontinental Railway. Apply John Ooetlos.
Ottawa. Ont.. or Edmunston. N.B. ^
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finest boats (£a€/Yoai %J>.

"HANFORD FLYER"

40 ft. runabout owned by the Hanford Irrigation

& Power Co., of Hanford. Wash. Six cyUnder, 45 65 H. P.

Sterling.

Sterling Engir.es are built from 8 to 240 H. P.

39,000 MILES
That's the record of the "Hanford Fly.i .

She still irakes her daily trips of 70 miles

up the Columbia River and during hi?"i

water period works against an 8 mile cui--

rent.

STEADY, UNFAILING SERVICE
That's what we sell. That's what we

build into every STERLING and that's the

reason why they stind up under all condi-

tions.

Write now for citilog and specifications

of the new. lon^ s'rokc. 25-25 H.P. heavy

duty engine. S'z inch bore. 8 inch stroke,

Built especially for Ion* distance cruising

and work boats.

THE 1912 RACING ENGINE
With 8 cylinders and 150 H.P. will drive

the fastest boats afloat this year. , Get com-

plete description and let us explain the mer-

its of three point suspension, manganese

bronze base, etc

Sterling Engine Co.
1262 Niagara St., Buffalo N. Y

FISHING
A great lure for fish and frogs. All
light concentrated on the fish, none
in fisherman's eyes. Both hands
free. Best light made for cast-
ing, gigging, spearinr;,
netting.

Nights in camp made cheerful;

leading and writing possible;

pieniy of light to overhaul guns.
tackle, etc. Lamp hung on
tree, etc.. attracts mosquitos
away Ti om sleeping spot.

THE BALDWIN CAMP LAMP

ON THE WATER
Absolute protection against

motor boats. Very penetrating

light—picks out rocks, shoals,
anags. landing places. Lamp can

be fastened on bow or worn on cap,

Both hands free for paddle, oars, or boat hook.

Projects bright, white 14 candle power light 150 feet on
darkest night. Burns acetyUne gas. Height 3i/2 inches.

Burns three hours on one charge. No o^l, glass or wicks.

Never blows out, absolutely safe, simple in construction.

Can b::^ fastened to cap. belt, carried in hand, stood on
table, hung on tree or stick. Fifty hours light costs 25c.

Sold h)} hading Hardware arid Sporting Goods dealers, or

sent prepared upon rcce pt of price. Brass $/ .00; Highly
polished nickel with hinged handles $1 .50.

Illustrated Booklet Free. Write for it today,
giving name and address of your dealt;r.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
19 Franklin St., New Yor!t City

^

48 St. Nicholas Street,
Montreal, Can

' HUNTING
Lamp on cap or belt casts bright

circle upon trail. No stumbling

over loss and into pools. Lamp
spots game in highest trees. Both

hands free for gun or kr.ife. Great for

coon, possum, turkey—big game.
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Fox Scientific Lock Mechanism.
TIlc F(i\ iiul iiiilv lias tile .siiiipU'»l liK-k iiirili;un.>iu ui any

liroarm niailp. but is const nicteil 0:1 striitlv soieiitilic |iiiiici-

ples. The metal in the lianimer is so distiilniteil as to fjive it

tlie i|uiokest possible aetion and makes breakage praetically

impossible. The Fox hammer strikes direct. eliminatin<; the

use and <lelay of delivering the blow tlirougli a tiring i)in. The
cocking of the Fox lock is elVected by direct action on the

hammer extension, and no intermediate parts are employed
which would cause unnecessary complications and friction.

All of these vital points will be just as apparent to the casual hunter as they are to the

most experienced sportsman. There is no elem^-nt of risk in purchasing a Fox (iun as it has

been proved and tested and endorsed the world over as "The Finest l!un in the World."
Kvery gun from $.50.00 to $515.00 is litted with geiuiine Krupp Fluid Steel Barrels, and if

you select even the A Grade for .H.'iO.OO you realize at once it has a hant; and balance that

\ou cannot find in other guns that cost nearly ten times as much. Every Fox Gun must
stay tight forever—this is our guarantee, but one of the greatest satisfactions in purchas-

ing a Fox is the absolute confidence the shooter can have that his trip will not be spoiled

by the breakage of some weak part. Spring breakage is practically unknown in the Fox Gun,

as we use the famous Fox Spiral Springs throughout the entire machanism.

The A G'rade Gun shown in the cut above is all gun.— no elaborate engraving. It has the

plain Knglish imported Walnut stock, and just enough engraving and checkering to relieve

tlie absolute plainness. The .shooting qualities are equal to any gun made. List price $62.50

and your dealer can sell it to you at $50.00 net. and with the new 1911 Automatic Ejector
$()5,00 net. If you cannot secure it through your dealer send your order direct to us.

Don't fail to write todav for our new catalog.

FOX EJECTOR.

Our 1911 -Model Fox Ejector Gun is tlie liiu^st JCjector (iun made. It is an inspiration— in a

(dass by itself and must be seen to be appreciated. Full automatic in its operation, yet the

gun can be opened and closed practically as easily as our Xon-Ejector tUms.

FOX sterlingworth!
(lur 1(111 .Model is branded ".Made by A. H. Fox (iun Company." This stamps its ciuality— .\

(ienuine Fox Gun. This new model has non-Breakable fore-end fastener in place of the Hat

spring previously used. It is the simplest and strongest fore-end fastener in existence. Ab-

solutely unbreakable and guaranteed for all time by us. Price $35.00 net. Our illustrated

catalogue shows our complete line. Send for it. Net retail prices .$515.00 to $35.00.

-H.^./iroxGiJWCa 4664 N. 18th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS

CONSTRUCTION MOST SCIENTIFIC
\

The Lock Mechanism in the A. H. Fox Gun is the simplest known.

Each part is constructed on strictly scientific principles.

Analyze the three working parts—then compare with parts in other
makes. The superiority of the Fox will then be fully appreciated.

Fox Hammer—Heaviest where the greatest strain comes. Strikes

primer direct. Gives quickest possible blow. Eliminates all deli-

cate and troublesome firing pins. Is a positive gas check and above

all is practically unbreakable.

Fox Springs—are all non-breakable, spiral type. Constructed of

finest piano wire; carefully tempered and tested. All spring troub

les are eliminated in the A. H. Fox Guns.

Fox Sears—will stand long, continuous service and always give

uniform results. Made from drop forging of special tool steel.

Fox Rctary Taper Belt—a glance at this bolt is sufficient to convince

any one that the Fox guarantee "to stay tight forever" is well

founded.

Fox Proof—Every Fox Gun is subjected to the most rigid test and

inspection. Every part is gauged. Each gun is shot with encrm

ous overcharge as required by all European Governments.

Fox Prcof Tag attached to each gun is our guarantee.

Cost—-Fox Guns cost no more than other guns. When you buy a

Fox you get the best in material and workmanship. A gun built

on beautiful lines and perfect in balance. We guarantee all parts

and will at all times replace any defective part free of cost.

Write today for catalogue describing all grades. Prices range from

$25.00 for the Fox Sterlingworth to $362.00 net fcr the F. E. Grade.

^^Ji'ji'T^OC Gun CO.Philadelphia,Pa.,U.S.A.

L ^
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KINDS
,

STICK POWDER CREAM
Each man to his taste in method, but to each the

same result—that perfect—

COLOaTE'S
^ nil itou' ]ttiff ;,(nn' rlmirt of thrt i'

irai/s of making Colfjate's Uixting. hi.r-

tirioux lather and of sharinfj in

I'omfort.—

•

Softrtiinfl, xoothinfi. .lanitnrif— irhich-

ercr n'liil ifoii nifili 'f.

.
.- :i ,:lni,.,!,r,,;-. h, si , ,i

its antife/itic qualities, and best in its

eiceptioniil freedom from uncomhined
allali.

Do not ill-treat your fare and liandieap

'.'.T.-.-i' rtitor 6.1/ tlsiiifi nn infirior hithrr.

Three Methods—One Result

Colgate & Co.
Department H. S., Coristme Bldg., MONTREAL
W. G. M. SHEPHERD, Montreal, Sole Agent for Canada
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\ ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS

CONSTRUCTION MOST SCIENTIFIC

The Lock Mechanism in the A. H. Fox Gun is the simplest known.

Each part is constructed on strictly scientific principles.

Analyze the three working parts—then compare with parts in other
makes. The superiority of the Fox will then be fully appreciated.

Fo.r Hammer—Heaviest where the greatest strain comes. Strikes

primer direct. Gives quickest possible blow. Eliminates all deli-

cate and troublesome firing pins. Is a positive gas check and above

all is practically unbreakable.

Fox Springs—are all non breakable, spiral type. Constructed of

finest piano wire; carefully tempered and tested. All spring troub-

les are eliminated in the A. H, Fox Guns.

Fox Sears—will stand long, continuous service and always give

uniform results. Made from drop forging of special tool steel.

Fox Rotary Taper Bolt—a glance at this bolt is sufficient to convince

any one that the Fox guarantee "to stay tight forever" is weil

founded.

Fox Proof—Every Fox Gun is subjected to the most rigid test and

inspection; Every part is gauged. Each gun is shot with enorm-

ous overcharge as required by all European Governments.

Fox Proof Tag attached to each gun is our guarantee.

Cost—Fox Guns cost no more than other -g When you buy a

Fo:: you get the best in material and woi ip. A gun built

on beautiful lines and perfect in balance. P^iv 'antee all parts

and will at all times replace any defective, p et ' cost

Write today for catalogue describing all gr.' 'rices range frcm

$37.5C for the Fox Steriingworth to $515.00 ' the F. E. Grade.

466-

^^''A'Ji'Tooc GnW Co.phUade'^

•' 8th St.

Pa., U.S.A.

^=Jr* -55
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ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS

CONSTRUCTION MOST SCIENTIFIC

The Lock Mechanism in the A. H. Fox Gun is the simplest known.

Each part is constructed on strictly scientific principles.

Analyze the three working parts—then compare with parts in other
makes. The superiority of the Fox will then be fully appreciated.

Fox Hammer—Heaviest where t! e greatest strain comes. Strikes

primer direct. Gives quickest possible blow. Eliminates all deli-

cate and troublesome firing pins. Is a positive gas check and above

all is practically unbreakable.

Fox Springs—are all non breakable, spiral type. Constructed of

finest piano wire; carefully tempered and tested. All spring troub-

les are eliminated in the A. H. Fox Guns.

Fox Sears—will stand long, continuous service and always give

uniform results. Made from drop forging of special tool steel.

Fox Rotary Taper Bolt—a glance at this bolt is sufficient to convince

any one that the Fox guarantee "to stay tight forever" is well

founded.

Fox Proof—Every Fox Gun is subjected to the most rigid test and

inspection. Every part is gauged. Each gun is shot with enorm

ous overcharge as required by all European Govercments.

Fox Proof Tag attached to each gun is our guarantee.

Cost—Fo.x Guns cost no more than other guns. When you buy a

Fox you get the best in material and workmanship. A gun built

on beautiful lines and perfect in balance. We guarantee all parts

and will at all times replace any defective part free of cost.

Write today for catalogue describing all grades. Prices range from

SjO.OO for the Fox Sterlingworth to $315.00 net for the F. E. Grade.

^ TT r7% X*. , ^ 4664 N. 18th St.

^'A'Ji'T^OC GZJW Co. Philadelphia. Pa., U.S.A.
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A Real A. H. Fox Gun
at a Price Everybody

Can Afford

Petal Price

$37.50 Net.

It ha.s long- been the ambition of the makers that the A. H. Fox Gun should
be the universal gun as well as the quality gun.

The Fox Sterlingworth
is the answer. A genuine full-quality Fox Gun at a price which puts it withiii

the reach of any man who can afiford even an ordinarily good gun.
The Fox Sterlingworth Grade was made possible on account of the per-

fect equipment and organization of the Fox plant, being equipped with the

finest tools and fixtures that were ever constructed for the manufacture of

shot guns. The entire gun is prodticed under what is known in manufacttu'ing

as the maximum and minimum limit gauge system, which enables a factorv

like ours to make the highest quality guns at the minimum price.

The Fo.x Sterlingworth grade is a worth}-

member of the Fox "family." This means

perfection of materials, workmanship and

operation.

" Ma4c by A. H. Fox Gun Co." wiU be

stamped on the barrel.

Coil springs which can never weaken nor

break are used throughout the 1911 model.

The 1911 non-breakable coil spring fore-end

fastener is the simplest and strongest in

existence. It can never loosen.

The 1911 cocking slide and other work-

ing; parts are mnde of Chrome-Xickel

steel, and are ten times as strong as ordi-

nary gun parts.

The taper bolt holds tight forever—even

under the strain of the heaviest charges of

smokeless powder.

The Fox Sterlingworth is carefully in-

spected and tested, both with regulation

loads, and the excessive proof-house loads

of smokeless.

The balance and handling of the Fnx
Sterlingworth are absolutely perfect.

The Fox Sterlingworth is fully and lili-

erally guaranteed in every respect.

If your dealer hasn't the Fox Sterling-

worth, give us his name and address and
we will send you our catalog and see that

you get what you want. One standard of

quality

—

the highest; one standard of price

—the lowest. $37. .50 net. With Automatic
Ejector. $.50.00. Other grades $.50.00 to

$515.00 net.

^"^Ji'jri ' JOX VjU N CO. Philadelphia. Pa., U.S.A.
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ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS

CONSTRUCriON MOST SCIENTIFIC

The Lock Mechanism in the A. H. Fox Gun is the simplest known.

Each part is constructed on strictly scientific principles.

Analyze the three working parts—then compare with parts in other

makes. The superiority of the Fox will then be fully appreciated.

Fox Hammer—Heaviest where the greatest strain comes. Strikes

primer direct. Gives quickest possible blow. Eliminates all deli-

cate and troublesome firing pins. Is a positive gas check and above

all is practically unbreakable.

Fox Springs—are all non breakable, spiral type. Constructed of

finest piano wire; carefully tempered and tested. All spring troub

les are eliminated in the A. H. Fox Guns.

Fox Searr,—will stand long, continuous service and always give

uniform results. Made from drop forging of special tool steel.

Fox Rotary Taper Bolt—a glance at this bolt is sufficient to convince

any one that the Fox guarantee "to stay tight forever" is well

founded.

Fox Proof—Every Fox Gun is subject to the most rigid test and

inspection. Every part is gauged. Each gun is shot with enorm-

ous overcharge as required by all European Governments.

Fox Proof Tag attached to each gun is our guarantee.

Cost—Fox Guns cost no more than other guns. When you buy a

Fox you get the best in material and workmanship. A gun built

on beautiful lines and perfect in balance. We guarantee all parts

and will at all times replace any defetcive part free of cost.

Write today for catalogue descrii,ing all grades. Prices range from

$50.00 for the Fox Sterlingworth to $315.00 net for the F. E. Grade.

^ u «7> •*" , r% ^ 4664 N. 18th St.

^'Ji'Jl • J OX GU N CO. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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A Real A. H. Fox Gun

at a Price Everybody

Can Afford
Fox Simplicity

and Strength

It has long been the anil)ition of the makers that the A. H. Fox Gun
should be the universal gun as well as the quality .Qun.

The Fox Sterlingworth
is the answer. A genuine full-quality Fox Gun at a price which puts it within

the reach of any man who can attijrd even an ordinarily good gun.

Tlie Fox Sterlingworth Grade was made possible on account of the per-

fect equipment and organization of the Fox plant, being equipped with the

finest tools and fixtures that were ever constructed for the manufacture of

shot guns. The entire gun is produced under what is known in manufacturing

as the maximum and minimum limit gauge system, wdiich enables a factory

like ours to make the highest quality guns at the minimum price.

The Fox Sterlingworth grade is a worthy

member of the Fox '
' famil.v. '

' This means

perfection of materials, workmanship aud

operation.

"Uiiilr hy A. H. Fox Gun Co." will be

stampeil on the barrel.

Coil springs which can never weaken nor

break are used throughout. The non-break-

able coil spring fore-end fastener is the

simplest and strongest in existence. It can

never loosen.

The cocking slide and other working ])arts

are made of Chrome-Xickel steel, and are

ten times as strong as ordinary gun

I)arts.

The taper bolt holds tight forever—eveji

under the strain of the heaviest charges of
smokeless powder.

The Fox Sterlingworth is carefully in-

spected and tested, both with regulation
loads, and the excessive proof-house loads
of smokeless.

The balance and handling of the Fox
Sterlingworth are absolutely perfect.

The Fox Sterlingworth is fully and lib-

erally guaranteed in every respect.

If your dealer hasn't the Fox Sterling-
worth, give us his name and address and
we will send you our catalog and see that
you get what you want. One standard of
quality

—

the hifihest ; one standard of price—tlw towpsl. .'j.'?7..i0 net. With Automaitic
Kjector. $50 00. Other grades $50.00 to

$515.00 net.

^ TT y-r n^ r*. . ^^ 4664 N. 18th St.

^'•/t-XJ-XOX GUN Co. Philadelphia. Pa.. U.S.A.
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ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS

CONSTRUCTION MOST SCIENTIFIC

The Lock Mechanism in the A. H. Fox Gun is the simplest known.

Each part is constructed on strictly scientific principles.

Analyze the three working parts—then compare with parts in other

makes. The superiority of the Fox will then be fully appreciated.

^ox Hammer—Heaviest where the greatest strain comes. Strikes

ner direct. Gives quickest possible blow. Eliminates all deli-

nd troublesome firing pins. Is a positive gas check and above

ctically unbreakable.

s—are all non-breakable, spiral type. Constructed of

''e; carefully tempered and tested. All spring troub-

.ated in the A. H. Fox Guns.

jx Sears—will stand long, continuous service and always give

uniform results. Made from drop forging of special tool steel.

Fox Rotary Taper Bolt—a glance at this bolt is sufiScient to convince

any one that the Fox guarantee "to stay tight forever" is well

founded.

Fox Proof—Every Fox Gun is subject to the most rigid test and

inspection. Every part is gauged. Each gun is shot with enorm-

ous overcharge as required by all European Governments.

Fox Proof Tag attached to each gun is our guarantee.

Cost—Fox Guns cost no more than other guns. When you buy a

Fo.x you get the best in material and workmanship. A gun built

on beautiful lines and perfect in balance. We guarantee all parts

and will it all times replace any defective part free of cost.

Write today for catalogue describing all grades. Prices range from

$50.00 for the Fox Sterlingworth to $515.00 net for the F. E. Grade.

-« TT T T «!• r*- , ^ 4664 N. 18th St.

^'J^-/J-rOX GuN Co. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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Only three working
parts in the lock
mechanism.

New Improvements in 1911 Models

A. H. Fox Gun
A iK'W cjei'tor nuc-luinism lias liccii phucil cm all 1!)11 ejector

fiuns. It is a revelation—in a class hy itself— full automatic
in its operation, yet tlie gun can lie opened and closed practic-

ally as easily as a non-ejector gun. It lias set a new standard
in cjeetor guns. Seeing is believing—ask your dealer to show

you the new ejector Fox and tlieii coin]Mre it with
other ejector guns.

Simplicity and Strength
'riiere are only half as many working parts in the mechanism of the Fox as are used in other

guns and these few parts are twice the size ami -treiigth—too simple to get out of order—too

strong to break. The Fox has a rotary wedge shaped locking bolt which automatically takes

op wear and holds the gun tight forever. There is no such thing as a For Gun shooting loose.

The Fox coil main springs and coil top lever spring are guaranteed unhreakalde.

Unequalled Quality

The Fo.\ I inn sho\\^ i|uality from muzzle to butt. Kverytliing that enters into the making of

the Fox is tlie best money will buy. Even the lower grades have genuine Krupp Uuid steel

barrels. Circassian or English Walnut stocks and all interior working parts carefully finished

and jiolislii'd.

Fox Sterlingworth

.\ new non-breakable coil spring fore-eiul fastener will replace the tiat spring previously used.

'Ibis new spring forces the fore-end back tight against the hinge joint, automatically takes tip

all wear and adds mvich to the smooth working of the gun. It is the simplest and strongest

fore-end- fastener in existence. Absolutely unbreakable and guaranteed for all time by us.

•:\rade by .\. H. Fox Hnn Co.'' will lie branded on every barrel. Retail price .fS.-i.OO Xet.

Iltber grades up to .^.Jl.j.OU Net. Ketail price.

Send for our illustrated catalogue and price list.

-^AU'Tc^oc GuW Co. Phi

4664 N. 18th St.

ladelphia. Pa., U.S.A.
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A Prince Among Serges

REGISTERED

Brodericks Limited are the exclusive agents for

"Leith Serge" in Canada. Worn in every civilized

country in the World.

The genuine bears this trade-mark on every three

yards.

Famous for over a Century for smartness-for quality-

for value.

If your tailor cannot supply you with "Leith Serge"

write direct to us for samples, measurement form and

handsomely illustrated Booklet oi interest to men at

this Season.

Procurable $22.50 to $45.00

Brodericks Limited
113 King Street W.

Toronto, Can.

41 Cheapside,

London, Eng.
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The 45-inch Chesterfield,

silk faced to lapel edge and

silk-lined throughout if desired.

Agents in every city and town in Canada.

The Lowndes Company, Limited, Toronto. ^'.
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